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Christopher E. Jackson, Sr., 
Economic & Community 
Development Director 
City of Inglewood Department of 
Building & Safety 
l Manchester Boulevard, 4th Fl. 
Inglewood, CA 90301 

Re: (1) Objections to IBEC Project, DEIR and FEIR; 
State Clearinghouse No. 2018021056; 

(2) City's failure to respond to Public Records Act requests; 

(3) Interference with proper administrative record; 

(4) City's fast-tracking of Project and improper notice; 

(5) The City's FEIR responses to comments are improper and 
inadequate; 
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( 6) Additional objections to DEIR and FEIR, including based on new 
information post-March 24, 2020; 

(7) Piecemealing and illegal piecemeal adoption of Project components 
in violation of CEQA and State Planning and Zoning Laws; 

(8) Illegal precommitment; 

(9) Failure adequately to discuss impacts on schools; 

(10) Illegal Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program; 

( 11) Illegal statement of overriding considerations; 

(12) Illegal specific plan amendments; 

(13) Violation of Subdivision Map Act; 

(14) Violation of Surplus Land Law; 

(15) Illegal Disposition and Development Agreement. 

Dear fvfayor, City Council, l\t1s. Horton, Ms. Wilcox and Mr. Jackson: 

I. INTRODUCTION. 

This firm and the undersigned represent Kenneth and Dawn Baines, owners of the 
property located at 10212 S. Prairie Ave., Inglewood. Please keep this office on the list 
of interested persons to receive timely advance notice of all hearings and determinations 
related to the City's actions and potential approvals related to the IBEC/Clippers Arena 
project ("Project") and any of its components, including but not limited to general plan 
amendments, eminent domain actions and resolutions of necessity, noise insulation 
projects, road improvement projects, street or alley vacation determinations, specific plan 
amendments, the fviedia WOW billboard project at Prairie and Century and its MND, the 
Inglewood Transit Connector project, and any environmental detenninations and/or 
CEQA exemptions. 

The request for the above advance notice is pursuant to all applicable laws, 
including but not limited to Pub. Res. Code § 21167(£). 
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This letter consists of several distinct objections, but all related to the Project. 1 

II. THE CITY HAS VIOLATED THE PUBLIC RECORDS ACT, 
PREJUDICING OUR ABILITY TO FULLY PARTICIPATE. 

As a preliminary issue, while the administrative process and enviromnental review 
of the Project has been pending, we have made several Public Records Act ("CPRA") 
requests and have sought various documents related to the Project. Despite the 
specificity of our requests, the City has not responded to any of our requests, with the 
exception of one related to the documents exchanged or produced during the open and 
closed sessions on March 24, 2020, in response to which the City has provided 
incomplete and unsigned and/or signed but undated documents, among other deficiencies 
in that single, limited production 

The City's failures to respond to our CPRA requests dated April 22, April 23, and 
May 28, 2020, as well as unreasonable improper invocation of claimed privileges or 
exemptions, places the City in violation of the California Public Records Act and has 
deprived us of being able to fully participate in meaningfully understanding and 
responding to the City and applicant Murphy's Bowl or Clippers' (sometimes 
"Applicant") contemplated actions. 

Attached collectively at Exhibit 1 hereto are true and correct copies of 
correspondence regarding this matter as well as copies of currently-outstanding CPRA 
requests, to which the City has failed to provide responsive documents, to our prejudice. 
(Exh. 1 [CPRA requests to City (April 22, 23, May 8, June 4, 11, and 12, 2020].) 
Because these documents have not been produced, the City has hampered our ability to 
exhaust administrative remedies and object, and impaired our ability to submit the most 
meaningful and comprehensive evidence possible. 

The California Supreme Court has stated: "Implicit in the democratic process is 
the notion that government should be accountable for its actions. In order to verify 

These objections are provided under protest. Our client objects to the entire 
special CEQA scheme for the IBEC Project under AB 987, which is unconstitutional and 
illegal per se. Our client submits these objections while simultaneously asserting that AB 
987 is illegal and unconstitutional, and as a result, that the process by which the City and 
Applicant are proceeding as to CEQA approvals and all approvals for the Project that 
depend on the City's finding of CEQA compliance are improper, invalid, and void ab 
initio. Our client expressly reserves all rights and remedies in connection therewith. 
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accountability, individuals must have access to government files. Such access permits 
checks against the arbitrary exercise of official power and secrecy in the political process 
.... " CBS, Inc. v. Block (1986) 42 Cal.3d 646, 651. Those precepts apply to the City's 
actions herein. 

As stated by the Supreme Court in Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents 
of University of California (1993) 6 Cal.4th 1112, CEQA's "purpose is to inform the 
public and its responsible officials of the environmental consequences of their decisions 
before they are made. Thus, the EIR protects not only the environment but also informed 
self-government. To this end, public participation is an essential part of the CEQA 
process." Id. at 1123 (italics in original). 

It has been held that "the whole purpose of the CPRA is to shed public light on the 
activities of our governmental entities .... " Fairley v. Superior Court (1998) 66 
Cal.App.4th 1414, 1422. 

Because the documents requested from the City relate to critical issues concerning 
the Project, its EIR, and the City's impending approvals of same, we ask that no decision 
be made until the requested documents have been produced to us. If necessary, we will 
seek to augment the administrative record to remedy the violations of our client's and the 
public's constitutional and due process rights to a fair and impartial hearing, among other 
violations committed by the City. 

III. INTERFERENCE WITH THE ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD HAS ALSO 
PREJUDICED MEANINGFUL PUBLIC REVIEW. 

2 Our firm downloaded the document at 9 p.m. on Friday, May 15, 2020, shortly 
after the Agenda was made available to the public. However, as of May 19, 2020 the 
hyperlink in the Council agenda was disabled and the page was unavailable. (Exh. 3 
[May 19, 2020 agenda and printout of the notice of the unavailable page].) 
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However, CEQA requires the decision makers and the public - and consequently 
the Court - to make a decision on the Project or on CEQA compliance in light of the 
entire record, rather than a record that is favorable to the Project Applicant or proponents. 

"The 'in light of the whole record' language means that the court 
reviewing the agency's decision cannot just isolate the evidence 
supporting the findings and call it a day, thereby disregarding other 
relevant evidence in the record. (Bixby v. Pierno (1971) 4 Cal.3d 
130, 149 [93 Cal.Rptr. 234, 481P.2d242].) Rather, the court must 
consider all relevant evidence, including evidence detracting from 
the decision, a task which involves some weighing to fairly estimate 
the worth of the evidence. (County of San Diego v. Assessment 
Appeals Bd No. 2 (1983) 148 Cal.App.3d 548 [195 Cal.Rptr. 895].)" 
Lucas Valley Homeowners Assn. v. County of Marin (1991) 233 
Cal.App.3d 130, 141-142. 

The administrative record mandated by CEQA under Pub. Res. Code§ 21167.6(e) 
and applicable to AB 987 projects under Pub. Res. Code § 21189.52(j) is broad and 
expansive. "First, the language is mandatmy - all items described in the enumerated 
categories shall be included in the administrative record." Madera Oversight Coalition, 
Inc. v. County of Madera (2011) 199 Cal.App.4th 48, 63 (ital. orig.). "When an agency 
prepares and certifies the administrative record, it exercises no discretion and employs no 
specialized expertise; it performs a ministerial task when it applies the mandatory 
language of section 21167.6, subdivision (e)." Madera at 64. 

"Recently in [Madera], we made several observations about the 
contents of the administrative record as defined by these provisions. 
First, the language is mandatory: The administrative record shall 
include the listed items. Second, the list is non-exclusive; the 
administrative record's contents include, but are not limited to, the 
listed items. Next, the administrative record as defined is very 
expansive. We quoted language that originated in one Court of 
Appeal case and was subsequently quoted in another: Section 
21167.6 'contemplates that the administrative record will include 
pretty much everything that ever came near a proposed development 
or to the agency's compliance with CEQA in responding to that 
development."' Citizens for Ceres v. Superior Court (2013) 217 
Cal.App.4th 889, 909-910. See also, County of Orange v. Superior 
Court (2003) 113 Cal.App.4th 1, 8, cited with approval by Eureka 
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Citizens for Responsible Government v. City of Eureka (2007) 14 7 
Cal.App.4th 357, 366-367. 

the public and other agencies have been deprived of the opportunity to review the 
entire administrative record as mandated by CEQA and to comment on the DEIR. Thus 
our client and the public have been deprived of a full and fair opportunity to comment on 
the Project and its impacts in light of the whole of the record. All objections are 
expressly reserved. 

IV. THE CITY'S FAST-TRACKING OF THE PROJECT DURING THE 
COVID-19 PANDEMIC AND FAILURE TO CIRCULATE THE IBEC 
DEIR NOTICE OF EXTENSION OF THE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD 
FURTHER IMPAIRED PUBLIC COMMENT. 

The public review period of the IBEC DEIR coincided with the turmoil of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, when the public and public/responsible/trnstee agencies were 
fighting for human lives. Because of that timing, the scheduled 2020 Olympic games 
were cancelled and postponed for one year. 3

,
4 California's leaders have suggested 

similar postponing of large scale events until 2021. (Exh. 4 [article re halting sports 
events until 2021].) Yet Inglewood chose to fast-track the IBEC sports arena Project. 

On fvfarch 13, 2020, when an extension was requested from the City and granted, 
the City delayed posting its notice of extension to the public and failed to circulate it 
properly. 5 Although the extension was provided on March 13, 2020 and for only a few 
days until March 24, 2020, it was posted on the County website only on March 18, 2020, 

3 See https://www.olympic.org/tokyo-2020 

4 We specifically request that all the hyperlinks in this letter be downloaded and 
printed out, submitted to the agency, and be included in the City's control file and 
administrative record for the Project. 

5 Culver City - a city immediately adjacent to Inglewood and to be directly 
impacted by the Project - had specifically requested a further extension of the public 
comment period beyond March 24, 2020, due to COVID-19 pandemic. The 
administrative record does not reflect that Culver City's request was granted. (Exh 5. 
[Culver City Request].) 
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which lost 5 days of circulation. (Exh. 6 [extension notice on County website].) As for 
the State Clearinghouse's website, no official "notice" was posted there; only a short 
memo dated March 16, 2020, with attached email correspondence dated fvfarch 13, 2020 
appeared. (Exh. 7 [memo, March 16, 2020].) The City should not delegate its CEQA 
notice posting duties to the State Clearinghouse and should have provided proper and 
timely notice to the public, including to our client, which the City did not do. 
Furthermore, per the State Clearinghouse's memo, the notice was addressed to "all 
reviewing agencies" - not the public at large. 

The City specifically made the decision not to publish the notice of extension. 
(Exh. 8 [City correspondence to not publish the notice].) 

Thus, the only way the public could have been timely informed of the extension 
was by continuously checking the City's website or County and State Clearinghouse 
websites on a daily basis. That is not adequate notice to the public. This is even more so 
in view of the Governor's safer-at-home order on March 19, 2020. (Exh. 9 [Safer-at
Home Orders and Restrictions].)6 

Per the Notice, the public comment period was extended to JVIarch 24, 2020 at 5 
p.m. The City Council meeting on March 24, 2020 began at 2 p.m., i.e. slightly prior to 
the close of the public comment period. Had the public been duly apprised of the 
extended public comment period, the public - and our clients - could and would have 
made comments at the March 24, 2020 Council meeting. The City's lack of proper 
notice of the extension of the public comment period impaired public comment and 
opportunity to address the City Council on the DEIR. 

The City's failure to duly notice was also in violation of Pub. Res. Code § 21092 
and Inglewood Municipal Code noticing requirements, which require timely circulation 
and publishing of CEQA notices, especially related to DEIRs. 

V. THE CITY'S FEIR RESPONSES TO COMMENTS TO THE DEIR ARE 
UNAVAILING AND NOT MADE IN GOOD FAITH. 

We further object that the FEIR's so-called responses to comments fail adequately 
to provide meaningful, good faith responses to comments, including but not limited to the 
comments sent by sister governmental agencies, by the NRDC related to GHG violations, 
and by other objectors like the Forum and IRATE, including but not limited to objections 

6 See at https://covid 19.ca.gov/stay-home-except-for-essential-needs/ 
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about the illegal precommitment to the project in violation of CEQA by the City's 
entering into the Exclusive Negotiating Agreements ("ENA") (Exh. 10 [we incorporate 
by reference all such arguments, including piecemealing arguments, as contained in the 
briefs attached collectively hereto]) and other documents demonstrating that the 
impending approvals were a post hoc rationalization for decisions already made. 

The responses to comments also fail to show a good faith effort at full disclosure 
of the Project's environmental impacts, and how they will be mitigated, including in 
violation of Guidelines Section 15151. For example, as to impacts to the system of 
roadways and the State Highway system as raised in comments by Caltrans, the FEIR's 
ostensible mitigation measures are improper, inadequate and unenforceable, including 
because they do not guarantee feasibility of such mitigation and solely add funds to 
Caltrans' existing CM project addressing the baseline traffic impacts without the IBEC 
Project: 

"As mitigation for the significant cumulative impacts on the I-405 
freeway, based on further consultations with Caltrans, the following 
mitigation measure is added to the Draft EIR following Mitigation 
Measure 3.14-24(g) on page 3.14-294: 

Mitigation Measure 3.14-24(h) 
The proiect applicant shall provide a one-time contribution of 
$1.524.900 to Caltrans which represents a fair share 
contribution ojfunds towards Caltrans '1-405 Active Traffic 
A1anagement (ATM)!Corridor Management (CM) protect." 

Payment of fair share impact fees by a developer is not proper mitigation measures 
unless those "mitigation measures require the City to undertake an action"; i.e., to 
"prepare" the fair share plans and unless the City provides that those are feasible and not 
speculative, i.e., provide an estimate of the cost to prepare the fair share plans, if any, and 
the estimate of how much the mitigation measures themselves in those plans will cost or 
how they will be implemented." California Clean Energy Committee v. City of 
Woodland (2014) 225 Cal.App.4th 173, 197. i'vforeover, although Caltrans' CM project 
is aimed to reduce traffic impacts and was studied, if at all, to address the existing 
baseline traffic, it was not targeted to reduce the IBEC project impacts and any 
amendment to it may have its own impacts on the environment, which have not been 
accounted for. 
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The above noted response adds to the uncertainties already present in the case, 
whereby - according to the Project's AB 987 Application (p. 18) - "[t]he operational life 
of the IBEC Project is assumed to be 30 years and operational emissions were estimated 
from July 1, 2024 (the anticipated beginning of operations) through 2054. Operational 
emission sources include on-road motor vehicles (mobile), energy (electricity and natural 
gas), water and wastewater, solid waste, area, and stationary (emergency generators)."7 

The response to comments and 1tfMRP also fail adequately to demonstrate that the 
so-called mitigation imposed will be carried out or is feasible, including as to objections 
regarding GHG emissions, as raised by others in this process. 1t1itigation is required by 
CEQA to be fully enforceable, and to be carried out. Guidelines§ 15126.4(a)(2); Lincoln 
Place Tenants Assn. v. City of Los Angeles (2005) 130 Cal.App.4th 1491, 1508. The 
FEIR and 1t11tIRP also improperly defers mitigation in violation of CEQA. The FEIR 
should not be certified, and the DEIR should be recirculated for proper disclosure, 
analysis and mitigation of all impacts. 

VI. COMMENTS/OBJECTIONS TO THE PROJET DEIR BASED ON NEW 
INFORMATION RELEASED BY THE CITY AND/OR NEW 
INFORMATION THAT WAS NOT REASONABLY KNOWN DURING 
THE OFFICIAL PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD MUST BE RESPONDED 
TO. 

We incorporate by reference all prior objections to the Project, including but not 
limited to objections/comments to the Project in the administrative record, or that should 
have been in the administrative record, dated prior to the public comment period 
beginning on December 27, 2019 and objections to AB 987 certification. Since AB 987 
certification documents do not appear in the administrative record, we are providing 
those as an exhibit hereto. (Exh. 11 [AB 987 comment letters].) Each objection to the 
Project raised therein must be responded to by the City as part of a recirculated DEIR and 
process. 

Moreover, pursuant to Pub. Res. Code Section 21189.55(d), the lead agency must 
still consider new information: 

7 See https://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190104-AB900 IBEC Application.pdf 
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"( d) The lead agency need not consider written comments 
submitted after the close of the public comment period, 
unless those comments address any of the following: 

(1) New issues raised in the response to comments by the 
lead agency. 

(2) New information released by the public agency 
subsequent to the release of the draft environmental 
impact repmt, such as new information set forth or 
embodied in a staff report, proposed permit, proposed 
resolution, ordinance, or similar documents. 

(3) Changes made to the project after the close of the 
public comment period. 

(4) Proposed conditions for approval, mitigation 
measures, or proposed findings required by Section 
21081 or a proposed reporting and monitoring program 
required by paragraph ( 1) of subdivision (a) of Section 
21081. 6 , where the lead agency releases those 
documents subsequent to the release of the draft 
environmental impact report. 

(5) New information that was not reasonably known and 
could not have been reasonably known during the 
public comment period." (Emph. added.) 

The comments below are based on such "new information" that came to light after 
March 24, 2020. 

A. The COVID-19 Crisis Mandates Re-evaluation of Mitigation Measures 
in the DEIR and AB-987 Certification, as well as Significant Impacts 
from Those Measures. 

The comment below is based on new information of health and safety concerns 
regarding the proposed mitigation measures of alternate modes of transportation. Pub. 
Res. Code§ 21189.55(d)(4)-(5). 
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CEQA requires a mandatory finding of significance where "( 4) The enviromnental 
effects of a project will cause substantial adverse effects on human beings, either directly 
or indirectly." Guidelines§ 15065(a)(4). CEQA also requires agencies to consider the 
environmental impacts of the mitigation measures that are proposed for the project. 

The COVID-19 crisis brought to light significant impacts related to the proposed 
mitigation measures of promoting the use of mass public transit, walking and bicycling, 
especially in crowded places and dense city centers, which were not reasonably known or 
could not have been comprehended or documented before March 25, 2020. 

The Project's DEIR and AB-987 certification and their findings, including the 
GHG emission impacts and their alleged reduction, largely rely on the assumption of vast 
use of public transit, walking, and bicycling, to achieve 50% GHG reduction, as claimed. 

However, the Project assumptions or even the enforceability of the proposed 
mitigation measures have not been supported by any substantial evidence and are even 
more attenuated now, in view of the pandemic. First, there are no statistics or studies to 
support the assumption that reduced parking or more bus lines will make people use 
buses, walk or ride bicycles. Metro ridership has been steadily declining in all major 
cities where public transit measures were improved and transit-oriented development 
("TOD") policies were introduced. (Exh. 12 [article re Metro ridership in major cities].)8 
Second, the COVID-19 crisis revealed the flipside of the proposed mitigation measures: 
there is now a documented correlation between public transit and the spread of diseases, 
including life-threatening ones, such as COVID-19. (Exh. 13 [NY articles and study by 
MIT].)9 Many cities have acknowledged this threat. (Exh. 14 [articles re Carson City's 
request to Metro to stop service; deaths of Metro employees, NY Post; Article re NY 
lVIayor Admitting to Transit Danger].) 10 

8 See http s ://www. w ashingtonpo st. com/local/trafficandcommuting/ falling-transit
ridership-poses-an-emergency-for-ci ties-expeits-fear/20 l 8/03/20/ffb67 c28-2865- l l e8-
~741>_:_d_:;;J__Z(;;_2__I__if1i_:;; __ ,,J~t9!Y,htrnJ 

9 https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/23/nyregion/coronavirus-nvc-crowds
density.html; https://nypost.com/2020/04/ 15/mit-study-subways-a-major-disseminator
of:-coronavirus-in-nyc/------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------' 

http://web.mit.edu/jeffrev/harris/HarrisJE WP2 COVIDI 9 NYC 24-Apr-2020.pdf 

10 See https://www.dailybreeze.com/2020/04/05/carson-calls-on-metro-to-stop
service-after-bus-driver-tests-posi tive-for-coronavirus/; 
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Third, the COVID-19 reality and the need for social distancing suggests that 
public reliance on and acceptance of public transit as a desirable and practical means of 
transportation will permanently change. (Exh. 15 [article re potential permanent shifts; 
Federalist article re resilience; MTA cleaning protocol gaps].) 11 Dr. Anthony Fauci, 
Chief of Laboratory on Immunoregulation, opined that this pandemic may become 
seasonal. 12 (Exh. 16 [article re Fauci statement re seasonal nature of virus].) Measures 
to make :Metro ridership safe were not working as planned. 13 (Exh. 17 [article re 
ineffective metro cleanups].) It is an absolute imperative - to avoid exposure to health 
and safety hazards from COVID-19 as well as other identified and unidentified viruses 
and bacteria - that people have a safer choice to get to their destinations rather than be 
forced to use mass transit, walk or ride a bike in crowded or dense places, especially on 
narrow sidewalks such as those that the Project proposes. (Exh. 18 [density article].) 14 

Finally, the Project and EIR's assumptions that mass transit is indeed ecologically 
"green" in general is itself based on false or now infeasible assumptions. 15 (Exh. 19 

https://www.politico.com/states/new-york/albany/story/2020/04/22/with-death-toll-
b_iJti!!K:_~_~_:Jb_(;;_:_rnJ'!_:_C,:_Q!!I~!PJ2l~J(;;_~:JJ::!:!J_~m_9_1j~J:_f9r::it~_:_C,:_QYi<l:_fa]J(;;_!!_:_1~_Z2_Q1'.? ___ ;_ 
https ://nypost. com/2020/04/16/ de-blasio-c laim s-h e-sai d-ear]y-on-to-avoid-nyc-mass
transit/ 

11 Seehttps://www.forbes.com/sites/rudysalo/2020/03/3 l/five-ways-covid-l 9-may
impact-the-future-of-infrastructure-and-transportation/ ; 
https ://thefedera] ist. com/2020/04/22/h ow-pub] ic-transit-m akes-the-nation-more
vulnera ble-to-disasters-like-covid-19 / ; https://nypost.com/2020/05/04/mta-workers
cleaning-around-the-homeless-on-nyc-subways/ 

12 https://www.businessinsider.com/fauci-coronavirus-is-likely-seasonal-after
global-outbreaks-2020-4 

13 https://thecity.nyc/2020/03/mta-bus-and-subway-pandemic-preparations-not
working-union.htm] 

14 See b_1;1;p~_:f!_g_~]j_fQmi'!glg_l)_~_,_g9ml~~fti_Q_!!_:_'.?/fQ_[Qp_~yj_JJJ_~-=-~Pr(;;_~,g_:_hJ:b_igh:_<l~!J~i1;y: 
cities-halting-proposed-more-density-housing-measures/ 

15 See the analysis of flawed assumptions behind allegedly "green" mass transit, as 
reported by Tom Rubin, the Controller-Treasurer of the Southern California Rapid 
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[article re analysis of bus transit].) Thus, pursuant to an analysis by Tom Rubin, author 
of numerous research repmts on transit issues, the conclusion that mass transit is 
ecologically green was made based on the assumption of 70 people per bus and off the 
road. Even if this statistic were theoretically possible, the current rules of social 
distancing run counter to such crowded buses and will require more buses and more 
frequencies to accommodate the same 70-people/bus count. This will in tum amount to 
more GHG emissions and air pollution than assumed, and at the same time expose people 
to viruses. 

In sum, COVID-19 demonstrated the dangers and health/safety hazards of mass 
transit or higher concentration of density at the Project site and radically affects the 
Project's baseline traffic and pedestrian safety assumptions and, derivatively, their 
impacts analyses and mitigation measures. 

The DEIR and the Project's feasibility must be reevaluated in light of changed 
circumstances that have come about in the last approximately two months, including 
related to the EIR's now-demonstrably faulty assumptions and proposed transit-oriented 
mitigation measures for traffic and GHG impacts. 

B. The DEIR Lacks An Adequate Project Description. 

CEQA requires that the project description in the EIR be "accurate, stable and 
finite," to enable meaningful evaluation of Project impacts and infonned decision-making 
and public comment as to Project impacts, mitigation, or approval in general. The DEIR 
leaves numerous Project elements - other than the sports arena itself - undefined and 
unspecified. For example, it does not specify the impacts or details about the hotel, 16 

beyond mentioning that it will have up to 150 rooms; e.g., will it also have restaurants, 
bars, cafes, outdoor and indoor gathering areas and event space, pools, open to patrons or 
to the public in general? 

Transit District from 1989 until 1993, who has written many research reports on transit 
issues. https://reason.org/commentary/does-bus-transit-reduce-greenhouse/ 

16 The Project's building of a hotel on the City lots acquired with the FAA is also 
illegal as violating the FAA grant conditions according to which no residential structure 
may be built on those lots. (Exh. 20 [email confirming the hotel lots were purchased 
with FAA grant].) Hotels are treated as residential structures in Inglewood. 
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Further, as evidenced by the Applicant's May 7, 2020 (long after the March 24, 
2020 closing of the public comment period) draft of the Sports and Entertainment Center 
("SEC") "overlay zone" description, there are numerous land uses covered in the Project, 
yet not disclosed or evaluated in the DEIR. 17 (Exh. 21 [Applicant's Overlay Zone 
draft].) The DEIR itself (at p. 2-89) failed to list the land uses in the overlay zone, 
beyond mentioning the height and setbacks and other design characteristics only. 

For example, per the Applicant's draft, the proposed SEC overlay zone will 
include "Other non-Arena uses that support the Arena and are located in the Event Center 
Structure," which suggest daily and potentially 24-hour activity (bars, restaurants), 
where: 

(C) "Event Center Supporting Structures and Uses" shall mean 
any of the following uses located within the boundaries of the 
SE Overlay Zone but not within the Event Center structure: 

( 1) Retail uses, including, but not limited to, the sale or 
rental of products or services; 

(2) Dining uses, including restaurants, bars, cafes, 
catering services, and outdoor eating areas, including 
the sale of food and drink for consumption on-site or 
off-site and the sale of alcoholic beverages for 
consumption onsite; 

(3) Community-serving uses for cultural, exhibition, recreational, 
or social purposes." (Id. p. 2; emph. added.) 

Further, the Overlay Zone contains events expressly held "outside" the Arena: 

"(D) "Infrastructure and Ancillary Structures and Uses" shall mean 
any uses or structures, temporary or permanent, that are 
accessory to, reasonably related to, or maintained in 
connection with the operation and conduct of an Event Center 
Structure and Use or Event Center Suppmting Structure and 
Use, including, without limitation, open space and plazas, 

17 See the Applicant's proposed overlay zone description at 
http://ibecproject.com/IBECEIR 031906.pdf 
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pedestrian walkways and bridges, transportation and 
circulation facilities, public or private parking facilities 
(surface, subsurface, or strnctured), signage, outdoor theaters, 
broadcast, filming, recording, transmission, production and 
communications facilities and equipment, and events held 
outside of the Event Center Structure that include, but are 
not limited to, sporting events, concerts, entertainment events, 
exhibitions, conventions, conferences, meetings, banquets, 
civic and community events, social, recreation, or leisure 
events, celebrations, and other similar events or activities." 
(Emph. added.) 

The Overlay Zone also contains "any other" uses to be determined by the City: 

"(E) "Sports and Entertainment Complex" shall mean a 
development that includes the following: 

(1) Event Center Structure and Uses; 

(2) Event Center Supporting Structures and Uses; 

(3) Infrastructure and AnciHary Structures and Uses; 
and 

( 4) Any other uses that the Economic and Community 
Development Department Director ("Director") 
determines are similar, related, or accessory to the 
aforementioned uses." (Id. at p. 3, emph. added.) 

These uses are all undefined and left to future identification. That is a wholesale 
violation of CEQA because this situation violates the required "accurate, stable and finite 
project description." These multiple and various uses, and their potential interaction with 
one another and other Project uses, have not been properly disclosed, analyzed or 
mitigated in the DEIR. They must be as part of a recirculated DEIR. 

We emphasize, as the Court of Appeal recently held in 
Stopthemillenniumhollywood.com v. City of Los Angeles (2019) 39 Cal.App.5th 1, 16, 
where similar Design Guidelines were invalidated: 
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"The requirement of an accurate, stable, and finite project 
description as the sine qua non of an infmmative and legally 
sufficient EIR has been reiterated in a number of cases since County 
of Inyo. (See, e.g., Treasure Island, supra, 227 Cal.App.4th at p. 
1052, 174 Cal.Rptr.3d 363 ["This court is among the many which 
have recognized that a project description that gives conflicting 
signals to decision makers and the public about the nature and scope 
of the project is fundamentally inadequate and misleading"]; 
Communities for a Better Environment v. City of Richmond (2010) 
184 Cal.App.4th 70, 85-89, 108 Cal.Rptr.3d 478 [EIR failed as an 
infmmal document because the project description was inconsistent 
and obscure as to the true purpose and scope of the project]; San 
Joaquin Raptor Rescue Center v. County of Merced (2007) 149 
Cal.App.4th 645, 653, 57 Cal.Rptr.3d 663 [an EIR must include 
detail sufficient to enable those who did not participate in its 
preparation to understand and to consider 309 meaningfully the 
issues raised by the proposed project].)" Id. at 17. 

'"Only through an accurate view of the project may affected 
outsiders and public decision makers balance the proposal's benefit 
against its environmental costs, consider mitigation measures, assess 
the advantage of te1minating the proposal ... and weigh other 
alternatives in the balance.' [Citation.]" Id. at 18-19. 

Finally, for the Applicability of the Overlay Zone, the Applicant's draft provides: 
"Except as otherwise provided in this Article and/or in the SEC Development Guidelines, 
the provisions of the Inglewood Municipal Code, Chapter 12, Planning and Zoning, shall 
apply. This Article and the SEC Development Guidelines shall prevail in the event of a 
conflict with other provisions of Chapter 12." (Id. at p. 4, emph. added.) Similarly, the 
draft provides: "(B) The SEC Design Guidelines establish specific design and review 
standards for the development of a Sports and Entertainment Complex within the SE 
Overlay Zone, including, without limitation, standards for buildings and structures, 
landscaping, signage, and lighting, and shall apply in lieu of any contrary provisions in 
the Inglewood :Municipal Code, including without limitation the Site Plan Review 
process contained in Article 18.1 of this Chapter." (Id. at p. 7.) The draft also ovenides 
setbacks, height and parking requirements in the Code, provides for only the Planning 
Department Director's approval, i.e., with no further CEQA review, and specifically 
states that any "lot line adjustments" will be "ministerial" actions; i.e., not subject to 
CEQA and public review. 
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This clearly runs afoul of CEQA. As recently explained in 
Stopthemillenniumhollywood.com, supra, at p. 14, where the Court of Appeal affomed 
the trial court's invalidation of the project EIR and all project approvals there, under quite 
similar facts, including the power of the Planning Director to make future approvals with 
no further CEQA review: 

"Additionally, the trial court held that the conceptual approach used 
to define the project in this case impermissibly deferred a portion of 
the environmental impacts analysis. It noted that without knowing 
which of the project "concepts" would ultimately be built, the EIR 
could not (and did not) explain how the developers would avoid 
exceeding the maximum impacts when the project was finally 
designed and built. JVIoreover, the LUEP allowed JVIillennium to 
transfer or change uses within the project, and it allowed the 
planning director to approve a change request if the request 
demonstrated that it was consistent with the maximum allowable 
number of increased vehicle trips (trip captures) and did not exceed 
the maximum environmental impacts identified in the EIR. The trial 
court asked, "But how will the Planning Director make that 
determination for changing the Project and using what criteria?" It 
noted that since no additional CEQA review was required to ensure 
that Millennium was within maximum enviromnental standards, and 
no public input would be allowed, the final EIR essentially "defers 
the environmental assessment of the Project and ultimately fails to 
ensure that the finally designated Project will not be approved 
without all necessary mitigations of environmental harm."" 

The Overlay Zone and the EIR do not pass CEQA muster regarding the critical 
and foundational accurate, stable and finite project description. As that fails, everything 
else fails with it. Accordingly, it is impossible to evaluate the Project's impacts - the 
whole of the action - in view of the ancillary uses, such as hotel, restaurants, cafes, retail 
uses, many of which are not currently identified or, apparently, even known. However, 
the gamut of potential uses suggests daily 24-hour activity, with the potential for 
generating much more traffic and/or activity and attendant impacts (noise, need for public 
services, such as police, utilities, GHG emissions) than discussed in the DEIR. The 
Project description is fatally flawed, and the FEIR and Project cannot be approved. 
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C. Crenshaw Line Construction Delays and the DEIR's False Baseline 
Assumptions; the Project's Potential Inability to Meet the AB-987 
Certification Threshold. 

The DEIR is based on umealistic baseline assumptions. Per the DEIR, the 
environmentally superior alternative is Alternative 3 for several reasons, one of which is 
the Project's proximity to fvletro' s Crenshaw Line and the provision of shuttle services 
from the respective stations to the Project site. (DEIR, pp. S-51-52; pdf. 71-72). For that 
purpose, the DEIR relies on the fact that the Crenshaw line - which will have 3 stations 
in Inglewood - is slated to stait operation in 2019. (DEIR, p. 2-4; pdf. p. 144.) 

Yet, it was only after the DEIR comment period closed that Metro admitted that 
the Crenshaw line's construction will be delayed by 2 years, in view of recently 
discovered constrnction defects necessitating a redo; a planned grade separation will 
further delay that process. (Exh. 22 [LA Times article re Crenshaw Line, April 10, 2020; 
Streetsblog article, May 20, 2020].) 18 Inglewood and the Project will be directly 
impacted by these delays. In tum, those dramatically changed circumstances that 
undermine the EIR' s assumptions require recirculation of the DEIR. Based on the aiticle, 
Mayor Butts did not respond with comment about these delays. Neither did Los Angeles 
Mayor Garcetti. (Id.) 

Moreover, as cautioned by Metro in its DEIR comment to the City on March 24, 
2020, the K-line (also known as Crenshaw Line) grade separation activities may coincide 
with construction of the IBEC Project and thereby present "operational limitations" by 
not being able to provide the level of service to the arena that is contemplated. (Metro 
Comment Letter, p. 3].) Metro's delays with the Crenshaw Line and grade separation 
activities by themselves will adversely impact the traffic in Inglewood. 

The fact that Crenshaw Line construction, grade separation, and Project 
construction activities will coincide significantly also affects the DEIR's cumulative 
impacts analysis and adds more construction impacts than contemplated in the DEIR. 
Delays in constrnction activities translate into operational limitations (i.e., failure to serve 
the Project site as contemplated under AB 987 and the EIR). The cumulative operational 
and construction impacts, in tum, will result in more traffic, air pollution, and GHG 

18 See http s ://www .latim es. com/ californ ia/ story/2 02 0-04-1 Olm etro-crenshaw-lax
line-opening-date-delayed; https ://la. streetsblog. org/2020/0 5 /20/metro-purs uing
disrnptive-centin e la-grade-separation-on-nearly-corn plete-crenshaw-lin e/ 
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emissions than contemplated in the DEIR. All of this needs to be disclosed, analyzed and 
mitigated in a recirculated DEIR. 

The DEIR needs to be amended to account for corrected baseline assumption 
changes, impacts and mitigation measures, and recirculated for comment to other public 
agencies like Metro, and the general public. 

Further, with these delays in Crenshaw Line construction and grade separation 
activities causing service operational limitations, the Project ultimately fails to meet all of 
the threshold requirements in Pub. Res. Code §21168.6.8(a)(3), and particularly the 
requirement that the Project "(A) Receives a Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design (LEED) gold certification for new construction within one year of the completion 
of the first NBA season." (Id.) The delays identified above may affect the Project's 
ability to achieve the expected GHG and traffic reductions "within one year of the 
completion of the first NBA season." Thus, the Project does not meet the definition of 
the ELDP project in Pub. Res. Code§ 21168.6.8 and does not qualify for a certification 
as such. 

D. The Citywide Parking Amendments in the Ordinance Exceed the 
Scope of the Project Analyzed in the DEIR. 

This section is also based on new information released by the City after the release 
of the DEIR and not reasonably known during the public comment period, i.e., the City 
Council's approval and signing of the Settlement Agreement with MSG Forum, 
Murphy's Bowl, LLC, and others on fv1arch 24, 2020. Pub. Res. Code§§ 21189.55(d)(2) 
and (5). 

Although the DEIR went to great lengths to document the existing parking 
regulations in the Inglewood Municipal Code and the proposed transportation 
management features, it failed to mention that the Project would be accompanied by a 
highly-impactful stealth ordinance allowing any parking facility Citywide to be used for 
parking for the proposed Sports and Entertainment Complex. 19 (Exh. 21, pdf. p. 14 

19 The proposed Ordinance is also unconstitutionally vague because it fails to give a 
reasonable person notice of what is prohibited. Under what circumstances is parking 
provided "for" the SEC? A few hours prior to major events, or all day even for minor 
events, guests and employees? What percent of parking guests must be visiting the SEC? 
Does proximity matter? Can a nonconforming parking lot on the other side of the City 
remain open every day claiming to be "for" the SEC? 
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[Overlay Zone, Section 6]; see also Exh. 23 [Citywide Pennit Parking Ordinance].) The 
ordinance is undeniably part of the Project - not a related project, and not a stand-alone 
ordinance - because it is literally inoperable without the Project: without an approved 
Sports and Entertainment Complex, an ordinance allowing parking Citywide for the 
Sports and Entertainment Complex has no independent utility. Yet not one word about 
this seismic regulatory change appears in the Project Description or anywhere in the 
DEIR. 

The proposed changes to Citywide parking regulations not only renders the Project 
description fundamentally incomplete, it also undermines the enviromnental analysis 
throughout the DEIR. Currently, Inglewood Municipal Code Section 3-63 permits 
parking facilities to serve as public off-street parking upon issuance of a permit by the 
Permits and Licenses Committee. Such permits may only be issued when required to 
reduce traffic hazards - a high standard that would likely apply only during the largest 
events. The proposed ordinance permits any lot to be used for public parking, Citywide, 
regardless of whether such parking lots are necessary to reduce traffic hazards. The 
proposed Ordinance radically expands the expected impacts of the Project. This failure 
also infected traffic and air quality analyses by failing to account for longer exposure to 
intrusion of traffic in residential neighborhoods. This further inadequate Project 
description deprived the public and other agencies of the opportunity to fully understand 
the Project's impacts. A recirculated DEIR should issue. 

E. Illegal Precommitment. 

This section is also based on new information released by the City after the release 
of the DEIR and not reasonably known during the public comment period, i.e., the City 
Council's approval and signing of a settlement agreement with JVISG Forum, Murphy's 
Bowl, LLC, and others on March 24, 2020. Pub. Res. Code§§ 21189.55(d)(2) and (5). 

Despite the City's duty to independently make CEQA findings prior to any 
certification of the EIR as complete and prior to Project approval, the City's pre- and 
post-public review period demonstrate that the City and City Council/Mayor have 
precommitted to approving the Project, including on March 24, 2020 by signing a 
settlement agreement to dispose of MSG, the Forum, and IRATE's environmental and 
other challenges to the Project. (Exh. 24 [article about Mayor signing the settlement 
agreement].) 

"The Inglewood City Council approved the settlement at its meeting 
Tuesday. Butts, smiling ear to ear, paused the agenda so he could 
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sign the document immediately. A copy of the agreement was not 
available Tuesday. (Id.; emph. added.) 

This occurred after the City Council and the Mayor had a closed-door session 
related to four pending lawsuits involving the same parties as in the settlement 
agreement. The meeting - with its open and closed sessions - was in violation of the 
Brown Act. (Exh. 1 [Cure and Correct letter, April 23, 2020].)20 The City's responses to 
our Cure and Correct- mailed on May 4, 2020 and :May 5, 2020 - confirmed: (1) in 
closed session on March 24, 2020, City Council "unanimously authorized" the settlement 
agreement between the parties in all four lawsuits; (2) the City Council did not report 
taking this action in closed session, claiming that the action was not yet final; (3) Mayor 
Butts signed two other agreements related to the IBEC Project during the open session. 
(Exh. 25 [City responses].) The settlement agreement "authorized" by the City Council 
behind closed doors allowed it to end all then-outstanding CPRAs and all claims and 
cases against Murphy's Bowl, the City, and Mayor Butts. The tri-party agreement, in 
tum, made sure that the Petitioners in all four actions were unable to submit comments on 
the Project any time thereafter: Petitioners would not be able to submit comments during 
the "standoff' period of escrow while JVISG transferred title to the Fornm to Murphy's 
Bowl, and would not be able to submit comments through third parties thereafter. JVIayor 
Butts signed the tri-party agreement condoning those arrangements, which effectively 
ended those parties' prior CEQA claims, and foreclosed future CEQA and other claims 
by them. 

The pre-DEIR administrative process was marred by the City's actions with the 
Court found that the Mayor misrepresented to JVISG Forum the future development of the 
Project site. Although the litigation was against the JVIayor, it was further reported that 
the Councilmembers supported the Mayor and condoned his actions. (Exh. 26 
[Dailybreeze article re Mayor may be personally liable].) 

Brining it full circle, on March 24, 2020, the City's decision-making body again 
confirmed its precommitment to the Project by signing the settlement and tri-party 
agreement. Since the settlement/tri-party agreement(s) was/were not produced at the 
hearing, the public could not evaluate its terms or the import of those on the 
environmental issues under consideration as part of the EIR process. 

The lead agency pre-commits to the project where it "'contracted away its power 
to consider the full range of alternatives and mitigation measures required by CEQA' and 

20 See http://ibecproject.com/IBECEIR 030991.pdf 
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had precluded consideration of a 'no project' option. (Citizens for Responsible 
Government, supra, 56 Cal.App.4th at pp. 1221-1222, 66 Cal.Rptr.2d 102.) 'Indeed, the 
purpose of a development agreement is to provide developers with an assurance that they 
can complete the project. After entering into the development agreement with [the 
developer], the City is not free to reconsider the wisdom of the project in light of 
environmental effects." (Id. at p. 1223, 66 Cal.Rptr.2d 102.)." Save Tara v. City of West 
Hollywood (2008) 45 Cal.4th 116, 138. 

The City of Inglewood is listed as the Lead Agency to certify the Final EIR for the 
Project, without which the Project may not move fmward. The lead agency must make 
its independent review of the EIR findings before certifying it. The Mayor's comments 
in the open session preceded by a closed door session on the same issue, the 
adoption/signing of the settlement agreement coupled with the inadequate agenda 
description and failure to produce the settlement agreement prior or during the public 
hearing for public review and comment - all suggest that the City again precommitted to 
the Project, and the Council/Mayor will not be able to make independent findings on the 
EIR, as required by CEQA, or to select an alternative or to reject the Project. 

F. New Comments by Impacted Public Agencies Reveal New Unidentified 
and Unmitigated Impacts, Mandating Supplementation/Recirculation. 

This section is based on the new information (comments of public agencies) 
released to the public on the City's administrative record website after the release of the 
DEIR and not reasonably known to the public. Pub. Res. Code§ 21189.55(d)(4)-(5). 

The Project's plans for increased use of mass transit and alternative modes of 
transportation were the major feature and baseline assumption to support AB 987 
certification and the finding of net zero greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. The DEIR 
similarly relies on the same assumptions. However, as evidenced by comment letters 
from various public agencies, those assumptions are neither enforceable nor realistic and 
the DEIR and FEIR fail either to identify or mitigate various impacts. Specifically: 

1. Caltrans Comment and Request for More Mitigation Measures. 

Caltrans is listed as a responsible agenc/ 1 for the Project in the DEIR (DEIR, at p. 
1-8 and 2-90). 

21 We also object that the City, as now definitively shown in the post-March 24, 
2020 release of the proposed FEIR, has failed to comply with all of Caltrans' original 
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Based on Caltrans' comments sent on JVIarch 24, 2020 and seen after the public 
review period closed, Caltrans identified significant impacts and proposed additional 
mitigation measures, which is new information that the public did not or could not 
reasonably know (Exh. 27 [Caltrans, March 24, 2020].)22 In particular, Caltrans stated 
(in italics): 

"The Daytime and1Vajor Events at the proposed project 
arena would cause significant impacts on State facilities, 
specifically 1-405, under cumulative conditions. Given that 
this proposed project would result in significant State facility 
usage, it is recommended that the developer work closely 
with Caltrans to identifY and implement operational 
improvements along 1-405. Such traffic management system 
improvements could include, but are not limited to, the 
following: Active Traffic Management (ATM) and Corridor 
Management (CM) Strategies such as queue warning, speed 
harmonization, traveler information; Transportation 
lvfanagement System (TMS) elements such as closed circuit 
television cameras (CCTV), changeable message signs 
(CMS), etc. 

To mitigate the potential impacts on the 1-405, we 
recommend that the project's developer work with Cal trans 
early on developing a fair share mitigation agreement 
towards a proposed project that involves adding the 
aforementioned improvements to the 1-405 within the 
project's vicinity." (Id. p. 2, emph. added.) 

Caltrans' comment identified non-mitigated significant impacts on the 1-405, 
which means that the Project may cause significant traffic on the freeway; this in tum 
affects the GHG emissions and impacts analysis. Slowed traffic results in increased time 

study directions to the City for inclusion in the EIR. This is another failure to proceed by 
the City in the manner required by law. This objection also applies to the City and the 
FEIR' s disregard of the comments and study directions provided by other responsible 
agencies like Los Angeles County JV1etro. 

22 http://ibecproject.com/IBECEIR 03 02 79. pdf 
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for cars on the road, more cars on the road at the same time, and more GHG emissions. It 
follows that both the AB-987 and CARE approval and the DEIR use the wrong baseline 
of calculating GHG emissions based on the freeway speed of 65 mph instead of slower 
speeds, more cars, and more GHG emissions. 

Second, Caltrans' proposal that the Developer work with Caltrans to develop a fair 
share mitigation agreement shows there is presently no enforceable agreement and by 
inference no enforceable mitigation at this time. This lack of enforceable agreement runs 
counter to CEQA's mandate that mitigation measures be fully enforceable. Pub. Res. 
Code§ 21081.6(a)-(b), Guidelines,§ 15126.4(a)(2). 

"Per Table K.2-T, K.2-U, K.2-V, K.2-PV, and K.2-X, 
Northbound (NB) and Southbound (SB) 1-405 mainline 
segments will have direct significant impact(s) due to 
weaving/merging operation. Please identify the mitigation 
measures, if any." (Id. at p. 2; emph. added.) 

Caltrans' comment above indicates significant direct impacts for which the DEIR 
identified no mitigation measures. As to the requirement to both identify impacts and 
mitigation measures, as well as mitigate and/or prevent impacts under Guidelines § 
15002(a) in the DEIR, the City failed, rendering the DEIR incomplete and precluding 
informed public comment or decisionmaking. 

"Mitigation measure 3.14-3 (c) includes restriping the center 
lane on the 1-405 NB Off-Ramp at West Century Boulevard to 
permit both left and right-turn movements. Caltrans 
anticipates that the conversion of the middle lane to a 
shared lane will result in queue for the left turn traffic. 
Please provide further explanation to justify that the 
mitigation measure at the 1-405 NB off-ramp at West Century 
Boulevard will not lead to significant impacts. 

rr necessary, widening of the off-ramp to add another right 
turn lane would be considered as a viable mitigation 
alternative. Please note that ICE screening is required if 
intersection mod?fication is proposed" (Id.; emph. added.) 

Cal trans' comment identifies potential significant impacts from the proposed 
conversion of the middle lane to a shared lane. This potential impact was not identified 
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for the public to comment on. JVIoreover, the comment proposes widening of the off
ramp, which will require Intersection Control Evaluation ("ICE") screening for the 
intersection modification. The DEIR failed to provide the requested infmmation, 
precluding informed public comment and decisionmaking. 

"According to the DEIR the following intersections have 
"Significant Impacts" under one or more scenarios. Please 
provide more details regarding what mitigation memmre,\' 
were proposed for these intersections and why they were not 
feasible for this proposed project. 

ff no mitigation measures have been ident?fied, Cal trans is 
able to help the developer identifY any viable mitigation 
measures at the following locations for the proposed project: 

o Eastbound (EB) 1-105 on-ramp.from Imperial Highway 
o EB 1-105 on/off-ramps.from 120th Street 
o Westbound (WE) 1-105 offramp to Hawthorne Boulevard" 
(Id.; emph. added.) 

Caltrans' comment above shows that the City and the DEIR failed to identify all 
feasible mitigation measures, which in tum means that the DEIR is incomplete and the 
Project may not be approved with the Statement of Overriding Consideration pursuant to 
Pub. Res. Code § 21002. The Agency must work with Caltrans, perform all studies and 
use all methodologies directed by Caltrans, add mitigation measures that Caltrans 
suggests, and then recirculate the DEIR so the public may comment on those, as required 
by CEQA. There are at least three locations where, per Caltrans, mitigation measures are 
feasible and failure to incorporate those will affect the environment. 

"As a reminder, Ca/trans requires the Intersection Control 
Evaluation (ICE) Step One screening to be conducted as per 
the guidelines set forth in the Cal trans ICE Process 
Informational Guide for Traffic Operations Policy Directive 
13-02 - Please perform Intersection Control Evaluation (ICE 
TOPD) at the following locations. 

o WE 1-105 off-ramp approach to South Prairie Avenue 
o WE 1-105 off-ramp to Crenshaw Boulevard" (Id. pp. 2-3.) 
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The comment shows that no ICE screening as to the viability of the intersection 
modifications occuned, which fmther shows that the DEIR' s proposed mitigation 
measures have not been validated and shown to be enforceable as required by CEQA. 

2. Metro Comment and EIR's False Baseline Assumptions. 

On l\tfarch 24, 2020, another responsible agency, Los Angeles County Metro, sent 
its own comments on the DEIR, which revealed new information. (Exh. 28 [Metro's 
comment, March 24, 2020].)23 The Comment raised numerous discrepancies in the 
DEIR, affecting the baseline and requiring new mitigation measures. Although Metro's 
focus in the comment letter was to eliminate discrepancies and seek cooperation with the 
Applicant/City to resolve those, Metro's comments provide substantial evidence of a host 
of environmental impacts that were not disclosed and not mitigated. In particular, Metro 
notes (in italics): 

"Page 3.14-47, "Fixed-Route Bus Service": The narrative 
describes scheduling shakeups as occurring in December and 
July of each year. This should be corrected to December and 
June (not July). Also, shakeups include both minor and 
major changes (notju,\'t minor as the narrative describes)." 
(Id. at p. 2; emph. added.) 

"Major changes" and shakeups in "December and June" of each year in scheduling 
is substantial evidence of unstudied potentially significant impacts, contrary to the City's 
nanative. December is a busy month, in view of the holiday season accompanied by 
concerts and events. Major shakeups during two months vastly affect the baseline 
assumption in the Project regarding possibilities to coordinate events and transit services, 
themselves highly vague and imprecise "mitigation measures." 

23 

"Page 3.14-53, "Adjusted Baseline Transit Assumptions": 
The narrative describes rail operating plan C-3 that was 
adopted by the Metro Board of Directors (l"tf etro Board) as 
being a tlt'o year service plan; however, the Metro Board 
motion indicates the proscribed [sic.] period is only one year 
(not two)." (Id. [Metro comment, p. 2].) 

http://ibecproject.com/IBECEIR 030294.pdf 
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The fact that the adopted rail operating plan C-3 is for one year, not two, is 
substantial evidence of the remaining one-year impacts that were overlooked in the DEIR 
and improperly deemed as mitigated. 

Page 3.14-130, "Transit System Evaluation": Metro C Line 
trains are typically two-car trains; horvever, service is shifted 
to one-car or two-car trains starting in the 9 PM hour each 
night on weekdays. The calculations of train capacity in 
Table 3.14-36 do not reflect this reduction for weekday night 
post-event time periods. Also, existing C Line schedules 
provide three trains an hour after 7 PA! (one train every 20 
minutes in each direction). During weekends, the C Line 
operates every 15 minutes with two-car trains during the day, 
and every 20 minutes with one-car or two-car trains in the 
evenings. C Line service and headways may or may not 
change once the K Line opens. Depending on resource 
availability such as rail cars, train operators, and budget, 
Adetro Rail Operations may be able to keep two-car trains in 
service later than the 9 PM hour to accommodate post-event 
demand 

"Also, please note that the K Line is being designed to 
provide service with three-car trains. However, platform 
lengths on segments of the existing C Line can only 
accommodate two-car train service. lvf etro is t<ieeking grant 
funding from the State of California to extend platforms at 
four C Line stations. However, in the event that such grant 
funding is not secured, trains may be limited to two-car 
service which would limit their carrying capacity for events 
at the Project site." (Id. at p. 2; emph. added.) 

These passages are substantial evidence that the DEIR inflated the baseline by 
presenting more services and train capacity than realistically exists and therefore 
understated the Project impacts. It is also important to note that most if not all events 
occur in the evenings and on the weekends. A new DEIR should both conect the proper 
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information and analyze, quantify, and mitigate the impacts of such reduced services and 
. 24 capacity. 

"While funding and tentative construction time lines [r~f grade 
separation pro}ectfbr the K Line at the Centinela/Florence 
intersection] have not yet been identified by the Board for this 
project, the City and Applicant should be advised that 
construction of this pro}ect may coincide with construction 
r~f the IngleH'ood Basketball and Entertainment Center. For 
the duration of the grade separation construction, the K Line 
could have operational limitations and therefore may not 
provide the same level of service to the arena and other 
venue,\' in the vicinity temporarily." (Id. at p. 3.) 

Consistent with Metro's comment, the City must disclose/mitigate this operational 
limitation in the DEIR and the cumulative impacts of parallel construction. 

"Shuttle Service provision: The E1R should describe/confirm, 
in the Project Description section and/or the Transportation 
and Circulation section: 

a) whether the shuttles will be a private bus service, 
funded and/or provided by the Applicant, or a 
municipal/public-provided service; 

b) the frequency r~f shuttles (headways) proposed for 
event days; 

c) whether fares/or the shuttle H'ill befree, paid, or TAP
card enabled 

Shuttle service hours and augmenting staff (law 
enjbrcement, traffic officers and general support) pre
and post-event should be extended on days with 

24 We also note as a general objection applicable throughout this letter that the City 
may not, for the first time in an FEIR, introduce substantial new information or changed 
data that should have first been part of the DEIR. Any attempt to cure the deficiencies 
noted herein, and as noted by other commenters, in the FEIR will be a further violation of 
CEQA. 
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concurrent events at the Forum or SoFi Stadium to 
assist with excessive pedestrian and vehicle traffic." 
(Id. at p. 4; emph. added.) 

Similar to the above comment, the City must disclose the requested information 
and address all impacts, rather than leave those issues vague and defer mitigation. 

"Curb space: Adequate curb space and/or bus berths should 
be allocated and designated for shuttle bus stops at each of 
the rail stations to be serviced This is necessary to ensure 
safe and efficient service by shuttle buses and regular lvf etro 
Bus and Rail operations, as well as overall vehicular 
circulation. Adetro has completed the Metro Transfers Design 
Guide, a best practices document on transit improvements. 
This can be accessed online at 
https:www.metro.net/projectslsystemwidedesign. 

Street Closures. Pre- and post-event planning may or may not 
require street closures and/or queuing of event attendees on 
the sidewalk (i.e., public right-of-way) to uniformly control 
crmt'd~'. The City and Applicant should coordinate with 
transportation and public works staff of local jurisdictions 
where the shuttle services is anticipated to connect to lvfetro 
rail stations "Within and outside the City of Inglewood (e.g. 
City of Hawthorne, City of Los Angeles, County of Los 
Angeles) to identifY needs for allocation of curb space and 
sidevvalks. 

Staff Support Additional trll;ffic officers and law enforcement 
support should be provided by the Applicant at transfer 
locations between rail and the shuttle service (at street level, 
not Metro property) to mitigate pedestrian and vehicle 
conflict,\' at intersections and sidewalks on the day r~f the 
event." (Id. at p. 5; emph. added.) 

The above-noted omissions in the DEIR (adequate curb space, street closures, and 
more traffic officers and law enforcement officers) were not addressed in the DEIR and 
their impacts have not been considered. For example, if street widening is required then 
- as a domino effect- the Project's design and size will have to change. Street closures 
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mean more traffic spill-over to adjacent streets, and additional traffic officers suggest 
slower traffic. Slower traffic contributes to more cars on the road and more GHG 
emissions, not identified/mitigated in the EIR process. 

The DEIR must be supplemented with the above noted information and 
recirculated to the public and public agencies for review and comments. 

3. Los Angeles Department of Transportation Comment re 
Incorrect Baseline. 

LADOT comment reveals several flaws and omissions in the DEIR which need to 
be corrected and addressed, to comply with CEQA. In particular, LADOT wrote: 

"[Tjhe project analysis has been executed using an "adjusted 
ba,\'eline" calculation to establish the "existing" traffic 
conditions level against i:vhich to determine Project activity 
traffic increases. While LADOT agrees with this analytical 
approach, it should be noted that the "adjusted'' traffic 
activity attributable to the HPSP is additional traffic, that in
and of itse{f, will contribute sign?ficant traffic activity 
increases to City (~f Los Angeles intersections while also 
creating elevated baseline traffic conditions for the proposed 
project. Therefore, although the IBEC project is being 
analyzed separately from the HPSP, there is clearly a need to 
ensure comprehensive coordination between the two projects, 
particularly in regard to stadium events. In order to provide 
comprehensive mitigation and ongoing collaboration, a 
cooperative mitigation program for both projects should be 
considered." (Exh. 29, p. 2, emph. added. [LADOT 
Letter ].)25 

First, even though "LADOT agrees" with the DEIR' s use of the "adjusted 
baseline" or elevated baseline of existing traffic conditions in view of the NFL stadium 
slated to complete construction in 2021, such baseline calculation violates CEQA. 
CEQA generally requires the baseline to reflect the "existing conditions" at the time the 
"Notice of Preparation" is published. Guidelines§ 15125(a)(l). The requirement is to 

25 See hU-p://ibecproject.com/IBECEIR 030295.pdf 
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ensure that the impacts of the Project are considered at the earliest possible time. 26 The 
Notice of Preparation for the Project was published on Februaiy 20, 2018. Therefore, the 
EIR' s use of an adjusted baseline of 2021 was an error as a matter of law, as it artificially 
inflated the baseline and understated the impacts. Put differently, the cumulative impacts 
of the Clippers Project together with the NFL project were not analyzed in the NFL 
project and evaded review in the IBEC DEIR- exactly what CEQA prohibits. POET, 
LLC v. State Air Resources Bd. (2017) 12 Cal.App.5th 52, 83. 

Second, even LADOT acknowledges the practical effect of the Project DEIR' s 
analysis, which understated the cumulative "additional traffic" of the IBEC Project 
together with the NFL stadium and requires coordination of events. Even iffvISG Forum 
and Clippers have agreed to coordinate their events for a "$400 million" settlement, there 
is no such agreement between the NFL and IBEC projects. For this additional reason, the 
Project DEIR is incomplete and flawed, requiring use of a corrected baseline and 
reevaluation and mitigation of understated impacts. 

LADOT' s comment re "Traffic Mitigation" requests 
mandatory language to be added in the proposed mitigation 
measures to "deploy officers" to help with queuing conditions 
on streets, and requires collaboration with LADOT to secure 
approvals for the mitigation measures (removal of "median 
island<i"). (Exh. 29, p. 2 [LADOT Comment].) 

The noted recommendations suggest that there is no mandatory enforceable 
collaboration between LADOT and the Applicant, and that the DEIR improperly deferred 
mitigation measures for no acceptable reason under Guidelines § 15126.4(a)(l )(B). The 
improper deferral violated CEQA. 

In its Comment 5 re Traffic Mitigation, LADOT identifies 
another omission in the DEIR: "The Project does not identifj; 
specific measures to address the potential impact to key City 
of Los Angeles corridors leading into the project. Therefore, 
it is imperative that further collaboration on this istme be 
afforded in order to fully explore potential mitigation. The 
discussion of this mitigation should also include direction to 

26 Even though the Project aims for traffic reduction, there is no substantial evidence 
in the record that such traffic reduction is plausible. Public comments from the transit
regulating agencies have identified many omissions and flaws in those assumptions. 
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determine an appropriate agreement instrument in order 
ensure appropriate funding for any necessary event-day 
resources." (Id. at p. 3 [LADOT Comment].) The Comment 
also underscores deferred mitigation measure and the lack of 
any specific commitment or financial arrangement to resolve 
the problem. The DEIR' s deferred mitigation violates 
CEQA. 

These defects render the DEIR invalid and require correction to the baseline 
assumptions, supplementation of the missing information, incorporation of enforceable 
mitigation measures, and recirculation of a correct DEIR for public review and comment. 

4. LA Public Works Comment re Omitted Impacts/Mitigation and 
Methane Hazards. 

"Good faith effort at full disclosure" is a key mandate in CEQA. Guidelines § 
15151. LA Public Works' comment, which was "received" by the City on :March 24, 
2020, identified several instances where the Project DEIR failed in the required good 
faith full disclosure, thereby making it incomplete. LA Public Words wrote: 

"A. The DEIR should disclose the following County proposed 
traffic enhancements in Westmont-West Athens: 

• The leading pedestrian intervals at the intersections of 
Century/Van Ness and Normandie/Century. 

• Curb extensions at Century Boulevard/Gramercy 
Place (Intersection #51) at the southeast and northeast 
comers. Note that although these curb extensions will 
not impede right-turning vehicles, please include a 
comment to the consultant to ensure that defacto right 
turn lanes were not assumed at this intersection in 
their line-of-sight calculations." (Exh. 30, p. 2 [Public 

2" Works Letter]; emph. added.) ' 

LA Public Works' comment requests disclosure and assurance that the DEIR is 
not based on an incorrect baseline. It fully questions the validity of the DEIR's 

27 See http://ibecproject.com/IBECEIR 030282.pdf 
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calculations, which questioning has not been properly or adequately addressed in the 
FEIR. 

"B. The DEIR should disclose the following potential County 
traffic enhancements in Lennox: 

• The leading pedestrian intervals at the intersections (~f 
Lennox/Inglewood, Lennox/Hawthorne, 
11 lth/Hawthorne, Lennox/Freeman, 104thllnglewood, 
and 104th/Hawthorne." (Id. at p. 2 [Public Works 
Letter]; emph. added.) 

The comment identifies another traffic impact that was not disclosed in the EIR. 
Any traffic enhancement may have its own impacts and needs respective disclosure and 
mitigation in the DEIR. This again shows the proposed FEIR to be legally deficient. 

"SB 1383, which requires a 50 percent reduction in 
anthropogenic black carbon and a 40 percent reduction in 
hydrojluorocarbon and methane emissions belorv 2013 levels 
by 2030, where methane emission reduction goals include a 
75 percent reduction in the level of statewide disposal of 
organic waste from 2014 levels bv 2025 . .. "(Id. at p. 2; 
emph. orig. [Public Works Letter]). 

The comment above regarding methane underscores the DEIR's lack of methane 
hazards disclosure. The Project EIR vaguely provides: 

"As indicated previously, the Project Site is not located within the 
immediate vicinity of an active or abandoned oil well. The closest 
known oil production well is located approximately 1,200 feet 
northeast of the Project Site and is categorized as "idle." 

"Methane (CH4) is a naturally occurring colorless gas associated 
with the decomposition of organic materials. In high-enough 
concentrations, methane can be considered an explosion hazard. 
According to the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works 
Solid Waste Information Management System, the Project Site or its 
elements are not within 300 feet of an oil or gas well or 1,000 feet of 
a methane producing site. As such, the potential for explosive 
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methane gases impacting the Project Site is low." (DEIR, pdf p. 
541.) 

The statement in the EIR is inaccurate. Based on information from DOGGR, there 
is an oil well API: 0403720016 as close as 449.6 ft. from the Project site; the oil well was 
reabandoned in 2016. (Exh. 31 [oil well next to project site]. )28 This is apart from the 
idle oil well indicated in the DEIR. Moreover, the DEIR does not explain what "idle" 
means and suggests that it is somehow harmless, where in fact idle wells present more 
risks than properly abandoned ones. (Exh. 33 [idle wells are a major risk].)29 

Finally, the DEIR comment is non-specific as to whether any of the Project's 
proposed 28-acre site is located within a methane zone. (DEIR, pdf p. 491, 541.) 

The fact that the LA Public Works' comment requires the DEIR to mention 
methane reduction goals of 75% and that the DEIR inaccurately and vaguely presents 
methane hazards and the adjacent oil well near the Project site allow the DEIR to skirt 
analysis of oil well/methane combination hazards near the Project site. This is a failure to 
provide necessary infonnation for informed decision making by the lead agency and the 
public, as well as other public agencies. It is known that methane being a light explosive 
gas seeks "preferential pathways" to reach the surface and is therefore more dangerous in 
the vicinity of oil wells providing such openings and conduits. (Exh. 34, [Lorena Plaza 
Project MND excerpt].) 

Thus, while the DEIR denies that the Project is within 300 feet of an oil well or 
1,000 feet of a methane producing site, it does not conclusively establish lack of methane 
hazards, especially where the DEIR inaccurately presents the closest known oil well to be 
1,200 feet away. The DEIR presents incomplete and raw data and does not provide the 
analytic path traveling from those raw facts to the conclusion oflow impacts. The EIR 
fails to provide substantial evidence on a critical safety issue of methane gas and methane 
explosion, while proposing to attract tens of thousands of people to the area. 

28 Based on MSG Forum's unsealed court documents lawsuits, the City (Mayor 
Butts) and Clippers contemplated the IBEC Project in 2016. See (Exh. 32 [Clippers' 
City's 2016 Concealment Efforts].) https://therealdeal.com/la/2019/02/26/l-a-clippers
citv-worried-msg-would-leam-of-inglewood-arena-plans/ 

29 https://www.fractracker.org/2019/04/idle-wells-are-a-major-risk/ 
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"ClarifY the type of pedestrian flow management that "Will be 
used The document should note the type o.fproposed 
management, particularly in the southwest comer of the 
proposed project site." (Exh. 30, p. 3 [Public Works 
Comment, 3-24-20]). 

The comment reveals another significant omission in the DEIR related to 
transportation and circulation. That is that the Project won AB 987 certification primarily 
for its claim to be able to reduce GHG emissions through alternative modes of 
transportation, including walking and biking. Therefore, the DEIR' s failure to regulate 
the pedestrian flows - for a Project that can accommodate 18,000-20,00030 attendees at a 
time for the events and includes other amenities, such as a sports clinic, with their own 
flow of visitors - cannot omit disclosure and analysis of this critical pedestrian flow 
management issue. This concern was raised inter alia in Culver City's April 1, 2020 
comment about narrow sidewalks. (See Sec. VI.F(5), infra [Culver City comment].) 

Moreover, the more pedestrians that are crossing the streets and the less such 
flows are managed, the slower the traffic on the streets will become. The more 
pedestrians are on the streets, the more red light signals will be triggered to halt traffic. 
These impacts will be further aggravated in view of potential similar large events at the 
nearby Forum and NFL arenas. 

"The DEIR only considers line of sight E or F results as 
significant; however, multiple County intersections have 
sign!ficant impacts at LOS D, l~ etc, threshold~'. Please 
include/denote these as significant impacts as well and then 
address them in the mitigation section. 

30 Even though both the DEIR and the AB 987 certification project application have 
been consistently speaking about an 18,000-seat arena, the City's latest communications 
after the DE1R public comment period closed have been noting 18,000-20,000 seats. 
(Exh. 35 [real estate appraisal item in City Council agenda packet, JVIay 5, 2020].) This 
reveals another instance of filing to have an "accurate, stable and finite project 
description," and perhaps more importantly, reveals an undercounting and artificial 
diminishing of the Project's true magnitude and impacts. Based on this changed 
attendance/capacity figure, the entire DEIR should be recirculated and all measurements 
and metrics reanalyzed to account for this greater than 10% increase. 
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• Please use the enclosed ICU methodology for all 
signalized intersections and unsignalized intersections 
within or shared with the County. 

• Address mitigations for each County-impacted 
intersection. 

• Provide an event management plan to Public Works 
for review" (Id. at p. 4 [Public Works Letter]). 

The comment identifies a flaw and error in the DEIR' s methodology, requiring it 
to identify more intersections as significantly impacted and to mitigate that impact. As 
stated in OPR's letter to the City dated December 4, 2019, "According to AB 987, the 
project's Travel Demand Management (TDJVI) program must achieve trip reduction of 15 
percent by January 1, 2030 and 7.5 percent by the end of the first NBA season. The 
TDM program is required to include specific measures, as listed in the statute." (Exh. 36 
[travel efficiency comment from OPR, December 4, 2019].) 

The omissions noted in the Public Works comment on the DEIR establish that the 
findings of the DEIR, also relied upon in the AB 987 certification - which requires 
achieving 15% reductions in traffic and 50% reduction of GHG impacts - are not 
supported by substantial evidence. In the words of California legislators about this ve1y 
Project: 

31 

"To mitigate this artificially low estimate of net GHG emissions, the 
applicant proposes the Transportation Demand Management 
(TDM) program/targets (47-48% of total) and 50% of the reductions 
attributable to the LEED Gold certification (2.5% of total), both 
required by the bill. They claim this gets to 49.5-50.1 % of required 
reductions, conveniently achieving AB 987's local GHG mitigation 
floor of 50%. By low baning net GHG emissions, the applicant 
circumvents the need to make any of the local GHG mitigation 
investments, and associated community benefits, touted when the 
bill was before the Legislature." (Exh. 11, at p. 420 [AB 987, 
California Legislators, June 28, 2019].)31 

See http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190628-IBEC.pdf 
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The City must supplement/correct the infonnation in the DEIR and recirculate the 
updated DEIR for public review and comment. 

5. Culver City Comment About Sidewalk Width, Need for Bike 
Lanes, and Defined Transportation Management. 

Culver City, which had requested several extensions of the public comment period 
to accommodate for COVID-19 constraints, submitted its comments on April 1, 2020. 
We could not have seen those comments prior to March 23, 2020. Culver City is 
adjacent to Inglewood, and will be immediately and negatively impacted by the proposed 
Project. 

The comment raises the issue of the width of the sidewalks and the need for bike 
lanes to accommodate the Project's claimed pedestrian/bike flows. Since traffic and the 
noted alternative modes of transportation are directly associated with GHG emissions, the 
comment presents new infmmation and proposes new mitigation measures, signaling 
more impacts than those disclosed. In particular, Culver City stated: 

Chapter 3.14 page 50. Pedestrian Network. It is unclear 
based on the description how wide different sections of the 
sidewalks are along South Prairie Avenue and West Century 
Boulevard. Immediately adjacent to the project site, along 
South Prairie A venue and West Century Boulevard, it is also 
unclear whether the "8-foot landscaped area that also contains 
signage and utilities" is an area that people can walk on as 
well if the five foot wide sidewalk gets too crowded. Five 
feet wide sidewalks support two people walking side by side, 
and eight feet wide sidewalks support two pairs of people 
passing each other (Boston Complete Streets Guidelines). 
Narrow sidewalks do not support heavy pedestrian 
activity and can create unsafe conditions where people walk 
on the street. The project should consider widening the 
sidewalks within the vicinity of the project site to 
accommodate the thousands of attendees for Clippers games 
and other big events. 
https ://nacto. org/wpcontent/uploads/2016/04/1-
6 BTD Boston-Complete-Streets-Guidelines-2.4-6-
SidewalkWidths 2013.pdf' (Exh. 37, p. 1 [Culver City 
comment letter].) 
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This comment provides a link to studies about the width of sidewalks and 
recommends widening sidewalks near the Project area. While the comment focuses on 
the need and benefit to widen the sidewalk for pedestrians, it does not mention the 
environmental impacts of such widening of sidewalks, nor needed mitigation for that. 
Should the Project indeed widen the sidewalks, it will involve modifications to the streets 
or the Project, longer construction impacts, and need for additional mitigation. But if it 
doesn't widen them, the impacts and problems as noted remain unaddressed and 
unmitigated. The DEIR may not simply respond to the Culver City comment and specify 
the width of the sidewalk, without addressing concerns and recirculating the DEIR for 
public review and comment. 

The inadequate sidewalk width issue raised by Culver City is also renewed by the 
new information about the proposed two illuminated motion billboard signs proposed on 
both South Prairie St. and on Centu1y Blvd. - exactly where the problem was identified 
by Culver City. See Sec. VII.A, infra (piecemealing of Billboard Project from IBEC 
Project and this firm's objection letter to the Billboard Project MND, April 14, 2020, 
incorporated herein by reference.) Tellingly, the DEIR misrepresents the specifications 
of the billboard signs at those locations and does not state that they are motion signs. The 
Billboard Project l\t1ND failed to disclose the IBEC Project, or its obvious connection to 
the IBEC Project, and that it is apparently proposed on the 5-foot-wide sidewalk itself. 

"Chapter 3.14 page 50. Bicycle Network. The project should 
also consider adding bike lanes on South Prairie A venue and 
West Century Boulevard. £-scooters could also use the bike 
lanes as well. Creating a safer environment for bikes and e
scooters could provide first/last mile travel options for people 
traveling to/from the arena." (Id. p. 1 [Culver City comment, 
April 1, 2020].) 

On the other hand, the comment's recommendation of adding bike lanes, if 
followed, would require either eliminating one lane or curbside parking (and creating 
more traffic) or significantly altering the Project, each requiring mitigation and renewed 
review. Also, should the Project indeed add bike lanes, the DEIR must specify that 
information, City/Applicant must consult with various responsible agencies (including 
Metro, LADOT, CAL TRANS, and LA Public Works) and address the associated 
impacts. 
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In sum, the comments by multiple public agencies disclose unidentified and 
umesolved issues, which CEQA requires the EIR to consider, mitigate and prevent to the 
extent feasible. The FEIR brushes these concerns aside and does not engage in a good 
faith effort at responding, much less at full disclosure. This is particularly troubling as a 
key purpose of receiving comments from other agencies is to engage in an open, iterative 
process that benefits from those other agencies' particular areas of expertise. As such, 
the DEIR and FEIR are faulty, may not be legally certified without supplementing the 
missing information and analysis, and recirculating the DEIR for renewed comment. 

VII. THE CITY HAS PIECEMEALED THE PROJECT IN VIOLATION OF 
CEQA AND STATE PLANNING AND ZONING LAWS IN SEPARATELY 
ADOPTING PIECEMEALED PROJECT COMPONENTS. 

This section is based on new information released by the City after March 24, 
2020. Pub. Res. Code§§ 21189.55(d)(2) and (5). 

The City and the Applicant have engaged in blatant piecemealing of the IBEC 
Project, several examples of which came to light only after the close of the public 
comment period on the Project DEIR. As revealed to date, the Project piecemealed at a 
minimum five Project components: (1) the Billboard Project by WOW Media to install 
two motion illuminated billboard signs; (2) Hotel Project; (3) General Plan amendment of 
the Land Use Element; (4) General Plan amendment of the Circulation Element; and (5) 
General Plan amendment/adoption of Environmental Justice (EJ) Element. This list is 
not a complete list of piecemealing actions, but only reflects the information disclosed by 
the City to date, after March 24, 2020, and discovered by us. 

A. Illegal Piecemealing of the Billboard Project. 

For violations of CEQA with respect to the Billboard Project piecemealed from 
the IBEC Project, we incorporate by reference our objection letter sent to the City on 
April 14, 2020. (Exh. 38 [TSLF Objections to MND for the Billboard Project, April 14, 
2020].) 

The City's responses to and denials of our piecemealing objections, as expressed 
in the staff report, are unsupported. The billboard signs are proposed to be placed on 
property apparently soon to be owned or controlled by Murphy's Bowl, pursuant to the 
draft Disposition and Development Agreement. (Exh. 39 at p. 21 [Disposition and 
Development Agreements].) 
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B. Piecemealing of the Hotel Project. 

The EIR references the construction of a hotel at the east side of the Project, but 
does not disclose details about it, such as the number of stories or parking spaces, 
setbacks, or height of the building. The DEIR only mentions an approximate number of 
rooms. For example, the DEIR does not mention whether the hotel will have any 
accessory uses, such as restaurants or bars, whether those will be allowed to serve alcohol 
or will be open to the general public. Answers to this missing infonnation in the DEIR 
would better illuminate the Project's total impacts and would enable analysis and 
mitigation of those potential impacts. At a minimum, the DEIR fails as an informational 
document because of the lack of an accurate project description. 

The l\tfarch 31, 2020 Draft Disposition and Development Agreement prepared by 
the Applicant, Murphy's Bowl, discloses that the hotel will be developed by a different 
developer who will be responsible for obtaining entitlements for it. 32 The segmentation 
of the hotel from the whole of the action contemplated by the Project is piecemealing 
prohibited by CEQA and effectively curtailed CEQA review of the Project's overall 
impacts, along with those of the hotel, in the IBEC DEIR. 

C. Piecemealing of the Inglewood Transit Connector Project. 

The Project does not note that it is part of the Inglewood Transit Connector 
Project. However, the administrative record, including the AB-987 documents, show that 
the Project has two parts: the Arena site and a "transportation" component. Pub. Res. 
Code§ 21168.6.8 (a)(6). 

In the meantime, the Inglewood Transit Connector Project, which was officially 
initiated at the same time as the IBEC Project (Initial Study, July 2018),33 is relied upon 
in the DEIR as a mitigation measure of traffic impacts, connecting the Project site to 
Metro's Crenshaw Line and originating exactly across from the Project site at the 
intersection of Century Blvd. and Prairie St. 

32 See at p. 37 of http://ibecproiect.com/IBECEIR 030287.pdf 

33 See https://www.cityofinglewood.org/DocumentCenter/View/l 1934/Initial-Study 
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The Inglewood Transit Connector Project has not advanced beyond the initial 
study at this time of the proposed approvals of the Project and certification of the Project 
EIR, which relies on it. Thus, the Project relies on another project as a mitigation 
measure, which did not have its own environmental review completed and which impacts 
are not included in the Project DEIR as either part of the IBEC Project itself, or at a 
minimum, a related project needed to be included in the IBEC Project DEIR for, inter 
alia, cumulative impacts purposes. These omissions are a further fatal flaw. 

D. Piecemealing of Public Works Improvements on Arterial Roads, 
Adding Lanes, and Enhancing the Capacity for Traffic Increase. 

As evidenced by photos taken by our client and incorporated into our objections to 
the Billboard Project and its MND, the arterial streets around the Project site have been 
undergoing extensive road improvement work. We requested records on the road 
improvements from the Public Works Department on April 9, 2020; however, the City 
failed to respond to our requests. We reserve the right to request augmentation of the 
record with such evidence. Still, in light of the available evidence and on information 
and belief, it appears that the City's road improvement project was also part of the Project 
here and intended to enlarge the streets, add lanes, provide electrical circuits for the 
billboard signs, all as part of and in furtherance of the Project. 34 

E. Piecemealing and Piecemeal Approval of the General Plan 
Amendments. 

We incorporate by reference our April 13, May 26, and June 9, 2020 objection 
letters. (Exh. 40 [Objection letters to GP Amendments].) 

34 As noted above in Sec. VI.D, supra, the City has also planned and is separately 
implementing extensive amendments to parking regulations as part of the IBEC Project, 
whereby all residential streets in the City will become part of a parking district and will 
have only a limited number of cars allowed per unit, while IBEC may seek parking 
outside of its Project area. These extensive and drastic amendments to parking 
regulations - to the detriment of the residents of the City and for the benefit of the IBEC 
Project - are also an example of the IBEC EIR' s piecemealing in violation of CEQA. 
Further, the City's changes to the parking regulations implicitly counters the IBEC 
Project's assumptions and claims of reduced traffic for IBEC Project events. 
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In addition to the violations listed in prior letters as to the City's illegal adoption 
of these General Plan amendments, the City's IBEC Project and EIR violated CEQA and 
the State Planning and Zoning Laws as follows: 

1. The Circulation Element Amendment in the DEIR Violates State 
Planning and Zoning Laws. 

Even though the IBEC DEIR includes amendments to the Circulation Element, it 
does not serve the purpose of the correlation requirement in Govt. Code§ 65302. The 
correlation requirement is to ensure that the City does not make significant land use 
amendments without resolving the infrastructure needs and traffic circulation issues to 
support them. Here, the IBEC Project- with anticipated 18,000-20,000 visitors for just 
the events, as well as numerous visitors to the Project's other amenities, such as the hotel, 
bars, restaurants, retail, and medical center - contemplates a dramatic influx of visitors to 
Inglewood, and to the area already impacted (to be impacted) by two other major arenas. 
The Circulation Element therefore was to create infrastructure to support such pedestrian 
and traffic influx. 

However, the DEIR does not specify any change to the Circulation Element in 
Section 2.6 of the DEIR, and the only change suggested by the Applicant in its draft 
General Plan Amendments is striking out the designation of 102nd street as a collector 
street. Thus, the proposed changes are not to create the infrastrncture to support the 
anticipated pedestrian and traffic circulation but rather to remove such infrastructure. By 
definition, collector streets in Inglewood's Circulation Element are to "collect" or link 
traffic from the small streets to the arterial streets. The Project proposes to remove this 
collector. This late-disclosed change is in addition to the fact that the Project also intends 
to vacate portions of both 101 st and 102nd streets as well as to allow encroachments by 
the Project onto the public rights of way. Finally, based on the DEIR's unspecified and 
the Applicant's recently proposed overlay zone details, the Arena is proposed with 
absolutely no front, rear, or side yard setbacks and will therefore not allow for widening 
of any portion of the adjacent streets. 

The amendments to the Circulation Element are a violation of the General Plan's 
internal consistency and the correlation requirement. 
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2. The IBEC DEIR Violates CEQA Because of the Incomplete 
General Plan Consistency Analysis in View of the Missing EJ 
Element. 

CEQA requires any project EIR to analyze the consistency of such project with the 
General Plan. Guidelines § 15125( d); see also Families Unafraid to Uphold Rural El 
Dorado County v. El Dorado County Bd. of Sup'rs (1998) 62 Cal.App.4th 1332, 1336 
"Because an EIR must analyze inconsistencies with the general plan (14 Cal. Code Regs 
§ 15125( d)), deficiencies in the plan may affect the legal adequacy of the EIR. If the 
general plan does not meet state standards, an EIR analysis based on the plan may also be 
defective. For example, in Guardians of Turlock's Integrity v. Turlock City Council 
(1983) 149 Cal.3d 584, 593, the general plan did not contain a noise element; thus "a 
necessary foundation" to acceptable analysis in the EIR was missing." 2 Kostka & 
Zischke, Practice Under the Cal. Environmental Quality Act, § 20.3, p. 20-9; see also 
Friends of"B" Street v. City of Hayward (1980) 106 Cal.App.3d 988, 998-999. 

The City's piecemealing of the EJ element from the IBEC DEIR has resulted in 
the missing mandatory EJ element and thereby an inadequate analysis of the IBEC 
Project's consistency with the General Plan in the DEIR. 

Comments by others, such as the NRDC or members of the State Legislature, 
show that the Project is inconsistent with EJ principles as mandated by the Govermnent 
Code, and therefore may not be adopted as the City proposes. 

A land use decision (or zoning ordinance) must be deemed inconsistent with a 
general plan if it conflicts with a single, mandatory general plan policy or goal. Families 
Unafraid to Uphold Rural El Dorado County v. El Dorado County Bd. of Supervisors 
(1998) 62 Cal.App.4th 1332, 1341. A local land use decision that is inconsistent with the 
applicable general plan is invalid when passed, i.e., void ab initio. Lesher 
Communications. Inc. v. City of Walnut Creek (1990) 52 Cal.3d 531, 540. Despite the 
questionable policies in the newly adopted EJ Element, the IBEC Project is inconsistent 
with the Element's goal - per state mandate - to ensure the health of the population. 

The City's approach and piecemealing has made the "process exactly backward 
and allows the lead agency to travel the legally impermissible easy road to CEQA 
compliance." Berkeley Keep Jets Over the Bay Committee v. Board of Port Com'rs 
(2001) 91 Cal.App.4th 1344, 1371. 
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Despite the City and Applicant's throwing caution to the wind in rushing to 
approve the FEIR and Project, the IBEC EIR may not be certified and the Project may 
not be approved without a complete EIR, which discloses all pieces of the Project in their 
full scope, and which provides for genuine, responsive, informed and meaningful public 
participation in the drafting of the EIR and General Plan amendments. "[E]xpediency 
should play no part in an agency's efforts to comply with CEQA." San Franciscans for 
Reasonable Growth v. City and County of San Francisco (1984) 151Cal.App.3d61, 74-
75. 

VIII. THE EIR AND PROJECT VIOLATE CEQA'S PRECOMMITMENT 
PROHIBITION BY THE CITY'S SIGNING THE EXCLUSIVE 
NEGOTIATING AGREEMENT AND PRIOR VIOLATIONS OF THE 
BROWN ACT. 

On l\tfarch 24, 2020, on the last day of the inadequately noticed public comment 
period, the City Council violated the public tiust yet again by convening behind closed 
doors and unanimously voting to settle four lawsuits, including one on CEQA and one on 
Brown Act violations. 

We have requested that the City cure and correct the Brown Act violations 
committed on March 24, 2020, which would have resulted in the invalidation of the 
settlement agreement approval and any action taken by the City Council on March 24, 
2020. The City denied any Brown Act violation occurred on March 24, 2020 and denied 
the existence of a settlement agreement in its letter backdated April 30, 2020, mailed out 
on May 4, 2020, without any emailed copy, as claimed on the letter. The City then sent 
us a supplemental letter on l\t1ay 5, 2020, where it admitted that on l\t1arch 24, 2020, the 
City Council indeed authorized the settlement agreement. The copy provided by the City 
bears no dates of execution of the agreement by any signat01y, including by Mayor Butts. 
l\tfost importantly, both responses from the City to our Cure and Correct occurred after 
May 4, 2020, when Murphy's Bowl successfully closed escrow transferring MSG Forum 
to Murphy's Bowl. 

The City's settlement and disposal of CEQA and Brown Act lawsuits late on 
l\t1arch 24, 2020 as to MSG/Forum, IRATE, and related persons is significant new 
information which was not and could not have been reasonably known during the public 
comment period. 

We hereby incorporate by reference all the claims made by l\t1SG, IRA TE and 
related parties in all four lawsuits, including those of illegal precommitment in violation 
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of CEQA and Brown Act violations, and further incorporate by reference, and request 
that the City include in this administrative record, all administrative records and evidence 
submitted in all of those matters. (See collectively Exh. 10 [operative petitions in the 
various cases, trial briefs, and Court of Appeal briefs, as applicable].) 

IX. THE DEIR AND FEIR FAIL ADEQUATELY TO DISCUSS IMPACTS ON 
SCHOOLS, IN VIOLATION OF CEQA. 

The Project's administrative record shows no consultation or communication 
occurred with Lennox Elementary School District, in violation of CEQA. Under Pub. 
Res. Code §15186(a), "CEQA establishes a special requirement for certain school 
projects, as well as certain projects near schools, to ensure that potential health impacts 
resulting from exposure to hazardous materials, wastes, and substances will be carefully 
examined and disclosed in a negative declaration or EIR, and that the lead agency will 
consult with other agencies in this regard." 

Among other things, if the Project is within 1/4 mile of a school site, CEQA 
requires the lead agency not to ce1tify an EIR unless the lead agency does both of the 
following: (1) consult with the affected school district regarding the potential impact of 
the project on the school; and (2) notify the affected school district or districts of the 
project, in writing, not less than 30 days prior to approval or certification of the EIR. 
Guidelines § 15186(b ). Obviously, we could not have known that the City and the FEIR 
would not have complied with this requirement until after the March 24, 2020 close of 
the official public comment period. 

The Applicant listed numerous schools located within 2 miles of the Project site, 
including several schools from the City of Lemiox.35 Yet the only school-related 
communications in the Project's administrative record are about the Inglewood School 
District's development fee nexus and calculations that the IBEC Project Applicant must 

36 37 pay to the Inglewood School District. , Development fees, however, do not address 
the air quality or traffic mitigation issues the Project will cause to the surrounding 
schools, including to those of the Lennox School District. 

35 See http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190124-
_J}JJ2_Q_Q_,J_B _ _E_C_,,,.l~J12~7_,,,,NQ_C_,,,,_FQ_IJ1J,_p_gf 

36 See http://ibecproiect.com/PREDEIR 0000036.pdf 

37 See http://ibecproject.com/PREDEIR 0002337.pdf 
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Moreover, the IBEC Project is located within 0.2 miles of the Hue1ta Dolores 
Elementary School. (Exh. 41 [Notice of AB 987 Ce1tification Completion; Notice of 
EIR Completion, and Google Maps of Dolores Huerta Elementary School].)38 The 
Elementary School is part of the Lennox Elementary School District, serving the needs of 
about 5,000 young students.39 (Exh. 42 [Lennox and Huerta web page].) As depicted in 
the DEIR, p. 3.2-99 (and shown in the figure below), the Project is also adjacent to an 
Early Childhood Education Facility. Instead of analyzing and discussing the health 
hazards of the Project's extensive demolition, construction and operational activities to 
the nearby school children, the EIR' s discussion of health hazards is limited to a cursory 
discussion of cancer risks and a conclusory assertion that the risks are less than 
significant. (DEIR, pp. 3.2-98 - 3.2-102.) Procedurally and substantively, this is 
improper under CEQA. 

The EIR does not explain or justify the analysis of risks and does not show how 
those risks disappear in a straight line just above the school. See the figure below from 
the IBEC DEIR, p. 3.2-99 (arrows pointing to the school/education center): 

38 The administrative record's document about schools completely omits the Huerta 
Dolores Elementary School from the list of schools within or adjacent to the Inglewood 
Unified School District. http://ibecproiect.com/PREDEIR 027103.pdf 

39 Seep. 5 of https://4.files.edl.io/a093/1 l/15/19/175500-608b5924-96d9-40ce-88db
b2f2b 7 da 78f9 .pdf 
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Figure 3.2-4 
Construction+ Operations Cancer Risk 

The DEIR and the FEIR do not identify, analyze, or mitigate the traffic impacts on 
the school and the road closures for purposes of Project construction and operation, the 
permanent road closure on W. 102nd Street, which will spill over traffic onto adjacent 
streets including W. 104th Street and thereby present additional health and safety hazards 
for children, as well as the air pollution associated with the dramatic increase in traffic 
and the massive constmction planned in the area. These omissions are also unacceptable 
since, based on the Project's administrative record, the Project's development fees are 
calculated based on the needs of the Inglewood Unified School District40 41

, leaving out 

40 See, e.g., http://ibecproject.com/PREDEIR 027103.pdf 

41 Commercial development http://ibecproject.com/PREDEIR 0000036.pdf; 
Residential development http://ibecproiect.com/PREDEIR 0002337.pdf 
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the impact of the Project on the Lennox Elementary School District, which will be 
heavily impacted. 

Moreover, DTSC responses to our CPRA requests revealed that properties along 
102nd Street "within the perimeter" of the Project have EPA records and our further 
investigation showed asbestos records at one of the problem sites. (Exh. 43 [DTSC 
Response l re Sites; Google Map of all sites; and records of 3818 l 02nd St.].) Asbestos 
is known for its dangers effects, especially on children with developing lungs.42 (Exh. 44 
[asbestos dangers to school children].) DTSC's subsequent responses revealed more sites 
with DTSC records. (Exh. 45 [DTSC's Response 2 with list of problem addresses].) The 
DEIR and FEIR are silent on that information, including the hazards of demolition. The 
proximity of the sites identified by the DTSC to the elementary school and the Child 
Education Center makes the DEIR and FEIR's omissions fatal. 

It is the City's duty to investigate the hazards at DTSC's listed addresses, to 
inf mm the public and decision makers about those in the EIR, to consult with the affected 
school district and education center, to address and mitigate the Project's impacts on 
school children, and now to recirculate a DEIR in full confonnance with CEQA. 

X. THE PROJECT CANNOT BE APPROVED DUE TO THE INADEQUACY 
AND UNENFORCEABILITY OF THE MITIGATION MONITORING 
PROGRAM. 

The City's proposed Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program ("l\t11\t1RP") is 
flawed and may not be approved. It focuses mainly on temporary construction impacts, 
requires only noticing to property owners, even though such notices do not mitigate any 
impact by themselves, and otherwise makes recommendations rather than provide any 
evidence that the Project's longterm operational impacts will indeed be mitigated. This 
critique by us applies to all sections in the l\t11\t1RP and all mitigation measures. 

The AR and the City's response to Caltrans' DEIR comments show that the 
Project Applicant agreed to pay Caltrans over $1.5 million dollars to reduce impacts on 
the state highway. The l\t11\t1RP is silent on this arrangement but provides that the Project 
Applicant must work with Caltrans and the determination of whether such activities will 
even be feasible will be made prior to the issuance of the "certificate of occupancy"43

: 

42 https://ehs.oregonstate.edu/asb-when 

43 Seep. 53 at http://ibecproject.com/IBECEIR 033034.pdf 
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"Prior to issuance of a Ce1tificate of Occupancy, Applicant shall 
work with the City of Inglewood and Caltrans to detennine that 
offramp improvements are feasible and acceptable to Caltrans, and if 
feasible and acceptable, such improvements shall be completed or 
adequate security for the estimated amount to complete such 
improvements provided to the City of Inglewood in a fonn 
acceptable to the City." (MJV1RP at p. 53.) 

The timing of determining the feasibility of mitigating the impact - prior to 
issuance of a certificate of occupancy, i.e., after the Project is fully developed - is a gross 
subversion of CEQA, including but not limited to CEQA requirements to provide 
enforceable mitigation measures be.fore the Project approval, and not to defer mitigation. 

The above example is only one of numerous instances of the lVHvIRP's CEQA 
violations, warranting the rejection of the fvHvIRP and FEIR as violating CEQA. 

XI. THE STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS IS 
CONCLUSORY AND UNSUPPORTED BY EVIDENCE. 

We object to each and every factual claim made in the Statement of Overriding 
Considerations ("SOC") as unsupported by substantial evidence. The "findings" are not 
supported by the data cited. Moreover, to the extent the findings rely on the EIR - which 
is flawed for all the reasons noted above, including but not limited to flawed or changed 
baseline assumptions, piecemealing, deferred and unenforceable mitigation - it is further 
unsupported by substantial evidence. 

Further, to the extent that the EIR, the MMRP, and other Project entitlements are 
based upon.falsified, omitted, or concealed data, such data cannot support findings of 
overriding considerations. 

Beyond the inadequate "findings" the SOC renders the IBEC Project inconsistent 
with various elements of the General Plan, such as the General Plan's Land Use Element 
densities and designations,44 Circulation Element, Safety Element, and in violation of the 
consistency requirement under the state Planning and Zoning Law. 

44 We note that the Project had to show consistency with the General Plan applicable 
at the time the Project Application was deemed complete and the FEIR was prepared. 
We have further objected to the City's amendment to the Land Use Element, which 
rewrote the densities and intensities on June 9, 2020 - a H'eek be.fore the Planning 
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The SOC - in conclusory terms and completely disregarding the public comments 
of lack of any benefit of the Project to the Inglewood community which will be impacted 
- declares that the IBEC Project's benefits will outweigh the 41 adverse environmental 
impacts. CEQA requires providing evidence of such benefit as to each impact. The SOC 
does not do so. Also, because the Project and EIR suffer from a lack of the mandatory 
"accurate, stable and finite project description," it is impossible for the decision makers 
to properly balance and weigh the Project's purported benefits from its detriments when 
multiple significant Project elements remain unknown and undefined, with those future 
decisions to be made by the Planning Director out of the public eye, and without public 
and CEQA review at that time. This is a clear CEQA violation. 
Stopthemillenniumhollywood.com, supra, at p. 14 

To approve a project with a significant impact, the agency is "required to make 
findings identifying (1) the "[s]pecific ... considerations" that "make infeasible" the 
environmentally superior alternatives and (2) the "specific ... benefits of the project 
[which] outweigh" the environmental harm. (Pub. Res. Code§§ 21002.1, subd. (b), 
21081; Guidelines, § 15092, subd. (b ). )" Preservation Action Council v. City of San Jose 
(2006) 141Cal.App.4th1336, 1352-1353. Such findings must be supported by 
substantial evidence and cannot be presumed by courts. Walnut Acres at 1312-1313; 
Guidelines § 15091(a)-(b ). Such evidence must be supported by facts and cannot be an 
argument, assertion or clearly erroneous. Pub. Res. Code§ 21082.2(c); Guidelines§ 
15384 (a)-(b). The SOC's failure is a CEQA violation separate from the EIR's other 
inadequacies. Guidelines § 15093(b )-( c) (SOC findings "shall be supported by 
substantial evidence"); Uphold Our Heritage v. Town of Woodside (2007) 147 
Cal.App.4th 587, 603 (record does not support infeasibility finding). Moreover, such 
infeasibility must be legal (i.e., legal restraints), rather than financial (as in not 
financially profitable). 

The City's findings of infeasibility to mitigate each and every one of the 41 
adverse environmental impacts lack substantial evidence that it was infeasible to build a 
smaller Project or to develop the City's land with less intensive uses. The findings are 
also clearly erroneous, as they rely on the same illusory mitigation measures as in the EIR 
or in the latest MMRP. 

Commission's scheduled June 17, 2020 hearing on the IBEC Project - under the guise of 
merely "clarifications." We incorporate by reference all of our objections to the City's 
eleventh-hour rewriting of the General Plan's Land Use Element to allegedly make it 
consistent with the IBEC Project. Again the tail wags the dog. 
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The true nature and scope of the Project, and its alleged benefits, cannot be 
determined based on the faulty DEIR and FEIR, and thus the necessary balancing of 
competing issues required to lawfully support an SOC cannot be found. An SOC cannot 
properly be adopted, and should be rejected, along with the entirety of the Project and the 
proposed FEIR. In the words of the Court: 

"The EIR is intended to furnish both the road map and the 
environmental price tag for a project, so that the decision maker and 
the public both know, before the journey begins, just where the 
journey will lead, and how much they - and the environment - will 
have to give up in order to take that journey. As our Supreme Court 
said in Bozung v. Local Agency Fmmation Com. (1975) 13 Cal.3d 
263, 283 [ 118 Cal.Rptr. 24 9, 5 29 P .2d 101 7], ' [ t ]he purpose of 
CEQA is not to generate paper, but to compel government at all 
levels to make decisions with environmental consequences in 
mind.'" Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. v. City of Los 
Angeles (2002) 103 Cal.App.4th 268, 271-272. 

XII. THE PROJECT IS ILLEGAL DUE TO ITS FAILURE TO 
SUBSTANTIATE THE NEED FOR SPECIFIC PLAN AMENDMENTS 
AND DISCRIMINATORY SPOT ZONING. 

The Project includes Specific Plan amendments and the following action: 

"Approval of a Specific Plan Amendment to the Inglewood 
International Business Park Specific Plan to exclude properties 
within the Project Site from the Specific Plan Area." (DEIR, p. 2-
89.) 

The proposed "exclusion" is improper as it constitutes: (A) an unsupported 
variance; and (B) discriminatory spot zoning. 

A. The Specific Plan Amendment Amounts to a Variance Without 
Required Grounds to Justify It. 

The DEIR and FEIR do not specify why exactly the sites must be excluded or why 
the Project will be inconsistent with the Specific Plan, short of mentioning wider setback 
requirements under the Specific Plan, i.e., 25-foot setbacks along South Prairie and 15-
foot setbacks along West 102nd street and the need to "remove" pmtions of the IBEC 
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Project from the Specific Plan, allegedly to ensure consistency with both the Specific and 
General Plans. (DEIR, p. 3.1-13, pdfp. 263.) 

The DEIR description, along with the fact that the Specific Plan amendment seeks 
to "remove the portions of the Project site" from the Specific Plan to obtain consistency 
with the General Plan, shows that the "Specific Plan amendment" is in reality a 
misnomer. In essence, the City is trying to de facto "exempt" the Project lots from 
certain Specific Plan requirements. This is also evidenced by the fact that on May 4, 
2020, long after release of the Project DEIR on December 27, 2019, the Project Applicant 
presented its own draft of the Specific Plan amendments, which stated: "By doing so the 
City intends, as provided below, that if developed in connection with the IBEC Project 
the lBEC Project Related Parcels shall be excluded from the HBP Specific Plan, but 
otherwise the provisions of the HBP Specific Plan shall apply."45 (Exh. 46 [Applicant's 
Draft of Specific Plan Amendments].) As such, what is proposed is not a Specific Plan 
Amendment but rather a variance for the Project sites only. In any event, whether 
denominated a specific plan amendment or a variance, this entitlement triggers various 
required findings, including a necessary finding of "unnecessary hardship." 

"Unnecessary hardship" is a term of art generally used in the context of evaluating 
a zoning variance. For example, under the Los Angeles Municipal Code, no variance 
may be granted unless "'the strict application of the provisions of the zoning ordinance 
would result in practical difficulties or unnecessary hardships inconsistent with the 
general purposes and intent of the zoning regulations."' (West Chandler Boulevard 
Neighborhood Assn. v. City of Los Angeles (2011) 198 Cal.App.4th 1506, 1514, fn. 4, 
130 Cal.Rptr.3d 360.) Although the test includes both "practical difficulties" and 
"unnecessary hardships," the focus should be on "unnecessary hardships" and not 
"practical difficulties," which is a lesser standard. (Stolman v. City of Los Angeles 
(2003) 114 Cal.App.4th 916, 925, 8 Cal.Rptr.3d 178; Zakessian v. City of Sausalito 

45 See the Applicant's draft at bJtp_://ib_~_gprnj~ft~_QmlIB _ _E_CiiI:R.,,,,QJJ_~-~-7_,_p_gJ The 
Applicant's draft also shows that the Specific Plan Amendment is expressly dependent on 
the concurrent amendment of the General Plan. This is to ensure that the Specific Plan 
Amendment is consistent with the General Plan. However, such an arrangement of 
amending the General Plan to find consistency of it with the subsequent Specific Plan 
Amendment violates the state planning and zoning laws requiring the action's 
consistency with the General Plan, not the opposite. "The tail does not wag the dog. The 
general plan is the charter to which the ordinance must conform." Napa Citizens for 
Honest Government v. Napa County Bd. of Supervisors (2001) 91Cal.App.4th342, 389. 
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(1972) 28 Cal.App.3d 794, 799, 105 Cal.Rptr. 105.)" Walnut Acres Neighborhood Assn. 
v. City of Los Angeles (2015) 235 Cal.App.4th 1303, 1305 

"Although the developer argued the unnecessary hardship was based 
on its purported lost "economy of scale," no evidence supported that 
claim. The record contained no evidence that following the zoning 
regulations and building a less dense facility would cause either 
financial hardship or unnecessary hardship. We therefore affirm the 
trial court's judgment requiring the City to rescind its approval of the 
proposed eldercare facility." Walnut Acres Neighborhood Assn. v. 
City of Los Angeles (2015) 235 Cal.App.4th 1303, 1306. 

Similarly, the Inglewood Municipal Code § 12-97 .1 sets out four ( 4) grounds that 
must be met to approve a variance: 

"Before any variance may be granted, findings establishing the 
factual existence of each of the following grounds must be made: 

(1) That there are exceptional or extraordinary circumstances 
or conditions applicable to the property involved, including, 
but not limited to, size, shape, topography or surroundings, 
that do not apply generally to other property or uses in the 
same zone and vicinity; and 

(2) That the strict application of the zoning provisions of this 
Chapter would result in practical difficulties or unnecessary 
hardships inconsistent with the general purpose and intent 
thereof (the costs of providing required improvements or of 
correcting violations shall not constitute such hardship); and 

(3) That the granting of such variance will not be materially 
detrimental to the public health, welfare or safety or injurious 
to the property or improvements in such zone and vicinity in 
which the property of the applicant is located; and 

( 4) That the granting of such variance will not conflict with the 
provisions of the comprehensive general plan." (Exh. 47 
[Inglewood Municipal Code§ 12-97]; emph. added.) 
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The IBEC DEIR lacks any analysis or any findings to establish the variance 
grounds listed above. 

Moreover, the EIR lacks information about how the Project is inconsistent with its 
encompassing Specific Plan or the larger General Plan. This missing information is fatal 
for the FEIR certification for the following reasons: 

1) The noted 25- and 15-feet setbacks under the Specific Plan 
are required to provide for open space and to allow for future 
street widening. The narrow setbacks left by the Project will 
significantly limit the City's options. 

2) The EIR provides no good faith disclosure and no baseline of 
what is appropriate under the Specific Plan and General Plan 
and therefore provide no possibility for the public to identify 
the extent of proposed changes and associated impacts. 

The EIR and proposed Project approvals not only lack infmmation about how the 
Project is inconsistent with the Specific Plan, but also misses the important findings 
necessary to approve the Specific Plan amendment under state law. 

"The planning commission's summary of 'factual data'-its 
apparent 'findings'-does not include facts sufficient to satisfy the 
variance requirements of Government Code section 65906. 

"As we have mentioned, at least two sets oflegislative criteria 
appear applicable to the variance awarded: Government Code 
section 65906 and Los Angeles County Zoning Ordinance No. 1494, 
section 522. The variance can be sustained only if All applicable 
legislative requirements have been satisfied. Since we conclude that 
the requirements of section 65906 have not been met, the question 
whether the variance conforms with the criteria set forth in Los 
Angeles County Zoning Ordinance No. 1494, section 522 becomes 
immaterial." Topanga Assn. for a Scenic Community v. County of 
Los Angeles (1974) 11 Cal.3d 506, 518. 

The DEIR must be supplemented with infmmation about the inconsistency of the 
Specific and General Plans along with analysis of the proposed changes, and recirculated. 
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The City may not approve the changes to the Specific Plan or remove the Project 
sites from it without the findings required by the Inglewood Municipal Code. Doing so 
would be a violation of the Inglewood fvlunicipal Code, State Planning and Zoning Law, 
andCEQA. 

B. The Specific Plan Amendment Results in Discriminatory Spot Zoning. 

The Project's Specific Plan amendment removing the Project sites from the 
Specific Plan and essentially exempting just the Project site lots from the Specific Plan 
requirements creates impennissible spot zoning without any justifiable public interest or 
benefit for the Inglewood community. Stated otherwise, even though the City of 
Inglewood through the Project will attract numerous people from other places for games 
and events and will become an entertainment center for visitors, the Project will bring no 
actual interest or benefit to Inglewood's disadvantaged community but only the brunt of 
the Project's 41 adverse environmental impacts. 

The lack of public benefit or interest is particularly the case here, as the Specific 
Plan requires 25-foot setbacks on South Prairie St. and 15-foot setbacks on 102nd Street 
and where the Project significantly reduces the setbacks on South Prairie and vacates the 
portion of 102nd street around the Project area: 

"South Prairie A venue - In the vicinity of the project, the street has 
continuous sidewalks with widths vaiying from about 5 to 13 feet. 
Sidewalks immediately adjacent to the Project Site are less than 5 
feet, and adjacent to an 8-foot landscaped area that also contains 
signage and utilities. Striped crosswalks are provided at signalized 
intersections, and most curb ramps do not have truncated domes. 

"West 102nd Street- Sidewalks on West 102nd Street near the 
Project Site range from 5 to 7 feet. Signage and utilities obstruct 
the pedestrian path of travel in several locations." (DEIR, p. 3.14-
50, pdf p. 1134, emph. added.) 

The sidewalk being the public right of way is distinct from setbacks that the 
Applicant itself must provide on the private property; therefore, the setbacks that the 
Project must provide should not count the 5-foot or less sidewalk towards its own 
setbacks. The setback reductions - and essentially the violations of the Specific Plan -
are contrary to the public benefit for both the visitors of the Project and the residents of 
the Project's surrounding area. 
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The California Constitution, Article 1, Section 7(b) provides: "A citizen or class 
of citizens may not be granted privileges or immunities not granted on the same terms to 
all citizens." Under this provision, a "privilege" includes "a particular and peculiar 
benefit or advantage enjoyed by a person, company, or class beyond the common 
advantage of other citizens." Diagh v. Schaffer (1937) 23 Cal.App.2d 449, 454-455, 
umelated language clarified in Johnson v. Superior Court (1958) 50 Cal.2d 693, 699. 
The case of Foothill Communities Coalition v. County of Orange (2014) 222 Cal.App.4th 
1302, 1313 (Foothill) holds that to create a privileged "island of property with less 
restrictive zoning in the middle of properties with more restrictive zoning is spot zoning." 
Such discriminatory zoning can only be justified by a "substantial public need." Foothill, 
222 Cal.App.4th at 1314 (emphasis added). 

Without citing to any "public need" and in defiance thereof, the Project proposes 
significant changes and amendments to benefit the private needs of the IBEC Project's 
Applicant. The City has not made findings of substantial public need, nor can it do so 
with the controversial Project objected to by many in Inglewood, by interested groups, 
and even legislators. (Exh. 11 [AB-987 comments].) 

Where there is discrimination, where the classification and resulting benefits given 
to the privileged "island" are not related to particular characteristics of the site that are 
not shared by the surrounding land, then a higher standard of review is applied, as in 
Foothill. Because it involves discrimination, spot zoning "entails a 'more rigorous fmm 
of judicial review.'" Avenida San Juan Paitnership v. City of San Clemente (2011) 201 
Cal.App.4th 1256, 1268, quoting Ehrlich v. City of Culver City (1996)12 Cal.4th 854, 
900 (Mosk, J., cone.) While Ehrlich involved restrictive spot zoning, the principle should 
apply equally to preferential spot zoning, which is, in essence, discrimination against 
like-situated prope1ties. 

For these additional reasons, the Specific Plan amendments should not be 
approved. 

XIII. THE PROJECT VIOLATES THE SUBDIVISION MAP ACT. 

The Project's proposed actions for approval include: 

"• Approval of subdivision map(s) or lot line adjustments to 
consolidate properties and/or adjust property boundaries 
within the Project Site." (DEIR, p. 2-89.) 
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In fact, the Project will need to consolidate numerous lots and vacate pmtions of 
City streets at W. 101st and W. 102nd Street and encroach on public right of way. The 
requested approvals also include: 

"• Approval of the vacation of portions of West IOI st Street and 
West 102nd Street, and adoption of findings in connection 
with that approval. 

• Approval of right-of-way to encroach on City streets." 
(DEIR, p. 2-89, emph. added.) 

The Project's proposed subdivision/tentative tract map(s) should not be approved 
because it violates the Subdivision Map Act, Govt. Code §§ 66410 et seq. 

Pursuant to Govt. Code§ 66473.5: 

"No local agency shall approve a tentative map, or a parcel map for 
which a tentative map was not required, unless the legislative body 
finds that the proposed subdivision, together with the provisions for 
its design and improvement, is consistent with the general plan 
required by Article 5 (commencing with Section 65300) of Chapter 
3 of Division 1, or any specific plan adopted pursuant to Article 8 
(commencing with Section 65450) of Chapter 3 of Division 1. 

"A proposed subdivision shall be consistent with a general plan or a 
specific plan only if the local agency has officially adopted such a 
plan and the proposed subdivision or land use is compatible with the 
objectives, policies, general land uses, and programs specified in 
such a plan." (Id.) 

In addition, Govt. Code § 664 7 4 mandates that the agency make specific 
findings, prior to the approval of a tentative map or parcel map: 

"A legislative body of a city or county shall deny approval of a 
tentative map, or a parcel map for which a tentative map was not 
required, if it makes any of the following findings: 

(a) That the proposed map is not consistent with applicable 
general and specific plans as specified in Section 65451. 
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(b) That the design or improvement of the proposed subdivision 
is not consistent with applicable general and specific plans. 

( c) That the site is not physically suitable for the type of 
development. 

( d) That the site is not physically suitable for the proposed 
density of development. 

( e) That the design of the subdivision or the proposed 
improvements are likely to cause substantial environmental 
damage or substantially and avoidably injure fish or wildlife 
or their habitat. 

( f) That the design of the subdivision or type of improvements is 
likely to cause serious public health problems. 

(g) That the design of the subdivision or the type of 
improvements will conflict with easements, acquired by the 
public at large, for access through or use of, property within 
the proposed subdivision. In this connection, the governing 
body may approve a map if it finds that alternate easements, 
for access or for use, will be provided, and that these will be 
substantially equivalent to ones previously acquired by the 
public. This subsection shall apply only to easements of 
record or to easements established by judgment of a court of 
competent jurisdiction and no authority is hereby granted to a 
legislative body to determine that the public at large has 
acquired easements for access through or use of property 
within the proposed subdivision." (Id.; emph. added.) 

Because of its 41 non-mitigated significant adverse environmental impacts -
including but not limited to the impacts on traffic and pedestrian circulation, open space, 
displacement of numerous residential and commercial structures (including through the 
alleged right to use eminent domain), air quality and greenhouse gas emissions46 

46 We also direct your attention to the June 12, 2020 decision of the California Court 
of Appeal in Golden Door Properties v. County of San Diego (2020 WL 3119041 ). This 
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associated with both the Project construction and its operation - the Project presents a 
serious public hazard and substantial environmental damage to the Inglewood community 
and to nearby schools and school children. 

:Moreover, Subdivision Map approval is subject to CEQA, and we incorporate our 
CEQA challenges by reference for purposes of the Subdivision JVIap Act and all other 
land use applications and potential approvals. 

The DEIR admits that the Project is inconsistent with the Specific Plan and seeks 
to amend it, in order to avoid such inconsistency. See supra. The DEIR also admits that 
the Project is inconsistent with the General Plan and therefore improperly seeks 
amendments thereto. Id. See also supra (General Plan Amendments and Piecemealing). 

The Project - with its planned development, its proximity to other similar arenas, 
and its adverse impacts on and/or displacement of numerous commercial and residential 
properties involved47 

- is not physically suitable or consistent with the intensity of 
development for the area. The Project's inconsistency with the area where it is proposed 
is also evidenced by the City's piecemealing efforts to increase the building intensity and 
density in the General Plan, in large pait to benefit the Project. See Sec. VILE, supra 
(General Plan Amendments). Friends of "B" Street v. City of Hayward (1980) 106 

case also requires the City to deny ce1tification of the FEIR and, instead, to amend and 
recirculate a new DEIR for public and agency review. Among other things, and 
applicable to the inadequate and illegal EIR herein, the Golden Door opinion eviscerates 
the validity of a GHG mitigation measure that depends on obtaining offsets from a 
registry registered with CARB. The Court in detail explained why such offsets are not as 
effective as compliance-grade offsets used in the cap-and-trade program. The Project and 
its EIR and MMRP's commission of these same errors is improper and incurable without 
recirculation of a new DEIR. The opinion also has a helpful summaiy of the law on 
cumulative impacts, alternatives, and deferred mitigation, especially why deferred 
mitigation (of GHG mitigation measures) without clear standards and perfmmance 
criteria is impermissible. Again, the Project EIR and JV1JV1RP fail as to these critical 
issues. Finally, the opinion upheld the trial court's requirement for an environmental 
justice ("EJ") analysis as part of CEQA. The EJ "analysis" in the Project EIR is at best 
tissue thin, and as discussed above, actually fails to properly disclose, assess and mitigate 
impacts from the City's concurrent proposed EJ General Plan Amendment, which has 
been egregiously piecemealed out of the instant EIR. 

47 See Exh. 10, Case No.: BS170333 (IRATE FAP, Exhibit E). 
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Cal.App.3d 988, 998 ("Such consistency is expressly required by Government Code 
section 66473.5"). 

Section 6 of the proposed Ordinance violates the Subdivision Map Act as it 
purports to allow unlimited ministerial lot line adjustments, involving five or more 
contiguous parcels, with one adjustment staiting before another adjustment has been 
finalized with a recorded deed, and without specific approval of the local agency. The 
Subdivision Map Act excepts lot line adjustments only in compliance with Government 
Code Section 66412(d). Section 6 of the Ordinance conflicts with the scope of exception 
for lot line adjustments and is preempted by the Subdivision Map Act. Lot line 
adjustments granted pursuant to Section 6 of the Ordinance, therefore, would be illegal. 

Finally, because many of the Project properties are former Inglewood 
Redevelopment Agency properties and/or Successor Agency properties, any lot line 
adjustments would have to be approved by the State Department of Finance or Real 
Estate. The City cannot assume either the granting, or the timing for granting, of such 
approvals by the DOF. If the City attempts to avoid this oversight requirement, this will 
subject the City and the Project to further legal challenge. 

We hereby request notice of any and all application,\'for lot line adjustments/or 
or in connection with the Project. 

The Project and its Tentative/Parcel Map must be denied for violation of the 
Subdivision Map Act. 

XIV. VIOLATION OF THE PROVISIONS UNDER SURPLUS LAND LAWS. 

The Project approvals listed in the Notice of Preparation include DEIR Section 
2.6, which states: 

"• Approval of a Disposition and Development Agreement 
(DDA) by the City of Inglewood governing terms of 
disposition and development of property." DEIR, p. 2-89.) 

The Project is proposed in most part (23 acres out of 28) on public land. The 
Project has been challenged and the City (its various departments and related agencies) 
and the Project Applicant were sued for violation of applicable laws governing the 
disposition of surplus land. (Exh. 10 [MSG pleadings related to surplus land].) The 
City's arguments in court to counter petitioner's claims that the lots could not be offered 
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for residential affordable housing purposes first because of the FAA regulations and 
noise. However, the Project does include a residential structure - a hotel, another 14-
stmy hotel is proposed in close proximity and across from the Project as part of the 
Hollywood Park Redevelopment Project, and the latest draft of the Disposition and 
Development Agreement includes a provision that the FAA restrictions should not bar the 
development of the Project as outlined in the DDA (i.e., including the hotel). 

In view of this conflicting new and different evidence, not before the Court at the 
time, we reinstate the claims and allegations in the respective pleadings by :MSG Forum. 
(See Exh. 10 [collective pleadings].) 

XV. THE DISPOSITION AND DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT IS BASED ON 
FRAUD AND IS VOID AB IN/TIO. 

As the law prescribes and the Supreme Court has held since the founding of this 
state: "Fraud vitiates all transactions into which it enters." 34A Cal. Jur. 3d Fraud and 
Deceit§ 4, Simmons v. Ratterree Land Co. (1932) 217 Cal. 201, 203-204. 

Ample evidence exists - including evidence brought before the Comt and found 
valid by the Court - that the Project itself commenced based upon fraudulent 
representations and concealment by the City and particularly by Mayor Butts as to what 
would be proposed on the lots the City purchased with the FAA grant. Specifically, 
Mayor Butts misrepresented to MSG Forum - and to the public - that the area would be 
used to build a technical or industrial park. (Exh. 26 [fraud case against the City and 
Mayor Butts].) 

There is also evidence that the area, much of which is vacant and proposed to be 
used for the Project, was previously home to numerous apartment buildings, whose 
tenants were relocated and their residences demolished. The City has been setting the 
stage up for the Clippers Project long before the community became aware of it. 
Hundreds of people were relocated because of the allegedly objectionable air plane noise, 
whereas the Clippers arena will bring in numerous people and even hotel guests despite 
those objections. 

Tellingly, the latest draft of the Disposition and Development agreement48 

provides that the parcels that the City had previously acquired with the FAA grant and 
are therefore subject to developmental restrictions will be conveyed to the Project 

48 See at http://ibecproject.com/IBECEIR 032579.pdf 
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Applicant with those same restrictions. However, the agreement then undennines this by 
providing: "However, no such covenants, conditions, restrictions or equitable servitudes 
shall prohibit or limit the development of the Project Site as permitted by the Scope of 
Development and this Agreement." (Disp. Agreement, Section E [283]; emph added.) 

Also, due to the above-quoted carve-out related to the encumbrances and more 
specifically FAA restrictions, the City's justification that the Project site is not suitable 
for residential structures because of the FAA grant49 conflicts with the IBEC Project's 
proposed hotel - a residential structure (Exh. 48 [Inglewood Municipal Code§ 8-121]), 
about which no specific inf mmation is provided in the EIR. This City justification -
which helped the City counter claims of violation of the surplus land laws - is also 
sophistry in view of the City's approval of a 14-story hotel in the vicinity of the Project 
as part of the Hollywood Park Redevelopment Project. 50 

Finally, the DDA is illegal and fraudulent because it sets the stage for eminent 
domain action by the City to condemn private properties - all financed by the Project 
Applicant and for the latter's private purposes. The DDA further provides that- after 
eminent domain is exercised - all the properties taken by eminent domain will be 
conveyed to the Project Applicant. This is a naked abuse of the power of eminent 
domain (which power cannot be lawfully exercised here). The alleged public purpose for 
the City's intended use of eminent domain is pretextual and a transparent prevarication. 51 

Development of the Project and similar stadiums also increases nearby properties' 
rents and real property values. We believe that evidence that certain City officials (and 
decision makers), or those related to them such as family members, have been purchasing 
properties and expect a prospective economic advantage from approval of the Project. 
This situation can qualifies as a "bribe," and constitute a fmther basis for challenging any 
ostensible right to take. 

49 See FAA Grant Agreement at http://ibecproject.com/IBECEIR 031082.pdf 

50 See pdf pp. 12 and 15 at 
https ://www.cityofinglewood.org/Docum entCenter/View/ 108/I I -Project-Description-PDF 

51 We have previously objected to the City's stated intended use of eminent domain 
to take private properties for the benefit of Murphy's Bowl and the Project, particularly 
our client's property at 10212 South Prairie Ave. We expressly reserve all objections 
thereto, which will be more fully raised if/when the City proceeds to a resolution of 
necessity hearing. (See, e.g., Exh. 49 [April 23, 2020 letter].) 
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Fraud vitiates any transaction and any potential approval of the DDA is therefore 
void ab initio. The City's approval of the DDA will also lead to the violation of our 
client's civil rights, and the civil rights of similarly situated property and business 
owners. 

Finally, the DDA should not be approved as it is tainted and illegal due to the 
City's precommitment to the Project through its EN As in violation of CEQA, the City's 
flawed CEQA findings, as well as the City's sanctioning of the illegal rewriting of the 
City's General Plan, Specific Plan, and the overlay zone to accommodate the Project. 

XVI. CONCLUSION. 

For all of the foregoing reasons, the FEIR must be rejected, the Project 
applications and entitlements denied, and a new and legally compliant DEIR circulated 
prior to any further consideration of the Project. 

RPS:vl 
Encls. 

Very truly yours, 

/s/ Robert P. Silverstein 

ROBERT P. SILVERSTEIN 
FOR 

THE SILVERSTEIN LAW FIRM, APC 
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Objections to IBEC Project, DEIR and FEIR; 
State Clearinghouse No. 2018021056 

EXHIBIT 1 



From: 

To: 
CC: 

Date: 

Veronica Lebron 

mwilcox@cityofi nglewood .org ; yhorton@cityofi nglewood .org; latwell@cityofi nglewood .org 

Robert Silverstein; Naira Soghbatyan; Esther Kornfeld 

412212020 5:17 PM 

Subject: California Public Records Act Request I IBEC Project SCH 2018021056; Billboard Project Case No. EA-MND-2019-
102 

Dear Public Works Officials: 

This is a public records request made pursuant to Government Code§ 6250, et seq. 

Please provide the following documents: 

1) All documents and communications - from January 1, 2020 through the date of your mmpliance with this request - which 
relate or refer to the public works, mnst11Jction, or improvements on S. Prairie St, between 10200-10212 S. Prairie St or 
within 300 feet of same in each direction, including but notlimited to the purpose of these ongoing improvements and or 
construction. the associated projects and applicants that the construction/improvement work is related to, as well as any road or 
sidewalk widening plans for the noted area on S. Prairie St.: 

2) All documents and communications - from January 1, 2018 through the date of your mmpliance with this request - which 
relate or refer to the IBEC Project's (aka Murphy's Bowl) SCH 2018021056 proposed signage, or signage that would be 
used, in whole or in part, in connection with events at the proposed IBEC project including but not limited to communications 
from the planner. the City's various departments, Mayor Butts and Council members, as well as the Applicant Murphy's Bowl, 
LLC and its representatives and agents; 

3) All documents and communications - from January 1, 2018 through the date of your mmpliance with this request - which 
relate or refer to the Billboard Project EA-2019-102 by WOW Media, Inc. and the installation of motion billboard signs on S. 
Prairie St. between 10200-10204 S. Prairie St., including but not limited to communications from the planners, the City's various 
departments, Mayor Butts and Council members, as well as WOW Media, Inc. and its representatives and agents. 

Govt. Code§ 6253.9{a) requires that the agency provide documents in their native format, when requested. Pursuant to that 
code section. please also provide the requested documents, including all applications, in their native and electronic 
format 

Because I am emailing this request on April 22, 2020, please ensure that your response is provided to me by no later than May 
2, 2020. Thank you. 

Also, please include this correspondence and CPRA request in the administrative record and council files for both the IBEC 
Project and the Billboard Project, as described above. 

Thank you. 

Veronica Lebron 
The Silverstein Law Firm, APC 
215 North Marengo Avenue, 3rd Floor 
Pasadena, CA 91101-1504 
Telephone: {626'! 449-4200 
Facsimile: {626) 449-4205 
Email: Veronica@RobertSilversteinLaw.mm 
Website: Y'•!'NW,BQ_Q!2_nSH1,1!2rSJ!2Lot_9w,r;;Qm 

The information contained in this electronic mail message is confidential 
information intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above, 
and maybe privileged. The information herein may also be protected bythe 
Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 USC Sections 2510-2521. If the 
reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified 
that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 
immediately notify us by telephone (626-449-4200), and delete the original 
message. Thank you. 
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THE SILVERSTEIN LAW FIR11 
A Professiona[ Corporation 

April 23, 2020 

215 NrnnH MARENGO AVENUE, 3RD FLOOR 

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 91101-1504 

PHONE: (626) 449-4200 FAX: (626) 449-4205 

ROBERT@ROBERTSILVERSTEINLAW.COM 

W\VW.ROBERTSILVERSTEINLA\V.COM 

VIA El\t1AIL yhorton@cityofinglewood.org VIA El\t1AIL 

Yvonne Horton 
City Clerk's Office 
c/o 1'.fayor and City Council 
Inglewood Successor Agency, Inglewood 
Housing Authority, Inglewood Parking 
Authority, Joint Powers Authority 
City of Inglewood 
l \Vest 1'.fanchester Blvd. 
Inglewood, CA 90301 

mwHcox(G1cityofinglewood.org 
ibecpro j ect@cityofinglewood.org 

Tv1indy Wilcox, AICP, Planning IVJ:anager 
City of Inglewood, Planning Division 
l West Ivfanchester Boulevard, 4th Floor 
Inglewood, CA 90301 

Re: Brown Act Violations; Cure and Correct Demand in Connection with 
Public Meeting on 1'.farch 24, 2020 and Demand to Cease and Desist, 
Including Under Govt. Code§ 54960.2; IBEC Project SCH 2018021056, 
and Request to Include this letter in Admin Record for IBEC DEIR 

Public Records Act Request for 1'.farch 24, 2020 Council's Closed Session 
Audio/Video Recording and Notes, fv1inutes, Records. 

Dear 1'.fa. Hmion and City Officials: 

I. INTRODUCTION. 

This firm and the undersigned represent Kenneth and Dawn Baines, owners of the 
property located at 10212 S. Prairie Ave., Inglewood, directly impacted by actions taken 
by the City of Inglewood Council on fvfarch 24, 2020. 

We write to demand that the City of Inglewood, Inglewood City Council and 
above-referenced City bodies ( coHectively "City") cure and correct their March 24, 2020 
violations of the Brown Act, which violations include taking action on items not duly 
listed on the regular meeting agenda of the City Council for 1'.1arch 24,. 2020 in both the 
open and closed-door sessions, and further include depriving the public of the 
oppmiunity to adequately participate and comment on items by failing to produce copies 
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of the agreement(s) that the City approved and the J\!iayor signed at the I\1arch 24, 2020 
meeting. 

As part of this cure and conect, we demand that the City invalidate any actions 
taken on, and related to, the I\1ayor's signing of the settlement agreement(s), and take no 
fmiher action unless and until a copy thereof is timely produced to the public,. is subject 
to advance public comment at a properly noticed public hearing, and is included in the 
administrative record for the IBEC Draft EIR, as such actions by the Mayor and City 
have a direct bearing on the City's consideration of the IBEC Draft EIR. 

\Ve also demand that the City to produce records and documents of the l'vfarch 24, 
2020 closed session. 

In addition, we demand that the City cease and desist what has become an ongoing 
pattern and practice of Brown Act violations, paiiicularly with regard to the IBEC 
Project, and that the City fully comply with the letter and spirit of the open meeting laws. 

II. ONGOING PAl'"fERN AND PR!\C"fICE O~' BRO\VN ACT VIOLATIONS. 

The City has consistently engaged in the pattern and practice of misinforming the 
public about the trne nature and scope of the proposed IBEC Project, as well as its 
required approvals. The City's actions have been previously criticized and challenged on 
those grounds. (See, e.g., Exh. i [IRATE Letter, l'vfarch 21, 2018, with enclosures of 
IRi.\TE's Complaint to the District Attorney on J\!iarch 15, 2018], incorporated in full 
herein.) 

In response to IRATE' s complaint and as a result of an ensuing investigation, the 
District Attorney concluded: "It should be noted that the deficiency of the agenda 
description appears to have been part of conceited efforts between representatives of the 
city and the Murphy's BO\VL LLC to limit the notice given to the public." (Exh. 2 [DA 
Letter of May 17, 2019].) 

Unable to prosecute the City Council and all related persons solely because of the 
statute of limitations that had run, the District Attorney expressed hope that the City 
Council would correct their actions: 

"Violations relating to the agenda description of an item of business 
could render action by the city council null and void. ·However, 
because the complaint was received after the time limits to remedy 
the violation, no action will be taken at this time. Nonetheless, we 
sincerely hope that this letter will assist the city council in ensuring 
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that such violations will not recur in the future." (Id. [DA Letter of 
lv'Iay 17, 2019].) 

The District Attorney's hope and the public's trust were abused by the City's 
violations on !vfarch 24, 2020, as further detailed below. 

HI. F.ACTUAL BACKGROUND. 

On J\ifarch 24, 2020 ----a week after California Governor issued a stay-at-home 
order applicable to everyone and all non-essential services, and when the public could no 
longer physically participate in public meetings - the City Council held a meeting related 
to the Clipper's Inglewood Basketball Entertainment Center Project and effectively 
sealed the fate of the Inglewood community to endure the IBEC Project's 41 adverse 
environmental impacts. (Ex.hs. 3 & 4 [NRDC Letter, Nfarch 24, 2020 and California 
Legislature Letter, June 28, 2019].) 

In particular, the City Council convened: 

(1) In closed session, to discuss the settlement of 4 ongoing lawsuits by MSG 
Forum and community group IRATE against the City related to the IBEC 
project and challenging the City on various grounds, including violations of 
the Brown Act, Surplus Land Act, and CEQA, and 

(2) In open session, to sign an umpecijied settlement or "tri-party agreement" 
or "one or more agreements" with J\ifSG, IRA TE, Clippers, City Hall and 
other unidentijzed people. 

Unlike other items on the agenda, the noted "tri-pmty agreement" was not 
hyperhnked to or in the agenda. It was not available at the hearing. (Ex.h. 5 [Daily 
Breeze Article re mayor signing of the settlement agreement: "The Inglewood City 
Council approved the settlement at its meeting Tuesday. Butts, smiling ear to ear, paused 
the agenda so he could sign the document immediately. A copy of the agreement was not 
available Tuesday."]) As of April 23,. 2020 ----nearly a month after it was signed---- the 
agreement is still not linked to the agenda, or available online or elsewhere that we can 
determine. It was not readily available to the public even through the City Clerk's office, 
which - upon requests for same - had to search for it, but still has not produced it through 
the present time. (E:xh. 6 [emails requesting Settlement Agreement; no responses from 
the City to multiple requests].) 

The City's actions on Nfarch 24, 2020 in connection with both open and closed
door session items violated the Brown Act 
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IV. lVIJSLEADING AND INADEQUATELY DESCRIBED AGENDA ITElVt 

As before, when it was established that the City conspired with Murphy's Bowl 
(the developer entity of the Clippers A.rena) to limit the description of the agenda item to 
be considered by the City Council on June 15, 2017 "so it won't identify the proposed 
project," and agreed not to provide the "normal 72 hours" notice under the Brown Act1 

(see Exh. 1 [IRATE's March 15, 2018 letter to the DA as part of Exh. l]), the City's 
March 24, 2020 agenda failed to provide adequate description - beyond vague statements 
- of the settlement agreement(s) to be approved and actually signed. The Agenda stated: 

Conskle.ration of and possible action on one or more agreements Y'tith IvISG Fornm. LLC: 
Inglev>iood Residents Against Taking and EYictions: ?\inrphy's Boal LLC: and. other entities ,111d 

individuals in furtherance of a potential settlement of claims arising from the propos,ed 
deYelopment of and CEQA reYiev,' fr1r. the IngleYvood Basketba11 and Entert<Jinment Center 
Project. as \veil as obligations of the lmKfo\vner of the Forum* 

Recnum1endatin11: 
Consider and Act on the :follovdng agreemenb: 

1) Release aud SubstJtution of Guarantor Under Develop1nent A~reen1ent by aud 

among :tvfSG Fornm. LLC IvISGN HOLDil-JGS. LP., POLPAT LLC and the 
City of Inglewo1JcL and 

2) Tri-Party Agreement by and among: l\fSG Forum, LLC, I'viSG- Sporh & 
Entertainment. LLC TVImvhy's Bov,;1 LLC. and City ofinglewood. 

(Exh. 7 [1vfarch 24, 2020 City Agenda].) 

The description reflects another "concerted effort" by the City and 
fv1urphy's Bowl, as previously conde1m1ed by the District Attorney, to hide 
information from the public as to what exactly the agreements were that the 
Council would possibly act upon. The description does not specify either what 
those "one or more agreements" are, or who the "other entities and individuals" 
are. I\1oreover, the relevant documents were not available at the hearing and were 
not hyper1inked or provided with the agenda packet for the public to find out the 
missing information. 

The District Attorney concluded this was a Brown Act violation but could not 
prosecute because of the statute of limitations. 
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I\1ost importantly, the description does not make clear that the settlement 
agreement(s) were related to the ve1y same lawsuits discussed in the same day's closed 
sessmn: 

fv1SG Forum, LLC v. City of Inglewood, et al.; Case No. YC072715; 

MSG Forum, LLC v. City of Inglewood as Successor Agency to the Former 
Inglewood Redevelopment Agency, et al.; Case No. BS174710; 

Inglewood Residents Against Takings and Evictions v. City of Inglewood, 
et al.; Case No. B296760; and 

Inglewood Residents Against Takings and Evictions v. City of Inglewood 
as Successor Agency to the Former Inglewood Redevelopment Agency, et 
al.; Case No. BS 174709 

This essential nexus between the closed session lawsuits and the subsequently 
signed settlement agreement(s) should have been disclosed and the description of the 
settlement agreement(s) should have plainly referenced, or even cross-referenced to the 
closed session item description, the lawsuits in order to he meaningfully informative to 
the public. Yet this essential information was concealed from the public. As stated by 
the District Attorney to the City Council in the District's Attorney's letter related to the 
IBEC Project 

"The Brown Act, in Government Code section 54954.2(a)(l), 
requires that a local agency "post an agenda containing a brief 
general description of each item of business to be transacted or 
discussed at the meeting." That section further states, "A brief 
general description of an item generally need not exceed 20 words. 
"Courts have held that although the description need not include 
every detail of a matter, it must be sufficient to give the public "fair 
notice of the essential nature of what an agency will consider," and 
not leave the public "to speculation." (San Diegansfor Open 
Government v. City (~fOceanside (2016) 4 Cal. App. 5th 637, 645; 
San Joaquin Raptor Rescue Center et al. v. County (~f,~1erced et al. 
(2013) 216 Cal. App. 4th 1167, 1178.)" (Exh. 2, emph. added) 

The City Council's agenda failed to comply with the Brown Act, (fovt Code 
Section 54954.2(a)(l), in that it failed to provide an adequate description of the agenda 
item and sufficient public notice of the essential nature of what the agency would not 
only consider but also act upon. As a result, the public was left to speculate. 
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I\1oreover, the agenda descilption must not be misleading. The brief description of 
an item that the City wiU consider or deliberate on cannot be ambiguous or misstate the 
item under discussion. Moreno v. City of King (2005) 127 Cal App 4th ] 7 (an item on 
the agenda desc1ibing consideration of contract for Interim Finance Director was not 
sufficient notice of actually considering the termination of the sitting Finance Director). 
Thus, apart from the vague and ambiguous description, compounded by failure to provide 
the actual settlement agreements to be signed (and which through today still have not 
been made publicly available, despite repeated requests [Exh. 6]), the agenda was also 
misleading, since the essential agenda items involving the City Council/I\1ayor's signing 
of the agreement(s) was misplaced and put at the end of the agenda, under the section of 
"'REPORTS - CITY ATTORNEY And./Or GENERAL COUNSEL." Placing Action 
Items in Reports further denied fair notice to the public of the critical action the City 
would take. 

The above-noted violations in vaguely listing the agenda items, coupled with the 
failure to provide the copy of the agreement(s), and misleading placement of the agenda 
item of signing a settlement agreement in the "report" section precluded fair notice to the 
public and frustrated public knowledge and participation, in violation of the Brown Act. 

V. FAILURE TO PROVIDE A COPY OF THE SETTLE"JENT AGREEIVl:ENT 
TO THE PUBLIC PRIOR TO THE CITY SIGNING IT. 

Based on our information and the City's responses and lack thereof, the City Clerk 
has not made the settlement agreement(s) publicly available even as of the date of this 
letter. In any event, as of April 23, 2020, they were not placed in an active link to the 
relevant agenda (doing so now would be too late even if it were), and our requests for 
these critical documents have been entirely ignored. (Exh. 6.) 

\Ve further note that pursuant to Govt. Code Sec. 54954.3, the agenda must 
provide an oppmtunity for the public to address the legislative body before or during the 
legislative body's consideration of the item. Stated differently, apart from the fact that 
the agenda item was vaguely described, a person who listened to the City meeting 
(assuming they could even hear, given the City's tenible audio quality) and wanted to 
make a comment on the subject would have been precluded from doing so meaningfully 
because of the City's failure to produce for public review the settlement agreement(s) 
either prior to or even at the time of the March 24, 2020 meeting. 

The City's failure to so provide a copy effectively precluded the public's right to 
be meaningfully informed about the agreement( s) to be signed and to address the 
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legislative body on that agenda item, prior to the City taking action on it, including the 
actual signing of the settlement agreement(s). 

VI. VIOLATION OF THE CLOSED SESSION EXCEPTION UNDER THE 
BROWN ACT. 

On the flipside, the City's agenda for the March 24, 2020 violated Govt. Code 
Section 54950 as it exceeded the scope of the closed session litigation exemption under 
Govt. Code Section 54956.9. 

In particular, the agenda for the closed session provided: 

'"CS-1, CSA-5 & P-2. 

Closed session - Confidential -Attorney/Client Privileged; 
Conference with Legal Counsel regarding Existing Litigation 
Pursuant to Government Code Section 54956.9(d)(l); Name 
of Cases: MSG Forum, LLC v. City oflnglewood, et al.; Case 
No. YC072715; and MSG Forum, LLC v. City oflnglewood 
as Successor Agency to the Former Inglewood 
Redevelopment Agency, et al.; Case No. BS174710. 

CS-2, CSA-6, & P-3. 

Closed session---- Confidential---- Attorney/Client Privileged; 
Conference with Legal Counsel regarding Existing Litigation 
Pursuant to Government Code Section 54956.9(d)(l); Name 
of Cases: Inglewood Residents Against Takings and Evictions 
v. City of Inglewood,. et al.; Case No. B296760; and 

Inglewood Residents Against Takings and Evictions v. City 
of Inglewood as Successor Agency to the Fonner Inglewood 
Redevelopment Agency, et al.; Case No. BS174709." 

It may be reasonably infened that the closed session on the four (4) lawsuits filed 
by 1vfSG and IRATE against the City and 1vf urphy' s Bowl involved settlement 
discussions of same. Such inference is supported by the fact that the parties in the noted 
four lawsuits were the same parties to the open session settlement "tri-partite" agreement, 
and the fact that noted lawsuits were stayed by the same pmties through joint stipulations 
filed the day before on Nfarch 23, 2020. 
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While it is proper for the legislative body to discuss and/or adopt settlement 
agreements in dosed session,. it is unacceptable where, as here, such settlement pertains 
to significant policy changes that should have been the subject of discussion in open 
session, notwithstanding the provisions of the Brown Act that allow for discussion of 
pending litigation in closed session under Govt. Code Section 54956.9. See Trancas 
Property Owners Association v. City oflvfahbu (2006) 138 Cal.App.4th 172. In Trancas 
the Court held that the adoption in closed session of a settlement agreement that called 
for certain zoning actions violated the Brown Act because deciding to take those actions 
would normally be subject to the Brown Act's open meeting requirements. The court 
stated that whatever else Section 54956.9 permits, "the exemption cannot be construed to 
empower a city council to agree to take, as part of a non-publicly ratified litigation 
settlement, action that by substantive law may not be taken without a public hearing and 
an oppmtunity for the public to be heard." Id. at 186. 

The settlement agreement in the subject City Agenda was described as pertaining 
to "claims arising from the proposed development of, and CEQA review for, the 
Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center Project." (Emph. added.) It is 
undisputed that CEQA review of an EIR ---- especially that of the controversial IBEC 
Project with 41 adverse environmental impacts ---- is required to be an explicitly public 
process. Hiding discussion of "CEQA review" -related issues behind closed door sessions 
and vague agenda descriptions violates that principle. 

As our Supreme Comt has stated: 

"vVe have repeatedly recognized that the EIR is the 'heart of 
CEQA.' [Citations.] "Its purpose is to inform the public and its 
responsible officials of the environmental consequences of their 
decisions before they are made. Thus, the EIR 'protects not only the 
environment but also informed self-government."' [Citations.] To 
this end, public participation is an 'essential pait of the CEQA 
process.' [Citations.]" Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. 
Regents of Univ. of California (1994) 6 Cal. 4th 1112, 1123. 

The Brown Act. Govt. Code Sec. 54950, provides: 

"In enacting this chapter, the Legislature finds and declares that the 
public commissions, boards and councils and the other public 
agencies in this State exist to aid in the conduct of the people's 
business. It is the intent of the law that their actions be taken 
openly and that their deliberations be conducted openly. 
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"The people of this State do not yield their sovereignty to the 
agencies which serve them. The people, in delegating authority, do 
not give their public servants the right to decide what is good for the 
people to know and what is not good for them to know. The people 
insist on remaining informed so that they may retain contTol over the 
instruments they have created." (Emph. added.) 

Govt. Code Sec. 54952.2 defines meetings and disclosure mandates broadly. As 
the Attorney General has explained: 

"In construing these terms, one should be mindful of the ultimate 
purposes of the Act - to provide the public with an opportunity to 
monitor and participate in decision-making processes of boards and 
commissions. . . . Conversations which advance or clarify a 
member's understanding of an issue, or facilitate an agreement or 
compromise among members, or advance the ultimate resolution of 
an issue, are all examples of communications which contribute to the 
development of a concurrence as to action to be taken by the 
legislative body." The Brown Act: Open Meetings for Local 
Legislative Bodies, p. ] 2 (Cal. Atty General's Office 2003). 

Thus, the City's deliberations and discussions about signing the settlement 
agreement(s) on the four lawsuits during the closed session and to effectively dispose of 
claims of public interest and concern requiring a public hearing (including CEQA issues) 
violated the overarching purposes of the Brown Act and its mandates for conducting the 
public's business through open,. non-occluded meetings and deliberations, including 
under Govt. Code Secs. 54950, 54952.2. 

VU. CALIFORNIA PUBLIC RECORDS ACT REQUEST. 

In view of the above-noted violations, where the Jvfayor and City improperly 
discussed the settlement agreement and related "CEQA review" issues and lawsuits 
during the closed session instead of in the open session as required by law, we request 
that the City provide the audio and video recordings of that closed session, as well as any 
minutes, notes, or records made or exchanged by anyone present at the meeting re same. 

This request is made under the California Public Records Act pursuant to 
Government Code§ 6250, et seq. 
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Govt. Code § 6253.9(a) requires that the agency provide documents in their native 
format, when requested. Pursuant to that code section, please also provide the 
requested documents in their native and electronic format. 

Because I am emailing this request on April 23, 2020, pursuant to Govt. Code 
Secs. 6253 and 6255,. please ensure that your response is provided to us by no later than 
lVfay 3, 2020. 

Vilt DECLARATORY RELIEF FOR PATTERN AND PRACTICE 
VIOLATIONS. 

Based upon the ongoing failure of the City and City Council to properly identify 
the agenda items in both the closed session and the open session and allow meaningful 
opportunity to the public to study,. be informed and comment on City actions, including 
through the City's failure to provide copies of documents to the public that the City 
intends to act upon, particularly related to the IBEC project, and as to which the District 
Attorney has already recognized improprieties in the City's conduct, pursuant to 
Government Code Section 54960.2, this letter shaU also be a demand to cease and 
desist the City's pattern and practice of violating the rights of members of the public in a 
similar manner. \Ve also demand that the County agree to implement training of its 
officials and personnel to prevent these illegal actions from occurring in the future. 

IX. CONCLUSION. 

The City must cure and correct these Brown Act violations by rescinding the 
Nfarch 24, 2020 approval and signing of the settlement agreement(s) and by 
producing/circulating them to the public in advance of and as part of any future 
consideration of them and their potential signing, or regarding any other potential action 
related to them and/or regarding aH IBEC project CEQA issues. 

The City must also produce all video/audio and other records and or minutes and 
notes of the closed session held on !vfarch 24, 2020. 

II 

II 

II 

II 
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If we do not receive a positive and folly corrective response from the City, it will 
be necessmy to initiate litigation to set aside the City Council's illegal actions and/or to 
seek declaratory or injunctive relief to bring the City's practices into conformity with the 
law. Thank you for your courtesy and prompt attention to this matter. 

RPS:vl 

Ve1y truly yours, 

Robert P. Silverstein 
ROBERT P. SILVERSTEIN 

FOR 
THE SILVERSTEIN LA \V FIRivf, APC 

cc: James T. Butts, Jr, l\rfayor (via email jbutts~_~cityofinglewood.org) 
George W. Dolson, District ] (via email gdolson@cityofinglewood.org) 
Alex Padilla, District 2, (via email apadilla@.cityofinglewood.org) 
Eloy J\!iorales, Jr., DistTict 3 (via email emorales@Cityoflnglewood.org) 
Ralph L. Franklin, District 4 (via email rfranklin@cityofinglewood.org) 
Wanda M. Brown, Treasurer (via email wbrown@Cityofinglewood.org) 
Artie Fields, Executive Director (via email afields@JCityofinglewood.org) 
Kem1eth R. Campos, City Attorney (via email kcampos(~cityofinglewood.org) 
Brnce Gridley, City Attorney (via email bgridley@kbblaw.com) 
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Dtrvdoper, regarding a proposed DDA. [Devclop1nent and Disposition Agreement] few the 
sale, lease~ disposition, and/ot developn1cnt of the City Parcels or Agency Parcels within 
the Study Aren Site/' (ENl\., section 2 (a).) \Vith the ENA in place, Ingle\vood \V<mld 
not in good faith be able to foHy consider a range of ahernatives as required hy CEQ/\. 
instead, its EIR revie\v vlonld become a post«hoc rationalization for a decision to uppn.Yvc 
the Proposed Arena Pn~iect which has ulready been made\ Courts have expressly 
condemned such a use of an EIR: 

A fundamental purpose of an EIR is to provide decision makers with infor1:natinn 
they can use in deciding vvhether to approve a proposed prqjccti not to inform 
them of the envlrnnmentaI effects of projects that they have already approved, lf 
post-approval environrnental revievv were allovved1 EfR~s would likely become 
nothing more than post hoc rationalizations to support action alrea.dy taken. \Ve 
• , · " · , ·', ''lv ', . ~ ·" .. -. '" ~ tl ',, . v. - r ·r~Tu' , Ild \ e express J confai:rtlthA1. uus use th t.~.u;. t« 

L A Potential Rezone of tile Luck.haven 'l'ract Baek to Its Original 
ResMentinl Zauh1g Shmdd be A:m1lyzed. 

Alternative uses of the parcels tl1.roughout the Project area are possibh:.'.t. including 
fnr housing, Tin~ proposed project area~ also kno1Nn as the northern portion of the 
Lockhaven Tract! was fom1erly zoned as R~3 until 1980, Then it was changed to Ml~L 
for limited manufacturh1g, There are people living in the northern portion of the 
Lockhavcn Tract curTenilyi induding people receiving Section 8 housing vouchers, the 
area is rezoned to a .r.esi<lentia.l type of zoning as it was .in 1980 and before, the vacant lots 
could he used for affordable housing. 

Frorn the NOP, it is apparent that one or n::mre zone cfmnges would be required as 
part of the Proposed Prqject appmva!s. (NOP; p, 5 ["Zoning Changes~~ listed anmng 
".!\nticipated Entitlements and Approvals''].) Therefore, the alternative of changing 
,., i c~·i·.n~·;·l··,, .. ,,.lli"l'" "''rf "''.;·,'A.· .. f.' .. 1•,- .'· ,t-.-1"11"''' 'J« "''~:' tl-.,,t:;fO zonm& i3J J'\ . .;; er some L.11er ;pt, c ft,.iuethrn . .zomng 411011 o oc atld ;zeu rn. ult: LH'\., 
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2.. The Pntentfad ftw Usage uf the i\rea fer a Iech1rnfog:y Park i'.Viust be 
Anaiyz:ed .. , 
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:t 1'he .PoteutraI for Usage of th.e /%rea f'ilr Comn1m1h;y Serving [lges i\'1usL be 
A.t11dy20tL 

4 AJternmJive Loeatim1s For the Aserna Pru,ject 1V1ust ]30 Antdy1:t.>i ln tlte 
[L[f{, 

The proposed Prcijt~ct VInukl include a prufossionat basketball arena consisting fJf 
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other twes such as n nraetice fr~ciiitv, tean1 cfficet:L a snorts m.edicine testauranh-L ... t.'" .:-" ,, '·' '* 
and retail usefL !n addition to the 2<5 prcseason" regular season and l 6 possible 
postscasnn garnes played by the Cilppers1 th<& prq)ect v/mlld include an additional l 00~ 
l 50 or possibly rnorc events including ccnicerts> family shovls, i:on'lrenticns, and 
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tOl})On1tc or ctv1c events. A project of this magnitude could have extensive impacts on 
the envimmnent including impacts to air quality, traffic congestion, nighttime lighting.~ 
noise, etc, 

¥Ve are very concerned that Inglewood n1ust ensure it complies tvlth the public 
participation requirerne:nts of the Bn::n,vn .Acty the California Environmental Quality A.ct~ 
and other applicable legal requiretnents, \Ve have contacted the District Attorney to 
express our concern that luglew'ood has failed to appropriately con1ply by prnviding the 
pubHc with inadequate notice and inadequate information to aUo;,v participation in 
Ingleivon(f s review process, /\copy of our letter to the District Attn.mey is attached, 
(E.m:losure l,) Press reports have um.:ierncored the public interest in the City's revie\v 
process in published stories about the concerntt (Enclosures 2 and 3~ "Documents Shn-;v 
l.IOV' I• nnl "V'q{·)A C'l'r'P"~rs At""'"''~ l)<><<>l. ~·t><n«··~d s"'""'"'t ·~~ 'K'"CE''T" K"a·r·;>·n 1<'0°t"av }<..,f,,,.rc11 j 5 .fl.. f?. 3.t5lt;. ~·5,.."' U. ··· ~t).' .. r!~·~ .. .... ~'·.t..:s:.u .. t'.-~ :..:): ~,,,tt;; . "~,%-.>·~.~.~, .i:: · •• ~. · ., •· ... c .. . !· ~:.d.-~ ·/~ KVlu.-· t .. ,o:o; ~ 

2013 and "fnPnssible Brc.nvn Act Violation~ Inglewood CaHed SpeciaJ M.eeting to 
·~111inimi;ze Public involvement,)) March 17, 2018, Vl arren Szewczyk,) 

Thank you for eo:nsideratlon of our views, \Ve look fbrvnvd to reviewing and 
commenting: upon the Draft EIR Pursuant to Public Resi>urces Code section 210922, vm 

~ . . 
request aU future notices related to the Proposed Project. 

Sincerely, 

Douglas P, Carstens 

E'.nckmures: 

l, Letter of Chatten~Brown & Carstens to District Attorney dated Jvfa.rc.h 15, 2018 
2, "Documents Shmv Hmv Inglewood Clippers iuenr1 Deal Stayed Secret,'; Karen 

Foshay, .M.arch 15, 2018~ posted at https://wvtvi,kcetorg/shows/soca1-
connected/docume11ts-sho\v··ho'vv»ingJ0vvood-clip.ners<trena··deal"stay·e<l-secret ~ ..... , .! ·:>: 

3. "In Possible Bn.:r·wn Act Violation1 Ing!t-''vood CaHed Special Tv1eeting to Minimize 
Public lnvo!vernent/1 fvfarch 17, 2018, \Varre.n Szcwczy.k, posted at 
https://warrensz.,me/i.n Npossiblc-broivn-act-vio1ation-inglevlood-ca1Ied-spccinJ
meeting~to»minimize~pu blic> invo1vernent/ 
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HennMa Be&cit Q.ffk~ 
Phone; (310} 798·2'400 

Chatten~Brown & Carstens LLP 

$an Diego OOf;;:e 
Phone; ($$8) S:StHl070 
Phone: (519) B4D·4512 

The Honorahie Jackie Lacev •' 
District Attomev . . ¥ 

766 HaU of Records 
320 \Vest Temple Street 
Los Angeles~ CA 90012 

2200 Pacific. Coast Highway, Suite 31 B 
Hermosa Heath, CA 90254 

'W"Nw,cbrnarthlaw,c.om 

Match 15~ 2018 

Dowglas P. t:::.lr:!<t~nt 
Ernail Addrnsz: 

Re: Request for Investigation of Intentional Violations of the Brown. Act by 
City of lng1t%vood in Approving Exclusive Negotiating Agreement and 
Arena Project 

Dear District Attomev: . . . . .,.) 

On behalf of the Inglewood Residents Against Takings .And E'victions ("IRATE'$) 
we request that your office investigate Brmvn Act violations committed by the City of 
1nglewood1 involvir1g the proposed Clippers J\reua Project in IngiewootL As evidenced in 
ernai.ls .required to be produced by Court Order inlngl(f!{1ood Residents Against Takings 
And Evictions v, Ci.ty Q{lng!ei-voodi counsel for the City and the project developer, 
lv!urphy"s Bowl~ agreed to Hrnit the description of the item to he considered by the 
Council '"so it won't identify the proposed project'' and agreed not to provide the ''normal 
72 hours)' notice under the Brown Act The City and lviurphy!s Bowl collaborated, in 
vioiation of the Brmvn Ac~ to prevent the public- from having a '"'fair chance tn participate 
in n:1attersv bein.u: considered bv the Citv ConnciL - . . 

On June 15, 2017, fue City held a special meeting. ltis evident .fmm e1.ual1s 
benveen the City and hr!urphy's Bowl that there was ample time to provide the '11ormaI 
72 hoursj\ rmtice as p:n:J\tided fbr by the Brmvn Act (Attached as Enclosure l is a copy of 
the Special Meeting Agenda for the Ingle;vood City Counci11 the City ofl.nglei-vt10d as 
Successor Agency to the Iugh:vlood Redevelopment Agency and the Ingletvuod Parking 

1 As explained belmv~ the actions appetrr to have been taken on behalf of the City afiuglewootl1 

the Successor ilgency to the lnglewood Red.evelopment Agency and the 1ng1cVAJnd. Parking: 
Authority. Therefore$ references to "City'' in this letter include the Successor Agency and the 
Parking Authority. 
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Authorit}.1). The Anenda stated the foHoviinv item vmuJd be considered at the Citv's .,.... ~ ·~ . ~ . x. 

special. meeting: 

Econmnic and Comn1unity Development Department. Staff report mcomm011tling 
approval of llil. Exclusive Negotiating 11.greement (ENA) by and arncmg the Chy1 

the City of Inglewood as Successor A$;gency to the lnglev/ood Redevelopment 
A g·'"'n;c··, lSu1~"""P.fv··r· 11. O•"'t)'"V\ t 11•"' I·z~cr1 ""'.''*'1"-'..l na·rl-.'11·10 /• Hl1)rw·1'.,i.r .:A: '' 4 "»t"'t"1)' "'";) ...: :<-•.. .. c~~·*'"-:.y \~.... ~·~,·~·- .. ~ .. i.;.,.:} . . t"\-.~v:-:, t;"", .!~ ·~t w ·-·~el~'&~·-c-~,vu l . ;&..., ... ~ .)'.i-.~tl ~ .. ..J:.s .. ~.} \. u:U .. H ... ~ i1: ") :::· :e:::»s..:a:.l~ 

tviuq;hy's Bowl LLC; a Dehnvare Limited Lhthfiity Company (i)evcloper), 

It is hard to irnagine a Jess descriptive notice for a hearing to consider the 
development of an NB/\ arena fi:Jr the Los Angeles Clippers on more than SO acres of 
land that contempiated the use of eminent domain to take hundreds of residences and 
dozens ofbt:win.esses, vihi.ch tvou!d result in the evic~tion of hundreds (if not thousands) of 
residents as ;ve:H as the loss of jobs., The ENA tvas ex.pHcit as to the possible use of 
·' .. ' . ·tA ·: ' l~ro/l, ("'t'Vll'·~''· ·>."' .. ,,)··i·~ .. ,,i ·'.l :"!.· ... ·Ah.'' ·.,~:'Tl:) o,·t· '.'{ em:men. von1am t)y ult'.:. ,} " ( &tAlll1f\;: pct pie 3 11CnlKJ; llilu uUJimes.~es, K 1.tp1;;.r .kL 

containing homes~ apart:rnents and businesses were identified on a map attached to the 
ENA and designated fbr possible: "acquisition,, J:yy eminent domain" Nowhere in the 
A C*."'"';J>'I •t·.,,,,."" .;,, P1•"''*'P G. ·1~·1'<>t .. ~!"""t• tl''"')P'dl"'" I"('i"1'''<:! <J<t"A !;'1'•"1'1· H' . ..,,,l "'"''l·A lv,, 1~1'''Pj] L..v t!l'" r··•t~' .n.ctd . .a:.ua .a .. v.s:.Lt . . ~~ ,;J .. ~J. ~ (-t l.:a:. *·*· :u.x.u .. 1 ... ~'C;.. . r~ ,'5 :u ? ... :s. ,.~,,..'!- ~ 1.u l~ :r ·~..:J.1; }.~Jlill ~·v·M. lt lJ\; UK:~..: ... ~..; ¥"'<. .J ~- &.: ..... ·.~ X 

and oon'veyed to Murphyis Bmv! for the CHppers' arena,2 

.N. ··1~">'>··«<.·· tL"' "'<'.r"' A .. . ~.t'·'>'-'>A ;t.,. r:·u'ls,r1·1> ·~·q 1<.TD~ j} ~k.th n "C>'"' . O\\ 1.t:J c .m ue I:t.6 e:nua no lt:c no ule 9; m n, .. ~·· 1ppeL, j'{ 0.1\, c asr.r; ".au, c1 arena 
occur, Nrnvhere in the agenda does it even suggest the subject matter of the ENA. If a 
rnember of the public were able to figure out that the item somehow related to 
de\ielopm.ent, there is: no indication of where this development m.ight occur, 'There is no 
physical dt~scription of the area ~~ not a street name ot intersection, The people in the 
ccntimunity affected by this decision: to ''approve~~ the ENA had 110 clue what the City 
"'"" <• "'"'.,...S! ;i ~""11g >'> u<il< '-•Vu.,, . .W.t,., .,, ·•. , , 

\Ve ncnv knov"~ because the City was ordered to produce the emails b.Y the Court~ 
that the City and l'vfu.rphy 's BmvI intentionally omitted this ir1fr:ernatio11 from the Agenda. 

\Ve understand that the violation of the Brown Ad is a serious matter so we do not 
make this re9ue&t Iizht1';'', However, in light of evidence we have obtained as a reBtdt uf a t ~-- . , >..:....., 

Court Order it is no\.v clear that the City and Murphy's IJ.01vl 1vorked togcth?:~r to violate 
the Bto\vn Act and frustrate its purpose, 

1 At later hearings on the scope nfthis Arena Pmject$ the Ci.t'J' red.need the area of 
etninem domain due to con1munity protests, 
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A.. The City's Spedtd l\<ieetingNotice \Vas Designed to IVUuh:niz0 Public 
Notice of and ltttere&t ht the Substance of' the Matter Under 
Cuusiderado1i. 

The Hrmvn A .. ct requires agenda drafters to "'give the public a if~ir chance to 
participate in matters ofpartfoular or general concem hy providing the public with more 
than tnere dues ftom v.drich they 111.ust then guess or s11m1ise the essential nature of the 
business to be considered by a local agency.'' {San Diegansfor Open Go'vwrmnent v Cit,,y 
o,fOceanslde (2016) 4 CaLApp,Sth 637) 643.) Contrary to this Jegal requirement, the 
City and the project developer~ .h'furphy~s J3nw1, actively deprived the public of the most 
basic information about what the City Cou:ncfl \Vould cnnskier, 

As n.oted above1 the Agendn provided no meaningful infonnation as to xvhat \Vas 
achrnUy to be considered by the City CouncH; Suc-eessor Agency and the Parking 
Authority, The public had no way to kno\v frorn the Agenda that these public entities 
vvouki be con ... sidering n 11roposed nelv arena for the Clippers and possibly condemn and 
evict hundreds if not thousands of residentfL 

In crn1necticm with the, June 15 $ 2017 hearingf vve and others objected to clear 
Bn:nvn Act vioiations, \Ve demanded that the City cease and desist from its efforts to 
defeat the public transparency purposes of the Brown Act What vve did not knoTv at that 
time was that the violations of the Bro\vn Act \Vere the result ofk:nowing collaboration 
bettveen the City and fvforphy~s BowL 

n. The (]ty and the Clippers Organ.i.zat:lnn Hid the I~sH .A.bout \Vhat 
'\:Vn% Being Proposed for .Approvat 

This past lv!onday~ Ivfarch I 2~ 2018~ because of a Court Order in 1nglr.tr<vood 
Residents Against Takings And .E11.ictions v, City ofinglewood, we received from. the 
City's attorneys a disclosure of previously-with.held comnmnications between tbe City 
an<l Ivfurphy~ s BowL These cc111munkmth1ns pm'vide clear evidence nf "coHabcrntion;~ 
hy the City and fvh11phy$s Bow! LLC". tn violate the Brown Act prior to the June 151 2017 
meeting. (Enclosure .2.) 

On June 9; 20 ! 7, Chris Hunter, rcpresenth1g Muphy1 s BcnvlJ told Royce fones1 

\vho \vas tepres0111ing the City~ that iiour entity [i.e,~ 1Vfutphy1s Bowl LLCJ will Ir.ave a 
gmuwic uatne :so it h'(lff: *t itlentifj1 the prepostHi p.rojecL '' (End.ocute 21 page ING~251 ~ 
emphasis added.,) 'The nmne "Jvforphy's Bow] LLC,>' as stated by Mr. Hunter~ vla.& chosen 
to deprive the public of relev-ant infonuation. As stated by Jvfr. Hunter~ the development 
en.dtyi n.rvforphy's Bo\vl)n was so narned so it would have a Hgeneric narnen that '11,von}t 

.,. 
j 
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i<lentifythe proposed prqject •l The eJnail exchat\ge shov.'S that City officials actively 
participated in that misinft'1rn:1ation campaign; 

ML Steven Ballmer~ ni.\"'Her of the Clippers professional basketball team for whom 
the Arona Project would be built) is the sole mernber of :Murphy1s Bowl LLC, (Enclosure 
'l [0·~ 1~e, 1·N,,rc. -?~')l ILL.r. 1 v\" no-,] t * .·(' +"rn ··J·; "1, ·11"'"""' \ y-~,.,,,, e·r '"' ·t·11"" ec.L 4 1" ""1e"· .., J<t5 ··'·] ""O•-,JoJV:!U.p!.1,, 3.D ... W. L~.L iO.cilfht.>l part"~·.!. !.&:r :tOf,,;,, l;,'w HUh,,,y u 

CHv and Murnh•./ s Bnvv1 avnears to have been desigm.ed to misinform the nuhiic about 
·.& >.... 'Ii' A J_.. J! 

the entity that V/Ou1d participate in the ENA and defeat the govermrmnt openness and 
transparency putjJoses of the Brown .A.ct 

ln fact, ML Hunter goes as for as to make clear that his client, presumably 
I\furphy~s Eknvl,. wants to xninir:n:ize the time of the release of the .EN.A to just before the 
City Council hearing because "My client is ttyfag to time its out reach to the various 
players,H Sn apparently, it vvas important for Mutphy's Bowl to tell "various players'~ 
about the Council meeting and the ENA. The publk clearly does not qnalit)1 as a 
~'player" as for as lvfurphy~s Bowl andJ:vfr., Hunter are concerned, This ram and 
u11cer1sored glimpse into the real views of Murphy's Bawl and the Chy about the 
community is beyond shocking... lviurphy' s B(nvl and the City had nn cone em for the 
people v/hose lives tht:y ">Vere about to affect No '0.<'0nder the City fought so hard to 
prevetxt the disclosure nf these revealing <locu.trients,. 

C The City and the ('Uppers Gamed the Systkm by Depriving the Public 
o1' As .1Vluch Notice as Possible. 

A public agency must nom1aUy provide 72 hours~ notice of a matter prior to a 
regularly scheduled public hearing:, 

The Brown Act.,, is intended to ensure the publien right to attend the meetings of 
public agencies. (Freedom Neivspapers, ln''- v Orange County Ernpfoyees 
n ., .· .·. · 0 .... '"1QCfl,' ""1r~ 14} ory1 001: 7~ ("' l n. · ,.,,,.i 148) ,.i.-·?, p. ') 1 "Jltf' .ne.tuv:mem 0)\Stem ( ,, , "JI) ~0,UL. t1 o.,,.., .1 ~- o,;;,j1 "";:, . ,,a .1,,,ptLJv . , . ~ bbw . ,.:.n 4, '-"} 

To achieve this aim1 the Act requires~ inter alia1 that an agenda he posted at least 
72 hours bef\.1rc a regular meeting and forbids action on any iten1 not on that 
,_,,,,..,_A.~ /f.·>:'.49'14'7 ~ +.'~ ,('::'\,("'1,., .... t'"''•}r-,FT'!··; ·~···'•.'l1 ln~/jnn413t> ag..J1ua, \s ,_, , »' ,..,,, sum.1,, sh . -On kn 1, "-A~J ·~/ ,_ nt, u,.Ju..r1 ,__,Oh,$ \ ::t::t , J • ~-' 

C' .l h ·. . .·. AH 54ry <:'.' "-5 lS f~. j R· "$ 7 d '/'F'I \. -UL"'Pl'.L"n-it 1; M,_, , --~ .__a", 1.tL~ , 6.-_,J 

ft:·~,., .. ti 1 1·z, .• ··!·'· »·•· ... 1, .. , .. ,r !Jf ,,,; ·.·. ,,, ., . .1,, f.'t '~ .. , r., A.~·,!>'' l7·· .. ,. \, n .. ,~1 na .,.or..a . . ,r;,tgs dH ~~men a a, ta n wt.nous i~.nH.n s jfWYn ~·. LA.>S Ptr!,f!, t .Ls l>Xf}Ot i 

Terminal, Inc, ( 1999) 69 CaL/\ppAth 287, 293,) A notice period of 24 hours is allo\ved 
for special meetings, hut this obviously provides less time for the puhhc to become a'ivare 
of the rneeting and attend, 

In response to Mr. IIu.nter;s questioning wh.ether the EN~A. had to be posted \V!th 
the agenda for a public hearing, JYit, Jone.s, the City~s attorney\ 211s\vcred that the 

4 
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1 ~ docun1ent has to he posted i,.vith the agenda, That is why MN~ elected ta just post 24 
ftou1w versus the normal 72 hours.'1 (Enclosure 2, p. ING-252~ emphasis: added,) 

This is an email exchange on June 9) :WI7~ discussing the agenda for the Jmte 15~ 
2017 meeting.. So the City\ along with the Clippers, purpnsefuily·decided to give only 24 
hrn1rs' notice rather than t11e normal 72 hours' notice~ so the public would have less 
notice about fue ENA. This Ls an outrageous attempt to depri.ve the public of adequate 
notice when the Ci01 verv casHv could have viven the normal 72 hours 5 notice for such an ~·) # . </ . . b 

in1.portant tnatter for the City~s residents' future. 

Even earliers in a June 5, 2017 email, fvir, Jones tells fvk Hunter ''the fvfayor wants 
to schedule the meeting approving the ENA during the niiddle of June,11 (Enclosure 2~ p. 
TI\fGM169, e1nphasis added.) 1t is clear frorn the City Attnmcy;s email that the ENA 
would be approved -that the Mayor 2nd City nffidnls had n.n·'XH•''''·'n:n 

It is notetvorthy that this Hrnited pubfo:;; notice was provided for m1 Arena Prr:iect 
that resulted in intense public interest and packed public hearings with extensive public 
ol~ections to the proposal after the .Los i\11gelcs Thnes rn.n a story about it and at1er the 
inhfaJ June 15 special meeting~ (Enclosure 4 [LA Times f\.rticlc entitled "'Possible 
Clippern Arena has many fogl.t~~rvood residents V/Otried they may lose their homes or 
L·'J¢;·l~""""~f>Gll·t·] ) Ut: ~ ..... ·.:::·*·~.v~.J..::l'~~.:t '); 

IL INGLE\VOOD HAS .A HISTORY Oit 'VIOLATING TffE: llRO\VN ACT 
'\VHICH \''OUR Of'F'lC!I HAS lNVESTIGA"fED .ANH DOCU~11ENI'ED. 

The Brown i\ct violation set forth here is not an isolated incident in the City of 
Inglewood. On November 12, 20!J.~ you sent a Iotter to the City ofingJevwod in Case 
No, P13-0230 sta:tinp that actions bv Ivfa.vor Butts at meetings on Amrust27. 2013 and ~ "' »' . .-/ ~ ,. 

September 24~ 20 I 3 '"·violated the Brovvn A ctn (Enclosure 5.) V/ e ask that you consider 
Inglewood's history ofviniating the Brmvn Act and frustrating public participation as 
part of the factual cin;nn:Lstances in evaluating our request to in'liestigate the City's.1.uore 
recent Hrov;n Act violations in connection with the Arena Project EN A, 
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HL CONCllJSION. 

Been use qf the Cou:tt-on:Iered release of documents) we now knmv that tJ1e City 
and Iv1u:tphy's Bowl v,rorked together to provide a meaningless agenda description and 
only 24 hours' not!ce so that the project would not he known to the general public. The 
cleat and unan:1biguous intent of the City and iviurph~/'s Boiv1 was to deprive tl1e public 
Vlith meaningful notice as required by 1£1\v, 

\\te u.r&e vou to investioate the Chv's actions In intentionaUv v1o1atinathe Bm\vn 
'w.-' IY e ,.,.,. H ~:,.· 

Act and take appropriate steps to hold the City's leaders accountable. 

Sincerelys 

1, Special ?v1eeting Notice dated June 15, 2017, 
2, Emails dated June 9j 2017 of Royce Jones and Chris Hunter 
3, tvfarphy~s Bovv} LLC Formation documents 
4, L.A. Ti:mes .Article ofimgust l 3) 2017 and August 141 2017, 
5, Letter of Los Am:des Cm:mtv District i\tt.nmev's Office dated 

~ - . ¥ 

Nnvernber 121 20J 3 to Inglew'ood City Council 

cc: Etruce Otidleyi Esq. 
t::JJward Kangi Esq, 
ClnL11naine Yu,. Esq. 
Royce Jrmesj Esq, 
Ch:ds Hunter, .Esq, 
Ms. ·;,tvonne Horton1 City Clerk, City of Inglev.'ood 
h/h:L Margarita Cru.z, Succes&or .Agency fdanager, Successor .Agency 
.Mr. Artie Ficlds1 City ]Vfonager, City ofl11glew<19d 
Bureau Fraud and Corruption Prosecutions, Public Integrity Division 

6 
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LXGU:ti'OOD~ CA1XF0EN!A 
Vitdb Sifu ~· !tJtJ'L&:ttxvf'ltttlfl<V@Q§£?Kff 

hiAVOR 
r. · .. ' +·n.,0 h ,.,.w;nit'.$ .!, .p\••d"··· 

COtr'.NC!t 'fu!EJd'JB.EftS 
(h:i:wge W. DNtmu, Dlw:dct No, l 
Ak:d 1%.&lla, Qi~trid 1itfJ. 2 
Eby M¢rik:s, Jr.,Dbttlu NtJ. 3 
Rilph L, .. Frt.~,. Phni.tf. No 4 

'L ECOHOM!C AND CONfa'IUNffY DEVELOi"MtNT DEPARTMeNT 

CITYCLER:If 
YvMti;e lltutoo 

CrrY'YREASbUll 
\Vaj1$a M Er.nt•in 

CiT'k' 1\t'..A?lAiXElt 
Artie Ftakfo 
Cff'Y A'ITOfu"Z.E:Y 
i;wit:w;&.ft Cmnpi:i.t 

StaffrepAi: rtcomrtNYfoig <lpprnv<J of m:, f;,;,;.bsivt Nq:p:,h<ihng A;?t>Pmwnt (FNA) by ii.nd among tht rte 
City of lngk>.vor:id 1n S1:k•::e~~ur Agtnuy to tht bgk:wood R.t<dtvdopmcnt A.gmi.cy (Succ(~S:><:lr Agency), tht 
tngkwocd brkhg AulhrnAy Un:fondty}, and ivt.u.rphy"s Bow! LU'.::,. 2l Ddaw;ir\.~ Uoh:d Liab.Uty Cnmpany 
(Dt'vdoper}, 

Perllm:m •.viiU.ng to &ddxe% tlK City C01mdl. M any n1mlit>x r.:tm:ntcttd w'h:h City bmtlnern Bet ikewh\'.%t 
ctnnlde$ed on the agMt<la. urny do fi:0 a:t this tkru.L Pmoati with c:mnp1a\s tegm:ding City tnllli,;gmn®'t m 
dt,pnttn:ruti ttptztt!011$ are :requested te rnbm.h thci;e complciutii fint to the f.1ty lvhnnge: fm 
teiohnlcn,. 

ThJ: i!m~µtbl:':toi -0.f' ilie Chy C·Jundl vdU pxcvidt tn:il fii:fMtt~., iudm:hug .niportf< on. City rchttd trn.vcib 
whet'<" fodgfog t!'1!fW'lJSet are incmw,d, ard/tn ad::her,~ .any tniltters they decti:< ot: geuad. inttrtrt to tht 
p161k 

Tu rhc cveut that u~foy'1< meMiug of the City Coaudi h notbdd, or fa condnihd p:hwto a.publichinii.ng 
or tnhcr <i.gm.da hexn btJn.g 00rn!.d¢t~tt tht pt:ih!k hearing or non~puhJk. hurriug «-geicb ftt::m n!JJ 
vittn1:ni.11.cal:1y ht t:tmtbued tr;, then e,'<;:.t ftfp.tb.dy «d1e<luled City Cmm dl nJ ecdng, 

AF{ tHJ001 w 
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INGLEWOOD~ CALI:FORJVIA 
'\Veh Site w= !l:J:Y,lYi£~1tftTIEtt~ltlt9iHI~suJt 

Thunn:hty, June lS, 4tn7 
9:30 A.M, 

NOTICE AND CALL OB' SPJi:t:TAL fvfKB:TJNG OF THE lNGLff'\VtlOD 
crrY COUNCIIJSUCCESSOR AGENCY/PAJlKING A,Ul'B:OlUl'Y 

(Governon:nt Code Section 54956) 

TO THE. MEMBF:RS Ok" TUE 
CJ.TY COUNf7,iL/SUCCESSOR AGENCYfPAJUGNG AUTHORITY 

OF' THE CITY OF' INGLE\VOOU 

NOTICE IS HEREBY ORDERED by the 1\lfayar!Chnfrmwn that a 5pecia! meeting frf the 
C{maci!/Svcc0s1u1r Agency/Parking .Authority Members of the City Qf Inglewood wm be held on 
"J]:mrsday~ Jmrn 15, 2017~ cmnruencing at ~h30 A.M. irt tlm Coi:rncH Chaml:Hws) One Mm1chester 
Hoi:devuxd; Inglewood) CaHfo.nda (Government Code Section 54956). 

MAYOR 
Js.n:ws T. Buns; JL 

COUNCIL M:KMHERS 
George \V. Dotson, District NtL 1 
Alex Pmill!a, District No, 2 
Eloy Morales~ k, District No, 3 
Ralph L Franklin, District No, 4 

AGES\JDA 

ClTY CLERK 
Yvonne Horton 

CITY TRJL4SURER 
Wanda ht Brov,rn 

CiTY h1A.tV.AGER 
Artie fiekb 

ClTV' ATTORJ'\I~V 
Kenneth R Campos 

crrY COUNCIL/SUCCESSOR AGENCY/PARKING AUTHORITY 

Roll Call 

Persons vtishlng to address the ('ity Coundll on the closed session iten1 tnay do so at this tin1e, 

('0 1 >.. ••• -::;.._")·:«.' .• ·:. Closed session ~ Confidential - Attorney/Client Pr!vilc;.yxl; Conference Mltth Labor 
Negotiator Pursuant to Government Code Soc:tfon 54957,6; Nm:nes of the Agency Negotiator: 
Jose 0, Crirtes, lfon1vn Resources Director: Name of Organizations .Representing 
E*'~l"l'~v·""''"' i·"''-' 1 '''~"""'Jd.. ·[~0!1'.~;x t>et~J""'~ A '"§;,,,., '1· "'*'"'rl'' tioc~A .,,, ,,,.., . ..i i:ng'"'\"C'"':i 'f"ol1' ""' . }:.~.~. -/.. ~·'.,..,. ':>.-.'ih"'.'.:-- .. J.~.t';:~~ ~~ '(..r'<,. • '~. , '5.-'V ,,, . .JJ .. ~. WM·~· ..,(')_.;;-.:~rVM. ~.~i.:tci~··• ~ \~~·.:I. • ~· ·*-}"J U~ ~~J f~· .t~ .:"~ )'<i.)·"V :.-. \.-~, 

Managernent A.ssociation {I.PM.A.), 

AROOt:Hi17 
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CaO to Order 

Pledge of AHegianqe 

RoH Call 

Person:;; \Vishing to address the Inglewood City CouncWSuccessor Agency/Parking Authority on any 
Hern on today';; agenda may do so at this time, 

These items vlitl be acted upon as a 'Whole unless ctilkd upon by a Council Member, 

l , P:CONOI\«[~('. AND COM:T\:'1JJJ'{Itl' JlWjVF:LOPJ~ll]:NT Ufk,fti,,i},Tl'rf,~~r·r~: 
Staff report recommending apprnvn1 nf un Exch:rnlve 'J'.fogotiating Ag;t1tr::;:ineot (ENA) hy and runong tht 
Cit',l, the City of lngievruod as Sqcne5snr Agen.;y to tbe bgkwcod Redevelopment Agency (Successor 
,Agency), I.he Jngl.e\vood Pnrking Authority· (A,uthodty)., and Mmphy'z Bmv! LLC, a Delaware Lirni!ed 
Lbbility Cmnpany (Develnptr). 
H,G£0mmv.ns~Jtti0n; 

1) Approve Exclusive hiegotiaU:ng Agretvrwnt, 
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:~ ·. 

' !!m .. ·1-·~· .... L .. 

~ 
$400 
'f@: 

C'e: 
·~ 

~M.h.m\S 
~.Mey$, ao1't~PM 
'Chrit Munt®t 
J~moo~ 
fe USAAmni ~ tlWh 

. .t~}. 

Gnod~Chris. W.Uwtl ~ ym.w~ tndymu~·mwtwrw bmtm1dof~ m ~mW~ J 
UW!;®ht fd ~ygu thfsmmlf ta MV@tl kmtw tHt hm ~ti b®lmmm=mming ·tu 6et$111Uw; mm Dp$ In ltm 
Q\f$ p~ M«i tl'w!. NG1'Mlk:i$@0mmiyam:wlmbid vMh m~fmR«f, $$ ptuire kt f!1W lm®w wh@ttfmwm wort fm'· 
Y@M amt J wtft ffi4MHl'WM'f mmMmb!® amt ail! ¥$U. 

~ r~ nct •an~nttym~the~ ENA.Wfthtmi·Cttyta11tm, Ide~$¥ ncyt ht M #?$l!ftfen·tti 
diru:tm tht rn~ru ~yea tu~. ~. t do plin m ~ ~ tt$C!tytum ra the rnmt dwyttr wm!d 'W®I 
mffntttfvrm:impNy ~·· ~toV@M:iwatmmW#U:oomp~, 

I tttolfforwafcl $tAA1$1'M~wttn YGllen thmvmy&nf>%rtmttt trn~ tof l:IMtette•. 

~t:JU kt,JO\l'\M 

Royce L Jenee~~· 
~ ilAll.MIR & IDXM'AN 
w~nmm 

SUS.Fi~~ Suite,1UO 
.Los Aqela$ CA ~0011 
Twlephum; z13 ... 511~0 
Fssimle: ~l34S2:54l$)31 

402. Wut Dxmd:wa:y; 4th. Floor 
San Di@lo. CA 9ll tH 
Te~: 61~561-34SO 
F~Ue: 61f>.<S,7~344S 

CAtrr!ON: OONPmm-rnAL. Tm!~ .MAY CONrAJN 0010,IM:)tUON 
PRO'mC'mDBYTim ATTORNEY .. CLmNTORA~Y won PRODUCT 
~It is~ tmly fur the~ to·wtIDm iti& ad~ If you am nm the 
mun:uiecl redpl• ¢$' thm ·~t? ~·this is notice to yoo thatrllnemitmti~ ~m or 
~ oftds doomnem iG prohibited.. Ifyw received this ;n:wss• in error~ plwse ooII uz at 
filHm mW destroy fhe. OMttm@llt 
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·~ .~.ChfltH~Jmn-;dt1,1r@Wnfffi!JW#WM&'lffli 
SID®T~~ •@rl©17 n~ PM 
Tm·~oc.~ 
t'$: ~ M~~ptM;Ch#$f~ht!f l\A0My40VIUJ\Y4,1Mdlmj'Wlmry~> ~ny@PwXtehWi®thyA'Mm)r©Mt~ 
Wl:l~Vert.ieiwAM ~{futtnii~~·®!fi)j ft!tl~ IV!wm F;,; &~W\JITTWU1{brmt@~Miim~i:mn) 
M~RF; !'i®Afi'Wtw~XMA 

~ad pl~ ilntl ~ nnct rt1dllned WM'til@JW.nf th@ ~ l nmt fo~ 'lli workl0$ with you on thit. 

~am en!! etmm!I amt we min~ HWSti m~· 

ChmB~~~ . 
~Q~HO~~~.UJI· 
985 ~~ Suilw 210f ~-.·Cd #949 
Dnct: 9JJ,226 •. ft247, i 011; 929,659,621$ ! I4;m: 92$. ns.1941 
~~!uw4ii*w•oom 

11* ~ ctmtalm i~M wlefcb ~ bt co~! tmdpmttf~ tfnieuym; am the tti!dtmet (m 
~h>~ft;rthe ~)tywu.mayntJtuoo. ~wtitxdtJMt to~·th& ~mg&G?mnp 
~matlrm~in th~- qywu!Mwrooomdtlw ~ inurm\piMVS~ t1micend¥tby 
~~f m ~idjmlft".g, muldslerofh~, 

eOO@ wftt~w Cht1$1 

My twrn@l$ ~· .kmruli mild my law firm OOM@ Wi $f*dal OOtf!U®I to We Qr of' lrtgk\wooct, M th~-Of ~l(Qf 
hin.'f, ®• Jr • .,ofh ~$f ll'll$1&wood snd l)anrds\\l@ff@Gfthw t&Ati$el$$~1'$, I •lmwi p~ aOO' n~ 
fur wmir rev~ m draft of & pmpzys~ .kll#Wfl Nq~~woont ttiWAJ ln~rwe wfth ~·l'lfild milt 
Md•¥{~ 21~ 2ta?} ;t tns~ City HaU h~· ~mutts and Mr, W@ng aim'@wtt;!i~w Qttw1 cay aoo 
tmpper·~~wemin mw--. The dmtt:Mg@neroltt dmifu 'fhh rmknttml•J PUfntw ®WIMPt~ 
pamm~.wblimmt f@rtha pro;pumtkm of• •ntrel ~~and ~bpment ~nt byt!w parU® -
~nsfurttmp~dMto~nf 1m NM~ 1uwl m~ ~unrtWl~l®~wfthbthtt'ft;·et 
,.~. 

Pl&&Mtnoru ht .flmdroft ~NA.hoo not boon~- ct dJm~ with mv ui®'lw mm r run ~m rm<Mn$Mm ~ 
to !'Mk@ fm:wnr ~·ro the ENA~ up.t.'lfisuctt iWvW'W w ~rm• rnv eaantK 

t .. k>OO~ w v1cith'I® with~ on ttm· ~ 1 tm b@ ~ atdtfWrt:tw &:ma111nkfflm$ stmm *~ orttw w 
Ann•s lltW$'.lhillW ~iwoor !h:tm nmwfur mvo•. 
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Tc: 
~ 
.~ 

Gimd rrmrnlng Chft& 

~K.Jrmm 
~$!~)UM fri 2017 ~@AM 
't:'hrfu }fuot®f 
Re Just •·you @11«1 
'M ENA (00'!®47~7M~ 

J •f!wd a ~fmia hl$0 war~ f*'A• ~of.the ENA®Wf'tb& waumm ·eOO nm at I •lmpe ~I Dnf$ m rmiii!sf ~ 
tofioo!Wrw Um ru.. .tw,VQtJ'#Ui·OOG rtm:I ma•~·· •~~ttm·•n with tneaeqw!llkWnofttw ~~ 
Parm ttttw ~qnt.©d to· m mmmPte lltWfttl$ilimt ~m.befure t:M ·~·tfldlha ~tctih• $1.SM ~ 
mfutwi3bl$. ~within 24 ~ ~i'@etty •tWMttttl ©f.~$(M'ilA$Jm~~*M$rWMitt@W@;l-Mifl·tb$MootJP$ 
!itPpmivMgttwmA dtirif~Ub ~t@@f)utl.$, l *mm a ftiw fflfrwrdeoo up~ Jwfl! 1w ~ttmhlaW 'W!k:mt(tim® 
tmiwv eu.pt',a pm. w i pm to dlmomsrtw s~ ~ vau fwd t ~~ml 

~·"·~~,' 
l(MJS: WWER &\ SEROCMJMI! 
~~~mm 

51$ s. ~masumt;~ 730 
14.w ~-.CA 90071 
T~l'W:2~11~ 
~ma~a 

4m ~~av; 4th Aoot 
®m~iCA£nm 
w•ptwM~ s:m~sw~Mo 
r•niMetG~~ma 

CA~: mNRllliil'l'f1AL 111$ £MMMAVCONTA!N WfORMATMJM mcrrmmo BY TUE ATIQ!UfWf4::tJ[fff Oft 
'A"rf'CmWSV ~,;. PkO'mttr PRMJ.mL It k JnMinded umy fuir th* ;wi·~W ~ It b illldd~. fffmJ'mw rm ttm 
lntal'Woo mt!pkmt@rttw#·~ ttmn thbli®notbtoynuth.Jt:~•~ner~eftfil$.detuwm 
w ;mt~ wvou mw:IY®d mw ~·in iermr. p~ mlf tm!irt@Q •nri ~tlmoo:wrumt. 

~mil Memwe 
flffim: Chm mm1w' m-11W~mh~,Q}flll 
~ Smtw.ii%Jmm S1 lbt1 :12:'.SS PM 
To:~.!(.J~ 

~-~Jmtoow~m!red 

HI·~· 

~upoothfb#t©yuuwnm®bfil M~tod~? 
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·~ $mt0 

·**~ 
~· 
Hf·~ 

~Hmmw<~~.®m11« 
~ immS; tm1 &51 AM 
~It~ 
~ENA 
~ &o1 ENA !WJi~gjf~~ 

~upenmvmttmaw4 tittw i\fY\w~woo~=t.tkrfflmtw~ oot:hh~ In~. ·~&th@ 
-~~"1~111~!$°'TIDA'.~PP~l•mA ~.immth@•••lrt%1~••~;wrnt 
~.fan!Wi:mn~ w bytMJmrtletth1iltth@ M6fb·Cftv•mi#$$fW{PH!tWillfwdffiWM'itMtJWoftiw ~ 
Dute of tlw !if#L 

l&t'S~ oorotruky· tnd flru!b, 

TIMl~ 

ChmBwmri~ 
mMG~M~&~~LLP 
.MS Altw4#~SUU# 210, ~CA. 94$49 
~: 915,2$6.844K ! Ctlt: 92$,(13?,$21/J l Fa• 923.775.!Hl 
·~agm!YJmlibW&W&m 

711•fwm«Uag# ·~ ~· wkitW ~Im~-~ Uniimpm dre &\t:.&fdtt&UW ffn' 
fM<fl~to~fwth&~h1fJMmtVld• ~wd'IN~ to~ tht~¢1#'m:p 
~.~in.the~ l/)'i!M#!Mwiw~iiwmui'ep.tnemwi~e~t!re~bJI 
uwe'4Milt«~~ Md~tfM~, . 
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•}UR~ 

Chm Hllrrtffl' -ti::t&mtw®rtml!aw,wm~ 
Frim.y, Jmw W, 2#115:22 MVI 
~W:J@lliOO 
a~ 

.. ~ . 

#/!wt ttth dfYJ MQV~fur "1MUl·lM f!N4~ffllf.h$ta OOJWM, I W'lifmtamiThB .. i'wf tey ~ 0¢ 
:!4 im!Wlti ~mITT%a .!Aitmw %\&&wtim ttwt t wmwi~ •a~wthe $:i~fit.mum: tm vmtdttwpnl;il'It'®•ridaar 
1f ltwr1 b@dOWfl imiftd ~·b!Wfuro tb@htirklS· ~}!'11ille1W~" ~ttrtlmt hd n.wdttntflt.'!l'l!riQ1.m &Mf\\!m. ~ 
entltywnf ~·•S*mllit:oowie ~lt•0*t ~ntWr tnt~ti pro~ 

~ntfrom mytPhoot 

~H~r 

WTutr- ."lie}· 
R.C'!Q"'£;;;! 
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Mwe1.s~ 
:® . :mm..~ .. :.:.:. ... 

twl!l@@iri!,i 

_j 7 u::: 

~K.Jtmt 
FridaytlUl'St'i l{lif !ill$ PM 
~}{;Jflt$f 

k~n 

x 

ThedawimntiWilit@ kt~ With th@~. rtwus wtwm ~wJ.-pOOt 24 tioois~• fll)tm!il :n 
h@twb 

R@yce 

awnt i1"oro mv 1?0000 

>on too w, mia1, wt sa:; VM; Chtm Hunb\\r <¢11$n~ri'!f!}klw.oom>wm~t 
;. 

>MJW;qoo 
» 
>Wtmt1m h@t)l's NQt.1~1:$ tcir~n tWi *MA!#~ f11Mtw oo pa~, I und~nd ttw~dw hwtww>mit 
:u i'wtim m J11mrnwoo but th® qt&lthm ttmt 1 ·\m!l$·tmti W4i wtw:~ii:fttw dooumem muw bf rwrt of rtw ~·~mm m' 
ff it C!lln bodrnwi fQadrOO. ~ ~ • hml·~ Myd!'tnt lt tfying to~ !taut~ to.the vai'kloo pleyftm. our 
e•wfil ~ m@l:iwtfuffii!lmem iti..wm't ttmwtvtta pm~pro~ 
> 
> hnt ·from. my l?hilNW 
> 
:iii <l\rtt tltirtbl'I' 
.> 
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1 nf5 

rncarcto Ramirez, 20, of Inglewood, who !s against iha proposal for a rmw arnrm for the LA C!!ppsm !n lrqlewooo, spfMka to 
Mayor James T. Blilts and city council members at a special city courwi! «meting !m!d ori JtJy 21. (Gary Con:mado ! Los Ange!aa 
Times) 

By Nathan Fenno 

AUGUST 13, 201?, £:CO AM 

hen cnnstrnction started on the $2.6-hfllion st.adhnn for the R.ams Rnd Chargers last 
r 

year1 Bobby Bhagat figured his far.nily"s cr.nnmil.ment to Inglewood v1rtmkl finally pay tfL 

For more than 40 years, they\1e O'\lli'llCd the Rodeway Inn and Suites on busy Century 

Brnilcvard, The tidy 36-room property sits across the street from the 298 acres where the vast spmt.s 

and entertainment district is starting to take shape. 

Ex~(! of 182 
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2nf5 

"\ff e~vc got a gold mine now that the star.Hu.to is con:tl.ng/' sald Bhsgat, v.•hose father and un2le orig11111Hy 

purcl:umed the building, "'This is what we worked for, We've been waiting for sm:nethlng Hke this to 

ha11r:wn, Now tvit.hthe Clippers project, ies aD up in the ail\''.' 

The family's gold mine could face a bulldozer, 

\<\then a CHppcrtMXJntro.lktl eo.mpany and Ing\e\vtxid agreed in ~ftme to explore building an arena, the 

22-page deel sent panic thtough tho neighborhoo{L Borne residents are praying fz1r the prqjeet to fail, 

h::wing sleep~ participating in protests1 ctn1s11lting lavt1yern, 

.All this betttu:se of the legalese buried in tbe agxeemtmt bruaeWn.g the po:suihilit:y of using eminent 

domain to snpplmxrnnt land already nwnsd by the city,. T'he site map attached to the document shows 

.zoo "potential participating parcels"" ever a f(iurMbluck area where the arena might he huilL Eminerd: 

d.0:nmi.u nllows cities an.cl other government ag::ndes to pay fair m;u:'kct value to take private p.roptxty 

fru.m residents or business CiVYners against tlu:&r wishes for public useiL 

The rnap doesn't indicate there are au esthnated a~ooo to 4.1000 pef)pte, predon1iru1tely latinoJ who live 

In the fonrA>lock are;L Sarne for the scores uf.chihlren - schools are a short walk away - and blue

collar reside:tlLs viho ha've been in the Bame houses for decades. Manyrei:tidcnces include m.nltiplc 

generath:nw of the san1c farnUy, The median income hovers arc1tnd $30,000. 

The area .includes the Ingletvood South.side Christian Church, n1nre than. 40 sin,gle,;fo.mily hmnes, 

apartment buildings with ahrn;t ,son tu1its1 severs] businesses and the Rndewuy Inn and Suites, 

The city 01vns large parcels ofland in the area around the l:n.rniness, tnsking it one efthe most pfausih!.e 

arena sites, 

''I. r~ not an ~"''e~nf"'. it's nnt hHn11ted H's weP~kent H'~·n.-m<>tntain"Y~ and 'IP'" d'Yn1t want to trn nwrwlx>re " :....~ ·. . . ·>..-..•...,%< ,,....:,...;:- - ..... .,,'? .• ·~ ' ... -lj· ..... ,_ :~ . )(, . '.i . ·' ',t··· ·.~· :-::-i: ~ ... ~ . .:.,.. • ... · ·.· (o...·. • .. · ~.· .~·~-~ .t .•.. . '• ... · . ·> b'·'· '•' ~-· •. :-/• . :'> 

Bhagat said, "%\/e're going to fight tooth and nail to stop the pmject. '' 

He is a.mong a grovring nm11ber of business o\mers and residents pushing back against Clippers trw11er 

Steve ftaUmr:c"s proposal to construct the "state of the art" arena '>Vith 18,000 to :to,Doo seats alongside 

a practice fa:eHity, learn offices .&J1d parking, Ballmer~ v/orth an c;;timated $32 blllion, has &uid the tcntn 
,.,_JJl L.-."'f',f ;.,.,.,. !'"''"•~ ·1·n nl<,,., ,,,t Q:t'k>r;jpq F\<><·t·'i<""·'' tL·rt"lt7L, t·L.+" '1<f1?4 ,.,,.,,,·"'""''"" ~:;: J JJvs.-~f.$ . . :::~? ~~-·~»-,;..~ . ~.i: 1...-~:J.:::.J 1&L ~j~.~-~J/. "'·'""··· \..,- .... , ... ~ -..~.~ . . Lt .. ~"lC .... el~ .n.,,"' ~~.,·;,.;.;,,. ~::i:v'!.~:;-:n...i.~.sd 

The Ln.,-1mvood deal isn't final - some 1v10culate it could be a neiw;Jtiating plov bv BaUtnzr tn v,,ra:nrrJe a & . . i e . -..:.: .. « « ».:: 

better deal frorn the Anschutz Entertainment GroufHYN11ed Staples Center ----« hut that hasn't s.lo'h"Cd 

oppnsitian, 

One community group sued Inghnvood last month in. Los Ange16.s Ctrnnty Superior Court alleging the 

project should have been reviewed rmder Califot11i&'s Eavironmentru Qu.alit:v Act before lhe council 



approved the agreerrmnt The group also distributed fliers urging Iugkmttwnl Mayor Satnt\S T. Butts .fr, to 

"'tiinp this land p,rah." Another g:ronp1 Uplift Ing1evnw:1d; organized community meetings and protests. 

~rhe Madison Square Garden Coe,~ which DVlHS the 1rearby Forum, issued a shurp1yw:wordrn:l &i:Ahirnent., 

accust.'tl the city of fraud in a claim: for damages (usually the precursor to a lawsuit) and. sued to obtain 

public records ahont the prQjcct 

In an email to The 'Pimes~ Butts tkmc:ribeti the H.tigatkm as "mvofous~• and said negotiations fo:r the 
arena are 1'~p.roceetling welL" 

At an Inglewuod City Council meeting last tnonth1 the n1ayor insisted "no one ht bei:ug displaced vvith. 

the sales of these parcels,)' But opponents question how enough s1111ce exists to build an arena in four 

bh::m1un-vithout seizh:1g private property. About 20 acres of dty~controlled parcels are scattered across 

the So-acre area, 

The arena aud associated structures would likely require at least 20 oonned:ed acres - and possibly 

mrJre. !hut doesn't include a..ziy ancill.ary development er larger mads t:ol.utmlle increased traffic, The 

largest contiguous piece ofland i:x:mtrolled by the city in the four;.;block area is only five acres;. More 

vvould be needed for the prqject 

'''In my opirutu.t, there will not be any exnitrnxrt domain proceedings of res:ide:ntia1 property or of church 

property~" Butts ¥/tote in an email. *'As ncgtA:iations contirn1e~ there wil1 he an opportunity for the City 

Cou:ncil tc make that clear at some point in the near 1utu:re. That is not the intetlt of the prajeet. I 

personally wm not snyrpcn:i the use of eminent domain proceedings to take any residential propt:rt:y." 

But the .response by srnrne residents is a contentious departure f:rt1111 the gronndwweU of support 21/h. 

years .ago fox Rarns o"..irner Stan Kroenktls plan to build hitll stadium on the site ofthe old Holl,~tv1ood 
Park racetrack Kroenke isn1t involved with the Clippers prctiect, though. \Vilmxn Meanyf itrni spnrts and 
entertainment district' .s development .ma:nuger1 is filling the: sa:me role for the possible arnna. 

''This is sornething more than ja1t bulldozh:tg tH11JSes, this fa. a nehvo.rk of people autl relationships that 

would also be destroy0d~'1 said Douglas Ci.rstens~ a Hc:rn:rosa Ue..1.dt land use attorney viho sued 

I:ngiewaod on behalf of the group luglewtJtld Residents Again.st Takh'lg and Hvietion that goes by the 

acronym IRA.TE, ~n may be lov;e:r income and tmdet'BOtved~ lnit they have a sen.Be of cornrnnnity that's 
.:"L-.{\<_.;TI<:< ." 
uu·~ ... r.4i~:t:{..i: 

t)n the second Saturday frf each month, the church gives av:ay doth.Ing nnd food to neighbors tn. nfaod.. ~ 

food tIBually runs nut at ea.ell event - and hosts 30 to 40 people for a free hreal"fast every Friday. 



'I'he church awns about two acres along \>Vest 104th Street~ tlie 1a:rgest.&in.gle parcel in the four)blotik 

area that~s not controlled by the city or a b:usinooi:L Herbert Botts; pastor of the church for 17 years; said 

the C\)11g.regatitu:1 dne.s:n't want tn move~ but they're 1vaiting uutiI :more details emerge before deciding on 

what, .if any, action to take., 

"We tv.Ul do what we can to fight it~ of course we \Vfil.ttl· Botts said. *But right now we're Just keeping our 

eyes·a:r1d ears npen,"' 

A half-bl.ock away~. Gmcie Sosa has ?/itnessed the neighborhood's evolution from a tv10~1:xxiromn home 

on Doty Avenue where she's lived tVith her parents since 1985. Crime and violence in the area have 

dv1h1t.Hed in recent years, repl.ace<l by a tmlmer, fam:ily~oriented atmOS]Jhere., 

Sosa~ tvho works for the .A.rnerfoan Red Cross, learned of the potential arena from. a mend.. Nu 

representatives of the city or tean1 have contacted the family .. She takes care of her disabfod parents who 

a.re in their ;oi:t The .forn.ily has no Intention ofleaving, 

"'It's ab-Out the tt:HJney~ ~i Soi>a saJiL "'Let's just say it like it Ia. They're .not thinking about how IDJtny people 

vn::n:Lld lose their homes, l don't think our voices are heariL \>Ve're not biUionafre.s, VVe're just residents of 

a nuhso-great neighborhood, But it's uur neighborhood, 

lrma Andrade agrees, The concession stand n:uinaget at Staples Center has Hvtxi an Yukon Avenue for 

rroyeanL 

''It's unfair for ~00ple like ws vd10 worked really hard to buy rntr houses~" she saiiL ''J pray for it not to 

happen, But the m:ene:r and po\vet is .tez11y~ :reaHy strong, 1Ve 1...ton'l have that power.~ 

Nkmie F1ctdn:~r resides nearby in an apartment on 104th Street. She vrulks around the block at night and 

sees a neighborhood thatis con1e a kmg way1 hut holds the poten:tia1 for mot"C improvement In her eyes, 

th.at doesn~t include an arena. 

"My biggest concern is htnv it %rill i.tupact the famHJes/' Fletcher &SkL "l would hate to see a lot of people 

mnve out becanse they %'ant to build a sport"? a.rena." 

But little is kno'W11 atwut the project other than that Jkt11tner 'INould fund it himselt The agreement 

betvmen Ir1glevvood. a.u.d the Clippers~ooutroUed compa.ny~ which included the team giving the city a 
SL5~miHion nan.refundable def.H1Bft) runs for three years with the possib!Iity of u six-mm1ih. ext:et:LticrL 

No remler.ings have heen made public, u1<r1ntUy the first step .in au:y public ramµaign for a new venue. 

Even the possible location of the arena on the four~bloc,k site is a mystery. 



A Clippers spnke&Uk9Jl declined comment about the project or opposition. 

The 1n1rertamty hasn't helped u1any of the residents, btw.iuess 01'\ners and Jaudlo.rdJ:L There are vrnrried 
conversations w'ith neighbors.. Trips to organizing meetings, 1\nd1 most of al11 questions. 

%In our experience 1vith eminent domain~ they never give you :fair rnarket va.1ue1" mli,d Bhagatt whose 

pride m the fru.nily business is re±leeted in his preference to call .it a hotel .instead ofa motel. "¥Ve already 
knmv we're going to be shortcJ:mnged.'' 

He's concerned about the potentlal lot.'1: income :from the hasins'Ss that advertises "fresh1 clean gTut'1ft 

.rooms" and touts its proxitrrity to wL International Airport His CtNJSin who operates the buslne.ss, 

J vhn Patel1 lives on site v>ith his vtife and two young children. VVhat 'h'ould happen to them? 

Airplanes descend over the palm tree-lined parhlng lot. C;·anes spn:mt across the street from the sports 

and entertaitunent district scheduled to open in 202cL 

ALSO 

Despite CaJJ.fornia's mtric;t nevv la1vi humlveds oJ schools sUH cfonft Jrnve enough 

Yfu.xd.natt~d kids 
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® il*'; l OUtlC•. to l'C•te 
1,~, (l{lssillle CliiJpers arena 

Ey Nathan Fen.no 

AUGUST 14, 2017 &:25 PM 

nglewood 's City Council wHl vote 'Tuesday on a revised ::lea] with a Cl.ipperi:HY1ntr0Hed company 

to shrink the fou:r~hlock area where the tean1 could build an arena so residences and a church 
aren't disp]ace<l, 

T1w re\vor'ked agree:rnent, quietly added to the rneeting's agenda after it was fir.st posted onHne F.tfafary1 

fnHmvs protests by \Vorried residents m1dat least two !aw.suits rti1ahYi to the potential prcject 

SPONSOR A STUDENY' 
1-yoar subscdptk:m for $13 

owI LLC during a special meeting in June, 

; about whether proper notice vras given for 

vhere the arena, practice f.acnity~ learn 



headquarters and parking could he constructed. - and broached the possibility of using eminent 
dw1iam to acquire some of the prnperty, 

The in1pacted area is home to an estimated .2~000 to 4;000 peopic \Vltb a median inc1::ime around 

$30~000~ as well as the Inglewood Soothsitle Christian Chu;rch. 

The new agreement elin:rinates the possibility of removing single-family lv::nnes and apar!mtmt buildings 
.and narrows the possible arena &J'ett to hvo blocks along \Vest Century Avenue. They~m tx:xmpied by a 

variety of ln1sinesses~ ittduding the f&rnily-ovfned Rodmvay fun and Suites, a 1var011ouse used by tJPB~ 

Chmtili\s Chiclwm and an auto detailing shop. The deal also includes about six acres of clty-ovzned hmd 

along \Vest 102:nd Street~ butting up agab:Mt the churcl1 and apa:d1.nent hufkllngs in addition to more 

city~o1vn£il land off South Prairie Avenue. 

The agreement leaves open the possib11ity of acquiring ;property for the r:rrena through e:rniuent domain 

"'prmidctl such parcel of:real prvperty is not au otKmpied residence or d:tu:rdt." 

Douglas C2rste1tS1 a Hermosa :Beach Jam;l use attorney who sued fugle1vood in July i::tn behalf of the 

group !n.glevnx:::d Residents Against Taking and Evictkm~ be.lieves the move is a step in t11e right 

direction~ but w11nts 111ore action by the city, 

ll'!Iven tvithout disphtcing resident CWTl:ers or a ehttt\:!h~ there eonld still be a sig:u:incnnt disruption of 

k:iu.g<~stabHah.ed businesses and apartment ihveHe:ts~ an.d the sig.uifcnnt impacts to everyone of the 

large arena complex next door,·~ Carstens tvrt1te in a:n (H:naiL 

1'he npco111it1g vote isn't enough §or nearby Fow11n1,, whieh has been vocal in its nppositkm, to the arena 
plan, 

"'The City is all over the n1ap~ changing oovrse w£t.h. the shifting political viittds/~ a statement issued. by a 

F<lrum spoke:;;rn.an sa.it:L "Yet the City renmirw: cottrmitted to enunent domain to take over peopie~s lan.d 
for the benefit of a pd\'Hte arena, Fh1s) tcdrwvving the rx1undnries BOW does not preclude the City ftnm 

changing th me botn::ulades buck Lu tb.e futttre, 

~until the city outright prohibits the use of eminent domain fur a nevr Clippers an:ma" no mvner of 
private property in the area is 0af0/' 

I:ngievf'omi Mayor Jarnes T, Rn.its Jr. told The Titnes last week that he vrottldn't support any effort to mm 
eminent <lm:nain on residences or the church. 

$PONSOR A STUDENT 
i~year subscrlptlon for $13 

un for r,vhy the t0.Sidentia1 axeas were 

Junge~. other than it came "as a 
ions ,,. requested by the parties,~ 



The negotiating agzrement between Inglewood and the ClippertM.'-inttroHed tDmpB!ly runs for 36 
n:wntlts, 

Uplift Ingli::fW\XKi1 a conununity group thafs _protested the arena plan) dainied the vote asa victory~ but 

said morn action fa needeiL 

"'We want thtJ11 to take eminent domain offthe tab1ei pledge not to use it at all and build affordable 
housing in the community so ;ve can stay he:tt:\ ~a statement on behalf ofthe group snitL "\Ale want 
hmnes befure arenas." 

:"""'+L~,· n *"""""'"'"' i~l,,,,t>:w!" '"'!'>: , . .,.,.-w>, """" ~.t1w ....... 1 . .,,", .... •.U-£,· h., · .. ". ,.;:,::,,"'" ""'"·"' ... 

Possible Clippers arena hxu; rni:nTy Ingh,~:-wnad residents \Vorried they n1ay lose their 

hornes or businesses 

Sant J:?arnttK; 'Fron1 a fan .standpoint~ this is greab 1 Comsnissfonex Roger Gt:H'Jdell a.nd 
r<t "' n" , ,,, $;,.,,,, ,, ·'.rnt i' 4:1; ""i 'if ~,r ~' '-' f· ;,L '" 'l'<H:t~· t, ,, ' ''"'11"' ~t ~·'t'-''~J\"'!"' ,.__,dd!" t,t,XS .u:dJS g"'' B Hi 8 ' tt.t JM. ;J ' ~ .. ,Ht, PH, -~·' § Sl/t.:. __ Jt'.,W @ ... ,tJ, ',,,,,,,,,. 

SP01"4$0~ A ST!JtH:NT 
1Myear suhscrfption for $'13 
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY DISTRICT ATIORNEY~s OFFICE 
SUREAU OF FRAUD AND CORRUPTION PROSECUTIONS 
PtJEtUC lNTEG~rrv D!\liliON 
JAC!GE:LACZY • PlswrotAtitmmy 
SNMON J, MATSVMCffO "'Ghkfl.1$Fliy Dfmrid foJ.tMtMiY 
JOSEPH f\ fil:SPOSITO • Aoo1ttmnt©ffilt%t Ati01fl3Y 

November t2, 2013 

The Menor.able Me:mtia:rs of the CoutTuClf 
lng!ey;nod City CounoH 
One Manchestwr Blvd, 
In9iewtwwi1 CA 90301 

Re; Allw.goo \!fokwt*ons or Sro\1Vf1 foJ:A 
C:aee Ne, Pi ;,t.-0230 

Oet%r Honm'ahf® Memll®m of the C<lurtd!~ 

Our office i'®ooived comptalnta of vic!att1Jns of !ha Brown Act by the !ngtevvtY:;id C:Jty Council 
affecting the fight of rtwmnbeft; of ms pubilc to make oomments @t Ci~; L:11unc1! rn•tings. 
V'ife <$WOW~ reooft11ngs ef City Cou~!! maeifngw on .Avgust 21 ~ 2013 and Septsmbar 24i 
2013, and observed that Mayor Jirn Butts lntem4f)t&d a member ©fthm publk: who we;s 
making pub!lc or.wnrnents and them omored tltat person to be exe!ud0d from the rooeting$. 
Am explatnt%d be~ov11 v;e conclude that the actions at both meetings via1atet.i the Smwn Act 
\Na oope that our ex;p!anatk:n1 wH! &f!Msist th$ Oounrn! to better underntund th1i: rnnrH!sSfble 
scope of .regulmxk~g public t:Pmments and ensure that tho CPuncl! dues not repeat these 
vbtations:. 

Ni the CH:y Couttci! m~ting on Aut)ust 21 ~ .2013, Joseph 'f!Wl>tJ#irat a rrwmber@f the })Ub!!c; 
spoke during thet Urns scheth;1ed for open comments, He began by requesting that the 
Council removw Mayor S;;tts 8$ oourit::ii chair bttwed on all~at!onit<! that Mayor ~ws misled 
and lied to tl\0 public: throvgh thtW Inglewood 1\;;ctay ns'0!$psper whrch ls pubtish®d by Wl~!* 
Brown~ en U$$0t!aie of Mayor Sub, Mayor awtts·intermpted Mr. Teixelmt several tlrnee.to 
rebut tile act:y$&t(orm. Mr, loixe!ra r~sponded by oalting. Mayor Bu!:ts a liar. At that time, 
~~yew Butts 1n1orrupt0d aga!n and declared that Mc Teixeira was "done" making 
comment@. \•\ih®t! Mr, Teixeira asked Why, Mt&Yot Butts replied that Mr. Teixeira Via$ going 
to stop cal!lng p¢0p!e name$. Mayor Butts instructed a wn!forrned officer to tn:icort Mr. 
Ti%ixeira i.xrl of th« meltlt~ng. A few minlibas latet, after comnv1w1w were received from other 
members oftha pub!!c, M.ayor Butts msde atiditfonsr comments to rebut ML rebtelm's 
e.Hegsttons, Mayor Butts atkted that he hrad allowed Mr, Telteire to can hkn a liar at almost 
every City Covrtti! trHHtiirig t"®tenuy, but $18Serteo that Mr, r Gix&lra drnMt net have the right 
to ta!! people Harn at City Cound! mMtings. Mayor Butts then dedtiteci, 'Tm t10t going to 
let anyonm, from this point on, yell at th® C<:iuncf!, yell at people In thlw mom; cal! peep!%! 
names. That's not an exerclse of ftB$ speech, That's just not going to happen any morn.," 

766 Hal! 1Jf Reoordt 
320 Woo! Temple Skwwt 
Los Aq;d*t, CA ®JOit 

{21'.3} 914-0®1 
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At f.hm City Oouno!I meeting en September 24~ 2013~ Mr, T e!xoira sµ-0k& during the tlrtl$ 
achedu!ed for pvb!!c oommenta ~rrflng tti!}enda items. He m~•rtt0d ht his 
OO\'i1l'nentu wwoo !n objacUon to the '##Turrant register payment to the Ingle~ Today 
newsµ&per, an item whlch w.as !Jsted on th0 agendiiL He oppoSGd ihe Councli usJ~ 
Ing!~ tax do~iarn to pay !ngfawooct Today to assist ttte-m !n their bids for ~leci!on by 
regularly pra!sfng them and hklinf$ their m!wtakesi misconduct sncl marktus problems in h 
city. As .apecwto examples, he anertetl Umt !ng!®VtOOd Today had never mporl®d on 
apparently well known @!!*t!ons of past misconduct, !rw'Aoomg viol&t!n.g cM! nghte of 
cltlz1n1s, by Mayor SlJtts W'hfle h® was the S1'%1t!t Monkt® Chtef of Pnltce. M®yor Butta than 
cm off Mr. leb@'iim staling that the comme<nttr ware not propeny mfsted ·tu the wsrmwt 
register agenda item and that Mr. 1ornelm \V©tt!d have to come bmck @t the eoo to oont!nue 
hi$ oorrwnants dunng the open comments pertod. Mr. Teixeira mspondtv1 that he was 
speeMng about tho warrsnt regls!®r, but Mayor Eutts de?lared that he wn #done," Mr. 
Tebteira respontied that he W¢Wki talk woowt tho warrant mgister @00 Mayor Bub warned 
him that he wuuk! be "dona~ If he •Id one more word abtrut anything other than what was 
listed on the agenda, Mr. Tnix:e!ra than msum®d hia comments by ai:uuirtirtg that Willie 
Brown had oot reported important stones to tho r>eop!® of tho community, At that point, 
M¥*yor Butw ©Wt of Mr. Teixeira and cieclaJTKl tfl{at he was "'dona." He then ln$tructftd s 
wn!fonned oftle®r in· escort Mr. ielxe!tM out and ettded that he could oome buck at the %nu 
Whan open comments 'WOU!d be r®Ce!vecl. !rw:leed, Mr, Tstxerra resumtKi his crili\cai 
rem;,uts rater !n the meeting durtng th@ open oom1rwwtte perloo. 

The Srow(J Act protects the pubnt:)$ ril!hl to aodrass lot:a! ~gltdative bodies, such tas a city 
t.lJuncH, on ep®cfflc !turns on meeting ag:l:mdas as we!! as any topic in thtt subject matter 
Jurtsdlct!on of the bQ(iy, The Act permits a body to make tw$St:Jrrnrbte regulations on tkna. 
place and manner of pubUc comments, Accordingly, & body may hold separate periods for 
pvh~tc oommenm ralating to ago.ma items arid for open oommentw, A~so, a '1egle!atlve 
body may exciucie alJ peretma wrM:J Wil!tu!!y caume a <Haruption of a meeting so that ft 
carwiat be oonducted ln an orderly fas.hktn, ~ (The Brown .Aot; Open Mwetingm for Loom! 
L$gle.!&tlvw flori!es (2CHJ3) CallfomlM Attorrwy Gaoorml'e Offtoo p,. 2tt; Gov. Code § 
54957 ,9.} But exclusion of a person !a justified only after an wctu?f disruption mnct not 
tn1wm;d on a mero &ntlcfpt¥f!on of ormL {Aoosta v Clty of Costa Mo£& (2013) 718 F ,3(,1 BOO, 
at1; NorefJ t( Ctty ofSanta Cruz (.2010) 529 F,3d rtee, ff?rt) A npe?kBf mtght disrupt m 
meeting i~by spealdng too !ont;h by being unduly repetitious,. or by extended discussion of 
irmlevancles." {?Vhile v, City of Norw-afk\1990)900F.2d142'!; 1426; Kindt ti. Santa 
Monica Rent Control Board (t995) t31f,3d266, 210.) However, j'pernonal* impemnent, 
prof10rte, !nsol$nt or s!mrn:lsroue rsmsrk:s" are net per es amwaHy dteruptive. Exclusion for 
such speech ls not just!fled un!e.ss the spe{)ch actually cau00d tHerupt!on of the m1&0ttng, 
(Acoste1 supra,. n 8 ESd at 613,) Furthermore, a "leg!sletive body shall not p!()h\blt a 
rrtemher of the pub!!c from c.nit!drlng the polh;les1 Pf90Bduros. programs, or servk:es of the 
.agency, or of the acts or omissions of the letgislat!ve oocty." (The Brcrwn Act.. Open 
Me0tlngs for LtX&I Leg!sfwtive Bodlesr supra/ at 28.; GO\( Code § 5495~t3{c),} 

The questlofi of when particular conduct \'B&chss the threshold of actual ti!sruption to 
justify exchxiing a member of the public *involves a great deal of dlscrntlorl" by the 
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rt10deratorofthe meeting, (~'W'lft&t tMJpnp, 900 F,2d at 1426.) Nenathclesw., a 11'1t'JdeMtcr 
MffeY not ~rule{] speech out of otdet ~mp.!y b&GaU$& he d!tMtQ-t®M will !ti ttt !Mmam0$® It 
0mtti0}1'$1Momtt 1'1tt ~- !'101 Ilk~." (Jtf.) t:ontluct Which t!d!Jfts rlt!iV* lH1t1d tJmnunted to 
actua~ disruption tnuiudes ye~ing and tf}1ng to mP®ak out of tum durin~ a memt~ny., (Mhflt1 
SU~, 61 F.3d .$l. :£71 .. ) Actuat disruption was altto round wi'l®h $mom.her of the publk; 
if'!t:'lied the aud!ettoo to stand in euppori of h!a wtat®d poslt!tw1 and approxirnatcly 20 tc :00• 
people stood up in tm$1J¢nse and snme stali<H'i cf®ppiog. AdditiortaJ dlSrnption was found 
¥Aten the Inciting mernhwr rewist~ tttlt1mpts by otlt:t:trs io t*SOOrt him out of the meeting. 
\Aoosts$ mtPt&i 118 f ,3@ at ttlla"'80fif .) Aci:uai dismpt!on* ho\rtwvwr1 can not be bas$0 on 
the reacti©n of a rrHrmb&r cf w ~agialtMht® bcitiy whc !& criticized er verttelty attaek-Od, 
(fV0!$tt~ Jttif1!4~ 62.® ff.Sci at 979 (CJ Komrmki oonwmng.,)) 

Applying the caww ~aw above to lht r.cn1duct C®pture© in the reoor(j!ft@s* we fioo mt Mr, 
Te!J(eim did ttot cauS® £H1Y actual dwrof;ltion at ertner M®$ilrtg at Issue. Tht1&1 $Xciud!ng 
him from.~. rne®Hng t\1'$® unJwefJtlil. ht ffti! Awgu&t 27, 201s 1'!%te<t1ntef.i n !&·C~®®r that 
Mayor lutts ·et'A. off Mt\ Tul>wt!ra*s comment® in rmwpcn®'e ·to Mr. 'feix:eir& C®!i!ng M1iytw 
Butta a !fair. Mayor Butts even exp!a!rnsdlo Mr. T$!X®ira that he was ~rnng to stop GM:!i!ng 
peopto. mtttHts •. ·Meyer Et~s* adctffiorwnl commentary 1D the aucik3h©m aftmr he h«id Mr. 
Teixeira escortad out of th$ :rrt¢ttting oonttrrns htm pu1j1ose to tti?t af!ow membenu 0f ths 
public to ycU or caM !)MQphs nttrnes ®1 tr1$Btlngs, Mayor 6uit$J dacl®mtion flat the ttM°ld!Jci 
he was curtalfing waw ~at an exercise of frae speech!! is inoorrect As o1t®d above1 
persnnai remarks such an niame camng .is protseteo by tne !Srown Act aru:f rirmt 
Arrrendment and i!ii rtot in af!d of itself a jumtiftcatlon for cutting off·® Sp$aker or hthtlng the 
pef$0n removed, Mr. lftixeitm1n words did not csvsaa dl$wuptive tifitCtlon fr(}tn tie 
audience or otherwise !mpeds tie pmc#edlngs. And,. ¥<'hlla ·~ fS true that ML i®mttlra 
rmJeed his voice dumg hla emotlonai commentsi we do not bellevti that 1t is acvwrate to 
desenbe hrm am yelling during Ms oommentt;, Regsrdloes., justfflooUon for Interrupting and 
exdudini;;; a member of the public does rtot hinge en when a ralsoti voice re®chee e e&rtsin 
!evst Rathor1 the actitm$ are }U$Unsd nrtly U1 address an actual d!sruµtton. ML TotMmira 
tl!d not cawss .any dlwruption at this meeting, TherefoR&i it was wnla\Yful to t::trt short his 
oomments and exc~uds him from the meadng. 

Ukewtttet Mr. Teixe1ra did not cause any disruption at the moetlng on S1%ptembs.r 241 201 s. 
On this occ~®!ort1 Mayor Butt& ba$ed his &cttln& on the 'ti&w that Mt, Tel>:ei.f11:\'S mmments 
had veered oft' course and were no longer reievant to the sp®C!flc ~ends it®;m !nvs!Vthg 
the warrant regbster to pay !ng!ov;ood Today.. We <Hsagres. Mr, Teixelra's comments 
mma!rmd relevant to the specific wsrrant register. The basls or his objection to Uw warrant 
r®Qister was his ssaertion that the oov:sp$p&r repestsd\y failed to report on alleged 
m!ttconduci by Maypr autts, To support his assettioti; Mt, Telxe!rm offemt! mu!ftp!e 
ex&mplss of such a!!eged mlsconctuot CIHng such eX{Hnpfes had th0 adcl!tionaf effect of 
crlHc!;Llng Mayor Butts whlch ls a topic reserved for the open comments period later in the 
msatlng. HtF1vev0r, the add!tionsl offset did not strip ilia comments o1 tha!r relevance tn 
the 1nltla! issue of the v1arrant register, Exceeding the standard Ume aHotioo for speakers 
might amount to a dktruptloth but Mr. Telxe!ns's t!mo was cut short, Futih%ITntHBi hls 
oommenro d~d not !nclto a dlsmpt!ve resoucm from tits audience, Again, It was unlavJfu! to 
cut off Mc Telxsim'e comments and have hlm exdwdsrt 
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It muwt ttl$D be noted that 0'\'®fl ff Mr. Tudxeira's oommenta had strayed art topic~ exclusion 
was still uftiuwufiett The appropM&te mmport®$ would hav-0 been to Interrupt thrw Dtm1ttiMt® 
and Instruct Mt Telxe!tm to !eave the podium and be s•tetL Not:ing of hfa conduct was 
t11$rLlpthre, \!\then he was to~cl that h®' t\:rUtn rm }onpr speak et that ti11"1%,. even though 
oo!aJNll:Hy, and th$1 ha must wait unUI the open com~ period, he d!d not persist In h&s 
ctnTwroorQ, Ner did he r0$!s:t the offlcer * esoortad. rdm out of the ffl®etlng, 

Finally, interrupUons of Mr, Tsixeira'w comments by Ma¥Qr Butts at the August 27 i .2013 
meeting raise another contwMTt regarding a mp&waker'e allorwd Um0 for maktnij oomrrwJnta, 
Lcgistatfw bodies may tim!t Um time each spwaker !® alh::iti#d and It appearu that the 
lngfoyf!f)od City C0:urt0!! doas. f1•ut Qutinn mt.mt ha tmkeo by the Council th®~ intBITUptlona 
by Its memb®m clc oot cut short b :a!rotted time,. Maycir Butts Interrupted 0f2Wral tltn$ID to 
rebut aocusatlooo mad® by Mc Teixmira. Sacautre Mr, 'feixe!m's commBf!ts VJBr& cut short 
by un#a\ftfU~y remoVin@ him, 1t rertn~ine Hnclemrwhatheror not tha Interruptions by Mayor 
Stitt& would ha.tr& affected the time Ilmlt ~t ia urw~arstaridabla mat members of the Cwnc~ 
mlght not want to leave aoou0aUons uniam:nNwred. But It mu*t be ensured il1mt such 
!nt0rruptkn1s by membn d!J not take away frorn the time alklttifd any !mMdual speaker, 
The CoutHXI hms the prerogative to wet lta pro00dums1 but one way of prot&eUng th% 
a!!ottsrl time would ·"®to !'$®®NB ruporn;as by members of the Council until after an 
indMdual's puhHc ccymments or after the ganeroi ported for pubttc rommam, 

We hope that our exptttnatitJn vviH azs!st your unctsratarv:l.tng of perrnJnfb!e mct!oo under to 
the Brovvn Ant and expect that from this pcilnt fonward you wm fuHy mspect Ile lights of any 
member oi the public to !awfutiy addr®ss the CounolL Please fee! free to oontact us if you 
have any quemtk:na., · 

JACKIE LACEY 
D!strkx Attorney 

i3.J DODO 
Deputy D!sMci: AUomey 
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f~3g](:'~'..\::<}~~ 
c.~~~efn.Uy 

~~gt~~e:m.eut.~\> b:itFd ~.n ~~FJH~::. far t~:rn. CVpp .. '.).r::; h~:u-Jti:tb)tl te~trn fr:t ~:r::.(}ti.th.u bd.br::.: g:hrfr::.g .:3 

«><:n.·;n.u,w;, ~-::~ :ai::.wiy n~h~~:~sed dn-t::.~n::~mt~:, 

Ret..W tn t~~ k~~~r::Jt.~d abn nt tb:~ 
nm:; "bwe .rnHp}.y;ly rwNl 
;:::::S.f)dhlg dJ.;enda d.kh;.'t 

i:~~.~:·(~h:i~\~S ~"he ckr ~nd :~~ t:~}~:i:~·P::.Fr.Jts 
l:Lf :.>hy .Ji_d ~~iJt·foH~>-~~~---~.h~:: {~:dff:i:ru.fo 

C:vrkn~\ ~~~~ ~:::nsin:~~~W(~\~.~ii '.:~H<~nn'y n~p:n:~:;~:.:u{h:;g M:~~~i ~~ 1t:Ut~:- tt> tl~~;. L~\ An~~:<~fo-* ~:)btrkt.Ah:::~nHzy .Jt~~~kk 
"ffo:~ f'.>r i~::v'.1~:{k~:::t:1~ hnH'liI~ .6.rt ""'·''""''·"·'""'''Th~~ H~(>'~~2:::~ .l~;/;t :f:) ;:_~ ~;t:rh;~ h~'~::i·· g~J:.~:nu~~h~~;,fr~g Hl<:: ·p~tUk·\ r(~_jrt t> 

·:::··nn:.~/~ .. =Ktki~~> ;;~~~:. {~;~.:~d}y <~(~.~~.n:~\(,Y V>.HF~ g<~Y~:nia:u;;n-~ (i·p~\t.t::::~~:,;;.; ~~wi f:::<U:·tp.:Jr~::~t:~tt{m~:p~>.~:~.} <~ft}~(~ Ht~.:Wlt~ Aft W3d ti~~~ C~~]Hbr~~~}~ F~}:.:in~~~r~K~H-i~:d 
(/~:mJj t_r .A.~~~)~;· ~~ds t>=n.::t~)~Jt;. 

"TiR:- ~:tct~~;:;:~ ohJ.s·~st ~·:tr-.Jrt>HJW.;\~~-td l~i\~\ CEQ,-\.i n:::q.~~-n::~; ieqd ~~~.:;::J .::_~~~t~? ~~g'{!t~dc;,:: h~ do e~~vfr-::.:~utu.s~1~.-~~}Jr.~~-~,;.b·;).:;.;:,~ hd~~o~. fnqj(~t:·h~. An 
~::.~r.::int{~nH::nhd ijnp~~~;J ·H:pf.::f~ i~9~:-d.::~.:_~thv; {b.e ;:1r~?:;:~~1, i:~ ~:ur:~':i?~::.fiy ·mJ&:?~l"t\·~:<.Y~:: ~-~<.::::.~o~·~Hn~~ tQ ~;:~~y ntfi::.~;j~b: .. SI~::.:~uk_~ b·~ ~~pp~-i:):t..::t<l) i:'.~}:1~~{~ kh:-z:] 
tn:~A-~·~·f:::::.; <~\".::tl~J-~~; ~~~:~.d :n:.~k~(-:u:~~~ h~t\'"<~ \:d.~::~?d (:.~H1::.~xu dl~·: 61·y u-rn:y· th:.s.~. endneJd d~)nm.h:~ ~n HdJf:in? pn>p::·:rty ~Q ~Je\:t+-~p kb~~ ~3~·~_:::-~r:-::}. 

prh:.ifo:~W-- .L>~~ Al:'f~-~:-~e::; 
~::t~i:r.::th ~:cgreetn~u-~~:;,J~:;:~d ::_:_-:~u~d'h ·\1qntky, 

~u1 <~:~hn;,u:J i~n-T::~glc~wot:<:\. h} Lhrb }·ru~ut:-:~-~ 
~:~n dhwrn::..~~rms ·t.::'ff~~:~T :j.~~· th~:: :~~::l~.nfh 'Yd~h N~~("·/~)r.Jm1H.:~ 

fr~ ~~ s·uJ:(~ ~·P.;'"H~H~U_, Fh:n:d:;;::'r ~~~-:t~~d Jrn:~-~~s :j,f tb::.: ;iizi:''~'m1:oill 
the ~r:x~t:ot~n~(- l::(~~~~l~}se 1:~ 1~:u(~(rl ~:::.:.~1~n~_:_~d L~ 

:~Th~~! ~-:::: ~~:hy w;~;:: d~:et·::::(~. -~ ~::: }H.::4 fn~;t ·:.:_~4 bzrn.n~ "),\?I~~t:.~~ lb~~~ H ::.rnr~u 1 :;.-z lH.H:rf::~, ... 

~tbHl(''/'dkn1 
'""""'bw{·~"' ~(~ rik~t~:e ~:,:;-~y~r ::..'{>() r~:g::,;0 

Ui·~:~ Ji::-5:::·(~~-~::-:w~t h~(~ tt( ~R p~n;t~~~j ~wht: hw ~lfi::&&:.~. lh& fa ~)..<h~~ W.;!1.. &·~etHd' lo J~rnt f.K¢: -~-4 htn .. ~rn ~~~~s th;:: nonni~ 12: 
h$-~$~. 
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}fatnte:r ~~.dd~W di~~{ t b.~:: {:::~d:~}' .Le b t:tprl:'~>.::m. ting ''w11t h~r)~~ ,::§ g~~~w:rk t~~~r.n~~. ~t.~ it ·¥i:1tn '{ ide.:otH)~ the prnpOfi:::::·d. pn.~jrn::t~·:~· 1~;mdtltm ts w(m}d ·~~~~~ Htd.r tt.u~.{ 
d~e u:rf.::ed~1g :~ ~' .. l<~l~·:f.~ci }J :s.~rpJ~;:/s fk}~~~ ttr;~ .:3.n tm.6t:~ f~rnn~d fo ~fo:nn.::Hy ~:tu 7 in. I)f:'k1 wn:r:c::, H h;:rn nn.?.. ~n?.-tnb~sr> St2::'.Y~n. H.dfam.~:R;. Hw t~w1M.::r of tb~~ 
c~H:rtw.::-~~> .~~".~x~tdh~k ~1~ r.~)n:rt :«~r.D~~d.~ ... 

Tl~:~! ln.gi-r¥/~R~d -titt (;(~u:rwir~ tt:g~dtsr w~·~ti:~"1!:tl· ~we h~~h:l ~:w: .)).n~?fm.~~{f~ 1\~e..~:::L~}::>, hut t1w::n.;:, :-.::-.;::;~.:::~:::(·~: ~~M~f: t>H. ~l\rt:.:.:,J.wy. ~J::.nti~ :~ 3,. h~f.t~~d~ th~te. >0';.~,~ ~ 
.:;;f.:N~fa~~: -~M~ttfa-P:g .ou Th~st4d~ .. % ·:u~~d{J~ ~~rd:r :n?£ftfrttd th~~ ~~?:;~:t.~d.:~ ·~:0 h!:~ p<~sttd ~4 hm::s:~:t:~ in . .c~fr~~m:~ti~. 

:-: F~~jh td the~:~ m~km s :hAdi"<::~d ~ .. HtUy ~ttHl fOH.~:di:v~:-Jy· ~ho'>.~::; ~:t~ an go fog <-~~~.cl Ukg1d §Hltteit~ ,~f g:;swdi9'.g· th::..':'. ~-t~tt:~~m:~. d.!rp~ivh~g th~ puhlk o:f uoth;~:::: ~i'.(.~1 
hi4hlg;tlle bdl," ;pJd C:tto>k\l~. 

Tb:tt u.~got:t8H:-Jtt~ ~W"~· c1<$:r'<l.~Z{::ri:r&:d :~~ ·:O:·~~:r~~ ·ff~t:;:~tl~g~:( iti ~ fflv-m·uf:t tUrd J~~~:n::lt5. by th{;· ~4$;'i;d~QU ~11~~r~ G~::td~ t'-0,~ ·::c~hid~ Ci~~- ilH::. Yv:n.u:n., 
~1SC i~ .~~.dr~g Khz~ dt;} ~Jt t:n~#·~~~::ln~J1,i iudu~J.Qg :Butt~~ th-~· city ~~~nn~dJ ~ntl fhf- p:.~r$iilf~ ~t~fh{~cit::v~ tlahHi~g ffa~y ·>..+~haetl ~ t.':~n~bmx:ttHdttgn:·~fncu~ 
\rM'.)ivi:fW ~. J:f)/\lCr.ii ;;.arkinfh1. b;ikWfl<)ci iw:<~etl th" lN W :MSG k;r :'<Wi:U )'<":~.!'.'$ s\ard:iigh:« ;;.'{.~14 \i:> lff'" fino1·~rlbw puikk!l, 

MSG *W" hi tk kwni:h !lrnr. it k~'l<'!\~.ed tmu rn!Hk<ll. int<:. the :r.:.rr:m prnp~ii:y hM'"d ''1~ q}r<W:tl'.«JM<~ whh tile dly, lMfofanr t.iic;.a:ci:fag;Jni k\>~.•&.., 
Tbt b•,vm;Jt llbt> ddrn~ th~r :!u JMHWt)' o;io.17 Zhf! d\)' vws;rm<l MSG \t) i::i,~('.(<;. flu! ;:>!'\.be. p<i.rklu.g };J11~1~ <(~rne:n;rnJ 1ntl that the Ul!l,l-'<W d.d:tiKd t:k· 
dtyri~edm th<: hi.ct kl i:red<e a. "~~dir.mfo;w p~fL" 

flrrt:;; fr; ;it ·nm CMta cf what k18G cdfa ri "fni,dnleut w\lN1K;" tiJ hx the Oi;w~r.> ;;,si; tilt kwl. tc) bdtd r1 fodH!y l.bM »<'•'.illM ;;<:impNt wH!r tlw 
Frn:tm, Tl:;;! imlyW bld MSG of.UddE ·MI; hfa jie!i(;~r;;! nn:dl ~mi ilni hi.nd'ikfal d"l.y m:-<;fm:rn K nmmwxik'iitt, M'.!'N'<Hng !h~ rDr\4,binL 

Dy :0a.dy AprU 1)1$(.J t::.:.rn.~:tr.~&tt:.::d th{-: pm:·kJng ~.eJ.~e ~~%FZ:~~tnent ..-:·u th.~. th1H.':~ P&~:(t ~Hd ~JH. :kn.n~'<:' Jtg~:::.~:{uti~ ~ffi<ia1~~ ~=-.:~e:::·e.ah~...:.~dy i~-~~t o:rn:i~rs:-><:::.lY h~ 
tlnflbg Ml <'!;Rt'mtmt dtJJ the ll>,1\N1' d tb: C1JP1>0r$ tn 1dl \h~;m tiw p1trkfag kt tn nnkf W hdid il1l iir~:rm for the ·hwktkJl kilW.· MSG dlfri.w 
h wm;H w.>t b.iv\c hwlwn die bw:e lw.tl fa bi.riwu dtlK dty\ "tn!.<' fot.,\lthm-: Th. ct•mp;myh<irmii ibom 1lm plm ''!" .lm.i<c; 14 wlwu Ihrtli; brobc 
~l:w lH.~i-v"f.: ln .~r tH~ieph<~tW raV tu ~n 't-1.SC e~:(~{!trdv~~·~ thr: ~<.)lHt.~ da.:; 1hf- .rn~.bHt. &p;.t~:t~d:J. W'(.~}~ vr}.~h~d, 
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ln Possible Broiv11 Act Violat.iun~ lnglevvcn:1d Called Special Meeting to 
:&Imi.m.ize Public lnvohremeut - Warren Szetvtu:yk 

The q.\y d htg!g,mi:id <Ht<.mwml b niltlimlM tmiw)m.f"~Rq J:l(> th.~' 1An:m1•£l h:> rn*Hi' !l !lqi;atk.dnr; ,~,;w<>.miw.M wil1 n:op:t<\mldi"""' d tlw lJH; 

Atl?;dNi('.U')?µ~n.;, frwt!y tdeilst~l '3:.imdfa "'"''~"L Tht dcom1~tltJ:l m;ay <,.;wm slww mfrhnm \lf >:.dr!:lk<ll ;a>;:\hily 

1\~~j re:ptnt~d O~} tht":Ci:~y)~ ~:faiblc:~u~~ ~;.0\~rth~ ht9:~; ~y~;·{.vr 1on ~m'.l{;:;fl~ ·wrhtr:::n ~~ihik pt~p:.1fin~ .~1~ f;::a::hfois:t~ t.R~BxafaJin.g Agn~e.r.n:e:~~:t {ENA} bf::h~*tt~ t~he· 
City ~s:afi J-.t~Jrph/'s :S(n~t .:3. ~~hdl tmrp:::-jr:aduu f.:£)M¥~u&d l::y CHppi'.::r.:t <t~~,1:w:r St-w{t 11<-dh~l~~x .. Afh~r <~ ::;?..>.t:tL~:;J~ikl:f h> t"idt::~$~· d)J:- s:.o~~·~}:~:nt~ ~:&th~$~;: 
t'm;U:\13, w'" naw h11ve &.n kkfl dwbyndthm- fof)WN<md anr M1i.q>hJ/i h•)l<d ,,,w;;.,,;; tlwm. pdil:k. 

}~\N~1:~..t ~N thf d:r/~ r~~;tp:fr~~u ~~fb for }#h~:r.i: tht:: f_,N/\ h~ s t9 l:::~ .P-(~~{~~1t· ~l~ik~ Cb ri~ fk~utm·: ~ W¥:y{rf t~pr~:.~t:~Hk~& ~1 Mq"1hy}& H~~t jus1 ~i.:::~: tl~'lii
b~.~:fr)rt) AA ~pt~f{jl Ci'tl ("JnH.nd1 ·fl~rn::dot.; ~:Z.$ ~fsp~1-"i::~ {he EN.A .. ~'i ::1u.~h~r~:;~~n~d ··n~.t ~ir~u~)~ b.~i,.~ to ~~:f.) ou1 ~4 'br.i:n:r .. 9 #~ ·~~h:.~~:th".€ bl~t th€·.qu.mt.!:_Jn ! -w~Kt 
Mkwi "';b wl1dhor \he ;i\i;;i;mwhm:iiJ b' pxt dtlw pt!hfo; i>ge¥ltl zit <1\l'.l it b dt>W'.!J. bmkd ;;;hittly htfor<: tt~ h@t"c!!.g" (>k} 

Hcym, ~hl>;,::,~, "fowy:w b.ktd by the Chy; rep!k:;; -nm iki:;1m:>erit lm!! to b w:>.~Wd ·<<iitli lh~ >1geudti. Tb1t b whY'"'"' eketd. tl• jw:>t P'~% 1'q lJ.(HJfli 
\'"f:n~~-t~ 1hf r~-~>:rnt}1t 1~f~Hru:r5.,'' 

.hmm 
&oot· 
'Hi<: 
&bficl~ 

hitwKtwm 
ntizy, }WW ;i, .MF s:.:.% PM 
Cfu&lHclm¥ 
K&Q~.fum 

Tw ifowrr&nt lwdO b ;M'"Wtd Wlh th¢ aj~tdll, Tutt!~ WiW %'t tkt'it.d W \l*t Pt<% ;Ni howt W!liU%tht twnM! 71 
M!ffJ>, 

i>· tw Ju,1 $, JtH>\ ¥ .&:n l'M, dVfa Hcltltlt .:cl\w:ikr#rihtl&w.~-0m» wrt<tw 
~· 

"w 01% 

~ wru.i~ *itt tkf. d!'.J''t mtWimrntnN fur $>lhD.'I Mw flslA t!&:~NntM t11:r w hi ~rt>:!4., l w~J.i:rnk.iid nw 1io~mk b11 w ~;:wt 
:t4 kwrn h ll<'h't•~twi: tiw iJi!WdkH'l V@! f m%\ w;Jwclww:wk~tbt tlwdm::~m:1imt ;wsrt b µm:. d tlm titiclk •Mb w 
YK un oo ttwm iwid :mwtlr bro* ·\ti% htNiqi;, 1#1· clh::Af ~ tfytrit w, Hm& h<>H u-«h hi< Hw wrbiH ##trfh th& 
i~1114ywm kw11 t ttJlMk r,i1ns-i 0 ir worn !6\Mlf1 ~* pr©'(•ett.t ttt>Ptt 
* 
1' 14M tmm my \Ph&41 
:~ 

'!>·thrttHWM! 
:> 

A hfl:< 9 •liw\i! ««dW•if l:~twq:n Chrk hmkr, t'<;pni~elltbg th€ C1.!1;1wrn, <td iZ<;oyu Jote'""' rq:m~iie!Hfag the GH:y 0fI:nt;kM)\ld.,. lhHt 
:~~.bt~·~'~ AA .tdU~rnt>~ lu ·nr~n~ roh~t l>l~:bh;i:;' ·fo.-~:-tdvtntH.:·t& .i~ 11 t=t: Clippz:·~_.; 1i.h.1.i1~ ~ :;;:-.gx.lH~ril~:ttl rt~~~~$.i-, 

J~:~a~~~~ }~; lt~ferring.1::;:~ th~~ C'H~y\-o:~tt:hih°:m f:c."::( b~~ki fa :?.~p:r,~-~ii~ :;:tied.it~;g:; teql~hit:.~:t 2:.4 l1:e:.:H1r"i ~Jv~ttl~ed ~·~ti-~i. ~~e~lrn ·bru:~gtr~g.the is~nt~ ~Qt~ re:guhrr d~;y 
e~AnH .... 1~ 1rH~~~ti~~-:·"*''.;l'tith ·w~~~~td ·r~qa:h"~.·';-2 ho1~~i: notke, 111 olht~t' 'rto~J~~ fa~g,1B:wo~~d and th<;:; CUppeIB pl1q~n~:::JUHy· rt.n~,~~·h).b,,;.)1d ~ $~cl~J .n:~~ti~.g, 
fnr Wei (>thz~r ~::~~-~\.~r~ th~~~~ ·V:~ n:.dt~:~~ th~ ·~lniOHn1 ~.:.d n.olk~e "f{-:qult:~aj, 

'l11iH :ilAw~ <;;Kdmnw~ f;w, Int,,.~ a;nfo\j!'d wnten:i dl:icqih:q,; the pd:ilk<il nrm:<~ kngtk ,,t{fo ~i;ped li$ 1h~ ~Nnn rmy<-wt :t+::.wil.ern m foe 
r:umm\wlaitfaw,:> ):>ftwqm !ik Htiiwr rsrd Mi» J(i1i•<-> --· whkh '>'<'odJu 't <:Yt:ll b; pii'blk if nm far~ .kw;c~nil <t~\d mm~ \lnkr wll!l:ln Th# kwrn:H ~. h 
1b;.:=::rt: .~~ny·~ufwt:~8tk-:~r~ :::~t e~.~wril1g ~)1' ~-wGdJfng p~blk .tu~ioJvtn1~tlJ, 

At:n;rrd-fa:i)~. h). \)ffa~. ·cr~:r-£ttn~,~ ~~ 1~V:-7~f s.n~:q~ UK· City -~m, hib:ill ofM l~&k"t~'(~o<l ~x~n:u1rntrtHy gr<:H~l~) th~ 00tP;e]·~.:;;~t°k)t1 ·m.hl?t'>eO M1-. lhmt~r a.ntl }i,:tr. 
,fone<>. 1JfiJ¥M th1>Clty bread:wd <l l)&i'l Oslb:rrnfa biw.qiw'e.w::y kw lmu1.•m '3!!· fue l}rnwn Aet 

lll '~ .\I<mk le.; ktt<0i· W>.Jaede L;itey, tlio: tw i\l:i.g~b; ();a:mty l.>bcid AWmiey Cnrnkmi l'\:(f(i,<;>ted tl:iet:Iifoel.rivi~~tl;ptf Bmwz:i Ad ~id"tkt~>. 

"The dohtbtU vh:lw !'k<:•ll<H Ad ''"~!'2 ~(l ~t-P\?}::i<h il dlJ'u'I ~>:m Iff;t we wrJdjw\\ kt nwrn jp," kt <<akl fr, ll f'b(m~ .fnt,;rd~w. "lt 1wemi0 HJm 
Wl'.lldhlrJt; tl:w D!'LKiHrdd bi~ in•:rhi:d. i<" 

"Out Atlw >Xl<e pri11d;)k~ d' fo~ Rmwn Ad k lfa11 lhe pnblk h@" dg!Jt h) heHr imd dl:~tio'i;', a1tythi.riy tlm\ ~. k;;hbd»<: body $~.bjed ·w 
dw BNwu Ad b nAnii; ki l!J;ww;;>l '" If the ~~od ll~re w<m lo umh ann' tlw w•b\w d:itlu'l bm\' wh!.l.t thev w~re<>~hwllr gaiug tzi talk 
~bmt ... fod~ ,~,,;l:W;~y \dlw \<!Kr imd i;1;;,. ~vhh <A tl;;_; l3rn•wn Ad," ··· Dru:1 Si:i:Fkf, I'h1lt AlW?r/mimt t\<iili\km , " ·· 

Au1ou,g; <~t'l:i:e:r ptOY~-~·~if>·ng~ tht- l}f-o:)~~:n Ad :r:c_:~quir~m. ~Ay W~-~th~g ij:ge.1td a de~KT~l~'tlt~ U:~· ·~o ~\rh:e th~· fn:d~il~ tl t8,~ r.· Cha n{~:t· t~ p~rr.tfrdr.~at-t. w, by JlfO'·i<h~g 
th't pib!k wW1 It<>::n>~ ll<M IrMt~ di.K~ frm.n whkb !.l:my .llrn~l fo~n f\J·~% l::lr Hnrn!k~ ihc e*>~ntii! !J.~i:n!l'O .:,fihe b\J°'lul'i>i\l t\l b iXm$i<:kpd by''' k.•rnJ 
~J~f~U~Y~··' (~~rs.te."t~~ ~~ tt,:1te.& -~ ~~ ~-}~·~,".t't~od: i-liiil Uldl;.r'· i:i hf~~ :r.cat~~d tbt~ pt~fJM;,.~,(~ uf the.Ju~-~ i.5 2::.:.H 7 -p;:~~G~lhl£ t~J et1 ~'lire·~&: ·nut~~ putHc. ;~t::rrfri.or a~. pn~~Sbk, 
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"'fat l:huw11 A1:1 i'' dewr ii< 1h11i 1t.)1p.Jdf'! itt1w1 htlV<' t<i lw (ko;:;dbc1d li1 « wiw 1h1t1. k; bAh <N:~'llPl.k nnd W>t.· mi~i1>>%d.bg," hn NM m<' by ph9>Je, ~111" 
tid·: H~~t th~~ .~g~r~d ~t ii*~ff~ ·d·~)~::;n 1t tr~:~>~d io1~· ~u:~ytldng )·~l.>Hut the NltA~ ·~)~: .~nt a rt~~~~:" ot· th:f -t.1~f(V&~h\ f~t M:~y (of th:t, fi*~~·:i:~:5_1t ~h.a:~ AAtt· AAttM~J~y .at :b~'H.e 
h::;~~~-~ n~ k~:s it .~u~h:-ttd i..t*t· ~ 

-~re. J~-t:t th~ fi~""§1 thne ] u~h·i:;),:-(::.~}d h~t~ ~x~ ~ll~ tBJdt::r .~t-::nJtl ~v :nJ~:ted to tbt~ :Ekt~·::.~ .. ~~ -:At~ .. rn t~~:::t' th f.'.: $.:i:tUJe PA. v.;l~::) t.:.:?~f~h:·t~d \tr .. ($0tni:.;_; ~.Mk:~~tk~.ll!i 
p12ttu{'J 11 zois ktki: \() ;·lw hgkw•;;t>d Cfay ('.(:,undl iufm~·iliag th? (\.iw;d) llid Mnyix lk:lh :knd ·d()kfl0 fo~ Bwwu J\.;:lty i:ruhwfally l';;n()v\:i;g 
mi;n.ibtrn tJflhe pi:iblb fr\lm wi.mdl JJJi~<:tkwi dr.wlyfor ili'>~;:t1':einf witti tl:e 11'\yu/B .;i;iirrioiL~; 

J)~.;;pik it d.vcm:nt:nwd llfah:;ry \lf Hrt>Wl1 At~1. vfobti>>a~ lly llrn fogfow>'.'>(0 di:f.\fNt:rniw;ut, Mr., Suy<ler tdie.'i~;; it's 1m!fady tha.Dk>irkt A\t>:;rmw'~ 
o.hfo~-~";:'iH ~h1k~~·t' through Vlitb ·~UY si;t'tlifit,$.Ot :.~~~tkm, 

;:·l <ln:n = t l.1Jovt i:~f ~~ .~:h1~h;· i.n;:;ta nr:f,: ~d~<:.:re :;a :o:t~ trn~ bn~mgh t drn.rgw b~l~t~d on tb~ Ui\~~<)~: i~et.; ') ·b~ J<~ ht »1 ~ W tn~th(~rfa~ tb:1d.t.r t"t:c bw ~- but to 1~:.~y 
\m(W>'ldt;ii it't~ Mver hii.pp@~d," 

Beyond cdmhai pro<:N~ihn.gw, Iq;hwn'1Ai t•n.!d im bdd ii<X<Jimhbk J;i .:Mi cm.i.tt frM d1i0 .~ lkowr• Ad Md imist t>(:! l;in>l!gbt }'<lfok 00 iilf~ 1:•f 
!iw' a1ht,uJ vk¥\tlnu, it ;;;~.BW t,;; lw.. t<.••J hte fot @~d1;; tiilNi, 

''Tfr g<:od ta b.riug te lhe 1~tib.H~/0 ~JL.~uti~xu Ht(~.~-u .Aet vk~fath~:n~/~ he ::§1.l.hi. :.oE:s~~~~ .. ~dter the ·s9fa1:drs\,~~ for {~idl lhigatirnl ka~ J.Wi!.~ed tiwt &~ffir.ft tn~a~i 
th:..e ·wW d~.-y~~:- .for erltki~i~.g t~.(~ dly- go-v~~ru:m~rnt itrns.: :P:3.~::::;~~d~ <.: 
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY DISTRICT ATIORNEY$.S OFFICE 
BUREAU OF FRAUD AND CORRUPTION PROSECUT!ONS 

! PUBUC INTEGRITY DIVISION 
M '""'-"""""'"'"""~~"-""==-~'"" '~---~-----~~=~------~~-~ 

t;;' JACKIE LACEY ., District Attorney SCOTT K OOOOWIN " Dk:ectnr 
JOSEPH P. ESPOSITO ~ Chkf Deputy Dlt>tdtt Attorrmy 
VICTORIA L AO,AMS 11 Assistant District Attomev 

May 17, 20!9 

'fhe Honornb!e tviembers of the Inglewood City Council 
City oflnglewood 
I f\,fanchester Boulevard 
lng!e;vood, California 90301 

Re: Alleged Brown Act VioJatkum by City of Inglewood, Pl8M0132 

Dear Members of the Cily Cound!; 

'Dw PubHc Integrity Division received a complaint alleging that the Inglewood City Council 
violated the Rillph M., Brown .Act (Brown Act) at a special meeting on June 15, 2017, After 
reviewingr the agenda, \Ve have concluded that the Citv Council did violate the Act by faillne to 

• • ¥ 

provide a sufficient agenda description ofltem 1~ which involved an Exclusive Negotiating 
Agreement (ENA) behveen the City of Inglewood and fvfu:r.phis BGw! LLC, 

The fkmvn Act~ in Government Code sectkm. 54954.2(a)(J), requires that a locrll agency ''post an 
agenda containing a brief general description of each item of husineas to he transacted or discussed 
at the meeting," That section forther states, "A brief general description cf an item generally need 
not exct;,'Cd 20 words_" Courts have held Hmt although the description need not in dude every detail 
of a matter, it must be suf5cient to give the public "foir notice cfthe essential nature ofvthat an 

' ' 

agency will consider,'' and not leave the public "to specuhtti.on," (San Diegansjor Open 
Gavenunent v. City of Oceanside (2016) 4 CaL App, 5th 637, 645; San Joaquin Raptar Rescue 
Center ct al, v. C't1w1ty ofA1irced er aL {2.G 13) 2 I 6 Ca!. App, 4ih 1167, 11 'liL) 

The agenda for the special meeting listed Item l, the only item for open session, as foHovn;.: 

ECONOMIC AND COMMUNITY IJE'VELOFMEJ'•rr DEFARTffIE.?i! 
.:.._""-"'.'»»>.•.•.•.•.•.•»>»'>''''''''""'''''''''~'''''''''''''''''''>'''''''~~ ...................... ~~n..... • • ••• »»--~· 

Staff report recommending npproval of an Exdusive Negotiating Agreerneot (ENA) 
by and among the Cltyi the City oflngte»vood as Successor Agency to the 
Inglewood Redevelopment i\gency (Successor Agency}1 the Inglewood Parking 
Authority (Authority). and tvlurphy's bowl LLC, n Oeiaware Limited Liability 
Company {Dcvdopef}, 
Recornm.en<lntion: 

1) Approve Exclusive Negotiating: Agreem~11t 

Hall uf JusHct 
21 '.i West Temple Street, Gu!rn 1000 

Los l\J'lgelas, CA 90012 
(:?13) 251<f4;f5 

Pmc \213) 63:'.:HH*35 
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Notably omitted from the agenda description was ooy infurn:mticn o.f fue location and scope of the 
contemplated development project Per the report from the Economic and Community 
Development Department .and the ENA itself, the undisclosed potential project mvolved 
construction of a professional tmsketball arena on parcels of real. property owned by the city ns weH 
as private citizens ood businesses, Under t1te ENA! the city woo obligated r'to use its best eftbrts to 
acquire the parcels of real propert;I~ owned by private parties qy voluntary srue, or possibly by 
exercising eminent domain. faformation of the location and scope of the potentfal project was only 
made uvaflahle to the pubUc in the Economic and Commrutlty Development Depamuent's report to 
ilie mayor and city councilj as tvell as in the ENA itself, Those t\vo dom:ur1ents were prth"tlmably 
attached to the agenda dectronknlly on the dty1s web site, However, the Eh:nTu11 Act requires that a 
sui1idtnt rlescrlption be listed on the agenda hse1f ro give the public fair notice, The public does 
not bear the burden to inspect related documents to glean the es!lential nature of what tlm city 
council vrm consider. Therefore~ the agenda deseriptioo did not comply tvith the requirements of 
the Brown Act 

It should be noted that the deficiency of the agenda descrlptitm appears to bave been part of 
concerted eftbrts be~.veen representatives of the city and the M:urpay~s Bowl LLC to limit the notice 
given to the public, Evidence reveals LI-tat the matter was set for a special meeting rather than a 
regular meeting to reduce the time required to give public notice from 72 hmm to 24 hou.m before 
the meeting, Fnrthermnrei the genetic name ofMurphy1s Bowl LLC was used intentionally to 
otrfwcate the identity of the pn:rposed project ood those associated \vtfu it Although these tactics 
v/ern not violations pt~r se of the Brovn1 Act, they indicate concerted efforts to act cont.mry to the 
spirit cf the Bn:nvn Act. .Although the evidem::e is not sufficient to pmve that any rnemher of the 
city council participated in these .efforts to obfuscate, tire city u:.n.tnd1 bears the ultirrHtte 
responsibility to comply \Vith the Brown Act. 

Violations relating tu the agenda description cf sn item ofhusiness could render action by the city 
,council null and void. Howevt:ir~ because the complaint was received at1e:rthe time limits to remedy 
the •liolatio~ no action vlfil be taken at this time, Nonethelmm* we 1focerely hope that this letter vvm 
assist the city council in ensuring that such violations wi11 not recur in the future, 

Very truly youw, 

JACKIE LACEY 
District Attorney 

!f1 /< \ rt1 
By U";~ .:::Z,. j\ ''~.J/\i 

N fl . ..._.,;; t .~.~ \\~, 

Bjomgodd 
Deputy Distri.ct Attorney 

cc~ Kenneth R. Crunpos. City Attorney 
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1\Iarch 24~ 2020 

Mindy VVilcox1 / 1JCP1 Planning f\1anager 
Citv of lnzlewood, Planning Division 

¢ ~ . ~) 

One Vv'est Manchester Boulevard 1 4th Floor 
Tng1ev:ood, A 90301 
Tbecproject@Jci tyofl ng1e\vood .org 

Re: Cornr:nents on the Draft Enviromnental Irnpact Report for the Inglmvood 
Basketball and Entertainrnent Center CIBECJ, SCH 2018021056 

Dear I'vls. \:Vilccx: 

On behalf of the Natural Resources Defense Council and our :rnembers in Inglevvood and 
tl rl 1 p·! ~ it(,,., 1ifr ~ 1 l ··'> ' l"• .. ··t th'• fr1L"'·.: P- --.~"t " ··" t r tl1·f' I) '·ft 1·~ '-" ,: ·".\. t'" 1 1, J,\:>.1UL .,aL .Jf,1 . .a, /Vt. SU ,1,.Ul .e .J ,._,1,Vl.Hn Cd .. 11.11.iCH S JD. ,~ . ra. r.nl1f0HD.1t.n d .. 

Impact Report (DEIR) prepared for the basketball arena project proposed by applicant 
'1>·f,· '! ,,•' n .... 1! ··.., ·1 ··I' lf' f··ti.., ... (~' 1 ' "'" ... B·: .;l"otb·: 1l t ... , (th0 ''P'' · '"'") n'. drp.ay s nuv. oh )L,Jd.i. o. u.e ,11pecrs .. Mi:iAc ... al ed111 .. ,.. .1.0Jeet . 

Introduction 

As a preliminary matter, we note that the Project is materially different from that 
ap1Jrnved hv CAJZB under }'ill 487. "flus is so because the nrotected GHG emissions for 

,._, ~- , ~ ,,,1 

the Prcdect are much higher and there is less in the way of mitigation proposed. In 
S11')1''t I1°t i')1"'"'I'"t1'r1cr (""·H· lq •"'P'1<l's 0 1' "'·f'S i'r·,--r·:'.>":><::.01.1 1)'" h.>yf)/ .f'(Jn1n'"'t'~1·1g. tl}'"' l'F·nR t.o ti}'"' ,Af.l ,,.! ,,, . , .. ,,, ,,, }'IL. Cl, ... b .. J .. J >, ..... H , i':l. \,,< i> <-v ~,..<~,,,,,«,l [., J V <.) .. 0 v. . .!.""·. L .. '"· ,,, ... L.!.. -., '"· ,, .. i"\, .) 

987, to 496,745 1VITC02e frorn ;304,('i83 MTC02e~ \vhile proposed mitigation tneasures 
are not as robust 1\ccordinglyj the timing and other project proponent benefits of AB 
"8,...,., ... ,tl" .,, i]d ·r1nt· ·:" l"Jf<'1 t·n ·tl'l6 . P· ·r,.)·i ·::, .. , .. !. j{, tit.,) •.. , '"'. >J ... 1J. .. J u . •~, l../ ... L .. 

In acklition, the Project relies heavily on statements of overriding considerations to 
mask the 41 significant adverse enviromnental impacts that ostensibly cannot be 
mitigated tci insignificance. 'l11is is ludicrous in cor1nection vrith a project that has little 
or no social utility for the residents Inglcvr"ood who vviU bear the brunt of these 
. , 1 d' < 11 , , ' d ' '1 11 d d ., 1mpacts --··me lL mg tnore air po ut10n man alfea. y neav1 y-po .ute" area ..... an, \v!1o 
"'r'"' t1rit tl1'"' ta~'cr0t "•11·.:J1' '"'!11"'0 f"e.t' CX']!C11 '<1'·qo n1··l"f"."'5d('-1.1":>) '-y:, ~ls- 0t1·y>1J t1' ")rof 0 a ,,.. . ,,. . . '·' ·< ·'· h'" u ... u ,,... '-·'-· j .. ~" ,. ·~ .. "".' e l" . d.u, .. i'.').o. j .. (, ... l ~,,;, ... e .l u . "·· \,; .. \.<v .. ,,,. 

1 
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Inadequacies in the llElR 

A., Failure To Address Enufrunmental Justice Impacts, 

There is no analysis of environmental justice throughout entire DEIR1 except for tvvo 
passages c1aiming that no analysis is needed: DElR 3.2-J.6: "'As described above, in 
genetal CEQA does not require analysis socioeconomic issues such as gentrification1 

displacement) envirom11t:mtal justice1 or effects on ''comnumity character." .A.nd ;J.L:J-56: 
"There are no applicable federal regulations that apply directly to the Proposed Project. 
Hmvcver, federal regulations relating to the Arnericans vdth Disabilities i\ct, Title VT, 
and E:nv1ronmental ,Justice relate to transit service:' 

This is incorrect because~ anmng other things,. there is a significant federal approval 
needed for the Project in the form of an Fit.i\, appruval because of the Project's proximity 
to Los Angeles Internatic.rna1 A.irport. Moreover, the California 1.\ttorney· Genera1 has 
opined that local governments have a role umler CEQA in furthering environmental 
Justice; see 
11th~":•/ / '''-''>(} '~'.' "'''«:I "''t'"P / 'ill /f'.'ll'"P / ''hTHrC·'·b /rr1fP / 0 11'ij, t'Oll.fi1C'·l1t /PJ, 1''.;:t"* Nl}PPt n ,;Ji~· ("''''''''"<:;"'"''1 
1..,,. t:w,..)..:J,.~ i \J<:~0 ... ~.)~~5<.:_..,f.., l >..."-<:A t.;,.)'{ <::..,, , t.;,.)'{ <::x0 »°¥ i );;;.~~-.. J ;_;)', ~,:. c ~~ .. ,,,_, J -.....,__ <.. t.,,is ~ '-'·'"· .,.~l1,, · <..t\..·<;,....$,_,,,....._,.>.;:i\.,...,tJ 

11 1· l ) ~f'l d ,, h' f., '1 ' ' '' , f' lYnR h ' 1 ::1 fr arc 1 20, 2020 . 1e reme, y tor t 1s m ure is recffcrnatwn o a . , r •. 1 t .at inc lK es an 
, ' ' . 1 , env1ronmenta1 JUStlee ana ys1s, 

B. LZ;,;;e Qf'Irnproper GHG Baseline 

I. 't ' ' .. · t·: 'l ,, ... ,,.,l' ' t' ') ., 'J ,. • '" ·1" ,. {},,_, t·1'· · n ' l • 't· ,, ,..,.,.., ) · · t ~ tt .,., ' ·it ·:i· ·~· ') ' ',, ' · l·i "' .n1sm11a .JfJi..·IC&Kntff1(e1.n.)9o/, 1£.1,ICJeC frL,.i..<Cnen.d. bJ4 et ,c1ncreasei,1~, 
GHG CEQA baseline by ass1mting that the venues from which events would move to the 
Project "vould remain tmused forever on the dates of the transferred events. Alter 
nush1vwl· fr.rq1 CARB 'md etlPrs in,,+1.rlinq NRDC thP Proj'ect pronOIY'Ilt at-1,,rdofl.P"'i t-· > "'(... ,,.,... .:,..,, ,_J"" J;, ·..i.. i.... - ,,_) t:. -....:~ & ""'t .. -""" .<;,,.. .y_, ~~ ,,,._, , ~ ......_, •• _ t". \_.-, c L<'.~ __., . .\. ..... ......_ . ...,,.~. 

But the original them')' has resurfaced in the DEIR. Having obtained the benefits of AB 
q87 h•> '.lYUl"'lrJO its inifr1l ft'l1lUfitifir>d) r)nsitinp tb ·' Pre 1' ect f"Y" P<Cll ''·'lJ t slniil -j qc t P'1'Y _ .. z ,, . .,.._,;. y t. , {... .. 6 . ·e( .... . . "' \ .. Ji. .J ..... ...,.,, .... . ~ ....... ..;:;. ... ~~ ... t:. . . J.. ...... .~/~:.. ·-d~ ... J e . , . {, ....... . t.. A. . J . ~t.. "" 

•; ·::. '1.l]PVl'~(:l tn t"'X'/Pf'·t ·t{·'i th,1t ·ne ·-·.1' t1' r·;r1 ir'\ nr,_,J ·::er tP r·~c i'sp ti'\'',\ C''E•. [\/\ l''';ts:>->11'11"·' '•r<d rPAt·'· ,,.,,, i' t···. l t, rt.: ....• ln-~ ..... ~ .... . ··.> t.\..,,,. ... '>..-..::..i:.<. '>,..· t..>~Jti x ~ ~ .. .::- ..._..) (H .. ,,...:.. ....J ~ .. J ..._ .c.......- l.:i..t.~- ....$\..f.r\ ._..(!';;._::-.J..,,.. t. >...;o ... *' ~~u l).C'5...... ti 

GHG mitigation requirement. 

C F'oilure To Properly Analyze And ltiiti9ate G.HG And Air ()uality Impacts 

The South Coast air basin is in extre:me non attainment for ozone1 1.vith a 2024 

attainment dead1ine. Failure to rnect the attainment deadline can 1ead to federa1 
sanctions that vvm effectively shut dovvn the local economy. The South Coast AQl\ID 

2 
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plan to reach ozone attainment relies on an enormous level of reductions in oxides cJf 
nitrogen (NOx), mostly from mobile sources such as cars and trucks. But the Project's 
projected emissions go i.n the opposite direction and the DETR fai1s to require sufficient 
mitigation. 

The DEIR adrnits this. For example, 

Irnpact 3.2-5: Construction and operation of the Proposed Project, in 
·•1)113··u11et'1 c i·i .. ~/1 tt1 c,·tl1eJ' ,. ... u,n· ·11l,c1 t t" '"" d· e''"'l ·'lnt11"'"1·t· "!l'.)'1.ld· t'es"lt· J· 1-i C....... . ~~,·. ) . . ')i' • .!. ,J ... 'v L .. ·µ ~,...,. "\.·'-"' _,,'>,.t::'. l'_t-··-"··'-"J.. .. ·~ '):f( 1... .. ·~- ~--~-· ... 

inconsistencies with impkmentation of applicable air quality plans. 

In addition, the DEIR bases its calculations of criteria pollutants from motor ·vehicles on 
tl1"' 1711,1·,.·'/'-(~ '.F)1'7 r; .. ~ri,ir'l ,::iPit'"1<Jp,,.•d ·~11.d P1~1'1t1t,:.in'•d l'>» tL1•" (~·1l'1frir1·~·1·::i i\lf' R1"'S<J11r,~·"'s .. c r.n. r .. :·• .. -'· .,. ·'·"· '·-~ u .. , "· .. e<... ~· ... 1.. ..•. u,, ·'· .o., .. \:.,<..- ,,,.} .• .! "· .~, ·'· . , ~. ·'· ·'· . '"'· , ,. • • ..t., 

Board (CARB). But EJ\lFAC 2017 is now obsolete because the federal government has 
purported to rescind the EPA vvaiver for CaJifornia's zero-emission vehicle programj and 
that program's effects are baked into EIVIFAC 2017- The result is that EI\·IFAC 'NiH 
tmderreport err1issions. That probicrn 'WiJl be exacerbated when, as expected, NHTSA 
'WP • h· t ·'fr· <;;, •• ·~,.fr :i S '\FF '' 10 ''l ' I ,,'!} •0·lc ~ ti 0 ·~') "'" '· t .. , ,,. · a '' l l"" ,Jt'Xl.L116d es . ,e ,JJ-•".d. el.. ~.c ... , hl ,., 'h .. 1lC .. 1 'lid.1 t """ UCe 1,.. '"·df.10td .e avera0 e ille 

el1·11'ss1' e,'1 (C"' AJ«'l:<'.'1 ~·t'l•fl•<':l'1•rds i11 ·("\~l1'1··~, •. ,,,.n1' '~ 't11d· l}'dir<l)'Mlt:ie ··1"·11•s ,~h'<•n·•q"" ,,-rl11'{>1~1l'."'11()t , :... :... ~, • .,,..,::, •• ·..1.-""1.. D·j .:..Jr <..:.. .,i.:,;,,1(..>; .... .-. >M...>:. ~'·"'~ M. (. .;.:.. .(,~.·.;,.,,;.•f.-f. Pl'-.>:.-•-.: '"" ..&.(..., :.,,.... • .;;.<..': J:.~':)~~ Pl..>.- v..f 1.."') _, 

reflected in EIV1FAC 2017, vlil1 make the projections in the DEIR substantially too loh', 

This problem is true for transportation-:related GHG emissions as wdl because the zero
einission 'Naiver revocation and lmver Hect mileage requirement v1,i11l result in more 
GHGs from cars and trucks than the DETR and EMFAC 2017 assume. Thus 1 DEIR 
underreports projected criterial pollutant and GHG emissions, and that problem vdll get 
worse over time 

Even if the DEIR air quality and GHG projections were accurate, which they are not, the 
mitigation measures in the DEIR are inadequ;:tte, especially given the number of 

,, 1 , < 11 < ostensm y unrmt1gata :i e In1pacts, 

3 
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Shuttle buses should be zero-ernission vehicles, starting on Day .L ZE buses are 
available today fron1 a number of vendors~ including HYD in Los Angeles County. 

Aspirational mitigation measures and "incentives'' to reduce e:missions NOx 
should be replaced with rnandatory measures. The DEIR adopts J\iitigation l\ieasure 
3,2-1(d), requiring the Project provide "[i]ncentives fcff 'Fendors and n1ater1al delivery 
trucks to use ZE or NZE trucks during operation." (DETR1 p. ;3.2-7L) Similarly, 
Mitigation I'vleasure 3.,2-{c}(3) only requires the Project to '' shall strive to use zero
emission (ZE) or near-zero-emission (NZE} heavy-duty haul trucks du.ring construction, 
such as trucks v>fith natural gas engines that rneet CARB's adopted optional NOX 
e.missions standard CL02 g/bhphr." (DElR, p, 3,2-88,) In contrast~ IV1itigation 
Measure 3.2-2(c) specifies that use ofTier 4 off-road diesel-po'>vered equipment rated at 
50 horsepovrer or greater "shall be included in applicable bid documents, and the 
successful contractor(s) shaH be required to demonstrate the ability to supply compliant 
equipment prior to the comn1encement of any construction activities," (DETRJ p. 3,2-
88,) 'fhere is no shcrNing in the DETR that making Measures 4,3-1(d) and 3,2(c)(3) is 
infeasible, Given the significant impact on the AQivIP, either such a sh(Yvving of 
1'1·11·'p:><01't.Jl'litv JYl.l'S't h"'. fll";{lt .. > ''·JVd '°Ltr<f'Jnf'l'''.·'·:l 1YV <xp}·'"°t'll·lti::.ll i::•'!l, f:1>·'f1(.'P nfn tt1•··' 11.l'·":·lS.LlY'P<O 11.lU'····t· •. ....._.,i,;.,.j._.,3 t, * ~/ .. 4, ~-:-... ~.)"'i-..... • u .... J . ......_. v. .. *' ).; 'J:·-'.t ~~.f. !'..-$ ..... ~ ..... L~.r -~~..._.s .... h..J l:, *"" i...,.,'1:. ~ .. J..,,,.""' ·"-"::e .. ...) l-:--.,,, """""--:.. .. ..:.. .......... ..::::e i; 

be rnade rnandatory. 

Electric vehicle parking for the Project must be provided. The electric vehicle 
parking needs to conform vvith applicable building code requirements in place at the 
time of construction. Electric vehicle charging stations must be included in the 
project design to aUm;•/ for charging capacity adequate to service a11 electric vehicles that 
,.,...,:-::i:11 1"' ........ .:t.f'.1rs 0 r1·'.>b1"\' y >~ ·:-J:. '"'X'f)l."' n.tt_."") -~ t" '1t1>r1·· Y'.'(f ....... _:c ·tl"1· s dit~'k ~el ·11 ....... ~~· ,...,:1<1":-·t \J~ ... ~·<' <J. <> J bt t; 'k <C .,;.U .U t, .i . .'A .... i .. , .. ,;,V.;.. Ckl.u.1.1:: .. i. • 

Each building shottld indude photuvoltaic solar panels. 

'·1···1 f> ,.I.,· ., ' ·1 ·•,. t' ,,. .. , ·1·,; · ·' 1 11. .. f.: •. '· rr ··· · t ''l'l) lV) i • ·ic w " .,. h ·· •· ·· ./ 0 ·1 t· · . 1~ .. ian.spcl vl .!u;.l ... emdllU J.VJ .•. d..at,emen t .... l .l PtCild.m l.dtbt ! .. <e l('\l.fk.c .0 

quantify the criterial pollutant and. GHG reductions expected from the TDfvf measures. 

The GHG reduction plan also must be revised so as not to defer development of 
n11tigation measures, and to quantify the measures selected, 
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Purchase and use of GHG offsets must meet CA.RB standards for cap and trade 
ft.. 'rL 1 .. } 1·~·1·R' ' ::l · ·· t' l · · 1 '·· , ' o sets, .1. ne .:r .fa .. · .. s en Ure c escnpt10n o . t 11s pfJtent1a mmgat1on measure 18: 

CadJon offset credits. The project applicant rnay purchase carbon offset 
·>·~·nd1' t ., tll'll ·p-·jppt tl> ·.·:, ·~'f.>Ol rir'f~r11··.<11f <.< nf i-1·11' <: l.,j:; f">cff"'P1·1 (~C:jI'l}f' r1 "'jfi"H.>t .,1··e>d1'ts ClvU s .~, •. ,.vv ;.t:~vY.'-•·· •. e. ""''''·"-'.:·a ~•;:;,.ael· "· ... d .• \., ""' c u.' 

t]·1•1 ·'t he "e·· .,. '1·fi•e··d· ·1.-,.'-:' a:• .. "' a;. i')J''fC ... ·,pci rc.zr; >< ~-1"'' -1 r ~J l'rP,·l""''·"e··d ''""";"'tr"· 1· "- a11 ""·i1·t··1' hi .... 1.. :~·.., L~.,., '\. s. . . t-. ~)..) .-3-.. t · .t" J .)\..;,.,-..,. xtift).J..~...-~- )" &:'l.k.S.1~- .~..,t-· l-~o;, · ·"-·'-·;::,.t-. ..;t< . ..) )..,, ';;;. v;.: .. t.) 

approved by Cl\RB to act as an ;'offset project registry" to help administer 
parts of the Compliance Offset Program under Ci\.RB's Cap and Trade 
Regulation, Carbon offset credits shall be permanent~ additional) 
q)J'"'"'t1'f'"1)1':'.> ''>*"'>d i:>1·~t',._,v'(""-1"'l~, \.. '· n.u . . .ta .. c ~ <,.u , .;; .. 1 . U.!. \..'. .:..(t Ji.>;;., 

Ifaving a CARB-arrqroved registry is not the same thing. as rec1uiring CARB-ar}p. roved 
~-' - J:' ....... ,, '"" ..... ~-' '. 

nfl\;el en'~ fr\s ' +1i .,h 'll'C Jlrz1it · . .,·l iP s'.TIF' 'HJ ·l stri ·,flv l"'c0 uht:.>A TlY' r·'<Si'Jents ··1f ,, . ·'·., .. t "'· ~ A. C. ~. .• , t.C • ,,.1_ J t. c .C .... (.,,.,, 1.b .,J "'"'' . .., t.,. c._ , c. 

Inglevvood. should not be subjected to a h:'.'.Sser standard. 

AdditionaJ local1 direct measures that shculd be required before offsets are used 
include the follo\ving:: 

L Urban tree planting thrcrughout Ingle1vood, 
2. 1\fass transit extensions. 
3, Subsidies for weatherization of hmnes throughout InglevvoocL 
4, Incentives for carpooling throughout Ingle~Nornl 

I.t·· r···"11tiv 0 s· for ntll".'.tl:;tS>·' .()V the n11';l1' "'. (··/ lny' ·::•r1·11' s.s1' P<f) Vf'l11' ···lr.>s ~)" lvt. ~ ~:-.. J .... ~ t" . ~ .... 1 ,.,,. :-.. ...,,,,. ... ' ·~..::..i: ....... t'' t .::., ~ ......... J ,..;, '\> t,*· . .:,., :-..,• .... .... .> . . ......- , .C.:;:_...,,,,. ..... ~ 

6, .Free or subsidized parking for electric vehicles throughout Ingle\voot..l 
7. Solar and '-Vind pov.Ter additions to Project and public buildi11gs1 i,.vith subsidies 
for additions to private buildings throughout Ingievlood. 
8. Subsidies for home and businesses for conversion from gas to electric throughout 
Tne:1cv:ood. 

io:..../ 
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9, 
10. 

H. 

R f•_n1">.P(~n1'"I1·t .rf CP;t<' vra.-te~· ll'''""l'''r"' 1"'11 l1c111PS' t!11'nt·•cfl'01 it I11"'l"''"'O"'-d ~'....-t.'' <..t ""'....- t. ,),,,, ~1(<. 0· y\ ~ S,,...a S,,.., O . J ......_" ·;,..,,. ,,,; .!.~( A ,,., . .,. ,f; l. i.'l' ,,.,f ~ 

( ,, <· _, f"'>' :i 1 l } . < h h f ' ' vTCatwn Ot 2 I Ort aJ e .10Usmg Umts t fOUg OUt 1ng1evVOOCL 
Promotion of anti-displacement measures thn::mghout Ingle1.vood. 

,-1···1 0 0 ~1 r,-, ,_, ., · 't' ,.;.t -· · ii,~- '1 ~ ,t-1 " l -~-; "'. Y ·"t'' · ,~ t "--} 1y1 ~-1 0 ]) , __ • -. 't \ :11 . L ,,.c)n"}.a.ctc ac I\-,} afo .• 01 )A .. 1.m.c lk.t16 i.mp:i."' ;,. C.H:\1.el.. t} t 1,_, lUJec AI .. 

foreseeahly result in displacement of current residents '~vhile rents increase and rental 
tmits are taken off the market to be put to alternative uses. However, the DEIR denies 
that indirect displacement '""ill occur. (DEIR 3,12-16 to -17.) 

CaHt~::wnia courts have acknovdedged the human health impacts of proposed actions 
"i' b" t' l' .,, '-t '-" .,,_., -, ' t -' · fl"rl- ·>~'<,'h«>/ "f (~''070 ,,,.,. f!vr J "" r Cr-1 f-r"' ., ' (~':h "'•f' lUUfL e d \J:,11111 _(; dL~,(.!lL1 -i Lf,!. _ L.>,Li ·v 1.~,._c • .Ai_t,_,Lh,".>,, "' AAJU ___ .,,},1.., Ul. L •. /L.;,;/ I.; .• 

Bnl,,,.,,,_.r;.oft·i·' t')''('4") "'>4-- C"' .. _,1 i'Iw' 4' ·t1·1' 11°4-- ·1•:.-1c_">-1: '>'1·()' "''"'" ,.,/<::o C,Efl} 1"-'t-11·,:1e"11'1-1•"'S 8 vJ\..vs ~f to> ... ,~ \_..,.:;.,.~.)t ""'~ ..J.-.:· (..{ ,. .. ti. _:..tJ... .l .·. (). ) --~ '7 ~-4. .. > .._, . ..,., . ..,_, \..~-~(·.· ··· ... l.,.,··1 \ .. J ~ .. J <.,,..} ..• ~Jo 

15126.2 subd. {a) [EIR .must identi(y ''relevant sped.fies of ... health and safety problerns 
caused by the physical changes.'']), Human hea1th impacts from. displace.ment are real 
and. are not merely speculation or social impacts. There have been m.m1erous cases 
v<here health effects to people 1-vere inadequately analyzed. (Corrmrunitiesfor a Better 
Environment v. City qfRidmwnd (2010) 184 CaLApp4th 70~ 81~ 89 [EIR inadequately 
addressed healt11 risks of refinery upgrade to members of surrounding cornrnunity]; 
Baken::;field CStizensfor Local Control, supra, i24 CaLAppAth at i219----1220 [EIR was 
inadequate because it failed to discuss adverse health effects of increased air poliution]. 
Here) the DEIR needs to address the effects on the environrnent and hurnan health 
reasonably forseeable as results of construction and operation of the Project 

Conclusion 

The DEIR nmst be revised and recirculated to account for its many deficiencies. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

D;;rvid Pettit 
SeP1' nr' "'ttr11''f}.Pi,r ~ ..... - ·.>'.<l_ ,_,) J'.!,_ "-....• '-·~} 

Natural Resources Defense Council 
1;314 2nd Street 
Santa IVI.onica, California 90401 
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htrk'. 28, 2019 

Kate Gordon, Director 
Crovernor's Office of Planning and Research 
I 400 Tenth Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Director Gordon and Chair )\Jicbols: 

Ivfary D. Nichols, Chair 
CaEfoniia /\ir Resources Board 
1001 I Street 
Sacnunento, C/\ 95814 

\Ve ·write to convev concerns 'Nith the hrn.lewood Basketbu!l and Fntertainment Center llHEC} ~ - \ . 

,,1mlicatinn ~nhn1iti''d for certific1tion l"l'l''-'P•mt lfJ A Ii Qf;.7 fKmrh<:rer-Dove} ChnnY"''' 961 ~~--~··· ..... ······~ ·•···· ·•··••·· ........... ~. ,,., ,.,.. · .• ·(,, •• · -~~:-.. ..... ~ ..... ~.~-· o:.. .<: :1...;c; •• ··" ,. •·· ..... ~;:;-... ~-c .. · ··· , .. ·::. ~--.~--t··l-'<-'~- - v .. ,. 

Statutes of 20 ! 8. 

AB 987 wns the (irodutt of more than a vear of intensive legislative deliberation::;, Following the 1 ~' ~... k 

f«frure of q J"•red''Ce'.':<:()f hi]! JP ")() j 7 V'e JYH'[l!~JIY':lkd in ff"7f'\li '·ltif'JF' 'Hh.i be"dllP~ \VheF' :i.,., , ... .:. ·' ........ ""'·--.~--- , __ • . •. .;,.,.,'I... ) ':. ... • .... . <:-"· ••• l - ,,, ... ""-·E~ ...... .,,,...;:. ..... -~ ... ,; ,...,.(._.,. :-.... ~~ ... .., e:··-· . .... """ 

testirnony ;.vas taken, co1Ti1nitmcnts were rnade, and arnendme.nls Yvere adopted. \Ve supported 
t I " i·-· ,, I . • .. ,' ,. ' ,. ·f"' A !j f) \) '7 '"• '"',,' ·~ .,,. lj ' ' ·e> .,,. . ,. " ' ' ., • •. ··J t"! '"' !. ' • , , . ~· ' i '" "'''' <-1' . "'' '- k .. ll1'lt \'CbHA1 IJ . n.u .> r:JI :spt:.U I !Cd.L) Os: .. Ld\l'.'.lt'. h ! dlSfa .1"-' Odt C(.>lH!.,dff.(~ ><J t::AhJll,;;, 

requ1.rements of ,\B 900 and the Cn.Hfhmia Environmenta! Quality /\.ct {CEQA) generally. In 
particular, AB 987 requires the applicant to achieve more stringent and specific standards Jiw 
n1Jtigation of traffic and greenhouse gas {GllG) emissions. 

\Ve have reviewed the IBEC application and are disappointed to find that it meets neither the 
letter nor the spirit of AH 9B7. The application dairns to meet /\B 98Ts standards, but fa.lls 
short in. several significant respects. The result is & prcjecl that rnay not even .r.neet rninimum 
standards fbr mitigation under CFQ./\, much Iess n;present. an "environn1ental leadership" project 
rnu:ting extraordinary standards that j nsti l)' expedited judicial review. 

SpecificaHy, the applicant's GHG analysis greatly overestimates baseline emissions in order to 
reduce the ·_oro1· cc:.Cs net GHG emissions. B·v makinu. novci and unsubstantiated assurnpAions 

( ' ,,. ,,,...,. 

about the project dnnving evt:'.nts :.-nvay fron) existing ve1mcs, the apphtation c<mtrive;o; net 
emissions /{Jr conslrnction and 30 years' operation of 156,643-158,63 ! tcms. This estirnate 
stands in sharp contrast to the estimated net emissions of 595,000 tons of!orcd by !he applicant's 
consultants \vhen the GHG conditions were negotiated last August. The approach used in the 
appl.ication stands the argurncnt 1hc applicant used last year against GHG neutrality requircrnents 

that !ngiev;ood is lransit starved compared to Staples c:cnter ···· on Its head, 
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To rnitigate this artificiaUy lovv estirnatc of net GlTC.1 erni.ss.ions, the appUcant proposes the 
Transportation Dc1nand rdanagcmenl (TD?vf) program/targets (47N48% of total) and 5{Y%1 of the 
reductions attributable to the LEED Gold cerfrfo:at!on (23>1} oftotnl), both required by the 
!1!JL I'hcy claim this gets to 49,5N5JJ 1 (}'!>of required reductions, conveniently achieving AB 
fJ''7'c: l"··· ... j C'}•·{(~ ··'t: ··r<''·',. ·' 1·1.,, '· r·~';('"'(!/. D,, J' :l ~-II' ~ .,,,·. ("'J··-1• (""'• · .'., ... ; ·· '" ·.:\ ,., < · ' 1,"' l . (~ , ,_, (H.:,l ... .i - ..... 1 n .! ! 1g,\XhJH ,\!>.H o '" 1 ,· o. 1J > .ov. t:kl . mg Jh .. t J . j ernt:;:<>,tHL-, tfk .1pp1 I(;an · 

cfrcu1nvents the need !o rnake any ofthe local GHG mitigation investme1Hs. and associated 
cmnn1unity benefits, touted \vhen the bill was before the Legislature. 

To '"~hiev·e '-""''P net (if JO ,-;n i·v::i1Y'r tI"" 'lP!~x;c,,1tion 1·wpi'ect" rbp balm1ce of erri~--icm r"--:!tr'.tion:-. \.:-.r..... :-, ,t:.,.~:-, ._:t ' "·•' • ·~ ''-• ,.l.~. ~ ..... '~· .~~ (. • )' .:-~•."<·>~ • .•. )~ ...... ~ '"'· ""-• ,• , , ' >.<. .~ •• M.'.') ( •.. :t:\. .J..,..,, . ._ ... ~ 

(47N't8J};; of total) from unspecified olTs:ct projects and potential GJIG co-benefits attributed to 
Hie rec1ui1w:l "''10 millJon ''l0":u1 >:tir inv"'"ITll'~lli 11•-fvvrh 1\B 987 l''Y!Uire~' offret" to he !ou:ll if ' ,. t,.., ... p.__ . .... . ..... '"'... ""'" ........ ~ ·' l;;.. •. •. <i.,.-,) ..... "'.... " . ''·· !j._ ··";:::;;;·" .>... • •• ,._ \,,,.... • •• - •• ._. • ·'··· ~$ ... ··' . '·.· ol. . '· 

fcnsiblc, and tirnitcd to prc'.jects in the tJnited States !n nny case, the Hpptk:ation includes no 
details on ho\v these requirements 1vill be met. 

Because nearly f oftbe GHG reduction obligation is attributed to the TTJtv1 program, it is all 
tbc more irnportant that frw measures in the TLJfv1 program are real comTI1itn-1ents that 1vill reduce 
tbe n'l.i!lions of nt:h' vehicle trips generated by the project Ho\vcver, the TDtd progrnxn consists 
n'' '{ ''Y-'U'~ ''tr,..,. cd't1t1''0ntl-1rce''tblc nn,1ls not n~'ll nm1mihrnts !n i11v'"''I in lr,,ffk F'''!uctlon ~., t y, ~ ~- b ~' ~4. ··)··/ ·> • . \.." •. • -~· "'-· .•• t:: -~ (:. ' ~ .... ... ..... (. . ·' ,. ' :i. ""-' '-· ........ ... ,.. ~,,") • ... • '"4 " ... ,. -1i;.,.,\_. . ' ' . > 

If ify, rwlJ·e,-·r ·pFw:.eerls 'i<:: nropzy.::e"l tir r~<::Ph 1,,..ill lY'~ mon• h)r"ll traffi·'• 'm'l 01ir l''Pllutior in · "· 'll-.,· t' ~-··, ~ .... ·-~ \_."" ""~··· ( ...... ~ r·" ·'"·.,·· ---· ...... "': .~ C ~-~--- ,,., ~' .,"E::: . ,.,_._,.,.. ..... ,..<. ....... \..: :1.. "" <. } ... ,. .~ .. 

lng!e'<vood m1d surrounding co.nun unities in the Los Angeles region, and none of the local 
investment to reduce CrHCi emissions that .AB 987 would require based on a realistic: accounting 
of the prr.}jcct's .net ernissions. This wi!l shortchange the very cormnunitics the project purports 
to benefit, 

Certification of a substandard prqjecl also v.:ould be unfair to other applicants and may set a 
orecedent which underrnines rneanin2.fhl (JH(J rnitigation and Ion'g-term clirnatc g_oals, 
::: .,,,... ..,_.,, . l).,.-

Just as 1.ve supported i\B 987, we are prepared to support a project that meets its requirements, 
! 1 I'··· ·t"· ''t··· 1'" <. 't•' .. ,. i<'""' t ·f:' h ., ti 'I[)!:;("(. -~1· •.< t*., , ' ''( ·I,,,. ,.,', "'t un u1 uru e1.h iv .l ,) i;;t,dl'.n . orn.,, 1.e . a"--· sp;, Ka ,on is 110 Ukh pH,Je ... , 

The apptication should not be certified as submitted, \Ve ask you to direct the applicant to 
\vithdraw the application, so that it may bt'. revised, resubmitted, and promptly revicv;ed. 

Sincerely, 

District 

!f 
.~ />, .. -if ·-'"'-w~'""" 

. / //f / ' h 
\ i /il/ry i f'" 'l( ....... , / 1Vj//<·l &/iA/1 

' j ' ~- \..,&«•\/;/ v' ..... ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,:...,, ............................................................................. l ....................... . 
Af'."ttnbl' rncmb,,,, Kc' 1in 1'k:{'-q't' 1 h:<.fd;·• 

.• .,~ ... ( · / • ?Vx ~ ,:--_ ...... -~,. }"! I"·'·····.·'·'···' 
""1 
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https://vvww.dailybreeze.com/2020/03/24/clippers-will-buy-the-forum-for-400-million-so-they-can-build-a
new-arena-in-inglewood/ 

Clippers will buy The Forum for $400 million 
so they can build a $1.2 billion arena in 
Inglewood 

Legal battles between Madison Square Garden Co. and the 
NBA team threatened to deraH the $1.2 bHHon project 

The Forum on Wednesday, October 16, 2019 in Inglewood, California. (Photo by Keith Birmingham, Pasadena 
Star-News/SCNG) 

By ~i.?_~Q_1LI::l_g_11yy I jh©nryl,[_'.1}~_\:EK.\:Qm and _\l__i_i:j_<1_1_1_1 ___ S_w<:tP5QE I m5Yf<1_1_15QEl,[_'.l),~~:__t_1_g_. __ (:_qm I Pasadena 
Star News 
PUBLISHED: March 24, 2020 at 4:58 p.m. I UPDATED: March 24, 2020 at 6:38 p.m. 

The owners of the Los Angeles Clippers will buy The Fomm concert venue in Inglewood for 
$400 million as part of a settlement agreement with Madison Square Garden Co .. 

The agreement ends years oflegal battles that threatened the feasibility of a proposed $ 12 billion 
Clippers arena in the city that soon will be home to an adjacent $5 billion NFL stadium for the 
Los Angeles Rams and Chargers. That 18, 000-seat arena just south of the new NFL stadium will 
still move forward. 
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Under the newly formed CAPSS LLC, the Clippers' owners will continue to operate the historic 
Fomm - the former home of the Los A.ngeles Lakers and Kings - as a music venue and has 
offered to hire all of current employees, according to a press release Tuesday. 

"This is an unprecedented time, but we believe in our collective future," said Steve Ballmer, the 
chairman of the L.A. Clippers. "We are committed to our investment in the City of Inglewood, 
which will be good for the community, The Clippers, and our fans." 

Ballmer and the Clippers previously offered to spend an additional $100 million on a community 
benefit package, including $75 million to support affordable housing. The exact terms of the 
package are still under negotiation. 

'fraffic concerns 

The new ownership of the F arum will alleviate potential t_r;;i.ff]J:; ___ q:i_ng_~§_t_i_QJJ in the corridor by 
allowing the two venues to coordinate programming, according to the Clippers. 

"We know traffic is something that many Inglewood residents worry about. \Vhile we have gone 
to great lengths to provide an unprecedented traffic-management plan for the new basketball 
arena, this acquisition provides a much greater ability to coordinate and avoid scheduling events 
at the same time at both venues," said Chris Meany, a principal of\Vilson Meany, the developer 
overseeing the new basketball arena project. 

An environmental impact report released in December estimated a simultaneous concert at The 
Forum and a basketball game at the arena could impact 61 intersections and eight freeway 
segments. The arena is expected to contribute to a ''significant and unavoidable" increase in 
traffic, noise and pollutants, according to the report. 

1\-'Iillions spent on lawsuits 

Madison Square ("Jarden Co., which bought The Forum for $23.5 million in 2012 and invested 
$100 million in renovations, has waged an all-out war to try to stop the Clippers from corning to 
the city. MSG sued InglevvocKi and its mavor, James T Butts Jr., in 2018, alleging he tricked the 
company's executives into giving up their rights to the land needed for the proposed arena. 

The Forum's owners claimed their fight was not about stopping the competition and instead was 
an attempt to protect Inglewood residents from a project that would "inflict severe traffic 
congestion, pollution and many other harms" on the city. 

Both sides spent millions on the war, with the two parties heavily lobbying §_t_g_tg andJg_q1_1 
Qfi1_gj_?:J.5 for support. MSG' s opposition stalled fffg_rt__~ to fi:J~_t_::_t_rn_gk the arena by nearly a year. 

As part of the settlement agreement, MSG will drop its lawsuit against the city and q_tb_~~J-5. 

challenging the environmental review of the project at the corner of Century Boulevard and 
Prairie A venue, just across the street from SoFi Stadium. 
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"This is the best resolution for all parties involved and we wish the new owners every success," 
the company said in a statement. 

\Vith MSG out of the way, the Clippers will have eliminated the last of the arena's roadblocks. 

Smiling mayor signs settlement 

The Inglewood City Council approved the settlement at its meeting Tuesday. Butts, smiling ear 
to ear, paused the agenda so he could sign the document immediately. A copy of the agreement 
was not available Tuesday. 

"The city oflnglewood is overjoyed to welcome Steve Ballmer as the new owner and operator of 
the Fabulous Fornm," Butts said in a statement Tuesday. "He's a true community partner." 

The purchase is expected to close during the second quarter of 2020, according to the Clippers. 
The team, which currently plays at Staples Center, wants the arena ready by the 2024 season. 
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Inquiry for March 24, 2020 City Council Hearing 
2 messages 

Veronica T. <vt03398@gmail.com> 
To: yhorton@cityofinglewood.org 

Dear City Clerk: 

Veronica T. <vt03398@gmail.com> 

Thu, Apr 9, 2020 at 5:46 PM 

I have tried to find on the City's websites and in the City Council agenda for March 24, 2020 the 
settlement agreement that Mayor Butts was going to sign, and did sign, at the streamed March 24 
Council Meeting, but I could not. I also searched on the web and City's online archives, but I could 
not find it. 

Earlier this week, on April 7, 2020, I contacted your office to ask about where the settlement 
agreement is posted. The staff member walked me through locating the posted March 24, 2020 
agenda and said that a link to a . PDF should be included. She said it should be located under agenda 
item A-2, but then she saw that it wasn't. I then called yesterday, and spoke to Jacqueline. She also 
checked, confirmed it isn't linked in the agenda, and told me she would try to find it and contact me. I 
gave her my phone number, but I haven't heard back from your office yet. 

Please email me the settlement agreement. Also, please put it online so others can see it too. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 
Veronica 

Veronica T. <vt03398@gmail.com> 
To: yhorton@cityofinglewood.org 

Dear City Clerk: 

Tue, Apr 14, 2020 at 12:12 PM 

I'm following up on my below e-mail to you on April 9. I haven't yet received a response, 
or even an acknowledgment. 

Please email me the settlement agreement Mayor Butts signed during the March 24, 2020 City 
Council hearing. Also, please put it online so others can see it too. 

! look forward to hearing from you. Please confirm receipt of this e-mail. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 
Veronica 
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INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA 
Tuesday, March 24, 2020 

2:00 P.M. 

Web Sites: 
wwwxityofing!ewood.org 

~:.~Jt.Y?.f.i.G..9.1.?..\.Y.?..9..S.:.?rn/?.?.~!.$.0..£.c.:?.~§.?..9..T..~A.R?..G..Y.Y.. 
~,(;ity2figg!gw00t1,grgJ§§§!K211i:>ingJ\11tti0rity 
wwwxityofing!ewood.org/054/Hnance~Authority 

w.w..w.,s.i.tv.9.f.!.n.s!.§.W.9..i?.EL.9...rn.t.§.0.1?.!..P..0.r..!5.1.n.s.~.A.M.tb.9.ri.tv. 

Inglewood 

b~d 

rrrrr 
2009 

***"*NOTE FROM THE CITY: In an effort to take precautionary measures against the 
communal spread of the Novel Corona Virus (COVID-19), the general public is encouraged 
to stay home a view the City Council meeting on Facebook (City of Inglewood 
Government), or on Channel 35 (Spectrum Cable). For the general public who chooses to 
come to City Hall for the City Council Meeting, enter through the doors on the South lawn 
and commune in Community Room A on the first floor of City Hall. 

AGENDA 
CITY COUNCIL/ INGLEWOOD SUCCESSOR AGENCY/ INGLEWOOD HOUSING 

AUTHORITY/ INGLEWOOD PARKING AUTHORITY/ JOINT POWERS AUTHORITY 

MA YORJCHAIRMAN 
James T. Butts, Jr. 

COUNCIL/AGENCY/AUTHORITY MEMBERS 
George W. Dotson, District No. 1 
Alex Padilla, District No. 2 
Eloy Morales, Jr., District No. 3 
Ralph L. Franklin, District No. 4 

CLOSED SESSION ITEMS - 1 :00 P.M. 

ROLL CALL 

CITY CLERK/SECRETARY 
Yvonne Horton 

CITY TREASURER/TREASURER 
Wanda M. Brown 

CITY MANAGER/EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
Artie Fields 

CITY ATTORNEY/GENERAL COUNSEL 
Kenneth R. Campos 

Persons \Vishing to ad,lress the Ci1y Council/Successor Agency/Parking Authority on the dosed sess.ion item 
mav do so at tl11s time. 

Closed session ··· Confidernial ··· Atlomey/Clienl Privileged: Conference with Legal Counsel regarding 
Lillgal1on Pursmml to Government Code Section 54956. 9(d)( l ): Nmne of Cases: .tv1SG Forum. 

LLC' v. C'jty oflngk'woocL et al., Case No. YC'072715 and TvISG Fomm, LLC v C'ily ofingk'>vood as 
Successor to the Former Tngkwoocl Redevelopment Agency, et al.. Case No. BS 17 4710. 

Closed session ··· Confidernial ··· Atlomey/Clienl Privileged: Conference with Legal Counsel regarding 
Existing Lillgalion Pursuant lo Government Code Section 54956. Name of Cases: lnglewood 
Residents Aguinst Tuhngs and Evictions v. City of InglewoocL et <Jl. Case No. 13296760 and 
lllglev,-ood Residents Against Takings and Evictions v. City oflnglewood as Successor Agency to the 
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Fonner Ingk'>vood Recltovelopment Agency, et ul ·.Case No BS l 7·'1709. 

OPENING CEREMONIES - 2:00 P.M, 

Call to Order 

Pledge of /1Jleg1ance 

PUBLIC COMMENTS REGARDING AGENDA ITEMS 

Persons wishing to address the Inglewood City Council/Successor Agency/Housmg Authority /Parking 
Authority/Joint Powers /\nlhori1y on <my item on s agendas. rnuy do so at this time. 

WARRANTS AND BILLS (City Cou.mci!/Successor Agency/Housing Authority) 

1, CS.A 0 1 & H 0 1. 

Warrant Registers. 

Documents: 

I. CSA·!, H·iPDF 

CONSENT CALENDAR 

These items will be uded upon as u whole unless called upon by a Council JVlernber. 

2 •. CJU .. AI.IQRN..EY.'..S. .. Qf.Ei.C..E. 

Letters from !he Office of the C1tv Attorney recommending !he followmg: 

A. Reject the following claims filed pursuant fo Government Code Section 913: 

l) Diego Ascencio for alleged property damage on February 3, 202.U 

2) Ricardo Guizar for alleged property damage on December 29. 2019. 

3) Hartford Group aso/Wm1 fred l<.oss for alleged properly damage on December 7. 2() 19. 

4; Long Beach /\ff(>rc!able for ;1lkged property damage oIJ knuary L 2020. 

5) ;\desuwu Tinsley for alleged property dmm1ge on January 4, 202.U 

It Reject the following Insufficient Claim in aeconlanee with Gowrnment Code Section 913. 

l) John B. Casio for alleged tovving on an unknown date. 

C :Deny the Application for Leave to Present the following daim pursuant to Government 
Code Section 91 L6: 

l) Salvador Montalvo for alleged properly damage from 20 l8-0ctober 8, 20 l 9. 

3. CITY CLERK'S OFFICE 

Approval of the l\ifinules of the Council l\ifeeting held on March 10, 2020. 

Documents: 
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3PDF 

Staff reprnt recommending adoptjon of a resolution apprnvrng Vesting Tentatjve Trnd ]Vfop No 82 l 05 
for the development of a '.W-1.mi t small lot subdivision. 

Documents: 

4.PDF 

Staff report recommemling upprov<Jl of an /'\llvance Funds 1\ greement '>Vi th ARYA Premiere Collections. 
LLC, to cover the cost of envmmmental review sernces required for Phase l of the CEQA docmnents 

assocrntecl >vi th a proposed 14-· st my hotel development ;1t 3820 \Vest l 02 nd Street. 

Documents: 

5PDF 

6. FINANCE DEPARTMENT 

Staff report recommending approval of a lease agreement with the Committee on 
Rules. Califomj<J State Assembly (State). authorizing Assemblywoman Autumn Burke 1.62ml Assembly 

District; to (>ccupy 1 ,706 sq1rnre feet of office space on the 61h tloor of Tnglewood City Hall 

Documents: 

GPDF 

Staff report recommending approval of a two~year Agreement (with the option lo extend an additional 
yearl. with Admimstrntive Services Corporation, Im; dba Yellow Cab and Unjted Independent Ta:,,:1 
Dnvers Incorporated (United Tndependent Taxi oC S<:iuth·- West. Inc.) to provide cmbsidized taxicab 
services for elderly mid disabled persons through March rr 2022. (Grant Funds) 

Documents: 

/PDF 

Staff report recommemling approval of an agreement with lVIotorola Solutions. Tnc., to purchase rndio 
eqmpment for use at Soh Stadmm. (Asset Forfeiture Fund) 

Documents: 

SPDF 

9. POLICE DEPARTMENT 

Stuff report recommending approval of Amendment No. 2 to Agreement Nu. l 9-002 wjth Dictation 
Sales and Service dba Eqw1ture. extending the term through September 3tt 2024. for the purchase 
additional voice recorder eqrnpment, softwcu-e. and support services. Forfeiture mid General 
Funds; 

Documents: 

SYDF 

10. POLICE DEPARTMENT PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT 

Stall report recornmendmg Juthonzation be given to acqmre six (61 utility I ask vehicles from PoLms 
Sales, lnc. (General Fund) 
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Documents: 

10PDF 

11. •.. E.C..QNQMl.C. .. & . .C..O.MMUNtIY .. DEVE.LQP.M.ENI..DEP.ARIM.ENI 

Staff reprnt recommendmg approval of an Advance Funds ,,\greement with Pnnne Station LLC m the 
amount. of $59.841 t.o cover the cost. of environmental services associatecl witb a 392 unjt resiclential 

development at Prairie Avemw x l 131h Stred 

Documents: 

11 PDF 

DEPARTMENTAL REPORTS 

DR-1, CSA·4. H-4, & P-1. CITY ATTORNEY/GENERAL COUNSEL'S OFFICE 

Staff report recommendmg approval of Amendment No. I lo Agreement No. 20-fJ20 with Kane. 
Ballmer&. Berkman to provide legal servjces on behalf of the City. Successor Agency, Housing 
Anthori1y and Parking Anthori1y. (Genernl Fund) 

Documents: 

COUNCIL INITIATIVE 

CL MAYORAL 

Jnitrntive Jvlavor James T. Butts Jr.. recommendmg 1l1e adopllon of Executive Order No. '.W--01 to 

de..:Lue !he followmg 

1. The Local Emergen..:y is extended and remains in effect to the maximum extent authorized by stale 
law; 

2. Any order prornulga1ed the 1'vfayor to provide for tbe prntecllon of life mid property. pursuan1 
lo Government Code section 8634. sha11 be ratified by the City Council at the earliest practicable 
time; 

3. No landlord shall evict a residential or cnmmercia I lenanl in lhe City of lnglnvood during 1h1s local 
emergency who's fimmcial hardslup is directly linked to the COVUJ-19 pandemic (as outlined in 
the prodamalion), 

4. The passage oftlns I~>,;ecuuve Order doe~> not relieve a tenant oftbe obligation to pay rem, nor 

restrict a landlorcr s abil 1ty to recover rent due; and 

Tenants have six rnonlhs from lhe tem1inal!on of the loc:d emergency the C1 ty of temimation of lhe 
Slate emergency (\vfochever is later) lo pay bad: the renl owed. 

Documents: 

Cl-1PDF 

REPORTS - CITY ATTORNEY And/Or GENERAL COUNSEL 

A- L Report on Closed Session Items. 

CSA-7 

& 

P-4 
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A-2. CITY ATTORNEY/GENERAL COUNSEL'S OFFICE 

Consideration of and possible action on one or more agreements with MSG Fornm, LLC; 
Inglewood Residents Against Taking and Evictions; Murphy's Boal LLC; and, other entities and 
individuals in furtherance of a potential settlement of claims arising from the proposed 
development of, and CEQA review foe the Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center 
Project, as well as obligations of the landowner of the F ornm * 
Recommendation: 

Consider and Act on the following agreements: 

1) Release and Substitution of (}uarantor Under Development Agreement by and 
among MSG Fornm, LLC, MSGN HOLDINGS, LP., POLPAT LLC, and the 
City of Inglewood; and 

2) Tri-Party Agreement by and among MSG Forum, LLC, MSG Sports & 
Entertainment, LLC, Murphy's Bowl LLC, and the City of Inglewood. 

A-3. Oral reports - City Attorney/General Counsel. 

REPORTS - CITY MANAGER 

CM-1. Oral reports - City Manager. 

8.f.P..9.~I~ .. :::: ... GJ.IY. .. Gb.f;.!IK. 

CC-1. Oral reports - City Clerk. 

REPORTS ~ CITY TREASURER 

CI.:.'.L .. CH.Y .. IREAS.URER 

T'vfonlhly Treasurer's Report for the Tvfonth ending December 3 l, 20 l 9. 

Documents: 

Cf LFDF 

Orn! reports ··· Cilv Treasurer. 

INGLEWOOD SUCCESSOR AGENCY 

~.kQ§J;JJ. .. §J;.~.$..!.QNJif.M ... ::::.l;JJ.!1.P.,.!~lt,. 

ROU.,CALI., 

PUBLIC COMMENTS REGARDING THE CLOSED SESSION ITEM ONLY 

Persons wishing to uddress the Successor Agency on the closed session item may do so at this time. 

Closed session - C011fidemial - AJ!orney/Clien! Privileged; Conference with Legal Counsel regarding 
Existing Litigation Pmsmrnt to Cluvernrnent Cude Section 54956 l ); Nurne of Cuses: JVISG Forum. 
LLC v. City of Inglewoocl, et al.; Case No. YC0727 l 5; and MSG Fomm, LLC v. oC Tnglewood ;1s 

Successor Agency to the Former lnglewood l<,edeveloprnent Agency, et al.; Case No. BS 17 4710. 

CS-2, CSA-5, & P-3. 

Closed session - C011fidemial - AJ!orney/Clien! Privileged; Conference with Legal Counsel regarding 
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Exjsting Litigution Pursuant to Government Code Section Name of Cases: Inglewood 
1ksidents Against Takings and Evicl.Jons v Cily of Inglewood. et aL: Case No. B296760: and 
lnglewood Residents Against Takings and Evictions v City of Inglewood as Successor Agency to the 
Former Inglewood Redevelopment Agency. tOt al., Case No. BS174709. 

Call To Order 

Warrant Registers. 

Documents: 

I. CSA-!. H-!PDF 

Apprnval of the Minutes Cm the Successor Agency l\/feeting held on March l 0, 2020. 

Documents: 

CSA-2PDF 

CSA-3. SUCCESSOR AGENCY TREASURER 

]Vfon!hly Treasurer ·s l<.eport for lhc: Month c:ndmg December 31, 2()19. 

Documents: 

Q_f;J?.A1UM_f;NT8J,,J3_J;p_Q.RI~. 

C.S.A.4 •. D.R:.1.Ji,4 •. :!!d?._,t, __ CUY.AII.QRNEY/.GEN.ERAL.C.Q.U.N.S.El...'.J;LQEflC.E 

Stuff report recommending approval of Amendment No. l to Agreement Nu. 20-02il with Kane .. 
Ballmer & Berkman to provide legal services on behalf of the City. Successor Agency, Housing 
Authority and Parking Authority. ((Jeneral Fund) 

Documents: 

Rf;EQHT~--=---GJTY.JHTQ.RNJ;Y_J~~Jx_tjLQr.._GJ;N_f;.RAJ,,,_J~QJJJ~t~J;J,, 

A-1, Report on Closed Session Items. 

CSA-7 

& 

P-4. 

ADJOURNMENT !NGLEWOOD SUCCESSOR AGENCY 

\Varnmt Registers. 

Documents: 

1. CSA-1. H-1YDF 
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Approval oCthe Muml.es for the Housing A11thonty Meeting held on March 10, 2020 

Documents: 

]Vfon!hly Treasurer ·s l<.eport for the: Month c:ndmg December 31, 2()19. 

Documents: 

H-3PDF 

DEPARTMENTAL REPORTS 

Stuff report recommending approval of Amendment No. J to Agreement Nu. 20-02il with Kane __ 
Ballmer & Berkman to provide kgal services on behalf of the City, Successor Agency, Housing 
Authority and Parking Authority. ((Jenera! Fund) 

Documents: 

8P_J_QJJ_RNMJ;.J~JJN_GJ'"J;WQ_QJJJ:l_Q_!1§1NG .. A_!1IttQJ~HY. 

INGLEWOOD PARKING AUTHORITY 

CLOSED SESSION ITEM -1:00 P.M. 

ROLl,CALl, 

PUBLIC COMMENTS REGARDING THE CLOSED SESSION ITEM ONLY 

Persons wishing lo address the Park.mg Authority on the closed sess10n item may do so al this time. 

Closed session - Collfidential - Attorney/Client Pnvileged; Conference with Legal Counsel regardmg 
Existing Litigation Pmsmrnt to Cluvernrnent Cude Section 54956 J ); Nume of Cuses: JVISG Forum. 
LLC v_ City of Inglewoocl, el. al.; Case No. YC0727 J 5; and MSG Fomm, LLC v. oC Tnglewood ;1s 

Succc:ssor to the Fonner Tnglewood Redc:velopmc:nt i\gency, et aL Case: No. BS 17 471()_ 

CS-2, CSA-6, & P-3. 

Closed session -- Confidential -- Attorney/Client Pnvileged; Conference vvilh Lepl Counsel regwlrng 
Existmg Litigation Pursuant to Government Code Section 54956.9(d)( 1 )- Name of Casc:s: Inglewood 
Residents Against Takings and Evictions v Cily of Inglewood. d aL; Case No B296760; and 
Inglewood Residents /\g:arnst Takmgs and Evictions v City of Tngkwood as Successor Agency to the 
Fonner Tnglewood Rc:developmc:nt Agc:ncy, el aL Case: No BS1747CJ9. 

Call To Order 

DEPARTMENTAL REPORTS 

Shill report rec(>mmemiing apprnval of Amendment No. J to Agreement No. 20--020 with Kane, 
Ballmer & Berkman to provide legal services on behalf of the City_ Successor Agency_ Housing 
Authority cmd Parking Authority l General Fund) 

Documents: 

JR,1, CSAA. f-i,4_ P-1 PDF 

REPORTS ~ CITY ATTORNEY And/Or GENERAL COUNSEL 
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A-1, Report on Closed Session Items. 

CSA-7 

& 

P-4. 

ADJOURNMENT INGLEWOOD PARKING AUTHORITY 

INGLEWOOD JOINT POWERS AUTHORITY 

JPA-1. JOINT POWERS AUTHORITY TREASURER 

lvlonthly Treasurer's Report for the Mon1h ending December 3 I. 2019. 

Documents: 

JPA·1.PDF 

ADJOURNMENT INGLEWOOD JOINT POWERS AUTHORITY 

APPOINTMENTS TO BOARDS, COMMISSIONS, AND COMMITTEES 

PUBLIC COMMENTS REGARDING OTHER MATTERS 

Persons wishing to address the City Council on any matter connected with busmess not elsewhere 
considered on the ugenda may llo so al this time. Persons >vith complaints regarding management or 
depanmen1al operations are requested to s11bmit those complaints first lo the City Manager for resolullon. 

MAYOR AND COUNCIL REMARKS 

The members of the Ci1y Council will provide oral reprnts. indmling reprnts on related lrnvels where lodging 
expenses are mcurred. and/or address any matters they deem of general rnteresl to the public. 

ADJOURNMENT CITY COUNCIL 

In the event llrnl today's meeting of the Cily Council is nol held. or is condmled prior lo a public hearing or other 
agenda item being considered, the public hearrng or mm-public hearing agenda item w1ll Jutomal1cally be 
continued to the next regularly scheduled City Council meeting lf you will require special accommoda!1ons. due 
lo a disubility. pleuse contacl the Office of the Cily Clerk ul (3 4 l 2-5280 or FAX (3 412-5533. One 
lvlanchester B<:>ulevard, First Floor, lnglewood Cily Hall, lllglewood, CA 90301 All reques1s for special 
accommodations must be rc:ce1ved n hours prior to tile: day of the Council Mec:ti11gs. 
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I YOF I Gl~E D 
One \V .. 0/fanchcsrcr Hou]cvanJ, Suit< 360, Inglcs;vnod .. CA 90301 · l.750 

f(enncth R C 
Citv Atwrnev 

/ ~' 

.A.pril 30. 2020 

Robert Silverstein 

(?tf£ce t?.f tlie Ci'ty "J,lttOY"l•'lt:?Y 

The Silverstein Law Firm, A Professional Corporation 
215 North ivfarengo Avenue, 3d Floor 
Pasadena, California 91101-1504 
Ernai 1: Rstht:t:tra.Js&ht:rt;ULYt:titidJ1~Arn:.,s±an1 

RE: Response to Letter of A.pril 23. 2020 

Dear ML Silverstein: 

The City of Inglewood (''City") is in receipt of your letter addressed to Ms, 'V'vonne I:iorton and 
Ms. !v1indy Wikox dated April 23, 2020 that ·w1:is captio1Hxi "Brown Act Violations; Cure and 
Correct Demand in Connection with Public Meeting on March 24, 2020 and Demand to Cease 
and Desist, Including Under Govt Code§ 54960.2; H:H:C Project SCH 20l802l056, and 
Request .to include this letter in Adn1in Record/or JBEC DE1R; Public Records Act Request for 
March 24, 2020 Council's ClosL'<l.Session Audio/Video Recording and Notes, Minutes, Records." 

Your letter is rdi:rrec! to herein as the "April 23 Request" 

The City proudly believes in transparency and compliance \vith an applicable la1,vs, including the 
Ralph M. Bn.nvn A.ct ("Brmvn /\cf'), codified at Section 54950 et seq. of the Cahfr1mia 
Government Code, and the Califrirnia Public Rtx·ords Act ("CPRA''), codified at Califrm1ia 
Government Code Section 6250 ct seq,i Accordingly, this ktter promptly responds to your April 
23 Request by providing disdosablc documents responsive to that request 

Jn addition, the A,pril 23 Request '\Vas based on several erroneous factual assumptions_;: With this 
letter we an: clarifying the facts, induding most significantly that the Tri-Party A&rreernent that 
\Vas approved by the Council in open session on tvtarch 24, 2019 is not a settlement agreement 
The Tri-Party Agreement and the settlement discussions were each properly noticed in fuH 
compliance with the Brown Act Additionally, the Tri~Party Agrce1ncnt was first made available 
to the Council at the tvfarch 24i1i meeting and \vould have been available to anyone who attended 
the meeting and asked frn- it Becimsc the requests made of the City Clerk asked fbr a "settlement 
agreement" not the "Tri-Party Agreement" that caused confusion. Pursuant to Section 
54957, ! {a}(3) no reportable event with respect to settlement has occurnxL A more detailed 
response is provided below, 

.\U hirth{~t ::--t'tUon. ft'fa:~:~.:::nt<::· ..... ~~ft' lO th.t' (:::dd>}tni~t (~~~,"}~-~~ttHHt'Hf. (od~~· ttnk>:<?. ~:Jd:}~~ryo:,'19.::: i.nd.it:.~H~~::l 

1.n the ~.:ntt't·c::;,t c~f pt<:>\··~d~.rq;. J r~rofnpf lt~;pon,:~~-~~ \\·~-~ h~i'-..\:' .nnf l:n.~~_:n Jhk· fn ~:~ddn:.~2·::::- JH nf th<:: ·:tp·p<~t~:.rr~ 

tn1~u,ndcr;:;r.Jndu-1g.:-- uf :f:~(f t(~~~~~1~.n-cd in ·:,·\>ut . \r:ird ~:~.·1 Rcq~.K'\f. 
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This letter also serves as the City's timely response to your CPRA Request as requiredhy 
Sectit•n 6253(c)< 

A. CONDUCT OF THE ~iARCH 24~ 2020 MEETING 

Section HI of your April 23 Request misstates the actions taken at the t>.farch 24, 2020 City 
Council meeting, 

1. Closed Session 

As indicated on the March 24, 2020 agenda, the members of the City Council convened into 
closed session to confotence with the City's legal counsel regarding pending litigation, as 
authorized hy paragraph ( l) of subdivision (d) of Section 54956,9 to discuss the folk1\ving cases: 
( l) A1SG Forum, LLC v, Ciiy c~f1ng!eHnod, et aL (Case No. YC072715); (2) MSG Forum, LLC v, 
C'i~v {~{lnglmvood as Successor Agen9' to the F'ormer Inglewood Redeve!opnu:nt Agent:Ji, et aL 
(Case No, BS t 7471 O); (3) lngle1vood Residents Against Takings and Evictions 1» City ol 
lnghnvood, et al. (Case No, 8296760); and (4) lngie1vood Residents Against Takings and 
Evictions v Cl(y qflnglewood as Suf..:cessor Agency to the Former Inglewood Redevelopment 
Agemy, et al. (Case No. BS l 74709), 

No reportable action was taken following the closed session pursuant to Section 54957<l(a)(3) or 
othenvise, 

2. Agenda hem A-2 

After the public wa:;; given opportunity to comment in accordance with Section 549543 
(members of the public ·were in attendance, but none spoke), the City Council took up the iterns 
listed in the~ City Attorney/ General Counsid Office's section of the Agenda in open session, and 
the City Council took action on two agreements under an entry entitled: 

Consideration of and possible action on one or more agreen:tents '#ith MSG 
Forum, LLC; Inglewood Residents Against Takings and Evictions: !Vlurphy's 
Bowl LLC; and other entities and individuals in ft.utherance of a potential 
settlement of claims arising from the proposed development of, and CEQA revie\V 
fbr. the Intde~.vood Basketball and Entertainment Center Project, as \velJ as . - . 
obligations of the landownt:'.r of the ForurrL 

The Agenda entry then indicated that the City Attorney's recorrunendation \.Vas to 
"Consider and A.ct on the foHo\ving agreements," both of which were expressly named on 
the agenda, as fbHows, 

Release and Substitution of Guarantor Under Developm.ent Agreement by and among tvISG 
Forum, LLC, rv1S(iN HOLDINGS, LP., POLPAT LLC, and the City oflnglewood; and 

Tri« Party Agnxmcnl hy and among ~v1SG Fornrn, LLC MSG Sports & Entertainrnent, LLC, 
iv1uq1hy's Bn\vl LLC, and the City of Inglc\vood, 

Contrary to statements made in your April 23 Request, the agenda entry, viewed in its entirety, 
specified exactly \Vhich agrecrnents the City Council \Vould consider and possibly act on, and 
identified all the entities that are parties t.o those agrccmenl:< 
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Also contrary to statements made in your April 23 Request, the Tri-Party Agreement is not a 
settlement ag•recmenL In fact, and as indicated on the agenda cntrv, the agreement is sin111lv 

<:.:.; ·' .......... ..;- • ;.;,,:.. :t "' 

intended to allow for further discussiom that could ultimately lead to the resolution of claims 
arising from the proposed development of~ and CEQA. revie'iv for, the foglcvr·ood Basketball and 
Entertaimnent Center Project ("IBEC"). To that end, the Tri-Party Agreement actually ensun:s 
that no action be taken by the City Council to approve the IBEC 'ivhHe a potential settlement of 
claims could potentially be undenvay. ln addition, he Tri«Party Agreement expressly reserves to 
the City all discretion to consider the lHEC consistent 'With all apphcable laws, 'fhus, the Tri
Party A.grcement bears no resemblance to the agreement at issue in the Trancas Property 
Owners Association v. C!zv (~(Afalfhu (2006) L38 CaLApp.4th 172 ease referenced in your April 
23 Request 

3. Public A vailabHity of Tri-Party Agreement 

The Tri-Party A.greement and the Release and Substitution of Guarantor were completed and 
distributed to Counci!mernbers on l\farch 24, 2020. Because no exceptions under the CPRA 
apply, both became a public record under Section 54957.5(a) on rvtarch 24, 2020, .As such, 
pursuant to Section 54957 .5(b), the City \Vas obligated to make the record available fig public 
inspection at that tim.e. 

The City com.plied with this obligation: Contrary to the statements made in your April 23 
Request (and some press accounts of the rm .. -eting), both documents were available at !he City 
Council meeting to any member of the public who requested a copy ofrhe agreements .. 

The e-mail your colleague ("Veronica T,") sent to the City Clerk (attached as Exhibit 6 to your 
April 23 Request) vvas ambiguous because it referenced a "settlement agreement'' signed by 
l'vlayor Butts at the City Council meeting, The public documents signed by the mayor at that 
City Council meeting \Vere the Tri-Party A.grceincnt and the Release and Substitution of 
Guarantor. 

Nevertheless, in accordance with the spirit of the CPRA and Section 6253, l thereof: we arc 
endosing a coov ofhoth the Tri-Partv Agircement and the Release and Substitution of Guarantor 

~ £- ~ 

vvith this letter, no·w that your April 23 Request clarified the true nature of fvls, T's c-rnail 
request. 

B. PUBLIC RECORDS ACT REQUEST 

Section VH of your April 23 Request is ex.prcssly made under the CPRA and requests tbat ''the 
City provide the audio and video recordings of the closed sessions, as \Veil as any 1ninutes, notes, 
or records made or exchanged by anyone present at the meeting re [sic] same." 

Please accept this response as the City's response and determination to your Public Records Act 
Request as required by Sections 6253(c) (w'hich, as stated in your April 23 Request, is due by 
May 3, 2020): 

First no audio or video recordings nf the dosed session exist (und none are required under the 
Bnnvn Act or any other provision of law), 

Secxmil as discussed above, the City Council convened in closed session to confor \vilh its legal 
counsel regarding pending litigation in vvhk:b the Chy is involved. ;\ccordingly, the requested 
documents constitute pnvlleged communications bctvveen an attorney and dient under CalifiJn1ia 
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Evidence Code Section 954, Therdbre, please be advised that pursuant to Section 6255 the 
documents requested (to the extent they exist) are exempt from disclosure under Section 6254(k), 

C. CONCLUSION 

We trust that the enclosed documents and foxtual corrections address your concerns. At the same 
time, we expressly reserve the City's right to further respond to your April 23 Request, including 
'#ithout limitation by responding in greater detail to the assertions regarding the City's 
compliance with the Brovm /\ct made in your April 23 Request 

Sincerely, 

End, 

Tri-Party Agreement by and among MSG Fomm, LLC, MSG Sports & Enlcrtaimnent, LLC, 
IV!urphy's Brw<'l LLC, and the City of Inglewood 

Release and Substitution of Guarantor Under Dcvcloprncnt /\greement by and mnong :tv1SG 
Forum, LLC, iv1SGN HOLD.IN GS, LP., POLPAT LLC, and the City of lngkivood 
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OFFICIAL BlJSfNESS 

Document entitled to free recording 
Government Code Section 6103 

THrS DOCU!'v1ENT \VAS PREPARED BY, 
AND AFTER RECORDING RETURN TO: 

Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP 
333 South (irand Avenue, Suite 4900 
Los Angeles, CA 90071 
Attention: Amy R, Forbes, Esq, 
Ref.: 21384-00001 

Execution Conv 

(Space Above for Recorde( s lJse} 

RELEASE AND SUBSTITUTION OF GUARANTOR UNDER 
DEVELOPMENT AGREE:MENT 

This RELEASE AND SUBSTITUTION OF GUARANTOR UNDER DEVELOP!'v1ENT 
A(:TREEMENT (this "Agreement'') is made as of 1\fay "--------------' 2020 (the ''Effective Oate"), by 
and anwng 1v1SG FORUM, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company ("Developer"); J\,1SGN 
HOLDfNGS, L,P., fonnerly known as MSG Holdings, L.P,, a Delaware limited pmtnership 
(such entity and its successors and assigns are referred to herein as the "Original Guarantor"): 
POLPAT LLC,. a Delaware limited liability company (''New' Guarantor''), and the CITY OF 
lNGLE\VOOD, a municipal corporation ("City''), vvhh reforence to the follo;,ving facts: 

t\, City and Developer entered into that certain Development Agreement effective 
June 25, 2012 and recorded July !2, 2012 as Instrument No, 20121033769 of Official Records of 
Los Angeles County (the "Development Agreement"), pertaining to, among other things, the 
development and operation of certain real property O\Vned by Developer and located in the City 
of lngkwood, Ca!Hbmia (the ·'Property"), and more particularly described on Exhibit A 
attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference. 

R Original Guarantor, an affiliate of Developer, previously executed that certain 
Joinder and Guaranty attached to the Development Agreen1ent guaranteeing the ob!igaliohs of 
Landowner (as defined in the Development Agreemenl) thereunder (the "Guaranty"), 

C The ownership interests in the Developer are being trn11sfe1Ted to a third party, 
and in comm:~tion then;\vith, each of the third party, Developer, Original Guarantor, and New 
Guarantor have requested that (I) Original Guarantor be released from the Guaranty and the 
Development .Agreement, and (2) New Guarantor be substituted as the counterparty to the 
Guaranty. 
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D. City now desires to ( l) unconditionally and irrt~vocably release the Original 
Guarantor from any and aH HabHities under the Development Agreement and the Guaranty, and 
(2} substitute the Ne'N Guarantor as the counterparty to the Guaranty, 

L City also wishes to clarify certain commitments made with respect to public 
benefits to be provided pursuant to the Development Agreement 

NO\V THEREFORE. for good and valuable consideration., the receipt and st1ffidency of 
\Vhich are hereby acknovvledged, each of Developer, Original Guarantor. Nev.i Guarantor, and 
City hereby agrees as follows: 

l. City hereby consents and agrees that. as of the Effective Date, (a) Original 
Gw.ffantor is hen::by unconditionally and irrevocably released front any and a!I Habi!ilies under 
the Developrnent Agreernent and the Guaranty, and (b) Ne\V Guarantot is hereby substituted as 
the counterparty to the Guarnnty. In consideration for the release of Old Guarnntor, Developer 
agrees that it shall provide community benefits not to exceed a total of$ I million, pursuant to a 
program mutually agreed upon bet1,veen City and Developer within 90 days after the Effective 
Date, to be rnemorialized in a tvHnor Anwndment to Section 14 of the Development .Agreement 
(as such Minor Amendment is provided for in Section 20,4 thereof). 

2. As of the Effective Dale .. there are no outstandimz daims under the (iuarantv. ·' . . . ...,,:. , - ~' 

3. Thb Agreernent may be executed in countcrpmis which taken together shall 
constitute one and the san1e instru1T1enL 

4. The provisions of this Agreement shaH be binding upon and inure to the benefit of 
the parties hereto and their respective successors and assigns. Nothing in this Agreement, 
express or implied, is intended to or will conkT upon any person other than the Parties and their 
respective successors and assigns any legal or equitable right, benefit or remedy of any nature 
under or by reason of this AgreemenL 

5, Each of the parties hereto hereby covenants and agrees that it -.vill, .at any time and 
from time to time, execute any documents and take such additional aclkms as the other, or its 
respective successors or assigns, shalt reasonably require in order to more completely or 
p1.:'.rft'.ctly carry out the release intended to be accomplished by this Agreement 

6. This Agreen1ent supersedes all prior \Vrtttcn or oral agreements of the Parties 
relating to the rnatters covered hereby, constitutes a final \\Titten expression of al! the terms of 
this Agreement, and is a complete and exclusive statement of those terms., 

7. This Agreement shall be construed and interpreted in accordance ~with the laws of 
the Sta.tc of California. 

[SIGNATURE PAGES FOLLOW] 

2 
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IN WITNESS \VHEREOF, each of Developer, Original Guarantor, Ne\v Guarantor, and 
City have executed this Agreement as of the Effective Date. 

''DEVELOPER" 

JVISG FORUM, LLC, 
a Delaware limited liability conipany 

By: 
~------------~ 

Name: 
Title: 

~-------------~·~·~..-.•••......................................................... 

A notary public or other officer COl1'.1pleting this certificate 
verifies only the identity of the individual who signed tht.~ 
document to which this certificate is aUached, and not the 
truthfulness, accuracv. or validitv of that document 

••••>w••""•""•~•••••••••••••~•••w••••••~••••~•••••••••••••••••••••*•••'•••••••••••••••••••••••••'•••••••.X••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••"'""""'"""""" ~~-

S'TATE OF 
SS, 

On this day of, ...................................................... ' 20 , beftJre me, 
--------------' Notary Public, personally appeared 
~----------------~' who proved to me on ihe basis of satisfactory 
evidence to be the person whose name is subscribed to the within instrumem and acknowledged 
to rne that she executed the same in her authorized capacity, and that by her signature on the 
instrument the person, or the entity upon behalf of which the person acted, executed the 
instrument 

r certH')/ under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the hnvs of the State of 
~~~~~~ that the fbregoing parngrnph is true and correct 

\VlTNESS my hand and official seal, 

Notary Public 
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''ORIGINAL GUAR.\NTOR'' 

MSGN HOUJINGS, LP., 
a Dela\vare limited partnership 

By: ____________ _ 
Name: 
Title: 

A notary public or other officer completing this certificate 
verities only the identity of the individual who signed the 
document to which this certificate is attached, and not the 
truthfulness. accuracv, or va!iditv of that docwnent 

. ~· ~· .. ~·· ·~~~~~~~·~~· ~· .. ~~· .. ~·. ~·~~·~~: ~~·~~·~ ~~· ~~· ~~~~~~·. ~~...R'--~· ~~~~· ~· ~~~~~~~·. ~·. ~·· ~~~· ~· ~~""' .. ·~·. ~· ~·· .. ~~ ~~· ~· .......... ~~~ .. ~··"~""""" ··················""' 

STATE OF 

COUNTY OF--------

On this , before me, 
--------------' Notary Public. pt~rsonal!y appeared 
- .. --.. ·----·-·---~~ ............... ~·--· .. ·~·--......... ~ .................. .,who proved to me 011 the basis ofsatisfac:tory 
evidence to he the person \Vhose name is subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged 
to me that she executed the same in her authorized capacity. and that by her signature on the 
instrument the person, or the entity upon behalf of\.vhich the person acted, executed the 
instrument 

I certi(v under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the ia\vs of the St.ate of 
_______ that the foregoing paragraph is true and correct 

\VITNESS my hand and official seaL 

Notary Public 

4 
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"NEW GUARANTOR" 

POLPAT LLC 
a De!mvare limited liability company 

'By: ............................................................................................................................. .. 
Name: 
Title: 

I A notary public or other officer completing this certificat~ ....... , 
verifies only the identity of the individual \Vho signed the I 
document to which this c.ertificate is attm:hed, and not the i 
truthfulness,. accumcv, or validitv of that document I 

••••••••••>W••••~••••~••••n•••••••n•·: ••..........•. '•••••••••••••••*••;';'•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••»•••••••••••••••-••••••••••••••••••••••""'"'"'""""".,...,~~---' 

STATE OF 

On this day of ......................... ~ .................. ' 20 _____ ,,, before me, 
.' Notary Public, personally appeared 

------------------' who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory 
evidence to be the person w·hose name is subscribed to the within instrument and ackno\·vledged 
to me that she executed the same in her authorized capacity, and that by her signature on the 
instrument the person, or tlw entity upon behalf of which the person acted, executed tht~ 
instrument 

I certify under PENALT'{ OF PERJURY under the laws oftbe State of 
~~~~~~that the fhregoing paragraph is tnw and correct. 

\VITNESS my hand and official scaL 

Notary Public 

5 
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"CITY" 

CITY OF INGLEWOOD, 
a municipal corporation 

By:------------------------------------"'--""""'"""""""""~~~-~ 

James T Butts, Mayor 

ATTEST: 

Yvonne Horton, City Clerk 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: 

Kenneth Campos, City i\ttomey 

APPROVED: 

KANE, BALJJVIER & BERKfv1AN 
Special Counsel 

Royce K. Jones 

Execution Com 

6 
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A notary public ot other officer completing this certificate 
verifies only the identity of the individual \Vho signed the 
document to which this certificate is attached, and not the 
truthfulness. accuracy, or validitv of that document. "----. ....., ........ , .... .,;........, ................................ , .... ~ .. · ..... ,., ..... , ..... , .......... , ... * ..................... , ........... , .................. ,, .... ,,,,.,, ................................................................. , 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

On this day of .................................... - .... -w' 20 , before me. 
--------------'Notary Public, personally appeared 
-------------- ---·-----' who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory 
evidence to be the person \Vhose name is subscribed to the ;,vlthin instrument and. acknovv'ledgcd 
to me that she executed the same in her authorized capacity, and that by ber signature on the 
instrument the person, or the entity upon behalf of which the person acted, executed the 
instrument. 

I certify under PENA LT'{ OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of Califrffnia 
that the foregoing paragraph is true and correct. 

\VlTNESS my hand and official seaL 

Notary Public 

7 
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EXHJBlT "A'' 

TO 

RELEASE AND SUBSTITUTION OF GUARANTOR UNDER DEVELOPfv1ENT 
AGREEMENT 

t,.fi_(Jj\L DESCRIPTION 

Real property in the County of Los /\ngdcs, State of California, described as follows: 

THAT PORTION OF THE NORTH\VEST QUl\RTER OF SECTION 34, TO\VNSHIP 2 
SOUTH, RANGE 14 \VEST, SAN BERNARDJNO !'vlERIDlAN, IN THE CITY OF 
INGLEWOOD, COUNTY OF LOS ANGLES. STATE OF CALIFORNIA, MORE 
PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLO\VS: 

COMJ\,1f:NCING AT THE NORTH\VEST CORNER OF SAID SECTION 34; THENCE EAST 
.ALONG THE NORTHERLV' LINE OF SECTION 34, \VHICH IS i\LSO THE CENTERLINE 
OF MANCHESTER BOULEVARD (l 00 FEET \VlDE), A DISTANCE OF I 182.91 FEET; 
THENCE st)UTH ()<' orr 05" EAST, A DJ STANCE OF 50.00 FEET TO A POINT IN THE 
SOUTHERLY UNE OF SAID tv1ANCllESTER BOULEVARD, \VH!CH 1S THE TRUE 
POINT Of BEGINNING; THENCE SOUTH (f' 00' 05" EAST,/\ DISTANCE OF 1270,00 
FEET; THENCE WEST,/\ DISTANCE OF 1149.91 FEET TO A POINT IN THE EASTERL\' 
UNE OF PRAIRIE AVENUE (78 FEET \V!DE); THENCE NORTH 0'"' 00' 05" WEST, 
ALONG THE EASTERLY LINE OF PRAIRIE .A VENUE. .A DISTANCE OF 1234.89 FEET 
TO A POINT IN THE SOUTHERLY UNE OF Iv1ANCHESTER BOULEVARD, AS 
ESTABLISHED BY DEED RECORDED rN BOOK l 3 l 09, PAGE 40, OFFICIAL RECORDS, 
IN 'THE OFFICE OF THE COlJNTY RECORDER OF SAID COUN'fY; 'Ill ENCE NORTH 
Tl0 JO' 30" EAST, /\LONG THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF fv1ANCHESTER BOULEVA.RD, A 
DISTANCE OF 55.27 FEET TO A POINT OF TA.NG ENCY IN A CURVE. CONCA VE TO 
T.HE SOUTHEAST, HA. VlNG A RA.DI US OF 400,()0 FEET; THENCE NORTHEASTERLY 
ALONG SAID CURVE,/\ DISTANCE OF 122.12 FEET; THENCE TANGENT TO S1\ID 
CURVE, EAST ALONG THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF MANCHESTER BOl.JLEVARD, A 
DISTANCE OF 976.97 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 

EXCEPT THEREFROM THAT PORTION OF SA.JD LAND AS DESCRIBED IN DEEDS TO 
THE CITY OF INGLEWOOD, RECORDED IN BOOK D-682. PAGE 530, !N BOOK D-1473, 
PAGE 328, AND JN BOOK D-4209, PAGE 199, ALL OF SAID OFFICIAL RECORDS AND 
DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 

COMiv1ENC!NO AT THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF SAJD SECTION 34; THENCE 
SOUTH O" 00' 05" EAST', ALONG 'JllE WESTERLY LINE OF SECTION 34. /\DISTANCE 
OF 530.40 FEET:. THENCE NORTH 89° 59' 55" EAST, A DISTi\NCE OF 33.00 FEET TO A 
POINT IN THE EASTERLY LINE OF PRAIRIE AVENUE, SAID, POINT BEING THE 
TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING; THENCENORTli 0" ocr 05" \VEST, ALON(} THE 
EASTERLY UNE OF PRAIRIE /\VENUE, A DISTANCE OF 44530 FEET TO A POINT rN 
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THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF tvIA.NCHESTER BOULEVARD, AS. ESTABU.SHED BY 
SAID DEED RECORDED IN BOOK l 3 l 09, PAGE 40, OFFICIAL RECORDS.; THENCE 
ALONG SAID SOUTHERLV' LINE, NORTH 72° 30' 30" EAST, A DISTANCE CIF 28.62 
FEET, MORE OR LESS, TO A POINT IN A NON-TANGENT CURVE CONCAVE TO THE 
SOUTHEAST HA.VING A RADHJS or 5950 FEET. A RADl.AL LINE FRO!VT SAID POINT 
BEARS SOUTH 44.:;· 29' 44" EAST, SAID POINT BEING THE EASTERLY CORNER OF 
THE LAND DESCRIBED IN SAID DEED RECORDED IN BOOK D-1473, PAGE 328, 
OFFICIAL RECORDS: THENCE ALONG THE EASTERLY LINE OF THE LAND 
DESCRIBED IN THE LAST .MENTIONED DEED AS FOLLOWS: 

SOUTHWESTERL"l ALONG SAID CURVE, 4726 FEET, TANGENT TO SA!D CURVE, 
SOUTH O'' 00' 05'' EAST, A DISTANCE OF 26 ! A8 FEET A.ND SOUTH 3° JT 23" \:VEST, /\ 
OTSTANCE OF 15028 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF BEGlNNlNCL 

ALSO EXCEPT THEREFRotvl THAT PORTION. DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 

BEGINNING AT THE INTERSECTION OF THE EASTERLY UNE OF PRAIRIE AVENUE, 
78.00 FEET WJDE, WITH THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF THE NORTHERLY l320JJO FE.ET 
OF SAID SECTION 34; THENCE NORTH ALONG SAID EASTERL''.I" LINE, I07Jl0 FEET 
TO TlIE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING: THENCENORTH 45'' 00' 00'' EAST 14.14 FEET: 
THENCE EAST 190.00 FEET TO THE BEGINNTNG OF A Ti\NGENT CURVE CONCA VE 
TO THE SOUTHWEST AND HAVING A RAOTUS OF 635.00 FEET; THENCE 
SOUTHEAS'lERLY ALONG SAID CURVE, AN ARC DISTANCE OF 26724 FEET TO A 
POINT OF REVERSE CURVE. SAlD CURVE BEING CONCAVE 'fO THE NORTHEAST 
AND HAVlNG A RAD!llS OF 715.ClO FEET; 'Jl!ENCE SOUTHEASTERL'{ ALONG SAID 
CURVE, i\N ARC DISTANCE OF 300.91 FEET TO A POINT OF TANGENCY WITH SAID 
SOUTHERLY LINE OF THE NORTHERLY l 320.00 FEET OF SECTION 34; THENCE 
EAST ALONG SAID SOUTHERLY UNE, 3218.78 FEET TO A POINT ON A CURVE 
CONCAVE TO THE NORTHEASr AND HAVING A R/\DIUS OF 635,00 FEE'I'; THENCE 
NORTHWESTERLY .ALONG SAID CURVE. AN ARC DISTANCE OF 120.34 FEET TO A 
POINT OF REVERSE CURVE, SAID CURVE BEING CONCi\VE TO THE SOUTH\VEST 
AND HAVlNG A RADJUS OF 715.00 FEET; THENCE NORTHWESTERLY ALONG SAJD 
CURVE, AN ARC DISTANCE OF 262.55 FEET TO A POINT OF TA.NGENCY WITH THE 
SOU1llERL\" LINE OF THE NORTHERLY 1240.00 FEET OF SAID SECTION 34; THENCE 
\VEST ALONG SAID LAST MENTIONED SOUTHERLY UNE. 2433.29 FEET TO 1llE 
BEGfNNINO OF A T.ANGENT CURVI::; CONCA VE TO THE NORTHEAST AND H.A VfNCi 
A. RADIUS OF 1960.00 FEET; THENCE NORT!!WESTERLY /\LONG SAID CURVL /\N 
A.RC DISTANCE OF 476,96 FEET TO A POINT OF REVERSE CURVE, SAID CURVE 
BEING CONCA VE TO THE SOUTHWEST AND HA VINO A RADIUS OF 2040.00 FEET; 
THENCE NORTHWESTERLY /\LONG SAID CURVE, AN ARC DISTANCE OF 496.32 
FEET; THENCE TANGENT TO SAID CURVE, \>VEST 190.00 FEET; THENCE NORTH 45° 
00' Off' WEST 14.!4 FEET TO SAID EASTERLY LINE OF PRAIRIE AVENUE; THENCE 
SOUTH A.LONG SA ID EASTERL'f LINE, I 00.00 FEET, MORE OR LESS, TO THE TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING, 

ALSO EXCEPT THEREFROM TH/\T PORTION DESCRJBED AS FOLLOWS: 

9 
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COM1V1ENCING AT THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF SAID SECTION; THENCE ALONG 
THE WESTERLY LINE OF SAm SECTION; SOUTH {)(Y' 00' 05" EAST 121220 FEET; 
THENCE EAST 33.00 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING, SAID TRUE POINT 
OF BEGINNING BEING IN THE EASTERLY UNE OF PRAJR!E AVENUE (78 FEET 
WIDE); THENCE NORTH 45° 00' 00" 14 .. 14 FEET; THENCE EAST 190.00 FEET TO THE 
BEGINNING Of TANGENT CURVE CONCA. VE SOUTHERLY AND HAVING A RADIUS 
OF 635.00 FEET; THENCE EASTERLY ALONG SAID CURVE, AN ARC DISTANCE OF 
267.24 FEET TO A POINT OF REVERSE CURVE CONCAVE NORTHERLY AND HAVING 
A RADIUS OF 715.00 FEET: THENCE EASTERLY ALONG SA.ID CURVE, AN ARC 
DISTANCE OF 300.91 FEET TO ITS TANGENT INTERSECTION WITH THE 
SOUTHERLY LINE OF THE NORTHERLY 1320.00 FEET OF SAID SECTCON 34; THENCE 
A.LONG SAID SOUTHERLY LINE, WEST 75 l .52 FEET TO SAID EASTERLY LINE OF 
PRAIRIE i\VENUE; THENCE ALONG SA.ID EASTERLY LINE, NORTH 00° oo· 05" WEST 
I 07 .. 80 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING, 

ALSO EXCEPT THEREFROM THAT PORTION OF SAID LAND, DESCRIBED AS 
FOLLO\VS: 

corv1MENCING AT THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF S/\JD SECTION 34: THENCE 
SOUTH 0° 00' 05" EAST. i\LONG THE \VESTERLY LINE OF SECTION 34, A DISTANCE 
OF 530AO FEET; THENCE NORTH 89° 59' 55'' EAST, A DISTANCE OF 33.00 FEET TO /\. 
POINT lN THE EASTERLY LINE OF PRAJRJE AVENUE, 78 FEET WIDE; THENCE 
NORTH 0° Off 05" WEST, ALONG THE E/\.STERLY LINE OF PRAIRIE AVENUE, A 
DISTANCE OF 445.30 FEET TO A POINT 1N THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF MANCHESTER 
BOULEVARD, AS ESTABLISHED BY THE DEED RECORDED IN BOOK I JI 09, PAGE 
40, OFFICIAL RECORDS, tN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNT"( RECORDER OF SAID 
COUNTY; THENCE ALONG SAID SOUTlIERLY UNE, NORTll 7X:' 30' 30'' EAST, A 
DISTANCE OF 28.62 FEET. MORE OR LESS. TO A POINT lN A NON-TA.NGENT CURVE 
CONCA VE TO THE SOUTHEAST HAVING A RADIUS OF 59 .. 50 FEET, A RADIAL UNE 
FROM SAID POINT BEARS SOUTH 44" 29' 44" EAST, SAID POINT BEING THE 
EASTERLY CORNER OF THE LAND DESCRIBED lN THE DEED TO THE CITY OF 
INGLEWOOD, RECORDED lN BOOK D-1473, PAGE 328, OFFICIAL RECORDS OF SAID 
COUNTY; SAJD POfNT BEING THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNINCl; THENCE ALONG 
THE EASTERLY LlNE OF THE LAND DESCRIBED IN THE LAST ivtENTIONED DEED, 
i\S FOLLO\VS: 

SOUTHWESTERLY ALONG SAID CURVE, 47.26 FEET, TANGENT TO SAID ClJRVE, 
SOUTH W' 00' 05" EAST, A DISTA.NCE OF 26l .48 FEET AND SOUTH 3'J 37' 23" \VEST 
15028 FEET TO THE HEREINBEFORE MENTIONED PRAIRIE AVENUE, 78 FEET \VIDE, 
SAID POINT ALSO BEING ON THE EASTERLY UNE OF THE WESTERL )/ 33JJO FEET 
OF SAID SECTION: THENCE ALONG SA.ID EASTERLY LINE SOUTH 0° 00' 05'' EAST 
581 .80 FEET TO THE NORTHERLY EXTREM ffY OF THAT CERTAIN COURSE IN THE 
SOUTHERLY BOUNDARY OF THE LAND DESCRIBED lN DEED TO THE FORUM OF 
INGLEWOOD, .INC, RECORDED JULY 26, 1966 AS fNSTRUMENT NO. 1944, IN BOOK 
D<B77, PAGE 47, OFFICIAL RECORDS OF SAID COUNTY. DESCRIBED AS HAVING A 
BEARJNG AND LENGTH OF "NORTH 45" Off 00" \VEST !4J4 FEET": THENCE ALONG 
LAST f\-iENTfONED UNE, SOUTH 45° 00' Off' EAST' l4J4 FEET: THENCE EAST 3!l00 
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.• 5 

FEET TO THE BEGINNING OF A TANGENT CURVE CONCAVE NORTHE/\STERLY 
AND HAVING A RADIUS OF 28,00 FEET, SAID CURVE ALSO BEING TANGENT AT ITS 
POINT OF ENDING \V!TH THE EASTERLY LINE OF THE \\/ESTERLY 45.00 FEET OF 
Si\lD SECTION; THENCE NORTHWESTERL't ALONG SAID CURVE THROUGH A 
CENTRAL A.NGLE OF 89° 59' 55'', AN ARC DISTANCE OF 43.98 FEET TO SAID POJNT 
OF TANGENCY; THENCE ALONG THE LAST MENTIONED EASTERLY LINE. NORTH 
0° 00' 05'' WEST 563JW FEET: THENCE NORTH I 0 3 ! ' 38" EAST 150.(JJ FEET TO THE 
EASTERLY UNE OF THE WESTERLY 45.00 FEET OF SAID. SECTION; THENCE 
ALONG SAID EASTERLY LINE NORTH lY' 00' 05" WEST 253,69 FEET TO THE 
BEGINNING OF A TANGENT CURVE CONCAVE SOUTHEASTERLY /\ND HAVING A 
RADIUS OF 63.50 FEET; THENCE NORTHEASTERL '{ALONG SAID CURVE THROUGH 
A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 73':; 52' 43", /\NARC DISTANCE OF 8! .88 FEET TO THE 
HEREINBEFORE MENTIONED SOUTHERLY LINE OF tv1ANCHESTER BOlJLEVARD, 
A5 ESTABLISHED BY SAID DEED RECORDED IN BOOK l 3 !09, PAGE 40, OFFICIAL 
RECORDS OF SAJD COUNT''(, SAID POINT BEING ON A CURVE CONCAVE 
SOUTHERLY AND HA. VING A RADIUS OF 400.00 FEET, A RADIAL AT SAID POINT 
BEARS NORTH 16° 07' 22" WEST; THENCE SOUTHWESTERLY ALONG SAJD CURVE 
THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF I') 22' 08", AN ARC DISTANCE OF 9,56 FEET; 
THENCE TANGENT TO SAID CURVE SOUTH 72~ 30' 30'" WEST 26.65 FEET TO THE 
TRUE POINT OF BEGlNNlNG. 

ALSO EXCEPT FROM SAID LAND, AN UNDIVIDED 28/200THS OF I PERCENT OF ALL 
1\HNERALS, OIL, GAS AND OTHER llYDROCARBON SUBSTANCES OR THE 
PROCEEDS THEREFR01'v1 IN AND UNDER OR THAT J\:1A Y BE PRODUCED OR SAVED 
FR01v1 SAID LAND. AS RESERVED BV' J'vlANCIIESTER AVENUE COMPANY,. IN DEED 
RECORDED AUGUST 3L !956 AS INSTRUMENT NO, 2084, JN BOOK 52179, PAGE 412, 
OFFICIAL RECORDS. 

ALSO EXCEPT THE INTEREST OF JNGLEWOOD GOLF COURSE, A PARTNERSHIP, lN 
ALL OIL AND G/\S ROYALTIES AND PA''t"MENTS DERIVED FRO!V:t THE EXISTlN(i 
OIL AND GAS LEASES ON S.AID LAND OR ANY PART THEREOF, WHICH ARE 
PRESENTLY OF RECORD IN THE OFFICE or THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID 
COUNTY, AS RESERVED BY INGLEWOOD GOLF COURSE, .A PARTNERSIHP, fN 
DEED RECORDED NOVEMBER21, 1962 AS INSTRUtv1ENTNO. 1996. IN BOOK D-1829. 
PAGE 887, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 

ALSO EXCEPT ALL MlNERAL. OIL AND GAS A.ND O'THER HYDROCARBON 
SUBSTANCES LYJNG IN OR UNDER SAID LAND BELO\V A DEPTH OF 500 FEET AND 
\VITHOLT RIGHT OF SURFACE ENTRY, AS RESERVED BY MASON U:'.'.TTEAU, P.T. 
HINCON AND JOHN R. MACFADEN, BEING THE SUCCESSOR IN OFFICE OF CHRIS G. 
DEi'>AETRIOUS AND THEIR SUCCESSORS [N OFFICE AS BO,ARD OF TRUSTEES OF 
THE ENDOWMENT CARE FUND OF INGLEWOOD PARK CEMETERY ASSOCIATION, 
JN DEED RECORDED MARCH l 8, l 964 AS INSTRUMENT NO. l 220, IN BOOK D-2398, 
PAGE 795, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 

APN: 4025-001-002 

l l 
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... ~ 

TRl~PA.RTY AGREE:!\>lENT 

This Tri-Party Agreement ("Agreement"), is entered into by and among 1'v1SG Fontrn, 
LLC a Delaware limited liability cornpany ("MSG Fgrurg"), MSG Sports & Ente1talnmcnt, 
LLC a Delaware limited liability company C'MSGSE"), Murphy's Bow! LLC, a Delaware 
limited liability company C'M.~imhY'.t' .. .l?..P.WJ"), and the City of lnglc\vood, a rnunicipal 
corporation ("Qly"), effective as of March 24, 2020 (''Effoctive Date"). !\4SG Forum and 
MSGSE arc collectively referred to in this Agreement as "i\l1S(T MSG. f\forphy's Bow! and 
City are each referred to in this Agrel'm1ent individually as a "Panx" and collectively as the 
"Parties". 

RECITALS 

A MSG Forum operates a venue in the City of Ing!m.vood commonly known as The 
Forum. !vtSGSE owns 100%) of the membership interests offvtSG Forum, 

B. Murphy's Bowl has proposed the development of the Inglewood Basketball and 
Entertainment Center project in the City of Inglewood (the ''JBEC Project'} Attached al Exhibit 
''A,., is a detailed description of the rBEC Project 

C Pursuant to the California Environ.mental Quality i\.cl, the City is the ''Lead 
Agency" for the IBEC Project On F cbruary 20, 20 l 8, the City issued a Notice of Preparation of 
a Draft Environmental Impact Report and Public Scoping IV1eeting for the lHEC Project As 
used herein, "CEQN' shall mean the California Environmental Quality Act (Public Resources 
Code Section 21000-21189.57) and the Guidelines for California Environmental Quality Act 
(Title 14, Califl1rnia Code ofRegulotions, Sections 15000-15387), 

D, On December 27, 20 J 9, the City issued a Notice of Availability ("NOA") of a 
Draft Environmental hnpact Report C'I;IR''), State Clearing !louse Number 2018021056, for the 
!BEC Project, notifying that the Draft EIR for the IBEC Project was available for public review 
and comment pursuant to CEQA (''Pu.PJh::C9JJ11119.DLP.i;ri.9~r') through February I 0, 2020. On 
February 5, 2020, the City issued. a revised NOA notifying that the Public Conu:nent Period was 
extended thmugh March 10, 2020. On March 4, 2020, the City issued a fltrther revised NOA 
notifying that the Public Comment Period \Vas extended through tvfarch 17, 2020. On March 13, 
2020 the City issued a further revised NOA notifying that the Public Comment Period was 
extended through March 24, 2020. 

E. Cnder CEQA, including but not lirnited to Ciuidelines Section 15088,. the City 
inay respond to comments submitted after the close of the Public Comment Period. 

F. The Parties are involved in various disputes related to the IBEC Project and the 
Parties are v.mrking tovaird a seukment of the disput<:'.s. 

Ci. To facilitate discussions that could resolve issues ;unong the Patties, .including 
regarding potential impacts of the IBEC Project, and a!lo'N additional lime for the negotiation 

ts.noes 11.v, 1wm1 . 1 i 
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and potential final resolution of the Parties· disputes, induding potential claims regarding CEQA 
compliance, the Parties now desire to enter i.nto this Agreernent to provide for the (i) submittal 
and consideration of EIR comments submitted by MSG and Inglewood Residents Against 
Takings ("IRATE") after the close of the Public Comment Period on tvlarch 24, 2020 and (ii) the 
deferral of the issuance of the Final ElR m1d noticing of public hearings with respect to any 
governmental approvals for the lBEC Project during the pendency of the scttlc1nent discussions 
as set forth herein, 

AGREEMENT 

In consideration of the ibregoing and tht'. mutual c~overnmts and agreernents set forth in 
this Agreernent, and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of 
which arc hereby acknmvlcdged, the Parties agree as follows: 

1 , Whenever used in this Agreement, the following words or phrases shall have the 
following meanings: 

n. "~Mmli~ljJl Period'' shall mean the period from the EHective Date until the Close 
of Standstill Period, 

b. ".Clos.~ Q.L~.tnn.~l~Jm ... P.gJjgg'' shal I mean ten I I 0) days after a StandstiH Period 
Event 

c. "St<mil~l!lLPeriod E venf' shall mean the earliest to occur of ( i) receipt by the City 
and MSG of\vritten notl.ce duly executed by M.urphy's Bowl terrninating the 
Standstill Period and (ii} July 28, 2020, \:vhich date shall he extended to the date 
specified in any written notice of such extension signed by /vlSG and l\forphy's 
Bowl and sent to the City pursuant to Paragraph 11 belo\v, 

2. tv1urphy's Bowl agrees that during the Standstill Period it shall not and shall direct its 
consultants, counsel, advisors, agents and representatives not to., directly or indirectly, 
request, encourage, or focililate the City lo take, or support or assist the City \vith taking, 
any actions or decisions coutrnry lo the provisions of this Agreerncnt The foregoing 
rmt\vithstandlng,. nothing in this Paragraph 2 shall prevent !'.forphf s Bowl fron-1 
facilitating the preparation arnl/ot posting of documents, technical materials and/or 
reports fix the lBEC Project rn long as any such documents, materials or reports are not 
finalized or approved by the City during the Standstill Period. 

3, ·rhe City agrees that during the Standstill Period it shall not take any oflhc follow'ing 
actions or decisions regarding the IBEC Project: public release of the final ElR; 
consideration of the Final EIR by any City decision-making body; consideration or 
adoption of a CEQA exemption for the IBEC Project; certification of the Final EIR; 
adoption or approval of any findings, including any "statement of overriding 
considerations" by any City decisio1Fmaking body regarding the IBEC Project; adoption 
or approval of any discretionary actions required for de\·cloprnent of the lBEC Project; 
filing of any "notice of determi.nation" or ··notice of ex.emption'' under CEQA for the 
IBEC Project; or seeking or supporting any potential CEQA exemption for the IBEC 
Project. Notwithstanding !he foregoing, nothing in this Paragraph 3 shall prevent the City 

•') 
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from performing any staff level activities prior to tbe public release of the Final EIR in 
order to continue the preparation of nmterials and draft documents related to 
consideration of the IBEC Project, and/or cornply ·with CEQA Section 21168'6.~t 

4. Prior to a Standstill Period Event, JV1SG and IRATE shall not submit to the City any 
comments on the Draft E[R (''Comrnents") and the City shall not be obligated to respond 
to any Comments received from IVlSG or IRATE during that period. 

5. The Parties agree that fi:Jilowing a Standstill Period Event and through the Close of 
Standstill Period, tv1SG and IRATE may submit Comments ("Timely Comments') to tlw 
City to the addressee provided for in the NOA. 

6, As permitted by CEQA, including but not lilnited to (iuidelines Section 15088, the City 
agrees that it shall accept and evaluate Timely Comments submitted in accordance with 
Paragraph 5, acknmvledge in the Final E!R that it is obligated to respond to such Timely 
CmnnH~nts, and prepare written responses to such Timely Conunents, consistent with the 
requirements of CEQA, in the same manner as if the Tim.eiy Comments had been 
submitted prior to the close of the Public Comment Period, \Vithout regard to the fact that 
the Timely Comments \Vere submitted and accepted after the dose uf the Public 
Comment Period, including \vithout limitation: inclusion of the Timely Comments and 
the responses therc'.to in the Final ElR and inclusion of the Timely Comments in the 
record of proceedings prepared by the City pursuant to CEQA Section 2l l 68.6JL 

7. City and tv!urphy's Bm;vl expressly agree that neither the City nor :tviurphy's Bmvl shall, 
directly or indirectly, raise or object to, or support or join in any third party· s objection 
to, and shall defend against any objection to, the timeliness of the Timely Comments 
submitted to the City by MSG and IRATE \Vi thin the period between a Standstill Period 
Event and the Close of Standstill Period in any action or proceeding, including any action 
or proceeding brought to attack, review, set aside, void or annul the certification of the 
EIK City and Murphy's Bow·! expressly agree that neither the City nor Murphy's Bovvl 
shalL directly or indirectly, claim or assert, or support or join in any third party's claim or 
assertion, and shall defend against any claim or assertion, that this A.greement is invalid 
or otherwise unenforceable in any action or proceeding, including any action or 
proceeding brought to attack, review, set aside, void or annul the certification ofthe FIR, 

8, In the event that fVforphy's Bowl or th<.~ City takes any action inconsisti:mt with this 
Agreement, then immediately upon vlritten notice from MSG the City shall cease 
processing (or rescind, as applicable) any approvals, adoptions, certifications or other 
actions for the lBEC Project taken or granted in violation of this Agreement, and bring its 
actions i.nto complhmce vvith this Agreement. Murphy's Bow! agrees that ff the City (a) 
does not accept Timely Comments, (b) rd.eases the Final EIR without including Timely 
Conunents submitted by rvISG or IRATE or responses to such Timely Comnicnts, (c) 
certifies the Final EIR prior lo the Close of Standstill Period, or (d) adopts Qr approves 
any discretionary actions required for development of the .IBEC Project without 
certification of the Final EIR, then Murphy's Bmv! shall withdraw its application for the 
IBEC Project within l\vo (2) business days of iv1SG's notice, In the event that thereafter 
tvlurphy's Bo\\! n!es a ne\v app!icalion for the IBEC Project, the City agrees that it shall 

3 
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issue a new' NOP based on the new' application for the refiled HlEC Project and, after 
following all applicable CEQA procedures, issue a ne\v NOA of a Draft EIR f'iJr the 
refiled IBEC Project for public reviev" and comment. Nohvithstanding the foregoing, if 
the City has accepted and responded to the Ti1nely Comments in accordance with 
Paragraphs 5 and 6, to the extent that MSG and IRATE assert that responses provided by 
the City to the Tirne1y Comments do not comply tvith the requirements of CEQA, those 
assertions shall be resolved in accordance with CEQA Seel.ion 21167, et seq<, subject In 
the provisions of Paragraph 7. 

9. The Parties understand and agree that tl,11lowing a Standstill Period Event nothing herein 
precludes or limits MSG or IRA TE from subrnitting comments and/or providing 
testirnony at or before any public meetings, hearings or proceedings that the City or any 
other governmental agency may hold regarding the IHEC Project Nothing herein shaH 
require the City to consider Comments submitted after the Close of Standstill Period or 
othenvise contrary lo the provisions of this Agreement 

IO. This Agreement shall terminate on the earlier of(i) the effective date of a \Vritten 
settlement agreement among the Parties in regard to all CEQA claims relative to the 
IBEC Project or (ii) thirty (30) days after the date that any and all litigation challenging 
the JBEC Project has been final.ly and unappealably resolved or, if no such litigation is 
cornmenced, thirty (30) days after the applicable statute oflimitations period for such 
challenge, 

l l, All notices under this Agreement \Vil! be in writing and \Vilt be deemed duly given (a} on 
the date of delivery if delivered personally or by facsimile or email, receipt 
acknowledged, (b) on the first (I 'r) business day follov•'ing the date of dispatch if 
delivered utilizing a nexHiay service by a recognized nexHJay courier or (c) on the 
earlier of confirmed receipt or the fifth Business Day following the date of mailing if 
delivered by registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, postage prepaid. All 
notices under this .Agreement will be delivered to the addresses set forth belov.-, or 
pursuant lo such other instructions as may be designated in writing by the Party to receive 
such notice: 

l. if to City, to: 

City of Inglewood 
One Manchester Boulevard 
Ingk\vood, California 90301 
Attention: City Manager 

City of Inglewood 
One Manchester Boulevard 
Ingle\vood, California 
Attention: City Clerk 

with a copy (which shall not constitute notice) to: 
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US·POCS'i lH!Wllll \I 

City Attorney 
City of Ing!e»vood 
One Manchester Boulevard 
Attention: Kenneth R. Campos, Esq. 
Email: kcampos(!i,icityufing!csvnod.org 
Facsimile: (3 l 0) 412-5 ! I l 

and 

Kane, Ballmer & Berkman 
515 S. Figueroa Street 
Suite 780 
Los Angeles, California 90071 
Attention: Royce K, Jones, Esq 
Email: rk i:!~hl;_g_bJttw.s:g1n 
Facsimile: (213) 6.25-0931 

2. if to MSG, to: 

MSG Sports & Entertainment, LLC 
2 Penn Plaza 
New York, New York lOLZl 
Attention: General Counsel 

\Vith a copy (\vhich sha!J no! constitute notice) to: 

Latham & Watkins LLP 
355 S, Grand Avenue 
Los Angeles, Calit'bmi.a 90071 
Attention: George Mihlsten, Esq., 
Email: $:f..'..9L&>:LmLh1tlfJJLS1l>YJtffGJ 
Facsimile: (213) 891-8763 

and 

O'Melveny & Myers LLP 
400 South Hope Street, I s~1) Floor 
Los Angeles, Cahfhmia 90071 
Altcnlion: Greg Thorpe, Esq. 
Email.: gthorpe;qomm,cnm 
Facsimile; (213) 430-6407 

J 0400 NE 4th St 
Suiw :moo 
Bell.cvuc, WA 98004 
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Attention: Brandt Vaughan 
Email:. brnn.til@12ailergroup,com 
Facsimile: (425) 642~002 l 

with a copy (which shall not constitute notice) to: 

Helsdl Fettenmm 
1001 Fourth Avenue, Suite 4200 
Seattle~ WA 98154 
Attention: Andrew Kinstler 
Email: akinstlen'.@helse!Lcom 
Facsimile: (206) 340-0902 

12, In the event of any actual or threatened defaull in, or breach ol~ any of the terms, 
conditions and provisions of this Agreement, including without limitation the obligation 
of Murphy's Bo•vl to withdra\V its application for the IBEC Project in accordance with 
Paragraph 8, the Parties agree that the Party to this Agreement who is or is to be thereby 
aggrieved shall have the right to specific perfrmnance and injunctive relief, including 
\vithout limitation a temporary restraining order, or other equitable relief. of its rights 
under this Agreement in addition to any and all other rights and remedies at law or in 
equity, other than monetary damages, (including without limitation the right to require 
\Vithdtaivai of the lBEC application as required by Parngraph 8), and all such rights and 
remedies shall be cumulative, The Parties agree that the remedies at law for any breach 
or threatened breach of this AgreenK~nt, including monetary dmnages, are inadequate 
cornpensation for any loss (and lherefbre no monetary dam.ages,, \Vhether direct or 
consequential, are allowed), and that any defense in any action for specific performance 
that a remedy at law would he adequate is hereby waived, and that any requirernents for 
the securing or posting of any bond with sud1 remedy arc hereby waived. 

13. This A.grnement shall he gtwemed by ~n1d construed in ftccon.fance with th~'. laws of the 
State of California, 

14. Other than as expressly set forth herein, the City retains the absolute sole discretion to 
make decisions under CEQA with respect to the IBEC Project, \Vhich discretion includes: 
(i) deciding not to proceed with development of the lBEC Project, (ii) deciding to 
proceed with development of the IBEC Pwjccl, (iii) deciding to proceed \>vith any 
alternative development of the IBEC Project, and {iv) deciding to modify the IBEC 
Project as rnay be necessary to comply with CEQA. There shall be no approval or 
commitment by the City regarding the lBEC Prnjec~t unkss and until the City undertakes 
environmental review as required in compliance \Vith CEQA, MSG expressly agree that 
neither MSG nor IRATE shaU, directly or indirectly, misc or object to, or support or join 
in any third party's objection to the existence of this Agreement as evidence of a pre
judgmenl ofthe merits of the IBEC Project, in any action or proceeding, including any 
action or proceeding brought to attack, review, set aside, void or annul the certification of 
the Em.. MSG expressly agret~ that neither MSG nor IRATE shall, directly or indirectly, 
claim or assert, or support or join in any third party's claim or assertion, that this 
Agreement is evidence~ of a post-hoc rationalization in any action or proceeding, 
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including any action or proceeding brought to attack, review, set aside, void or annul the 
cetiification of the EIR. 

15. This Agreement 1nay be executed in countcrpmts, each of-..vhich shall be deemed an 
original and all of\vhich shall constitute one agreement. Photocopies and portable 
document format (PDF) copies of executed originals of this Agreement may be used as 
otiginal~t 

16. The City represents and warrants that it has taken all actions that imy be required under 
law to approve and execute this Agrcernent and by executing this Agrcem.ent in the 
manner provided below the City is formally bound to the provisions of this Agreement 
Each signatory to this Agreement represents and w·arrams that (a) he or she is ::mthorized 
to sign and deliver this Agreement on behalf of the Party fix which he or she is signing, 
and !hereby to bind that Party fully to the terms of this Agreement, (b) entering into this 
Agreement does not violate any provision of any other agreement to i-vhicb the Party is 
bound or, to the Party's knovviedge. any provision oflaw, and (c) there is no litigation or 
legal proceeding which would prevent the Parties from entering into this Agreement 

l 7. No amendments or modifications to this A.greement shall he of any force, value or effect 
unless the arnendment or modification is in •vriting and signed by the Parties to be bound 
thereto. 

18. No waiver of any provision of this Agreement shall be effoctive unless in \Vriting and 
signed by a duly authorized representative of the Party against whom enforcement of a 
waiver is sought and refers expressly to this Paragraph. No \Vaiver of any right or 
remedy with respl':'.Ct to any occurrence or event shall be deemed a waiver of any right or 
remedy \Vi.th respect to any other occurrence or event 

19 .. Any exhibits attached to this Agreement are incorporated herein by reference. 

20. This Agreement shall not be constrned more strictly against any Party merely by virtue of 
the fact that the san1e has been prepared by such Party or its counsel, it being recognized 
that each of the Panics have contributed substantially and materially to the preparation of 
this Agreement "Including'' means '"including without limitation". 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have caused this Agreement to be executed. 

CITY OF INGLEWOOD 

By:······································································· 
James T. Butts., Jr. 
1\fayor 
Date: 

MSC FORUM, LLC, 
a Dda\vare limited liability cornpany 

Name: 
Title: 
Date: 
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ATTES'I': 

City Clerk 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: 

CITY ATTORNEY 

APPROVED: 

KANE BALLMER & BERKMAN 
Special City Cm1nst•l 

MSG SPORTS & ENTli:RTAlNMENT, 
LLC, 
a Delaware limited liability company 

Name: 
Thie: 
Date: 

MURPHY'S BOWL, LLC 
a Ddawarc limited liability company 

Narne: 
Title: 
Date.: 
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From: Veronica Lebron 

To: latwell@cityofinglewood.org; mwilcox@cityofinglewood.org; yhorton@cityofinglewood.org: 
ibecproject@cityofinglewood.org: jbutts@cityofinglewood.org; gdolson@cityofinglewood.org; 
apadilla@cityofinglewood.org; emorales@Cityoflnglewood.org; rfranklin@cityofinglewood.org; 
wbrown@Cityofinglewood.org; afields@Cityofinglewood.org; kcampos@cityofinglewood.org; 

CC: 
Date: 

bgridley@kbblaw.com 

Esther Kornfeld; Naira Soghbatyan; Robert Silverstein 

5/8/2020 10:26 AM 

Subject: Follow-up California Public Records Act Request I IBEC Project SCH 2018021056; Billboard Project Case No. 
EA-MND-2019-102 

. ttac mePl:i : 4-23-20 [SCAN] Brown Act Violation Cure and Correct Demand to City of Inglewood re SCH 2018021056; 
CPRA RequestPDF 

Dear Mayor, Councilmembers, and City Clerk and City officials: 

Please include this communication in the administrative record for the IBEC Project and its EIR, SCH 2018021056. 

This is a follow-up on our Public Records Act (CPRA) request on April 22, 2020 to Public Works (below), as well as our CPRA 
requests as part of our Brown Act Cure and Correct letter dated April 23, 2020 (attached). 

As part of our Cure and Correct request at p. 2, we requested the settlement agreement(s) that was/were signed by Mayor Butts 
during the March 24, 2020 Council meeting. 

Also, at p. 9 of the same April 23, 2020 letter, under a separate CPRA section, we requested records related to the closed door 
session at the March 24, 2020 Council meeting. We stated: 

"In view of the above-noted violations, where the Mayor and City improperly discussed the settlement agreement 
and related "CEQA review" issues and lawsuits during the closed session instead of in the open session as required by 
law,, e\mmiei t that the City provide the audio and video recordings of that closed session, as well as any minutes, 
notes, or records made or exchanged by anyone present at the meeting re same." (Emph. added.) 

More than 10 days have passed since our requests on April 22 and April 23, 2020, without response by the City to our document 
requests, and without producing a single document 

The City is in violation of the CPRA, including Govt. Code Sec. 6253(c), forfailure to respond to our CPRA requests within the 
statutory 10-day deadline. Please immediately comply. We reserve all rights to file a petition for writ of mandate to compel 
disclosure of these documents and recordings, and to seek award of attorney fees and costs, including pursuant to Govt. Code 
Sec. 6259(d). 

Thank you. 

Veronica Lebron 
The Silverstein Law Firm, APC 
215 North Marengo Avenue, 3rd Floor 
Pasadena, CA 91101-1504 
Telephone: (626) 449-4200 
Facsimile: (626) 449-4205 
Email: Veronica@RobertSilversteinLaw.com 
Website: www.RobertSilversteinLaw.com 

The information contained in this electronic mail message is confidential 
information intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above, 
and may be privileged. The information herein may also be protected by the 
Electronic Communimtions Privacy Act, 18 USC Sections 2510-2521. If the 
reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified 
that any dissemination. distribution or copying of this communication is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 
immediately notify us by telephone (626-449-4200), and delete the original 
message. Thank you. 

>>> 
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From: Veronica Lebron 

To: 

CC: 

mwilcox@cityofi nglewood .org ; yhorton@cityofi nglewood .org; latwell@cityofi nglewood .org 

Robert Silverstein: Naira Soghbatyan; Esther Kornfeld 

Date: 412212020 5:17 PM 

Subject: California Public Records Act Request I IBEC Project SCH 2018021056; Billboard Project Case No. EA-MND-2019-
102 

Dear Public Works Officials: 

This is a public records request made pursuant to Government Code§ 6250, ?.L~i;'!_g,_ 

Please provide the following documents: 

1) All documents and communications - from January 1, 2020 through the date of your compliance with this request - which 
relate or refer to the public works, construction, or improvements on S'W rall'.St1>.bet, eePWB:ffi' I 88 BS'W ra:K:.e..St1or 
within 300 feet of same in each direction, including but not limited to the purpose of these ongoing improvements and or 
construction, the associated projects and applicants that the construction/improvement work is related to, as well as any road or 
sidewalk widening plans for the noted area on S. Prairie St; 

2) All documents and communications - from January 1, 2018 through the date of your compliance with this request - which 
relate or refer to the~ kC~rojectlt'hp:ihaw ur' I )i '4f o, !!WC5 WB 688 Et!Aproposed signage, or signage that would be 
used, in whole or in part, in connection with events at the proposed IBEC project including but not limited to communications 
from the planner, the City's various departments, Mayor Butts and Council members, as well as the Applicant Murphy's Bowl, 
LLC and its representatives and agents; 

3) All documents and communications - from January 1, 2018 through the date of your compliance with this request - which 
relate or refer to the'4f 2tioar9~roject k. '831\ftJI138.bl @v Ow e91!..a>ciamd the installation of motion billboard signs on S. 
Prairie St. between 10200-10204 S. Prairie St.. including but not limited to communications from the planners. the City's various 
departments, Mayor Butts and Council members, as well as WOW Media, Inc. and its representatives and agents. 

Govt. Code§ 6253.9(a) requires that the agency provide documents in their native format, when requested. Pursuant to that 
code section,' kiai ewlilowro~ew e\llenuei te9'9ocumePti -\iiP'c11119Pgwmti' ' li:atl>Pi -\iiPW e:Ni'atqewP9whictroP2: 
format1 

Because I am emailing this request on April 22, 2020, please ensure that your response is provided to me by no later than y al 
&JtEEB1 Thank you. 

Also, ' hiai e>JPc11119eWiis correspondence and CPRA request in the administrative record and council files for both the IBEC 
Project and the Billboard Project as described above. 

Thank you. 

Veronica Lebron 
The Silverstein Law Firm, APC 
215 North Marengo Avenue, 3rd Floor 
Pasadena, CA 91101-1504 
Telephone: {Q_2_f,l.J..44B.~42_QQ_ 
Facsimile: {Q_2.QJA.4B.~42_Q_;?_ 

Ema i I: Veroni ca@RQQ?.CT.S.ll.\ti;'!.G?J?.i.D.lfl_W,.QQ.ITJ 
Website: vvww.RobertSilversteinLaw.com 

The information contained in this electronic mail message is confidential 
information intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above, 
and maybe privileged. The information herein may also be protected by the 
Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 USC Sections 2510-2521. If the 
reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified 
that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 
immediately notify us by telephone (626-449-4200), and delete the original 
message. Thank you. 
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From: 
To: 
CC: 

Date: 

Veronica Lebron 

yhorton@cityofinglewood.org 

Robert Silverstein; Naira Soghbatyan; Esther Kornfeld 

6/4/2020 4:08 PM 

Subject: California Public Records Act Request 

Dear Ms. Horton: 

Please ensure that this communication is included in the administrative record for the IBEC Project matter (SCH .2.Q.1.8.0.2.J.0.59.). 

This is a public records request pursuant to Govt. Code Sec. 6250 et seq. 

Please provide: 

1) a copy of the complete and original unedited video and audio recordings of the Council Hearing on March 24, 2020. In view of 
COVID-19, we would appreciate if such recordings be provided to us via a dropbox link or an attachment to an email; 

2) all documents signed by Mayor Butts on March 24, 2020, during both the closed and open sessions. Please ensure those are 
the _;?_[g_o.\','!Q ___ Q.Qp_[§.~, 

Govt. Code§ 6253.9(a) requires that the agency provide documents in their native format, when requested. Pursuant to that 
code section, please also provide the requested records in their native and electronic format 

We do not expect that the City will have unusual circumstances to produce the requested few and fairly recent public records. 

Because I am emailing this request on June 4, 2020, please ensure that your response is provided to me by no later than June 
14, 2020. Please confirm receipt Thank you. 

Veronica Lebron 
The Silverstein Law Firm, APC 
215 North Marengo Avenue, 3rd Floor 
Pasadena, CA 91101-1504 
Telephone: {Q_2.9.l..44B.~42_QQ_ 
Facsimile: {Q_2.Q.).A.4B.~42_Q_;?_ 

Email: Veronica@RobertSilversteinLaw.com 
Website: vvww.RobertSilversteinLaw.com 

The information contained in this electronic mail message is confidential 
information intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above, 
and maybe privileged. The information herein may also be protected by the 
Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 USC Sections 2510-2521. If the 
reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified 
that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 
immediately notify us by telephone (626-449-4200), and delete the original 
message. Thank you. 
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THE SILVERSTEIN LAW FIR11 
A Professiona[ Corporation 

June l L 2020 

VIA El\t1AIL yhorton@cityofinglewood.org; 
aphiHips(a)cityofinglewood.org 

Yvonne Horton, City Clerk 
City Clerk's Office 
1 Manchester Boulevard 
Inglewood, CA 90301 

215 NrnnH MARENGO AVENUE, 3RD FLOOR 

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 91101-1504 

PHONE: (626) 449-4200 FAX: (626) 449-4205 

ROBERT@ROBERTSILVERSTEINLAW.COM 

W\VW.ROBERTSILVERSTEINLA\V.COM 

Re: California Public Records Act Requests re IBEC Project, 
State Clearinghouse No. 2018021056. 

Dear Jv1s. Horton: 

This request is made under the California Public Records Act pursuant to 
Government Code § 6250,. et seq. Please provide copies of the following from the City 
(as "City" is defined below). 

Please also include this correspondence in the running administrative record 
for the IBEC Project. 

For ease of reference in this document, please refer to the following defined 
terms: 

The "Citv" shall refer to the Citv of lmdewood its Citv Council the Jvfavor and 
.,/ .,/ ........ ' .,; ' .,/ 

all members of the City Council, all members, officials, employees, consultants, 
and agents of the City commissions, boards, offices, departments,. divisions, the 
City Attorney's office and any and all outside counsel retained by the City, for 
your respective office, division, or Department. 

"Project" shall refer to State Clearinghouse No. 2018021056, "IBEC Project," 
"Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center Project," "Murphy's Bowl," or 
"Clippers Arena," or APNs or Project Addresses, as listed below: 

APN 4032-001-005: 10022 S. Prairie Ave., Inglewood, CA 90303 
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APN 4032-001-035: 3900 vV. Centmy Blvd., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-001-039: 10004 S. Prairie Ave., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-001-048: 3915 W. 102nd St., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-001-049: 3940 \V. Century Blvd., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-001-902: 3901 \V. 102nd St., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-001-903: 3939 W. 102nd St., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-001-904: 10116 S. Prairie Ave., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-001-905: 3947 vV. 102nd St., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-001-906: 10020 S. Prairie Ave., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-001-907: HH 12 S. Prairie Ave., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-001-908: 10108 S. Prairie Ave., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-001-909: 3941 \V. 102nd St., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-001-910: 10104 S. Prairie Ave., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-001-911: 3921 W. 102nd St., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-001-912: 3922 vV. Century Blvd., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-001-913: 3930 \V. Century Blvd., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-002-913: 3822 W. Century Blvd., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-002-914: 3831 \V. 102nd St., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-002-915: 3843 \V. 102nd SL. Inglewood,. CA 90303 

APN 4032-002-916: 3851W.102nd St., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-002-917: 3821 W. 102nd St., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-003-914: 3700 vV. Centmy Blvd., Inglewood, CA 90303 
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APN 4032-003-915: 3703 vV. l02nd St., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-007-035: 3838 \V. l02nd St., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-007-900: 3818 W. l02nd St., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-007-901: 3836 \V. 102nd St., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-007-902: 3844 \V. l02nd St., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-007-903: 3832 W. l02nd St., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-007-904: 3812 W. 102nd St., Los Angeles, CA 90303 

APN 4032-007-905: 3850 vV. l02nd St., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-008-001: 10200 S. Prairie Ave., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-008-002: 10204 S. Prairie Ave., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-008-006: 10226 S. Prairie Ave., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-008-035: 10212 S. Prairie Ave., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-008-900: 3910 W. l02nd St., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-008-901: 3926 W. 102nd St., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-008-902: 3900 vV. l02nd St., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-008-903: 10220 S. Prairie Ave., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-008-904: 3930 W. 102nd St., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-008-905: 3920 \V. 102nd St., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-008-907: 3940 \V. l02nd St., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4032-008-908: 3936 W. l02nd St., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4034-004-027: 4000 W. Century Blvd., Inglewood, CA 90304 

APN 4034-004-900: 4045 vV. lOlst St., Inglewood, CA 90304 
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APN 4034-004-901: 4037 vV. lOlst St., Inglewood, CA 90304 

APN 4034-004-902: 4019 \V. lOlst St., Inglewood, CA 90304 

APN 4034-004-903: 4039 W. lOlst St., Inglewood, CA 90304 

APN 4034-004-904: 4015 \V. 101st St., Inglewood, CA 90304 

APN 4034-004-905: 4040 \V. Centmy Blvd., Inglewood, CA 90304 

APN 4034-004-906: 4043 W. lOlst St., Inglewood, CA 90304 

APN 4034-004-907: 4046 W. Century Blvd., Inglewood, CA 90304 

APN 4034-004-908: 4042 vV. Centmy Blvd., Inglewood, CA 90304 

APN 4034-004-909: 4032 \V. Century Blvd., Inglewood, CA 90304 

APN 4034-004-910: 4036 W. Century Blvd., Inglewood, CA 90304 

APN 4034-004-911: 4033 \V. 101st St., Inglewood, CA 90304 

APN 4034-004-912: 4020 \V. Centu1y Blvd., Inglewood, CA 90304 

APN 4034-004-913: 4026 W. Century Blvd., Inglewood, CA 90304 

APN 4034-005-900: 10 U 7 S. Prairie Ave., Inglewood, CA 90303 

APN 4034-005-901: 4030 vV. lOlst St., Inglewood, CA 90304 

APN 4034-005-902: 4043 \V. l02nd St., Inglewood, CA 90304 

APN 4034-005-903: 4037 W. 102nd St., Inglewood, CA 90304 

APN 4034-005-904: 4031 \V. 102nd St., Inglewood, CA 90304 

APN 4034-005-905: 4018 \V. lOlst St., Inglewood, CA 90304 

APN 4034-005-906: 4023 W. 102nd St., Inglewood, CA 90304 

APN 4034-005-907: 4025 W. 102nd St., Inglewood, CA 90304 

APN 4034-005-908: 4019 vV. l02nd St., Inglewood, CA 90304 
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APN 4034-005-909: 4036 vV. lOlst St., Inglewood, CA 90304 

APN 4034-005-910: 4044 \V. lOlst St., Inglewood, CA 90304 

APN 4034-005-911: 4026 W. 101st St., Inglewood, CA 90304 

APN 4034-005-912: 4022 \V. 101st St., Inglewood, CA 90304 

APN 4032-001-006: address n/a (vacant land) 

APN 4032-001-033: address n/a (vacant land) 

APN 4032-001-900: address n/a (vacant land) 

APN 4032-001-901: address n/a (vacant land) 

APN 4032-003-912: address n/a (vacant land) 

APN 4032-004-913: address n/a (multi-family residential) 

APN 4032-004-914: address n/a (multi-family residential) 

APN 4032-008-034: address n/a (vacant land). 

"Project Applicant" shall refer to I\1urphy' s Bowl, LLC or Steve Ballmer, and 
their officers, principles, employees, representatives, agents, attorneys, experts and 
consultants. 

"Email" includes, but is not limited to, correspondence to or from any email 
account through which any City business is being conducted, including but not 
limited to email accounts assigned by the City's Information Technology Agency 
to City officials, employees or consultants, and consistent with City of San Jose v. 
Superior Court of Santa Clara County, each and eve1y personal email account 
outside the City's email system upon which any City business has been conducted. 

"Text messages" includes, but is not limited to, correspondence to or from any 
communications device of the City or a City official, employee or consultant's 
personal communications device over which text messages may have been sent or 
received and stored which are City business. 
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"J\!ieeting Notes" includes, but is not limited to any personal handwritten or 
electronic notes maintained by any City employee,. contractor, or agent, regardless 
of the ownership of the media. 

"Exchanged between" shall mean the passing of a document from one person to 
another by any means of transmission or delivery. 

"Document," as defined in Govt Code§ 6252(g), shall mean any handwriting, 
typewriting, printing, photostating, photographing, photocopying, 1Tansmitting by 
electronic mail, message texting or facsimile, and every other means of recording 
upon any tangible thing any form of communication or representation, including 
letters, words, pictures, sounds, or symbols, or combinations thereof, and any 
record thereby created, regardless of the manner in which the record has been 
stored. 

Please note that Documents and Emails includes, but is not limited to, 
correspondence to or from any email account through which any public business is 
conducted,. including but not limited to personal or otherwise private email accounts 
belonging to government officials, empfovees or consultants, pursuant to the 
California Supreme Court's recent decision in City of San Jose v. Superior Court (2017) 
2 Cal.5th 608. This also includes text messages on any public or private device on which 
discussions about the Project and other public matters was discussed. Please ensure that 
you have secured and produced aH such personal or otherwise private emails and 
texts. Therefore, we are also requesting that all relevant officials, employees and agents 
preserve intact under a litigation hold all such "personal" and official emails and text 
messages, and not to destroy, delete, allow to be automatically purged, or otherwise to 
engage in or permit spoliation of such evidence. To the extent that such emails or texts 
have been deleted, purged or otherwise spoliated, we demand that the holders of these 
devices immediately be informed that they must take all efforts to retrieve any deleted or 
otherwise purged emails and texts, and make all efforts to retrieve and preserve them. 
Please confirm that vou will do so. 

The public records requests include: 

(l) Al1 documents that refer or relate to historic oil weU operations on any 
pmiion of the Project site (defined above), including but not limited to 
contamination issues, properly or improperly capped or abandoned oil 
wells, and any and all communications that refer or relate thereto, including 
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but not limited to with Division of Oil, Gas, and Geothermal Resources 
("DOGGR") and California Geological Energy 1'.fanagement ("CalGETvf'). 

(2) AH documents that refer or relate to hazardous wastes generation, hauling, 
disposal, recognized environmental conditions (REC), remedial actions, 
cleanups,. contamination,. No Further Action letters, Underground Storage 
Tanks and/or leaks at the Project site and within Yl-mile radius of any point 
of the Project site, including but not limited to communications with the 
Department of Toxic Substances Control ("DTSC"). 

(3) Al1 documents from Janmuy 1, 2016 through the date of your response to 
this request that refer or relate to or are communications with the 
Inglewood Unified School District concerning the Project, including but not 
limited to communications with the City, Project Applicant, ESA (preparer 
of the Project EIR) and other environmental consultants, their agents,. 
attorneys, experts, and representatives. 

(4) All documents that refer or relate to methane zone or methane buffer zone, 
methane testing or methane leaks at the Project site and within a 1000-foot 
radius thereof. 

(5) All documents that are, refer, or relate to Phase I, Phase II, or any 
supplemental Environmental Site Assessment or soil testing of any and all 
lots within the Project site. 

( 6) All daily calendars of meetings of the Tvfayor and Councilmembers, and 
City IVJ:anager, from January 1, 2016 through the date of your response to 
this request. 

(7) AH documents that are, refer or relate to communications about the 
potential use of eminent domain for or in furtherance of the Project, 
including but not limited to all such documents between, among and/or 
including the City on the one hand, and the Project Applicant [as defined 
above] on the other hand,. from J anmuy 1, 2016 through the date of your 
response to this request. Please note that Citizens for Ceres holds that 
communications between the City and the Applicant, and/or their respective 
counseL. are not privileged and must be produced. Citizens for Ceres v. 
Superior Court (2013) 217 Cal.App.4th 889,. 922. Accordingly, you may 
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not withhold any documents exchanged between, to/from or including the 
City and the Project Applicant. 1 

(8) All documents that are, refer or relate to communications about vacant and 
or cleared land within the Project site and their acquisition by the City, 
from January L. 2015 through the date of your response to this request. 

(9) Al1 documents that are, refer or relate to communications about Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) noise mitigation grant, conditions and 
requirements for the grant, and any of the Project sites that the City 
purchased with the FAA grant funds. 

(10) Al1 documents that are, refer or relate to communications about noise 
reduction projects and funding therefor within a Y2-mile radius of the 
Project site, from January 1, 2016 through the date of your response to this 
request. 

( 11) All documents, from January 1, 2020 through the date of your response to 
this request, that are, refer, or relate to communications with Tvfetro, 
CalDOT, Caltrans, and LA Public \Yorks, including but not limited to 
issues related to the Crenshaw Line operation, metro stations, time1ines and 
delays in their construction, grade separation activities, and shuttle services 
and/or bus/shuttle schedules to/from the Project site. 

(12) All documents, from Januaiy 1, 2017 through the date of your response to 
this request that are, refer, or relate to CA Public Records Act requests 
and/or FOIA requests, and responses and document productions in response 
thereto, related to the IBEC Project and/or Tvfurphy's Bowl, filed or 
requested by or on behalf of MSG (and all affiliated persons and entities), 
IRi\TE, or any other person or entity, as well as all records responsive to 
any outstanding CPRA requests to the City that were otherwise 

This principle and admonition applies to ALL documents and communications 
between the City, as broadly defined above, and the Applicant. as broadly defined above. 
No pre-Project-approval documents to, from, between,. among,. or including them may be 
withheld. This applies to an of the requests contained in this letter. 

Please confirm that you are not withholding or redacting any such documents 
and/or communications, or parts of such documents and/or communications. 
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resolved/ended pursuant to the Settlement Agreement authorized by the 
City Council on Nfarch 24, 2020 during the closed-door session. 

(13) AH documents, contracts, communications about or with or including 
Overland, Pacific and Cutler related to the IBEC project. 

(14) AH documents (and communications) from January L. 2019 through the 
date of your response to this request, that are, refer, or relate to documents 
or records that were flagged or requested to be removed from the 
administrative record bv an' erson or enti r 

documents that were actually removed from the draft/runnirnz - '--' 

administrative record. 

(15) All documents and communications that refer or relate to the City's 
practices and procedures regarding the editing of the recordings, including 
audio and video, of City Council and other City government hearings or 
meetings. 

(16) All documents and communications that refer or relate to the editing of 
video- and/or audio-recordings of the City Council and other administrative 
hearings related to the IBEC Project, including but not limited to the 
recording of the March 24, 2020 City Council hearing. 

( 17) All documents - in their umedacted form - that were ordered sealed in 
TvfSG Forum, LLC v. City of Inglewood, et al., Case No. YC072715, as 
wen as all other documents that were sealed,. including the discovery 
referee's reports. 

(18) All documents from January 1, 2016 through the date of your compliance 
with this request which refer, relate to, or are any communications 
exchanged between or including any member of the City Planning 
Department. including but not limited to the planner(s) assigned to this 
Project, and any principal, owner, employee, agent, consultant or attorney 
representing Nlurphy's Bowl, LLC or ESA (or any entity linked to the 
IBEC Project), including but not limited to any and aU staff reports, 
including drafts and documents in Planner "working files," "screen check 
ElR documents and drafts, studies, photographs, memoranda and internal 
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memoranda, agenda items, agenda statements, correspondence, emails, 
attachments to emails,. notes, photos, and audio and/or video recordings. 

(19) AH documents from Janumy l, 2016 through the date of your compliance 
with this request, that are not currently posted online in the draft/running 
administrative record, which refer or relate to the Project, including but not 
limited to any and all staff reports, including drafts and documents in 
Planner "working files," studies, photographs, memoranda and internal 
memoranda, agenda items, agenda statements, correspondence, emails, 
attachments to emails, notes, photos, and audio and/or video recordings. 

(20) All objection and/or comment letters, emails and other communications 
through the date of your compliance with this request, that are not currently 
posted online in the draft/running administrative record, regarding the Draft 
Environmental Impact Report for the Inglewood Basketball and 
Entertainment Center (IBEC) project at any time, including but not limited 
to all objection and/or comment letters, emails or other communications 
related to or in response to any and aU Notices of Preparation and any other 
preliminary CEQA documents for the Inglewood Basketball and 
Entertainment Center (IBEC) project. 

(21) AH documents from January 1, 2016 through the date of your compliance 
with this request that (i) are, refer or relate to,. and/or that (ii) are 
communications with, between, among and/or including the City on the one 
hand, and the Project Applicant [as defined above], including ESA (the 
IBEC EIR preparer) on the other hand, which refer or relate to: 

(a) The Project; 

(b) The Project Draft EIR and Final EIR; 

(c) The Project's land use applications and review; 

( d) The Forum, J\!iadison Square Garden, I\1SG Forum, LLC, and any of 
their officers, owners,. members, principals, attorneys,. agents, or 
representatives; 

(e) Kenneth or Dawn Baines, and/or Let's Have a Cart Party, and/or 
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(f) 10212 S. Prairie Ave., Inglewood; 

(g) APN No. 4032-008-035; 

(h) Robert Silverstein or The Silverstein Law Firm: 

(i) Latham & \Vatkins,. including but not limited to Benjamin Handin 
and Maria Pilar Hoye; 

(j) Chatten,. Brown & Carstens, including but not limited to Douglas 
Carstens; 

(k) Nielsen, !vierksamer, Parrinello, Gross & Leoni, including but not 
limited to Arthur G. Scotland, Sean P. vVelch, Kurt R. Oneto, Hilary 
J. Gibson; 

(l) Document(s) the !vfayor signed on I\1arch 24, 2020,, including but 
not limited to the 1Tiwparty and/or settlement agreements (signed 
versions), as wen as staff reports, communications, internal and 
external memo, correspondence and other documents that refer or 
relate to said settlement agreement; 

(m) Federal Aviation Administration noise mitigation grant, conditions 
and requirements for the grant, and documents related to the City's 
purchase of any lots included in the Project with that grant; 

(n) Capitol building annex project, annex project related work, or the 
state office building project, environmental leadership development 
project, or leadership project; 

( o) Requests for extension of public comment period due to the COVID 
19 situation; communications re publishing of the notice of 
extension or its circulation; 

(p) All unredacted versions of letters or text messages, which are 
redacted in the public record, including but not limited to those dated 
March 24, 2020 and thereafter; 
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( q) Leases or any types of agreements between the Project Applicant 
and the City, including exclusive negotiating agreements and their 
amendments; 

(r) Amendments to the General Plan, including but not limited to 
amendments to the Land Use, Circulation, Safety Elements and 
adoption of the Environmental Justice Element, as wen as the 
Project's inconsistency with the General Plan; 

(s) Amendments to the Inglewood International Business Park Specific 
Plan, including but not limited to the exclusion of Project parcels 
from the Specific Plan, the Project's inconsistency with the Specific 
Plan, and the Specific Plan itself. 

(22) AH documents that are, refer or relate to communications about the 
Billboard Project, Case No. EA-Jv1ND-2019 or its Jv1ND, its Applicant 
WOW J\!iedia, Inc., Place\Vorks environmental document preparer, their 
representatives, IBEC Project Applicant, their agents, officers, attorneys, 
from January L. 2016 through the date of your compliance with this request. 
The requested records include records about any and all approvals, notices 
of approvals or determination, as well as records about the lots on which 
the billboard signs are proposed to be installed and communications about 
vacating any of those lots or City/public right of way and including those in 
or part of the IBEC Project. 

(23) The administrative record (AR) certified by the City and lodged in the Case 
of Inglewood Residents Against Takings and Evictions v. Successor 
Agencv To The Inglewood Redevelopment Agency, et al., LASC Case No. 
BSl74709. 

Please produce all responsive documents to each item in the same organization as 
listed above. 

I draw your attention to Government Code§ 6253.1, which requires a public 
agency to assist the public in making a focused and effective request by: ( 1) identifying 
records and infonnation responsive to the request; (2) describing the information 
technology and physical location of the records; and (3) providing suggestions for 
overcoming any practical basis for denying access to the records or information sought. 
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If you determine that any information is exempt from disclosure, 1 ask that you 
reconsider that determination in view of Proposition 59 which amended the State 
Constitution to require that all exemptions be "narrowly construed." Proposition 59 may 
modify or overturn authorities on which the City has relied in the past. 

If you determine that any requested records are subject to a stiU-va1id exemption,. I 
request that you exercise its discretion to disclose some or all of the records 
notwithstanding the exemption and with respect to records containing both exempt and 
non-exempt content, you redact the exempt content and disclose the rest. Should you 
deny any part of this request, you are required to provide a written response describing 
the legal authority on which you rely. 

Please be advised that Government Code § 6253( c) states in pertinent part that the 
agency "shall promptly notify the person making the request of the determination and 
the reasons therefore." (Emphasis added.) Section 6253(d) further states that nothing 
in this chapter "shall be construed to permit an agency to delay or obstruct the inspection 
or copying of public records. The notification of denial of any request for records 
required by Section 6255 shall set forth the names and titles or positions of each person 
responsible for the denial." 

Additionally, Government Code§ 6255(a) states that the "agency shall justify 
withholding any record bv demonstrating that the record in question is exempt under 
expressed provisions of this chapter or that on the facts of the particular case the public 
interest served by not disclosing the record clearly ounveighs the public interest served 
by disclosure of the record." (Emphasis added.) This provision makes clear that the 
agency is required to justify withholding any record with particularity as to ""the record 
in question." (Emphasis added.) 

Please clearly state in writing pursuant to Section 6255(b): ( l) if the City is 
withholding any documents; (2) if the City is redacting any documents; (3) what 
documents the City is so withholding and/or redacting; and (4) the alleged legal bases for 
withholding and/or redacting as to the particular documents. It should also be noted that 
to the extent documents are being withheld, should those documents also contain material 
that is not subject to any applicable exemption to disclosure, then the disclosable pmtions 
of the documents must be segregated and produced. 

Govt. Code§ 6253.9(a) requires that the agency provide documents in their native 
format, when requested. Pursuant to that code section, please also provide the requested 
documents, including all applications, in their electronic fmmat (i.e., pdf soft copies). 
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City of Inglewood 
June 11, 2020 
Page 14 

I further request that no IBEC Project approvals or EIR ce11ification occur unm 
we have been provided all records responsive to our CPRA requests herein, as well as to 
our prior CPRA requests on April 22 (to Public Works) and April 23, 2020 (re minutes 
and notes of the closed session), June 4, 2020 (Ivfarch 24, 2020 hearing video/audio 
recordings and all signed documents) and on June 8, 2020 (re redevelopment plan issues) 
with sufficient advance time to review the produced records. 

If the documents exist in electronic form, we ask that you provide copies on a disk 
or fiashdrive at cost. For any non-electronic documents, if the copy costs for those 
documents do not exceed $500, please make the copies and bin this office. If the copy 
costs exceed $500, please promptly contact us in advance to arrange a time and place 
where we can inspect the records. 

As required by Government Code § 6253, please respond to this request within ten 
days. Because we are emailing this request on June 11, 2020, please ensure that your 
response is provided to us by no later than June 21, 2020. Thank you. 

RPS:vl 
Ends. 

Ve1y truly yours, 

Robert Silverstein 

ROBERT P. SILVERSTEIN 
FOR 

THE SILVERSTEIN LA vV FIRM, APC 
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Y OF I 00.D 
OFFICE OF 'IHE CITY ATTORNEY 

DA'fE: May 19, 2020 

TO: Mayor and Council Members 

FROM: Office oHhe City Attorney 

SUBJECT: Fourth Amendment to CEQA Funding Agreement No. 18-055 with Murphy's Bowl 
LLC, to Fund the Costs of certain Legal Activities and Services Required or 
Contemplated by that certain Amended and Restated Exclusive Negotiating 
Agreement (ENA) Performed by Remy Moose Manley, LLP at the Request and on the 
Behalf of the City with Regard to the Proposed Development of a National Basketball 
Association Arena and Associated Facilities (Project) Near the Intersection of Prairie 
A venue and Century Boulevard 

RECOMMENDATION: 
11 is recornmended that the Mayor and Council Iv1embers take the following actions: 

1. Approve the Fourth Amendment to CEQA Funding Agreernent No. l 8-055 with Murphy's Bowl, LLC 
to include an additional $96,133.59 to cover costs of certain Legal acfrvities and services (Phase II) 
provided by third party consultant at the request and on behalf of the City with regard to the proposed 
development of a National Basketball Association Arena and associated facilities (Project) near the 
intersection of Prairie Avenue and Century Boulevard; necessary to provide certain environmental and 
legal services on behalf of the City as required and/or contemplated by the Exclusive Negotiating 
Agreement; 

2. Approve the Fourth .Amendment to Agreement No. 18-058 with Rerny Moose Manley, LLP (RMM) to 
include an additional $96, 133.59 for Phase II scope of services perfi.wmed outside of the agreement; and 

3. Adopt a resolution amending the Fiscal Year 2019-2020 BudgeL 

BACKGROUND: 
On August 15, 2017, the City Council, the City oflnglewood as Successor Agency to the Fonner Inglev.rood 
Redevelopment Agency, and the Inglewood Parking Authority approved an Amended and Restated 
Exclusive Negotiating Agreement (ENA) with Murphy's Bowl LLC. 

On December 19, 2017, the City Council approved CEQA Funding Agreement No. 18-055 (Murphy's Bo\vl 
LLC), Professional Services Agreement No. 18-058 (Remy Moose Manley, "RMM1

') and other third party 
consultants agreements, which \Vere necessary to fund certain costs of envfronmental implementation 
activities and environmental legal services with regard to the proposed development of a National 
Basketball Association arena and associated facilities (the "Project1'). 

On April lO, 2018, the City Council approved a First Amendment to CEQA Fw1ding Agreement No. l8-
055 with Murphy's Bovvl LLC, and other third party consultants for certain environmental work being done 
on the City's behalf and requested by the City, 



Mayor and Council i\1lembers 
Murphy's Bowl CEQA Funding Agreement 
May 19~ 2020 

Page 2of5 

On July 23, 20l9, the City Council approved a Second Amendment to CEQA Funding Agreement No. 18-
055 and other third party consultants fhr certain envimnmental work being done on the City's behalf and 
requested by the City. 

On November 19, 2019, the City Council approved an Arn.ended and Restated Second Arnendment to 
CEQA Funding Agreement No. 18w055, along with a Second Amendment to Agreement No. 18-058 
(RMM), and other third party consultants for certain environmental work being done on the City's behalf 
and requested by the City. 

On December 17, 2019, the City Council approved a Third Amendment to CEQA Funding Agreement No. 
18-055 with Murphy's Bowl LLC to include an additional $ l ,616,958.60 to cover certain City costs and 
activities associated with the Phase UI Scope of Services provided by third party consultants necessary to 
provide certain environmental <md legal services on behalf of the City as required and/or contemplated by 
the ENA. 

DISCUSSION: 
Pursuant to the terms of the ENA, the City is charged with performing certain implementation activities 
with respect to the negotiation and preparation of a disposition and development agreement for the proposed 
development of the Project. When the City does not have the specific expertise to cany out all of its ENA 
obligations, it hires certain third party consultants to perfonn or provide such implementing obligations. 

Pursuant to such third party hiring and assistance, City staff and the consultant team began preparation of 
the environmental documentation in December 2017. On February 20. 2018, the City released the Notice 
of Preparation of an Environmental Impact Report for the Project. 

As indicated above, on November 19, 2019, City Council approved an Amended and Restated Second 
Amendment to the CEQA Funding Agreement to cover certain additional consultant costs associated \Vith 
the Phase 11 work. This fourth amendment is needed to cover work authorized by the City for certain 
environment services, requested by the City, and provided by Remy Moose Manley but exceeded the 
allotted compensation of Agreement No, l8-058, in the amount of$96,133,59. 

FINANCIAL/FUNDING ISSUES AND SOURCES: 
Based upon approval of tl1is Fourth Amendment to CEQA Funding Agreement and adoption of the 
resolution amending the Fiscal Year 2019-2020 budget for $96,133.59; Murphfs Bowl LLC will deliver 
funds in the amount of $96, 133 .59 to he deposited into Fund Account Code No. 300. l OO.A002. Consultant 
invoices will continue to be paid from Account No. 300.1 00.A002.44860 (Contract Services). 

LEGA.L .REVlEvV VEIUFICATION 
A.dministrative staff ha.~ v.eril!ed th.~t t?'e legal docmnents accompanying this report have been reviewed 
and approved by the Office ot the C1ty At1t{mev. 

BtJDGET REVIEW VERIFICATIO 
Administrative staff has verified that thislrep rt in its entirety, has been submitted to, revie\ved and approved 
by the Budget Division, <~....-
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FINANCE REVIEW VERUlCATlON: ~) 
Administrative staff has verified that this re12,6ti: its entirety, has been submitted to, reviewed and approved 
by the Finance Department, 

DESCRIPTION OF ANY ATTACHMENTS: 
Attachment NzL 1 ~ Fourth Amended Agreement with Murphy's Bow·l 
Attachment No, 2 - Fourth Amended Agreement with Remy Moose Jvianley, LLP 
Attachment No. 3 ~Resolution 
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1Vfayor and Council Members 
Murphy's Bowl CEQA Funding Agreement 
May 19~ 2020 

APPROVAL Vl1RIFICA.TION SHEET 

PREPARED BY: 
Kenneth R, Campos, City Attorney 

COUNCIL PRESENTER: 
Kenneth R. Campos, City Attorney 

DEPARTMENT HEAD APPROVAL: 

Artie Fields, City Manager 

4 
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1 HHS FOURTH AMENDMENT TO AGREEMENT NO,: 18-058 is made and entered into 

2, I this ____ day of ______ ___, 2020, by and between the CITY OF INGLEWOOD 

4 

5 

6 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

(hereinafter referred to as the "City"), a municipal corporation, located at One tvlanchester 

Boulevard, Inglewood, California 90301; and REMY MOOSE MANLEY, LLP (hereinafter referred I 
to as "Special Counsel"} a law firm wlth its prlndpal place of business located at 555 Capitol 

tv1all, Suite 800, Sacramento, California 95814, 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, on December 19, 2017, the City entered into Agreement No.: 18-058 with 

Special Counsel to provide certain legal services with respect to the preparation of 

environmental documentation pertinent to that certain Amended and Restated ENA dated 

August 15, 2017 by and among the City of Inglewood, City of Inglewood as Successor Agency to 

the Inglewood Redevelopment Agency, the Inglewood Parklng Authority and Murphy's Bow! 

and the proposed development of the Clippers arena project (the "Project''); and 

WHEREAS, on April 9, 2019, the City and Special Counsel requested that Special 

Counsel provide additional !ega! service pursuant to that certain First Amendment to 

Agreement No.: 18-058; and 

WHEREAS, on November 19, 2019,. the City and Special Counser entered into that 

certain Second Amendment to Agreement No.: 18-058 extending the term of Agreement No.: 

18-058; and 

WHEREAS, on December 17, 2019, the City and Special Counsel entered into a Third 

Amendment to Agreement No.: 18-058 which expanded the scope of services and 

correspondingly increased the amount of compensation necessary for Special Counsel to 

provide the expanded legal services requested and required for the Project. 

WHEREAS, in its effort to completely perform this expanded work, Special Counsel was 

requested and required by the City to do additional work which resulted in it exceeding the 

total amount of l compensation provided for in the Agreement No.:18-058, as amended; and 

1 
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1 WHEREAS, this Fourth Amendment to Agreement No,: 18-058 wl!! authorize the 

2 payment of additionai compensation for said additional services (as listed in the attached 

3 Exhibit A). 

4 NOW THEREFORE, the City, and the Special Counsel (hereinafter referred to co!!ectlve!y 

5 as the "Parties") hereto mutually agree as follows: 

6 SECTION: 1 

7 ARTICLE 5 ~COMPENSATION 

8 Agreement No.: 18~058 shall be amended to add an additional not-to-exceed amount 

9 of ninety-six thousand one hundred and thirty-three dollars and fifty-nine cents ($96,133.59) 

10 for legal services provided to the City as identified in Exhibit "A." Said Exhibitis incorporated 

11 herein by this reference as if set forth in full. The total amount to date for Agreement No.: 18~ 

12 058 is: 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

AGREEMENT 

Agreement No.: 18-058 

1 
Amendment One 

l 
Amendment Two 

Amendment Three 

Amendment Four 

20 SECTION: 2 

AMOUNT 

$325,000.00 

$225,000.00 

$352,000.00 

$432,000.00 

$96,133.59 

Grand Total $1,430,133.59 

21 Except as changed by this Fourth Amendment, a!I other terms and provisions of 

22 Agreement No.: 18~058, its Exhibits and Attachments, shall remain unchanged and !n full force 

28 and effect. 

24 Ill 
25 

26 

27 

28 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 

2 
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1 lN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of the date 

2 and year first above wrltten, 

3 CITY OF !NGLEWOOD 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

10 

James T. Butts, Jr., 
Mayor 

ATTEST: 

11 Yvonne Horton, 
City Clerk 

12 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

3 

REMY MOOSE MANLEY, LLP 

Whitman F. Manley, Esq. 
Special Counsel 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: 

················-·-·-----------
Kenneth R. Campos, 
City Attorney 
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1 

2 

5 

6 

7 

8 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

rn 
17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

2B 

AMENDED AND RESTATED FOURTH AMENDMENT 

TO CEQA FUNDING AGREEMENT NO.: 18-055 

THIS AMENDED AND RESTATED FOURTH AMENDMENT TO CEQA FUNDING 

AGREEMENT {"Fourth Amendment") is made and entered into this __ day of April; 2020, bv 

and between the City of !nglev•wod (hereinafter referred to as the "City"), a municipal 

corporation, One Manchester Boulevard, Inglewood, California 90301; and MURPHY'S BOWL 

LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (hereinafter referred to as the "Deve!oper'1), whose 

address is PD, Box 1558, Be!le»/ue, WA 98009-1558. !nitla!!y capita!lzed terms not defined 

herein shall have the same meaning as such terms are defined in the Amended and Restated 

Exclusive Negotiating Agreement, dated as of August 15, 2017 (the ''ENA"), by and among the 

City, the City of Inglewood as Successor Agency to the Inglewood Redeveiopment Agency, a 

public body, corporate and politic, the Inglewood Parklng Authority, a pub!k body, corporate 

and politic, and Developer, and/or defined !n that certain CEQA Funding Agreement, dated as 

of December 19, 2017 by and between the City and Developer, as amended by a First 

Amendment to CEQA Funding Agreement, dated April 10, 2018 (co!lectlve!y, the "CEQA 

Funding Agreement''), 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, the Developer and the City entered lnto the CEQA Funding Agreement 

providing for the advance of certain funds by the Developer to the City enabling the City to l 
i 

perform certain of its obligations and duties as set forth ln the EMA and required by the I 
j 

California Environmental Quality Act (aCEQA"}, California Public Resources Code §§ 21000 ?t 

seg, {as amended, and !nc!uding any successor statutes and regulations promulgated pursuant 

thereto){col!ect!vely, the CEQA Requlrements''), with respect to the proposed creation and 

development of a premier and state of the art National Basketball Association {"NBA"} 

professional basketball arena, as well as related !andscaping, parking and various other 

anc!Harv uses related to and compatible with the operation and promotion of a state-of-the

art NBA arena (the "Development"); and 

WHEREAS, pursuant to the CEQA Funding /\greement, both the Developer and City 

1 
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1 acknow!edged and agreed that certain of the funds would be used by the City to hire and pay 

2 certain third party consultants {the "'CEQA Consuitants"') required to assist the City in 

3 performing its duties and ob!lgatlons relative to the CE.QA Requirements {the "CEQA '11Vork"); 

4 and 

5 WHEREAS, the Developer has previously advanced funds pursuant to the CEQA Funding 

6 Agreement to specifically pay for the Phase J and Phase fl Scope of Servlces to be performed by 

7 the CEQA Consultants v1hlch are spedfica!Jy de!lneated and described in the CEQA Fundlng 

8 Agreement; and 
1 
' B WHEREAS, the need fer additional Phase l! Scope of Services arose and the parties nov.; 

HJ desire to enter Into this Fourth Amendment to amend the CEQA. Funding Agreement to 

11 provide for additional funds bv the Developer to the City in the amount of Ninety-Six 

12 Thousand, One Hundred Thirty-Three Dollars and Fifty-Nlne Cents ($96,133.59) to pay the 

1:3 costs of the additional Phase !! Scope of Services provided at the request of the City by the 

14 City1s CEQA Consultant Remy Moose ~,Aardey in accordance with the Additional Phase 2 Scope 

15 of Work. The Additlona! Phase 2 Scope of Work is more spedflca!ly detailed and described in 

16 the attached Exhibit "A,'' {fnvofces) to this Fourth Amendment Reference to the 

17 aforementioned Exhibit is fully incorporated into this Fourth Amendment, 

18 NOW, THEREFORE, the City and Developer (hereinafter referred to individually as 

19 ~'Party" and co!!ectiveiy as the ~'Parties") hereto mutually agree as foHows: 

20 SECTION: 1. 

21 ARTICLE 1- MODIFICATION OF THE CEQA FUNDING AGREEMENT 

22 As contemplated in the ENA and the CEQA Funding Agreement, the Parties hereby 

23 agree that the CEQA Funding Agreement is hereby amended to provide for the reimbursement 

24 by the Developer to the C!tv in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Fourth 

25 Amendment 

2G SECTION: 2. 

27 ARTICLE 2- DEVELOPER REIMBURSEMENT OF FUNDS 

28 The Developer agrees to fully reimburse funds in the amount of Ninety-Six 

2 
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1 

2 

4 

Thousand, One Hundred Thlrty-Three Dollars and Fifty-Nine Cents ($96,13359) representing 

the total Invoices for the additional Phase !! v1ork outstanding and unpaid {Exhibit ''A,'') within 

fourteen (14} business davs fo!!ow!ng the approval and execution of this Fourth Amendment 

by the Pa(ties; 

5 Al! reimbursement funds shall be used exclusively by the City to pay the cost of 

6 the CEOA Work as Incurred by the City in accordance with Exhibit "A," (the "CEQA Costs''}, 

7 SECTtON: 3. 

8 ARTICLE 3 - TERM 

O The term of this Fourth Amendment shall be the same as the term of the CEQA Funding 

10 Agreement 

11 SECTlON: 4. 

12 Except as changed by this Fourth Amendment and a!! previousiy approved amendments 

13 (the "Amendments"), a!! terms and provisions of Agreement No.: 18·055, Its Amendments, exhibits 

14 and attachments, shall remain unchanged and in full force and effect. 

15 /// 

16 /// 

17 /// 

18 /// 

19 j Ill 

20 Ill 

21 Ill 

22 Ill 

23 Ill 

24 Ill 

25 l!J 

26 Ill 

27 llll/ 

28 Ill 

3 
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1 SECTION: 5. 

2 !N WJTNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have executed this Fourth Amendment as of 

8 the date and year first above written. 

4 

7 

8 

9 

n 

12 

14 

15 

CITY Of INGLEWOOD 
a municipal corporatkm 

James T. Butts, Jr., 
Mavor 

ATIEST: 

---··························-··--········ ......................... _, __ _ 
Yvonne Horton, 
City Clerk 

1 B APPROVED: 

l ry 
( 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

28 

By: _________ _ 

Royce K. Jones, 
Kane Ballmer & Berkman 
Clty Special Counsel 

4 

MURPHY'S BOWL LLC, 
a Delaware limited !iabi!itv company 

Brandt A. Vaughan, 
Manager 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: 

Kenneth R. Campos, 
City Attorney 
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1 RESOLUTION NO.:----

2 A RESOLUTION OF THE ClTV COUNCIL Of THE CJTV OF 

a INGLEWOOD AMENDING THE 2019~:;w20 ANNUAL 

4 BUDGET TO PAY CERTAIN INVOICES ASSOCIATED 

5 W!TH ADDITIONAL PHASE ll ENVIRONMENTAL WORK 

6 REQUIRED FOR THE PREPARATION AND REVIEW OF 

7 THE CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUAUTY ACT 

8 REPORT AND OTHER RELATED SERVICES. 

9 WHEREAS, on August 15, 2017, the City Council, the City of Inglewood as Successor 

10 Agency to the Fonner Redevelopment Agency, and the Inglewood Parking Authority approved 

11 an Exclusive Negotiating Agreement -,,vith Murphy's Bow!, LLC; and 

12 WHEREAS, on December 19, 2017,, the City Council approved a funding agreement with 

13 Murphy's Bow!, LLC to provide certain funding for the phased preparation of a CaHfornia 

14 Environmental Quality Act report ('"Environmental !rnpact Report''} vvlth regard to the 

15 proposed development of a National Basketball Association arena and associated facilities; and 

JG WHEREAS1 Phase! environmental work has concluded and Phase!! environmental work 

17 has commenced but required additional Phase !! environmental work (''Phase ll Augment 

18 Work") necessary for the timely completion of the Environmental Impact Report and associated 

rn documents related to a professional basketball arena; and 

20 

21 WHEREAS, Phase 11 Augment Work has been completed; pursuant to which, the costs o, 

22 which exceeded the available contract funding amount for the Phase !! environmental vvork 

23 and 

24 WHEREAS, this budget amendment will ensure that the addltlona! funds are available 

25 to pay the invoices for the City-requested and approved Phase!! Augment Work; and 

26 WHEREAS, sufficient funds are aval!able and identified in Exhibit '"A," 

27 NOW1 THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the City Council of the City of Inglewood, 

281 California, does hereby: 

1 
; 
; 
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1. SECTION Amend the City's 2019-2020 fiscal year budget to reflect the 

2 adjustments as shown in Exhibit "A." 

3 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the City Clerk certify to the adoption of this Resolution 

4 and the same shall be in fu!! force and effect immediately upon adoption. 

5 Passed, approved and adopted this _____ day of----·' 2020 

~I 
j 

81 

91 
10 i 
11 

12 

; ATTEST: 

13 Yvonne Horton, 

14 1 
Citv Clerk 

' 
15 i 

16 

1" I 

1~ I 
19 l 
20 I 

1 
21 i 

22 

28 

24 

25 

26 

28 

CITY OF INGLEWOOD 

-·····~-···········••-'"~···········~-~~-~-

James T. Butts, Jr., 
Mayor 
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Fund: 
Agency: 

Orgn: 

4000,00 

Fund: 
Agency: 

Orgn: 

300 
100 

A002 

OBJECT CODE 

Revenue 

300 
100 

A002 

OBJECT CODE 

44860,00 Contract Services 

Exhibit A 

Advanced Funds 
Capita! Projects 
Murphy's Bow!-CEQA 

Advanced Funds 
Capital Projects 
Murphy's 8ow!-CEQA 

Tota! 

Total 

FY2019~20 

Budget 

$ 3,191,770 
$ 3, 191,770 

FY2019~20 

Budget 
$ 3,792,858 

$ 3,792,858 

Amendment 

Request 

$ 3,287,904 
$ 3,287,904 

Amendment 

Request 
$ 3,888,991 

$ 3,888,991 

Jn crease! 
{Decrease) 

$ 96,134 
$ 96,134 

Increase/ 
{Decrease) 

$ 96,134 

$ 96,134 
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From: 

To: 
CC: 

Date: 

Veronica Lebron 

yhorton@cityofinglewood.org; aphillips@cityofinglewood.org; mwilcox@cityofinglewood.org 

Robert Silverstein; Naira Soghbatyan; Esther Kornfeld 

6/12/2020 5:38 PM 

Subject: Request to Clarify and Confirm Rescission of June 9, 2020 Approvals of PH-1 and PH-2. and Public Records 
Request 

Dear Ms. Horton: 

Please include this communication in the administrative record for the IBEC EIR and project (SCH No. 2018021056). 

We are in receipt of the City Council's June 16, 2020 Hearing Agenda, where Item Nos. SPH-2 and SPH-3, respectively, state: 

"Staff report requesting that a public hearing be set to reconsider adoption of a Categorical Exemption EA-CE-2020-36 and 
General Plan Amendment GPA 2020-01 to Adopt an Environmental Justice Element of the General Plan." 

"Staff report requesting that a public hearing be set to reconsider adoption of a Categorical Exemption EA-CE-2020-37 and 
General Plan Amendment GPA 2020-02 to amend the Land Use Element of the Inglewood Comprehensive General to clarify 
existing population density and building intensity allowances for all land use designations." 

The Staff Reports for each Item merely summarize the prior staff reports in 4 pages, and provide the following identical 
explanation for re-noticing the items to reconsider the approvals for both items: 

"However, during the City Council meeting, staff received a comment letter pertaining to the public's ability to provide c..omment 
during the meeting. To address the comments outlined in the letter and to ensure adequate opportunity for public comment, the 
General Plan Amendment will be re-noticed and presented for the City Council's reconsideration." 

Based on the hyperlinked staff reports for both items - not accessible to those without internet access - the new hearing for both 
General Plan amendments and their Exemptions will be set on June 30, 2020. 

Please clarify and confirm: 

1) Whether any and all approvals of Item Nos. PH-1 and PH-2 on June 9, 2020 were rescinded, and - if so - then based on which 
action or mechanism, and at when public hearing. The mere statement now that the approvals will be reset and reconsidered 
does not mean that the City's notice of same cannot, or will not be withdrawn. In other words, how do we know that the June 9, 
2020 approval are actually already rescinded, or actually will be?; 

2) Whether a City Council hearing on June 30, 2020 will indeed take place and will include both items re General Plan approvals 
and their Exemptions, as mentioned in the staff reports. 

Please note that the City's failure to rescind the June 9, 2020 approvals related to PH-1 and PH-2 make the City and City 
Council subject to both CEQA, State Planning and Zoning Laws, and Brown Act violation claims. 

Further, please revise, re-issue and re-publish the June 16, 2020 Council Hearing agenda to ensure: 

1) The brief description for QQJO Items SPH-2 and SPH-3 includes the "June 30, 2020" date on which the public hearing re 
General Plan amendments will be set; 

2) The agenda's font type and size related to the "public participation" are not reduced but are in the same large and legible size 
as the rest of the agenda's first page. 

Finally, pursuant to Govt' Code Sec. 6250 et seq., please provide the following public records: 

1) All resolutions and or motions that were adopted on June 9, 2020 related to the General Plan Amendments Item Nos. PH-1 
and PH-2, in their signed form; 

2) Any and all revisions and modifications of the text of the resolutions or notices of exemption for Items Nos. PH-1 and PH-2 that 
occurred at any ti me and especially during the City Council Hearing, afterthe staff reports for each item were published in the 
June 9, 2020 agenda via hyperlinked agenda package; 

3) Any public comments - apart from those from this firm - that were received by City staff and/or officials that relate to Items PH-
1 and/or PH-2, from January 1, 2018 through the time of your compliance with this request; 

4) Any public comments that were received by the City staff and/or officials related to the deprived public participation, inc..orrect 
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access code, Brown act violation, or inability to make comments at the June 9, 2020 hearing. 

5) All documents and communications which relate or refer to or are agreements, fee arrangements, indemnification, 
reimbursement or invoices ofany attorney or environmental consultant retained by the City or consulted with for the purposes of 
drafting or amending the General Plan Land Use and Environmental Justice Elements. 

We request your prompt attention to all the above-noted issues and CPRA requests. In any event, please respond to the CPRA 
requests no later than June 22, 2020. Thank you 

Veronica Lebron 
The Silverstein Law Firm, APC 
215 North Marengo Avenue, 3rd Floor 
Pasadena, CA 91101-1504 
Telephone: {626) 449-4200 
Facsimile: {Q_2.f;?_)_A_4B.~-42_Q_;?. 

Ema i I: Veroni ca@RQQ?.CT.S.ll.\ti;'!.G?J?.i.D.lfl_W,.QQ.ITJ 
Website: www.RobertSilversteinLaw.com 

The information contained in this electronic mail message is confidential 
information intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above, 
and maybe privileged. The information herein may also be protected by the 
Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 USC Sections 2510-2521. If the 
reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified 
that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 
immediately notify us by telephone (626-449-4200), and delete the original 
message. Thank you. 
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From: 
To: 
Date: 

Derald Brenneman <dbrenneman@cityofinglewood.org> 

"Veronica@robertsilversteinlaw.com" <Veronica@robertsilversteinlaw.com> 

6/15/2020 8:10 AM 

Subject: RE: California Public Records Act Request 

Dear Ms. Lebron, 

This is to acknowiedge r·eceipt of your recent request for certain r·ecords pursuant to the California Pubiic Records ilct. 

l. a copy of the compiete and original unedited video and audio reco;·dings of the Council Hearing on March 24,. 2020. In view of COVID~:l.9, 

we would appr·eciate if sucr1 recordings be provided to us via a dropbox !ink 01· an attachment to an email; 

Hesponse: The Council hearing video is posted on line on the City's Face book page: 

.h.ttP.XcH!:t.l<Y.~~'.J.~.;;~J1gg_l,&QDll..~Itt2f.i.oE.lsc~!.Q.QS)./..v.J.ggg~/J.4J%.?..\l?Q.~.ff\llY! 
2. al! documents signed by Mayor Butts rm March 24, 2020, during both the dosed and open sessions. Please ensure those are the signed 

copies. 

Response: This rnay be found on the City's website: .h.ttr.x41.w.l<Y.li'L.f,J.tll.Q.f.[ng!.f,.\<Y..Q.Q.,L2r.&/.1\ggn_d~{gcttsr.l..Y.l.nY.f.L.~.l..\t~.rnD:LQ.\ri'.f.L.~.!.P..::¥l? 

Oeral.d Brem1eman 

Assistant (~ity Attorney 

(~[J-1ce of the City . ./l.tlorney 
City of lng)ewood 

l W. Manchester f3lvd .• Suite 860 

Inglewood, CA 90301 

Plione ell 0) ·ll'.'--867'.' 

Fa;;: (3!0)412-8865 

From: Ve ro n i ca Le bro n <Y.~_mnJ.r,;;;@.w\1_1?,_'.t?.IJ.'!g.[f,tsJ.o.:,,.w.,rg.m > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 4:08 PM 

To: Yvonne Horton 

Cc: Esther Kornfeld; Naira Soghbatyan; Robert Silverstein 

Subject: California Public Records ilct Request 

Dear Ms. Horton: 

Please ensure that this communication is included in the administrative record for the IBEC Project matter (SCH .2.QJ.6.0.2.:1.Q.Qfi.). 

This is a public records request pursuant to Govt. Code Sec. 6250 et seq. 

Please provide: 

1) a copy of the complete and original unedited video and audio recordings of the Council Hearing on March 24, 2020. In view of 
COVID-19, we would appreciate if such recordings be provided to us via a dropbox link or an attachment to an email; 

2) all documents signed by Mayor Butts on March 24, 2020. during both the closed and open sessions. Please ensure those are 
the _;?.[g.oJ2rJ ... rnP.l?.~, 

Govt. Code§ 6253.9(a) requires that the agency provide documents in their native format when requested. Pursuant to that 
code section, please also provide the requested records in their native and electronic format. 

We do not expect that the City will have unusual circumstances to produce the requested few and fairly recent public records. 

Because I am emailing this request on June 4, 2020, please ensure that your response is provided to me by no later than June 
14, 2020. Please confirm receipt. Thank you. 

Veronica Lebron 
The Silverstein Law Firm, APC 
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215 North Marengo Avenue, 3rd Floor 
Pasadena, CA 91101-1504 
Telephone: {9..2.9..l..4.:4.l:i.7.4.2.QQ. 
Facsimile: (626) 449-4205 
Email: Veronica@RobertSilversteinlaw.com 
Website: www ... RPR.m:tS.iJ.v~.mt.~Lo.l,,9.w,_g.Q_m 

The information contained in this electronic mail message is confidential 
information intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above, 
and maybe privileged. The information herein may also be protected bythe 
Electronic Communimtions Privacy Act, 18 USC Sections 2510-2521. If the 
reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified 
that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 
immediately notify us by telephone (626-449-4200), and delete the original 
message. Thank you. 
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From: 
To: 

CC: 
Date: 

Veronica Lebron 

Derald Brenneman <dbrenneman@cityofinglewood.org>; yhorton@cityofinglewood.org; 
a phi Iii ps@cityofi nglewood .org 

Robert Silverstein; Naira Soghbatyan; Esther Kornfeld 

6/15/2020 2:11 PM 

Subject: RE: California Public Records Act Request I Follow-up to June 4, 2020 Request 

Dear Mr. Brenneman: 

Thank you for your response to our June 4, 2020 CPRA request. 

This link contains the video we had downloaded directly from the City's Facebook site on May 27, 2020: 
hltps://www.dropbox.corn/sh/549c6afkp2fc2qs/AAB q2iCD9XN7wa9CLZBOpJ9a?dl:-::O&previevv"'2020-03-
24 lnglewood+City+Council Video+·1.rnp4 

Please confirm it is a true, accurate, complete and unedited recording of the City Council hearing on March 24, 2020. 

Moreover, please inform us the custodian's name for the public records and video/audio records of the City Council hearings. 

Also, pursuant to Govt Code Sec. 6253.9, please also provide us the true, accurate, complete and unedited recording of the 
City Council Hearing on March 24. 2020 in its native format. 

Finally, the signed Tri-Party Agreement you sent is missing the dates of execution despite the placeholders for same. In view of 
multiple signatories and yet only Mayor Butts apparently signing the agreement at the March 24, 2020 City Council Hearing, 
please advise when Mr. Butts and each party signed those agreements, and send us the complete versions with the dates. 

Thank you. 

(Please keep all cc'd here in your response.) 

Veronica Lebron 
The Silverstein Law Firm, APC 
215 North Marengo Avenue. 3rd Floor 
Pasadena, CA 91101-1504 
Telephone: {Q.2_Q}A4.~:4.2Q_Q 
F acsi mi le: {Q.2.QJA4.~:4.2_Q_;;? 
Email: Veronica@RobertSilversteinLaw.com 
Website: www.RobertSilversteinLaw.com 

The information contained in this electronic mail message is confidential 
information intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above, 
and maybe privileged. The information herein rnayalso be protected by the 
Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 USC Sections 2510-2521. If the 
reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified 
that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 
immediately notify us by telephone (626-449-4200), and delete the original 
message. Thank you. 

>>> 

From: 
To: 

Date: 

Derald Brenneman <dbrennernan@cityofinglewood.org> 

"Veronica@robertsilversteinlaw.com" <Veronica@robertsilversteinlaw.com> 

6/15/2020 8:10 AM 

Subject: RE: California Public Records Act Request 

> 
Dear- Ms. Lebron, 

This is to acknowiedge receipt of your recent request for certain records pur·suant to Fie California Pubiic Records Act. 

L a copy of the cornpiete arid or·iginal unedited video and audio r·ecmdings of the Council Hear·irig on March 24, 2020. In view of COVID-19, 
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we \Mould appreciate if such recor·dings be provided to us via a dropbox !ink or an attachment to an email; 

Response: The Council hearing video is posted on line on the City's Face book page: 

httrs://www. face book. coni/ci tyofi ngl ewood/vi deos/141867820568859 

2. ali docurnents signed by ~J1ayor Butts on ~v1an.:h 2.1.'.l,, 2020-' during botr1 the ciosed and open sessions. Please ensure those are the signed 

copies. 

Response: This may be found on the City's website: hm~~./J.www.,.\;[t,'i~'f:i.DB.l~W.Q.Q~.,.Q.!Ei.Aw~m!.;1r~,~.'JJ.~.!lV.i~w.Ei.L~i.!.W.m/~J@{Jj.L~.LQ.oo.1V.f} 

Dernld J3rem1ema11 
Assistant City Attorney 

Of(ice of l:fi.e Cil:y .'Attorney 
City of lnJ!)ewood 
1 W. JVIanchesr.er Blvd. Suite 860 
Inglewood, CA 90301 
Phone: (310) 4l2-X672 

f'a<: 13101412··81365 

From: Veronica Lebron <\'.f,'JQnJ.r,;;;@JQ.\1.1?,.'.\5.U.'!.f,Ifct~J.o.ii\W .• rn.m > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 4:08 PM 

To: Yvonne Horton 

Cc: Esther Kornfeld; Naira Soghbatyan; Robert Silverstein 

Subject: California Pub!ic Records Act Request 

Dear Ms. Horton: 

Please ensure that this communication is included in the administrative record for the IBEC Project matter (SCH 2018021056). 

This is a public records request pursuant to Govt. Code Sec. 6250 et seq. 

Please provide: 

1) a copy of the complete and original unedited video 9_o_g_ audio recordings of the Council Hearing on March 24, 2020. In view of 
COVID-19, we would appreciate if such recordings be provided to us via a dropbox link or an attachment to an email; 

2) all documents signed by Mayor Butts on March 24, 2020, during both the closed and open sessions. Please ensure those are 
the signed copies. 

Govt. Code§ 6253.9{a) requires that the agency provide documents in their native format, when requested. Pursuant to that 
code section. please also provide the requested records in their native and electronic format. 

We do not expect that the City will have unusual circumstances to produce the requested few and fairly recent public records. 

Because I am emailing this request on June 4, 2020, please ensure that your response is provided to me by no later than June 
14, 2020. Please confirm receipt. Thank you. 

Veronica Lebron 
The Silverstein Law Firm, APC 
215 North Marengo Avenue, 3rd Floor 
Pasadena, CA 91101-1504 
Telephone: .(9.2.9}4A.~:4.2Q.Q 
Facsimile: (626) 449-4205 
Ema ii: Veronica@Ro.!:2e.rtS.lJ.vern.te.inl,,9.w,.c.om 
Website: 1t0111.wJsQ.O.e.rt$H1,1ern.te.i.nL.flw,r;;mn 

The information contained in this electronic mail message is confidential 
information intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above, 
and may be privileged. The information herein may also be protected by the 
Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 USC Sections 2510-2521. If the 
reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified 
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that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 
immediately notify us by telephone (626-449-4200), and delete the original 
message. Thank you. 
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The Silverstein Law Firm, APC 
June 16, 2020 

Objections to IBEC Project, DEIR and FEIR; 
State Clearinghouse No. 2018021056 

EXHIBIT 2 



Y OF I 00.D 
OFFICE OF 'IHE CITY ATTORNEY 

DA'fE: May 19, 2020 

TO: Mayor and Council Members 

FROM: Office ofthe City Attorney 

SUBJECT: Fourth Amendment to CEQA Funding Agreement No. 18-055 with Murphy's Bowl 
LLC, to Fund the Costs of certain Legal Activities and Services Required or 
Contemplated by that certain Amended and Restated Exclusive Negotiating 
Agreement (ENA) Performed by Remy Moose l\tfanley, LLP at the Request and on the 
Behalf of the City with Regard to the Proposed Development of a National Basketball 
Association Arena and Associated Facilities (Project) Near the Intersection of Prairie 
A venue and Century Boulevard 

RECOMMENDATION: 
11 is recommended that the Mayor and Council Iv1embers take the following actions: 

1. Approve the Fourth Amendment to CEQA Funding Agreernent No. l 8-055 with Murphy's Bowl, LLC 
to include an additional $96,133.59 to cover costs of certain Legal activities and services (Phase II) 
provided by third party consultant at the request and on behalf of tJ1e City with regard to the proposed 
development of a National Basketball Association Arena and associated facilities (Project) near the 
intersection of Prairie Avenue and Century Boulevard; necessary to provide certain environmental and 
legal services on behalf of the City as required and/or contemplated by the Exclusive Negotiating 
Agreement; 

2. Approve the Fourth .Amendment to Agreement No. 18-058 with Rerny Moose Manley, LLP (RMM) to 
include an additional $96, 133.59 for Phase II scope of services perfi.wmed outside of the agreement; and 

3. Adopt a resolution amending the Fiscal Year 2019-2020 BudgeL 

BACKGROUND: 
On August 15, 2017, the City Council, the City oflnglewood as Successor Agency to the Fonner Inglev.rood 
Redevelopment Agency, and the Inglewood Parking Authority approved an Amended and Restated 
Exclusive Negotiating Agreement (ENA) with Murphy's Bowl LLC. 

On December 19, 2017, the City Council approved CEQA Funding Agreement No. 18-055 (Murphy's Bo\vl 
LLC), Professional Services Ae.,:sreement No. 18-058 (Remy Moose Manley, "RMM11

) and other third party 
consultants agreements, which \Vere necessary to fund certain costs of envfronmental implementation 
activities and environmental legal services with regard to the proposed development of a National 
Basketball Association arena and associated facilities (the "Project1'). 

On April lO, 2018, the City Council approved a First Amendment to CEQA Fw1ding Agreement No. l8-
055 with Murphy's Bowl LLC, and other third party consultants for certain environmental work being done 
on the City's behalf and requested by the City, 

I 
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Mayor and Council i\1lembers 
Murphy's Bowl CEQA Funding Agreement 
May 19~ 2020 

Page 2of5 

On July 23, 20l9, the City Council approved a Second Amendment to CEQA Funding Agreement No. 18-
055 and other third party consultants for certain envimnmental work being dol1e on the City's behalf and 
requested by the City. 

On November 19, 2019, the City Council approved an Arn.ended and Restated Second Arnendment to 
CEQA Funding Agreement No. 18w055, along with a Second Amendment to Agreement No. 18-058 
(RMM), and other third party consultants for certain environmental work being done on the City's behalf 
and requested by the City. 

On December 1 7, 2019, the City Council approved a Third Amendment to CEQA Funding Agreement No. 
18-055 with Murphy's Bowl LLC w include an additional $ l ,616,958.60 to cover certain City costs and 
activities associated with the Phase UI Scope of Services provided by third party consultants necessary to 
provide certain environmental <md legal services on behalf of the City as required and/or contemplated by 
the ENA. 

DISCUSSION: 
Pursuant to the terms of the ENA, the City is charged with performing certain implementation activities 
with respect to the negotiation and preparation of a disposition and development agreement for the proposed 
development of the Project. When the City does not have the specific expertise to cany out all of its ENA 
obligations, it hires certain third party consultants to perfonn or provide such implementing obligations. 

Pursuant to such third party hiring and assistance, City staff and the consultant team began preparation of 
the environmental documentation in December 2017. On February 20, 2018, the City released the Notice 
of Preparation of an Environmental Impact Report for the Project. 

As indicated above, on November 19, 2019, City Council approved an Amended and Restated Second 
Amendment to the CEQA Funding Agreement to cover certain additional consultant costs associated \Vith 
the Phase 11 work. This fourth amendment is needed to cover work authorized by the City for certain 
environment services, requested by the City, and provided by Remy Moose Manley but exceeded the 
allotted compensation of Agreement No, l 8-058, in the amount of $96,133,59. 

FINANCIAL/FUNDING ISSUES AND SOURCES: 
Based upon approval of tl1is Fourth Amendment to CEQA Funding Agreement and adoption of the 
resolution amending the Fiscal Year 2019-2020 budget for $96,133.59; Murphy1s Bowl LLC will deliver 
funds in the amount of $96,133.59 to he deposited into Fund Account Code No. 300. l00.A002. Consultant 
invoices will continue to be paid from Account No. 300.1 00.A002.44860 (Contract Services). 

LEGA.L .REVlEvV VEIUFICATION 
A.dministrative staff ha.~ v.eril!ed th.~t t?'e legal docmnents accompanying this report have been reviewed 
and approved by the Office ot the C1ty At1t:fmev. 

BlJDGET REVIEW VERIFICATIO 
Administrative staff has verified that thislrep rt in its entirety, has been submitted to, revie\ved and approved 
by the Budget Division, <~....-
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Mayor and Council Members 
IVforphy's Bc.nvl CEQA .Funding Agreement 
May 191 2020 

Page 2of5 

FINANCE REVIEW VERUlCATlON: ~) 
Administrative staff has verified that this re12,6'rt: its entirety, has been submitted to, reviewed and approved 
by the Finance Department, 

DESCRIPTION OF ANY ATTACHMENTS: 
Attachment NzL 1 ~ Fourth Amended Agreement with Murphy's Bow·l 
Attachment No, 2 - Fourth Amended Agreement with Remy Moose Jvianley, LLP 
Attachrnent No. 3 ~Resolution 
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1Vfayor and Council Members 
Murphy's Bowl CEQA Funding Agreement 
May 19~ 2020 

APPROVAL Vl11UFICA.TION SHE.E:T 

PREPARKO BY: 
Kenneth R, Campos, City Attorney 

COUNCIL PRESENTER: 
Kenneth R. Campos, City Attorney 

DEPARTMENT HEAD APPROVAL: 

Artie Fields, City Manager 

4 
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1 HHS FOURTH AMENDMENT TO AGREEMENT NO,: 18-058 is made and entered into 

2, I this ____ day of ______ ___, 2020, by and between the CITY OF INGLEWOOD 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

{hereinafter referred to as the "City"), a munkipa! corporation, located at One tvlanchester 

Boulevard, Inglewood, California 90301; and REMY MOOSE MANLEY, LLP (hereinafter referred I 
to as "Special Counsel"} a law firm wlth its prlndpal place of business located at 555 Capitol 

tv1all, Suite 800, Sacramento, California 95814, 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, on December 19, 2017, the City entered into Agreement No.: 18-058 with 

Special Counsel to provide certain legal services with respect to the preparation of 

environmental documentation pertinent to that certain Amended and Restated ENA dated 

August 15, 2017 by and among the City of Inglewood, City of Inglewood as Successor Agency to 

the Inglewood Redevelopment Agency, the Inglewood Parklng Authority and Murphy's Bow! 

and the proposed development of the Clippers arena project (the "Project''); and 

WHEREAS, on April 9, 2019, the City and Special Counsel requested that Special 

Counsel provide additional !ega! service pursuant to that certain Flrst Amendment to 

Agreement No.: 18-058; and 

WHEREAS, on November 19, 2019,. the City and Special Counser entered into that 

certain Second Amendment to Agreement No.: 18-058 extending the term of Agreement No.: 

18-058; and 

WHEREAS, on December 17, 2019, the City and Special Counsel entered into a Third 

Amendment to Agreement No.: 18-058 which expanded the scope of services and 

correspondingly increased the amount of compensation necessary for Special Counsel to 

provide the expanded legal services requested and required for the Project. 

WHEREAS, in its effort to completely perform this expanded work, Special Counsel was 

requested and required by the City to do additional work which resulted in lt exceeding the 

total amount of l compensation provided for in the Agreement No.:18-058, as amended; and 

1 
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1 WHEREAS, this Fourth Amendment to Agreement No,: 18-058 wl!! authorize the 

2 payment of additional compensation for said additional services (as listed in the attached 

3 Exhibit A). 

4 NOW THEREFORE, the City, and the Special Counsel (hereinafter referred to co!!ectlve!y 

5 as the "Parties") hereto mutually agree as follows: 

6 SECTION: 1 

7 ARTICLE 5 ~COMPENSATION 

8 Agreement No.: 18~058 shall be amended to add an additional not-to-exceed amount 

9 of ninety-six thousand one hundred and thirty-three dollars and fifty-nine cents ($96,133.59) 

10 for legal services provided to the City as identified in Exhibit "A." Said Exhibitis incorporated 

11 herein by this reference as if set forth in full. The total amount to date for Agreement No.: 18~ 

12 058 is: 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

AGREEMENT 

Agreement No.: 18-058 

1 
Amendment One 

l 
Amendment Two 

Amendment Three 

Amendment Four 

20 SECTION: 2 

AMOUNT 

$325,000.00 

$225,000.00 

$352,000.00 

$432,000.00 

$96,133.59 

Grand Total $1,430,133.59 

21 Except as changed by this Fourth Amendment, a!I other terms and provisions of 

22 Agreement No.: 18~058, its Exhibits and Attachments, shall remain unchanged and !n full force 

28 and effect. 

24 Ill 
25 

26 

27 

28 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 

2 
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1 lN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of the date 

2 and year first above wrltten, 

3 CITY OF !NGLEWOOD 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

10 

James T. Butts, Jr., 
Mayor 

ATTEST: 

11 Yvonne Horton, 
City Clerk 

12 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

3 

REMY MOOSE MANLEY, LLP 

Whitman F. Manley, Esq. 
Special Counsel 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: 

················-·-·-----------
Kenneth R. Campos, 
City Attorney 
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1 

2 

5 

6 

7 

8 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

rn 
17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

2B 

AMENDED AND RESTATED FOURTH AMENDMENT 

TO CEQA FUNDING AGREEMENT NO.: 18-055 

THIS AMENDED AND RESTATED FOURTH AMENDMENT TO CEQA FUNDING 

AGREEMENT {"Fourth Amendment") is made and entered into this __ day of April; 2020, bv 

and between the City of !nglev•wod (hereinafter referred to as the "City"), a municipal 

corporation, One Manchester Boulevard, Inglewood, California 90301; and MURPHY'S BOWL 

LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (hereinafter referred to as the "Deve!oper'1), whose 

address is PD, Box 1558, Be!le»/ue, WA 98009-1558. !nitla!!y capita!lzed terms not defined 

herein shall have the same meaning as such terms are defined in the Amended and Restated 

Exclusive Negotiating Agreement, dated as of August 15, 2017 (the ''ENA"), by and among the 

City, the City of Inglewood as Successor Agency to the Inglewood Redeveiopment Agency, a 

public body, corporate and politic, the Inglewood Parklng Authority, a pub!k body, corporate 

and politic, and Developer, and/or defined !n that certain CEQA Funding Agreement, dated as 

of December 19, 2017 by and between the City and Developer, as amended by a First 

Amendment to CEQA Funding Agreement, dated April 10, 2018 (co!lectlve!y, the "CEQA 

Funding Agreement''), 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, the Developer and the City entered lnto the CEQA Funding Agreement 

providing for the advance of certain funds by the Developer to the City enabling the City to l 
i 

perform certain of its obligations and duties as set forth ln the EMA and required by the I 
j 

California Environmental Quality Act (aCEQA"}, California Public Resources Code §§ 21000 ?t 

seg, {as amended, and !nc!uding any successor statutes and regulations promulgated pursuant 

thereto){col!ect!vely, the CEQA Requlrements''), with respect to the proposed creation and 

development of a premier and state of the art National Basketball Association {"NBA"} 

professional basketball arena, as well as related !andscaping, parking and various other 

anc!Harv uses related to and compatible with the operation and promotion of a state-of-the

art NBA arena (the "Development"); and 

WHEREAS, pursuant to the CEQA Funding /\greement, both the Developer and City 

1 
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1 acknow!edged and agreed that certain of the funds would be used by the City to hire and pay 

2 certain third party consultants {the "'CEQA Consuitants"') required to assist the City in 

3 performing its duties and ob!lgatlons relative to the CE.QA Requirements {the "CEQA '11Vork"); 

4 and 

5 WHEREAS, the Developer has previously advanced funds pursuant to the CEQA Funding 

6 Agreement to specifically pay for the Phase J and Phase fl Scope of Servlces to be performed by 

7 the CEQA Consultants v1hlch are spedfica!Jy de!lneated and described in the CEQA Fundlng 

8 Agreement; and 
1 
' B WHEREAS, the need fer additional Phase l! Scope of Services arose and the parties nov.; 

HJ desire to enter Into this Fourth Amendment to amend the CEQA. Funding Agreement to 

11 provide for additional funds bv the Developer to the City in the amount of Ninety-Six 

12 Thousand, One Hundred Thirty-Three Dollars and Fifty-Nlne Cents ($96,133.59) to pay the 

1:3 costs of the additional Phase !! Scope of Services provided at the request of the City by the 

14 City1s CEQA Consultant Remy Moose ~,Aardey in accordance with the Additional Phase 2 Scope 

15 of Work. The Additlona! Phase 2 Scope of Work is more spedflca!ly detailed and described in 

16 the attached Exhibit "A,'' {fnvofces) to this Fourth Amendment Reference to the 

17 aforementioned Exhibit is fully incorporated into this Fourth Amendment, 

18 NOW, THEREFORE, the City and Developer (hereinafter referred to individually as 

19 ~'Party" and co!!ectiveiy as the ~'Parties") hereto mutually agree as foHows: 

20 SECTION: 1. 

21 ARTICLE 1- MODIFICATION OF THE CEQA FUNDING AGREEMENT 

22 As contemplated in the ENA and the CEQA Funding Agreement, the Parties hereby 

23 agree that the CEQA Funding Agreement is hereby amended to provide for the reimbursement 

24 by the Developer to the C!tv in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Fourth 

25 Amendment 

2G SECTION: 2. 

27 ARTICLE 2- DEVELOPER REIMBURSEMENT OF FUNDS 

28 The Developer agrees to fully reimburse funds in the amount of Ninety-Six 

2 
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1 

2 

4 

Thousand, One Hundred Thlrty-Three Dollars and Fifty-Nine Cents ($96,13359) representing 

the total Invoices for the additional Phase !! v1ork outstanding and unpaid {Exhibit ''A,'') within 

fourteen (14} business davs fo!!ow!ng the approval and execution of this Fourth Amendment 

by the Pa(ties; 

5 Al! reimbursement funds shall be used exclusively by the City to pay the cost of 

6 the CEOA Work as Incurred by the City in accordance with Exhibit "A," (the "CEQA Costs''}, 

7 SECTtON: 3. 

8 ARTICLE 3 - TERM 

O The term of this Fourth Amendment shall be the same as the term of the CEQA Funding 

10 Agreement 

11 SECTlON: 4. 

12 Except as changed by this Fourth Amendment and a!! previousiy approved amendments 

13 (the "Amendments"), a!! terms and provisions of Agreement No.: 18·055, Its Amendments, exhibits 

14 and attachments, shall remain unchanged and in full force and effect. 

15 /// 

16 /// 

17 /// 

18 /// 

19 j Ill 

20 Ill 

21 Ill 

22 Ill 

23 Ill 

24 Ill 

25 l!J 

26 Ill 

27 llll/ 

28 Ill 

3 
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1 SECTION: 5. 

2 !N WJTNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have executed this Fourth Amendment as of 

8 the date and year first above written. 

4 

7 

8 

9 

n 

12 

14 

15 

CITY Of INGLEWOOD 
a municipal corporatkm 

James T. Butts, Jr., 
Mavor 

ATIEST: 

---··························-··--········ ......................... _, __ _ 
Yvonne Horton, 
City Clerk 

1 B APPROVED: 

l ry 
( 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

28 

By: _________ _ 

Royce K. Jones, 
Kane Ballmer & Berkman 
Clty Special Counsel 

4 

MURPHY'S BOWL LLC, 
a Delaware limited !iabi!itv company 

Brandt A. Vaughan, 
Manager 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: 

Kenneth R. Campos, 
City Attorney 
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1 RESOLUTION NO.:----

2 A RESOLUTION OF THE ClTV COUNCIL Of THE CJTV OF 

a INGLEWOOD AMENDING THE 2019~:;w20 ANNUAL 

4 BUDGET TO PAY CERTAIN INVOICES ASSOCIATED 

5 W!TH ADDITIONAL PHASE ll ENVIRONMENTAL WORK 

6 REQUIRED FOR THE PREPARATION AND REVIEW OF 

7 THE CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUAUTY ACT 

8 REPORT AND OTHER RELATED SERVICES. 

9 WHEREAS, on August 15, 2017, the City Council, the City of Inglewood as Successor 

10 Agency to the Fonner Redevelopment Agency, and the Inglewood Parking Authority approved 

11 an Exclusive Negotiating Agreement -,,vith Murphy's Bow!, LLC; and 

12 WHEREAS, on December 19, 2017,, the City Council approved a funding agreement with 

13 Murphy's Bow!, LLC to provide certain funding for the phased preparation of a CaHfornia 

14 Environmental Quality Act report ('"Environmental !rnpact Report''} vvlth regard to the 

15 proposed development of a National Basketball Association arena and associated facilities; and 

JG WHEREAS1 Phase! environmental work has concluded and Phase!! environmental work 

17 has commenced but required additional Phase !! environmental work (''Phase ll Augment 

18 Work") necessary for the timely completion of the Environmental Impact Report and associated 

rn documents related to a professional basketball arena; and 

20 

21 WHEREAS, Phase 11 Augment Work has been completed; pursuant to which, the costs o, 

22 which exceeded the available contract funding amount for the Phase !! environmental vvork 

23 and 

24 WHEREAS, this budget amendment will ensure that the addltlona! funds are available 

25 to pay the invoices for the City-requested and approved Phase!! Augment Work; and 

26 WHEREAS, sufficient funds are aval!able and identified in Exhibit '"A," 

27 NOW1 THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the City Council of the City of Inglewood, 

281 California, does hereby: 

1 
; 
; 
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1. SECTION Amend the City's 2019-2020 fiscal year budget to reflect the 

2 adjustments as shown in Exhibit "A." 

3 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the City Clerk certify to the adoption of this Resolution 

4 and the same shall be in fu!! force and effect immediately upon adoption. 

5 Passed, approved and adopted this _____ day of----·' 2020 

~I 
j 

81 

91 
10 i 
11 

12 

; ATTEST: 

13 Yvonne Horton, 

14 1 
Citv Clerk 

' 
15 i 

16 

1" I 

1~ I 
19 l 
20 I 

1 
21 i 

22 

28 

24 

25 

26 

28 

CITY OF INGLEWOOD 

-·····~-···········••-'"~···········~-~~-~-

James T. Butts, Jr., 
Mayor 
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Fund: 
Agency: 

Orgn: 

4000,00 

Fund: 
Agency: 

Orgn: 

300 
100 

A002 

OBJECT CODE 

Revenue 

300 
100 

A002 

OBJECT CODE 

44860,00 Contract Services 

Exhibit A 

Advanced Funds 
Capita! Projects 
Murphy's Bow!-CEQA 

Advanced Funds 
Capital Projects 
Murphy's 8ow!-CEQA 

Tota! 

Total 

FY2019~20 

Budget 

$ 3,191,770 
$ 3, 191,770 

FY2019~20 

Budget 
$ 3,792,858 

$ 3,792,858 

Amendment 

Request 

$ 3,287,904 
$ 3,287,904 

Amendment 

Request 
$ 3,888,991 

$ 3,888,991 

Jn crease! 
{Decrease) 

$ 96,134 
$ 96,134 

Increase/ 
{Decrease) 

$ 96,134 

$ 96,134 
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The Silverstein Law Firm, APC 
June 16, 2020 

Objections to IBEC Project, DEIR and FEIR; 
State Clearinghouse No. 2018021056 

EXHIBIT 3 



INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA 
Tuesday,May19,2020 

Web Sites: 
wwwxityofing!ewood.org 

~:.~Jt.:V.:?.f.i.G..9.1.?..\.Y.?..9..S.:.?f.9/?.?.~!.$.0..£.C.:?.~§.?..9..t.:.~A.R?..G..Y.Y.. 
~.(;ity9figg!QW99tl·9f9f§§§f}ig11i:>ingJ\11ttigrity 
wwwxityofing!ewood.org/054/Hnance-Authority 
w.w..w.,s.i.tv.9.f.!.n.s!.§.W.9..i?.EL.9...rn.t.§.0.1?.!..P..0.r..!5.1.n.s.~.A.M.tb.9.ri.tv. 

Inglewood 

b~d 

rrrrr 
2009 

**'**NOTE FROM THE CITY: PUBLIC PARTICIPATION: Pursuant to Executive N-29-20, which suspends portions 
of the Brown Act, and given the current health concerns, members of the public can access meetings live on-

line, with audio and limited video, at https:/!www.facebooiccom/cityof!ngiewood and on Spectrum Cable 
Channel 35. In addition, members of the public can participate telephonically to submit public comments on 
agenda items, public hearings, and/or City business by dialing 1-877-369-5230or1-617 -668-3632 (Access Code 
0347338##). The conference begins at 1 :30 p.m., Pacific Time on May 19, 2020, and all interested parties may 

join the conference 5 minutes prior. Should any person need assistance with audio, please dial 889-796-
6118. 

Should you choose to submit comments electronically for consideration by the Inglewood 
City Council/Successor Agency/Housing Authority/Finance Authority/Parking 
Authority/Joint Powers Authority (legislative Body) by sending them to the City 
Clerk/Secretary at yhorti:rn@cityofing!ewood_i:irg, and Deputy City CI erk at 
0.P..b.l!.EP..?.@~Jt.Y..9..f.i.G..g.!.?..\.Y.?.?..9..:.9..f..ff· To ensure distribution to the members of the legislative 
Body prior to consideration of the agenda, please submit comments prior to 12:00 P .M. the 
day of the meeting, and in the body of the email, please identify the agenda number or 
subject matter. Those comments, as well as any comments received after 12:00 P.M., will 
be distributed to the members of the legislative Body and will be made part of the official 
public record of the meeting. Contact the Office of the City Clerk at 310-412-5280 with any 
questions. 

ACCESSIBILITY: If requested, the agenda and backup materials will be made available in 
appropriate alternative formats to persons with a disability, as required by Section 202 of 
the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. Sec. 12132), and the federal rules and 
regulations adopted in implementation thereof. Any person who requires a disability
related modification or accommodation, in order to observe and/or offer public comment 
may request such reasonable modification, accommodation, aid, or service by contacting 
the Office of the City Clerk by telephone at 310-412-5280 or via email to 
Y..!J9..!i.P.n.@;;:JJY.9.f.!.G.9.?.J.W.9..!?..IT.&El no later than 10:00 AM on the day of the scheduled meeting. 

AGENDA 

CITY COUNCIL/SUCCESSOR AGENCY 
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MAYOR/CHAIRMAN 
James T Butts, Jr. 

CITY CLERK/SECRETARY 
Yvonne Horton 

CITY TREASURER/TREASURER 
Wanda M. Brown 

COUNCIL/AGENCY/AUTHORITY MEMBERS 
George W. Dotson, District No. 1 
Alex Padilla, District No. 2 
Eloy Morales, Jr., District No. 3 
Ralph L. Franklin, District No. 4 

CITY MANAGER/EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
Artie Fields 

CITY ATTORNEY/GENERAL COUNSEL 
Kenneth R. Campos 

CLOSED SESSION ITEMS - 1 :00 P.M. 

ROLL CALL 

PUBLIC COMMENTS REGARDING CLOSED SESSION ITEMS ONLY 

Pc;rsons wishing to address the; City Council on the closed sc;ssion item may do so at tlns time. 

Closed session ··· Confidernial ··· Attorney/Client Privileged~ Conference with Labor Negotiator Pursuant 
to Govemmc;nt Code 'kclion 54957.6: Names of the Agc;ncy Negotiator: Jose; 0. Cortes, Hrnrnm 
Resources Director: Name of Organizations Representing Employees: Inglewood Police OnJcers 
Assocrntion (TPOA); Tnglewrnxi Police M1magement Association (1PMA). 

CaH to Orcler 

Pledge of /"11legrn.nce 

Holl Cull 

PUBLIC COMMENTS REGARDING AGENDA ITEMS 

Persons vnshing to address the Tnglewood City Cmmcil/Successor Agency on any item on 
other than the public hearing, may do so at this time. 

PUBLIC HEARINGS 

PH-1. ECONOMIC & COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT 

Public hearing lo consider an ordinance arnendmg the lnglewood ivlunicipal Code to establish policies for 
Short Term Rentals.* 

Documents: 

CONSENT CALENDAR 

These items will be uded upon as u whole unless called upon by a Council JVIernber. 

2 •. PQLIC.E .. D.EP.ARIMENI 

Staff reprni recommending authorizalion to pay invoices from Cellebrile for mobile device data extraction 
and analytics services 1 Gen em l Fund) 

Documents: 

2PDF 

3. POLICE DEPARTMENT 

Staff report recommending au!horizal1on to pay invoices from Leverage Information Systems for repair 
und rnuintenance of the Police Depa1imenfs camera equipment Forfeiture Fund) 
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Documents: 

3PDF 

DEPARTMENTAL REPORTS 

DR-1. OFFICE OF THE CITY ATTORNEY 

Staff report recommending approval of the Fowth i\mc;ndmenl to CEQA Funding Agrc;c;mc;nt No. 18-
055 wjth Murphy's Bowl to mclude an uddilional l33 59 to cover costs of certarn Legal activities 
and services (Phase II) prnvided by third party consultant at 1h.o req1.wst and on behalf of 1.h.o City with 
regard to the proposed developmc;nt of a Nalional Basketball ,,\ssoc1ation Ar.ona and associated facilities 
(Project) nem the jntersection of Prnirie /\venue und Century Boulevard; necessary lo provide cerluin 
environmental :md legal servic.os on behalf of the Ci1y as required and/or conkrnplated by the Exclusive 
Negotiating Agreement. 

Documents: 

DR-2. OFFICE OF THE CITY MANAGER 

Slaff reprnt recommending approval lo develop and staff a Housing Protection Department (HP 
Department I. (Genm11 Fund) 

Documents: 

DR1PDF 

Staff report recomm.onding approval of a California Tax Credit Allocation Cornrnitt.oe (]'CAC) Leas.o 
Rider for PATH Eucalyptus located al 502-508 S Eucalyptus/\ venue, IngkwoocL CA 90301. 

Documents: 

f.)R.'.JYDF 

DR-4. SECTION 8. HOUSING & CDBG DEPARTMENT 

Staff report recommend mg the appomtrnent and confirmal1on of two Inglewood Housing Authonty (lHA) 
Section 8 tenant pmiicipants to the Housing Advisory Commission. 

Documents: 

DR.4.FDF 

Staff report recommending apprnval of an amendm.ont to Agreement No. 18-·150 i.v1th Sial1c 
Contractors, Corporation dkt Shawnan lo mcr.oase the; contract amount by an additional $332,JO(J for 
construction worL performed on the Imperial Highway Improvement Project l 

Documents: 

DR·5, CSA-'! PDF 

.R.f;_P._Q_.RI.$.. .. :::: .. GHY..AIIQ.RN_f;.Y. 

A-1. Report on Closed Session Items. 

A-2. Oral reports - City Attorney. 
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REPORTS - CITY MANAGER 

CM-1. Oral reports - City Manager. 

CC-1. Oral reports - City Clerk. 

REPORTS - CITY TREASURER 

CT-1. Oral reports - City Treasurer. 

INGLEWOOD SUCCESSOR AGENCY 

Cali Io Order 

DEPARTMENTAL REPORTS 

Stall report recommendrng approval of an amendment to Agreernenl No J8 .. ] SO with Srnlic 
Contractors, Corporation dba Sha\vmm to increase the contract amount by an additional $332300 for 
construction work performed on the Imperi<Jl Highway Tmprovement Prniect 

Documents: 

JR.f5. CS/\.1YDF 

8.P..J.Q.~.RN.M.!;NIJN.G.l.:.fWQQ.P. ... ~.!J..G.G.f§.~Q.R .. 8.G.f;.N.G.Y 

~.EP..9! .. NI.M.~.N.I§ .. IQ .. ~QA .. R.R~.LQ.9M.M.!.~§.!.9N§.L.~N.!?. ... G.9.M.M.!II~.~.§. 
PUBLIC COMMENTS REGARDING OTHER MATTERS 

Persons wishing to address the City Council on any matter connected with business not dsewhere 
considered 011 the ag.onda may do so al this time. Persons with complaints regarding management or 
departmental operations are requested to submit those complaints first lo the City Manager for resolutwn. 

MAYOR AND COUNCIL REMARKS 

The members of the City Cmmcil will provide or:tl r.oports. mdmling r.oports 011 related lravds where lodging 
expenses are mcurred, and/or address any matters they deem of general mteresl to the public. 

ADJOURNMENT CITY COUNCIL 

In the event tirnt today· s meeting of the Council is nol held, or is concluded prior lo a public heanng or other 
agemla item being considered. the public hearing or non-public hearing agenda item wJ1 aulornatcallv be 
continued to the next regularly scheduled Cily Council meelmg. ff yo11 vvill reqmre special :tccommodations, due 
lo a disabil!ty, please contact the Office of the Clerl al (310) 412-5280 or FAX (310) 412-5533, One 
]Vfanchester Boulevard. First Fluor. Tnglewood City Hal L Tnglewood. CA 9U30 l. All requests fur special 
accomrnodal.lons must be received 72 ho1Irs pnor to the day of the Counc1 l Meetings. 
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Inglewood, CA Pagel of 1 

We're sorry, but there is not a web page matching your entry. 

You entered: https:!/www.cityofinglewood.org/AgendaCenterNiewFile/ltem/9166?filelD=4434 

Click here to go to the home page 

Inglewood CAABOUJ JHE 

CITY 

What's New 

Community 

Departments 

BUSINESS HELPFUL UNKSUSING THIS 

City Hall Privacy SITE 

Services Contact Us Accessibility 

How Do I... Readers & Viewers Copyright Notices 

Site Map 

https://www.cityofinglewood.org/AgendaCenter/ViewFile/Item/9166?fileID=4434 
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https ://www.latimes.com/californ ia/story/2020-04-1 5/co ro navirus-concerts-sporting-events-2021-garcetti 

Coronavirus could halt L.A. concerts, 
sporting events until 2021, Garcetti says 

Dodger Stadium sits empty. (Robert Gauthier I Los Angeles Times) 

By Dakota Smith, Ben Welsh 
April 15, 2020 I 10:05 AM UPDATED6:37 PM 

Los Angeles may hold off on allowing big gatherings until 2021 because of the coronavirus 
threat, according to an internal Los Angeles Fire Department email reviewed by The Times. 

Mayor Eric Garcetti raised the issue during his weekly briefing Monday with a group of high
level staff from several departments, including Fire Chief Ralph Terrazas. Garcetti indicated 
during the conference call that "large gatherings such as concerts and sporting events may not be 
approved in the city for at least 1 year," according to the email. 

LAFD Deputy Chief Trevor Richmond wrote the email summarizing Terrazas' meeting with 
Garcetti and others and sent it Tuesday to several fire department staffers. The email was 
reviewed by The Times. 

Fire Department spokesman Peter Sanders said Tuesday that Terrazas was "paraphrasing 
information he received from the mayor regarding possible scenarios for reopening timelines 
across a range of events." 
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Garcetti spokesman Alex Comisar confirmed the mayor's comments at the meeting. "The mayor 
was generally referencing studies of current and historical data and best practices for safely 
reopening our economy," Comisar said. 

Comisar said the mayor doesn't have a timeline for Los Angeles to begin resuming large-scale 
events. Garcetti himself has repeatedly told Angelenos during his nightly press briefings that it 
would be a mistake to reopen businesses and stores before the pandemic can be controlled. 

"It's difficult to imagine us getting together in the thousands any time soon. I think we should be 
prepared for that this year. I think we all have never wanted science to work so quickly. But until 
there's either a vaccine, some sort pharmaceutical intervention or herd immunity, the science is 
the science," Garcetti said on CNN Wednesday. 

Garcetti also talked during the conference call with his staff about reopening the economy, 
starting with "essential businesses and small businesses ... phased in over a period of time (6-10 
months)," according to Richmond's email. 

The coronavirus pandemic has caused the cancellation of sporting, music and cultural events 
across the globe. 

California Gov. Gavin Newsom said Tuesday that events that draw hundreds or thousands of 
strangers will be off limits for the near future, based on current guidelines. The state needs to 
boost testing, protect high-risk residents from infection and expand hospital capacity before the 
stay-at-home order imposed last month can be modified, he said. 

"The prospect of mass gatherings is negligible at best until we get to herd immunity and we get 
to a vaccine," Newsom said. 

Absent a vaccine, Newsom said that Californians should expect to continue to wear face 
coverings or masks, and to visit restaurants with fewer tables, disposable menus and waiters 
wearing masks and gloves as the state slowly transitions back to normal. 

His administration suggested the state will introduce guidelines for businesses to conduct "health 
checks" when employees return to work. 

He also discussed the possibility of staggering school start times throughout the day for students 
if they return to campus in the fall. 

Experts say stay-at-home orders could persist until the end of May or mid-June. 

Dr. Robert Kim-Farley, a UCLA medical epidemiologist and infectious disease expert, said by 
that time, places that have effectively maintained physical distancing measures will see 
significant reductions in the numbers of cases. In the ggiJ!_g_11~-~---FQrn1-::hit~ff~gl_§, hospitals may start 
to see relief 
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Also at that time, Kim-Farley suspects there will be enough capacity to Qf(~r..t~_§t.~ .. fo.rJh~ .. .Y.irn.§ 
and antibodies - to determine whether people are immune - to meet the demand. 

In the early summer, perhaps in the middle of June to the end of July, there may be some 
nuanced, tailored approaches for getting people .l2.C!~.kJ.Q .. .W.9Ik and easing stay-at-home orders, he 
said. 

Elsewhere, New Orleans Mayor LaToya Cantrell has recommended that large events in that city 
be pushed off until 2021, according to a local news report. 
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Message 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

CC: 
Subject: 

flag: 

Hl Perla, 

Zhang, Kaitlyn [Kaitlyn.Zrv1ng@c1.ilverdty.org] 

3/24/2020 11:15:08 A!V 
Perla Solis [/o:::b.changelabs/ou,,,Exchang.2 Admini:::.trative Group 
(FYD! BOHF 23SPDl T)/cn:::Recip ients/cn :::,ncO 1905dc0234d4 78,:w4d06edcceb4de>perl 0] 

C!ving1 Diana [diana.chang@cvlvercity.wg]; Chan, Jane [.lan0.Chan@c1.1lverdty.org] 
RE: lr1glewond B;y;lwtbcil! and Entert<Jinment C1?nter (!EEC) DUR Commr:·nt Pt?riod Extended 

Can we provide our comments to you after the deadline? VVe have some very preliminary comments but because all 

staff is dealing with COVID~19, vie will not be able to complete our review today. 

Thank you, 

Kaitlyn 

Kaitlyn Zhang 

Marrngernent Analyst I Transportation Planner 
City of Culver City {Culver City Bus) 

{310) 253 5503 

From: Perla Solis <peda@trifiletticonsulting,corrr> 

Sent: Tuesday" March 17,. 2020 9:34 AM 
To.: Chan, Jane <Jane-C.han@)culverdty.org> 

Cc Chang, Diana <diana,chang@cu!verdty,org>; Zhang, Kaitlyn <Kaitlyn2hang@culverdty.org> 
Subject: R.E: lng!ewood Basketball and Entertainment Center {IBEC) DEIR Comment Period Extended 

You're 'Nekome. Hope the extra time helps, 

Thanks, 

Pede Solis 
Planning f\ssocfate 
Trifi!Nt Consdting, Inc 
Office: (2.13)315,2121ext104 
Cel!: (626) 257~4255 

Thi:: {'t.~r;rttunitCJt/0r? ~ncy contai~r ,ntfVHf:gt.-tf c;u'f/tf torfftf.f:nr.ir;i lrforn-v1t/ci:? :And is int.er-sdetfft.H' th,-:: .1.Cih: ~Hf: 0/ addresf.ef:. ff you {JJ'f!" /?1'.)f. the cddfe55.ef. yoi; (ttf. her,.:;;hv 
notffed that onv dfssfl'trdnotfon of this ·tDtrarn.~,·rdcctfr}n fa ;;.tr/ctff prah/bited. Pt~·C!;;.e protrsptlv notif:J th~ set3tft::r by r?2pfy ('>'ru;rf ontf irr~rru:-dictelv d?2fgte th/j. t~essagg fr.~J."'n 
your ~.y~~<terr.:, rr~f'!ett; C:::}rf~iuft~::~s_. ltiC, doej. nci !..Kt'-~'{li° rcsfH..i'rf~idJ;·i;ty .fb: ifi.~' .~o:it<:!3i cf a:iv e:nvii {:~(rf~irt~fti~xi for n:G.:>c::·5 uU?s:·r thr:!~ r:pp:{.}::fcd fJu?j.;f:·s:·~~~. p~u [i(}~te~t. 

From:. Chan, Jane 

Sent: Tuesday, Man::h 17, 2020 8:30 AM 

To·: Pe·r!a Solis <p_fttLrl~!..?.J)fU~~~ttj_{:J?.nf~\~~J:_~r~.fL·.\~qrn> 
Cc: Chang, Diana Zhang, Kaitl!yn <t;i!iHD1J~h2ngr§'.;AJiY5:iJdt'LDrn> 
Subject: RE: ing!evvood Basketball and Entertainment Center (IBEC) DEIR Comment Period Extended 

Thank you, Perla, 

From: Perla Solis 

Sent: ~,1Jonday, March 16,, 2020 11J.6 AM 
To: Chan, Jane 
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Cc: Chang, Diana Zhang, Kaitlyn <t'.f1itlvn .. Zf:nnru0!;,vl>iCJ<i~y,;;irp 
Subject: RE: lng!ewood Basketball and Entertainment Center (IBEC) DE!H Comment Period Extended 

Hi Jane, 

Looks like vou ·wm have rnore time to prepare your responses as the comment period for the lnglewood Basketball and 

Entertainrnent Center has been now been extended to March 24,202!'.LPlesse let me know if you have sny questions. 

Thanks, 

P0da Solis 
Planning i\ssodate 

Trifiletti Consulting,_ Int 
Office: (213) 315°2121ext104 
Celi: (626) 257°4255 

fh;j.· f.{ . .i'rn:n~.H;it:afi.~):ti rnay .so:itv;n pr~vik:qed arid/{..i'r cctf'r.h:ntici ~:fvnruJUo::·, and j~:. inf;-;;ndf:'d }hr th<: ~t.s;Js: U~ie .sf vddU.i''.i-5et:.'. ~f ;iot( {.({.::;_' r1ot th::;,_: .wddn:s::_~r::-e yot: ore h1:reby 

f;ct.if/cd tht/t r.i-~;Jf (//.~.-::en1h1f:.<tfr~m {'Jf thf-:: t:orr:~nunfr::.'1tior; /'") :;.trit:tfy pt~;hihi.t.ecr f.-\ictH:·? pron1ptly t;(;tffy t'hc .-;;'~ndr?t hv Nply ~?f':~(..d/ nnd i~'}?n~cd/.at~ly tH:?f~:-:t:-? thh r:t1t?.<;5t}q~:-: fn-;~,n 

'fJt.H .sy;;tetr?. Tf'f!fr::tt~· Ccf~su/t/r:)g> fr~::~. dor;.~E. not o.ccept re1~po.f~sfbi}~·t)l for th~~ ::.~on tent qf cny r;.~~:t~ar tn1·.f~Sffifrt<~dfor :eor.or:::1~ othe.t than approv~'d bu.~:ir:::ess purposes. 

From: Chan, Jane 
Sent: fv1onday, March 16, 2020 8:55 Afv1 

To·~ Perla: Solis <pfr~L.@I::tx.~.DJ.~:tU.tr:.~~?.c~.~:~.i&U.LUft:!./.?.f~}.> 
Cc: Ch a ng~ Diana <;JJi2Lb1:_it~gJ)JL~~Ls;_u_L~~:~t!:f_~LY:u9£JJ.>; Zih .a ng~ K a:fti~yn < t;gjjJ:lI:12(~b,i~E.~Hli2~:r!/l:~~tr:ij_LY:,~~lr.e> 
Subject: RE: lng!ewood Basketball and Entertainment Center (IBEC) DEIR Comment Period Extended 

Thanks,. Perla. 

From:. Perla Solis 

Sent: Monday, ~/kirch 16, 2020 8:48 AM 
To: Chan, Jane 

Cc: Chang, Diana Zhang, Kaitlyn 
Subject: RE: lng!evvood Basketball and Entertainment Center (IBEC) DEIR. Cornment Period Extended 

Hi Jane--- l'!l fo!low~Lip 'Nith the team and get back to you today, 

Thanks, 

Pnda Solis 
PL-inning .l'Gso:::iate 

Trifiletti Consulting,_ Int 
Office: (213) 315-2121ext104 
Ce-11: (fi2fi) 257~4255 

'fh;j.· Z/._;·rn:n.unitation rHay~ .~e:~tvirf prri/Ut{;ed H::·d./s_.:-r s·c::f·ds.'nUai ~:fvrrnoti.on ond >'~· ir;f~ridc:d /r,v ihs.' ~t(.::f{-;_: u~s:· (,f ;;:.u.Jd:~·".i·5~·.s.', ~f y:::}u Sit<: nci fhs:: s.:ddre.ssee )/UH C!~ h::n:by 

fJot!f!cd t.ht.d· tJf;y· (.//.,,;;.-::erni11t}ti(H; t:';f thf-:: ~~on;fr~~;t1i~xHion /-:. ~~ttirt(v pn-;hihft.ed. f)fct:S~i~? l;.ro1('{ptiv not/fy the Si'?n(..h?r hy rep\' enit;J t;'nd hJ?n;ed/.atef/ tJef~~t.~? t.hh nn~s§t}r/f: fn-;~'J? 

;g;ur SiS ~en;, T rffitt: tt.i Cons ~Jf Ung~. frF;, Jot:s not oco.~pt respG·nsf biidy f>r the ~;on tent of on v f'ft"Jcu·{ t n:.-;yn rn itte. J f"'Jr a.:o.1ons ot f: et them a,nprc·ve1 busin~s5:· ,nurptJS~.~ s. 

From: Chan, Jsne 
Sent: iv1onday, March 16, 2020 3:47 Afvl 

To·; Perl a So Ii s < rr:~J.b} .. (TJ:x.HH~~-~J:.iJ.:_q_~·-·~L.~.~-U.~E~f.,_r .. ~.?L~·-~.> 
Cc: Chang, Diana Zhang, Ksitlyn <iS<:iiJlye'./.hy1g@ri.,lyfJSitY+<0> 
Subject: RE: ing!evmod Basketball and Entertainrnent Center (IBEC) DEIR Comment Period Extended 
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Hi Peda ---following up mv request below to extend the comment period and the absolute deadline to submit our 
comments. Thanks in advance, 

~Jane 

From: Chan,< Jane 

Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2020 7:38 PM 

To.: Perla Solis 

Cc: Di a na Ch an g {EL:~~-~-·~-~:~.5.J.·~.UDJt(:P.L:~.~Jy~:~.r~_:j_~_:i.J.~LgJ < ~JU}Jr:~.:.~.:J~:~:~L\b:(f:f~.~.::~:.JJ'~~±::J.~.J.'t.Y:.~.?Ji >; Zhang, Ka i ti V n 
<_~L{Jj~~J:ifL;{~;jf;LGJL{tf~r~ut~LCL5~Lt~L.J2r.e.> 
Subject: RE: lnglev,;ood Basketball and Entertainment Center (IBEC/ DEIR Comment Period Extended 

Hi Perla, 

Due to coronavirus,< our staff resources have been shifted to prepare actions in respond to coron~wirus, We are vvorking 

on the cornrnents but \Vil! not be able to provide thern by 3/17, VVhst is the absolute deadline to submit our comments? 

Thanks very much, 
Jane 

From:. Perla Solis 

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 11:02 Ah<1 

To: 'Shirley Hsiao' <;-;J1LLLL~2ID:LDDSLLt0LJ>; Burner, Lee <~2Ll1!2L~2ID:LKE!5XL:L0L1>; Ernie Crespo 
Ramlsi V\!atkins 

Ch.an, Jane <}/:~LU:~:.f.J.~~:~.~-·~.(:?.s~~/JY~::~~r~.~~l\(.~g.~J:\>; c:ha:ng~ Diana 
< ~JLJJ1iL~~fLLlili;fil:J5J1:iS?JSjJ;:r~~~~~L~:ii.>; Vinita Via s k. o VJ < YL~2Lt2:u~{~!~D~~~h:~2YiJ£~~E~~~~r1f2rl~~IJ2:52r11?~·; Jo ye e Ro o ne Y 
<)9Y.f.~~:.~.R.P.9.0.~0~·y@~.tf\~qq;,~:;:.~9.n<.>; Pagef Scott 
<rf.C?.l:rkIE\.!J.f:P..L.~:~x.~J.qx.>:J:.u.<~ ... r-ru.c.>; Leslie Scott 

<.K.?.~J.~VJJ~7.~l{s.n.g/0~:;;_q.~y~:(.r;jtv.~qr.g.>; Jeffrey Lau < ii.P..v.t0~~\~!.~.~~.~).{J\.f.9.::I=.> ,: 
Cc: Lisa Trifdetti <lh.<:1.t;>tU.L.Lt.'. .. Ui . .?U'.i_l_i_Lt}i.i_ffJ.2!.'.\>; Mindy Wikox 

Greene, Scott 

Timothy McCormick 

Zhsng, Kaitlyn 

Subject: RE: lng!ewood Basketball and Entr;rtainrnent Center {IBEC) DEIR Comment Period b:tended 

Hello everyone, 

Paige 

Rod Goldman 

Hope you are doing v:e!i! Just wanted to !et you know that the comrnent period for the !ngl!ewood Basketball and 
Entertainment Center has been extended to March 17,20l0. Please see attached document. 

Thanks, 

Puia Solis 
Plann~ng Assoc~ate 

Trifiletti Consulting, Inc 
Office: (213) 315·2121ext104 
Celi: (626) 257·4255 

fh;j.· f.{ . .i'rn:n~.H;it:afi.~):ti rnay .so:itv;n pr~vik:qed arid/{..i'r cctf'r.h:ntici ~:fvnruJUo::·, and j~:. inf;-;;ndf:'d }hr th<: ~t.s;Js: U~ie .sf vddU.i''.i-5et:.'. ~f ;iot( {.({.::;_' r1ot th::;,_: .wddn:s::_~r::-e yot: ore h1:reby 
notffre.d 1.J'1ut any df.1r;t:rt'J:nutfof; of ihif- ::onun~Jt:fr:otft8"; f:; :,tn·:-:,'tfy ,pr;Jhfr;ited. Pfeose prornptJy noUf/ th0 sendet by repfy ::NnfJft cmd frnnu:dfoteiy tJetet~?. th's rtw.&sage fn;tn 
'fJt.H .sy;;tetr?. Tf'ff/r::a~· Ccf~su/t/r:)g> fr~::~. dor;.~E. not oc-cept re1~po.f~5fbi}~·t:)I· for th~~ ::.~on tent qf cny r:..~~:t~ar tn1·.~~Sffifrt<~dfor :eor.or.::1~ othe.t than ffppn.>vf.'i.i busir.::ess purposes. 

From: Perla Soils 

Sent: Thursday, Febrnarv 6, 2020 1:53 PM 
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To.: 'Shirley Hsiao' <$!]$tA9(d!U)tt#C5it,;9m>; Burner, Lee <J;vrn;;r;c!U)tt#C5iiLQm>;. Ernie Crespo 

< .f:.:J>~-~t:JJ~!EP:g~?r~:d~::_(:;:~t~.~/5.~.s~J~:!.-~.-:j. >; Ra :m Is~~ \JV.at ki n s < C!L}.\~~)~_:50.?..t1.~~U.(.~-~~:t~.?.t?.u~::.~r·.9.C!.>; :.c .. '..c.:.,,· .. '.: .. '.c.'.·: .. c.:.'..':.'..'.·"·'""'''·'·'.: .. :.c,:·:·:.:.:.:.c.'..'..:::.cc.'..c·::.'.::.:.:.' Pa~ g.e 
Hansen 

Joyce Rooney Page, Scott 

<?~~\(~f5.SE~LC: e :.~J?.J.:~_</>; Greene, Scott <(~r.~?~~:0ru<~~:f:?.x·~-·~s0.~.r.q_J_·~.?J>; Rod ·Goldrna n <r.v~~!.~).(~'.~/:~r~.(fLeX:tr.r~'.3::~.~-·~«~:\~?.~L'.~.J.:_q_~·-·~.\>; Lesi~ie Scott 

< L~fL~~IL§L~~;;~S~~gt~!~ifi:L5~sLg~!JE~~Q~~~gEg>; ·ri m ct hv ~/.~ cco rrn §ck <.~D~rr~~9L!I'.i:J:~~Lr~£~~S!E~!~~:t!s~~!L~ff~;~Xit{;;~;2:~L~LLLI> ~: Turner ( Kirn 
Jeffrey Lau 

Subject Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center (!BEC) DEIR Cornrnent Period Extended 

Hello everyone, 

Just an FYI that the public comment period for the !nglevmod Basketball and Entertainment Center (!SEC} DEIR has been 
extended by thirty days. Please see attachect 

Thanks,. 
Pnda S.sHs 
P!ann~ng Assodate 
Triti!etb ConsultinK, Inc 
Office: (213) 315·2121ext104 
Cell: (626) 257·4255 

n-.J.·:; Lf)rJ~tYs.:;r;ictYfr;~'' t~x~:v tont.r.:ir~ pr!vifr?~}t~d onr:Ur;.r ctst:ff(J~?fJtitd h:forrnt;tfr;~,~· t:md i:~ h;t€.11ded for the ~~~;le u~~.:? ~'?f t}ddr('5.~(/' .. Jfy<:?{~ f:.(f/' ~''{Jt the (8--. .h1tes-;ee y{JU {Jrf: herehy 
notfjfe.d U'1at any tHs.r:t:rt'!inatfo;·; of th/§ ronun~Jn<'cotfr;:.n is sttfrtfy pr:Jf"fdJited. Pfe.u.s~-~ prr::p1pNy {JOtify tht: sender by repfj/ ~-~{fifJif and .i~<r:n;e.diotefy detet~-~ th~:3:· f:(!e.r.saqe fro~<r: 
yo~?r sys ten-;. TrfJfett" Consu:itir:::9> hK~. dr)r:.~:; not accept rt:%PCf~sfbihty for th~~ ::.~onterit r.f cnv r;,~r:~~aJ trcns~r~dU:dfor :eotr.ms othe: thc.m appn:;~;ed business p:.:q:>oses 

This comrnunk:ation may contain pdvieged and/or confidential informsdon and is intended for the sole use of 
addressee. If you are not the addressee you are hereby notifi.ed that any dissernlnatlon of this cornrnunication is strictly 
prohibited. Please promptly notify the sender by reply emall and immediately delete this rnessage from your systern. 
Trifiletti Consulting. Inc, does not accept responsibility for the content of anv email transmitted for reasons other than 
approved business purposes 

Thr-: (.~i~v qff..~ufver ()~y .,tee;>.~ .. tJ ct..:>]~;·./ (.~l·rd! I:>nun}s: .vent and recr-:h ... r-:<ff()r a .tuhnnnon ~~ .l·'{:ars':. ,.-JI! retcurred J~>.-1nai!s ~rill he lrf·:rae«l as 
a f~~d?fic ](er·or'd J}er the ("'afijhrnia. f>ubllt:· }(r-:cordS' .A.ct, and lnq:y he suf:~/ect tn <hscfOSU?'C ~pursuant tu the .{(:'l"lNS~ atu:f .~ruhjl..?C't l'O lhc 

exPnl/?lion.v, q,(lhol Act. 

Thls communication may contain privileged and/or confidential information and is intended for the sole use of 
addressee. If you are not the addressee you are hereby notified that any dissemination of this communication is strictly 
prohibited, Please promptly notify the sender by reply email and irrirriediately delete this rriessage iron• your svstem, 
Trifiletti Consulting, Inc. does not accept responsibility for the content of anv email transmitted for reasons other than 
approved business purposes 

'lhe c:li(v f<{(.~u/\.'.er ('i1y k"i!.f{'J,S {_J CO~?V f(w;noi/,).' t~:enr {HUI receh·'f>t/J?>r (l ;nininnuu (~~{2 .Yt/{,}f.'{ ,··lll rt:f.ained F.·~ntail.\ }~:·ill {;;e lfetd~?t) O,ti.;· 

a 1r·~uh!it· f?<:.:~t:OtYl fk?r th~? (~o./(i{)rnt(t fJllhlic 1~~ecrH0d::e .>··Lei:. and uu~v he to th'sc1o,":t'Ure l>ursuant to th .. ff tertn~\ taul ::.;u~~lect lo the 
exeJ.?(~f;liun.\, r.~f 1ha.1 ... ·.J..c1. 

This communication may contain privileged and/or confidential information and is intended for the sole use of 
addressee, If you are not the addressee you are hereby notified that any dissemination of this cornrnunicati:on is strictly 
prohibited. Please prnrnptly notify the sender by reply email and irnrnediateh; delete this message frnrn your system. 
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Trifiletti ConsultinK, be does not accept responsibility for the content of any email transmitted for reasons other than 
approved business purposes 

The (·~i(V {_,_~{(~u/ver (:.'i1J· l:ee11s a CO/?V t:faU 1.~~-~nunl>' /fVr1t and receiver!jf.H' a tuinunurn 2 _:vear:S' .. A!l refrnned P>nu:xlr\' ~fill be lreafe<.:l as 
a f~u/Jfj(· /?et·ord JJer the (~a/(i{.H'tUa .f;·.ublic }f~et.Y.H'd·} ..:·:f.(·l, and lnC{J-' .be :S'td:/eci to tfisc/{_,\)'Ure />Ur.ruant to the terUJS, and ~\'Ul~/eCt lO the 

exenip1ion~\', <~,tthal .A.ct. 

This communication rnay contain privileged and/or confidential information and is intended for the sole use of 
sddressee, If you are not the nddressee vou are hereby notified that any dissemination of this cornmunknbon is strictly 
prohibited, Please promptly notify the sender by reply email and immediately delete this message from your system, 
Trifiletti Consulting, lnc. does not accept responsibility for the content of any email transrnitted for reasons other than 

spproved bus! ness purposes 

a l'ubhc .R\.!(.'Uri.l ;:~er the (:~ulifbrnh:x ~Pul;iic l\ecords .:Jct, and nh~Y be sul~/ect hJ t.:liscb.")S.Ute _f)Nr.)t.'UOnf ;u the tertN}t.~ an{J sn!~/ect to the 
exentplions . .q/thtit .. Jct 
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The Silverstein Law Firm, APC 
June 16, 2020 

Objections to IBEC Project, DEIR and FEIR; 
State Clearinghouse No. 2018021056 

EXHIBIT 6 



California Environmental Quality Act - CEQA 

Los Angeles County 
Registrar~Racorder7Cotm1y Clerk 

VOTING & ELECTIONS RECORDS COUNTY CLERK 

Page 1of2 

NEWSROOM PUBLICATIONS JOBS 

California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Notice Search 

Effective ,January 2, 2019, hardcopy postings will no longer be posted in the Business Filing and Registration Section, 
Room 1201 in the Non1valk lobby. 

Notice Type Search By 

Submitter NOA - Notice of Availability 

Results for city of inglewood by Submitter 

Filing Number Project Title Submitter Filed 

2019159081 HITON TRU HOTEL CITY OF 6/11/19 
INGLEWOOD 
PLANf\JING 
DIVISION 

2019173177 INGLEWOOD CITY CITY OF 6/20/19 
TREE PLM~TING l~mLEWOOD 

PROJECT PUBLIC WORKS 
DEPARTMENT 

2019206046 Vlf\JCENT PARK CITY OF 7/29/19 
TENNIS COURT INGLEWOOD 
PAINTING 
PROJECT 

2019222784 BILLBOARD CITY OF 8/15/19 
AGREEMENT INGLEWOOD 
BETWEEN THE 
CITY OF 
l~mLEWOOD AND 
WOW MEDIA, INC. 
(THE PROJECT 
APPLICANT) FOR 
THE 
l~~STALLATION OF 
2 DIGITAL 
BILLBOARD 
DISPLAYS IN 
DESIGNATED 
AREAS OF THE 
CITY 

2019253134 INTELLIGENT CITY OF 9/19/19 
TRANSPORTATION INGLEWOOD, 
SYSTEM (ITS) PUBLIC WORKS 
PHASE IV-B DEPARTMENT 
PROJECT (CITY OF 
INGLEWOOD) 

2019330092 12/27/19 

https://apps.lavote.net/CEQAJSearch/Results 

Submitter 

[.~J city of inglewood 

·~,~ i(:~~::_~;·d~; j( .l:"(d 

Notice Type Action 

NOD - Notice of Determination View 

NOE - Notice of Exemption View 

NOE - Notice of Exemption View 

NOA - Notice of Availability \/iew 

NOE - Notice of Exemption View 

NOA - Notice of Availability View 
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California Environmental Quality Act - CEQA 

INGLEWOOD CITY OF 
BASKETBALL Mm INGLEWOOD 
ENTERTAINMENT 
CENTER 

2020031386 lf'.JGLEWOOD CITY OF 
BASKETBALL AND INGLEWOOD 
ENTERTAINMENT 
CENTER (IBEC)_ 

2020035420 SITE PLAN CITY OF 
REVIEW NO. 2020- INGLEWOOD 
011 ECONOMIC AND 

COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPME~H 

DEPARTMEf'.JT 

2020042372 SPECIAL USE CITY OF 
PERMIT NO. 2019- lf'.JGLEWOOD 
013 (S P-2019-013) 
FORA 
PRELI MANARY 
PLANNED ASSBLY 
DEVELOPMENT 
(PAD) TO ALLOW A 
FIVE-STORY, 65-
UNIT SENIOR 
MIXED-USE 
DEVELOPMENT. 

2020054673 INGLEWOOD CITY OF 
BASKETBALL Af'.JD INGLEWOOD 
ENTERTAINMENT 
CE~~TER (IBEC) 

2020060603 ROGERS PARK CITY OF 
RESTROOM INGLEWOOD 
PROJECT PUBLIC \NOR KS 

DEPARTME~~T 

2020060604 VINCENT PARK CITY OF 
SWIMMING POOL l~mLEWOOD 

RESURFACING PUBLIC \NOR KS 
PROJECT DEPARTME~~T 

2020064684 INGLE\IVOOD CITY OF 
BASKETBALL AND l~mLEWOOD 

ENTERTAINMENT 
CENTER (IBEC) 

2020066954 EA-MND-2019-102 CITY OF 
l~mLEWOOD 

https://apps.lavote.net/CEQAJSearch/Results 

2/6/20 NOA - Notice of Availability 

2/12/20 NOE - Notice of Exemption 

2/20/20 NOi - Notice of Intent 

3/4/20 NOA - Notice of Availability 

3/11/20 NOE - Notice of Exemption 

3/11/20 NOE - Notice of Exemption 

3/18/20 NOA - Notice of Availability 

4/1/20 NOA - Notice of Availability 

Page 2of2 

View 

View 

View 

View 

View 

View 

View 

View 
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CIT"lt OF ING·L:E 

::_'k~ :: ~:~ ::.~~ 8 ::::··~· .t H:~: k~ ·:·:~~ :i:::~ 
:::~ ~ ~- :~ ~:: ::· :::; .: 

DATE 

TO:· 

OOD 

liw Proj\.ld Sik b bu.ifod in H tngkwond wHbn Lrd 
AA@cl••" (\wmy, appt>N.imA~?1y IAH i\llgtk"i< Tlw 
PHd>;ct. Sbt b :iiy;wc•:dnul'tdy 2S a .. , ~ id· ;;, mam pnrihrn nf!hv Pn:i)tl't 
Silt Uhe .i\rerw Siid b appm11.~maKly r7 ili:H'~ arid L f Vlfosl CcnHry Houkvutd vn 
foe no:t\h. Srntth Frairk Av;;nm~. on th.~ '~'-'•d, Smiih Lh}ly Avi.'.1lllt rnt tfateiw\ mai i.111 hn.q.;.imiry 
nrnigh! nm.~ <:ldtil.dfo.4 t:ib\ from \\(:;s\ JG)d St.rocl kl &:wth DNv .A»t'W:W to thw south l1'K 
Pn::!·~t:t Sit<: irn:hdi.!r; 1:1.rvt' wJdihorncl amas; d••' \Vt•H l'<trking G;:mgc Sitt nn an •wPnMinm!dy 5~ 
b!'W i>ih' h<xhl0d by WtM Cnnury !:k)ukvim1 ln !bi~ IHVlh, hdd m\d rn~identin! WW.Ji if; th<I W>:'~t, 
Smnh Pmirk i\ v;;mw ln 1bt <'.\\%, mxi \Vc,;t PU11d Str~~w in the iouth; 1he Errnt TrnnipNt1Mlnn and 
Hr1td Sitt nn an appnixinntdy JAKtt tik howtdtd by \Vts\. Ctrnwy fknih0tn.rd w tfo; twrtk 
imfo:Hrhl rnnd 1:01wint'tvbd tmt:v t\; Hw ii.tM ~nJ w~t\ i.mct \V~$i i O'.Jm;J Stn«::! w tlw Mf\l\h; ~nJ frw 
Wd! Reb1;;:itinn ;)he wi ru1 appmd.m.Mdy 'iU·<Kft patt>.<:! br.~kd ar 381'2 \Ve!!! 1fr2nd Stn:d, 
o\urmindi:d vw:mi\ lnnJ 1n tbt Ws$! mid WK!tb wd hmmdi.d by ntdJMati.d uSt:'> \n tb;) .:11.tt., lb: 
Pn(jt>£!: Site 1s b'\Xikd in1nwdi&k1Jy lo dw MJH\b 4 Ult' Ildiywood f'arh S;w.t:ifk Phm (HPS!?) 
~U\~~l. 

Pnij!wt Hw.wd11thm 

The Pmpvot<l Pndt%t ha f'ublkif\ivatc parwcr:diip b.::twt,'Vn h!utphy' o; Html LLC, a prhUit 
a11plic<m1, ilWl the Chy, and would r.tmzbt \}f am apprnxinMkly 9 J JJAXl·Mtllitlt: frioi (d) An.:rni 
SinKlWt Jeaigmd fo hMl the LA (Jipjkfi; badtdhaH k&tl whh up w i 8,th}{) fixd atats kw 
N;•domd HnshdbaJI /\s;wdHJion (NBA) pm11>, 11w HRIW >;nf!\d !Jgn ht· ;;:M1fi.ptkd whh up to 
:mo wtdiri•md NmtKwary "¢di< for ~~V#th stith ,M; fomHy Jh()W:'\, <1;,nt-~rtfi,, r<>11w.~mimt'> tmd 
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t<Hf'liWM.e ~?vmiH., 1@%1 mm~LA Cllpp,''"fn q;:i.)rtiq; tvenv" 111t Artt@ Strnctun· \vould 1w:!wJ<:: :m 
~.ippm:idmMdy 85,(Hll>•f PNtJ pmdkt mtd mhlrdt: tHtinhig n~cWny; 1qpr1>ximmdy 71,0N>iJ of 
LA Clipp.em litmn nfikc ;pact; rm<l oo ;q:rpm)Jmll!dy 25,(lOO d' tp\l'li'i rtitdkirw dhk, 
Ikvcio;nncnt on tlw /\rt:na Slit ~~wuld tdS<o inc!udt ;m mfltkx.1r pbzn with :1ppm11knatic!y tOlKh 
d' nf tiwdnthm <'Md g;Mhtring. qmc¢, ;q9ro1dnm11dy 18..(DO $ff>f rduilht~Aaw.:;i:;,1 \iliW-~ cw l\WJ 

kvd,, 1-;p hi l 5,/KP %f<>fz:mmmmi\y U0\~'* tkxt •cod<l ;wcmi1rnt•;btc q_wmrnmily urd youth· 
nfi<\rn!>:<d pnig:miting, and w1 mHdnvr Milgt. /\ prcking garn1v with h5U "f1Af:t:• wm;!d Im hw:4c<l 
immt')(fattdy wwlh ohb: /\H'.l'M Si;rncturt' whhb tht .i\r<tnn Site Ar~ {di-l\ing Cl;y llf lngk'WD<>d 
gmirndwnkr wcH 1hm b lot·nkd wilh\11 i:h: Arnw s;t<e wodd tw.. fdnc1lttd tu !kc Wd[ Rllfriuttkm 
Sile <ti pwt oftht Pnrpmtd Prn\i?tL 

Tho LA CHnxw, <:w.-t>t;dy pfay thdr gmneii at the SMpk~ Ctnk:r in dowrnt<>wll Lo~ A,ngrk:b, '"nd 
iht LA. Chpp;:~s' K:a.m. >1fi1'-'t% W'ii~ n1nendy k<;awd nt .! 212 S{mth Flow~x Str¢t( within twn 
hk%kf nf Straplc$ Center. Thi.~ team ~ exhdrq pmctkt and tithk:tk Irainbg fid!itk~, txt .btfa!Od iii 
dw Plit}'t< Vhui ndg:htv:rbi:md ofL<W Anodes, nt 6$54 S~mtt (\m1itwhi /ntrlili;1, Upon 
'~t•rnpktkm z46t Prnpv:;d !hi(ftt\, tiWM twci'i wiwid b.'. rd<K'Wh:J tu dw f't<\)td Sik. 

A1n1wd!y, l\ h ' · 
4 j rngdM 8t'~t: l 

April n:i Amt~ k 

s in (kl\)\x?t; 

:df guuwb frmn 

intbi:Asmm 
:rttendes:o; ( nwrngr of JOO nllt1cdot1} to JUJ Arena cmp:idly, 

A r;ix4Wry ;mddng 8trni::ttwt ·· ·-. 3,110 pnrkbg >pao~w would h" fo.:;~iikd wilhb :fac Wtst 

,;nmitttmg :ht \\\'ll<t PwLnr · r.tpt I ' ! >\r.; , t ~~~ n -Jw4rLm 41,;i;:;:;~~ \Jttwt'.·.·wt \.h'." 
~cnmJ rfow :.f1h0 ;:m\rnJg {l«l ' ' ' , 1 it~ •:mrnn~1 bddirtk\ in tht pkl&, 

F;crkin;; t 1,trn.w;; sik /\ 1 -:.fo "high pt.::UG"'riPu ;ufr Prnirh' ,,~t@t, 

Th1;: brnl Tn:uHprwfam m1d !fotcl Sik ~vutd ,adu c -1 pMK H¥ g,m-uifc ;365 »pitt:>~i;,• &Mi 

tnlfffp<:HtMtOll bdb tn m;•:tmmHKbk fW:t.'nI/e <thick pm'king,. µfrmlr Ht z;Jmrt>:.'r him ~tJging .. ;M){\ 

Tmm1porl11\hm t<L>twmt Comp•ny sqging ... pids·Up md d.r<>j'.HilT nw Prnrkntd Pn:i,i•>1:t WotlM 
;d<.<o int:fodt <i liinited-;;.;Yvbt !wtd U:ire whh up(;} I SO H¥)!1l.S 1m J:m npprfftim!!ttly i .3-i10re: 

7m.i1in <S !ht Fn!-il >wnportnrhm aml l·lMid SiM .. Tht~ hntd •~t%.Jd htth(k i;>monitie~. ~tlch itt- a 
bbby., budrwf<~t tN:mtr, \I ihncH• 1'Hm\ a gtWA hwndl") fodli(r, 11 mai:kN ;:mntry, imdhw mt 
<AHdnor gathering n:rca fhc hmd Wi)uld ht :ippmdn:w.itly ><ix r;tndt;;, with a motdmmn height of 
JPJV<)"fimmcly I OH kri 

C1:rn.dMkm impn:JW:ttknW in;;h:iding drbitw1ws, Agmds, !! cnHswdk, heytk pi,wlJng, n:.>i(K;:Him1 
of iwn btin. Mnj:M,. inipmved sdwwiib, nnd a 1. 7·!\Klt tall ptjt'Mri1m hfidge f'!fl'.%ing SnHh Vmitil!' 
A»ennc ;,vmtM l-st int'bdtd ;M ;:wn of frw Pmvntd Ptq.)ct:L A jYW~i(sh of \Vest !AZn<l St!\Xt 
h;,:twten Stwrlh Frnid;;;; /\Yt'HUt and f!n,1:1th Lk~!y .AwHtK~ would be v.,.tt4s:<l ind indt<di:d within tlw 
Arttiti Sl\ii,c Appw11im#dy 550 !hM:ar ftn ni'Wts<r 10!.H StH'd wndd be .-:w:.~i!!t'd wvt devdof«,'.'<1 
H$ rsitr1 nfthti \Vl('1t brbng (hmw~~ Siw. The pfimMy vtbktulM iJttt\% to !ht Pm .. \tfl Silt wmt!d 
ht prnvL:kd i!nng tht majnr i:;r,nkiorn of 5nmh l>mirk A.'d.'.tltW mid \!J;;,,1 Cenimy B-indtVim:L 
Htfor(, (fating, amd dkr LA Clippers hitk:th;di ptrW::<% Md {JfotT LV(p;'. t~Vt:t\:~, ih~ Ft0f-i()t¢J 
Prt~}t-;ct wotdd prvvide i,huttk M~nkt~ !!wt 1.vnu.U t;;:xnmod 1h<e F'H\ft:d. Sile tr~ tht Mctni Grncn 
Uni/~ Hawtlmnw/bm.JKM St<i:t:bn and ttw .Md:ro Crcrmb:wiLAX Lint'0< La Hrca/Fbrenu.~ 

··~ 2 
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Stn\inrL The shuttb iwrvice wudJ dmp ;;;ff M<l pick 11p Attm:hwii at tb: proptt~ed &hunk pkk,·up 
utd dxwp-eff kH>Hhm Ni !ht west dtk ofdw ArmHi Si!x tlkHt So&h Prdrh.: /\vt;'.m:.w, ltw 
h<:\Ki&d l'k'.)tct wod<l ;dHn bs:bdz iclemifbnkrn and i.\dvt'.rtbiag iiignngt, g;rnphk di?<-pby 
paw;;h w :;;yukt•~~, p;:rkndal Hlumim~td ~wftup 1i;,puge, and rwi.yfinJbg ~i.grtt.gl\ 

Tht ElR a!%) t:Otblkl.erd tb; ptiltnthl t'twkmtmt,nNl tmpads w1~twfattd wltb \VM Pm;]en 
V;dimu tn dr£'uL!tirn1 iniiruMmtt1lt'e the West Ccnwry !Joulewid I\dcstri.Hn Bridge Vinhmt md 
the Aiwrni.lte Prnfrk /\cc:;&;, Vmhnt. T1ic1c Pnzkt'! Vadmll1> m-e ;mxpn~ed in ndt:r hJ pruvkk 
fiexihilHy w n!kn~ tlw Chy tn nppniv'-' tbim ui; ;mfl ;;if tht Plo;xi&d Prn}ect., it de;itl'tL Each 
PriJ.ji:xt Vuihrnl wtmld lndwJi: liK &tme bnd \IM'. progrrnu, pwrkinp'kndbg,. m~~~:lKmiud 
fqnipm;.~nL Vt'hkd11r ;;Jrt).d.Mion, >tn'""t%:'1lpit impnwtriwnb, md stttkdtHH!hy li."l!tun:'.ii i!ii t.lw 
?rq:xwcd Pn:'.it\.1, 

Eut'ihlnmt-ntn! fiipits, Evniu1*.ti'4'P1rkuH11lly Si.ti;~Hknnt ltnpM11! 

Tht Dnift EH< ;:.:-;:.mfrtK~s the puw1Hbl impKh that wnuU b: gcntwte<l by tbt Fwi:.itwt'd Pitijt\::'t 
ht n:iMitm kl tho foi!nvdng t'.!1Vhnn.rbAritili:\ tnpk.%: A1\4litlk< /dr QH:idtry; 1%ok~gkd Rc-;u\lfC<~~; 
Cdtum! & Tritt& Cdturd Rtw:nm.:t>.; Energy Dtmm:i.cl & (\m»tn,Mkm; Cknbgy & Sdb; 
Gl\'e!1h'.'MM~ Ons $; Ht'ff'tJdt & Iht&u! Ab; Hydro~gy & ·; LimJ 
\)w & Pbnnbg:~ V 
··1'nm"'rortHti' 
hlwc hrci1 iz 
F!indng; f'>rpd;6:m,·EmpbymC11t, & l 

ln ''"ddi6.m., I.ht~ Drntt E!H cvul 
C!y Sen;k\:i; Center /dkmuth · 
Alh~m;~liw Sitt, T\w Hd !yw>>i 
S>tt, 

Tiw Prqji:vt Si\µ ww> hldu,;.kd on \lw foHnwing lbt c wikd . 
Cdifomit1 Govnnme~t f\:Jdc ( i) "\\whmt• Chy Prnrtrtkz;''.,. 390{! 'Ned !fl2nd Stnxt, Ndkind 
Pdklltn! Dbdmtgt'. EVmkwdotl Synrnt tNPDFS} Uat$hMc kw dh:chuq;t~ JSMtt:fatoo With 
dtmoHfitin ;m<l tf!rt:.1\n.Ktfon acdvitkii; Crf \\'tH N<!, 6, 3901 \\'t>H l02n4 St1~t Stire \\hittr 
!h~sou.rus Comrd Hmml \SWRCH! Enfrm::tmfnt At:don.and SWRCH V<i1m1c Dhtharge Sy,,wm 
d<WIPJUZ?<-;. C\ l !ngkwrnid R@ikvdoprnrnt A;pn;.:y, YhH WeM I J2rd Sired, nrsc lfaz:idt>\W 
\Vi.t4e hfg;~ifos1 dattlh!bt; (4) \Ven >•fo, l NA 2NA 4 & 6, JWH \Vest ! (}2nd Strnd., Fw:.ithy imkx 
SyAt'n~ {FfNOS) <:W11ibw;1;'. \'nr wakr mqpiy wd! or wc!h F & l'.t fkn:mm Cnr Rqmfr, 10220 
Stitt\ l'uide A ventw,. I 99>·· 1992 hiAnri(.Af EDR (prni.:wktuy1 Mii< J~w.l:mm~· (fot1!:wr rcvi(w 
dewmiirwd th\% tn ls ,tnon¢m.rn, tird the 1mw teptfa facf!hy is x<;~AJdMtd whh the 10:11'1 Soiith 
Pni.!.di: Axtntw pn>p;;rty to tl:w w;;n, 011bidt t>f p<Jjtx:l boum:.bryL rnA (6} Omegt Carptt &. UpM 
Sun ('·kmling, '.\&}2 \Vi':~M C\mtury Hntd.:~v11rd, FDR i'pi-vpr\•"tMy) hii;1,;wk1i! dea:m"r d<\bNtK 

frnrn 1992. 

:~~:» ~- ~:~:,;%!; ~~(~ ··.W»':~m:::;~~~ :&:c."c. 

~"-:~·:i::W-*~~miwr~ 
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Tlw Ult ~m:l iN UthdnJ appiC1idi1,'.c1 trm uvl!Hi.lble fritHw public rnJcw 111J. 1x11mncnt pz:ticd 
P%}Mln;.Y\ ttN.ler &x~dim 15 i 0$ (d ihc CFQ/\ (idddhie:; from [)0ce1:nlwr 2 J, 20 l 9 ihmugh 
hibntm')'-V:L2Hl@~MW<'h~Hl01H2M+4<tro~J:;",'2JJ24fdM.tl:l11:f, 4920.-

W'rittcn t~intiih~nb on dw Drnft E!R Md Kchnk~lll uppcnditt~ nnw! b;; rocdvcJ .i:w faltt fo1:111 

.il~o lhPl~ tHi ·~ U!~ .a·m &!ttf3!kl~:.ett~! at-~® :rz~.a!itt. \:t~:r¢h 14~ :1010. sMbn~J1 
'"'<tk:n u:mmwwb \o:. 

M.Ldy \\/lkox, A!CP, Pfanning M1MH\Wt 
City td lngkwow:L Plwmlng Oivil%fort 
()!w %\~q !\:liWi;)WS\ff lkii/kvA1:tL 4th fkli>I 
!ngkw(MJ, CA 90)0 I 

Ymi may ;1!.tn mmd rnmnwnh; Aa ~~rrntil tn:· 
l>hfaii: fh;tpn;J.itxt;;j\;ityid\nglcwDid.org 

A pdnwdolp:· 

ttwbwonJ Ch 
FtMnmk & ( 
Devdnpmt•rtt i."!llllllliiil.i!.lilllF 
Vbmling Divi>Jori 
tint' \Vt:~.i; \farn:b:<•:r 

:~~":!::~~~~~ ~'.:t~~;~)j G 
A;, d«in•" ""'"" •" '"' I "' l I ' G· 

t'ih· nfhd~"'''1H1 \iVdwi 
Eilj;iJ:;;,.,;;~;.~ity:;;ni1i\J~~~~;,>r1iL(Jrg/10)6/M >t 

Prnit'\;'..\ \Vt<b:'dk 
wwv,.JHFCPmj<x:t.rwn 

ll,.fCi' I :0% '· 

.JTn· .... ··· ... · 
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The Silverstein Law Firm, APC 
June 16, 2020 

Objections to IBEC Project, DEIR and FEIR; 
State Clearinghouse No. 2018021056 

EXHIBIT 7 



Gavin Newsom 
Governor 

Date: 

To: 

From: 

Re: 

S T A T E OF C A L I F 0 R N I A 

Governor's Office of Planning and Research 

State Clearinghouse and Planning Unit 

Me1norandum 

March 16, 2020 

All Reviewing Agencies 

Scott Morgan, Director 

SCH# 2018021056 

Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center (lBEC) 

Pursuant to the attached letter, the Lead Agency has extended the review period for the 

above referenced project to March 24, 2020 to accommodate the review process. All 

other pr~ject infonnation remains the same. 

Please contact the Lead Agency for further information if you no longer have the 
project. 

cc: l\!Iindy Wilcox 
City of Inglewood 
One West Manchester Boulevard, 4th Floor 
Inglewood, CA 90301 

HOO TENTH STHEET P.O. BOX ZW41 SACHAMl<:I\fTO. CALIFOHNlA 9[)812-:301'1 
TEL l-91G-445-0G1:3 state.clearinghouse@opr.ca.gov ww'.v.opr.ca.gov 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Categories: 

Christina Erwin <CErwin@esassoc.com> 
Friday, March 13, 2020 3:35 PM 

OPR State Clearinghouse 
Addie Farrell; Brian Boxer; IBECproject 
Updated NOA, SCH No. 2018021056 

Red Category 

Project Title: Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center (IBEC} 
State Clearinghouse Number: 2018021056 

Notice is being provided to OPR that the Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center (IBEC) Draft EIR public 
comment period has been extended by 7 days to March 24, 2020. 

An electronic version of the Draft EIR can be accessed at the following locations: 
City of Inglewood Website: https://www.cityofinglewood.org/1036/Murphys-Bowl-Proposed-NBA-Arena 
Project Website: www.IBECProject.com 

Written comments on the Draft EIR and technical appendices must be received no later than 5:00 p.m. on March 24, 
2020. Submit written comments to: 
Mindy Wilcox, AICP, Planning Manager 
City of Inglewood, Planning Division 
One West Manchester Boulevard, 4th Floor 
Inglewood, CA 90301 

You may also send comments via email to: 
E-Mail: ibecproject@cityofinglewood.org 

Please contact me if you have any questions. Thank you. 
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The Silverstein Law Firm, APC 
June 16, 2020 

Objections to IBEC Project, DEIR and FEIR; 
State Clearinghouse No. 2018021056 

EXHIBIT 8 



Message 

from: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

\'Villle Brown [wll!ie@ing!ewoodtoday.cornj 
3/18/2020 4:32:13 Pl\/1 
Mlndala \VilUJJ<:. [/o:o:!nglewood/ocFb.c.hange Admini·~trative Group 
(FYD! BOHF 23SPDL T)/rno:Recip ients/cn o:b46bfd8a le 12482fo4 f97 3bea2 id 23t>'H\/lindal a Wilcox] 
He: Request for Odine h.iblication (!SEC} 

Hi Mindy,, yes we 1Nili keep ad online until Man:h 25,th. 

from: Minda la 'Wilcox <rnwilcox@dtyofinglewood.org> 
Date: Wednesday,, March 18, 2:020 at 10:05 AM 
To: Wl!lie .Brown <wil!ie@linglewoodtoday.com> 
Subject: RE: Request for Online Publication (!BEC} 

Good day ~/ic Brown, 
\Ne have deterrnined that we will not publish ln the physical paper. Can the on!ine version remain until at least fv12rch 

2S? 

fv1indy 

·"'····"· Original message w •• "'""' 

From: Willie Brovvn <wiilie(f!linglewoodtoday.corn> 
Date: 3/17/10 4:09 Pfv1 {Gfv1T-08:00} 

To: Mlndaln Wilcox <rnwiicox@Pdtyoflnglewood.org> 
Subject; Re: Request for Online Publication (!BEC} 

I 1Ni!l be looking for your response. Thanks 

from: Minda la \/\/i!cox <mwilcox@cityofinglewood.org> 
Date: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 at 1:55 PM 
To: Willie Brown <wil!ie@ing!ewoodtoday,com> 
Subject: RE: Request for Online Publication (IBEC) 

Good dav 1\/r. Brown_, 
l"rn still •N.cjtlng fnt cmsflrrndUon if we wdnt to rnn it in the physicaf pap>, I'd l2t you knnv; by tmnnrn.1,;,,· 
rnorn~ng, Thanks, 

Respectn.ii!y, 

Mindy Wikox1 A!CP : Plarn!ng fvlarviget : Otv of Lnglc,\vnod 

Econornk and Corrmunitv Development Departrnent 
f>l~;;nn~ng D:~vb~on : Une ~l1nnch~::-~~ler H.o~.dev1~~fd ; ~ngk:-~\~:O(~d~ (J.\ 9tf:}D1. 
V{3It1} -1:12--~'l}~V} ~ m¥Jik:ax@citvofl::1gi~~;Noc:d.o(g 
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From:. V\!i!!ie BffHNfl [mai!tcn,villle@ing!e-woodtodayxomj 
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 2:55 PM 
To: Mindala VVlicox <mwikox@dtycfing!ev;1ood,org> 
Subject: Re: Request for Online Publication (!BEC) 

HI Mindy, do you \VJnt to run this in this week paper also? Please confirrn? 

Date:. Sunday, March 15, 2020 at 9:53 PM 

To: VVi!!ie Brown <yf:.i .. 1.:.:.f: .. @~~.i_u_gJ;;.Y!.99.~J?S~.'~.'LS:.9tf.l.> 
Subject: RE: Request fot Online Pub\cation (!BEC) 

Thanks Mr. Brown. Hope you are well. Take care. 

-·--,--, Original message -····---"-

From: V11'il!ie Brown <;,;in ''fB!iTf.iiY;!/l9.'1t.qrku/SlF~.> 
Date: 3/13/20 ?:SS PM {GtvlT-08:00) 

Subject Re. Request for Online Publication (!BEC) 

Hl Mindy,, yes we 1,vi!! post this asap today. Thanks 

From: Minda la Vvi!cox <rmvikor(IdtvofHJllJCwocd,e;;rp> 
Date: Friday, March 13,. 2020 at 6:00 PM 

To: ~·~ 'l\li I! ie Brown (yt,itt~ru:t:LIIgJiLi:!:.f252fi.L;xlJ,;~1.:i>!.;rxr:r~.) ·~g <\~'.!IU.i.s;:£:.toB1~~l~~Y.\;:.9.ilt~1f.t~:L:!.;5;;tt\> 
C:c.: ·Cynthia R-o:b~nson <(~T!~?.bJD,~i:~J'.~\.@~~.C~YY.~!X}.c~.GJ.r~l:~!:IL~~~s:L.~!fg.> 
Subject: Request for Online Publication {IBEC} 

Good dav ~\/1r~ BrO\\<nj 

\lie ·~vouki HkP lo n'.'.:~que~~t you. p~.dtt~~ thi..:.:: att~3cfll~d t~nt>:.c ~n ~h*~' on~int~~ Vi~~r~~·on nr !ngk~vvood Tndav Xit):S~~~-~:,Jtt~ED,t~:i!: 
QQP9ttl+Jl~Y· Pi2sse let me kno•v if vcu need any additional ff\frirmdion. i will send a follow-up ern2d to confirm if vve 
want to run it in your hardcopy version next Th1 . .ffsd0I Thanks very rnuch ard please cordinr1 receipt 

Respectfully, 

M~nti·y \Nji!coxf A~CP ·: Piann!ng· ~AanaiKet: C~tv t)f lr"tg~eV-.l()Od 

Econornic and Cnmcnunity Development Depactment 

V'{ J 10 J 41 z · s 2 30 ; tn~tf!Js;g:~tt!~E~1Yqfu1g1f;~Yt92f.i, oLg 

Excf:U.JJJCE ~:n Pub~k s~~~f\/k~:~ Cc~~vHvHTt'1Jff-jT in P:'Gb~~:;rr:: Snk~ng~ DETEP.h1~NAT!C~N tG Suc<:~:;f:d. 
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The Silverstein Law Firm, APC 
June 16, 2020 

Objections to IBEC Project, DEIR and FEIR; 
State Clearinghouse No. 2018021056 

EXHIBIT 9 



EXECUTI\TE DEPARTJ\IENT 
STATE OF Ci\lJHJRNlA 

WHEREAS on Lkirc:h 4, I vock::iirncd o Yole (A CrYWr9oncy i·o o;isl in 
CoHfcrnio O\ u 109-Al cl the threol cf COVID· 19.: ond 

Wh£Rt:AS ir o short pe<od cl line, C()VIC> 19 hos mpidly r:;pf<S.'od 
C.:zJ~~fc)rnitJ, necessltcJjn.9 UfJtioh~~c1 c1ncl rn()re :~tring(~n1 qti~tJ\.1nc~f.:.1 fr<.>fY'1: 

toderoi, skilc, ond kx:ol heollh officiob; ond 

WHE.iH:l.AS for the of pubFc hendh ond sotely thrcuqhnut the 
entire State of Cclifomio, i find il necw;sciy for cd Colifomion;, k> heed the Siok~ 

NOVY, TNERHO!U!, L GAVIN NEWSOM, Governor of the Skrte of 
in occordonce with the 

8567) 8627, on·d fJ665 cic; 
~f~{!rr1·etikJtf;!y~ 

bsue the 

!l IS NtRtEY ORDERED THAT: 

I j To ptescrve the pubic hcu!th ond end to ensure frm heo!lhcmo 
sys·te·rn h car)r~t]le of ser\:-~nfJ <Jij~i cJncl pdc~r1rzrnfJ those ot ·~he 

rhk end oil rcs<knts om cfrec1ed to .,,~,,~n..,.,,, 
her~c:i tht~ r:urterd :)~\1ie fYJ~JHc hec1Hh cHrectves,, ~tlhk~·h l orcJerecJ the 
Dec:<irhnent ot Pub!ic Huo!Jh Jo develop tot the curront s1ote\4lde 
stO°tt)$ <>f c: __ \)\./;D~-19, Th(>;~{~:· df:rccH'./(}$ (lr(} c:.onsh'L:~rrt \.'Vl°t(} ·~~;<HJ tv~(ffCih 19~ 

'.?.O?Ct lv\err1orondurn on idcmiificohon of Essenhol Crhcol tfroskuciure 
\f..fork(~rs Du(inr;J C:(~)\l!fJ--- l 9 "'"""''"·--,n,, 
Thmo d>ectivm toHov< 

ORDER OF THE STATE PUBUC Hb\UH ()ff CER 

Tu f)H..>h=?c...:+ h(:<JHh< ! <JS Sh:::rlc Put)rc Hc~oU!:; {)Hk::f~~r c:rxi Dkc~c\)r 
of the C<::lii\ornio of Pubic l·iGo!th <Xder d! individuols 
in the SL>e of CoHorn!o !o $1oy horne or oi iheir of residenco 
cxc·:er...·::t (J5 n.f)C~cfr~~(i to rn(J\·11t<J;;n cYf c;r)::::.1-rcdfons (Yf the~ re~:Jerol 

infrmtrudure m ouhineci ct 
f.Ji:~J25~~/lt./.Y/!.t.~~;;.is~;L_t.~g2~y/Jt:~.?n.LJ\~!n£1~.c.r:i:~i~~;qt::h~~trs::t~JD:i:G.iJtfR:-:~?.vrlc~~;1:.GE?~L~.~~:. 
J2~- ~r~ t1cf;Jitfz>n, (Jn.d {n C()n.~;uHotjon \.V~·t·(i t~ ... ~t:; D~n~~c·~()f of th(} GcVfi(r~nr(~~ 

()ffce c)f St<f\(ces~ t rr~oy ch~:}'src1natc <JticHtk.)n(.1~ sc~r.::.k..>rs rJs 
ccitcO in order lo prolect the heo!Jh ond 1No!HJenq of o! 

Pursuonl to the oulhorify under the Heo!lh ond Sofoty Code 120; 25. 
120140, i::rceo, 120130(c), 120135, 1201 12017Sond 1201 this 
order is to pc into effcd !rnrncdiotdy ond ~JvJll in efleci un1il 
kirther nonce, 
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eiiec! on 

c:c;n.TitlU·U the~f 'v(../O(k. })8C.(J.: . ..:S8 Of H·~e ftnf)t:)1·tont:e cf tf-~ese :::r-x::·f{)fS io 

Goiitcrnbrs' heol1h ond weli"t<o:ln<:J .. 

The~ SLf.>p,t~/ chc.i~n {Y°}~Jst cc~ritinLf;) ,• (]{":(~ c:a~lfc_)ff1~U:n·S (n~Js·f: h(J\!C~ c~c,c:ess }() 
sue(; nece:ssihc~t cs fo;:~ci: end hea!H": c·orf:L V-lhor: 
neetJ tc, ilec~vr~ fhek horno:; or r:):c;(:e~.:. of resi(ience, 'v'Vh&thet h.; ol)to~n 
Cif the fur:ctjons cl>c~~1e, or ·re> ()n~ctv\(Sf~~ foc:~i~tc~t(~ \JUlhcrl:l.E>d 
nec.:esscry (lc·i}(>dhf;<;; t·hey :~houf(i (J1· oH fr'nes fX·Gt:hcf:.: .~ocJcd <1htunch1D. 

shoH 
':/.;ho c1rts- t·he sicke:~i onrj shrJil fJdor1hzE1 rGsr:;ur<.,~G'.5~ 
protective few the prnvidinq direcl core tu thern, 

!T !S FURTHER ORDERED thcJ us soon cis he:eufter Jhis ()rdar be 

(:(;lif.c.::rni(), ft:~ <).genc1e:>( <ier)cdrnents .. 
pc'scn, 

IN VP1N2SS WHEREOF I hU.'<'8 

on(j 

-tJr <:JnV :e;ther 



EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT 
STATE Of CALIFORNIA 

EXECUTIVE ORDER N-60-20 

WHEREAS on Morch 4, 2020, I procloL"ned a State of Emergency to exist in 
Colifornio as a result of the threat of COVID-19; ancl 

WHEREAS on Morch 19, 2020, I issued E:>::ecutive Order t··.J-33-20, vrhich 
direct.ad al! CoHfomla residents to lmrnediateiv heed current Stale public health 
directives; and 

WHEREAS .Slole public heoHh cfaeclives .. ovoiloble ot 
hitQs:/ /covid 19 .. cO.'J.2.:d.i!suJJmD.~l~JtKG~AQtfQL:D:'.i:O\Qn.LqL-.uqs;;,;;h;J, hove orck:rod oll 
Colifornin resic~ents stov home except for essential nE1ed:,,. as defined in $tote 
public health directives; and 

WHEREAS COVID-19 continues to menoce public heoHh lhroughoui 
Cailfomio; and 

WHEREAS the extent to vvhich CC•VID-19 rnenoces public heoHh 
throughout California is expected to continue to evolve, and may vory from 
ploce to place within the Stote; and 

WHEREAS Colifornio low prornoles the preservoht:m ol public heo!lh by 

providinq for local health officers------appoinled by counly boards of supervisors 
ond other ioco1 outhorities~in odclitlon lo providing for statewide outhority by a 
State Public Heolth Officer_: ond 

WHEREAS these local heatl'h officers, workinL:J in comultolbn vlHh county 
boords of supervisors and other local oiJthorifoss, ore wcdl positionei:::l to 
understand the local needs of lhf::o-ir cornrnunitles,' ond 

WHEREAS iocol govemrnen1s ore encouro9ecl to coorcllnote \N.ith federally 
reco9nized Californiq tdt:•es located ;,vilhin or irnmedloteiy odjoceni lo the 
externo.I geographical boundaries of such local govonrnenl jurisdiction; om:l 

WHEREAS lhe global COVID-19 pondernlc threotcm the' onllro Slate, c1nd 
coordlnotion b0tvv0en state and local public heo!th oftlcio!s ls th(:':refore, ond wlil 
continue to be, necessor1 to curb the spread of CC1VID-l 9 throughouf ihe Stole; 
and 

WHEREAS State public health officials hove \NOrked, ond will continue to 
work, in consultation with their federoL Mato, ond triba! goverrrn1ent partners; 
ond 

WHEREAS ihe Stoto Publ.lc Health Offcer hos orticulo:ted o four-stage 
fmmework-vvhich includes provisions for the reopening of lower-risk businesses 
ond spoces (''Sloge Tvvo"), lo be followed by lhe reopenin9 of higher·rbk 
businesses and spaces ("StCJge Thr<-Jc")~fo ailow CaHfornions to gradually 
resume vorious odiviiies while coniinuing 1o preserve public heolth in the face 
of COVID-19; and 



WHEREAS the lhreol posed by COV!fYi9 ls dvnnrnic ond ever~chnnging, 
and tho Stote's response to COV!CJ,19 (lndudinq irnplernenlaiion of the four" 
sloge fromevmrk) should likewise reloin the obillty to be dynom!c ond 1101,ibic': 
and 

WHEREAS lo preserve Jhis f!e;dbliity, and unck:n the provisions of 
Government Code section $571, ! find that strict compliance with the 
Adrninislrotivc Procedure Act, Government Code section 11340 et seq., would 
prevent, h!nde:·, or de!oy oppropfiote octions lo prevenl ond rniligole the 
effects ot the COV!D-19 pandemic. 

NOW, THE.!U:FORE, I, GAVIN NEWSOM, Governor of the State of Co!itornlo, 
h occordance with the authority vested in me bV the Slnte Con~;frtulion ond 
stotutes of the Slo!e of Cofrfornio, and in podicu!or, Governmen! Cock:J sections 
SS67. 8571, 8627, and 866.5; cmd also in occordance with the udhorl!y vesled in 
the State Public Hearth Otflcer by the lows ot the Store of Colifornio, including 
but no1 limi!ed to Hen!th ond Scdely Code sections l 20125, 120 \JC, 120135, 
'.20140, 120145, 120150, 120175, and 131080; do heretw issve the follmNing C>der 
lo become effective irnrnediately: 

IT !S HEREBY ORDeftED THAT; 

l) All residents are directed io continue to obey Stote public heaith 

directives, 0$ rnode OVCJliob!e ot .'.",C)cJ-=c'-L~=~~-'°''''""'"''''"''-Lz.:c'c'.,J .. ,;.,<;~c,;~"c, 

""'·:,:'""'''·""·'···--",···--''''"'-'''·'··"·' .. ''"-' .. ·"'·'"'·"'·"''·""·and elsewhere os the Sloh~ Public Henl!h 

2) As !he Stote moves to o!!ow reopeninu of lovveHi.sk businessf.:tS end 
spoces ("Stage 1\vo'l and then to ollow n::Jopcning of higr1er-risk 
businesses ond spaces {"Stage Three"), the Stote Public Health Officer 
Is directed to estobilsh crlter1o ond procodtJr•ss------os set forth in this 
Porogroph 2-!o de!errnlne whether ond how prn!icuk:n !ocui 
judsdiclions rnoy irnp!ernent pub!lc health me<Jsun-Js thof deport from 
the statewide directives of the State Public HE~olth ()tticm 

ln poriicuk:ir- the Stote Public Heo!th Otticet is directed to establish 
criterio to delerrnine vvhether ond htJ\:V, in ii9hl of the e::denl lo which 
the pubiic heolth Is rnenoced by COV!U-19 frorn pioce to pioce within 
the State, loco! health officers rnoy \during the relevont sto9es of 
reopenin9) f5sue directivei:; to e'.>tc:ibiish ond lrnp!enient pub!lc heollh 
rm:msures less reslrlclive thon any public health rneasvros irnpiemenbd 
on o stotewide bosb pursuonl lo the s!otevvide directive•; of the Stole 
Public Hoalth Officer. 

The Slate Pvb!ic Heo!rh Officer is further directed to eslobllsh 
procedures through which bc:ol health officers rnoy (durinQ the 
re!evont stages of reopening) certify !hat, if their respect.ive _iufrsdicfions 
rne subject to proposed pub!lc hed1h rneosures: (wt1ich Jhey shoH 
specify to the e~:dent StJch speciflcoticn rrioy be required lhc~ State 
Public Health OH!cer) thal are less restrictive hon pub!ic health 
meosures irr1plernented on o i;totew!de basis pursuunt to the sto.tev,,1ide 
direclives of the Sk1te Public Hea!th Officer, the public l>eaith wi!! not 
be rnenoce•j, The Slate Pul,lic HeaHr1 Officer sholl odditionqlly es!oblish 
procedures to perrniL in o rrionner consistent »vlth publk:, health and 



sofety, local health officers vvho subrnH such certificolio11s to esk'lbilsh 
and irnplernent such less restrictive public health rneasures YVilhin their 
rospeclive jurl.sclictions, 

The State Public Health ()fficer n1::iy, frorn tlrne to time and os she 
deems necessorv to respond Jo lhe dynomic threol posed by CO\/iD-
·19, revise the criteria and procedures set forth in this Paragraph L 
Nothing related lc.i the establishrrent or knplen·ienk:..iion of such cdlerio 
or procedures, or any olhm ospec:J of thb Order. shdl be subjec:l to the 
Administrnlive Procedure Ac1, Govemrnen1 Code w;:clion 11340 et seq .. 
Nothing in this Paragraph 2 shall lirnH the authority of the Store Public 
Health Officer to take any action she deerns necessary to protect 
public health In the foce of the threat posed by COVID· 19, including 
(but not !lrnited to) any necessory revision to the four-stoge frornework 
previously articulated by the State Public Health Officer_ 

3) Nothlng in this Order sholl be construed to lirnlt the existing outhority of 
local t·1eallh officers to estab!fsh end lrnpl;0n11ent public health measures 
-.vithin their respective jurisdictions 1'hot ore more restrictive thon, or thot 
otherwise exist in oddition to, the public heolth rneosures imposed en o 
stotev'/lde bosis pursuonl lo ihe siolev<'lde directives of lhe Slo\e Pubiic 
Health ()fflcer. 

!T IS FURTHER ORDERED tho1 os $OOn as hereoher possible, !his Order be 
filed in the Offlce of the Secretory of Stotc cmd lhot widespreod pubilcity ond 
notice be given of this Order. 

Thls Order ls not intended to, and does not, creote ony rights or tienefiis, 
subs!untive or proceduroL enforceoble ot low or in equity, 09oinst the .Stote of 
California, its ogern:.:ies, deporlrnen!s, entites, ofncors., en'-.p!oyees, or ony other· 
person, 

ATTEST: 

----~~~~~························ -----------------········""""'" 

ALEX PADILLA 
Sc·cretory ot Stote 
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Stay home except for essential 
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=Menu 

The Director of the California Department of Public Health 

is ordering all individuals living in the State of California to stay 

home or at their place of residence, except as needed to maintain 

continuity of operation of the federal critical infrastructure sectors. 

Read the Executive Order (pdf) 

See the list of Essential jobs 

Frequently asked questions 

When does the stay home order go into 
effect and how long will we stay 
home? What areas otcthas1ateka[~ Menu 
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The order went into effect on Thursday, March 19, 2020. The order is 

in place until further notice. It covers the whole state of California, 

and it exempts activity as needed to maintain continuity of operation 

of the federal critical infrastructure sectors, critical government 

services, schools, childcare, and construction, including housing 

construction. 

Six key health and scientific indicators will be considered before 

modifying the state's stay home order. 

What's open? 

Essential services will remain open, such as: 

• Gas stations 

• Pharmacies 

• Food: Grocery stores, farmers markets, food banks, 

convenience stores, take-out and delivery 

restaurants 

• Banks 

• Laundromats/laundry services 

• Essential state and local government functions will 

also remain open, including law enforcement and 

offices that provide government programs and 

What's closed? 

• Dine-in restaurants 

• Bars and nightclubs 

• Entertainment venues 

• Gyms and fitness studios Horne Search Back to i.Op Menu 
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• Public events and gatherings 

• Convention Centers 

• Hair and nail salons 

Can the Order be changed? 

Yes. The Director of the California Department of Public 

Health may issue orders as needed - for example if 

more information emerges about the public health 

situation - and issue new orders and directives as 

How does this order interact with local 
orders to shelter in place? Does it 
supersede them? 

This is a statewide order. 

What about voting? 

Elections are an essential activity, and the Governor has 

issued executive orders specifically addressing election 

procedures. The Secretary of State and the California 
Horne Search Back to •.op tvlenu 
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Department of Public Health are working on additional 

guidance to ensure that all Californians are able to 

participate in elections safely. Of course, whenever you 

engage in any permissible activity-including the 

Business and taxes 

What businesses and organizations are 
exempt? 

Businesses and organizations that provide critical 

infrastructure for the state are exempted, including 

health care and public health, public safety, food and 

agriculture and media. See the fuH Ust of exernpt 

I run/work at an exempted business or 
organization, as defined by the Order. Do I 
need to get an official letter of 
authorization from the state to operate? 

No. If your business or organization is in the list 

of exernpt sectors, it may still operate. You do not need 

to obtain any specific authorization from the state to do 

so. 

Horne Search Back to •.op tvlenu 
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Do I need to pay my taxes? 

Yes, state and federal deadlines have been extended 

and are now due on July 15. 

Schools and childcare 

My school is providing free grab-and-go 
meals and childcare. Are those still open? 

Yes. It is essential to keep children fed and educated. 

School employees should report to work and focus on 

distance learning, school meals, and 

childcare/supervision. 

Are daycares still open? Can my 
babysitter still come to the house? 

Yes. Many child care centers and family child care 

homes are still open. Those that remain open should 

employ heightened cleaning and distancing 

requirements. Babysitters may also come to the house 

Can I get child care during the stay home 
order? 

Child care options are available if you are still reporting 

to work at an essential job. If you are not working an 
...................................................... 
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Health care and helping sick 
relatives 

What if I need to visit a health care 
provider? 

If you are feeling sick with flu-like symptoms, please 

first call your doctor, a nurse hotline, or an urgent care 

center. 

If you need to go to the hospital, call ahead so they can 

prepare for your arrival. If you need to call 911, tell the 

911 operator the exact symptoms you are experiencing 

What about routine, elective or non
urgent medical appointments? 

Preventive care services and non-emergency surgeries, 

like organ replacements and tumor removals, can take 

place if hospitals have enough capacity and protective 

equipment to do so safely. Eye exams, teeth cleanings, 

and elective procedures should be cancelled or 

rescheduled. If possible, health care visits should be 

done remotely. Contact your health care provider to see 

Can I still go out to get my prescriptions? 
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How can I make sure the older 
Californians in my Life are safe and 
healthy during the stay home order? 

You should check in on your older neighbors and loved 

ones with a call, text or physically distanced door knock 

to make sure they are okay. You can also teach them 

how to Face Time, Zoom, Google Duo or use Facebook 

video to communicate. The most important thing you 

can do is to keep in touch with older loved ones for their 

I am an older Californian who is isolating 
at home and I need non-urgent assistance. 
What can I do? 

You can call the statewide hotline for older Californians 

1-833-544-237 4 for your non-urgent medical needs, to 

get meals delivered, track down prescriptions and more. 

The most important thing you can do is stay home for 

your health and wellbeing. If you are experiencing an 

Can I Leave home to care for my elderly 
parents or friends who require assistance 
to care for themselves? Or a friend or 
family member who has disabilities? 

Horne Search Back to •.op tvlenu 
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Yes. Be sure that you protect them and yourself by 

following social distancing guidelines such as washing 

hands before and after, using hand sanitizer, 

maintaining at least six feet of distance when possible, 

and coughing or sneezing into your elbow or a tissue 

and then washing your hands. If you have early signs of 

Can I visit loved ones in the hospital, 
nursing home, skilled nursing facility, or 
other residential care facility? 

Generally no. There are limited exceptions, such as if 

you are going to the hospital with a minor who is under 

18 or someone who is developmentally disabled and 

needs assistance. For most other situations, the order 

prohibits visitation to these kinds of facilities. This is 

difficult, but necessary to protect hospital staff and 

other patients. Check the frequently asked questions for 

Outdoor recreation 

NEW! Can I still exercise? Take my kids to 
the park for fresh air? Take a walk around 
the block? 

It's okay to go outside to go for a walk, to exercise, and 

participate in healthy activities as long as you maintain 

a safe physical distance of six feet and gather only 

with members of your household. Below is a non

exhaustive list of those outdo9._,{11+~crf5a1t1Rna~.i~FttiYo~tieq,,,.,,,u 
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*Parks may be closed to help slow the spread of the 

virus. Check with local officials about park closures in 

your area. 

• Athletics 

• Badminton (singles) 

• Throwing a baseball/softball 

• BMX biking 

• Canoeing (singles) 

• Crabbing 

• Cycling 

• Exploring Rock Pools 

• Gardening (not in groups) 

• Golf (singles, walking - no cart) 

• Hiking (trails/ paths allowing distancing) 

• Horse Riding (singles) 

• Jogging and running 

• Kite Boarding and Kitesurfing 

• Meditation 

• Outdoor Photography 

• Picnics (with your stay-home household members 

only) 

• Quad Biking 

• Rock Climbing 

• Roller Skating and Roller Blading 

• Rowing (singles) 

• Scootering (not in groups) 

• Skateboarding (not in groups) 
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• Table Tennis (singles) 

• Throwing a football, kicking a soccer ball (not in 

groups) 

• Trail Running 

• Trampolining 

• Tree Climbing 

• Volleyball (singles) 

• Walk the dog 
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Can I walk my dog? Take my pet to the 
vet? 

Can people still go hiking or visit State 
Parks? 

State Parks, campgrounds, museums, and visitor 

centers have been closed to help slow the spread of the 

virus. A list of all closures can be found 

at www.parks.ca,gov/flattenthecurve. 

Californians can walk, run, hike and bike in their local 

neighborhoods as long as they continue to practice 

social distancing of 6 feet This means avoiding 

crowded trails & parking lots. 

Government Services 

Can I go to the Department of Motor 
Vehicles (DMV)? 

No. AH OMV field offices are temporarily closed to the 

public (beginning March 27). AH appointments have 

been canceled and no appointments are currently 

available. You can access many OMV services ontine, 

including driver's license renewals, vehicle 

registrations, title changes, and more, Governor 
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Newsom signed an executive order to accornrnodate 

OMV service changes. 

DMV service changes inlcude: 

• Licenses for drivers younger than 70 years of age 

that expire between March and May 2020 will be 

valid through May 31, 2020. 

• Licenses for seniors 70 years of age and older that 

expire between March and May 2020 will receive a 

120-day extension in the mail. 

• You can now request a duplicate driver license 

onUne if it does not expire within 30 days. 

• In-person renewals are temporarily waived for 

vehicle registrations that expire between the dates 

of March 16, 2020, and May 31, 2020. 

• Those with safe driving records whose last DMV 

Department of Public Health 

Governor's Newsroom 
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Statewide COV!D19 Hotline 

Accessibility 

Privacy Policy 

Feedback 

Otticia! Hfornia Government Website 
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County of Los Angeles 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
8 l ,, 
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' COUNTY OF LOS ANGIU,ICS 

INGLEWOOD RESJDENTS AGAINST 
11 TA.KINGS AND EVICTIONS, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

12 Plaintiff and Petitioner, 

13 V, 

l 4 CITY OF INGLEWOOD, a municipal corporation; ) 

I 
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20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

26 
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) 
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MlJRPHY'S BO\VL LLC, a Delaware Lirnited 
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) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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CASE NO.: BS170333 
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ENVIRONME,NTAL QUALITY ACT 

(Code Civ, Proc. §§ 1085, 1094.5 and 
526; Pub., Resources Code §§ 2 l 000 et 
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Department: 86 
Judge: Hon., Amy D, Hogue 
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2017 
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• • 
l Petltioner and Plaintiff In.gle\""Ood Residents Against Takings And Evictions 

2 ("Petitioner") hereby petitions for a writ of mandamus and brings a complaint for declaratory and 

3 injunctive relief and fhr attorneys' fees against Respondents and Defendants the City of 

4 Inglewood ("City"), the Inglewood City Council ("City Council"), the Successor Agency to the 

5 Inglewood Redevelopment Agency ("Successor Agency"), the Governing Board of the 

6 Successor Agency f'Successor Agency Board"), the Inglewood Parking Authority ("Parking 

7 Ii Authority"), the Parking Authority Board of Directors ("Parking Authority BoarcP), 

8 (coilectively, "Respondents"), the Oversight Board To The Successor Agency To The Ingi.e\vood 

9 Redevelopment Agency ("Oversight Board"), and against Real Party in Interest Murphy's Bo\vl 

10 LLC (the "Developer"), and alleges as foUows. 

11 I INTRODUCTION 

121. I. Respondents have forced the filing of this action by ignoring California's 

13 I procedural rules and. laws designed to ensure environmental protection, ignoring the interests of 

14 I the community, and rushing into a sports arena development that could displace frunilies and 

15 I businesses, small and large~ for a billionaire's benefit This dispute arises from Respondents' 

16 I purported approval of an Exdusive Negotiating Agreement ("ENA'')1
, among the City, the 

17 I Successor Agency, the Authority and the Developer to facilitate the development of a sports 
! 

18 ' arena (the "Arena Project"), The ENA must be set aside because the City approved the ENA in 

19 v.iolation of the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") and without providing a fair 

20 and impartial hearing. 

21 2 .. Petitioner is informed and believes and thereon alleges that Respondents first 

22 pubiidy signaled their intent to proceed with the Arena Project by noticing a special meeting to 

23 approve the detailed 22-page ENA less than 24 hours before it was approved at a mid-week 

24 special meeting. Respondents rushed to a hearing even though, according to the Mayor's 

25 announcement on hme 17, 2017, the "Clippers open[ edJ negotiations with the City'' on January 

26 

271~:1 The ENA v:as amended artd restated on August 15, 2017 but its essential terms remained the 
·!:,tame and •was approved by the Oversight Board on September 7j 2017, Therefore, this Petition 
00 . . . . 

28 ! ::refers throughout to "the ENA" and, where relevant, "the Revised ENA." 
~i .. ) 
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• • 
1 115, 2017, (Exhibit D [June l 7, 2017, email from Mayor Burts announcing Inglewood Clippers 

2 I ENA].) S.o_, despite the Mayor's announcement that negotiations had been ongoing for six 

3 I months, Respondents on]y noticed the hearing on the ENA with less than 24 hours' notice, At 

4 Respondents' joint special meeting on June 15, 2017, Respondents unanimously committed to 

5 moving fon.vard with an arena that w·ould displace two to four thousand Inglewood residents, 

6 shutter dozens of businesses and a church and create .massive impacts to the surrounding 

7 community. 

8 Following objections from Petitioner and others to the City's violation of the 

9 Brmvn Act, Respondents held a second joint special meeting on July 21, 2017, Respondents 

10 ;\ unanimously reaffrrrned their commitment to moving fonvard with an arena project at a joint 
' 

11 I special meeting on July 2 i, 2017.. The impacted residents and business owners received no 

12 I notice of the City's intention to take their hor:nes or businesses prior to any of the meetings, 

13 I 4. Following publication of articles in the Los Angeles Times including one entitled 

14 I «Possible Clippers arena has many Inglewood residents worried they may lose their homes or 

15 I businesses" on August 131 2017) the Inglewood City Council held a third meeting on August 15, 

16 I 20 l 7, At the August hearing, the City Council approved a «Revised ENA'' which contained 

17 I many of the same tenns as the prior two versions of the EN A and a revised map of the project 

18 I area purporting to reduce the area of potential eminent domain use. 
I 

19 1 5. The ENA sets forth and spedficaHy details the Arena Project's scope and even 

20 I defines it as a "Project" The level of detail the ENA and staff report contain on the Arena 

21 I Project was more than enough to complete environmental review, The ENA states that 

22 I Respondents will convey property '"to the Developer for development as a premier and state of 

23 I the art National Basketball Association ('NBA') professional basketball arena consisting of 

24 I approximately 18,000 to 20,000 seats as weU as .related landscaping, parking and various other 

25 I ancillary uses related to and compatible with the operation and promotion of a stah>of,.the-art 

26 I NBA arena on the Site:' (EN«\i at pp. t-2,) The staff report for the June l 5~ 2017, special 
.::t·~ 

27 'I '.meeting also confinn.s that the ENA 's purpose is to ''facilitate the development of a premier and 
''( ,, 

28 '! ~stat~>of4he-art National Basketball Association ('NBA') professional basketball arena consisting 
d -~~' 
,}.::> 
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1 of approximately 18,000 to 20,000 seats," The Arena Project's size and location are aH that is 

2 needed for the City to conduct environmental review as they establish the pararneters ofthe 

3 project's impacts, No additional infom:mtion is needed to study the A.rena Project's 

4 environmental impacts,, yet the Respondents seem to have kicked the proverbial can down the 

5 mad and decided to possibly do environmental review later. CEQA requires more and 

6 Respondents' decision to ignore their obligations under state law cannot and should not be 

7 countenanced, 

Despite specifically defining the Arena Project in the ENA, Respondents have 

9 prepared no environmental review for the Arena Project although already committing 

l 0 themselves to moving .forward with the Arena Project Respondents' commitm.ent to the Arena 

11 Project is n1anifest For example~ Respondents promised that they 'Nill use "best efforts to 

12 acquire the parcels of real property" underlying the proposed Arena Project not already in 

1.3 Respondents' possession. (ENA, at§ 2(b).) The Revised ENA changed this to state 

14 Respondents "may elect" to obtain relevant parcels by eminent domain but the clear expression 

15 of intention remained, The Revised ENA changes the phrase "shaH use its best efforts to acquire" 

16 to "shall consider acquisition of' but the overarching predetennination to acquire property 

17 remains, Respondents have already agreed that for three years they "shall not negotiate with or 

18 consider any offers or solicitations from, any person or entity, other than the Devetoper, 

19 regarding a Disposition and Development Agreement for the sale, lease, disposition, and/or 

20 developrnenl of the Site." (ENA, at§ 2(a).) Moreover, Respondents have already requested 

21 detailed .financial infonnation and site plans for the Arena Project, but have not sought analysis 

22 of any other potential development options. After approving the Revised ENA,. officials from 

23 the City oflnglewood also vociferously and aggressively pursued state legislation: that would 

24 have amended CEQA for the Arena Project once the City got around to actuaiiy doing 

25 environmental reviev: for it This included a.mending CEQA so that the City \VouJd not have to 

26 analyze alternatives to the Arena Project, normally a key component of environ.mental impact 

27 ·· ,.reports. 
~: .. <) 

28 1~~ 
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7, These comn1itments, planning eHorts, and pursuit of amendments to CEQA to 

2 facilitate the Arena Project are clear evidence that Respondents have committed to a definitive 

3 course of action with respect to the Arena Project and have already decided to proceed with the 

4 Arena Project which wm impact over 1 ,000 residents and badly needed housing., and destroy 

5 many operating businesses that provide jobs to Inglewood's residents. 

6 8, Re:spondents' decision to enter into the ENA violates the CEQA, CEQA prohibits 

7 a government entity from taking actions that foreclose alternatives or potential mitigation 

8 measures before performing the requisite environmental review, The ENA creates significant 

9 commitments to and momentum for the Arena Project. As such~ Respondents will undoubtedly 

l 0 1! ignore the environmental impacts that any future envimnr:nental review may uncover) and 

11 I potentially superior alternative projects., in pursuit of the Arena Project Indeed, the ENA itself 

12 will have significant impacts on the environment The ENA will create urban decay and blight 

l 3 conditions. Specifically, the pall cast by the Arena Project over the several blocks identified as 

14 the potential site for the arena wrn cause near-te.rrn investment,. leasing, and other business 

l 5 activities in the area to disappear. It will drive residents to leave and force businesses to dose in 

16 
1 
anticipation of the Arena Project. The ENA 's de facto rnoratorium on development ofthe Arena 

l 7 I Project site will ahm eliminate any contemplated development projects or improve.ments in the 

18 I area. The ENA will result in significant environmental impacts that must he analyzed in an 

19 I Environmental Impact Report ("EIR"), disclosed to the public and considered by Respondents 

20 I prior to approving the ENA. Respondents' failure to do so violated CEQA, 

21 I 9 On September 7, 2017, the Oversight Board ofthe Successor Agency lo the 

22 I Inglew~~d Redevelopment Agency, chaired by the Mayor of Ingle\~,(ood, voted to approve the 

23 I ENA The City's unwavering commitment to the A.rena Project without undertaking any 

24 I envirorunental review violated CEQA. 

25 I 10. Respondents' disregard for the community's and the City's well-being, of their 

26 I ob.ligatio.ns under CEQA, frir how the ENA and the Arena Project \Nill significantly impact the 
·1r 

27 :Jf'.environment) and the requirement to provide a fair hearing necessitates this challenge to 

')0 'P' 
kO 't·., 
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1 Respondents' June 15, 2017, July 21, 2017 and August 15, 2017 versions ofthe ENA and Arena 

2 Project apprnvaJ and the Oversight Board's approval of those actions. 

3 PARTIES TO THIS PROCEEDING 

4 lL Petitioner Inglewood Residents Against Takings And Evictions is an 

5 unincorporated association that opposes the ENA and the City's, Successor Agency>s, Parking 

6 Authority's, and Oversight Board's approval of the development of an ,Arena Project b:y 

7 Developer in a residential area and the use of eminent domain tc1 acquire property to devek1p the 

8 i\rena Project. Petitioner and its members will be adversely impacted by the ENA as it will 

9 tesuJt in significant impacts to the environment including blight and urban decay, the loss of 

10 existing businesses and jobs, and will fadlitate development that is inconsistent i.vi.tb the City's 

11 Zoning and General Plan. Petitioner and its members will also be adversely impacted by the 

12 environmental impacts created by the Arena Project's constructipn and operation, including 

13 impacts to air quality, traffic congestion, nighttime lighting, and noise, Petitioner's members 

14 participated in the City's, Successor Agency's, Parking Authority's, and Oversight Board's 

15 adtninistratb/e processes and fully exhausted all available administrative remedies. 

16 Respondent and Defendant City is a municipal corporation and a charter city 

17 i organized and existing under the laws of the State of California, with lhe capacity to sue and be 
! 

18 
1 

sued, The tem1 ''City" includes, but is not limited to, City employees, agents, officers, boards, 

19 cormnissions, departments, and their members, all equally charged with complying with duties 

20 under the City Charter and with the laws of the State of California. 

21 13, Respondent and Defendant City Council is t.~e duly»elected legislative body that 

22 l1 represents the citizens oflnglewood. The City Council was the final decisionmaking body for 

23 11 the EN A. 

24 1j 14, Respondent and Defendant Srn:::cessor Agency is responsible for overseeing the 

25 I "vinding dow11 of redevelopment activity at the- local level under the Redevelopment Law, 

. 26 II including managing existing redevelopment projects, making payments on enforceable 
'!!'. 

27 'ft' obligations, and disposing of .redevelopment assets and properties. On or about January l 0, 
-; -H-~ 

28 .,~:2012, pursuant to the Redevelopment Law dissolution legislation (AB Xl 26 as amended by AB 
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1484), the City elected to be; the Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City of 

2 lngtev.«ood, The Redevelopment Agency was officially dissolved on or about February 1, 2012. 

3 15. Respondent and Defendant Successor Agency Board is the governing body of the 

4 Successor Agency, Mayor Butts is the chair of the Successor Agency Board. 

5 16. Respondent and Defomdant Parking Authority is a subdivision and parking agency 

6 of the City. 

7 Respondent and Defendant Parking Authority Board is the governing body of the 

8 Parking Authority~ empowered to adopt bylaws and resolutions and direct the work of the 

9 Parking i\uthority.. Mayor Butts is the c.hair of the Parking Authority BoanL 

10 18. Respondent and Defendant Oversight Board To The Successor Agency To The 

11 Inglewood Redevelopment Agency is the governing body of the entity that under the Health and 

12 Safety Code must appnJ'le Successor Agency agreements with the City of Inglewood prior to the 

13 Successor Agency approving those agreernenK 

14 19., Real Party in Interest, Murphy's Bowl LLC, is a Delaware Limited Liability 

15 Company. Real Party is the designated developer of the Arena Project under the ENA. 

16 20 .. Petitioner does not know the true names or capacities, whether individual, 

17 corporate, associate or otherwise, of Respondent Does 1 through l 0, or of Real Parties in Interest 

18 Roes 10-20, inclusive, and therefore sues said Respondents and Real Parties in Interest under 

19 fictitious names, Petitioner will amend this Petition to show their true natnes and capadties 

20 when and if the same has been ascertained. 

21 JUIDSDJCTION AND VENUE 

22 2L This Court has jurisdiction over this proceeding pursuant to California Code of 

23 Civil Procedure section J 085 and 10945 and Public Resource Code sections 21168 and 21168.5. 

24 22 .. \lenue in this Court is proper pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure section 394, in 

25 that Respondents are located vii thin the County of Los Angeles. 

26 CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT 

27 The Cahfumia Environmental Quality Act,. found at Public Resources Cude 

7 
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l I for the peopie of this state nov,r and in the future is a matter of statewkk~ concern." (Pub. 

2 I Resources Code,§ 21000, subd. (a),)1 

3 I 24, In CEQA, the Legislature has established procedures designed to achieve these 

41 goals, principally the EIR. These procedures provide both for the determination. and for full 
1; . 

5 I public disclosure of the potential adverse effects on the environment of discretionary projects 

6 I that governmental agencies propose to approve, and require a description of feasible alternatives 

71 to such proposed projects and feasible mitigation measures to lessen their enviro.nmenraJ harm. 

B I (Puh Resources Code § 21002.) 

9 I 25. The Guidelines require ''all phases of project planning, implementation, and 

10 I operation" to be considered in the Initial Study for a project. ( Gnidelines § 15063, subd. (a)( l ). ) 
i 

1 l I, CEQA defines a project as "the whole of an action, which has a potential for resulting in either a 

12 !I direct physical change to the environment, or a reasonably foreseeable indirect physical change 

13 
1

1 in the environment" (Guidelines § 153 78) subd, (a).) 
; 

14 26, CEQA is not merely a procedural statute.. CEQA imposes clear and substantive 

15 responsibilities on agencies that propose to approve projects) requiring that public agencies not 

16 approve projects that ham1 the environment unless and until aU feasible mitigation measures are 

17 employed to minimize that harm. (Pub, Resources Code§§ 21002, 21002. 1, subd. (b).) 

27. The alternatives analysis is the "core of the EIR" (Citiz;u1s of Goleta Valle_y v. 

19 Board qfSupen·isors (1990) 52 CaUd 553, 564.) The purpose of a CEQA alternatives analysis 

20 

21 

22 

is to identify and analyze alternatives to a project that will avoid or substantially lessen its 

significant environmental impacts. (Pub. Resources Code§ 21002.) Thus1 "befure conducting 

CEQA review, agencies must not 'take any action' that significantly furthers a project 'in a 

manner that forecloses alternatives or mitigation rneasures that would ordinarily he part of 

24 If CEQA revie\v of that public project"' (Save Tara v. City of West Hol~ywood (2008) 45 Cal.4th 

25 l 116, 13fL) 

26 
"k:2 CEQA authorizes and directs the State Office of Planning and Research to adopt guidelines for 

27 ·r}he implementation ofCEQA by ,t1ublic agencies. (Pub. Resources Code §21083.) These 
>b~uid~lin~s a:re. found at ti.He .14, California Code of Regulat.ion~, Sectl,on 15000 et seq. 

28 ·lrt'Gmdehnes") and are bmdmg on all state and local agencws, mdm:hng Respondents. 
dL.,.? 
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1 2ft Agencies may not undertake discretionary actions that could have a significant 

2 adverse effect on the environment, or limit the choice of aJtematives or mitigation measures, 

3 before complying with CEQA (Guidelines §15004~ subd, (b)(2),) The "lead agency," which is 

4 the public agency that has the principal responsibility for carrying out the project, is responsible 

5 for conducting an initial study to determine, in consultation with other relevant state agencies, 

6 j whether an environmental impact report, a negative declaration, or a mitigated negative 
I 

7 1 declaration \Vill he prepared for a project. (Pub, Resources Code§§ 21067; 21080J, suhd, (a); 

8 21083, subd. (a),) Accordingly, public agencies may not ''take any action" that furthers a project 

9 "in a manner that forecloses alternatives or mitigation measures that would ordinarily be part of 

10 1 CEQA review of that public project" (Save Tara, supra, 45 CaL4th at 138,) 

11 Thus, CEQA does not permit the postponement of environmental review ''to the 

12 point where the 'bureaucratic and financial. n1omentum"' has built up "irresistibly behind a 

13 proposed project 'thus providing a strong incentive to ignore environmental concerns,"' (Save 

14 Tara, supra, 45 CaL4th at 135,) 

15 30. Failure either to comply \Vith the substantive requirements of CEQA or to carry 

16 I out the foll CEQA procedures so that comp.iete .i.nfon:nation as to a project's impacts is developed 
' 

1 7 I and publicly disclosed constitutes a prejudicial abuse of discretion that requires invalidation of 

18 I the public agency action regardless of whether fuH compliance would have produced a difforent 

19 I result (Pub. Resources Code§ 21005,) 

20 I GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 

21 I 3 L On June I 5, 20 I 7, the City, the City Council, the Successor A gcncy, and the 

22 I Parking Authority each purported to hold a special meeting (the "Special Meeting") pursuant to 

23 I Government Code Section 54956. At the Special Meeting, Respondents purported to approve 

24 I the ENA among the City, the Successor Agency, the Authority and the Developer "to facilitate 

25 I the development of a premier and st.ah>of~the~art National Basketball Association ('NBA') 

26 .lrofessional basketball arena consisting of approximately 18,000 to 20,000 seats." 

"')7 ;,:r~;, 
4 ('< '•, 
"8 :1·1~; 
·"" ~ r~ 

t~t~' 
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1 32, On July 14, 2017,. Petitioner objected to the City's violation of the Brown A.ct in 

2 connection with its action purporting to approve the ENA at the June 15, 20l 7 Special Meeting, 

3 On July 20, 2017, Respondents issued a staff report for a cure and correction 
} 

4 I pursuant to Government Code section 54960.1, reconsideration, and ratification of the action 
I 

51 purpo.rting to approve the ENA. at the June 15, 2017 special meeting. 

6 I 34. On July 20, 2017, Petitioner filed the original petition. 

71 35. On July 21, 2017, Respondents held a special meeting at which they reNapproved 
~ 

8 the EN/L 

9 .36. On August 13, 2017, the Los A.ngeles Times published a story entitled "Possible 

IO Clippers arena has many lilglewood residents worried they may lose their homes or businesses,'' 

l i This story described the plight of local residents faced \vith the possibility of eminent domain 

12 \vho had very little or no info.rrnation about the proposed arena project One such resident 

13 described in the story is Jo}m Patel,. who operates a local motel and lives onsite with his wife and 

14 two young chikirerL Another resident described in the story is Gracie Sosa, who learned of the 

15 potential arena from a friend since no representatives from the City or sports tearn potentia!Iy 

l 6 , occupying the arena contacted her. Resident Nicole Fletcher reportedly stated "fvly biggest 

17 
1

1 concern is how it wiU impact the families ... , l would hate to see a lot of people move out 

l 8 because they want to build a sports arena.'' 

19 37, The Inglewood City Council held a meeting on August 15, 2017. At the August 

20 hearing, the City Council approved a "Revised ENA" which contained many nf the sarne tem1s 

21 as the prior r.vo version of the ENA and a revised map of the project area purporting to reduce 

22 the area of potential. eminent domain use. City councilmemhers stated it was not the City's 

23 intention to take houses or a church by eminent domain. A map attached to the Revised ENA 

24 removed many residences from the boundaries of the project area. However, the Mayor and 

25 other coundhnembcrs refused to forego the use of eminent domain altogether, 

26 38. On September 7, 20 l 7, Inglewood's Oversight Board to the Successor Agency to 
~ r:: 

27 'Pthe Inglewood Redevelopment Agency, \vhich is chaired by the Mayor oflngl.ewood, approve.d 

28 ::t~ 
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the Revised ENA as consistent with a long range property management plan and Redevelopment 

2 Dissolution Law, 

3 39. Less than two 1,veeks after the City approved the Revised ENA, on August 24, 

4 2017, the newspaper .Inglewood Today reported efforts were afoot in the Caiilomia Legislature 

5 . to facilitate the arena development: 

6 

7 

s 
9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

Inglewood Mayor James T, Butts, Jr, confirmed that he is leading the lobbying efforts to 
amend time and environmental review restraints in order to move the project along. "I 
have been asking that our representatives now provide the residents and children of 
In.glewood with the same legal tool to spur economic grov..ih that has been provided to 
AEG (Fanners Field), the Sacramento Kings (NBA arena) and the Golden State Warriors 
(NBA arena) to expedite construction of those .faci.Hties by limiting the time period in 
which CEQA challenges must be filed and resolved," he told an LA, Times reporter, ... 
Citing job creation as part of the motivation behind the proposed bill, Butts said the 
legislation will "shorten the wait for quality, prevailing wage construction jobs and full
time employment opportunities that our resldemts and the Los Angeles County region 
have i.vaited decades for.'' 

40., In cooperation with Inglewood elected officials, on September l, 2017 ~ less than 

three weeks after the Revised EN A's approval, State Senator Steven Bradford introduced SB 789 

in the California Legislature, SB 789 as originally introduced would create an unnecessary, 

sweeping exemption from CEQA for Olympic infrastructure, for a "fixed guideway project" to 

benefit the arena and other projects in Inglewood, would severely reduce the requirements of 
19 

ElRs for the Arena Project and any project in a one mile square area~ limit judicially available 
20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

26 

remedies for potential plaintiffs in a CEQA suit, and authorize eminent domain proceedings for a 

project ivhich had not yet been defined for public review, Both projects the bill was intended to 

benefit, the Arena and Olympic Games, will not occur for years, 3 The Clippers have a lease for 

Staples Center until 2024 and the Olympic Games are not commencing until 2028., 

4L In some ways, SB 789 was similar to legislation kJ1ovin as AB 900 that required 

expedited review of certain projects designated as environmental leadership projects and 

rr 
J. In fact, the Oiyrnpic Committee publicly stated that it did not need SB 789 for the Olympic 

28, Games and requested that any references to the Olympic Garnes be removed from the bilL 
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1 certified by the Governor as meeting various criteria including those addressing greenhouse gas 

2 (GHG) emissions. SB 789, however, would allow a much more expansive evasion ofCEQA's 

3 requirements than does AB 900 and would not require similar environmental protections, as set 

4 forth in the table below: 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

rn 
11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

l7 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Issue 

L Requires 
Comprehensive 
Environmental 
Review? 

") 
~H Requires 
Revie\v to 
Confirm 
Applicability? 

' 
v.: 

:> 

~. ~} 

, 1~; 

" 
~ ,) 

' !'.> 

AB 900 

Yes, A foH EIR is 
required, 

Yes., Requires 
application tu the 
Governor for 
certification that the 
project is eligible fur 
streamlining prior to 
start of EIR process, 
!'viust provide 
evidence to support 
deterrnination that 
pn:uect meets 
minimum 
investments, skilled 
jobs and GHG 
standards, 

Proposed Amended SB 789 

No. Full Elli. not required for the Clippers arena project, the, 
125,000 square feet of commercial development, and any other 
project .located within a 1 mile square area, 

SB 789 specifically provides for the following core 
requirements of CEQA to be eliminated. 

• Eliminates analysis of traffic impacts on the residential 
community. 

• Eliminates requirement to mitigate i.mpacts from 
nighttime lighting, glare and other visual impacts on 
the residential community, 

• Eliminates requirements to look at any alternative site 
that might be better suited for the arena location (such 
as vacant lot across the street next to a casino), 

• Eliminates requirements to look at alternative size, 
height and configurations of arena, parking structures, 
retail and offices located next to homes (are there 
alternatives to building a 100 to 150 foot tall arena next 
to a singie story home). 

• Eliminates requirements to w1itigate any parking 
impacts on the residential community (for example, if 
the project provides insufficient parking, no 
requirement to analyze parking in residential 
community), 

• Limits analvsis of Ryeenhouse gas emissions impacts, 
No, No requirement to submit application to the Governor for 
certit1cation, By passes AB 900 altogether. Not required to 
confirm that the project win provide a particular level of 
investment or job creation or GHG reduction before it avails 
itself of SB 789, 

'" ,,,~..,._,~__,,,,___,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--,,"""""""""'""""'~~~"""'"~""""'~~~""""'""="""""'~"""" 
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3, Requires Yes. Must be No. LEED silver not required for the Clippers arena and 
LEED silver certified as LEED 125,000 square feet commercial elements. A lower LEED 

2 c-ert!fication? silver or better. Pub. standard is applied. 

3 

4 

Resources Code § 
:2 JI 83. AU other projects within the one mile square proje-ct area 

covered by SB 789 are not required to meet LEED 
certification, 

5 
'l·:r .. ·vrotecis"""""""""" "v'Cs:""'A8"9o1f'~"-"""""" ""N''O: Reduces public participation. SB 789 permits tngiewood 
public includes public to ignore environmental comments made during public hearing 

6 ' participation? participation process inccmsistcnt with current CEQA requirements and 
requirements, AB court: decisions. 

7 

g 

9 

10 15. Requires 
Env ironmentai 

11 · Review Before 
Condemnation? 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

6, Protects full 
rights to seek 
legal remedies? 

7. Requires 
environmental 
review of 
ancillary 
transportation 
pr(uects? 

42. 

900 includes 
comment 
opportunities to the 
Governor and for the 
California Air 
Rescmrces .Board 
Yes. No change in 
existing law. 
Currently law 
requires 
environmental review 
to be completed 
before ctm(:bmning a 
private vrcmertv, 
Yes. Expedites 
judicial review but 
does not ! imit the 
remedies available to 
the court 
Yes. No change in 
existing !aw which 
requires 
environmental review 
to be completed. 

No. SB 789 would allow Inglewood to take possession of 
private property and. businesses within a 30 acre area before 
even starting environmental review or defining the project 

I No. Under SB 789,. Inglewood may violate CEQA and fail to 
l mitigate significant impacts and the courts are not pem1irted to I stop !he projects' construction oroperation, 

No. SB 789 would exempt from CEQA an undefined rte\v 
busway/!ight rniVstreet car/rnormmil sy:;tem, This ''Guideway 
project" is fully exempt from CEQA regardless of its alignment 
or impacts- no review at all is done, The "Guidev.ray project" 
has not been approved by MT A 

SB 789 would limit the ability of courts to grant inj1u1ctive relief, meaning that 

21 flm.ved analysis and public hanns crumot be adequately stopped. Finallv, SB 789 would allow 

22 Respondents to begin eminent domain proceedings before environmental review is completed, 

23 Eminent domain proceedings are costly and controversiaL As it was introduced., compared to the 

24 Revised ENA; SB 789 set more extensive project area boundaries as it described an area that 

25 included properties south of West 102116 Street SB 789 also included an exemption for a 

26 guideway project for a busway, .railcar, or monorail transportation system. Environmental 

27' :review may require changes to projects that may make some parcel acquisition unnecessary 

28 '· ~}11aking eminent domain before environmental revie\V premature. Not only does Inglev.rood 
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1 I officials' advoca.!r SB 789 show a complete commitme~o the Arena Project but the text of 

2 !I the legislation itself shows that the proposal is sufficiently defined to aUow for meaningful 
' 

3 environmental review, SB 789 demonstrates that Arena Project boundaries, size, and elements 

4 have been defined, 

5 43, SB 789 state,d: "The sports and entertainment project 'Nill result in construction 

6 of a new stattH)f<he-art multipurpose event center and surrounding infill development in the 

7 City of Inglewood as described in the City of Charnpions Revitalization Initiative approved by 

8 the City of Inglewood on February 24, 20 J 5, and the agreement entered into by the City of 

9 Inglewood with Murphy's Bowl LLC on June 15, 2017 .. " (SB 789) Section 1 (c).,) SB 789 was 
' 

10 I later a.mended to refer to both the original version of the EN A) which was approved on June 15, 

l l I 2on, and to its subsequent August 15, 2017 amem:iment 

12 I 44, On September l, 2017, Los Angeles 2028~ the Olympics organizing committee 

13 I .for the City of Los Angeles. sent a letter stating it had only that day heard ofthe SB 789 bill, 

141 believed the CEQA exemption for the Olympics 'was unnecessary, and asked that the reforenc.es 

15 I to the Olympics be deleted from the bilL 

16 I 45. SB 789 was heard by the Assembly Natural Resources Committee on September 

17 I s, 20 l 7, Mayor Butts testified in favor of SB 789, Among other statements) he said "AH 

18 1
1 
transportation components for the football season, super bowl, Clippers, and the Olympics have 

1911 to be in place," "We have to make this two mile connection between the Green Line ... to the 

20 arena, .. ,,'' "We are up against a deadline!' The comr:nittee voted against passage of the biU in a 

21 5-4 vote. SB 789 was subsequently amended to remove provisions related to the Olympics and 
-I 

22 j' eminent domain proceedings, among other amendments.. However, as of September 16, 2017, 

23 I the bill still contained provisions limiting CEQA review and restricting judicial re.medies, By the 

24 I end of the legislative session in Septem.ber 2017, the amended biH had not been heard by 

251 committee or passed by the Legislature despite Mayor Butts' and the City of Inglewood's 

26 I substantial lobbying In support of the bHL 
»\ ,,, 

27 'I.~ 46, 1n fact, even after SB 789 failed to move fonvard in the state legislature, Mayor 
')~ ~,~ 

28 fl3utts issued a statement in favor of its passage. 
li ''-~ 

~~ 14 
~i ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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47. SB 789 originally described boundaries for an "Inglewood Sports and 

2 Ente1tainment project area" that i.vere more expansive than the boundaries set forth in the August 

3 15, 2017 Revised ENA approved by the Inglevvootl City CoundL (SB 789 section 4, proposing 

4 Public Resources Code section 21168,6,7 (a)(6}(B)<) The boundaries described in the original 

5 version of SB 789 included residential property on the \Vest side of Doty Avenue and t\vO 

6 residential properties on the east side of Prairie north of l 03rd.. The described boundary included 

7 residential uses, but the eminent domain section of SB 789 stated that it wiil not apply to 

8 "eminent domain actions based on a finding of blight or involving lawfully occupied residential 

9 housing uses." (Section 21168,6,7(c)(2}) The m:nendment to SB 789 changed the prnject 

l 0 boundaries to exclude legally occupied residences. 

The ENA provides for the conveyance of certain real property within a defined 

12 "Site"-~-----ir1duding propert'y O\vned by the City ("City Parcels"), by the Successor Agency 

13 ("Agency Parcels") and hy third parties ("Potentiai Participating Parcels")-to the Developer, for 

14 the i\..rena Project The real property subject to the ENA is shown below, as excerpted from 

15 Exhibit A to the ENA The Revised ENA includes boundaries that exclude properties south of 

l 6 West l 02nd Street, but SB 789 describes boundaries that indude properties south of West 102nd 

17 Street and north of West l 03rd Street (See Exhibit E to this r\rnended Petition, providing a 

18 map,) 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 ; i-~ ,L, 49., The originally proposed Arena Project area appears to con1prise over 80 acres of 
~'"' 

28 'f:iand that 1s currently occupied by homes and businesses and a church. Ivfany of the residences, 
~ '; ... ~ 
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both single and multi-tfilnily, appear to t)fter affordable housing opportunities for Inglewood's 

2 residents. As shov.-n beknv, there are many homes, both single and multi-family, within the 

3 original ENA site, These homes and their residents1 plus many tnore, would he impacted by the 

4 ENA and the Arena Proje-ct. Even if the ENA area has been reduced and does not include 

5 homes, the Arena Project v.iiH impact the adjacent residential neighborhood and could lead to 

6 displacement The boundaries of the i\rnended ENA area indude numerous businesses and are 

7 directly bordered by nurnerous residence.s, Exhibit E to this petition provides a map and pictures 

8 of the properties within and adjacent to the Amended ENA boundaries, 

9 

10 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

23 

24 

251 
261 

) '·" 

21 i~) 
)j, ..... J 
:,..., 

~8 ):~,-;..•· 

i,.,, ·i''. 
~ ,_,) 

'~ ~) 
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17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 
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• • 

50, The ENA's terms commit Respondents to a definitive course of action with 

respect to the Arena Project Specifically, the ENA commits Respondents to an exclusive three

year negotiating period, during which Respondents and the Developer shall negotiate a 

Disposition and Development Agreement regarding conveyance of property within the Site. The 

ENA specifically contemplates that the parcels within the Site will be conveyed to the Developer 

"concurrently" and not piecemeal, further evidencing Respondents' cornmitment to the Arena 

Project 

51, The ENA includes a 36Nrnonth "Exclusive Negotiating Period", (ENA, § 4.) The 

Exclusive Negotiating Period may be extended by six months, (id) 

:j.'.j 
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l addition to the above, the ENA demonstrates Respondents' cmnmitment to the Arena Project in 

2 a number of other ways. 

3 For example, during this "Exc.lusive Negot:iating Period,'' the ENA .requires that 

4 Respondents "shall. not negotiate with or consider any offers or solicitations from1 any person or 

5 entity, other than the Developer, regarding a Disposition and Development Agreement for the 

6 sale, lease, disposition, and/or developrnent of the Site." (ENA, § 2(a)-) 

7 54, For further example, the City has committed to "use its best efforts to acquire the 

8 parcels of real property comprising" the proposed Arena Project site, Indeed, tbe City originally 

9 proposed that it will pursue acquisition through eminent domain, if necessary. (ENA,§ 2(b).) 

10 Specifically) the ENA provides that in the event that the City and. the Authority are unable to 

11 acquire these parcels voluntarily, ''the City or the Authority, as appHcable, may elect, in its sole 

12 discreti9n, to give legal notice and schedule a public hearing to consider the adoption of a 

13 resolution of necessity authorizing the acquisition of the Potential Participating Parcels by 

14 eminent domain." (ENA, § 2(b }.) The Revised ENA added the phrase "and without any 

15 1 obligation or commitment to do so" after the phrase "in its sole discretion" but the overall 

1611 predetermination to pursue property for the arena project remained. 

17 55, The ENA also requires that •.;vithin I 80 days of the "Effective Date" of the ENA, 

l 8 "the Developer shall deliver to the City a sketch and legal description of the portions ofthe 

l 9 property which the Developer would like to acquire for development of the Project (which 

20 property shall constitute the 'Site')[,]" (ENA, § 3(d}) 

21 56, With respect to Potential Participating Parcels voluntarily acquired by the City 

22 and/or Authority, the ENA provides that "the Developer shall fuHy advance to the City and/or 

23 Authority, as applicable, all costs associated with the acquisition ofthese parcels including, but 

24 not limited to, the payrnent of the negotiated purchase price for these parcels and all legally 

25 required relocation costs associated with the acquisitions[.)" (ENA, § 3(g),) 

26 I 57, With respect to properties acquired by eminent domain, the ENA provides that the 
~ +-.::·' 

l-
27 'Tbeve!oper shall "advance to the City and/or Authority, as applicabl.e, aH costs associated with the 

~: :}"..) 

28 <f~xercise of such emJnent domain authority (including all court costs and reasonable legal fees), 
z: k~~ 
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1 as weH as an acquisition costs including., but not limited to, the payment of fair market value for 

2 each of the condernned parcels as detennined by the Court, or pursuant to a negotiated 

3 acquisition or settlement agreement, as approved by the Developer," (ENA, § 3(g).) 

4 Upon the City's approval of the ENA, Developer was to pay the City $1,500~000 

5 as a "Non-Refundable Deposit" (ENA, § 5.) "AH proceeds of the Non~Refundable Deposit 

6 shall be the sole property of the City upon submittal by Developer[<]" (id.) 

7 59. The ENA does not Urnit or otherwise restrict how the City may spend the 

8 $1,500,000 payment 

9 60. In approving the ENA, Respondents did not consider the environrnental impacts 

10 of either the ENA or the Arena Project. No environmental reviev.i 1vas conducted tvith respect to 

11 the ENA's approvaL The ENA is a project under CEQA that has the potential to result in 

12 significant physical. changes in the environment Respondents erred by not conducting 

13 environrnemal review for the ENA. 

14 61, In regards to the Arena Project; the ENA impermissibly defers Respondents' 

15 ! environmental revie\\" of the Arena Project to a future, undefined date, The ENA and the 

l6 circumstances surrounding its adoption establish that Respondents have already cornrnitted to a 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 , .. 
27' 

~; '• 

'18': ... - . 
~ .. 
·:: ·:· ~ 

plan to build an arena at the defined site and have foreclosed additional development options and 

alternatives. For instance, the ENA state.s: "It is proposed by the Parties that certain fee title 

and/or leasehold title to [the parcels comprising] the Site 1-vill be conveyed to the Developer for 

development as a premier and state of the art National Basketball Association ('NBA') 

profossional basketball arena consisting of approximately 181000 to 20,000 seats[.]" In line with 

their dearly stated goal, Respondents have taken concrete steps to pursue the development of the 

Arena Project to the exclusion of other development opportunities. Respo.ndents have committed 

not to transfer their existing interests in certain parcels of ian:d underlying tbe proposed arena's 

site and have also promised to use ''best efforts" to acquire the remaining land necessary for the 

Axena Proiect CENA, §§ 2(b), 11,) The Revised ENA changes the phrase "shall use its best 

efforts to acquire" to "shall consider acquisition of" but the overarching pred.etemiination to 

acquire property remains, Respondents have also agreed that for three years they "shall not 

19 
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l negotiate with or consider any offers or solicitations .from, any person or entity, other than the 

2 D~weloper, regarding a Disposition and Development Agreem:1ent for the sale, lease, disposition, 

3 andior development of the Sitet" (ENA,§§ 2(a)(ii), 4,) Respondents' kmg-terrn promises not 

4 to negotiate or transact with third parties regarding the Arena Project's proposed site and their 

5 comrnitment to acquire additional real estate indicate that Respondents have already committed 

6 to a definite course of action regarding the Arena Pr~ject at the location defined in the ENA 

7 62. The ENA lays out detailed steps by which Respondents and Developer \\till 

8 advance the Arena Project For instance, within 150 days of the ENA.'s Effective Date the 

9 developer must provide <let.ailed financial infonnation, including "a narrative describing the 

10 funda1nental economics ofthe proposed [Arena] Project" (ENA,§ 3(b).) ln addition, within 

11 180 days of the ENA.'s Effective Date, the Developer is required to submit a "conceptual site 

l2 plan and basic architectural renderings for the development of the proposed [Arena] Project'' 

13 (ENA, § 3( d).) These specific steps, i.:vhich contemplate only analysis and consideration of the 

14 Arena Project in any potential future environmental review, also demonstrate that Respondents 

l 5 'have already committed to the Arena Project and are nn longer open to other development 

16 options, 

17 

J 8 

FAILURE TO EVALUATE THE ENAiS ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 

In a:pprnving the ENAi Respcmdents did not evaluate the potential environmental 

19 impacts of the EN A. Respondents' failure to consider the EN A's potential environmental 

20 impacts violated CEQA 

21 64, The ENA is a "project'; under CEQA, as defined by Guidelines section 15378, 

22 Respondents' approval of the ENA is an "approval" under CEQA as defined by Guidelines 

23 section 15352, The ENA rnay cause a direct and/or reasonably foreseeable indirect 

24 environmental change. Therefore, the ENA is subject to CEQA review. 

25 65, In failing to subject the ENA to CEQA review, Respondents ignored the impact 

26 that the three~year exclusive negotiating period vliH have on the environment During this 
,, ··~ 1 

2T: j period, Respondents are prohibited from engaging in negotiations i.vith anyone other than the 
o(, .. J ' 

2s'~J Developer regarding the potential development ofthe Site. (ENA)§ 2(a),) Further, the ENA 
::;\ 20 ....... *----~----~~--------~~----~-~------~----
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1 prohibits Respondents from selling or othenvise- tnmsforring to third parties their interests in any 

2 property on the Site. (ENA,§ l l .) 

3 66, These significant restrictions during the course of the three~year exclusive 

4 negotiating period (plus a possible six-month extension) arnount to a development moratorium 

5 for properties within the Site., The City has foreclosed its ability to approve developrn.ent within 

6 the Site by third parties who actually own parcels v/ithin the Site. These onerous restrictions 

7 create insecurity for existing businesses who own and/or lease property and existing residents 

8 \vho own and/or lease housing. 

9 67, In failing to sul~ect the ENA to CEQA review, Respondents did not consider, and 

l 0 did not infonu the public of, direct and reasonably foreseeable indirect environmental impacts 

l 1 that will occur as a result of the EN A1 including hut not limited to land use consistency and 

12 urban decay and blight 

13 68. The approval of the ENA is subject to CEQA because, it will result in significant 

l 4 land use impacts, 

15 69. A "City's General Plan is its constitution for development It is the foundation 

16 upon which all land use decisions in the City are based." (Lesher Communications,. Inc. v, City 

17 of'f"Va!nut C'reek (1990) 52 CaL3d531, 540.) All approved projects must be consistent with the 

18 General Plan, ''[T]he propriety of virtually any local decision affecting land use and 

19 development depends upon consistency with the applicable general plan and its eleme.nts:' 

20 (Pfeiffer v. City ofSurmyvale City C'ouncil (2011) 200 Cal.App.4th 1552, 1562 (citations 

21 omitted) (quoting Friends of Lagoon Valle;-• v. City of Vacaville (2007) 154 CaLAppAth 807, 

22 I 815).) A project that is inconsistent with a genera] plan is deemed to have a significant impact 

23 under CEQA 
~ I 

24 '1 70. The ENA is not consistent with the General Plan and, therefore., would have a 

25 ,I significant environmental impact. The ENA materially conflicts with the following Goals and 

26 Policies from the Housing Elernent of the Inglewood General Plan" 

Goal l. Promote the construction of new housing and new housing 
opportunities. 
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Policy 1.1: Provide adequate sites for all types of housing. 

Policy 1.2: Jvfaintain development standards that promote 
the development of special needs housing., such as 
affordable senior, accessible, or family housing, while 
protecting quality of life goals. 

Policy 1.4: Continue to assess and revise, where 
appn)priate, City regulatory requirements.4 

Goal 3: Encourage the Production and Preservation of Housing: for 
All lnco.me Categories, particularly around high quality transit 
including tvorkers in tbe City that provide goods and services, 5 

The ENA also materially conflicts vdth the following Goals and Policies from the 

Land Use Element of the Inglewood General Plan: 

72 .. 

A. Gener.at Maximize the use and conservation of existing 
housing stock and neighborhoods and also facilitate development 
of nnv housing to meet community needs, 

It Residential. Encourage neighborhood stability and 
conservation by reducing the amount of land designated for high 
density development 

Promote the maintenance, rehahilitation, and modem.ization of the 
City's housing stock, 

Encourage the prese.rvation of Ingle\vood's fair share of housing 
for low and moderate income persons, 

Safeguard the city's residential areas from the encroachment of 
incornpatible uses. 

C. Conm1e.refat Protect local businessme.n and encourage the 
importance of n1aintaining a strong commercial distrk':t in the 
do\vntown. 

Improve the visual appearance and economic condition of the 
existin~ arterial commercial development along Inglewood's major 
streets, 

The ENA is inconsistent \Vith the above Goals and Policies because the ENA in 

effoct constitutes a moratorium on dcveloprncnl within the Site. 

73.. The ENA is inconsistent ·with the City's zoning for the subject properties. 

. l:~ (Inglewood General Plan, Housing Element, p. 3« l .) 
27 : r::1 (Ingle\.vood General Plan, l:fousing Element, p, 3~4,) 
28 · 1:~ (Inglewood Genera.I P1an1 Land Use Element, p. 6« 7 .) 

.0 n 
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74. The ENA's approval is subject to review under CEQA because the ENA wm 

2 cause urban decay and blight CEQA requires public agencies to evaluate changes to the 

3 environment caused by a project's economic effects, including urban decay and blight (14 Cat 

4 Code Regs §§ 15064, subd. (e), 1513 l (a).) For purposes of CEQA, "urban decay" refers to 

5 extensive and widespread physical deterioration of properties or structures in an area caused by 

6 business closures and multiple long-term vacancies. (See Joshua Tree Downto1-vn Bus, Alliance 

7 v, County cf San Bernt:trdino (2016) l CaLApp.Sth 677, 685.) 

8 75. As a result of the ENA, residents and business owners wm likely cease 

9 investment in their properties. It is reasonably foreseeable that this dedine in investment will 

10 cause the existing properties to fall into disrepair and degrade. Petitioner is informed and 

11 believes and thereon alleges that urban blight and decay will follow. Respondents have not 

12 studied this potential impact or any other potential environmental impacts of the ENA. 

13 76, In sum, Respondents have failed to consider the ENA's potential and reasonably 

14 foreseeable environmental impacts, including: 

15 • Effects on land use inconsistent with the City's General Plan; and 

16 • Increases in urban decay and blight 

17 THE ENA COMMITS RESPONIJENTS TO A DEFINITE COURSE O'F ACTION Ar'1D 

18 HAS IMMEDIATE BINDING EFFECT 

19 77, Petitioner is informed and beheves and thereon alleges that Respondents• staff 

20 wrongly asserts that the ENA does not commit Respondents to a course of action. To the 

21 contrary, the ENA firrnly commits Respondents to nmltiple future courses of action, including 

22 the development of the proposed Arena Project 

23 Petitioner is informed and believes and thereon alleges that the ENA also creates 

24 irrevocable momentum toward a de.finite course of action. It is so specific and creates so many 

25 mandates on Respondents' future conduct that, as a practical matter, it puts Respondents on an 

26 unchangeable course to the adoption of the ENA $s preferred future action, ie, the Arena Project, 
~· .~: 

27 ' '.:Und forecloses alternatives and mitigation measures, 
• .,() >; ~· 
£0 .c 

t .) 
<· ,(, 
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1 ! 79. Petitioner is informed and believes and thereon alleges that this is exactly what 

2 1 the parties to the ENA intended, Indeed,. the Mayor explicitly told the media that the City 

3 Council voted to enter into an ENA with the Developer "with .tlte intent to build an NBA, spec 

4 basketball arena in Inglewood,., "1 Further evidence of Respondents' comrnittnent to the 

5 proposed Arena Project is Mayor Butts' claims that he is already arranging for \vho wiU operate 

6 1

1 
the Asem'La As the Mayor is already planning and coordinating operators, it is apparent that 

71 Respondents are committed to the Arena Project 

8 . 80, Numerous staternents made by public officials of Respondents reflect pre-

9 I commitment to the proposed Arena Project including, but not limited to~ the following: 

10 I a. "'This is like a promise ring that we hope will lead to an engagement that 

11 we hope will lead to a marriage,' said. Inglewood Mayor James Butts , .. 

12 II 'Our expectation is it v.iill culminate in an NBA arena in the city of 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

Inglewood,' he said. ,,;i 

b. "And, you know, I hear this thing about calling Special Meetings. The 

reason that cities have trouble competing economically is because elected 

types, for the most part) don't understand the necessity to he decisive and 

swift in seizing opportunities. , .. Every time there's been an opportunity 

in front of the City, we vvere prepared and positioned ourselves to seize it 

And v.ihen this deal calne together, were we going to await for another 

Tuesday to do it? No, we weren't We're going to do the deaL"w 

7 Josh Cris"veH, KFI AM 640) EXCLUSIVE: Inglewood Mayor James Butts on lvlagnitude of 
Clippers Arentt (June 15, 2017) (available at 
http://am570lasports.iheart.com/media/pfay/27799792i) [Fred Roggin and Rodney Peete 
interview Mayor JaJnes Butts] [emphasis added]. 
8 id 

27 : f1 Ben ¥ergmap, 8.9J KPCC; Rarns, Chargers and nolv the Gippers? Inglewood Approves Arena 
,, l1:;Talks (June l ;,, 2017). 

28 ,, !:rn ld. 
~ !·:s 
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L "[Mayor J Butts said he expects the arena to be built within five yea:r!:L 

'This, to me) changes the center of gravity in Los Angeles County to 

1. 1 . d ' n ",:i ,.l! ngle\VOO . , · nutts sm~.1. 

d, f\fayor Butts said in an email: "Now that there is a commitment of interest, 

(there's) plenty of time to engage the community if we decide it 

e. Councilr:mm Alex Padilla armounced the ENA in an email to his district: 

"Today the !Vfayor and the Council approved an exclusive negotiating 

agreement to build a state of the art NBA professional arena consisting of 

approximately 18,000 to 20,000 seats with Murphy's Bowl LLC. , , , This 

[sic] a 36 n1onth agreement with the anticipation of having the NBA arena 

built within the next 5 years." 

f ln an interview from July 15, 2017, Mayor Butts said: ''I've spoken to ML 

Ballmer, and h1r. Ballmer loves the site."13 

g< On July 21, 2017, Mayor Butts said: 

"The CHy Council's first responsibility is to ensure continued progress of 

this dty, to provide job opportunities to our residents. To clarify, no one is 

being displaced with the sales of these parcels." 14 

h, On August 15, 2017, Mayor Butts said: 

"We're arguing over whether or not we're going to build another arena., 

employ probably 6)000 rnore people in construction work; and provide 

11 ABC 7, lnglenmod City Council OKs Negotiations for Nevi/ Clippers Arena (June 15, 2017). 
12 Sandy Mazza, Los ,Angeles Daily News, Orvners of The Forum lash out at Ingiev..•oodfi>r 
9uietzy entering into Clippers arena talks- (June 15, 2017)< 
'
3 (City News Service, NBC Los Angeles, Forum Owners File Claim Over Clippers Stadium 

Plans (July 20, 2017); httn:!h.:vww.nbclosangeles.comJnewsllocal/Forum-Ovvners-File-Claim
Over-Clippers~Stad.ium-Plans-4 3 5623963 .html) 

7
: ,· 

14 LA Tirnes: http:!lwivw. latirnes. coml!ocal/califOrnia/la-rne-in-ingle1Nood-li:>rum-hearing-

~~:~;~.l 20170721-storyhtml 

,. 
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1 probably 5 or 600 more jobs for the community on that land that has 

2 

3 

4 

7 
81. 

looked just like that for 25 to 30 years. Are you kidding meT' is 

L On October 3~ 2017, Mayor Butts stated during a City Council hearing that 

any suggestion that the relevant property could be used for housing or 

other uses is a "total sham" and "ridiculous" and that he wiH not "entertain 

another use on the property fbr one minute." 

Petitioner is informed and believes and thereon alleges that the ENA is a firm, 

l current commitment to a definite course of action that eliminates Respondents• discretion to 
g I 

I consider alternate locations and mitigation measures for the proposed Arena Project besides the 
9 

I location the ENA identifies, or alternative uses for the s.ite, 
10 I . 

I 82.. On September 7, 2017, Mayor Butts on behalf of the City of Inglewood sent a 
11 I 

I letter to Senator Bradford supporting SB 789. 
12 I 

I 83. On September 14, 2017, Mayor Butts was reported by Inglewood Today to be 
13 

"absent from the [City Council} meeting, and lobbying in support of the [SB 789] bill in 
14 

Sacramento." 
15 

16 

17 

On September 15, 2017, Mayor Butts issued a Mayor's message providing a link 

to a television interview in which he stated that "certainty" was required in order to proceed with 

the Arena Project. 
18 I • 

I 
I 

191 
20 ! 

I. 21 ' 
I 

22 I 

FIRST CAU&E OF A~TION 

(Failure to Comply with CEQA: Failure to Conduct Initial Study 

and/Gr Environmental Assessment) 

85, Petitioner incorporates herein and reaHeges the allegations in prior paragraphs, as 

I .if fully set forth herein, 
23 I 

24 
I 86, CEQA applies "to discretionary projects proposed to be carried out or approved 

I bv nublic agencies. , , ." ("Pub. Resources Code,§ 21080, subd. (a).) 25 I " "' . , ,. . ' 

.,61 
k :1:-----------
27 l l5 , l . . f ' Ci~F Counci· Hearing: https:!lwww.voutube.com/'watch?v=E'NsKi't1N{jwZO 

2s:J1'. 
·o.jb 26 ,,.,""'!, ___________________________________ _ 
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1 CEQA defines a "project" as ''an activity which may cause either a direct physical 

2 change in the environment,. or a reasonably foreseeable indirect physical change in the 

3 environment, .. _ .. (Pub, Resources Code,§ 21065.) The Guidelines define "project" as "the 

4 whole of an action, \vhich has a potential for resulting in either a direct physical change in the 

5 environment, or a .reasonably ihreseeable indirect physical change in the environment" 

6 (Guidelines,§ 15371) subd. (a),) 

7 88. The Guidelines define "approval" to mean "the decision by a public agency which 

8 cornrnits the agency to a definite course of action in regard to a prciject intended to be, carried out 

9 by any person." (Guidelines§ 15352) subd. (a).) 

10 89, Respondents' approval of the ENA constitutes a discretionary project that will 

11 cause foreseeable, adverse physical changes to the environment and is, therefore, sul~ect to 

12 CEQA review, (See City of Livermore v. LAFCO ( 1986) 184 CaLApp3d 531 (adoption of 

B revisions to sphere~of-influence guidelines constitute a "project" subject to CEQA review 

14 i because the revisions reflected a rrmjor policy shift relating to where growth would occur and 

15 I what the focus of urban development would be).) 

161 90. "Obviously it is desirable that the precise infonnation concerning environmental 

17 I consequences which an EIR affords be furnished and considered at the earliest possible stage, 

18 II The Guidelines express this principle in a variety ofways. 'Thus) 'EIR's should be prepared as 

191 early in the planning: process as possible to enable environrnental considerations to influence 

20 project, pm gram. or design.' [dtatio:nJ" (Bozung v, Local Agency Formation Cmn (1975) 13 

21 CaL3d 263, 282.) "Decisions reflecting environmental considerations could most easily be made 

22 when other basic decisions \Vere being rnade, that is, during the early stage of project 

23 conceptualization, design and plamring,,, (Citizens for Responsible Gov'! v CityofAlbany 

24 (1997) 56 CaLAppAth 1199, 1221 (quotations omitted).) 

25 9L Respondents foiled to consider, avoid or mitigate the individual and cmnuiative 

26 impacts of reasonably foreseeable enviromnental impacts resulting from the approval of the 
~ ~ .'~ 

,.f ,';· 
27 I :ENA. Such impacts include land use inconsistency, urban decay and blight 

>::.'.,) 

' 20 ·['> 
Q 1·'· 

l!. ,...'; r, 
~t· ~.: 27 
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92. Respondents have violated CEQA and failed to proceed in the manner required by 

2 ltnv, committed a prc~udidal abuse of discretion, and acted arbitrarily and capriciously in their 

3 approval of the ENA because, Vllithout limitation, Respondents failed to subject the ENA to an 

4 Initial Study or other environmental assessment as required by CEQA 

5 Petitioner has served the California Attorney General with a copy of this. amended 

6 verified petition, along with a notice of its filing, in compliance with PubHc Resources Code 

7 section 21167,7, A true and correct copy of that notice and proof of service is attached as 

8 I Exhibit A hereto. 
I 

9 · 94. Petitioner has provided written notice of the commencement of this action to 

10 Respondents, in compliance with Public Resources Code section 21167.5. A true and correct 

11 copy of that notice and proof of service is attached as Exhibit B hereto. 

95. Petitioner has performed any and all conditions precedent to filing a CEQA action 

13 against Respondents, and has exhausted any and a!I available administrative remedies to the 
i 

14 I extent required by lasv. 

15 

16 

17 

l8 

19 96. 

SECOND CAUS.E OF ACTION 

(:Failure to Comply with CEQA: Improper Deferral 

·Of Environmenfa.J Analysis) 

Petitioner incorporates herein and reaHeges the allegations in prior paragraphs, as 

20 if fully set forth herein. 

21 97. Petitioner is informed and believes and thereon alleges that Respondents have 

22 deferred analysis under CEQA for the Arena Project 

23 9K Petitioner is informed and believes and thereon alleges that the ENA cornmits 

24 Respondents to a definite course of action with respect to the Arena Project by, for example, 

25 defining novv, before any CEQA studies occur, which parts of the City should be considered for 

26 the proposed Arena Project and the acceptable size of the proposed Arena Project 

27 i~:> 99, The ENA commits Respondents to a definite course of action that will cause 
v!.,:-:,) 

~'!-~! 

28 t:numerous adverse environmental effects that shou.ld have been studied in an EIR before the ENA 
~ L .. ) 

28 
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was approved. The detail and specificity contained in the ENA, including identification o.fthe 

2 site, size of arena~ nufftber of seats, and overaH project components, establish that there is more 

3 than enough information to prepare an EIR no\\1, 

4 I 100, By approving the ENA, Respondents have displayed a level of cornmitme.nt to the 

5 I Arena Project that is rnore than sufficient to constitute a "project approval." 

6 I 10L By committing themselves to the obligations set forth in the ENA, Respondents 

7 I have circumscribed or litnited their discretion \Vith respect to future environrnental review. 

8 I mitigation measures; project alternatives and alternative locations. 

9 I 102, The Guidelines are clear that Respondents are baned from taking actions ''that 

10 I vi.rould have a significant adverse effect or limit the choice of alternatives or mitigation measures, 

1 i I before completion of CEQA compliance," (Guidehnes § 15004. subd, (b)(2)(emphasis added).) 

12 I 103, Petitioner is infonned and believes and thereon alleges that Respondents' 

13 I adoption of the ENA constitutes such an unauthorized action because it limits Respondents' 
' I 

14 I choices of methods to eliminate and/or mitigate adverse enviromnenta! impacts generated by the 

15 I ENA 

16 
1
I l 04. Petitioner is informed and believes and thereon alleges that the ENA constitutes a 

17 ! prejudgment by Respondents on the proposed Arena Prc~iect and the proposed Site, 
' 

18 i 105, Petitioner is informed and believes and thereon alleges that the ENA commits 

191 Respondents to a definite course of action and so constrains Respondents' exercise of po Hee 

20 1

1 
power such that the future CEQA revievv' envisioned by the ENA is rendered an unlawful post 

21 I hoc rationalization for decisions and commitments already made in the ENA 

22 I i 06. Developer has also committed significant resources toward shaping the Arena 

23 I Project, including without limitation the detail of design specified in the ENA and the payment 

24 I of$1.5 rniHion to the Citv. ' . 
25 I l 07, Any later-perform.ed environn1enta1 analysis will be infruenced in its discu.ssion of 

26 I impacts~ mitigation and alternatives by the significant ftmds already given to the City by the 
:~ t:: 

"17 ··r·r"' ,. I L. 1., .1e ve1oper, 
~; ~-.) 

~ ($ ~: ~~~ 
.<,..O ~,·, 

rL.:-
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108. Respondents have violated CEQA and failed to proceed in the manner required by 

2 law, conun.itted a prejudicial abuse of discretion, and acted arbitrarily and capriciously in their 

3 approval of the ENA because Respondents committed themselves to a definite course of action, 

4 Le. the Arena Project, before cmnplying with CE.QA, and improperly deferred CEQA analysis of 

5 the Arena Project to a later time. 

6 THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 

7 (Violation of CEQA - Pa:ttern and Practice of Approving 

8 Projects with.out Envirorm1ental Review} 

9 109, Petitioner incorporates herein and reaHeges the allegations in prior paragraphs, as 

10 if fully set forth herein, 

11 110, Respondents have engaged in, and continue to engage in~ a pattern and practice of 

12 approving the environm.ental review of projects separate and apart from their decision on the 

13 underlying project Respondents' pattern and practice purports to bar the public from 

14 administratively appealing any decision based on noncompliance with CEQA 

15 11 l. This improper pattern and practice of segregating approval of the environmental 

16 revie'>Ji from the approval of the prq_ject or pe.rmit at issue violates Guidelines section 15090, 

17 \Vbkb requires that "[t]he final EIR .,.vas presented to the dedsionrn.aking body of the lead agency 

18 and that the decisiorunaking body reviewed and considered the information contained in the final 

19 EIR prior to approving the project" 

20 112, Respondents' pattern and practice is to separate CEQA review from the final 

21 project decision, w'hich violates CEQA. (E.g,, POET'. LLC v. State Air Resources Bd (2013) 218 

22 CaLAppAth 681, 731 ["CEQA is violated when the authority to approve or disapprove the 

23 project is separated from the responsibility to complete the environmental review,~']..) 

24 1l3, Unless Respondents are enjoined, the public, including Petitioner,. \Vil! suffer 

25 irreparable harm as a result of Respondents' approval of projects and their refusal to consider 

26 , CEQA ncmcon:1pliance. 

30 
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1 :FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

2 

I 
(Petition for Writ of Mandate Under CCP §§ 1094.5 and/or 1085 

3 I )' q Denial of Due Process ~ Denial of Fair Hearing) 

4 ] 14. Petitioner incorporates herein and realleges the allegations in prior paragraphs, as 

5 if fully set forth herein. 

6 115. Basic legal principles governing public hearings require that all participants be 

7 provided a fair hearing and that their right to due process not be violated, 

8 116. A public hearing partidpant~s rights to a fair hearing and due process are violated 

9 when one of the public agency participants has an illegal conflict of interest but nevertheless 

10 participates in the decision-making process---even \Vhen the confli.cted public agency 

11 participant's participation was not detern1inative to the outcome of the public hearing, Fair-

12 hearing and due~process requirements also dictate that members of the public be given 

13 .reasonable prior notice of a pub.lie hearing or of any meeting that is the substantive equivalent of 

14 a public hearing but not labeled a "public hearingo" Such requirements also prohibit 

15 decision.makers from participating in ex parte communications with applicants and appellants 

16 concerning the subject rnatter of the public hearing, If such com.m.unications do occur; their 

17 substance must be disclosed faHyi accurately, and on the record so that all members of the public 

18 know what infrmnation was communicated to and from the decisionmakenL 

19 117, Respondents failed to provide a fair hearing before impartial decisiorunakers, 

20 Petitioner is infonned and believes and thereon aHeges that the decisionrnakers of Respondents 

21 had personal interests in the approval of the Project and the ENA, became personally invested in 

22 the approval process and pre~judged the merits of the Project and the ENA 

23 11 S, This litigation, if successfo!, wiU result in enforcement of important rights 

24 affecting the public interest, ind.uding the public's right to compel the decisiotMnaking bodies of 

25 Respondents to comply with City and state law and the rights of the residents and property 

26 owners of the City) runong other things, 
~· ..... 

27' ~i 
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ITIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

(fo.jnnctfon Against Further Pursuit of the ENA 

Until Respondents Comply with CEQA) 

4 119. Petitioner incorporates herein and rea!Ieges the a!Iegations in prior paragraphs, as 

5 if folly set forth herein. 

6 120, Respondents failed to comply with CEQA prior to approving the Arena Project 

7 and the ENA. Petitioner therefore prays for a preliminary and penna:nent injunction against 

8 Respondents and any of their agents from further pursuing the ENA andlor commencing work 

9 upon the Arena Project and the ENA unless and until such time as Respondents comply with 

10 their mandatory duties under CEQA and all other applicable environmental rules, regulations and 

11 procedures. 

l 2 121. Petitioner has no adequate remedy other than that prayed for herein in that the 

13 subject matter is unique and rnonetary darnages would therefore be inadequate to fully 

14 compensate Petitioner for the consequences of Respondents' actions in their continued failure to 

L5 comply with CEQA with respect to the Project and the ENA, Petitioner therefore seeks, and is 

16 entitled to,. injunctive relief under Code of Civil Procedure section 526 et seq., and to a stay, 

17 preliminary and/or permanent injunction. 

18 

19 PRAYER .FOR .RELIEF 

20 '\}/HEltEFORE, Petitioner and Plaintiff prays for relief as follows: 

21 

22 

L For a peremptory virit of rnandate: 

a. directing Respondents and the Oversight Board, and each of them, to 

23 rescind and set aside their approval of the ENA, their adoption of the ENA, and all other 

24 approvals., if any, of the Arena Project; and 

25 b, enjoining Respondents and the Oversight Board, th.eir respective officers, 

26 employees, agents, boards, commissions, and all subdivisions from granting any authority, 
,,,. 

27 

28 

or entitlernents as part of the Arena Project or the ENA pursuant to the City's approval 

32 
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1 I c. cow .. manding Respondents and the Oversight Board, and each of them, to 

2 II immediately suspend all activities in furtherance or implementation of the ENA until such time 

3 .I as environmental review has been completed in compliance with CEQA, 

41 2. For a preliminary and permanent injunction against Respondents and the 

5 :I Oversight Board~ and each of them, and any of their agentsi enjoining them fron1 farther 
I, 

6 il pursuing the ENA and/or commencing work under the ENA. unless and until such time as 

7 t Respondents comply v;.1th tieir mandatory duties under CEQA and all other applicable 

8 environmental rules, regulations and procedures. 

9 For an award of its costs of suit and litigation expenses, including, without 

10 limitation~ attorneys' foes incurred herein as pen:nitted or required by law, 

nl For such other relief as the Court deems just and proper. 

12 \ Dated: October lZ 20 l 7 

13 t 

141 
15 l 
16 

17 

J 8 

19 

20 

21 

23 

24 I 
2s I 
2611 
27 :11;~: 

<I,_, 

2s -
1

f 
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CHATTEN-BRO\VN & CARSTENS LLP 

By ,-~~£~ ~~· 
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Do P, Carstens 
Michelle Black 
Attorneys for Petitioner 
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VERIFICATION 

I, tJ1e undersigned, dedare that 1 am an officer ofinglewood 'Residents Against Takings 

and Evictions, Petitioner in this action, I have read the foregoing Amended Petition For Writ Of 

Mandate and know the contents thereof, and the same is true of my own knowledge, 
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• • c He.rmosa Beach Office 
Phone: (310) 79lhMOO 
Fa¥: (310) 798-2402 Chatten,.,Brown & Carstens lLP 
San Diego Oftke 
?hoM: (13513) 999·0070 
Phon(!: {619) 940·4522 

n 1 rr<'M- ·.t M) v,.;, m 

Sally ~<l:agnani 

2200 Pacific Coast Highway, Suite 318 
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254 

www.cbcearthlaw,wm 

October 23~ 2017 

Senior Assistant Attorney General 
California Attorney General 
300 South Spring Street 
Los Angeles1 CA 90013-1230 

Ooug!as P, Cerstens 
Email Address: 
'::!PSSW'~~£S'.<!.~!12lil,'.:'!:~?-~0 

Direct Dial: 
310· 798·2400 E¥t 1 

Re: Challenge to City of Inglewood, City of Inglewood City CouncHi Successor 
Agency to the Inglewood Redevelopment Agency, Governing Board of the 
Successor Agency to the Inglewood Redevelopment Agency, the Inglewood 
Parking Authority, and the Ingle wood Parking Authority Board of Director's 
approval of the Exclusive Negotiating Agreement with Murphy's Bowl LLC, 
Inglewood Residents Against Takings And Evictions v, City oflnglewood, et 
aL 

Honorable Attorney General: 

Pursuant to Public Resources Code section 21167.. 7 and Code of Civil Procedure 
section 388, please find enclosed a copy of Plaintiff and Petitioner the Ingle\vood 
Residents Against Takings And Evictions' ('1Petitioner'i) Verified First Amended Petition 
for Writ of Mandate and Complaint for Injunctive Relief Pursuant to the California 
Environmental Quality Act C'Petition'') against Defendants and Respondents City of 
Inglewood, City of Inglewood City Council, Successor Agency to the Inglewood 
Redevelopment Agency, Governing Board of the Successor Agency to the Inglewood 
Redevelopment Agency~ the Inglewood Parking Authority, the Inglewood Parking 
Authority Board of Directors, and the Oversight Board to the Successor Agency to the 
Inglewood Redevelopment Agency (collectively, "Respondents") and Real Party in 
Interest Murphyjs Bowl LLC, filed in Los Angeles Superior Court~ Stanley Mosk 
Courthouse, located at 111 N. HilJ Street,. Los Angeles, CA 90012 .. 

Petitioner challenges Respondents' approval of an Exclusive Negotiating 
Agreement regarding the construction of a professional sports arena in the City of 
1nglipwood. Among other causes of action, Petitioner challenges Respondents' failure to 
adhe~ to the requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act, including proper 
prep~tion of an Environmental Impact Repnrtj and to provide a fair hearing, 

''·"' 
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• California Attorney General 
October 23, 2017 
Page2 

• 
This .Petition is being provided pursuant to the notice provisions nf the Public 

Resources Code. Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely~ 

End: Verified First Amended Petition for \Vrit of Mandate and Complaint for lajunctive 
Relief Pursuant to the Califomia Environmental Quality Act 
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• 
PROOF OF SERVICE 

I am employed by Chatten-Brown & Carstens LLP in the County of Los Angeles, 
State of California. I am over the age of 18 and not a party to the within action, My 
business address is 2200 Pacific Coast Highway* Ste. 318, Hennosa Beach* CA 90254. 
On October 23, 2017, I served the within documents: 

LETTE,R TO THE CALIFORNl;\ ATTORNEY GENERAL REGARDING FIRST 

AlVIENDED PETITION FOR "'1RIT OF lVIANDATE 
/ 

r-l"vIA UNITED STATES .MAIL. I am readilv familiar with this business* 
1.11 practice for collection and processing of co~spondence for mailing with the 

United States Postal Service. On the same day that correspondence is placed 
for collection and mailing, it is deposited in the ordinary course of business 
with the United States Postal Service in a sealed envelope with postage fully 
prepaid, I enclosed the above-referenced document(s) in a sealed envelope or 
package addressed tn the person(s) at the address( es) as set forth below i and 
foUowing ordinary business practices I placed the package for collection and 
mailing on the date and at the place of business set forth above. 

I dedare that I am employed in the office of a member of the bar of this court 
whose direction the service was made, I declare under penalty ofpeziury under the laws 
of the State of California that the above is tme and correct Executed on October 23, 
2017, at Hemmsa Beach, Califomia 90254. 

SERVICE LIST 

California Attorney General 
300 South Spring Streetj Ste. 1700 
Los Angeles~ CA 90013 
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Hennosiil Beach Offke 
Phone: {310) 7%·1400 
Fax: (311:}) 79l:Vi~402 Chatten .. Brown & Carstens llP 
San Oiego OOke 
Phone: l858) 999·0070 
Phone: \!'JHIJ 940·4522 

By US. lvf ail 

2200 Padflc Coast Highway, Suite 318 
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254 

www.cbcearthlaw.com 

October 23, 2017 

Jrunes T, Butts, Chair of the Board 
Oversight Board to the Successor Agency 
to the Inglewood Redevelopment Agency 
1 Manchester Boulevard 
Inglewood, CA 90301 

Douglas?, Carstens 
Email Address: 
dpc@•cbcearth!aw.com 

Direct Dia!: 
3:10··798·2400 Ext. 1 

Re: Challenge to September 7. 2017, Approval of Exclusive Negotiating 

Agreement and Arena Project 

Dear Chairman Butts: 

Pursuant to Public Resources Code section 21167 .5~ please take notice that the 
Inglewood Residents Against Takings And Evictions plans to file ru1 amended petition for 
writ of mandate and complaint challenging the September 71 2017, approval of an 
Exclusive Negotiating Agreement to develop a professional sports arena by the Oversight 
Board to the Successor Agency to the Inglewood Redevelopment Agency. This petition 
will he filed in Los Angeles Superior Court, Stanley Mosk Courthouse, located at 111 N. 
Hill Street, Los Angeles. CA 90012, 
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PROOF OF SERVICE 

1 am employed hy Chatten~BrO\Vll & Carstens LLP in the County of Los Angeles, 
State of Califomia. I am over the age of 18 and not a party to the within action. My 
business address is 2200 Pacific Coast Highway, Ste. 318, Hermosa Beach1 CA 90254 . 
On October 23, 2017, I served the within documents: 

LETTER TO OVERSIGHT BOARD TO THE SUCCESSOR AGENCY 
TO THE INGLEWOOD REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY 
REGARDING PETITION FOR WRIT OF MANDATE 

~'IA UNITED STATES MAIL. I am readily familiar with this business~ 
l!J practice for collection and p.mcessing of correspondence for mailing with the 

United States Postal Service. On the same day that correspondence is placed 
for collection and mailing, it is deposited in the ordinary course of business 
vvith the United States Postal Service in a sealed envelope with postage fully 
prepaid. I enclosed the above-referenced document{s) in a sealed envelope or 
package addressed to the person(s) at the address( es) as set forth below, and 
foHowing ordinary business practices 1 placed the package for collection and 
mailing on the date and at the place of business set forth above. 

I declare that I am employed in the office of a member of the bar of this court 
whose direction the service was made, I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws 
of the St.ate of California that the above is true and correct Executed on October 23, 
2017, at Hermosa Beach, California 90254, ~,.,,,.,,,,.?:.- 4" 

/~~ ---% 

SERVICE LIST 

James T. Butts~ Chair of the Board 
Oversight Board to the Successor 
Agency 
to the Inglewood Redevelopment 
Agency 
l ~1'.anchester Boulevard 
Inglywood, CA 9030 l 

''..'l 

L/~·c"'/c~ 

Cynthia Kellman 
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,, Hermosa Seach Office 
Phone: (310} i9a.-2400 
Fax i310) }%\·1402 Chatten .. Brown · & Carstens tlP 

Dtou9la~ P. Ca~s 
fman Address: 
dpt@rbcea.rthla1tl o::i'U 

San Diego Ofike 
Phone; (853} S%HKl70 
?horw: (619} 9404522 

2200 Pacific Coast Highway, Sulte 318 
Hermosa Bead\ CA 00254 

www~<:bcearthlaw,com 
Direct Ola!: 
no-798·2400 Ext l 

July 20, 20 I 7 

By US, 1Hail 

City of Inglewood and City of Inglewood 
City Council 
c/o Ms. Yvonne Horton 
City Clerk, City of Inglewood 
I Manchester Boulevard 
Inglewood, California 9030 l 

City of Inglewood Parking A utl:mdty 
City of Inglewood Parking Authority 
Board of Dire~tors 
c/o Ms .. Yvonne Horton 
Secretary, Inglewood .Parking Authority 
J Manchester .Boulevard 
Inglewood. California 9030 l 

Successor Agency to the Inglewood 
Redevelopment Agency 
Governing Board of the Successor 
Agency to the Inglewood 
Redevelopment Agency 
c/o Margarita Cruz 
Successor Agency Manager 
1 Manchester Boulevard 
Inglewood, California 9030 i 

Re: Challenge to June 15, 20 J 7, Approval of Exdusive Negotiating Agree.rnent 
and Arena Project 

Dear Ms, Horton and Ms. Cruz: 

Pursuant to Public Resources Code section 21167 .5, please take notice that the 
Inglewood Residents Against Takings And Evictions plans tci file a petition for writ o.f 
mandate and complaint cha1lenging the June l SJ 2017, approval of an Exdusive 
Negotiating Agreement by and among the City of Inglewood ("City~'). the City of 
Inglewood ~ Successor Agency to the Inglevwod Redevelopment Agency ('1Successor 
· Agenc;l'), the Inglewood Parking Authority ("Parking Authority"). and Murphy's Bowl 
LLC to develop a professional sports arena. This petition will be filed against the City. 
the City oflnglewood City Cowell~ the Successor Agency. the Governing Board of the 
Successor Agency, the Parking Authority, and the Parking Authority Board of Directors 
in Los Angeles Superior Court~ Statlley Mosk Courtl:u:mse~ located at I 11 N. Hill Street, 
Los Angeles~ CA 90012. 
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.PROOF OF SERVICE 

I am employed by Charten-Brc:rwn & Carstens LLP in the County of Los .Angeles, 
State of California. 1 am over the age of l S and not a party to th~ within action. My 
business address is 2200 Pacific Coast Highway, Ste. 318~ Hem:msa Beach, CA 90254 . 
On July 2,0, 2017, I served th.e within documents: 

LETTE.R TO THE CITY OF INGLEWOOD AND crrv. OF INGLEWOOD CITY 
COUNCIL) CITY OF INGLEWOOD PARKIN{; AUTHORITY AND 
CIT~' OF' INGLEWOOD PARKING AUTHOWT~' BOARD OF DIRECTORS, 
SUCCESSOR AGENCY TO THE INGLEWOOD REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY 
AND GOVERNJ:N"G BOARD OF THE SUCCESSOR AGENCY TO THE 
INGLEWOOD REDEVELOP.l\fEN'f AGENCY REGARDING PETITION FOR 
WRIT OF MANDATE 

~A UNITED ST ATES MAIL .. I am readily familiar with this business~. 
L!:l practice for collection and processing of oorrespondence for mailing '*Nitb the 

United States Postal Service, On the same day that correspondence is placed 
for colle.ction and mailing; it is deposited in the ordinary course ofl:msiness 
with the United States Postai Service in a sealed envelope with postage fully 
prepaid. I enclosed the above-referenced document(s) in a sealed envelope or 
package addressed to the perso:n(s) at the address(es) as set forth belowj and 
following ordimrry business practices I placed the package for collectkm and. 
mailing on the date and at the place of business set forth above. 

I declare that I am employed in the office of a member of the bar of this court 
whose direction the service was made. I declare under penalty of perjury ooder the laws 
of the State of California that the above is true and correct Executed on July 20, 2017, at 
Hermosa Beach1 California 90254. 

Cynthia Kellman 
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• 
SERVICE LIST 
City oflnglewood and City oflnglew-000 
City Council 
c!o Ms., Yvonne Horton 
City Clerk~ City of ln,g:Jewood 
l Manchester Boulevard 
Inglewood, California 90301 

City of fugJewood Parking Authority 
City of fug.lewood Parking Authority 
Board of Directors 
c/o Ms, Yvonne Horton 
Secretary~ Inglewood Parking Authority 
l ·Manchester Boulevard 
luglewon~ California 90301 

Suecessor Agency to the Inglewood 
Redevelopment Agency 
Governing Board of the Successor 
Agency to the Inglewood 
Redevelopment Agency · 
clo Margarita Cruz 
Successor Agency Manager 
1 Manchester Boulevard 
rngle\VOO~ California 90301 

• 
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EXH!Bff C 



•· 
• n 

II 
<i 

1 lcHAITEN.-BRO\VN&CARSTENS LLP 
Douglas P, Carstens, SBN 193439 

2 Josh Chatten-Browni SEN 243605 

3 Michelle !31$ck, SBN 26196~ 
,,. 2200 Pacific Coast Hwy~ Smte 318 

4 , Hermosa B~c.h. CA 90254 . 
.. !,, 310,7913,2400; Fax 310,798.2402 
5 

'11 Attorneys for Petitioner 
6 

1
1 INGLEWOOD RESIDENTS AGAINST TAKING$ 

7 I AND EVICTIONS 

8 

• 

SUPFJUOR CO'URT OF THE ST ATE OF CALIFORNIA 

91 . COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 
10 j , . 

·.·i INGLEWOOD RESIDENTS AGAINST ) CASE NO.: 
11 I TAKINGS AND EVICTIONS, /)) 

NOTICE OF E.LECTION TO 
12 • .. ·.·.1 .. • .. ·1

1
.•. Plaintiff and Petitioner, )) PREPARE THE ADMINISTRATIVE 

RECORD PURSUANT TO PUBLIC 
13 11 V; ) RESOURCES CODE § 2U67.6(b)(2) 

I . l 
14 Iii CITY OF INGLEWOOD, a municipal corporation; ) 

· r CITY OF INGLEWOOD CITY COUNCIL; ) , 
1 S ll SUCCES .. SOR AGENCY TO TH.E·" INGl.EWOOD )· 

REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY;. GOVERNING ) 
16 i BOARD OF IBE SUCCESSOR AGENCY TO ) 

THE INGLEWOOD REDEVELOPMENT ) 
17 AGENCY;. THE INGLEWOOD PARKING ) 

AUTHORITY; TIIE INGLEWOOD PARKING ) 
18 AUTI:IORJIT BOARD OF DIRECTORS; and ) 

DOES 1~10; ) 
19 ) 

I
' . Defendants and R~ondents, ) 

~· ~ : 
-~~--~'-~" __ . ___ , __ ) 

I , . ) 

2 l i MURPHY'S BOWL LLC. a Delaware Limited ) 
t Liability Company; ROES 10~20; ) 

22 l! ) 
"' II Re.al Pru:ties in Interest. ) 

25 !1 ) 

'4 I ; 

~5 l 
26 

'~7 i 

:~ lhfu~oo~~~~-· --~-~EOFELEcrlONTO~ 
".,;.; ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD 
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• • I! 
( 

Pursuant to Public Resources Code section 21167,6(0:){2), Plaintiff and Petitioner 

Inglewood Residents Against Takings and Evictions ('iPetitioner") hereby elects to prepare the 

, administrative record and the reoo:rd ofproceedings iri ci::mneciion 'tvith this action. Petitioner 
4! 

I therefore requests that Defendants and Respondents City of Inglewood~ City of lngle¥1·ood City 
5 

Ii: Council, Successor Agency to the ~glewood Redevelopment Agency~ Governing Board of the 
6 i 

j Successor Agency to the Inglewood Rtxlevelopment Agency~ the Inglewood Parking Authority1 

7 

8 

9 

HJ 

and the Inglewood Parking Authority Board of Directors ("Respondents") notify Petitioner's 

attorneys of rec-0rd in writing when the; items oonstituting the administrative reoord are available 

for inspection and photocopying. To the extent necessary to facilitate a prompt response to this 

: notice, Petitioner's request should he de~med a request to inspect public reoords under the 

I 
1 

' California Public Records Act 
~ 

1? j. 
M /j Petitioner reserves the right to request that Respondents prepare any portion ·of the record 

13 °i ' ~i that is not otherwise reasonably avaHable except from one or more of Respondents, However1 
14 I , 

j nothing in this notice shall be construed as Petitioner's express or implied agreement to make 
15 ! any payment to Respondents fQr their assembly Of the items that oonstimte the administrative 
16 ! 

17 

18 

19 

20 

record or for any other expense :incurred by Respondents in providing Petitioner with access to 

the items c,onstituting the reco.n:L Jn the absence of Petitioner's express 'Written 

acknowledgement to the contrary~ thls notice asks Re&pon<lents to do nothing more than provide 

access to the items constituting th.e reoord. 

21 ' ' ,,, Dated: Ju]~(~ 201 7 Respectfully sulunittedt 
22 

ir 
23 .:1 

24 I[ 
~i 

25 ~· 
26 II 

:~71~ 
< ..., .... ) 

CHA ITEN~BRO~'N & CARSTENS LLP 

By.~~-
Dou.g!P:Carstens 
Michelle Black 
Attorneys for Petitioner 

,·zs I 
:;~IL_~ 
': :~ Printed on R.ecyckJ Paper ~-~-~--~-,,..,N=o=n""'c"""E""'o=F""'E"""''L=ECT=10"""'N""'· =r=o""P"""RE""'~p"""Afffi=.=Tiffi"'='· 

ADM1N1STRATMRECORD 
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• 

From: Mayor James T, Butts, Jr. 
Sent~ Sati.m:lay,June 17, 201.7 5:59 PM 
To: Tun!sla Johnson <tjohnson@citvoflngiewood.org> 
Subject: lngl{!!wood & Cllppers Open Negotiations 

• 

Press Conference Announcing Inglewood Clippers ENA 
. . ... . ., . .. 
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NBC INTERVIEW :MAYOR JMiES BUITS CLIPPERS 

(ClJCK PHOTO OR TEXT} 

Mayor's Message 
Inglewood Clippers(?) 

June 15th 2017t,the day the City Councn of Inglewood voted to 
open exclusive negotiations {ENA) with the Los Angeles 
Clippers to explore buUding an 18,000 to 20,000 seat arena on 
22 acres City controlled land at Century and Prairie. Some of 
these parcels have sat vacant and unused for as long as 30 
years. The Clippers as part of the negotiations agreement 
have depos~ted 1,5 million dollars with the City. Details of the 
ENA will be found below in text, audio and video. 

INGLEWOOD MILESTONES 

:4,anuary 15, 2014 .. forum reopens 1st act ... The Eagles 
:,~,anuary 15~ 2016 .. Rams/NFl come to Inglewood 
!·~ :}) 

'.-'..'~ 
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January 12, 2017 .. Chc.:trgfl'rs relocate to ~ngiewood 
January 15~ 2011 .. CHppers open negotiations with City 
Nov"mber 2011 .. $20 Mimon Senior Center Opens 
September 2019 .. Century Bl Reconstruction co~plete 
September 2019 .. Metro Green lifle open$ in Inglewood 
September 2020 .. Rams/Charger$ Play In Our Stadium 
February 6, 2022 ... Superbowl l VI (56) in Inglewood 
July 2024 "' 2024 Summer Olympics World Games * 

WELCOME TO INGLEWOOD CLIPPER NATION 
' ' ' 
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Scott & B of Might 1090 Interview 

ayor James Butts 

Fred Roggin Interviews 
ayor James Butts 
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<ri,e · eattlt mimes 
Clippers, city of Inglewood negotiate on 

proposed new arena 
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The Inglewood City Council unanimously approved an exclusive negotiating agreement wlih 
the Los Angeles Clippers on Thursday that could !ead to the construction of liln arena for the 
NBA learn across the skeet from !he future home of the NFL's Chargers and Rams. 

The arena would be privately funded and no public money would be used for the project, 
sa!d GH!fan Zucker, Clippers president of business operations. 

"I have said from day one that \'N: need to plan for the future,N team owner Steve Ballmer 
wrote ln a letter to Clippers fans, "This agreement helps us do that by expanding our 
options," · 

Read Full Article 

Inglewood City Council Approves Clippers 
Arena Project 

'<: ... 
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• 

The Inglewood City Council Thursday morning 1.manimous!y approved a.n exclusive 
negotiating agreement for development of an NBA basketball arena for the Los Angeles 
Clippers on a 22~acre p!ot of city~owned !and. 

According to city council documents, the agreement outlines a threeNyear negotiating period 
with a developer planning to build "a premier and state~of ~ the-art National Basketball 
Association professional basketball arena consisting of approximately 18,000 to 20,000 
seats:' 

That window also gives the Clippers three years to conducl an environmental review of the 
project 

Inglewood Mayor James Bulls described the council's approval to C8S2 as a "promise ring." 

Read Full Article 

[osAngeles 
Inglewood will vote on deal for Clippers to 

explore new arena 
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As roum:Mhe~clock construction contlrmes on the $2,6-b!!lian stadium for 
the Rams and Chargers ln !nglevvood, the resurgent dly is moving toward adding another 
team, 

!ng!ewood's City Covnci! will vote Thursday on an exclusive negotiating agreement for 
a ClippenH::ontro!ioo company to build an arena for the team, according to a copy of the 
document 

The 22 acres for the arena are across the street from the 298·acre site where Hams owner 
Stan Kroenke is buitdlng the stadium as part of a sprawling mixedwuse development 

The Rams aren't involved in the Clippers' arena project. according to a person with direct' 
knowledge of the situation, though representatives of Kroenke and the C!ippern had multiple 
discussions about 1he team joining the Rams' project that's scheduled to be completed in 
2020 or building on an adjacent parceL 

Read Full Article 

::~Inglewood City Council OKs negotiations 
::;- -..,,) 
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for new Clippers arena 

lnglevmod City Coi.mdl unanimously voted in favor Thursday of a negotiating agreement on 
the development of a "premier and state-oHhe-art" basketball arena with seating capacity of 
1.8,000 to 20,000, 

The property !s located on about 22 acres of !and between Prairie and Yukon Avenue and 
bordered on the north by Century Boi.1!.evarcL Much of the land is owned by the city of 
!ngle•,uood, according lo city documents, 

lnglevtood City Council members spoke a!rnost 1Jnlversally ln favor of the pl~n "Inglewood is 
not going to be the place to drive through, but the place to drive to, and this is part of that," 
one Inglewood city councilman said, 

Read Full Article 

y ...• st· 
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Inglewood in talks to build new Clippers 
arena across from NFL stadium 

i , ---~ 

i . ' 
• : '" ~ 

j >,·. 

Maybe sharing a stadium is okay for the Rams and Chargers,. but the Clippers appear to be 
getting fed up with :shar1ng their venue, ABC? repnrts that the !ng!ewood Ci1y Council voted 
unanimously Thursday to start negotiating an agreement with the basketball team that would 
bring an 18,000· i.o 20,000-seal basketball arena lo the city. 

The ne:ws station reports the property that Inglewood is considering for the Clippers arena 
measures 22 acres and is located just across the slreet from LA's future NFL stadium site, 
The !and, located between Prairie and Yukon Avenue south of Century Boulevard, ls mostly 
owned by the city, The Clippers would put a new arena, plus offices and a training facility on 
the site. 

Read Full Article 
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Quicklinks 

· .. :, 

If you would like to be included on this distribution iist to receive newsletters 
and special community bulletins, please fm out the quick form found HERE. 

Mayor James T, Butts., )r,, One Manchester Blvd, Ing!e•.vood, CA 90301 

SafeUnsubscr!be '"' tjohnson©ldt1ofing!ev.'ood, oro 

Fory1~.P~m.2H i'lJQda~ ! About QiJ.L~rvice p~ 

~O:mt.ocf tl.f'7 
Try !t free today 
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LEGEND - City Parcels 
D Successor Agency Parcels 
- City/Clipper Development Arau, Subject to Eminent Domain 

- - .~· SB 789 - Expedited Eminent Domain Area 
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,. 10,( ,0 Century Industrial Commerce Center: 3800 West Century Boulevard 

8 

• 
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L 'i, ij z ,(j)
1 
Extra Space Storage.: 3846 West Century Boulevard 

e 

l 
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2. '";;:,..Airport Park View Hotel: 3900 W. Century Boulevard 

• 
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t. :,;:; z. ,(~i:,}Rodeway !rm: 3940 West Century Boulevard 

• 
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i \i>'~'Let's Have a Cart Party: 10212 Prairie Avenue 
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r ii:;t ,,0,sugarfina: 3915West10211
d Street 

4'0~~--
r~ 

• 
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. , ,{;~\Hollywood .Aerial Arts: 3838West102nd Street 
L \>:?{,\.,_J \ ------~· , -----: .• --=~.---:-

• ., . ~· 

• 
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10
,9, CD's Cabinets: 3820 West 102"' Street 

• 

• 
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: : ::, ;~}sES International Express, Inc. 10105 South Doty Avenue 
ic <U'~\··. /'' 

'--""' 

• 
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: : ,:, 7 {~ Starlight Freight System: 3780 West Century Boulevard 
ic .,.,, •. ,.\, /I; 

~--~ Pacific G!oba! Consolidators: 3770 West Century Boulevard 

• 

• 
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, ; s ~;rne Starlink Group: 10105 S. Doty Avenue 
~!0'1 

I 
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i ., ,,;_ (~ UPS Supply Chain Solutions: 3600 West Century Boulevard 
,.,.___/' 

• 

- .,,..,; 
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Aqua N;,wti.r Spedald lt6 

Tropical EntliOrpriS(!S #8 

• 
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Pacific Window Covering: 3738 West Century Boulevard 

• 
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]JllUiilllID!rnJJicr:: ' fV>:"•':~T&:'J:;;:: ';:: ;t?t'f.§B!fffiM&il! 
·-, -« - '":,_. ;i{ESIDENTS, HOMES AND CHURCH PROPERTIES ARE DIRECTLY ADJACENT TO THE 

PROPOSED ARENA, MULTI-TIERED PARKING GA.RAGE AND TRAINING FACIUTI'. 

• 
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, \de 3806West102"" Street 

• 
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i iS01nglewood Southside Christian Church 

• 
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r \£)~: c;J Nicholas Gardens Apartments: 3911West104t1i Street 
''-/ 
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, \00;A Sampling of More Single-Family Homes Adjacent to Arena Area 
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~ ;;c8. Some of the Thousands of Residents Who Will be Negatively Impacted 

,Ramon So'sa 

• 
; Delgado '-· .............. , ... ····· ... ~ .......... ~ ......... ,,.~.··, .............. ,.~ 
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1 ts:ft.Resldent~ ln.~~e ENA. Area Speak'O,ut in the £os . !l,dt.S ~mt$ 
Exterpb from fng1ew1~od Residents Speak Out Agi:w.'>< the Proposed Clippers Arena, August .13,. 20.J 

The city owns large parcels of land in the area around the business, making it one of 
the most plausible arena sites, "H's not an eyf.~sore, it's not bhghtd, ifs wcll~kept, 
well~maintained and we don't want to go anywhere," Bhagat sa\d, "'\Ve're going to 
fight tooth and nail to stop the project. 

He is among a gro·wing number of business ow"Uers and residents pushing back 
again.-"t Clippers owner Steve Bal!mer's proposal to construct the "state of the art" 
grena with lS,ooo to 20,000 seats alongside a practice facility, team offices and 
parkinl} "How are we go.ing to rephia~ th.is business vlith anG!her business .ln 

Southern California with that great of a !oeationr Bhagat said. "lt lite.rally is impossible." 

A ha!fffblo,~k away, Grade Sosa h.as witniwsed the neighborhood's evolution frmn a two
bedmom home cm Doty Avenue whern she's frved with her parents since 1985. Crime and 
violence in the area have dwindled in recent years, replar.ed by a calmer, fomily~oriented 
atmosphere, 

Sosa, 'who \Wrks frJr the Amerh:an Red Cross, leam~~d of the potential arena from a 
friend, No representatives of the city or te.am have contacted the family, 

"It's about the money," Sosa said, " .•• I don't think our voices ru:e heard, 
\'Ve're not billionaires. \Ve'rejust residents of a uot·so·great neighborhood. 
Rut it's our ndghbo:r'hood. "''VVe're saying 'No, no, no' unti.1 the end." 

Nicole Fletcher reskfos nearby in an apartment on 104th Street She vralks aronnd the hlock at night and sees a n.dghoorhood 
that's come a long w·ay, but holds the potential for more improvement In her eyes, that doesn't indude an arena. 
"My biggest concern is how it -.vill impact the families,." Fletcher said. 
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• • 
PROO!i"' O~' SERVICE 

J am employed by Chatten-Brown & Carstens LLP in the County of Los Angeles, State of California, 
lam over the age of 18 and not a party to the within action, My business address is 2200 Pacific Coast 
.Highway, Ste. 318, Hermosa Beach, CA 90254. October 23, 2017, I served the within documents; 

x 

D 

D 

D 

VE,RIFIED FIRST AlViENDED PETITION FOR WRIT OF MANDATE 
AND COMPLAINT FOR INJlJNClTVE RELIEF PURSUANT TO THE 

CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAl, QUALITY ACT 

VIA UNITED STATES MAIL. 1 am readily familiar with this business' practice for 
collection and processing of correspondence for mailing with the United States Postal Service. 
On the same day that correspondence is placed for co!lectkm and mailing, it is deposited in 
the ordinary course of business with the United States Postal Service in a sealed envelope \Vith 
postage fully prepaid, I enclosed the above-referenced document(s) in a sealed envelope or 
package addressed to the person(s) at the address( es) as set forth below, and following 
ordinary business practices I placed the package for collection and mailing on the date and at 
the place of business set forth above, 

VIA OVER:i"H.GHT DELIVERY. I enclosed the above-referenced document(s) in an 
envelope or package designated by an overnight delivery carrier with delivery foes paid or 
provided for and addressed to the person(s) at the address(es) listed beh:;iw, I placed the 
envelope or package for collection and overnight del)very at an office or a regularly utilized 
drop box of the ovemlght delivery carrier, 

VIA MESSENGER SERVICE. l served the above-referenced d.ocument(s) by placing them 
in an envelope or package addressed to the person(s) at the address(es) listed below and 
provided them to a professional m.essenger service for service, (A dedaration by the 
messenger must accompany this Proof of Service or be contained in the Ded.aration of 
Messenger below,) 

VIA FACSIMILE TR4..NSMISSION. Based on an agreement of the parties to accept 
service by fax transmission, f faxed the above~re.ferenced document(s) to the persons at the 
fax number(s) listed below, No error was reported by the fax machine that i used. A copy of 
the record of the fax transmission is attached, 

VIA ELECTRONIC SERVICE. I caused the abovtHeferenced document(s) to be sent to 
the person(s) at the electrnnic address( es) listed below. 

I declare that I am employed in the office of a member of the bar ofthis court whose direction the 
service was made .. J declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the above is 
true and correct. Executed on October 23, 2017, at Hermosa Beach, California 90254. 

Cynthia KeHman 
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SERVICE LIST 

2 I 

I
. A. }tor:ey fo. r Respondents. 

3 Kenneth R. Campos, 

6 

1 
Ingle,vood City Attorney 

4 One I\1anchestcr Boulevard. gth Floor 
Inglev.iood, CA 90301 
kcamposa~citvoflngJewood,org 

7 Edward R Kang 
Kane, Ballmer & Berkman 

8 I·. 515 S. Figueroa Street, Suite 780 
Los Angeles,. CA 90071 9 I Edward@{kbblavr.com 

10 

14 

15 

AttorneJ~"Jfor Real Parties in Interest 
Jonathan R. Bass 
Charmaine Yu 
Coblentz Patch Duffy & Bass LLP 
One Montgomery Street, Suite 3000 
San Francisco, CA 94104 
ef .. jrb(mcpdb .com 

16 [ ef-cgy@cpdb.com 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 ! 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

• 
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CH"\ TTEN-BROW'N & CARSTENS LLP 
Douglas P, Carstens, SBN 193439 

2 MicheUe Black, SBN 261962 
2200 Pacific Coast Hvry, Suite 3 i 8 

3 Hermosa Beach, CA 90254 
.3] (L 798.2400; 1:·ax 3 I 0. 79.fL2402 

4 
Attomcvs for Petitioner 

5 INGLEWOOD RESIDENTS AGAil'iSTTAKINGS 
AND EVICTIONS 

6 

7 

8 

9 
SlJPERiOR t:XHJRT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

1 
.. , 
. f 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

2:2 

24 

25 

27 

28 

INGLE\.VOOD RESJDENTS AGAINST 
TAXINGS AND EVICTIONS, 

Plaintiff and Petitioner, 

\', 

CITY OF INGLEWOOD, a municipal corporation; 
CITY OF INGLEWOOD CITY COUNCIL~ 
SUCCESSOR AGENCY TO THE lNGLE\VOOD 
REDEVELOPf.vfENT AGENCY; GOVERN1NG 
BOARD OF THE SUCCESSOR AGENCY TO 
THE INGLE'\IVOOD REDEVELOPi'vfENT 
AGENCY; THE INGLE\VOOD PAJOONG 
AUTHORITY; TI-IE Il'i!GLE\VOOD !\ARKING 
AlJTHORlTY BOARD OF DIRECTORS; 
OVERSIGHT BO.ARD TO THE suc:cESSOR 
AGENCY TO THE JNGLE\:VOOD 
REDEVELOPMENT AGENC!r; and DOES l ~ 1 O; 

l'vHJRPHY'S BO\VL LLC, a Delaware Lim1ted 
Liability Cornpany; ROES l 0-20; 

Real Parties in Interest 

CASE NO.: BSl 70333 

Departn:ient 86 
Judger: Hort Amy D. Hogue 
Petition filed: July 20, 2017 

Trial: December 7, 2018 
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B The City Has Committed Itself to Reaching a Development /\greement for a 
Pn:jed That May Barnt the Enviromm::nt .. ,,,,,,,,_.,,,,,,,,""'"""'"""'"'""'""""""."'JO 

C, The Tenns of the EN/\ Improperly Prn~Determ1ne Most of the Parmneters of 
the Proposed Project, Far in Advance ofCEQA Compliance"'""" ........... """'"" 12 

Il The ENA Negotiations V/i!l Be Outside the Public Process That CEQA 
Requires ,, ,,,,, ,., , , .. ,,,, .... , ,,,.,,, ,,..,, , ,, ,,., , , .. .,,.,,,,,, ,,., , , .. .,,.,,, ,,,, ,.., ,,., ,, < ,,, ..... ,,., ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, , .. 1.3 

K The Ten11s of the ENA, Considered Together \Vith the TotalHy of the 
Circumstances Su1Tounding the City's Adoption of the ENA, Shoiv That 
Entering the ENA Required Formal CEQA Rovie\v """''""'"'°"'''""'"'"'"",,,,, ... 15 
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STATlJTES 
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§ 21 Q(Hl. "",, ... ,, .. ", ..... , ", ,., .. , .. , ,,, , , ,, ....... ,. '"', ,, ....... ", .... , ,, ,, , .... , , .. ,,, , ,, ........ ,,, '" ,,,.,,,,, ............. ,. "'"",,, .. 2 
§ 21 GG] ...... ,, '•"" ,,.,,, "" < .... > """' ..... >> > >.>«<«' ....... , '""_. ..... ,' '" ..... , , "«« ..,,.,., , , """"'''" ,,,,,,,' >H«<«<««<<·>>>" «« ,.16 
§ 21002 .... ,,.,.,,' ""' ,, , .. '' «<< <•>•>•> > '""'' .... , ,.,., > ,,,,,,,, ........ ',,,,,' <·<·< •.• "'' < ..... ,,, ,,,,,..,.,' ,,, • <<<<<<<< ,.,,...,.,., ,,,,,,, <<••••••<<<. '',, ,2, 16 
§ 21002' 1 ,.,.,,,, > "'''' >>> >. <<< <. ,,,,,,.,, < ,.,.. ,.,,, ,,,,,,,,.,..,, ,,,,, ,,, .. .., '' '' ''''' ,, ,,,,,,,, ..... '' ,,,,,,,,, ...... ,,,,, ''""''''''''''. '' ''"' < ,.13 

§ 2 r oos, ,, , ...... ,, .... ,, ,,, , .... ,, ......... ,, ,.,,, ... , ........ , ....... , ..... ,, ,,, ...... , ..... , .. ., ....... ,, , ....... ,,,, .. ,,, ....... ,, ... ., ......... ,. , ..... to 
§ 21006, .,.,.,.,.'' ' .. .,,,.,,' .... , ' .. ,, »•>•« ''""', > ........ "'".' """ '" '> '"''' .... '> ........... ,, ,, .... .,,, •• ,,,..,.,,,'' .......... ,, ······, .8) 14 
§ 21OB1., ,,,,., ,, , .... ,..,.,, ..... , .. , . , .... ,, ........ , ....... , ....... , ..... , .......... , ,.,, , ,, .. ,,, .............................. ,, ,,,,,,,,.,,,. ,.,, , , ... , .2 

§ 21 I 68,"' ,,.,.,'' '"" "''' ,.,, ',.,.,,,, ..... ' ....... ' """' <' ..... ,, > .... ,, ..... , > ><«' <H>>>'><« ,,.,.,.,.,,, ""'""' ,., .. ,.,,, >» """"'"" •. ,,., "'' 7 
§ 21168.5' ''"''' .... , "'' , ..... ',., > ,, .... ,'' ...... '" ..... ,,," .... , .. ,.,,, ,.,.,' ,.,,, .. ,.,, '"'" , ... ,., , "'""'''"' ,,,,,.,,,,,,., ... , .... , .. ' > '""" 7 

CEQA. Guk:lelmes 
§ 15004,,,,' ,,,., ,,,,,,, <, ., '' ,,,,, < , .. ',,,,,,,,'' ... , '' ,,,,,,,,,' •. , ''' ,,,,, '" '' ,,,,, ' ... ',,,,,,''' • .,.,'' ,,,,,,,,, < >''' .... '''' ,,,,,,,,,,,'' ,, ,8, 15 
§ I 5063 ......... ,, ,,, ....... , ........ ,, , , ...... , ..... ,,, ,,,,,, ........ ,,,, .. , ..... ,,,,, ...... '""" ,, .. ,, ... ,,,, .. ,, ... , ........... ,,,,, '"" 7, 9, 1. 5 
§ l 508!'.L .. , ......... ,,, ....... ,,,,, ...... , '""" ,,,,, .... ,,,,,,,,. ,..,, .. '""' .•.. ,,,,, . , ••... ,,,, ............ , ,,,,,,, .... , ....... , .. ,,,. ,,,,, ,, .... ,,, :l 4 
§ I 520 J , .......... ,,, ........ ,,,. .... , , . ,,,, .. ,. , ..... ,, ,, .. ,,,., , ..... ,,,, ...... , .. ,, , , ... , ,,,,.,. ........... ,,,.,,,,,,.,,, .... ,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,. J 4 
§ 15378.,,,, < '"''' ,,,. < <"'' ""' < ..,, '' ,,.,.,,, <'' '·'·''' ,,,.,.,,' .,.,, '' ''""' "'' ,.,, '' ... , '' ,,,,, '< <' ,,., ''' ,,,.,,,,,,''' ... '''' "" ,,,,,.,,' .. ' ,,.,,9 
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INTROIJUCTlON 
The rnain purpose of the California Environmental Quality Act, fbund at Public 

Resources Code sections 21000, et seq, ("CEQA.") is to ensure that public entities make 

decisions \vith errvirnmnental considerations in mind, and that where those decisions may hann 

the enviroruncnt> that the agencies take all feasible steps to avoid such hami, (Pub, Resources 

Code§§ 21002~ 21081 subd, (a),) CEQA is also intended to fnfbrm the pubEc of the 

environmental values of its elected off1cials> through the CEQA process~ in 1;vhich the lead 

agency analyzes and discloses the potential envi.ro.mncntal consequences of actions the agency 

intends to takes, the public comments on those consequences~ and the agency responds, In that 

i,:vay, ''the public wrn kmn:v the basis on 1,vhich its responsible oilkials either approve or reject 

envirn.nJ.nentally significant action, and the public, being dul.y infotrrl.ed, can respond accordingly 

to action Vlith which it disagrees, The EIR process protects not only the environment, hut 

i11fon11ed self~governm.ent," (Laure! Heights lmprovernent Assn, v. Regents of the t/niversity of 

Here~ in their singk~mindcd determination to attract the constructirm of a professional 

basketball arcm\. officials of the City of lnglnvood, the Successor Agency to the Inglewood 

Redevelopment Agency, and the lnglev>/ood Parking A.uthority (collectively. herein "the City") 

have vioiatcd the 1n&in principles and purposes of CEQA and the euvironmental irnpad report 

(ElR) process~ ecmmitting the City to approval of a project before a single CEQA analysis was 

prepared, and prec.lu.ding any rneaning:fuI consideration of alternatives to the arena, The City 

entered an Exclusive Negotiating Agreement (ENA) \Vith Real. Party in Interest Murphy;s Bo'\;vl 

LLC\ a corporation cnvned by Sieve BaHmer, the ow1wx of the Clippers basketball team, to 

develop a basketball arena for the Clippers (''PmjecC), The ENA. binds the City to exch1sive 

negotiations with Real Party (Developer), and bans any discussion hy the City 1,vith any other 

developer as to any property within the Project site for the three~year term of the ENA, 1 

The location and scope of the proposed Project are de:ar from the ENA: an arena of 

18,000*20~000 seats, V<'ith a precise location in the City delineated on a detailed rnap, abuttin.g 

residential areas and containing many existing businesses, The proposed Project site also 

contains City-owned parcels, and the ENA. contains detailed procedures fbr transferring them. to 

1 The original ENA \Vas approved by the City Council on June 15, 2017 (AR 33-57), and is 
referred to herein as '(June ENA.." A somn,lhat revised ENA vtas approved on J\ugust 15, 20 i 7 
(AR 5-26), and is referred to herein as "Revised ENA" 
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the Developer, as wen as an expressed intc'Dtion fr:.r t11e City to acquire other parcels in the site 

and tnmsfor them to the Developer, (/\dministrative Record (AR) J8w39 and 41 [.Recitals Band 

C~ § 2(b)); and AR 6, 8~9 [Recitals C and D1 § 2(b)].) Moreover, the City requested detailed 

financial information and plans for the i\rena Project~ but did not request infbrmatfon about any 

alternative site options. 

'fhe City has leant considerable momentum and political clout to the proposed Project~ 

but has done so \vlthout any prior CEQA cm:npliance whatsoever, The City's actions have 

ignored CEQ/\'s substantive and procedural requirements, and have turned any eventual EIR. on 

t11is Project from "a document of public accountability" (Laurel Heights, supm, 47 CaLJd at 

392), into a document of public irrelevance and impennissibk "post hoc rationalization" 

condemned by the Supreme Court 

.A .. City A.ctfrms Pdor To Environ.mental Review. 

The record shows that the C>ity of Jng1ewood began negotiations \Vith one or :more entities 

associated with Steve Ballmer, owner of the L/\., Clippers profbssfonal basketbaU team, that 

eventually became fbmwd as ft'furphy's Bowl LLC (AR 279, 285). The negotiations began in 

January 2017, vrith the rnutu.a! desire of City officials and Ballmer for the Clippers to build and 

occupy a National Basketba1! Association basketball arena in Ing.Iewooil (AR 564.) As stated 

in communications bet».veen the Developer and the City on June 9, 20171 the entity {iviurphy's 

Bowl LLC) was given "a generic name so it vvon't identify the proposed project" (AR 824.) 

11w existence of the negotiations was not revealed to the public, ho\vtwer, until hme 14, 

;vhen the Ingle\vood City Council rushed to issue a notice that it \Vould hold a special joint 

n;eeting the very next day, together with the Successor Agency to the Inglewood Redevelopment 

Agency (Successor Agency) and the Parking Authority, in order to consider the ENA. that is the 

subj'ect of this case .. This meeting was called \.Vith evc'11 kss than 24-hours' notice req, uired bv ,... . 
the Bn:rwn Act (ffovt Code § 54956 subd, (a)) for a "speciar' meeting, (AR 149~ 151; AR 152.) 

City officials considered giving the norrnal. 72 hours notice but deliberately decided against it 

(AR 825 [having to include ENA \vHh the agenda ;vas "why '~ve elected to just post 24 hours 

versus the normal 72''}.) At the June 15 special meeting, the governing boards of the three 

Respondent entities all voted to formally enterthc ENA, a coinpfox, 22~page a&,<reement that had 

already been prepared, and that binds the City to a thre:>year period of exclusive negotiations 

with a recently-for.med corporation 1,;vith the innocuous and unrevealing name ofMm1:ihy's Bovil, 
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"to facilitate the development of a premier and state~of:--the<trt National Basketba!I .Association 

CNBi\') profossfonai basketbalI arena consisting of approximately 18/)00 to 20;000 seats,)~ (AR. 

161~ 1\R 160; AR 560,) 

On July 14, 2017, Petitioner objected to the inadequacy of the June 15 meettnf( s 22~hour 

notice (i\R 252~253) and it filed the original petition herein a •Neek later on July 2 l > 2017, Jn a 

hasty response, and again ai a "speciar tneeting: on the mininmrn 24-hours' notice (A,R 141-

142), the City held a second joint m.eeting on July 21, 20 i 7, \vhcre aH three Respondm1t City 

agencies recommitted the City to the ENA, (A..kl 146~147,) Follmving publication oftwo articles 

in the Los Angeles Times, inc.!uding one entitl.ed ''Possible Clip1x:rs arena has many lngleivood 

resideri!s worried tJuy may lose their hmnes or btt...'>inesses') on August l 3, 2017 (AR 79; Req, 

For JmL Ntc,, Exh. I) a11d a stX1011d on August l 4, 2017 (id., Ex.IL J), the City Council held a third 

meeting on Augu.st J 5, 2017, l\.t the August hearing,. the City Cmmdl approved a "Revised 

ENA" which t\veaked some of the terms of the prior VNO versions of the ENA, added new 

\vimio-..v~drnssing language to respond to Petitioner's argurnents that CEQA was violated, and 

attached a revised rnap of the project area purporting to exclude private homes and churches 

frorn the area of potential eminent domain use. (AR 123-125; AR. 16, 17, 19 [Revised ENA§§ 

l 5 7, 10, and 1 ' AR 4 f site map],) TI1e City,. however, made clear that eminent domain to obtain. 
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land for the Proposed Arena was stiH an. optioR (A.R 78 [Mayor Butts stated '\vhy vvould you 

want lW to not be able to use a ptrNer that every city in this country has to improve our economic 

position? Why would you \Vant that?"]) 

On September 7) 20171 the Oversight Board of the Sm.:cessor A.gency to the Inglewood 

Redevelopment Agency2, chaired by Inglewood's Mayor Butts3, voted to approve the Revised 

ENA as approved by the City Council on August 15, 2017. (AR 559~561 ,) 

B. City Officials Lobbied For Special .Legislative Treatment For The Proposed 
Project. 

On September 1 ~ 2017, less than three i.+'eeks after the Revised ENA' s approval and after 

lobbying by City officials, State Senator Steven Bradfi:ml introduced SB 789 in the Califbtnia 

Legislature, (A.R 52 l et segJ The biiI would have curtaHed public participation in review of the 

Pn::~Ject, ex.empt such vital envimnmcntai analyses as examination of traffic impacts~ parking 

2 In 20121 pursuant to the Rcdevtdopmcnt Law, the City itself eiectetl to be the Successor 
27 Agency to the R.edevelopment Agency of the City ofingknvood._ The Redevelopment Agency 

was dissolved on or about February 1~ 2012. 
28 3 Mayor Butts also chairs the governing body of Respondent .Parking Authority (AR 24~25,) 
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impacts, and alternative size, height, and ccmfih,:rttration of the proposed basketball arena and 

surrotmding buildings, would alknv the City to use eminent domain before completing CEQit 

review, and s;vould divest the courts the authority to impose injunctive relief fbr vfolatiuns. of 

CEQA as to the proposed pro§ecL (AR523-526y 529-536,) lng!ewood sent a letter stating it 

"strongly supports SB 789" (AR 1 82) and its Mayor testified emphatically in support of SB 789 

before the Assembly Natural Resources Committee on Septmnbcr 8, 2017 in his official 

capacity, (Motion to /\ugment the Administrat1ve Record or For Judicial Notice (hereinafter 

"Rcq, Jml Not"), Exh. A, pp, 2-3, 14.) The committee rejected SB 789. (.hi, p., ltL) 

C 'fhe City Maym' PuhHciy and Extensively A .. dvoeatcd in Favor of the Pr-0ject. 
Inglewood's I'Aayor James Butts has made repeated public statements in public m.edi.a 

asserting in strong term.s the City's commitrnent to the proposed basketball arena, including 

referring to the ENA during the June 15, 2017 City Council meeting as "'a promise ring that we 

hope will Iead to an engagement that vdll 1ead to a n1mnage, and we have a pretty good track 

records (sic) in consummating those marriage:L'' {AR 164,)4 A press packet distributed by the 

City in June 2017 included similar staternents from the Tvlayor in various newspapers, {Rcq, .For 

Jw:L Ntc,~ Exhs, .E, G~ H,) During the October 3; 2017 City Council hearing., Mayor Butts 

charack'fized any suggestion from the puhhc that the relevant property could be used for housing 

or arty other alternative uses as a "total shan1~' and "ridiculous" and stated that h.e vmuld not 

''entertain another use on the property fr;r one minute." (Req. For Jud.. Ntc., Exh. B, p, 22,) 

D. The 'h.rms of the ILxcl:m1ivc Negotiating Agreement (KNA,.) Foreclose the 
Co.tudderat:ion of .AJtemat:ives. 

The EN/\ oomrnits the City to a definite course of action as to the proposed Project 

Respondents 0on1rnitted thG'lmelvcs to at least a three year period (vvith a possible six-month 

extension (A.R 11-12 [EN/\ § 4]) during 1,vhkh the City v1iH negotiate with Rea1 Party Murphy~s 

Bowl, LLC - and during ~vhich the City has affirmatively agr!f',ed not to negotiate •.vith anyone 

else ---- about a "proposed DDA [Disposition and Developrnent i\.greenwnt] for the sale, lease, 

disposition and/or developrnenf' of any parcels within the site for the proposed arena, (AR 8 [§ 

2(a)].) Not only does the ENA forbid negotiations \Vith anyone except Real Party for three years1 

but it also forbids the City, the Successor Agency, and the Parking Agency from vohmtari1y 

transferring their interest in any portion of the proposed arena site to anyone exec-pt the City or 

4 Reciprocating the Mayor's statement of devotion to the Project) Clippers owner Steve Ballmer 
has been ''open about his desire fbr a new arena" (Req, For Jud. Nk., Exh, D), :induding stating 
"\Vc're n1ovi11g to Ingletvood com.e heH or high water'' (Req< For Jm:L Ntc,~ Exh, K). 
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aitertWJive disposition or use cf its public 

3 propert::l the Site during that tiinc 

4 

5 
Revised EN.A (.i\R. 4), The origin.a! Project Site includes nuffwnms businesses 

6 and hundreds of units cfhousing (ltR 
'~ 

i the Site but would be zrffectoo noise traffic the opcnthon of the .Proposed Prqiect, 

0 entering n IJD/\., that '\NOuld h<tve anowed the City to 
./ 

vvithin proposed arena site thm tht; City and the Developer ideniified ''as .nix::cssary for tlw 

obligated the Developer to the 

June EN/1 even conte111ph1.ted th<t City's use of 

t5 including several. additions that asserted the City's actions, and that 

eniatged the discussion r:EQlL (Com;nixe, cg .. , AR 31>· Junn EN/1 .Redtal E !C'.ity "has 

l)evclo11cr the 

, ernphasis \Vhile 

i\ugust ENA adds verbiage specifically stating that "the Public Entities retain absolute 

·t' . , " , ' ' . > > J c iscrenon to require nutigatwn rneasune:;,, cnns1fact 

project (/tR ! 6 I§ Recital t of the Revised EN/\ precludes an ahern.ativc site Hw the Project, 

since H the parcels that rnay be m:wd the Pni}ixt to parcels shcvm on Site Ivfttp, (;\R 

5 Revised EN i\ dues alknv the City to negotiate crnTent private property cvnv::Ts and 
tenants the rehabilitation or dcvctoprnent propcrtv vvithin the pronosed arena site, 
(hP g Pvvis'c:d Ll\f S ){0) \ ~ 1()W'"V&t' 'H'V tP,·'\ f''''V''Jl''~ti't»r ~l'"" '-'1,-,.,,,"'. ,,,.,t<H1 1 ·';,,,":h'-'l)ih*,~t;,y.,; t'W '·."··~.:...".>... -~;. "'~""' :..:..,:w·;:.Ji . . :::....-..~ .,:-.i_::: ~~· .;.:,.,·.,_:}..~;'} .n-... ·t.~ w-.-.;. ~.:..l>.~,..; \:>.·..,.n.,..~.x .,.s·::ve"'··v. ~~ .v.:-..~.> ·w:s. :.w,-..~~.:~.,,,.. ~-iv ... ',0.~ .. ~ .~_-w . .::.~.~.c. . .:..:..:...~-::=.:. ~.;,,.;,,, ..... :, 

deveJ.opn:ient, wouJ.d ob,J:iousiy be conduc.ted in the cf the proposed arena and 
the that any such rehabihtJJt:.d cc developed property might be tnkcn eminent 
dormdn if the ENA. negotiations ;,vere successfol ,;,,. 

( p, f<i'.'"nt t. ·' (',.· ,.,, 7'/; ·, .. ,, ·1' Q/{.>:.·'I' (''ilf)(f'\ JC (n~·i t·J·i ' ) ( J ·4 ·i '{',« '"'' ""' · "<; ·' ,J ,,·"%'·"· . /) iJ!,/ H;. <.<·d (.{ ,_ /, . ,h . .,;, .. : .. ,., (j i '"I ,.·'{~J, . . . t~ ,}, . "h '· ,.d \.Lf, Cdclh .... , 

rnnv Iook to a rweviotrn ver2,Jon nfthe ngrcemcnt to iudf(e the intent of the City and the depth of 
its ;'Crtm1ltr10:.t le 1r~e pFH~osvd Pt\lJ'"C( r.)~'<>.:i,{v> ,.,"r&k'r ·I"'~r.z~,n<r-:>t-~tho C'i''·'·'" 
'<vfrii1;,gnes:~ ~:.; gi~;~' t~p" f~~]l,,~~.;ntro,! v . ~he CEQA" ~-' . ",, i:~flirthenmc~ "' 'tl1;?;:0JecL ,,,,,, ,, 
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5 [Recital ./\J) In addition, the ENA forbids the City from negotiating or discussing use of the 

Site vvith anyone except lhe Developer~ precluding consideration of a1tcmative prcdects at the 

Site sponsored by other parties or c11tities. (AR 8 f. § 2(a)l) 

The ENA provides that a party may terminate the ENA if another party fails to perform 

or fails to negotiate in good faith (AR 17 [ §8(a) ]),. but m.ay not terrninate if the failing party cures 

the failure after being t,riven notice, (Id,) Contradictorily, vlhile it must give prompt notice of its 

intent to do so, the Developer ''may at ttny time and for any reason. during the ENA period elect 

not to proceed \vith the Proposed Project" (AR 17 f §8(b)J,) Tims, the City has bound itself to 

the ENA except if the Dwv·eloper fails to proceed or to negotiate in good faith, but the Developer 

may \Valk away at any time, for any reason, 

The Developer is obligated to provide the City beth \vith finaridal infom1Ltion1 including 

a financial pro fonna (AR 9 [§3(a}j) and infCirmation on equity investors in the prc~oct (frl), and 

m.ust provide the Chy \i.ith a ••Non-R.efundahle Deposit'' ofS15 .miliiorL (AR 12 [§ 5],J The 

Developer must also provide fonding i.br the environmental review~ although the budget is 

subject to the Developer's reasonable consent (ltR 9 f § 3(a)]}, and must pny fCT land tramfomx.1 

to it by the City, including any land the City acquires by eminent tlornain, (AR 10-01 l and AR 

13 [§§ 3(g}~ 6(c), respectivdyl) Six 1nonths after the ENA's effective date the Developer nurnt 

provide the City with a description ofthc parcels the Developer \vants to acq!Xirc1 a conceptual 

site plan, and architectural renderings fr1r the proposed project (AR 10 [§ 3(d)].) 

Entrance by the City into the ENA vms not made the subject of any CEQA. arrniysi.s~ not 

even an Initial Study (CaLAdmin.C'ode, tit 14 ( .. Guidelines") § 15063), befbrc the City approved 

it Not until February 20, 2013, did the City issue a Notice of Preparation of an ElR for the 

proposed Inglewood BasketbaJ! and Entertainment Center_ (AJ{ l 68 et seq.) 

S'f ANDA.RD 0 F llEVIE\V. 

Agency decisions pursuant to CEQA are revic\ved for abuse of discretion, (Pub, 

Resources Code§§ 21168, 2116fL5.) In determining \;Vhether an agency has abused its 

discretion, courts apply t\VO different standards. Questions of law, involving no factual 

determinations, are reviewed de novo, with the court exercising independent judgement as to the 

legal validity of the action. (Save Tara v. City qf West Holl,vwood (2008) 45 CaL46 116, 131 

(''Save Tara''}) Determinations of fact by the public agency are n;vie\ved under the substantial 

evidence test, with the court iookinu chieflv to »vhether substantial evidence. in light of the entire 
• :t;,;;I ~' ~ ,,,.,,.. 

rccon:l; supports the agency's fi1ctual deterrninations, (Vineyard CitizensJbr Responsible 

1 
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Growth, Inc. v. City of1lancho Cordova (2007) 40 Cal 4* 412, 435., [<'Vineyard,"}) 

Here1 Petitioner has challenged the decision by the City1 the Successor Agency to the 

Inglewood Redevelo:prnent Agency, and the .lnglewood Parking Authority to enter into an ENA 

vdth Real Party Jn Interest IViurphy' s Bo\vl LLC regarding the construction of a major project 

with potential environmental impacts1 namely a basketball sports arena and related facilities in 

the City of fogle\vood, without first complying with CEQA Such a claim is revievved de novo, 

(Save Tara, supra,, 45 CaL4fo i 16, 131 ["i\ claim . , , that the Iead agency approved a project 

with potentially significant envirorn:nental effects bif/(we preparing and considering an EIR 'is 

predorninantly one of improper prrn;;e<lure; , , , to be decided by the courts independently." 

Emphasis in original],) ln addition, the public agencies here made no formal findings or 

dctcu.ninations of fact in connection \Vith approval of the ENA, Therefore, this case presents 

only legal issues of the agencies' compliance with CEQA and, as such, the applicable standard of 

review is the non-deferential issue oflaiv standard. (CitL:ens of Goleta Vallf.:Jl v, Board of 

13 IV. 

14 

ARGUMENT: THE CIT1r VIOLATED CE.QA BY APPROVING A PUO,JECT 
THAT MAY HAIUH TH.E EN'VlRONMEN'f \VJ'fHOUT .PERFORM.ING ANY 
CEQA ANAL vs:m 'VlHA'fSO}:VER. 

15 

16 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

A. C:EQA Requires Public Ageacies to Consider the Environrmmtai 
Consequences of Acti.ons That Ccmlrl Harm the Envirom:nent Before 
Approving a Project. 

The Legislature has dechtred that CEQA and iis procedures j(;rm "an integral part of any 

public agency's decision making process. (Pub, Resources Code§ 21006), The CEQA analysis, 

and any EIR ''should be prepared as early in the planning process as possible to enable 

envimnrnental considerations to infiuence project, program, or design.'' (Bozung v, LAFCo, 

( 197 5) 13 CaL3d 263, 282 (''Bozung 0

),) W11ere an approval is "an essential step leading to 

ultin1ate envinmmenial impact U it is therefore , .. a 'project' within the scope of CEQA, 

(Fullerton Joint Union !1igh School Dist. v, State Bd. qfEducation (1982) 32 CaL3tl 779, 797, 

distir\t,ruishe<l on other grounds by Board o,{Supervisors V', Local Agenr:y Formation Com, { J 992) 

3 CaL4th 903, 909.) The Suprerne Court has also held "that the later the environmental revie\v 

process begin% the mor01:n1reaucrnhc and financial momentum there is behind a proposed 

pnuect'' (Laurel Heights, supra, 47 CaL3d 376, 395.) For those reasons, the CEQA (Juiddines 

at section 15004 subdivision (b)(2)(B), provide that public agencies should not "take any action 

which gives irnpetus to a planned or fbreseeahle project in a manner that te~recloses alternatives 
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or mitigation measures that would ordinarily be part of CEQ/\ review of that public project" 

CEQA and long-standing precedent make dear that CEQA review rnust precede, and not follmv, 

public agency action to move frmvard vvhh a planned project The Guidelines define a project as 

"the vvhole of an action, vvhich has a potential fbr resulting in either a direct physical. change tn 

the environment) or a reasonably foreseeable indirect physical change in the environment 

(Guidelines§ 15378 subd, (a)), and require ''aH phases ofprqjcct planning, implem.cn.tation, and 

operation" to be considered in the Initial Study fbr a prqject (Guidelines~§ 15063 subd. (a)(l)). 

CEQA review nnd the application of c:EQA procedures must be followed at aH stages of project 

consideration, to carry out the legislafrve intent ''to compel govemrnent at all levels to make 

decisions vdth enviromncntal consequences in rnincL" (Boztmg, supra, n CaL3d 263, 283.) 

The Guidelines are dear that a "project" may require rnultipk government approva1s1 but 

that it is the overall activity, and not each individual approval, that is the "project" for CEQi\ 

purposes, (Guidelines§ f 5378 suhd.. (c),) CEQA's requitements become applicable ivith the 

taking of the first significant step tovrards overall approval ofthe project, rather than solely at 

final project approval; the first step in the approval process, not the last step~ is when the CEQ/t 

process first applies: '" ETR' s should be prepared as early in the planning process as possible to 

enable cnviromnental considerations to influence project, program or design.' [citation:!," 

(Bozung, supra, 13 CaLJd 263, 282,) ltny other approach cou.ld result in the freezing in place of 

proje(:t chatadetistics without examining or mitigating their potential to hann the environment~ 

and the locking out of consideration of project alternatives that are identified by later 

environmental revie\:v, ''Decisions reflecting environmental considerations could most easily be 

made when other basic decisions \Vere being made, that is, dur:ing the early stage of project 

conceptualization, design and plmming.'' (Ciiizensj(H' Responsible Government v, Ctty ofAiban,v 

In City of Albany, Albany prepared a 95- page devclopn1cnt agreer:nent with a developer 

to establish and operate card gumcs at a race track, and suhmittc<l the development a£,,'Y(Ku1ent to 

the City electorate for approval; the Dt:velopment Agrcen1ent provided for a CEQ/t revicv,r after 

voter approvaL 'l11e Court of Appeal struck do\vn the approval, holding that "the appropriate 

time to introduce envfromnental considerations into the approval process vias during the 

negotiation of the development agreement , , , Any later environmental revic\V might can for a 

burdensome reconsideration of decisions already made and would risk becornJng the so:rt of 'post 

hoc rationaiization[I to support action already taken' \Vhich the Supreme Court disapproved in 

9 
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Laurel Heights, supra, 47 Cal3d 376~ 394." (ld, nt 1221.) 'The ENA has fixed in place such 

pre-CEQA decisicins here. 

As Save Tara holds: 

We apply the general principle that before conducting CEQ/\ review, agencies must not 
«take any action" that significantly forthers a project ''in a manner that forecloses 
alternatives or mitigation measures that would ordinarily he part. of CEQA revievv of that 
public project H 

(Save Tara, supra, 45 Cal,41h at BK) 

Here\ the City Council and lVfayor have significantly furthered the proposed Project, 

fbredosed consideration of a!ternativ;;:,'S (AR 8,. [§ 2(a)]), advocated fbr the project in the press 

and in the Legislature {AR 164, l 32, 569»572; Req. For Jud. Not, Exh. A, pp. 2-3, Exhs. C, E, 

G, H), and forccfhHy declared alternatives ;viU net be considered (Req. For Jud. Not, Exh. B) p. 

22), all '>:Vithout CEQA revie:i.v. Failure to comply \t/ith CE:Q,A.'s procedural requirements so that 

cornpkte infonnatton as to a prqjecf s impacts is publidy disclosed constitutes a p.rejud:k::ia1 

abuse of discretion that requires invalidation of tlw agency's action, regardless of whether foll 

cornpHance Vlould have produced a. different result (Pub, Resources Code § 2 i 005.) 

B, The City Has Cormnitted Itself to Readting a Devefoptuent Agreement for a 
Project Tb.at JVfay Harm the Envirorm1ent. 

1n Save Tara~ supra, 45 CaL41t l l6J the Supreme Comi recognized that it does not 

require the issuance of a frlm1aI permit or e:niit!.em.ent by a public agency to trigger CEQ.A., ln 

some cases, the public agency's conduct towards a proposed project can show a commitment as a 

practical matter to the project J11at is so clear and pronounced that the cornfoct1 taken together 

'With surrounding circwnstances such as public officials' statements, may be sufficient to re.quire 

prior CEQA review, As Save Tara holds: 

A public entity that, in theory, retains legal discretion to n;:icct a proposed project may, hy 
executing a detailed and definite agreement with the private developer and hy lending its 
poHhcaJ and financial assistance to the pt(Jject, have as a practical matter comrnitted itself 
to the project When au .agency has not only expressed its inclination to favor a pnrject, 
hut has increased the political stakes by publicly defending it over objections, putting its 
official \Veight behind it, devoting substantial public resources to it, and annm.mdng a 
detailed agreement to go fbnvard with the project, the agency wm not be easily deterred 
fi:om taking vthatevet steps remain to\vard the project's fina1 approvaL 

(Save Tara, supra, 45 CaL¥h at 133,) Courts evaluating a Claim ofimproper precornmitment 

vie'w the "core issue" as "whothc:r the agency has taken any steps foreclosing aitematives, 

including that of not going for\vard, or has othervvfae created buxeaucratic or financial 

mom.cnturn :ruflfoient to inccnfivize ignoring environrnental concerns," (John IL La'0Json Rock & 

Oil, lfu::, v. State Air Rcsourcr?s Bd~ (2018) 20 CaLApp.5th 77, f 00,) 

rn 
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Here, the range, numbm\ and specificity of City commitments fa the ENA as to the 

design of the DDA and the project itself, the vociferous advocacy of the project hy Ingltwvood 

officials in public meetings, in the press, and in the state Legislature, and the conm1itrnent by the 

City of what the Revised ENA. describes as "suhstantia1 time and effort" of City staft~ the hiring 

of consuhants and attorneys by the Public Entities, and providing "aid and assistance to the 

Developer in cormection with the Proposed Project" (l\R 7 [Rt.>cita11}) sho\vs that the City has 

"as a practical matter cornrnitted itself to the project." (Save Tara, supra 45 Cal.4th at J 33.) Add 

to this the repeatedly stated goal of the ENA is a DDA that \•till require the City to scH 

significant a:mm.mts of public land to the Developer f.hr the Project, and potentially use eminent 

doma1n to obtain other property ibrthe Project (AR 8-11[§§2{a), 2(b), 3(g)]> AR 13N141]6{c)~ 

6(1)], and AR 5«6 [Recitals A$ C, D, £1 and FD, and it is dear that the City took a significant step 

towards approval of the overall Project in approving the ENA •. 

EquaBy dear is that the proposed basketball arena i;.xruld have significant adverse impacts 

on the cnvircmment The Revised ENA describes the Proposed Project as "a premier and state of 

the art. National Basketball Association ("NB/\"} professional basketball arena consistin.g of 

approximately 18,000-20J)00 seats as \Veil as related landscaping, parking and various other 

tmcillary uses" that wm ''bolster the economic revita.!ization of.Inglewood" and "ex.pan[ cl} the 

City's presence as a rnajor sports and econnmic center .. " (AR 6-7 [Recital E],) The original 

proposed project site would have comprised about 80 acres (AR 4; First Amended Petition, 4I 

49)1 including a substantial amount of publicly ovvned land that \Vould be conveyed out o:fpublic 

et\vnernhip to the Developer for the Project The City plainly viewed the Proposed Pwjed as a 

major facility that \vould attract the kind of attendance at the Project-> and its attendant 

stimulati<m of business in Ingle;vood, that would in turn increase air poU ution, congestion, and 

noise.7 TI1e City has demonstrated its behefthat tho Project may have significant t111vimnmental 

impacts by issuing a Notice of Preparation of an ElR on tho Prqjeet (AR 168), albeit too late 

Further, Inglewood is also home to the football stadium fbr the Rams that the NFL and 

the Rams committed in 2016 to build (AR 569), and would.join the existing Forum in Inglewood 

7 Tngle\vootl is the already the home of the Forum (AR 415), an analogous sports facility that 
serves as a rnajor sports and event venue~ and therefore its residents are familiar 'Nlth the adverse 
effects on the environrnent, including increased truffle caused by profos.sional sporting events, 
the increased air pollutant emissions resulting from that traffic, increased noise levels at and 
around the sports facility, and an the impacts of constructing the faeillty, 

l! 
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1 (it.1") as its third major sports facility, In comparison, Mayor Butts estimated event trafffo dnnvn 

2 to the Forum at 17,658 vehicles fbr a given event (AR.165,) Cumulative impacts from three 

,,, such m;;jor sportinf:>.l arenas, described by Mayor Butts as ''three times the size of Cent:ur:r City, 5 ' 

4 
three and a half times the size of lJisneyland, and nvice as big as the Vatican City" (AR 570) 
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would likely be significx.ant Cumulative impacts frm11 the addition ofthe Proposed Projec.i added 

to the impacts on, e.g., traflic congestion and resulting increases in automotive air pollutant 

emissions, are reasonably foreseeable, and need to be examined ilJr potential significance. 

C~ T.he EN1\'s 'Terms.Impr<Jp·eri1/ .Pre-IJete.rn1ine fi~tost oflhe ·Paramete.rs oft.he 
Proposed Project, Far in Advance of CEQA Compl.fance. 

The ENA purports to he only an agreement to negotiate a devel:opment agreernent 

(DDA). (i\R 5 [Recital ,A],) If mvever1 it is fatr more than that The ENA itself cabins and pre

determines any DDA that the negotiations may produce by providing multiple and detailed 

parameters fiff such a DDA .. The Revised ENA. provides that "'the subject matter of this 

Agreement involves certain negotiatiunparameters established by the Parties i;;vith respect to a 

proposed development of an NBA professional batik:ethaU facility[,]'' (AR 5 [Recital A], 

emphas,l.s added) It also states that "I\'o entit!em.ents required or requested hy the Developer for 

the development of the Pm1x1sed Project v.-in be considered fix approval er approved hy the 

Public Entities until the requirements of this Agreement have beert satisjietf' (AR 7 [Recital 

ernphas.is ad<led), Le,, until a DDA that complies with the parameters in the ENA is reached, 

The ten:ns and parameters set by the ENA frH: the DD/\. are comprehensive, and "shall 

include1 but not be limited to» (ARB f§ 6]1 emphasis added) tenns ranging from the Project's 

scope, including everything from the total square foet and rmmber of parking spaces and building 

height (A.R 13 [§ 6( aJDi tn a. detailed Schedule of Performance fiJr building t110 Project (AR 13 

L§ 6(d}D1 to provision of job oppori1Jnities to local residents (AR 15 [ § 6(q)j), to specifying point 

of purchase for tax pmvoses of"materials~ fixtures) n.unhure~ machinery, equipment and 

supplies" as being within lngievHHxl (AR 16 ( § 6(r)J), and many others. \Vhile the Revised ENA 

states that ''[c]xecution of a DDA shall he subject W compliance v.-'1.th the California 

Enviromnental Quality A.ct" (AR 16 [§ 7]), and that •·nothing in this i\greement shall obligate the 

Public Entities to approve a DD.,}. nor any proposed development i;vithin the Study Site" (AR 19 

13]), it is dear that if any DDA is approved1 its scope and tenns ViiU have largely been pre-

detennined by the EN.A. negotiations, 

D. 

Despite the wealth ofinfomi.atim1 available to the City about the proposed Project befbre 
12 
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the ENA was executedi including its size, use,. aud precise location., the first notice of preparation 

of a CEQA doct1.m0nt for the propostvl arena was not issued by the City until it issued a Notice 

of Preparation of an ElR on February 20;. 2017 (AR J 68~ 179). a fuH six months after the Revised 

ENA. was approvei:t (AR 123-125.) Given that the BIR for such a major project as this one 

'N(mld likely take at least nne to two years to i...xn:nplete8
, the EIR t,'Ennot be expected to he 

comp.leh:.1<l until tho ENA negotiation period is one-half to ttvoAhirds over,. a time at \vhich the 

irdbm1atfon in the EIR is un11kd y to shape the parameters of the project heing negotiated. 

T1w ENA does not incorporate CEQA. revie\v as part of the parties; negotiating process. 

\\lhile the Revised ENA requires that the City and the Developer enter into an agreement 1,vithin 

30 days of .signing the ENA that specifies fonding fbr ''environmental reviev/' (AH. 9 [§ J(a)J)~ 

the ENA only requires that CEQA be complied 'Ni th prior to "execution" of the DDA and that it 

applies only to ''the consideration and potential approval of any DDA by the Public Entities 

relating to the Proposed Project" (AR 16 [§7],) In other words, the ENA contemplates 

compliance with CEQA (4ter the terr:ns ofthe DDA are agreed upon th.rough the ENA process, 

and not prior to, or even ccmtemporaneous \Vith; development and negotiation of the DDA. 

Although the City issued a Notice of Preparation for an ElR. on the arena, no provision in the 

EN.A requires the coordination or synchronization ef the CEQA process and the ENA 

negotiating ryt<;cess. Decisions on the tS'flvirnnmentaHv critical atwiects of Proiect desiv;r1 and v y·~ ~ l - ~ 

operatit:m~::rucfal parts of a development agreement -- may well be reached by the parties in 

their negotiatiom; on the DDA Hlithr;ut the benefit of the inforn1ation on environmental impacts 

that rm ELR is intended to p:tnvide. (Pub. Resources Code § 21002, 1 subtL (a).) Conversely, 

decisions made during the ENA process~ decisions that will define the actual design and 

foatures of the DD A and Prz'.Ject - may not be reflected in the ETR for the public:. 

The CEQA. process is intended, in part, to '"demonstrate to an apprehensive citizenry that 

the agency has, in fact, analyzed and considered the ecological itnpli.cat.ions of its action," (No 

Oil, Inc, v .. City of Los Angeles ( 1974) 13 CaL3d 68, 86,) The ENA process is not The only 

provision in ihe ENA that mentions the giving of any information to the pubHc during the three

year negotiations period is the requirement that the Developer make t\vo "presentations of the 

8 fvfayor Butts estimated "two, tvvo and a half yearn for the ElR" in a radio intet\'ie\v· concerning 
the Proposed Pr(zjcct (AR 571.) lf the Mayor proves correct, t.he ENA negotiation period could 
be con duded before the ElR is finished and mmnentmn will have built up over tltree long years 
of detailed negotiations, 

13 
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6(d) and (e)J,) 

2 These tYvo "prcsentatknn,,'' one months after the signing of the EN and the other 

3 rnonths later (id), vlitb '"'the express purpose of aUovving community residents to rc\'lc\V the 

4 
the Project (AR 13 

process CEQ/\. mandates. "Pubhc panic!patfon is an pmt of the CEQA. process." 
5 

(Guideihns § I 520 l ; Dist 
6 (1986) 42 CnUd 929, 5,) In particular, they do not provide a mecbnnhnn for receipt of pubhc 

8 public .agency cornn1ents CEQA requires in a fina.I ETR. (Guidelines §I 5088 subd. The 

9 ENA. deprives the public of hnportant procedural safoguards lhat <ontdhute to the EIR'~, function 

10 
as rt '\iocur.nent of accountability" that ''protects not only cn'ltronment but also infbnned self-

part any agency's decision making 

Iocal agency planning processions, (Pub, J:Zcsoun.:cs Code § 2 I 003 subd, {a},) The 

entrance into the Houts these requhemcnt:L Both substantivdy procedurally, going 

the CEQA. process 

CEQ/\ pn.H:css litdc more tlum n pn.K:edurn! charade that lacks meaning, and would ahnost 

certainl:y result in the kind of "post hoc rationahzation" of critical decisions rd.ready 1nadc on 

project that 

47 CnL3d at 395) Whiki the C:ity befatediy added Ianguagc in Section 7 the Revised ENA. 

about the "absolute discretim/' ofthe City to require mitigation, sdect .feasible alternatives, and 

20 even to n.:ject 

action of the Chy of West HoUyvvnod 

Save Tara, 45 CaL4'~ at l4L There, a.iso qf}er being sued, the City of West Ik:iUyv-'ood 

23 
executed a new ngreement that , ... "'"' .. ,.~,,_. up the provisions reganling CEQA compliance, hut the 

Supreme ('.onrt remai~kcd that "the City's 'apprchens~ve citizenry' , , be forgiven if they 
24 

supra, 45 
25 Los s11.·1.>nL 13 c:aL3d at 86,_\ Sirni1ar1v ' ' ,, ·' . . ,, ' v, Ci(v at , quoung 

26 

27 did not create un effective CEQA. prot:t:ss, pnrticul;dy since tbe EN/\ did not require 

22 
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Oux Supreme Court bas repeatedly cautioned against delaying the CEQA process~ noting 

that ><the later the envi.ronmentaI review process begins, the more bureaucratic and financial 

momontmn there is behind a proposed project, , , For that reason,. 'EIR.s should be prepared as 

early in the planning process as possible to enah!e environmental co1isiderations to influence 

project, program, or design.''' (Laure/Jleights, supra,. 47 CaL4tti, 395, quoting Guidelines§ 

15004 subd. (b}) Here, the approximately six months of negotiations ;vith the Developer before 

the ENA was presented to the public, and the nn:iltiple City Cuur1cil, Successor Agency\ Parking 

Authority, and Inglewood Oversight Board meetings in June, July\ 1\ugusti and September 2017 

at which the EI\'A v1as repeatedly approved created significant momentum for the :Project Add 

to that the rnomentum that \Vin have built up over three kmg years of detailed negotiations and 

additional City oflicial advocacy for the Project, and it is dear that any DDA reached under the 

ENA. 'NOUJd come to the City for formal consideration with a pmverful head of steam. It is rnon:: 

than reasonably foreseeable that \Vhen any such DDA. comes beibre the City, virtuaUy every 

aspect ofprnject location, design, and operation that \Vould affect the environment v;ill already 

have been argued and established, and that the City \Nill already hold finnly entrenched positions 

on these various aspects, views hnproperly reached entire1y outside the CEQA review process, 

E. The 'f erms of th® lLNA, Considered Together \Vith the Totality of the 
Circtm1stam::es Snrrlmmiiag the (Jty's .Adoption o.f the ENA, Slvnv That 
Entering tile ENA Required Form.al CEQA Review. 

[n Save Tara, the Supreme Court recognized that actions that trigger CEQA are not 

confined to the formal approval of a permit or ontitlcrnent, but can also occur "[w]hen an agency 

reaches a binding, detailed agreement with a private developer and publicly oornmits resources 

and gove.rnrne.nt prestige to that project[,]" (Save Trrra, supra, 45 CalAih at 136,) When the City 

entered the ENA, it took the kind ctf significant sten and made tho kind of public commitment to 
~ ~ ,-:., .:., 

the Project that is suf11·dent to require prior CEQA compliancf> 

Save Tara holds that statenwnts by City officials, and their public advocacy fr>r a 

proposed project can he sveighed "as enc drcmnstam::.e shedding light en the degree of City's 

ccmmitrnent" (Save Tara, supra~ 45 Ca1A1
b at 142,) Here, Mayor Butts Hkenod the EN.A 

process to entering into a process that would lead to marriage between the City and the 

Developer_ (A.R 164,) The City's behavior paralleled the I'v1aym's i.vords: the City entered a 

Ionr>tem1, exclusive relationship with the Developer, and foreclosed itself from even talking 

vdth anyone else about the Site property fhr three years, (AR 8 [§2a],) Further, in Save Thro, 

\Vest Holl.ywood"s housing manager said that w'hiie there '.Vere options to consider regarding 

15 
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project design, "options for other uses of the property (as a park, library, or cultural center) had 

already been ruled out." (Serve Tara, supra, 45 Cal.4th at 141-142, footnote omitted.) Here, 

Inglewood's Mayor Butts stated clearly and fbrcefully that any alternate use of the Site except 

for the Clippers' arena was a "sham," and th.at the City would not "entertain another use on the 

property fbr one minute.'' (Req. Jud. Not Exk B, p. 22,) Consideration ofa1temativcs is central 

to a CEQA filla1ysis. (Pub. Resources Code§§ 21001 subd. (g)i 21002; Citizens of Goleta Valley 

v. Board ofSi~fXJ.rvisors, supra~ 52 Cal3d 553, 564 e'The core of an EIR is the mitigation and 

7 altematives sections."]) The Mayor's vehemently expressed antipathy to any consideration of 

8 alternatives during a City Council hearing demonstrates a deep cornmitment by the City to the 

9 Pmjoct The Mayor also lobbied for) and forcefolly testified to the Legislature in favor of: a biU 

to grant signl:ficant exemptions from CEQA 's requirements to the City for the Project (Req, 
10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Jud. Not., Exh. A, pp. 2-3, 14.) Under the Supreme Courfs analysis in Save Tara, the 

cumulative effect of such repeated and forcefol public advucacy for a project on the part of a 

public agency contributes to the overall "surrounding circumstances [that] commits the public 

agency as a practical matter to the projccc~ (Save Tara, supra,. 45 Cal.4th at 132.) 

The hurried and ill-publicized process of adopting the ENA, the content of the ENA, the 

15 public statements, and the oonduc1 of City ot11cials show decisively that the City took stc-ps to 

16 move the Project forward that were essential for the Project) and rt-quired a CEQA analysis 

before, not after, these steps were taken. 
17 

18 

19 

v. CONCLUSJON 

As a practical matter, the City approved a portion of the Arena Project when it approved 

the ENA for it in June and August 2017., The ENA's tenns prove the City has foreclosed 

20 feasible alternatives~ and conduct by City officials has confirmed the overwhelming political and 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

bureaucratic momentum. created fbr the Project by the ENA Environmental review pursuant to 

CEQA should have been conduc-ted prior to the ENA approval. To prevent a heavy thumb on the 

scale during further Project evaluation, the ENA approval must be set aside. 

Dated: August 24, 2018 Respectfully submitted, 

By 
Douufas P. Carstens 

'~ 

Attorneys fbr Petitioner 
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PROOF OF SERVICE 

I am employed by Chatten<Brown & Carstens LLP in the Connty of Los Angeles, State of California. 
I am over the age of 1 E and not a party to the within action, My business address is 2200 Pacific Coast 
Highway, Ste. 318, Hennosa Beach, CA .. 90254 . August 24, 2018, 1 senre<l the -;vithin documents: 

D 
OPENING BRIEF 

VJ.A. lJNITE..D STATES J\:IAIL. 1 am readily familiar with this business' practice for 
collection and processing of correspo:nde:nce for mailing with the United States Postal &>rvice. 
On the same day th.at correspondence is plact.'<l for colk':Ctiou and mailing, it is deposited in 
the ordinmy course of business with the United States Postal Service in a sealed envelope with 
postage folly pn-1mid. [enclosed the above-reforencecl document(s) in a sealed envelope or 
package addressed to the person(s) at the address(es) as set forth below, and following 
ordinary bush1ess practices l placed the package for collection and mailing o:n the date and at 
the place of business set forth above. 

uf VIA OVERNIGH1' DELIVERY. l enclosed the abovewreferenced document(s) in an 
L:.J enve~ope ?r package designated by an ov~rnight delivery carri~ with delivery fees paid or 

provided for and addressed to the person{ s) at the address( es) listed below. 1 placed the 
envelope or package for collection and ovemight delivery at a:n office or a regularly utilized 
drop box of the overnight delivery carrier, 

D \'.IA MESSENGER SER.VICK I served the aboveHreferenced documen.t(s) by placing them 
in an envelope or package addressed to the person(s) at the address( es) listed below and 
provided them. to a professional messenger service for service. (A declaration by the 
messenger nrust accompany this Proof of Service o.r be contained in the Dedartttion of 
Messenger below-) 

VIA :FACSIMILE TRANSMJSSION. Based on an agreement of the parties to accept 
service by fax transmission, I faxed the a.bove~referenced docmnent(s) to the persons at the 
fax number(s) listed below. No error was reported by the fax machine that I used, A copy of 
tfa~ record of the fax transmission is attached. 

rrl'\1A ELEC!RONIC S:RR~1.CE. I c~use? the ahove~reforenced docnment(s) to be sent to 
L.::J the person{s) at the electromc addreirn{es) hsted below. 

T declare that I am employed in the office of a member of the bar of this court whose direction the 

22 , service •vas made. I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the above is 
l true and correct. Executed on August 24, 2018, at Hermosa Beach, California 90254. 

23 l 
24 

25 

26 

27 

28 
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Attornt:vjor Respondents 
Kenneth K Campos, 
Ingle\vood City .Attorney 
One i\fanchester Boulevard) grh Floor 
Inglewood, CA. 90301 
kcam'Jost:icitvofinulc\vood.ors: ................... J ........... '•·•·'······························~··'··································--·······w. 

Bmce Gridley 
Kane, Ballmer & Herkrnan 
515 S. Figueroa Street, Suite 780 
Los Angeles, CA 90071 
1.,. (i ·•·1' .,f] e ''· / t;::.,, : kA1J.1l ;~;Hi ,, .. ,_ {)<·>·J 
:~!.:~:~ ... ~J} ... .. ...:\.:::::::::~~: .:~: .. . t. S:' ... :~~~ .. r.~· .. ~.~'."'.': .. ~:·~.: 

Attorneys f(:ir Real Parties in interest 
Jonathan R .. Bass 
Cha.rr.naine Yu 
Coblentz Patch Duffy & Bass LLP 
One .Montgom.ery Street, Suite 3000 
San Frnnciscoi CA 94 l 04 
0£Jr1?.£q!cpdb.cqn1 
"'f t'uvta'cndh com .t> -:.~':~ .... ~~-~.J"~:'.'::-~~t~ ..... ~:·:.:-: ... : ... ~.:... .... ~ 

Attorne~1w}'Jr lkiSG .FORllJ\1, LLC 
Ben1amin J, .Hanelin 
John C, Heintz 
Latham & \Vatkins LLP 
355 South Grand Avenue~ Suite 100 
.Los Angeles, CA 90071 
~:3gnJ11.rnin,.hitnt~l!n!£~,lw,;;qm 
J.9gn,f.110intzi{Ll'.N.,.G.9.m 
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CHA TIENwBRO\VN & CARSTENS LLP 
Douglas P, Carstens~ SBN 193439 
Michelle Black, SBN 261962 
2200 Pacific Coast Hwy, Suite 318 
Herm.osa Beach1 CA 90254 
310.7982400; Fax 3 to,798-2402 

A.Homeys for Petitioner 
INGLEWOOD RESIDENTS AGAINST TAKINGS 
AND EVICTIONS 

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CAlJFORNlA 

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

lNGLEWOOD RESIDENTS AGAINST 
TAKINGS AND EVICTIONS, 

Plaintiff and Petitioner, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

CITY OF INGLE\VOOD, a municipal corporation; ) 

CASE NO.: BS170333 

REPLY IN SUPPORT OF PE1TfION 
FO:R WRIT OF MANDATE 

CITY OF INGLE\VOOD CIT''{ COUNCIL; ) Department: 86 
SUCCESSOR AGENCY TO THE JNGLE\VOOD ) Judge: I-fort Amy D. Hogue 
REDE\lELOPMENT AGENCY; GOVERNING ) Petition filed: July 20, 2017 
BOARD OF THE SUCCESSOR AGENCY TO 
THE lNGLE\VOOD REDEVELOPMENT 
AGENCY; THE INGLE\VOOD PARKING 
AUTHORITY; THE lNOLE\VOOD PARKING 
AUTHORITY BOARD OF DIRECTORS; 

) 
) Trial: Decen:1ber 7, 2018, 9:30 a.m, 
) 
) 
) 

20 OVERSIGHT BOARD TO 'fHE SUCCESSOR 
AGENCY TO THE lNGLE\VOOD 

) 
) 

21 REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY; and DOES 1~10~ ) 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

) 
Defendants and Respondents, ) 

) 
) _________________ ) 

fv1URPlfY'S BO\VL LLC, a Delaware Limited 
Liability Company; ROES 10»20; 

Real Parties in Interest 

) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
} _________________ ) 
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CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 

§ J 636 .. ,,,'''' ,, '" ....... , ......... ,,''''' ,,., .............. ,,,, .. '''"' ,,, ............ ,,,,,"'''''' ',.,,., < < < ......... , ... ''''' ,., < < < < < ....... ,,, l 0 
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§ 15037. < , ..... '.'.', '""""" <'' .... ,,., ' •• ''' '"""'"""' ... ..,.,.,.,.,,''' »•«««<« <, < ........... ''' ,., ........... , ..... ,, '',' ••••••• ,," ,, .. .,. 7 
§ 15124'' ...... > >.,'" .......... « ........... ''.' '"""'"""'" ..... ,.,.,,,','' '""'"""" ......... , ••• '' ......... ,. .... ,,,,..,.'.,, .......... '' ,,, .. J 8 
§ 15126.6 ..... , , .. , ........................ , , , ............ " ... "'" , .. ,, , , ........................... , , .... ., ................... ,,,, ............ , 8, 2C! 

VI 
Printed on Recyded Paper I 
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MEMORANDU~ri OF POINTS AND AUTHOIUITES .. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Cily1 does a lot of hand i.vaving to avoirl the evident conclusion that the exclusive 

negotiating agreement {"ENA") it entered with !\Jurphy's Bovvl LLC committed the City to a 

definite course of action i.vith respect to the Clippers' basketball arena project (''Prqject'')_ The 

record .makes this cl.car, His undisputed that 

o The City at::cepted SJ.S 1niilim1 dollars from the C'fi.ppers to do whatever it pleased 

\vith in ex.change frff merely entering into the ENA.; 

o The ENA predtuies the City from considering alternative J..Wt.Jjects fi.1r dozens of 

parcels of Gity-mvncd property .for three yearn; 

o The Clippers~ arena's location, size, and purpose \Vere all set and !mvwn: 

c The City added substantial new language to the: ENA after this suit tvas filed in a 

failed attempt to cure its initial violation of the CalWJmia Environmental Quality Act 

("CEQA''}2
; and 

o The City actively lobbied for legislation that v;ould have effectively exen1ptcd the 

ENA fron1 CEQ/\, including by eliminating the consideration of Project alternatives. 

Iv1ayor Butts admitted that the City had no intention of delaying anything for CEQA .. 

"\Vhen this deal came together \Vere \Ve gonna walt fi.;r another Tuesday to do it? No 'We 

\Veren't \Vc're gonna do the deaL" (Administrative Record ("A.R'') 16:U 
~ . .. ~ .~ . .> 

The reason the City did not \Vant to ;.vait to conduct environmental revie\v hefrm: 

accepting $1 .5 million frnrn the Clippers and com111itting itselfto a definite course of action \Vith 

respect to the 18,000~seat arena is clear from contempo.rnneous events, The City's plan \Vtts 

never to comply vtith CEQA as it existed in 20 I 7., R.ather, the City intended to and did run to 

Sacnunento to change the ]aw, The Clty \Vanted special treatment for the Clippers' aren..a

special legislation (SB 789) that would have ( 1} allowed the City to take property f()r the Project 

i.vithoul first complying \,vith CEQ/\.,. (2) severely restricted rernedies in the event of a CEQA 

violation, and (3) explicitly allowed the City to ignore alternatives that would have avoidt.xi the 

Prc\iecfs significant impacts on a lowwincome community, (AR 534,) The City's 2017 effbrt lo 

1 Respondents are collc<.:tivdy reforrcd to as ''City," Non-City of Inglewood Re.qxmdents' aclinns are 
indistingtdshabie from the City of!nglewood's, The chairperson of each of the nnn~City R.espondents is 
the Mayor of fog;iewomL 
? This fact i1!one makes Petitioner Inglewood Residents Against Takings and Evictions ("IRATE") a 
prevailing part:y as the City changed its position in direct response to !RATE's allegations in this la-wsuiL 
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vdn such legislative stJecial treatment foiled, Ho\vever. the Citv's bureaucratic momentum for ~· t :- ;i. 

the Project w-as so strong that after failing the first time, the City made a second run at special 

legislation in 2018 (AB 987). This time the City succeeded and now any foture CEQA challenge 

to the Project must be resolved within 270 days, (Pub, Resources Code§ 21168,6,8 subd. Cf}) 

The City does not confront these facts, Rat.her, the City repeatedly and misleadingly 

misconstrues a single passage from Save Tara v, City ('.l fVi:st Hollywood (2008) 4 5 CaL4th l l 6 

(''Save Tara'') to suggest that the Supreme Court has given. blanket approval of exclusive 

negotiating agreements adopted before environmental review, (Joint Memorandum in 

Opposition to Petition Hn \Vrit ofMandatc {''Opp:·), p, 7 [arguing the Supreme Court 

recognized agencies oi1en agree to EN As}; ()pp,, l 7; Opp,, p, 30 [stating EN As are one of the 

"parndigrnatic types of agreements'' the Court said could be executed before environmental 

review l) It did not The Court mentioned EN As as part of a list in an a1nicus brief of 

arrangements that \Vere not before the Court as it considered the Save Tara case, The Court 

stated "vr't express no opinion on i.vhether anv particular form of agreement other than those 
~ ~ 

involved in this case, constitutes project approval,, .. " (Save Tara, supra, 45 CaL4tb at p, l 37,) 

The City violated CEQA •.vhen it approved the ENi\ three tirnes without conducting 

environmental review. The ENA. inust be set aside. 

IL SUMMARY OF RELEVANT FACTS. 

A. ENAs Are lhrusua1 Arrangements for Publ.i.c Agencies; MOlls ,Arc Typical. 

The City claims that EN As for development oflarge and environmentally impactful 

projects \vhiie deferring CEQA review are ''typicaL" (Opp, l 0.) There is no evidence in the 

record or othenvise of the tvpicalitv of EN As in oublic agencv evaluation of ma1'or nroi' ects, On 
<>' ,,, -': ,,. "' t.... ..,. 

the contrat)'; in extensive CaHfomia caselaw encompassingthousamls of casesi there ls mention 

of the \vords "Exclusive Negotiating Agreeinent'' or EN As in on1 y nine published cases, 3 Only 

3 San Bruno Commitieef(H' Economic Justice v, City q/San Bnmo (2017) !5 CaLApp5th 524, 527 
["authorized the city manager to enter into an exdusive negotiating rights agreement"], Rand Resourcey 
LLC v City <d'Ctwson (2016) 247 CaLAppAth 1080, 1084 [ENA frx sports entertainmenl complex in 
Carso11j; City q{Santee v Gnmzy qfSan Diego (2010) 186 CaLA.:ppAth 55, 63 [quoting: Save Tam]; Save 
Tarn .. supra, 45 CalAth I 16, l 3 7 [stating ''As amkms curiae League of CalifrirniB Cities explains., d!ies 
often reach pun:hm'>e option agrcemenb, rnernornmb of understanding, exdusJve negotiating agreements, 
or other arrangements \Vith potential developers"]; lngh:wood Redevelopment Agem:y v. Akfilu {2007) 153 
CaLA,ppAlh 1095, 1115; Cftizensjbr Better S!reerr '"Board <fS11JKrvisors (2004) 117 Cal.i\ppAth l, 4 
[EN/\ for krw income housing]: TuchscJwr Development .Enterprises, Inc v, San Diego Unffied HJrt Dfst, 
(2003) 106CaLApp.4th1219, 1227 [ENA for bayfront project]; Pac{f!c Stntes Ente1pd~es, Inc, v, Ci(V qf 
C\mche!ta 0 993) 13 CaLAppAth 1414; Dusel< l'. Redcvcfopment AgemJ' {1985) 173 CaLApp3d 102:9. 

3 
Reply in Support of Pe!itkm for 'Writ ofMm:i<late 
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hvo of these. nine cases involve CEQA revievi, (St'.tve Tara .. supra, 45Cat4th 116 and City <?.f' 

Santee v, Coun(v qf San Diego (20 l 0) l 86 Cat App A th 55 ,J They do not actua!Iy involve EN As. 

In none of the cases mentioning ENAs did a court uphold an ENA against a challenge that it 

unla,;vfolly .fbredosed alternatives to a proje<:t. under CEQA, EN As v.«Jth c~xciusive negotiating 

provisions as involved in the present case are 1.musuaL A rnemoramiurn of understamhng 

C'i'AOU''), 'Which normally docs not involve an exclusivity provision, is a .fo.r m.ore typical ibnn of 

ammgernent through 1.vhich pubHc entities negotiate about major projects. 4 

B. i~ctitioner Opposes Eviction ofResidents to I\'lake \Vay for The Project 
The City insinuates that Petitioner does not have standing to bring this action, claiming 

there !s "substantial doubt" about standing as it criticizes Petitioner's choice of a nam.e and 

a11eges the nm1\JWlng of the proposed Project's footprint ex.eludes all residential property. (Opp., 

p, 7, fn, J ,) This line of argument is de1nonstrably 'Nrong, Contrary to Respondent:;' 

hnphcations, there still remain at least hvo residential parcels that are \Vithin the proposed 

Project area as shown on the proposed Project area map irn::luded with the ENA (AR 4), naroely 

parcels with Los Angeles County /\ssessor pared numbers 4032-008-002 and 4032-008-006, 

(Pub, Resource Code § 2 l l 68.6.8 subd. (a}(5)(A).; Request for Judicial Notice in Suppoti of 

Reply ("RJN") Exhibits A, H, C, D and E) In AB 987, nmv codified as Public Rescurces Code 

section 21t6fL6J5, there are t\vo parcels of restdentiaH:y-used property that are spedfically 

identified fi)r inclusion vvithin Project boundaries: "(5) 'Pn.ziect area' means real property in the 

City o.f Inglewood consisting of approximately 35 acres, including without limitation areas 

generaHy <lescrihed as foUows: ., , 4032-008-002, 4032-008-006, , "'inclusive_" (Pub, 

Resources Code§ 21168,6J5 subd, (a)(5)(A}i ernphasis addcxL) There are three residential units 

on the property at APN 4032-008~002. (RJN, Exh., A,) There is a house on the property at /\.PN 

4032-00fM}06 that is being used Jbr residential purposes, (HJN, Exh, 8-) Documents from the 

County Assessor .confinn these prnperties are residential pmprniies. (RJN, Exhs, C and D,) 

Residents of one property objected to inclusion of their property in AB 987, {RJN, Ex IL E.) 

Furthen11ore, Petitioner's interests go beyond opposing the taking ofresidential property 

thnmgh emim:,':nt domain, and also encompass prevention of environmental impacts such as urban 

blight and decay, displacement, im:reased traffic congestion and air pot!ulion, increased noise, 

,; In conl.rast with the rarity of ENA cases, the words "men1orandum of unders1anding'' {"iv10U") appi:ar 
in hundred~, of cases, including CEQi\ cases, {Eg,, S'm1 Bernardino Valley Audubon v Afetropolitan 
H'ater Dist (t 999) 7 l CaLAppAth 382; }l/elson '" C"1y 1fKem p:n OJ 190 CaLA.ppAth 2:52,) 

4 
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and development that is in violation of the City's General Plan, (First /unendetl Petition, ~ 11,) 

2 Standing under CEQA is hn::iad, inclm:Hng any person ;,vho made an oral or •..vritten objection, 

,~ (Pub, Resources Code§ 2 l l 77 subdrt (a) and (c}) Petitioner repeatedly presented its objections 
.) 

4 
lo the City in \lilhat little ad1ninistrntive review pmcess was pmvidtxL (E,g,, AR 180 and 214,) 

6 

7 

8 

lO 

UL A,P.P.ROVAL OF THE ENA lS A PROJ'.KCT StJEUECT TO C:EQA. 
The City asserts the issue in this c1rne is simply ''Did the City's execution of the ENA 

constitute an approva! of the Project:' (Opp,, p, I J,) -rhe issues in this case are not quite that 

sinrp!e, R:tther, as stated in Petitioner's Opening Brief ("<JH"}, recent controlling authority 

miicu1ates the "cure issue'' as "v,ihether the ag1.encv has taken anv stevs frJrecJosinn ahematives •. 
?" <·" ):. 0 

including that of not going fbnvard, or has otherwise created bureaucratic orfinanciai 

momentum suflicient to incentivize ignoring err.'inJ1unental concen1s,'' (OB, p. l 0, quoting John 

.K Lawson Rock & Oil, !he, v State Afr Rcwnm'CS Bd .. (2018) 20 CaLApp,5th 77, l 00 ("Lawson 

! l Rock , em.phmd.s addel.L) The ans\V'et tc earh of the questions embedded \Vithin the statement 

12 

l3 
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15 
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l7 
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27 

of the (:ore issue is uffirmati•1e, Because !he City figedosed altcrnatl\'Cs and created hureaw::watic 

and financial momentum bctbre envin.m1nc11tal review, the City violated CEQiL 

A.. The EarHtst Kxereilw .ofCity)s m::Hscretion tu Approve the ENA Triggered 
CEQA Bet:am;:e That Decision Furetlosed Alternatives .. 

'The City argues that agxeeing to the ENA Vii\S not a project approval that requin:..xl 

en virvnmentaI review, (Opp,, p, 3tl} A pn~ject approval Is not the final step that a11osvs the 

project to proceed, Rather, it is an agency's tn1riiest commitmcn1 to a definite course of action in 

carrying out a project The Code of Regulations define a proJeci "approval'' in part as occuJTing 

'\ipon the earliest commitrnent to Issue , , , a discretionary contract , , , for use of the prqject" 

(Admin, Code) tit 14 {"Guidelines;'}§ 15352, subd, {a},) The Court reiterated tbe breadth oftbis 

definition of project ''approval" in Save Tara, stating: 

City [of \Vest HoIJyv-io(Hlj and Lmm:I Place apparently ;vou!d limit the "commhfmentf' 
that constitutes approval .of a private project frrr CEQA purpDses (CaL Code Regs,, tit 14., 
§ I 5352, suhd, (af) to unc1.:mditional agreernc1l!s irrevocably vesting development rights, 
·.r.!' t1.c· .,~1'y v·r' ·:·~""'· ''ItTt" .. , (>n·''.·q·:v '~'V•11~1,;tstn '~ d ·A":1,·i'te ·7),,,,.,,,,, ··,it., ,,,·:t1'i)" h...- ·"ur001no. f'o t..,~ t, ui;;.,. t: , !. .!rK "eX•A •. "·'·'·' ,.,., •.. ~ ''""\::"' w \.:~.,,,,,.,,.,.,_, ( .. "'""·· --",,, '"J "'e ,.,.,., .. ~ ·'·· t..«;; 

\ Feti\kmtw cited D:.nv:mn Ruck in its Opening Ihief (ClH, p. The City igne>reii iL In L1rnson Rod,, 
t!w court hdd dwi mppmvah under CEQA sw;h a:. State Air fh.~;1pun;\,;s Board's issuance oh pubHe 
regu!attwy advisory stating that fii:el opemtors oouk! 1<tke 0dvanfap;\ of prOJ.X•sed regatatory modificatinirn 
are not dependent on firw! action by the Jead ageney, but by condtwt thM prejudices furlher Hr!r 
y ,,' ., • ., ·1 ·1 ~·' :;v;;'.,. ·-ri ;> f'~ rl ~1··*'>'"1 ''[d' '> C,.\ "·> < '(/ ·1·1·,,, ·,: ·' •H. ;·•',,.,,, rco" "l' ·; v; '1 .,- ..... '1··,.>< Ul dfuilmi::n a d14) .,h. I 1• ... ~·UUn ,., }\\.<:;\; ,,pH;; \ .. p(;t:l!!ie . k "'A'r 'i,,Jll Lygtt "-·····' J'< .... !l.t<:: ! . (..\J!hd .lht.S 

mi $pprovaL" (Id, N 9%.} ''Approval:. under CEQA, thtTt~fore, are not dependent on 'final' action by the 
lead agency, but by conduct detrimental to friithcr fi1ir envimnmenlAi analysis.'' (Id, 1.11 99.) GuarBnteclng 
nN to conside.r tiHcnwtive rm;:msa!s f()r the Pn~itx< sih~ iui.d other actions the Chy took in the present case 
are lhndmnenta!!v "ddrlrncntat to further fair enviromncnwl ;rnaivsb,'' . ~ . . ~ . 
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!egaHy bound to take that course of action,'' (C'.ity qf Vernon v Board q/1farbor C'omrs,, 
supra, 63 CaLAppAth at p, 688.} On this theory., any development agteern.ent, no rna.tter 
hmv definite and detailed, even ifaccompanied by substantial financial assistance from 
the agency and other strong indications of agency cornrnitm.cm to the project,. falls short 
of aJJJJnJva! so !orm as it !eaves fina.l CEQ. ·A decisions to the auencv's future discretion. 

• • • ........ • ~.· >I< 

(kv!~ ''l ·rt>!<> "''"' ,) ;1 1",<'• :t'·1~'''"'111"l"'t.•'"t . ..-At+ t. :t..,,, ( 'l ,~Q'·. h r;s.,t't~,,.t1'1·v··''' ,J -•t."'1••1't·1' ,,~,. ,.,r '~ru~,r··•\:'.'" 1 'l'" >.-· s..i::w ~ {. . ~ .. (f..., Y'!C''> ... ;?~Ju v~, . ~~,,.: ... :~)! ..:::!.· ~-~·-*·"' ·~·~-~ .. ::: .. ~ .n"". ...... ...... ·>:·'\ i .... ~·~·~· Y·""",J -~·~·.:J: s..J\::, -~·-*· . ~.-.Ks~ •... ~ %et~ ·oe..; ~~1 .t .. ~~ 

the agency's "earliest commitm.ent" to the pn~iecL (Cat Code Regs,, lit 14, § 15352, 
subd, (b}, italics added,) Just as CEQA itself requires environn1ental review before a 

w.',"'.'i'"· . .. ,,,·! ·t· ·': •':'•' ·i,, ·'•, 1~. ,.1., ;.·.,,,.1 tO· .. ! ·R·"'·· . ""<:;("''d» tt. ''n·Ji-}.{!1 pn.~f;;;;c ,, approva, no necess.1ni/ hS JJXkh Epf.ro1d11r\:hl, csOU!\J;::,, .JJ ;;;;; y 1 .:..1 1. ~-'• 

21 I 5 l ), so the guideline defines "approval'' as occurring VilWu the agency first exercises 
its discretion tn execute a contract or grant frn;mcia1 assistance, not \vhen the last such 
discretiormry decision is 1nade, 

(S'ave lhra, supra, 45 CaL4th at l 34, enrphasis in originnL) The ENA here fb.reclosed 

altcrntdhes and Vias accompanied by other strong indications of the City's commitrnenl to the 

Pm,Jcct so as to constitute Project approval despite the City's ciairns that it left future potential 

CEQi\ decisions to the City's discretion.. Under /-/ave Tara, the ENA.'s conditioning of final 

approval of the Project on CEQA compliance does not exempt ii from CEQA rcvic,v; such a 

f!W\itsfon ''is relevant but not deter:minathce,'' (Save Jhra, supra, 45 CaL4th at 139,) 

The Supreme Court did not limit the need fiw prior envin.:inm.cntal review to where a 

public ngtncy "commits" to a prqjecL Rnther an agency may nol "lake any action" that 

''signilkant!y furthers. a projecf' in a. vvay that foredo:\\cs alternatives belhre cnvironm.ental 

[\VJe apply the general principle that bcfrirn wmlucting CEQA rcvic.,v, agencies must not 
"take any action'' that significantly lhrthers {t project ''in n manner that forecloses 
alternatives or mitigation measures. that would ordinarily he part of CEQA review of that 
pubEc project" (CaLCode Regs,, tit 14, § 15004, sulxL (h)(2)(B}; ,., Citizensfbr 
Responsible Gcnetnment, supra, 56 Cal,AppAth at p, 1221, 66 CaLRptr.2d 102 
!development agreement was project approval because h limited city's fXYwer '''to consider 
the Jhll range of alternatives nnd rnitigJttkm n1eosures required hy CEQA''],} 

(Save Tdra, supra, 45 CaL4t.h at 1 JK} 

The Supreme Court established thnt \Vhen an agency takes an ''essential step'' ttnvard 

project approval, that step 1nrmt be preceded by environrm:ntal revievl. (OB, J:L 8, citing 

Frdlerhm Joint Union !1i)5h 5/c!wol Disln{"<1 +'. State Board q{Education (! 982) 32 CaL3d 

779. 795 and 797. 798 ("Fu!ierion''}« Buzung r Local Agency Fhrmaticm Com. ( ! 975) 13 

CaL3d 263, 279 C' Bozung "J [approval of mme1u1tion required an envimnmen:al impact report as 

it was n in:cessa:ry step in a chain of events vvhicb would culminate in physical irnpacl nn the 

environment even though it v.vs not an irreivndble commitment to a particular project],) 
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Respondents' distinction ofF'ullerton is ineffectual (Opp,, pp, 17-18) and the City fails to 

address Bozung at alt Fullerton involved a plan to create a ne1,v school (ct: Opp,, p, l 7) in the 

same vray the present case involves a plan to construct a Clippers basketball arena, Even though 

the plan in Fullerton had not progressed to the point of creating direct environmental impactsi 

the Court held the public agency should have initiated environm.enta! revie'1,v before approving an 

essential step in the process that \vou!d culminate in such impacts, The Court in Bozung, supw, 

l 3 CttL3d 263 eloquently rt,;jccted the narrovv view espoused by the City of requiring a project 

approval to cause direct physical harm to the environment before necessitating review: 

TI-1c notion that the pn .. 1jcct itsctfrnust directly have such an effect was effectively 
scotched in Friends cifAfammoth [v, Board ofSupervisors (1972) 8 CaL3d 247], The 
granting of a conditional use permit - a piece of paper - does not directly affect the 
environment any more than an annexation approval - another piece of paper, Friends qf 
Afammoth, of course, said that the 'Nord '''project' appears to ernphasize activities 
culminating in physica1 changes to the environment,, __ " (id. at p, 265. italics addeil) In 
response to that concept, the Gui<ldines refor to "physical impact on the environment, 
directly or ultimate~v-'' (CaL Admin .. Code, tit 14, § 15037, Italics added.) 

(Bowng, supra, 13 CaL3d 263, 279, original emphasis,) Favorably citing Bozung, supra, 13 

Ca13d 263 and Fullerton, supra~ 32 Ca!,3d 779 the Court in Save Tara stated "we have held an 

agency approved a project even though further discretinnary governmental decisions v.-ou.ld be 

needed hefbre any environmental change could occur." (Save Tar(t supra, 45 Ca!Ath at 134.) 

Save Tara expanded upon the concept discussed in Citiunsfor Responsible Government 

that a public agency may not foreclose alternatives befiwe environmental review, (Save Tt1ra., 

supra, 45 CaL4th at 138.) Respondents attempt to distinguish Citizensjbr Responsible 

Government, supra, 56 Cal.App.4th at p, 122.t, as involv'irtg a better-defined prcrject (Opp, pp. 

14-15; cf OB, p, 9.) \VhHe a development agreement is different from an ENA, the i1nportant 

similarity is that each fbnn of agreement has the potential to improperiy frnedose alternatives .. 

Just as in Citizensf(;r Responsible Govcrmnent the public agency impermissib1y constrained its 

discretion to revJev; alternatives. the Citv here constrained its discretion as it guaranteed it v,rould ' ~ ~ 

not entertain offers for alternative uses of the Project site for at !east three years (AR 8), agreed 

not to dispose of parz~els needed fr•r the Project (AR 18), reserved discretion only conditionally 

by reserving it on1y {/the Project ;.vou!d have significant adverse impacts and only {/the benefits 

of the Prc~iect did not out'weigh the impacts (AR 16), Furtherrnore, the City foreclosed an 

alternative by ending an existing lease for parking on parcels needed for the Project (AR 447). 

The Court in Save Tara, supra,. 45 CaL4th 116 discussed Citizens f(w Responsible 
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Government at length and fovombly6
, as it further developed the concept of the impermissibHity 

of fbredosing alternatives: 

The development agreement in C'itizensfor Res[.mnsible Oovernmeni, once approved by 
the voters, vested the developer Yvith the right to build and operate a card morn w'ithin 
particular parameters set out in the agreement The city had thus "contracted avmy its 
power lo consider the frill range of alternatives and rnitlgatkm. measures required by 
CEQA'' and had precluded consi.deratkm of a "no project" option, {Citlzonsfor 
Responsible Government, supra. 56 CaLApp.4th at pp, l 22 l -1222 , , . ,) ''Indeed, the 
purpose of a development agreement is to provide developers with an assurance that they 
can complete the project After entering into the devdopment agreement \Vith [the 
developer], the City is not free to reconsider the \Visdom of the project in light of 
environmental effects." (id, at p _ 1223 , . , , ) 

(Save Tara, supra, 45 CalAth 116, B~:L) 

B. A Term Contemplating Future O::nnpHance \>Vith CEQA Does Not Insulate 
the ENA Front CEQA CompHancc. 

The City argues that approval of the ENA did not require CEQA wmpliance because 

"any future approval of the Project is cxp.!idi!y conditioned on compHance with CEQ/t." (Opp., 

p. 15), and incorrectly states that the Supreme Court in Sare Ttwa express.ly ruled that "execution 

of an exdusive negotiating agreement is not a prc~jcct approval that must he preceded by 

envirnnrnental review-,'' (Opp, p, 17: also Opp,, pp, 7 and 3fL} In fact, the Court declined to 

adopt a bright#line test Hw when a public agency approves a project, holding: 

[W7e express no opinion on ivhether any partlcularfbrm ~?fagreement, other thtm those 
involved in this case, constitutes project approval. , . Jn applying this principle to 
conditional devc:lopment agreements, courts shoukj look not only to the terms of the 
agnxanent but to the surrounding circumstances to detennine whether, as a practical 
mattec the agency has cum.milted itself to the project as a \vhofo or to any particular 
features, so as to effoctiveiy preclude any alternatives Cff rnitigation measures that CEQA 
».\'ou!d otherwise require to be considered, including the alternative of not going frmvard 
'Nlth the project. (See Cal Code Regs, tit i4, § 15 I 26.6, subd, (e),) 

(Save Tara, 45 Cal.4th at 13 7, emphasis added,) 

Far from establishing a bright-line nde that exempts ENAs frorn CEQA (Opp., pp, 17, 

JO), the Couri made clear that the facts of a case, not any particular frm11 of agreement, 

detennine \Vhether CEQA applies. ''It is axiomatic that cases are not authority frir propositions 

6 In <:contrsst 'With its appro,q! of Citiiensfor Responsible CJovenmu:m, the Court disapproved of three 
other cuses induding ('i!y ql Vernon v... Board of'Harbor Comm '.rs fl 998) 63 (\~LAppAth 677 for failing 
to correctly apply CEQ/\, The Couii stated ·'To the extent these opinions conlradict our determination 
that postponement of an EIR umH after project approval constitute;:;; pn:icednr<'ll error that i:> independently 
revic\vable, we disapprovt~ theffL'' (Save Tara, supra, 45 CaL4th al 131, th, 10,) 
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not considered.'' (People v, Ault (2004) 33 Cal.4th 1250, 1268, frt JO.) 

Subsequent cases applying the Save Tara analysis have recognized the Court's refusal to 

adopt the hright-line rule the City posits, (Cedar Fair, LP, v. City of Santa Clara (201 ! ) 194 

CaLAppAth l 150, 1161 (''L'edar Fair'') [the Supreme Court "rejected any 'bright-line rule 

defining ·when approval (of a project) occurs,,,,"']; City qf"Santee, supra, 186 CaLA.ppAth 55, 

62; RiverFVatch v, O!lvenhain (2009) l 70 Cal.J\ppAth l l 86) 1210 CRivtwFVatch "),) The City's 

quotation ofSave Tara stating '?lot all such £~(,forts require prior CEQA revie'.v" (Opp., at p, 16, 

quoting S'ave Tara, supra, 45 Cal.4th at l 36, emphasis added) undercuts its arguments as the 

Court's stater:nent clearly implies sorne such efforts do require prior CEQA revie;v, 

The City's Modification of the ENA in Response to Litigation Does Not 
Insulate Approval of the ENA. From Violating CEQA. 

The Citv claims the June and Amrnst EN As are the same or similar in their treatment of ... ,...._.. . . 

CEQA revie\v, (Opp,., p, 28.) The City further daims the revised .August ENA on1y reduces the 

Project's size and eliminates some erninent domain provisions. (Opp,, p, 29,} f:kn:vever, the 

revis.ed and original ENAs. must be read together. as in Save Tara the l'vfay 2004 and ,August 

2004 forms of an agreement \Vere both useful to the Court's analysis. (Save Tarn., supra, 45 

Cal.4th at J41Nl42,) 

Contrary to the City's assertions, the June ENA and the revised /\ugust ENA differ 

significantly in their treatment of CEQA con1plianci;::, After Petiticmer sued the City in July 

2017, the City rushed to beef up section 7 of the ENA, relating to CEQA, Where the June EN.A 

only provided that the City "may e:muiuct an Inittal Study'' to support approval of the EN;\ (AR 

295, emphasis added), the August ENA suddenly added additional language stating that the City 

''in its absolute discretion'' could comply 1,vith CEQA. and rejc:ct or modify the proposed Project1 

depending on the outcome of a CEQA analysis, {Compare section 7 in AR 295 with AR I 6.) 

Even this tcnn atlemr:itirm to confirm the Citv's discretion was ixmdillonaL tAR 16 !allowing ........ ,,. '"., . ;.;.;.: 

rejection ''ff" the Prqject ls found to ''cause significant adverse impacts that cannot he 

mit!gated,"D Whereas the Chy emphasizes the phrase "absolute discretion'' (Opp" p, 11 and 

21), it overlooks the import of the preceding prepositional phrase starting with the conditional 

\V:ord "lf'' This conditional term sets ccmsiderable contnwtua! limits on the City's discretion, 

That discretion is not absolute, 

Save Tt.wa, suprtt 45 CaL4tb at l 41 considered a sin1ilar situation, in which the City of 

West HoHyv>'ood, after local citizens filed suit against it for failure to perform a CEQA analysis 

prior to approving a development agreement, quickly changed tho agreement to emphasize the 
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City's discretion, transparently to bolster its defonse against a court challenge. The Cuurt 

observed: 

After Save Tara sued, aHeging so.me of these san:ie ifa'#S in th.e Ivfay 3 draft agreement, 
City staff revised the agreement to repair them. Under ihc August 9 executed agreernent, 
the city manager no longer had authority to detem1ine or \Vaive CEQA compliance, and 
City's "complete discretion'' over CEQA. matters was expressly acknowledged,. But the 
dty zxmnciJ had already approved the May 3 draft agreement, by which it had shown a 
\Villingness to give up further authority over CEQA cotnp!hmce in favor of dependence 
on the city rnanager's determination, Given that history. as vvell as the other 
circumstances discussed beknv, City's ''apprehensive citizenry" (!Vo Oil, Inc. supra, JJ 
Cal3d at p. 86) could be fbrgiven if they \Vere skeptical as to whether the city council 
">vould give adverse impacts disdose:d in the EIR fu.H consideration before finally 
approving the pn:~jcct 

(Save Tara, supra, 45 CaL4th at 14L) The City characterizes tbe City of \Vest Holiy\vood's 

actions as "too little, too late," (Opp, p, 30.) In fact, its invn ENA revisions are too little and too 

late undc~r the ENA 's terms and in light of the snrrounding drcumstances. 

l\l, SlIRROUNDlNG CIRCUM.STANCES COMPE.L THE CONCLUSION THAT 
THE CITY HAS COMl\UTTED TO A l>EFlNn"F: COURSif OF ACfION. 
Creating overwhelming bureaucratic mon:ientum fig a project is a critical factor in 

evah,mting if an agency has impennJssihly approved a project prior to environmental review. 

(Sai't'. E:rra, supra, 45 CaL4th at 135 ["\Vhen an agency has 1K1t only expressed its indination to 

favor a project, hut has increased the political stakes hy publicly defending it over objections, 

putting its official \veight behind it, devoting substantial public resources to it, and announcing a 

detailed agreement to go fonvard »vith the project, the agency will not be easily deterred frn111 

taking wha!ever steps remain tu1,.vard the pn~ject's final approvaL "D The Court condu<lcd that 

"the City of West floHp.vood's conditional agreement to sell land for private development, 

coupled ivithfinancial support, public staternents, and other actions by its q[l1cials commilting 

t!v· city to the development, \Vas,. for CEQi\ purposes, an approval of the project,,," (Id. al pp, 

l 2 l ···· 122, emphasis added, )7 

The City seeks to f6cus solely on the words ofE.NA as it Vias changed fhlhrwlng the 

7 Considering surrounding cin:nmstances to analyze the meaning of contracb compi.:n'ts 1Niih other areas 
of the hnv generally, 'where courts faced with an agreement that i5 mnhi.guous may consider the 
"circumdancei> under which the agreement 'iv.as made (Code Civ. Proc, § I 860; and Civ. Code § § 1636 
and 1647) including custm:n and usage, (Code Civ, Proc.,§§ 1861and1870(12); and Civ, Code§§ 1644, 
1646 mxt i 655), rmd the prndicnl construction ptaC(!d on the contract by the acts and conduct of the 
parties under this contract before any controversy arose as h:i its meaning,.'' (Kiwr Land & Timber Co, v. 
Emmerwm (1965) 233 CaLApp.2d 200, 219-220.} 
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filing of the present case. Litigating positions formulated after litigation is filed must he 

regarded \Vith skepticism., (Cuiligan l'Vater Conditioning v. Stale Bel ffEqualization (l 976) 17 

CaL3d 86) 93.) The Court in Save Tara,. 45 Cal.4th at 132, also held that. it is not merely the 

literal \vords of an agreement that matter. Save 7>wa examined the question of w.het.her "the 

agreement, vieived in light .:?la!l the sw-rounding circurnstances, c:ommits the public agency as a 

practical matter to the project., .. " (!bid.~ emphasis added.) HzTe, the circumstances surrounding 

Ingiewood's approval of the ENA reveal the earn:mrks ofbureaucratic momentum contributing to 

such a commitrnent as a practical matter. The City's professed non*commitmenl to the Pn~jcct is 

belied bv its actions evident in the surrounding circumstances:;, 
~ ~ 

A. The Cireu.mstam:cs Under \Vbkh the ENA \:Vas l'Vlade Show the City's 
Commitment to the Project Adverse to Public involvement. 

The City incorrectly asserts that Petitioner's clairns about the City hindering pubUc 

participation and violating the Brown Act as it approved the ENA are baseless. (Opp., p. 31 « 

33.,} Petitioner's claims that the City provided scant notice or infbrmation to the public about the 

ENA are supportt.'fl by evidem;:e in the record, They are part of the totality of circumstances 

surrounding the ENA approval that provide evidence of the City's commitrnent to the Prcject as 

a practical 1natter. 

The level of secrecy the City and Iv1urphy's Bo\vl rnutuaHy acted to preserve about the 

ENA and the Project is evidence of their mutual commitment to the Project Befrm:: a project is 

fuHy approved, the public agency and project proponent should stand at arm's length and 

negotiate in a way thal does not convey favoritism or an impression that the pn)ject has already 

been decided upon. ( C'itfzens for Ceres v. Superior Court (2013) 217 CaLAppAth 889, 91 8 

("C'itizensfi>r CeresP).) The Citizens l?fCercs court explained hmv Save fora ''applied a 

concept that is cmmnnn in CEQA cases. This is the concept that a primary purpose and efiect of 

CEQA is to require agencies to confront environmental impacts befi>re deciding in favor of 

appHcants1 projects," (Ciiizensfi.n' Ceres, supra, 217 Cal.App.4th 889, 918,) The comi viewed a 

public agency's duty to impartially review an applicant's proposal and ''the applicant's prinwry 

interest in , .. having the agency prodm;:e afi:n~orablc EIR that will pass legal muster'' as interests 

that "are fundamentally at od<k" (Ibid.) Similarly, Real Party in Interest .Murphy's Bmv!'s clear 

interest in preventing the City from considering alternative proposals fi)r the Project she is 

"fundarnentaUv at odds') 'Nltb the Citv's dutv to consider alternatives to both the location and .,.. » .... 

design of the proposed Project 

The City clairns public participation vvm be encouraged (Opp,, p, 3 l) but its surreptitious 
n 
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actions to develop and approve the ENA belie this prornise. Instead of negotiating the ENA at 

arm's length, the City began by negotiating the ENA in secret for months before 111aking it 

public, Its negotiations over the ENi\ lasted for a length of time that neither the City nor 

Iviurphy's Bowl has yet disclosed, but reportedly began on January 15, 2017 (/\R 963}, if not 

eariiec The City maintained secrecy about the existence, let alone the tenns, ofthe ENA from 

the public until less than 24 hours before the June 15, 2017 hearing to consider the Er<A (AR 

l 50N 5 J ,)3 The City then sprang the EN A on the public at the eleventh hour through attaching it 

to lhe notice of the meeting (ibid.), a nnlicc posted so late that the City violated the Bro\vn Act 

and had to reaffirm. the ENA a month later at a July 15, 2017 joint mecting-9 (AR 27-29,.) 

At the June meeting, despite the magnitude ofthe proposed Project, and despite the 

brevitv of the notice of the consi aeration of the EN A. there was a brief Oittle more than three ,,. . . . ,, . '•. 

n1inute) om! staff report on the EN A that comprises oniy hventy lines of the transcript (AR 16 n 
This \VWS friI!mved by an immetHate and unanimous vote by the City jointly approving the ENA 

without any discussion or ques:t!on::L (AR l 6 J .) Public participation \Vas hindered as little notice 

or infrmnation \Vas provided to infrmn that participation. 

B. The City~s Cc.mduet Aftet• the .June ENA Approval Demonstrates Its 
O:mim.i.hnent to the Projeet as a Practical Matter. 

Tbe City's planning frw the EIR it belatedly decided to prepare also dernon£trntes its 

commitment to the Project Respondents daim the City may negotiate \Vith other parties after 

the ENA expires or is tenninatcd, {Opp., p. 22.) Ho\vever, during the three-year period in \vhich 

the City •would he conducting CEX)A. revievv including preparing and revie'wing the EIR, it \Vould 

not he able to consider alternative proposals. The ENA has a tenn of36 months, (AR 8, ENA, 

§ J ,) The revised ENA was approved at the August ! 5, 2017 joint City Council and other 

Respondents' meeting, stariing the J(Mnonth period., (AR l l 5,) Therefore, the expiration date 

~ The record shows that the Clippers/Murphy's Bi:nv! \Vere 1rying to mask the identity of the pn:tiect 
proponent until the !atesl. possible moment, and that City condoned that masking effort The legal counsel 
for the Pn:dect proponent (Chris I-Iunter) told the City's outside counsel {Royce Jones} thm the entity 
being fbrmcd would lwvt~ a ''generic name so ii won't klentify the prciposed proje<::t" and asked whether' 
the CN/\ hiH! to he paii ofthe agemfa, "or can it be down loaded shortly htdbre the hearing'' (AR 825), In 
a repljl e-mail, the City's outside counsel. ndvised that "ft]he document has to be posted vdth the agenda, 
!1wt is why we elected to just pos1 24 hours versus the normal 72 hours:' (!bid, emphasis addei:L) Not 
only is this exchange the antithesis of the open, puhHc process prior to a decision that CEQA requires, but 
it den101mtrates the !itn:mg i:nutual c1:nmnitmcnt to the Project and close conrdination between the parties lo 
the ENA to emmre as Ettie public nttention tn h as possible, 
'
1 Fedtioner does not here assert a legal claim to cnfbrce the Brmvn Act by rnaking a factual assertion 
about tim.i.ng that is relevant to its CEQA claim, 
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of the ENA would he on September 1, 202CL Thus, vvhile the ENA is in effect, the City bound 

itself to "not negotiate \Vlth or consider any offers or solicitations from, any person or entity, 

other than the Developer; regarding a proposed [Disposition and Devclopmtmt Agrce1nent] for 

the sale, .lease, disposition, and/or development of' the proposed Project site (AR 8, ENA§ 2(a}) 

or to dispose of the parcds needed fix the Project (AR l 8), Le., until alter September 2020, no 

alternative uses for the Project site would be considered or aHoived, 

Afler approving the ENA,. on February 20, 20 l 8, the City issued a Notice'. of Preparation 

{NOP) of an ETR for the proposed Project {AR l 68-179.) The City announced that the draft 

EIR was projected to be com.plete by the sumrner of 2019 .. (RJN Exk F [Scoping Meeting 

Handout], p. 9.]) Therefore, the draft ElR •.vill be ready foir public revie\V at least a fuli year 

heforethe ENA v.-il! expire. Anyrevimvofthe.Pru}ectandcertificatfon t~{t!teBlll wouidbe 

cmulucteti w1dle the E:VA is still in effect. This improperly constrains the City's discretion< The 

timing of the ElR review and the ENA expiration shows that, as a practical rnatter, the City has 

prevented itself frmn even considering any alternative use of the publicly owned property 

proposed as the Project site until it has decided about the Clippers' arena. The arrangement of 

these dates ls evidence of a practical commitment to the arena Project 

C. 'Jhe City ls Dfrcctly FirumciaUy Interested .fo the Clippers' Arena. 
Respondents \vrongly argue the City has not invested in the Project. (Opp". p. 24,) This 

is not true. The City expended political capital and incurred enormous opportunity costs by 

entering the ENA.,. Additionally, the City is actively invested monetarily in the Project In many 

i.vays through its expenditure of extensive staff tirne and its acceptance of a large payrrwnt from 

Murphy's Boivl merely for entering the ENA, 

L The Mayor~s Fervent A .. dvocacy in Ills Official Capacity ls Evidence 
of the City~s Strong Commitm.ent to the Pro,iect. 

The City has invested ex.tensive politka1 capital and staff time in the Project In Save 

Tara, the Court frn1nd it highly significant that City officials advocated publidy for the prcdect 

and defonded the projecci against criticism. (Save Tara, supra, 45 CaL4th at l 41 .) Similarly, City 

offidals here publicly supported and <lefonded the Prc:icct, Mayor Butts' statements in his 

offk:ial capad.tyHi are po\verfu! evidence of commitrm:mt as a practical matter to the Project, as in 

:::/ave Tora, Respondents argue against using the Mayor's various statements as evidence of pre« 

commitment by the City. (Opp,, p. 25-2fr} The City's commitment to the Project is shown by 

w The City of l.ngkwood';;; !Vtayor Butts is also Chair of the Parking Autliori.ty iand the Successor A.gency 
(/\R 24~2:5) and chairman of !he Oversight Board (AR 59), 
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its officiais' fervent advocacy of legislative special treatm.ent under CEQA for the PmjecL (A.R 

l 82"®3,) In its letter ''strongly support[ing]" proposed SB 789, 1.he City refers to ''a ne'>v 

basketball ernna to he huih in lng!e\vood for the LA. Clippers,,,. (AR l 82, emphasis added.) The 

City's iettcr speaks of the arena as ''to be built,'' nnt ''prnpDsed to be built.'' shrnxing that as far as 

the City vvas concerned, approval of the arcnn was a tbreg\mc cunciusknL The City 'NHS ''gonna 

do the deaL" {AR 165,) 

The Mayor emphatically supported legislation « SB 789 « tbai -would have approved 

snccial treatn1cnt of the arc1m ProJ' ect b\. { reducini) and limitlne ·.n. ubhc revic'w of it in various ~ ,.. ~ '«-' r 

\tays, Contrary 10 the Mayor's statement the "hi!I does not relieve [the C.ity] from any 

obligations under CEQ/\" (AR 934; Opp,, p, 28) and the City's w:1sertion the legislation "would 

havi~ only affected challenges to the Project <4'ier lh.e EIR had been certified'' (Opp,, p. 28, fri, l fL 

citing AR 539-540}, this legislation i;vmlld have eliminated several of CEQA 's key requirc:rncnts 

induding the rt'qufren1tmt to study a.Itematives to the proposed PmJect (AR 534 [subsectkm (h), 

exempting the EIR fi:ir the Project from considering alternative locations, aitemative densities, 

aesthetic impacts, and parking hnpactsJ,) 1 
i 

The City quotes a portion of the Save Tinn cnse rcfi:rring to not equating appmvaI of a 

project '>\lth an agency's "mere interest in, or lncHnation to support" a project (Opp,, p, 26; ahw 

citing Cedar Fair., SUfHW, 194 Cai ,.1\ppAth at 1 I 73.) lJowevcr, the l\tayor' s very pub Le and 

aggressive advocacy frw the arena Pn~ject \Vas not an expression of "mere int.crest" or 

"incli11ation to support" the Project Rather) it V>'as zealous and public advocacy ibr the Project 

approval and defomc of i ! against opposition of the type identified as indicative of an 

impermissible commitment as a practical matter to a project in Save Tara., 

The Court in Save Tara noted ihe City of West !fo!!y\vood's mayor's role in supporting a 

prc~ject there, and defending it in public, was part of the tO!a!ity of circumstances providing 

e>;·iden1;e that \Vest Holly'>vood had impennissfo!y committed &£ a practical matter to approval nf 

a project prior to conducting eavironrnental rcvievl.. (Sdve Jl:nw, supra, 45 CaL3d at l 4t«142 

["City's l'vlayor am10unced 'it fa fodera! grant] Hili be used"' fin project, and City nenrsletter 

stated "City and Laurel Place 'will redevelop the property,"'] Emphasis added,) The Court in 

Thro emphasized that ''nne of the statements nu v:hkh 'WC rn!v \Vas a comrnunication from 

789 was rejected in legislative couuniHee (/\R 938}, Vihich may he interpreted as a reaffirmation 
nltenHllives to t!:w Pn:ject design and lomnhm nwi4 h('. vened in l.1 properly cmiducted CEf)/\ review 

(5/iedirig v. Ciiy q{ Oakland ( 1962} 2cm CaLApp2d ! , 6,) 
!4 
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City's rrmyor, another appeared in an o.fficia.1 City ne\vsietter:' (Save Tara, supra., 45 CaUd at 

142, fo, 13.) This ne•;vsletter promulgated by West Hollywood in Save T!ini is analogous to the 

City's press packet in the present case., (AR 962-978,) The City claims public servants would 

not he able to do their job of promoting development if they are constrained in what they can do 

and say, (Opp,, p, 26.) Ho\vever, the City fails to recognize support for and interest in a 

proposed prc~ject differ significantly frnm conducting active and aggressive advocacy to the 

exclusion of aH other possible alternatives. 

The Cit:yis Aeceptance of Murphy's BowPs $L5 Minion for I\'!erely 
Entering the ENA O:mtrii::mted to Considerable Bureaucratic 
Mo1nenrum. 

The City received S 1.5 minion just for entering into the ENA (/\R l 2.) The City can 

use the rnoney for anything it \Vants. In S'ave Tara, the Suprc111c Court found that the 

commitment of a Joan of under $500,.000 \Vas evidence of \Vest Hol!y'ivood's commitment to the 

prcject Here, the City received Sl .5 rnillkm as an incentive to enter into and, ultimately, 

approve the Project The City negotiated the payment by tv1urphy's Iknv.l of$L5 million as n 

"non-refundable deposif' that the City has the absolute right to retain r-egardless of the outcome 

of the ENA negotiating period, and has ''the right, but not the obligation" to use for any t;rpes of 

costs nJatcd to the proposed Project and the ENA, (AR 12, ENA§ 5, emphasis added,) For a 

dty of Ing.fe\vood's size to accept S 1 .5 m.illion dollars from the Project propi..1nent \Vith no 

contractual limits on 1;vhat it can he spent on must inevitably create intense goochvill, a feeling of 

obligation, and intense ''bureaucratic rnomcnturn" in frrvor of the Pntject proponent and its 

proposed Project (Laurel l:fe.(f!,hts., supra~ 47 CaL3d at 395,) The negotiation and acceptance of 

this very substantial, nolH\:fondable, and, per ?v1ayor Butts' a..sscssrnentu, very unusual sum of 

m.oney is a farther "surrounding circumstance" that shows commitment by the City to the 

proposed Project (Save Tara, si.1pra, 45 CaL4th at ! 39,) 

3, The City Has Committed Substantial City Resources to the Clippers' 
Project and Its Success. 

The City disdaims the importance of ''time and eflbrf' spent on the Project (Opp .. , p. 

24,) However, this time and effort \Vere fbcused on a sing!e potential prcrject., the Clippers .Arena 

Project The time and effort \Vere not spent on any alternative project such us housing, a parking 

12 J\:foynr Buth, said regarding the possible Brown Act violation vf considering the EN.A al the June City 
Councf! ineeting on less tinm the required 24-hour'> ptiblic notice: "when this deal came together were we 
gonna vrnit frir another Tuesday to do it? ]\\)\Ve weren't \Ve're gonna do the deaL 1 don '1 know <fan}/ 
other city that gets paid 51.5 milllon doflars to negotiate" (i\R ! 65, cmpiwsis adde<L) 
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lot, ar other uses suggested or existing for the proposed Project site parcels. On the contrary, the 

Mayor rejected considering such altemative::t (AR 960,) 

While a public agency need not necessarily complete CEQA review before committing 

significant time and effbrt to a project (Opp,, p, 25), it nmst not foreclose alternatives prior to 

CEQA review,. However, in ENA section 2., the City comxnitted not to "negotiate with or consider 

any oflers or solicitations from, any person or entity, other than the Devd.oper, regarding . , , the sale, 

lease, disposition, and/or development. of the City Parcels or ,Agency Parcels within the Study AreH 

Site" (AR 8), The parcels underlying the Prq_iect are extensive and involve 1nuttiple parcels of 

publidy 01,vned property, The City agreed not to "voluntarily transfer their respective interesh in 

any portion of the Study Area She during the term of this Agreement to any third party.," (AR 18), 

The City's comm1itments not to consider proposals or transfer property is a type of 

expenditure in that the City pays an opportunity cost for not being able to make a better deal ot 

to take a good deal if one is offered for the parcels for a period of three years. An opportunity 

cost is "'the benefit fi:wgone by employing a resource in a way that' prevents ii from being put to 

another use!' {Meyer v, S'print S'pectrum LP (2009) 45 Cal.4th 634, 640, citing Swygert & 

Yanes, A Printer on .the C'oase lireoreni_- Afaking LaH' in t1 Wrwld q{Zero Transaction GJSts, 11 

DePaul Bus. LJ, (Fall-~\Vinter 1998) 1, 18, internal quotations oi:nitted,) This opportunity cos! 

expenditure is hidden as the City a!Icges it incurred no expenses,, 

The opportunity costs in this instance are far from speculative, There is evidence that by 

entering the ENA., the City incurred the costs of breaking an e:sdsting lease, knovm as "the 

Parking Lease," for dozens of parcels of Cit.y~ovlned pmperty which constitute large portions of 

the Pn.~ject site, and the ENi\ would prevent the City fron1 entering the same or sirni!ar lease, 

The City terminated the Parking Lease shortly after commencing negotiations with the Clippers 

about the Project on January 15, 2017 (AR 963) and shortly befrwc amnuncing the ENA publicly 

Jn June 2017, (AR 447 [A.prii 3, 2017 termination of Parking Lease]-) 

The private party involved in the Parking Lease, MSG Forum, subrnitted a claim lbr 

dam.ages to the City frw breaking this Iease, (AR 306-462 [claim .for daff1ages],) The lease \Vas, 

and i;vould have been, signi fo::antly lucrative to the City. (AR 419 [Parking Lease provides 

$200,000 per year],) .However, by breaking the Parking Lease and constrnining its ubility to 

reenter it, the City has incurred significant opportunity' costs including, at a minimum, $600,000 

in lost lease payments during the three~year negotiating period of the ENJ\, This amount 

exceeds the $475,000 predeveiopment portion of a Ioan found to be sif:,7lificant evidence in Save 
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Tara, (Sare Tara, supra, 45 CaL4th at 124,) The Parking Lease tem1i11ation, in addition to 

being a significant financiai loss to the City, is also analogous to the tenant relocation in Save 

Tara~ vihich the Court perceived as a "significant step in a redevdopment project's progress.'' 

(Save Tt1ra, supra, 45 CaL4th at 142.) 

Contrary to the City's arguments {Opp,, p. 23), .\forphy's Bow.l's interest in the Project 

parcels is not some inchoate~ unfhrmed interest that has not progressed to a definite cornmitmcnt 

from the City. Rather, in h,1urphy Bowl's own \vords, lt is a "direct and concrete interest in the 

Parking Lot Property'' and grounds fiw intervention in a !mvsuit behveen MSG Forum and the 

City related to the Project parcels that MSG had leased before they \Vere designated fbr the 

Project fRJN, Ex .. H, p, 6,) When interpreting a contract such as the ENA, the intent of each 

party to the contract is an important factor in considering the ibrmation and meaning of the 

contract (DeLeon v. Verizon fVireiess, LLC (20! 2} 207 CaLAppAth 800, 820.) !'v1urphy's Bo\vl 

ceiiainl:y regards the ENA as a firm cDnnnitment fron1 the City giving it a "direct and concrete'' 

interest in the Proiect parcels. The Citv's vveak eliorts to disclaim its co1nrnitrnent to Murnhv's J ,,.,. x ,,, 

Bowl's Project through the ENl\ are unconvincing, 

D, The Publicity Campaign by the City for the Project Denwnstrates Its 
Commitment to the Project as a Practical Matter. 

A final stmounding circumstance indicating a commitment to the Project was th.e public 

statement by ?vfayor Butts on a sports radio program that an arena for the Clippers would he, 

together with The Forum and the new Rams ihotbaH stadiuni, part and parcel of"300 acres of 

devdopm.enf' forming '''a sports entertainment district the likes of which Southern California~ or 

Calilhrnia fbr that matter, has never seen.'' (AR 570N 7 J ,) This interview was part of a press 

packet released by the City as part of a publicity campai&111 fbr the Project (AR 965: see AR 

962~97fL) Mayor Butts said of the ENA that it ''has to result in a development agreen1enC (I\R 

57 l ), reflecting a belief that de:velopmcnt is the f\1regone conclusion of the ENA, 

1! 
v' THE PRO,JECT \VAS AllEQllATEL Y DEFINED FOR CEQA ANA.L YSIS. 

The City asserts that when the ENA was approved ''the Pw~ject Was StiU Unfor:rned." 

(Opp., p. 9,) The City argues that no val.id CEQA analysis of the proposed Project could 

possibly have been done before the June 2017 ENA. was signed., or the August 2017 Revised 

EN/\ executed, because "necessary Jnformatkm was not available at the time the ENA was 

executed,'' (OpfL p. 14-15.) Nonsense, CEQA. analysis is regularly completed even for projects 

that are fax less definite than the Clippers arena Project was in June 20 l 7, 

The record shows that the Pn~ject was sufficiently well defined. Infonnation was 
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available about the Project's location, size, propi:.Jsed use number of ernployees, proposed 

intensity of use, anciliary uses,. and other infbrmation, As the Suprerae Court explained about 

the pn.~iect in Citizens fbr Responsible Dovermnent, supra, 56 Ca! J\ppAth al 1221, "' ! s ]incc the 

development site and the general dimensions ofthe project ,.:vere known from the start, there was 

no problem in providing '\neaningful infonnation for environmental assessment'."' (Save Tara, 

supra, 45 CaL 4th 1 I 6, 13 7, quoting Citizens fiJr Responsible G(rvemmtftU, supra, 56 Cat App A th 

at p, 122J.) Furthermore, even if information was not available, the City should not have 

foreclosed alternatives by terminating a lease for more than 5Uu parcels owned by the City, 

refusing to consider alternative proposals, and agreeing not to dispose of the publicly mvned 

prope1iy frn more than three yearL 

A. 

Contrary to the City's argument (Opp,, p.14), the Pn~ject's "precise location" 'Nithin the 

meaning of Guidelines section l 5124 has been known since at least June 20 i 7, (AR 3 05 [June 

ENi\); AR 4 [August ENA].) in fact, all Project boundaries are identical bet\veen the June and 

August n1aps except the southern boundary (Le,, \Vest Century Boulevard, Yukon Avenue, and 

South Prairie Avenue, respectively), \vhich changed only t\vo blocks ---- from 1 ()4th Strnet to l 02ml 

Street The publicly mvned parcels within the Pn~iect are identical between the t\vo agrcernents 

and in proposed legislation defining the Pn~ject boundaries. CAR 530-531 and 549 .. ) Thus, even 

if the City were correct that the location svas not sufficiently defined hy June 2017, it certainty 

was by August 2017 at the time of the revised ENA. 

The City claims the "specific capacity vd1S not yet knovm" (Opp., p, 9). Not so. The 

Project's size ·was well~defined as between 18,000 to 20,000 seats (AR 6). \Vhat more svou1d he 

needed? \Vith this number, the size of arena can be cakuiate<l, the number ofvehide trips crm 

be assessed, the emissions frrnT1 these trips can be assessed~ and construction impacts can be 

assessed. As a point of reference, the renovated sports/enteti:ainment facmty The Fomn1 is 

projected to have approximately f 7,000 seats (AR385), giving the City an excellent point of 

rcterencc for the environmental impacts that could he expected from a sports/entertaimnent 

facility •.vith l 8,000-20,000 seats. 

1:1 Spcdfically, there are 55 parcels of property that -wo-e subject to the Parking Lease (AR 428-445 
[llsll.ng parcels];. RJN, Exh, G [depicting parcds subject to Parking Lease within Project boundaries,}) 

1% 
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C The Project1s Dse Was Set 
The Project's use is set: a "premier and state of the mi National Basketball Association 

('NB/\') professional basketbaH arena , , . and various other ancillary uses .. ," (AR 284 !June 

ENA], AR 38 !July ENA], .AR 6 [August ENA].} Clippers representative Chris Meany provided 

forther infrmnation on the proposed uses al: the August 15, 20 l 7 joint City Council meeting, 

saying "l'he LA Clippers seek 15 to 20 acres to build a v/orld~class basketball facility. The 

project \Voutd include an NBA arena) training center, and business offices. This v1ould be tht~ 

year~rnund home of the Clippers. In addition to 40 to 50 home gmnes each year, this would be 

the 365 day a year home of the team and its more than 150 ernployees. H (A.R 1O1,) 

Contrary to the City's claim that "the number and types of events that [the Project] 1Nould 

host over the course of a year- had not been determined," it is dear that the Clippers anticipate 

"40 to 50 home games each year" (AR 101 ), and tvlayor Butts stated publicly that he also 

expected the proposed Project to host entertainment events, as The Forum does nmv, increasing 

the mnount ofuse of the arena. (AR 57Cq The August ENA specifies that the proposed Project 

wuu!d inch,1t!e "other anciI!ary uses related to and compatible with the operation and pronmtion 

of a state-of.the-art NBA arena,, .. " (AR f1,) The August ENA also discusses tenant selection 

criteria, meaning other tenants might be there« (AR 15.) 

D. The A.pprnx.imate Nu.miler of Employees \Vas Set. 
Clippers representative ivleany stated that the Clippers themselves v;ould employ 150 

people at the site fo11-tirne, (AR l 01 .) A.t the ,August 15, 2017 joint City Council meeting, 

Mayor Butts estimated lhal the proposed Project ·'ernp!oy, probably 6,000 more people in 

ccmstruction vmrk, and provide five or six hundred more jobs for the cnrmnunity, .. , ., depending 

on events. (AR 122,)14 What more could the City possibly have needed to know? 

E. The City \Vas 'Weli~Positioned to Conduct Environmental Review But Just 
Chose Not To Do So. 

The City a!r(~ady had extensive environmental information about the types of impacts that 

·would occur: as Mayor Butts acknowledged publicly, the City had recently done an EIR on the 

nearby Rams football :stadiurn currently under constructkm, "f\V}e already have studies on file 

that discuss traffic and other environmental impacts,'' (1\R 571 ,) This docuntent could give the 

;,.; Responden1s anticipated <l dcvdopmeal agreemen1 tha1 Hushed out detvih (Opp,, p, J 0), but the /\ugm;t 
ENA already spedfied such details as whether the proposed Project would he sul~ed to prevaiHngNwage 
requiremeilts (AR 14), the identification ofp¢)int«fl<f~-sllle of commctor and vendor purchases for stiles tax 
purposes (AR l 6), and the proposed Prc!,)ect's obligations to attempt to hire local residents (ARl 5), 
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City an idea ofthe scope and seriousness of tbe potential impacts of another sports venue V-ilthin 

the same entertainment district area of the City, tdayor Butts slated that traffic "inbound into the 

Forun:1 to see the Kings [hockey team] or to see a concert'' generates '"17.,658" people per event 

(AR i 65.} Since the Forum is of a comparable size (cL AR 2 [Prcdect] and AR 3 85 [Forum J) and 

hosts similar activities (sporting events and concerts) to the Clippers' arena, these nurnbers 

woukl provide the City 'livith an excellent point of reference for CEQA analysis, 

The City's claim that the arena's location "v,tlthin the study area was not yet kno\vn'' so 

transportation options and access points could not be analyzed (Opp,. p. 9} is fr1!se. The parcels 

involved \Vere VleH knmvn as their boundaries were narrowed dmvn for the Au5'tlst ENA. (AJ\ 

5..) The precise boundaries set fbrth in the August EN/\ varied little if at all from the Prc~jet'.t 

boundaries in the February 2018 notice of EfR preparation. (A,R i 69- I 70). .Alternative locations 

f(}r components of the Project shciu!d have been proposed as part of an EIR 's alternatives 

analysis as the EJR is required to analyze bot.h ahenm:tive desi&~s and locations for a project 

{Guitk:Iines § 15 I 26.6 subzL {a).) 

l .'.\ .. ·· VL FORECLOSING A.tTERNA. TfV.ES PRIOR TO CEQA REVIE'\V OF THE 
PROJECT V'lOLATES CEQA, 
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A... The City Gave Vp lts .AbU.i.ty to Ct»nsider 1\lternative Proposals }~or the 
Project Site or To Dispose of .Project Site Parcels For At l,east Three \'ears .. 

Contrary to the City's argurnents (Opp,, p, 20-21), the ENA does not preserve the City's 

unlimited discretion to consider Project alternatives. T'he ENA states fhr a period of at least 

three years the City svill not consider proposals fr.Jr alternative uses of the Project site\ (AR 8,. 

ENA Section 2(a) [City committed nm to ''negotiate with or consider any offorn or solicitations 

from, any person or entity~ other than the Developer, regarding , , , the sak, tease, ciisp<)sition, and/or 

dcve!opinent of the City Parceb or Agency Parcels within the Study Asea Site"]; see OB, pp. 5-6.) 

The City ftfftber agreed not to "volunt.ari!y tnmsfer [its] respective interests in any portion of tl:w 

Study Arca Site during the term of thb Agrei:mwnt to mw third party," {/d~ i 8} 

In Save Tm·r;\ s11pru, 45 CaL4th l I 6 the Court directed that in considering a case \Nhere 

an agency has approved a prnject~related action prior to performing CEQA con1pliance, ''courts 

should look not only to the tenns of the ag:reernent, hut to the surrounding circun1stances to 

determine whether, as a practical matter, the agency has con1mi1ted Hsdfto the project as a 

\Vhole or to anyparticularjc'atures, so as to £~t!t:ctivc!y preclude any alternatives or miti,gation 

nu:asw'es that C't:QA ivould orhenvise require to be considered, including the alternative q{not 

goingfhnvard with the project,'' (Id, at ! 39, ernphasb added..) Subsequent cases also caution 
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against foreclosing alternatives, (River!Yatch, supra, 170 CaLAppAth 1186, 1215; City q( 

Santee v. Cmmzv f~lSan Diego {2010) 186 CaLA.ppAth 55, 65·66,) The Guidelines prohibit 

fhrec!osing the considerntion of alternatives, (Guidelines§§ 15126.6 and 15004 subd. (b)(2)(B) 

!forbidding any action '\vhich gives impetus to a planned . , . pn~j.ect in a nunner that Jbredoses 

alternatives ... that would ordinariiy be part ofCEQA. review of that public project'']) 

Nonetheless, through the ENA the City has forcdosed its ability to consider a1temative proposals 

for a three· year period or to dispose ofthe property underlying the Project site. (AR 8, ENA 

Section 2(a); AR 18.) As the Supreme Court has said, \vhile an EJR is "the heart of CEQ/\.," the 

''core of an EIR ls the mitigation and ahcmatives sections.'' (Citizens of Goleta Valley v Bd Of 

Supervisors ( 1990) 52 CaL3d 553, 564.) The ENA allovvs the City to conduct CEQA revie>tv 

>tvhile sirnultaneously forbidding it to consider alternative proposals and disposing of the parcels 

that would he used by the Project for a period of three years, 

Contrary to the City~s arguments (Opp., p. 24), the ENA has foreclosed the City's 

consideration of alternatives. In addition to the terms of the ENA. itseH: the City's conduct 

before and after executing the ENA shows it regarded the ENA as constraining the alternatives 

that would be considered for the parcels of City property proposed for the Project 

At the City Council hearing in October 2017 Mayor Butts vigorously re_:jected calls to 

consider placing affordable housing or other alternatives on the publicly ovvncd parcels 

underlying the Project site. (AR 960.) The Mayor stated: 

So, to say now that these parcels that nobody cared about until »ve got into a [ENA] i.vith 
the Clippers is nmv the best only [sic-] place to build housing is disingenuous .. ,, it's 
ridiculous, and 1, for one, mu not going to entertain it fix one minute.. 

(AR 960,) The Mayor's staterncnts show his interpretation of the ENA in bis omcia! capacity as 

Mayor presiding over a City Council hearing.. The statements evidence his view that alternatives 

suggested by the public f(w the sites should not and \:vill not be considered. Respondents deny 

that the Mayor ·'has already rcft1sed to consider alternative uses." (Opp., p, 27, fn !6,) The 

l'vfayor placed his refusal to tonsider alternatives in the context of the ENA. as he says ''now that 

, __ \Ve get into a [ENA] with the Clippers ...... " (AR 96015.} Therefore, part of the basis Hw 

refusing to consider alternatives is the existence of the ENA. ,., 

Furt.hennore. earlier at the sarne City Council hearing, an Inglewood resident raised the 

15 Petitioner cited Administrative: record page 960 in the Opening Brief as CarsHAlS Declaration in 
Support oH.1otion to Augment Exhibit B, page 22. After the filing of the Opening Brid~ the Court 
granted in part Pt~titioner's mot.ion to augment !he administrative record, Carstens Declandion Exhibit:<> A 
through H \Vere added to the adm.inistrative record and arn now numbered AR 92! to AR 978.. 
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possibility of alternatives fbr the Project parcels in addition to housing that the City denied 

previously: ''f1\] bakery . , , theater group.,,, f and] a YMCA" 1-vere denied by the City Council. 

(AR 956.) The M.ayor broadly S\Vept aside al! consideration of any alternatives····· \Vhether 

housing or othenvise ~ when he said he »vas "not going to entertain it for one minute.') (/tR 

960 .. ) Therefore, fix all the pubHc vievving the heating could perceive, the City wi.U n.ot be 

considering any alternatives for the Project site. 

The City argues that CEQA does not require discussions be held with other 

developers, {Opp., p. 21-22.) This misconstrues Petitioner's argumenL The point is that the 

City 1nust have prnctica1 discretion to consider other alternatives, induding other offers. (Pub, 

Resources Code§§ 21003, l and 21081 subd, (a}.) Under Comnnmity Redt:~veloprnent Ltnv 

("CRL"), the City is obligated to detennine the sale or rental price of n..'<lcvelopinent land at its 

"highest and best use consistent vlith therede\<'elopment plan.'' (Health & Saf Code,§ 33433,) 

If the City (in the frmn of the Successor Agency} rnay not consider other offors frw Successor 

Agency-owned parcels. it cannot fo1tm this obligation ofCRL 16 Moreover, "[l]n the absence of 

proof to the contrary, the highest and best use of property is presumed to be its current use." 

(City qfLos Angeles v. Decker (1977) 18 Cal.3d 860, 867.) Therefore, the no project altemati ve 

must be a viable option. \Vhereas the Mayor argued use of Project site parcels for housing is "a 

total sham'' (AR 960), at lettst t\vo of the parcels \vithin Project boundaries are already used as 

residences.. (RJN, Exhibits A, H, C, D, and EL) Dozens of other parcels had been leased for 

parking purposes until April 2017 ;.vhen the City tenninated the lease fix them. (AR 428~445; 

RJN, Exh, G.) These and other parcels could he used frff their current or recent use. 

B. The Public Agency in Saltonstall Did Not Fort~dose Alternatives, Conduct 
.Extensive Advocac}\ Or Fail to Prcparn rm EIR. 

The City repeatedly cites Saltonstall v. C'ity qfSacramento (2015) 234 CaLAppAth 549 

("S1.dtanstall "} (Opp. p. l 8-2 l ), It is distinguishable and has no bearing here. ln Saltonstall, the 

court decided an agreement was a non·hinding, non-approval of a prc~ject,. and that there \Vas no 

foreclosure of alternatives. That is not the case here. 

In Saltonstall, challengers to the Kings basketba11 arena in Sacramento sved after an ElR 

16 The City claims CEQA does not require the City to pursue developrnent of City-owned property. 
{Opp,, p. 21-22.) However, t?fen if CEQA does not require development or disposition of the parceb, 
CRL requires the City to dispose of the Successor Agency owned parcels as expeditiously as possible. 
FolJowing dissolution of redevelopment agencies, successor agencies must "expeditiously'' \Vind down 
the affairs of the redevdopn1.cnt agencies. (Health & Saf. Code,§ 34177, subd.. (h); Citr qfEmeryville v, 
Cohen (20l5} 233 Ca!.AppAth 293, 298 and 303.} 
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Juul already been prepared. Tiw~fr claims included an assertion that the ElR was "fatally 

corrnpted" by Sacramento having already entered into an agreement with the National BasketbalI 

l\ssociation to hui1d an art.-'11~L (Id. at 566.) Thus, although the court evaluated under Save Tara, 

the case did not :squarely present a question of whether the timing of environmental revie».v \Vas 

proccdurnI!y correct Rather, the issue centered around 'whether the City of Sacrarn.ento Vias 

fatally pre-committed to the project during its environnmntal review of an EIR The court held it 

vms not Ho\vcver, in the present case, the question is not one ofprccornmitment infocting an 

EIR after it has been prepared., Rather, it is whether the City imperrnissibly foreclosexi 

alternatives or committed as a practical matter to the Pr(rject through the ENA and in light of 

surrnunding circumstances prior to revieiv, 

In Soltanstrdl, there was no evidt~nce of Sacramento having foreclosed any alternatives or 

mitigation measures, Sacramento retained "complete discretion to ,,, mitignte adverse 

environmental irnpact::L'. (Id, at 570.) Alternatives arc a form of mitigation (laurel Heights 

Jrnprorvment Association v, Regents t~f the [lnh,1, t:</'Ctt.. (1998} 47 CaL3d 376, 403), making an 

agreement not to consider alternative uses on a site a forrn of constraining the mitigation 

mea<n1res that may be irnposed. In contrast i,vith Sacrmnento1 the City in the present case 

gnanmtecd it would not entertain offers for alternative uses of the Project site fbr at least three 

years (AR 8), asrreed not to dispose of parcels needed for the Project (AR 18), and terminated a 

parking lease for parcels needed fbr the Project (AR 447), These actions frwedose<l 

consideration of alternative Project site uses, If an alternative \:vas offered to the City during the 

three-year ENA period, the City has already guaranteed it \:vou.Jd not consider that aJter:native. 

(;ity of Santee is Distinguishable as There \Vas No Evidence Suggesting A 
Commitment Beyond The Four Corners of an l\greement 

The City cites the inapplicable case of Cit,v q(Santec v. Cow1zy qfSan Diego {2010) 186 

CaLA.ppAth 55 (''Santee") (Opp, p, 19) to argue a public agency does not violate CEQA in 

entering into preliminary agreements, SmUef' ls factually very diftf.::rcnL The City of Santee 

challenged the county's siting agreement identifying potential locations frw a state priso.n reentry 

facility as a violation of CEQA 

WhiJe the court reasoned that on the face of the agreement there \Jv'JJS no commitment to a 

facility or to a detention facility expansion, (id, at 66), it abo stated "in addition to looking at tbe 

face of the siting agreem.ent we must also exmnine any d.rcumstances surrounding the agreement 

which suggest. a comrnitment to proceed \Vith a particular project" (id at 67, citing Stn'e Tara, 

supra, 45 CaL4th at p. 139,) The court held "there arc no such circumstances either a!Ieged ln 
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the complaint or othenvise found in the record, ii (Id at 67.) 

In marked contrast in the present case thc'fe are extensive circumstances surrounding the 

agreement which suggest a conu:nitment to proceed with a particular project In addition to the 

ENA tenns discussed above being very different by fbredosing alternatives, the surrounding 

circumstances including lobbying efforts in Sacramento by Mayor Butts (A.R 922-923), the 

pubikity campaign surrounding the announcement of a deal with the Clippers (AR 962«978), 

Mayor Butts' adamant rrjtcction ofpropos:ed alternatives (AR 960), and the City's termination of 

a lease for parcels of the ,:mhject property (AR 447) are facts \Vithout parallel in tbe Santee case 

Further, unlike here, the County of San Diego in Santee did not fi.1reclose appropriate revie\v of 

ahernatives, Both the terms of the agreements involved and the surrounding circurnstances make 

the present case very different from the Sant<ic case. 

Cedar Fait\ LP. is Distinguishable Because the City of Santa Clara Retained 
l!n.couditi.orml Discretion to Cous.kler and Choose Alternatives. 

The City repeatedly cites C'edor Fttfr, L,V v, City o_lSanta Clara (2011) ] 94 CaLAppAth 

1150 ("Cedar .Fair"), (Opp,, pp, I 8, 21, 24, 26.) However, that ease is distinguishable in key 

aspects, In particular, although it involved a term sheet between a city and a project proponent 

for a sports arena, it did not involve terms that fbredosed the public agency's ablllty to consider 

alternatives, Therefore, the court held that the stadium term sheet did not co1nmit the city to the 

prc~ject, and thus prior envirnnrnentaI revie\v \Vas not required. •·p]be term sheet.. even 

considered together vlith the alleged eircumstanccsj did not preclude any alternative or 

mitigation rneasurethat t>vould ordinarily he part ofCEQA review," (Cedar Fair, supra, 194 

CaLAppAth at 1173.) The City of Santa Clara made sure the tenn sheet unconditionally a!knved 

it to "select other foasihle alternatives to avoid significant environmental irnpacts!' (Cedar Fair. 

supra, 194 CaLAppAth at 1169,) Additionally, the stadiurn required a public vote, (Ibid.) 

In contrast \vith the term sheet in Cedar Fair, alth.ouu:h the ENA, in the nresent case , ~ ~ 

conternplatcs CEQA compliance as touted by Respondents (Opp. 1 p. 29)1 it docs not have any 

provision (~xpressly reserving the right to select other feasible alternatives uncondftiona/J:v as the 

tenn sheet in Cedar Fair does, Instead, the C'.itv onlv retains discretion conditionallv: "'Hthe ..,,., ' ',,,. . ·;..' ~' 

Prdposed Pl'f~ject isji:n1nd to cm1se signyiccmt adverse hnpacfs that cannot be mit(gated, the 

Public Entities retain absolute discretion to require implementation of mitigation rneasures, 

rnodify the Proposed Project or select foasib1e a1temativcs to mitigate or avoid significant 

adverse envirnnn1entaI hnpacK'' {i\R 16 lENA. section 7), emphasis added.) In lhe event the 

Pntiect has significant adverse impacts that om he mitigated, this conditiomil provisfon would not 
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allow· the City lo choose an alternative or rqject the Project The ENA does not confinn the City's 

unfettered discretion to reject the Projtxt: instead, the ENA states the City tnay "reject the Proposed 

Prc'.iect as proposed (('the f'co1wmic and social bt'lHfits q{the Proposed Project do not <.mtH'cfgh 

otherwise w1m>ofr:hible s1~r;n[!kam adverse impacts qf the Proposed Prqfect." (AR 16, emphasis 

added.) To comply with CEQA, the City must have unfi::tternd discretion to r~ject the Prc~iect even if 

econnrnk and social benefits might. outweigh its unavoidable impacts, but the ENA. impennissibly 

constrnJns the City's discretion to choose a!temativt:L 

Much Eke the term sheet in Cedar Fair, supra, 194 CaLAppAth at 1169, the fviOU in 

Ddaw'are Tetra Tec!mologies, Jne, v. County t~fSan Bernardino {20! 6) 247 CaLAppAth 352, 

also cited by Respondents (Opp., pp, l 9~20), reserved public agency dis:cretimL H involved a salt 

miner's chaHenge to a county's resolution authorizing an ~~40U fl:.w a grounthvater pumping 

project (Id, at 36L) Unlike in the present ease, the County of San Bernardino unambiguously 

retained full discretion to consider alternatives and rnitigation measures: ~'the County retains fo11 

discretion to consider . , , require additional. rnitigation measures or allernatives," (}d. at 36 l . ) In 

contrast, the ENA in the present case uses the •;vords "absolute discretion" but that is 

condhionallv reserved "lf'' there are significant unavoidable imp,acts and "if' the benefits of the - ~ 

Project do not outweigh those hnpw:tr< {A.R 16,) 

Rfrern'atch v. Olt'venhain A4tm. ffater Dist. is Analogous Because the Agency 
There Committed to a Definite Couxse <Jf Actkm and IHd Not Retain 
Discretion to Consider Alternatives. 

The City cites, but does not meaningfully discuss RiverlYatch, supra, 170 CaLAppAth 

1l86, 1212-1213, The appd!ate court in Riverwarch concluded that a \Vater district's 

(0fv1\VD's) "approval and signing of the Agreen1ent constituted approval of part of the Landfill 

prqjecl \Vithin the meaning of CEQA and its guidelines, as interpreted by Save Tara" (id at p, 

1212) because "{)~v:f\VD's apprnval and signing of the Agreement comndttcd OMV/D to a 

d,~finire cou1sc q(action an<l did rmt condition OMWD's perfrmnance of the Agreement on its 

subsequent exercise of its CEQA discretion to take other actions aft.er considering the final E!R 

certified by DEJ:l (f Guidelines],. § 15352-)'' (Id at p, I 2 M, ftL omitted,) The court explained 

"Becm:ise the Agreernent set fruth the specific details regarding OM\VD's 60~year obligation to 

deliver recycled \"'ater to GCL, and the constmction required to a!low that delivery, OM\VD's 

apprn;ial and signing of the At,rreement satisfied the definiteness n•tp;dremcnt (Le,, a th:flnite 

course of action).'' (id at p, 1212,) The court also found significant that, "[ajlthough the 

.Agreement contained a provision regarding CEQA responsibility, that provision did not, in any 

:25 
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4 

5 

6 

7 

reasonable construction. provide that OlvfW1J retained its complete discretion under C!::'QA (as a 

responsible agenq.~ to consider aJhud E!R cert{fied .~v DEH and there4ier approve or 

disapprove its part q/the Landfill project pursuant to the Agreement or to require mitigation 

measures or alternatives to ftspart f?lthe prqject'' (Id .. pp, 1212~ 1213, emphasis added.) The 

definite course of action to \vhich the City cornmitted itself through the ENA \Vas to pursue 

negotiations to build the Clippers Arena and not to consider any other proposals for the Project 

site for a three~year period while those negotiations occmTed. Inglm.vood in1permissibiy limited 

its complete discretion to consider alternatives to the Projei;.:t in a later CEQA document 

8 vn. CONCtlJSION. 

9 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

!7 

18 

I9 

20 

21 

23 

24 

26 

28 

The City approved an essential step that >vould culminate in construction of the Clippers 

arena Project vvhen it approved the ENA No environmental reviev,1 was <lone, This violated 

CEQA and a writ of mandate should issue directing the City to set aside the ENA. The ENA 's 

express tenns forbid the City from even talking to anyone about any alternative developntent on 

the 68 parcels making up the Project site or disposing of any ofthmn until i.vcll after the Project 

ElR is expected to be completed. The surrounding circumstances abound with evidence of 

commitment including: (i) secret cooperation between the Project proponent and the City 

intentionaHy to deprive the public of meaningful notice or information1 (ii) the official statements 

that presuppose that the Project will be built an<l the vigorous advocacy frir the Project on paper 

and in person, (Hi) the public statements by' the City's mayor and chairperson that assume 

construction of the Project, and (iv) the City's incursion of opportunity costs including 

tennination of an existing lucrative !ease for parcels necessary fbr the Project The 

circumstances combine to demonstrate "substamfal momentum" (Lawson Rock, supra, 20 

CaLApp,51h 77, HH) for the Project The ENA's restrictivetenns in conjunctkm with the 

surrounding circumstances together prove a commitment as a practical matter by the City to the 

Project The ENA. and the City's conduct surrounding it are ''detrirnentai to further fi1ir 

environmental analysis." (id at 99,) The ENA precludes the meaningthl consideration of 

alternatives in a \vay that is impermissible prior to CEQA compliance. (Save Tara, supra, 45 

CaL4th at 139; Guidelines § 1535:L) The ENA must be set aside. 

Dated: No'<le1nber 14, 2018 Respectfolly submitted) 

By 

Attornev for Petitioner 
" 

26 
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PROOF OF SERVICE 

I am employed by Chatten-Brown & Carstens LLP in the County of Los ,Angeles, Stats:: of California. 
J run over the age of l S rmd not a party to the within action. My business address is 2200 Pacific. Coast 
Highway, Ste. 318, Hermosa Beach, CA 90254 . November 14, 20 l 8, I served the within documents: 

D 

D 

D 

REPl,Y IN SUPPORT OF PElTnON FOR \VRIT OF MANDATE 

VIA lJNffED STA'lES fHAlL. i am readily familiar wilh this busineim' practice for 
collection and processing of correspondence for mailing with the United States Postal Service. 
On the same day that correspnnden<>e is placed for cn!lcction and mailing, it is deposited in 
the ordinary course of business with the United Stat.es Postal. Service in a sealed envelope with 
post<~gt: hi Uy prepaid. l enclosed the above-referenced document(s) in a sealed envelope or 
package addressed to the person(s) at the address(cs} ns set fbrth below, and frillowing 
ordinary business practices I placed the package fbr coHcctii::m aud mailing on the date mnd al 
the place of l:nrniness set lznth above .. 

VIA OV.ER.NlGHT OELfVERV. i enclosed the above~reforeuced doc~mnent(s) in an 
exrve!ope or package designated by an overnight delivery carrier with delivery foes pitid or 
provided frir and addressed to the person{s) at the address(es) listed hdow., I placed the 
envelope or package for coll.ection and overnight delivery at an office or a regularly utilized 
drop box of the overnight delivery carrier. 

VlA MESSENGER SERVICE. I si~rved the above-refonmced docmnenl{s) by placing them 
in an envelope or package addressed to the persou(s) N the address(es) listtxl below and 
provii:h~d the1n to a profossionai messenger service fin service, (A, dcclarntion by the 
messenger must. accompany this Proof of Service or be contained in the Dedarntion of 
Messenger bclo\v ,) 

VlA FACSlMIL.E TllANSMISSION. Based on an agreement of the parties to accept 
.service hy fax lrnnsmission, 1 foxed the abovi>refr:rmwed docmnent{s) to the persons at the 
fax nu.mber(s) listed hekn;v, No error vtas reported hy the fox rnachine that I used, A copy of 
the reoxd of the fax tn.'msmission is attached. 

'VIA ELECTRONIC SERVlCE. I caused the abnve-:refornneed document(s) lo be sent to 
the pcrson(s) at the ebrtronic address{ es) listed below. 

I declare that I am -employed in the <>ffice oh inen1hcr of the bar nfthis eon.rt \•:hose direction the 
liervke was rnadt~, l dtidare under penalty of pe1j Liry under the laws of the State of California that the above is 
true and corrneL Executed on Nov•;mber 14, 2018,. al Hermosa Beach, Califbrnia 9()254, 
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2019 WL 4016406 (Cal.App. 2 Dist.) (Appellate Brief) 
Court of Appea1, Second District, California, 

Division 7. 

INGLEWOOD RESIDENTS AGAINST TAKINGS AND EVICTION, Appellant and Petitioner, 
\i. 

CITY OF INGLEWOOD, Successor Agencyto Redevelopment Agency of the Cityofing1ewood, Inglewood 
Parking Authority, and Oversight Board to the Successor Agency to the T nglewood Redevelopment Agency, 

Respondents and Defendants, 
MURPHY'S BOWL LLC, Respondent and Real Party in Interest. 

No. B29fq60. 
August 20, 2019. 

Appeal from Judgment Entered in Favor of Respondents Los Angeles Superior Court Case No. BS170333 
Honorable Judges Amy Hogue and Mitchell L. Beckloff 

Appellant's Opening Brief 

*Douglas P. Carstens (SBN 193439), l'vlichelle Black (SBN 261962), Chatten-Brown. Carstens & Minteer LLP, 2200 Pacific 
Coast Highway, Suite 318, Hermosa Beach, CA 90254, Telephone: (310) 798-2400, Facsimile: (310) 798-2404, E-mail: dpc 
(Q!cbcearthlaw.com, Email: mnb@cbearthlaw.co1R for appellant/petitioner Inglewood Residents Against Takings and 
Eviction. 
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§ 21081 .......................................................................................................... . 66 

§21168 .......................................................................................................... . 31 

§21168.5 ...................................................................................................... . 31 
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§ 15378 .......................................................................................................... . 34 
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§ 34177 .......................................................................................................... . 66 

* 12 I. Introduction. 

In their single-minded detern1ination to develop a professional basketball arena in Inglewood ("the Project"). the City of 
Inglewood and various Respondent agencies (collectively, herein ·'the City") have flouted the laws designed to protect 
California's environment and the public's right to know the significant environmental effects of a proposed. monumental 
project like the one here at issue. 

In contravention of the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA''). Respondents committed to approval of a project on 
three separate occasions' before preparing a single CEQA analysis. This was by design, as Respondents deliberately set out to 
preclude any meaningful consideration of alternatives to the arena Project or to ensure that they made decisions with 

enviromnental considerations in mind as required by California law. C Laurel !mprovement Assn. '" Regen/.; oflhe 
o/Califi.m1ia 47 Ca!.3d 376. 393 (''Laurel Heighrs 

* 13 The Project triggered CEQA review as a matter of1aw for at least the following reasons, thus wan-anting reversal of the trial 
court's order: 

•The City's entry into an Exclusive Negotiating Agreement ("ENA") with a developer created by the Clippers for the Project 
and named Bowl LLC" to hide its affiliation with the bound the to exclusive 
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negotiations with Murphy's Bowl, thus precluding any discussion or consideration of any alternative uses within the Project 
site for rhree years. It is indisputable that the location and scope of the proposed Prqject are clear on the face of the ENA: 23 
acres of City land provided to the Clippers for an 18,000-20,000 seat arena in a precise location, abutting and including 
residential areas and numerous existing businesses. Indeed. approximately 84 percent of the proposed Prqject site is made up of 
parcels owned by the City. (Administrative Record ("AR") 170.) 

• The City and Murphy's Bowl established in the ENA detailed procedures for transferring the project site to Murphy's Bowl, 
and the City expressly contemplated that it intended to acquire other parcels in the site from third pariy owners in order to 
transfer them to *14 Murphy's Bowl. (AR 38-39 and 41 [ENA Recitals Band C. § 2(b)J: and AR 6, 8-9 [Recitals C and D, § 
2(b)].) 

•Following its secret dealings to consummate the transaction, the City lent considerable - indeed. unprecedented - momentum, 
media coverage. and political clout to advance the Project. 

• Through the active conduct and advocacy of the City and its officials, the City committed to the Project by creating 
insurmountable bureaucratic momentum. Underscoring these efforts, the Ciiy and its lobbyists sought and finally obtained 
special legislative treatment for the Project in Sacramento even after its costly effo1ts in 2017 failed. 

Suffice it to say, the City has ignored CEQA's substantive and procedural requirements, and has turned any eventual 

environmental impact rep01t ("EIR") on this Project from ''a document of public accountability" ( Laurd Heights, supra, 47 

Cal.3d at 392), into a document of public irrelevance and impermissible ·'post hoc rationalization" C kl. at 394). 

Having violated CEQA as a marrer of law by approving the ENA three times in June, July, and August 20 i 7, foreclosing 
alternatives in the ENA, and creating insurrnountab1e momentum in favor of the Project - a11 without conducting any *15 
environmental review - the City's ENA cannot stand. Reversal of the trial court's order is warranted. 

Separately. even if the ENA 's approval was not a commitment to the Project, the ENA 's approval itself was a ''project" subject 
to CEQA and required environmental review. As the City undertook no review of the EN A's potential environmental impacts, 
the City violated CEQA The City must be directed to set aside the ENA 's approval. 

It Issues Presented 

The issues in this case are: 

l. Whether the City demonstrated a practical commitment to the proposed basketball arena Project to effectively constitute 
approval of the Project without the required CEQA review. 

2. Whether the City has tal·cen any steps improperly foreclosing alternatives to the Project prior to environmental review. 

3. Whether the City otherwise created bureaucratic or financial momentum for the Project sufficient to incentivize it,'Iloring 
environmental concerns. 

4. Whether the ENA itself is a project subject to CEQA 

*16 Ht Statement of l<'acts. 

A. Respondents' Actions Prior To Environmental Review: Secret Project Negotiations Prior to .June 2017. 

*17 The City of Inglewood publicly claims to have bet,'lm negotiations with the Clippers in January 2017 (AR 564 ), though 
recent media reports confirm that the negotiations secretly began at least six months earlier.'- City officials negotiated with one 
or more entities associated with Steve Ba11mer, owner of the L.A. Clippers professional basketball team which eventually 
formed Murphy's Bowl LLC (AR 564, 574, 844, 852).' City officials and Ballmer shared a desire for the Clippers to build and 
occupy a National Basketball Association (NBA) basketball arena in Inglewood, but they had to pursue that desire in secret 
because oft he City's contractual obligations to its leaseholder MSG Fomrn. (AR 312-313.) Consistent therewith, they gave the 
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Clippers entity, "Murphy's Bowl LLC," ''a generic name so it won't idenlify the proposed project" (AR 825.) In Ap1il 2017, 
the City terminated a lease of Project parcels for parking without advising lhe leaseholder (MSG Fomm) of the pending 
negotiations with the Clippers. (AR 306-462; 447 [Ap1il 3, 2017 termination].) 

The nature of the proposed Project, and the existence of the negotiations over the ENA and a Disposition and Development 
Agreement (DDA) were not revealed to the public. however. until at least sh months later in June 2017. on less than 24-hour's 
notice. (AR 35). 

B. June 2017: The City Council Rushed Approval of the June ENA with Well-Established Project Details and then 
Undertook Extensive Promotional Efforts. 

1. The City Held a Public Hearing on the ENA with Minimal Public Notice. 

On June 14, 2017, the Inglewood City Council mshed to issue notice of a special joint meeting the very next day, together with 
the Successor Agency to the Inglewood Redevelopment Agency (Successor Agency) and the Parking Authority, in order to 
consider the Exclusive Negotiating Agreement (ENA) that is the subject of this case. (AR 150-151). This meeting was called 
with less than 24-hours' notice required by the Brown Act (Govt Code 9 54956 subd. (a)) for a "'special'· meeting. (AR 
149-151; AR 152; t'l8 AR 155; AR 252-253.) City officials deliberately decided against giving the normal 72 hours' notice. 
(AR 825.) 

The City chose to call a special meeting. with its shortened notice, because the Brown Act would require that the proposed ENA 
be attached to the meeting notice. (AR 825 [having to include ENA with the agenda was ''why we elected to just post 24 hours 
versus the normal 72"].) Following a brief staff presentation at the June 15 special meeting, with no questions, the City Council 
voted unanimously to fonnally enter the EN A (AR 161 ). The ENA is a complex, 22-page agreement that binds the City to a 
three-year period of exclusive negotiations with Murphy's Bowl, "to facilitate lhe development of a premier and state-of-the-art 
National Basketball Association ("NBA') professional basketball arena consisting of approximately 18,000 to 20,000 seats'' on 
an extensive site that includes numerous tracts of publicly owned land. (AR 160, AR 169-170.) The ENA prohibits the City 
from considering alternative proposals or lransferring parcels included in the Project site. (AR 8; AR 18.) 

2. The Project's Location Was Set. 

The Project's precise location was known since at least June 2017' (AR 305 !June ENA]; AR 4 !August ENA]). as were its 
boundaries (i.e .. West Century Boulevard, Yukon Avenue, and South Prairie Avenue. respeclively), with the minor exception 
of the southern boundary. which changed only two blocks - from 104th Street to l02nd Street- between the June and August 
versions of the ENA. (ld) The publicly owned parcels within the Project are identical between the two agreements and in 
proposed legislation defining the Project bow1daries. (AR 530-531 and 549.) Thus, the location and boundaries were defined by 
.J w1e 2017 and confinned in the August 2017 revised ENA (AR 5). The Project boundaries were confirmed in a Febmary 2018 
notice ofElR preparation. (AR 169-170.) 

*19 J. The Project's Size Was Set. 

Fmther, the Project's size, in tenns of seating capacity. was well-defined as between 18,000 to 20,000 seats (AR 6 [ENA 
Recital BJ). With this number, the size of the arena. the number of vehicle trips and emissions from these trips, and the 
constmction impacts of the Project could be assessed. A nearby renovated sportsientertainment facility, The Fomm. with 
approximately 17,000 seats (AR 385), gave the City an excellent point of reference for the environmental impacts expected 
from a sports/entertainment facility with 18,000-20Jl00 seats. 

*20 Additionally, prior studies were available from a nearby football stadium. (AR 571 [Mayor stated that prior environmental 
studies for the Rams' stadium could be used for estimating ''traffic and other environmental impacts."]) 

4. The Project's Use Was Set. 
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The Project's use was set: a '·premier and state of the mi National Basketball Association ('NBA') professional basketball 
arena ... and various other ancillary uses ... " (AR 284 [June EN A].) A represent alive of the Clippers provided further information 
on the proposed uses at the August 15, 2017 joint City Council meeting: 

The LA Clippers seek 15 to 20 acres to build a world-class basketball facility. The project would include an NBA arena, 
training center, and business offices. This would be the year-round home of the Clippers. In addition to 40 to 50 home games 
each year, this would be the 365 day a year home of the team and its more than 150 employees. 

(AR 101) The Mayor estimated that the proposed Project would '·employ. probably 6.000 more people in constmction work, 
and provide five or sh hundred more jobs for the community ... ;' depending on events. (AR 122.) 

In addition, the City Mayor stated publicly that he also expected the proposed Project to host entertainment events, as The 
Fomm does now, increasing use of the arena well beyond those 40 to 50 home games. (AR 569-570.) The Mayor stated *21 that 
traffic '·inbound into the Forum to see the Kings [hockey team] or to see a concert" generates '·17.658" people per event. (AR 
165.) The Forum is of a comparable size (cf. AR 6 [Project] and AR 385 [Forum]) and hosts similar activities (sp01ting events 
and concerts) as the Clippers' arena would. 

5. The City, Led by its Mayor, Undertook a Media Blitz Advocating for the Project. 

Inglewood's Mayor made repeated public media statements asserting in strong terms the City's commitment to the proposed 
Clippers arena, including referring to the ENA during the June 15, 2017 City Council meeting as ''a promise ring that we hope 
will lead to an engagement that will lead to a marriage, and we have a pretty good track records (sic) in consummating those 
marriages." (AR 164.) A press packet distributed by the City in June 2017 included similar statements from the Jviayor in 
various newspapers anticipating approval of the Project. (AR 966. 971. 976.) 

C. July 2017: Public Objections to Project Approval l<'orce City Re-Approval of ENA. 

t'22 On July 14, 2017, Appellant objected to the inadequacy of the June 15 meeting's 22-hour notice and uninformative project 
description (AR 252-253).' Appellant filed the 01iginal petition herein one week later on July 20, 2017. In a hasty response, and 
again at a "special" meeting on lhe minimum 24-hours· notice (AR 141-142), lhe City held a second joint meeting on July 21, 
2017, where all three Respondent agencies recommitted the City to the unchanged ENA (AR 146-147.) 

*23 D. August 2017: City Revision of the ENA to Address Extensive Public Opposition and Issues Raised in Litigation. 

l. The City Held a Third Hearing to Approve the Project ENA. 

*24 Following shortly after publication of two mticles about the arena Project in the Los Angeles Times including one entitled 
"Possible Clippers arena has many Inglewood residents worried they may lose their homes or businesses" (AR 79/', the Ciiy 
Council held a third meeting on August 15, 2017 (AR 73-140). At the August hearing. the City Council approved a ·'Revised 
ENA'' which tweaked terms of the prior two versions of the ENA to assert that the City had full discretion as to approval of the 
proposed Project, added new window-dressing language to respond to Petitioner's arguments that CEQA was violated. and 
attached a revised map of the project area pwporting to exclude private homes and churches from the area of potential eminent 
domain use. (AR 123-125; AR 6-24; AR 4 [site map].) The Ciiy's Mayor. however. emphasized that eminent domain to obtain 
land for the Proposed Arena was still an option. (AR 78; AR 124 ["We will not foreclose the use of any tool that has been 
provided to cities across this count1y'"].)7 

2. After Appellant l<'iled Suit, the City Made Multiple Changes to the Proposed ENA to Enhance the Appearance of City 
Discretion and CEQA Compliance. 

The Revised ENA approved by the City on August 15, 2107 differed significantly from the ENA approved on June 15, 2017, 
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with copious added language addressing the City's supposed discretion. and expanded descriptions of its duty to comply with 
CEQA. The most significant changes include the following with deletions from the original ENA indicated by strikeout type, 
and additions by underline type. 

Recital E was revised to state: ·'In accordance with Subject to the requirements of AB 26, the Successor Agency, along with the 
City and the Authority, has selected and agreed to negotiate with the Developer !Murphy's Bowl] for the potential conveyance 
*25 and development of the Agency Parcels (along with the balance of the Study Area Site, ... " (AR 6-7; cf. AR 39.) 

Recital F was augmented with a term for CEQA compliance: ·'compliance with CEQA as provided in Sectzon 7, and all 
applicable City land use and the City Municipal Code requirements have been satisfied.'' (AR 7; cf. AR 39.) 

Section 2(b) was changed from the City using best efforts to acquire third pm1y land to merely considering acquiring such land: 
" .... the City and/or the Authority, as applicable, subject to the Developer [Murphy's Bowl] rights and obligations_ as set forth 
in Section 3(g), shall use its best eff01ts to acquire consider acquisition o/the parcels of real property comprising the Potential 
Participating Parcels so identified by the Parties in accordance with applicable law.'' (AR 8; cf. AR 41.) 

Section 3 subdivision (d) was amended to include a term for environmental compliance: "However. no such site plan or 
architectural renderings shall be deemed final until the completion 1~{ E·nvironmenta! Review m accordance with CEQA and 
approved by the City ... " (AR 10; cf. AR 43.) 

Section 7 was added to state the conditional discretion of the public agencies to "reject the Proposed Prc:iect as proposed if the 
economic and social benefits c:fthe Proposed Project do not outweigh otherwise unavoidable significant adverse impacts of the 
Proposed Prc:iect, or approve the Proposed Project upon a *26 finding that the economic. social, or other benejits of the 
Proposed Project outweigh unavoidable significant adverse impacts of the Proposed Project .. , (AR 16, italics added.) 

Section 25(a) was added to assert, among other statements, "the City reserves all rights to approve, disapprove, or approve 
with conditions al! such Entitlements in its sole and absolute discretion." (AR 23-24.) 

3. The Terms ofthe Exclusive Negotiating Agreement Foreclosed the Consideration of Alternatives. 

The ENA contains an exclusivity provision that commits the City to at least a three year period (with a possible six-month 
extension (AR il-12 [ENA§ 4]) during which the City will negotiate with Real Party Murphy's Bowl, LLC - and during which 
the City has affirmatively agreed not to negotiate with anyone else - about a ·'proposed DDA [Disposition and Development 
Ab,rreement] for the sale, lease, disposition and/or development" of any parcels within the site for the proposed arena. (AR 8 
[ENA§ 2(a)].) The ENA also contains a non-transfer provision that forbids the City from voluntarily transferring its interest in 
any portion of the proposed arena site to anyone except the City or the Parking Authority during the three-year term of the EN A. 
(AR 18, !ENA § i l].) None of the City entities may discuss or negotiate as to any alternative disposition or use of its public 
prope1iy within the Project site *27 during that timeo (AR 8 !ENA § 2(a)].) In essence, ownership and use of City land within 
the proposed arena Project site is frozen for three years, possibly more. 

The ENA provides that a party may tenninate the ENA if another party fails to perform or fails to negotiate in good faith (AR 17 
[ § 8(a)]), but the party may not terminate if the failing party cures the failure after being given notice. (Id.) In a lopsided 
manner, while both pmiies must give prompt notice of their intent to tenninate the ENA, Murphy's Bowl alone "may at any 
time and for any reason during the ENA period elect not to proceed with the Proposed Project." (AR 17 ! § 8(b)].) Thus, while 
the City bas bound itself to the ENA and may not terminate it except if Murphy's Bowl fails to proceed or to negotiate in good 
faith, Murphy's Bowl may walk away at any time. Murphy's Bowl has an unconstrained ability to terminate the ENA but the 
City does not. 

Murphy's Bowl is obligated to provide the City both with financial infonnatioIL including a financial proforma (AR 9 [ § 3(b)]) 
and must provide the City with a "Non-Refundable Deposit'' of $1.5 million. (AR 12 [ § 5].) Six months after the ENA's 
effective date. Murphy's Bowl must provide the City with a description of the parcels Murphy's Bowl wants to acquire, a 
conceptual site plan. and architectural renderings for the proposed project (AR 10 [ § 3(d)].) 

*28 The City's rushed adoption and re-adoption of the ENA was not preceded by any CEQA analysis such as an Initial Study 
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(Cal. Code of Regs., tit 14 ("Guidelines") § 15063). On February 20, 2018, six months after approval of the ENA, the City 
issued a Notice of Preparation of an EIR for the proposed Inglewood Basketball and Ente1iainment Center. (AR 168 et seq.) To 
date. 18 months later, not even a draft EIR has been released. 

E. September 2017: Further Bureaucratic Momentum From Oversight Board Approval and City Official Lobbying for 
Special Legislation To Benefit the Private Arena Project. 

On September L 2017, less than three weeks after the Revised EN A's approval in August, State Senator Steven Bradford, who 
represents the Inglewood area. introduced SB 789 in the California Legislature. (AR 521 et seq.) The proposed bill would have 
(l) curtailed public pmticipation in review of the Project, (2) exempted such vital environmental analyses as examination of 
traffic impacts. parking impacts, and alternative size, height, and locations of the proposed basketball arena and swwunding 
buildings. (3) allowed the Ciiy to use eminent domain before completing CEQA review, and (4) divested the courts of the 
authority to impose injunctive relief for violations ofCEQA as to the proposed Project. (AR 523-526, 529-536.) The legislation 
also explicitly would have allowed the City to ignore '~29 alternatives that would avoid the Project's significant impacts on a 
low-income community. (AR 534.) 

On September 7, 2017, Inglewood sent a letter to the Legislatme stating it "strongly supports SB 789'' (AR 182). Also on 
September 7, 2017, the Oversight Board of the Successor Agency to the Inglewood Redevelopment Agency, chaired by 
Inglewood's Mayor, voted to approve the Revised ENA. (AR 559-561.) 

At a hearing of the Assembly Natural Resources Committee on September 8, 2017, Inglewood's Mayor testified emphatically 
in support of SB 789. (AR 922-923.) Legislative committee member Assemblymember Muratsuchi expressed concerns ''about 
the civil rights ... that CEQA provides" and about the ability of Inglewood residents to participate in project review being 
curtailed. (AR 933 ["I do see CEQA as a civil right that your community deserves to have to protect your co1runmlity'l) 
Inglewood's Mayorrejected these concerns as ''preposterous.'· (AR 934). The coll11nittee rejected SB 789. (AR 938.)' 

*30 F. October 2017: The City's Mayor Vigorously Defends the Project Against Inglewood Residents' Opposition. 

In the month following the defeat of SB 789 in the Legislature, during the October 3, 2017 City Council hearing, members of 
the public suggested alternative uses of the Project parcels for housing, recreational purposes. or other purposes. (AR 953 
[''Surplus Lands Act.. .requires cities to p1ioritize lhe sale or lease of surplus land for affordable housing or parks in open space], 
AR 954 [''homes before arenas,'' AR 956 [''that land was wanted by others''].) The Mayor characterized any suggestion from 
the public that the relevant prope1iy could be used for alternative uses as a "total sham'' and ''ridiculous'' and stated that he 
would not ·'entertain another use on the prope11y for one minute.'' (AR 960.) 

IV. Procedural History 

The Petition for Writ of Mandate in this case was filed July 20, 2017. Trial was held on December 7, 2018. The trial court 
denied the Writ on January 29, 2019. 

1'31 The trial cowt ruled that, despite the defined size and location of the Project arena. anticipated transfors of property to 
Murphy's Bowl, the substantial unrestricted payment to the City, and the refusal to consider alternative uses of the Project site. 
that the ENA did not pre-commit the Ciiy to the arena Project in violation of CEQA. (Joint Appendix ("JA") 1119-1122" .) 
Instead. the trial court considered the ENA a mere "promise ring'' that could. but would not necessarily, develop into a Clippers 
basketball arena. (JA 1125 .) Alternatives to the Project were not foreclosed, the trial court found. but merely ''delayed" for three 
years. (JA 1122.) The trial court considered the Mayor's statement that he would not entertain alternatives "for one Ininute" to 
be li1nited to residential alternatives. (JA 1125-1126.) The trial comt mling stated "'certain details were unknowa·· despite the 
great level of detail about the Project's specific size. capacity, location, and number of employees contained in the record. (JA 
1128.) 

This appeal was timely filed. 
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V. Standard of Review 

While agency decisions pursuant to CEQA are reviewed for abuse of discretion (Pub. Rescmrces Code § 21168. 21168.5), 
questions of law are reviewed de novo, with the court exercising independent judgement as to the legal validity of the action. ( 

Save Tarn v Ci/l/ of Wes/ Hullvwuod (2008) 45 Cal.4th 116, 131 ("Save Tara'').) "The question of what constitutes a 

'project" for purposes of CEQA review is a question of law which we review de novo." ( *32 Lincoln Place Tenanrs As.>n. 

1', City (2005) 130 Cal.App.4th 1491, 1503, citing .'lssociatwn Ii Cll?aner E1wironmrnf V, rosemife 
Comm1111ity J)ist. (2004) 116 Cal.App.+th629, 637.) 

Here, Appellant has challenged the decision by the City to enter into an ENA with Real Pmiy in Interest Murphy's Bowl LLC 

regarding the Project without first complying with CEQA. Such a claim is thus reviewed de novo. C Save s11pm. 45 
Cal.4th 116, 131 [''A claim ... that the lead agency approved a project with potentially significant environmental effects before 
preparing and considering an EIR 'is predominantly one of improper procedure' ... to be decided by the courts independently." 
Emphasis in original].) 

VI. Argument: The City Violated CEQA By Taking Steps To Approve The Project That :Foreclosed Alternatives To It 
And Lent It Significant Momentum Without Performing Any CEQA Analysis Whatsoever. 

A. CEQA Requires Public Agencies to Consider the Environmental Consequences of Actions Before Foreclosing 
Alternatives Or Approving a Project. 

In Save Tara, the Supreme Co mi recognized that actions that trigger CEQA are not confined to the formal approval of a permit 
or entillement but can also occur ''[w]hen an agency reaches a binding, detailed agreement with a private developer and 

publicly commits resources and government prestige to that project[.]" ( Save Tarn. supra. 45 Cal..:!th at 136.) When the City 
*33 entered the ENA it took the kind of significant step and made the kind of public commitment to the Project that is sufficient 
to require prior CEQA compliance. 

The Legislature has declared that CEQA and its procedures form ''an integral part of any public agency's decision making 
process[T (Pub. Resources Code§ 21006). The CEQA analysis. and any EIR ''should be prepared as early in the plamling 

process as possible to enable environmental considerations to in±1uence project, program, or design." ( Bo::ung 1·. L1!FCu. 
(1 !)75) 13 CaL3d 282 (Bozung'}) Where an approval is "an essential step leading to ultimate enviromnental impact it is 

therefore ... a ·project' within the scope of CEQA" ('!ll!!i F1.1llff!o11 Joint Unum High .School Dist. 1·. Stole Bd Ed11w!io11 

(1982) 32 Cd.3d 779, 797, distinguished on other grounds by Board of v. Local Formation Com. 
( 1992) 3 Cal..:!th 903, 909.) The Supreme Co mt has also held ''that the later the environmental review process begins. the more 

bureaucratic and financial momentum there is behind a proposed project" C Laurel Heights, supra, 4 7 CaL 3d 395.) For 
those reasons, the CEQA Guidelines at section 15004 subdivision (b)(2)(B), provide that public agencies should not "take any 
action which t,>ives impetus to a planned or foreseeable project in a manner that forecloses alternatives or mitigation measures 
that would ordinarily be part of CEQA review of that public project" 

*34 CEQA. the Guidelines, and long-standing precedent make clear that CEQA review must precede. and not follow, public 
agency action to move forward with a planned project The Guidelines define a project as "the whole of an action, which has a 
potential for resulting in either a direct physical change to the enviromnent, or a reasonably foreseeable indirect physical change 
in the enviromnenf' (Guidelines § 15378 subd. (a)), and require that ''all phases of project plmming, implementation, and 
operation" must be considered in the Initial Study for a project (Guidelines, § 15063 subd. (a)(l), emphasis added). CEQA 
review and the application of CEQA procedures must be followed at all stages of project consideration, to cany out the 

legislative intent ''to compel government at all levels to make decisions wilh environmental consequences in mind." C 
Bonmg, supra, 13 CaUd 263, 283.) 
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The Guidelines are clear that a "project" may require multiple government approvals, but lhat it is the overall activity, and not 
each individual approval, that is the '·project" for CEQA purposes. (Guidelines § 15378 subd. (c).) CEQA's requirements 
become applicable with the taking of the first significant step towards overall approval of the project rather lhan solely at final 
project approval; the first step in the approval process, not the last step, is when the CEQA process first applies: '·Decisions 
reflecting environmental considerations could most easily be *35 made when other basic decisions were being made, that is, 

during the early stage of project conceptualization, design and planning." ( Citizens for Responsible Government v. Ciiy of 
Albany (1997) 56 Cd.App..:!th 1199, at 1221 (quotations omitted) (City of Albany").) 

In City ojAlbany. Albany prepared a development agreement with a developer to establish and operate card games at a race 
track, and submitted the development agreement to the city electorate for approval; the development agreement provided for a 
CEQA review after voter approval. The Court of Appeal struck down the approval, holding that "'the appropriate time to 
introduce environmental considerations into the approval process was during the negotiation of the development agreement.. . 
Any later environmental review might call for a burdensome reconsideration of decisions already made and would risk 

becoming the sort of 'post hoc rationalization[] to support action already taken' which the Supreme Comt disapproved in 

Lmm?l Jk1gh!s. s11pm. "1- 7 Cal 3d 394." C !d at 122 l.) As Save Tara holds: 
We apply the general principle that before conducting CEQA review, agencies must not ·'take any action'' that significantly 
furthers a project ''in a manner that forecloses alternatives or mitigation measures that would ordinarily be pmi of CEQA review 
of that public project'' 

( Save Taro. supra. 45 Cal.4th ai 138.) 

*36 Here, the City and the Mayor have significantly delineated and furthered the proposed Project foreclosed consideration of 
alternatives (AR 8, [ENA § 2(a)J), advocated for the project in the press and in the Legislature (AR 182, 569-572; 922-923 
[legislative testimony]; 966 [approval is a "'promise ring'']; 976 fby the end of three years "constmction should get underway 
shortly"]), defended it against public criticism and forcefully declared that a proposed alternative would not be considered (AR 
961 ["not.. for one minute'']), all without CEQA review. 

The trial court noted that the ENA, both the original and the revised version, e~-plicitly stated that the City retained "'sole 
discretion" to approve or disapprove the Project (JA 1119-1120.) That may be true in theory. However. Save Tara e~-plains 
why such a theoretical reservation of discretion can be insufficient to prevent a violation of CEQA. The Supreme Court held: 

A public entity that, in rheory, retains legal discretion to reject a proposed project may, by execuling a 
detailed and definite agreement with the private developer and by lending its political and financial 
assistance to the project, have as a pracrical matter committed itself to the project 

( Save supra. 45 Cal.4th at. 135, emphasis added.) Here, the Revised ENA presents a fai;;ade of preserving the City's 
discretion to approve or disapprove tl1e Project, but the totality of what the City was willing to give up, as reflected in the 
original June ENA shows that the City was already profoundly committed to the *37 Project prior to any CEQA analysis. 

By failing to provide any CEQA analysis whatsoever prior to the ENA approval, the City has completely failed to comply with 
CEQA's information disclosure requirements, and has abused its discretion. 

B. A Comparison of the Original ENA With the Revised ENA That Was Approved Shows the Strength of the City's 
Commitment to the ENA and the Project. 

In Save Tara, the City of'West Hollywood approved an original agTeement in May 2004 and then a redrafted agreement with a 
2004 after the Save Tara citizen's filed suit in 2004. Tara. 45 Cal.4th 124, 
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125-126). The Supreme Court explicitly looked back at the original agreement in that case, including its terms as pmi of the 
mosaic of circumstances indicating the City of West Hollywood's commitment to approving a development project as it 

evidenced the Ciiy's "willingness to give up fwther ... authority over CEQA compliance .... '' ( Save Tara. supm. 45 Cal.4th ai 
141.) It also noted that West Hollywood's ·'apprehensive citizenry'' might justly be skeptical of West Hollywood's newfound 
zealotly in adhering to CEQA, in light of the original agreement's terms. (Id.) 

Here. the City approved the original ENA in June of2017 (AR 161), and reaffirmed it in July of2017 (AR 146-147). The 1'38 
City then approved a hastily redrafted ENA in August of 2017, after Appellant filed the suit below in July 2017. (AR 123-125.) 
That redraft made a multitude of changes to the previously-approved ENA, changes that - on paper, at least - significantly 
increased both the City's discretion to approve the Project and iis ability to comply with CEQA 's requirements. over what the 
City was willing to agree to originally. The same type of examination of the original document as was conducted in Save Tara 
reveals the strength and depth of the City's commitment to the proposed Project in the tenns to which the City originally agreed. 

Perhaps the clearest statement of the City's commitment to the Project is found in the June ENA, Recital E. which states 
f01thrightly that: 

[T]he Successor Agency, along with the City and the Authority, has selected the Developer [A1urphy 's 
Bow If for the conveyance and development ofrhe Agency Parcels (along with the balance ofrhe Site) as a 
result of the Developer's affiliation with an J\i'BA franchise that can be moved to the City[.] 

(AR 39, emphasis added.) 

The Revised ENA approved on August 15. 2017 backpedaled from this statement of developer selection, stating that the 
"selection" of Murphy's Bowl was only for pwposes of''negotiating]" a possible DDA for the Project. (AR 6-7.) However. the 
Ciiy had made its intentions clear: the City had *39 chosen Real Pariy in Interest Murphy's Bowl as the recipient and developer 
of public lands because Mwphy's Bowl had the ability to transfer an NBA franchise to Inglewood and develop an NBA arena. 
and would do so. The Jw1e ENA originally approved by the Ciiy tlatly stated that the City had '·select[edj" the Murphy's Bowl 
for conveyance of City property and development of a major sp01ts arena before any CEQA analysis had been undertaken. 

The City's commitment to tl1e Project is also shown by Section 2(b) of the June ENA. The original ENA set up a procedure 
whereby the City and Murphy's Bowl could reach an at,>reement prior to negotiating and executing a DDA that certain parcels 
were "necessmy'· for the Project, and that the City would use "its best efforts to acquire the parcels" designated as necessary for 
the Project. (AR 41.) Further, the original June ENA obligated Murphy's Bowl to advance the City money for such land 
purchases. Thus, the June ENA contemplated the City's use of eminent domain to acquire these "necessary" parcels "prior to 
entering into miapproved DDA,'' i.e .. while the parties were still negotiating. (AR 43, [June ENA§ 3(g)].) There is no reference 
to any CEQA compliance or analysis in connection with these "'best efforts" or the parcel acquisition. The City agreed in this 
section of the ENA that it might go so far as to begin the eminent domain process. by "scheduling] a public hearing to consider 
adoption of a resolution of necessity" that would allow it t'40 to acquire Murphy's Bow rs chosen parcels. (Id.) 

The Revised ENA approved in August of 2017 sanitized this provision_ excising all reference to reaching a pre-DDA 
agreement, and emphasizing that the City was under no "obligation or commitment" to adopt a resolution of necessity and that 
any City action would be ''in its [tl1e City's] sole discretion.'' (AR 8-9.) This change in direct response to Appellant's lawsuit 
should be given no weight as it was a transparent attempt by the City to provide the veneer of future process. '0 Indeed, the record 
demonstrates that the City was willing to set up a procedure whereby it could enter a legally binding at,>reement to go up to the 
edge of formal condemnation proceedings for these parcels. and to "use !the City's] best efforts to acquire" them prior to 
environmental review. 

Finally. after Appellant filed suit, the City and Project proponent nearly doubled the length of seclion 7 of the ENA (AR 16), 
dealing with CEQA compliance. in the August Revised ENA over what appeared in the June ENA New references to 
complying with CEQA or environmental review were added to the August ENA that were not there when the City approved the 
*41 June ENA. (AR 39 [June ENA Recital F], AR 7 !August ENA Recital F].) 
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Save Tara holds that where an agency's conduct shows that it is committed to a course of conduct as to a potential project, '·the 
simple insertion of a CEQA compliance condition will not save the agreement from being considered an approval requiring 

prior environmental review." c•·· Save Tam. s11pra, 45 C::il. ·Hh at 132.) The City committed itself to the Project by approval of 
the June ENA with its weak CEQA language and its permission for acquisition of Project parcels prior to approval of a DD A, 
and only added new CEQA requirements and discretionary provisions to the August Revised ENA after the suit herein had been 
filed. The City's commitment was made in .Jw1e, reaffirmed in August. and made without CEQA compliance. The City's 
conduct was tantamount to Project approval. 

C. The City Created Bureaucratic and .Financial Momentum for the Project Sufficient to Incentivize Ignoring 
Environmental Concerns. 

1. The Supreme Court Defines The Legal Framework For Evaluating an Agency's Precommitment to a Project to 
Include Evaluating Surrounding Circumstances. 

A public agency's conduct towards a proposed prqject can show a commitment, as a practical matter, to the project that is so 
clear and pronounced that the conduct, taken together with *42 sun-01mding circumstances such as public officials' statements, 

may be sufficient to require prior CEQA review. In Save "fora, supm. 45 Cal.4th 116, the Supreme Court recognized that it 
does not require the issuance of a formal permit or entitlement by a public agency to trigger CEQA: 

When an agency has not only expressed its inclination to favor a project, but has increased the political 
stakes by publicly defending it over objections, putting its official weight behind it, devoting substantial 
public resources to it, and anno1mcing a detailed agreement to go forward with the project, the agency will 
not be easily deterred from taking whatever steps remain toward the project's final approval. 

( San' supra, .+5 Cal..+tb at 135.) The Court in Save Tara . .+5 Cal.4th al 132, also held that it is not merely the literal 
words of an agreement that matter. Save Tara examined the question of whether "the agreement viewed in lzght o/ ail the 
surrounding circumstances, commits the public agency as a practical matter to the project.." (Ibid., emphasis added.) 

Creating overwhelming bureaucratic momentum for a project is a critical factor in evaluating if an agency has impennissibly 

approved a project prior to environmental review. ( Save Tarn, supra. 45 Cal.4th at 135.) The Comt concluded that "the City 
of West Hollywood's conditional agreement to sell land for private development, coupled with financial support, public 
statements, and other actions by its c'.fficials committing the city to *43 the development, was. for CEQA purposes, an approval 

oftheproject...."( Id.atpp. P.l-122,emphasisadded.) 

Courts evaluating a claim of improper precommitment view the "core issue" as "whether the agency has taken any steps 
foreclosing alternatives, including that of not going forward, or has otherwise created bureaucratic or financial momentum 
sufficient to incentivize ignoring environmental concerns." (John R. Lawson Rock c\'.e Oil, inc. v. ,\'tate Air Resourcl?s Bd. (2018) 
20 Cal.App.5th 77. iOO r'Lawson Rock'').) In Lawson Rock, the court held that approvals under CEQA, such as State Air 
Resources Board's issuance of a public regulatory advisory stating that fleet operators could take advantage of proposed 
regulatory modifications, are not dependent only on final action by the lead agency, but also by conduct that prejudices fmther 
fair environmental analysis. The court stated '· [ t] bis 'opening the way' can tligger CEQ A where it constitutes an approval." (Id. 
at 98.) "Approvals under CEQA, therefore, are not dependent on 'final' action by the lead agency, but by conduct detrimental to 
further fair environmental analysis." (Id. ::it 99.) Guaranteeing not to consider alternative proposals for the Project site and other 
actions the City took in the present case are fundamentally ''detrimental to further fair environmental analysis." 

Here, even considering only the August Revised ENA, the range. number, and specificity of Ciiy commitments in the ENA *44 
as to the design of the DDA and the Project itself, the vociferous advocacy of the Project by Inglewood officials in public 
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meetings, in the press. and in the state Legislature, and the commitment by the City of what the Revised ENA describes as 
·'substanlial time and effort" of City staff, the hiring of consultants and attorneys by the City, and providing '·aid and assistance 
to the Developer [Murphy's Bowl] in connection with the Proposed Prqject" (AR 7 !Recital I]) shows that the City has ·'as a 

practical matter committed itself to the project." ( SMc Tora, supra 45 CaL4ih at 133.) Add to this that the repeatedly stated 
goal of the ENA is a DDA that will require the City to transfer significant amounts of public land to Murphy's Bowl for the 
Project and potentially use eminent domain to obtain other properiy for the Project (AR 8-11 [22(a). 2(b ). 3(g)j. AR 13-14 [ § 
6( c ), 6(1 )], and AR 5-6 [Recitals A C. D, E, and F]), and it is dear that the Ciiy took a significant step towards approval of the 
overall Project in approving the ENA three times in June, July, and August 2017. Here, the circumstances swwunding 
Inglewood's approval of the ENA indicate the strongest level of bureaucratic and political momentum contributing to a 
commitment as a practical matter. The City's professed non-commitment to the Project is belied by its actions evident in the 
surrounding circumstances. 

*45 2. The Circumstances lJnder Which the ENA Was Consummated Show the City's Commitment to the Project 
Without Regard For The Public. 

Before a project is fully approved, the public agency and project proponent should stand at arm's length and negotiate in a way 

that does not convey favo1itism or an impression that the project has already been decided upon. C Cirizr?ns Cr?res 1-. 

.Superior Couri (2013) 217 Cal.App..:tt11889. 918 ("Citizens for Ceres')) The Citizens for Ceres court explained how Save Tara 
"applied a concept that is common in CEQA cases. This is the concept that a primary purpose and effect of CEQA is to require 

agencies to confront environmental impacts before deciding in favor of applicants' projects." C Ci!Lens jhr Ceres. s11pm. 217 
Cal.App.4th 889, l.Jl8.) The court viewed a public agency's duty to impartially review an applicant's proposal and ''the 
applicant's primary interest in ... having the agency produce a favorable EIR that will pass legal muster'' as interests that "are 
fundamentally at odds." (Ibid.) Similarly. Real Party in Interest Murphy's Bowl's clear interest in preventing the City from 
considering alternative proposals for the Project site is ''fundamentally at odds" with the City's duty to consider alternatives to 
both the location and design of the proposed Project. 

*46 The City and Murphy's Bowl's mutual actions to preserve secrecy about the ENA and the Project, and exclude any 
consideration of alternatives to the Project, is evidence of their mutual commitment to the Project. Instead of negotiating the 
ENA at arm's length, the City negotiated the ENA in secret for months before making it public. Negotiations over the ENA 
lasted for a length of time that neither the City nor Murphy's Bowl has yet disclosed. but rep01tedly began January 15, 2017 
(AR 963 ), and likely began earlier.'' The City maintained secrecy about the existence. let alone the terms, of the ENA from the 
public until less than 24 hours before lhe June 15, 2017 hearing to consider the ENA. (AR 150-5 l.) 

Murphy's Bowl tried to mask the identity of the project proponent until the latest possible moment, with the City's assistance. 
Legal counsel for the Project proponent (Hunter) told the City's outside counsel (Jones) that the entity being fonned would 
have a "generic name so it won't identify the proposed project" and asked whether the ENA had to be part of the agenda. "or 
can it be down loaded sh01ily before the hearing" (AR 825). In a reply e-mail, lhe City's outside counsel advised that "[t] 
document has to be posted with the agendao That is why we elected to just post 24 hours versus the normal 72 hours." (Ibid, 
emphasis added.) 

The City then sprang the ENA on the public at the eleventh *47 hour by attaching it to the notice of the meeting (ibid.), a notice 
posted so late and with such little informational value that the City violated the Brown Act and had to reaffirm the ENA a month 
later at a July meeting. (AR 27-29.) 

At the .Jw1e meeting, despite the magnitude of the proposed Project and despite the breviiy of the notice of the consideration of 
the ENA, there was a brief (little more than three minute) oral staff report on the ENA that comprises only twenty lines ofthe 
transcript (AR 161). The City followed t11is brief rep01t with an immediate and unanimous vote jointly approving the ENA 
without any discussion or questions. (AR 16 l.) Public participation was hindered, as little notice or information was provided 
to inform that participation. These circumstances demonstrate a public entity committed as a practical matter to approval ofthe 
Project thus seeking to minimize public awareness of it and possible opposition to it. 
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3. The City's Conduct After the June ENA Approval Demonstrates Its Commitment to the Project as a Practical 
Matter. 

The City's belated planning for an ElR for the Project also demonstrates its commitment to the Project Dw-ing the three-year 
period in which the City would be conducting CEQA review including preparing and reviewing the EIR. it would not be able to 
comider alternative proposals. The ENA has a term of 36 months. (AR 8. ENA. § l.) The revised ENA was approved on 1'48 
August 15, 2017. stmting the 36-month period. (AR 115.) Thus, while the ENA is in effect, the City bound itself to ''not 
negotiate with or consider any offers or solicitations from, any person or entity, other than the Developer lMurphy's Bowl], 
regarding a proposed [Disposition and Development Agreement] for the sale, lease, disposition, and/or development of' the 
proposed Project site (AR 8, ENA § 2(a)) or to dispose of the parcels needed for the Project (AR 18). Thus. until the ENA 's 
expiration, no alternative uses for the Project site would be considered or allowed. 

*49 After approving the ENA, on Febmary 20. 2018, the City issued a Notice of Preparation (NOP) of an EIR forthe proposed 
Project. (AR 168-179.) The City anticipated revzew of t/Je Project and certzfication of the EIR would be conducted while the 
ENA was still m effect." This improperly constrains the City's discretion to fully consider alternatives. The timing of the ElR 
review and the ENA expiration shows that as a practical matter, the City has prevented itself from even considering any 
alternative use of the publicly owned property proposed as the Project site until it has decided about the Clippers' arena. This 
self-imposed constraint is evidence of the City's practical commitment to the arena Project. 

4. The Mayor's Fervent Project Advocacy in His Official Capacity Is Evidence of the City's Strong Commitment to the 
Project. 

The City has invested extensive political capital and staff time in the Project. Save Tara holds lhat statements by City officials, 
and their public advocacy for a proposed project can be weighed "as one circumstance shedding light on the degree of City's 

commitment." ( Save T::ira, supra, 45 Cal.4th at 142. f:n. 13.) The Court in Save Tara noted the City of West Hollywood's 
mayor's role in supporting a project there, and defending it in public against criticism. was part of the totality of circumstances 
providing evidence that West Hollywood had impermissibly committed as a practical matter to approval of a project prior to 

conducting environmental review. (Save Tara, supm, -1-5 Cal.'.ld at. 141-J-J.2 ["City's Mayor a1111ounced 'it fa federal grant] 
will be used'" for project and City newsletter stated ''City and Laurel Place redevelop the property."'] Emphasis added.) The 
Court in Save Tara emphasized that "one of the statements on which we rely was a communication from City's inayor, another 

appeared in an official City newsletter." (Save Tara, supra, 45 Cal.3d at l4L fn. 13.) This newsletter promulgated by West 
Hollywood in Save Tara is analogous to the City's press packet *50 promoting the Project in the present case. (AR 962-978.) 
The Mayor's active and aggressive advocacy to the exclusion of all other possible alternatives is far beyond an expression of 
mere interest in a proposed prqject. Here, the Mayor likened the ENA process to entering into a process that would lead to 
marriage between the City and Murphy's BowL (AR 164.) The City's behavior paralleled the Mayor's words: lhe City entered 
a long-term. exclusive relationship with Murphy's Bowl, and foreclosed itself from even Lalking with anyone else about the 
Prqject site for three years. (AR 8 [ § 2a].) 

The slatements of the City Mayor's, who also chairs other Respondent agencies (AR 59), are powerful evidence of commitment 
as a practical matter to the Project, as in Save Tara. The City's commitment to the Project is shown by its officials' fervent 
advocacy of legislative special treatment under CEQA for the Project. (AR 182-83.) In its letter ''strongly support[ing]" 
proposed SB 789. the City refers to ''a new basketball arena to be built in Inglewood for the LA Clippers .... (AR 182. emphasis 
added.) The Ciiy's letter speaks of the arena as ''to be built,'' not "proposed to be built," showing that as far as the City was 
concerned, approval of the arena was a foregone conclusion. Construction was planned "shortly" atler the three year agreement 
term (AR 976). The City was going to ''do the deal.'' (AR 165.) 

*51 The Mayor emphatically supp01ted legislation - SB 789 -that would have approved special treatment of the arena Project 
by reducing and limiting public review of ii in various ways. Contrary to the Mayor's statement that the ''bill does not relieve 
[the Ciiy] from any obligations under CEQA" (AR 934). this legislation would have elzmmated several of CEQA's key 
requirements including the requirement to study alternatives to the proposed Project. (AR 534 lsubsection (h). exempting the 
EIR for the Project from considering alternative locations. alternative densities. aesthetic impacts, and parking impacts].)'" 
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5. The City's Acceptance of Murphy's Bowl's $1.5 Million for Merely Entering the ENA Contributed to Considerable 
Bureaucratic Momentum. 

*52 In Save Tara, the Supreme Cow1 found that the commitment of a loan of under $500,000 was evidence of West 

Hollywood's commitment to the project. ( Save supra. 45 Cal.4th at 140.) Here, the City negotiated the payment by 
Murphy's Bowl of $1.5 million as a "non-refundable deposit' that the City has the absolute right to retain regardless of the 
outcome of the ENA negotiating period, and has "the right, but not the obligation" to use for any types of costs related to the 
proposed Project and the ENA. (AR 12, ENA§ 5, emphasis added.) For a city ofinglewood's size to accept $1.5 million dollars 
from the Project proponent with no contractual limits on what it can be spent on must inevitably create intense goodwilL a 

feeling of obligation, and intense "'bureaucratic momentun1' in favor of the Project proponent and its proposed Project. ( 
Laurel Heights. supra, 4 7 CaUd at 395.) The negotiation and acceptance of this ve1y substantial, non-refundable, and, 
according to the City Mayor's assessment very unusual'' sum of money is a further "surrounding circumstance" that shows 

commitment by the City to the proposed Project. ( Save Tom .. 1·upN1, 45 C::i!Aih at 139.) 

6. The City Has Committed Substantial City Resources to the Clippers' Project and Its Success. 

The Supreme Court in Save Tara regarded the expenditure of public agency resources on a proposed project to be part of the 

"surro1mding circumstances'' by which the agency's *53 commitment to the project could be determined. C Saw Tara, 45 
Ca!Ath at 139.) Here. City focused time and effort on a single potential use of public parcels of land for the Clippers Arena 
Project. These taxpayer-funded time and effo1t expenditures included the negotiation of the ENA, the City's publicity 
campaign for the Project. and the lime spent in lobbying for the passage of AB 789. The Mayor rejected conside1ing alternatives 
such as housing and recreational space for even "one minute.'' (AR 960.) 

The City also incurred substantial opportunity costs in its determined pursuit of the Clippers arena in Inglewood. In ENA 
sec lion 2. the City committed not to "negotiate with. or consider any offers or solicitations from. any person or entity, other than 
the Developer. regarding ... the sale, lease. disposition, and/or development of the City Parcels or Agency Parcels within the 
Study Area Site." (AR 8). 

The City's commitments not to consider proposals or transfer property is a type of expenditure in that the City pays an 
opportunity cost in not being able to make a better deal if one is offered for the parcels for a period of three years. An 

opportunity cost is "the benefit forgone by employing a resource in a way that' prevents it from being put to another use.'" ( 
lvie:;er v. Sprint Specirum L.P. (2009) 45 Cal.4th 634, 640, f:ti.. 1.) The opportunity costs in this instance are far from 
speculative. There is evidence *54 that by entering the ENA, the Ciiy incurred the costs of breaking an existing lease. known as 
''the Parking Lease," for dozens of parcels of City-owned prope11y which constitute large portions of the Project site. The ENA 
would prevent the City from entering the same or similar lease. (AR 8 and 18.) The City terminated the Parking Lease sh011ly 
after commencing negotiations with the Clippers about the Project, purportedly on January 15. 2017 (AR 963; AR 447 [April 3, 
2017 termination of Parking Lease].) 

The private party involved in the Parking Lease, MSG Fornm, submitted a claim for damages to the City for breaking this lease. 
(AR 306-462 f claim for damages].) The lease was, and would have been, significantly lucrative to the City. (AR 419 [Parking 
Lease provides $200,000 per year].) However, by breaking the Parking Lease and constraining its ability to reenter it, the City 
has incurred sit,'Ilificant opportunity costs including. at a minimum, $600,000 in lost lease payments during the three-year 
negotiating period of the ENA. This amount exceeds the $4 75.000 predevelopment p01tion of a loan found to be significant 

evidence in · Save Tara. (Save Tarn, supra. 45 CaL4th at 124.) The Parking Lease tennination, in addition to being a 
significant financial loss to lhe City, is also analogous to the tenant relocation in Save Tara, since the income from that lease, 
and the ENA 's prohibition on any other transfer of property iights, will be iITetrievable during the pendency of the *55 ENA 

7. The Publicity Campaign by the City for the Project Demonstrates Its Commitment to the Project. 
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An addi liona l surrounding circumstance indicating a commitment to the Project as a practical matter was the cumulative weight 
of public statements by the City's Mayor promoting the Project. On a sp01is radio program, the Mayor stated that an arena for 
the Clippers would be, together with The Forum and the new Rams football stadium, part and parcel of ''300 acres of 
development" forming '·a sports entertainment district the likes of which Southern California, or California for that matter, has 
never seen." (AR 570-71.) This interview was part of a press packet released by the City as part of a publicity campaign forthe 
Prqject. (AR 965; see AR 962-978.) The City's Mayor said of the ENA that it ''has to result in a development agreement" (AR 
571 ). reflecting a belief that development is the foregone conclusion ofihe ENA. 

8. DDA Negotiations Will Be Outside the Public Process and Uninformed by the Environmental Review That CEQA 
Requires. 

An additional circumstance demonstrating the momentum built for the Project by the ENA is the small amount of public 
participation that was allowed, or will be allowed, in crafting the *56 Project's essential parameters. "Public participation is an 

essential part of the CEQA process." (Guidelines § 15201; Concerned Citizens of Costa l'v1esa, inc. v. 32nd Dist. 
A.gricultmai Assn. (1986) 42 CalJd 921» 935.) "The EIR is intended to furnish both the road map and the environmental price 
tag for a project. so that the decision maker and the public both know, before the journey begins, just where the journey will 

lead, and how much they - and the environment - will have to give up in order to take that journey." C Natural Resources 
Defense Council, inc. v. City of Los Angeles (2002) 103 C::itApp.4th 268. 271 [quoting amicus brief of Attorney General]. 
emphasis added.) 

Despite the wealth of information available to the City about the proposed Project before the ENA was executed. including its 
size, use, and precise location, the first notice of preparation of a CEQA document for the proposed arena was not issued until 
February 20, 2018 (AR 168-179), a full six months atleri.he Revised ENA was approved. (AR 123-125.) Given that.the EIR for 
such a major project would likely take at least one to two years to complete (AR 571), the EIR cannot be expected to be 
completed un1ll the DDA negotiation period is one-half to two-thirds over. a time at which the information in the EIR is 
unlikely to shape the parameters ofthe project being negotiated in the DDA process. 

The ENA does not incorporate CEQA review as part of the *57 parties' negotiating process. While the Revised ENA requires 
that the City and Murphy's Bowl enter into an agreement within 30 days of signing the ENA that specifies funding for 
''enviromnental review" (AR 9 [ § 3(a)]), the ENA only requires that CEQA be complied with prior to "'execution'' of the DDA 
and that it applies only to "the consideration and potential approval of any DD A by the Public Entities relating to the Proposed 
Project." (AR 16 [ § 7].) In other words, the ENA contemplates compliance with CEQA after the terms of the DDA are agreed 
upon through the ENA process, and not prior to, or even contemporaneous with. development and negotiation of the DDA 

The CEQA process is intended, in part, to ''demonstrate to an apprehensive citizenry that the agency has. in fact analyzed and 

considered the ecological implications of its action." C No OtL Inc. v. City of Los Angeles (1974) 13 Cal.3d 68, 86.) The 
ENA process is not so designed. The only provision in the ENA that mentions the giving of any inforrnation to the public during 
the three-year negotiations period is the requirement that Murphy's Bowl make two "presentations of the proposed Project at 
community meetings" noticed by the City. (AR 13-14 I§ 6(d) and (e)].) These two '·presentations," one six months after the 
signing of the ENA and the other six months later, with "the express purpose of allowing community residents to review the 
plans and drawings'' for the Project (AR 13 I§ 6(d)]), cannot substitute for *58 lhe open. public process CEQA mandates. 

Momentum will unquestionably build up over three long years of detailed negotialions and additional City official advocacy for 
the Project. It is clear that any DDA reached under the ENA would come to the City for fonnal consideration with a powerful 
head of steam and ovenvhelming bureaucratic momentum. It is more than reasonably foreseeable that when any such DDA 
comes before the City, virtually every aspect of project location0 desib,'11, and operation that would affect the environment wi11 
already have been negotiated and established, and that City officials will already hold firmly entrenched positions on these 
vmious aspects, views improperly reached entirely outside the CEQA review process. 

D. The City Violated CEQA By Foreclosing Alternatives Prior To CEQA Review of The Project. 
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1. The City's Approval of the ENA Triggered CEQA Because That Decision Foreclosed Alternatives. 

A project approval under CEQA is not the final step that allows the project to proceed. Rather, it is an agency's earliest 
commitment to a definite course of action in carrying out a project The CEQA Guidelines define a project "approval" in pmt as 
occurring "upon the earliest commitment to issue ... a discretionary contract ... for use oft.he project" (Guidelines '~59 § 15352, 
subcL (b).) The Supreme Court reiterated the breadth of this definition of project "approval" in Save Tara, stating: 
City [of West Hollywood] and Laurel Place apparently would limit the "commit tmentj" tliat constitutes approval of a private 
project for CEQA purposes (Cat Code Regs .. tit 14, § 15352- snbd. (a)) to unconditional agreements irrevocably vesting 
development rights. In their view, ''[t]he agency commits to a definite course ofaction ... by agreeing to be legally bound to take 
that course of action." ([Citation].) On this theory, any development agreement, no maU.er how definite and detailed, even if 
accompanied by substantial financial assistance from the agency and other strong indications of agency commitment to the 
project, falls sh01t of approval so long as it leaves final CEQA decisions to the agency's future discretion. Such a mle would be 
inconsistent witl1 the CEQA Guidelines' definition of approval as the agency's "earliest commitment'' to the project (Cat Code 
Regs., tit. 14, § 15352, s11bd. (b), italics added.) .Just as CEQA itself requires environmental review before a project's approval, 

not necessarily its final approval C Pub. Resources Code, § 21 lOO, 2 l151), so tlle t,111ideline defines ''approval'' as 
occurring when the agency first exercises its discretion to execute a contract or grant financial assistance, not when the last such 
discretionary decision is made. 

( Save Tara. s11pm. 45 Cal.4th at 134, emphasis in miginaL) The ENA here foredosed alternatives and was accompanied by 
other strong indications of the City's commitment to lhe Prqject so as to constitute Project approval despite the City's belated 
addition of *60 boilerplate that purportedly left future potential CEQA decisions to the City's discretion. Under Save Tara. the 

ENA 's conditioning of final approval of the Project on CEQA compliance does not exempt it from CEQA review. ( Save 
Tora. supra, 45 Cal.4th at 139.) 

The Supreme Court does not limit the need for prior environmental review to where a public agency "commits" to a project 
Rather an agency may not "take any action" that "significantly furthers a project" in a way that forecloses alternatives before 
enviromnental review: 
[W]e apply the general principle tllat before conducting CEQA review, agencies must not "take any action'· tliat significantly 
furthers a project "in a manner that forecloses alternatives or mitigation measures tliat would ordinarily be part of CEQA review 

oftliatpublic project'. (Cal Code Regs., tit l-L § 15004, subd. (b)(2)(B);... Cili.-:en.;fiJr Re.;ponsible Government, supra, 56 
CaLApp.4th at p. 122 L 66 Cal.Rptr.2d 102 [development agreement was project approval because it limited city's power ''to 
consider the full range of alternatives and mitigation measures required by CEQA''].) 

( San' supra. 45 Cal.4th at l'.18.) 

The Supreme Court established that when an agency takes an ·'essential step"' toward project approval, dial step must be 

preceded by environmental review. (b Fullerton Joint Ui1ion High /')'chool lJistricl 1« ,')'fate Board of Education (1982) 32 

CaL 3d 779, 795 and 797-71)8 ("Fulluion" r Buz1mg >« Local Agemy *61 I·'ormaliun Com. (1975) B Cal.3d 263, 279 
(Bozung") [approval of am1exation required an environmental impact report as it was a necessary step in a chain of events 
which would culminate in physical impact on tlle environment even though it was not an irreversible commitment to a 
particular prc:iectIJ 

•Fullerton, supra. 32 Ca!Jd 779 involved a plan to eventually create a new school in the same way the present case involves 
a plan to construct a Clippers basketball arena. Even though the plan in Fullerton bad not progressed to the point of creating 
direct environmental impacts, the Court held the public agency should have initiated environmental review before approving an 

"essential step" in the process tliat would culminate in such impacts. (jllli!! Id. ai 798.) The Supreme Cowt in Union of 1\/Iedkal 
1\/farijuana Patients, lnc. v. City of San Diego (CaL, Aug. 19, 2019, No. S238563, 2019 WL 3884465) recently applied this 
"essential step" analysis with approval. (Id. at *13.) 
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The Court in Bo;:;ung, supro. 13 CaLJd 263 eloquently rejected the narrow view espoused by the City in the trial court of 
requiring a project approval to cause direct physical harm to the environment before necessitating review: 

The notion that the project itself must directly have such an effect was effectively scotched in 1$W Friends of 1\/farnmoih [v. 
Board o/Supen ·isors (l 972) 8 CaUd 24 7] .... Friends of Mammoth, of course, said that the word ''project' appears to emphasize 

activities culminating in physical changes to the environment *62 ... '· •Id. at p. 265. Italics added.) In response to that 
concept, the Guidelines refer to ''physical impact on the environment directly or ultimately.,. (Cal. Code of Regs., tit. 14, § 
1503 7. Italics added.) 

C Bozung. supra, 13 Cal.3d 263, 279, 01iginal emphasis.) Favorably ciring Bozung. supra, 13 Cal.3d 263 and 'M!!i 
s11pm, 32 Cal.3d 779 lhe Supreme Court in Save Tara stated '·we have held an agency approved a project even 

tl1ough further discretionary governmental decisions would be needed before any environmental change could occur." ( Save 
Tara, supr::t 45 Cal.4th ai 134-135.) 

The record shows that the Project was sufficiently well defined at the time of the ENA 's approval to support CEQA analysis. 
Information was available about the Project's location, size, proposed use, number of employees, proposed intensity of use, 
ancillary uses, and other information. As the Supreme Court e)>.-plained ''s ]ince the development site and the general dimensions 
of the project were known from the start, there was no problem in providing 'meaningful infonnation for enviromnental 

assessment."' C Save :1:0ra, supra, 45 CaL4tb l16. 137-138 quoting Citizens for Responsible Government supra, 56 
CaLApp.4tha1p.1221.) 

*63 2. In the ENA, The City Gave Up Its Ability to Consider Alternative Proposals For the Project Site or to Dispose of 
Project Site Parcels For at Least Three Years. 

CEQA itself mandates that public agencies not approve projects with the potential to harm the environment if feasible 

alternatives that are less enviromnentally dmnaging are available. ( Pub. Resources Code § 21002; see also Citizens o/ 
Gu le ta r r. Bd (l 9!JO) 52 Cal. 3d 553. 564, [emphasizing the crucial importance of considering alternatives 
and stating "The core of an EIR is the initigation and alternatives sections.'']) 

Contrary to these commands, the ENA does not preserve the City's unlimited discretion to consider Project alternatives. The 
ENA states that for a period of at least three years the City will not consider proposals for alternative uses of the Project site. 
(AR 8, ENA § 2(a) [City conunitted not to "negotiate with or consider any offers or solicitations from., any person or entity, 
other than the Developer_ regarding ... the sale, lease, disposition, and/or development of the City Parcels or Agency Parcels 
within the Study Area Site"'].) The City further agreed not to ''voluntarily transfer [its] respective interests in any portion of the 
Study Area Site during the term of this Agreement to any third party." (AR 18). 

Jn Save Tara. supra. 45 Cal.4th 116 the Comi directed that *64 in considering a case where an agency has approved a 
project-related action prior to perforrning CEQA compliance. 

l C jourts should look not only to the terms of the agreement, but to the surrounding circumstances to 
determine whether_ as a practical matter, the agency has committed itself to the project as a whole or to any 
particular features, so as to effectively preclude any alternalh'es or mitigation measures that CEQA would 
otherwise require to be considered, including the alternative of no! going fiwward with the project. " 

C id al. 139, emphasis added.) 
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Subsequent cases also caution against foreclosing alternatives. ( RiverW::itch v. Olivenhain lviwikipal Water Dist. (2009 j 

170Cal.App.4th1186. 1215; City of Santee v. County of San Diego (2010) 186 Cal.App.4th 55, 65-66.) The Guidelines 
prohibit foreclosing the consideration of alternatives. (Guidelines§ 15126.6 and 15004 subd. (b)(2j(B) [forbidding any action 
''which gives impetus to a plam1ed ... project in a manner that forecloses alternatives ... that would ordinarily be pmt of CEQA 
review of that public project'"]) Nonetheless, through the ENA the City has foreclosed its ability to consider alternative 
proposals for a three-year period and to dispose of the property underlying the Project site. (AR 8, ENA Section 2(a); AR 18.) 
The ENA paradoxically and impermissibly allows the City to conduct CEQA review while simultaneously forbidding it to 
consider alternative proposals and to dispose of the parcels that would be *65 used by the Project for a period of three years. 

In addition to the terms of the ENA itself. the City's Mayor's conduct immediately after executing the ENA shows he regarded 
the ENA as constraining the alternatives that would be considered for the parcels of City property proposed for the Project At 
the City Council hearing in October 2017. the Mayor vigorously rejected calls to consider placing affordable housing or other 
alternatives on the publicly owned parcels underlying the Project site. (AR 960.) The Mayor stated: 

So. to say now that these parcels that nobody cared about until we got into a [ENA] with lhe Clippers is now 
the best only [sic] place to build housing is disingenuouL. it's ridiculous, and L for one, am not going to 
entertain it for one minute. 

(AR 960.) The Mayor's statements show his interpretation of the ENA in his official capacity as Mayor presiding over a Ciiy 
Council hearing. The statements evidence his view that alternatives suggested by the public for the sites should not and wiH not 
be considered. The Mayor placed his refusal to consider alternatives in the context of the ENA as he says "now that.. we get 
into a [ENA] with the Clippers .... " (AR 960.) Therefore. pmt of the basis for refusing to consider alternatives is the existence of 
the ENA. 

Fmthermore, earlier at the same City Council hearing, an Inglewood resident raised the possibility of alternatives for the *66 
Project parcels in addition to housing that the City denied previously: ''[A] bakery ... theater group ... [and] a YMCA'. were 
denied by the City Council. (AR 956.) The Mayor broadly swept aside all consideration of any alternatives -whether housing or 
otherwise - when he said he was ''not going to entertain it for one 1ninute." (AR 960.) Therefore, for all that the public viewing 

the hearing could tell, the City will not be considering any alternatives for the Project site. in dear derogation of CEQA. C 
Pub. Resources Code§ 21002, Guidelines§ 15126.6.) In order to carry out its duties under CEQA. the City must have practical 
discretion to consider other a ltematives. including other locations. or even other developers. (Pub. He sources Code § § 21003. l 
and2l081 subd. (a).) 

3. The ENA Would Prevent the City From Choosing a Project Alternative Complying with Community Redevelopment 
Law. 

The Community Redevelopment Law ("CH.L'') obligates the City to determine the sale or rental price of redevelopment land at 
its "highest and best use consistent with the redevelopment plan." (Health & Saf. Code,§ 3'.1433. snbd. (a)(2)(B)(ii).) If the Ci~v 
(specifically, the Successor Agency) may not consider other offers for Successor Agency-owned parcels. it cannot fulfill this 
obligation of CRL ''expeditiously," as CRL requires (Heal th & Saf Code. § H 177, subd. (h).) Moreover, ''[i]n the absence of 

proof to *67 the contrmy, the highest and best use of prope1ty is presumed to be its current use." C City of Los Angeles v. 
Decker (1 l8 CaUd 860, 867.) Whereas the Mayor argued use of Project site parcels for housing is "a total sham" (AR 
960), at least two of the parcels within Project boundaries are already used as residences. (JA 937-940.) Dozens of other parcels 
had been leased for parking purposes until April 2017 when the City terminated the lease for them. (AR 428-445.) These and 
other parcels could be used for their current or recent use. However. the ENA prohibits consideration of offers (AR 8) or their 
disposition (AR 18). 
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4. The ENA Would Prevent the City From Pursuing a Project Alternative Complying with the Surplus Lands Act. 

*()8 The Surplus Lands Act requires the City to be able to explore altemalive land uses to the Project as it requires surplus 
public land to be offered for affordable housing, schools, or open space before being offered for a private commercial proposal 

such as the Project. C Gov. Code § 54222,) One public commenter raised the Surplus Lands Act (AR 953) and another 
suggested recreational use of the parcels, among other suggestions (AR 956), Because the Ciiy cannot offer the City, Successor 
Agency. or Parking Authority-owned Project parcels'·' to other entities prior to negotiating with the Project proponent (AR 8 
and 18), it would be unable to comply with the Surplus Lands Act while the ENA remains in effect. 

*()9 5. Case Law Subsequent to Save Tara Shows How Agreements May be Reached That Preserve the Public Agency's 
Unconditional Discretion to Consider and Choose Alternatives. 

*70 In Chim· Fair. LP 1-. Ci!y o/Sm1rn Clara (2011) 194 CaL/-\pp.41h 1150 ("Cedar Fair''), the Court of Appeal considered 
a public agency approval of a term sheet for a sports arena, a stadium for the San Francisco 49ers football franchise. However. 
even though a term sheet between the developer and the City of Santa Clara was lengthy and detailed, the court properly upheld 
it because it did not involve terms that foreclosed the public agency's unconditional ability to comider aHematives. 1

' The court 
held that the stadium term sheet did not commit the city to the project. and thus prior environmental review was not required. 
"[Tjhe term sheet, even considered together with the alleged circwnstances, did not preclude any alternative or mitigation 

measure that would ordinarily be part ofCEQA review." ( Cedar I·'mr, .;upra. 194 CaL/-\pp.4th at 1 l73.) Imtead. the City of 
Santa Clara made sure the term sheet unconditionally allowed it to "select other feasible alternatives to avoid significant 

enviromnental impacts.'· ( Cedar I·:0ir, .;upra. 194 Cal.App.4th at l169.) 

In contrast with the term sheet in Cedar Fair, the ENA in the present case does not have any provision expressly reserving the 
right to select other feasible alternatives unconditionally as the term sheet in Cedar Fair does. Instead, the City only retains 
discretion conditionally: ·'I/the Proposed Project isfimnd ro cause significant adverse impacts that cannot be mitigared, the 
Public Entities retain absolute discretion to require implementation of mitigation measures, modify the Proposed Project or 
select feasible alternatives to mitigate or avoid sii,,111ificant adverse environmental impacts." (AR 16 [ENA section 7], emphasis 
addedo) In the event the Project has significant adverse impacts that can be mitigated. this conditional provision would not allow 
the City to choose an alternative or reject the Project, and therefore violates CEQA. 

By entering into the ENA, the City foreclosed its ability to make a good faith offer to dispose of parcels of property for 
affordable housing, recreational use, educational or other purposes. (AR 8 and 18.) 

E. The Approval of the ENA Itself Is A "Project" Subject to CEQA Because It Could Have Environmental Impacts. 

The City approved the ENA' s prohibition on considering proposals or dispositiom of any Project parcels without any prior *71 
CEQA review. Approval of a prohibition on development in one area of a jurisdiction can have potential environmental impacts 
so that such an approval is a project that requires prior CEQA review, Thus, even if the Court finds thatthe ENA' s approval was 
not an essential step in the City's consideration of the Clippers' arena, the ENA itself and standing alone was a "project" 
requiring environmental review. The City's failure to conduct enviromnental review prior to approving the ENA violated 
CEQA 

In Ranch Co. 1-, Solano Land lise Com. (2007) 4 i Cal.4th 372, the Supreme Courtdetennined that a 

plan that prohibited residential development in one area was a project within the meaning of CEQA. C Id. ai 382 ["'a 
government agency may reasonably anticipate that its placing a ban on development in one area of a jurisdiction may have the 
consequence, notwithstanding existing zoning or land use planning. of displacing development to other areas of the 
jurisdiction."]) 

The Supreme Court recently expanded upon the applicable concept: ·'limitation of development in the relevant area to existing 
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approved levels could cause intensified development in other parts of lhe county !is] a phenomenon refon-ed to as 'displaced 
development."' (Union of Medical Marijuana Patients, Inc. v. City of San Diego (---P.3d---, Cal., Aug. 19, 2019, *72 No. 

S2J856J, 2019 WL 3884465, ai '' 11 (lJMl.JV'j, czting 
explained: 

;\f1L:r Ronc!1. supra. 41 Cal.4th ai p. 382.) The Supreme Court 

"Hu::zy Ranch clearly requires a public agency to consider the substance of a proposed activity in 
detennining its status as a project. 

(UA!MP, s11pm. '.W i 9 WL 3884465, at* 13. Applying the foregoing test Supreme Court concluded the City of San Diego eITed 
in determining that the adoption of an ordinance authorizing the establishment of medical maiijuana dispensaries and 
regulating their location and operation was not a project. (Ibid.) 

CEQA also requires analysis of the potential creation of blight. ( American Canyon 
Growth 1» City Amencan Canyon (2006) 145 Cal.App.4th 1062.) Physical deterioration of an area caused as an indirect 

impact of approval of development is subject to CEQA review. ( Id. ::it 1081.) 

Here, the ENA prohibits development or disposition on numerous parcels of public property located throughout a broad swath 
of Inglewood for a period of at least three years. (AR 8 and 18.) Preventing the development of this public property, or its use 
for productive activities such as event parking pursuant to the Parking Lease that had been broken (AR 452 et seq.) or 
development of a public recreational center as had been proposed *73 (AR 954 [proposing "'community investments ... ·· such as 
youth centers'']; AR 956 [YMCA]; AR 84; AR 90-91 ), could result in blighting the Project parcels and displaced development 
elsewhere. In both Muzzy Ranch and Urvllv1P, the indirect effect of displaced development was recognized as qualifying an 
activity as a project. City officials in the present case claimed the parcels involved "'have been in the possession of the city as 
long as 25 or 30 years with no use (AR 115), but there is no evidence the City offered the parcels to any entity or requested 
proposals prior to entering the ENA with Murphy's Bowl. Because the ENA prevents the productive usage of publicly owned 
parcels for at least the three-year term of the ENA, it could displace development from those parcels and its approval is a project 
approval that required prior environmental review pursuant to CEQA. As underscored in Ul\!JlvIP and Muzzy Ranch, an activity 
that affects future development projects in a jurisdiction as the ENA affects development distribution within the City, is a 
project within the meaning of CEQ A. 

VII. Conclusion 

The City approved an essential step for the Clippers arena Project when it approved the ENA for it in June. July, and August of 
2017. The ENA's terms prove the City has foreclosed feasible alternatives, and conduct by City officials at first to hide 
negotiations and then to publicly advocate for and defend the *74 Project against criticism has confirmed the overwhelming 
political and bureaucratic momentum created for the Project exemplified by approval of the ENA. The hun-ied and 
ill-publicized process of initially adopting the ENA, the content of the ENA the public statements, and the conduct of City 
officials show decisively that the Ciiy took steps to move the Project forward that were essential for the Project, and required a 
CEQA analysis after, not before, these steps were taken. Enviromnental review pursuant to CEQA should have been conducted 
prior to the ENA approval. To prevent the heavy thumb on the scale of precommitment to the Project as proposed during further 
Project enviromnental evaluation, the ENA approval. including its provisions restricting consideration of alternatives, must be 
set aside. 

Footnotes 

The original ENA was approved by the City Council on June 15, 2017 (AR 33-57), and is herein referenced as "June 
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ENA." As explained infra, the City re-approved the ENA in July 2017. A significantly revised ENA was approved on 
August 15. 2017 (AR 5-26). 

Newspaper accounts in Febmary 2019 reported the Mayor of Inglewood met with several Clippers representatives to 
discuss the arena Project proposal on June 24. 2016. and that a series of email exchanges ensued after that meeting 
focused on Inglewood properties. (Request for Judicial Notice in Support of Appellants' Opening Brief Exhibit A.) 

Although Petitioner undertook extensive efforts in the trial court to obtain relevant communications about the Clippers 
arena Project (.JA 153-173), the administrative record certified by the City leaves many of the facts about the Project's 
development shrouded in secrecy. The earliest draft of the ENA is attached to an email dated May 9, 2017 (AR 
574-599), nearly five months after negotiations pwportedly began in January 2017 (AR 564). 

Subsequent reports reveal the precise Project location was known as early as June 28, 2016. when it was reforred to as 
''super confidential" with the code name '·eagle" and included '·three blocks highlighted in a map attached to the email 
[between Clippers representatives]." (Request for Judicial Notice. Exhibit A, p. 6.) 

The Los Angeles County District Attorney investigated the City's June 15, 2017 meeting for violation of the Brown Act 
and determined that the "City Council did violate the Act by failing to provide a sufficient agenda description of Item 1, 
which involved an Exclusive Negotiating Agreement (ENA) between the City ofinglewood and Murphy's Bowl LLC." 
(Request for Judicial Notice Exh. B.) The District Attorney further stated: 
It should be noted that tl1e deficiency of the agenda description appears to have been part of concerted efforts between 
representatives of the city and the Murphy's Bowl LLC to limit the notice given to the public. Evidence reveals that the 
matter was set for a special meeting rather than a regular meeting to reduce the time required to give public notice from 
72 hours to 24 hours before the meeting, Furthermore, the generic name of Murphy's Bowl LLC was used intentionally 
to obfuscate the identity of the proposed project and those associated with it. 
(Request for Judicial Notice in Support of Appellant's Opening Brief. Exh. B. p. 2.) 

Petitioner requested notice of these two contemporaneous Los Angeles Times mticles published in August 2017. (JA 
757-767.) This request was denied. (JA 831.) Petitioner requests judicial notice of these articles as part of the factual 
circumstances surrounding Project approval that explain some changes in the August ENA 

At least two residential parcels remain within the proposed Project area, as shown on the proposed Project area map 
included with the ENA (AR 4; see JA 932-940.) The Public Resources Code identifies the two parcels of 
residentially-used prope1ty (Los Angeles County Assessor parcel numbers (" APN'') 4032-008-002 and 4032-008-006) 
for inclusion in the Project. (Pub. Resources Code § 21168.6.8 subd. (a)(5)(A); see JA 938, 940 [matching APN 
numbers to street addresses and locations].) 

While this lawsuit was pending, a second piece of special legislation for the Project, AB 987, was introduced. This 
legislation, significantly different from SB 789 in that it preserved consideration of alternatives and various impacts 
among other differences, passed and was codified in Public Resources Code section 21168.6.8. 

The applicable page numbers of the Joint Appendix are in the middle of each Joint Appendix page. 

The court in Culligan Water Condiiioning v . .','tote Bd. (1976j 17 CaL3d 86 noted tllat little weight 

would be attached to an argument that was merely a litigating position in a particular matter. ( Id .. p. 93.) 

Inglewood's Mayor met with Clippers representatives about the arena Project in June 2016. (Request for Judicial 
Notice. Exh. A.) 

The City anticipated in a scoping meeting presentation that the draft EIR would be complete by the winter of 2019 with 
the final EIR complete in the summer of 2019. (JA 953.) Petitioner requested judicial notice of this document (JA 912 et 
seq.), which was denied by the trial court as irrelevant (JA 1157). Petitioner requests judicial notice of this document as 
probative of the City's intention to review and approve the Project EIR while bound by the ENA terms. 
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SB 789 was r~jected in legislative committee (AR 938), which may be interpreted as a reaffirmation lhat altemalives to 
the Project design and location must be vetted in a properly conducted CEQA review process. v. C of 
Oakland (1 208 Cal.App.2d 1, 6.) 

During a City Council heming, the Mayor stated: "I don't know of any other citv that gets paid $1.5 million dollars to 
negoriate." (AR 165, emphasis added). This enlhusiasm for the payment demonstrates the weighty influence Murphy's 
Bowl's contribution had on City official decision making. 

The Surplus Lands Act defines "surplus land" as "land owned by any local agency, that is detenni ned to be no longer 

necessary forthe agency's use ... .'' C Gov. Code§ 5.:;221 subd. (b).) 

Government Code Section 54222 provides the procedures to be followed when a local agency disposes of surplus 
land. In relevant part, this section provides: 
Any local agency disposing of surplus land shall send, prior to disposing of that property. a written offer to sell or lease 
the prope1iy as fo11ows: 
(a) A written offer to sell or lease for the purpose of developing low- and moderate-income housing sha11 be sent to any 
local public entity ... within whose jurisdiction the surplus land is located. Housing sponsors ... shall be sent... a written 
offer to sell or lease surplus land for the purpose of developing low- and moderate-income housing ... 
(b) A written offer to sell or lease for park and recreational purposes or open-space purposes sha11 be sent: ... [to park, 
recreation, and related entities] 
(c)-(e) [Written offers to sell or lease land suitable for school facilities or purposes, enterprise zone purposes. or infill 
development] 

A map depicling the various City entity ownerships of parcels was attached to the June ENA. (AR 57). 

The court in Cedar Fair gave Iitlle weight to the circumstances sun-ounding the term sheet including alleged Santa Clara 

officials' statements indicating their view the tenn sheet was binding. ( Cedar Fair. supro. 194 Cat App.4th at 1172.) 
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*10 I. Introduction. 

Respondents provide multiple excuses for why they may unduly procrastinate in preparing enviromnental review prior to 
construction of the Clippers Basketball Arena Project ("Arena Project"). None of their rationalizations for procrastination are 
valid. Their arguments are based in dear misinterpretations of the law. Respondents' principal argument may be summarized as 
follows: although the Arena Project may be a "project" within the meaning of the California Environmental Quality Act 
('"CEQA") for which environmental review would eventually be required, the exclusive negotiation ab,'Teement CENA'') with 
the Clippers' entity Murphy's Bowl LLC. which Respondents' indisputably approved, did not constitute a ''project approval" 
within the meaning oft he CEQA. Respondents' theo1y is that approval of the ENA did not commit them to a definite course of 
action with regard to the Arena Project. They further argue that the approval of the ENA itself. while clearly an ·'approval" 
within the meaning of CEQA, was not a CEQA-triggering project approval because the ENA is not a ·'project" Respondents 
are wrong on all counts. 

In arguing that the ENA does not constitute a project approval, Respondents rely on an incomplete and inaccurate view of the 
law. They state that because the ENA '·explicitly conditioned" future approval of the Arena Project on CEQA compliance and 
Respondents ostensibly retained discretion with regards to CEQA compliance, there was no commitment to the Arena Project 
(Opposition Brief ("Opp."), p. 25.) Respondents overlook the fact that specific terrns of the ENA, in conjunction with the 

surrounding circumstances, show otherwise. As the California Supreme Court held in Sow' Tara 1>. llo!!n1 nod 
(2008) 45 Cal.4th 116 ("Serve Tara''), these surrounding circumstances are critical to evaluating whether an agency 1'11 has 

committed itself to a project. C ld. at 132.) Recent case law focuses on "conduct detrimental to further fair enviromnental 
aualysis.'· (John R. Lawson Rock & Oil v. Stare Air Resource.; Boord (1018) 20 Cal.App.5th 77. 99 ("Lawson Rock').) 

By agreeing to exclusivity of negotiations (Administrative Record ("AR"), 8 [ENA section 2(a)]) and non-transfer (AR 18 
fENA section 11 D of project parcels owned by the Respondents for a period of at least three years. and restricting their absolute 
discretion to deny the project for any reason (AR 16 [ENA section 71), the Respondents made definite. enforceable 
commitments that foreclosed alternatives in a way that should have followed, not preceded. enviromnental review. 

In addition to the commitments manifested within the four comers of the ENA, numerous surrounding circumstances 
demonstrate Respondents' strong commitment to the Arena Project. Respondents revised and approved the ENA several times 
to reach an agreement that ( 1) places Respondents at a significant negotiating disadvantage with exclusivity, non-transfer, and 
unilateral termination provisions favoring Murphy's Bowl; (2) strikes against their own monetary interest by preventing reentry 
into a parking lease; and (3) provides Murphy's Bowl with exclusive, uninhibited access to contiguous swaths of public land. 
Respondents' engaged in secret negotiations, undertook concerted efforts to reduce public notice, violated the Brown Act, and 
promoted and defended the Arena Project in order to push it forward. These surrounding circumstances demonstrate 
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Respondents' commitment to the Arena Project and fiai,,>Tant disregard for public participation in further fair consideration of 
environmental analysis. Therefore, their formal approval of the ENA, the first set of discretionary approvals related to the 
Arena Project, was an approval of the Arena Project as a practical matter. 

*12 Fmiher. the ENA itself was a '·project" within the meaning ofCEQA because its approval is the type of activity that could 
lead to environmental changes. As such, Respondents' approval of the ENA constitutes a project '·approval'' within the 
meaning of CEQA, meaning that Respondents were obligated to perform an environmental analysis - at the ve1y least. an initial 
study - prior to approving the ENA. The ENA approval must be set aside. 

II. Summary of Facts. 

Respondents present a melange of factual asse11lons and argument as part of their Summary of Facts. (Opp., pp. 11-18.) 
Appellant addresses these assertions in the argument section of this Reply brief. 

Ill. Standard of Review and Trial Court Opinion. 

Respondents quote, but do not recognize the significance of the line drawn in Sai'e Tara in stating a public agency must not 
"take any actzon" that significantly fw1hers a project "in a manner that forecloses alternatives or mitigation measures that 

would ordinarily be part of CEQA review of that public project'" (Opp .. p. 20, citing Save suprn, 45 Cal.4th at 138, 
emphasis added.) Notably, the Court did not merely caution against public agencies committing to a definite course of action. 
Rather, it forbids any action that significantly furthers a project in a manner that forecloses alternatives: an agency should not 
"effectively preclude any alternatives or mitigation measures that CEQA rvo11ld otherwise require to be considered, including 

rhe alternative of not going/r>rward with the projecr." C Savi! Tam. s11pm. 45 Cal..+th at L\9.) This holding gives almost 
equal weight to the question of whether alternatives have been precluded as it does to the question of whether the agency has 
committed itself to the project as a whole. 

*13 Respondents also quote a portion of the trial court opinion stating "[Tjhe ENA does not commit the City to a definite course 
of action." (Opp., p. 19.) While examining for a commitmentto a definite course ofaction is relevant, it is notthe only inquiry. 
In Save Tara. the Supreme Court rejected the view that a legally binding commitment was required to find a project approval. 
Additionally. the Supreme Court directed cowts to examine the ·'surrounding circumstances" of the agency's action, to see if it 

made a commitment as a practical matter. ( Son: supra. 45 Cal.4th at 132.) 

A portion of the trial court opinion stated it had considered "'All surrounding circumstances"' but did not find they 
''demonstrated a commitment by the City to a definite course of action.'· (Opp .. p. 19.) Of course. in a CEQA case involving 

issues of law. ''the appellate court reviews the agency's action, not the trial court's decision.'· ( Citizens for 

Grtrwth v. Cordorn ('.2007) 40 Cal.4th 412. 427.) '·[T]he timing questio1L.is one of law," C Son! 
Tara v. C1tv of Wr?s/ Hollywood (2008) .+5 Cal.4th ll 6, 131.) Surrounding circumstances are a factor in detennining if an 
agency has approved a prqject "as a practical matter," which is a different question from a detennination of whet her an agency 
has committed to a definite course of action. The extent of agency advocacy and defense of the project is also critical to the 

analysis. ( Save Tora, supra, 45 CaHih at 141.) 

Respondents rely heavily on Concerned AfcC!oud Citizens v. McCloud Co1111111mitr· SerFices Dis/. (2007) J.+7 Cal.App.4th 
UH ("McCloud"') throughout their brief (Opp., pp. 10, 31, 36-37, 40-41) as the trial court did in its ruling (Joint Appendix 
("'JA") 1118, 1120, 1122. 1123, 1126, 1129). Respondents fault Appellant for not citing ivlcCloud "at all'' in its opening brief. 
(Opp., p. 10. fn. 2.) The McCloud decision is not controlling because the *14 Supreme Court limited it to its "unique 
circumstances., in Save Tara. Of ivlcCloud and another decision, the Supreme Co mt stated: 

Without questioning the correctness of Stand Tall and 1vlcCloud on their facts, we note that each case involved particular 
circumstances limiting the range of its logic: neither convinces us a broad rule exists permitting EIR preparation to be 
postponed in all circumstances by the use of a CEQA compliance condition ... "HcCloud [] speaks as much to definiteness as to 
commitment and does not establish that a conditional agreement for development never constitutes approval of the 
development. 
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C Sow' s11pm, 45 C::iHth at BJ. emphasis in original.) This limitation was recognized by the Court of Appeal in 
Rivcrlfatcl1 v. C>!in:nl!ain Wotcr D1si. (2009) 170 Cal.App.-Hh 1186, which stated ·'Save Tara likewise limited 

[McCloudJ to its particular circumstances." C Id. at 1209.) Decided as it was before Save Tara, A1cCloud did not address the 
''surrounding circumstances'' inquiry mandated by Sove Tara, an inquily that completes the picture of the ''definiteness'' of a 
project. Therefore, focus on the Supreme Court ruling in Sove Tara, rather than a single 2007 appellate comt case that Save 
Tara essentially limited to its facts, is appropriate. 

Lawson Ruck, supra, 20 Cal.App.5th 77. discussed by Appellant (Appellant's Opening Brief ("'AOB), p. 43) but never 
distinguished by Respondents, provides more recent, precise. and controlling t,111idance as to the proper application of Save 
Tara. As stated in Lawson Rock, the Supreme Court in Save Tara noted that ''limiting fa finding of agency] approval to 
unconditional agreements would ignore situations where bureaucratic and financial momentum had built iffesistibly behind a 
proposed project, creating a strong incentive to ignore enviromnental concerns." (Lawson supra. 20 Cal. /.\pp.5th at i 00 
citing Save Tara, supra, at 136.) In Lawson Rock, the court held that conduct that prejudices further fair enviromnental analysis 
is *15 ·"opening the way' [that] can trigger CEQA where it constitutes an approval.'' (id. at 98.) "Approvals under CEQA, 
therefore, are not dependent on :;inal' action by the lead agencv, b11t by conduct detrimental to ji1rther fair environmental 
analvsis." (Id. at emphasis added.) 

IV. ARGUMENT: Respondents Violated CEQA By Failing to Conduct Environmental Review Prior to Approval of a 
Project. 

A. Sufficient Project Detail Existed to Conduct Meaningful Environmental Review Prior to ENA Approval; Such 
Review Would Not Have Been Premature Or Illegal. 

1. Respondents' Position That Every Project Detail Necessary For Environmental Review Must Be Available at the 
Start of Review is Unreasonable and Contrary to Law. 

In reviewing the issue of the proper tilning of envirorunental review, the quality of available information is a factor to consider. 

C San' supra, ..J,5 Cal..+th at 130-3 l.). In ·:ru Fullerton Join/ Ui1ion fflgh ,\'c!wof Dis/. 1·. ,\'fate Boord 
(1982) 32 CalJd the Supreme Court rejected the art,>ument that environmental analysis would be premature before 
specifications for a new high school were developed, because delaying environmental analysis would "as a practical matter'' 

preclude the alternative of continuing the status quo. (:tll!I Id. at 797.) Thus, the Board of Education was required to conduct an 

initial study prior to approval of the plan. (~ Id. at 794, 798.) In the present case, Respondents reject the need for '~16 an initial 
study. conceding only that an EIR would be required before the Arena Project could be built. (AR 172. citing Cal.Code Regs., 
tit. 14 ("Guidelines")§ 15063 subd. (a).) 

Respondents art,111e environmental review would have been premature without detailed project specifications. (Opp., p. 13). 

However, CEQA does not demand such a high level of project design merely to begin envirorunental review. ( Save 
supra, 45 Cal.4th at 139.) Respondents assert that ''[before environmental review can begin, there must be enough information 
on which to base an adequately detailed project description.'' (Opp., p. 22.) The case Respondents rely upon involves an 

inadequate desc1iption within a draft EIR itself, not infonnation available at the start of lhe EIR review process. C San 
Jooquin Rap/or Rescue Ctr. 1>. faced (2007) 149 Cal.App.4th 64 5, 65-:t-65.) Meaningful review can be done even if not 

all the hypothetical details of a proposed project are available. ( oflntioch 1>. Council (1986 j 187 CalApp.3d 1325. 
1336-1337.) CEQA is not designed to ''freeze the ultimate proposal in the precise mold of the initial projecC; instead, it 

provides sufficient flexibility for a project to evolve during the public review process. ( a Susrainah!e Treasure 
Island v. Cily and Francisco (2014) 227 Cal.App.4th 1036. 1062.) If every detail about a project had to be known 
before review was begun, an agency could argue at each step of cascading approvals until final approval that more must be 
known, so commencement of environmental review has to be farther delayed. This procrastination rationale must be rejected as 

Save Tam, supnL .+5 Cal..+tb at 134) and would impennissibly allow public agencies to precommit to 
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CEQA requires an EIR to disclose the location and boundaries of the proposed project and ''a general description" of its 
characteristics. *l 7 (Guidelines§ 15124.) Respondents emphasize that the Arena Project facility's "specific capacity was not 
yet known" as it varied from 18,000 to 20,000 seats (Opp., p. 13, citing AR 6.) The relatively minor difference in seating 

capacity would not prevent disclosing meaningful information io ihe public. Respondents contrast jlW Fullerton. supra, 32 
Cal.Jd T79, by saying that it involved an "approved project" with scope and detail already determined. (Opp., p. 28.) But in 

Fullerton, the high school specifications were not yet detennined. (j® I·'11/Jerton, .;upra. 32 Cal.3d at 797.) 

Respondents claim ''No actual project proposaf' had addressed additional commercial or other development or constrnction 
details such as soils condition. (Opp., p. 13 .) Respondents advocate determining details to a high level of finality but the types 
of issues such as transp011ation, access, and parking mentioned by Respondents (Opp., p. 14) are exactly what should be 
analyzed as design options within an EIR. 

Respondents claim the actual size of the Project site in the Notice of Preparation ("NOP") "'was significantly smaller than the 
Study Area." (Opp .. p. 18.) This is an ex post facto excuse for procrastination; enough was known about the Project size at the 
time of the August ENA to conduct review. The main difference between the Study Area in the ENA (AR 4) and the Project site 
in the NOP (AR 174) was the omission of some parcels labelled ''Potentially Participating Parcels" from the NOP map project 
boundaries. The Supreme Court has of course cautioned against delaying environmental review merely because every single 

detail is not available. The Supreme Court in Save Tom, supra, 45 Cal.4th at i 34 emphasized that approval is an agency's 

"earliest commitmenf' to a project and when it "first exercises" its discretion to execute a contract ( JJ at 134, quoting 
Guidelines section 15352 subd. (b), emphasis in original.) Here, Respondents wtjusi.ifiably delay *18 environmental review for 
the Arena Project despite the existence of sufficient information about its location and parameters. With ihe facts of this case, 
such procrastination violates CEQA. 

2. Extensive Project Related Information Was Available Outside the ENA. 

Respondents claim the ''ENA contains virtually none of the infonnation necessary for environmental review." (Opp., p. 23.) 
However, in addition to the ENA, the record reveals the availability of extensive information about potential environmental 
impacts. (AOB, pp. 18-20.) 

Respondents deny comparison to the nearby Fornm would provide any useful information. (Opp., p. 23, fn. 10.) Yet, the 
Fornm's operational impacts, with a similar capacity of approximately 17,000 people (AR 385), would provide analogous 
information about traffic, air quality, and other impacts for a 18,000-20,000 seat arena.' According to the Mayor, there are 
17,658 trips (a very specific number) inbound to the Fornm on event days. (AR 165.) 

*19 3. Respondents Were Not "Legally Incapable'' of Conducting Environmental Review Prior to Approving an ENA. 

Respondents further assert the trial court correctly found the City0 was ''legally incapable of conducting appropriate 
environmental review." (Opp., p. 19, emphasis in original.) In reality, the trial court opined that insufficient infonnationexisted 
to conduct meaningful review, not that the City was legally incapable of review. (JA 1156-57.) Even this conclusion was 
incorrect. 

Sufficient information existed to conduct meanint,>ful review. The precise location of the overall proposed project was well 
known at the time of the August ENA even if building locations were not specified. (AOB, pp. 18-19.) The August ENA had 
narrowed down project boundaries to four city blocks. (AR 4; see also Appellant's Request for Judicial Notice in Support of 
Opening Brief ("RJN") Exh. A [project site code named "eagle"' in secret June 2016 meeting].) The Site described in the NOP 
(AR 169-170) is nearly identical to the Site described in the August ENA (AR 5). Further, the Project's main activity 
(basketba11 games) and capacity ( 18,000 to 20.000 seats) and ''ancillmy uses" were we11 known, and did not change between the 
ENA (AR 5-6 and AR 6, respectively) and the NOP (AR 170-171).' 
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*20 Respondents claim that when the Arena Project comes before the City Council, it will come with a final environmental 
impact rep01i (EIR'} (Opp .. p. 1 L) That is irrelevant where Respondents impermissibly precommited to the Arena Project 

prior to any form of compliance with CEQA. ( i'>'ave supra, 45 Cal.4th at 126 [EIR prepared duringpendency oflawsuii 
did not moot case or salvage improper precommitment].) Respondents' intention for future environmental review is not 

dispositive. ( Save Tara. supra. -J.5 Cal.-J.th at l3!J.) 

B. The ENA Improperly Foreclosed Analysis of Alternatives and Limited Respondents' Discretion That Would 
Normally Be Part ofthe Environmental Review Process. 

Respondents summmize Appellant's case as asse1iing ·'environmental review of the Project should have been completed before 

the City executed the ENA" (Opp .. p. 22.) CEQA cannot be an afterthought to project approval. ( Laurel Heights 
improvement Associolion of Son lnc v. oj'tl!e (1988) 47 Ca1.3d 376, 394 and 425 

Heig!i1.1· J ') [condemning using EIRs as "post hoc rationalizations" for decisions already made], citing ?-.Jo Oi!. li1c. 
v. ( 1974) 13 CaUd 68, 79.) The Supreme Court stated: "A fundamental purpose of an EIR is to provide 
decision makers with in±ormation they can use in deciding whether to approve a proposed project, not to inform them of the 

enviromnental effects of projects that they have already approved." ( Laure! Heigh/,;!, supra, 47 CaL3d at. 3!J4.) Here, the 
timing of Respondents delaying an EIR raises the distinct possibility that the future EIR on the Arena Project will only be a 
post-hoc rationalization for a commitment that bas already been made to its approval. 

*21 Respondents could have easily negotiated and approved an ENA without foreclosing consideration of alternatives as 
required during the environmental review process, just as they could have refrained from taking actions evincing a strong 
commitment to the Arena Project as a practical matter prior to environmental review. Such an ENA would have been 
permissible. However, through the terms of the ENA and the overwhelming political and bureaucratic momentum given to the 
Arena Project, Respondents prevented themselves from genuinely conside1ing alternative uses of the site or alternative 
locations for the Project. This violates CEQA 

Respondents also mischaracterize Appellant's argument as requiring that environmental review be completed before sufficient 

infonnation was available. (Opp .. p. 24.) Appellant cites Citizens Gowrnmeni v. (l 997) 56 
Cal.App .. Hh 1199, 1219 ( "Afhany") because it is instructive in the requirement to avoid foreclosing alternatives. While facts of 
that case were different - a development agreement was approved before environmental review - the principles that the Albany 

case established are sound. They were carried forward with approval and adopted by the Supreme Court in Save 
.;11pra. -1-5 Cal.4th at 137-138. In Save Tara, the respondent City of West Hollywood planned later environmental review and 

further approval. C !d. at 132.) However, the Court was not persuaded that such an intention to conduct foture review was 
sufficient to salvage the City of West Hollywood's impermissible approval ofa project without first conducting environmental 
review. 

*22 C. Exclusive Negotiating Agreements Are Not Typical Arrangements in Public Agency Contracting, Especially for 
Disposition of Publicly Owned Land. 

Respondents' willingness to agree to exclusivity in negotiating the potential transfer of extensive tracts of public property to a 
private entity is a sunmmding circumstm1ce indicating commitment as a practical matter to the Arena Project. Respondents 
claim it is "typical" for a public agency to agree "not to consider other potential development" for a study area during an 
exclusive negotiating period. (Opp., p. 15.) Respondents cite no evidence or cases to support this bold but incorrect claim. For 
a public agency to agree not to consider other potential options for disposal of public land is far from typical, especially for a 

three-year period of time. The alternatives mm.lysis in an EIR has been described as the "'heart'' of the EIR. ( Ciri::em 
Go/era ! "n!lev v. Board of (1990) 52 CaUd 553. 564.) Alternatives are required to be potentially feasible. 

(Guidelines§ 15126.6 subd. (a); Save Ro1111d "1/firmce v. of (2007) 157 CaLApp.-J.th 1-1-37. 1457.) 
Therefore, a ltematives cannot be effectively foreclosed by an agreement not to discuss alternatives with, or transfer property to, 
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third pmiies. 

*23 Respondents aver "DD As are commonly executed in connection with large or complex developments.'' (Opp .. p. 15, fn. 7.) 
While this statement about DDAs may be true', it is not tme that Exclusive Negotiating Agreements. or EN As, are commonly 
executed by public agencies disposing of public property. EN As are unusual in the lexicon of common law. In extensive 
California caselaw. there is apparently mention of the phrase "Exclusive Negotiating Agreement" in only nine published cases.' 

Only two of these cases involve CEQA review ( Save .>upra. 45 Cal.4th i 16 and Santee v. Cuuntv San 
(2010j 186 Cal.App.4th 55) and neither of these two cases actually involved ENAs. No courts have upheld an ENA 

against a chaffenge that it unlai+fu!!yfbrec!osed consideration o/a!ternatives lo a project under CEQA. 

t'24 Respondents claim. without citation to facts or law, ''it is appropriate for a city and developer to execute an exclusive 
negotiating agreement" as part of an early engagement. (Opp., p. 26.) When dealing with the possible transfer of public 
property to a private commercial entity, it is not "appropriate'' to create significant disadvantages for the public agency seller by 
limiting the available market of buyers. But that is the effect of the exclusivity and non-transfer provisions in the ENA. 
("'Understanding Exclusive Negotiation Periods In Business Negotiations:· Pon Staff, Harvard Law School Program on 
Negotiation, May 20, 2019 .)" By entering into the ENA which prohibits negotiations with any other pmties or transfer of its 
land to any third parties other than Murphy's Bowl, the public agency Respondents have improperly constrained themselves. 

Both the self-imposed constraints precluding consideration of alternative uses for the Project site and Respondents' other 
actions lending overwhelming bureaucratic and political momentum to Arena Project approval are fundamentally "'detrimental 
to further fair enviromnental analysis." (Lawson Rock, supra, 20 Cai.App.5th at !J9.) They are a cmcial part of the "surrounding 
circumstances., that evidence improper precommitment. 

D. Respondents Committed to a Definite Course of Action as a Practical Matter Even While Claiming to Reserve 
Discretion to Deny the Project. 

Appellant argued the ENA constituted an approval of the Arena Project because the ENA, along with surrounding 
circumstances. committed Respondents to the Arena Project as a practical matter. (AOB, pp. 43-44, and 49-50.) Respondents 
argue the ENA was '·explicitly conditioned on compliance with CEQA." (Opp .. p. 25.) Respondents' efforts to retain 
theoretical discretion is nothing more than a fig leaf and cannot salvage their approval from being a practical commitment to the 

Arena Project and therefore a Project approval. ( Save supra, ..J.5 Cai.4th at l3!J [future environmental compliance 
relevant but not detenninative].) 

Respondents aq..,111e evidence of commitment in Save Tam included the comlnitment by the City of West Hollywood to loan a 
developer half a million dollars, resulting in a direct financial investment. (Opp., p. 25.) In Save Tara, a direct financial 
investment was not the only circumstance that evidenced improper precommitment. There was also evidence of improper *25 

precornmitment because the City of West Hollywood gave substantial political and bureaucratic momentum to a project. C 
Save Tara. s11pm, ..J.5 Cal.4th at l..J.l-142.) 

Respondents misinterpret the Supreme Court's recognition that public agencies routinely ·'cooperate with developers to shape a 
project'' before an environmental impact report is drafted. (Opp., p. 26.) While that may be true, agencies do not generally 
prevent themselves from negotiating about or transferring public property they own as Respondents have done here through the 
exclusivity (AR 8 [ENA section 2(a)]) and non-transfer (AR 18 [ENA section l 1j) provisions ofthe ENA. The Supreme Cow1 

recognized privately conducted projects often need some form of government "consent or assistance to get off the ground." ( 
Sm·e Tom. supra. 45 C::il.4ih at 136.) However, no such consent or assistance was necessary in this case where the Clippers 
organization had substantial wherewithal to move the Project along without any early assistance (AR 971 [''The entire project 
would be 100 percent privately funded and financed'']) and indeed the Clippers gave the City $1.5 million to give momentum to 
the Project (AOB, p. 51). 

t'26 Respondents falsely claim that the Supreme Comt ''has expressly rejected'' the argument that execution of an ENA can be 
a project approval, claiming unreservedly that an ENA is "not a project approval that must be preceded by environmental 
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review." (Opp .. p. 27.) This misstates the law. The Supreme Court merely recognized that an amicus brief argued ENAs and 
other types of agreements are often reached. However. the Court declined to adopt a b1ight-line test for when a public agency 
approves a project, holding: "[WJe express 110 opinion on whether any particular form of agreement, other rhan rhose involved 

in this case, conslitutes project approvaf' ( Son: Taro. 45 Cal.4th al 137. emphasis added.) Thus, far from establishing a 
bright-line rule that exempts EN As from CEQA (Opp., p. 27). the Court made clear that the facts of a case, not any particular 
form of agreement, determine whether CEQA applies. 7 Save Tara's statement that ·'Not all such ejfiwts require prior CEQA 

review" (Opp .. at p. 26, quoting Sm·e Tam, supra. -1-5 Cal.4th at. 136, emphasis added) undercuts Respondents' arguments 
as the Court's use of the phrase ''Not all such efforts" clearly implies many "'such efforts" do require prior CEQA review. 

Respondents seek to counter the principle stated in ':tll!I Fullerton, supra. 3 2 Cal Jd 779, that before an agency takes an essential 
step for project approval, it must conduct environmental review. (Opp., p. 27.) Respondents claim the approval in Fulle1ion 
would ·'necessitate construction of a new school." (Opp., p. 27.) Whether an approval would necessitate changes with 
environmental impacts was not the test. Rather, the question was whether the action taken was an essential step in the process of 

project construction. (:b ld. at 797 .) 

Respondents argue the August ENA contemplates "full environmental review before any actual development can be 
approved." (Opp., p. 28.) However, this contemplation of future environmental review does not justify failing to conduct 

enviromnental review prior to project approval. ( Sm·e supra. 45 Cal.4th at 136.) Respondents claim ~Fullerton, 
supra, 32 CaL3d 779 involved a project "with their scope and detail already determined." (Opp., p. 28.) This is clearly untme. In 
Fulle1ioa the Board of Education argued that environmental analysis would be premature as *27 specifications for the new 

high school had not yer been developed. (JIW ld. at 797.) The Supreme Court r~jected the argument that review would be 
premature. 

E. Cases Following Save Tara Have Not Unequivocahly Affirmed Public Agencies Can "Go Much Further" Than 
Execution of an ENA Without Environmental Review. 

Respondents argue cases subsequent to Save Tara have affirmed public agencies can go fwther than execution of an ENA 
without risking premature approval. (Opp .. p. 29.) Respondents' overbroad assertion misstates the law and relies on an 
interpretation of the case law that omits consideration of the unique facts of the older cases they cite, as explained below. 

1. Binding Commitments Are Not a Prerequisite to Project Approval. 

Respondents extensively rely on Ci!dnr Fwr. L.P. v. ,\'a11111 Clara (2011) 194Cal.App.4thl150. (Opp., pp. 29, 35. 
48.) In Cedar Fair, the Comi of Appeal held that a city and redevelopment agency's approval of a stadium tenn sheet did not 

constitute an ''approval" forthe purposes ofCEQA. and thus did not mandate that the agencies prepare anEIR. C Cedar Fmr. 
supra, 194Cal.App.4th1150. 1175.) 

Even while the court in Cedar Fair recognized the principle that alternatives should not be foreclosed C id at. J 165), the court 

relied on the theory that a binding contractual commitment is necessary to find a project had been approved. ( !d. at p. l 171 
[" ... City of West Hollywood contractuallv bound itself to se11 land for private development conditioned upon CEQA 
compliance, or Riverwatch, where the water district conrractually bound itself to deliver water for 60 years'', emphasis added.]) 
However, in Save Tara, the *28 Supreme Court rejected the idea that "committing to a definite course of action" means that the 
agency needs to have "contractually bound" itself: 

City and [Real Party in Interest] Laurel Place apparently would limit the ·'commlt[ment]" that constitutes 
approval of a private project for CEQA purposes (Cal.Code Regs .. ii1. H. § 15352. subd. (a)) to 
unconditional agreements irrevocably vesting development rights. Jn their view, "[t]he agency commits to 
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a definite course ofaction. .. by agreeing to be legallv bound ro rake thar course of action." ([Citalion].) On 
this rheory any developmenr agreemenr, no matter how definite and detailed, even if accompanied by 
substantial financial assistance from the agencv and other strong indications olagency commitment to the 
project. jails short olapproval so long as it leaves final CEQA decisions to the agencv 's/i1ture discretion. 
Such a rule would be inconsistent with the CEQA Guidelines' definition of approval as the agency's 
·'earlies! commitment" ro the proiect. (Cal.Code Regs., UL 1'-L § 15352,. subd. (b), italics added.) Just as 
CEQA itself requires environmental review before a project's approval. not necessarily its final approval ( 

Pnb. Rescmrces Code. § § 21100, 21151 ), so the guideline defines '·approval" as occurring when the 
agency jirsl exercises its discretion lo execute a contract or grant financial assistance, not when the last 
such discretionary decision zs made. 

(Save Tara, supra, p. 134, emphasis added.) If project approval can occur when an agency ''first exercises its discretion to 
execute a contract" as stated by the Supreme Court, the ENA would certainly be the first exercise of discretion to execute a 
contract. Of course. examination of sun-ounding circumstances is also necessary, as they complete the picture of agency 
commitment. 

The court in ,\'aftonstalli-. (2015) 234 Cal.App.4th 549. (Opp., p. 29) similarly relied on the theory that 
a binding commitment is needed to find project approval by the public agency. pointing out no breach of contract claim was 

possible. ( So!ionsto!i. supra, 234 Cd.App.·Hh ai 570.) This idea of a binding commitment being a precommitment litmus 

test was *29 rejected in Save Tara. which required examination of surrounding circumstances as well as contract terms. C 
Save Tara, supra. 45 Cal.4th at 134.) 

2. Unlike the ENA, the Term Sheets in Cedar Fair and Saltonstall are Not Enforceable Contracts. 

The tenn sheets involved in Cedar Fair and Saltonsrall contain an obvious difference from the ENA in the present case: neither 
of them was an enforceable contract whereas the ENA in the present case is an enforceable agreement. For example, if 
Respondents chose to negotiate with, or convey the Project site land to, a third pm1y they would be in breach of the contract. 

ENAs can be enforced. as any other contract can. (AR 17 [setting governing law]; 
(2002) 96 Cal. App. 4th 1251. 1262.) 

v. Baskm Robbins U:5.'.A. 

Furthermore, the language in the term sheet in Cedar Fair reserved discretion unconditionally. ( Cedar supra, i 94 
Cal. /-\pp.4th 1 150 at p. l 169.) In contrast, the ENA in the present case reserves discretion conditional~v. The ENA includes two 
conditional "if' clauses that were not present in the Cedar Fair term sheet. (AR 16 [ENA Section 7].) Furthennore, the 
exclusivity provision (AR 8 fENA Section 2(a)]) and non-transfer provision (AR 18 [ENA Section 11 D of the ENA are not 
conditioned on anything; they are immediately binding on Respondents. No binding exclusivity or non-transfer provisions are 
mentioned in Cedar Fair. 

Sn!1011stn!I v. of.\'acmmento, s11pm, 234 Cal. App.4th 549, is inapposite as well InSafronsta!l, the Court of Appeal held 
that the city of Sacramento did not prematurely commit itself to building a sports arena by signing a term sheet with a sp01ts 

investor group and acquiring property for the arena. C Id. at 566.) The facts ofthe present case are very different from *30 

those of Saltonstall: the city in Saltonstall retained ''sole and independent discretion" whether to proceed with the project C 
id. at 568) but Section 7 of the ENA (AR Hi) contains qualifications and conditions to the Respondents' discretion. 
Fmthermore, in Saltonstall. there were no exclusivity (AR 8 [ENA section 2(a)]) or non-trans1er (AR 18 fENA section 111) 
provisions which would foreclose alternatives that would have othenvise been considered. 
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3. Surrounding Circumstances Are Critical to Analyzing the Whether a Project Has Been Approved. 

The effect of surrounding circumstances is a type of inquiry viewed as critically important by the Supreme Court in Save Tara 

in evaluating whether an agency approved a project. ( i'>'ave Tara. supro. 45 CaL4ih at 132, 139.) The court in c-:edar Fair, as 
it upheld the grant of a demuner without leave to amend. downplayed such an analysis. The appellate court in Cedar Fair 
viewed city officials' statements as ineffective to change or color the meaning of a term sheet for stadium constmction, no 

matter what those statements were. ( Cedar I·'air, supra, 194 Cai.App4that l172.) Sunoundingcircumstances in the present 
case make it significantly different from Cedar Fair as discussed below. 

Unlike in Save Tara and the present case, Cedar Fair did not involve an earlier fonn of the agreement analogous to the June 
ENA, which was then extensively changed after litigation was filed to water down the terms, resulting in the August ENA. 

Cedar Fair did not involve any inegular activities undertaken by City officials as the present case does. Here. there were 
concerted efforts to minimize public notice, violations of the Brown Act in the approval of the *31 June ENA (Appellant's 
Request for Judicial Notice ("RJN"), Exh. B). a project proponent (Murphy's Bowl) named specifically to elude public 
attention (AR 825): and a clandestine June 2016 project strategy meeting involving the Mayor/Chainnan of Respondents (RJN, 
Exh. A) a year before Respondents publicly announced the ENA. 

Unlike in Save Tara and the present case, Cedar Fair. supro. 194 CaLAppAih 1150 did not involve the public agency 
inducing an existing tenant to relocate. Here, the City induced termination of an existing parking lease to make way for the 
Arena Project envisioned in the ENA. (AR 312.) 

Unlike in Save Tara and the present case, Cedar Fair did not involve public official lobbying for legislation that would 
eliminate CEQA requirements to benefit the speedy approval of a proposed project (AR 182-183) or defending a project against 
criticism (AR 960; AR 934). 

4. Public Participation Is Critical Part of CEQA Review But Respondents Have Hindered that Participation. 

Public participation is a critical part of the CEQA review process. (A.OB, p. 56.) In C1?dar Fair, supra 194 Cal.App.,+th 
i 150, early public participation was ensured because an EIR bad been released for public review in 2009 contemporaneously 

with term sheet consideration. and the ElR was certified before litigation was filed. ( Id. ai 1158.) In the present case. a 
Notice of Preparation was issued on February 20, 2018 (AR 168) after the ENA was executed but a draft ElR has still not been 

released now, 21 months later. Additionally, in Cedar Fair, an election was required prior to project constmction C Cedar 
Fair, supra, i 9,f Cal.App,,+that i 173) but in the present case there is no similar guarantee of public participation other than two 
''presentations" at conununity meetings. (see AR 10 [ENA Section 3(e)J.) 

*32 In supra, 23,f Cal.App.,+th 5,.\.9 a final EIR had been certified and approved before the lawsuit was filed ( 
id. at 56 l) but in the present case, no EIR has been released, even in draft. The public pmiicipation that was ensured in Cedar 
Fair and Saltonstall is missing from the present case. 

5. The EN A's Site Definition and Developer Selection Distinguishes This Case From City of Santee v. County of San 
Diego and Saltonstall. 

Respondents seek to rely on o/Samee v. Co11my o/San Diego (20l0) 186 Cal.App.4th 55. City c:fSantee is very 
different. The Comt of Appeal found that a siting at,>reement between the County of San Diego and the state Department of 
Corrections ("'DOC"), in which the county at,>reed to identify potential sites for a reentry facility. was not a project requiring 

CEQA review. C !d. at 59-60.) The agreement in City o[Santee did not have a defined location for the proposed facility; it 

proposed two possible sites, one of which was not even owned by the defendant county. C fd at 66.) The County's obligation 
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to convey a site was conditional on whether DOC picked a County-owned site. (Ibid.) In contrast, in the present case, the site 
has been specifically defined. The Arena Project intended for the site is a defined part of the ENA (See AR 5-6.) The June ENA 
stated the Respondents had ·'selected" the developer for the Project. (AR 39.) 

In So!ionsto!i. supra, 23.:; Cal.App.4th 549, the term sheet left undefined the arena location, allowed for additional 

alternatives other than the proposed site, and did not specify ownership stmcture. C Td at 570.) In contrast, the August ENA 
includes a specific map of the location of the * 33 Project. (AR 4 .) Because of the exclusivity and non-transfer provisions, the 
only eligible party to develop the Project site is Murphy's Bowl. 

Finally, the City of Sacramento's acquisition of a site for an arena fell into a CEQA exception (Guidelines § 15004, subd. 
(b)(2)(A)) which allows for land acquisition agreements without environmental review when the agency conditions future use 

of the site on CEQA compliance C s11pm. 234 Cal.App.4th at 570). However, the potential disposal of land as 
contemplated by the ENA is beyond such an exception. 

F. Respondents' Definite Commitments in the ENA Are Significant. 

1. Irreversible Action is Not Necessary to Demonstrate Commitment to a Project as a Practical Matter and Even if it 
Were, Irreversible Actions to the Detriment of Public Participation Were Taken. 

Respondents claim that in Save Tara, West Hollywood took a series of concrete steps that committed itself to a project as a 
practical matter and "'disabled itself from reversing course.'· (Opp., p. 31.) From this, Respondents argue that a petitioner must 
prove "'an actual and irreversible commitment to the project" with the effect of foreclosing ·'any meaningful options to going 

fonvard with the project" (Opp., p. 3 L Save Tam. s11pm. 45 Cal.4th at 139.) This assertion goes far beyond what the 
Supreme Court and subsequent cases have required. Instead, the Supreme Comi emphasizes public agencies must avoid taking 

"any action" that would foreclose alternatives. C Saw: Tara. supra, 45 Cal.:tth at 138; Guidelines. § 15004.). It does not 
require foreclosing aH meaningful options or taking irreversible actions. Instead, as Lawson Rock correctly explained, a public 
agency must not take action that 1'34 prevents a fair consideration of the project. (Lawson Rock, supra, 20 CaLApp.5ih ai 
99-100.) 

Respondents anticipate project details will be worked out as a disposition development agreement ("DDA") is negotiated 
within the detailed parameters of the ENA (Opp .. p. 41-43) and state the public has not "been shut out." (Opp .. p. 41). The 
evidence to this point proves otherwise - that Respondents have intentionally hindered public pm1icipation at numerous points. 
Respondents and Murphy's Bowl took multiple concerted actions to conceal the Arena Project from the public: disguising the 
name of the project proponent (AR 825); using a special meeting rather than a normal meeting to reduce notice (AR 149-51; AR 
152: AR 155; AR 252-53; AR 825); providing less than 24 hours notice for the June ENA approval (AR 825); and providing a 
vague project description that the District A Homey determined violated t11e Brown Act. (Appellant's RJN. Exh. B). 

The public perception that the Clippers Arena Project is a "'done deal" after the June, July, and August ENA approvals affects 
public participation in the EIR review process. Public participation and comments are intended to have a significant role in the 
CEQA process. (AOB, p. 56; Guidelines§§ 15087, 15088.) Furthermore, the public agency and project applicant are supposed 

to approach environmental review of a proposed project as an arms-length transaction. ( Ciri::en.; .for Cere.; v. 
(2013) 217 Cal.App.4th 889, 917 !before approval '·agency is neutral and objective"].) With the ENA in place, including its 
exclusivity and non-transfer provisions. the public is forced to begin wilh the assumption that the Arena Project is the only 
viable alternalive that will be examined in the EIR since any other purportedly feasible alternatives would be prohibited by the 
ENA The review process thus becomes a question of how the Arena Project will be built not whether it *35 wi11 be built This 

type of post-hoc rationalization examination was expressly condemned in Laurel Heights 1, supra, 47 Cal.Jd 376. 394. That 

condemnation was repeated in Sm·e Tara. Tara. s11pm, .:;5 Cal.4th ::it 130.) 
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2. The City Entities Do Not Unambiguously Have "Absolute" Discretion To Consider Alternatives as Respondents 
Assert. 

Respondents incorrectly argue nothing in the ENA "limits or circumscribes'' their ability to consider alternatives or mitigation 
measures. (Opp., p. 33.) Respondents provide a block quotation of section 7 of the ENA. (Opp., p. 16.) ENA Section 7 (AR 16), 
the exclusivity provision (AR 11-12 [August ENA Section 4j) and the non-transference provision (AR 18 [August ENA 
Section 11]) flatly contradict Respondents' argument on this point 

Section 7 of the ENA imposes conditiom on Respondents' exercise of discretion, thus rendering it limited, not absolute, 

because Section 7 twice includes the word ''if." "The word 'if,' in legal as in ordina1y phraseolot,'Y, imports a condition .... ,. C 
111 re A lo:ander 's Estare ( 1 !J06) i 49 Cal. i 46. l4!J; accord Batcheller '" Whilrier ( 1909) t 1 Cal.App. 262. 266 ["conditional 
clause introduced by the word 'if'" means that an "ofter was not absolute."]) 

Respondents emphasize the ability of Respondents to reject the Project but they do not explain the two conditional phrases 
starting with the critical word "if." (AR 16.) "'If the Proposed Project is found to cause significant adverse impact" that cannot 
be mitigated, only then would the Respondents ''retain absolute discretion" to require various changes or to reject the Project. 
(AR 16.) The second use of the word ''if' in section? sets conditions to the rejection of the Project as proposed to occur only "if 
the economic and social *36 benefits ... do not outweigh otherwise unavoidable significant adverse impacts.'' (AR 16, emphasis 
added.) If the Respondents truly retained absolute discretion, there would be no need for these conditional limitations. In 

contract interpretaliort no word (including "if) should be rendered surplusage. C A CL inc. 1-. Northbrook 
Propertl' c\'.e Ins. Co. (1993) 17CaLApp.4th1773. 1785.) 

Respondents also quote Section 13 of the August ENA, which purports to retain ·'sole and absolute discretion'' for the 
Respondents. (Opp., p. 17 and Opp .. p. 34.) However. this reservation of discretion is limited by the conditional phrases in 
Section 7 of the agreement. Even if Section 7 does not contradict Section 13, at the very least, it renders the agreement 

ambiguous, thus justifying resort to extrimic sources. C Kerr Lond & Timber Co. 1·. Emmerson (1965) 233 CaLApp.2d 200. 
219-220.) Even absent ambiguity, Save Tara directed an examination of surrounding circumstances using extrinsic sources 

because of the need for "transparency in environmental decisionmaking.'· ( Sm·e supra. 45 Cal.4th at 136.) 

Extrinsic sources shedding light on the meaning of the ENA include the prior version of the ENA. as the Court in Sove Tara 
examined prior versions of the agreement in that case. They also include the course of conduct of the parties and their 

contemporaneous actions. C A"err Land. s11pm, 233 Cal.App.2d at 219-220.) Similarly, in Save Tara, the Supreme Court 
examined the surrounding circumstances including the conduct of the parties and lhe statements of public officials to shed light 

on the extent of West Hollywood's practical commitment to a project approval. ( i'>'ave Tara, s11pm. 45 Cal.4th ::i1 l·H-142.) 

*37 3. While The Amended August ENA is the Operative Agreement, The .June ENA Sheds Light on the Respondents' 
Level of Impermissible Precommitment to Project Approval. 

Respondents dramatically claim Appellant asserts a "nefarious reason" for its approval of the Amended August ENA. (Opp., p. 
53 and p. 58.) Appellant nowhere uses the adjective ·'nefarious." Instead, the approval of the August ENA, understood in light 
of the surrounding circumstances. was part of Respondents' premature commitment to Arena Project approval, as a practical 
matter, prior to environmental review. 

As a matter of contract law. an amended contract might supersede an earlier contract as posited by Respondents. (Opp., p. 54.) 
However, the Supreme Court did not examine the agreements in Save Tara as a matter of contract law. Instead, it examined 
their legal effects as a matter of CEQA compliance. In Save Tara, lhe court found the tenns of the original draft agreement to be 

relevant even though the agreement was later revised supposedly to cure the deficiencies. C Save Tora, supra, 45 Cal.4th. at 
141 [comparing August and May forms of an agreement].) The Co wt stated the City Council "had already approved the May 3 
draft agreement. by which it had shown a willingness to give up .further authority over CEQA compliance in favor of 
dependence on the city manager's determination" thus providing a reason to forgive skepticism by the public. (Ibid., emphasis 
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In this case, Respondents were willing to give up, or to ignore. their authority over CEQA compliance in the ENA as 01iginally 
approved in June of 2017. This is demonstrated by the many sections of the June ENA that Respondents changed in the August 
ENA, after Appellant filed suit, to suddenly add multiple new requirements for CEQA compliance (AOB pp. 24- *38 26 
!redline of Recital F, Section 3(d). and Section 7]; Section 6 of the AugustENA (compare AR 13 with AR 291); Section 10 of 
the August ENA (compare AR 17-18 with AR 296); and Section 13 of the August ENA (compare AR 19 with AR 298).) 
Respondents here approved the June version ofthe ENA twice. in June (AR 161) and in July (see AR 150-151) of 2017. when 
the ENA lacked these mul1lple recognitions of the need for CEQA compliance. 

Respondents assert courts "give great weight" to provisions making clear that project approvals ·'wiH be contingent on 
completion of the CEQA process." (Opp., p. 31.) Instead of giving '·great weight" to a provision of an agreement anticipating 
future environmental review, the Supreme Cowt in Save Tara stated ·'conditioning of final approval on CEQA compliance is 

relevant but not determinative."' ( Save supra, 45 Cal.4th at 139.) 

Respondents argue against ENA terms being a ·'sham," incorrectly attributing that term to Appellant. (Opp., p. 32.) Appellant 
nowhere claimed that the conditions were a "sham'' or that public officials have "'improper motives." (Opp., p. 33.}' Instead, 
Appellant referred to the Supreme Court's succinct observation: "'the City's ·apprehensive citizemy' ... could be forgiven if they 
were skeptical" as to whether the city council would give "full consideration" to impacts disclosed in a later EIR. (AOB, p. 37; 

Snff Tara, s11pm. 45 Cal..+that 1..\.1.) 

Respondents falsely claim that the August ENA did not materia11y change the June ENA. (Opp., p. 54 !claiming the Amended 
August ENA ·'did *39 not materially alter the Original ENA" except for lhe reduction in project site size and "more limited 
scope" of private property acquisition.]) Contrary to the claim, mate1ial provisions did change. (A.OB, pp. 2.+-26.) For example, 
the revised August ENA changes terms regarding conveyance of Site parcels to developer from the definite ''will be separately 
conveyed" in the June ENA (quoted by Respondents Opp., p. 38) to the more non-committal "may be separately conveyed'' in 
the August ENA. (Compare AR 6 to AR 285, first sentence of Recital C, emphases added.) The June ENA language is evidence 
of precommitment in the same way the May 2004 agreement in Save Tara provided evidence of improper precommitment in 
that case. 

Respondents characterize the ENA as having been approved after public notice and comment (Opp., p. 56, fn. 20.) 
Respondents initially approved the ENA after less than 24 hours' public notice. (AR 150-151; 155 [stating posting time]: 161.) 

Respondents attempt to distinguish Culligan Water Condirioning >» Slate Board Education (1 !)76) 17 CaUd 86. 93 
regarding positions taken for purposes of litigation (Opp .. p. 56. fn. 21 ), but fail. The August ENA was adopted after Appellant 
first filed suit on July 20, 2017 (JA 6), making it fair to characterize the entire Aut,'l.1st ENA as something of a ''litigating 
position" because provisions were specifically changed to address the contentions set forth in Appellant's petition for writ of 
mandate. 

*40 4. The ENA's Uneven Right to Terminate Significantly Constrains the Respondents' Discretion Not to Complete 
CEQA Review. 

Respondents cite supra, 1.:p Cal.App. 4ih 181, for the proposition that an uneven right to terminate an agreement 
is not evidence of precommiiment. (Opp. p. 40.) In McC!oud, the court found that the w1even right to terminate was an 
unpersuasive argument in light of the agreement's language stating that ''neither pariy shall be bound hereby unless and until 

District's compliance with CEQA is completed and there is no possibility of a challenge pursuant to CEQA.'. C Id at i 88.) 
This provision failed to bind either party until CEQA compliance was complete. 

By contrast, the revised ENA, in Section 7, states Respondents "'retain" so-called "absolute discretion'' to reject the project {fit 
''is found to cause significant adverse impacts that cam1ot be mitigated'. and "{fthe ... benefits of the Proposed Project do not 
outweigh otherwise unavoidable significant adverse impacts." (AR 16. emphasis added.) Respondents should be able to reject 

the project for any reason if they wanted to C Pub. Resources Code § 2 i 080, subd. (b )I 5) [no CEQA necessary for a project a 
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public agency r~jects]), whether related to adverse environmental impacts or not. However, the ENA forecloses this 
opportunity by setting conditions on that discretion to r~ject, cabining it only to a situation where adverse impacts cannot be 
mitigated and are not outweighed by benefits. Agencies may generally agree to uneven tennination provisions, but in the 
present case Respondents have impennissibly set conditions to exercising their discretion to r~ject the Arena Project based 
upon its impacts and benefits. CEQA requires that a public agency maintain complete discretion to consider a11 alternatives to a 
project, including the alternative of rejecting the project altogether. 

*41 5. The ENA's Exclusivity Term, in Conjunction with the EN A's Non-Transfer Provision, Was a Significant 
Circumstance Contributing to Respondents' Commitment as a Practical Matter to Project Approval. 

Respondents deny the ENA' s exclusivity provision is evidence of their commitment as a practical matter to Project approval. 
(Opp., p. 36.) The ENA states that for a period of at least three years Respondents will not consider offers from third parties for 
uses of the Project site. (AR 8, ENA § 2(a).) While the exclusivity provision alone may not be conclusive proof of such a 
commitment, it is evidence that corroborates the overall conclusion of such a commitment 

Respondents claim the ENA' s exclusivity provision does not constrain its discretion to modify the Project "or to put the site to 
some other use." (Opp., p. 37.) The ENA's non-transfer provision certainly prohibits putting the project site to any other use 
requiring a sale or lease. Respondents agreed not to "voluntarily transfer [their] respective interests in any portion of the Study 
Area Site during the term of this Agreement to auy third party." (AR 18 [ENA section 111). 

Respondents asse1i they need not entertain '·at all times and without limitation, all offers to purchase their property." (Opp., p. 
3 7.) That mischaracterizes Appe11ant' s position. Instead. Respondents must be unconstrained. when considering the disposition 
of their property, in evaluating all alternatives and mitigation measures that are nonnally part of a review process. Where a 
major collection of public property is proposed for a particular use, it must be available for alternative offers. (AOB, p. 67-68.) 

*42 Other public entities, faced with the challenge of reusing public property, have first issued a request for proposals before 
entering exclusive negotiations with a single party. jiir n ivli!gapfex-I!·i!I? "1 lmni!da v. of "1 fmnN!a (2007) i 49 
Cal.App.4th 91, 96 ["City ... issued a request for proposals for revitalizing the building and reopening it as a movie theater.'']) 
P!acerv1lli! H1sroric Preserva!io11 v. Judicial Counul Ca/f/(;rnw (2017) 16 Cal.App.5th 187, 192 !request for 
proposals issued.]) The fact that no request for proposals was issued in the present case before Respondents decided to enter the 
ENA with Murphy's Bowl immediately following secret backroom negotiations is indicative of a practical commitment to 
approval of the Arena Project. Respondents did not explore their options prior to the ENA, and are prohibited from exploring 
them afterward for three years or more because of the ENA. 

6. The June ENA Committed Respondents to Use Best Efforts to AC(Juire Land for the Arena Project, Including 
Through Use of Eminent Domain. 

Respondents deny that they would use eminent domain powers to acquire parcels in the Project Site from third party owners. 
(Opp., p. 37, citing AOB, p. 13.) These third party owned properties are called "Potentially Pmticipating Parcels" in both the 
June ENA (AR 57) and the August ENA (AR 4). The August ENA states Respondents are not obligated to use eminent domain, 
but would consider doing so. (Opp., p. 39, citing AR 6, 8-9.) The August ENA is considerably different from the June ENA 
because the August ENA does not mention Respondents using "best efforts" to acquire third party parcels. The original June 
ENA provided Respondents and Murphy's Bowl could agree prior to a DDA that ce1tain parcels were ''necessary" for the 
Project, and that the City would use "its best efforts to *43 acquire the parcels". (AR 41 [ENA section 2(b)J.) Thus, the June 
ENA contemplated Respondents' use of eminent domain to acquire these ''necessary" parcels "prior to entering into an 
approved DD A," i.e., while the pmties were still negotiating. (AR 43, [June ENA§ 3(g)J.) California courts have enforced "'best 
efforts'· contracts. 1·. Ho[finan (1!J54) 123 Cal./\pp.2d 3U,319-320.) Respondents' use of "best efforts'' would 
therefore include using eminent domain powers if necessary. 

The City of Inglewood's Mayor, who is also the Chairman of Respondent Successor Agency and Parking Authority (AR 
24-25). adamantly emphasized at a joint public heming of three of the Respondents about the EN A that eminent domain to 
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obtain land for the Arena Project was an option they would not give up. (AR 78; AR 124 [''We will not foreclose the use of any 
tooL.'']) The City ofinglewood strongly supported SB 789 in the California Legislature. (AR 182.) Among other provisions, 
the proposed bill would have allowed Respondents to use eminent domain be/(>re completing CEQA review. (AR 531; AR 
549.) 

Respondents steadfastly deny residentially occupied parcels are part of the Project Site and claim residential use is iITelevant to 
the issues in this case. (Respondents' Opposition to R.JN, pp. 13-14.) However, Respondents' willingness to use eminent 
domain for the sake of the Arena Project is a surrounding circumstance indicating a practical commitment to the Project before 
it has been fully reviewed. State legislation defining the "Project area" for the Project includes two parcels of residentially 
zoned property. (Pub. Resources Code§ 21168.6.8 s1ibd. (a)(5)(A) and AOB p. 24, fn. 7.) 

*44 7. Murphy's Bowl's Unilateral Right to Terminate the ENA Gives It Substantial Negotiating Advantage, 
Constituting Further Evidence of the Respondents' Commitment to the Project as a Practical Matter. 

Respondents wrongly argue the unilateral termination provision allowing Murphy's Bowl, but not the Respondents, to 
terminate the ENA is not evidence of a practical commitment to Project approval. (Opp., p. 40.) 

The ENA forbids Respondents from leaving or cancelling the ENA except if Murphy's Bowl ''materially fail[s] to pe1form" or 
to negotiate in good faith (AR 16-17, ENA§ 8(a)), although Murphy's Bowl may leave the ENA "at any time and for any 
reason" (AR 17, ENA§ 8(b).) Therefore, until Murphy's Bowl decides to violate or leave the ENA. Respondents have disabled 
themselves from having any discussion whatever with any other developer, considering any other project, or transferring any 
parcel within the Project Site for at least three full years. (AR 8; AR 18 !Exclusivity and Non-transfer provisions].) As a 
practical matter, this restriction makes it impossible for Respondents to produce an EIR with an adequate alternatives section, 
since they cannot talk with third parties to evaluate alternative potential uses for the Project site. The imbalanced termination 
provisions mean if a third party were to offer Murphy's Bowl a superior alternative site or terms, Murphy's Bowl could 
immediately terminate the ENA and pursue that offer. Respondents have no similar ability. The unilateral termination 
provision_ coupled with the exclusivity and non-transfer terms, means the Respondents have ai,,>Teed to give Murphy's Bowl 
significant negotiating advantages. 

The exclusivity of negotiations is highly valuable to Murphy's Bowl. as it states it paid the City oflnglewood $1.5 mi11ion ''for 
that opportunity." *45 (Opp., p. 40.) Respondents' willingness to give up their abilityjbr three years to seek a better deal for 
transfer of interests in publicly owned land is an extraordinmy period of time. Typical exclusive negotiating periods last 
between one month and one year, not three years or more. ("Understanding Exclusive Negotiation Periods in Business 
Negotiations," supra, ["one-year lockout, common in the world of mergers and acquisitions (M&As) ... 30-day lockout typical 
of many commercial settings.'']) 

V. Respondents Have Taken Actions That Impermissihly Lend Significant Momentum to Project Approval and 
Foreclose Alternatives Necessary to Ensure CEQA Compliance. 

A. The City's Investment in the Project is Substantial Both Financially, Albeit Indirectly, and in Political and 
Bureaucratic Momentum. 

Respondents argue they made no commitments "'resembling those at issue in Save Tara.'' (Opp., p. 44.) The factual 
circumstances in Save Tara have parallels to the present case even though not every circumstance is mirrored exactly. Financial 
investments take a difierent fonn here than those in Save Tara, and political momentum imparted to the Arena Project here is 
much stronger than such political investment was in Save Tara. 

In Save Tara, statements and actions by City officials, which are a forrn of political investment in a project, were found to be 
significant. The Save Tara Court referred to a statement by the City of'West Hollywood's mayor, by the city manager, and by 

city officials. ( Save Tam. supra, 45 Cal.4th at l4 lA2.) In contrast, in the present case, the statements and actions creating 
*46 substantial political and bureaucratic momentum are more extensive. (AOB, pp. 47-55.) Respondents argue that the 
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Mayor's statements are just talk and do not bind the City. (Opp., pp. 46-5 L) While Respondents contend that news articles are 
not evidence that vmious statements were "actually made" by the Mayor (Opp., p. 47, fn. 14), they do not account for the 
mate1ial having been posted on the Mayor's official City account that announced a deal had been made. (AR 963-969; 
562-564.) The evidence of the Mayor's vmious statements are thus similar to the ·'newsletter" the Supreme Court found 

probative of official statements about a project in Save Tam. (Save Tara. s11pra, 45 Cal.4th at 12'.\. 141, ::ind fo. 13.) 

Respondents argue if a developer is unable to conclude there is hope of developing a project there is no point in undertaking 
environmental review. (Opp., p. 46.) However, the Clippers in this case apparently focused in on the Project site in an early 
meeting with the City ofinglewood's Mayor. (Appellant's RJN, Exh. A, p. 23). There was no question, and none is apparent in 
the ENA, of whether the Project is feasible since it will be completely privately financed. (AR 971.) Instead, the whole 
orientation of the ENA is toward how land would be assembled and transferred and how the Project would be designed and 
executed, not ifit would. 

B. Statements and Actions By the Mayor/Successor Agency Chairman Are Evidence of Premature Commitment. 

Respondents mischaracterize Appellant's arb,>uments as contending that statements from the Mayor '·are the equivalent of 
fonnal approval" of the Project. (Opp., p. 46.) That is inaccurate. Instead, Appellant argued the statements by the Mayor are 
evidence, in the same way such statements *4 7 were evidence in Save Tam, of a commitment as a practical matter to a project 
approval. 

L Mayor/Chairman Butts Statements Exceed a Showing of Mere Interest in the Arena Project. 

While the ENA purports to make it clear Respondents have not approved the Project (Opp., p. 47), the surrounding 
circumstances including the Mayor/Chairman's actions and statements, shed light on whether or not they approved the Project 
as a practical matter. Public officials can express preliminary judgements and desires about proposed projects. (Opp., p. 47.) 

The Supreme Court recognized as much. ( Sm-.~ supra, 45 Cal.4th at 136-137 ["mere interest iii' a project is not 
approval].) However, the Supreme Comt made its statement about "mere interest" after a lengthy discussion beginning with the 
following paragraph identifying actions that contribute to an impermissible precomrnitment to a project prior to enviromnental 
review: 

A public entity ... may, by executing a detailed and definite agreement with the private developer and by 
lending its political and financial assistance to the project, have as a practical matter committed itself to the 
project When an agency /Jas not on~v expressed ifs inclination to/avor a project, but has increased the 
political stakes by publiczv defending it over objections, pulling its official weight behind it, devoting 
substantial public resources to it, and announcing a detaz!ed agreement lo gojbrward with the project. the 
agency will not be easily deterred from taking whatever steps remain toward the project's final approval. 

*48 C Save Tara . .;upra. 45 Cai.4th al 135, emphasis added.) In the present case, as contemplated in Save Tam, supra. 45 
Cal. 4th at i the City's Mayor "'increased the political stakes by publicly defending [the project] over objections" (AR 960 
[Mayor calls public concerns '"a sham"])" : AR 934 [Mayor called legislator's expressed concerns "preposterous'']); put "its 
official weight behind it" (AR 182-183 !City letter to Legislature]); and it announced a "detailed agreement to go forward with 
the project'' (AR 5-26 [August ENA]; AR 38-56 [June ENA]). All the factors the Supreme Court identified in Save Tara as 
contrasting with, and going beyond. ·'mere interest" in or '"high esteem" for a project are present in this case. 

Respondents argue "Courts look to actual commitments ... not mere statements by city officials or staff.'' (Opp .. p. 48.) Contrary 
to this assertion0 the Supreme Court has instructed that city official or staff statements are important pieces of factual evidence. 
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C Sow' T:ara,45 Cal.4th at 141-142, and fn. 13.) While some appellate cowts in cases involving w1ique circumstances might 
give little weight to statements by city officials or staff. other more recent authority holds public statements have probative 

value. ( POET: LLC v. Stole Air Re.1·011rces Bd. (20 218 Cal.App.4th 681. 724.) 

Respondents focus on the ''promise ring'· statement by Mayor Butts. (Opp., p. 48-49.) Calling the ENA a mere ''promise ring," 
does not make it so and this statement is only one of many similar ones. Statements in isolation may not constitute 
determinative evidence of commitment as a practical matter. but their cumulative effect must be considered. As the Supreme 
Court observed, "Here, of course, we weigh statements by City officials not in t'49 isolation but as one circumstance shedding 

light on the degree of City's commitment..." C Save Tam. supm. 45Cal4th at l.+2, fn. 13.) 

Respondents parse Mayor Butts' statements that the ENA "has to result in a development agreement" as refening only to 
timing. (Opp., p. 49. fn. 15.) However, Mayor Butts contemplated that the ENA will result in a development agreement and 
Arena Project (AR 971 [Mayor stating ENA is a promise ring, which will lead to a DDA which is an engagement ring which 
"will lead to lhe building of an arena"].) This projection of certain events is similar to the way that CA RB contemplated a future 

action in POET. LLC1•. Stelle Air Resources Boord, supra, 218 Cal.App.4th681. The court in POET, LLC analyzed a public 

agency press release that used the phrase "will implement" to conclude ii "increased the political stakes' C Save Tom. supm . 
.+5 Cal..+th at p. 135, ... ) and left little doubt that ARB was committed to implementing the LCFS [Low Carbon Fuel Standards] 

regulations ... .'' ( POET LLC, supra, 218 Cal./\pp..+th at 724.) Similarly. in the present case, the Mayor's multiple statements 
celebrate that the City has reached a deal with the Clippers and that the Arena Project will. not might, be built after further 

negotiation. These statements significantly increase ·'the political stakes" within the meaning of •· Snff Tara, s11pm. 45 

Cal.4th ai p. 135 and are similar to predictive statements cited as evidence in POET. LLC. s11pm. 218 Cal.App.4th 681. 

2. Official City Support for Legislation Modifying CEQA to Benefit the Arena Project Proponents is Weighty Evidence 
of Commitment to the Arena Project. 

Respondents deny ilie City's support for state legislation to modify CEQA review for the Arena Project demonstrates premature 
commitment to *50 ilie Project. (Opp., p. 50.) Respondents say that ilie "propriety" of the Sacramento Kings streamlining 

legislation was affinned in · supra, 234 Cal.App.4th 549 (Opp., p. 50, f:n. i 6), but the propriety of legislation 
itself is irrelevant Instead, the evidentimy value of Respondents' Mayor/Chainmn intense lobbying for legislation for a project 
for which they had not yet done environmental review goes to show precommitment as a practical matter. The support in this 
case was presented on official City letterhead (AR 182) and the legislation was proposed to modify substantive (AOB, p. 51, 
citing AR 534), not just procedural. requirements of CEQA to benefit the Arena Project. 

Respondents contend the support for legislation in early September '·has no bearing" because it came nearly a month after ENA 
approval in August 2017. (Opp., p. 50.) However, the Supreme Court in Save Tara took an expansive view of what factors have 
bearing on interpreting when commitment as a practical matter occurred. The Supreme Court examined an August 2004 

agreement, though a petition challenging the City of West Hollywood's action had been filed in July 2004. ( Sm·e Tom. 
supra, 45 Cal..+tb at 125.) In POET, the comt found tlmt documents created after a hearing (notices of decision. CARB press 
release. update on regulations) showed that there was ''significant bureaucratic momentum'· and demonstrated that CARB was 

committed to implementing the LCFS regnlations. (POET, LLC v. C4RB, supra, 218 Cai.App.4th 681 at 723-724.) 

Respondents argue the City's support for legislation benefiting the Arena Project does not bind it to approval of the Project. 
(Opp., p. 50.) While this may be trne, the extraordinary lengths to which the City would go to make sure the Project would not 
be slowed by routine public review pursuant *51 to CEQA demonstrates the City's view the Arena Project deserved special 
treatment and is evidence of a commitment as a practical matter. 

Respondents seek to downplay the City's letter that asks for CEQA special treatment for '·a new J\i'BA basketball arena to be 
built in Inglewood .... " (AR 182, emphasis added.) Overall, the letter speaks of projects it lists, including the Arena Project as 
certain to occur and already slated "to be built" No special treatment would be needed if Arena Project approval was not 
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already a foregone conclusion. 

3. Inducing the Termination of the Parking Lease, and the Inability of Respondents to Reenter it, Had Significant 
Financial Consequences for the City. 

Respondents characterize their termination of a parking lease (the Parking Lease") with MSG Forum LLC (MSG)'" as an 
''acceptance ofMSG's terminationofits parking lease." (Opp., p 52.) Sworn evidence in the record states that Mayor/Chairman 
Butts induced the Parking Lease tennination under false pretenses'' in order to smooth the way for the Clippers Arena proposal, 
telling MSG he and the City needed the land back (and the Parking Lease terminated) in order to constmct a "technology park." 
(AR 312.) 

t'52 Respondents claim MSG's tennination of the Parking Lease enhanced the City's ability to consider alternatives for the 
Project site. (Opp., p. 52.) In Save Tara, the eviction of tenants was regarded as additional factual evidence of premature 
commitment as a practical matter to the proposed redevelopment project not as a way to enhance the range of possible 
alternatives: ''Relocation of tenants is a significant step in a redevelopment project's progress, and one that is likely to be 

im~versib1e.'' ( Saw: Tam. supra, 45 Cal.4th at 142.)" With the ENA's non-transfer provision (AR 18 [ENA section 11 ]), it 
would not be possible to re-enter the Parking Lease or any similar lease with a third party other than Murphy's Bowl. A lease 

represents a transfer of a leasehold interest and such a transfer may be prohibited by contract. ( Kendo!! 1>. Ernesi Pcstorw. 
Inc. (1985) 40 Ca1.3d 488, 494.) The non-transfer provision of the ENA would prevent the transfer ofa leasehold interest. Any 
vehicles that would have been parked at the leased premises would have to park elsewhere. 

*53 Respondents assert that "the Arena Site consists, almost entirely, of unimproved land." and contests Appellant's 
demonstration that at least two parcels are currently zoned and used as residential property. (Opp., p. 61 and fn. 27, citing A.OB, 
p. 67.) In Respondents' view, there are no tenants on the Project Site to be evicted. However, the inclusion of residential 
property designated in state legislation (h1b. Resomces Code § 21168.6.8 subd. (a)(S)(A) and AOB p. 24, fn. 7) as part of the 
defined "Project Area," the City's support for that legislation, and current resident opposition to that legislation (JA 942-943), 
shows the City is not easily dissuaded from approving the Arena Project even if it means displacing current residents. 

*54 Respondents art,'Ue that since Appellant did not raise an argument about the Parking Lease termination in the trial court 
opening brief, it has waived it here, citing Aloy v. City of1vfilpitas (2013) 217Cal.App.4th1307. (Opp., p. 52, fn. 19.)'" May held 
that an argument was barred because it was not raised until the reply brief in the Court of Appeal, not the trial court. 
supra, 2 i 7 CaLApp.4th at 1333, fIJ. U .) In the present case the argument was raised below (JA 897), and properly raised in 
Appellant's Opening Brief. (AOB, p. 54.) 

C. Additional Evidence Abounds of Respondents' Impermissible Precommitment as a Practical Matter to Arena 
Project Apprnvat 

In addition to the ENA's extended 3-year long exclusivity and non-transfer period that benefits the Clippers/Murphy's Bowl, 
the momentum imparted to the project after the City accepted a $1.5 million payment, and the conditions set on Respondents' 
discretion in Section 7 of the ENA, additional sunounding circumstances outside the four corners of the ENA demonstrate a 
high level of commitment as a practical mail.er to the Arena Project 

1. Repetitive Approvals Were Granted By Respondents, All of Which Were Chaired by Mayor Butts. 

Respondents claim the fact that three separate public entities approved the ENA three separate times in the space of three 
months proves nothing (Opp., p. 58), with the second approval correcting an alleged Brown Act violation, and the third 
approval amending the ENA after litigation was filed. The repetitive approvals, including that of the Oversight Board on 
September 7, 2017 pursuant to Health and Safdy Code section 34 i 8 i subdivision (a) (see Opp., p. 18, fn. 9), underscore the 
doggedness of Respondents' determination to approve the Arena Project contributing to the overwhelming momentum of the 
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Arena Project before it undenvent any environmental review. 

*55 2. Respondents' Willingness to Engage in Secret Negotiations, Their "Concerted Efforts" to Reduce Public Notice, 
and Their Violation of the Letter and Spirit of the Brown Act is Evidence of Improper Precommitment to Project 

Approval. 

Contrary to Respondents' claim of irrelevance (Opp .. p. 58), the Brown Act violations and ·'concerted efforts" to reduce public 
notice identified by the District Attorney (AOB, pp. 45-47; Appellant's RJN, Exh. B). the shortened notice (AR 150-151; 155 
[stating shortened time]: 165), and the other irregularities are highly relevant because Respondents' inappropriate actions have 
had the efiect of hindering public notice and involvement in review of the Arena Project. Inappropriate or illegal activity that 
reduces public notice and benefits a project proponent is a "surrounding circumstance'· relevant to detennining the level of a 
public agency's impermissible precommitment to a project approval. Such activity is a form of raising the political stakes for a 
project and defonding a project from objections, two categories of actions identified in Save Tara as evidence of commitment 

and approval as a practical matter. (See Savi! supra, '45 Cal..+th at 135.) ''Depmiures from the normal procedural 

sequence also might afford evidence that improper purposes are playing a role." C Villagr? of Hnghis 1·. A!e/ro. 
Hous. Llff. C 429 U.S. 252. 267.) In the same way that departures from normal procedures provide evidence of improper 
purposes in the context of Equal Protection Clause cases, Brown Act violations and procedural irregularities are evidence of 
improper precommitment in the present case. 

Respondents argue that the timing of negotiation commencement (whether June 2016 or January 2017) is irrelevant. (Opp., p. 
11, fn. 4.) However, the length of project negotiation prior to commencement of *56 environmental review (in the words of a 
Clippers representative ·'how long deals have brewed in back rooms'' (R.JN, Exh. A, p. 29)). is evidence of Respondents' 
commitment to the Project as a practical matter. Save Tara emphasized West Hollywood's conduct before and after it entered a 

fonnal agreement 
circumstances.'" 

Save Tara. supra, 45 Cal.4th at 123-124); here too such conduct is part of the "surrounding 

V. The ENA is Itself a Project Within the Meaning of CEQA. 

Respondents argue the ENA is not a ''project" that required an environmental impact report. (Opp., p. 56.) The ENA is a 
"project'' within the meaning of that term as defined in CEQA and as clarified in Union ofMr?dicn! Palients. Inc. v 

oj.\'an (20 7 Cal.5th l 17 i (UM!VIP).'' The ENA, because of its limitation on the transferof extensive parcels of 
public property. represents a disposition of those parcels that should have been preceded by environmental review. 

*57 Respondents assert that an ENA can have no environmental etfocts, so therefore cannot itself be a "project." and assert that 
Save Tara "identified exclusive negotiating agreements as one of the paradigmatic types of agreements that a city can execute 
before commencing environmental review." (Opp .. p. 57.) This assertion is a bald misstatement of the law as the Supreme 

Cowt expressed no opinion about ENAs. let alone that they are a paradigmatic type of any sort. ( Sm·e 
CaL4tb at 137.) Further, [£HA1P made clear how expansive CEQA's definition of"project" is. 

supra, .:;5 

Respondents barely address the significant Supreme Court case ofUivfMP. (Opp., p. 27, fn. 12, and p. 57.) However, UJvllv1P 
addressed what types of actions are considered to be ''projects" within the meaning of CEQA, a critical question in the present 
case because, as the Supreme Court in Save Tara stated: "the tilning question may also be framed by asking whether a particular 

agency action is in fact a "project" for CEQA purposes, and that quesliort we have held, is one of1aw." C Save Tam, supra. 

45 Cal.4th at 131, citing Ranch Co. 1·. S'olrmo Cowlfy"Jirpor! Lm1d Use (2007) 41Cal..+th372,.382 and '$i!I 

Fulle1i01t s11prn, 32 Cal.3d ::it p. 795: see also 
definition are related issues].) 

Sm·e supra, 45 Cal.4th at 129. fn. 8 [approval timing and project 

The Cowt in UMMP held that amending a city's zoning ordinance. including provisions on siting and operation of marijuana 
dispensaries, was a project under CEQA and required an initial enviromnental review. (UA£HP . .;upra. 7 Cal.5th at. l i 99.) The 
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Court clarified the nature of the appropriate inquiry about what is a '·projecC: if an activity has the potential to '·cause an 
environmental change'' in either a direct or reasonably foreseeable indirect manner, the agency must regard the activity as a 
·'project'' under CEQA (UM1\!fP, supra. 7 Cal.5th at 1197, 1200.) The Comi stated that *58 "theoretical effects'' were enough 
to show that the ordinance bad the potential to cause environmental change, and thus obligated the city to consider it a project 
under CEQA and perform, at the very least, an initial study. (!d at 1199.) 

Therefore, Uivfi\JP sheds light both on the fact that the ENA is a ''project" within the meaning of CEQA in its own right, and 
that the ENA must be considered as a discretionary action with the potential to cause environmental changes so should have 
been treated as a project approval. Respondents unquestionably approved the ENA despite failing to conduct even an initial 
study. (AR 123-124: AR 161.) 

Respondents seek to distinguish Ranch s11pm. 41 Cal.4th 372 and UAJAfP as dealing with development regulation, 
while the present case deals with an ENA presaging a development. (Opp., p. 57.) Such a distinction makes no difference. The 
ENA in the present case is an action affecting the environment directly (restricting property disposition) and indirectly 
(presaging development of the Arena Project). 

VI. Conclusion. 

Respondents have taken various actions that demonstrate an impermissible commitment as a practical matter to approval of the 
Arena Prqject. The ENA locks out exploration of alternatives with third parties, prohibits transfers of public land to them, and 
constrains Respondents' discretion by conditioning its exercise on adverse effects. 

The extensive surrounding circumstances showing commitment to the Arena Project as a practical matter include 
Respondents': 
(1) lengthy secret negotiations prior to public announcement of the ENA, 

*59 (2) induced tennination of an existing parking lease, 

(3) concerted efforts to violate the Brown Act letter and spirit shortening notice. and concealment of the real identity of the 
developer until shortly before the June ENA approval, 

(4) approval of the June ENA with no CEQA compliance terms; 

(5) approval of provisions in the .June ENA that the City would use "best eff01ts." including eminent domain powers. to acquire 
land for the Arena Project Site even before a DDA was negotiated, that Respondents had already "selected" Murphy's Bowl as 
the developer and that they ·'will convey" public land to it; 

(6) omission of CEQA compliance except as a pro forma item on a list prior to final Project approval, 

(7) strong advocacy for special legislative treatment of the Project before the Project was reviewed under CEQA, 

(8) officials publicly defending the Arena Project against criticism, and 

(9) repetitive approvals. 

AH of these facts have the effect of prejudicing further fair environmental review in the future consideration of the Arena 
Project. 

The approval of the ENA itself is a project approval which required prior CEQA review, but tlmt review was not done. 

*Ml For all of these reasons, and to ensure a future fair environmental review process forthe Arena Project, the approval of the 
ENA must be set aside. 
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10 

Footnotes 

Respondents wrongly argue that the point about the Fornm providing analogous infonnalion regarding traffic was not 
raised. (Opp., p. 23.) Appellant argued below that residents were familiar with traffic impacts from the Fomrn. (JA 787, 
f:n. 7). Even if the argument had not been raised before, arguments may be presented on appeal related to legal questions. 

especially those of public interest. C Timber Co. 1'. Board of (l 971) 20 Ca1.App.3d L 5.) 

The trial court opinion refers to aH Respondents collectively as ''the City'' and that convention is adopted in Appellant's 
Opening Brief. However, since individual Respondents such as the Oversight Board took varying actions. this brief 
refers to ''Respondents" collectively except where it refers to the City ofinglewood separately. 

The Clippers. on the verge of investing over $100 million in private funds (AR 971) in the Arena Project likely had 
much more information about it. The City merely needed to request it. 

Respondents rely on Santa R.1?side11/s 1·. S'a11 Luis Ohispo BJ. (2000) 84 
Cal.App.4th 22 i to describe the common use of a Development AgTeements ('"DA"). (Opp., p. 15, fn. 7.) However, 
Santa Afargarita Residents involved a DA, not an ENA, and environmental review was to go hand-in-hand with project 

planning C id. at 229), not to follow it, as here. 

These nine cases are named in Appellant's reply brief below. (JA 884.) A memorandum of understanding ("MOU"), 
which normally does not involve exclusivity or non-transfer provisions. is a far more typical form of negotiation 
document involving public entities. (Ibid.) 

Available at https://www.pon.harvard.edu/daily/dealmaking-daily/understanding-exclusive-negotiation-periods/. 

Subsequent cases recognized the Court's refusal to adopt the bright-line rnle Respondents imagine. C Cedar Fair, 

L.P. 1-. C1tv Clara (2011) 194 Cal.App.4th 1150, l 161; Ri1·1?rW01ch v. O/ii-en/111111 (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 
11 1210.) 

The only use of the word "sham'' in these proceedings thus far was by Mayor Butts when he called public comments 
seeking use of Project site parcels for affordable housing "a total sham'' (AR 960). despite the fact that at least two ofthe 
parcels within Project boundaries are already used as residences. (JA 937-942.) 

Respondents claim that in response to public comments, the Mayor identified constraints on placing housing on Project 
Site parcels related to a Federal Aviation Administration ("FAA") agreement (Opp .. p. 49, fn. 15), but there is no 
evidence in lhe record of the FAA agreement that was mentioned. 

Respondents contend that Appellant should have listed MSG Forum, LLC. as an "interested pm1y'' in iis Certificate of 
Interested Entities or Persons because MSG would allegedly "face competition" from the future Clippers Arena. (Opp., 
p. 51, fn. 18.) Respondents allude to rule 8.208's rationale to allow Justices to evaluate the potential need for recusal. 
Respondents' claims are speculative. Rule of Couri Rule 8.208 subdivision (e) states '·An interest in the outcome of the 
proceeding does not arise solely because the entity or person is in the same industry. field of business, or regulat01y 
category as a party and the case might establish a precedent that would affect that industry, field of business, or 
regulatory categ01y.'' (Rule 8.208 subdivision (e)(2)(B).) Thus. Murphy's Bowl, MSG, Steve Ballmer, and the Clippers 
being in the same field of sports entertainment business does not create a reportable interest. Appellant does not seek 
any monetary recovery through this proceeding but instead seeks a fair public review process prior to Respondent 
actions without precommitment to a foreordained result. Appellant can receive funding from multiple sources including 
members ofthe community. (E.g., AR 81 [Diane Zambrano, a resident ofinglewood, stating she would "be giving some 
money to each one of those'' entities including Appellant].) Thus, the "interest in the outcome of the proceeding'' within 
the meaning of Rule 8. 208 is general and public, not financial and specific. 
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The City denies MSG' s contentions and is cummtly engaged in litigation about lhis issue in iv!SG Forum LLC v. City of 
Inglewood et al., Los Angeles Superior Court (LASC) case number YC072715. By trial court order of September 10, 
2018. the present case was related to Inglewood Residents Against Takings and Evictzon v. Successor Agency to the 
Redevelopment Agency of the City 1~{ Inglewood, LASC case number BS 174709, but the trial court denied relating ii to 
AJSG Forum LLC v. Oversight Board to the Successor Agency etc., LASC case number BS174710. It is not related to 
any other litigation brought by MSG. 

Although Respondents focus on monetary payments (Opp .. pp. 25, 30. 44, 52, 53) and ineversibility of eviction (Opp., 
pp. 25, 44, 48), Save Tara did not limit "'surrounding circumstances" showing pre-CEQA commitment to a project to 
monetary interests or tenant eviction. 

At various points, Respondents also cite Baxrer Heaf/hcare v. Denlun (2004) PO Cal.App.4th 333, which 

declined to consider an argument that was raised in the reply brief at the appellate level C id. at 3 7 i. fn. 8). In 
Premier ivli!d. ivlg111r. v. I11s11rw1ci! (runrm1ree Assn. (2008) 163 Cal.App.4th 550. the Comi of Appeal 

declined to hear an issue not raised in lhe lria1 court. C Id. al. 564.) In sh01i. none of the cases cited by the City support 
its claims of waiver of various arguments. 

Respondents assert that because Appellant did not raise the argument that the ENA is itself a project until the reply brief 
in the trial court, it has waived the argument (Opp., p. 57.) Appellant properly raised this argument in iis Opening Brief. 
(AOB, pp. 70-73.) There are "many situations where appellate courts will consider'' newly raised issues including 

questions oflaw and in matters of public interest. C Timber supra, 20 Ca1.App.3d 1, 5.) The proper 
timing of CEQA review is both a question of law and a matter of broad public interest. Additionally, the U1'vlAfP case. 
with its clarification of what constitutes a "'project" under CEQA, was not decided until Aut,'l.1st 19, 2019, the day before 
Appellant· s Opening Brief was filed. 
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3 

Petitioner and Plaintiff MSG Fornm~ LLC ("'MSG Forum") alleges as f9llows. 

INTRODUCTION 

In a series of meetings, the agencies tasked with overseeing the disposition 

4 of properties formerly O\Vned by the forrner Inglewood Redevelopment Agency-all 

5 chaired by Mayor James T, Butts Jr, ofinglewood-violated Califomia's open meeting 

6 iaw by secretly taking actions to further the development of an arena for the Los Angeles 

7 Clippers without proper notice under the Ralph M. Brown Act 'Ihe actions by these 

8 entities-the City of Inglewood as Successor Agency to the Former Inglewood 

9 Redevelopment Agency ('~Successor Agency") and the recently replaced Oversight Board 

10 to the Successor Agency ("Forrner Oversight Board"}--,,vere illegal and must be set 

l l aside. 

2. On June 19, 2018, the Successor Agency~ and on June 27, 2018, the Fom1er 

13 Oversight Board······--at a special meeting held just four days before it ceased to exist-······· 

14 rushed to approve actions to facilitate the transfer of 13 publicly owned. properties (the 

15 "Redevefopment Agency Prnpertiet:/') needed for the controversial proposed Los Angeles 

16 Clippers1 arena that Mayor Butts is charnpkming in Inglewood, The Former Oversight 

17 Board's responsibilities have now been assurned by a new Los Angeles County Second 

18 District Consolidated Oversight Board ("Consolidated Oversight Board"), also currently 

19 chaired by Mayor Butts. 

20 3, The proposed Clippers arena is the subject of great dispute and public 

21 concern in the City oflnglewood. Meetings addressing the proposed project are regularly 

22 attended bv concerned citizens and businesses, and thousands of residents have voiced 
~ . 

23 opposition, Yet~ those residents did not appear at the Successor Agency meeting on June 

24 19, 2018 and the three parties that testified at the 'Former Oversight Board's June 27, 

25 j 2018 meeting stressed that it was not possible for the public to understand the action 

-~~~ 26 being taken from the information disclosed. 

·~.A '''"•.;. 

~,..,.,:~ 

(£:<µ 

27 

28 
~· 
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I 4. Why? The meetings' agendas failed not only to mention the Clippers, the 

2 I National Basketball Association, a basketball arena, or :tvforphy)s Bowl LLC~ the 

3 I Clippers' affiliated entity, but the agendas failed even to identify that the properties under 

4 I consideration for action by the Successor Agency and Former Oversight Board were 

5 I those connected to the proposed arena. Instead, the agendas disguised them under the 

6 I term "L.AX Noise rvntigati.on Properties;) without any .reference to the Clippers, the 

7 I National Basketball Association, a basketball arena, or Murphy~s BowL :rvloreover, the 

8 J agendas failed entirely to describe, in any cmnprehensible terms, what exactly was being 

9 11 done with the properties, MSG Forum believes that the Successor Agency and the 
~ ! 

10 II Former Oversight Board did sornething to facilitate the transfer of these properties to the 

11 JI Clippers, but it still auuwt determine what exactly was tloue. The agendas are 

12 Ji completely incomprehensible and the staff reports are equally unintelligible as to what 

13 I actions were taken. 
I t 4 · 5. This is not how government is supposed to work The Brown Act exists to 

15 I "aid in the conduct of the peop1e1s business:~ (Gov. Gode§§ 54950 et seq.) "It is the 

16 I intent o:f the hn:v that [legislative bodies'] actions be taken openly and that their 

171 deliberations be conducted openly." (kl) Consistent \Vith these goals~ the Brown Act 

18 I requires that a meeting's agenda state the rneeting time and place and contain a brief 

19 I general description of each item of business to be transacted or discussed at the meeting. 

20 I Members of the public are supposed to know what is being considered in advance of a 

21 I meeting, so that they can choose ivhether or not to exercise their right to atUmd and 
~ ~ ~ ·-

22 I meaningfully comment on the govermnent's plans. 
I 

23 6, That did not happen here. Neither the Successor Agenc,y nor the Fom1er 

24 Oversight's Board agendas provided the public with any hint that the entities were 

25 apparently acting to facJlitate the transfer of the Redevelopment Agency Properties 

needed for the Clippers arena. Neither agenda mentioned the Clippers, the National 

Basketball Association, a basketball arena, or Murphy's Bowl; neither agenda mentioned 

26 

27 

28 3 

lA TH A ~•'tt;~)) l Kl N !)-,., FIRST AMENDED VERIFIED PETITION FOR WRIT 
Of MANDATE AND COMPLAfNT FOR 

fNJUNCTIVE /\ND DECLARATORY RELIEF 
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, prior approvals by the Chy~ the Successor Agency or the Former Oversight Board for the 
'1 

2 'proposed Clippers1 arena; neither agenda mentioned that the approvals ;.vere in 

3 i fortherance of the proposed Clippers' arena; and neither agenda dearly identified the 

4 I Redevelopment Agency Properties' location .. The agendas could not have been more 

5 I opaque and misleading. As a result f\·1SG Forurn and the public were deprived of an 

6 I opportunity to attend and comment on the iterrL There was limited public comment by 
:1 

~ 

7 MSG .Forum and others at the Fom1er Oversight Board meeting rm June 27, and those 

8 who did speak noted that insufficient notice and infommtion was provided to understand 

9 the actions being taken. It appears that even the Former Oversight Board members did 

10 not have the infom1ation necessarJ to take the actions they took. There was no reference 

11 I in the staff report that gave even the remotest hint that these properties were the very 
I 

12 I properties that are part of the site for the proposed Clippers arena. There \:Vas no 

13 i discuss.ion of the action by the Former Oversight Board members. Zero. Just a move to 

14 I approve and a vote, The entire meeting ofthe Former Oversight Board lasted less than 
i 

15 i 15 minutesi further frustrating the public discourse goals championed by the Brown Act. 

16 
1 
For all of these reasons~ the Successor Agency's and Fonner Oversight Boan:fs actions 

17 must be voided and set aside. 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

PARTIES TO THIS PROCEEDING 

7. Plaintiff and Petitioner MSG Forum is, and at all times mentioned herein 

was, a Delaware limited liability company, Petitioner operates an Inglewood venue 

commonly known as the .Forum, a 17 ,800~seat, multi~purpose indoor arenzL 

8- Respondent and Defendant Successor Agency is the legal entity responsible 

for overseeing the \vinding down of the affairs of the former Inglewood Redevelopment 

Agency. The fom1er Inglewood Redevelopment Agency was dissolved in 2012, in 

accordance with ABxl 26, commonly referred to as the «Dissolution Acti1 

9. Respondent and Defendant Former Oversight Board was an Hoversight 

boanr within the meaning ofthe Dissolution Act Pursuant to the Dissolution Act, the 

4 
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, F om1er Oversight Board had certain duties, including overseeing the winding down of 
1 

2 the Successor Agency, Pursuant to the Dissolution Act, as of July 1, 2018, the Former 

3 Oversight Board was dissolved and its duties, responsibilities, and liabilities were 

4 assumed by the Consolidated Oversight Board. 

5 10, On information and beliet: Respondent and Defendant Consolidated 

6 Oversii:zht Board is the successor in interest to the Fonner Oversight Board. The 
~ v 

7 I Consolidated Oversight Board has certain duties, .including overseeing the winding down 
! 

8 I of the Successor Agency. 

9 I 11. Real Party in Interest Murphy's Bowl is a Delaware limited liability 

10 I company with its principal place of business in Bellevue, Washington. 

11 I 12. MSG Forum does not knmv the true names or capacities, whether 

12 I individual, corporate, associate or othenvise, of Respondent Does 1-10, or of Real Parties 

13 I 1n Interest Roes 10-···20, inclusive, and therefhre sues said Respondents and Real Parties in 

141 lnterest under fictitioa• names. MSG Forum will amend this Petition and Complaint to 

15 I shm;v their true names and capacities when and if the same has been ascertained. 

16 I JURlSDICTION AND VENUE 

17 I 13. This Court has jurisdiction over the causes of action asserted in this Petition 

18 I and Complaint pursuant to the Cali fom ia Constitution Artie le Vl, seetion I 0, Code of 

19 I Civil Procedure section 410.10, Code of Civil Procedure sections 1085 and/or 1094.5, 

20 1 •. nd Government Code sections 54960 and 54960.l, 

21 i 14. Venue in this Court is proper. The obligations, liabilities, and violations of 

22 I law aHeged in this pleading occurred in the City ofing!ewood. (Code Civ. Proc. 

23 I § 40 I (1 ).) In addition, Respondents are located within the County of Los Angeles. (ld. 

24 I§ 394.) 

25 I 15. MSG Forum has perfom1ed au conditions precedent to ming this action~ 
~: 26 I including exhausting all available administrative remedies, and has no other remedy than 

~~ 27 I to bring this action. 
t-"{:~ I 
0 :> 2s I 
~:= ~ 
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GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 

2 A. Overview of the Dissolution Act 

3 i 6. The Successor Agency controls the Redevelopment Agency Properties. 

4 Pursuant to the Dissolution Act) the Successor Agency is tasked with, among other 

5 things, winding down the affairs of the former lnglevvood Redevelopment Agency. The 

6 Inglewood City Council is the designated "Governing Boardn of the Successor Agency, 

7 and Mayor Butts of the City of Inglewood serves as the Chair of the Successor Agency 

8 Governing Board. 

9 17, Certain actions taken by the Successor Agency when winding dmvn the 

10 affairs of the former Inglewood Redevelopment Agency) such as the disposition of real 

11 property assets, are subject to "oversight board'' direction and approval under the 

12 Dissolution Act Oversight hoards are seyen member boards established by the 

13 Dissolution Act to oversee successor agency wind down efforts. Oversight board 

14 members have a fiduciary responsibility to the taxing entities that benefit from the 

15 distribution of property tax and other revenues. 

16 18. Prior to July l, 2018, the Successor Agency was overseen by the Former 

17 -Oversight Board. fo addition to being Mayor of the City ofinglewood, sitting on the City 

18 Council and serving as chair of the Successor Agency Governing Board, Mayor Butts 

19 also chaired the Former Oversight Board. Since the dissolution of the Former Oversight 

20 Board on July l, 2018~ the Successor Agency is no\v overseen by the Consolidated 

21 Oversight Board. Mayor Butts currently chairs the Consolidated Oversight Board as 

22 well. 

23 19. Pursuant to the Dissolution Act, the Successor Agency was required to 

24 adopt a "Long Range Property Management Plan)) (the ''LRPrvw~~) that addresses the 

25 disposition and use of real properties owned by the former Inglewood Redevelopment 

26 Agency, 'fhe Redevelopment Agency Properties are included in the LRPMP, 
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\ 20, It ls in this context that, on information and belief, the Successor Agency 

2 
1
1 and Former Oversight Board were ae!ing on Mayor Butts' proposal for the Clippers 
J 

3 1 arena, 

: I :; . :~:::,s~::~ :~: ~:=~:dA~:n~i= ~;~:~::publicly 
61 announced a plan to enter into an Exclusive Negotiating Agreement ("ENA") with the 

7 i Clippers, by way ofa company called Murphy's Bowl LLC, to facHitate the development 

8 ! qfthe Clippers arena. The Redevelopment Agency Properties \Vere included in the ENA 
' 

9 J area and are subject to the requirements set forth in the ENA. The same day~ the City1 the 

lO I Successor Agency, and the City of Inglewood Parking Authority) all of which are chaired 

11 by Mayor Butts, each held a "special meeting" to approve the ENA, Both the Successor 

12 Agency and Parking Authority violated the Brown Act by failing to provide sufficient 

13 notice to the public for their respective special meetings. MSG Formn sent a cure and 

J 4 I correct demand pursuant to the Brown Act to both the Successor Agency and Parking 

15 I Authority on July 14, 2017, (A true and correct copy of the July 14~ 2017 cure and 

16 I correct demand to the Successor Agency is attached as Exhibit A.) 

17 22. Emails between representatives off\.1urphy's Bowl and the City of 

1 & I Inglewood revealed the efforts to keep the public in the dark about the ENA, In an email 

191 exchange discussing the agenda for the June 15, 2017 meeting) the City,)s attorney, 

20 responding to a Murphy's Bm:vl representative's question about whether the ENA had to 

2 J be posted with the agenda, answered that the ''document has to be posted with the 

22 agenda. That is why we elected to just post 24 hours versus the normal 72 hours." (A 

23 true and correct copy of this email exchange is attached as Exhibit R) The same email 

24 from the Murphy;s Bowl representative stated that its entity \Vould "have a generic name 

25 so it won't identify the proposed project" (Id.) 
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1 23, Follo\vJng receipt of MSG Fornm~s demand letters, the Successor Agency 

2 and Parking Authority each held another special rneeting on July 2 t, 2017 to "redo;' their 

3 unlawful approval of the ENA .. 

4 24, The City, Successor Agency, Parking Authority, and Murphy's Bowl 

5 subsequently entered into an arncndcd and restated ENA, dated August 15, 2017 (the 

6 '~Amended ENA"), The Redevelopment Agency Properties are subject to the Amended 

7 ENA. On information and belief, the Redevelopment Agency Properties are shown in 

8 yellow and described as the "Successor Agency Parcels" on the Arnended ENA "Exhibit 

9 "A"~ Study Area Site Map,~~ (A true and correct copy ofthe Amended ENA is attached 

10 hereto as Exhibit C,) 

11 25, In the Amended ENA, the Successor Agency committed to convey the 

12 Redevelopment Agency Properties directly to Murphts Bowl if the Clippers arena was 

13 "approved." (See Exhibit C, at Recital D.) 

14 26. On Septernber 7, 2017, the Fom1er Oversight Board adopted a resolution 

15 that~ among other things, {(ratified and approved'' the "actions of the Successor Agency to 

16 date in connection with the ENA.;; (See Fonner Oversight Board Resolution No. 17 *OBw 

17 004 at 3, a tme and correct copy ofwhich is attached as Exhibit D,) 

18 The Successor Agency and f(1rmer Oversight Board Rush to Take 

19 Additional Actions in Furtherance of the Proposed Clippers Arena arui Violate the 

20 Brown Act 

21 27, On June 14, 2018, the Former Oversight Board posted a "NOTICE TO 

22 PUBLIC OF PROPOSED ACTION.'' The notice stated, among other things, the 

23 fo1.lo¥ving: 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Successor Agency staff is requesting the Oversight . Board to 
direct the Successor Agency to dispose of all parcels of real 
pmperty identified as LAX Noise Jvfitigation Properties in the 
appToved Long:Ran!$~ Property Managemer)t Pl~n, as amende?~ 
subject to the d1spos1tmn reqmrements set forth m those certam 
Federal Aviation Grant Agreernents and Los Angeles W'orld 
Airport Letter Agreements applicable to the LAJ{ Noise 

~~· 
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' l'Vfitigation Properties (coHectiveiy, the <\FAL\ Grant 
Agreements"). 

2 

3 I (A true and correct copy of the June 14, 2018 notice is attached hereto as Exhibit E,) 

4 l 28.. Vlhlle the notice posted on June l 4~ 2018 states that the Successor Agency 

5 was requesting the Former Oversight Board to direct it to dispose of the "LAX Noise 

6 Mitigation Properties~'' the Successor Agency did not actually vote to make th.is request 

7 until June 19, 2018, {i.ve days a{!.er the Former Oversight Board posted the notice 

g about the request, 

9 29, On June 19, 20 l 8, the Successor Agency held a regular meeting. The 

1 o agenda for that meeting contained the following vague and ambiguous description for 

11 

12 

13 

l4 

15 

16 

17 

18 

agenda item CSA~3: 

CSA-3. OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
Staff report recommending approval to request that the 
Oversight Board for the Successor Agency of the Former 
Inglewood Redevelopment Agency adopt a Resolution, 
directing the Successor Agency to implernent the St.ate of 
California Department of Finance approved Long-Range 
Propertv JVfanagement Plan) as amended, with respect to the 
Long-]"'erm Use and Disposition of the LAX Noise Mitigation 
Properties, B-1.1 through and including B~3, representing 
Parcels 1 through and including 13~ subject to the applicable 
disposition requirements of the Federal Aviation 
Administration grant agreements and Los Angeles World 
Airports letter agreements, 

19 (A true and correct copy of the June 19, 2018 Agenda and Staff Report of the Inglewood 
I 

20 I Successor Agency is attached hereto as Exhibit F.) 

21 30. This Successor Agency agenda description is vague, ambiguous, 

22 

"l "' ,;o.) 

24 

25 

26 

f'~ ,,~ 
-/~""" ,w I 

misleading, and insufficient to put the pubHc on notice of the action the Successor 

Agency proposed to take at the June 19, 2018 regu.!ar meeting. While the .referenced 

"LAX Noise Mitigation Properties'' are--as has now become ciear--------the Redevelopment 

Agency Properties subject to the Amended ENA, there ;,vas no mention in the agenda 

description (Clr its accompanying staff report) of the Amended ENA1. Murphy~s Bowl; or 

the Clippers arena. No addresses were listed. No map of the properties was included. 
~~,)'' 
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1 There is also no information in the agenda description (or accompanying staff report) 

2 regarding the referenced "Federal Aviation Administration grant agreements and Los 

3 Angeles World Airports letter agreementsj1~ i.e., \Vhat they require, who is a party to the 

4 agreements) the dates of the agreements~ agreement r:n1mbern, where the agreements 

5 might be available to review, etc. (See Exhibit F.) Without discussion, the Successor 

6 Agency approved an action at its June l 9, 20 l 8 regular meeting to: 

7 

& 

9 

11 

!2 

request that the Oversight Board for the Successor Agency of 
the Former Inglewood Redevelopment Agencv adopt a 
Resoh1tion, directing the Successor Agencv to implement the 
State of California Department of Finance approved Long~ 
Range Property Management Plan, as amended, vvith respect to 
the Long-Tem1 Use and Disposition of the LAX Noise 
I'v1itigation Properties, . B« l, l through and including B~3, 
repr~senting ?arc~l? l throuf&h and. including 13, subject !O ~he 

hcable d1spos1t1on reqmrements of the Federa~ Aviatmn 
A ninistra.tion grnnt agnN:~ments and Los Angeles World 
Airports .letter agreements. 

B 3 L On infonnation and belief: given the nature of the vague, ambiguous, and 

!4 potentially misleading agenda language$ no member of the pub.lie testified on agenda 

15 item CSA~3 at the Successor Agency is June l 9, 20 l 8 regular meeting. 

! 6 32. On July 13, 2018, MSG Forurn submitted a letter to the Successor Agency 

17 demanding that it cure an<l correct the action taken on item CSA-3 at the June 19 j 2018 

!8 regular meeting .in violation of the Brown Act (A true and correct copy of MSG 

19 Forum's July 13, 2018 demand is attached hereto as Exhibit G.) The Successor Agency 

20 did not respond to MSG Forum's demand. 

21 33. On June 27, 2018, the Former Oversight Board held a special meeting, 

22 I Agenda item 3 was described as follows: 

23 

24 

26 

27 

Adoption of Resolution by the Oversight Board to the 
Successor Agency of the fom1er Inglewood Redevelopment 
Agency Directing the City of Inglewood as the Successor 
Agency to former Inglewood Redevelopment Agency to 
Implement the approved Long~Range Property Manage.ment 
Phm, as amended, with respect to the Long-Term Use and 
Disposition of the LAX Noise Mitigation Properties, B~ Ll 
throug_h and including B«3, representing Parcels 1 through and 
inclm1ing 13, subject to the applicable Disposition 

r·...Ji, .. ,) 
q::c;:., 28 
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2 

3 

Requirements of the Federal Aviation Administration grant 
agreements and Los Angeles World Airports letter agreernents, 

(A tme and correct copy of the June 27, 2018 special meeting agenda is attached hereto 

as Exhibit lt) 
4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

1 1 

12 

13 

i4 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

34, Again) while the referenced "LAX Noise Mitigation Properties" are 

actually the Redevelopment Agency Properties subject' to the Amended ENA between the 

Successor Agency, the Chy) the Parking Authority and Murphy's Bowl, there is no 

reference to the Amended ENA, to Murphy's Bowl1 to the Clippers, or to the proposed 

Clippers arena in the agenda description, The agenda description again also includes 

vague and un.infonnative references to ''applicable Disposition Requirements of the 

Federal Aviation Administration grant agreements and Los Angeles World Airports letter 

agreements." Ho,:vever, there is no information in the agenda about those agree.ments -

again. what they require, who is a party to the agreements, the dates of the agreements, 

agreement numbers} vvhere the agreements might be available to review, etc, Further, the 

staff report for special meeting agenda item 3 again did not contain any reference to the 

Amended ENA, Murphy's Bowl, the Clippers, or the proposed Clippers arena, or any 

detaBs regarding the "Federal Aviation Administration grant agreements and Los Angeles 
I 

\V'orld Airports letter agreements," (A true and correct copy of the staff report for the 

June 27, 2018 special meeting; agenda item 3, is attached as Exhibit t) 

35, On infomrntion and belief, the referenced "Disposition Requirements of the 

Federal Aviation Administration grant agreements and Los Angeles World Airports letter 

agreements>; were not made available to the public in the June 27. 2018 special meeting 

materials or at the meeting itself Failing to make these documents avaHable frustrated 

the Brmvn Act's purpose to "facH!tate public participation in local government decisions 

and to curb rnisuse of democratic process by secret legislation by public bodies:' (Boyle 

v. City ofRedondo Beach (1999) 70 CaLAppAth 1109, 1116,) 

II 
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36. Further, on information and belier: the Former Oversight Board did not 

2 possess or review the Federal Aviation Administration grant agreements or the Los -

3 1 Ange.ks World Airports letter agreements at or prior to the June 27, 2018 special 

41 meeting. 

5 ! 3 7, At the June 27., 2018 special meeting,, the Fonner Oversight Board took an 

6 action to adopt Resolution 18-0B-003, (A trne and correct copy of the June 27. 2018 

7 resolution is attached as Exhibit J,) In pertinent part, Resolution 1R»OB~003 provides: 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

WHEREAS, the Mitigation Properties are subject to the Federal Aviation 
Administratkm grant agreements and associated Los Angeles World 
Airports letter agreements (collectively! the "FAA Grant Agreements") 

Section 3, The Successor Agency is hereby directed to dispose of the 
Mitigation Properties in accordance with the Arnended LRPMP. 

Section 4. The Mitigation Properties are subject to the disposition 
requirements of the FAA Grant Agreements and any compensation 
agreement requirements of the Dissolution Law with respect to any net 
proceeds from a third party (non-Chy) transferee, after all obligations of the 
F Al\ Grant Agreements are satisfied. , , , 

17 The adopted Resolution contains nn refecn:mce to the Revised ENA, Murphy's Bowl, the 

18 Clippers, or the proposed Clippers arena, and no information about the referenced «p AA 

19 Grant Agreements,'' The lack of infonnation surrouncHng the action to adopt Resolution 

20 l 8-0B-003 places the public in the position of not knowing what the Former Oversight 

21 Board directed the Successor Agency to do, This is precisely the misuse of the 
')"'I 
.i..L. democratic process the Brown Act seeks to protect against 

23 38. MSG Forum partidpated in the June 27, 2018 special meeting of the 

24 Fonner Oversight Board and provided \Vritten and oral testimony; however; MSG Forum 

25 and, on infonnation and belief, other members of the public, were unable to adequately 
(,D 

':'._~ 26 I! understand the items discussed or acted on by the Former Oversight Board at the June 27, 

;::;: i'l ,,tM 27 ! 
{,..,) .......... , I 

~) 28 ! 
·';";"·~.(·' i 
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1 2018 special meeting, and were therefore denied the opportunity to prepare and provide 

2 meaningful comments to the Former Oversight Board, 

3 39. On June 29, 2018, MSG Forum submitted a letter to the Former Oversight 

4 Board demanding that it cure and correct its action, taken in violation of the Brmvn Act, 

5 to aoopt Resolution 18-0B-003 at its June 27, 2018 special meeting. (A true and correct 

6 copy of the demand is attached hereto as Exhibit K,) The Former Oversight Board did 

7 not respond to the demand. 

8 4CL On July 1, 2018, by operation oflaw, the Former 0-versight Board 

9 dissolved and was replaced by the Consolidated Oversight Board which assumed, by 

10 operation oflaw, all of the duties and responsibilities of the Former Oversight Board, 

11 FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 

12 (Brown Act Violations (Gov. Code§ 54950 et seq.)-Against Successor Agency) 

13 41, JviSG Forum incorporates and alleges the allegations in paragraphs 1 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

through 40~ inclusive, as though fully set forth herein, 

42, Pursuant to Government Code section 54960, an interested person such as 

MSG Formn rnay "commence an action by mandamus, injunction, or declaratory relief 

for purpose of stopping or preventing violations or threatened violations" of the Brown 

Act~ or to ''determine the applicability of this chapter to ongoing actions or threatened 

future actions of the legislative body~ or to determine the applicability of this chapter to 

past actions of the legislative body, subject to Section 549602 , , , " 

43. Pursuant to Govermnent Code section 54960. 1, an interested person such as 

MSG Forum may ''commence an action by mandamus or injunction for the purpose of 

obtaining a judicial determination that an action taken by a legislative body of a local 

agency in violation of Section .. , 54954..2 , , . is null and void under this section." 

44. Pursuant to Government Code section 54954.2) ''[aJt least 72 hours before a 

regular meeting, the legislative body of the local agency~ or its designee shall post on an 

agenda containing a briefge.tu!ral description of each item of business to be transacted 
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1 I or discussed at tile meeting~ including items to he discussed in closed session, A brief 

2 I general description of an item generally need not exceed 20 words. The agenda shall 
1 

3 i specify the time and location of the regular meeting and shall be posted in a location that 

4 is freely accessible to members of the public and on the local agency's Internet Web site, 

5 if the 1ocaJ agency has one," (emphasis added.) 

6 45, The Successor Agency had a mandatory, non-dis\Tetionary, ministerial duty 

7 to cornply \vlth the requirements of the Brmvn Act, including Government Code section 
I 
: 

8 54954.2., 

9 46. TI1e Successor Agency violated the Brown Act by inadequately describing 

10 the business to be transacted at its June 19, 2018 meeting in violation of Government 

11 Code section 54954.2 with its vague, ambiguous, and misleading agenda language. The 

12 agenda language for item CSA~3 provided no indication that the properties for which the 

13 Successor Agency sought direction from the Former Oversight Board \vere subject to the 

14 Amended ENA and within the "Site;' proposed fhr the Clippers arena. The agenda also 

15 failed to provide any information regarding the referenced "Disposition Requirements of 

16 the Federal Aviation Administration grant agreements and Los Angeles World Airports 

l 7 letter agreements!' Neither the agenda itself, nor the accompanying staff report gave any 

18 indication as to what those agreements required, who \:Vas a party to the agreements, the 

19 dates of the agreements~ the agreement numbers, where the agreements may be available 

20 to review, etc. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

47. In taking the action that it took on agenda item CSA~3 at its June 19, 2018 

regular meeting, the Successor Agency violated the Bro\.vn Act 

48. On July 13, 2018, MSG Forum submitted a letter to the Successor Agency 

demanding that it cure and correct the action taken at its June 19, 2018 regular meeting in 

violation of the Brotvn Act While Government Code section 54960.l(c)(2) directs that) 

-i.vith.in .30 days of the demand, a legislative body shall either cure an action taken in 

violation of the Brown Act or infr:1rrn the demanding party of its decision not to cure and 

!4 
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I correct the challenged action, the Successor Agency failed to respond to MSG Forum's 

2 demand. 

3 49. The Successor Agency has a history of violating the Brown Act .in 

4 connection with the ENA and the Amended ENA, (See Exhibit A.) Consequently, MSG 

5 Forum has reason to believe that the Succtssor Agency will continue to violate the 

6 Brown Act in the future. 

7 50. MSG Forum and the public were prejudiced and ham1ed as a result of the 

8 I foregoing violation of the Brown. Act because neither it nor the public were able to 

9 adequately t.mderstand the items to be discussed or acted on by the Successor Agency at 

l 0 the June 19, 2018 regular meeting, and were therefore denied the opportunity to prepare 

11 and provide meaningful comments to the Successor Agency, 

12 51. MSG Forum requests that this Court hold and declare that the Successor 

13 I Agency violated the Brown Act on June 19, 2018, by providing a vague, ambiguous and 

14 l misleading agenda with respect to an action in furtherance of the proposed Clippers arena 
; 

15 i agenda and voting to request that the Fonner Oversight Board direct it to take certain 

16 I actions with respect to the Redevelopment Agency Properties, tv1SG Fomm further 

11 II requests that this Court issue a writ ofmandat.e enjoining the Successor Agency from 

i 8 II undertaking any action or discussion on any item not properly described on an agenda 
ii 

19 II under Government. Code section 54954,2(a) (regular meeting) and/or section 54956 

20 II {special meetings), 
" ii 

21 II 52. MSG Forum further requests that this Court hold and dec.h1re that, based on 
ii . 

22 II the violations of the Brown Act at the June 19~ 2018 regular rneeting, any action taken by 

23 the Successor Agency at that meeting to request that the Former Oversight Board direct it 

24 to take certain actions vvith respect to the Redevelopment Agency Properties is null and 

25 void, MSG Forum also requests that this Court issue a writ of mandate compelling the 

26 Successor Agency to nullify its action to request that the Former Oversight Board direct it 

27 , to take certain actions with respect to the Redevelopment Agency Properties. 
i 

2s I 15 
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SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

2 (Brown Ad Violations (Gov. Code§ 54950 et seq.)-Against Former Oversight 

3 Board and Consolidated Oversi.ght Board as Successor in hlterest) 

4 
I 

53, MSG Forum incorporates and alleges the allegations in paragraphs 1 

5 i through 52, indusivt\ as if fully set forth herein. 

6 54. Pursuant to Government Code section 54960, an interested person such as 

7 MSG Fomm may ''commence an action by mandamus~ injunction~ or declaratory relief 

8 fbr purpose of stopping or preventing violations or threatened violations" of the Brown 

9 Act, or to "detennine the applicability of th.is chapter to ongoing actions or threatened 

l 0 I foture actions of the legislative bodyi or to determine the applicability of this chapter to 
i 

11 l past actions of the legislative body 1 subject to Section 54960.2 ... " 

12 I 55, Pursuant to Government Code section 54960,1, an interested person such as 

13 11 MSG Forum may ''commence an action by mandamus or injunction for the purpose of 
: ~ ,, ~ 
H 

14 II obtaining a judicial deterrnination that an action taken by a legislative body of a local 

15 II agency in violation of Section ... 54956, .. is null and void under this section. n 

i! 
16 II 56. Pursuant to Government Code sect1on 54956, a "special meeting may be 

!1 

i 7 called at any time by the presiding officer of the legislative body of a focal agency, or by 

18 a rnajority of the rnernbers of the legislative body, by delivering written notice to each 

t9 member of the legislative body and to each local newspaper of general circulation and 

20 radio or television station requesting notice in writing and posting a notice on the local 

21 agency\s Internet Web site~ if the local agency has one, The notice shall be delivered 

22 r personally or by any other means and shall be received at least 24 hours before the time 

23 I of the meeting as specified in the notice. The call and notice shall specify the time and 

24 place ofthe special meeting and the business to be transacted or discussed. No other 

25 business shall be considered at these meetings by the legislative body." (Gov. Code 
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1 , 57. The Forrner Oversight Board had a mandatory~ non~discretionary~ 

2 ministerial duty to comply with the requirements of the Brown Act, including 

3 Government Code section 54956. 

4 I 58. The Former Oversight Board violated the Brown .A.ct by inadequately 

5 I describing the business to be transacted at its June 27, 2018 special meeting in violation 

6 I ofGovemrnent Code section 54956 with its vague1 ambiguousi and misleading language 

7 I on the written notice of the special meeting. The agenda language for itern 3 provided no 

8 I indication that the properties for which it was proposing to provide direction were subject 

9 I to the Amended ENA and within the location proposed fi:x the Clippers arena, The 

1 O I agenda also failed to provide any information regarding the referenced "Disposition 

11 i. Requirements of the Federal Aviation Administration grant agreements and Los Angeles 

12 I World Airports letter agreements." Neither the agenda itseli: the accompanying staff 

13 I report., nor the adopted Resolution l 8*0B~003 gave any indication as to what those 
~ 

14 I agreernents required~ who was a party to the agreements, the dates of the agreements, the 

15 agreement numbers, where the agreements may be available to review, etc. 

16 59. In adopting Resolution 18-0B-003 on June 271. 20181 the Former Oversight 

17 Board violated the Brown Act 

18 ! 60. M.SG Fa.mm and the community at large were prejudiced and ham1ed as a 

19 result of the foregoing violation of the Brown Act because both it and other members of 

20 I the public were unable to adequately understand the items to be discussed or acted on by 

21 the .Former Oversight Board at the June 27; 2018 special meeting, and were therefore 

22 denied the opportunity to prepare and provide meaningful comments to the Former 

23 Oversight Board. 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

6L On June 29, 2018, MSG Forum submitted a letter to the Former Oversight 

Board demanding that it cure and correct the action taken at its June 27, 20 l 8 regular 

meeting in violation of the Brown Act While Govemment Code section 54960<l(c)(2) 

directs that, within 30 days of the demand, a legislative body shall either cure an action 

l7 
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I taken in violation of the Brown Act or inform the demanding party of its decision not to 

2 ! cure and correct the challenged acti<m, the Former Oversight Board failed to respond to 

3 ! MSG Forurn's dcrnaml On July 27, 2018, MSG Forum infom1ed the Consolidated 

4 I Oversight Board of the Fonner Oversight Board's improper actions taken on June 27, 

5 I 2018 and MSG Forum's June 29, 2018 cure and correct demand. (A true and correct 

6 I copy of the letter to the Consolidated Oversight Board is attached as Exhibit L.) 

7 I 62. MSG Fornm requests that this Court hold and declare that the Former 

8 I. Oversight Board violated the Brown Act on June 27, 2018 by adopting Resolution 18-
:1 

9 OB-003. 

10 6:L MSG Forum fmiher requests that this Court hold and dedare that, based on 

1 i the violations of the Brown Act at the June 27, 20 l 8 meeting~ the Former Oversight 
I. 

1211 Board~s action adopting Resolution 18-0B-003 is null and void. MSG Forum also 

13 II requests that this Court issue a writ of mandate compelling the Consolidated Oversight 

14 II Board, as successor in interest to the Former Oversight Board~ to nullify the Former 

15 JI Oversight Board's action adopting Resolution 18-0B-003 and directing the Successor 
ii 

16 II Agency to take no action in furtherance of the disposition of the Redevelopment Agency 

17 J Properties until so directed by the Consolidated Oversight Board following a properly 

18 I noticed public meeting that complies \Vith the Brmvn Act 

19 I THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 

20 I (Writ of lVhrndate (Cat Code Civ. Proc.§§ 1085, 1094.5)-Against Former 

21 I Oversight Board and Consolidated Oversight Board as Successor in Interest) 

22 I 64. MSG Forum incorporates and alleges the allegations in paragraphs I 

23 l through 63, inclusive, as if fully set forth herein. 
t 

65. The Former Oversight Board had a clear duty to oversee the Successor 

25 J Agency's wind down activities1 including the disposition of the Successor Agency's 
f 

:: 26 I assets and property, 
--~-.:- f 

27 l,,',,,I ____ ~------~: 28 
r0' 
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1 66, The Former Oversight Board was required to hold a public meeting before 

2 directing the Successor Agency to dispose of its property, The Farmer Oversight Board 

3 held the meeting, The Former Oversight Board \vas vested with discretion in detennining 

4 how to direct the Successor Agency 'Nith regard tt1 the Redevelopment Agency 

5 Properties, 

6 67. On information and belief: the Fonner Oversight Board members did not 

7 possess or consider the "Federal Aviation Administration grant agreements and Los 

8 Angeles World Airport letter agreements" when the Former Oversight Board directed the 

9 Successor Agency to dispose of the Redevelopment Agency Properties~ even though the 

IO Former Oversight Board's Resolution l 8-0B-003 determined that the Redevelopment 

11 Agency Properties were subject to the Federal Aviation Administration grant agreements 

12 and Los Angeles World Airport letter agreements. 

13 I 6~L The Former Oversight Board's finding that the Redevelopment Agency 

14 ! Properties were subject to the Federal Aviation Administration grant agreements and Los 
I 

15 I Angeles World Airport letter agreements, and its direction to the Successor Agency to 
' i 

16 I dispose of the Redevelopment Agency Properties subject to the disposition requirements 
i 

Ul 

19 

20 

17 
1 

in those agreements, without, on inforn:iation and belief,. having reviewed or possessed 

such agreements, violates the Fom1er Oversight Board's rnandatory duty to oversee the 

Successor ,.\_gency under the Dissolution Act, is arbitrary and capricious, is wholly 

lacking in evidentiary support, and constitutes a prejudicial abuse of discretion. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

69. MSG Forum is beneficially interested. ivfSG Forum owns the Forum, 

which is less tJian h:vo miles a\vay from the Redevelopment Agency Properties. 

M.oreover, MSG Forum has a lease interestt in vacant lots that abut the Redevelopment 

Agency Properties. As such, any c-hanges to or development on the Redevelopment 

1 The continued validity of MSG Forum's lease interest is subject to another pending action 
between MSG Forum and the City, M.)G Forum, LLC v_ City of Inglewood et al., YC072715, 
Los Angeles County Superior Court, Torrance (2017). 

19 
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1 Agency Properties may have a material impact on the operation or value of MSG 

2 Forum's properties and interests. 

3 70, MSG Forurn is also a taxpayer with an interest in preventing the iHegaf and 

4 improper disposition of the Successor Agency's property, MSG Forum also has a 

5 bcneflci.al interest in ensuring that the Former Oversight Board properly carries out its 

6 duty to oversee the Successor Agency~ s wind down activities. 

7 71, ' MSG Fomm has exhausted an potential administrative remedies, including 

8 providing written and oral testimony at the Former Oversight Boardjs June 27, 2018 

9 special meeting where it adopted Resolution 18wOB~003. 

10 72. MSG Forum has no plain, speedy) or adequate legal remedy outside the 

11 grant ofa writ of mandate, No money or other legal remedies can adequately compensate 

12 rvlSG Forum for the hardship caused by the Former Oversight Board's abuse of its 

13 discretion in the perfom1ance of its legal. duties. 

14 PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

15 WHEREFORE~ fv1SG Forum respectfully prays for the following relief: 

16 On the First Cause of Action {Brown Act Violations Against Successor Agency) 

17 L That this Court enter a declaratory judgem.ent that the Successor Agency 

18 violated the Brown Act at its June 19, 2018 regular meeting; I 
~ 
I 

19 2. 'That this Court issue a writ of mandate enjoining the Successor Agency . I 
20 from undertaking any action or discussion on any item not properly described on an 

21 
1 
agenda under Government Code section 54954,2(a) (regular meeting) and/or section 

22 54956 (special meetings); 

23 · 3, 'fhat this Court issue a writ of mandate enjoining the Successor Agency 

24 from taking any action in furtherance of the disposition of the Redevelopment Agency 

25 I Properties until so directed by the Consolidated Oversight Board foli'owing a properly 1 
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I 4, That this Court enter a declaratory judgement that the action taken by the 

2 I SuccesS<>r Agency on June 19i 2018 on agenda item CSA-3 is null and void; 

3 I 5. That this Court issue a writ of mandate compelling the Successor Agency to 

4 I nullify the action taken at its June 19) 2018 regular meeting on agenda item CSA~3; 
j 

5 I On the Second Cause of /\ction (Brown Act Violations Against Former 

6 

7 6, That this Court enter a declaratory judgement that the Fom1er Oversight 

8 Board violated the Brown Act at its June 27, 2018 meeting; 

9 7. That this Court enter a declaratory judgement that the action taken by the 

W Former Oversight Board on June 27) 2(H 8 to adopt Resolution l 8~0B-003 is nuH and 

11 void; 

t2 Ii That this Court issue a writ of mandate compelling the Consolidated. 
II 

13 ll Oversight Board as successor in interest to the Fonner Oversight Board to nul.!ify the 

14 II action taken by the Former Oversight Board on June 27~ 2018 to adopt Resolution 18~ 
15 II OB-003 and directing the Successor Agency to take no fbrthe.r action in furtherance of 

16 II the disposition of the Redevelopment Agency Properties untit such time the Consolidated 

17 II Oversight Board directs it do so following a properly noticed pub.lie meeting that 

18 Ii complies with Government Code sections 54950 et seq,; 
H 

19 II On the Third Cause of Action (Writ of Mandate}: 
II 

20 H That this Court issue a v.irit of mandate directing the Consolidated . 
ii 

21 II Oversight Board as successor in interest to the Former Oversight Board to vacate and 

22 II nullify the Former Oversight BoarcP s June 27 ~ 2018 adoption of Resolution l 8-0B~003. 
2311 As to All Causes of Action: 

24 II 10. That this Court issue an order awarding MSG Fonnn its attorneys' fees 

25 Ii incurred in this action pursuant to Government Code section 54960.5 and/or Code of 
ii 

26 ii Civil Procedure section 1021.5; 
H :a 

TJ !! 
- :1: 

1'~'1'-,~l 20.i,ii,i 
c.:,,z) o 21 
~~~ il~i -----------------~=~~==--==-~--===~-=-=--=-_.,,. 

LATHAM.J~34TKINS"' FIR.ST AMENDED VERlFlEO PETITION FOR WRlT 
l':i.noRm::n :Ar ~.e:,'!,V 

t.¢S A.1>1:1;(.H~Z OF MANDATE AND COMPLAINT FOR 
INJUNCTIVE AND DECLARATORY REUEf 
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• 
11. That this Court issue an order a.warding MSG Forum its costs incurred in 

2 this action; and 

For such other relief as the Court deems just and proper, 3 
ll 

4 
JI 

5 ii Dated: August 21. 2018 Respectfully submitted, 

6
11 

7 II 

: II 

:; II 

''] •·· ... 111.· 

1~ :1 

13 I· 

141 
1s Ji 

r6 JI 

17 Ii 
i 8 ! 

:: 11 

21 11 

22 II 
li 

7~ I' 
~'"-~ 
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LATHAM & WATKINS LLP 
Marvin S, Putnam 
Jessica Bina Stebbins 
Benjamin J. Hanelin 
John c. Heintz 
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VERIFICATION 

2 I, Marc Schoenfeld declare: 

3 I am a Senior Vice President of Petitioner and Plaintiff MSG Forum, LLC, and I 

4 am authorized to make this verification for Petitioner and Plaintiff I have read the 

5 foregoing First Amended Verified Petition for Writ of Mandate and Com.plaint for 

6 Injunctive and Declaratory Relief and know the contents thereof, All the facts alleged 

7 therein are either true of my O\Vn personat knowledge, or 1 am inforrned and believe them 

8 to be true, and on that basis allege them to be true. 

9 I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 

10 foregoing is true and correct 

1 J 

12 

13 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 Nj 
lATHA~'NATKINS«< 

Arr>;"~~~[l?;: ~?" t.~w 

l..6~$,t1~HB 

Executed this 1 ~+!.. day of August 2018 at New York, New 

~-~·4· 
Marc Schoenfe.ld 

I 
______ j 

FIRST Alvffi};'DED VERIHED PETITION FOR '%'1UT 
OF .MANDATE A:t'ID COMPLAINT FOR 

INJUNCTIVE AND DECLARATORY RELIEF 
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• • rn2 5() ('4Mldkllloo !'l!vd,, S1Ji!a 1100 

Lei; Ani;el~, Camomla 00007 
Tai: ·•1A24.6515SOO Fl!I~' +1.424.llS3.S501 
www.1w.eom 

LATHAM & w AT KI N s LLF Sattalomi Mo!!!:ow 

VIA HAND DELIVERY, ELECTRONIC I\1AIL AND 
FED EX 

July 14, 2017 

James T, Butts, Jr., Chairperson 
George Dotson, Board Member 
Ralph L. Franklkt, Board Member 
Etoy Morales, Board Member 
Alex Padilla, Board Member 
Sm:cessor Agency to the Inglewood Redevelopment Agency 
l Manchester Boulevard, 4th Floor 
Inglewood, CA 90301 

Baljhig 

Booton 
Brussiifs 

CanHny C!fy 

CMc:age 

Dl<bal 
!'.Mzsa!.qmt 

FrMldurl 

Hambu1!J 
H()11gl<onq 
Hci.tSIM 

Lomftm 

LoaArigel11s 
M<idfld 

IN';m 

Re: Demand tQ Cure Violation of the Ra11ih M,. Brown _bet 

Dear Chairperson Butts and Board Members: 

M1ml~h 

Nawlt'ork 

Orange County 
Parl!\ 

Riy11dh 

Rome 
Sa11Plego 
Sari Fmncl$C.l:l 
Semi I 

Shangha.1 
Sllkoo V11!lay 

Singapore 

il:l'.>ry() 

wa~li~~!Jl;iri, P.c. 

On behalf of MSG Fomm LLC, and pursuant to Government Code sections 54960 artd 54960.1, 
we demand that the Successor Agency to the luglewood .Redevelopment Agency (the "Successor 
Agency") cure the violation of the Ralph M. Brown Act (Government Code section 54950 et 
stxr) (the "Brown Act"} that the Successor Agency comm..itted at the improperly noticed and 
agendized special meeting held on June 15, 20 l 7 (the "Special Meeting"), with respect to Special 
Meeting Consent Item No .. 1. 

On June 15, 2017, the Successor Agency, together with the Inglewood City Council (the "City") 
and the Inglewood Parking Authority (the "Authority"), bdd an improperly noticed special 
meeting. Pursuant to Health & Safety Code section 34173, subdivision (g), "[a] successor 
agency is a separate public entity from the public agency that provides for its governance and the 
two entities shall not merge .... Each successor agency shall be deemed to be a local entity far 
purposes of the Ralpb M. Brown Act[.]" As a separate public entity subject to the Brown Act, 
the Successor Agency was required to give the public notice of any special meeting by posting a 
notice on .its website. See Gov. Code§ 54956(a.) ("[a] special meeting may be called at any time 
... by delivering written notice .. , and posting a notice on the local agency's Internet Web site, 

'liP if the local agency has one"). 
i.,,,,{D 
"~· 
~~ 
r--~ 

f'xhil:JilA 
24 
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• • 
l ATHA M Ii, WATKIN s I.~ 

J .... j ......... 

c,;jv.J 
~~~ 

c,r 
()~ 

The Successor Agency has its own website. 1 The Successor Agency did not post public notice of 
the Special Meeting on its website. Neither the "Home Page"2 nor the "Agenda Center"3 

contains any reference to, or notice of, the June, 15, 2017 Special Meeting, Attached as Exhibit I 
are screenshots of the Home Page and Agenda Center, respectively, dated June 16,. 2017, These 
exhibits tlemonst.rate that the Successor Agency failed to post the requisite notice. 

Tills failure to post notice of the Successor Agency's June 15, 2017 Special Meeting violated the 
Brown Act The Successor Agency's actions at the June 15, 2017 Special Meeting are therefore 
void, 

Further, there is :no explicit indication that the Successor Agency - which is a separate entity (see 
Health & Safety Code § 34173(g)) - would take any action with respect to the ENA at the 
meeting, Consent Item No. l is listed on the agenda under rhe heading "ECONOMIC AND 
CO!v.fMllNITY DEVELOPkffiNT DEPARTMENT," This is a department of the City, 
Moreover, the following language appears immediately above this heading: "These items wHI be 
acted upon as a whole unless called upon by a Council Member," The Successor Agency does 
not have Council Members; it has Board Members, The Agenda does not include any explicit 
reforence to Board Members acting on these items, or taking any action at alt 

In sum, the agenda- which was posted exclusively on the City's website, and identified Consent 
Item No. 1 as an action item for a City department, to be acted on by City Council Members -
failed to provide reasonable notice that tbe Successor Agency could or would take any action 
re.garding the ENA at the meeting. 

We demand that the Successor Agency irmnediateiy cure its Brown Act violations as described 
above, In particular, the "action" taken by the Successor Agency is void and the Successor 
Agency must .rescind the improper action taken at the improperly noticed Spec.ial Meeting, 
including entering into the ENA. In any event, the ENA is currently void because of the 
Successor Agency's failure to lawfully enter into it 

Government Code section 54960J requires the Successor Agency either to cure or correct its 
actions, or to inform us of its intent not to do so, within 30 days from the receipt of trus demand. 
If the Successor Agency fails to cure or correct its violations as demanded and required by law, 
our client .intends to seek judicial invalidation of the action (along with its costs and reasonable 
attorneys' fees) pursuant to Government Code ,tion 60,1, 

1 The Successor Agency's website is available at: !:!.HDE{fww.!1:.£ift0ringlcwootL.0.rgG).:3fSqs;f£)§C~f"<4.g¥;n£L 
2 hilllt.!fwww.ciwofiriielcwr~vJ,pn1!25~!Su<:cc~fiPr-A11ciw\'. 
3 ~.dl•ofingkwond.nrg/Agrn&iCl.'(}WrfSuccc%nr--AgcnSLJ1 

Exhiti!A 
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Sw:~11s11or Aganey So!!td 
Jy!y 14, WW 
li'<lg!l3 

LATHAM&WATKI NSw 

• • 
cc: Margarita Cruz, Successor Agency Maru1ger {via email only) 

City of Inglewood c/o City Clerk (via email only) 
City of Inglewood Parking Authority clo Secretary (via email only) 
Murphy's Bowl LLC (via FEDEX only) 
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Succtssor Agency i Inglewood, CA 

CITY HALL 

"!"°'"'i'-# 
t~·..,,,_~ 

..,,.. ~::::;r.:;:; 
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• 
I ngfewood : CA 

DEPARTMENTS 

~-~--------

! 

RESIDENTS 

• 

~ SlteTools 

BUSINESS HO\VDOL, 

] 
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Successor Agency I Inglewood, CA • • 

tmma) .D,~ 1 £1:QUQffiic..&J.:Q~ffs.etomne_nt > Successor 
Agency 

Successor Agency 

Agemias & .!VIimdes 
Agendas are posted prior to meetings, Minutes are avaitable fol.lowing 
approvaL 
Y!ew Mo~t Becant ~alol.anci..Mlrurttt 

!\'!embers 
The City Council of the City of Inglewood is the designated Governing Board 
of the Successor Agency. The officers of the Successor Agency are: 

~ James T. Butts, Jr, Chairperson 

• George Dotson, Board Member 

• Ralph L Franklin, Board Member 

• Eloy Morales, Board Member 

" Alex Padilla, Board Member 

Overview 
The City of lngfewood ("City") created the Agency in 1969 to exercise the 
powers granled by lhe Redevelopment Law, Six redevelopment project 
areas were adopted that were merged into one, the Merged and Amended 
Redevelopment Project Area (Merged Project Area). The Merged Project 

Area covered approximately 1,594 acres of tand in the City and included 
major commercial and industrial arteries along La Cienega Boulevard, la 
Brea Avenue, Prairie Avenue, Florence Avenue, Century Boulevard and 
Imperial Highway. 

Exhibit A 
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Inglewood I CA 

• • Important Dates I Conclusions 
On December 28, 2011, the California Supreme Court upheld Assembly Bill 
X! 26 (AS x! 26), which provides for the termination of al! California 
Redevelopment Agencies (RDAs). 

On Januaf'J iO, 2012, The City elected to become the Successor Agency of 
the former Inglewood Redevelopment Agency taking effect on February i, 
2012. As the Successor Agency the City assumes the obligations of the 
former Inglewood Redevelopment Agency and elects to cariy out activities 
necessary to wind down its affairs. This includes completing the !r1glevvood 
Senior Center, reconstructing Century Boulevard and the Hollywood Park 
redevelopment project The Forum, a Successor Agency project, has already 
been completed. 

Since the initial adoption of AB Xi 26, additional legislation has passed 
affecting !he dissolution process of Redevelopment Agencies and creating 
additional reporting requirements, 

ABOUI'THE 
CITY 

BUSINESS HELPFU.L 

LINKS 

USING THIS 

SITE 

City Hall 
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Community 

Departments 
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How Do L 

• Pfivacy 

Contact Us 

Readers & Viewers 

AccesslbilitY • 

Copyright Notices 

.Site Map 

One Manchester Boulevard - Inglewood, CA 90301 - Phone: Government Websites by 
3 ·10-412-5111 CivicP!w;® 
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Inglewood, CA • • 
Inglewood CA 

«) Site Tools 

CITY HALL DEPART!V1ENTS RESIDENTS BUSINESS HO\V DO L. 
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lngkwnod, CA • • 

l:iru:J:lft 1 Agenda Center 

Agenda Center 
View current agendas and minutes for 
al! boards and commissionK Previous 

years' agendas and minutes can be 

found in the ,QQQ~!ment c.~mte.r:, a~ 
F~ij§t!: may be required to view some 

~·M'lk'~ 
documents. ~~ _UJ 

Tools 

~RSS 
mm Notify Me® 

2016 2015 2014 View More 

Agenda 

[i Jan 19, 2016-Amended Dec6, 2016 
Successor Agency Regular Meeting (No 
Agenda) 

[j Jan 12, 2016 -Amended Dec 6, 2016 
Successor Agency Regular Meeting {No 
Agendti} 

Minutes Download 

It', 
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Inglewood . CA 
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©®@@ 
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From; 
Sent: 
To: 
S®j111i:t:: 

Hd!uChrfa;, 

Rcytti K JOl'1l% 

Fridlly, forw 9, 201'! 528 FM 
Chris H1Jnter 
Re; Qvei;fam 

Th& docurrH.mt has to be post&{! w!th Hm agenda, That i5 why we elected to just post 24 !l-Ou11111erstrn the normal n 
Mu rs. 

>HI Royce 
> 
:. What are the city's requirements fur wheri the HM ~0«1ment IH1s to bf!: paned, ! unde~ml The agend~ !us to go out 
24·hours io amnre but the queirtloo that I W<lS asked was whetlwir the ifo<:ument mun be part of the puWlc agenda or 
ff it cim he down loaded shortly before the hearing, My diem 15: trying to time it pirt r~i::h to the 1iarious players, Our 
entity wm have a generic name ro it won't idel'lt!fy the pmposoo project: 
> 
>Sent from 'rfW lPhi:me 
> 
> Chrli Hu !l/t!!r 

> 
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·-tt~chnient !io-I ~ • 
AGREEMENT NO, 17-456 (AM.Y.:t<JDNENT NO. 1) 
APPROVED: AUGUST 15. 2017 

AMENDED AND RESTATED EXCLUSIVE NEGOTIATING AGREEMl!:NT 
/ 

This Amended and Restated Exclusive Negotiating Agreement, dated as of M l(, ~-' 
2017, 1 (the "Agreement"), is made by and among the City of Inglewood, a municI pal co oration 
(the "City"), the City of Inglewood as Successor Agency to the Inglewood. Redev lopment 
Agency, a public body, corporate and politic (the "Successor Agency")~ the Inglewood Parking 
Authority, a public body, corporate and politic (the j<Author:ity11

), and Murphy's Bowl LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company {the "Developer''), 

The City, Successor Agency and the Authority are sometimes coHectively reforred to 
herein as the "Public Entities"), The Public Entities and Developer are sometimes herein referred 
to as the "Parties'')-

For and in consideration of the mutual covenants and promises herein, the parties agree as 
fo.llows: 

RECITALS 

This Agreement amends and restates in its entirety that certain Exclusive Negotiating 
Agreement previously entered into by the Parties and approved on June 15, 2017 (the "Prior ENA") 
with reference to the following facts: 

A The subject matter of this Agreement involves certain negotiation parameters 
estabtished by the Parties with respect to a proposed devekrpment of an NBA profession.a! 
basketball facility as more specificaHy described in Recital Band generally located on certain reai 
property to be subsequently determined by the Parties ivithin the foUmving area of the City: 
Century Boulevard on the north, Prairie A venue on the west along with t'vvo parcels located to the 
west of Prairie Avenue depicted as the approximately 2-03 acre parcel and the approximately J, 12 
acre parcel as shown on Exhibit A, the Study Area Site Map, then midblock on West l 02110 Street 
toward West 103rd Street on the south to Doty Avenue, and then West 102nrl Street on the south to 
Yukon Avenue, and then Yukon Avenue on the east (the "Study Area Site"), The Study Area Site 
is generally depicted on the "Study Area Site Map" attached hereto, labeled Exhibit A, and 
incorporated herein by this reference. Once established by the Parties pursuant to negotiations 
established by this Agreement, the desired parcels of real properties within the Study Area Site 
'.vm be specifically identified and consist of aH or some of the fo11owing parcels (the "Potential 
Arena Site"}: (1) those certain parcels of real property currently ovn1ed by the City referred to and 
identified as the 1'City Parcels" and designated as such on the Study .i\rea Site Map, (2) those 
certain parcels of real property O\>Vned by the Successor Agency referred to and identified as the 
"Agency Parcels" and designated as such on the Study Area Site Map, and (3) those certain parcels 
of commercial non~residential real property currently ovmed by third parties referred to and 
identified as the "Potential Participating Parcels" and designated as such on the Study .Area Site 
Map. Under no circumstances shaH the Potential Arena Site include any parcel of real property 

1 The "Effective Date" of this Agreement, and the commencement of the Exclusive Negotiating 
Period, shall he the first calendar day of foe month follo'Wing the approval of this Agreement by 
the Public Entities, 

fu:Mibi!C 
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• • 
on which a church or occupied residential use exists, Moreover, in no event shall the City or the 
Authority nndertake any action to acquire any Potential Participating Parcel except in accordance 
with Section 2 and all apphcab!e la\\1., Neither the City nor the Authority shall be under any 
obligation pursuant to the terms of this Agreement to adopt a resolution of necessity authorizing 
the acquisition of any of the Potential Participating Parcels by eminent domain, and neither the 
City nor the Authority has cornmitted to do so, 

B, The Developer has proposed devdopment ofa premier and state of the art National 
Basketball Association ("NBA''} professional basketbaH arena consisting of approximately l 8,000 
to 20,000 seats as well as related landscaping, parking and various other ancillary uses related to 
and compatible with the operation and promotion ofa state-of-the~art NBA arena within the Study 
Area Site (the '?roposed Project"}. 

C It is anticipated by the Parties that, subject to the satisfaction of all the provisions 
of this Agreement., including without limitation the detennination of the Potential Arena Site, the 
parcels of real property comprising the Potential Arena Site may be separately conveyed to the 
Developer by each of the City, Successor Agency and/or the Authority in accordance v.1th their 
respective interests in the Potential Arena Site~ provided however, and at the discretion of the 
Public Entities, the City Parcels, Agency Parcels and the Authority's interest, if any, may be 
singularly conveyed by the City or the Authority to the extent feasible and legally permissible. 
ivforeover, it is contemplated by the Parties that conveyance of the City Parcels, Agency Parcels 
and the Authority~s interest, if any, by the Public Entities \Mill take place concurrently with back to 
back escrow closings to the extent a joint conveyance by the City or the Authority is not legally 
feasible and permissible. 

D. In furtherance of the objectives of the Califomkt Redevelopment Dissolution Law, 
as arnended ("AB 26"), if the Proposed Project is approved by the Public Entities, the Successor 
Agency shall convey its interests in the Agency Parcels within the Study Area Site (as defined in 
this Agreement) directly to tbe Developer under applicable provisions contained in A.13 26. AB 26 
has required the dissolution of the former fog!e\vood Redevelopment Agency {the "RDA"), The 
conveyance of the Agency Parcels within the Study Area Sile shaH be conveyed (if approved) 
consistent with the Successor Agency's approved Long Range Property Management Plan (the 
"LRPMP"), which has been approved by the Successor Agency, the Oversight Board to the 
Successor Agency, and the California Department of Finance (the "DOF'l The Developer 
acknowledges that the Public Entities have not approved the Proposed Project as of the Effective 
Date of this Agreement, not'\>vithstanding the Agreement's contemplation of the process by which 
the approvals may be obtained and wll! not do so except as provided in this Agreement in the 
exercise of their respective absolute discretion, 

E. Subject to the requirements of AB 26, the Successor Agency., along with the City 
and the Authority, has selected and agreed to negotiate with the Developer for the potential 
conveyance and development of the Agency Parcels (along with the balance of the Study Area 
Site, or applicable portion there.of subsequently determined) as a result of the Developer's 
affiHaHon 'With an NBA franchise that can be moved to the City (subject to NBA approval). and 
the Developer's experience and expressed commitment to expeditiously develop the Proposed 
Project on the Study Area Site so as to bolster the economic revit.a!ization of Inglewood and a 
unique opportunity not otherwise available to provide an NBA franchise within the City of 

2 
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.Inglewood, The Public Entities have also agreed to negotiate with the Developer for the Proposed 
Project because of; (a) the unique economic development and employment opportunities the 
Proposed Project would provide to the financial base and overall fiscal stability of the City that 
might othenvise no! be available; and (b) the anticipated expansion of the City's presence as a 
major sports and entertainment center. 

F- No entitlements required or requested by the Developer for the development of the 
Proposed Project will be considered for approval or approved by the Public Entities until the 
requirements of this Agreement have been satisfied, including without limitation, the approval of 
a Disposition and Development Agreement ("DDA") by the Public Entities as described in Section 
6i compliance with CEQA as provided in Section 7, and all applicable City land use and Municipal 
Code reqoirements have been satisfied, 

G < It is being proposed by the Developer that the Proposed Project be developed in 
multiple phases and that it be developed in a manner consistent with the descriptions, undertakings, 
procedures and other provisions set forth in this Agreement and as specificaUy set forth in a 
proposed DDA subject to changes or revisions if and as agreed to by the Public Entities and 
Developer (subject to the provisions of Section 25 below), or as may arise from the City's 
independent regulatory review of the Proposed Project 

fL As a result of the quaHfications. experience and identity of Developer, which are of 
particular concern to the Public Entities, both individually and collectively, the Public Entities 
desire to enter into this Agreement vvith the Developer ·with the objective of negotiating a proposed 
mutually acceptable DOA for consideration by the Public Entities, providing for the development 
of the Proposed Project consistent \Vi th the terms and conditions of this Agreement 

L The Public Entities anticipate that following execut.ion of this Agreement and 
through the period of negotiation and the preparation of any DDA for the development of the 
Proposed Project, staff of the City on the behalf of the Pu bl le En ti.ties, as well as certain consultants 
and attorneys hired by the Public Entities will devote substantial time and effort in reviewing plans, 
contacting and meeting with the Developer and various other necessary third parties, ax1d providing 
other aid and assistance to the Developer in connection with the Proposed Project, as well as 
negotiating and preparing the proposed DDA. described above, 

Section l. rl~JlitiQXl§.. The fotiowing terms shall have the meaning ascribed thereto, 
unless the context requires otherwise: 

"Agreement" means this Amended and Restated Exclusive Negotiating Agreement, by and 
among the City, Successor Agency, the Authority and the Developer. 

!•Authority'' means the Inglewnod Parking Authority, a public body organized and existing 
pursmmt to the California Parking Law of 1949, 

"CEQA'' has the meaning given in Section 7. 

"City" means the City of Inglewood, a municipal corporation, organized and existing 
pursuant to the constitution and laws of the State of California, 

Exh.~bit C 
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"DDA ;• has the meaning given in .Recital F, 

"Developer" means Murphy's Bowl LLC, a Delaware limited liability co.mpany. 

"Entitlements" has the meaning given Section 25, 

"Exclusive Negotiating Period" means a period of time consisting of thirty~six (36) months 
commencing on the Effective Date specified in this Agreement above, subject to extension as 
provided in this AI:,rreement for Force Majeure and Challenges and/or for additional negotiations 
as established by the Public Entities pursuant to Section 4 hekrw\ 

''Party'' means any party to this Agreernent 

"Potential Arena Site" has the meaning given in Rec.ital A 

''Study Area Site" has the meaning given in Recital A 

"Successor Agency" means the City of Inglewood as Successor Agency to the Inglewood 
Redevelopment Agency, a public entity, corporate and politic, established pursuant to AB 26. 

Section 2. Obligations of the Public Entities. 

(a) During the Exclusive Negotiating Period and the sixty (60) day period referred to 
in Section 22 bdow, the Public Entities shall perfonn the fo!lowing: (i) review and consider aH 
financial documents required of Developer for the fina..11dng of the Proposed Project; and (ii) shall 
not negotiate with or consider any offers nr soilcitations from, any person or entity, other than the 
Developer, regarding a proposed DDA for the sale, lease, disposition, and/or development of the 
City Parcels or Agency Parcels within the Study Asea Site; provided hovvever, and notwithstanding 
anything contained in this Agreement, the City shall not be precluded from engaging in 
negotiations and discussions with current property mvners and/or authorized tenants of the 
Potential Participating Parcels for the rehabilitation or development of their respective properties 
in ac::>ordance with existing City land use regulations and City Municipal Code requirements, and 
any such negotiations and discussions by the City shall not be a violation of this Agreement City 
staff shall be available to meet with the Developer to discuss the proposed development of the 
Propi:)sed Project, the site plan and architectural renderings, and any other issues pertinex1t to the 
preparation of a ODA for the proposed development of the Proposed Project within the Study Area 
Site. 

(b) If the City and/or the Authority determines in their sole discretion that all or certain 
of those parcels of real property comprising the Potential Participating Parcels specifically 
identified by the Parties are desirable for the development of the Proposed Project, the City and/or 
the Authority, as applicable, subject to the Developer rights and obligations as set forth in Section 
3(g), shall consider acquisition of the parcels of real property comprising the Potential 
Participating Parcels so identified by the Parties in accordance with applicable law. In the event 
the City and/or the Authority, as applicable, determined, in its sole discretion, that it(they) is( are) 
unable to acquire all such identified and desirable parcels ofthe Potential Participating Parcels by 
negotiated voluntary sale, then the City or the Authority, as applicable, may elect, in its sole 
discretion and without any obligation or commitment to do so, to give legal notice and schedule a 
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public hearing to consider the adoption of a resolution of necessity authorizing the acquisition of 
the Potential Participating Parcels by eminent domain, The adoption of the resolution of necessity 
shall be subject to the sole discretion of the City and/or the Authority and nothing in this 
Agreement shall obligate or commit the City and/or the Authority to adopt a resolution of necessity 
with respect to any of the Potential Participating Parcels. 

(c) for purposes of Developer's initial due diligence for the Proposed Project during 
the Exclusive Negotiating Period, the City shall grant Developer access to the City Parcels and 
Agency Parcels pursuant to a right of entry agreement as described in Section I 8(b ), which right 
of entry shall continue as long as this Agreement is in effect; and the City shall respond to requests 
for information from the Developer in a timely fashion, The Public Entities acknowledge and 
agree that Developer's due diligence may encompass such matters as, \vithout limitation, title and 
survey. environmental conditions, soil conditions, physical conditions, siting, access, traffic 
patterns, financing, economic feasibility, platting, and zoning. 

Section .3. Obligations of Developer, During the Exclusive Negotiating Period the 
obligations of Developer shall include the following: 

(a) Within thirty (30) days of the Effective Date of this Agreement, the Deve!oper and 
City shall enter into a funding agreement pursuant to \:vhich the Developer shall reimburse the City 
for all third party costs incurred in obtaining the necessary documentation required for the review 
and consideration of the Proposed Project "vithin the Study Area Site (the "Environmental 
Review"), as may be required by CEQA (as such term . .is defined in Section. 7). The City shaH 
consult wi.th Developer and keep Devdoper reasonably informed regarding the proposed timelin.e 
for the Environmentat Review and the selection of the vendors to perfom1 the Environmental 
Review. The funding agreement shall provide a process where the City shaH establish a budget 
for the Environ.mental Review which shall be approved or disapproved in Developer's reasonable 
discretion and shall contain a dispute resolution procedure in the event the parties cannot agree on 
the budget. 

(b) Within one hundred fifty ( 150) days of the Effective Date of this Agreement, the 
Developer shall provide to the City a reasonable confidential draft of cost pro forma, and a 
reasonable confidential draft table describing the sources and uses of funds and cash flow 
projections and distributions, concerning the Proposed Project to be developed within the Study 
Area Site,. and a narrative describing the fundamental economics of the Proposed Project (the 
*'Proposed Project Pro Forma"), in a form reasonably acceptable to the City. If the Proposed 
Project Pro Fonua. submitted by the Developer to the City is not reasonably acceptable to the City, 
the City shall within thirty days after receipt of the Proposed Project Pro Fonua provide detailed 
comments about the Proposed Project Pro Fonua and set forth those items that are unacceptable to 
the City; pursuant to which, the City and the Developer shall meet and negotiate in good faith to 
modify the Prop-0sed Project Pro Form.a at a level acceptable to the City. The Parties acknowledge 
the information to be provided under this Section 3(b) and Section 3(c) may contain proprii:::tary 
confidential material, and if so requested, the Public Entities and Developer wi!l seek to enter into 
a mutually satisfactory confidentiality agreement, within the maximum limits perrnitted by law. 

(c) Within sixty (60) days after the City finds the Proposed Project Pro f orma 
acceptable, the Developer sha!J also provide a confidential conditiona.l commitment letter from an 
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equity investor providing the necessary equity financing consistent with the acceptable Proposed 
Proj:::ct .Pro Form~L This condition may be satisfied by the Developer submitting to the City 
evidence reasonably accep!able to the City demonstrating sufficient liquidity required for the 
development of the Proposed Project within the Study Area Site, [f such submission is not 
reasonably acceptable to the City, the City shall within thirty days after receipt of the Proposed 
Project Pro f orma provide detailed comments setting forth those items that are unacceptable to the 
City, and the City and the Developt.:r shall meet and negotiate in good faith to modify the 
submission(s) in order that such evidence may be acceptable to the City, 

( d) Within one hundred eighty ( 180) days of the Effective Date of this Agre~:!ment, the 
Developer shall deliver to the City a sketch and legal description of the portions of the property 
which the Developer would like to acquire for development of the Proposed Project (which 
property shall constitute the "Proposed Arena Site") and a conceptual site plan and basic 
architectural renderings for the development of the Proposed Project and any additional 
information reasonably requested by the City concerning any conceptual site phm and basic 
architectural renderings for the developrnent of the Proposed Project within the Study Area Site 
:submitted by the Developer in a fonT1 sufficient to com.mence the Environmental Review, The 
Parties acknowledge that the detailed site plan and architectural drawings shall not be required to 
be prepared by Developer until Developer is processing !he Entitlements (as such term is defined 
in Section 25, below), at which time final site plan and architectural renderings shal! be prepared 
and shall include a well-defined architectural concept for the Proposed Project showing vehicular 
circulation and access points, amounts and location of parking, location and size of all buildings 
(including height and perimeter dimensions) pedestrian circulation, landscaping and architectural 
character of the Proposed Project. However, no such site plan or architectural renderings shall be 
deemed final until the completion of Envirorunentat Review in accordance with CEQA .and 
approved by the City pursuant to an approved and executed DDA and the submittal of complete 
applications by the Devdoper for the Entitlements required for development of the Proposed 
Project withl.n the Study Area Site. 

(e) Conduct and make at least two presentations of the Proposed Project at comnmJ1ity 
meetings noticed per City instructions, The first such community meeting shall be conducted not 
later than ninety (90) days after the date of the expi.ration of the one hundred fifty ( 150) day period 
referenced .in Section 3(b), above, and the second such community meeting shall be conducted not 
later than one hundred and eighty (i 80) days after the date of the first community meeting. 

(f) The Public Entities acknov.tledge that in consideration for the Public Entities 
entering into this Agreement, the Developer has delivered and City has accepted the Non
Re.frmdable Deposit .required by Section 5. 

(g) If the City and/or the Authority determine in their sole discretion that all or certain 
of those parcels of real property comprising the Potential Participating Parcels specifically 
identif.ed by the Parties are desirable for the development of the Proposed Project, and the City 
and/or the Authority determine to acquire, in accordance with all applicable law, all or certain of 
these desirable pa.reels~ the Developer shall folly advance to the City and/or Authority~ as 
applicable, all costs associated with the acquisition of these parcels including, but not limited to, 
the payment of the negotiated purchase price for these parcels and all legally required re.location 
costs associated with the acquisitions (the "Deve.ioper Contribution") vvithin a reasonab.!e time 
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following the written notice from the City and/or Authority requesting the Developer Contribution; 
provided, how,ever, that as to any such Potential Participating Parcel for which the Developer 
Contribution is sought, before the City and/or Authority: (i) truce any action that would create any 
obligations whatsoever on the part of the Developer, in each case with respect to acquiring such 
parcel, it shaH first obtain the Developer's consent (which shall not be unreasonably withheld, 
conditioned or delayed) to such actions; or (ii) enter into any acquisition agreement with any ovtner 
of any such pared, it shall first obtain the Developer's consent (which shall not be unreasonably 
withheld, conditioned or delayed) for the proposed purchase price for any such parcel(s). In the 
event that the City and/or Authority, as applicable, !egaHy determines to use its/their eminent 
domain authority subject t('> applicable Ca!ifomia eminent domain law requirements and 
limitations, after having adopted a resolution of necessity authorizing the acquisition, to acquire 
all or certain parcels of the real property comprising the Potential Participating Parcels desirable 
for the development of the Proposed Project, the Developer shall advance to the City and/or 
Authority, as applicable, aH costs associated ·with the exercise of such eminent domain authority 
(including all court costs and :reasonable iegaI foes), as well as all acquisition costs including, but 
not limited to, the payment of fair market value for each of the condemned parcels as determined 
by the Court, or pursuant to a negotiated acquisition or settlement agreement, as approved by the 
Developer (the ''Expanded Developer Contribution") within a reasonable amount of time foHowing 
wntten notice from the City and/or Authority requesting the Expanded Developer Contribution; 
provided, however, that before the City and/or the Authority take any act.ions with respect to 
exercising such eminent domain authority as to any such Pa.reel for which the City am:Vor the 
Authority requests the Expanded Developer Contribution, it or they, as applicable, shall first obtain 
the Developer's consent (which shal! not be unreasonabJy \.vithheld, conditioned or delayed} to 
such actions, In addition, subject to the aforesaid prior consent, the Developer shall aJso pay all 
legally required relocation costs associated with such acquisition, With the exception of the court 
costs and reasonable attorney fees advanced and paid by the Developer for the eminent domain 
action undertaken by the City and!or the Authority, as applicable, all such advanced acquisition 
costs shall be credited against the ''Payment Consideration Amount" as defined and described in 
Section 6(c) below, payable by the Developer to the City and/or the Authority, as applicable, for 
the conveyance of the applicable portions of the Study Area Site, The Parties agree that, upon the 
acquisition by the City and/or the Authority, as applicable, of any Potential Participating Paree.I 
pursuant to this Section J(g), such Potentia1 Participating Parcel shall, for aH purposes of this 
Agreement, be deemed to be a City Parcel or Agency Parcel, as the case may be, 

Section 4. Exclysive Negotiation .P,giod, 

THE EXCLUSIVE NEGOTIATING PERIOD SHALL, If NOT SOONER 
TERMINATED AS PROVIDED IN SECTION 8, TERMINATE ON THE DATE THAT rs 
THIRTY-SIX (36) MONTHS AFTER THE EFFECTfVE DATE HEREOF, SUBJECT TO 
EXTENSION AS PROVIDED IN THIS AGREEMENT FOR FORCE MAJEURE Af..YD 
CHALLENGES, HOWEVER, THE EXCLUSIVE NEGOTIATING PERIOD MAY ALSO BE 
EXTENDED BY THE !v1UTUAL WRITTEN CONSENT OF THE PARTIES FOR ONE 
ADDITIONAL PERIOD OF SIX (6) MONTHS. THE CffY J\,1ANAGER .fv1AY: (1) GRANT 
SUCH EXTENSION FOR AND ON BEP..ALF OF THE CITY; AND (2) GRA.NT SUCH 
EXTENSION IN HIS CAPACITY AS EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE SUCCESSOR 
AGENCY, FOR AN"D ON BEHALF OF THE SUCCESSOR AGENCY, AND (3) GRANT SUCH 
EXTENSION IN HIS CAPACITY AS EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE AUTHORITY FOR 
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AND ON BEHALF OF THE AUTHORITY, ALL OF WHICH IN HTS REASONABLE 
DISCRETION. HOWEVER, NOTWITHSTANDfNG THE FOREGOING, THE CITY 
h>'IANAGER AND IN ms CAPACITY AS EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SHALL NOT DENY 
ANY REQUESTED EXTENSfON !PAT THE TIME OF THE REQUEST BY DEVELOPER, 
THE PUBLIC ENTITIES ARS UNABLE TO SIGN ADDA DUE TO HS FAILURE TO: (!) 
COMPLETE ANY APPUCABLE ENVIRONMENT AL REVIEW NECESSARY FOR THE 
PUBUC ENTITIES TO SIGN A DDA; OR on SATISFY ANY CONDITION OR 
REQUfREMENT OF AB 26, . . f) . 

rnitials: *' See,_J{tJ.-J ____ t:99. e * 
Developer ---·-j 

If the City Manager and ln his capacity as Exeta1tive Director, has granted a written 
extension of the term of this A&,rreement as provided hereinabove, then the Parties shall within such 
extended tem1, and subject to Developer's right to terminate this Agreement under Section 8(b), 
continue to negotiate in good faith a DDA in accordam:ce with the terms ofthis. Agreement for the 
proposed development of the Proposed Project on the Study Area Site, and the Exclusive 
Negotiating Period under this Agreement shal.! be deemed extended for the period of the extension, 

However, notwithstanding the foregoing, the City Manager and in his capacity as 
Executive Director may, in his sole discretion, submit any extension request to the City Council, 
the Successor Agency and the Authority for their consideration consistent with this Section 4, 

Section 5, Non-Refundable Deposit Developer, within twenty-four (24) hours after 
City's approval of the Prior ENA, deposited with the City the sum of One Million Five Hundred 
Thousand Dollars ($1,500.,000) which amount constituted and is referred to herein as the "Non~ 
Refundable Deposit" The Non-Refundable Deposit was paid as consideration to the Public 
Entities for entering into the Prior ENA am:! shall be used as consideration for the Public Entities 
entering into this Agreement, and the City shall have the right, but not the obligation to use or 
spend the proceeds of the No:n*Refundable Deposit towards the payment of certain administrative 
costs and any other related expenses incurred by the Public Entities (the "City Expenses") relative 
to the negotiation and preparation ofa DDA and/or the implementation of the various obligations 
of the Public Entities as set forth in this Agreement. All proceeds of the Non-Refimdable Deposit 
shall be 1he sole property of the City upon submittal by Developer, and shall in 110 event be 
refundable, in who.le or 111 part,. to the Developer for any reason including, but not limited, to the 
Parties' inability to enter into a DDA. 

Section 6, Dis9osition qpd Devel9pm_ent Agr~ement Subject to the Parties' rights to 
terminate this Agreement under Sect.ion 8, the Parties hereby acknowledge and agree that during 
the Exclusive Negotiation Period, the Parties shall use their respective good faith efforts to 
negotiate and enter into a ODA which shall include, but not be limited to, the following terms, 
The Parties hereby acknowledge that the following terms set forth a genera! outline for the Parties 
going forward and that the DDA will contain substantial additional terms which, through mutual 
negotiation and agreement, may differ from the following specific provisions and that nothing 
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AND ON BEHALF OF THE AUTHORITY, ALL fJF WHICH IN HIS REASONABLE 
DISCRETION. HOWEVER, NOTWITHSTANDING THE FOREGOING, THE CITY 
MANAGER Al'\ID IN HIS CAPACITY AS EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SHALL NOT DENY 
ANY REQUESTED EXTENS10N IF AT THE TIME OF THE REQUEST BY DEVELOPER, 
THE PUBLIC ENTITIES ARE UNABLE TO SIGN ADDA DUE TO ns FAILURE TO; (Q 
COMPLETE ANY APPLICABLE ENVIRONMENT AL REVIEW NECESSARY FOR THE 
PUBUC ENTITIES TO SIGN A DDA; OR (HJ SATISFY ANY CONDITION OR 
REQUIREMENT OF AB 26, 

Initials: ~-
Developer City 

Successor Agency Authority 

If the City Manager and in his capacity as Executive Director, has granted a. written 
extension of the term. of this Agreement as provided hereinabove, then the Parties shall within such 
extended term, and subject to Developer's right to terminate this Agreement under Section S(b), 
continue to negotiate in good faith a DDA in accordance with the terms of this Agreement for the 
proposed development of the Proposed Project on the Study Area. Site, and the Exclusive 
Negotiating Period under this Agreement shall be deemed extended for the period of the extension, 

However, notwithstanding the foregoing, the City Manager and in his capacity as 
Executive Director may, in his sole discretion, submit any extension request to the City Council, 
the Successor Agency and the Authority for their consideration consistent with this Section 4. 

Section 5. Non-Refundable DePQsk Developer, within. twenty-four (24) hours after 
City's approval of the Prior ENA, deposited with the City the sum of One MiHion Five Hundred 
Thousand Dollars ($1,500,000) which amount constituted and is referred to herein as the "Non
Refundable Deposit" The Nori-Refundable Deposit was paid as consideration to the .Public 
Entities for entering into the Prior ENA and shall be used as consideration for the Public Entities 
entering into this Agreement, and the City shall have the right~ but not the obligation to use or 
spend the proceeds of the Non-Refundable Deposit towards the payrnent of certain administrative 
costs and any other related expenses incurred by the Pubtic Entities (the "City Expenses") relative 
to the negotiation and preparation of a ODA andior the implementation of the various obligations 
ofthe Public Entities as set forth in this Agreement All proceeds ofthe Non-Refundable Deposit 
shall be the sole property of the City upon submittal by Developer, and shall in no event be 
refundable, in whore or in part, to the Developer for any reason including, but not limited, to the 
Parties' inability to enter into a DDA, 

Section 6. Disposition and Development Agreement Subject to the Parties' rights to 
terminate this Agreement under Section K, the Parties hereby acknowledge and agree that during 
the Exclusive Negotiation Period, the Parties shall use their respective good faith efforts to 
negotiate and enter into a DDA which shalt incJude. but not be limited to, the following tem1s. 
The Parties hereby acknowledge that the foilowing terms set forth a geneml outline for the Parties 
going forward and that the DDA will contain substantial additional terms which, through mutual 
negotiation and agreement, may differ from the following specific provisions and that nothing 
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herein binds the Public Entities to undertake any action except in compliance with CEQA as 
provided in Section 7: 

(a) A Scope of Development setting forth the specific development components of the 
Proposed Project including the total square feet of the Proposed Project, the num.ber of required 
parking spaces and the design parameters for the Study Area Site including, but not be limited to, 
demolition and clearance activity on the Study Area Site, building height, acceptable architectural 
and .landscape quality, access and ci.rcu!ation, determination of parcel boundaries, on-site and off~ 
site improvements, site-perimeter treatment, landscaped buffers, parking, signage, fighting, and 
easements, if applicable. The design of the Proposed Project to be developed within the Study 
Area Site by the Developer shall be reasonably consistent with any concept, plans, schematics and 
drawings approved by the City. 

(b) Developer's submittal to ~he City of various concepts, p!ans, schematics and 
drawings depicting the development ofthe .Proposed Project within the Study Area Site on aphase
by-phase basis, the final construction plans and all other items and materials required by the City 
for its approval consideration of the Entitlements needed for the Proposed Project within the Study 
Area Site. Prior to conveyance of the Potential Arena Site to the Deve!ope.r or as soon thereafter 
as they are completed, the Developer shall provide concept and schematic plans for the entire 
Proposed Project as well as final constrnc!ion plans and any other related items or materials 
required for the development of the Proposed Project on the Potential Arena Site. 

(c) Any DDA that may be negotiated and entered into pursuant to this Agreement by 
the Parties shall provide that the Developer shall pay a purchase price of not less than fair market 
value for the conveyance of the City Parcels and Agency Parcels (which fair market value shall be 
determined by an appraisal of the City Parcels and Agency Parcels using a valuation date as of the 
Effective Date), and if applicable, by the Authority (coHectivdy, the "Payment Consideration 
Amount"), Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Payment Consideration Amount shaH be subject to 
reduction as a consequence of any payment obligation of the Developer attributable to all 
reasonable costs associated with any environmental remediation reasonably approved by the 
Public Entities required for the development of the Proposed Project on the Potential A..rena Site 
in accordance with remediation procedures established by any applicable governing or public 
entity having jurisdiction over the remed !atlon of the Study Area Site and for the payment by the 
Developer of any advance pursuant to Section 3(g) above, 

(d) Estah!ishmenl of a detailed Schedule of Perforrnance in whlch an acquisition and 
construction schedule for the development ofthe Proposed Project on the Potential Arena Site will 
be provided and the time frame for the submittal of final plans and specifications by the Developer 
for approval consideration by the Public Entities, consistent with the approved Scope of 
Development The Schedule shaU also include Developer participation in community 
presentations for the expressed purpose of allowing community residents to review the plans as1d 
drawings, 

( e) The operation and management of the Proposed Project by the Developer in a good 
and professional man.nee 
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(f) The maintenance of landscaping, buildings and improvements in good condition 

and satisfactory state of repair so as to be attractive to the community residents, 

(g) The operation ofthe proposed development of the Proposed Project on the Potential 
Arena Site by the Devdoper in compliance with a!l applicable equal opportunity standards 
established by Federal, California State and local law. 

(h) If the City detennines in its reasonable discretion that the financial status of 
Developer and the (i-uarantor is not sufficient to satisfy the ob! igations of the Developer under any 
DDA, then the City may mandate a provision requiring the Developer's contractor to provide a 
payment and performance bond ensuring the ob!igations of said contractor, where necessary, 

(i) The payment by Developer on or before the execution of the DDA by City of a 
Good Faith Deposit in a fonn provided for in the DDA, in the amount provided in the DDA, which, 
at the option of the Developer, may be applied towards the Payment Consideration Arnount 

U) A provision providing that the Developer shall be solely responsible for all 
development costs of the Proposed Project Neither the Public Entities, nor any of their officers, 
employees, consultants or agents have provided any direct or indirect information or taken any 
position which in any v,tay would indicate that the proposed development of the Proposed Project 
on the Potential Arena Site is or is not subject to the State of Ca!!fomia's prevaiting wage 
requirements. 

(k) A sources and uses budget) which shaH be based upon a financial pro forrna that 
has been reasonably approved by the City, and a feasible method of financing, reasonably 
demonstrating to the City the availability of all funds needed to comp.!ete the development of the 
Proposed Project on t.he Potential Arena Site. The ODA shall require the submittal of 
docuxnentatkm of aU proposed construction loans and owner equity needed to carry out the 
proposed method of financing. Developer agrees to make continuing foll disclosure to the City of 
its proposed methods of financing, including the financing of any off-s.ite improvements that are 
required to obtain the necessary entitlements for the Proposed Project on the Potential Arena Site. 

(l) it is the intention of the Public Entities and Developer that the disposition and 
deveiopment of the Potential Arena Site be completed in a timely and an expeditious manner. 
Accordingly, a Schedule of Performance shall be included encompassing appropriate and 
necessary legal, administrative1 transfer of property ovmernhip and interests, financial and 
construction benchmarks to be met by the appropriate Party, together with required conditions 
precedent for the conveyance of the Potential Arena Sile or applicable portions thereof, induding 
vvithout limitation adequate evidence of financing and entitlements for the proposed development 
of the Potential Arena Site< The Schedule of Performance shall be subject to extension for: 
(a) "Force Majeure" (a period of time equal to any period of delay experienced by Developer due 
to strikes, civil riots, war, invasion, fire or other casualty, acts of God, unavailability of labor or 
materiaJs, adverse weather conditions, act or failure to act of governmentaJ or quasi-governmental 
authorities or utilities, including failure or delay in issuing necessary approvals, permits and 
licenses, and zoning changes and any act or failure to act of third~party utility service providers, 
or other causes beyond the reasonable control of Developer; and (b) in the event of an 
administrative appeal, judicial challenge, or filing an application for referendum for such approval 
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to any of the Entitlements (coHecrively a "Challenge'') until the Challenge is finally resolved on 
terms satisfactory to Developer or waived in its sole discretion. 

(m) Appropriate controls to regulate the use of the Potential Arena Site, including but 
not !im.ited tn an Agreement Affecting Real Property, setting forth the ongoing uses, tenant 
selection criteria and maintenance obligations ~"'ith respect to the Potential A.rem1 Site in the form 
of covenants binding on all successors and assigns, 

(n) Subject to the adjustment to the Payment Consideration Amount as contemp!ated 
in Section 6(c) hereof. the Developer's responsibility for a!! costs and fees associated with the 
removal or remediation of any potentially Hazardous Materials from the Potential Arena Sitei and 
demolition and clearance of all improvements on the Potential Arena Site; 

(o) The DOA shall be subject to the City's standard insurance requirements for the 
development of the Potential Arena Site and all other applicable and customary City policies; 

(p) The Developer shaH use its best efforts to utilize (subject to Developer''s right to 
impose customary screening and qualification standards on aU hires} local residents and 
community business,es In all aspects of the development of the Proposed. Project 

(q) In order to attempt to provide additional employment opportunities for Inglewood 
residents and businesses, the Developer shall engage in the following process with the goal of 
hi.ring qualified Inglewood residents for no less than 30fJ'Q of the construction workforce for the 
Proposed Project from a list of targeted zip codes mutually agreed upon by the City and Developer 
and 35% of the employment positions needed in connection with Developer's operation of the 
Potential Arena Site after completion of the Proposed Project (i) upon commencement of a job 
search, pubfication of employment opportunities in a newspaper of genera! circulation in 
Ing!evmod, social media and the City's website, and (ii) utilization of the resources and networks 
of the WOGP to create a community resource ilst that includes South.bay Workforce Inve~t.ment 
Board as the primary resource agency and other simif ar organizations whose capabl!ities are 
matched with the particular needs of the Proposed Project. Developer and its contractors, 
subcontractors and vendors' obligations with respect to this goa[ shall be satisfied by engaging in 
the following activities: (w) utilization of the WOCP to identify and solicit qualified foglewood 
residents; (x) coordination with organizations such a.:; the fng!ewood Airport Chamber of 
Commerce and Inglewood Partners for Progress to identify and solicit quaUfied Inglewood. 
residents; (y) ftmd!ng by Developer and participation in job fairs as may be reasonably requested 
by City and (z) coordination of local jobs training programs including pre-apprentice programs 
with the Southbay Workforce Investment Board as the primary resource agency and other local 
job resource agencies. 

{r) To the extent legally permissible, Developer shall. designate, and shall cause its 
contractors, subcontractors, vendors and other third parties under its control or with whom it enjoys 
privity of contract to designate the City of Inglewood as the point of sale for California sales and 
use tax purposes (to the extent the payment of sales and. use taK is required by applicable law), for 
all purchases of materials, fixtures, furniture, machinery, equipment and supplies for the 
development of the Potential Arena Site during construction there.of. 
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(s) The delivery to the City on or before the City's execution of the DDA of a 

Pe:formance and Completion Guaranty of an individual or entity (the "Guarantor,;) having a net 
worth at !east equaJ to that of the Guarantor approved by the City in its sole and absolute discretion, 
assuring the timely performance o.fthe Developer's obligations under the DDA 

(t) The installation and placement of appropriate signage on the Potential Arena Site 
identifying the use of the Potential Arena Site as a premier and state of the art NBA arena and 
certain ancBl.ary uses related to and compatible with the operation of the arena, 

(u) Additional envimmnental, feasibility, Entitlementsi NBA approval as1d/or other 
contingencies on the obligations of the Parties. 

Section 7. California Environrnenta:l Qua1it~. Execution ofa ODA shall be subject 
to compliance with the California Envirornnenta.! Quality Act ("CEQA"), California Public 
Resources Code §§ 21000 et ~· (as amended$ and including any successor statutes and 
regulations promulgated pursuant thereto). In this regard, the City may conduct an Initial Study 
oftbe Proposed Project pursuant to Title 14, Division 6, Chapter 3, Section l 5063 ofthe California 
Code of Regulations or other appropriate documentation in order to determine the appropriate 
environmental documents and procedures that may be necessary to comply with CEQA as to the 
consideration and potential. approval of any DDA by the Public Entities relating to the Proposed 
Project The Developer hereby agrees to provide all assistance to the City necessary for the Public 
Entities to carry out their obligations under CEQA. in the event the City detennines after 
consultation with the Developer, but in its independent judgment or any time determines that 
additiona1 Environmental Review is required pursuant to CEQA, all such costs of the additional 
environmental work shal! be the responsibility of the Developer as required by CEQA ff the 
Proposed Project is found to cause significant adverse impacls that cannot be mitigated, the Public 
Entilies retain absolute discretion to require implementation of mitigation measures, modify the 
Proposed Project or select feasible alternatives to mitigate or avoid significant adverse 
environmental impacts, reject the Proposed Project as proposed if the economic and social benefits 
of th~ Proposed Project do not out\veigh othen.vise unavoidable significant adverse impacts of the 
Proposed Project, or approve the Proposed Project upon a finding that the economic, social, or 
other benefits of the Proposed Project outweigh unavoidable significant adverse impacts of the 
Pmp•)sed Project. 

Section 8. Tem1ination. 

(a) Any Party may terminate this Agreement if another Party should materially fail to 
comply with and perform in a timely manner all provisions hereof to be performed by the Party, 
or If no progress is being made in the DDA negotiations as a result of its failure to negotiate a 
DDA in good faith as required hereby, The Party daiming a failure shall give thirty (30} days 
"vritten notice to the other Parties specifying any failure under the te.rms of this Agreement The 
Party claiming failure shall not terrrJinate this A.greement if the other Part:y(ies) cures the 
deficiency(ies) specified in the notice v.rithin said thirty (JO) day period, or commences to cure to 
completion the deficiency(ies) in the event such defidency(ies) cannot be cured within the 
requisite thirty (30) day period. 
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(b) Developer may at any time and for any reason during the Exclusive Negotiating 

Period elect not to proceed with the Proposed Project Upon such an election Developer shall 
promptly provide written notice of termination of this Agreement to the other Parties, 

(c) Upon a termination of thi.s Agreement pursurult to the foregoing Section 8(a) or 
Section 8{b), (i) no portion of the Non~Refundable Deposit shall be returned to th~ Developer and 
the entire amount shall be reta.ined by the City as its property, (ii) but any funds advanced by the 
Developer to the City and/or Authority pursuant to Section 3(g) shall be retu.'11ed to the Developer 
(less reasonable attomeys' fees and costs incurred by the Public Entities in connection with the 
eminent domain proceedings, including, but not limited to, any damages payable to the owners 
and/or tenants of the Potential Participating Parcels and/or their respective legal counsel associated 
with the abandonment of the eminent dornaln proceedings as required to be paid under California 
law; provided however, lfthe City and/or Authority elect to continue to proceed with any eminent 
domain action commenced prior to the termination of this Agreement following the termination of 
this Agreement, the City and/or the Authority sha!l be solely responsible for the payment o.f any 
awards, settlements or judgments in any such action and any costs associated with such action 
incurred after the tem1ination of this Agreement), and (iii) the Parties shall have no further 
ob.ligations to each other except for those obligations, if any, which by the terms of this Agreement 
expressly survive its terminati.on. 

Section 9, Governing Law, This Agreement and the legal relations between the parties 
hereto shaH be governed by and construed and enforced in accordance with the la\NS of the State 
of California, Moreover, the parties hereby agree that in the event oflitigation between the parties, 
venue for litigation brought in any state court shall He exclusively in the County of Los Angeles, 
Superior Court, Southwest District located at 825 f".1aple Avenue, Torrance, California 90503* 
5058, and venue for any litigation brought in any federal court sha!l lie exclusively in the Central 
District of California, Los Angeles. 

Section 10. bi'Jl .. QJJ}~r_Agrn~m.~~D.l- This Agreernen! constitutes the entire agreement of the 
parties hereto with respect to the subject matter hereof There are no agreements or understandings 
between the parties and no representations by either party to the other as an inducement to enter 
into this Agreement, except as expressly set forth herein, AH prior negotiations between the parties 
are superseded by this Agreement This Agreement may not be altered, amended or modified 
except by a written agreement executed by the Parties. Notwithstanding anything provided herein 
to the contrary, whether expressed or implied, neither the Public Entities nor the Developer shall 
have any obligation to enter into a DOA with the other party and neither Public Entities nor the 
Developer, nor any of their respective officers, members, staff or agents have made any promises 
to the other party other than to exclusively negotiate in good faith with the other party during the 
Exdusive Negotiating Period, and no statements of either the PubHc Entities or their respective 
officers, members, staff or agents as to future obligations shall be binding upon the Pub! ic Entities 
until Environmental Review has been completed and a DDA has been approved by the Public 
Entities, and duly executed by the Mayor of the City and Chairman of the Successor Agency and 
Authority, respectively. 

Section l 1, Prohibit!gJLAm.~t.A~~~~~ 
Site. This Agreement shall not be assigned or transferred by the Developer without th.e prior 
written consent of the Public Entities \.vh.ich may not he unreasonably with.held by the Public 
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Entities, The Public Entities shall not voluntarily transfer their respective interests in any portion 
of the Study Area Site during the term of this Agreement to any third party but shall he allowed to 
transfer to either the City or the Authority their respective interests in the parcels comprising the 
Study Area Site, 

Section 12. NQtices. Any notice which is required or tvhich may be given hereunder may 
be delivered or mailed to the party to be notified, as .follows: 

If to the Developer: 

Murphy's Bow! LLC 
P.O, Box l 558 
Bellevue, WA 98009-1558 
Attention: Brandt A Vaughan 

With a copy to: 

Murphy's Bowl LLC 
do SP1 Holdings 
88 Kearny Street, Suite l 818 
San Francisco, CA 94108-
Attention: Dermis 1 Wong 

With a copy to: 

Wilson Meany 
Four Embarcadero Center, Suite 3330 
San Francisco, CA 941 l 1 
Attention: Chris Meany 

With a copy to: 

Ring Hunter Holland & Schenone, LLP 
985 Moraga Road, Suite 2l 0 
Lafayette, CA 94549 
Attention: Chris Hunter, Esq, 

Witb a copy to: 

Helseil Fettemmn LLP 
1001 Fourth Avenue, Suite 4200 
Seattle, WA 98 I 54 
Attention: Mark Rising, Esq. 
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H to the Public Entities: 

City of lnglewood!Successor Agency/Authority 
One Manchester Boulevard, 9th Floor 
Inglewood, California 9030 l 
Attention: Artie Fields, City Manager/Executive Director 
Attention: Christopher E, Jackson, Sr,, ECDD }1fanager 

With a copy to: 

Ing!eivood City Attomey/Sm::cessor Agency and Authority 
General Counse.! 
One Manchester Boulevard, 8th Floor 
fog!ewood, Ca!Ifomia 90301 
Attention: Kenneth R. Campos, Esq., City Attorney 

With a copy to: 

Kane, Ballmer and Berkman 
City/Successor Agency and Authority Specia.J Counsel 
515 S. Figueroa Street, Suite 780 
Los Angeles, CA 90071 
Attention: Royce K Jones, Esq., 

Section B. Ng_{:ommitJJlenJ_1n_t'umrpv~_J1DA, Noti.vithstanding any provision of this 
Agreement, the Developer acknowledges and agrees that nothing in this Agreement shall obligate 
the Public Entities to approve a DDA nor any proposed development within the Study Area Site 
or shall othenvise express.!y or impliedly obligate the Public Entities to sell and/or lease any 
property or interests therein. The Developer further acknowledges and agrees that the approval of 
this Agreement and a ODA and any participation in any portion of the Proposed Project by the 
Public Entities shall be in the sole and absol.ute (.fa;cretion of the Public Entities. The Developer 
further acknowledges and agrees that this Agreement does not confer upon the Developer the right 
to have a DDA or develop the Proposed Project within the Study Area Site or any portion thereof 
absent an approved and executed DDA by the Public Entities, The Public Entitles acknowledge 
and agree that nothing in this Agreement shall obligate the Deve.!oper to enter into a DDA, 
provided, however, that the Developer shall promptly notify the Public Entities ff it elects not to 
proceed with the Proposed Project The Parties in no way intend for this Agreement to waive or 
restrict the Public Entities' exercise of their independent, discretionary judgrnent with regard to 
CEQA or a DDA for the development of the Proposed Project within the Study Area Site or any 
portion thereof, or any City discretionary decisions or determinations relative to Entitlements 
required for the Proposed Project. 

Section J 4. Progi:.ess R,,egorts. from time-to-time, as requested by City, by prior written 
notice to the Developer, the Developer shall make oral and v.Titten progress .reports advising the 
City on all matters related to the proposed development, including financial feasibility analyses, 
construction cost estimates, marketing studies, and similar due diligence matters. Ail third party 
non-legally privileged work product documents and due diligence material (not including 
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• • 
confidential materials and proprietary economic data, but inctu9ing engineering studies, soils 
studies, environmental studies and similar work product relating to the Study Area Site which is 
required to he submitted to the City in connection with the Plot Plan Review for the Proposed 
Project) (the "Work Product"), shall be made available to the City, without any representation., 
warranty or liability to the Developer, I.n the event of the termination of this Agreement without 
the execution of a DDA by the Publi.c Entities and the Deve1oper (other than in the event of a 
default by the City), the City shall have the right, in ils sole discretion, to take possession of any 
and all Work Product oivned by Developer (subject to any retained rights of the party preparing 
said Work Product) and use such documents and information contained therein in connection vlith 
development within the Study Area Site; provided however, Developer makes no representation 
or warranty with respect to such documen.ts and inforrn.ation; pursuant to which, Developer shall 
have no !iabi!ity to the Public Entities, or any other person or entity in connection with providing 
such documents, the contents thereof and the Public Entities* (or any other person's or entity's) 
reliance on such documents or informatiorL 

Section l 5. Di$.:i;::~. At the \Vritten request of the City, the Developer agrees to disclose 
to City it.s partners, principals, officers, stockholders, associates, and of all other material, non* 
privileged non-proprietary pertinent inforrnation concerning the proposed development and the 
Developer. including the Developer's consultants and the design, financing, and development 
teams proposed by the Developer and the respective roles and responsibilities of all such parties. 

Section 16. ~o;.Qperation. Each Party shall cooperate with the other Party and provide such 
additional information and data relating to the proposed development of the Proposed Project with 
the Study Area Site, including financing of the Proposed Project, or any necessary information 
about the development experience of the Developer and any other participants as the City may 
request from lime to time. 

Section 17. Broker§. The Public Entities shall not be liable in any manner for any real 
estate com:m.ission or brokerage fees which may arise from the transactions contemplated by this 
Agreement other than any broker engaged in WTiting by the Public Entities. The Public Entities 
and the Developer each represent that it has engaged no broker, agent, or finder in connection with 
this transaction, and the Developer agrees to inderrmify and hold the Public Entities harmless from 
any daim by any broker, agent, or finder retained by the DevelopeL 

(a) The Developer sha!! be solely responsible for all necessary testing of the Study 
Area Site for hazardous materials pursuant to aH applicable laws, statutes, rules and regulations, 
Upon fee andlor leasehold acquisition of each parcel of the Study Area Site, as applicable, the 
Developer shall also be responsible for making each such parcel of the Study Area Site usable for 
the proposed development of the proposed Project on such parce! as a result of any Study Area 
Site conditions including, \Vithout limitation, flood zones, AlquistwPriolo Earthquake Fault Zoning 
Act, and similar matters, For purposes of this Agreement, "hat.ardous materials'' shall mean any 
substance, material or waste which is or becomes regulated by any local governmental authority, 
the State of California and/or the United States Government, inducting, but not limited to asbestos; 
po!ychiorinated biphenyls (whether or not highly chJorinated); radon gas; radioactive materiais; 
explosives; chemicals known to cause cancer or reproductive toxicity.; hazardous wiH.;te, toxic 
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substances or related materials; petroleum and petroleum product, including, but not limited to, 
gasoline and diesel fuel; those substances defined as a "Hazardous Substance", as defined by 
Section 9601 of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 
l 980, 42 U-8.C. 9601, et seq,, or as "Hazardous Waste" as defined by Section 6903 of the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C. 690 l, et seq.; an "Extremely Hazardous Waste/' a 
"Hazardous Waste" or a "Restricted Hazardous Waste," as defined by The Hazardous Waste 
Control Law under Section 25 l l 5, 25117 or 25 I 22, 7 of the California Health and Safety Code, or 
is listei..i or identified pursuant to Section 25140 of the Ca!ifomia Health and Safety Code; a 
"Hazardous Material", "Hazardous Substance," "'Hazardous \Vaste" or "Toxic Air Contrunina.'1e' 
as defined by the California Hazardous Substance Account Act, laws pertaining to the underground 
storage of hazardous substances, hazardous materials release response plans, or the California 
Clean Air Act under Sections 25316, 2528 l, 25501, 25501. l or 39655 ofthe California Health and 
Safety Code; "OW or a llHar..ardous Substanceu !isted or identified pursuant to 311 of the Federal 
Water PoUution Control Act, 33 U.S.C, 1321; a "Hazardous Waste/' "Extremely Hazardous 
Waste" or an· "Acute.!y Hazardous Waste" J isted or defined pursuant to Chapter 11 of Tit.le 22 of 
the California Code of Regulations Sections 66261. 1 through 66261. I 26; chemicals listed by the 
State of California under Proposition 65 Sate Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986 
as a chemical known by the State to cause cancer or reproductive toxicity pursuant to Section 
25249.8 of the California Health and Safety Code; a material which due to its characteristics o.r 
interaction with one or more other substances, chemical compounds, or mixtures, material!y 
damages or threatens to materially damage, health, safety, or the environment, or is requ[red by 
any law or pubtic agency to he remediated, including remediation which such law or government 
agency requires in order for the Potential Arena Site to be put to the rmrpose proposed by this 
Agreement; any material whose presence would require remediation pursuant to the guidelines set 
forth in the State of California Lea!dng Underground fuel Tank Field Manual, whether or not the 
presence of such material resulted from a leaking underground fuel tank; pesticides regulated under 
the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act, 7 U,S,C, 136 et seq.; asbestos, PCBs, and 
other substances regulated under the Toxic Substances Control ;\ct, 15 U.S,C. 2601 et seq.; any 
radioactive material including, without limitation, any "source material,'' "special nuclear 
material," "by~product material," ''!ow-!evel wastes," "high-level .radioactive waste," "spent 
nuclear fu.el'! or "tr~1suranic waste'' and any other radioactive materials or radioactive wastes, 
ho\vever produced, regulated under the Atomic Energy Act, 42 lLS.C. 201 i et seq., the Nuclear 
Waste Policy Act, 42 LLS.C, 10101 et seq,. or pursuant to the California Radiation Control Law, 
California Health and Safety Code, Sections 25800 et seq.; hazardous substances regulated under 
the Occupational Safety and Health Act, 29 U .S.C. 651 et seq,, or the California Occupational 
Safety and Health Act, California Labor Code, Sections 6300 et seq.; and/or regulated under the 
Clean Air Act, 42 U,S.C. 7401 et seq, or pursuant to Th.e California Clean Air Act, Sections 3900 
et seq. of the California Health and Safety Code. Any studies and reports generated by the 
Developer's testing for hazardous materials shall be made available to the City upon the City's 
request The City will deliver to the Developer al! aetuaHy kno"'1n reports with.in its possession or 
under its control regarding Hazardous .Materials relating to the Study Area Site. 

(b) Upon the execution by Developer of a right of entry agreement acceptable in form 
and substance to the .Public Entities, and upon Developers satisfaction of conditions precedent 
therein, which agreement and conditions precedent shall include indemnification of the Public 
Entities, insurance .of the Public Entities and the provision of adequate security for the restoration 
of the area accessed to substantially lts condition prior to any such permitted entry, the Public 
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Entities shall; subject to the rights of any tenant, permit Developer and/or Developer's 
representatives to enter the Study Area Site at reasonable times for the purpose of soils testing; 
survey work and other predevelopment activities. 

(c) Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, by entering this 
Agreement, neither the Public Entities nor the Developer release, waive, discharge or otherwise 
alter any and all rights to pursue compensation, damages, contribution, indemnification and/ or 
other remedies against any third party, ind uding without limitation, related to Hazardous Materials 
or the dean-up, remediation or disposal thereof 

Section 19, Indemnity, Developer shall indemnify, defend, and hold the Publ.ic Entities, 
and their respective directors, officers, employees, agent1, and successors and assigns (the 
"Indenuutee" in this Section) harmless against all suits and causes of action,. daims, costs, and 
liability, including, but not limited to, reasonable attorney's fees and costs of any litigation, or . 
arbitration or mediation, if any, brought by third parties (1) challenging the validity, legality or 
enforceability of this Agreement or (2) seeking damages which may arise directly or indirectly 
from the negotiation, formation, execution, enforcement or tennination of this Agreement, or 
which are incident to the performance of the activities contemplated in this Agreement. Nothing 
in this Section shaH be construed to mean that Developer shall hold the Inderru:Utee harm.less and/or 
defend the Indemnitee to the extent of any claims arising from, or alleged to arise from the 
negligence, or wmful misconduct or illegal acts of any of the Indemnitees, or the breach by the 
Pubfo::: Entities of an.y agreement relating to the Study Area Site, including but not limited to this 
Agreement and any DDA, if approved, The Public Entities agree to fully cooperate with Developer 
in the defense of any matter .in which Developer is defending and/or holding the fodemnitee 
harmless, The Public Entities may make ail reasonable decisions vlith respect to its representation 
in any legal proceeding, including, but not limited to, the selection of attomey(s). This indemnity 
obligation shall survive the termination of this Agreement 

Section 2(1- No Third Partv Beneficiaries. The Public Entities and the Developer expressly 
acknowledge and agree they do not intend, by their execution of this Agreement, to benefit any 
persons or entities not .signatory to this Agreement, including, without limitation, any brokers 
representing the parties to this transaction< No person or entity not a signatory to this Agreement 
shal ! have any rights or causes of action against ei th.er the Public Entities or the Developer arising 
om of or due to the Public Entities' or the Developer's entry into this Agreement 

Section 21, Offer to Enter Negotiations. This Agreement, when executed by the Developer 
and delivered to the City, shall be deemed to be an offer by the Developer to enter into negotiations 
pursuant to the terms of this Agreement and wHJ then be scheduled jointly for approval 
consideration by the Public Entities. This Agreement must be authorized., executed and delivered 
by the Public Entities within sixty (60) days afti.:T the date of signature by the Developer or the 
Developer shall have the right to withdraw its offer to enter into this Agreement upon v.lfitten 
notice to the Public Entities, The Exclusive Negotiating Period. shall commence and this 
Agreement shall not be effective until the Effective Date, which is the first calendar day of the 
month following the date th.is Agreement has been executed by both of the Parties, which date 
shall be entered on the first paragraph of this Agreement by the Public Entities after approval of 
this Agreement 
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Section 22, Public E~. The Developer understands and agrees that in the event 

of the termination or expiration of this Agreement without the execution of a DDA, the Public 
Entities shaU have the right$ in their respective discretion, to comrnence exclusive negotiations 
with any other third party developer selected for the development of the parcels comprising the 
Study Area Site, without the need for any consultation or approval by the Developer. The 
Developer acknowledges and agrees that it wiil not receive any property interest in the Study Area 
Site of any kind as a result of entering into this Agreement. 

In the event the Developer executes a DDA consistent with the provisions of this 
Agreernent prior to the tenn.ination or expiration of the Exclusive Negotiating Period, then within 
sixty (60) days of the delivery to City of such DDA, the Public Entities shall consider ~ihethcr to 
approve o.r disapprove such DDA. If the Public Entities' approval does not occur within such 60 
day period, the Developer shall have the right to withdrav; its offer to enter into such DDA upon 
written notice to the Public Entities, 

Section 2J, Counterparts, This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which 
'.vhen so executed shall be deemed an original, and al! ofwhich,. together, sha!l constitute one and 
the same instrument 

Section 24, At;torne.:/s Fees. In the event that either party hereto brings an action or 
proceeding against the other party to enforce or interpret any of the conditions or provisions of this 
Agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover all reasonable attorney's fees and 
expenses and court costs associated with such action or proceeding. 

Section 25, Effegt of Agreement Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, 
the Parties expressly ax.:knov,1.ledge and agree as follows: 

(a) None of the matters described in this Agreement as a purported commitment or 
obligation of the Parties to be contained in a proposed DOA shall have any effect unless and only 
to the extent such matters are expressly set forth in a DOA or other written agreement duly 
authorized, approved and executed by the Parties, .Nonvithstanding any provision of this 
Agreement to the contrary, Developer ackoolv!edges and expressly agrees as follows: (i) that this 
Agreement does not obligate the Public Entities in any way to approve, in whole or .in part, any of 
the matters described in this Agreement, including, without limitation, matters pertaining to !and 
use entitlements or approvals, permits, waivers or reduction of fees, development or any other 
matters (the "Entitlements") to be acted on independently by the City; (ii) that all such required 
Entitlements shall be considered arttl processed by the City in accordance with all applicable City 
requirements and procedures; ruid (iii) that the City reserves all rights to approve, disapprove or 
approve with conditions all such Entitlements in its sole and absolute discretion. Upon the 
execa1tJon of a DDA by the Parties, this Agreement shaH be null and void and of no effect and shall 
he sup-erseded by the terms and conditions of the DDA. 

(b) The Parties shall promptly commence the good faith negotiation of a DDA 
foUmving the execution of this Agreement by the Parties. Ea.ch Party ackno~Nledges and agrees 
that, for the purposes of this Agreement, a Party shall he deemed to be acting !n good faith so long 
as it makes reasonable efforts to attend scheduled meetings, directs its consultants to cooperate 
with the other Parties, provides infommtion necessary for the negotiations to the other Parties, 
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participates in negotiations, and uses commercialty reasonable efforts to promptly revie\v and 
return ·with comments all correspondence, reports, documents,. or agreements received from 
another Party that require such comments, Upon termination of this Agreement for any reason, 
vvithout limiting the provisions of Section 8(c), the obligation of the Parties to negotiate in good 
faith shall terminate. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City, Successor Agency, Authority and Developer have 
executed this Agreement in the City of Inglewood, Los Angeles County,. California. on the date 
here!nabove first set out 

CITY: 

CITY OF INGLEWOOD, 
a rmmiclpal corporation 

r. 
By: _\~-:;_\ J;C&~~~~----

V 
Mayor 

SUCCESSOR AGENCY: 

CHY OF INGLE\VOOD AS SUCCESSOR 
AGENCY TO INGLEWOOD RE1JEVELOPMENT 
AGENCY, a public body, corporate and politic 

By dJ~~ 
Chairman 

AUTHORITY: 

lNGLEWOOD PARKil\!G AUTHORITY, a pub!ic 
body, corporate and politic 

By: g~~i~ 
~e~ 

Chainmm. 

DEVELOPER: 

Murphy's Bowl LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company 

By "*-&e, ~-ext %~ * 
Its: Manager 
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participates in negotiations, and uses commercially reasonable efforts to promptly review and 
return with comments a!! correspondence, reports, documents, or agreements received from 
another Pariy that require such comrnents. Upon termination of this Agreement for any reason, 
without .limiting the provisions of Section 8(c), the obligation of the Parties to negotiate in good 
faith shal I terminate. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City, Successor Agency, Authority and Developer have 
executed this Agreement in the City of Inglewood, Los Angeles County, Cal.ifomia, on the date 
hereinabove first set out 

CITY: 

CffY OF INGLEWOOD, 
a municipal corporation 

By:-------------
James T Butts, k 
Mayor 

SUCCESSOR AGENCY: 

CffY OF fNGLEWOOD AS SUCCESSOR 
AGENCY TO fNOLEWOOD REDEVELOPMENT 
AGENCY, a public body. corporate and politic 

By:-------------
James T. Butts, Jr. 
Chairman 

AUTHOIDTY: 

INGLEWOOD PARKING AUTHORITY, a public 
body, corpo.rate and politic 

James T, Butts, Jr. 
Chairman 

DEVELOPER: 

tvfurphy's Bowl LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
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APPROVED AS TO FOR\'! AND LEGALITY: 

KENNETH R, CAMPOS 

City Attorney/Successor Agency and Authority 
General Counsel ~" 

-.d:Ok 
Kenneth R, Carnpos, Esq. 

APPROVED: 

KANE, BALLMER & BERKMAN 

City/Successor Agency and Authority Spec· i 
Counsel 

By: __ 

ATTEST: 

YVOJ\i1NE HORTON 

City Clerk/Successor Agency and Authority 
Secretarv 
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RESOLUTION NO. 17*0B~fl04 

A RESOLUTION OF THE OVERSIGHT BOA.RD TO CITY OF 

INGLEWOOD AS SUCCESSOR AGENCY TO THE FOR.l\m.R 

INGLEWOOD REDEVELOPMENT' AGENCY FINDIN'G ANJ) 

DETERMIMNG THAT Tim SUCCESSOR AGENCY*S 

AP,ROVAL OF THAT CERTAIN At'!ENDED AND RESTATED 

EXCLUSIVE NEGOTIATING AGREEMENT ON AUGUST 15, 

2017 {ENA), IS CONSISTENT w1m .AJ'ID IMPLEM~TS ITS 

APPROVED LONG-'RANGE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT PLAN 

AND THE REDEVELOPMENT DISSOUJTIO'.N LAW 

11 I WIIEREAS, Assembly Bill xl 26 rl AB 261!) and ABx 27 {11AB 2711
) were passed by the 

12 , I St.ate Legislature on June 15, 2011 and signed by the Govern.or on June 28. 2011, making certain 

13 r changes to Redevelopment Law, including adding Part U! (commencing with Section 34161) and 
! 

14 I Part 1.85 (commencing with Section 34170) ('Part U~5") to Division 24 of the California Health 
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and Safety Code (1'Health and Safety Code") (colkctivelyi '1Dissolution: Lav/'),. and 

\VHEREAS, the California Supreme Court in California Redevelopment Association v, 

Matosantos, Case No. 3194861 upheld the constitutionality of AB 26; and 

WHERE.A.St Health and Safety Code section 34173(a) designates successor agoocies as 

I successor e~tities to former redevelopment agencies; and 
I 

WE:EREAS, upon dissolution of the Inglewood Redevelopment Agency as of February l, 

I 2012, the Inglewood Redevelopment Agency was deemed the Former Inglewood Redevelopment 

Agency ("Former Redevelopment Agency" under Health and Safety Code Section 34173{a); and 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Health and Safety Code section 34173(d)i the City of Inglewood 

presently serves in the capacity of the successor agency to the Former Redevelopment Agency 

(''Successor Agenct'), as confumed by City Council Resohrtion No. 1Zw02 adopted on January 1, 

2012; 

I WHEREAS, AB 26 requires that there shall be an oversight board ("Oversight Board'') 

I established for each cf the former California redevelopment agencys successor agencies to supervise I Pa,ge 1 of3 
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• • 
the activities of the Successor Agency and the wind down of the dissolved Ret,levelopment Agenc,:/s 

affairs pursuant to AB 26; and 

i 

\VHEREAS1 the City of Inglewood, in its capacity as Successor Agency~ ls engaged in 

activities necessary to \Vind down the affairs of the Former Redevelopment Agency; and 

WHEREAS, in ac.con:fance 'lvith Dissolution La'w.\ the Successor Agency prepared and the 

Overnight Board and the State Department of Finance did approve a Long~Range Property 

Management Pian pursuant to AB 26 specifically in conformance with Health & Safety Code section 

34191,5(b) (the 11LRPMP"),; and 

WHEREAS, in furtherance of the LRPDAP, the Successor Agency hai undertaken various 

actio:mt including the action of the Successor Agency on August 15, 2017 approving that certain 

17017•001 3S266S4v5 2 Amended and Restate-0 Exclusive Negotiating Agreement (ENA) by and 

among the City of Inglewood~ Successor Agency and Mmphy's Bowl LLP 1 for the purpose of 

studying the foasibili.ty of disposing of and utilizing certain Successor Agency parcels (in 

combination with certain City of Inglewood parcels as provided in the ENA), and :facititafulg the 

proposed development of a state«of~the«art National Basketball Association (NBA) professional 

basketball arena in the City of Inglewood); and 

'\VHEREASf this Oversight Board has reviewed and co:i:rnidered the ENA staff report and 

comments received by it at this hearing and submitted in writing; and 

WHEREAS, the ENA is subject to reasonable limitations,. conditions and milestones for the 

I achievement of a major development mthln the City of Inglewood that would involve and result in 

j the potential and timely assemblage of certain parcels of :real property ovvned by the Suceessor 

, Agency that, upon disposition by the Successor Agency, would produce and make available to the 

tax entities significant tax revenues that might not otherwise be realized by the taxing entitie:S; and 

WEIEREAS) :nothing in the ENA obligates the Successor Agency or this Oversight Board to 

approve the sale, disposition of any of the Successor Agency.owned parcels or interests therein, nor 

to approve any proposed development thereon, 

WHEREAS, nothing in the ENA or fhls Board's actions herein waives or othernise restricts 

the Successor Agency's or this Oversight Board1s ability to exercise its own independent, 
Page2 of3 
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• • 
discretionary ju<lgr11ent with regard to the California Environmental Quality Act as to the 

development of the Successor Agency»owned parcels or any portion thereof, or interest therein; and 

WHEREAS, this Oversight Board finds the ENA consistent with implementation of the 

NOW, THEREFORE, the Oversight Board to the Chy of Inglewood, as the Successor . 

Agency to the former fogle\vood Redevelopment Agency, does hereby find, determine and resolve 

and order ai; follows: 

Section 1. The foregoing recitals are true and correct, 

Section 2. AH legal prerequisites to the adoption of this Resolution have occurred. 

Stdion 3. The Successor Agency staff is authorized to make such non.material adjustments 

to the ENA as may be appropriate in th.e judgment of the Executive Director of the Successor 

Agency or to accommodate other requests not inconsistent with this Resolution. 

Section 4. The actions of the Successor Agency to date .. in connection with the ENA are 

hereby ratified and approved, 

Sectfon 5. This Resolution shall take effect immediatefy upon its adoption. 

!1077,001 3826684v5 3 

Section 6. The Oversight Board Secretary shall certify as to the adoption of this Resolution. 

PASSED, APPROVED and ADOPTED by the Oversight Board to the City of Inglewood 

as the Successor Agency to the former Inglewood Redevelopment Agency, at a specially scheduled 

meeting hei.d this ?th day of September, 2017 by the follo\.Ving vote, Board Members Margarita 

Cruz. Jo Ann Higd{m,$ Carolyn Hull and Chait James T. Butts; Noes: None; Abstain: None; Absent 

Board Member Eugenio Villa and Vice Chair Brumer 

d~ ~T, Butts, Chairman 

6. ~ J. Castaneda., Deputy Clerk 
ecretacy to the City of Inglewood Former Redevelopment Agency Oversight Board 
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• AGREEMENT NO. • l 7-4 56 (AMENDMENT NO • 1) 
APPROVED: AUGUST L:S, 2017 

AMENDED AND RESTATED EXCLUSIVE NEGOTlA1TNG AGREEl\iENT 
rr"" 

Trus Amended and Restated Exclusive Negotiating Agreement, dated as of M q '.J, 
2017, 1 (the "Agreement"), is made by and among the City of lnglev.'ood, a municipal c ation 
(the ''City"), the City of Inglewood as Successor Agency to the Inglewood Redev opment 
Agem;:,y, a public hody, corporate and politic (the "Successor Agency")i the Inglewood Parking 
Authority, a public body, corporate and politic (the "Authority"), and Murphy's Bowl LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company (the "Developer'l 

The City, Successor Agency and the Authority are sometimes collectively referred to 
herein as the "Public Entities'). The Public Entities and Developer are sometimes herein referred 
to as the "Parties''). 

For and in consideration of the mutual covenants and promises herein, the parties agree as 
.fi;Hows: 

RECITALS 

This Agreement amends and restates in its entirety that certain Exclusive Negotiating 
Agreement previously entered into by the Parties and approved on June 15, 2017 (the "Prior ENA") 
with reference to the following facts: 

A. The subject matter of this Agreement involves certain negotiation parameters 
established by the Parties with respect to a proposed development of an NBA professional 
basketball facility as more specifically described Jn Recital Band generally located on certain real 
property to be subsequently determined by the Parties within the following area of the City: 
Century Boulevard on the north, Prairie Avenue on the west along with nvo parcels located to the 
west of Prairie A venue depicted as the approximately 2J)J acre parcel and the approximately 3 .12 
acre parcel as shown on Exhibit A, the Study Area S.ite Map, then midblock on West 10211d Street 
tm.vard West 10Jf0 Street on the south to Doty Avenue, and then West w2rn1 Street on the south to 
Yukon Avenue, and then Yukon Avenue 011 the east (the "Study Area Site'} The Study .A.rea Site 
is generafly depicted on the ''Study Area Site Map" attached hereto, labeled Exhibit A, and 
Incorporated herein by this reference. Once established by the Parties pursuant to negotiations 
established by this Agreement, the desired parcels of real. properties within the Study Area Site 
\viU be specifically identified and consist of all or some of the following parcels {the "Potential 
Arena Site''): (I) those certain parcels of real property currently owned by the City referred to and 
identified as the "City Parcels" and designated as such on the Study Area Site Map, (2) those 
certain parcels of real property owned by the Successor Agency referred to and identified as the 
"Agency Parcels" and designated as such on the Study Area Site Map, and (3) those certain parcels 
of commercial non-residential real property currently ow11ed by third parties referred to and 
identified as the "Potential Participating Parcels" and designated as such on the Study Area Site 
Map., Under no circurnstances shall the Potential Arena Site include any parcel of real property 

-------- --
1 The "Effective Date" of this Agreement, and the commencement of the Exdusive Negotiating 
Period, shall be the first calendar day of the month following the approval of this Agreement by 
the Public Entities, 
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on which a church or occupied residential use exists. Moreover, in no event shat! the City or the 
Authority undertake any action to acquire any Potential Participating Parcel except in accordance 
with Section 2 and al! applicable law, Neither the City nor the Authority shall be under any 
obligation pursuant to the terms of this Agreement to adopt a resolution of necessity authorizing 
the acquisition of any of the Potential Part:idpating Parcels by eminent domain$ and neither the 
City nor the Authority has committed to do so. 

B, The Developer has proposed development of a premier and state of the art National 
Basketball Association ("NBA") professional basketball arena consisting of approximately l 8~000 
to 20,00Q seats as wel1 as related landscaping~ parking and various other ancillary uses related to 
and compatible vlith the operation and promotion of a state-of-the-art NBA arena withhl the Study 
Area Site (the ''Proposed Project'} 

C It is anticipated by the Parties that, subject to the satisfactkm of ail the provisions 
of this Agreement, including without limitation the determination of the .Potential Arena Site, the 
parcels of real property comprising the Potential Arena Site may be separately conveyed to the 
Developer by each of the City, Successor Agency and/or the Authority in accordance with their 
respective interests in the Potential Arena Site; provided however, and at the discretion of the 
Public Entities, the City Parcels, Agency Pan::eis and the Authority's interest, if any., may be 
singularly conveyed by the City or the Authority to the extent feasible and legally permissible. 
Moreover. it is contemplated by the Parties that conveyance of the City Parcels, Agency Parcels 
and the Authority's interest, if any, by the Public Entities wrn take place conci.mendy with back to 
hack escrow closings to the extent a joint conveyance by the City or the Authority is not legally 
feasible and permissible, 

D. In furtherance of the objectives of the California Redevelopment Dissolution Law, 
as amended ("AB 26"), if the Proposed Project is approved by the Public Entities, the Successor 
Agency shall convey its interests in the Agency Parcels within the Study Area Site (as defined in 
this Agreement) directly to the Developer under applicable provisions contained in AB 26. AB 26 
has required the dissolution of the former Inglewood Redevelopment Agency (the "RON'), The 
conveyance of the Agency Parcels within the Study Area Site shall be conveyed (if approved) 
consistent with the Successor Agency\; approved Long Range Property Management Phm (the 
"LRPMP"), which has been approved by the Successor Agency, the Oversight Board to the 
Successor Agency, and the California Department of Finance (the "DOF''), The Developer 
acknowledges that the Public Entities have not approved the Proposed Project as of the Effective 
Date of this Agreement$ notwithstanding the Agreement's contemplation of the process by ';vhich 
the approvals may be obtained and wm not do so except as provided in this Agreement in the 
exercise of their respective absolute discretion, 

R Subject to the requirements of AB 26, the Successor Agency, along with the City 
and the Authority, has selected. and agreed to negotiate with the Developer for the potential 
conveyance and development of the Agency Parcels (along with the balance of the Study Area 
Site, or applicable portion thereof subsequently deterrnined) as a result of the Developer's 
affiifatlon with an NBA franchise that can be moved to the CJty (subject to NBA approval), and 
the Developer's experience and expressed cmmnltment to expeditiously develop the Proposed 
Project on the Study ,Area Site so as to bolster the economic revitalization of Inglewood and a 
unique opportunity not otherwise avail.able to provide an 1\TBA franchise within the City of 

2 
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Inglewood. The Public Entities have also agreed to negotiate with the Developer for the Proposed 
Project because of: (a) the unique economic development and employment opportunities the 
Proposed Project would provide to the financial base and overaH fiscal stabilit>y of the City that 
might othet'\vise not be available; and (h) the anticipated expansion of the City's presence as a 
major sports and entertainrnent center, 

E No entitlements required or requested by the Developer for the development of the 
Proposed Project will be considered for approval or approved by the Public Entities until the 
requirements of this Agreement have been satisfied, induding \Vithout limitation, the approval of 
a Disposition and Development Agreement ("DDA"} by the Public Entitles as described in Section 
6, compfomce with CEQA as provided in Section 7, and all applicable City land use and Municipal 
Code requirements have been satisfied, 

G, lt is being proposed by the Developer that the Proposed Project be developed in 
mu! :iple phases and that it be developed in a manner consistent with the descriptions) undertakings, 
procedures and other provisions set forth in this Agreement and as specifically set forth in a 
proposed DDA subject to changes or revisions if and as agreed to by the Public Entities and 
Dev.;!oper (subject to the provisions of Section 25 belmv), or as may arise from the City's 
independent regulatory review of the Proposed Project. 

R As a result ofthe qualifications, experience and identity of Developer, which are of 
particular concern to the Public Entities, both individually and collectively, the Public Entities 
desire to enter into this Agreement with the Developer with the objective of negotiating a proposed 
mutually acceptable DDA for consideration by the Public Entities,. providing for the development 
of the Proposed Project consistent with the terms and conditions ofthis Agreement. 

L The Publlc Entities antidpa.te that following execution of this Agreement and 
through the period of negotiation and the preparation of any DDA for the development of the 
Prop•:;sed Project, staff of the City on the behalf of the Public Entities, as weH as certain consultants 
and attorneys hired by the Public Entities v.-iH devote substantial time and effort in revie•.ving plans, 
contacting and meeting with the Developer and various other .necessary thlrd parties, and providing 
other aid and assistance to the Developer in connection with the Proposed Project, as we!! as 
negodating and preparing the proposed DDA described above, 

Section L Definitions, The following terms shall have the meaning ascribed thereto, 
unless the context requires othemise: 

"Agreement'~ means this Amended and Restated Exclusive Negotiating Agreement, by and 
among the City, Successor Agency, the Authority and the Developer, 

'''Authority'' means the Inglewood Parking Authority, a public body organized and existing 
pursoo.nt to rhe California Parking Law of! 949, 

"CEQA'' has the meaning given in Section 7, 

"City'' means the City of Inglewood, a municipal corporation, organized and existing 
pursuant to the constitution and Jaws of the State of California, 
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"DDA" has the meaning given in Recital f, 

"Developer" means Murphy's Bowl LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, 

"Entitlements" has the meaning given in Section 25, 

"Exch1sive Negotiating Period'' means a period of time cons.isting ofthirtyNsix (36) months 
commencing on the Effective Date specified in this Agreement above, subjett to extension as 
provided in this Agreement for Force fvlajeure and Challenges and/or for additional negotiations 
as established by the Public Entities pursuant to Section 4 below, 

"Party" means any party to this Agreement 

"Potential Arena Site" has the meaning given in Recital A 

"Study Area Site" has the meaning given in Recital A 

"Successor Agency" means the City of fnglewood as Successor Agency to the Inglewood 
Redevelopment Agency, a public entity, corporate and politic, established pursuant to AB 26. 

Section 2, Obligations of the Public Entities, 

(a) During the Exclusive Negotiating Period and the sixty (60) day period referred to 
in Section 22 below, the Public Entities shall perform the fol.lowing: (i) review and consider ail 
financial documents required of Developer for the financlng ofthe Proposed Project; and (ii) shall 
not negotiate with or consider any offers or solicitations from, any person or entity, other than the 
Developer, regarding a proposed DDA for the sale, !ease, disposition, and/or development of the 
City Parcels or Agency Parcels within the Study Area Site; provided however, and notwithstanding 
anything contained in this Agreement, the City shall not be precluded from engaging in 
negotiations and discussions with current property O\\'Uers and/or authorized tenants of the 
Potential Participating Parcels for the rehabilitation or development of their respective properties 
in accordance \vith existing City land use regulations and City fvfanicipal Code requirements, and 
any such negotiations and discussions by the City shall not be a violation of this Agreement City 
staff shall be available to meet with the Developer to discuss the proposed deveioprnent of the 
Proposed Project, the site plan and architectural renderings, and any other issues pertinent to the 
preparation of a DDA for the proposed development of the Proposed Project \M:ithin the Study Area 
Site. 

(b) If the City and/or the Authority detem1lnes in their sole discretion that all or certain 
of those parcels of real property comprising the Potential Participating Parcels specifically 
identified by the Parties are desirable for the development of the Proposed Project, the City and/or 
the Authority, as applicable, subject to the Developer .rights and obligations as set forth in Section 
3(g), shall consider acquisition of the parcels of real property comprising the Potential 
Participating Parcels so identified by the Parties in accordance with applicable law. In the event 
the City and/or the Authority, as applicable, determined, in its sole discretion, that it(they) is( are) 
unable to acquire all such identified and desirable parcels of the Potential Participating Parcels by 
negotiated voluntary sa!e, then the City or the Authority. as applicable, may elect, in its sole 
discretion and without any obligation or commitment to do so, to give legal notice and schedule a 
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public hearing to consider the adoption of a resolution of necessity authorizing the acquisition nf 
the Potential Participating Parcels by eminent domain. The adoption of the resolution of necessity 
shall he subject to the sole discretion of the City and/or the Authority and notrJng in this 
Agreement shall obligate or commit the City and/or the Authority to adopt a resolution ofnecessity 
v.dth respect to any of the Potential Participating Parcels, 

(c) For purposes of Developer's initial due diligence for the Proposed Project during 
the Exclusive Negotiating Period, the City shall grant Developer access to the City Parcels and 
Agency Parcels pursuant to a right of entry agreement as described in Section 1 B(b), which right 
of entry shall continue as l.ong as this Agreement is in effoct; and the City shall respond to requests 
for infom1ation from the Developer in a timely fashion.. The Public Entities acknowledge and 
agree that Developer's due diligence may encompass such matters as, without limitation, title and 
survey, environmental conditions, soil conditions, physical conditions, siting, access, traffic 
patterns, financing, economic feasibility, platting,. an<l zoning. 

Section 3. Obligations of Developer. During the Exclusive Negotiating Period the 
obligations of Developer shall include the following: 

(a) Within thirty (30) days of the Effective Date oftltis Agreement, the Developer and 
City shall enter into a fonding agreement pursuant to which the Developer shall reimburse the City 
for alt third party costs incurred in obtaining the necessary documentation required for the review 
and consideration of the Proposed Project \Vitrun the Study Area Site (the ''Environmental 
Review"), as may be required by CEQA (as such tem1 ls defined in Section 7). The City shall 
cor..suh \\«ith Developer and keep Developer reasonably informed regarding the proposed timeline 
for the Env!mnmental Review and the selection of the vendors to perform the Environmental 
Review. The funding agreement shall provide a process where the City shaH establish a budget 
for the Environmental Review which shall be approved or disapproved in Developer's reasonable 
discretion and shall contain a dispute reso!ulion procedure in the event the parties cannot agree on 
the budget 

{b) \Vitrun one hundred fifty ( 150) days of the Effective Date of this Agreement, the 
Developer shall provide to the City a reasonable confidential draft of cost pro forma, and a 
reasonable confidential draft table describing the sources and uses of funds and cash flow 
projections and dlstrlbutions. conce.rning the Proposed Project to be developed ... v\thin the Study 
Area Site, and a narrative describing the fondamental economics of the Proposed Project (the 
"Proposed Project Pro forma"), in a form reasonably acceptable to the City, If the Proposed 
Project Pro Fonna submitted by the Developer to the City is not reasonably acceptah!e to the City, 
the City shall vnthin thirty days after receipt of the Proposed Project Pro fomm provide detailed 
comments about the Proposed Project Pro Forma and set forth those items that are unacceptable to 
the City; pursuant to which, the City and the Developer shall meet and negotiate in good faith to 
modir1 the Proposed Project Pro Fonua at a level acceptable to the City. The Parties acknowledge 
the lnfonnation to be provided under this Section 3(b) and Section 3{c) may contain proprietary 
confidential material, and if so requested, the Public Entities and. Developer wiJl seek to enter in.to 
a mutually satisfactory confidentiality agreement, within the maximum limits permitted by law, 

(c) \Vithin sixty {60) days after the City finds the Proposed Project Pro Fonua 
acceptable, the Developer shall also provide a confidential conditional commitment letter from an 
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equity investor providing the necessary equity financing consistent with the accevtable Proposed 
Project Pro Fonua, This condition may be satisfied by the Developer submitting to the City 
evidence reasonably acceptable lo the City demonstrating sufficient liquidity required for the 
development of the Proposed Prqject within the Study Area Site. ff such submission is not 
reasonably acceptable to the City, the City shall within thirty days after receipt of the Proposed 
Project Pro Form.a provide detailed comments setting forth those items that are unacceptable to the 
City, and the City and the Developer shall meet and negotiate in good faith to modify the 
submission{s) in order that such evidence may be acceptable to the City. 

(d) Within one hundred eighty O 80) days of the Effective Date of this Agreement, the 
Developer shall. deliver to the City a sketch and legal description of the portkms of the property 
which the Developer would like to acquire for development of the Proposed Project (which 
property shall constitute the "Proposed lvena Site") and a conceptual site plan and basic 
architectural renderings for the development of the Proposed Project and any additional 
infommtion .reasonably requested by the City concerning any conceptual site plan and basic 
architectural renderings for the development of the Proposed Project \vithin the Study Area Site 
submitted by the Developer in a fom1 sufficient to comrnence the Environmental Review, The 
Parties acknowledge that the detailed site plan and architectural drawings shall not be required to 
be prepared by Developer until Developer is processing the Entitlements (as such term is defined 
in Section 25, below), at 1,vhich time final site plan and architectural renderings shall be prepared 
and sha.ll include a weB~defined architectural concept for the Proposed Project showing vehicular 
circulation and access points, amounts and location of parking, location and size of all buildings 
(including hedght and perimeter dimensions) pedestrian circulation, landscaping and architectural 
character of the Proposed Project However, no such site plan or architectural renderings shaH be 
deemed final until the completion of Environmental Review in accordance with CEQA and 
approved by the City pursuant to -an approved and executed DDA and the submittal of complete 
applications by the Developer for the Entitlements required for development of the Proposed 
Project within the Study Area Site. 

(e) Conduct and make at least two presentations of the Proposed Project at commrn1ity 
meetings noticed per City instructions. The first such community meeting shall be conducted not 
later than ninety (90) days after the date of the expl.ratlon of the one hundred fifty ( 150) day period 
referenced Jn Section 3(b); abovei and the second such community meeting shall he conducted not 
later than one hundred and eighty (180) days after the date of the first community meeting, 

(t) The Public Entities acknowledge that in consideration for the Public Entities 
entering into this Agreement, the Developer has delivered and City has accepted the Non
Refundahie Deposit required by Section 5 .. 

(g) If the City and/or the Authority determine Jn their sole discretion that all or certain 
of those parcels of real property comprising the Potential Participating Parcels specifically 
identified by the Parties are desirable for the development of the Proposed Project, and the City 
and!o.r the Authority determine to acquire, in accordance with all applicable law, aH or certain of 
these desirable parcels, the Developer shall futly advance to the City and/or Authority, as 
applicable, aH costs associated with the acquisition of these parcels including, but not limited to, 
the payment of the negotiated purchase price for these parcels and al! legally required relocation 
costs associated with the acquisitions (the ''Developer Contribution") within a reasonable time 
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following the ".vritten notice from the City and/or Authority requesting the Developer Contribution; 
provided, hoivever, that as to any .such Potential Participating Parcel for which the Developer 
Contribution is sought, before the Chy and/or Authority: (i) take any action that would create any 
obligations whatsoever on the part of the Developer, in each case with respect to acquiring such 
parcel, it shall first obtain the Developer's consent {which shall not be unreasonably withheld., 
conditioned or delayed) to such actions; or {li.) enter into any acquisition agreement with any owner 
of any such p.arceJ, it shaH first obtain the Developer's consent (which shall not be 1.mreasonably 
withheld, conditioned or ddayed) for the proposed purchase price for any such pan::el(s)o In the 
event that the City and/or Authority, as applicable, !egally detem1ines to use its/their eminent 
domain authority subject to applicable California eminent domain law requirements and 
!imitations, aft.er having adopted a resolution of necessity authorizing the acquisition, to acquire 
all or certain parcels of the real property comprising the Potential Participating Parcels desirable 
for the development of the Proposed Project, the Developer shall advance to the City and/or 
Authority, as applicable, aH costs associated with the exercise of such eminent domain authority 
(including all court costs and reasonable !ega! foes), as '>vell as all acquisition costs including$ but 
not limited to, the payment of fair market value for each of the condemned parcels as determined 
by the Court, or pursuant to a negotiated acquisition or settlement agreement, as approved by the 
Developer (the "Expanded Developer Contribution'') within a reasonable amount oftlme following 
written notice from the City and/or Authority requesting the Expanded Developer Contribution; 
provided, however, that before the City and/or the Authority take any actions with respect to 
exercising such eminent domain authority as to any such Parcel for which the City and/or the 
Authority requests the Expanded Developer Contribution, it or they, as applicable, shall first obtain 
the Developer's consent (which shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed) to 
such actions, In addition, subject to the aforesaid prior consent, the Developer shall also pay all 
legally required relocation costs associated with such acquisition. With the exception of the court 
costs and reasonable attorney fues advanced and. paid by the Developer for the eminent domain 
action undertaken by the City and/or the Authority, as applicable, an such advanced acquisition 
costs shal.l he credited against the "Payment Consideration Amount" as defined and described in 
Section 6(c) belmN, payable by the Developer to the City and/or the Authority, as applicable, for 
the conveyance of the applicable portions of the Study Area Site, The Parties agree that~ upon the 
acquisition by the City and/or the Authority, as applicable, of any Potential Participating Parcel 
pursuant to this Section 3(g), such Potential Participating Parcel shall, for all purposes of this 
Agreement, be deemed to be a City Parcel or Agency Parcel, as the case may be, 

Section 4. Ex.elusive Negotiation Period, 

THE EXCLUSIVE NEGOTIATING PERJOD SHALL, ff NOT SOONER 
TERlvHNATED AS PROVIDED IN SECTION 8, TERJvHNATE ON THE DA TE THAT IS 
THIRTY-SIX (36) MONTHS AFTER THE EFFECTIVE DATE HEREOF, SUBJECT TO 
EXTENSION AS PROVIDED IN THIS AGREEMENT FOR FORCE MAJEURE AND 
CHALLENGES, HOV/EVER, THE EXCLUSIVE NEGOT1A TING PERIOD MAY ALSO BE 
EXTENDED BY THE MUTUAL WR1TTEN CONSENT OF THE PARTIES FOR ONE 
iillDITIONAL PERIOD OF SIX (6) MONTHS, THE CffY MANAGER MAY: (1) GRANT 
SUCH EXTENSION FOR AND ON BEHALF OF THE CITY; AND (2) GRANT SUCH 
EXTENSION IN HIS CAPACITY AS EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE SUCCESSOR 
AGENCY, FOR AND ON BEHALF OF THE SUCCESSOR AGENCY, ANTI (3) ORA.NT SUCH 
EXTENSION rN HIS CAPACITY AS EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE AUTHORtTY FOR 
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AND ON BEHALF' OF THE AUTHORlTY, ALL OF WHICH IN HIS REASONABLE 
DISCRETION. HOWEVER, NOTWITHSTANDING THE FOREGOING. THE CITY 
MANAGER AND TN HIS CAPACITY AS EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SHALL NOT DENY 
ANY REQUESTED EXTENSION ff AT THE TI!vfE OF THE REQUEST BY DEVELOPER, 
THE PUBUC ENTITrES ARE UNABLE TO SIGN ADDA DUE TO ITS FAILURE TO: (1) 
COMPLETE ANY APPLICABLE ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW NECESSARY FOR THE 
PUBLIC ENTITIES TO SIGN A ODA; OR (H) SATISFY ANY CONDITfON OR 
REQUIREMENT OF AB 26. .· . D 
initials: ;t. See, K C)r l aq e f: 

Developer ........:.. J 

ff the City Manager and in his capacity as Executive Director, has granted a written 
extension of the term of this Agreement as provided hereinabove, then the Parties shall within such 
extended temi, and subject to Developer's right to terminate this Agreement tmder Section 8(b), 
continue to negotiate in good faith a DDA in accordance with the terms of this Agreement for the 
proposed development of the Proposed Project on the Study Are-a Sile, and the Exclusive 
Negotiating Period under this Agreement shall be deemea extended for the period of the extensicm. 

However, not1,vithstanding the foregoing, the City Manager and in his capacity as 
Executive Director may, in his sole discretion, submit any extension request to the City Council, 
the Successor Agency and the Authority for their consideration consistent with this Section 4, 

Section 5, Non~Refondable Deaosit Developer, within twen.ty~four (24) hours after 
City's approval of the Prior ENA,. deposited with the City the sum of One Million Five Hundred 
Thousand Dollars ($1,500,000) which amount constituted and is referred to herein as the "Non~ 
Refundable Deposit" The Non~Refondab!e Deposit was paid as consideration to the Public 
Entities for ecritering into the Prior ENA and shall be used as consideration for the Public Entities 
entering into this Agreement, and the City shall have the right, hut not the obligation to use or 
spend the proceeds of the Non~Refundab!e Deposit towards the payment of certain administrative 
costs and any other related expenses incurred by the Pubflc Entities (the "City Expensesn) relative 
to the negotiation and preparation of a DDA and/or the implementation of the various obligations 
of the Public Entities as set forth Jn this Agreement All proceeds of the Non~Refundable Deposit 
shall be the sole property of the City upon submittal by Developer, and shall in no event be 
refundable, in whole or in part, to the Deve.!oper for any reason including, but not limited. to the 
Parties' inabl!ity to enter into a ODA. 

Section 6, Disposition and Development Agreement. Subject to the Parties' rights to 
terminate this Agreement under Section 8, the Parties hereby acknowledge and agree that during 
the Exclusive Negotiation Period, the Parties shall use their respective good faith efforts to 
negotiate and enter into a DDA which shall include, but not be limited to, the following terms, 
The Parties hereby acknowledge that the following tenns set forth a general outline: for the Part1es 
going forward and that the DDA wl!! contain substantial additional terms whlch, through mutual 
negotiation and agreement, may differ from the following specific provisions and that nothing 
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AND ON BEHALF OF THE AUTHORITY, ALL OF WHICH IN ms REASONABLE 
DISCRETION. HOWEVER~ NOTWITHSTANDING THE FOREGOfNG, THE CITY 
MANAGER AND IN HIS CAPACITY AS EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SHALL NOT DENY 
ANY REQUESTED EXTENSION ff AT THE TIME OF THE .REQUEST BY DEVELOPER, 
THE PUBLIC ENTITIES ARE UNABLE TO SIGN ADDA DUE TO fTS FAILURE TO: (I) 
COMPLETE ANY APPLICABLE ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW NECESSARY FOR THE 
PUBUC ENTITIES TO SIGN A DDA; OR (H) SATISFY ANY CONDITION OR 
REQUlREMENT OF AB 26, 

initials: ~ 
Developer City 

·------·····--
Successor Agency Authority 

If the City Manager and in his capadty as Executive Director, has granted a written 
extension of the tenn of th.is Agreement as provided hereinabove, then the Parties shaH within such 
extended term, and subject to Developer's right to terminate this Agreement under Section 8(b ), 
continue to negotiate in good faith a DDA in accordance with the terms of this. Agreement for the 
proposed development of the Proposed Project on the Study Area Site, and the Exclusive 
Negotiating Pe.riod under this Agreement shall be deemed e:xtended for the period of the extension, 

However, notwithstanding the foregoing, the City Manager and in his capacity as 
Executive Director ma}\ in his sole discretion, submit any extension request to the City Council, 
the Successor Agency and !he Authority for their consideration consistent with this Section 4, 

Section 5, Non~R.efundable Depgsit Developer, within twenty~four (24) hours after 
City's approval of the Prior ENA, deposited with the City the sum of One Million Five Hundred 
Thousand DoBars ($1,500,000) which amount constituted and is referred to herein as the "Non
Refundabl-e Depositn The Non~Refuntlable Deposit was paid as consideration to the Public 
Entities for entering into the Prior ENA and shall be used as consideration for the Public Entities 
entering into this Agreement1 and the City shall have the right, but not the obligation to use or 
spend the proceeds of the Non« Refundable Deposit towards the payment of certain administrative 
costs and any other related expenses incurred by the Public Entitles (the "City Expenses") relative 
to the negotiation and preparation of a DOA and/or the implementation of the various obligations 
of the Public Entities as set forth in this Agreement AH proceeds ofthe Non-Refundable Deposit 
shall be the sole property of the City upon submittal by Developer, and shall in no event be 
refundable, in whole or in part, to the Developer for any reason including, but not limited, to the 
.Parties' inability to enter into a DDA 

Section 6. I21t?J!J1~JllQlLfil1QJ2!U'elopfilfillLA&reemen1, Subject to the Parties' rights to 
terminate this Agreement under Section 8, the Parties hereby acknowledge and agree that during 
the Exclusive Negotiation Period, the Parties shall wm their respective good faith efforts to 
negotiate and enter into a DDA which shall include, but not be limited to, the follmving terms. 
The Parties hereby acknowledge that the foH<rwing temls set forth a genera] outline for !he Parties 
going forward and that the DDA will contain substantial additional terms which, through mutual 
negotiation and agreement, may differ from the following specific provisions and that nothing 
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herein binds the Public Entities to undertake any action except in cornpliance with CEQA as 
provided in Section 7; 

(a) A Scope of Development setting forth the specific development components of the 
Proposed Project including the total square feet of the Proposed Project, the number of required 
parking spaces and the design para.meters for the Study Area Site including, but not be limited to, 
demolition and clearance activity on the Study Area Site, building height, acceptable architectural 
and landscape quality, access and circulation, determination of parcel boundaries, on-site and offw 
site improvements~ slte~perimeter treatment) landscaped buffers, parking, signage, lighting, and 
easements, if applicable. The des.ign of the Proposed Project to be developed within the Study 
Area Site by the Developer shall be reasonably consistent \.vith any concept) plans, schematics and 
drawings approved by the City, 

(b) Developer's submittal to the City of various concepts, plans, schematics and 
drawings depleting the devdopment of the Proposed Project with.in the Study Area Site on a phase
by~phase ba"l:is, the final construction plans and all other items and materials required by the City 
for its approval consideration of the Entitlements needed for the Proposed Project ·within the Study 
Area Site, Prior to conveyance of the Potential Arena Site to the Developer or as soon thereafter 
as they are completed, the Developer shall provide concept and schernatk plans for the entire 
Proposed Project as weH as final construction plans and any other related items or materials 
required for the development of the Proposed Project on the Potential Arena Site. 

(c) Any DDA that may be negotiated and entered into pursuant to this Agreement by 
the Parties shall provide that the Developer shall pay a purchase price of not less than fair market 
value for the conveyance of the City Parcels and Agency Parcels (which fair market value shall be 
dete.nnined by an appraisal of the City Parcels and Agency Parcels using a valuation date as of the 
Effective Date), and if applicable, by the Authority (collectively, the "Payment Consideration 
Amoun:t'} Not\vithstanding the foregoing, the Payment Consideration Amount shall he subject to 
reduction as a consequence of any payment obligation of the Developer attributable to all 
reasonable costs associated \Vith any environrnental remediation reasonably approved by the 
Public Entities required for the development of the Proposed Project on the Potential Arena Site 
in accordance 'with remediaf1on procedures eslablished by any applicable governing or public 
entity having jurisdiction over the remediation of the Study Area Site and for the payment by the 
Developer of any advance pursuant to Section 3(g) above. 

(d) Establishment ofa detailed Schedule of Performance in which an acquisition and 
construction schedule for !he development of the Proposed Project on the Potential Arena Site will 
be provided and the time frame for the subrnitta! of final plans and specifications by the Developer 
for approval consideration by the Public Entities, consistent vlith the approved Scope of 
Development The Schedule shall also include Developer participation in community 
presentations far the expressed purpose of ailowing community residents to review the plans and 
drawings, 

(e) The operation and management of the Proposed Project by the Developer in a good 
and professional manner. 
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(f) The maintenance of .landscaping, buildings and improvements in good condition 

and satisfactory state of repair so as to he attractive to the community residents. 

(g) The operation of the proposed development of the Proposed Project on the Potential 
Arena Site by the Developer in compliance ~.vith all applicable equal opportunity standards 
established by Federal, California State and local !aw'. 

(h) If the City detemiines in its reasonable discretion that the financia! status of 
Developer and the Gua:rzmtor is not sufficient to satisfy the obligations of the Developer under any 
DDA, then the City may mandate a provision requiring the Developer's contractor to provide a 
payment and performance bond ensuring the obligations of said contractor, where necessary. 

(i) The payment by Developer on or before the execution of the DDA by City of a 
Good Faith Deposit in a fonn provided for in the DDA, in the amount provided in the DDA,. which, 
at the option of the Developer, may be applied towards the Payment Consideration Amount 

(j) A provision providing that the Developer shall be solely responsible for all 
development costs of the Proposed Project. Neither the Public Entities, nor any of their officers, 
empfoyees, consultants or agents have provided any direct or indirect information or taken any 
position which In any way would indicate that the proposed development of the Proposed Project 
on the Potential Arena Site is or is not subject to the State of California's prevailing wage 
requirements, 

(k) A sources and uses budget, which shall be based upon a financial prn fomm that 
has been reasonably approved by the City, and a feasible method of financing, reasonably 
demonstrating to the City the availability of all funds needed to complete the development of the 
Proposed Project on the Potential Arena Site. The DDA shall require the submittal of 
documentation of all proposed construction loans and ov.rner equity needed to carry out the 
proposed method of financing, Developer agrees to make continuing foil disdosure to the City of 
!ts proposed methods of financing, including the financing of any ofi:.site improvements that are 
required to obtain the necessary entitlements for the Proposed Project on the Potential Arena Site. 

(I) It is the intention of the Public Entities and Developer that the disposition and 
development of the Potential Arena Site be completed in a timely and an expeditious manner, 
Accordingly, a Schedule of Perfmmance shall be included encompassing appropriate and 
necessary legal, administrative, transfer of property ownership and interests, financial and 
construction benchmarks to be met by the appropriate Party, together with required conditions 
precedent for the conveyance of the Potential Arena Site or applicable portions thereof, including 
without limitation adequate evidence of financing and entitlements for the proposed development 
of the Potential Arena Site, The Schedule of Performa11ce shall be subject to extension for: 
(a) "Force Majeure'' (a period of time equal to a.fly period of delay experienced by Developer due 
to strikes, civil riots, war, invasion, fire or other casualty, acts of God, unavailability of labor or 

(:;;:;, materials, adverse v:eather conditions, act or failure to act of governmental or quasi~govemmental 
u:fr:-; 
~Y;) authorities or utilities, including failure or delay in issuing necessary approvals, pemiits and 
;:;:: licenses, and zoning changes and any act or failure to act of third-party utility service providers, 
;:~::: or other causes beyond the reasonable control of Developer; and (b} in the event of an 
:=::';;_~ administrative appeal, judicial challenge, or filing an application for referendum for such approval 
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to any of the Entitlements (collectively a "Challenge") until the Challenge is finally resolved on 
terms satisfactory to Developer or waived in its sole discretion. 

(m) Appropriate controls to regulate tbe use of the Potemia! Arena Site, including but 
not limited ta an Agreement Affecting Rea! Property, setting forth the ongoing uses, tenant 
selection criteria and maintenance obligations with respect to the Potential Arena Site in the fo·rm 
of covenants binding on aH successors and assigns. 

(n) Subject to the adjustment to the Payment Consideration Amount as contemplated 
in Section 6(c) hereof, the Developer's responsibility for all costs and fees associated with the 
removal or remediation of any potentially Hazardous Materials from the Potential Arena Site, and 
demolition and clearance of all improvements on the Potential .t\rena Site; 

(o) The DOA shall be subject to the City's standard insurance requirements fo:r the 
development of the Potential Arena Site and all other applicable and customary City policies; 

(p) The Developer shall use its best efforts to utilize {subject to Developer's right to 
impose customary screening and qualification standards on all hires) local residents and 
community businesses in all aspects of the development of the Proposed Project 

( q) In order to attempt to provide additional employment opportunities for Ingle'ltvood 
residents and businesses, the Developer shall engage in the following process with the goal of 
hiring qualified Inglewood residents for no less than 30% of the construction workforce for the 
Proposed Project from a list oftargeted zip codes mutually agreed upon by the City and Developer 
and 3.5%:i of the employment positions needed in cormection vlitJ1 Developer's operation of the 
Potential Arena Site after completion of the Proposed Project: (i) upon commencement of a job 

, search, publication of empioyment opportunities in a nevrspaper of general circulation in 
Inglewood, social media and the City's website, and (ii) utilization of the resources and netvlorks 
of the WOCP to create a corr1rr1unity resource list that inclm:les Southbay Workforce Investment 
Board as the primary resource agency and other similar organizations whose capabilities are 
matched with the particular needs of the Proposed Project Developer and its contractors, 
subcontractors and vendors' obligations with respect to this goal shall be satisfied by engaging in 
the fuHowing activities: (w) utilization of the WOCP to identify and solicit qualified Inglewood 
residents; (x) coordination with organizations such as the Inglewood Airport Chamber of 
Commerce and Inglewood Partners for Progress to identify and solicit qualified Inglewood 
residents; (y) funding by Developer and participation in job fairs as may be reasonably requested 
by City and (z) coordination of local jobs training progrn:rns including pre-apprentice programs 
with the Southbay Workforce Investment Board as the primary resource agency and other local 
job resource agencies. 

(r) To the extent legally permissible, Developer shall designate, and shall cause its 
contractors, subcontractors, vendors and other third parties under its control er with whom it enjoys 
privity of contract to designate the City of Inglewood as the point of sale for CaHfornia sales and 
use tax purposes (to lhe extent the payment of sales and use tax is required by appticable law), for 
all purchases of materials, fixtures, filrnlture, machinery, equipment and supplies for the 
development of the Potential Arena Site during construction thereof 
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(s) The delivery to the City on or before the City's execution of the DDA of a 

Perfonnance and Completion Guaranty of an individual or entity (the "Guarantor") having a net 
worth at least equal to that of the Guarantor approved by the City In its sole and absolute discretion, 
assuring the timely performance of the Developer's obligations under the DDA-

(t) The installation and placement of appropriate signage on the Potential Arena Site 
identifying the use of the Potential Arena Site as a premier and state of the art NBA arena and 
certain ancillary uses related to and compatible with the operation of the arena, 

(u) Additional environmental, feasibility, Entitlements, NBA approval and/or other 
contingencies on the obligations of the Parties, 

Section 7. f;;filifo.rniaJ~nYimnr.nent@L.Q@ltlYM- Execution of a DDA shall be subject 
to compliance v..ith the California Environmental Quality Act C'CEQA''}, California Public 
Resources Code §§ 21000 fil §~. (as amended,. and including any successor statutes and 
regulations promulgated pursuant thereto). In this regard, the City may conduct an Initial Study 
ofthe Proposed Project pursuant to Title 14, Division 6, Chapter 3, Section 15063 of the California 
Code of Regulations or other appropriate documentation in order to determine the appropriate 
environmental documents and procedures that may be necessary to comply vv:ith CEQA as to the 
consideration and potential approval of any DDA by the Public Entities relating to the Proposed 
Project The Developer hereby agrees to provide al! assistance to the City necessary for the Public 
Entities to carry out their obligations under CEQA In the event the City determines after 
consultation \Vi th the Developer, but in its independent judgment or any time determines that 
additional Environ.mental Review is required pursuant to CEQA, all such costs of the additionat 
environmental work shalJ be the responsibility of the Developer as required by CEQA ff the 
Proposed Project is found to ca.use significant adverse impacts that cannot be mitigated, the Pubiic 
Entities retain absolute discretion to require implementation of mitigation measures, modify the 
Proposed Project or select feasible alternatives to mitigate or avoid significant adverse 
environmental impacts, reject the Proposed Project as proposed if the economic and social benefits 
of the Proposed Project do not out,veigh other.vise unavoidable significant adverse impacts of the 
Proposed Project, or approve the Proposed Project upon a finding that the economic, social, or 
other benefits of the Proposed Project out'l..v'eigh unavoidable significant adverse impacls of the 
Proposed Project 

(a) A11y Party rnay tem1inate this Agreement if another Party should materially fail to 
comply with and perform in a timely manner aH provisions hen~of to be performed by the Party, 
or if no progress is being made in the DOA negotiations as a result of its failure to negotiate a 
DDA in good faith as required hereby. The Party claiming a failure shall give thirty {30) days 
written notice to the other Parties specifying any failure under the tenns of this Agreement The 
Party claiming failure shall not terminate this Agreement if the other Party(ies) cures the 
deficiency(ies) specified in the notice 'Within said thirty (30) day period, or commences to cure to 
completion the defh::iency(les) in the event such defiden.cy(ies) cannot be cured within the 
requisite thirty (30) day perioi:l 
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(b) Developer may at any time and for any reason during the Exclusive Negotiating 

Period elect not to proceed \Vith the Proposed Project. Upon such an election Developer shall 
promptly provide written. notice of termination of th.is Agreement to the other Parties. 

(c) Upon a termination of this Agreement pursuant to the foregoing Section 8(a) or 
Section 8(b), (i) no portion of the Non-Refundable Deposit shall be returned to the Developer and 
the entire amount shall be retained by the City as its property, (ii) but any funds advanced by the 
Developer to the City and/or Authority pursuant to Section 3(g) shall be returned to the Developer 
{less reasonable attorneys' foes and costs incurred by the Public Entities in connection \\1th the 
eminent domain proceedings, including, but not limited to, any damages payable to the O'NTitms 

and/or tenants of the Potential Participating Parcels and/or their respective legal counsel associated 
\:vith the abandonment of the eminent domain proceedings as required to be paid under Califomia 
law; provided however, if the City and/or Authority elect to continue to proceed with any eminent 
domain action commenced. prior to the termination of this Agreement following the termination of 
this Agreement1 the City and/or the Authority shall be solely responsible for the payment of any 
awards, settlements or judgments in any such action and any costs associated with such action 
incurred after the termination of this Agreement), and (iii) the Parties shall have no further 
obHgation.s to each othe.r except for those obligations, ifany, which by the terms of this Agreernen.t 
expressly survive its termination, 

Section 9, Qp_y~miqtl~w. This Agreement and the teg:al relations between the parties 
hereto shall be governed by and construed and enforced in accordance with the laws of the State 
of California, Moreover, the parties hereby agree that in the event of litigation bet\veen the parties, 
venue for litigation brought in any state court shalt lie ex.elusively in the County of Los Angeles, 
Superior Court, Southwest District located at 825 Maple Avenue, Torrance, California 90503-
5058, and venue for any litigation brought in any federal court shall lie exclusively in the Central 
District of California., Los Angeles, 

Section l 0, No Other Agreement This Agreem.ent constitutes the entire agreement of the 
parties bereto with respect to the subject matter hereof There are no agreements or understandings 
between the parties and no representations by either party to the other as an inducement to enter 
into this Agreement, except as expressly set forth herein. AH prior negotiations between the parties 
are superseded by this Agreement This Agreement rnay not be altered, arnended or modified 
except by a written agreement executed by the Parties, Nohvithstanding anything provided herein 
to the contrary, whether expressed or implied, neither the Public Entities nor the Developer shall 
have any obligation to enter into a DDA with the other party and neither Public Entitles nor the 
Developer, nor any of their respective officers, members, staff or agents have made any promises 
to the other party other than to exclusively negotiate in good faith with the other patty during the 
Exclusive Negotiating Period, and no statements of either the Public Entities or their respective 
officers, members, staff or agents as to foture obligations shaH be binding upon the Public Entities 
until Environrnental Review has been completed and a DDA has been approved by the Pub.He 
Entities, and duly executed by the Mayor of the City and Chaim1an of the Successor Agency and 
Authority, respectively, 

Section 11, Prohibition ,Against Assignment of A.greern.ent.and '.fran~fer of Study Area 
2il!i, This Agreement shall not be assigned or transferred by the Developer v.iithout the prior 
written consent of the Public Entities which may not be imreasonably with.held by the Public 
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Entities, The Public Entities shall not voluntarily transfer their respective interests in any portion 
of the Study Area Site during the 1em1 of this Agreement to any third party but shall be allowed to 
transfer to either the City or the Authority their respective interests in the parcels comprising the 
Study Area Site. 

Section 12, Notices. Any notice which is required or which may be given hereunder may 
be delivered or mailed to the party to be notified, as foHows: 

Murphy's Bowl LLC 
P,O. Box 1558 
Bellevue, WA 98009· I 5 5 8 
Attention: Brandt IL Vaughan 

With a copy to: 

Murphy's Bowl LLC 
c/o SP.I Holdings 
88 Kearny Street, Suite 18!8 
San Francisco, CA 94108 
Attention: Dennis l Wong 

With a copy to: 

Wilson Meany 
Four Embarcadero Center, Suite 3330 
San Francisco, CA 941 I I 
Attention: Chris Meany 

With a copy to: 

Ring Hunter HoHand & Schenone, LLP 
985 Moraga Road, Suite 210 
Lafayette, CA 94549 
Attention: Chris Hunter, Esq, 

Helsel! Fettem1an LLP 
i 00 I Fourth A venue, Suite 4200 
Seattle, WA 98 l 54 
Attention: Mark Rising, Esq, 
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U to the Public Entities: 

City of Inglewood/Successor Agency/ Authority 
One Manchester Boulevard, 9th Floor 
Inglewood, California 9030 l 
Attention: Artie fields, City Manager/Executive Director 
Attention: Christopher E, Jackson, Sr., ECDD tilfanager 

With a copy to: 

Inglewood City Attorney/Successor Agency and Authority 
General Counsel 
One Manchester Boulevard, 8th Floor 
Inglewood, California 90301 
Attention: Kenneth R Campos, Esq., City Attorney 

With a copy to: 

Kane, Ballmer and Berkman 
City/Successor Agency and Authority Special Counse! 
515 S. Figueroa Street, Suite 780 
Los Angeles, CA 90071 
Attention: Royce K Jones, Esq. 

Section 13. No Conm1itment to Apprqye DDA. Notwithstanding any provision of this 
Agreement, the Devdoper acknowledges and agrees that nothing in this Agreement shall obligate 
the Public Entities to approve a DDA nor any proposed development \\»ithin the Study Area Site 
or shall other"vise expressly or impliedly obligate the Public Entities to sell and/or lease any 
property or interests therein. The Developer further acknowledges and agrees that the approval of 
this Agreement and a ODA and any participation in any portion of the Proposed Project by the 
Public Entities shall be in the sole and absolute discretion of the PubHc Entities. The Developer 
further acknowledges and agrees that this Agreement does not confer upon the Developer the right 
to have a DDA or develop the Proposed Project within the Study Area Site or any portion thereof 
absent an approved and executed DDA by the Publlc Entities, The Public Entities aclr.nowledge 
and agree that nothing in this Agreement shat! obligate the Developer to enter into a DDA, 
provided, however, that the Developer shall promptly notify the Public Entities if it elects not to 
proceed with the Proposed Project The Parties in no way intend for this Agreement to waive or 
restrict the Public Entities:' exercise of their independent, discretionary judgment with regard to 
CEQA or a DDA for the development of the Proposed Project within the Study Area Site or any 
portion thereof, or any City discretionary decisions or detemtinations relative to Entitlements 
required fur the Proposed Project 

Section 14. Progress Reports. From thne~to-time, as requested by City, by prior written 
notice to the Developer; the Developer sha!l make oral and 1.\rritten progress reports advising the 
City on all matters related to the proposed development, inducting financial feasibility analyses, 
construction cost estimates, marketing studies, and similar due diligence matters. All third party 
non.~legally privifeged work product documents and due diligence material (not including 
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confidential materials a.'ld proprietary economic data, but including engineering studies, soils 
studies, environrnental studies and similar work product relating to the Study Area Site which is 
required to be submitted to the City in connection with the Plot Plan Review for the Proposed 
Project) (the "Work Product"), shaI! be made available to the City, vtithout any representation, 
warranty or liability to the Developer. In the event of the termination of this Agreement without 
the execution of a DDA by the Public Entities and the Deveioper (other than in the event of a 
default by the City), the City shall have the right, in its sole discretion, to take possession of any 
and all Work Product tnvned by Developer (subject to any retained rights of the party preparing 
said Work Product) and use such documents and infom1ation contained therein in connection with 
devdopment within the Study Area Site; provided however, Developer makes no representation 
or \varranty with respect to such documents and information; pursuant to wrdch, Developer shall 
have no liability to the Public Entities, or any other person or entity in co1mection with providing 
such documents, the contents thereof and the Public Entities' (or any other person's or entity's) 
reliance on such documents or information. 

Section 15. Disclosure. At the written request ofthe City, the Developer agrees to disclose 
to City its partners, principals, officers, stockholders, associates, and of all other material. non
pdvileged non-proprietary pertinent information concerning the proposed development and the 
Developer, including the Developer's consultants and the design, financing, and development 
teams proposed by the Developer and the respective roles arid responsibilities of all such parties. 

Section 16, Cgpperation. Each Party shal ! cooperate with the other Party and provide such 
additional infonnation and data relating to the proposed. development of the Proposed Project with 
the Study Area Site, including financing of the Proposed Project, or any necessary information 
about the development experience of the Developer and any other participants as the City may 
request from time to time, 

Section 17, Brokers, The Public Entities shall not be liable in any manner for any real 
estate commission or brokerage fees which may arise from the transactions contemplated by this 
Agreement other than any broker engaged in writing by the Public Entitles, The Public Entities 
and the Developer each represent that it has engaged no broker, agent, or finder .in connection \vith 
this transaction, and the Developer agrees to indemnify and hold the Public Entities harmless from 
any claim by any broker, agent, or finder retained by the Developer, 

(a) The Deveioper shall be solely responsible for all necessary testing of the Study 
Area Site for hazardous materials pursuant to all appiicab!e laws, statutes, rules and. regufationi'L 
Upon fee and/or leasehold acquisition of each parcel of the Study Arca Site, as applicable, the 
Developer shall also be responsible for making each such parcel of the Study A:rea Site usabi.e for 
the proposed development of the proposed Project on such parcel as a result .of any Study Area 
Site conditions including, without limitation, flood zones, Alquist~Prioio Earthquake Fault Zoning 
Act, and simifar matters. For purposes of this Agreement, "hazardous materials" shall mean any 
substance, material or waste \.Vhich is or becomes regulated by any local governmental authority, 
the State of Califomia and/or the United States Government, including, but not limited to asbestos; 
polychlorfrmted blphenyls (whether er not highly chlorinated); radon gas; radioactive materials; 
explosives; chemicals knc:rwn to cause cancer or reproductive toxicity; hazardous waste, toxic 
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substances or related materials; petroleum and petroleum product, including, but not limited to, 
gasotine and diesel fuel; those substances defined. as a "Hazardous Substance", as defined by 
Section 9601 of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 
1980, 42 U,S.C 9601, et seq., or as "Hazardous Waste" as defined by Section 6903 of the Resource 
Conser\tation and Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C 690], et seq.; an "Extremely Hazardous Waste,'' a 
"Hazardous Waste" or a ''Restricted Hazardous Waste," as defined by The Hazardous Waste 
Control Law under Section 25115, 25117 or 25122.7 of the California Heal.th and Safety Code, or 
is listed or identified pursuatit to Section 25140 of the California Health and Safety Code; a 
HHazardous Material", ''Hazardous Substance/' "Hazardous Waste" or "Toxic Air Contaminant" 
as defined by the Cal.ifomia Hazardous Substance Account Act, laws pertaining to the underground 
storage of hazardous substances, hazardous materials release response plans; or the California 
Clean Air Act under Sections 25316, 2528 l, 2550 l, 2550 I, l or 39655 of the California Health and 
Safety Code; "Oil" or a "Hazardous Substance" listed or identified pursuant to 311 of the Federal 
Water Pollution Control Act, 33 U.RC 1321; a ''Hazardous Waste," "Extremely Hazardous 
Waste" or an "Acutely Hazardous \Vaste" listed or defined pursuant to Chapter 11 of Title 22 of 
the California Code of Regulations Sections 6626 I, l through 66261. I 26; chemicals listed by the 
State of California under Proposition 65 Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986 
as a chemical kno\NTI by the State to cause cancer or reproductive toxicity pursuant to Section 
25249.8 of the California Health and Safety Code; a material which due to its characteristics or 
interaction with one or more other substances, chemical compounds, or mixtures, materially 
damages or threatens to materially damage, health, safety, or the environment, or is required by 
any law or public agency to be remediated, induding remediation which such law or government 
agency requires in order for the Potential Arena Site to he put to the purpose proposed by this 
Agreement; any material vd1ose presence would require remediation pursuant to the guidelines set 
forth in the State of California Leaking Underground Fuel Tank Field Manual, whether or not the 
presence of such material resulted from a leaking underground fuel tank; pesticides regulated under 
the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticlde Act, 7 U.S.C. 136 et seq.; asbestos, PCBs,. and 
other substances regulated under the Toxic Substances Control Act, 15 U,S.C, 2601 et seq.; any 
radioactive material including, without limitation, any ''source material," ''special nuclear 
material," ''by«pn)duct material,'' "low«level wastes," "high-level radioactive waste," "spent 
nudear foel" or "transuranic waste" and any otber radioactive materials or radioactive wastes, 
however produced, regulated under the Atomic Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. 2011 et seq.,. the Nuclear 
Waste Policy Act, 42 U.S.C 10101 et seq., or pursuant to the Catifomia Radiation Control Law, 
California Health and Safety Code, Sections 25800 et seq,; hazardous substances regulated under 
the Occupational Safety and Health Act, 29 U.S,C. 651 et seq., or the California Occupational 
Safety and Health Act, California Labor Code, Sections 6300 et seq.; and/or regulated under the 
Clean Air Act, 42 lJ,S.C. 7401 et seq. or pursuant to The California Clean Air Act, Sections 3900 
et seq. of the California Health and Safoty Code., Any studies and reports generated by the 
Developer's testing for hazardous materials shall be made available to the City upon the City's 
request The City will deliver to the Developer all actually kno-wn reports within its possession or 
under its control regarding Hazardous Materials relating to the Study A.~a Site. 

(b) Upon the execution by Developer of a right of entry agreement acceptable in form 
and substance to the Public Entities, and upon Developer's satisfaction of conditions precedent 
therein, which agreement and c,onditions precedent shall include inderrinificatlon of the Public 
Entities, insurance of the Public Entities and the provision of adequate security for the restoration 
of the area accessed to substantially its condition prior to any such permitted entry, the Public 
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Entities shaH, subject to the rights of any tenant.. permit Developer and/or Developer's 
representatives to enter the Study Area Site at reasonable times for the purpose of soUs testing, 
survey work and other predevelopment activities. 

{c) Nonvithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, by entering this 
Agreement, neither the Public Entities nor the Developer release, waive, discharge or othen~1se 
alter any and al! rights to pursue compensation, damages, contribution, indemnification and/or 
other rernedies against any third party, indu:ding without limitation, related to Hat.ardous f-,.1atedals 
or the deruM1p, remediation or disposal thereof, 

Section 19, ffi9,emnlty. Developer shall indemnify, defend, and bold the Public Entities, 
and their respective directors, officers, employees, agents, and successors and assigns (the 
''Indenmitee" in this Section) harmless against all suits and causes of action, claims, costs, and 
liability, including, but not lhnited to, reasonable attorney's fees and costs of any litigation, or 
arbitration or mediation, if any~ brought by third parties (l) challenging the validity, legality or 
en.forceabHity of this Agreement or (2) seeking damages which may arise directly or indirectly 
from the negotiation, formation, execution, enforcement or termination of this Agreement, or 
whkh are incident to the perfomm.nce of the activities contemplated In this Agreement Nothing 
in this Section shall be construed to mean that Developer shall hold the fndemnitee harmless and/or 
defend the Indemnitee to the extent of any daims arising from, or alleged to arise from the 
negligence, or willful misconduct or illegal acts of any of the lndemnitees, or the breach by the 
Public Entities of any agreement relating to the Study Area Site, including but not limited to this 
Agreement and any DOA, if approved. The Public Entities agree to fully cooperate with Developer 
in the defense of any matter in which Developer is d1:fonding and/or holding the Indemnitee 
harmless. The Public Entities may make aU reasonable decisions \.Vith respect to its representation 
in any legal proceeding, including., but not limited to, the selection of artorney(s), This indemnity 
obligation shall survive the termination of this Agreement 

Section 20, J'io 1]lli:d Party Benefidprie;1'. The Public Entities and the Developer expressly 
acknov:ledge and agree they do not intend, by their execution of this Agreement, to benefit any 
persons or entities not signatory to this Agreement, indutling, without limitation, any brokers 
representing the parties to this transaction. No person or entity not a signatory to this Agreement 
shall have any rights or causes of action against either the Public Entities or the Developer arising 
out of or due to the Public Entities' or the Developer's entry into this Agreement 

Section 21. Offer to Enter Negotiations. This Agreement, when executed by the Developer 
and delivered to the City, shall be deemed to be an offer by the Developer to enter into negotiations 
pursuant to the tenns of this Agreement and will then be scheduled jointly for approval 
consideration by the Public Entities. This Agreement. musl be authorized, executed and delivered 
by the Public Entities within sixty (60) days after the date of signature by the Developer or the 
Developer shall have the right to withdraw its offer to enter into this Agreement upon 'Written 
notice to the Public Entities, The Exclusive Negotiating Period shall commence and this 
Agreement shall not be i:.:ftective until the Effective Date, which is the first calendar day of the 
month following the date this Agreement has been executed by both of the Parties, which date 
·shall be entered on the first paragraph of this Agreement by the Public Entities after approval of 
this Agreement. 
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Section 22. Public Entities Rlghts. The Deve.!oper understands and agrees that in the event 

of the tennination or expiration of this Agreement without the execution of a DDA, the Public 
Entities shall have the right, in their respective discretion, to commence exclusive negotiations 
with any other third party developer selected for the development of the parcels comprising the 
Study Area Site, without the need for any consultation or approval by the Developer. The 
Developer acknowledges and agrees that it will not receive any property interest in the Study Area 
Site of any kind as a result of entering into this Agreement 

[n the event the Developer executes a DDA consistent with the provisions of this 
Agreement prior to the termination or expiration of the Exclusive Negotiating Peri.od, then withln 
sixty ('50) days of the ddivezy to City of such DDA, the Public Entities shall consider whether to 
approve or disapprove such DDA If the Public Entities' approval does not occur within such 60 
day period, the Developer shall have the right to wlthdrav: its offer to enter into such DDA upon 
\:vritten notice to the Public: Entities. 

Section 23. Counterna:rts, This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which 
when so executed shall he deemed an original., and all of which,. together, shall constitute one and 
the same instrument 

Section 24., ~- In the event that either party hereto brings an action or 
proceeding against the other party to enforce or interpret any of the conditions or provisions of this 
Agreementi the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover aH reasonable attorney's fees and 
expenses and court costs associated with such action or proceeding. 

Section 25, Effect of Agreement Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, 
the Parties expressly acknowledge and agree as follows: 

(a) None of the matters described in this Agreement as a purported corn.mitment or 
obligation of the Parties to be contained in a proposed DDA shall have any effect unless and only 
to the extent such matters are expressly set forth in a DDA or other 'VliThten agreement duly 
authorized, approved and executed by the Parties. Notwithstanding any provision of this 
Agreement to the contrary, Developer acknowledges and expressly agrees as follows: (i} that this 
Agreement does not obligate the Public Entities in any way to approve, in whole or in part, any of 
the matters described in this Agreement, including, without limitation, matters pertaining to land 
use entitlements cir approvals, perrnits, waivers or reduction of fees) development or any other 
matters (the "Entitlements") to be acted on independently by the City; (ii) that alJ such required 
Entitlements shall be considered and processed by the City in accordance with aII applicable City 
requirements and procedures; and (iii) that the City reserves all rights to approve, disapprove or 
approve v1!tb condlticms all such Entitlements in its sole and absolute discretion. lJpon the 
execution of a DDA by the Parties, this Agreement shall be null and void antl of no effect and shall 
be superseded by the terms and conditions of the DDA. 

(b) The Parties shaH promptly commence the good faith negotiation of a DDA 
following the execution of this Agreement by the Parties, Each Party acknowledges and agrees 
that, for the purposes of this Agreement, a Party shall be deemed to be acting in good faith so long 
as it makes :reasonable efforts to attend scheduled meetings, directs its consultants to cooperate 
with the other Parties, provides infom1ation necessary for the negotiations to the other Parties, 
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participates in negotiations, and uses commercially reasonable efforts to promptly review and 
return '1-vith cornrnents al! correspondence, reports, documents, or agreements received from 
another Party that require such comment~>- Upon tennination of this Agreement for any reason, 
without limiting the provisions of Section 8( c ), the obligation of the Parties to negotiate in good 
faith shall terminate, 

fN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City, Successor Agency, Authority and Developer have 
executed this Agreement in the City of Inglewood, Los Angeles County, California, on the date 
hereinabove first set out 

CJTV: 

CITY OF INGLEWOOD, 
a municipal corporation 

Mayor 

SUCCESSOR AGENCY: 

CITY OF INGLEWOOD AS SUCCESSOR 
AGENCY TO !NGLEWOOD REDEVELOPMENT 
AGENCYj a public body, corporate and polhic 

By: a&'~ 
~T. 

Chairman 

AUTHORITY~ 

INGLEWOOD PARKING AUTHORITY, a public 
body, corporate and politic 

By:~~ 
Chaim\an 

DEVELOPER: 

Murphy's Bowl LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company 

By: :t;()~s: i~ 1- Rij~ * 
Q;lb l·ENA (IH0-!7) 20 
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participates in negotiations, and uses commercially reasonable efforts to promptly review and 
return with comments ail correspondence, reports, documents, or agreements received from 
another Party that require such comments. Upon termination of this Agreement for any reason, 
without limiting the provisions of Section 8( c), the obligation of the Parties to negotiate in good 
faith shall tenninate. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City, Successor Agency, Authority and Developer have 
executed this Agreement in the Cit.y of fngkwood., Los Angeles County, California, on the date 
hereinabove first set out. 

ClTY: 

CITY OF INGLEWOOD, 
a municipal corporation 

By: ~ .. -----·-------~-... - ........ _ ........ _ .......... _._ ....... _ ...... ~ 
James T, Butts, k 
Mayor 

SUCCESSOR AGENCY: 

CITY OF fNGLEWOOD AS SUCCESSOR 
AGENCY TO INGLEWOOD REDEVELOPMENT 
AGENCY, a public body, corporate and po1Jtic 

James T. Butts, Jr. 
Chairman 

AUTHORITY: 

INGLEWOOD PARKING AUTHORffY, a public 
body, corporate and politic 

James T. Butts, Jr, 
Chairman 

Murphy's Bowl LLC> a Delmwre lirnited liability 
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APPROVED AS TO FORNI AND LEGALITY: 

KENNETH R. CAMPOS 

KANE. BALLMER & BERKMAN 

City/Successor A .. gency and Authority Spec· I 
Counsel 

ATTEST: 

YVONNE HORTON 

City Clerk/Successor Agency and Authority 
Sec re ta 
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INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNfA 

\Veb Site 
https://www,dtyofinglcwoad.arg/257/0versight~Board , '111.' 

2009 

~~~ ~ ~~ ' .. .. . 
' J;::"- c,o-:o: ">( 

THE CITY OF lNGLEWOOD FORMER REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY OVERSIGHI:J.!OARD-:)S' 
v ~ ......... n<~t·~ 

= . . i "',., i?ie ~~~ze< ... "".+il . 

. NOTICE TO PUBUC OFPROPOSEO ACTION ~ d :r 
n 
"""' ~ :i.,>(>XI 

CONCERNING THE PROPOSED ADOPTION OF A RESOLUTION OF THE OVERSIGHT BOARD 
TO CITY OF fNGLEWOOD AS SUCCESSOR AGENCY TO THE FORIVIBR INGLEWOOD 
REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY DmECTING THE CITY OF INGLEWOOD AS SUCCESSOR 
AGENCY TO THE FORN!ER INGLEWOOD REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY WITH RESPECT TO 
THE msPOSITION PROCESS FOR ALL PARCELS OF REAL PROPERTY IDENTIFIED AS LAX 
NOISE MITIGATION PROPERTIES AS PART OF ffS IMPLEMENTATION Of THE APPROVED 
LONG RANGE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT PLAN, AS AMENDED 

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN tbat all citizens are invited to attend a Public Meeting of the City of 
Inglewood Former Redevelopment Agency Oversight Board to be hdd on Wednesday, June 27, 2018 
comn1eticing al 6:00 P.M., in the City oflnglewood City Council Chambers, One Manchester Boulevard, 
Ninth Floor, Inglewood, California, 9030L The public is invited to cmnment on the disposition process 
and requireme!lls applicable to all parcels of rea.I property identified as LAX Noise Mhigalion Properties 
as part of its implementation of the approved Long-Range Property Management Phm, as amended. 

Progosed Action 
PROPOSED DISPOSITION OF LAX NOISE MlTGATION PROPERTIES PURSUANT TO 
LONG-RANGE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT PLAJ'-li AS AMENDED - Successor Agency staff is 
re:questing the Oversight Board to dire-ct the Successor Agency to dispose of all parcels of real property 
identified as LAX Noise Mitigation Properties in the approved Long*.Range Property Management: Pian, as 
amended, subject to the disposition requirements set forth in those certain Federal Aviation Grant 
Agreements and Los Angeles World Airport Letter Agreements applicable to the LAX Noise Mitigation 
Properties {collectively, !he "FAA Grant Agreernen!.s''), These subject properties are more particularly 
identified and described in the approved Long»Range Property Management Plan, as a.mended, as the LAX 
Noise Mitigation Properties, B«U through and incim:Hng B~3, representing Parcels l through"and 
including I 3. 

The Oversight Board will hotd a public meeting to consider the adoption of a resolution directing the 
Successor Agency to dispi'.!se of the LAX Noise Mitigation Properties identified in and pursuant to the 
Long-Range Property Management Plan, as amended, subject lo the disposition requirements of the FAA 
Grant Agreements, on Wednesday, June 27, 2018 commencing at 6:00 P.M., .in I.he City of Inglewood City 
Council Chambers, One Manchester Boulevard, Ninth Floor~ Inglewood, California, 9030 l, Members of 
the public are invited to attend the public meeting and provide testimony on the proposed disposition 
prncesE and requiremerlls for all paK:e!s ofreal property identified as LAX Noise Mitigation Properties in 
the approved L!:.H:tg~Range Property Marmgement Plan (the ''Plan"), as amended, as part of its 
implementation ofthe Plan. 
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Questions and comments may be directed to Olga Castaneda, Secretary, City of Inglewood Former 
Redevelopment Agency Oversight Board, Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors, 500 West Tempie 
Street, Room B-50, Los Angeles., California, 90012. (213) 974-1431. 

Notice Posted: June i 4, 20 IS 
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INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA 

Tuesday, June 19, 2018 
2:00 PJVL 

Web Sites: 
'!:LW'# .~l:~yof!.rrg!ewood .org.1253/Successor· Agency 

AGENDA 
INGU:wooo SUCCESSOR AGENCY 

CHAIRMAN 
James T. 6uHs, Jr, 

AGENCY MEMBERS 
George \;',/, Dotson, District Ne. 1 

Ale-K Padilla. Districl No, 2 
E!()y Morales, Jr., Dislrid No. 3 
Ralph L franklin, Dir>tticl No, 4 

CSA ·1, 1 & H· 1. Warr.ant RegistGrs, 

Donmwnts; 

LPDF 

CSA·<!. SUCCESSOR AGENCY SECRETARY 

SECRETARY 
Y<JOnne Horton 

TREASURER 
waiH:la M. Browri 

EXECUTIVE O!RECTOR 
A.rtie Fie!cts 

GENERAL COUNSEL 
Kenneth R Campos 

A.ppm val of the Minutes for the Succe~sor Agency Meeting hdd on \fay l 5, 20 ! ~L 

Documents: 

CSA-2PDF 

Staff report recommending approval to request that the Oversight Board for the Sticcessor Agency of 
the Former lngkwood Redevelopment Agency adopt a Resolution, directing the Successor Agency to 
irnpleme1H the State of California Department of Finance approved Long-Range Property 
Management Plan, as amended, with respect to the Long-Term Use and Dispcwition of the LAX 
Noise Mitigation Properties, B-1. l through and including B- 3, representing Parcels l through and 
lnduding 13, subject to the applicable disposition requirements of the federal Aviation Administration 
gmnt agreements and Los Angeles World Airports letter agreements. 

ADJOURNMENT iNGLEWOOO SUCCESSOR AGENCY 

ExhibitF 
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C.ITY OF INGLEWOOD 

Office of the Executive Director 

DATE: June 19, 2018 

TO: Chairman antl Successor Agency Board Members 

FROM: Office of the Sm::cessor A.gency Executive Director 

SUBJECT: Request to the Oversight Board to Adopt a Resolution Directing the Sueeessor Agency 
fo Implement the Approved Long-Range Property Management Plan1 as Amended) 
•with Respect to the Long-Term Use and Disposition. of the LAX Noise Mitigation 
Properties 

RECOMMENDATION: 
1t is recommended that tbe Chairman and Successor Agency Board \vfombers ("Successor Agency") 
request that the Oversight Board for the Successor Agency of the Former lnglevvood Rt.:development 
Agency ("Oversight Board") adopt a Resolution, directing the Successor Agency to implement the State 
of California Department of Finance approved Long-Range Property Management Plan, as amended, with 
respect to the Long-Term Use and Disposition of the LAX Noise Mitigarion Properties, B~ l, 1 through and 
including B-3, representing Parcels l through and including 13 ("Mitigation Properties"}, subject to the 
applicable disposition requiremtwits of rhe Federal Aviation Administration grant agri~:ements ("FAA 
Agreements") and Los Angeles World i\irports letter agreements ("LA WA Agreemi~:nts'} 

BACKGROUN:O: 
On October I, 2015, the State of California Department of Finance ("DOF") approved the disposition and 
use of ail the Successor Agency properties listed in the Long-Range Property Managernent Plan 
("LRPhr!P'} On June 15, 2016, at the request of the Successor Agency, the Oversight Board approved an 
arnendment to the LRPfv1P by Resolution No. t6·0B-003. Thereafter, on July 1, 2016, DOF approved the 
amended LRPMP ("Amended LRHv1P'l 

DISCUSSION: 
As required under Health & Safety Code section 34191.5, the Amended LRP}.-:W addressed the disposition 
and use of all properties held by the Successor Agency pursuant to the Dissolution Law (Assembly Bm 
x l 26), rvfore specifically, the Amended LRPMP contained a detailed description of the 'Long-Term 
Planned Use and Disposition' of the Mitigation Properties, The acquisition of each of these Mitigation 
Properties was funded in part by certain funds provided by the Fede.:raI Aviation Administration pursuant 
to the FAA. Agreements, the Los Angeles World Airports pursuant to rhe LA WA Agreements, and/or tax 
increment of the former fogleviQod Redeve1opn1ent Agency. 

:~~\t this time, none of the Mitigation Properties have been sold and the Successor Agency m:rw ses::ks 
~pecific direction from the Oversight Board with respect to the disposition of the Mitigation Properties in 
•-. ...accordance vtitb the Amended LRPMP subject to the applk:able disposition requirements of the FAA 
;;s\greements and LA\Vi\. Agreements, 
<:£1;£1 
~-~· 

e;tlflNANCIAUFUNIHNG ISSUES ANO SOURCES: 
There is no fimmdaJ or funding requirement of the Successor Agency for this action. CSJ· . ·. /\.·· ~· 

Exh!tit\ ~ 
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Chairman and Successor Agency Board Members Page 2 of 3 
Request to Oversight Board re.: LAX Noise Mitigation Properties 
June 19, 2018 

LEGAL REVHI\V VERIFJ'CATf ON: 
Administrative staff has verified that the! aocuments acconipanying this report have been submitted 
to, revie\ved and approved by the Office of the 

FINANCE REVIEW VERlflCATION: ~<+-
Administrative staff has verified that this rep-·· · its entirety, has been submitted to, reviewed and approved 
by the Finance Department 

DESCRIPTION OF ANY ATTACHMEl\ffS: 
None. 
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Chairman and Successor Agency Board Members Page 3 of 3 
Request to Oversight Board re: LAX Noise Mitigation Properties 
June 19, 2018 

APPROVAL VERIFICATION SHEET 
PREPARED BY: 
Margarita Cruz, Successor Agency Manager 
Royce.K Jones and Gustavo Lamanna, Kane, Ballmer & Berkman 

COUNCH~ PRE:SENTER: 
Margarita Cruz, Successor Agency tv!.anager 

Exhlbltf 
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LATHAM&WATKI NSLLP 

July 13, 2018 

Vt.A '.ELECTRONIC MAIL AND FEDEX 

Jame:1 T. Butts, k, Chairperson 
George Dotson, Board Member 
Ralph L ~Frnn.k!in, Board Member 
Eloy tvforales., Board Member 
Alex Padi!la1 Board Member 

• 3% So;;lil Grntlcl A'l!NWt;, Suitt; 100 

L<>s Angelm>, Cl>lifOtni!I Sll071 ·15Nl 

T'"!: •'i,213AM.12J~ fa.x:+1.2Hil$l.!Fil3 

v.w<1dwxom 

FIRM t AFFILIATE OFF!CES 
Beijing Mos~:.::>w 

So~!<m Mu~i.1;:h 

Gru:s.se'i, Hiw Yo'~ 
Canltity Cfly Ot;;iilg'" Ct:1un!t 

Chicago Paris 

DCmselct<ori 

Frankfort 

H1wntiwr9 

Hong Kong 

Riya@ 

Rome 
San Di~so 

Housfon s11anqh~i 

lomlon Silioon Valley 
LO·$ Angeles Singapore 

Ma'M~ Tokyo 

Milan W11shln9lM, o.c 

Successor Agency to the Fonner Inglewood Redevelopment Agency 
1 W, 1V1anchester Boulevard 
Inglewood, CA 90301 

Re: Demand to Cure Violation of~pe R&lP.1LM,_J1rn.1¥.n../19.t. 

Dear tv1embers of the Successor Agency: 

On behalf ofiV1SG Forum> LLC, and pursm:mt to Government Code Sections 54960 and 54960, I, 
we demand that the Successor Agency to the Fonner Inglewood Redevelopment Agency (the 
"Successor Agency") cure the violation of the Ralph h,t Brown Act (Government Code Section 
5495G et seq.) (the "Brovm Act") that the Successor Agency committed at the irnproperly 
agendized meeting held on June 19, 2018 (the "Meeting''). 

The description on the Successor Agency agenda for Item CSA-3 read as foHows: 

A. CSA*3, OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

Staff report re.commending approval to request that the Oversight Board for the 
Successor Agency of the Former Ingtevmod Redevelopment Agency adopt a 
Resolution, directing the Successor Agency to implement the State of California 
Department of Finance approved Long-Range Property Management Plan, as 
arnended, 'With respect to the Long«Term Use and Disposition ofthe LAX Noise 
Mitigation Properties, B* l, I through and including B~3, representing Parcels 1 
through and including 13, subject to the applicable disposition requirements of the 
Federal Aviation Administration grant agreements and Los Angeles World 
Airports letter agreements. 
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This description is vague, ambiguous, misleading and insufficient to put the public on notice of 
the action the Successor Agency might take at the Meeting. 

The public could not understand that the properties refon:mced in the agenda are in fact the very 
properties proposed for a Clippers basketball arena and are subject to an ''Exclusive Negotiating 
Agreement" between the Successor Agency, the City of Inglewood, and fvfarphy's Bowl LLC 
("'Murphy's Bov,il''), There is no reference to the Exclusive Negotiating Agreement$ to Murphy's 
Bowl, to the Clippers, or to the proposed basketball arena in the agenda description, 

The agenda des-::Tiption also includes vague and uninformative reforences to "applicabh: 
disposition requirements of the Federal Aviation Administration grant agreements and Los 
Angeles World Airports letter agreements," Hov,•,ever, there is no information about those 
agreements -- what they require, who is a party to the agreements, the date of the agreements, 
agreement numbers, where the agreements might be available to review, etc, In short, given the 
description of CSAh3 on the M.eeting agendai the public could not reasonably determine hov,1 the 
"LAX Noise Mitigation Properties" might be disposed of, to 'whom they might be disposed to, for 
v.ihat purpose they v,;ou!d he disposed, or the requirements or obligations that might be imposed 
on any disposaL 

This violation by the Successor Agency is part of a pattern of violations of the Brown /\ct by the 
City and the Successor Agency, The "hide the ball'' approach of the agenda's description is 
inconsistent w!th the Brown Act, and v;e demand that the Successor Agency immediately cure the 
violation by rescinding the action taken o.ti Meeting 1tern CSA-3 and complying with the Brown 
.Act p::for to taking action with respect to the "LAX Noise Mitigation Properties,'' 

" <. 

Govemment Code Section 54960, l requires the Successor Agency either to cure or correct its 
actions, or to inform us of its intent not to do so., within 30 days from the receipt of this demand, 
If the Successor Agency fails to cure or correct its vlo!atlons as demanded and required by law, 
our c;ient intends to seek judicial invalidation of the action (along -with its costs and reasonable 
attorneys' fees) pursmmt to Govermnent Code Section 54960, 1, 

cc: 

~,

John C Heintz 
of LATHAM & \VATKtNS LLP 

City of lngk•Nood c/o City Clerk (via electronic mail only) 
O!ga J. Castafit:da, Deputy Clerk, County of Los Angeles, Board of Supervisors, 
Acting as Secretary to the Oversight Board (via electronic mail only) 
Jackie Lacey, District Attorney 
Allan Yochelson, Public Integrity Division 
Michelle Gilmer, Public Integrity Division 
George J, Mihlsten, Latham & Watkins LLP 
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INGLE\VOOD1 CALIFORNIA 

Web Site -- www.cit)'ofinglewood.org 

NOTICE OF A SPECIAL MEETING OF THE CITY OF INGLE\VOOD F'ORl\1ER 
REDEVELOPlVfENT AGENCY OVERSIGHT BOA.RO 

TO THE MEMBERS OF THE CITY OF INGLEWOOD FORi\1ER REDEVELOPI\>mNT 
AGENCY OVERSIGHT BOARD 

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a Special Meeting of the City of Inglewood Former Redevelopment 
Agency Oversight Board v:ill be held on Wednesday, June 27, 2018 commencing at 6:00 P.f...t, in the City 
of Inglewood City Council Chambers, One Manchester Bouievard, Inglewood, California, 9030 l. 

ME·M:JlERS 
Jantes T Butts, Jr. 
Vacant 
Margarita Cmz 
Carolyn M, Hull 
Vacant 
Eugenio Villa 
Brian Fahnestock 

Call to Order 

Pledge of Allegiance 

RoUCaH 

APPOINTED BY THE: 
Mayor and City Council Members 
Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors 
rvtayor and City Council Members 
Loi Angeles County Board of Supervisors 
Los Angeles County Sanitation District 5 
Los Angeles Ccmnty Office of Education 
Chancellor of the California Community 
Colleges 

AGENDA 
O'V1tRSJGHT BOARD 

,r.h PUBUC COM1\'1ENTS REGAR111NG AGENDA ITEMS 
~;;. 

? Persons wishing to address the Oversight Board on any item on today's agenda may do so at this tim.e. 
1·~ 
~ •. 
i;d:. 
·~ 
~ 
>~ 
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City of Ingl.ewo-0d June 27) 2018 

ADlVHNiSTRA 1TV1t MATTERS 

l, Approval of the January .21, 2018 LnintJ.tes, 

2, Authorize lhe Chair of the !ng!ewood Oversight Soard to approve and sign the final minutes, dated June 2.7, 
2018, upon preparation and submitt·aL 

RECOJ.\>IlVffiNDATlONS 

3. Adoption of E&;;olli!jo11 by the Oversight Board to the Successor Agency of the former Inglewood 
. Red·::vebpment Agency Directing the City of fngfov:ood as !he Successor Agency to fomier J.ng:kwood 
Recl.;:velopment ;\gency lo Implement the approved Long-Range Property Management Plan, as an1encled, 
with respect to the Long.Term Use and Disposition of the LAX Noise Mitigation Properties, B·U 
through and induding B·3, representing Parcels l through and including 13, subject to the applicable 
Disposition Requirements of the Federal Aviation Administraticm grant agreements and Los Angeles 
World Airports letter agreements, Staff Report 

PUBLIC COlVf!\U:NTS JUX~AROING OTffER MATTERS 
Persons wishing to address the Oversight Board on any other n:w.tter not else>vhere considered on this 
agenda may do so at this time, 

OVERSlGHT BOARD lVIEMBli]l REIVIARKS 

LOBBYIST REGISTRATION: Any person who seeks support or endorsement from the Commission 
on any official action may be subject to the provisions of Los Angeles County Code, Chapter 2-160 
relating k• lobbyists. Violation of the lobbyist ordinance may result in a fine and other penalty, For 
further information, cal! (213) 974-1093, 

ACCOMMODATIONS: Accon1modations, American Sign Language (ASL) interpreters, or assisted 
listening devises are available with at least three business days notice bef(.xe the meeting date, Agendas in 
Braille and/or <tltcmatc formats arc available upon request Please telephone (2 D) 974-1431 (voice) or 
(213) 974-1707 (TDD), from 8:00 iLm. - 5:00 p,m., Monday through Friday. 

Para informacion en £spanol, por favor comuniquese a la oficina de Servicios de Comisi6n al numero 
(2B) 974-1431entre8:00 a.m, a 5:00 p .. m, lunes a viemes. 

_ SUPPORTh""JG DOCUMENTATION: Supporting documentation can be obtained at the following 
~~f'J:ocations: Inglewood City Halt, One Manchester Boulevard, Inglewood, CA 90301 and Commission 

t~"J 

"~>Services, Kt~nneth Hahn Hall of Administration, 500 West Temple Street, Room B-50, Los Angeles, CA 
~·,-'~0012 
·-:-~ 
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• • 
Inglewood 

CITY OF INGLEWOOD 
Office of the Successor Agency Executive Director , '111.' 

2009 

SmUECT: Adoption ofResotuth:m by the Oversight Board to the Sutcessor Agency of the former 
Inglewood R:edevdupment Agency (~$oversight Board") Directing the City of 
Inglewood as the Successor Agency to former Inglewood Redevelopment Agency 
("Succeu:or Agency") to ltnpJement the approved LongMRaogJt Property 
Management Phm, 21s amended, with .respect to the: Long-Term Use and Disposition 
of tile LAX Nobe Mitigation Properties, B-1.i through and including B~3, 
repnsenting Parcels 1 tbrnugh and indmiing 13i subject to the applkablc Uispm1ition 
Requirements o.f the !federal A.viatfon Arh:nh'dstratfon grant agreements and Los 
Angeles World Airports ktter agreements 

ruf.COMMENllATlON! 
it is recommended that the Chair and Oversight Board Members adopt the attached Resolution directing 
the Successor Agency to implement the Lcmg· Term Use and Disposition provisions of the approved Long
Range Property Management Plan, as amended for the LAX Noise Mitigation Properties, B-1, I through 
and including B-3, representing Parcels 1 through and including ! 3 ("Mitigation Properties"), subject to 
the Federal Aviation Administration grant agreements ("FAA Agreements") and Los Angeles World 
Aiq:iorts letter agreements ("LAW A Agreements"} 

BACKGROUND: 
On October l, 2015, the State of California Department of Fina.nee ("DOF'') approved the disposition and 
use of a!i the Successor Agency properties listed in the Long-Range Property Management Plan 
("LRPMP''), On June 15, 2016, at the request of the Successor Agency, the Oversight Board approved an 
amendment to the LRPMP by Resolution No, 16-0B-003, Thereafter, on July 1, 2016, DOF approved the 
ainended LRPMP {"Amended LR.PMP"), 

DISCUSSION: 
As required tmder Health & Safety Code section 341915, the Amended .LRPMP addressed the disposition 
~tid use nf aH properties held by the Successor Agency pursuant to the Dissolution Law (Assembly Bill 
x1 26}. More specifically, the Arnended LRPMP contained a detailed description of the 'Long· Term 
Planned Use and Disposition' of the Mitigation Properties. The acquisition of each of these Mitigation 
Properties was funded in part by certain funds provided by the federal Aviation Admin:istratitm pursuant 
to the FAA Agreements, the Los Angeles World Airports pursuant to the LAWA Agreements, and/or tax 
increment of the former Inglewood Redevelopment Agency, 

'~ 
~IP 
,.::;- At this time, none of the Mitigation Properties have been sold and the Successi.:ir Agency now seeks 
r'? spedfk direction from the Oversight Board with :respect to the disposition of the Mitigation Properties in 
~~;.,, accordance with the Amended L.RPN1.P su~ject to the applicable disposition requirements of the .FAA 
~~ Agreements and LAW A Agreements, 

:€1 
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Citair and Oversight Board Members 
Success6r Agem!y Request to Oversight Board re: LAJC Noise Mitigation Ptllperties 
June27, 2018 

.F[.NANCIALJFUN-01.NG ISSUES ANH SOURCES: 
There is no financial or fonding requirement of the Oversight Board for this action, 

PREPARED BY: 
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• • 
RESOLUTION NO. i 8-0B-003 

A RESOLUTION OF THE OVERSIGHT BOA.RD TO CITY OF INGLEWOOD AS 

SUCCESSOR AGENCY TO THE FORMER INGLEWOOD REDEVELOPMENT 

AGENCY DIRECTING THE SUCCESSOR AGENCY TO DISPOSE OF ALL 

PARCELS OF REAL PROPERTY IDENTIFIED AS LAX NOISE MITlGATION 

PROPERTIES IN THE APPROVED LONG RANGE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 

PLAN, AS AMENDED 

\VHEREAS, Assembly Bill xl 26 ("AB 26") and ABx 27 ("iill 27") were passed by the Stale 

Legislature on J um: 15, 20 l l and signed by the Governor on J urn: 28, 2011, making certain changes to 

Redevelopment Law, induding adding Part 1.8 (commencing with Section 34161) and Part 1.85 

(commencing with Section 34170) ("Part l .. 8.5'') to Division 24 of the California Health and Safety 

Code ("Health and Safety Code'') (collectively; "Dissolution Lav/'), and 

WHEREAS, the California Supreme Court in Califomia Redevelopment Association v, 

Matosantos, Case No, SJ 94861 upheld the constitutionality of A.R 26; and 

WHEREAS, Health and Safety Code sec.tion 34l73(a) designates successor agencies as 

successor entities to former redevelopment agencies; and 

W'HEREAS, upon dissolution of the Inglewood Redevelopment Agency as of 

February 1., 2012, the City of Inglewood elected to serve in the capacity of successor agency lo the 

I Fonner ...,Ingle•:oo~ Redevi::lopment Agency ("Form.~r Redevd,opment 1~gem.:y") under Health and 

II Safety <.,ode Se<;llon 34173( d), as confirmed by C 1 ty Council Resoluuon No. 12-02 adopID:l on 

January 1, 2012~ and 

\VHEREAS, AB 26 requires that there shall be an oversight board ("Oversight Board") 

,established fur each of the former California redevelopment agency's successor agencies to supervise 

j the activities of the successor agency and the wind dovm of the dissolved redevelopment agency's 

affairs pursuant to AB 26; and 

WHEREAS, the City of Inglewood, in its capacity as the "Successor Agency'' is presently 

engaged in activities necessary to wind down the affairs of the Former Redevelopment Agency; and 
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VlHEREAS, i.n accordance '~vith Dissolution Law, the Successor Agency prepared and both the 

Overnight Board and the State Department of Finance ("Finance") approved a Long~Range Property 

!v~armgement Pl<m pursuant to AB 26 in confrJrmance with Health & Safety Code section 3419L5(b) 

(the "LRPMP'') providing for the disposition and use of the real properties of the Fonner 

Redevelopment Agency; and 

WHEREAS, at the request of the Successor Agency and in furtherance of the Dissolution Law, 

the Oversight Board and Finance approved an amendm.ent to the LRPMP ("Amended LRPMP") on 

June 15, 2016 and July 1, 2016, respectively; and 

I 
\VHEREAS, the Successor Agency nov1 proposes to implement the Amended LRPMP 

specificaHy with regard to disposition of those certain parcels of real propetiy identified and described 

I in the Amended LRPMP as the "LAX Noise Mitigation Properties" (the " Mitigation Properties"); and 

I \VHEREAS, the Mitigation Properties are suqject to the Federal Aviation Administration grant 

I 
agreements and associated Los Angeles World Airports letter agreements (coHectively, the "FAA 

Grant Agreements"); and 

NOW, THEREFORE, the Oversight Board to the City of Inglewood, as the Successor Agency 

to the Former Redevelopment Agency, does hereby find, determine and resolve and order as fo!Iows: 

Section l. The foregoing recitals are true and correct 

Section 2. AU legal prerequisites to the adoption of this Resolution have occurred. 

Section 3. TI1e Successor Agency is hereby directed to dispose of the Mitigation Properties in 

accordance with the Amended LRPMP, 

Section 4. The Mitigation Properties are subject to the disposition requirements of the FAA 

Grant Agreements and any compensation agreement requirements of the Dissolution Law \Vith respect 

to any net proceeds from a third party (nonffCity) transferee, after all obligations of the FAA Grant 

Agreements are satisfied. 

Section 5. This Resolution shall take effect immediatdy upon its adoption. 

Section 6, The Oversight Board Secretary shall certify as to the adoption of this Resolution. 

PASSED, APPROVED and ADOPTED by the Oversight Board to the City of lnglew·ood as 

the Successor Agency to the fom1er Inglewood Redevelopment i\gency at a specially scheduled public 
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• 
meeting held June 27., 2018 by the following vote, 

Board Member Action: 

YES: 

NO: 

ABSTAIN: 

ABSENT: 

James T Butts, Chairman 
City of Inglewood as Successor Agency 
to the Former Redevelopment Agency 
Oversight Board 

ATTEST: 

Olga l Castaneda, Deputy Clerk 
County of Los Angeks Board of Supervisors 
Acting as Secretary to the City of Inglewood Former 
Redevelopment Agency Oversight Board 
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• 
LATHAM&WATKI NStLr 

June 29, 2018 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL AND FEDEX 

James T Butts Jr., Chair of the Board 
Margarita Cruz, Member 
Carolyn M. Hull, Member 
Eugenio Villa, Member 
Brian Fahnestock, Member 

'"' .Gooo A~"~' S>'<• >OO 
Leo Angeles, C11iifcrnla 1lQlfi H ~$0 

Ti;;I: +P1J_~l:l5.123<1 Fax >1 n;UW1l'l71,\3 

'"""-''""~t-&. h~i, <~Cm 

FIRM I P'.Fl'!L!A TE OFHCES 
Beiji,1q 

l'lcstcn 
Stu-~~m~~ 

Ci:mtwy Cit1 

CNc.ago 
Ovti<ii 

Oil$Selt:k•f1 

FrM~l\m 

k,;mtl•ng 

Heng Kcr.g 

HOlJ~!M 

ll)l'(!0/1 

Mo~ilW 

,\Ju~'ch 

New Yori\ 
Orange Ct)(1•1!y 

P .. ris 

Rlyaon 

Ra me 
Sari rnegc 
Smi na11ciso~ 

Seou~ 

SY•;lng1t~i 

srnci:m Vall"'Y 
Singapore 
fokp 

Oversight Board to the Successor Agency to the Former lnglev:ood Redevelopment Agency 
1 Manchester Boulevard 
lngle•Nood, CA 90301 

Dear :'.'v1embers of the Oversight Board: 

On behalf of (v1SG Forum, LLC, and pursuant to Government Code Sections 54960 and 54960J, 
\ve dernand that the Oversight Board to the Successor Agency to the Inglewood Redevelopment 
Agency(the "Oversight Board'') cure the violation of the Ralph M. Brown Act (Government Code 
Section 54950 et seq.) (the "'Brown Act") that the Oversight Board cornmltted at the improperly 
agendiz.ed special meeting held on June 27, 20 l 8 (the ''Special tvketing'} 

The d~scr\pt1on on the Oversight Board agenda for Special Meeting Item 3 read as follows: 

Adopt\<:)n of Resolution by the Oversight Board to the Successor ,;-\gency of the former 
Inglewood Redevelopment Agency Directing the City oflnglev/ood as the Successor 
Agency to former lnginvood Redevelopment Agency to Implement the approved Long
Range .Property Managernen1 Plan, as amended, with respect to the Long·Term Use and 
Disposition of the LAX Noise Mitigation Properties, B-1, 1 through and Including B·3, 
representing Parcels 1 through and including U, subjec.t to the applicable Disposition 
Requirements of the Federal Aviation Administration grant agreements and Los Angeles 
\Vodd Airports !etter agreements. 

This description is vague, ambiguous, misleading and \vhol!y insufficient to put the public on 
notice of the action the Oversight Board might take at the Special Meeting. lt is dear this has been 
done intentionally to eloud from the public's vlev/ what Ls really going on with this proposed 
action. 
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Not a single person reading this agenda would have a due that the properties reforenced in the 
agenda are in fact the very properties proposed for a Clippers basketbaH arena and are subject to 
an "Exclusive Negotiating Ag. reemenf' between the Successor A£ency, the Citv of Inglewood 

.... ~ ~ ....,_ ?...• } 

and f\forphy's Bowl LLC ("Murphy's Bow!"), There is no reference to the Exclusive Negotiating 
Agreement, to Murphy's Bow!, to the Clippers, or to the proposed basketball arena in the agenda 
description, · 

The agenda description also includes vague and uninformative reforences to "applicable 
Disposition Requirements of the Federal Aviation Administration grant agreements and Los 
Angeles World Airports letter agreements," Hm.vever, there is no information about those 
agreements ~· what they require, who is a party to the agreements, rhe date of the agreements, 
agreement numbers, where the agreements might be available to review, etc, In short1 given the 
description o:f Item 3 on the Special Meeting agenda, the public could not reasonably determine 
hmv the "LAX Noise Mitigation Properties" might be disposed of, to 1,vhom they might he disposed 
to, for what purpose they would be disposed, or the requirements or obligations thal might be 
imposed on any disposaL 

lt is clear that this violation by the Oversight Board is part of a pattern of violation of the Bro\.vn 
Act by the City, the Successor Agency and nO\V the Oversight Board, What is even more shocking 
was the complete disregard for the testimony of Public Counsel, Doug Carts ens of Chatten-Brown 
and Carstens, and Latham & Watkins to very serious issues raised at the Oversight Board, There 
\vas not a single question or cnrnment from any Board Member Jn response to the public 1estimony. 
There \,vas no discussion before the roil caH vote and approval, and the meeting was over in a 
matter of minutes. This is simply not appropriate. 

The ''hide the ball" approach of the agenda's description \s inconsistent \Vith the Brovm AcL \Ve 
demand that the Oversight Board irn.mediately cure the violation by rescinding the action taken on 
Special Meeting Item 3 and complying with the Brovm Act prior to directing the Successor Agency 
to take action with respect to the "LAX :t--Jolse Ivhtlgation Properties.'" 

Govemrnent Code Section 54960.1 requires the Oversight Board either to cure or correct its 
actions, or to inform us of hs intent not to do so, with.in JO days from the receipt of this demand. 
ff the Oversight Board foils to cure or correct its violations as demanded and requir<::d by lavv', our 
client intends to seek judicial invalldatlon of the action (along with its costs and reasonable 
attorneys' fees) pursuant to Govemrnent Code Section 54960, 1, 
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cc: Olga J Castaneda, Deputy Clerk, County of Los Angeles, Board of Supervisors, 
Acting as Secretary to the Oversight Board 
City of Inglewood c!o City Clerk 
Successor Agency to the Inglewood Redevelopment Agency c/o Successor Agency 
Manager 
Jackie Lacey, District Attorney 
AUan Yochdson, Public Integrity Division 
Michelle Gilmer, Public Integrity Division 
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• 
lATHAM&WATK I NSLLP 

July 27, 2018 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 
(c!o Olga J, Castaneda, Deputy Cl.erk) 
AND VIA HAND DELIVERY 

James T Butts Jr., Chair 
tvlicah Ali, Vice Chair 
Keith Curry 
Steve Koffroth 
David Rkcitiello 
Mee Semcken 
Patricia Sm.ith 

• :l~S Soo!h G.'<!nd A¥enue. S~ill! HW 

losAngehlfi, C<:Momla OOO?H5l.Hl 
Tel: +1213Ail!i 1234 Fa~: +1 21s asum:.1 
'Ml!WJW.Wm 

$eijlng Moseow 

Sostor1 M~rncn 

IB1w.>~e!$ Ne'i>'Y~ 

CeoMyCity Ornn9e Counfy 

Chica90 f>ari$ 

011!:1al Riy~(lh 

Ol.lsselooll Rome 

f1Mkfui1 San Oiieg() 

Hamburg S.M l'r:ancixe 

Hoog Kong Sem1l 

Hlli.!1i<tori Shanghai 

londo11 s~llcon Vattey 

LMAngeies Si11gapom 

Madhd Tokyo 

Milan Washingtor\ DC 

Lns Angeles County Second District Consolidated Oversight Board 
Commission Services Division 
Board of Supervisors Executive Office 
500 W. Temple Street, Suite B~50 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

Re: fil!i9Jl1.fil<-..£n..hYJlliLt9IIP...l~£QYt~J.lCCe3sor 6~n£}: 
to the lngk;,vood Redeyelopment Agency at its June 2 7. 2018 
fu1~£i[!Lh:it:§!ing 

Dear Members of the Los Angeles County Second District Consolidated Oversight Board; 

As coun.sd to MSG Forum LLC. we va'ite regarding an eleventh-hour action taken by the 
former Oversight Board to the Successor Agency to the Inglewood Redevelopment Agency (the 
"Fom1er Board") at an improperly noticed special meeting held on June 27, 2018 (tbe "Special 
Meeting"), just four days prior to the Former Board being replaced by this Consol.idatecl Oversight 
Board. The action involved undear and ambiguous "'direction" to the Successor Agency to the 
Former Inglewood Redevelopment Agency ("Successor Agency"} related to the disposition of 13 
parcels of land previously owned by the former lng!ewood Redevelopment Agency (the "Action"), 

Tbe Action suffered from a number ofinfirmities, aH of which were clearly communicated 
by MSG Forum and others to the Former Board in both written and oral testimony prior to and 
during the Special Meeting, The Action is null and void given the Former Board's failure to 
comply with the Ralph l'vt Brown Act, it is inconsistent with the Former Board's fiduciary duties 
to the ta,xing entities and it violated the California Environmental Quality Act ("CE.QA'} 
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On June .29, 2018, we sent. a letter to the Form.er Board demanding that it immediately cµre 
!he violation by rescinding the Action and comply with the BrO"wn Act prior to directing the 
Successor Agency to take action with respect to the 13 parcels of hmd that were the subject of the 
Action. A copy of our demand letter to the Former Board Is attached, Also attached is a copy of a 
letter we submitted to the Fonner Board prior to its meeting on June 271

h_ 

We respectfully request that the Consolidated Oversight Board immediately correct and 
cure the Former Board's Brown Ac! violation and ensure that any future action taken by the 
Successor Agency with respect to the 13 parcels moving forward complies with Dissolution Act, 
CEQA and all applicable laws. 

G rge J, Mihlsten 
LATHAl\,1 & WATKINS LLP 

cc: Olga J, Castaneda,. Deputy Clerk, County of Los Angeles, Board of Supervisors, 
Acting as Secretary to the Consolidated Oversight Board (via electronic mail only) 
City of Inglewood cJo City Clerk {via electronic mail only) 
Successor Agency to the Inglewood Redevelopment Agency c/o Successor Agency 
Manager (via electronic mail only) 
Jackie Lacey, District Attorney 
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June 27, 2018 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAH .. AND FED EX 

James T. Butts k, Chair of the Board 
Margarita Cruz, Member 
Carolyn M .. Hull, Member 
Eugenio Villa, Member 
Brian Fahnestock, Member 

FtR~M Afl'lUATE OFFICES. 
flefjlllg Mosi;:ow 
!kJW'.01'! Mun!ai 

Brussels New Yon<, 
Cerclt1ry Cl\y Orange Comity 

Crn~ ?arts 
Oubal R:iyadl1 

oriueldotl" Rome 
Frankfort Sar. Ol~[!O 

Hambtlrg $1}!1 i'.ra nt:f.$Ct> 

Hon9 Kong Soowi 

HJ:i'ut'ion Shelll!l'lai 
U:lM<:m 5H1r;1;rn Valliil)<' 

Lo;;A~gere~ s111seport 
Madrid fok'fO 
Milan W!!slling1on, O.C, 

Ovi;rsigh! BoarJ tu the Sui.:i.:essor Agi:ncy to !he Funner lngkw•Dod Redeve!opnwnt Agency 
1 Manchester Boulevard 
[nglewood, CA 90.301 

Dear Members of the Oversight Board.: 

As cot.msel to MSG .Forum, LLC, we xvrhe regarding today's Special Meeting of the Oversight 
Board to the Successor Agency to the Inglewood Redevelopment Agency (the "Oversight Board''), 

First. we note that the notice fo.r Special Meeting Item No. 3 violates the Ralph M. Brov.'fl Act 
(Government Code Section 54950 et seq.) (the "Brown Act"). The description for ftem No, 3 
reads as follows: 

Adoption of Resolution by the Oversight Board to the Successor Agency of the 
former Inglewood Redevelopment Agency Directing the City of Inglewood as 
the Successor Agency to former Inglewood Redevelopment Agency to 
Implement the approved Long-Range Property Management Plan, as amended, 
with respect to the Long-Term Use and Disposition of the LAX Noise Mitigation 
Properties, B~L 1 through and including B~3, representing Parcels 1 through and 
including 13, subject to the applicable Disposition Requirements of the Federal 
A via.tkm Administration gr.ant agreements and Los Angeles World Airports 
letter agreements. 

This description is wholly insufficient to put the public on notice of the action the Oversight Board 
might take, The Jack of clarity related to the direction to ''implement" the approved Long Range 
Property Management Plan ("LRPMP") subject to certain referenced "agreements" that are 
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undated and unavailable in the materials posted for the meeting is apparent. The public cannot 
reasonably determine what action Is being taken by the Oversight Board because they cannot 
reasonably determine what specific agreements are being referenced or what those agreements 
might provide, There is also insufficient information about the Parcels themselves, and there is no 
information regarding a particular disposition of the Parcel::>- We therefore demand that the 
Oversight Board decline to take any action on Item 3 at the Special Meeting tonight, and note that 
any action taken on ltem 3 would be void, 

Should the Oversight Board decide to move forward with cons:ideratkm of the improperly noticed 
!tem 3, consideration of Resolutkm No, 18-0B-003, we respectfully request that the Oversight 
Board decline to approve the Successor Agency's request 

The referenced "Mitigation Properties" (referred to herein as the "Parcels") are currently subject 
to an "Exdnsive Negotiating Agreement" (!he "ENA'') between the Successor Agency, the City 
of Inglewood, and Murphy's Bow! LLC (''tvforphy's Bowl"). While it is widely known that 
Murphy's Bowl is seeking to develop a basketball arena for the Los Angeles Cllppe.rs on the 
Parcels, there is no reference to the ENA. to fvlurphy's Bowl. or to the proposed basketball arena 
in the proposed Resolution (or its accompanying Slaff Report) before this Oversight Board, Not 
only are the notices regarding the Resolution I S~OB-003 deficient, but approval of the Resolution 
would violate the California Environ.mental Quality Act ("CEQA"). Approval of the disposition 
\vould be an action in furtherance of the arena project in a manner that forecloses alternatives or 
mitigation measures in violation of CEQA, (Save Tara v_ City of West Hollywood (2008) 45 
Cal .4th i i 6, 13 8 and CEQA Guide!.ines section J 5004 (b)(2)(B),) 

Notwithstanding its ac!ual purpose, on its face the Resolution appears to simply direct the 
Successor Agency to comply with the LRPMP that 1t is already required to comply with umhn the 
law. See Health & Safety Code § 34 i 9 ! J, However, the Successor Agency is not currently 
complying with the LRPMP, By tying up the Parcels for three years (and potentially longer) 
without compensation to the taxing entities, the ENA directly confik:ts '\.\>1.th the LRPMP's primary 
directive to sell the Parcels within three years of the LRPMP's approval and virtually assures that 
it wiH be several years before the taxing entities receive any of their entitled compensation. To 
address this rH.HH:omµliance with the LRPMP, the Oversight Board should decline to a:pprnve 
proposed Resolution before it today and take steps to ensure the Successor Agency complies with 
the LRPMP moving forward. 

Further, given the vagueness of the proposed Resolution Itself, the lack of information avaHable 
in the Staff Report, and the lack of discussion during the Successor Agency''s June 19, 2018 
conskieratlon of the request now before the Oversight Board, it appears that the Successor Agency 
may be attempting to obtain the Oversight Board's pre-approva! of the transfer of the sale of the 
Parcels ln the future or any transfer of the Parcels to the City to facilitate the arena project We 
are concerned that the Successor Agency may be taking this action now, fgur _q~fore this 
Oyersight Board ceases to exist, to circumvent the need fur approval from the Countywlde 

US-DOCS\9 M!!8JS9 
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Oversight Board1 for the sale or tF&nsfer of the Parcels in the future. Such an action wuuld be 
inconsistent with the Dissolution Act A future transaction for the sale of the Parcels would have 
to return to the Countywide Oversight Board for approval 

In addition to belng void under the Brown Act, an l l 1h hour provision of any pnNtpprovaJ to the 
Successor Agency for the transfer of the Parcels Without publicaHy avaJiabie details as to the 
purchaser and its obligations, the price and basis for the same, the proposed future use, etc. would 
be inconsistent i.vith the Dissolution Act and would violate Oversight Board's fiduciary duties, 
Prior to transfer, the Oversight Board must have enough information to determine whether or not 
such transfer ma.ximizes value for the taxing entities and is consistent with the LRPMP and 
Dissolution Act The Successor Agency itself has recognized these obligatkms when it has sold 
former redevelopment agency parcels listed on the LRPMP to private developers in the past. For 
example, on November 18, 2015, the Successor Agency disposed of real property al the comer of 
Olive Street and Glasgow Avenue by private sale by seeking and receiving specific approval from 
the Oversight Board.. In that case. the Successor Agency put before the Oversight Board a 
cornp!ete Disposition .and Development Agreement along with the sale price that relied on an 
independent appraisal based upon the parcel's highest and best use. See Oversight Board 
Resolution Nu. J 5-QB.Q i 2 at 2. This level ofinformation allowed the Overnight Board to "duly 
consider[] all of the terms and conditions of the proposed sale of the [Successor] Agency Parcels 
and the development of the Site pursuant to the terms of the [Development and Disposition 
Agreement.]" Id 

Similarly, on November 4, 2015, the Successor Agency transferred real property designated in the 
LRPMP as "Properties to be Retained for Future Development" from itself to the City by seeking 
and receiving specific approval for .such transfer from the Oversight Board. See Oversight Board 
Resolution 15-OB-015. 

The Successor Agency is not providing similar information or specificity to the Oversight Board 
today, It is well knovm that t\.ie Successor Agency and City of Inglewood propose to sell the 
Parcels to Murphy's Bowl for a new basketball arena, Yet the proposed Resolution before the 
Oversight Board only provides a vague reference to disposing of the Mitigation Properties "in 
accordance with the [J LRPMP:' Regardless of the Successor Agency's reasoning for its request, 
the Oversight Board cannot adopt the proposed Resolution that is impermissibly vague and that 
could be read as offering a "blank check" to the Successor Agency to quietly dispose of the Parcels 
at some unknown point in the future without giving the Oversight Board the ability to analyze the 
disposal for consistency with the LRPMP and the Dissolution Act. The Oversight Board should 
decline to approve the Successor Agency's request and take steps to ensure the Successor Agency 
obtains the Oversight Board's approval prior to the sale of any of the Parcels to a private party or 
transfer of any of the Parcels to the City once the details of such a transaction are disclosed. 

1 Sel! Health & Safety Code § 34 I 79G); SliW also CaHfomia Department tff Finance, Countywide Oversight Board 
Freqwmtly As!o:d Questions; available at 
hltp:/fwww.dof,ca.gov!Programs/RedeveloprnenttCountywide_OB/documents/Countywlde_OB_FAQs.pdf(noting 
1ha1 "Couni:ywide Oversight Boards shall be in operation as of July ! , 20 ! S" and that "[t]he current [Oversight 
Boardj of each Agency wiH dissolve and will no !onger have bearing on Agency actions"}, 
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The Oversight Board has a fiduciary duty to the taxing entities~ and it is time that the Oversight 
Board fulfilled that duty. The Oversight Board should decline to take action on tonight's 
improperly noticed Item No, J and take steps to ensure the Successor Agency complies with the 
LRPMP and obtains the Oversight Board's approval. prior to the sale of any of the Parcels to a 
private party or transfer of any of the Parcels to the City once the details of such a transaction are 
disclosed. 
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June 29, 2018 

V1A ELECTROi'1C MAIL AND FEDEX 

James T. Butts Jr.1 Chair of the Board 
Margarita Cruz, Member 
Carolyn M. Hull, Member 
Eugenio VHla, Member 
Brian Fahnestock., Member 

i!Mlon M1111!cl1 

Cel\\~!)' Cfly 
Chlcag~ 

Oubl!l 

New York 
Orange Couflly 
Pana 

F1<111J(t1,1rt ~n Olego 
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London 
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fokyo 

wiwhi~Ullln, o,c. 

Oversight Board to the Successor Agency to the Former Inglewood Redevelopment Agency 
1 Manchester Boulevard 
Inglewnod, CA 9030 l 

Dear Members of the Oversight Board: 

On behalf of MSG Fonm1j LLC, and pursuant to Government Code Sections 54960 and 54960J, 
we demand that the Oversight Board to the Successor Agency to the Inglewood Redevelopment 
Agency (the "Oversight Board'') cure the violation of th0 Ralph M, Bro\vn Act' (Government Code 
Section 54950 et seq.) (the H.Brown Act>!) that the Oversight Board comrnitted at the improperly 
agendized special meeting held on June 27; 2018 (the "Special Meetingn), 

The description on the Oversight Board agenda for Spedal Meeting Item 3 read as follows: 

Adoption of Resolution by the Oversight Board to the Successor Agency of the former 
Inglewood. Redevelopment Agency Directing the City of Inglewood as the Successor 
Agency to former Inglewood Redevelopment Agency to Implement the approved Long» 
Range Property Management Plan,. as amended, with respect to the Long~Term Use and 
Disposition of the LAX Noise Mitigation Properties, B-1.1 through and including B~3, 
representing Parc,e!s 1 through and including 13, subject to the applicable Disposition 
Requirements of the Federal Aviation Administration grant agreements and Los Angeles 
World Airports letter agreements, 

This description is vague, ambiguous, misleading and wholly insufficient to put the public on 
notice of the action the Oversight Board might take at the Special Meeting. It is clear this has been 
done intentionally to cloud from the public's view what is really going on with this proposed 
action., 
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Not a single person reading this agenda would have a clue that the properties referenced in the 
agenda are in fact the very properties proposed for a Clippers basketball arena and are subject to 
an "Exclusive Negotiating Agreement" between the Successor Agency\ the City of Ingle'\.vood, 
and Murphy's Bowl LLC ("Murphy's Bowt'r). There is no reference to the Exclusive Negotiating 
Agreement, to Murphy's Bowl, to the Clippers. or to the proposed basketball arena in the agenda 
descriptiotL 

The agenda description also includes vague and uninformative references to <tapplicable 
Disposition Requirements of the Federal Aviation Administration grant agreements and Los 
Angeles World Airports letter agreements!; However, there is no infonnation about those 
agreements ~- what tbey require, who is a party to the agreements. the date of th.e agreements, 
agreement numbers, where the agreements might be available to reviewi etc, In short~ given the 
description of Item 3 on the Special Meeting agenda, the public could not reasonably determine 
how the "LAX Noise Mitigation Properties" might be disposed of, to whom they might he disposed 
to, for what purpose they 'Would be disposed, or the requirements or obligations that might be 
imposed on any disposal. 

I! is dear that this violation by the Oversight Board is part of a pattern of violation of the Brown 
Act by the Chy, the Successor Agency and now the Oversight Board. What is even more shocking 
was the complete disregard for the testimony of Pub.Ile Counsel, Doug Cartsens of Chatten-Brown 
and Carstens, and Latham & Watkins to very serious issues raised at the Oversight Board. There 
was not a single question o:r com.ment from any Board Member in response to the public testimony, 
There was no discussion before the roll call vote and approval, and the meeting was over in a 
matter of minutes., This is simply not appropriate. 

The "hide the ball" approach of the agenda's description is inconsistent >vi.th the Brov.n Act \Ve 
demand that the Oversight Board irnmediatdy cure the vio.lation by rescinding the action taken on 
Special Meeting Item 3 and. complying \.Vith the Brown Act prior to directing the Successor Agency 
to take action with respect to the '1LAX Noise Mitigation Properties." 

Government Code Section 54960.1 requires the Oversight Board either to cure or correct its 
actions, or to inform us of its intent not to do so, within 30 days from the receipt of this demand. 
If the Oversight Board fails to cure or correct its viofatio.ns as demanded and required by law* our 
client intends to seek Judicial invalidation of the action (along with its costs and reasonable 
attorneys' fees) pursuant to Government Code Section 54960, I, 

.. -·-~ .. ----·- ·---~-,----~ 
-~-,,,,,-_,-:_"""_=_;..._-:~·-=-~ 

e1ntz 
of LA THAM & WA TI<INS LLP 
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cc: Olga l Castaneda, Deputy Clerk; County of Los Angeles, Board of Supenrisotsi 
Acting as Secretary to the Oversight Board 
City of Inglewood c/o City Clerk 
Successor Agency to the Inglewood Redevelopment Agency clo Successor Agency 
Manager 
Jackie Lacey, District Attorney 
Allan Yochelson, Public Integrity Division 
Michetle Gilmer~ Public Integrity Division 
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PROOF' OF SERVIC 

I am employed in the County of Los Angeles~ State of California. I am over the age of 18 
years and not a party to this action, My business address is Latham & Watkins LLP, 355 South 
Grand Avenue, Suite 100, Los Angeles, CA 90071-1560. 

On August 21, 2018, I served the following documents described as: 

FIRST AMENDED VERIFIED PETITION FOR \VfilT OF MANDATE AND 
COMPLAINT FOR INJUNCTIVE AND DECLARATORY RELIEF 

BY HAND DELIVERY (PERSONAL SERVICE) 

I am farniliar with the office practice of Latham & Watkins LLP for collecting and 
processing documents for hand delivery by a messenger courier service or a registered process 
server. Under that practice, documents are deposited to the Latham & Watkins LLP personnel 
responsible for dispatching a rnessenger courier service or registered process server for the .. 
delivery of documents by hand in accordance with the instructions provided to the messenger 
courier service or registered process server; such documents are delivered to a messenger courier 
service or registered process server on that same day in the ordinary course of business_ l caused 
a sealed envelope or package containing the above-described document(s) and addressed as set 

, forth beloi.v in accordance with the office practice of Latharn &Watkins LLP for collecting and 
processing documents for hand delivery by a messenger courier service or a registered process 
server. 

Royce K Jones 
Bruce Gridley 

Kane, Ballmer & Berrnan 
515 South Figueroa Street, Suite 780 

Los Angeles, CA 90071 

Counsel for the City of Inglewood 

Mary Wickham, County Counsel 
Office of the County Counsel 

County of Los Angeles 
Kenneth Hahn Hall 9f Administration 
500 West Temple Street, Room B~50 

Los Angeles, CA 90012 

Counse.! fbr The Oversight Board 

Kenneth Campos, City Attorney 
City of Inglewood 

One Manchester Boulevard 
P.O. Box 6500 

Inglewood, CA 9030 l 

Counsel for the City of Inglewood 

Jonathan R Bass 
Charmaine G. Yu 
Philip n MiHer 

Coblentz Patch Duffy & Bass LLP 
One Montgomery Street, Suite 3000 

San Francisco, CA 94104-5500 

Counsel for Murphy's Bowl LLC 

I declare that I am employed in the office of a member of the Bar of, or per:rnitted to 
practice before, this Court at whose direction the service was made and declare under penalty of 
perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on August 21, 2018, at Los Anrreles, California. . . ~ ~ 

/,_;;I (// 
/I) L/{,/,.£-Al /
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l I LATHAM & WA TK1NS LLP 
! Marvin S. Putnam {212839) 

2 i ma~in.putnat_ft@l~v.co'!1 . . 
1; Jess1ca Stebbms Bma \248485) 

3 ! jessica.s tebbinsbina@lw, com 
i RobertJ, EUison (274374) 

4 J robert,ellison(a~lw.co:m 
II 10250 Constelration Blvd., Suite l l 00 

5 1
1 Los Angeles, California 90067 
( Telephone: (424) 653-5500 

6 I Facsimile: (424) 653-5501 
I 

Fi LED 
Superior Court of California 

Countv of Los /\ngolo.s 

7 I Attarne;.w for plaintf'/fAf.SG fi'orum, I.LC 

s I! SUPJ;RIOR COURT OF THE STATE O:F CALJFOR:t'·HA 

9 
I COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 
I 

lO 1 MSG FORUM, LLC, a Delaware Limited 

11 
1 Liability Company, 

12 
Plaintiff, 

13 
V, 

14 CITY O~ IN9LEWQ,OD, a municipal 
· · t corporation; SUCCES.S?R AGE.NCY TO THE 
IS INGLEWOOD REf'Ev'E~OPMENT 

AGENCY; THE IN.GLEWOOD PARKING 
16 A~JTI-~oru::; CITY OF, INGLEWOOD CITY 

COUNCIL, MAYOR IA.MES T, BUTTS, JR., 

1 ~ I in his individual. and representative capacity; 
1 i and DOES l-25. inclusive, 

' ' 

18 

19 

20 

21 ! 

22 

23 

24 

25 

LATHAM•WATK! NS"' 
A:tr<..}::t~tYS: A:: a...t~w 

LO~:i: A.f.g3.~J .. £;$; 

Defendants. 

Case No. YC072715 
·------------~~-----·-----

FIRST AME~1lED COMPl,AINT FOR: 

1. BREACH OF CONTRACT 
(DEVELOP.M.ENT AGREEMENT); 

2. BREACH OF I.MPLIEJl COVENAf"IT OF 
GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING 
(DEVELOPMENT AGREE:MENT); 

3. RESCISSION (PARKING LEASE 
TERAUNATION); 

4. BREACH OF CONTRACT {PARKING 
LEASE); -

5. Il'llJEMJ:~.uFICATION (P ARKii'f G 
LEASE); 

6. BREACH OF 11\>IPLI.ED COVENANT OF 
GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING 
(PARKING LEASE); 

7. FRAUD; 

8. INTERF-ERENCE \v'JTH CONTRACT; 

9. INTERFERENCE "'11TH; 
PROSPECTIVE ECONOl\UC 
AD VA.NT AGE; 

10, DECLARATORY RELIEF; and 

11. DECLARATORY RELIEF. 

DEMAND FOR JIJRY TRIAL 

MSG FORUM'S FIRST AMENDED CO&fPLAlNT 
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1 Plaintiff MSG Forum, LLC ("MSG Forum") for its complaint against defendants the City 

2 of Inglewood ("City"), the Successor Agency to the Inglewood Redevelopment Agency 

3 ("Successor Agency"), the lngie:\vood Parking A.uthority C'Parking Authority"), the City of 

4 Inglewood City Council (''City Council"), and Mayor James T. Butts (*"Mayor Butts")1
, in his 

5 individual and representative capacity, states and a.lieges as follows: 

6 NATlfRE OF THli~ ACTION. 

7 L This action arises out of a scheme orchestrated by Mayor Butts, the City, the 

8 Parking Authority, the Successor Agency, and others to defraud M:SG Fornm out of its leasehold 

9 and contractual property interest in 15 acres of property located within the City. This fraudulent 

10 scheme was designed to allow the City to enter into an agreernent providing for the conveyance 

11 of the property to the Los Angeles Clippers to be used as the site for an arena competitive with 

12 the Forum- in direct violation of the City's promises, express contractual commitments, and 

13 legal obligations. At the center of this fraud lies Mayor Butts, who serves not only as Mayor of 

14 the City, but also as Chairperson of the Parking Authority and the Successor Agency - two 

15 ostensibly "independent" government agencies that directly participated in and abetted the illicit 

16 scheme. Mayor Butts - in conjunction 'With the City, the Parking Authority, and Successor 

17 Agency (and others)- fraudulently secured from MSG Fomm its rights to lease and acquire LS 

18 acres of City-owned land, eliminated the City's obligation to provide 2,275 substitute parking 

19 spaces at the property, and denied MSG Forum's right to ensure a competitive arena was not 

20 built dmvn the street, 

21 2. The Forum, located within the City at the intersection of Prairie A venue and 

22 Manchester Boulevard and ai:tiacent to the then Hoily\.vood Park horse racing track property, 

23 opened as the home to the Los Angeles Lak:ers in 1967. For years, the Formn vvas the home to 

24 · the Lakers and the Los Angeles Kings as well as a major concert venue. During that time, tbe 

25 Fomm used the land adjacent to Hollywood Park fur overflow parking. Follo\.ving the departure 

26 of the Lakers and the Kings from the Formn in 1999, Forum Enterprises, Inc. ("FBI") purchased 

27 

28 
1 References to "Mayor Butts" shall mean and include "Chairman Butis" in the context of his 
mJe as Chairman of the Successor Agency and the Parking Authority, 

lATHAM~WATK!NS"' MSG FO!UJ?vf'S FIRST AM.ENDED CO:MPLAlNT 
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l ! the Forum and used it as the sanctuary for Faithful Central Bible Church. The CEO ofFEl \Vas 
1 

2 I Bishop Kermeth C. D1mer, and the COO and General Counsel ofFEI was Pastor Marc 'L Little. 
j 

3 1 For a period of time, 'While the Forum was O\vned by FEI, the General Manager of the Forum 

4 was Gerard McCaUum. FEI attempted to market the Fomm as a concert ve:rme, but was unable 

5 to compete effectively with other 111ore modern concert venues in the Los Angeles region. As a 

6 1
1 result, the Forum became a financial burden for PEL 
I 

7 3, MSG Fornm began discussions with FEI regarding a possible acquisition ofthe 

8 I Forum in 2010. Shortly a:l:l:er his 2011 election, Mayor Butts quickly inserted himself into the 

9 discussions and sought to induce MSG Fomm to acquire and renovate the property. Mayor Butts 

l 0 explained that be needed the Forum renovation project to be the catalyst for the future 

11 II development and gn.wtth of the City. 

12 I 4, Even at that early stage of discussions between the City and MSG Forum, one of 

13 I the key elements of the proposed renovation of the Forum, and the negotiations between MSG 

1411 Fonm1 and the City, was the need for and availabiHty of.an overflow parking area to serve the 
p 

15 Ii Forum for certain events. as well as the need to identify a long-tenn parking solution for the 

16 I Forum. 

11 !1 5. On August 12, 20 l l, MSG Forurn and FEI entered into an agreem.ent pursuant to 

I 8 , which MSG Forum secured the rights to purchase the Forum. Following extensive negotiations 
:: 

19 \ \vith the City, led by Mayor Butts, on January 30, 2012, FEI and MSG Forum entered into an 
I 

20 j Owner Participation Agreement (the ''OP A") \Vi th the City_ 
; 

21 6. As explained in the OPA,, the City had determit1ed that the revitalization ofthe 

22 I Forum was crucial to the econornic vitality of the City. MSG Forum and the City also 

23 11 acknowledged in the OPA that, to remain competitive in Southern California, the Forum required 

24 II significant rehabilitation and restoration. The end result would be a state-of-the-art venue that 

2s II '.vould revitalize an underutilized civic asset 
h 

26 II 7, In accordance with the 0 PA 's terms, MSG F ornm would invest not les:s than $50 

27 
1

1 mil.lion in the rehabilitation of the Fornm, and the City would. provide $18 million in financing, 
! 

28 ! using funds :from the Inglewood Redevelopment Agency made ava.ilabie through the City, to 

3 
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1 I assist in the overall Fornm rehabilitation (the •'City Loan"). Pursuant to the OPA tenus and 

2 I related documents, the City Loan has been (iu part) and will he forgiven over a scheduled ten~ 
3 I year period, provided that MSG operates the Forum. as a venue, fur public and private events, 

! 

4 ij concerts, award show~, exhibitions, sp~:ting events, and other :vents custo,mary for an arena. 

5 ! 8, Then, m May 2012, MSG Forum,. FEI and the Ctty entered mto a Development 
! 

6 I A&rreement, pursuant to California Government Code sections 65864 et seq., to facilitate and 
I 

7 I farther support the Forum's renovation and to provide additional assurances to MSG Fornm 

8 I regarding future actions by the City with respect to the Foi:urrt A true and correct copy of the 

9 I Development Agreement is attached hereto as E.xhibit 1, 

10 I 9. A.s part of the Development Agreement, and consistent with the OPA, MSG 

11 I Forum comrnitted to invest no less than $50 rnilli.011 in the Forum renovation project MSG 

u I Forum guaranteed that it would sell a minimum of300,000 tickets annually - and, as a result, the 

13 I City would be guaranteed a substantial amount ofper-ticket :revenues - each year during the 

14 I agreem.enf s thirty-year tenrL ff MSG Forum was ever unable to meet the minimum required 
I . . 

15 I ticket sales, it would pay the City the difference. Pursuant to the Development Agreement, tb.e 

' 16 I amotmt paid to the City is $224 per ticket, and the minimum ticket sales threshold over the term 

t 7 I of the Development Agreement is 9,000,.000 total tickets. Effectively, the per-ticket fee charged 
l 

18 I by the City serves to repay to the City the $181\/HHion City Loan (with interest). To date, ivlSG 

19 I Forum has paid millions to the City in connection .. ,rifh the sale of tickets to events at the Foru1n, 

20 rn. In return for its substantial investment, considerable financial and business risk, 

21 i and thirtyHyear commitment, MSG Fomm required a guarantee that the City would not tak.e any 

22 i actions which would undennine the competitiveness of the Forum - at least not without MSG 
1 

23 \j Forum'~ co~se~t The City thns e:pressly committed that it w~uld not ~ngage in "~~11y action or 

24 Ji proceeding' without MSG Fortun s consent, that would cause "a matenal adverse nnpact on the 

I use, operation, functionality, accessibility, or economic cmnpetitiveness of the Forum[.]" 25 

26 J (Development Agreement. § § 8, 8.. 1 (b) (emphasis added)_) 

J 11. A critical concern for MSG Forum, which it communicated to the City near the 

I outset of negotiations in 2011, was the need for overflow parking for certain Forum events. For 

27 

28 
! 

4 
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several decades, the Forum had used parking areas on an im.mediately adjacent property (now 

2 part o.fthe overall Hollywood Park/NFL stadium development site). Hcnvever, at that time this 

3 parking area was owned by an entity affiliated with Wal.mart Inc, and was not generally available 

4 for Forum overfloi;v parking. In addition, the areas immediately adjacent to Hollywood Park and 

5 the proposed Walmart site were slated for commercial development in connection with the 

6 Holl-::rwood Park redevelopment project, ·which was coordinated by Stockbridge, a real estate 

7 investment firm led by Terry Fancher ("Stockbridge"), together with Wilson Meany, a real estate 

8 development firrn led by Christopher Meany ("Wilson Meany'} The continued availability of 

9 these parking areas for Fonu11 use was uncertain. MSG Fomm was thus unwilling to proceed 

l 0 with its ilwestment in the Forum without assurances from the City that it would provide adequate 

I 1 long-term overflmv parking near to the Fonun. 

12 As a result. and in an effort to address MSG Fomm's key concerns regarding the 

13 need for overflow parking for certain Fomm events, the City, through the office of Mayor Butts, 

14 offered to lease to MSG, with an option to purchase, 15 acres of City-owned land near the 

15 intersection of Centlrry Boulevard and Prairie A venue as an ovcrfkP.v parking: area for the 

16 Forum. The l5«acre site encompassed over 50 parcels of land. These parcels ·were not all 

17 contig110us, but were separated (in part) by parcels of land ovmed by the Successor Agency. 

18 !'vJSG 'Forum therefore requested the inclusion of the Successor Agency parcels that were 

· 19 adj'acent to and interconnected with the City-owned property, MSG Forum Vias advised by the 

20 City and Mayor Butts that the Successor Agency parcels could not he made available for lease 

21 out of concern that such a transaction would violate the Dissolution Act. State legislation that 

22 dissolved connnunity redevelopment agencies and laid out mles to dispense ·with existing assets 

23 and properties of those agencies. 

24 I'VlSG Fomm and the City entered into a parking lease/option agreement in March 

25 2013 (the "Parking Lease"). Under the Parking Lease, MSG Fomm leased 15 acres of City-

26 owned parcels of Iand at Century Boulevard and Prairie A venue (the "Parking Lease Prope1ty") 

27 as overflow parking sites fo:r events at the Forum, for a seven-year term. with options to extend. 

28 I'vfSG Forum also secured the right to purchase the Parking Lease Property for a specified price, 

5 
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I 
1 11 In return, MSG Forum agreed to pay the City $200,000 annually, A true and correct copy of the 

2 Parking Lease is attached hereto as Exhibit: .2. 

14. As a result of these agreements and the commitments made by the City. MSG 

4 Forum ultimately invested more than $100 million in purchasing and rehabilitating the Forurn. 

5 property, successfully transforming it into one of the premier live music venues in the country. 

6 The Forum. officially reopened on January 15, 2014, with a concert hy the world famous rock 

7 hand The Eagles. Through :MSG Forum's efforts, the Forum is now one of the top concert 

8 venues nationally, generating substantial revenues for the City. 
I 

9 11 15. MSG Forum also invested approximately $90,000 to improve the Parking Lease 

l 0 II Property for use as overflow parking for Fomm events and paid hundreds of thousands of dollars 
~! 

11 ii in connection with the Parking Lease's annual payment requirement. Payments related to the 

12 !I Parking Lease "vere made through June 2017. 

1311 16. In Jtme 2015, Steve Ballmer- the fonnet CEO of Microsoft, who had recently 
jl 

14 II bought the Los Angeles Clippers - publidy announced that he intended to explore alternative 
'I 

15 ii "options" for the Clippers' ho:rne arena in anticipation of the termination of the Clippers' lease .at 
ll 

16 ii Staples Center in 2024, . ~ ., . . 

l. 7 !I 17, As a result, rn October 20 L"l, MSG Forum discussed with Mayor Butts the 

18 Ii possibility of the Clippers coming to Inglewood< These conversations centered around the 

1911 Forum and the Forum property, MSG Forum offered to introduce Mayor Butts to J\k Ballmer 

20 II and to work together to see if there could be an opportunity to bring the Clippers to the Fomm 
!! 

21 ti site. Nothing can1e ofthese initial discussions regarding the Clippers, and Mayor Butts did not 
q . 

22 II pursue the idea with MSG Fomm. Instead, without discussing the issues with MSG Forum, 
!! 

23 II Mayor Butts set about to negotiate. secretly with the Clippers to build a nev.r competitive arena in 
n 

24 I Inglewood. 

25 
I 
! 

18. .Following the announcement in 2016 of a new NFL stadium on the HoH:r.vood 

26 Park site next to the Fomm, MSG Forum, the Mayor and the new· owner of the Hollyv1ood Park 

27 site, the Kroenke Group (h.'k, Kroenke also owns the Los Angeles Rams), held discussions about 

28 the parking new;ids of the NFL stadium and the Forum, \Vilson Meany, as the developer of 

6 
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l Hollywood Park, along with Stockbridge, have had extensive involvement with the City in 

2 connection with ilie proposed development of the Holl:y,.vood Park property into a large~scale 

3 mixed-use development and the site of au NFL sta.ditun. Christopher Jvfoany led the 
I 

4 
1

~ development efforts fi.n Hollywood Park with respect. to ilie City_ ln addition, Gerard 
! 

5 I McCaUum, a dose confidant of Mayor Butts and forrnerly the Executive Vice President ofFEI, 

6 J the prio.r o\vner of the Forum, had become an executive with Wilson Meany around 2006, lvfr 

7 I McCaUum heads up government relations for Wilson Meany and is directly responsible for 
il 

8 l working with Mayor Butts and the City of Inglewood, Mr. Mccallum and Mayor Butts 
i 

9 i co:a:u:r:m.nicate frequently by text Mr .. Meany and M.r. McCallum were involved in the 

10 I discussions with t.vlSG Fomrn. and Mayor Butts, which revolved around using ilie adjacent 

11 ii Hollywood Park site (the former Walmart site) as an overf!.o\v par.king site for the Forum, and 

l 2 II using the Forum site for overflow parking for the N"FL stadium, Mr, Meany and !vk McCallu:m 
d 

l 3 II were aware of and knew of the existence of the Parking Lease and the importance of off .. site 

1411 parking for the Forum. 
H 

l 5 ll 19. Throughout 20 l 6 and early 2017, MSG Forum and Mayor Butts had dozens of 

16 JI discussions regarding overflow parking for the Forum and the need to find a better long~tenn 
17 I overl1ow parking solution, At no time during these discussions did Mayor Butts indicate that he 

18 J was secretly negotiating with the Clippers to build a competitive arena in Inglewood using the 

19 J very same land MSG Forum had leased for parking, 

20 i 20, Indeed, unbeknownst to MSG Forum, Mayor Butts had be&'tlll secretly negotiating 

21 ·I an Exclusive Negotiating Agreement ("ENA"), \Vhich would give the Clippers the exclusive 
l . .. 

22 .! right to use the Parking Lease Property and surrounding land to build a new competitive arena in 

231! Inglewood. Mayor Butts's secret negotiations \Vith the Clippers went forward despite Mayor 

24 II Butts, Melanie _McDade (Iv~ayor Butts~ s executive ~ssistant, who often a~ts 0~1 his behalf on City 

25 1 matters), the City, the P.arkmg Authonty, and the Successor Agency havmg full knowledge that 

261 the City was leasing the Parking Lease Property to MSG Forum and that MSG Forum had the 

27 I right to buy the Parking Lease Property. Tellingly, neither Mayor Butts nor any official offue 

28 ! City inforrned MSG Forum of these secret nE:gotiations, despite the fact that Mayor Hutts, Ms. 

7 
' ! 
1 
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l McDade, and MSG Forum were in regular discussions at that time regarding the Parking Lease 

2 Property and other parking options for the Forum. 

3 2L On January 5, 2017, in connection witb these discussions regarding parking issues 

4 involving the Forum, Mayor Butts sudde.nly requested that MSG .Forum not use his official City 

5 email account to comrnunicate. Instead, Mayor Butts instructed MSG Forum to use his gmail 

6 account for confidentiality. Mayor Butts also began increasing the use of his t--iersonai cell.phone 

7 to text and call regarding City business. Clearly, Mayor Butts did not want a paper trail 

8 evidencing his bad acts. 

9 22. The Mayor did not disclose to MSG Fonun the existence of his covert 

10 negotiations with the Clippers. Instead, in early 2017, Mayor Butts began pressuring MSG 

I I Forum to tenninate the Parking Lease by telling MSG Forum that the City needed the Parking 

I 2 Lease Property so that it could use the hmd for a "'technology park'' This was a complete 

13 falsehood. Nonetheless, ivfayor Butts repeatedly requested that MSG Forum give up the Parklng 

14 Lease Property so that be could implement a "Silicon Beach" in lnglew"ood. Needing to maintain 

15 its existing overfiow parking, MSG Forum initially resisted, The Mayor then increased the 

16 intensity of his requests, telling MSG Fornm that the development opportunity for the Parking 

17 Lease Property was critical to the future of the City. 

23, In and around late March 20 l 7, Mayor Butts repeatedly called and pressed MSG 

19 Forum, saying th.at he had a tenant for the technology park <"on the hook," and that he and the 

20 City needed MSG Forurrn to ten:ni:nate the Parking Lease immediately. Mayor Hutts made it 

21 clear that the terminatkm of the Parking Lease was now necessary and of uttnost irnportance to 

22 him and the City, At no time did the Mayor disclose that he \Vas then secretly negotiating with 

23 the Clippers t<:1 build their arena on the very site of the Parking Lease Property, 

24 24. During these discussions, Mayor Butts promised that he and the City v.muld \vork 

25 to ensure that MSG Forum was provided with suitable alternative overflow parking .. In reliance 

26 on Mayor Butts's repeated assurances that the Parking Lease Property \Vould be used for a 

27 technology park, and his promise to secure a suittibie alternative overflow parking solution for 

28 
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1 I MSG Forum, and in light of Mayor Butts• s position in the City, MSG Forum reluctantly 

2 J acquiesced and agreed to terminate the Parking Lease. 

3 I 25. MSG Fornm and Mayor Butt<> each signed a Lease Termination Agreement (the 

4 i '"Parking Lease Tennination") on April 3, 2017. Hmvever, Mayor Butts was not authorized by 
! 

5 I the City Council to enterinto the Parking Lease Termination as the Parking Lease Termination 
i 

6 I was never approved or ratified by the City Council. Mayor Butts 's execution of t11e Parking 

7 I Lease Termination was thus an ultra vires act and of no force or consequence. 
! 

26. The next day, on April 4, 2017, MSG Forum emailed Mayor Butts memorializing 

9 their conversations regarding the purported. ten:nination of the Parking Lease, In the April 4, 

10 2017 email, MSG Forum noted, ''['vv]eunderstand your desire to develop the land we had leased 

11 and do not vnmt to stand in the way of progress in the City[,]" referencing the technology park 

l 2 that Mayor Butts had repeatedly discussed and acted so committed to developing. Had. MSG 

. 13 Fornm knmv.n of Mayor Butts's and the City's true intentions and their secret negotiations tvith 

141 the Clippers, MSG Fo~um never w~uld have si~ed the Par~{ing Lease Termination. 

15 27. On Apnl 28, 2017, Just weeks after the Parkmg Lease was purportedly 

161 terminated, representatives of the Clippers, the City, the Parking Authority, and the Successor 

171 Agency, as part of their continuing secret negotiations, exchanged drafts oftb.c ENA, which 

18 I would provide the Clippers (through Murphy's Bowl, a related development company) the 
i 

19 exclusive right to acquire the Parking Lease Property and other adjacent and interco11nected 

20 properties owned by the Successor Age11cy, Wilson Meany was listed. in the ENA as one of the 

21 key parties to receive notices related to the ENA. 

22 28, No notificati.nn was ever provided by Mayo:r Butts, Ms. McDade, or nny other 

23 , representative of the City to MSG Forum. of the existence of the secret negotiations between the 

24 Clippers and the City, the Parking Authority, and the Successor Agency. On the contrary, Mayor 

25 Butts, the City, the Parking Authority, and the Successor Agency made concerted eftorts to 

26 ensure MSG Forum had no idea that such negotiations \Vere occurring. The Parking Lease 

27 Property was critical to the assembly of the proposed site ofthe Clippers arena. Without the 
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l Parking Lease Property, the Clippers arena could not be located at Century Boulevard and Prairie 

2 Avenue. 

3 Just two months after signing the Parking Lease Tennination, in the middle of 

4 hme 2017, MSG Forum learned for the first time that the City \Vas not, in fact, using the Parking 

5 Lease Property for the daimed technology park. Nor did Mayor Butts or the City ever intend to 

6 use it for a technology park At approximately l :00 u1L EST, on .hme 14,. 2017, a seirior 

7 executive, of MSG Forum, who 1vas in New York, received a call from Mayor Butts.. Mayor 

8 Butts told the executive of the announcement, to be made in just a fe.w hours, that the City was 

9 entering into an ENA with the Clippers to build a competitive arena at the site ofthe Parking 

1 O Lease Property. Needless to say, the executive expressed his shock and dismay at this complete 

11 betrnyal, and demanded that Mayor Butts and the City cure their breach and undo the fraud they 

12 had committed. Unbek'novvnst to MSG Form:n, the Mayor and other City officials had already 

13 contacted the media to pitch their story for public release, 

14 30. On June 15, 2017, the Citypublidy announced its plan. to enter into an. ENA with 

15 Murphy's Bowl regarding the roustrnction of a private, competitive arena on a proposed "'S rte," 

16 which encompassed the very sm1le. Parking :Lease Property that MSG Fomm had been induced to 

17 give up based on the City's represented desire to build a technology park A depiction of the 

l S ENA Site as compared to the Parking lA~ase Property taken from MSG Forum is presented in 

19 Exhibit 3, The City, the Success.or Agency, and the Parking A.uthority then rushed to hold a 

20 "special meeting" to approve the ENA that same day, in violation ofCalifomia's Ralph M. 

21 Brown Act ("Brmvn Act") due to the lack of sufficient: notice. ln return for entering into the 

22 ENA, I'vfurphy's Bowl paid the City $ l ,500,000. Afterwards, Mayor Butts boastfully proclaimed 

23 on his o-w11 website that he had begun negotiations with the Clippers on January 15, 2017-

24 rnonths before falsely telling MSG Forum that he needed the Parking Lease Property for a 

25 ''technology park" A true and correct copy of Mayor Butts 's online announcement is attached 

26 as Exhibit 4. 

27 

23 

3L In .August and September of20l 7, the City sought State legislation, SB 789, to, 

among other things, expedite review .of the proposed Clippers arena under the California 

10 
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1 I Environ.mental Quality Act,, reduce the recpxirements for assessing the enviromnenral impacts of 

2 I the Clippers arena, and expedite the eminent domain process to allow the City to acquire private 
11 

3 I lands and businesses. Due to widespread opposition from many e,nvimnrnentai groups and loca] 

4 J residents., as weU as MSG Fornm, SB 789 \Vas not approved by the California legislature. 

I 
5 

I 
32. The proposed arena (contemplated. in the ENA and the subsequently adopted 

6 I Amended. and Restated ENA) competes directly with and \vou.1.d he highly damaging to the 
! . 

7 I Forum. Indeed, the Notice of Preparation ofa Dr.aft Environ.mental Impact Report and Public 

8 I Scoping Meeting (''NOP") for the new arena, published by the Cit'/ on February 20, 2018, 

91 indicates that the Clippers .arena win host 100 to 150 ''family shows, concerts, conventions and 

10 i corporate events" each ye.ar. This competing arena would be located less than a mile-and-a-half 

11 from the Form:n property on Prairie A venue ---·- in birdseye view from the Fomm 's f.'U11ed balcony 

l 2 a:nd across the street from the Hollywood Park property and Holl)'\vood Park Casino, 

13 \ Christopl1tT Meany is President of Hollywood Park Casino Company LLC 

14 33. The City's approval of the ENA, its support for SB 789, its issuance of the NOP, 

15 and lvfayor Bu:tts's and the City's relentless pursuit of a competitive arena a.re in complete 

16 contradiction of the essential agreen1ents benveen the City and MSG Fornm, and are in direct 

17 violation of :r.rumerous contractual commitments by the City, including (among many others) its 

18 obligation not to take any actions materially adverse to the operation or economic 

19 I competitiveness of the Forum. 
l 

20 jl 34. .A:fter the City approved the ENA on June 15, 2017, MSG Forum promptly gave 

21 ii the City (as well as the Parking Authority and Successor Agency) written notice of these claims, 

22 I including the multiple breaches of the written agreements with MSG Fornm and the deliberate 

23 I fraud committed by Mayor Butts in connection with the Parking Lease Termination. 
! 

24 I Nonetheless, the City, the Parking Authority, and the Successor Agency refused to talw any 

25 J corrective action, .and instead summarily denied MSG Forum's Claims. 

26 I 35. On September 28, 2017, J\'1SG Forum repeated these claims in another letter 

27 I addressing the Amended And Restated ENA Once again, MSG Forum reiterated that the 

28 J construction of a rival arena breached the Development Agreement Once again, MSG Forum 

L~--------~----·---------"--------w------ -----·-~----·--------------------.. ~------J-~ __ ....... --.... ------- ---~------------------' 
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1 I reiterated that the Parking Lease Tem1ination was invalid because MSG forum's consent was 

2 J procured by fraud. 

I 3 ; 
' 

36. Through this action, MSG Fonun asks the Court to enforce MSG Forum.'s rights 
j 

4 I and to protec.i MSG Forum against farther harm caused by the deceptive and wro:ogfol actions of 

5 l,,,I Mayor Butts and the other defendants. 

6 THE PARTIES.. 

7 1

1 

37. PlaintiffMSG Forum, LLC is a Delav;rare Limited Liability Company, ivfSG 
! 

8 I Forum operates a 17,800-seat, multi-purpose indoor arena in Inglewood, California commonly 

l: I known :: the F ;::dant City is a municipal col]loration and charter city organized and existing 

1 1 I under the laws of the State of California. As used herein, the term "City" includes, without 
:f 

12 J limitation, the City's employees, agents, officers, hoards, cmmnissions,. departments, members, 

13 f and other representatives. 

14 39, Defendant Successor Agency to the Inglewood Redevelopment Agency is the 
' i 

15 ! legal entity responsible for overseeing the winding down of the affairs of the former 
: 

16 I Redevelopment Agency of the City of Inglewood imder the Dissolution Act, including disposing 
! 

17 I ofredevelopment assets and properties, On or about Jarmary 10, 2012, the City elected to 

18 I become the Successor Agency pursuant to the dissolution legislation (AB X 1 26, as amended by 

19 I AB 1484 ). The fonner foglewood Redevelopment Agency was officia!Jy dissolved on or about 

20 I February 1, 2012. 

21 40. Defendant Inglewood Parking Authority is a subdivision and parking agency of 

22 

23 41, Defendant City Council of the City of Inglewood is the duly~elected legislative 

24 I body that represents the citizens of Inglewood, California. 

25 I 42. Defondaut James T. Butts Jc is an individual and the current mayor ofinglewood, 

26 !I California, In addition, at all re~evant time_s, Mayor Butts was and is the Chairperson of both the 

27 ! Successor Agency and the Parkmg Authority. Mayor Butts is sued in his individual capacity and 

28 

l2 
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l i as a representative of the City, the Successor Agency, and the Parking Authority_ On 
l 

2 information and belie±: Mayor Butts is a resident of Inglewood, California" 

3 43. Does l through 25, inclusive, are sued here.in pursmmt to California Code of Civil 

4 Procedure section 474 under fictitious nrunes inasmuch as their true names and capacities are 

5 presently unkno\vn to MSG Forum. MSG Forum will amend this complaint to designate the true 
! 

6 ! names and capacities of these parties when the same have been ascerta.ined. MSG Forum is 
! 

7 I infonned and believes, and on that basis alleges, that Does 1 through 25, inclusive, were 

8 I employees, agents or alter egos of defendants, or are otherwise responsible for all of the acts 

9 I hereinafter alleged< MSG Fomrn is infom1ed and believes, and on that basis alleges, that the 

10 i actions of Does l through 25, inclusive, as alleged herein, were duly ratified by defendants, with 
~ 
~ 

l 1 I each Doe acting as the employee, agent or alter ego of defendants, within the scope, course, and 

12 11 authority ofthe agency. Defendants and Doc,s 1 through 25, inclusive, are collectively referred 

13 II to herein as "defendants." 
~ i 

n 
I4 II JlJIUSIUCTlON ANO Vll:NUIC 

H 
il 

15 i 44, This Court has jurisdiction over all causes of action asserted in this complaint 

161 pursuant to the California Constitution Article VJ, section l 0, and California Code of Civil 

17 l Procedure section 410JO, because no cause of action contained herein is given by statute to 

18 other trial courts and the amount in controversy exceeds $25,.otm 

19 45, Venue in this Court is proper pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure 

20 i sections 394(a) and 395(a). 

21 GENERAL ALLEGATIONS. 

22 

23 It 46" 

II 

The Forum is located at 3900 \Vest 1vfanchester Boulevard, in Inglewood, 

24 I California. It was built in 1967, and soon became one of the best-known sports and 
I 

25 I entertainment venues in the United States, and a land.mark in the Los Angel.es region. For mote 
i 

26 I than three decades, the Forum - nicknamed the ''Fabulous Fomru" by the press - played host to 

27 I multiple local professional sports teams, including the Los Angeles Lakers of the National 

Basketball Association (''NBA") and the Los Angeles Kings of the National Hockey League 

13 
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1 (":N1-IL"), The Forn.ro also served as a successful concert venue, and hosted a variety of concerts, 

2 sporting .and other events, including the i 984 Olympics, The Forum is scheduled to host 

3 Olympic events for the 2028 Olympics. 

4 47. In 1999, the Lakers and the Kings left the Fomm and moved to the newly 

5 constructed Staples Center in downtown Los Angeles (the Clippers atso tnoved to .Staples Center 

6 that year). After their departure, the Fom:.m. vn1s used as a sanctuary for Faithfhl Central Bible 

7 C:hurch, and saw limited use as a concert venue. By 2010, however, the Fonu:n was in desperate 

8 need of renovation and modernization. 

9 48. In 20 l 0, MSG Forum became potentially interested i11 purchasing and reviving 

10 the Forum, and entered into discussions with FEI, the Forum's O\vner at that time, regarding the 

l l Forum's purchase and renovation. 

49. Jan1es Butts was elected Mayor of the City in January 201 l. After his election, 

14 i• Mayor Butts quickly inserted himself into thee ongoing negotiations between FEl .and MSG 

15 I Fornm. He expressed enthusiasm about the possibility of attracting a major investor to the City 

16 I and assured MSG Forum tltat he would folly support the Fornm project b,1fayor Butts also stated 

17 that he viewed MSG Forurn's investment in the Forum as a key economic catalyst for the City< 

18 50. Eventually, after a series of negotiations spearheaded by Mayor Butts, the City, 

19 1 FEI, and MSG Forum entered into the OPA, which required the City to provide $18 million in 
! 

20 I financing --- using fonds from the Inglewood Redevelopment Agency made available through the, 

21 City .... to assist in MSG Forurn's purchase and rehabilitation of the Fomm, The OPA explicitly 

22 reflected the City's detennination that "the :revitaliz.ation of the Forum is important to the 

23 economic vitality of the City. The rehabilitation and modernization of the Fon..un, and the 

24 resulting attractiveness of the Citv as an entertainment destination. will serve as a focus for 
I - - , 
! 

25 development throughout the City and assist in the attainment of the City's economic 

26 development goals. . . . In this regard, the Parties have identified a need w.ithin the Inglewood 

27 community for a large state-of~the-art venue serving the City oflnglewood and surrounding 

28 
1 
communities. To ensure its competiveness with other venues in Southern California, the Parties 
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1 acknowledge and agree that the Forum requires significant rehabilitation and restoration ... The 

2 rehabilitation and conse.rvation of the Forum ... wm result in a stah:;t-Cf*the~~nt venue that will 

3 ... revitalize an underutillzed civic asset[.J" 

4 5L Under the OPA, the $18 million City Loan was contingent on MSG Forum 

5 investing at least $50 million in the Forum's rehabilitatiort The OPA and related documents 

6 further provide that the City Loan will be forgiven over a scheduled ten-year period, provided 

7 that MSG operates the Forurn as a venue for public and private events, con.certs, award shows, 

8 exhibitions, sporting events, and othe.r events customary for an arena, 

9 52. fa or about May 2012, MSG Forum and FEI entered into a Development 

10 Agreernent \.Vith the City pursuant to California Government Code sections 65864 et seq, 

53. ln the Development Agreement, the City expressly declared the importance of 

12 tvf.SG Forum's investment iu, and long-tenn operation of, the Forum to the City: "City has 

13 determined that it is in the best interests of City to encourage the productive renovation of the 

14 Forum and secure a commitment to t11e long-tern1 operation of the Forum so that it can be 

15 preserved as a resource and serve as a catalyst for the economic revitalization of City!' 

16 (Development Agreement, Recital D..) 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

54. The parties further recognized that MSG Forum would be required to make 

significant investments in the Forum. to ensure its economic cornpetitiveness: 

The forum is a potentially historic landmark that has been used as a large-scale 
sports and entertainment venue since its completion in the late 1960s, More than 
a decade ago, the major spo.rts teams that occupied the Fomm departed frorn City, 
causing the reduction of the econornic and other public benefits previously 
associated with the operation of the Form:n. , , , To ensure its competitiveness with 
other venues in Southern California, the Forum requires significant cmIBervation, 
enhancement, renovation, restoration, remediation and rehabilitation (the 
"Rehabilitation Improvements"), \.Vhich due to the possible significance of the 
Property will be undertaken in conjunction with the terms .and conditions of this 
Agreement[.] 

(Development Agreement, Recital D (emphasis removed).) 

55. At that tim.e. the fomm vms in need of tens of m.illions of dollars in renovation 

and upgrades in order to bring it up to standards for a modem concert facility. 

15 
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1 56, As part of the Development Agreement, and consistent v1.rifu the OPA, MSG 

2 Fomm agreed to invest a rninimurn of $50 million in renovating and rehahil.itating the Forum. 

3 (Development Agreement, § 14.1.) 

4 57. The Development Agreement mandates (among other requirements) that MSG 

:5 Forum "seH a minimum of300,000 Tickets each Performance Year (the ');£arly Tickei,Salea 

6 Minimum')" throughout the agreement's 30~year term, (Development Agreernent, § BJ 

7 (ernpbasis removed).) The City receives $2.24 from each ofthese tickets sold. (Development 

8 Agreement, §255) IfMSG Forurn fails to meet the Yearly Ticket Sales Minimum for a 

9 sufficient length of time, then it must rnake "ShortfaH Payments" to the City, (Development 

10 Agreement, § 13.6.) Because the City receives specified ta.x revenues (or compensatory Shortfall 

11 Paytnents) in connection with the sale of each ticket, MSG Forum effectively guaranteed that the 

12 City would receive a substantial amount of annual income, regardless of the Forum's financial 

13 performance, In effect, the combination of the Yearly Ticket Sales Minimurt1 and the per~ticket 

14 fee paid to the City serves to guarantee the repayment of the $18 million City Loan (with 

15 interest), 

16 58. In return for the tremendous investment and financial and business risk that MSG 

17 Fomm was undertaking in connection with the proposed Forum project, MSG Forum required 

18 contractual guarantees from the City before it would enter into the Development Agreement. As 

19 the City itself determined, these guarantees were necessary to "assure that [MSG Forum] n:my 

20 plan to use and operate the Property as a venue lvith certaim}{]" (Development Agreement, 

21 Recital J (emphasis added},) 

Foremost among these contractual guarantees was the City's explicit agreement 

23 that it would not engage in ''any action. or proceeding,'' \Vithout MSG Foru:m.'s consent, that 

24 would cause ••a material adverse impact on the use, operation, functionalify, accessibility, or 

25 economic competitiveness of the Fomm[ .]" (Development Agreement, § 8, l (b).) This provision 

26 was vital to MSG Forum's ,,;viHingness to enter into the Development .Agreement. Without it, 

27 MSG Forum would not have agreed to the deaI or to invest over $WO n1iili0tL 

28 
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l I 60, 111e Development Agreement further obligates the City (as well as MSG Forum) 

2 1 to "take an actions and do aU things, and to execute, , , tmy and all documents and writings that 

3 may be- necessary or proper to achieve the purposes and objectives of this .Agreement" 

4 (Development Agreement, § 36.) 

5 6L Moreover, in recognition of the importance of the rights established by the 

6 Development Agreement, MSG Forum and the City also provided for an attorneys' fee;g 

7 provision, stating, "[i]f either Party brings an action or proceeding (including, without limitation, 

8 any cros~Hxnnplaint, counterclaim, or tlrird»i:ntrty daim) against the other Party by reason of a 

9 I Default, or otherwise arising out of this Agreement, the Prevailing Party in such action or 
l 

l 0 I proceeding shall be entitled to its costs and expenses of suit, including but not limited to 

11 I reasonable attorneys' fees[.]" (Development Agreement, § 24.) 
I 

12 I 62. The Development Ag1eement has a thirty (30) year term, lasting through 2044. 

13 I (Development Agreement,§ 62.) 

14 i 6'.L In addition to being the City's lead negotiator, Mayor Butts signed the 

15 I Development Agreement on behalf of the City. 

l 6 I The Parking Lease. 

l 7 I 64. A critical concern for MSG Forum was ensuring that the Fomm would have 

18 I adequate overflow parking for certain Forum evems. As far back as 2011, MSG Forum made 

19 ! dear to the City that oved1ow parking for Forum events was a fundarnental component of the 

20 I success of the Fonun and that MSG Fonun needed confidence in the parking situation before it 

21 I would make a substantial investment in the Fon.mi. 

22 J 65. For several decades, the Fornrn had used parking areas on an adjacent site (now 

23 I all part of the Hollywood Park/NFL Stadium development site), However, during 2011 furough 

24 I 2013, as a result of the unavailability of the adjacent site o'wned by a Walmart affiliated entity 
t 

25 and Stockbridge's and Wilson Meany's plans to develop a major comxnercial and residential 

26 project on the Holiywood Park site, overfimv parking to support events at the Forum was 

27 uncertain, exacerbating MSG Forum's existing concerns about parking. MSG Forum would not 

28 

17 
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1 have been wilHng to undertake the Forum project \vitbout an acceptable long-term overilow 

2 parking solution. 

3 i, 66. In assessing potential parking options during its negotiations with the City., MSG 

41! Forum discovered a series of vacant parcels located near the intersection of Century Boulevard 

5 I and Prairie A venue. The City informed MSG Forum that these parcels \Vere owned by the City 
i 

6 ji and the Successor Agency. The parties initially discussed leasing all of these parcels to MSG 

7 ! Forutn, hut the City and the Successor Agency subsequently determined that leasing the 

8 

9 

10 

H 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

l9 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

11 Successor Agency-owned parcels would violate the Dissolution Act The City and the Successor 

I Agency declined to include the Successor Agency parcels in the Parking Lease. 

I 67. Accordingly, on or about March 12, 2013, MSG Forum and the City executed the 

I Parking Lease with respeci to the more than 50 parcels of City~mvned land comprising 

I approximately 15 acres, effective July 9, 2013_ 

l 68, Pursuant to the Parking Lease, in return for an annual payment. of $200,000, MSG 

i Forum had the right to use the Parking Lease Property "twenty-four (24) hours per day, every 
~ ' ·' 

I day oftbe year, pritnarily for parking and activities or uses ancillary thereto." (Parking Lease,§ 

14. L) The Parking Lease further grautediv!SG Forum the right to purchase the Parking Lease 
~ 

I Property for a total purchase price of $6,900,000 (sttbject to certain adjustments). (Par.king 
~ 

I Lease, § 12(a).) 

~ 69. The initial term of the Parking Lease was seven (7) years with certain options to 

i extend. (Parking Lease, § 2.2.) The City was not contractually entitled to termimtte the Parking 

I Lease prior to the end of this seven-year period unless MSG Forum had obtained the contractual 
~ . 

I right to use, and had in fact used: for at least 18 months, alternative overflo\:v parking with a 

I capacity of at least 2,275 parking spaces. (Parking Lease,§ 2.4(b).) Similarly, the City could 

II elect to develop the Parking Lease Prope1ty during the temt of the Parking Lease only if ( l) the 

I development \Vas for a "compatible use," and (2) the development provided ihr a minimum of 
~ 

ii 2,275 parking spaces for events held at the Forum in a n:ianner that was reasonably acceptable to 
r 
i MSG Fonun. (Parking Lease,§ 43.) 

.. ,.,,.,.,. I 
'J/0ll.\fHAM%'NATKINS"''---- ---------------------------------~ 
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l I 70, The Parking Lease also requires that the City indemnify MSG Forum against any 

2 II "daims, liabilities, damages, liens, judgrnents, penalties, losses, costs and/or expenses (including 
! 

3 I reason.able out-of-pocket attorneys' and consult:ints' fees and expenses)" arising out of or 

4 I relating to, runong other things "[the City's] breach of any of its representations, warranties or 

5 I covenants under [the Parking Lease.]" (Parking Lease,§ 62.) The Parking Lease makes dear 

6 I that the indemnification requirement survives tennination of the Parking Lease. (Parking Lease, I . 
"'1 ; R 6 ')'I 

:l '!1 ~.w.r~ l 

8 

:1 
I 

7L Finally, the Parking Lease also contains an attorneys' fees provision, stating "[i]f 

9 ! either Party brings an action or proceeding (including, without limitation, any cross~compiaint, 

10 ! counterclaim, or third-party claim) against the other Party by reason of a default, or othenvise 
:] 

11 I arising out of this Lease, the Prevailing Party in such action or proceeding shall be entitled to its 

12 I costs and expenses of suit, including but not limited to reasonable attorneys' fees[,]" (Parking 

13 I Lease, § 13.6.) 

14 
1 

72. !vfayor Butts signed the Parking Lease on hehalfofthe City. 

LS 73. After entering into the Parking Lease, MSG Fomm invested approximately 

161 $90,000 ro grade and improve the Parking U.ase Property and paid hundreds of thousands of 

17 t dollars for their contractual rights. Wl1ile the Parking Lease Property was not {and was never 
l 

l8 I intended to he) the primary parking facility for the Forum, it served a back»up role as overflmv 

19 I parking th.at could be used when necessary. MSG Fornm used the Paiking Lease Property for 

20 :'overflow parking \Vhen other parking facilities became unavailable. I . ~ ~ 

21 ' MSG F'ornm~s Renovation AmJ Rehabilitation Of The Fon.1m. 

22 74. In reliance on the tenns and contractual obligations set forth in the OPA, the 

23 Development Agreement, and the Parking Lease, MSG Forum broke ground and cornpleted the 

24 1 renovation and rnodemization of the Fon.mi. in 2013. 

251 75, In addition to addressing the overall rehabilitation of the Forum, MSG Formn 

26 completely updated and reinvented the Forum as a state~of-the-art entertainment venue. Arnong 

27 other things, MSG Forum renovated the stage and seating area (v.tl1ich inc.ludes roughly 17,800 

.:: 28 ll::' ), installed a new LED ceiling, added new f~~d and beverage options, new bathrooms, new 

rtJ"LAr~,~;;.~:,~~~;~,~NS:•" MSG FORI.J1'1'S FIRST A1>fEN'TIED COl\1PLAINT 
.~.-~ l.~}~ A::~CHt:~~ 
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I I dressing rooms and other artist amenities, restored the legendary Fonun Club, and implemented 
il 

2 i the latest technical improvements to create a state-of-thi:H1rt concert venue. 

76, \\/hi!e bringing the Forurn into the hventy-first century from a technical and 3 ~~ 
!! 

4 II amenities perspective, MSG Forum also maintained its unique historic appearance. As a result 
;i 

5 II of.MSG Formn's efforts, the Forum was o.fficiaily listed on the National Register of Historic 
I! 

6 II Places in 2014. MSG Forum also received awards from the Los Angeles Conservancy, 
h 

7 II California Preservation Foundation, and the National Trust for Historic Preservation in 
H 

8 ii recognition of its efforts to restore and preserve the Forum. 

9 lj 77. In total, MSG Forum invested well over $100 m.illion iu purchasing and 
i 

10 I rehabilitating the Forum property, more than. doubling its obligation to the City to invest $50 

11 ! million. As a result: of this investment, the Forum ;s;/as transformed into a i;vorld~class music and 

12 l entertainment venue. The Forum reopened on January 15, 2014, with a concert by the world~ 

13 I famous rock band The Eagles. Since then, the Forum has hosted hundreds of concerts and other 

14 l evenHt The Forum is no: one of the top ~oncert venues nationally, generating substantial 
! 

15 I revenues fonl1e City-. 

161 7 8. MSG Forum remains committed to the ongoing success of tbe Forum, and has 

17 ! invested more than $10 million in additional irnprovem.ents in the Forum since it reopened in 
!I 

18 j January2014. 

~:I 79. The Clippers' lease at the Staples Center terminates at the end of 2024. As a 

21 I result, the Clippers began assessing alternative locations to host the team. As early as Jooe 2015, 

22 I Steve Ballmer - the former CEO of .fviicmsof\ who had recently bought the Clippers ···· 
" 

23 lj announced that he intended to explore ahernative "options" for the Clippers' home arena in 

24 f anticipation of the termination of the Clippers' lease. 

I 25 · 80, In October 2015, MSG Forum discussed with Mayor Butts the possibility of the 

26 ! Clippers coming to Inglewood. These conversations centered a.round the Forum and the Forum 

27 jl property. MSG Fomm offered to introduce Mayor Butts to the Clippers' owner and to 'Nork 
' 

i"/'.' 28 I together to see if the.re could be an opportunity to bring the Clippers to the Forum. site. 
~:;i,; i 20 

~~LATHAM•WATKINSJ-~---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t.-·.?_n_p-.Q-R.-l-n-.•-•Q_f_=-~-JT~A-P•-.D .-.N-D-E·-·D·-·C-.o--•~n,-1.-.\~ThrT~ 
';;_;,: ... .en-fOfBH:Ys. A't lAW U'.h-'U ..'J.'Y.l ~ li\h.... lV!.E.· iv.u ':!' Jj~ 
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l r Ultimately, nothing came of these discussions with Mayor Butts regarding the Clippers. Instead, 

2 J unbeknownst to MSG Forum, Mayor Butts devised a plan to secretly negotiate with the Clippers, 

3 ! apart from MSG Forum, to build a completely new arena in Inglewood to compete w·ith the 

41p 

51 · omm. 8 L On Februaiy 24. 2017. the Los Angeles J'lmes reporwd that the Clippers were 

6 I considering \vorking with Strm Kroenke to build an arena on the same site that v.rm host the 
~ - ...,.., 

! 
71 Rams' and Chargers' NFL football stadium, In the wake of this announcement, MSG Forum 

8 Ii reached out to Mayor Butts to see if there was any truth to the story. Mayor Butts assure.cl MSG 

9 I Forum that the Clippers were not relocating to Mr. Kroeuke's property, and that Mayor Butts 
! 

l 0 i \vould never agree to a deal like that without first discussing the proposal with MSG Forum and 

11 

12 

14 

seeking its approval 

Mavor Butts Induces MSG Forum To Sign The Paddng Lease Termi.nation Ptuportedly 
So.:nie_(~i!r Can C.rea;~,.~ '"Teclmofogv Park" In Inglewood. 

82., TI1roughout 2016 and early 20 J 7, .MSG Forum was engaged in negotiations with 

15 , the Kroenke Group- which had previously acquired the \.Valm.art site in 2014 and had recently 

16 acquired the Hollywood Park site from Stockbridge - regarding the use of land adjacent to the 

17 Forum for overflmv parking purposes. Mayor Butts inserted hit:nself into these negotiations early 

18 on, and served as the intennediary and primary point of contact between the parties. At the time, 

19 MSG Forum believed that Mayor Butts was acting in the Kroenke Group's and MSG Forum's 

20 best interests to find a long«term overfloiv parking solution for each. After Mayor Butts's secret 

21 negotiations \vith the Clippers came to light, however, it became clear that Mayor Butts was 

22 instead attempting to secure an alternative parking agreement so that he could get the Parking <' 

23 Lease Property back for the City in order to make it: available to the Clippers_ A formal parking 

24 agreement with the Kroenke Group never materialized, although the Kroenke Group is allowing 

25 the Fonun patrons to park on the Hollywood Park property on an informal, interim basis, 

83, Since at least the start of 2017, Mayor Butts repeatedly told MSG Forum that his 
,! . 26 

27 II drearn was to use the Parking Lease Property and surrounding area to develop a technology park 
II 

?~ p ,,.,,,.(') d 
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21 
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1 I in Inglewood, similar to the "Silicon Beach" that had developed in Play a Del Rey and other 

2 Southern California locations. 

3 fu early 2017, when it becm:nc dear to Mayor Butts that he was not going to be 

4 able to broker a parking agreement hehveen MSG Fomm and the Kroenke Group, Mayor Butts 

5 began to pressure MSG Forum into terminating the Parking Lease even before securing a long-

6 tem1 alternative parking arrangement In a series of telephone calls in and around January, 

7 February, and March of 2017, Mayor Butts repeatedly told MSG Fomm that he needed the 

8 Parking Lease Property to develop the technology park Mayor Butts told MSG Forum that the 

9 City desperately needed the land back, and 1\'fayor Butts assured MSG Fornm that he would 

10 secure a permanent parking solution for MSG Forum, Mayor Butts made clear that the 

11 termination of the Parking lease was, according to him. essential to the City, At no tim.e did 

12 Mayor Butts mention to MSG Forum. that he was in. active negotiations \vith. the Clippent 

13 At the same time, Mayor Butts took steps to limit the evidence of his discussions 

14 with MSG Forum. On January 5, 2017, in cor.rrwction w1th the continuing discussio.ns regarding 

15 parking issues involving the I'orum., Mayor Butts requested that MSG Forum not use his official 

16 City email account Instead, Mayor Butts instructed: "Please use this gmai! account for 

17 confidentiality:' Mayor Butts also called and texte.d :frequently from his personal phone' to 

18 engage in City businem.:t 

19 In or around March 2017, Mayor Hutts misrepresented to MSG .Fomm that the 

20 City needed the hmd back immediately, because be had a tenant for the technology park "on the 

21 hook," When MSG Fornm asked Mayor B1itts who the ne\v tenant would be ("Is it Apple? Is it 

22 Am.azonT'), Mayor Butts told MSG Forum that he could not reveal the tenant's. nam.e. At no 

23 point during these discussions did Mayor Butts teH MSG Forum that he \va:nted to take the land 

24 back in. order to develop a competitive arena for the Clippers that would host precisely the same 

25 types of events and concerts as the F ornm. 

26 87. Mayor Butts repeated the request for MSG Forum to terminate the Parking Lease 

27 in a series of calls with MSG Forum, which occurred, among other days., on March 24, 2017., 

2.8 
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1 i !\farch 29, 2017, and April 3, 2017. The intensity and directness of the requests made it clear 

2 J this was now not just a request, but a demand by Mayor Butts. 
l 

3 1 88. Because a technology park would in no way be competitive with the Forum or 

4 I otherwise adversely impact its operations, knowing that the Development Agreement and OP A 

5 I were specifically focused on ensuring the competiveness of the Forum, believing that Mayor 

6 II Butts wuuld secure the prom.ised permanent parking solution for MSG Forum, and \WU1ting to 
II 

7 i preserve MSG Forum's relationship with Mayor Butts and the City, MSG Forum feh it had no 

8 choice and agreed to accommodate Mayor Butts's demand to terminate the Parking Lease. 

89. Accordingly, in reasonable reliance on Mayor Butts's representations that the 

IO Parking Lease property would be used for a technology park and that fvlayor Butts would secure 

11 j an alternative parking solution for MSG .Forum, on April 3, 2017, MSG Forum signed 

l 2 "Tenniuation Agreement No. I" with the City (the "Parking Lease Tennination"), which 

13 purported to terminate the Parking Lease and MSG Fornm''s right to use and purchase the 

14 Parking Lease Prnpert::;. A true and correct copy of the Parking Lease Termination is attached 

l 5 hereto as Exhibit 5. 

16 I 90. Mayor Butts countersigned the Parking Lease Termination purportedly on behalf 

17 I, of the City, Unbeknownst to MSG Forum at the time, hcrweve:r, Mayor Butts was not acting 

18 II within his authority on behalf of the City when he signed the Parking Lease Ten:nination 

19 Ii purportedly on the City's behalf The City Council did not authorize the Parking Lease 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

~ 

I Termination in advance of Mayor Butts's purported execution ofit, nor did it ratify Mayor 

I Butts's action at1er the fact 

J 9L The day follo\ving :tv!SG Forum's signing of the Parking Lease Termination, on 

I April 4, 2017, MSG Fornrn sent au email to Mayor Butts memorializing some of their previous 

I conversations regarding the Parking Lease .. In particular, MSG Forum noted,. 'l1;v]e understand 

I your desire to develop the land ~.ve had I eased and do not want to stand in tbe way of pro&,'Tess in 
:1 

I the City!' MSG Fomm also made clear its understanding that Mayor Butts would work with 

I MSG Fomm to find a long-tenn solution to the Forum's parking needs. Had MSG Fomm 

I 
23 
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I 
know11 of:Mayor Butts's and the City's true intentions and their secret negotiations with the 

2 Clippers, it never would have signed the Parking Lease Termination, 

3 92. Since June 15, 2017, Mayor Butts has provided JvlSG Forum no further assistance 

4 in finding a permanent ovedlov,r parking solution at the Forum. MSG Forum has been unable to 
I 

5 secure any other long-te.rm agreement for overflow patt..:ing for the Forum. 

6 93, By Mayor Butts's own public statement, he has admitted that he began 

7 negotiations with the Clippers on January 15, 2017. (Ex. 4.) At no time during the period from 

8 January 15, 2017, through April 3, 2017, or for that matter through June 14, 2017, did Mayor 

9 Butts disclose to 'MSG Formn the existence of the negotiations with the Clippers, 

Th€ City Anncmnces Its Intent To Build A Competitive Arena. 

H 94. The Cit'f did not use the Parking Lease Property for a technology park, nor did 

12 Mayor Butts or the City ever intend to do so. Instead, on June 15, 2017, the City, the Successor 

l3 Agency, and the Parking Authority held a "special rneeti.ng" to publicly approve an ENA. with 

14 Murphy's Bowl (a private developer related to the Clippers)., regarding the construction of a 

l 5 conipetitive arena on a proposed "Site," which encompassed. the Parking Lease Property, 

16 The June 15, 20 l 7 special meeting violated the Brmvn Act, as insufficient notice 

l 7 of the meeting was given to the public, Indeed, the City, the Parking Authority, and the 

18 Successor Agency ultimately noticed and held a second special meeting on July 21, 2017., to 

19 "redo" their unlmvful approval of the ENA 

20 96, Shortly thereafter, in response to public outcry regarding (among other things} the 

21 use of eminent domain to condemn private homes to construct the arena called for in the ENA, 

22 the City, the Parking Authority, and the Successor Agency held yet another rneeting on August 

23 15, 20 I 7, at which they approved an Arnended and Restated ENA \Vh.ile the kn.ended and 

24 Restated ENA modified certain provisions of the original ENA, it still identified the Parking 

25 1 Lease Property as part of the ''Site" for the proposed arena. ' . 

26 97, The City, the Parking Authority, and the Successor Agency's decision to secretly 

27 negotiate and enter in.to the ENA, and the Amended and Restated ENA, are the subject of 

"' I 
~lM 2s ii 
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I 
l multiple legal actions, including actions brought under the California Public Records Act and the 

2 California Envimru:nental Quality Act 

3 98. Pursuant to the ENA (and the Amended and R.est11ted ENA.), Murphy's Howl v:as 

4 required to pay the City a non-refundable payment of $1,500,000_ In return, the City, the 

5 Parking Authority, and the Successor Agency agreed to a three-year exclusive negotiating 

6 period, during which they would negotiate a "Disposition and Development Agreenlenf' with 

7 Murphy's Bowl to constrnct an 18,000- to 20,000~seat NBA arena in Inglewood. The ENA sets 

8 forth the proposed "Site" of the new arena, and specifically identifies the Parking Lea"'.le Property 

9 as part of this Site, Below is a graphical representation of the proposed "Site," and the Parking 

lO Lease Property located therein. (Ex. 3.) It incorporates addit1om1l details about the site of the 

l l arena as explained in the City's NOP. 

12 

15 

21 

22 

23 

24 

/Zl , fomm P..t:i;,g L=• Prnpi•'!Jl 

D . CHPf'O<ShcymclA•""' Sil~ 

99. Since the announcement of the ENA, M.ayor Bu.tts and other City officials have 

25 !1 made dear that they are cornmitted to building the arena contemplated. in. the ENA. During the 

26 I June 15, 2017 hearing at which the ENA was announced, for example, Mayor Butts responded to 

27 J criticism regarding the City's failure to comply\vith the Brmvn Act, stating: «We're going to do 

2s I :J f; p 
.~. V': I! 
' l~ 25 
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l the deaL" Mayor Butts later told reporters that he expects construction of the arena to be 

2 completed within five years.2 

3 100. In addition, the City and Mayor Butts sought t-o have the California legislature 

4 pass special legislation to expedite the City's approval of the Clippers arena. Mayor Butts 

5 lobbied the legislature for passage of SB 789 and testified at a State legislative cornrnitten~ 

6 hearing to urge adoption of SB 789, Mayor Butts and Melanie McDade urged the lngle\vood 

7 Chamber of Commerce to support SB 789 despite the fact that MSG Forum \Vas a member of the 

8 Chamber of Commerce. Mayor Butts also sought the support of LA Metto, of which he is the 

9 Second Vice Chair of the Board of Directors. for passage of SB 789. The City employed an:d 

W utilized lobbyists to seek passage of SB 789. In addition, Murphy's Bowl also employed 

11 lobbyists to support SB 789. SB 789 was opposed by many environmental groups and local 

12 residents, as well as MSG Forum, Ultimately, the legislature did not pass SB 789. 

l 3 101. The proposed arena, which would be located less than a mile~and»a~half from the 

14 Forum on the same street as the Forum, is substantially similar in size to the Forum and will host 

15 the very smne concerts and other events currently held at the Forum. Indeed, the NOP issued by 

'16 the City on February 20, 2018 indicates that the arena will likely host 100 to 150 "family shows, 

17 concerts, conventions and corporate events" each year. 

18 102. The new arena is directly competitive with the Forurn's operations, indudi:ng its 

19 position as a leadmg concert venue. There are currently only two other arenas in the Los 

20 Angeles area that host events of comparable size to those held at the Forum: the Honda Center 

21 in Anaheim and Staples Center in downtown Los Angeles. Adding a third competitive venue 

22 less than two miles from the Forum 'i>Vouid put tremendous strain on the Formn's ability to book 

23 events and concerts, and would directly and substantially undermine the economic 

24 competitiveness of the Forum_ 

25 

26 

27 See, e.g., ABC 7Jnglev.•ood City Council OKs Negotiationsjbr Nrnv Clippers Arena 
(June 15, 2017) (available at http://abc7J:;om/sports/inglewood~oks»negotiations~for-new
clippers-arena/2103 367 !} 
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I I 103. As such, the City's decision to enter into the ENA, seek SB 789 legislation, issue 

2 I the NOP, and materially facilitate the construction ofthe new areua is in di.rect violation ofits 
i1 

3 I express and implied commitments under the Development Agreement, as well as the Parking 

41 Lease, and MSG Forum's rights thereunder. 

5 I, MSG Formn Discovers That ]\favor Butts And The Citv Began Secretly Negotiating \Vith 

6 
IVh,1rp~l' B.Ql~I In .Jam1;try 2017. 

7 104, Shortly after the City's sudden announcement of the ENA on June 15, 2017, MSG 

8 , Forpm submitted Public Records Act requests to the City, the Successor Agency, and the Parking 
i: 

9 Authority., These requests sought infonnati.on regarding the proposed arena, the ENA, and the 

IO public agencies' approval of the ENA 

11 105. In response to Public Records Act requests, the City., the Successor Agency, and 

12 the Parking Authority claimed that they had virtually no documents evidencing their discussions 

13 and negotiations \vith the Clippers. As such, the City, the Successor Agency, and the Parking 
L 

14 II Authority produced virtuaHy no emails, drafts, memo, reports, messages, texts,. calendar entries, 

15 ' or other documents. Nonetheless, the very small handful of documents: produced in response to 

16 these public record requests made clear that the Cit'f had been secretly negotiating \V:ith 

l 7 Murphy's Bowl regarding the construction of an NBA arena in b1glewood s:.ince at least January 

18 15, 2017, These negotiations ·were not disclosed to anyone, including the public, when they were 

19 I occurring. Indeed, MSG Forum first learned of the proposed arena when Mayor Butts called 

20 Ii MSG Forum on June 14, 2017. Neverthelesi1, at a rninimum., according to Mayor Butts's 
11 

21 I admission and the scant fow documents: produced, these negotiations were ongoing throughout 

22 January, Febmary, March, and April of2017, vi.hen Mayor Butts \vas actively and fraudulently 

23 inducing MSG Fornm to terminate its rights under the Parking Lease by falsely representing that 

24 , the City intended to use the Parking Lease Property for a technology park 

25 I MSG Forum Serves The Citv, The Parking Authority. J-\:nd The Successor Agency "\Yill.! 

26
1. Notices Of Claims In Accordance With The Government Claims Act. 

27 1 106. On July 17, 2017, pursuant to California Government Code sections 900 et seq., 

281 MSG Forum served written notices of claim on the City, the Successor Agency, and the Parking Ji 
I , __ , 27 __ 
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l I Authority, based on the same undes1ying facts and issues alleged in this complaint Arnong other 
1 

2 I things, the July 17, 2017notices ofdaim expressly \:Vithdrew MSG Forum's consent to the 

3 / Parking Lease Termination, explaining that tvlSG Forum had been fraudulently induced into 

4 i signing the same and demanding rescission, 

5 107. In a letter dated September 6, 2017, tbe City denied the claims asserted in MSG 

6 i Forum's July 17, 2017 notice of claim against the City. Neither the Successor .Agency nor the 

7 I Parking Authority responded to :tvISG Forum's July 17, 2017 notices of daim against them. 

8 ii 108. In response to the subsequent approval of the Aniend.ed and Restated ENA, on 

9 l Septernber 18, 2017, MSG F oru.m served amended ·written notices of claim on the City, the 

10 I Successor Agency, and the Parking Authority, Among other things, ilie September 17, 2017 

i 1 /notices of daim again stated MSG Forum's desire to rescind the Parking Lease Ten:ninatkm, 
:1 

12 i which it had been fraudulently induced into executing, and also notifie.d the City of its default 

13 I under the Development Agreement 

14 I l 09, Jn a letter dated Oerober 4, 2017, the City denied all of the claims asserted in 

15 I MSG Forru:n's September 18, 2017 m11ended notice of claim against the City. The Successor 
!] 

16 ,j Agency and the Parking Authority also denied .MSG Forum's amended notices of claim on 

l7 I October 4, 2017. ! .. 

19 ,j ,, 

Ma_xor Butts's i::ntry of the Parking Lease Termination was an llitra Vires 
Act and the Parking Lease Termination is Void AfJ lnitio. 

20 ii 11 (t The City Council is the governing body of the Civ;, and tlie City Charter provides 
~ 

21 I that all legislative and charter powers "granted to and vested in [C]ity of Ingle\vood shall be 

2211 vested m and exercised by the co~ncH," A~ .~I § lO, •wh:~ ''nllry :- official ~tio~ only by the 

23 1 passage or ad.option t)f ordmances, resolutoi.t; or motlon:s, Art VI :-:; l l, Wh.1 It: Ma; or Hutts as 
j 

24 I Mayor signs all contracts on behalf of the City, Art XX § 1, such contracts nxust first be 

25 approved by the City Council through an ordinance, resolution, or motion, unless the City 

26 Council has othenvise delegated its authority. See Art VI § l L 

28 
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1 111. The Owner Participation Agreement, the Development Agreement, and the 

2 I Parking Lease were all duly authorized by the City Council and approved at City Council 

31. meetings. 

4 II 112., The City Council did not hold any meeting, however, approving the Parking 
! ~ 

5 I Lease Temtlnation, nor did it enter any ordinances or resolutions authorizing Mayor Butts to 

6 enter such an. agreement on its behalf. MSG Forum is tlms informed,, and believes, and on that 

7 basis alleges that Mayor Butts's purported execution of the Parking Lease Termination was in 

8 excess of his delegated powers and is an ultra vires act. Accordingly, even absent the issue of 

9 whether MSG Forum'sconsent was induced by fraud, the Parking Lease Termination is void ab 

rn 

H 

l3 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION. 

Breach of Contract (Development Agreement). 
(Against the City and the City Couucil.) 

14 113. MSG Forum incorporates herein and reaHeges the allegations in paragraphs 1 

15 through 112, inclusive, as if iillly set forth hereirL 

16 I 14. In or about May 2012, .rvlSG Forum and the City, through the actions of the City 

17 C'ouncil, entered into the Devdopment Agreement, which is a legally binding, properly executed, 

18 valid and enforceable \Witten contract 

19 l l 5. MSG Forum performed all of its obligations under the Development Agreement, 

20 except for those excused by the City's material breaches (and/or other misconduct), through the 

21 actions of the City Council,. set forth in this Complaint 

22 116. The City, through the actions of the City Council, has intentionally and materially 

23 breached its obligations under the Development Agreement 

24 117, Among other provisions, the City, through the actions of the City Council, 

25 breached Section 8 of the Development Agreement, which prohibits the City from taking actions 

26 that would have a materially adverse effect on the operations or economic competitiveness of the 

27 I Forum, The ENA and. the A.mended and Restated ENA call for the coustructic1n of an 18,000-to 

28 I 20.,000-seat arena that is directly competitive with, and located less than a mile-and-a-half from, 

I ~ 
'---~-~.-...~~ 

:l 

,I 

I 
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11 

j the Forum. As the NOP makes dear, the Clippers arena will host concerts, family shows., 

2 conventions, and corporate or civic events. The City's actions, caused by the decisions of the 

3 City Council, including the approval of the ENA and the Atnended and Restated ENA, have 

4 materially adversely impacted the Fornm and, absent judicial relief, will continue to do so in 

5 direct violation of the Development Agreement 

6 11 K In addition, section 36 of the Development Agreement requires the City to "take 

7 all actions and do aU things, and to execute , , , all docu:ments and \vritings that may be necessary 

8 or proper to achieve the purposes and ol'<lectives of this Agreement" (Development Agreement, 

9 § 36.,) The Development Agreement's stated purpose is to secure the "long-term operation of the 

l O Fonm1 so that it can be preserved as a resource and serve as a catalyst for the economic 

11 revitalization of City[,]" and "[t]o ensure its competitiveness[o}'' (Development Agreement, 

12 Recital D; see also id. at Recital J (purpose of Development Agreement is to "assure t11at [!vfSG 

13 Forum] may plan to use and operate the, Property as a venue with certainty"}) Only three years 

14 after the opening of the renovated Forum as provided for by the Development Agreement, the 

15 actions taken by the City, as a result of the decisions of the City Council, including the approval 

16 of the ENA and the Amended and Restated ENA, the atten1pt to secure State legislation to 

17 expedite the Clippers arena, and the issuance of the NOP, all threaten the economic 

18 competitiveness of the Forum .and directly undermine the purposes and objectives of the 

19 Development Agreement 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

119. As a direct and proximate result of the City's material breach ofits duties and 

obligations under the Development Agreement, through the actions of the City Council, MSG 

Forum has suftered and, absentjudicial relief, will continue to suffer, substantial damages. 

120. Pursuant to section 22 of the Development Agreement, "the sole and exclusive 

judicial remedy for any Party in the event of a Default. by the other Patty shall be an action in 

mandamus, specific performance, or other injunctive or declaratory relief." {Development 

Agreement, § 22.) Absent iD:_jlmctive reliet: MSG Forum will be irreparably harmed if the City, 

through the actions ofthe City Council, is permitted to proceed ""~.th the constructit1n of a 

competitive arena pursuant to the ENA and the Amended and Restated ENA, Accordingly, 

·'>-~ 
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II 
1 II MSG Forum is entitled to injunctive relief in the fonn of an. order prohibiting the City and the 

:1 ~ 

2 I City Council from continuing to pursue the constrnction of a competitive arena pursuant to the 
! 

3 i ENA or the Amended and Restated ENA. 
ii 

4 12 L In addition and in the alternative, to the extent the Development Agreement's 

5 I limitation on monetary relief is deemed inapplicable or unenforceable, MSG Forum seeks to 

6 recover monetary damages in an amount to be proven at trial. 

71 
8 

9l 

10) 

~ECOND CAUSE: Q~ ,t\CTION_.. 

Breach of the Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing {Development 
Agreement). 

(Against the City and the City Council..) 

122. MSG Forum incorporates herein and reaUeges the allegations in paragraphs 1 

l l i through 121, inclusive, as if fully set forth herein, 

I 2 123, In or about May 2012, MSG and the City, through the actions of the City Council, 

13 I entered into the Development Agreement, which is a legally binding., properly executed, valid 
H 

1411 and enforceable written contract 

15 ii 124. All contracts entered into in California, including the Developtnent Agreement, 
!I 

16 II contain an implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, requiring that the parties to the 

1711 contract not act unreasonably or in bad faith to deprive others of the b.enefits or rights under the 
II 
I 

18 I contract This covenant imposes upon each contracting party the duty to do everything that the 

19 I contract presupposes that the party will do to accomplish the purpose of the contract 

20 I 125. The stated purpose of the Development Agreement is to secure the "long-tenn 

21 i operation of the .Forum so that it can be preserved as a resource and serve as a cat.alyst for the 

22 ! econonric revitalization of City[,]" and "[t]o ensure its competitiveness[..]" (Development 

23 [Agreement, Recital D; see also id. at Recital J (purpose of Development Agreement is to ''assure 

24 j that [MSG Forum} may plan to use and operate the Property as a venue 1>vith certainty").) 

I 25 126, As set fmib above, MSG Forum perforrned all of its obligations under the 

26 I Development Agreement, except for those excused by the City's material breaches (and/or other 
~ 

27 11 misconduct), through the actions of the City Council, set forth in this Complaint. 

28 i 

31 I 
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l 12 7, The City, through the actions of the City Council, materially brea.d1ed the 

2 Development Agreement's implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing. Jn particular, the 

3 i City's secret negotiations with the Clippers and approval of the ENA and the Amended and 

4 I Restated ENA, which call for the construction of an 18,000- to 20,000-seat arena that is directly 

5 I competitive with, and located less than a mile-and-a-half from, the Fornm, violated the implied 

6 J covenant of good faith and fair dealing. The City's actions, through the City Council, are the 

7 J definition of bad faith. The City, through the actions of the City Council, has thus threatened the 

8 I "lo11g-tem1 operation of the Forum" and the Forum's economic competitiveness. The City, 
i 

9 I through thee City Council, likev.+se similarly undermined the '"certainty" that MSG Fomm sought 
' ' . 

l O ; and \Vas guaranteed by the Development Agreement. 

11 128. In addition, the ENA and the A.mended and Restated ENA and the construction of 

12 I a cmnpetitive arena for the Clippers improperly undennine MSG's ability to comply with its 

13 J obligations under the Development Agreement Section 13 of the Development Agreement, for 
il 

14 I example, requires MSG Fomm to sell a certain number of tickets to events at the Forurn each 

' 15 yeat. (Development Agreement, § 13. l.) If MSG Forum is unable to sell the minimum number 

16 of tickets, then it must make ··shortfall Payments" to the City. (Develop:m.ent Agreement, § 

17 i BJ:l,) In seeking to build a competitive arena, the City, through the City Cotmcil, is directly and 

18 I adversely ii:11pacti:ng MSG Fomrn's ability to meet .its minimum ticket sales requirement 

I 19 1 l 29, As set forth above, absent injunctive relier: MSG Forum wiU be irreparably 

20 : han:ned if the: City, through the City Council, is pennitt:ed to proceed with the construction of a 
~ 

21 I competitive arena pu.rsuant to the ENA and the Amended and Restated ENA Accordingly., 
! 

22 i MSG Fomm is entitled to injunctive relief in the form of an order prohibiting the City and the 
I 

23 I City Council from continuing to pursue the construction of a competitive arena pursuant to the 

24 I ENA or the Amended and Restated ENA, 
,j 

25 I 130. In addition and in the alternative, to the extent the Development Agreement's 

26 i limitation 011 n:mnetary relief is deemed inapplicable or lmenforceable, MSG Forum seeks to 

27 I recover monetary damages in an amount to be proven at triaL 
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1 

2 

3 

'flURD CAUSE: O:F ACTION .. 

Rescission of Parking l,ease Termination. 
(Against the City and the City Council.) 

4 131. MSG Forum incorporates herein and reaIJ.eges the allegations in paragraphs .l 

5 through 130, inclusive, as if fully set forth herein. 

6 132. This cause of action is pied as an alternative to the Eleventh Cause of Action for 

7 Declaratory Relief, which alleges that the Parking Lease Tennination \Vas void ab in.itfo because 

8 Mayor Butts lacked authority to enter it ln the event that Mayor Butts \vas authorized to enter 

9 the Parking Lease Termination on behalf of the City, l\.1SG Forum is nonetheless entitled to 

10 rescind the Parking Lease Termination because MSG Forn.m's consent theretci \vas procured by 

11 fraud. 

12 133. A'> set forth above, Mayor Butts and the City induced MSG Fornm to sign the 

13 Parking Lease Termination by assuring MSG Forum that the City would use the Parking Lease 

14 property for a technology park, and by further assuring MSG Forum that Mayor Butts and the 

15 City would sec.-ure fill alternative long4em1 overflm,v parking solution for the FomrrL The City 

16 and the City Council did not, however, use the Parking Lease Property for a technology park or 

17 comparable development, nor did Mayor Butts, the City, or the City Council ever intend to do so. 

18 Instead, Mayor Butts, the City, the City Council, the Successor Agency, and the Parking 

19 Authority had been in secret negotiations with l\<Jurphy' s Bmvl prior to Mayor Butts' s request 

20 that MSG Forum tenninate the Parking Lease and his blatantly false statements to MSG Forum 

21 that the City would use the Parking Lease property for a technology park (and that these parcels 

22 would serve as the foundation of a new "Sflicon Beach" in Ingkwood). 

23 134, None of the above-described representations of use of the Parking Lease Property 

24 for a technology park or «Silicon Beach" by Mayor Butts were tme. On information and belief. 

25 Mayor Butts made these statem.ents knowing they were false and/or made these statements 

26 recklessly and witl.tout regard for their truth and with no intention to perfom1 his promise. 

27 135, Mayor Butts intended that MSG Forum rely on these representations in an effort 

28 to induce MSG F orurn to tenninate the Parking Lease. 

;;~<OLA THAM•WATK!NS"" 
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I 136. Unaware that ~fayor Butts had no intention to fulfill his prornise to use the 

2 Parking Lease Propetty for a technology park, or his promise to secure an alternative long-term 

3 overfiow parking solution for the Forurn, MSG Forum reasonably relied on these representations 

4 and .agreed to tenninate the Parking Lease. Accordingly, on April 3, 2017, MSG Forum signed 

5 the Parking Lease Termination, 

6 137. Thus, MSG Forum's consent to the Parking Lease Termination was obtained hy 

7 fraud. Thus, even in the event that Mayor Butts was authorized to enter the Parking Lease 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

T erm.ination on behalf of the City notwithstanding the fact that the City Charter does not grant 

him that power, MSG Forum is nonetheless entitled to rescission of the Parking Lease 

Ten:ninat:ion and reinstatement of the Parking Lease on the basis of Mayor Butts's fraud. 

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

Breach of Contract (Parking Least). 
(Against the City and the City Council.) 

14 138, MSG Foru.m incorporates herein and reaUeges the allegations in paragraphs l 

15 through 137, inclusive. as if fully set forth herein. 

16 13 9., On March n. 20 r 3, MSG F oru.m. and the C.ity, through the actions of the City 

17 Council, executed the Parking Lease, with an effective date of July 9, 2013, The Parking Lease 

13 is a legally binding, properly executed, valid and enforceable \vritten contract A.s set forth 

19 above, the Parking Lease Termination is invalid, both because MSG Forum's consent to the 

20 Parking Lease Termination was obta.ined by fraud, and because Mayor Butts exceeded his 

21 authority as mayor by executing it unilaterally without prior approval from City Council as 

22 required by the City Charter, Given that neither MSG Forum nor the City consented to the entry 

23 of the Parking Tennination Agreement, the Parking Lease remains valid, binding, and 

24 enforceable as between MSG Forum and the City, 

25 140, MSG Fonun performed all of its obligations under the Parking Lease, except for 

26 those excused by the City's material breaches (and/or other misconduct), through the actions of 

27 the City Council, set forth in this Complaint. 

28 
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1 I 141. The City, through the actions of the City Council, has intentionally and materially 

2 I breached its obligations 1.mder the Parking Lease. 

! 3 I 142, Among other provisions, the City, through the actions of the City Council, 

4 breached its obligation under Section 4. 1 of the Parking Lease to allow MSG Forum to "use the 

5 entire Property twenty-four (24) hours per day, every day of the year, primarily for parking and 

6 activities or uses ancillary thereto." Since at least April 2017, the City, through the actions of the 

7 City Council, has denied MSG Forum the use of the Parking Lease Property. Indeed, pursuant to 

8 I the ENA and the Amended and Restated ENA, the City, through the actions of the City Council, 

9 I has agreed that it: will not m~Jhis land available to anyone other than Murphy's BowL 
i· •"··'-'.,. 

10 I 143. Io addition, the City, through the actions of the City Council~ breached Section 

11 J 43 of the Parking Lease, which states that the City "may elect to undertake ne\v development of 
i 

l 2 I all or a portion of the Property for a compatible use, provided that any such development must 

l3 I provide for and not interfere in any way with [MSG Forum's] ability to continuously park a 

14 j minimnm of 2,275 vehicles for events held at the Forum ... in a manner that does not include 

15 1 any additional incremental costs to [MSG Fon.un] and that is reasonably acceptable to [MSG 

16 I Forum.]" MSG Forum has not accepted the use of the Parking Lease Property for a competitive 

17 I arena. The City, through the City Council, has entered into agreements (i.e., the ENA and the 
i! 

18 II ·A.mended and Restated ENA) to develop the property sul:!_ject to the Parking Lease into a 

19 II cornpetitive arena. This is not a ''compatible use," and has not been reasonably agreed to by 
II 

20 ii MSG Forum. Moreover. the City, through the actions of the City Council, failed to ensure that 

21 I MSG Forum is and will be able to continuously park 2,275 vehicles on the site, much less that 

22 I MSG Forum's parking accommodations are "reasonably acceptable" to MSG Forum. 

23 i l 44. Further, the City., through the actions of the City Council, bas breached MSG 
f 

24 l Forum's contractual right to purchase the Parking Lease Property in accordance with Section 

25 12(a) of the Parking Lease. 

26 145. As a direct and proximate result of the City's material breach of its duties and 

27 i obligations under the Parking Lease, tbxough the actions of the City Council, MSG Forum has 

28 suffered, and will continue to suffer, substantial damages in an amount to be proven at trial. 
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1 

146. In addition, the Parking Lease is sufficiently certain to allow its terms to be 

2 I specifically enforced. Due to the rutlque location of the Parking Lease Property and its ability to 

3 
1 

provide reliable parking, MSG Forum lacks~ adequate remedy at law. As such, MSG Fonm1 
I 

4 I seeks specific pe1fon:nance of the Parking Lease, including restoration of the property to MSG 

5 I Forum's contro1 and reinstatement of IviSG Fomm's right to purchase the Parking Lease 
i 

6 I, Property. ,, 
I! 7 lj 

8 

9 

FIFTH CAlJSE OF ACTION. 

fodemnifi.cation (Parking Lease). 
(Against the City and the City Cou.ndt) 

I O 14 7. MSG Forum incorporates herein and realleges the allegations in paragraphs l 

11 through 146, inclusive, as if ful.ly set forth herein. 

12 148. On March 12, 2013, MSG Forum and the City, through the City Council, 

13 j executed the Parking Lease, with au effective date of July 9, 201:3., The Parking Lease is a 

14 legally binding, properly executed, valid and enforceable 1-vritten contract As .set forth above, 

15 the Parking Lease Tenuination is invalid, both because MSG Forum's consent to the Parking 

16 Lea.se Tennination was obtained by fraud, and because Mayor Butts exceeded his authority as 

17 mayor by executing it unilaterally without prior approval fu.ml City Council as required by the 

18 City Charter. Given that neither MSG Forum nor the City consented to the entry of the Parking 

19 Termination Agreement, the Parking Lease remains valid, binding, and enforceable as betwe,en 

20 MSG Forum and the City., 

2 l 149, MSG Forum perfonned aU of its obligations under the Parking Lease, except for 

22 those excused by the City's material breaches (m1d/or other misconduct}, through the actions of 

23 the City Council, set forth in this Complaint. 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

LATHAM•V4ATK!NS'" 

150. Pursuant to Section 6.2 of the Parking Lease. the City ''shall indemnify, protect, 

defend and hold harmless [MSG ForrunJ from and against any and all claims, liabilities, 

damages, liens, judgrnents, penalties, losses, costs and/or expenses (including reasonable iJut~of~ 

pocket attorneys' and consultants' foes and expenses) arising out of, involving, or in connection 

vvith,, . [the City's] breach of any of its representations, warranties or covenant".! under this 
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l I Lease[, r The Parking Lease also makes dear that the indemnification requirement survives 

2 I termination ofthe Parking Lease. (Parking Lease,§ 6.2.) 

3 i ISL Pursuant to Sections 4.1, 7J(b), 8J(a) and 8.l(d) of the Lease Agreement, the 

4 I City warranted, among other things, that MSG Forum ''may use the entire Property t\venty~four 
5 II (24) hours per day, every day of the year"; that the City would "'ensure the provision of 

II 
6 II appropriate resources and coordination for parking on the [Parking Lease Property r; that the 

·~ 7 I City «has foll right, power, and authority to ow11 and convey the Property;" and that the City "is 

8 ! not aware of any facts or circumstances ... which would prevent [MSG Fonun] from using the 

9 i Property for its intended use primarily as parking," 
' 

10 I 152. By engaging in the above~described conduct,. and affirmatively taking steps to 

11 I prevent MSG Forum frmn using the Parking Lease Property as intended, the City, through the 

12 I actions of the City Council. has breached its representations, warranties and/or covenants under 

13 I th.e Parking Lease. MSG Fomm is accordingly entitled to indemnification of all losses, costs 

141
1 

and/or expenses (including reasonable out-of-pocket attorneys' and consultants' fees and 

15 Ii expenses) arising out of the City's breaches. 
Ii 

1611 
" 17 i 

18 

SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION, 

Breach oftbe Implied Covenant of Good Faith and ITair Dealing (Parking Lease). 
(Against t:be City and tbe City Cm.mdt) 

19 153. MSG Forum incorporates herein and reaUeges the allegations in paragraphs l 

20 through 152, inclusive, as if fuHy set forth herein. 

21 154. On March 12, 2013, MSG Forum and the City, through the actions of the City 

22 I Council, executed the Parking Lease, with an effective date ofJuiy 9, 2013, The Parking Lease 

23 is a. legally binding, properly executed, valid and enforceable written contract As set forth 

24 above, the Parking Lease Tennination is invalid, both because MSG Forum's consent to the 

25 Parking Lease Termination \Vas obtained by fraud, and because Mayor Butts exceeded his 

26 authority as mayor by executing it unilaterally without prior approval from City Council as 

27 required by the City Charter, Given that neither MSG Forum nor the City consented to the entry 

37 
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I 
l I, of the Parking Tenxri:nation -~~een1ent, the Parking Lease remains valid, binding, and 

2 I enforceable as between MSG Fornm and the City. 

3 I 155. All contracts entered into in California, including the Parking Lease, contain an 

4 implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing,, requiring that the parties to the contract not act 

5 unreasonably or in bad faith to deprive others of the benefits or rights under the contract This 

6 I covenant imposes upon each contracting party the duty to do everything that the contract 

7 11 presupposes that the party will do to accomplish the purpose of the contract 
!! 

8 ' 156. As set forth above, MSG Forurn perfonned all of its obligations under the Parking 

9 Lease, except for those excused by the City's rnaterial breaches (and/or either misconduct), 

JO through the actions of the City Council, set forth in this Complaint 

l l 157, lu the Parking Lease, the City, through the actions of the City Council, 

1.2 represented that it "0~11s fee title to the Property and has full right,, power, and authority to own 

13· and convey the Property." (Parking Lease,§ 8. l(a).) Further, the Parking Lease i;rrants MSG 

14 Foru.1n the right both to use the property subject to the Parking Lease and. to purchase the Parking 

15 Lease Property ifit elects to do so, (Parking Lease, § 12.) 

16 158. By failing to disclose to MSG Forum the existence of the negotiations with the 

17 Clippers for the vety same property that is the subject of the Parking Lease and by inducing 

18 MSG Foru:m to sign. the Parking Lease Termination, and entering into the ENA and the Amended 

19 and Restated ENA - pursuant to which the City agreed not to convey the Parking Lease property 

20 to anyone other than Murphy's Bowl, the City, through the actions of the City Council, has 

21 improperly thwarted MSG Forum's rights under the Parking Lease. 

22 159., As a direct and proximate result of the City's material breach of the implied 

23 covenant of good faith and fair dealing, through the City Council's actions, MSG has suffered 

24 substantial damages in an amount to be proven at triaL 

25 

26 

27 

28 

38 
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s~:v~:NTH CAUSE OF ACTION. 

2 

3 

Fraud (fotentiomtl Mts:represenfa.tion; Fraudulent Imiu.cem·ent; False Promise). 
(Against :!\lfayor Butts.) 

4 160. MSG Fomm incorporates herein and reaHeges the allegations in paragraphs l 

5 through 159, inclusive, as ff fully set forth herein. 

6 I 6 l. As set forth above, Mayor Butts, by his mvn admission, engaged in secret 

7 negotiations \llith the Clippers regarding the Parking Lease Property, which Mayor Butts knew 

8 had been leased to MSG Fonim. Mayor Hutts never disclosed the secret negotiations to MSG 

9 Forum, and the negotiations had at their core the goal of depriving MSG Forum of the rights to 

10 the Parking Lease and the Parking Lease Property. 

11 162. As further set forth above:, in a series of telephone calls in or around January, 

12 February, and March of 2017, Mayor Butts iuduced MSG Forum to sign the Parking Lease 

13 Tem1i:nation, by repeatedly assuring J\.1SG Fon1m, t11at the City 'would use the Parking Lease 

J. 4 Property for a technology park to implement a "Silicon Beach" in Inglewood, and by further 

15 assuring MSG Fonnn that Mayor Butts would secure an alternative long-term overflow parking 

16 solution for the Forun:t In or around March 2017, Mayor Butts further misrepresented. to MSG 

17 Fon.un. that he needed the land back irrnnediately, because he had a tenant for the technology 

l 8 park "on the hook" The City did not, however, use the Parking Lease Property for a technology 

19 park or comparable development, nor did Mayor Butts or the City ever intend to do so. Instead, 

20 Mayor Butts, the City, the Parking Authority, and the Successor Agency had been in secret 

21 negotiations \vith Murphy's Bowl prior to Mayor Butts's request that MSG Forum terminate the 

22 Parking Lease and his misrepresentations to MSG Forum that the City would use the Parking 

23 Lease property for a technology park 

24 163. None of the above-described representations by Mayor Butts was true. In fact, 

25 they were blatantly false. On information and belief,, Mayor Butts made these statements 

26 knowing they were false and/or tnade these statements recklessly and without regard for their 

27 truth and with no intention to perform his pron1ise. 
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i • 
I I 164. Mayor Butts intended that MSG Fomrn rely on these representations in an eftort 

I 
2 I: to induce MSG Forum to tem1inate the Parking Lease. 

3 165. Unaware that :Mayor Butts had no intention to fulfill his promise to use the 

4 Parking Lease Property for a technology park, or his promise to secure an alternative long-term 

5 overflow parking solution for the Forum, and unaware that Mayor Butts \Vas not authorized by 

6 the City Council to terminate the Parking Lease, MSG Forum reasonably relied on the 

7 representations of Mayor Butts and agreed to term.ina.te the Parking Lease. Accordingly, on 

8 April 3, 2017, MSG Forum signed the Parking Lease Termination. 

9 166. On June 15, 2017, the City, along with the Successor Agency and the Parking 

IO Authority, entered into the ENA (and subsequently entered into the Am.ended and :Restated 

11 ENA), which calls for the construction of a competitive arena on a proposed "Site," which 

12 encompasses the very same property that was subject to MSG Forum's Parking Lease with the 

13 City. 

14 !67, As a direct and proximate cause of Mayor Burts's conduct~ MSG Forum bas 

15 sustained and will continue to sustain damages. MSG Fomm's reliance on Mayor Butts's 

16 representations and promises was a substantial factor in ca.using its harm, MSG Forum is thus 

17 entitled to damages in au amount to he proven at trial 

18 168., In committing the acts alleged. herein, Mayor Butts is guilty of oppression, fraud 

19 and/or malice within the meaning of California Civil Code section 3294, entitling MSG Forum to 

20 ii punitive or exemplary damages in an amount appropriate to punish Mayor Butts and to make an 

21 I example of Mayor Butts to the comn:m:nity. 

22 i ii EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACT.ION. 

23 1
1
J . Intentional Inter:for. ence with Contract (Development A .. · greemen.t .imd Parking Lease). 
j (Against f\-fayor Butts, the Suc~cessor Agency, the .Parking Authority~ and the City Council.) 

24 1! 
II 169. MSG Fomm incorporates herein and realleges the allegations in paragraphs I 

25 I 

I through 168, inclusive, as if folly set forth hereino 

:: I 
! ~ J' 
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l 170. On or about :May 15, 2012, MSG Form:n and the City entered into the 

2 : Development Agreement, a legally binding, properly executed, valid and enforceable \Vritten 

3 i contract 

4 I 17 l, On March 12, 2013, .MSG Forum and the City entered info a parking lease 

5 I agreernent (the Parking Lease) with an effective date of July 9,, 2013, a legally binding, properly 
! 

6 I executed, valid and enforceable written contract. 

71
1

1 . • l n . Mayor B~tts, the Successor Agency, the P~king A.tithority, and the City Council 

8 I ar,., not parties to the De' eloprnent .Agreement or the Parkmg Lease. 
! 

9 I 173. At all material times, Mayor Butts,. the Successor Agency, the Parking Authority, 
I 

10 I and the City Council were aware of MSG Forum's contractual relationship \-i.tith the City and, in 
j 

11 I particular, the Development Agreement and the Parking Lease. Mayor Butts, the Successor 

12 I Agency, the Parking Authority, and the City Council, through their \vrongful acts and conduct 
j 

13 [ all.eged herein, intended to and did cause a disruption of MSG Fonm1's contractual relationships 
1 

14 i with the City. A.:rnong other things, Mayor Butts, the Successor Agency, the Parking Authority, 

15 and the City Council encouraged the City to enter into the ENA and the Amended and Restated 

16 •. ENA and to pursue the development of a competitive arena adjacent to the Forum, which will 

17 l materially adversely impact the use, operation, fur.tctionality, accessibility, and/or economic 

18 I competitiveness of the Forum in violation of the City's obligations under the Development 

19 I Agreement and the Parking Lease. 

20 J 174. In addition and in the alternative, Mayor Butts, the Successor Agency, the Parking 
ili 

21 ii Authority, and t11e City Council knew that encouraging the City to enter into the ENA and the 

22 II Amended and Restated ENA and to pursue the development of a competitive arena adjacent to 

23 JI the Forum was substantially certain to cause a disruption in the City and MSG Forum's 
ill . 

24 II contractual relationship under the Development Agreement and/or the Parking Lease .. 
ill 

25 !I 175, In addition, Mayor Butts, the Successor Agency. th.e Parking Authority, and the 

2611 City Council encouraged the City to induce MSG Forum to enter into the Parking Lease 

27 'I Termination to terminate MSG Forum's rights under the Parking Lease. 
! 

28 

41 
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II • I 
i r 176. As a proximate result of the ivrongful and 1mjustified acts of Mayor Butts, the 

2 I Successor Agency, the Parking Authority, and the City Council, as alleged herein, MSG Fe.rum 
t 

3 \ has sustained and \lliH continue to sustain substantial damages, in an arnount to he proven at trial. 
I 

41 177. The wrongful conduct of M:ayor Butts, the Successor Agency, the Parking 

5 I Authority, and the City Council was a substantial factor in causing MSG Forum's ha.rm. 

6 Ii 178. In corn:mitting the acts alleged herein, :Mayor Butts, the Successor Agency, the 
I 

7 I Parking Authority, and the City Council are guilty of oppression, fraud and/or malice within the 
I 

8 I meaning of California Civil Code section 3294, entitling MSG Fornm to punitive or exemplary 

9 damages in an amount appropriate to punish Mayor Butts. the Successor Agency, the Parking 
I 

lO ·Authority, and the City Council, and to make an example of them to the comnnmity. 
~ 

11 I NINTH CAUSii~ OF ACT'JON. 

12 Intentional and Negligent lnterf erence with Prospective Economic Advrmtage. 
1: (Against IVfayor Butts, the Successor Agency, the Parking Authority, and. the City Cmmdl.) 

13 11 

179, MSG Forum incorporates herein and realleges the aUegations in paragraphs l 
14 

: through 178, in.elusive, as if fully set forth herein. 
15 I 

I 180, At all material times, an economic relationship existed between MSG Forum and 
16 I 

I
i the City_ This relationship held probable future eco:ntlmic benefit or advantage to MSG Forum. 

n I 

18 
I 18 l, Mayor Butts, the Successor Agency, the Parking Autlwrity, and the City Council 

I knew of the relationship between the City and MSG FomnL On information and belief, lviayor 
19

1

1 
Butts, the Successor Agency, the Parking Authority, and the City Council intended to interfere wl · 

I with MSG Forum's economic relationship with the City, or in the alternative, Mayor Butts,. the 
21 ! 

I Successor Agency, the Parking Authority, and the City Council knew that encouraging the City 
22 i I to enter into the ENA and the Amended and Restated ENA and pursue the development of a 
23 i 

i competing arena aqjacent to the Forum was substantially certain to interfere with this economic 
24 I relations.hip and to cause MSG Fomrn to lose in whole or in part the probable future economic 
2s I 

I benefit or advantage of the relationship, 
26 t 182. In addition and in the alternative, Mayor Butts, the Successor Agency, the Parking 
2 ~ 7! 

i Authority, and the City Cmmcil knew or should have knm.vn that th.is relationship would be 
28 i 
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(D 

1 disrupted if they encouraged the City to enter into the ENA and the Amended and Restated ENA 

2 and to pursue the development of a competing arena adjacent to the Forum. 

3 , I 83. In addition, in approving the ENA, the Successor Agency, the Parking Au.th.ority, 

4 I and the City Council violated the Hro\vn Act by giving insufficient notice to the public, and the 

5 J Successor Agency violated the Dissolution Act and/or the City's Long Range Property 
il! 

6 11 Management Plan by failing to obtain Oversight Board approval prior to. entering into the 
H 

7 'i.I agreement with the City. 

8 l.84. Further. to lure the Clippers fo lngle\vood and facilitate execution of the ENA, 

9 I Mayor Butts committed fraud, as alleged in this complaint, against MSG Forum. 

10 I 185. By the wrongful conduct alleged herein, Mayor Butts. the Successor Agency, the 

11 l1 Parking Authority, and the City Council did, in fact, disrupt MSG Fornm's relationship with the 
~ ! 
l: "<' 12 I Clty. 

13 I 186, As a proximate result oftb.e wrongful and unjustified acts of Mayor Butts, the 

14 !I Successor Agency, the Parking Authority, and the City Council, MSG Forum has sustained and 

15 II will continue to sustain substantial darn.ages, in an arnom1t to be proven at triaL 

16 I 187. The wrongful conduct of Mayor Butts, the Successor Agency, the Parking 

17 ! Authority, and the City Council was a substantial factor in causing MSG Forum's harm. 
:1 

18 i 188, In committing the acts alleged herein, Mayor Butts, the Successor Agency, the 

19 II Parking Authori.ty, and the City Council are guilty of oppression, fraud and/or malice within the 
f 

20 [meaning ofCaJifomia Civil Code section 3294, entitling MSG Forum to punitive or exemplary 

21 j damages in an an10unt appropriate to punish Mayor Butts, the Successor Agency, the Parking 

22 J Authority, and the City Council, au.cl to make an example of them to the community. 

I 23 TENTH CAUSE OF ACTION. 

24 Dedaratory Relief. 

25 
(Against the City and the City Council..) 

26 189. MSG Forum incorporates herein and reaUeges the al.legations in paragraphs l 

27 through 188, inclusive, as if fully set forth herein. 

28 

I 
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l 1 190. MSG Forum contends that: (a) by entering into the ENA and the Amended and 

2 j Restated ENA, and pursuing a competitive arena adjacent to the Fomm that will materially 

3 adversely impact the use, operation,, functionality, accessibility, and/or economic 

4 competitiveness of the Forum, the City, through the actions of the City Council, has breached its 

5 obligations under the Development Agreement; (b) the City acquired MSG Forum's consent to 

6 1 the Parking Lease Termination by breach of the obligations of the Parking Lease, breach of the 

7 implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing of the Parking Lease, and through the fraudulent 

8 actions oflvfayor Butts, and, as a result, the Parking Lease Terminatio.n is null and void; 

9 {c) given that the Parking Lease Temfrnation is null and void, the Parking Lease is still in full 

10 , forc.e and effect; and (d) by entering into the ENA and the A.mended imd Restated ENA, the City, 

11 through the actions of the City Council, has breached its obligations under the Parking Lease. 

12 19 L On the other hand, the City and the City Council dispute each of MSG Forura's 

l3 contentions as set forth above,, including by denying MSG Forum's notice of claim on September 

14 6, 2017, and thereafter denying MSG Forum's amended notice of claim on October 4, 20 J. 7. 

15 192. An actual controversy now exists benveen MSG Forum and the City and the Cit)' 

16 Council relating to whether: 

17 

18 

19 

20 

2l 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

271 

b. 

by entering into the ENA and the .A.mended and Restated ENA, and 

pursuing a competitive arena adjacent to the Forum that ~:v:m materially 

adversely impact the use, operation, functionality, accessibility, and/or 

economic competitiveness of the Forum, the City, through the actions of 

the City Council, has breached its obligations under the Development 

Agreement; 

the City acquired MSG .Forum's consent to the Parking Lease Termination 

by breach of the obligations of the Parking Lease, breach of the implied 

covenant of good faith and fair dealing of the Parking Lease, and through 

the fraudulent actions of Mayor Butts, and, as a result, the Parking Lease 

Tennination is nuH and void~ 

~::Ji{~ 28 .I: 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

given that the Parking Lease Termination is null and void, the Parking 

Lease is still in foll force and effect; and 

by entering into the ENA and the Amended and Restated ENA, the City, 

through the actions of the City Council, has breached its obligations under 

the Parking Lease. · 

6 193. Pursuant to section 1060 of the California Code of Civil Procedure, MSG Forum 
ii 

7 !I is entitled to a dedaration regarding MSG Fon.un"s and the City's and the City Council's rights 

s ll and obligations vvith respect to the Development Agreement, the Parking Lease Termination and 

9 II the Parking Lease, and that MSG F ornm' s contentions set forth in paragraph 190 are correct 

10 I Such a declaration is necessary and appropriate. 

11 ELEVENTH CAUSE OF .ACTION. 

12 Uecla:ratory Relief. 

B 
(Against the City and the City Council.) 

14 194. l\'1SG Forum incorporates herein and reaHeges the allegations in paragraphs 1 

15 through 193, inclusive, as if fully set forth herein. 

16 195. As set forth above, the City Council is the governing body of the City and the 

17 1 Charter provides that all legislative and chart(ff powers ''granted to and vested in [CJity of 

18 i Inglewood shall be vested in and exercised by the council" (Art Vf § 10), which "may take 
•· l 

19 i official action only by the passage or adoption of ordinances, resolutions or motions[]" (Art Vl 

20 I §in 
ii> ,, 

21 196. While Mayor Butts signs all contracts on behalf of the City (Art XX § l ), 

22 11 contracts must first he approved by the City Council's ordinance, resolution, or motion, unless 
) 

23 ! the Council has othenvise delegated its authority. (Art VI§ I 1) 
i 

24 i 197. The Parking Lease Tenninatian \vas an official act requiring City CoWlcil 

25 ii approval by ordinance, resolution or motion, Indeed, Mayor Butts himself has acknovAedged 

26 I that ''The City Council is the governing body of the City, and the ivfayor may only take official 
I 2711 action by way of the City Council passing or adopting ordinances or resolutions," 

~' 28 1: 
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1 I98. MSG Forum is informed and believes, and on that basis alleges, that the City 

2 Council did not pass or adopt any ordinance, resolution, or motion authorizing Mayor Butts to 

3 enter into the Parking Lease Termination on behalf of the City, 

4 199. Accordingly, MSG Fom.rn contends that Mayor Butts's execution of the Parking 

5 Termination Agreement on behalf ofthe City v;as ml ultra vires act and of no force or 

6 consequence. 

7 200, :tvlSG Fornm withdrew its prior consent to the Parking Lease Termination on July 

8 17. 2017 after it learned that its consent was procured by fraud, and reiterated .such •vithdrawal 

9 by multiple letters. dated September 18, 2017, and July 17, 2018. MSG Forum's \vithdra'\.v.:tI of 

W its con.sent meant that, as of July 17, 2017, the City Counc.il could no longer approve or ratify 

11 j Mayor Butts' s ultra vires act of signing the Parking Lease Termination. 

12 20 L MSG Forum contends that, given that neither MSG Forum nor the City consented 

J.3 to the entry of the Parking Lease Tennination, the Parking Lease Termination is of no legal 

14 i effect; and accordingly the Parking Lease remains valid, binding, and enforceable between the 

15 MSG Fonrrn and the City, 

16 202. An actual controversy thus now exists between ~11SG Fomm and the City and the 

' 17 City Cm.mcil relating to (a) whether the Parking Lease Termination is void ab initio because it 

18 I was beyond the scope of Mayor Butts's powers under the City Charter, and (b) whether 

191 accordingly, the Parking Lease remains in full force and effect between the City and MSG 
' 

20 I FornuL 

21 ' 2:03.. Pursuant to section 1060 of the California Code of Civil Procedure, MSG Forum 

22 j is entitled to a declaration regarding MSG Forum's and the City's and the City Council's rights 
I 

23 J and obligations with respect to the Parking Lease Ten:nination and the Parking Lease, and th.at 
! 

24 I MSG Forum's contentions set forth above are correct Such a declaration is necessary and 
' 

25 I appropriate. 

26 I 
27 

28 
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1 PRA\'"ER FOR RELIEF. 

2 WHEREFORE, MSG Forum respectfuHy prays for the foHowfog relief against all 

3 defendants (and any and all other parties who m.ay oppose MSG Forum in th.is lawsuit) jointly 

4 and severaHy: 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

L For rescission of the Parking Lease Ter:m.ination and. reinstatement oftb.e 

Parking Lease; 

For an injunction prohibiting the City, the City Counc.il, the Parking 

Authority,. and the Successor Agency from continuing to pursue a 

competitive arena that vv1H m.ateriaHy adversely impact the use, operation, 

functionality, accessibility., and/or economic competitiveness of the 

Forum; 

3. For an order requiring specific performance of the Parking Lease, 

including a specific order that aU of MSG Forurn' s rights and interests in 

the Parking Lease Property be fully restored; 

4. For decl.aratory relief stating that the City, through the actions of the City 

Council, is in breach of the Development Agreement, that MSG Forum's 

consent to the Parking Lease Termination \Vas obtained by fraud and the 

Parking Lease Tenniuation is therefore invalid, that the Parking Lease is 

still in fuU force and effect, and that the City, through the actions of the 

City Council, is in breach of the Parking Lease; 

50 For declaratory relief stating that Mayor Butts's purported entry of the 

Parking Lease Temrination on the City's behalf was an an ultra vires act 

and of no force or consequence, and that accordingly the Parking Lease 

remains valid_, binding. and enforceable between :MSG Forum and the; 

City. 

6. For compensatory damages in an amount to be proven at trial; 

7. For any additionat general, special, consequential or incidental darnages 

permitted and according to proof; 

47 
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For punitive darnages in a:n amount appropriate to. punish the defendants 

and make an example of the defondants to the community; 

For indemnification pursuant to the Parking Lease; 

For an av;rard that defendants pay all of MSG Forum's costs and attorneys' 

foes to the extent required by contract or by law; 

For all interest, as permitted by law; and 

For such other relief as the Court deems just and proper. 

Respectfully submitted. 

LATHAlvI & WATKINS LLP 
Marvin S. Putnam 
Jessica Stebbins Bina 
Robert J. EUison 

By·--' 
Jessica Stebbins Bina 
Attorneys for plaintiff MSG Fomm, LLC 
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DEl\>'.lANJ) FOR JURY TRlAL. 1 

2 Plaintiff MSG F omrn, LLC demands trial by jury on each of its claims for relief "vhich is 

3 triable before a jury. 

4 Dated: July 17, 2018 
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10 
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Respectfully submitted, 

LATHAivf & WATKINS LLP 
Marvin S, Putnam 
Jessica. Stebbins Bina 
RohertJ. Ellison 

~ ~v 

By---,;"--------------
Jessica Stebbins Bina 
Attorneys for plaintiff MSG Fomm, LLC 
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2 INTRODUCTION 

3 l. Petitioner and Plaintiff Inglewood Residents Against Takings And 

4 Evictions ("Petitioner") hereby alleges violations 1 of the Ralph M. Brown Act, 

5 Government Code section 54950 et seq. and the California Environmental Quality 

6 Act, by the Successor Agency to the Inglewood Redevelopment Agency ("Successor 

7 Agency") and the Oversight Board To The Successor Agency To The Inglewood 

8 Redevelopment Agency ("Oversight Board") 2 (collectively,. "Respondents"). These 

9 violations benefited Real Party in Interest lvlurphy's Bowl LLC (the "Developer"). 

10 2. The Brown Act, also known as the California open meeting law, has a 

l 1 clear and forcefully stated purpose: "In enacting this chapter, the Legislature finds 

12 and declares that the public commissions, boards and councils and the other public 

13 agencies in this State exist to aid in the conduct of the people's business. It is the 

l 4 intent of the law that their actions be taken openly and that their deliberations be 

15 conducted openly. [,[] The people of this State do not yield their sovereignty to the 

16 agencies which serve them. The people, in delegating authority, do not give their 

l 7 public servants the right to decide what is good for the people to know and what is 

18 not good for them to know. The people insist on remaining informed so that they may 

19 retain control over the instruments they have created." (Gov. Code§ 54950.) 

20 To accomplish these vital goals, the Brown Act, inter aha, (l) requires 

21 that an agenda be posted at least 72 hours before a regular meeting, (2) requires the 

22 

23 1 Petitioner concurrently submits a Notice of Lodging of First Amended Petition to detail 

24 the amendments that have been made to the Petition following this Court's ruling on 
October 2, 2019 that the Petition for \tVrit of Jvfandate did not sufficiently state a cause of 
action for violation of the California Enviromnental Quality Act, with 20 days leave to 
amend. 25 

26 2 As explained below, as of July 1, 2018, the Successor Agency was dissolved and its 
powers, duties, and liabilities were taken over by the Los Angeles County Second District 
Consolidated Oversight Board. For clarity's sake, this petition refers to the Oversight 
Board throughout but such reference includes the Second District Consolidated Oversight 
Board. 

27 

28 
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agenda include a brief description that is informative to the public of the action to be 

2 taken, and (3) forbids action on any item not on that agenda. In this way, the Brown 

3 Act serves to facilitate public participation in all phases of local government 

4 decisionmaking and to curb misuse of the democratic process by secret legislation of 

5 public bodies. (San Joaquin Raptor Rescue Center v. County qfi\llerced (2013) 216 

6 Cal.App.4th 1167, 1176.) 

7 4. At its June 19, 2018 meeting, Respondent Successor Agency took action on 

8 a matter not properly noticed putting Petitioner and the public in a position where they 

9 could not have reasonably understood the nature of the action or the implications of the 

l O same. The Office of the Successor Agency formally recommended to the Board of the 

l 1 Successor Agency that the Board request approval from the Oversight Board to 

12 implement the Successor Agency's Long Range Property Ivfanagement Plan ("LRPiv1P"). 

13 The implementation requested is a required initial step in the transfer of l3 parcels of 

14 property that would be used for construction of a sports arena project ("Land Transfer") 

15 for the Clippers professional basketball team. However, neither the notice for the 

16 meeting, the agenda nor the available meeting materials specifically identify the land or 

l 7 the reasons for the Land Transfer in a way that would adequately inform the public of the 

18 nature of the action the Successor Agency purported to take. Respondents made clear 

19 through email communications that the purpose of requesting the Resolution approving 

20 the Land Transfer was for an arena project for the Clippers. 

21 5. At its June 27, 2018 meeting, Respondent Oversight Board similarly took 

22 action on a matter not properly noticed putting Petitioner and the public in a position 

23 where they could not have reasonably understood the nature of the action or the 

24 implications of the same. During this meeting, the Oversight Board passed Resolution 

25 No. 18-0B-003, which directed the Successor Agency to dispose of the 13 parcels at 

26 issue--------parcels comprising all Successor Agency-owned land within the site identified in 

27 an exclusive negotiating agreement ("ENA")-pursuant to implementation of the 

28 
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Amended LRPJv1P. This Resolution was drafted with input from Murphy's Bowl 

2 attorneys who represented the Clippers' interests. However,. neither the notice for the 

3 meeting, the agenda, nor the available meeting materials specifically identify the land or 

4 the reasons for the Land Transfer in a way that would adequately inf mm the public of the 

5 nature of the action the Oversight Board purported to take. Respondents made clear 

6 through email communications that the purpose of the Resolution approving the Land 

7 Transfer was for the Clippers Arena Project. 

8 6. The Land Transfer would dispose properties that are included within an 

9 Exclusive Negotiating Agreement ("ENA") among the City of Inglewood, the Successor 

10 Agency, the Inglewood Parking Authority and Jvforphy's Bowl LLC for a sports arena for 

l 1 the Clippers basketball team (the "Arena Project"). 

12 
,.., 
I. These meetings violated the Brown Act. The Successor Agency and 

13 Oversight Board failed to infmm the public that they were taking actions in furtherance 

l 4 of the effort to dispose properties pursuant to an agreement with extensive potential 

15 impacts on thousands of Inglewood residents and businesses. The agenda for each 

16 meeting merely stated each agency would act to implement the Long Range Property 

l 7 Jvfanagement Plan, without stating what that implementation entailed. Contrary to Brown 

18 Act requirements, this description was overly vague and uninformative. It did not inform 

19 the public that the property disposition actions are taken in furtherance of the EN A for 

20 the Clippers Arena and involving Jvfurphy's Bowl LLC. It failed to inform the public that 

21 the 13 parcels being 1Tansfened are specifically designated in maps in the ENA for 

22 construction of the Arena Project. 

23 8. This failure to adequately inform the public is consistent with and further 

24 evidence of the City of Inglewood's, and its related entities', deliberate attempts to 

25 obfuscate the true nature of actions taken to facilitate the Clippers Arena Project. Such 

26 actions were the subject of Karen Foshay's Jvfarch 15, 2018 article entitled "Documents 

27 Show How Inglewood Clippers Arena Deal Stayed Secret." This mticle included a 

28 
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complete copy of a June 9, 2017 email between Clippers and City of Inglewood 

2 representatives stating "the entity [J'vfurphy's Bowl LLC] will have a generic name so it 

3 won't identify the proposed project." In fact, in a letter to the Inglewood City Council, 

4 Los Angeles County District Attorney Jackie Lacey even stated that such actions were 

5 "concerted effbrts between representatives of the city and the J\r1urphy' s Bowl LLC to 

6 limit the notice given to the public ... contrary to the spirit of the Brown Act." (Jackie 

7 Lacey, Los Angeles County Dist. Atty's Off, letter to Inglewood City Council, May 17, 

8 2019,. emphasis added. ) 

9 9. Respondents' actions reflect a continuing course of conduct deliberately 

l O designed to obfuscate the subject of public business being conducted. These actions 

l 1 violate the Brown Act. 

12 10. Additionally, Petitioner challenges the Respondents' actions under the 

13 California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"). Respondents have forced the filing of 

14 this action by ignoring California's procedural rules and laws designed to ensure 

15 environmental protection, ignoring the interests of the community, and rushing to 

16 facilitate a sports arena development that could displace families and businesses, small 

l7 and large, for a billionaire's benefit. Respondents' actions, recommending and approving 

18 disposal of the 13 Successor Agency parcels within the ENA Site, effectuate the Land 

19 Transfer pursuant to the ENA3 for the Arena Project. 

20 H. The ENA sets forth and specifically details the Arena Project's scope and 

21 even defines it as a "Project." The level of detail the ENA and staff report contain on the 

22 Arena Project was more than enough to complete environmental review. The ENA states 

23 that Respondents wiU convey property "to the Developer for development as a premier 

24 and state of the art National Basketball Association ('NBA') professional basketball 

25 arena consisting of approximately 18,000 to 20,000 seats as well as related landscaping, 

26 

27 3 The ENA was amended and restated on August 15, 2017 but its essential terms remained the 
same and was approved by the Oversight Board on September 7, 2017. Therefore, this Petition 

28 refers throughout to "the ENA" and, where relevant, "the Revised ENA." 
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parking and various other ancillmy uses related to and compatible with the operation and 

2 promotion of a state-of-the-mi NBA arena on the Site." (ENA, at pp. 1-2.) The staff 

3 report for the June 15, 2017, special meeting also confirms that the ENA 's purpose is to 

4 "facilitate the development of a premier and state-of-the-art National Basketball 

5 Association ('NBA') professional basketball arena consisting of approximately 18,000 to 

6 20,000 seats." The Arena Project's size and location are all that is needed for the City to 

7 conduct environmental review as they establish the parameters of the project's impacts. 

8 The ENA was folJowed in Febrmny 2018 by a Notice of Preparation ("NOP") of an 

9 environmental impact report, which provided further detailed description of the proposed 

10 arena project. No additional information was needed to study the Arena Project's 

l 1 environmental impacts, yet the Respondents seem to have kicked the proverbial can 

12 down the road and decided to possibly do enviromnental review later. Thus, the ENA, 

13 staff report, and NOP show that the Arena Project is detailed enough to require 

14 preparation of an EIR nmv, as CEQA demands. (Pub. Resources Code§ 21151; see also 

15 Save T{1ra v. City of West Hollywood (2008), 45 Cal.4th 116, 130-31 [environmental 

16 review must occur early enough to "influence key public decisions" but late enough so as 

l7 not to impede the "exploration and formulation" of projects].) Respondents' decision to 

18 ignore their obligations under state law cannot and should not be countenanced. 

19 12. Despite specifically defining the Arena Project in the ENA, Respondents 

20 have prepared no environmental review for the Arena Project before taking actions to 

21 transfer the 13 Successor Agency parcels via the recommendation and approval of 

22 Resolution No. 18-0B-003. The Successor Agency already agreed that for three years it 

23 would "not negotiate with or consider any offers or solicitations from, any person or 

24 entity, other than the Developer, regarding a Disposition and Development Agreement 

25 for the sale, lease, disposition, and/or development of the Site." (ENA, at§ 2(a).) At the 

26 same time, the LRPJ\r1P required that the Successor Agency disposed of the parcels within 

27 

28 
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three years of the date of the LRPMP, or else they would be transferred to the city for 

2 future development under prescribed guidelines. (OVERSIGHT AR4 2:82-84.) 

3 13. Respondents' decision to approve the transfer of 13 Successor Agency 

4 parcels prior to completing environmental review violates CEQA. CEQA prohibits a 

5 government entity from taking actions that foreclose alternatives or potential mitigation 

6 measures before performing the requisite enviromnental review. The request and 

7 subsequent Oversight Board Resolution to transfer the l3 Successor Agency parcels 

8 create significant commitments to and momentum for the Arena Project. As such,. 

9 Respondents will undoubtedly ignore the enviromnental impacts that any future 

l O environmental review may uncover, and potentially superior alternative projects, in 

l 1 pursuit of the Arena Project. The Land Transfer will result in significant environmental 

12 impacts that must be analyzed in an Enviromnental Impact Report ("EIR"), disclosed to 

13 the public and considered by Respondents prior to passing a Resolution to direct the Land 

14 Transfer. Respondents' failure to do so violated CEQA. 

15 14. Respondents' disregard for the community's and the City's well-being, of 

16 their obligations under CEQA, for how the Land Transfer and the Arena Project will 

l 7 significantly impact the environment. and the requirement to comply with the Brown 

18 Act's agenda description requirements necessitate this challenge to Respondents' 

19 respective purported approvals of the Land Transfer. 

20 PARTIES TO THIS PROCEEDING 

21 15. Petitioner Inglewood Residents Against Takings And Evictions is an 

22 unincmvorated association that opposes the ENA, the Land Transfer, and the City's, 

23 Successor Agency's, Parking Authority's, and Oversight Board's approvals to facilitate 

24 the development of the Arena Project by Developer in a residential area and the use of 

25 eminent domain to acquire property to develop the Arena Project. Petitioner and its 

26 members will be adversely impacted by the Land Transfer as it wiU result in significant 

27 
4 The administrative record in this matter has been lodged with the Court, and Petitioner has 

28 objected to that record as incomplete. 
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impacts to the environment including blight and urban decay, the loss of existing 

2 businesses and jobs, and win facilitate development that is inconsistent with the City's 

3 Zoning and General Plan. Petitioner and its members win also be adversely impacted by 

4 the environmental impacts created by the Arena Project's construction and operation, 

5 including impacts to air quality, traffic congestion, nighttime lighting, and noise. 

6 16. Respondent and Defendant Successor Agency is responsible for overseeing 

7 the winding down of redevelopment activity at the local level under the Redevelopment 

8 Law,. including managing existing redevelopment projects,. making payments on 

9 enforceable obligations, and disposing of redevelopment assets and properties. On or 

10 about January 10, 2012, pursuant to the Redevelopment Law dissolution legislation (AB 

l 1 XI 26 as amended by AB 1484), the City elected to be the Successor Agency to the 

12 Redevelopment Agency of the City of Inglewood. The Redevelopment Agency was 

13 officially dissolved on or about February ] , 2012. 

14 17. Respondent and Defendant Oversight Board To The Successor Agency To 

15 The Inglewood Redevelopment Agency is the governing body of the entity that under the 

16 Health and Safety Code must approve Successor Agency agreements with the City of 

l7 Inglewood prior to the Successor Agency approving those agreements. Inglewood's 

18 I\1ayor Butts was the chair of the Oversight Board at all times relevant to this action. 

19 18. Respondent and Defendant Los Angeles County Second District 

20 Consolidated Oversight Board is the successor in interest to the Oversight Board. 

21 Pursuant to Health and Safety Code Section 34179 subdivision (j), as of July 1, 2018, the 

22 Oversight Board was dissolved and its duties, responsibilities, and liabilities were taken 

23 over by the Second District Consolidated Oversight Board. 

24 19. Real Party in Interest, J\forphy' s Bowl LLC, is a Delaware Limited 

25 Liability Company. Real Party in Interest is the designated developer of the Arena 

26 Project under the EN A. 

27 

28 
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20. Petitioner does not know the true names or capacities, whether individual, 

2 corporate,. associate or othenvise, of Respondent Does l through 10, or of Real Parties in 

3 Interest Roes 10-20, inclusive, and therefore sues said Respondents and Real Parties in 

4 Interest under fictitious names. Petitioner will amend this Petition to show their true 

5 names and capacities when and if the same has been ascertained. 

6 JURISDICl'ION AND VENUE 

7 21. This Court has jurisdiction over this proceeding pursuant to California 

8 Code of Civil Procedure section 1085 and 1094.5; and Government Code sections 54960,. 

9 54960.1, and 54960.2; and Public Resource Code sections 21168 and 21168.5. 

10 22. Venue in this Court is proper pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure section 

l 1 394, in that Respondents are located within the County of Los Angeles. 

12 23. Petitioner has complied with the requirements of Government Code section 

13 54960. l and 54960.2 by delivering to the Oversight Board on June 29, 2018 a letter 

l 4 demanding that the Oversight Board cure or correct and cease and desist its Brown Act 

15 violations. 

16 24. Petitioner has complied with the requirements of Government Code section 

l7 54960. l and 54960.2 by delivering to the Successor Agency on June 29, 2018 a letter 

18 demanding that the Successor Agency cure or correct and cease and desist its Brown Act 

19 violations. 

20 25. Neither Respondent responded to these letters. 

21 THE RA.LPH M. BRO\VN ACT. 

22 26. The Brown Act provides that "[a]t least 72 hours before a regular meeting, 

23 the legislative body of the local agency, or its designee, shaU post an agenda containing a 

24 brief general description of each item of business to be transacted or discussed at the 

25 meeting, including items to be discussed in closed session. A brief general description of 

26 an item generally need not exceed 20 words. The agenda shaU specify the time and 

27 location of the regular meeting and shall be posted in a location that is freely accessible to 

28 
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members of the public and on the local agency's Internet Web site, if the local agency has 

2 one." (Gov. Code§ 54954.2 subd. (a)(l).) 

3 27. The Brown Act further provides that "[n]o action or discussion shall be 

4 undertaken on any item not appearing on the posted agenda, except that members of a 

5 legislative body or its staff may briefly respond to statements made or questions posed by 

6 persons exercising their public testimony rights under Section 54954.3." (Gov. Code § 

7 54954.2 subd. (a)(3).) 

8 

9 CALlFORNIA ENVIRONIVIENTAL QUALITY ACT 

10 28. The CEQA Guidelines require "all phases of project planning, 

l 1 implementation, and operation" to be considered in the Initial Study for a project. 

12 (Guidelines§ 15063, subd. (a)(l).) CEQA defines a project as "the whole of an action, 

13 which has a potential for resulting in either a direct physical change to the environment, 

14 or a reasonably foreseeable indirect physical change in the environment." (Guidelines § 

15 15378, subd. (a).) 

16 29. CEQA is not merely a procedural statute. CEQA imposes clear and 

l 7 substantive responsibilities on agencies that propose to approve projects, requiring that 

18 public agencies not approve projects that hmm the environment unless and until all 

19 feasible mitigation measures are employed to minimize that harm. (Pub. Resources 

20 Code§§ 21002, 21002.1, subd. (b).) 

21 30. Agencies may not undertake discretionary actions that could have a 

22 significant adverse effect on the environment, or limit the choice of alternatives or 

23 mitigation measures, before complying with CEQA. (Guidelines § 15004, subd. (b )(2).) 

24 The "lead agency," which is the public agency that has the principal responsibility for 

25 carrying out the project, is responsible for conducting an initial study to determine, in 

26 consultation with other relevant state agencies, whether an environmental impact report. a 

27 negative declaration, or a mitigated negative declaration will be prepared for a project. 

28 
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(Pub. Resources Code §§ 21067; 21080.l, subd. (a); 21083, subd. (a).) Accordingly, 

2 public agencies may not "take any action" that fmihers a project "in a manner that 

3 forecloses alternatives or mitigation measures that would ordinarily be pmi of CEQA 

4 review of that public project." (Save Tara, supra, 45 Cal.4th at 138.) 

5 31. Thus,. CEQA does not permit the postponement of environmental review 

6 "to the point where the 'bureaucratic and financial momentum'" has built up "inesistibly 

7 behind a proposed project 'thus providing a strong incentive to ignore environmental 

8 concerns."' (Save Tara, supra, 45 Cal.4th at 135.) 

9 32. Failure either to comply with the substantive requirements of CEQA or to 

10 carry out the full CEQA procedures so that complete information as to a project's impacts 

l 1 is developed and publicly disclosed constitutes a prejudicial abuse of discretion that 

12 requires invalidation of the public agency action regardless of whether full compliance 

13 would have produced a different result (Pub. Resources Code § 21005.) 

14 GENERAL ALI,EGATIONS 

15 33. On June 15, 2017, the City, the City Council, the Successor Agency, and 

16 the Parking Authority each purpmied to hold a special meeting (the ''Special I'v1eeting") 

l 7 pursuant to Government Code Section 54956. At the Special I'v1eeting, Respondents 

18 purported to approve the ENA among the City, the Successor Agency, the Authority and 

19 the Developer "to facilitate the development of a premier and state-of-the-art National 

20 Basketball Association ('NBA') professional basketball arena consisting of 

21 approximately 18,000 to 20,000 seats." 

22 34. On July 20, 2017, Petitioner filed a petition alleging violation of CEQA and 

23 fair meeting requirements. 

24 35. The Inglewood City Council held a meeting on August 15, 2017. At the 

25 August hearing, the City Council approved a ''Revised ENA" which contained many of 

26 the same terms as the prior ENA and a revised map of the project area purporting to 

27 reduce the area of potential eminent domain use. City councilmembers stated it was not 

28 
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the City's intention to take houses or a church by eminent domain. A map attached to the 

2 Revised ENA removed many residences from the boundaries of the project area. 

3 However, the J\!iayor and other councilmembers refused to forego the use of eminent 

4 domain altogether. 

5 36. On September 7, 2017,. Inglewood's Oversight Board to the Successor 

6 Agency to the Inglewood Redevelopment Agency, which is chaired by the J\!fayor of 

7 Inglewood, approved the Revised ENA as consistent with a long range property 

8 management plan and Redevelopment Dissolution Law. 

9 37. The ENA provides for the conveyance of certain real property within a 

10 defined "Site"-including property owned by the City ("City Parcels"), by the Successor 

l 1 Agency ("Agency Parcels") and by third parties ("Potential Participating Parcels")---------to 

12 the Developer, for the Arena Project. 

13 In approving the ENA, Respondents did not consider the environmental impacts of the 

14 ENA. No environmental review was conducted with respect to the ENA's approval. The 

15 ENA is a project under CEQA that has the potential to result in significant physical 

16 changes in the environment. Respondents erred by not conducting environmental review 

l7 for the ENA. 

18 38. On February 20, 2018, the City of Inglewood issued a Notice of Preparation 

19 (NOP) of an EIR for the Arena Project, months after the ENA was approved. The City 

20 anticipated that review of the Arena Project and certification of the EIR would be 

21 conducted while the ENA was still in effect, effectively preventing the City and 

22 Respondents from considering alternatives to the Clippers Arena Project. (See 

23 Presentation, City of Inglewood, Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center, 

24 Environmental Impact Report Scoping A1eeting, J\!1ar. I2, 2018, available at 

25 https://www.cityofingiewood.org/DocumentCenter/View/l 1789/Inglewood-Basketbalt-

26 and-Entertaimnent-Center-Scoping-1\keting-Presentation [stating that the Final EIR was 

27 

28 
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expected to be completed in Summer 2019, nvo years into the ENA's three year 

2 exclusivity period].) 

3 39. On June 19, 2018, Respondent Successor Agency took steps to implement 

4 the ENA by calling a meeting about the 13 parcels in question and preparing a staff report 

5 and agenda. Neither the Agency staff report nor the meeting agenda explained that the 13 

6 disposed parcels were in furtherance of the Clippers Arena Project. The Successor 

7 Agency's agenda for the June 19, 2018 meeting stated the following: 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

A. CSA-3. OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

Staff repmi recommending approval to request that the Oversight Board for the 
Successor Agency of the Former Inglewood Redevelopment Agency adopt a 
Resolution, directing the Successor Agenl)/ to implement the State of California 
Department. of' Finance approved Long-R~mge Property.1~1anar;ement Plan, .as 
amended, with respect to the Long-Term Use and D1spos1t10n 01 the LAX Nmse 
I\1itigation Properties, B-1.1 through and including B-3, representing Parcels 1 
through and including 13, subject to the applicable disposition requirements of the 
Federal Aviation Administration grant agreements and Los Angeles \Vorld Airports 
letter agreements. (Emphasis added.) 

40. Contrary to Brown Act requirements, the Successor Agency's agenda 

description was overly vague, uninformative, and inadequate. It does not inform the 

public that the property disposition actions are taken in furtherance of the ENA for the 
16 

l7 
Clippers Arena and involve !viu1vhy's Bowl LLC. It fails to inform the public, and does 

not alert the public to the fact, that the 13 parcels being transferred are specifically 
18 

19 
designated in maps in the ENA for construction of the arena project. The agenda 

language cloaks the Land Transfer by stating that the requested resolution will merely 
20 

21 

22 

23 

direct the Successor Agency to ''implement" the LRPJ\1P with respect to the ] 3 parcels. 

This was misleading. The LRP\!IP provides that upon disposal pursuant to the LRP\!IP, 

the properties in question, B-1, B-2, and B-3, will be developed according to a pmiicular 

process. (OVERSIGHT AR 2:83-84.) The LRPJ\1P provides guidelines for this process. 
24 

25 
(Ibid) Thus, passing a resolution to implement the LRP\!IP with respect to the 13 parcels 

is not a trivial act, but rather a concerted effmi to commence the Land Transfer necessary 
26 -

for l'viurphy's Bowl to develop the Clippers Arena Project. Respondents acknowledged 
27 

this City requirement to seU the parcels for development. In a June 27, 2018 email to 
28 
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Artie Fields, Inglewood City Manager, Successor Agency Manager l'vfargarita Cruz stated 

2 "The approval of the LRP\!IP gave us three years to either seU the property or transfer 

3 them to the city. The city will then be required to sell them following a specific process. I 

4 win look this up." (OVERSIGHT AR 91: 1527.) vVith the ENA, the City could 

5 contemplate no development other than the Clippers Arena Project. In other words, 

6 because the ENA prevented the City from selling the 13 parcels to any party other than 

7 the Clippers, the Successor Agency's approval of the transfer of these 13 parcels to the 

8 City was an essential step in the Clippers arena's development because but for this 

9 transfer from the Successor Agency to the City, the City could not transfer the 13 parcels 

l O from the City to the Clippers. 

11 41. The Successor Agency reiterated the cloaked, misleading language from the 

12 meeting agenda in its staff repmt. (OVERSIGHT AR 5:97.) 

13 42. The Successor Agency also failed to make available the "Federal Aviation 

14 Administration grant agreements and Los Angeles \Vorld Airports letter agreements" to 

15 the public. 

16 43. The Successor Agency's failure to adequately inform the public is 

l7 consistent with and further evidence of the City of Inglewood's deliberate attempts to 

18 obfuscate the true purpose of these actions-to facilitate the transfer of 13 Successor 

19 Agency parcels to Murphy's Bowl for the Clippers Arena project. This pmvoseful 

20 obfuscation by the City and l'v1urphy's Bowl was reported by Karen Foshay in a story 

21 entitled "Documents Show How Inglewood Clippers Arena Deal Stayed Secret," for 

22 KCET on March 15, 2018 and is available at https://www.kcet.org/shows/socal-

23 connected/documents-show-how-inglewood-clippers-arena-deal-stayed-secret. This 

24 story reported a June 9, 2017 email between Clippers and City of Inglewood 

25 representatives stating "the entity [l'v1urphy's Bowl LLC] will have a generic name so it 

26 won't identify the proposed project." Therefore, the City and Tvlurphy's Bowl 

27 purposefully obscured the identity of the pmties involved in the ENA and subsequent 

28 
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transactions with a ''generic name." Further, the Inglewood City Council's and Successor 

2 Agency's approval of the ENA was discussed at a special meeting,. rather than a regular 

3 meeting, so as to "reduce the time required to give public notice from 72 hours to 24 

4 hours before the meeting." (Jackie Lacey, Los Angeles County Dist. Atty's Off., letter to 

5 Inglewood City Council, \!fay 17, 2019.) Given the purposeful obfuscation of the project 

6 name and the attempts to reduce the length of public notice through the use of a special 

7 meeting, LA District Attorney Jackie Lacey has stated that the actions by the City and 

8 Niurphy's Bowl "indicate concerted efforts" to violate the Brown Act. (Ibid) 

9 44. Leaving no doubt, emails produced by Respondents further evidence that 

10 the purpose of the request and subsequent Resolution to dispose of the l3 parcels was to 

l 1 permit a formal transfer of the parcels to J\r1urphy' s Bowl in order to commence the 

12 Clippers Arena Project. In a December 6, 2017 email, Successor Agency J\rfanager 

13 Margarita Cruz wrote to the city accountant requesting information about the Agency 

l 4 parcels, stating that "The answers to these questions are ve1y important to the Clippers 

15 project." (OVERSIGHT AR 56: 1426.) 

16 45. In a Januaiy 11, 2018 email, J\1s. Cruz wrote to a colleague, requesting 

l 7 information about the prope1ty appraisal requirements when the Successor Agency 

18 "sell[s] property that we bought with FAA funds." (OVERSIGHT AR 58: 1430.) This 

19 shows that the Successor Agency would sell the pmvortedly FAA-funded parcels. 

20 46. In a Februaiy 13, 2018 message, \!Is. Cruz wrote to a real estate appraisal 

21 firm, requesting appraisal of the parcels at issue. (OVERSIGHT AR 59:1431.) In this 

22 email, Ms. Cruz stated that "[t]he City and the Successor Agency own land in the ENA 

23 clippers area." (Ibid) She also stated that "[w]e are looking at tiying to complete the 

24 transfer of this prope1ty prior to June 30, 2018 which is when the Successor Agency's 

25 Oversight Board becomes a County board." (Ibid emphasis added.) This confirms that 

26 the Successor Agency understood the request and approval of the June 2018 Resolution 

27 

28 
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to be a definitive step in the process of transferring the l3 parcels to the Jv1urphy's Bowl 

2 and the Clippers. 

3 47. Further demonstrating that the Successor Agency, itself, recognized that the 

4 purpose of seeking a resolution from the Oversight Board was to commence the Land 

5 Transfer to Niurphy's Bowl, in a June 4, 2018 email, Jv1s. Cruz wrote to Olga Castaneda,. 

6 Acting Secretmy of the Oversight Board: "l have a request for an [Oversight Board] 

7 meeting on either June 20 or June 27. Its related to a property tran~fer." (OVERSIGHT 

8 AR 62: 1436 [emphasis added].) Again,. the resolution applied only to the l3 Successor 

9 Agency owned parcels falling within the ENA Site and the proposed Clippers Arena 

l O Project. 

11 48. In a June 18, 2018 email, one day before the Successor Agency meeting in 

12 which the Successor Agency Board Jv1embers were to discuss requesting approval from 

13 the Oversight Board to dispose of the 13 parcels at issue, Ms. Cruz wrote to Artie Fields: 

l 4 "I noted that they placed the Jv1urphys bowl meeting at the same time as we are scheduled 

15 to meet. ls it ok if I attend the Niurphy's bowl meeting instead?" (OVERSIGHT AR 74: 

16 1487.) Clearly, the Successor Agency considered the request for a Resolution approving 

l 7 the transfer as an approval of the transfer of land for the Clippers Arena itself. 

18 49. On June 19, 2018, the Board !viembers of Respondent Successor Agency 

19 approved the action to request that the Oversight Board approve of the disposal of 13 

20 parcels of property that would be used for construction of the Clippers sports arena 

21 project-in violation of CEQA and the Brown Act. The following properties are the 

22 subject of the resolution and are included within the ENA area: 

23 

24 

25 

26 

Property Name 

a. Prairie & HH st (B- l. l) 

b. Prairie & 102nd (B-1.2) 

Parcel Number on LRPJ\.fP Inventory5 

l 

2,3 

27 5 The LRPJ\;1P inventory includes a total of 46 parcels comprising 14 properties. (OVERSIGHT 
AR 2:49.) The remaining 33 parcels are not included in the resolution, and are not identified in 

28 the ENA as part of the Study Area Site. 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

l7 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

c. 102nd Street (B-2) 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 

d. Century & Prairie (B-3) 9, 10,. U, 12,. 13 

For reference, the ENA' s Site J\lfap is included below. The above-designated properties 

are marked in yellow: 

50. Real Party in Interest I\!Iurphy's Bowl LLC, the group developing the 

Clippers Arena Project, apparently had a role in drafting Resolution 18-0B-003. 

Between June 4, 2018 and June 13, 2018,. attorneys for the City of Inglewood and 

fv1urphy's Bowl exchanged draft versions of the resolution that eventually became 

18-0B-003. (OVERSIGHT AR 63: 1437-1441; AR 66: 1444-1452; AR 67: 1453-1455; 

AR 69:1459-1462; AR 71:1474-1481.) During this revision process, in a June 12, 2018 

email to an attorney for I\!Iurphy's Bowl, Royce Jones, attorney for the Respondents, 

expressed a desire for concealing the ENA and the Clippers Arena Project from the 

public approval process for the resolution: 

Both Gustavo and I have reviewed your draft resolution and felt that the 
referencing and reaffirming the terms of the Amended EN A in the 
resolution was inconsistent with the approach I described as wanting to take 
by simply having the SA [Successor Agency] request the OB [Oversight 
Board] directing the SA to implement the approved LRPI\1P by disposing 
of the "Noise I\fitigation Properties" .... Given the spirit of things here in 
Inglewood, specifically referencing and/or reaffirming the Amended ENA 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

and the proposed basketball arena during as part of the public entity 
approval process would likely generate aU kinds of unwarranted attention to 
what is simply a SA action an OB resolution approval action with respect to 
the implementation of the approved LRPI\1P. (OVERSIGHT AR 66: 1444.) 

This shows not only that Respondents were working with J\r1urphy' s Bowl to approve the 

Land Transfer, but that Respondents knew that their actions would likely be subject to 

6 public and legal scrutiny, and thus actively concealed that the purpose of the Resolution 

7 was to transfer parcels for the Clippers Arena project. 

8 51. Respondent Oversight Board on June 27, 2018 took definite steps to 

9 implement the ENA by approving Resolution 18-0B-003, which directed the Successor 

10 Agency to "dispose of the Tvfitigation Properties in accordance with the amended 

l 1 LRPI\1P." (OVERSIGHT AR 4:95.) This action violated the Brown Act and CEQA. 

12 The Oversight Board failed to inform the public that the properties are proposed to be 

13 disposed of pursuant to an agreement with extensive potential impacts on thousands of 

l 4 Inglewood residents and businesses. The brief description on the Oversight Board 

15 

16 

l7 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

agenda for its June 27, 2018 meeting stated: 

Adoption of Resolution by the Oversight Board to the Successor Agency of the 
former Inglewood Redevelopment Agency Directing the City (d1ngleivood as the 
Successor Agency to .former Inglewood Redevelopment Agency to Implement the 
approved Long-Range Property A1anagement Plan, as amended, with respect to the 
Long-Term Use and Disposition of the LAX Noise Tvfitigation Properties, B-1. l 
through and including B-3, representing Parcels l through and including 13, subject to 
the applicable Disposition Requirements of the Federal Aviation Administration grant 
agreements and Los Angeles \Vorld Airports letter agreements. (Emphasis added.) 

52. Contra1y to Brown Act requirements, the Oversight Board's agenda 

description was overly vague and uninformative. It does not infmm the public that the 

action to be discussed, adoption of Resolution 18-0B-003, would effectively authorize 

the disposal of1and to IVJ:urphy's Bowl LLC for the Clippers Arena. It likewise fails to 

inform the public, and does not alert the public to the fact, that the 13 parcels being 

transferred are specifically designated in maps in the ENA for construction of the Arena 

Project. As discussed above, the Resolution's direction to the Successor Agency to 

"implement" the LRPivIP is a cloaked direction to dispose the 13 parcels. The ENA, 
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approved in 2017, committed Respondents to exclusive negotiations with Murphy's Bowl 

2 for a three year period,. and the LRP\!IP required the Successor Agency to sell or transfer 

3 the properties by 2018. Thus, the Resolution was a definitive step and a legal 

4 commitment to a definitive course of action (i.e., the transfer ofland from the Successor 

5 Agency to the City) that cleared the pathway for this Land Transfer, as the Successor 

6 Agency was bound to negotiations with lvlurphy's Bowl for the entire remaining time it 

7 had to dispose of the parcels pursuant to the LRPMP. Absent the Successor Agency's 

8 approval of the Land Transfer, the City could not fulfill its commitments under the ENA 

9 to \!Iurphy's Bowl. 

10 53. Respondents clearly knew-and concealed-that the Resolution at issue 

l 1 during the Oversight Board meeting was related to the Clippers Arena. In a June 21, 

12 2018 email, six days before the Oversight Board meeting, !vfargarita Cruz wrote: "Is that 

13 list for people wanting information on I'v1urphys bowl coming up?" (OVERSIGHT 79: 

14 1499.) 

15 54. In another email dated June 21, 2018, I\1s. Cruz wrote to Olga Castaneda, 

16 attaching requests for notice concerning actions taken relating to the ENA with I'vforphy's 

l7 Bowl EN A. In that email, I'v1s. Cruz stated: "These people have requested a copy of the 

18 agenda since it related to the property for !viurphy's bowl. (OVERSIGHT 80: 1500.) The 

19 requests for notice are labeled in handwriting "I'vforphy's Bowl (Clippers)." (Id at 1501-

20 02.) 

21 55. The Oversight Board also failed to make available the "Federal Aviation 

22 Administration grant agreements and Los Angeles \Vorld Airports letter agreements" to 

23 the public. 

24 56. Respondent Oversight Board approved Resolution 18-0B-003, which 

25 directed the Successor Agency to implement the LRPMP with respect to only properties 

26 B-1 through B-3. It authorized disposal of the 13 parcels that are included within the 

27 ENA, stated above. No other Successor Agency-held properties are addressed. Based on 

28 
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information and belief: the Successor Agency has not since authorized the transfer of any 

2 other Successor Agency-held land to the City pursuant to the LR\!IP. 

3 57. In recommending and approving disposal of the 13 parcels, Respondents 

4 did not evaluate the potential environmental impacts of the Land Transfer. Respondents' 

5 failure to consider the Land Transfer's potential environmental impacts violated CEQA. 

6 58. Petitioner on June 29, 2018, pursuant to Government Code section 54960.l, 

7 demanded that the Oversight Board cure or conect its violations of the Brown Act within 

8 30 days. The Oversight Board failed to do so. 

9 59. Petitioner on June 29, 2018, pursuant to Government Code section 54960.l, 

10 demanded that the Successor Agency cure or correct its violations of the Brown Act 

l 1 within 30 days. The Successor Agency failed to do so. 

12 60. The Land Transfer is a "project" under CEQA, as defined by Guidelines 

13 section ] 5378. Respondents' actions to recommend and approve disposal of the 13 

14 parcels is an "approval" under CEQA as defined by Guidelines section 15352. The Land 

15 Transfer may cause a direct and/or reasonably foreseeable indirect environmental change. 

16 Therefore, the Land Transfer is subject to CEQA review. 

l7 61. In failing to subject the Successor Agency request and subsequent 

18 Oversight Board resolution authorizing disposal of the 13 parcels to CEQA review, 

19 Respondents ignored the impact that the Land Transfer wiH have on the environment. 

20 Respondents are prohibited from engaging in negotiations with anyone other than the 

21 Developer regarding the potential development of the Site. (ENA,§ 2(a).) Further, the 

22 ENA prohibits Respondents from selling or otherwise transferring to third parties their 

23 interests in any property on the Site. (ENA, § 1 L) 

24 62. In failing to subject their decisions to recommend and approve the Land 

25 Transfer to CEQA review, Respondents did not consider, and did not inform the public 

26 of, direct and reasonably foreseeable indirect environmental impacts that will occur as a 

27 

28 
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result of the Land Transfer, including but not limited to land use consistency and urban 

2 decay and blight. 

3 63. The actions taken by Respondents to recommend and approve disposal of 

4 the l3 parcels are subject to CEQA because they will result in significant land use 

5 impacts. 

6 64. In sum, Respondents have failed to consider the Land Transfer's potential 

7 and reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts, including: 

8 • Environmental impacts of noise,. traffic, air pollution, aesthetics,. and other 

9 impacts; 

10 • Effects on land use inconsistent with the City's General Plan; and 

l 1 • Increases in urban decay and blight. 

12 "FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 

13 (Failure to Comply with CEQA: Failure to Conduct Initial Study 

14 and/or Environmental Assessment) 

15 65. Petitioner incorporates herein and realleges the allegations in prior 

16 paragraphs, as if fully set forth herein. 

l7 66. CEQA applies "to discretionary projects proposed to be carried out or 

18 approved by public agencies .... " (Pub. Resources Code,§ 21080, subd. (a).) 

19 67. CEQA defines a "project" as "an activity which may cause either a direct 

20 physical change in the environment, or a reasonably foreseeable indirect physical change 

21 in the enviromnent. ... " (Pub. Resources Code,§ 21065.) The Guidelines define 

22 "project" as "the whole of an action, which has a potential for resulting in either a direct 

23 physical change in the environment, or a reasonably foreseeable indirect physical change 

24 in the enviromnent." (Guidelines, § 15371, subd. (a).) 

25 68. The Guidelines define "approval" to mean "the decision by a public agency 

26 which commits the agency to a definite course of action in regard to a project intended to 

27 be carried out by any person." (Guidelines § 15352, subd. (a).) 

28 
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69. Respondents' recommendation and approval of disposal of the 13 parcels 

2 required for the Clippers Arena constitutes a discretionmy project that will cause 

3 foreseeable, adverse physical changes to the enviromnent and is, therefore, subject to 

4 CEQA review. (See City of Livermore v. LAFCO (1986) 184 Cal.App.3d 53 l [adoption 

5 of revisions to sphere-of-influence guidelines constitute a "project" subject to CEQA 

6 review because the revisions reflected a major policy shift relating to where growth 

7 would occur and what the focus of urban development would be].) The approval of the 

8 disposition was a commitment to a definite course of action as far as the Respondents 

9 were concerned. Under the ENA' s exclusivity provision, the land could not be 

l O transfeITed to any parties other than parties to the agreement including the Clippers for a 

l 1 period of at least three years. 

12 70. Respondents failed to consider, avoid or mitigate the individual and 

13 cumulative impacts of reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts resulting from the 

14 recommendation and approval of the Land Transfer. Such impacts include noise, traffic, 

15 air quality, aesthetics, land use inconsistency, urban decay and blight 

16 71. Respondents violated CEQA and failed to proceed in the manner required 

l 7 by law, committed a prejudicial abuse of discretion,. and acted arbitrarily and capriciously 

18 in their approval of the Land Transfer because, without limitation, Respondents failed to 

19 subject the Land Transfer to an Initial Study or other environmental assessment as CEQA 

20 reqmres. 

21 72. Petitioner has served the California Attorney General with a copy of this 

22 amended verified petition, along with a notice of its filing, in compliance with Public 

23 Resources Code section 21167. 7. 

24 Petitioner has provided written notice of the commencement of this action 

25 to Respondents, in compliance with Public Resources Code section 21167.5. 

26 

27 

28 
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74. Petitioner has perfmmed any and an conditions precedent to filing a CEQA 

2 action against Respondents, and has exhausted any and all available administrative 

3 remedies to the extent required by law. 

4 

5 SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

6 (Failure to Comply with CEQA: Improper Deferral 

7 of Environmental Analysis) 

8 Petitioner incorporates herein and reaHeges the allegations in prior 

9 paragraphs, as if fully set forth herein. 

10 76. Petitioner is informed and believes and thereon alleges that Respondents 

l 1 have deferred analysis under CEQA for the Arena Project. 

12 77. Petitioner is informed and believes and thereon alleges that the 

13 recommendation to request approval of the Land Transfer, and subsequent approval 

l 4 Resolution commit Respondents to a definite course of action with respect to the Arena 

15 Project by, for example, defining now, before any CEQA studies occur, which parts of 

16 the City should be considered for the proposed Arena Project and the acceptable size of 

l 7 the proposed Arena Project. 

18 78. Respondents' recommendation to request approval of the Land Transfer, 

19 and subsequent approval Resolution commit them to a definite course of action that will 

20 cause numerous adverse environmental effects that should have been studied in an EIR 

21 before the Land Transfer was approved. 

22 79. By approving the Land Transfer, Respondents have displayed a level of 

23 commitment to the Arena Project that is more than sufficient to constitute a "project 

24 approval." 

25 80. By approving the Land Transfer, Respondents have circumscribed or 

26 limited their discretion with respect to future environmental review, mitigation measures, 

27 project alternatives and alternative locations. 

28 
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81. The Guidelines are clear that Respondents are baned from taking actions 

2 "that would have a significant adverse effect or limit the choice of alternatives or 

3 mitigation measures, before completion of CEQA compliance." (Guidelines § 15004, 

4 subd. (b)(2)(emphasis added).) 

5 82. Petitioner is informed and believes and thereon alleges that Respondents' 

6 approval of the Land Transfer constitutes such an unauthorized action because it limits 

7 Respondents' choices of methods to eliminate and/or mitigate adverse environmental 

8 impacts generated by the Land Transfer. 

9 83. Petitioner is informed and believes and thereon alleges that the Land 

l O Transfer constitutes a prejudgment by Respondents on the proposed Arena Project and 

l 1 the proposed Site. 

12 84. Petitioner is informed and believes and thereon alleges that the Land 

13 Transfer commits Respondents to a definite course of action and so constrains 

14 Respondents' exercise of police power such that the future CEQA review envisioned by 

15 the Land Transfer is rendered an unlawful post hoc rationalization for decisions and 

16 commitments already made. 

l7 85. Any later-performed environmental analysis will be influenced in its 

18 discussion of impacts, mitigation and alternatives by the significant fonds already given 

19 to the City by the Developer. 

20 86. Respondents have violated CEQA and failed to proceed in the manner 

21 required by law, committed a prejudicial abuse of discretion, and acted arbitrarily and 

22 capriciously in their approval of the Land Transfer because Respondents committed 

23 themselves to a definite course of action, i.e. the Arena Project, before complying with 

24 CEQA, and improperly defened CEQA analysis of the Arena Project to a later time. 

25 

26 

27 

28 
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THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 

2 (Violation of Ralph I\IL Brown Act, Gov. Code § 54954.1 and 54954.2) 

3 87. Petitioner incorporates herein and realleges the allegations in prior 

4 paragraphs, as if fully set forth herein. 

5 88. The purpose of the Ralph NI. Brown Act is to "aid in the conduct of the 

6 people's business" by encouraging public participation in government decision making. 

7 (Government Code §54950.) 

8 89. In furtherance of its goal of public participation, the Brown Act requires 

9 that at least 72 hours before a regular meeting, a legislative body must post an agenda 

10 containing a "brief description" of each item of business to be acted upon at the meeting. 

l 1 (Government Code§ 54954.2(a)(l).) 

12 90. The legislative body may not take any action on an item not appearing on 

13 the posted agenda, except in certain situations not applicable here. (Government Code §§ 

14 54952(a)(3),. 54954.2(b ).) 

15 91. The Successor Agency violated the Brown Act by failing to properly list in 

16 the agenda for the June 19, 2018 Successor Agency meeting the actions to be taken at 

l 7 that meeting. Specifically, the posted agenda listed no item of business describing that 

18 the Successor Agency would consider disposition of properties included within an 

19 Exclusive Negotiating Agreement between the City of Inglewood, the Successor Agency, 

20 the Parking Authority, and IVJ:urphy' s Bowl, LLC for construction of a sports arena. 

21 92. The Successor Agency agenda for the meeting disclosed only that the 

22 Successor Agency would "request that the Oversight Board for the Successor Agency of 

23 the Former Inglewood Redevelopment Agency adopt a Resolution, directing the 

24 Successor Agency to implement the State of California Department of Finance approved 

25 Long-Range Property l'vfanagement Plan, as amended, with respect to the Long-Term Use 

26 and Disposition of the LAX Noise l'v1itigation Properties, B-1.1 through and including B-

27 3, representing Parcels 1 through and including 13, subject to the applicable disposition 

28 
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requirements of the Federal Aviation Administration grant agreements and Los Angeles 

2 \Vorld Airports letter agreements." 

3 93. The Successor Agency failed to inform the public that it was proposing to 

4 dispose of properties pursuant to an agreement with extensive potential impacts on 

5 hundreds of Inglewood residents and businesses. The Successor Agency failed to inform 

6 the public of any com1ection between the listed agenda item and the constn1ction of the 

7 Arena Project 

8 94. The Successor Agency failed to make available to the public the "Federal 

9 Aviation Administration grant agreements and Los Angeles World Ai1v01ts letter 

l O agreements." 

11 95. Thus,. the agenda's description was overly vague, and the Successor 

12 Agency's action was not adequately or accurately described on the agenda, in violation of 

13 the Brown Act. 

14 96. The Successor Agency further violated the Brown Act by not making 

15 available the Federal Aviation Administration grant agreements and Los Angeles \Vorld 

16 Airports letter agreements to the public. 

l7 97. Petitioner was prejudiced by this violation because it was denied the 

18 opportunity to prepare and provide meaningful comments to the Successor Agency on the 

19 implementation of the amended Long-Range Property Management Plan, the applicable 

20 disposition requirements of the "Federal Aviation Administration grant agreements and 

21 Los Angeles \Vorld Airports letter agreements," the disposition of Parcels l through 13, 

22 and the interaction benveen the disposition of the properties and the Arena Project or to 

23 ascertain the extent to which the implementation of the Long-Range Property 

24 I\1anagement Plan or requirements of the "Federal Aviation Administration grant 

25 agreements and Los Angeles \tVorld Ai1vorts letter agreements" would affect the interests 

26 of Petitioner's members. 

27 

28 
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98. On June 29, 2018, pursuant to (fovemment Code section 54960. l(b), 

2 Petitioner timely submitted a demand to the Successor Agency to cure or correct the 

3 action taken on June 19, 2018 in violation of the Brown Act. The Successor Agency did 

4 not respond. 

5 99. The Oversight Board violated the Brown Act by failing to properly list in 

6 the agenda for the June 27, 2018 Oversight Board meeting the actions to be taken at that 

7 meeting. Specifically, the posted agenda listed no item of business describing that the 

8 Oversight Board would consider disposition of properties included within an Exclusive 

9 Negotiating Agreement between the City of Inglewood, the Successor Agency, the 

10 Parking Authority, and Murphy's Bowl, LLC for construction of a sports arena. 

l 1 l 00. The Oversight Board agenda for its June 27, 2018 meeting disclosed the 

12 Board would consider: "Adoption of Resolution by the Oversight Board to the Successor 

13 Agency of the former Inglewood Redevelopment Agency Directing the City of 

14 Inglewood as the Successor Agency to former Inglewood Redevelopment Agency to 

15 Implement the approved Long-Range Property Ivfanagement Plan, as amended, with 

16 respectto the Long-Term ~Use and Disposition of the LAX Noise Jv1itigation Properties, 

l 7 B-1. l through and including B-3,. representing Parcels l through and including 13, 

18 subject to the applicable Disposition Requirements of the Federal Aviation 

19 Administration grant agreements and Los Angeles \Vorld Airports letter agreements." 

20 The Oversight Board failed to inform the public that it was proposing to dispose of 

21 properties pursuant to an agreement with extensive potential impacts on thousands of 

22 Inglewood residents and businesses. The Oversight Board failed to inform the public of 

23 any connection between the listed agenda item and the construction of a sports arena. 

24 l 01. Thus, the agenda's description was overly vague, and the Oversight 

25 Board's action was not adequately or accurately described on the agenda, in violation of 

26 the Brown Act. 

27 

28 
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102. The Oversight Board Agency further violated the Brown Act by not making 

2 available the Federal Aviation Administration grant agreements and Los Angeles \Vorld 

3 Airports letter agreements to the public. 

4 103. Petitioner was prejudiced by this violation because it was denied the 

5 oppmtunity to prepare and provide meaningful comments to the Oversight Board on the 

6 implementation of the amended Long-Range Property fv1anagement Plan, the applicable 

7 disposition requirements of the "Federal Aviation Administration grant agreements and 

8 Los Angeles World Airpmis letter agreements," the disposition of Parcels l through 13,. 

9 and the interaction between the disposition of the prope1iies and the Arena Project or to 

10 asce11ain the extent to which the implementation of the Long-Range Property 

l 1 Nfanagement Plan or requirements of the "Federal Aviation Administration grant 

12 agreements and Los Angeles \Vorld Airports letter agreements" would affect the interests 

13 of Petitioner's members. For these reasons, the Oversight Board's action at its June 27, 

l 4 2018,. including adoption of a resolution directing implementation of the approved Long-

15 Range Prope1ty fv1anagement Plan, as amended, with respect to the disposition of Parcels 

16 l through 13, must be declared null and void, pursuant to (fovemment Code section 

l7 54960. l(a). 

18 104. On June 29, 2018, pursuant to Government Code section 54960.l(b), 

19 Petitioner timely submitted a demand to the Oversight Board to cure or conect the action 

20 taken on June 27, 2018 in violation of the Brown Act. The Oversight Board did not 

21 respond. 

22 105. For the reasons stated above, the Successor Agency' action taken on June 

23 19,. 2018 and the Oversight Board's action taken on June 27, 2018 with respectto 

24 LRJ>fvfP 1-13 must be declared null and void, pursuant to Government Code section 

25 54960.1 (a). 

26 l 06. \Vithout a writ of mandate and declarntmy and injunctive relieve provided 

27 for by the Brown Act, Petitioner is informed and believes, and on that basis alleges, that 

28 
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it and other interested persons, citizens, and taxpayers will be irreparably harmed because 

2 they wiU be denied notice of and the opportunity to participate in the Successor Agency's 

3 and Oversight Board's meetings, a right guaranteed by law. Government Code Section 

4 54960(a) provides that any interested person, such as Petitioner, may commence an 

5 action by mandamus, injunction, or declaratory relief for the purpose of stopping or 

6 preventing violations or threatened violations of the Brown Act. 

7 

8 FOURTH CAUSE OF .ACTION 

9 

10 

(lnj unction Against .Further Pursuit of the Land "fransfer 

Until Respondents Comply with CEQA and the Brown Act) 

l 1 l 07. Petitioner incorporates herein and reaHeges the allegations in prior 

12 paragraphs, as if folly set forth herein. 

13 108. Respondents failed to comply with CEQA and the Brown Act prior to 

14 recommending to request approval, and subsequently approving the Land Transfer. 

15 Petitioner therefore prays for a preliminary and pennanent injunction against 

16 Respondents and any of their agents from taking any further action to advance the Land 

l 7 Transfer and/or Arena Project unless and until such time as Respondents comply with 

18 their mandatory duties under CEQA, the Brown Act, and all other applicable 

19 environmental rules, regulations and procedures. 

20 l 09. Petitioner has no adequate remedy other than that prayed for herein in that 

21 the subject matter is unique and monetary damages would therefore be inadequate to 

22 fully compensate Petitioner for the consequences of Respondents' actions in their 

23 continued failure to comply with CEQA and the Brown Act with respect to the Project 

24 and the Land Transfer. Petitioner therefore seeks, and is entitled to, injunctive relief 

25 under Code of Civil Procedure section 526 et seq., and to a stay, preliminmy and/or 

26 permanent injunction. 

27 

28 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

2 \VHEREFORE. Petitioner and Plaintiff prays for relief as follows: 

3 l. For a peremptory writ of mandate: 

4 a. directing Respondents Successor Agency and the Oversight Board, 

5 and each of them, to rescind and set aside their actions take on June 19, 2018 and June 

6 27, respectively; and 

7 b. enjoining Respondents Successor Agency and the Oversight Board, 

8 their respective officers, employees, agents, boards, commissions,. and all subdivisions 

9 from granting any authority, permits, or entitlements as part of the Arena Project or the 

10 Land Transfer; and 

11 c. commanding Respondents Successor Agency and the Oversight 

12 Board, and each of them, to immediately suspend all activities in furtherance or 

13 implementation of the Land Transfer until such time as environmental review has been 

14 completed in compliance with CEQA. 

15 2. For a preliminary and pennanent injunction against Respondents Successor 

16 Agency and the Oversight Board, and each of them, and any of their agents, enjoining 

l 7 them from further pursuing the Land Transfer and/or commencing work under the Land 

18 Transfer unless and until such time as Respondents comply with their mandatmy duties 

19 under CEQA and an other applicable environmental rules, regulations and procedures. 

20 For a declaration that the Successor Agency actions of June 19, 2018, 

21 including the adoption of a resolution implementing the long range property management 

22 plan are nun and void due to the Board's violations of the Brown Act; 

23 4. For a declaration that the Oversight Board actions of June 27,. 2018, 

24 including the adoption of a resolution directing the Successor Agency to implement the 

25 long range property management plan are nun and void due to the Board's violations of 

26 the Brown Act; 

27 
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5. For an award of its costs of suit and litigation expenses, including, without 

2 limitation,. attorneys' fees incurred herein as permitted or required by law. 

3 6. For attorneys' fees as authorized by Government Code section 54960.5 and 

4 Code of Civil Procedure section 1021. 5; and 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

l7 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

7. For such other relief as the Court deems just and proper. 

Dated: October 18, 2019 

Printed on Recycled Paper 

Respectfully submitted, 

CHATTEN-BRO\VN,CARSTENS,. & 
MINTEER LLP 

~e~~-
Bv - J rYoiigTiis--P·:-·carste-iis ____________________________________________________________________________ _ 

fv1ichelle Black 
Attorneys for Petitioner 
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'VEWlIC,AIIQN 

1~ the unders.igue~. declare that r am authorized by Inglewood Residents Against 

3 Takings and EvictiottsJ Petitioner in this actiont to sip this petition, J have resd the 

4 f6retloi:ng First A.tt1ended Verified Petition For \Vrit Of Mandate ru:td knt.rvv tlue contents. 

5 thereoft ruid the same is true of my ov,rn knowledge, 

6 1 declare un:ier penalty of perjury that the foregumg is true and correct. Executed 

7 this day of October 2019 at 2!)$ California. 
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PROOF OF SERVICE 

I am employed by Chatten-Brown, Carstens & Minteer LLP in the County of Los Angeles, State of 
California. I am over the age of 18 and not a party to the within action. My business address is 2200 Pacific 
Coast Highway, Ste. 318, Hermosa Beach, CA 90254. October 21, 2019, I served the within documents: 

FIRST AlVIENDED VERIFIED PETITION FOR WRIT Of :MANDATE AND 
COMPLAINT FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF PURSUANT TO THE RALPH l\tt 

BRO\VN ACl' AND CALlFORNIA ENVIRONI\1ENTAL QUALITY ACT 

D 

D 

D 

D 

VIA UNITED STATES MAIL. I am readily familiar with this business' practice for 
collection and processing of correspondence for mailing with the United States Postal Service. 
On the same day that correspondence is placed for collection and mailing, it is deposited in 
the ordinary course of business with the United States Postal Service in a sealed envelope with 
postage folly prepaid. I enclosed the above-referenced document(s) in a sealed envelope or 
package addressed to the person(s) at the address(es) as set forth below, and following 
ordinary business practices [placed the package for collection and mailing on the date and at 
the place of business set forth above. 

VIA OVERNIGHT DELIVERY. I enclosed the above-referenced document(s) in an 
envelope or package designated by an overnight delivery carrier with delivery fees paid or 
provided for and addressed to the person(s) at the address( es) listed below. ] placed the 
envelope or package for collection and overnight delivery at an office or a regularly utilized 
drop box of the overnight delivery carrier. 

VIA MESSENGER SERVICE. [served the above-referenced document(s) by placing them 
in an envelope or package addressed to the person(s) at the address( es) listed below and 
provided them to a professional messenger service for service. (A declaration by the 
messenger must accompany this Proof of Service or be contained in the Declaration of 
Messenger below.) 

VIA ONE LEGAL E-FILE E-SERVICE. By submitting an electronic version of the 
document(s) to One Legal, LLC, through the user interface at w~YW_-.Q_l]_(;:Ji;;g_;:iJ,.t:;Qm_, 

VIA ELECTRONIC SERVICE. I caused the above-referenced document(s) to be sent to 
the person(s) at the electronic address( es) listed below. 

22 I declare that I am employed in the office of a member of the bar of this court whose direction the 
service was made. I declare under penalty of pe1:jury under the laws of the State of California that the above is 

23 true and correct. Executed on October 21, 2019, at Hem1osa Beach, California 90254. 

24 

25 Isl Cynthia Kellman 
26 Cynthia Kellman 
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Attorneys for Inglewood Parking 
Authority & Ingle>rvood Parking 
Authority Boarcl, City of Inglewood, 
City of Inglewood City Council, 
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Redevelopment Agenc_y, Governing 
Board qfthe Successor Agency to the 
Inglewood Redevelopment Agency, 
Inglewood Parking Authority, 
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(dDirectors, Oversight Board to the 
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Redevelopment Agency 

Royce K. Jones 
Bruce Gridley 
Kane, Ballmer & Berman 
515 South Figueroa Street, Suite 780 
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Attorneysfbr Real Parties in 
Interest Nfurphy's Bowl LLC 

Jonathan R. Bass 
Charmaine Yu 
Coblentz Patch Duffy & Bass LLP 
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San Francisco, CA 94104 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA 
COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

UNLIJVUTED JURISDICTION 

SAULO EBER CHAN; MSG FORillv1, 
LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability 
Company, 

Petitioners and Plaintiffs, 

v. 

GA VIN C. NEW SOM, Governor of 
California; JOINT LEGISLATIVE 
BUDGET COMMITTEE of the California 
Legislature, 

Defendants and Respondents. 

MURPHY'S BOWL LLC, 

Real Party in Interest. 
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Petitioners-Plaintiffs Saulo Eber Chan and MSG Forum, LLC (MSG Forum) allege as 

2 follows. 

3 INTRODUCTION 

4 1. This petition challenges the Legislature's decision to confer special privileges on 

5 Real Party in Interest Murphy's Bowl LLC (Murphy's Bowl) regarding the construction of a new 

6 sports and entertainment venue for the Los Angeles Clippers in the City of Inglewood, in violation 

7 of the California Constitution. In order to protect and preserve California's environment, 

8 California's environmental laws establish requirements that all significant new developments must 

9 satisfy. The Legislature, however, enacted Assembly Bill No. 987 (AB 987) 1 to exempt a single 

10 private party's proposed basketball arena from full compliance with those environmental laws. 

l 1 AB 987 by its terms applies solely to a single development project: the construction of one specific 

12 arena in one designated location for one particular entity-the Los Angeles Clippers National 

13 Basketball Association franchise. With respect to this project, AB 987 undermines the robust 

14 environmental protections that California law would ordinarily provide to the residents of 

15 Inglewood and neighboring communities. AB 987 also strips the judiciary of any power to review 

16 Murphy's Bowl's eligibility for these privileges, while reserving that power for one of the 

l7 Legislature's own committees. As set forth in detail below, AB 987 violates the California 

18 Constitution in multiple respects: It is invalid "special" legislation under clearly established 

19 California Supreme Court precedent; it grants the Legislature power reserved for the executive and 

20 judicial branches; and it curtails the judiciary's constitutional jurisdiction to review executive 

21 action in favor of review by a single legislative committee, violating the Constitution's separation 

22 of powers. The Court should issue a writ of mandate to prevent the further implementation of this 

23 unconstitutional statute. 

24 2. Murphy's Bowl seeks to construct an arena in the City of Inglewood to serve as the 

25 new home for the Los Angeles Clippers, among other purposes. Like other significant new 

26 developments in California that involve discretionary decisions by local, regional, and state 

27 

28 1 Cal. Envtl. Quality Act: Sports and Entm't Project, Assemb. B. 987, 2018 Legis. Sess. (Cal. 
2018). 
VERIFIED PETITION FOR WRIT OF MANDATE, Case No. 
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agencies, the City of Inglewood and Murphy's Bowl must comply with the California 

2 Environmental Quality .Act (CEQA). Cal. Pub. Res. Code§§ 21000 et seq .. As required by CEQA, 

3 a "lead agency"-here the City of Inglewood-must prepare, publish, and seek public input on an 

4 Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the project. 

5 
., 
.). Full compliance with CEQA, which requires both the input of multiple public 

6 agencies and the participation of the public, is critical to achieving the statute's important purpose 

7 of informing decision makers and the public about the environmental effects of significant 

8 developments prior to government agencies approving those developments. In so doing, CEQA 

9 helps hold decision makers accountable for actions that could have long-term and far-reaching 

10 environmental effects. CEQA contains a generally applicable framework for judicial review of 

l 1 EIRs, Cal. Pub. Res. Code§§ 21167-21168.5, and judicial review of those decisions helps ensure 

12 the faithful implementation of the statute's goals. Judicial review of EIRs is commonplace for 

13 major development projects and is typically a lengthy process because of the numerous and 

14 sometimes difficult environmental issues involved. 

15 4. In addition to the general CEQA statute, the Legislature also enacted legislation, 

16 known as the Jobs and Economic Improvement Through Environmental Leadership Act of 2011 

l 7 (AB 900), designed to streamline judicial review of certain types of projects subject to CEQ.A. 

18 This category of projects, known as Environmental Leadership Development Projects (ELDPs), 

19 were deemed beneficial to the State such that the Legislature has directed that the judicial review 

20 process for such projects be expedited. See Cal. Pub. Res. Code §§ 21178-21189.3. Under AB 

21 900, any developer may apply to the Governor to determine if the developer's project meets the 

22 specific criteria established by AB 900 and have its project certified as an ELDP. If the Governor 

23 certifies that a project meets the required environmental and economic standards, the judicial 

24 review of any CEQA challenges may be expedited in various ways. See Cal. Pub. Res. Code 

25 § 21168.6.8(i); Cal. R. Ct. 3.2221, 3.2227. 

26 5. Even though CEQA thus provides a generally applicable framework for judicial 

27 review of prqjects subject to CEQA, and AB 900 provides a generally applicable framework for 

28 expediting judicial review of projects meeting criteria established by AB 900, the Legislature 
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enacted separate legislation to grant even greater benefits to one specific developer: Murphy's 

2 Bowl. AB 987 by its terms applies exclusively to a single project that will be built on a specific 

3 plot ofland in Inglewood, and AB 987's language, structure, and legislative history leave no doubt 

4 that this project is the construction of a new arena at a specific location for the Clippers. In many 

5 ways, AB 987 is similar to AB 900. For example, both statutes attempt to expedite judicial review 

6 of any challenge to a covered pr~ject's EIR so that it is completed within 270 days. ,)'ee Cal. Pub. 

7 Res. Code§§ 21185, 21168.6.8(£). But AB 987 also provides the Clippers' project with privileges 

8 not enjoyed by ELDPs under AB 900. Most prominently, AB 987 lowers the environmental and 

9 other standards that the Clippers' project would otherwise have to meet to be certified as an ELDP 

10 under AB 900. For example, AB 900 requires that a project achieve a "15-percent greater standard 

l 1 for transportation efficiency than for comparable projects"-essentially, that a greater number of 

12 visitors to the completed project will arrive through carpooling and mass transit-at the time the 

13 project facility opens. Jd § 21180(b)(l). Under AB 987, on the other hand, the Governor can 

14 certify the Clippers' project if it will achieve that standard by 2030, and requires only that a 7.5% 

15 reduction be achieved by completion of the first Clippers' basketball season. Id 

16 § 21168.6.8(a)(3)(B) . 

l7 6. . AB 987 eliminates all judicial power to review the Governor's decision to certify 

18 the Clippers' pr~ject. See id § 21168.6.8(c)(2)(A) (Governor's certification "findings are not 

19 subject to judicial review''). In place of judicial review, the Legislature provided one of its own 

20 committees with the sole power to review (and veto, if it chooses) the certification decision-

21 without the protections that accompany judicial proceedings. See id § 21168.6.8( c )(2)(B)(i) 

22 (directing (iovernor to "submit [certification] determination, and any supporting information, to 

23 the Joint Legislative Budget Committee for review and concurrence or nonconcmTence"). 

24 7. The Governor certified the Clippers' project under AB 987 on December 11, 2019. 

25 The proposed project, however, falls far short of satisfying even AB 987's comparatively lax 

26 standards. For example, the evidence submitted during the certification process demonstrates 

27 clearly that the Clippers' pr~ject will never achieve the "15-percent greater standard for 

28 transportation efficiency" that AB 987 requires; nor will it achieve the statutorily mandated 7.5% 
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reduction before the end of the first Clippers' basketball season. If the Clippers' project proceeds 

2 in its cmTent form, it will inflict severe traffic congestion, pollution, and many other harms on 

3 Inglewood and its residents. 

4 8. AB 987 is unconstitutional for at least three reasons. First, over l 00 years ago, the 

5 People of California determined that the Legislature would not be allowed to use legislation to 

6 grant special privileges to a select few, and expressly prohibited in the California Constitution the 

7 enactment of any "special statute" where a "general statute can be made applicable." See Cal. 

8 Const art. IV, § 16. AB 987 is indisputably a ''special statute." It was enacted even though CEQA 

9 contains a generally applicable statutory framework for judicial review, and even though AB 900 

l 0 is a generally applicable statute providing for streamlined judicial review for a variety of qualifying 

l 1 projects. Thus, not only can a general statute be ''made applicable" within the meaning of the 

12 constitutional prohibition, the Legislature already has enacted such statutes. The Legislature 

13 nonetheless enacted AB 987 as special, one-off legislation forthe benefit of a single private party. 

14 AB 987 is accordingly unconstitutional under well-established California Supreme Court 

15 precedent. 

16 9. Second, the California Constitution prohibits the Legislature's attempt to protect 

l7 the Clippers by insulating the Governor's certification from judicial challenges. The California 

18 Constitution allocates original jurisdiction to the superior courts, the courts of appeal, and the 

19 Supreme Court. See Cal. Const. art. VI, § I 0. The "Legislature is not free to defeat or impair that 

20 jurisdiction," see Gerawan Farming, Inc. v. Agricultural Labor Relations Board, 247 Cal. App. 

21 4th 284, 294 (2016), including by exempting executive fact finding from judicial review, see 

22 People v. Tenorio, 3 Cal. 3d 89, 93 (1970). AB 987, however, unlawfully insulates the Governor's 

23 certification findings from judicial review. See Cal. Pub. Res. Code § 21168.6.8(c)(2)(A) 

24 (providing that the Governor's "determination that each of the conditions specified" for 

25 streamlined judicial review are satisfied is "not subject to judicial review"). This jurisdiction 

26 stripping also renders AB 987 unconstitutional. 

27 10. Third, the Legislature's attempt to empower one of its committees, the Joint 

28 Legislative Budget Committee, to review the Governor's determination in lieu of judicial review 
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is also unconstitutional. The California Constitution vests all "legislative power" in "the California 

2 Legislature," reserving for the executive and judicial branches the powers to ''faithfully execut[e]" 

3 the law and to interpret it. Cal. Const. m1 IV, § l; Bodinson A1fg. Co. v. Cal. Emp 't Comm 'n, 17 

4 Cal .2d 321, 326 ( 1941 ). The Legislature cannot assign to itself core judicial or executive functions, 

5 Carmel Valley Fire Protection Dist. v. C'a/{f'ornia, 25 Cal. 4th 287, 298 (2001 ), nor can it limit the 

6 jurisdiction of the courts, Yuba River Power Co. v. Nev. Irrigation Dist., 207 Cal. 521, 524-25 

7 (1929). AB 987 interferes with these well-established separation of powers principles by assigning 

8 a core judicial function (review of the Governor's determination of project eligibility) to the 

9 Legislature while stripping from the courts any power to review such a determination. Cal. Pub. 

10 Res. Code§ 21168.6.8(c)(2). Further, even with respectto legislative matters, only the Legislature 

l 1 as a whole can wield legislative power-it cannot be delegated to a subsidiary body. See Cal. 

12 Radioactive A1aterial5 l>{<..,rmt. Forum v. Dep 't qf Health Servs., 15 Cal. App. 4th 841, 872 (1993) 

13 ("[T]he Legislature cannot constitutionally delegate legislative authority to one house and certainly 

14 cannot delegate its authority to a committee."). AB 987, however, allows for legislative committee 

15 review of the Governor's certification decision. Cal. Pub. Res. Code § 21168.6.8(c)(2)(B)(i). 

16 Therefore, even if it were a proper exercise of the "legislative power" for the Legislature to reserve 

l7 the power to veto the Governor's determination-itself a constitutionally dubious proposition-

18 that power cannot be exercised by a legislative committee, as AB 987 provides. Worse still, in 

19 this case, the purported power to concur with or veto the Governor's determination was actually 

20 exercised by a single member of the committee, not even the committee itself AB 987 is 

21 unconstitutional for these reasons as well. 

22 11. This petition seeks (i) a writ of mandate to compel the Governor to withdraw his 

23 certification of the Clippers' project under AB 987 and (ii) a declaration that AB 987 is 

24 unconstitutional for the reasons set f011h in this petition. 

25 PARTIES TO THIS PROCEEDING 

26 12. 

13. 

Plaintiff and Petitioner Saulo Eber Chan is a resident of the City ofinglewood. 

27 Plaintiff and Petitioner MSG Fornm, LLC, is, and at all times mentioned herein 

28 was, a Delaware limited liability company. Petitioner operates the Fornm, a 17,800-seat multi-
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purpose indoor arena, located at 3900 West Manchester Boulevard, Inglewood, CA, 90305. MSG 

2 Forum has invested over $120 million in purchasing and rehabilitating the Forum, and it is now 

3 one of the top concert venues nationally. 

4 14. Defendant and Respondent (iavin C. Newsom is the Governor of the State of 

5 California. Governor Newsom is sued in his official capacity. Governor Newsom resides in the 

6 County of Sacramento. 

7 15. Defendant and Respondent the Joint Legislative Budget Committee is a joint 

8 standing committee of the California State Legislature. The Joint Legislative Budget Committee 

9 resides in the County of Sacramento. 

10 16. Real Party in Interest Murphy's Bowl is a Delaware limited liability company with 

l 1 its principal place of business in Bellevue, \Vashington. Murphy's Bowl is the development entity 

12 seeking to constmct a new basketball and ente11ainment center in the City of Inglewood, to serve 

13 as the new home of the LA Clippers National Basketball Association (NBA) franchise and for 

l 4 other uses. 

15 JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

16 17. This Court has jurisdiction over the causes of action asserted in this Petition and 

l 7 Complaint pursuant to the California Constitution A11icle VI, section 10, and Code of Civil 

18 Procedure sections 410.10, 1060, 1085, and 1103. 

19 18. Venue in this Court is proper because Defendants/Respondents are public officers 

20 and this Court sits in the county in which the cause arose. See Cal. Civ. P. Code§ 393. 

21 19. This Com1 has personal jurisdiction over Murphy's Bowl because it has 

22 purposefully availed itself of California's benefits and the controversy at issue arises out of its 

23 contacts with California. 

24 GENER4.L ALLEGATIONS 

25 A. CEQA 

26 20. CEQA is a comprehensive legislative scheme designed to protect and preserve 

27 California's environment. See Cal. Pub. Res. Code § 21000 et seq. CEQA is founded on the 

28 principle that "the maintenance of a quality environment for the people of this state now and in the 
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future is a matter of statewide concern.'' Id § 21 OOO(a). The California Legislature enacted CEQA 

2 to achieve four related goals: to ''(1) inform the government and public about a proposed activity's 

3 potential environmental impacts; (2) identify ways to reduce, or avoid, environmental damage; (3) 

4 prevent environmental damage by requiring project changes via alternatives or mitigation 

5 measures when feasible; and ( 4) disclose to the public the rationale for governmental approval of 

6 a pr~ject that may significantly impact the environment." Union ofA1ed A1arijuana Patients, Inc. 

7 v. City (~/San Diego, 7 Cal. 5th 1171, 1184-85 (2019) (quoting C'a!. Bldg. Indus. Ass 'n v. Bay Area 

8 Air Quality Mgmt. Dist., 62 Cal. 4th 369, 382 (2015)). 

9 21. The chief tool CEQA uses to accomplish these goals is the EIR. "CEQA requires 

10 an EIR whenever a public agency proposes to approve or to can-y out a project that may have a 

l 1 significant effect on the environment." See Laurel Heights Improvement Ass 'n v. Regents of Univ. 

12 of Cal., 47 Cal. 3d 376, 390 (1988). The EIR must be complete before the agency can "approv[e] 

13 the project.'' Id at 391. The agency responsible for approving or can-ying out the project is known 

14 as the "lead agency." Cal. Pub. Res. Code§§ 21067, 21151. The lead agency is also responsible 

15 for preparing or contracting out the preparation of the EIR. Id § 2115l(a). The EIR must 

16 accurately describe the proposed project, analyze any expected environmental impacts, identify 

l 7 mitigation measures to reduce those impacts, and evaluate alternatives to the proposed project. 

18 Because the EIR must be certified by public officials, the EIR "protects not only the environment 

19 but also informed self-government." Sierra C'lub v. Cty. of Fresno, 6 Cal. 5th 502, 512 (2018) 

20 (quoting Laurel Heights Improvement Ass 'n, 47 Cal. 3d at 392). It is also "paramount" that the 

21 lead agency "consider[] [the] public interests" as expressed through public participation before the 

22 agency. See Coun(v of Inyo v. Yorty, 32 Cal. App. 3d 795, 810 (1973). Only in this way can 

23 CEQA's purposes be fulfilled and the public, "[b]eing duly informed, can respond accordingly to 

24 action with which it disagrees." Laurel Heights, 47 Cal. 3d at 392. 

25 22. To ensure that the lead agency adequately assesses environmental impacts and 

26 discusses mitigation and reasonable alternatives, the Legislature made EIRs judicially reviewable 

27 to determine whether the agency has "proceeded in a manner required by law" and whether the 

28 agency's determination is "supported by substantial evidence." Vineyard Area C'itizens for 
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Re.sponsible Cirowth, Inc. v. City of Rancho Cordova, 40 Cal. 4th 412, 426 (2007); see also, e.g., 

2 Cal. Clean Energy C'mnm 'n v. C'i~y qfWoodland, 225 Cal. .App. 4th 173, 210 (2014) (EIR deficient 

3 because "it does not assess or consider mitigation for transportation energy impacts"); Ciry qf 

4 Santee v. Cty. qf San Diego, 214 Cal. App. 3d 1438, 1455 (1989) (EIR deficient because "the 

5 analysis of the project alternatives and mitigation measures is incomplete"). 

6 23. CEQA provides a generally applicable framework for judicial review of an EIR. 

7 Cal. Pub. Res Code § 21167.l(a). That framework, among other things, establishes various 

8 statutes of limitations, briefing deadlines, and procedures for the preparation of the record that a 

9 court will review. See, e.g., id §§ 21167, 21167.4, 21167.6. With respect to the record, the 

l 0 generally applicable CEQA framework "provides flexibility as to how the record of proceedings 

l 1 is prepared." C'oalitionfor Adequate Review v. City and C'ty. qfSan ·Francisco, 229 Cal. App. 4th 

12 1043, 1051 (2014). A petitioner challenging an EIR under this framework may choose from 

13 among three options when preparing the record of proceedings. The petitioner may: (1) let the 

l 4 lead agency prepare the record of proceedings, (2) prepare the record of proceedings itself, or (3) 

15 agree with the other parties on an alternative method of preparation. See Cal. Pub. Res. Code 

16 § 21167.6(b). Records produced by the lead agency are frequently incomplete, and so frustrate 

l7 judicial review. See, e.g., lvfejia v. City qf Los Angeles, 130 Cal. App. 4th 322 (2005) (agency-

18 prepared record was incomplete). And occasionally, agency-prepared records suffer from other 

19 deficiencies. See, e.g., Citizens/or Ceres v. Superior Court, 217 Cal. App. 4th 889 (2013) (agency-

20 prepared record included documents allegedly protected by attorney-client privilege and attorney 

21 work product doctrine). Thus, a petitioner's ability to assemble the record is a valuable procedural 

22 right. 

23 24. In 2011, the Legislature enacted a framework for streamlined judicial review of 

24 ElRs for a general class of significant projects. That framework is established under AB 900. See 

25 Cal. Pub. Res. Code§§ 21178-21189.3. The California Legislature enacted AB 900 "to provide 

26 unique and unprecedented streamlining benefits under the California Environmental Quality Act 

27 for projects" that both generate jobs and provide opportunities to implement innovative 

28 environmental protection mechanisms. id § 21178. 
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25. The projects that qualify for and may take advantage of AB 900's streamlined 

2 review process are known as ELDPs. There are three types ofELDPs. Most relevant for this case 

3 is an Entertainment Project-a "residential, retail, commercial, sp011s, cultural, entertainment, or 

4 recreational use project." Id § 21180(b)(I ). 

5 26. To qualify for AB 900's streamlined review, an Entertainment Project must satisfy 

6 certain conditions. The California Air Resources Board (CARR) must determine that the project 

7 "does not result in any net additional emission of greenhouse gases." Id§ 21183(c). The project 

8 must also ''result in a minimum investment of one hundred million dollars in California upon 

9 completion of construction," and create certain high-wage jobs. Id § 2118J(a), (b). And the 

10 Entertainment Project must also be "certified as LEED gold or better by the United States Green 

l 1 Building Council" and must ''achieve[] a 15-percent greater standard for transportation efficiency 

12 than for comparable prqjects." Id § 21180(b). If the Governor finds that the necessary conditions 

13 are satisfied, he may "certify" the Entertainment Project as an ELDP, thereby rendering it eligible 

14 for AB 900's streamlining benefits. Id § 21182. 

15 27. AB 900's streamlining benefits for certified ELDPs are significant. Challenges 

16 under CEQA to AB 900-certified projects, "including any potential appeals therefrom," must "be 

l 7 resolved, to the extent feasible, within 270 days of the filing of the certified record of proceedings 

18 with the court." Id § 21185. The plaintiff in a CEQA challenge ordinarily is allowed to prepare 

19 the record of the proceedings, id§ 21167.6(b), but under AB 900, the lead agency is responsible 

20 for preparing the record "concurrently with the administrative process" and may therefore mold 

21 the record to best supp011 its EIR, id § 21186( a). The judicial proceedings themselves are also 

22 expedited in numerous respects. See Cal. R. Ct. 3.2220-3.2231. For example, briefing on the 

23 CEQA challenge occurs on an expedited schedule. Id at 3.2227. A failure to comply with that 

24 briefing schedule may trigger unusually severe penalties, such as dismissal. Id at 3.2221. As 

25 such, eighteen project developers have utilized the AB 900 process since it was enacted, including 

26 for such projects as the Golden State Warriors' arena in San Francisco and the .Apple Campus 2 in 

27 Cupertino. 

28 28. AB 900 was originally set to sunset on January 1, 2015, and to confer benefits only 
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on projects certified before June l, 2014. See Cal. Pub. Res. Code§§ 21189. l, 21189.3 (2012). 

2 The law has been re-enacted multiple times, however, and is currently scheduled to sunset on 

3 "January l, 2021 ... unless a later enacted statute extends or repeals that date." Cal. Pub. Res. 

4 Code§ 21189.3. Under the present statute, a project must have been certified by January 1, 2020, 

5 in order to enjoy the streamlining advantages. Jd § 21181. Despite other developers' successful 

6 use of AB 900, Murphy's Bowl chose not to avail itself of AB 900 but instead sought special 

7 legislation for its private benefit. 

8 B. AB987 

9 29. Even though CEQA already provides a generally applicable framework for judicial 

10 review and AB 900 provides an effective, generally applicable exception triggering streamlined 

l 1 procedures for qualifying projects, in late 2018, at the request of Murphy's Bowl and the City of 

12 Inglewood, the Legislature enacted AB 987 to grant streamlined benefits to one particular project. 

13 AB 987's text makes clear that the statute exists to confer a special benefit on one and only one 

14 specific project: construction of the Los Angeles Clippers' new arena in Inglewood. 

15 30. The legislative record leaves no doubt that AB 987 is a special statute for the benefit 

16 of the Clippers. For example, AB 987 is codified under a title that begins "Authorization for 

l 7 Governor to certify .~pec{fied sports and entertainment project in City of Inglewood." See Cal. 

18 Pub. Res. Code§ 21168.6.8 (emphasis added). AB 987 explicitly applies solely to an "18,000 to 

19 20,000 seat arena'' built to host NBA "basketball games and other spectator events," along with 

20 associated structures like a practice facility, a sports medicine clinic, retail space, and a hotel. Id 

21 § 21168.6.8(a)(2), (J), (5). AB 987 defines the area in which that prqject is to be constructed by 

22 reference to specific assessor parcel numbers, streets, and intersections in Inglewood. Id 

23 § 21168.6.8(a)(5). It is unmistakable on the face of AB 987 that the statute exists for the sole 

24 purpose of benefiting the Clippers. 

25 31. Although the text of AB 987 does not explicitly admit as much, its legislative 

26 history does so repeatedly. For example, AB 987's author identified the bill's beneficiary as the 

27 "Los Angeles Clippers NBA basketball team." 5'ee Assemb. B. 987 (Version: June 7, 2018) Before 

28 the Cal. S. Judiciary Comm. R. (June 26, 2018); see also Assemb. B. 987 (Version: June 7, 2018) 
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Before the Cal. S. Comm. on Envt'l Quality (June 20, 2018) (mentioning the Los Angeles Clippers 

2 by name); .Assemb. B. 987 (Version: August 27, 2018) Before the Cal. Assem. Comm. on Nat. 

3 Res. (August J l, 2018) (same). 

4 32. Although it is reserved solely for the Clippers' project, numerous components of 

5 AB 987 mirror AB 900. Like AB 900, AB 987 provides for expedited CEQA review upon the 

6 Governor's ce11ification of the Clippers' project. And, as under AB 900, the Clippers' project 

7 must satisfy certain conditions to be eligible for the Governor's certification under AB 987. Cal. 

8 Pub. Res. Code§ 21168.6.8(c)(2)(A). A number of those conditions are substantively identical to 

9 the conditions set forth in AB 900. For instance, the Governor must find that the Clippers' "pr~ject 

10 will result in a minimum investment of one hundred million dollars ... in California upon 

l 1 completion of construction," and that the Clippers' project will create certain high-wage jobs. Jd 

12 § 21168.6.8(b)(l), (2)(A). The CARB must also determine that the Clippers' pr~ject will "not 

13 result in any net additional emission of greenhouse gases." Id § 21168.6.8(b )(3 ). Others, as noted, 

14 are unique to the Clippers project-i.e., whereas an AB 900 project may ultimately host Nl3A 

15 games, AB 987 applies only to a project that will host NBA games. 5'ee id § 21168.6.8(a)(2). 

16 33. As compared to AB 900, however, AB 987 lightens the burden for the Clippers' 

l 7 project in two imp011ant respects. First, whereas under AB 900 a comparable project must be 

18 certified as LEED Gold2 from the outset, id § 21180(b)(l), AB 987 gives the Clippers' project 

19 until one year after "the completion of the first NBA season" to obtain LEED Gold certification, 

20 id § 21168.6.8(a)(3)(A). Second, whereas under AB 900 a comparable project must propose to 

21 immediately achieve "a 15-percent greater standard for transportation efficiency than for 

22 comparable projects," id § 21180(b)(1), under AB 987 the Clippers' project must only achieve a 

23 "7.5-percenf' improvement ''by the end of the first NBA season," and a ''15-percent" improvement 

24 "not later than January l, 2030," id § 21168.6.8(a)(J)(B). These are material advantages that 

25 would enable the Clippers to construct and operate their arena more quickly and inexpensively 

26 than similarly situated developers and without comparable environmental benefit and oversight. 

27 
2 The Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) is a green building certification 

28 program. A LEED Gold certification is the second highest of four possible certifications that the 
United States Green Building Council will award to a commercial development. 
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34. AB 987 expressly precludes judicial review of the Governor's certification 

2 decision. Id§ 21168.6.8(c)(2) (Governor's certification findings "not subjecttojudicial review"). 

3 In lieu of judicial review, the statute provides for review by the Joint Legislative Budget 

4 Committee, which has 30 days in which to "concur[]" or "non concur[]" in the Governor's decision. 

5 Id§ 21168.6.8(c)(2)(B). 

6 35. There was significant controversy surrounding AB 987's enactment. The 

7 Legislature touted the City of Inglewood's minority population as a basis to justify AB 987. See 

8 AB 987, ch. 961, § 2, 2018 Cal. Legis. Serv. 6363, 6369 (West) (purporting to justify the "special 

9 statute" on the basis that "the City of Inglewood" has "the largest minority population in the United 

10 States"). But there was in fact significant opposition from this part of the Inglewood community. 

l 1 As AB 987's legislative history notes, over ''3,000 low income African .American and Latino 

12 residents will be directly impacted" by constmction of the Clippers' arena because of how close 

13 the arena will be to their homes. Assemb. B. 987 (Version: June 7, 2018) Before the Cal. S. 

14 Judiciary Comm. R.(June 26, 2018). Many of Inglewood's minority residents signed petitions 

15 objecting to the new Clippers arena, protested at City Council meetings, and voiced their 

16 opposition at a press conference held by the Clippers. Id Ultimately, as the legislative history 

l 7 reflects, these residents felt that they were ''ignored by the Mayor, the City Council and the 

18 Clippers," who charged ahead with the bill notwithstanding the community's objections. Id 

19 36. The legislative history establishes that there was no demonstrated need for AB 987. 

20 The Senate Committee on Environmental Quality noted that ''other sports venues have abided by 

21 CEQA and still were able to successfully build stadiums and arenas." ,)'ee Assemb. B. 987 

22 (Version: June 7, 2018) Before the Cal. S. Comm. on Envt'l Quality (June 20, 2018). That 

23 Committee further noted that the Clippers have a lease to play at the Staples Center in downtown 

24 Los Angeles through 2024, which would afford plenty of time to use established CEQA processes 

25 proceeding on a normal timeline. Id In light of those considerations, the Senate Committee on 

26 Environmental Quality suggested that the Legislature "may wish to consider whether this bill is 

27 pmdent" or whether it might be "more appropriate" for the Clippers' pr~ject to go through the AB 

28 900 process. Id Echoing that sentiment, the Senate Judiciary Committee noted that AB 900 
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"provides for expedited review under an established framework that lacks many of the infirmities" 

2 of AB 987. See Assemb. B. 987 (Version: June 7, 2018) Before the Cal. S. Judiciary Comm. R. 

3 (June 26, 2018). 

4 37. The Legislature brushed aside these concerns and enacted AB 987, justifying its 

5 action as follows: ''The Legislature finds and declares that a special statute is necessary and that 

6 a general statute cannot be made applicable within the meaning of Section 16 of Article IV of the 

7 California Constitution because of the unique circumstances of the construction of a major new 

8 sports venue in the City of Inglewood, a city with the largest minority population in the United 

9 States, which will provide essential economic stimulus." 

10 38. As noted, an AB 987 certification confers similar advantages on the Clippers' 

l 1 project as an AB 900 certification would have without requiring the Clippers to establish that their 

12 project will provide the same environmental and economic benefits that AB 900 would have 

13 demanded. The Legislature, however, never identified what "unique circumstances" warrant this 

14 special treatment for the Clippers' project. Although the Legislature cited Inglewood's large 

15 minority population, and the possibility that the new sports and entertainment venue might provide 

16 an economic stimulus, the Legislature never explained why either factor justifies exempting this 

l7 project from the prerequisites to certification under AB 900. There does not appear to be any 

18 legitimate reason why the presence of a minority community would mean that environmental goals 

19 to protect that community should be reduced. The Legislature also did not explain, and nor is it 

20 apparent, why the Clippers would have been unable to comply with the relevant AB 900 conditions 

21 that apply to other projects or why the City of lnglewood is uniquely less deserving of the 

22 protections that those conditions afford. See supra ,-r 36 . 

23 39. . AB 900's sunset also does not present a legitimate reason for AB 987's enactment. 

24 The Clippers announced their arena project in Inglewood in June 2017. Because the Clippers' 

25 lease at the Staples Center does not expire until 2024, there was ample time for the Clippers to 

26 proceed by way of the general and standard process established by CEQ.A. Even assuming, 

27 however, that the Clippers believed that streamlined CEQA review was necessary, the Clippers 

28 could have proceeded under AB 900 by applying in 2017 or 2018 or 2019. And even if the 
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Legislature or the Clippers determined that, for whatever reason, there was insufficient time to 

2 proceed under AB 900 prior to its sunset date, the Legislature could simply have extended AB 

3 900, as it has done multiple times before. 

4 c. The Clippers' Project And Hs Impacts 

5 The Los Angeles Clippers currently play at the Staples Center, but their lease 

6 terminates at the end of 2024. In June 2017, Inglewood publicly announced its plan to enter into 

7 an exclusive negotiating agreement with Murphy's Bowl for Murphy's Bowl to construct and 

8 operate an arena on the southeast corner of Century Boulevard and Prairie .Avenue in Inglewood. 

9 41. Mr. Chan and MSG Forum, through its ownership and operation of the Forum, are 

10 longtime members of the Inglewood community and have significant concerns about the Clippers' 

l 1 project. The Clippers' arena would be approximately 1 mile from Mr. Chan's home and less than 

12 1.5 miles from the Fornm. The Clippers' project will substantially increase traffic in the area, 

13 increase pollution, and cause other quality oflife issues in Inglewood. Mr. Chan does not want to 

14 be exposed to these deleterious effects. Likewise, for these and other reasons, the Clippers' arena 

15 will harm the operations of the Fornm. 

16 42. In the summer of 2017, Murphy's Bowl/the Clippers apparently determined that 

l 7 the benefits of AB 900 were not sufficient and announced its support for SB 789-special 

18 legislation that would have, among other things, abbreviated and limited the CEQA process for 

19 one project and one project only, the Clippers' proposed arena in Inglewood, and conferred other 

20 benefits on the Clippers. Despite the Clippers' lobbying efforts, the bill died in the Legislature in 

21 September 2017. The Clippers elected not to proceed under A.B 900. 

22 43. Undeterred by the defeat of SB 789, in June 2018, the Clippers and Inglewood 

23 announced their support for AB 987. The Clippers and Inglewood actively lobbied for AB 987 

24 throughout its consideration in the Legislature until the bill was enacted in late-September 2018. 

25 The Clippers again elected not to proceed under AB 900. 

26 44. In early January 2019, the Clippers (through Murphy's Bowl) submitted their 

27 application for certification under AB 987 to the Governor's Office of Research and Planning (the 

28 "Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center Project AB 987 Application"). 
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45. The Governor issued his determination to certify the Clippers' project on December 

2 11, 2019, and a single member of the Joint Legislative Budget Committee "concurred" with that 

3 certification on December 20, 2019-without the Committee even convening a meeting. 

4 46. The certification decision and record of materials submitted in the certification 

5 proceedings demonstrate clearly that AB 987's requirements were not met. For example, AB 987 

6 requires certification that "[t]he project creates high-wage, highly skilled jobs that pay prevailing 

7 living wages," that it creates "construction jobs and permanent jobs for Californians,'' and that it 

8 "helps reduce unemployment." Cal. Pub. Res. Code § 21168.6.8(b)(2). The certification 

9 decision's only apparent "finding" related to these requirements is that the "prevailing and living 

10 wage requirements of Public Resources Code 21168.6.8(b )(2) will be satisfied." There was, 

l 1 however, no evidence supporting that finding, and the certification decision did not address the 

12 creation of permanent jobs or the reduction of unemployment. 

13 47. Similarly, although AB 987 "requires a transportation demand management 

14 program that ... will achieve and maintain a 15-percent reduction in the number of vehicle trips" 

15 by 2030, Cal. Pub. Res. Code§ 21168.6.8(a)(3)(B), the evidence shows that the Clippers' project 

16 as currently certified will never achieve that reduction or the 7.5% reduction that the statute 

l7 requires by the end of the Clippers' first basketball season. Yet, there is no recourse to challenge 

18 such errors in the certification process because AB 987, on its face, precludes judicial review. 

19 48. There is, however, evidence that the Clippers' project as certified will cause 

20 substantial harm to Inglewood and its residents. The City of Inglewood has stated that the City is 

21 "transit starved." Yet the proposed Clippers' arena will add over 3 million trips a year to the local 

22 street system in an already congested neighborhood, all without an etTective transportation demand 

23 management program in place. Inglewood is likely to suffer severe gridlock if the project as 

24 certified is the one that is constrncted. The Clippers' project also appears poised to generate 

25 several hundred thousand metric tons of greenhouse gas emissions without offsetting those 

26 emissions. Mr. Chan, the Forum, and the residents ofinglewood should not suffer environmental 

27 impacts just so Murphy's BowliClippers can construct an arena more quickly and inexpensively. 

28 111 
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CAUSES OF ACTION 

2 49. Based on the allegations herein, the following causes of action are alleged. 

3 :FIRST CAUSE OI{ ACTION 

4 (Violation of Cal. Const. art IV, § 16) 

5 50. The foregoing allegations are incorporated by reference. 

6 SL The California Constitution provides that a "local or special statute is invalid in any 

7 case if a general statute can be made applicable." CaL Const. art IV, § 16(b ) . 

8 52. . A statute is "special" if it ''confers particular privileges ... upon a class of persons 

9 arbitrarily selected from the general body of those who stand in precisely the same relation to the 

10 subject of the law." See Serve Yourself Ciaso!ine Stations Ass 'n v. Brock, 39 CaL 2d 813, 820 

l 1 (1952). 

12 53. AB 987 is a special statute. The Los Angeles Clippers and its affiliate Murphy's 

13 Bowl were hand-picked from a class of entities who construct comparable projects and who stand 

14 in precisely the same relation regarding judicial review of an EIR. Indeed, the Legislature 

15 expressly declared AB 987 to be a "special statute" when it enacted it. AB 987, ch. 961, § 2, 2018 

16 Legis. Serv. 6363, 6369 (West) ("The Legislature finds and declares that a special statute is 

l 7 necessary and that a general statute cannot be made applicable within the meaning of Section l 6 

18 of Article IV of the California Constitution .... "). 

19 54. CEQA is a general statute that is readily applicable to the Clippers' project. Cf 

20 Ventura Cty. Harbor Dist. v. Bd qf Supervisors qf Cty. qf Ventura, 211 Cal. 271, 279 (1930) 

21 (describing "Code of Civil Procedure" as general statute). And another general statute-AB 900-

22 confers the benefit of streamlined proceedings on projects comparable to the Clippers'. That is, 

23 for "retail, commercial, sports, cultural, entertainment, or recreational use" projects, such as the 

24 Clippers' project, AB 900 provides for streamlined judicial review of EIR challenges upon 

25 certification by the Governor that certain conditions are satisfied. 

26 55. Where, as here, a ''special statute" is layered on top of a pre-existing applicable 

27 "general statute," the special statute is per se invalid. See Harbor Dist. v. Bd qf Supervisors, 211 

28 Cal. 271, 278 (1930) ("[I]n no instance have we found that, where a general law fully applicable 
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and complete on the subject is in existence, a special law has been upheld.''); White v. Church, 185 

2 Cal. App. 3d 627, 631 (1986) (same). 

3 56. To the extent the Legislature's purposes are relevant, none can save AB 987 from 

4 constitutional infirmity. There is simply no justification for enacting this special statute. While 

5 the Legislature said that there were ''unique circumstances" involved, that it desired ''economic 

6 stimulus," and that Inglewood has "the largest minority population in the United States," AB 987, 

7 ch. 961, § 2, 2018 Cal. Legis. Serv. 6363, 6369 (West), those wholly conclusory statements cannot 

8 supp01i enactment of a special statute. See Consol. Printing & Pu bl 'g Co. v. Allen, 18 Cal. 2d 63, 

9 70-71 ( 1941) (determining a special law unconstitutional when no special circumstances justified 

10 the law); Cullen v. Cflendora Tf'ater Co., 113 Cal. 503, 515-16 (1895) (same) . 

11 57. . AB 987 is per se invalid, and is in any event not supported by any constitutionally 

12 sufficient justification for a special statute. 

13 SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

l 4 (Violations of CaJ. Const. art. UI, § 3; art. VI, §§ 6, 10) 

15 58. The foregoing allegations are incorporated by reference. 

16 59. Article HI of the California Constitution provides for the separation of the 

l7 "legislative, executive, and judicial" powers of the state government. Cal. Const. mi. HI, § 3. 

18 Article VI of the California Constitution provides that the "judicial power of this State is vested in 

19 the Supreme Court, courts of appeal, and superior courts, all of which are courts of record." Id 

20 art. VI, § 1. Article VI also provides that "[t]he Supreme Court, comis of appeal, superior courts, 

21 and their judges have original jurisdiction in habeas corpus proceedings" and "in proceedings for 

22 extraordinary relief in the nature of mandamus, certiorari, and prohibition"; "Superior courts have 

23 original jurisdiction in all other causes." Id. art VI, § 10. "[\V]here the judicial power of courts, 

24 either original or appellate, is fixed by constitutional provisions, the legislature cannot either limit 

25 or extend that jurisdiction." See Chinn v. Superior Court, 156 Cal. 478, 480 (1909). 

26 60. The California Supreme Court has repeatedly held that no branch of government 

27 may "arrogate to itself the core functions of another branch" or "materially impair the inherent 

28 functions of another branch." Carmel Valley Fire Protection Dist. v. State, 25 Cal. 4th 287, 304 
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(2001), 29 Cal. 4th 616, 662 (2002). 

2 61. AB 987 provides that the Governor's statutorily mandated ''findings" in support of 

3 his certification decision "are not subject to judicial review." Cal. Pub. Res. Code 

4 § 21168.6.8(c)(2)(A). 

5 62. AB 987 further provides the Legislature with the sole authority to review the 

6 Governor's findings in support of his ce11ification decision. Id § 21168.6.8(c)(2)(B). 

7 63. AB 987's assignment of judicial authority to the Legislature and elimination of 

8 judicial review of the Governor's findings violates the California Constitution. See People v. 

9 Tenorio, 3 Cal. 3d 89, 93 (1970) (invalidating statute that allowed prosecutors to exercise power 

10 "in a totally arbitrary fashion" as an unlawful "concentration of power in the executive ... to be 

l 1 exercised ... without possibility of judicial review"). 

12 THIRD CA.USE 01•' ACTION 

13 (Violation of Cal. Const. art IV,§ 1, 8, su.bd. (b)) 

14 64. The foregoing allegations are incorporated by reference. 

15 65. The California Constitution provides that the "legislative power of this State is 

16 vested in the California Legislature which consists of the Senate and Assembly, but the people 

l7 reserve to themselves the powers of initiative and referendum." Cal. Const. art IV, § L "The 

18 Legislature may make no law except by statute and may enact no statute except by bill." Id 

19 § 8(b)(1). Furthermore, "[n]o bill may be passed unless, by rollcall vote entered in the journal, a 

20 majority of the membership of each house concurs." Id§ 8(b)(3). 

21 66. Under the California Constitution, "the Legislature cannot constitutionally delegate 

22 legislative authority to one house and certainly cannot delegate its authority to a committee." Cal. 

23 Radioactive Materials, 15 Cal. App. 4th at 872; see also C'armel Valley Fire Protection Dist. v. 

24 State, 25 Cal. 4th 287, 304 (2001) (noting it "would be unconstitutional if [a law] pennitted a 

25 single house of the Legislature to suspend a departmental mandate without concurrence of both 

26 houses and presentment to the Governor"). 

27 67. AB 987 violates the California Constitution's separation of powers by subjecting 

28 the Governor's decision to certify the Clippers' project to review by the Joint Legislative Budget 
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Committee. Cal. Pub. Res. Code§ 21168.6.8(c)(2)(B). 

2 Here, a single member of the Joint Legislative Budget Committee exercised that 

3 purported review power, without even convening a meeting of the Committee-further offending 

4 California's separation of powers principles. 

5 FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

6 (Code Civ. Proc.§ 1060 (Declaratory Judgment)) 

7 

8 

69. 

70. 

The foregoing allegations are incorporated by reference. 

AB 987 violates the California Constitution because it creates a special statute 

9 where a general statute can be made applicable, eliminates judicial review of the Governor's fact-

10 finding when certifying the Clippers' project, and subjects the Governor's decision to certify the 

l 1 Clippers' project to review by the Joint Legislative Budget Committee. 

12 71. It is appropriate that the court issue a declaratory judgment pursuant to Cal. Civ. 

13 Proc. Code § 1060 declaring that AB 987 violates the California Constitution's proscription on 

14 special statutes, Cal. Const. art IV,§ 16, vesting of Legislative power in the full Legislature, Cal. 

15 Const. m1 IV, § 1, and vesting of original jurisdiction in the courts, Cal. Const. art VI, § 10. 

16 PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

l 7 \VHEREFORE, Mr. Chan and MSG Forum respectfully pray for the following relief: 

18 (1) A writ of mandate to compel the Governor to withdraw his certification of the 

19 Clippers' project under AB 987; 

20 (2) A declaration that AB 987 is unconstitutional because it is an impermissible special 

21 statute and because it strips the courts of their power to review the Governor's actions while 

22 providing instead for review of those actions by one legislative committee; 

23 (3) An order directing the recovery of costs of suit incurred herein from 

24 Defendants/Respondents and/or Real Party, jointly and severally; and 

25 

26 

27 

28 

(4) Such other and further relief as this Court deems just and proper. 

!!! 

I!! 

I!! 
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VERJFICATION 
2 

1 am Y:i£.YJ:r~§itl~nLAnmf!Qn~rtltisu1;; of Petitioner and P!aintiffMSCi Forum, LLC, and I 
4 [Title] 

5 am authorized to make this verification for Petitioner and Plaintiff. I have read the foregoing 

6 Petition for \Vrit of Mandate and Verified Complaint for Declaratory Relief and ktmv,: the contents 

7 thereo±: AU the facts alleged therein are either true on my own personal knowledge, or .l arn 

8 infomied and believe them to be true, and on that basis allege them to be true. 

9 I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 

10 fr:iregoing is true and correct. 

11 Executed this 9th day of Jarrgary""£02Q at Inglev.-ood, California 
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The Silverstein Law Firm, APC 
June 16, 2020 

Objections to IBEC Project, DEIR and FEIR; 
State Clearinghouse No. 2018021056 

EXHIBIT 11 



Dear Governor Newsom, 

I oppose the Clippers arena in Inglewood as the plan stands now, and I hope that you will deny 
their request for speeding up the process (Clearinghouse Tracking Number 201 $021056), One 
of the biggest considerations in this ability is the reduction of gases from the project, both in our 
neighborhood and in the larger L.A. area, The Clippers are clearly trying to get away with doing 
the absolute minimum to reduce gas.es in our community. But that is the way they have been 
doing this. Thay did not meet with us before they announced their project and in the last 2 and 
~ years tt has been silence, Nothing about how big the project is, Is it 100,000 square feet or 
1,000,000 square feet or mom. Nothing about how many cars are going to be in the parking 
structures (which are right next to homes). We have no idea what the answers are. lsn't is kind 
of important to know this stuff before you say okay? 

This is NOT the way to get community support for the arena, and it speaks to the way the 
Clippers have treated oor community from the start With disrespect. 

I oppose the Clippers application for and hope that yoo wm deny it until and unless they meet 
with the community, develop real plans and programs and agree to increase their commitment 
to reducing local emissions WITHIN our oommun. ity. . . 1 1.··· . 

3Ce~2£? w /c)}-t:td t1 '!T3 
::;t;c, 7 /e/<Jc'L:JI 4 ~i/1' 7DJ 03 

/ 

Thank: you for your consideration. 

I 

J?,Qrrr fJ?./cF.s 
f:~.Wr ti~ .tJ_/ZJC!/~~ji 
Pl ./< 1Jtg,- , l / '-' ,_. ,. . IP . \_.,/ 

;:7/ a/d 155 c.k 3XJ--tr?t - .......... J .. ,27 

j? 6;1q_/d fl_p5 -5.r: 
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I am writing to voice concerns about the propose<* lngjewood arena (#2018021056) and the 
application submitted by "Murphy s Bowl" for streamlining the CE.QA process. It was my 
understanding that this arena would bring NEW jobs to Inglewood, but it seems like the plan is 
to just move the jobs from one area to another. Plus, these are fow~paying concession jobs. 
Working a few nights a week for minimum wage is not what the law requires. 

If this is true, then what are the benefits for us who live in the general area? We wm face many 
drawbacks - pollution, noise, constructicm1 crowds1 and insane traffic . .But what is the upside? 
Please remember that many residents do not have the money to attend professional basketball 
games. And not many of us will not get to play basketball so what real jobs are there? Make 
them teH you what are these bigtime jobs that can support a family, 

This project has failed to live up to one of the main requirements faid out .in the law. I know Mr. 
Ballmer is so rich It won't make a difference what we say. I hope that our new governor DENIES 
this appllcation, t_ i!'.:. C'C( {/ I C f j'}/l .o-'1, J/ + l V\ c:'"<:_ 

rnankyou, lOL..1 5 bo~) !\vt 'fo':Jo~ £-rk ... ·' 1l 17;v't·~--· 
//Z' /' Y·v.; - 2~01 -¢' 'f o4 :/ " 
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Estimada ofidna de! gobernador, 

le escribo para pedirle que rechace la solidtud Centro de balom:esto y entretenlmlento, de 
Inglewood, No. 2018021056, 

Este proyecto hace un trabajo muy pobre cuando se trata de emisiones de gases de efecto 
invemadero, Uno de los prlndpales argumentos a favor de !a ley estated fue que llevalia a los 
pmyectos a reaHzar inversiones locales para reducir la cantidad de gases de efocto rnvemadero que 
emiten. E.stas lnverslones locales pueden ayudar a las comunidades propordonando dinero y 

empleos. Sin embargo, el Centro de Baloncesto y Entretenimiento de Inglewood hace solo lo mfrlimo 
para reducir las emisiones de gases de efecto invemadero en el area de Inglewood, Estan 
propordonando energ{a solar para nuestros hogares. No. l.Estan ayudando a eliminar nuestros 
coches de: gasolina? No .. No estan hacienda ninguna inversion real en nuestra comunidad para 
reducir estos gases. Realmente van a agregar mucho mas trafko y humo de autom6viles a nuestra 
comunidad. 

Esto no es lo que los pa.rtidarios de la ley anundaban c:uando pedian a las personas que apoyaran la 
ley, 

Murphy's Bowl y las Clippers pueden hacerlo mejor que esto. Ellos estan tratando de hac:er lo menos 
posibfe. Por favor, remace esta solit:Jtud o hagales hm::er cosas reales en nuestra comunidad para que 
sea mejor para nosotros. V haga que trabajen con nuestra romunidad antes de aprobar algo. 
Oespues de 2 anos desde que anuntiaron eSte proyecto,, casi no se ha habJado con la comunh:Jad. 
Todavia no sabemos realmente cual es el proyecto. lmaginate 2. afios y no tenemos ni idea. lPor 
que? Porque el senor Ballmer sabe que el dinem rompra lo que necesita en Sacramento. 
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Dear Governor's Offtce, 

I am writing to ask you to turn down the applkation for the Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment 
Center, No. 2018021056. 

This project does a very poor job when it comes to greenhouse gas emissions, One of the main 
arguments in favor of the state law was that It would lead projects to make local Investments to 
reduce the amount of greenhouse gas they emit. These local investments can help oommunittes by 
providing money and jobs, However, the lngiewooo Basketball and Entertainment Center does only 
the bare minimum tn reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the Inglewood area. Are they providing 
solar for our homes. No. Are they helping to remove our gas cars. No. They are not making any real 
investment in our community to reduce these gases. They are realty going to add a lot more traffic 
and car fumes to our community. 

This ls not what the supporters of law were advertising when they asked people to support the law. 

Murphy's Bowl and the Ciippers can do better than this. rtiev are trying to do as little as possible. 
Please tum down this application or make them do real things in our oommunlty to make It better for 
us, And have them work with our community before you approve anything, After 2 years since they 
announced thh project, there has been almost no taUdng to the c-0mmuntt'r\ We stm don't rea!Jy 
know what the project is. Imagine 2 years and we have no idea. Why? Because Mr. Sallme.r knows 
that money buys what he needs in Sacramento. 

Sincerely,~Yt~~ (J,c,,;'{\{_ 
·"") I '\,:' c t \ 1. ., <: ~··1 .::·. .Jm. tJ\'..? Di> \,.k . .; l t_, ....., ~ \ 
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Regarding AB 987 project number 2013021056, 1 ask that you :reject the applicatkm for giving away our 

rights and letting them streamline the lngk:wood B:a<!:kdball and Entertainment Center. 

This project is a bait and switeh. It was advertised as a great job generator for our community. but it does 

not cumply with the requin,,"moot tu create high wage. highly skilled jobs that pay a living wage and 

employ a skilled and trained workforce. Instead, the pro,_joot will just move mostly low skmed1 low paid 

jobs from LA. Live to lnglewood. Ninety percent of these jobs will be minimum wage jobs~ and it win be 

the same pt.,"Ople doing the jobs and are doing them today. We aJl know there are part time jobs., hired by a 

eonoossion compao)•« These are notjobs that.can support.a family. With all due respect. these are not the 

jobs nur community needs and these are not the jobs we were promised by the sponsors and supporters of 

the law, 

People in the lnglewood area would like to see brand new jobs in specialized fields, such as sports 

medk;ine, business management, marketing, and other careers. Unfortunately, theme are not tiw jobs being 

proposed by the Clippers. They are concession workers. security guards, and deaning people. And last J 

checked not many of us qualify for a position on the basketball team, Please make clear that California's 

laws must be followed and deny this application for a project that falls far .short of what we were 

promised and the legal requirement. 

Thank you. 
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Bue.ndiat 

Les escribo hoy porque estoy profundamente proocupado por d proyecto de la cancJ1a de basquetbol en 
Inglewood (Proyedo # 2018rnuo56). El proyect:o no es solo un campo de ba'iquetool sino muchas was 
cosas. Y no teuernos idea de cmin grande es cste proyeeto, 

Me preoeupa romo est:e proyecto masivo afectara el ve.dndario y la calidad de vida en general en 
nuestro peq:uefio veeindarlo al lado de este grm proyeeto. No sumos una comunidad rica y no tenemos 
los memos para contrata:r expertos para responder estas pregnntasi y los Clippers no estan hadendo 
nada para ayudarnos. De hecho, parece que estan tratando de ocultar los impactos daftinos del 
proyecto. 

No hay una descrlpci6n en la apUcaci6n acerca de como se vera est.a enom1e instalacion, que tan alta 
sera, cuantos autos vendran a eUa~ ni siqmera loo metros roadrru:loodel plan. No <.1'.00 que sea posible 
evaluat los impactos de este gran proyecto sin esta infonnacion b'sica. Estoy especialmente preocupa.do 
po:rque este proyecto se ubfoara inmediatamen.te al lado de fas casas y .apartamentos. l..os ninos~ las 
personas ma.yores y otras twrsonas respiraran el humo de miles de automoviles casi tooos los dias. La 
idea de que mucha gente vendra en autob6.s es una tonterfa, Hoy tenemos problemas para Uegar a 
nuestros hogares cuando el Forum tiene un concierto. El trmooesta respaklado a]<;> largo de las 
praderas y ottas calles duran:te mucho tiempo. 

E.spero que el Gobernador rechace la solicit:ud de este proyeeto hasbi que sepamos mas sobre Io que los 
Clippers estin traiando de construir en nue:stro vecmdru:io. Por favor asegti:rese de que Ios Clippers 
respond.an estas preguntas. Y dam.JS tiempo para ver las respuestas y hacer preguntas. Vas a afectar 
nuestros dereehos. Con suertt}, :nos ineluiras en ese prooeso. Los .residentes de nuest:ro vecindarlo oonde 
se va a atascar este gran proyecto tienen dereeho a sahedo. 

Gracias. 
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Good day, 

I am writing to you toony because I am dooply concerned about the basketball arena project in 
Inglewood (Project # ~n:n8021056). The project is nut just a btb;ketbaU arena but a lot of other things. 
And we have no idea how big this project is. 

lam worried about how this massive project wm impact the neigliborhood and generai quality oflife in 
our little neighbnrhnod right next to this big project. We are not a rlch community and we don~t have 
the means to hire experts to answer these questions, and the Clippers are not doing anything to help us. 
In fact. it looks like they are trying to hide the project's harmful impacts. 

There is no deseription in the application about how this enormous facility vfill loo~ how tan it will be, 
haw many cars wiU come to itt or even the square foot.age o:f the plan. l do not think it is possible to 
assess the impacts of this big project without this basic informatitm. I am especially concerned beca:mm 
this project wiU be located immediately next to homes and .apartments. Children~ seniors and others 
\Vill be breathing fumes from thousands of cars almost every <.fay, The idea that a lot ofpeople wm come 
by buses is silly .. Today we have trouble even getting to our homes when the .Forum l13S a eoneert. 
Trafffo is backed up ail along Prairie and other streets for Jong times. 

I hnpe the Governor will tum. down this project's application until w<e know more about Vtilat the 
Clippers are trying to build m our neighborhood. Please make sure the Cl!ppers an.'5wer these questions . 
. An~ give us time to see the answers and ask questions. ¥ ou are going to affect our righto;. Hopefully~ you 
•Nm indude us in that process. The residents of our neighborhood where this big project is going t:o he 
stuck have a rlghtto know. 
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To Whom it May Concern, 

I am a resident of Inglewood and r strongly oppose the Clippers application to strem:nHne the 
envin::mmental process for their new arena (#201302 l 056}. [ umlet$tarul that ·the application requires the 
Clippers to explain how they wm avoid making traffic worse ht. Inglewood and that one of their 
suggestioo.s is to transport people to the new arena hy bus, 

Anyone who has ever tried to drive around Inglewood before an event at the Porum knows that "bussing 
people in" would be absolutely no help. Otts oonrrot even get to the Fornm tm time. Imaging.adding the 
Clippers and •then buses. Common sense says it just woo•t work. I ask yoo to oome here on a n~ght when 
the Forum has a maJor act 

Inglewood is a residential area for the m<>st part ...... we do NOT want more traffic!! If the Clippers !lreM is 
built there wm be ~·major stadiums in Inglewood. Tum: is: too many. Mayor Butts pushed tor a rail 
coonectioo to Inglewood, but the MT A says it would cost close ro a billion dollars. Please review that 
study~ The ooly way to make this work; is for a real oonnection to tire .arena. from the nm ~ioo. Mr. 
Ballmer has eoough to pay for it 

1 believe the Clippers are not meeting the requirements of the law. I hope their appliestioo wm be rejected 
until a realistic plan ell» be created to deal with traflic.. And then make them sham i:t with the community. 
So we can a have real ability to be part of the proceS;s. 

Thank you. ~<'.. /·<·-< c~.,/;1a---

1oe; sf 

{('11 

~ 
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I am seriously com::erned about the Clippers arena project in Inglewood (#201802 I 056). 

I am worried about the impact that ANOTHER huge stadium wm have on my 

neighborhood and do not think the CUppers arn serious about helping out the people of 
this community. 

i heard about the measures induded in the applh:a.tion to give the Clippers' owner the 

right to move fast. We know nothing about the project. No one has meet with our 
neighborhood. No one even shared with us their application. We do not think the! r 

approach to bringing in new jobs makes: any sense. They promise that the arena Will 

bring many new "high wage jobs/' to the area. But what's rea.Uy happening is that the 

team Is just moving jobs and events from Staples Center to Inglewood. Where are the 

new high wage Jobs? Where are the career opportunities? Very few people wm be able 

to support a family cm a minimum wage job a. few nights a week. 

In other words. these are NOT new jobs .. And they are generally not "high wage" jobs, 

either. What a letdown. 

Please reject this appii<:aticm. /1'1,11L-"
1 

(/ ~ L (../A /'tf ~1 r' ?-

Thank you for your time, l (/7 7 ~> r~ 5· 17 tt' f _y~ A v 
.~ 

;oc;t ~wo. 
:?/ / 2 ::Jc~ // 0 {:;..7 l 1· ·(. " ( 
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Soy residente de Inglewood y NO creo que el proyecto del Centro de Salcm:esto y Entretenimiemo de 
Inglewood (# 2018021056) deba apmbarse para moverse rapido. Este pmyecto se anunci6 en junio de 
2017. t.Oesea saber cuantas reunh:mes han t:enido los Clippers con las residentes que vMran at !ado de 
este proyecto? Ninguna. Nose m1.mleron con nosotms para compartir la infurmadon del proyect:o. No 
hemos visto nada sobre este proyecto. 

Tenemos muy poca informadon sobre esta arena. la aplicad6n no dice que tan atta o grande seni ta 
aren.a, cual sera SU superfk:ie cuadrada, 0 cuantos lugares de estadonamiento plarrean induir • Tampo<:o 
dke nada sobre el ruido que viene de la arena, o las h.u:es. ?ractk:amente no hay detaifes de ningun tlpo. 

Ai senor Ballmer no le importamos. Todo lo que quiere es su *'hogar" para !os Clippers y no le importa 
como est& lasttmando a nuestros hog.ares y nuestras familras. 

Necesitarnos informaci6n para entenderla y par<111 aseguramos de que el proyecto cumpla con los 

estandares ambientales. la gente del Sr. Ballmer le dijo al estado que este iba a ser el mejor proyecto 
ambiental de la historia. Y no habria impactos para nuestros ninos, adultos mayores y comunMad, Creo 

que se nos debe esta infurmaci6nt par lo que tenemos una idea de to que esta Hegam:fo a nuestra 

comunidad. Esa informadon debe ser dada a todos nosotros. Deberlamos ver todo esto antes de que 
dedda acelerar el proceso para un rnultimillonario. No soy un multimilkmario pero es~ro tener algunos 
derechos, 

Me opongo a este proyecto y creo que sera malo para mi fumilia v nuestra calldad de vida. Tambien me 
opongo a la aplicadon para moveroos rapido porque oos deja en la oscundad sohre kl que realmente se 
construira en este veciru;tario residem:;ial, junta a hogan~s v personas. Lastima a los Clippers por dejamos 
a todos en la oscur.idad. 

3 ~ti' 7 t·t.): /tJ f l-4-~y, ;tl 

~J;v:J~~JJr l ~-- </ b,? ti $ 

l ~ .;lt/) q 11-f 1<1 /; 
.. .w' 
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I am a resident of Inglewood and I do NOT think the Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center 
project {# 201.0021056) should be approved for moving fast. ihis project: was announced in June 2017. Do 
you want to know how many meetings the Clippers have had with us residents who wii! be next to this 
project? Norre. They did not meet with us to share the prpject information. We have not seen anything 
about this project .. 

We have very little information about this arena. The application doosn't say how tall or large the arena 

wm be .• what its square footage wilt be, or how many parking spots they pbm to indude. tt aJso says nothing 
about noise to come fmM the arena. or lights. There are practically no details whatsoever. Mr. Ballmer 
does not care about us. At! he wants is his "home" for the Clippers and he does not care how he is hurting 
our homes and our families. 

We need information to understand it and to be .sure that the project meets environmental standards., 
Mr. Ballmer's people told the state this was going to be the best environmentaf project ever. And there 
would be oo impacts to our children and seniors and community. I believe we are owed this infurmatkm 
so we have an idea of what is coming into our oommunity. That information should be given to all of us. 
We should see this all before you oodde to speed up the process for a biHionaire .• I am not a balionaire 
but I hope I have some rights. 

I oppose this project and think it will be had for my famHy and our qualify of tife. I also oppose the 
application for moving fast because it leaves us in the dark about what will actually be constructed in this 
residential neighborhood, next to homes and people, Shame on the Clippers for leaving us all in the dark. 
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A quien corresponda en refaci6n con et proyecto Clippers (2018021056), 

Estoy escribiendo esta carta porque tengo muchas serias proocupaciones sobre et 

nuevo proyecto de arena deportiva de los Clippers que se propone para lng!ewoocL 

Nuestra comunidad se ha quedado en la osooridad sobre muchoo detaUes importantes 
con respecto a este plan, Nadia se ha reunido oon nosotms ni nos ha hablado sobre 
este proyecto, que enviara miles de automoviles a nuestra oorm.midad y tendra un gran 
impacto negativo en nuestro vecindario, donde viven miles de personas. Tenemos 
muchos nifios y personas mayores que viven al fado de este gran proyecto. 

Casi no hemos recibido informadon sobre que tan grande sera, que tan alto sera, que 
aspecto tendra, etc. Nada. 

Entiendo que a! estado tambien se le ha proporcionado muy poca infurmacion sobre 
este proyecio. No entiendo oomo puede mvisar un prayecto y aprobar una sofrcitud 
cuando no conooo las conceptos basicos de! proyecto, como su altura\ cuimtos 
espacios de estacionamiemto tendra o cualquier informacioo real sabre su diseno .. 
Aunque esta aplicaci6n tiene muchas paginas, no hay suficiente informaci6n especmca 
inchJtda para permitir que el estado apruebe esta solicitud. 

Espero que se niegue a aprobar cualquier solicitud relacionada con este proyecio hasia 
que se propordone est.a informaci6n basica. 
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To whom It may concern regarding the Clippers project (2018021056), 

I am wrlting thJs letter because I have many serious concerns about the new Clippers 
sports arena project that is proposed for Inglewood. 

Our community has boon left in the dark about many important detaf!s regarding this plan ... 
No one has met with us or talked to us about this project which wiM send thousands of 
cars into our community and have a huge negative impact on our neighborhood, where 
thousands of people live., We have many children and older people living right next door 
to this massive project 

We have received almost no information about how big it will be, how tall it. wm be, what 
it wm look like, etc. Nothing. 

I understand that the state has also been provided with very little information about this 
project I don't understand how you can review a project and approve an application when 
you don't know the basics about the projecl, such as how tall will it be, how many parking 
spaces it will have, or any real information about its des)gn. Even though this application 
has many pages, there's not nearly enough specific information included to allow the state 
to approve thls appticatiort 

I hope you wm refuse to approve any applications related to this project until this basic 
information is provided. 

S!ncerefy, 
t . ·' .·•'· j . l'"' 

N• t{O i#f' IA¥~ c 4. · I 1 hrtr/ 

~
. r~~· i "' r' \~,:·· ' ? .,.,. 

1
1 h' . 

' -~ ' } : 
· i' , Id 
f v .. J~l· .,····· . /!. •'J v.'. ;J .. 

' . 

>.f 
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Pyglic comment on the Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center, Number 2018021056 

Please make the Clippers start all over on the application for the Inglewood Basketball and 
Entertainment Center, Number 20180.21056. This application has many flaws. ft includes very little 
information about the project, like what it will look like or how many cars it will handle. It also tries to 
lower greenhouse gas emissions on the cheap, in a way that will not bring much benefit to Inglewood. 
Also it matly doesn't provide real long term good paying jobs for us community folks. Beer and hot dog 
sellers don't get paid a whole lot 

When the supporters spoke in favor of this law, they focused on all the good things that come with 
reducing greenhouse gases locally. These supporters said that "mitigation" projects would generate 
investment do11ars and create jobs right here in the Inglewood community. 

These projects would have other benefits as well, such as helping mskfents lower their electricity bills 
and improving health, such as by planting trees. Instead the Clippers arena want to do as llttle as they 
possibly can to meet their requirement to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. lt may save them money, 
but it is not good for Inglewood and it is not the law that we were promised, 

Please say NO to this project. 

Sincerely., Ora I L~~h... · --·· 
4g\C) q c/qLf 2 
-"'2/,...,, <') .,.,,,. i· .• ')"'l f j C" .-.L 
~i«l_.J-"' l~-f,} . (_/ L ""\ ':::)r"'· 

~~l~~,Af,t~~ 
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A la Oficina de Planificaci6n e lnvestigaci6n de Californi.a, 
Rechace la solicitud AB 987 para el Centro de Baloncesto y Entretenimiento 
de lnglewoodj No, 2018021056. A ta apUcaci6n le falta informacion importante 
sobre el proyecto.~ oomo: 

• lQue tan grande sera el proyecto (pies cuadrados, etc.)? 
.. 4Que tan alto sera el proyecto? 
• l0Ue tan altos seran los garajes de estacionamiento1 qua se encuentran en 
nuestro vecindario al lado de las casas? 
* lDe que se construiran la arena y otros ecUfictos? 
.. l Cuanto concreto se va a utilizar? 
.. t.Cuantos autos tendran los garajes de estacionamiento? 
• t,C6mo manejara la oomunidad miles de autos adicionales en nuestro 
vecindario? 

El solicitante de este proyedo, el equipo de baloncesto de los Clippers, se ha 
negado a compartir detalles ba\sicos sobre esta propuesta tan importante. 
Esta informaci6n sera muy importante para decidir si el proyecto cumple con 
los requisitos de la ley¥ lNO deberiamos hablar con nosotros? t.No 
deberiamos estar involucrados en et proceso? i..C6mo puede alguien 
averiguar si el proyeeto sera respetuoso oon el media ambiente y que ttpo de 
impacto tendra en el vecindario si no se proporcionan detalles? 

Por favor, no apresure este proyecto a traves. En su lugar, solicite esta 
informaci6n basica para que usted, y el publico~ puedan entender realmente 
lo que quieren construir en Inglewood. Y asegurese de que la informaci6n 
este disponible para el publico1 para que todos puedan verla, Y danos tiempo 
para revisarlo. 

Mochas gracias, ~OJ vi o \ '\20 al r ; '.) v '"' 'v 

.. ~.#- ,·3·1 ~Ll , \ )1; '}-. 
1LPL\1 \i\J, \o4 t~ Jt r\l_o 
/l.~ .. . -/ /r·" )(~::> / ·~ . ftt:"'"" ~~-· /\:AJrt-!·~1'##'"''-,.,. 

9 (J 
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To the Caiffomia Office of Planning and Research~ 

Please reject the AB 987 application for the ingiewood Basketball and 
Entertainment Center, No. 2018021056, The application is miS$ing important 
information about the project, such as: 

• How large the project will be (square footage. etc.,}? 
• How tail the project will be? 
• How tali the parking garages wm be\ which are located in our 

neighborhood next to homes? 
• What the arena and other buildings wm be made of? 
• How much concrete is going to be used? 
• How many cars the parking garages wm hold? 
• How the community will handle thousands of additional cars in our 

neighborhood? 

The applicant for this project1 the Clippers basketball team, has refused to share 
basic detaUs about this very important proposat This information wilt be very 
important in deciding whether the project meets the requirements of the law. 
Shouidn*t we be talked to. Shouldn't we be involved in the process? How can 
anyone ftgure out whether the project will be environmentaHy friendly and what 
kind of impact it will have on the neighborhood if no details are provided? 

Please do not rush this project through. Instead~ please ask for this basic 
infomlation so that you! and the public~ can really understand what they want to 
build in Inglewood. And make sure the information is available to the public! so 
everyone can see it And give us time to reView it. 

Thank you very much, .j!-f. Q"' 0 I I~ 1; ":}...; < '-

~·d-)' 13 ,,.~ - ' 'Jl r-
3L? Lt) ' VJ· lo~ t~ J~ ~ 
11~1 ~it1~-

[J v 
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I am writing ab-Out Proj~t #2018021056, the basketbalt arena in Inglewood proposed by the LA. 
Oipf,lers, This applica&n Ignores the spirit of the ~w by doing as little as ~bte to lower the emiss4om 
of greenhouse gases (GHG} locally, in the tngtewooo area. 

Lowering GHG c:~n oo a big help to a local area. In this case, it should mean that oow do!Iars are spent in 
the local area, helping businesses and hiring local workers, For example, thi& could indude energy 
efficiency programs that also help local residents and businesses .save money on utility bilfs. These 
energy efficiency .programs also put people to mrk~ doing thinp Uke installing oolar .pa~s, retrofitting 
homes, inst.dating buildings, etc. But there is none of that, 

Instead of toose lm:::aiiy programs~ the CJippers plan to just write a check to receive many of their GHG 
redm:tkms. They wm took for the cheapest: programs around. And W¢ will get nothing. Except tots of 
traffic: and cat emisstons. This wilt do nothing tn help Inglewood residents or the -0ommunity, and as I 
said It ignores the ~rit of thJs taw. Please say NO ·to the tngiewooo arena, 

Sincerer;, dG' 'LO z~ { (J 2, :s 'f ·1} L) {. .. \ 

(3. z~)ql~y { z_ c:iZ.-
~2:(.°'lt "c., t.\? l .t1cA n <l ~? 
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AB 987 App!Iation #2018021056 

Dear Governor's Offke, 

I have many concerns about the Clippers arena project. The bi~ by far, is the impact it wm 
rnwe oo Iocal traffic. l was relieved to leam that the new law requires a strong top flight traffic 
management program that wm get cars off the street, but the program pr~ by the Oippers 
doesn't make any sense to me. 

The tdea that putting ~nds d people oo buses from tra~ ~ Wilt ~solve'* the traffic 
problem Is crazy. This idea is especiaHy foolish when yoo realize the Forum and new NR. stadium 
wm be operating at the same time. If they are all active at the same time, .it wilf be disruptive for 
residents and tmpteasant fur everyone. It may also be outright dangerous. Plus, I highly doobt 
many people going to games and concerts wm want to take a train and a bus, which sounds 
extremely inconvenient. Oki the Clippers share with you the st:rn:Hes that transit use is going down 
in U\? Did the Clippers show yoo want It is like when the Forum has a big concert? It can take 
almost an hour to get down Prairie from the freeway .• 

I strongly oppose this plan and hope the Clippers application to streamfine the EIR process Is 

oon!ed. &·j { t::7 O f y )} 
/O~,o l1 '1nV{~ .. · .. 
{lA~ {tLJOC ~ lq (_ ro:SoJ 
I Lf2lf )GLf ~- o 9 ? 2-sa o to f- Clu:u1 
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Say u+11~pr~~ y m.~ibo-~<Wproyecttrdet ~ctq,per.t 
a.r~ef'\II~ood,(N~de,,~2018021056). Me-~ 
fi'¥rn,e~(N'~proy~-parv~~m..ot*'~; y ~qu.e.-~~~ 
~y~~~·a.e,,qW?lei,~~a:v~a-l&s:· 

cUpp«l-atq~~~Y .~~rapid.tr. L~C'lq>pu»
~~prcpor~~~a.-~~ tCOmc-~i<n
CUppu~·~~~"P~~l.a..~? No-*-'~Juv 
~~~~N~ 

r~~,,~~· .. etrpruy~y~~ 
~~que-~a.~~r~~ 
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de.-~~ n&MrV~~~@~~~p~ 
ubicad&j~ct;~dA?/~y Gtp~ lA~··~~dicltc

~ ~? Q~~~·~ c~-~~~a.Uii. Ltll""P~ 

q~et'\N~~Cl.qJ'f'U's-Aitsiq~~~sOOr&~ 

~aei..p~A.~ zCmno-p~~~~Wnh" 

~q~~.~~et"f' 

Crec-q~~t»'~~~qtMPelt~~y~~ 

detU:t.-~~~~~derquet~~~co-rvelt ". ' ) 
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1 ttm-Ctt~n.ed-~hbor wrW~0-~~~ctq>puk'~ 
pr&je.ct'i.ntl~·(T~N~ 2018021056). I·~ 
cp~~pvoject'{or R.-rut.mber of r~ ~~&~··~ w ~ 
~~ea,~·t:he.-~uvwr ~ID-·help ~c'lqfpu}'~ 

a.wa::vO'W"~~mcv&$&~ 'f'he;clipper}'~prov~ru:>-· 

~·tu-·tk&~. tfow· at'&~Clipper!'~~wlthcut' 
prov~~the-·~~?~~~nc-~~~ N~ 

i·~~~rwahout:~p~ect~thet~~m{i.W 
~·it:wilL~Ot'll~ We-~~ ~~~pec;>"le-£¥1/our 
~·I~ thatpo:cr poop~~~'fik.e,~ dcnft~. 
1(.(ch,~~. 

WM.t"woYr~ ~ ~·~hc\tl Utti&we-~ ~~pn?fed: A~{rcmv 
a-~ I haNe- ruYt ~~ ptd:Ure$'ofth4-.~pYOjed:. ~ 
Y~~ttt·~of~~~H~~~ycw 
what" u-wai ~ ~ flow t:alL i1: f4.: How ~ car}' waLmvther€4 Th& 
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~how ~thtv~prOjed:it-·~fXr~ flow ~J!Ctt'~~ 
th& t,m.pactJ-· if yt:JW dbwt knew n.cw b4f rt: f.4r? 

I ~~w~lnform.attcntthat~~YlDY", ~·~ 

~ ~~be{orer~~{orw!U"<Lw~tlt&pY<{fed:. 
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I am writing concerning the Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center, 
Project#2018021056. 

Traffic is already a serious problem in Inglewood. Even the city knows It and 
agrees. The City has said that the area has no transit and traffic is a nightmare. 
The plan by the Clippers to bring people by buses to come to arena events is not 
going to happen. The Clippers will do nothing to decrease congestion. We are being 
sold down the river. 

The program propo.sed by the Clippers is not serious. To be honest, it ls a joke. 
There are no specific promises, and no way to hold the Clippers responsible for its 
fai.lure. 

This is a terrible location for a major new events venue. It is going to increase 
overall traffic in the area. The ran lines are not located nearby, and very few people 
wm use public transit to get to and from the arena. The Metro agency said it would 
cost a billion dollars to make a real connection to the transit stations. I would ask 
you to come to my neighborhood on a night when just the Forum has a major 
concert and see what traffic is like. 

We don't need another sports venue rar from a transit stop in Inglewood - just look 
at the traffic during a Forum concert. And of course this problem will be much 
worse once the NFL stadium opens. The Clippers don't get much transit usage even 
at Staples Center in Downtown LA, which has lots of transit. 

Please do what1s best for Inglewood and Los Angeles and reject this application. 
Send the Clippers back to the drawing board and come back with a real plan. Look 
at the Metro Study. Make Mr. Ballmer pay for the real connection to the train 
station. d / 

Thank you. (; ~ (o Jt./C°{ {;t:lt-1£'1 n ·~ "' g le> ~Cf t!:J"l -s ~ "~/ 

f e;i '&11 yv f\e>.iv fJ VF :!.1· <(/b-~o d ?o 3c~ 

{/'fiarrvet ~ 
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Querido senor, senora, 

Estoy escrlbiendo sobn~ el Centro de entretenimiento y baloncesto de Inglewood, 
Proyecto :fl: 2018021056. 

El trafico ya es un probtema grave en Inglewood. Induso la ciuda:d lo sabe Yes.ta de 
acuerdo. La Ciudad ha dicho que el area no tiene transito y et traflco es una 
pesadma. El plan de los Clippers para llevar a la gente en autobuses a eventos de la 
arena nova a suceder. Los Clippers no haran nada para disminuir la congestion. 
Nos estan diciendo una gran mentira. 

El programa propuesto por los Clippers no es serio. Para ser honesto, es una 
broma. No hay promesas espedflcas ni forma de responsabilizar a ios Clippers por 
su fracaso. 
Este es un lugarterribie para 1.m nuevo estadio deportivo importante. Va a 
aumentar el trafico general en el area. Las lineas de ferrocarril no estan ubicadas 
cerca, y muy pocas personas usaran el transporte publico para ir y venir de la 
arena. La agenda de Metro dijo que costa:ria mil mmones de dolares hacer una 
conexi6n real con las estadones de transrto. Le pido que venga a mi vedmiario en 
una noche en la que solo el Forum tiene un gran concierto y vea c6mo es el trafico. 

No necesitamos otro lugar deportivo lejos de 1.u1a parada de transito en Inglewood, 
solo mire el trafico durante un concierto dei Foro. Y, por supuesto, este problema 
sera mucho pear una vez que se abra el estadio de la NFL Los Clippers no tienen 
mucho uso det transporte, incluso en el Staples Center en el centro de Los Angeles, 
que tiene mucho transito. 
Por favor, haga lo mejor para Inglewood y Los Angeles y rechace esta solidtud. 
Envia a !os Clippers al tabfero de dibujo y regresa con un plan real. Mira el estudio 

d.e ~etro .. :.~ ag.· que· .. el. s.:·. B. allmer ~gue p. o. r i.·a· conexi6n real a la estad6. n de tren. 

Grac1as. r lj C (o li/J Gf! Gr:,o p..;vt. ~ - 3 !a-, 9' O'/ ·°' 50 bY 

lo j t '1-~.:f U l<.t? ~ '1 VJ! J; 'Y!.,~ZE, W&e>O c4 Cf e> 70 7 

v m'q 
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Estimado Representante de QPR, 

La propuesta de los Clippers de oonstruir un nuevo estadio en Inglewood harra que 
m..1estras oalles locates se parecieran a la autopista 405 en hora punta.. El impacto en 
nuestra oomunidad sera terrible. Piensa sabre esto. El Forum ya hace que el trafico se 
detenga en las noches de roncierto, Entonces el nuevo estadio Rams tendra todo tipo 
de eventos. Hara qua el trafico sea aun poor. Y luego se construir~ todo el pmyecto de! 
parque de Hollywood que ya esta aprobado. Y el trafioo se· detendra por oompteto. 
Entonces, (.c6mo Hegamn los autobuses de la estaci6n de tren a ta arena,. at hate! o al 
edificio medico? F acif j no lo ha ran. 

Esperaba que los Clippers hubieran desarmllado 1.u1a sotuci6n inteligente para este 
problema. pero segun la aplicaci6n para el Centro de Entrenamiooto y Baloncesto de 
Inglewood (2018021056), pa.race que no tienen ideas. Estan proponiendo un plan que 
es completamente irreaiista. La idea de poner a mites de personas en los autobuses 
para llegar a ta parada de tnmsporte publioo mas cercana es rtdlcuta, especialmente en 
los dias en que el Forum tambien esta activo, Cuando agregas trafioo desde et estadio 
Ramsy Chargers, sera simplemente imposibie. Ademas. lQUe pasara cuando se 
oonstruya el resto de Hollywood Park? 
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Dear OPH RepresentaNve, 

The proposal by the Clippers to build a new arena in fngiewooo would make our local 
streets resembte the 405 freeway at rush hour, The impact on our community wm be 
devastating, Think about this. The Forum already makes traffic come to a stop on 
concert nights., Then the new Rams stadium will have a!I kinds of events, It wm make 
traffic even worse. And then the whole Hollywood park project which is already 
approved wm get built And the trafftc wm be dead stop. So how win buses get from the 
rail station to the arena~ or hotel, or medical building? Easy~ they won't 

I had hoped that the Clippers would have deve.loped a smart solution to this problem, 
but according to the application for the Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center 
(2018021056) they appear to be out of ideas. They are proposing a plan that is 
completely unrealistic. The idea of putt.ing thousands of people on buses to get to the 
nearest transit stop is laughable, especially on days when the Forum is also active. 
VVhen you add in traffic from the Rams and Chargers stadium, it wm be simpty 
impossible. Pius, what win happen when the rest of Hollywood Park is built? 

- • l / [) 
t [

··"· i 

}/II:;; ... ~i 
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When I first heard about the new arena proposed by the dippers, #2018021056, t was excited. i know 

that In order to be given the right tu be streamlined by the state, the project would need to create new 

hlg~paying jobs right here in town, I have family and friends who are looking for career jobs in the 

lngJewood area, and this project toutd be Just what fuey were rooking for, 

However. the AB 987 application submitted by Murphy's Bowl shows that this is not the case. They are 

not creating a significant number of new jobs at the arena, propnsed for the intersection of Prairie and 

Century. Instead, they will be moving low-paying jobs from Downtown LA. to Inglewood, a distam::e of 

about HJ miles. J don't see anyooo new benefitting from the "jobs" this project will supposedly <.:re.ate. 
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H;:irrnosi\ lkMdl Offke 
Phone: {310) 79i>2400 

Chatten-Brown~ Carstens & Minteer llP 
SM Diego Offk~ 
Phone: {858) WYHKllO 
Phone: {619) S\404522 

IV!s, Kate Gordon 
Director~ 

2200 Pacific Coost H!ghvvay, Suite 318 
Hermosa Beach, CA, 90254 

\Y•NW'Xbcearth!a•N,(Om 

Feb.mary l ~ 2019 

Office of Planning and Research 
1400 1 0th Street 
Sacrarnento, CA 95814 

Via Entail: Caftf{1rniaJobs(i:i},opr. ca.gov 

Dougbs C<lr»t<Hhi 
Emaii Address: 

Dher.t D~~~t 
310"798-2400 Ext 1 

Opposition to Certification of the Inglewood Basketbafi and Entertainment Center 
Prqject under /ill 987 (Application No, 2018021056) 

Dear Ms. Gordon: 

On behalf of faglevvood Residents Against Takings and Evictions ("IRATE~))~ we 
object to certification of the Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center Project 
("Project"') pursuant to .AH 987- The Prqject does not meet AB 987's requirements, As 
proposed) the Prqject \viH lead to increased traffic congestion1 pollution) and emission of 
greenhouse gases in Irtglesvoodi directly and negatively impacting the .health and v1eUM 
being of the cornmunity and IRATE's members. Perhaps more impottantlys the 
methodology used by the applicant, if accepted by the Califon.Un Air Resources Board 
("'CA.RB*') and the Gove:111or1 undermines coJnpliance Tvith the State''s established 
Greenhouse Gas ("'GHG") goals and established methodologies of air districts. This sets a 
very dangerous precedent for the entire state. 11.lt\TE opposed passage of AB 987 
because of its potential harmful effects on the local c01111mmity, Those cone ems are nmv 
being realized as AB 987 is being implemented. 

A.B 987 requires a Project certified under its authority meets rigorous 
environmental standards, The applicant has failed to adequately describe hmv the Prqject 
\vm meet those starnfards required by AB 987 and therefore1, the certification should be 
denied, 

There are a number of reasons the application cannot be certified. 
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A. The ,frojed Results in an lnt~&,/1§4 in GHG E,n1imsionm. 

Public Resources Code§ 21168.8 subdivision (b)(3) requires that the project not 
cause a net increase in ca+Gs. To de.rnonstrate net zero GHG c1u.ission.s, the applicant 
must show that future Project emissions, minus baseline emissions, minus mitigation 
measures, equal zercL The applicant manipulates the baseline ern:issions level to decrease 
the arnount of ernissions it mu.st mitigate. This "m.cthodology~' mus counter to CEQA 
and every well-respected air emissions methodology on the book:s, 1 ff accepted by the 
Air Resources Board (ARB) it wm create a precedent that ivm undermine achievement of 
the State's GI-R:i reduction standards, and established policies of air agencies. 

Ifie applicant's GHG baseline includes the GHG emissions now attributable to its 
games played at the Staples Center. (Application, Attach, G, pp. 6-7 ,) The application 
then takes credit for effectively eliminating~ not just refocating, its GHQ emissions frorn 
its existing operations at Staples Center, This is wrong and unsupportable under CEQA~ 
since Staples Center will continue to operate. The applicant effectively assumes (vvith no 
supporting evidence) that nothing \VilJ replace the Clippers gmnes currently taking place 
at the Staples Centet\ which account for 21 % of Staples Center emissions. (Application, 
Attach. G, p. 9.) The applicant acts as though its move out of the Staples Center is 
equivalent to demolishing or permanently restricting the capacity of 2 i %i of a refinery or 

1 Existing conditions on the ground at the Project site consist of a hoteli restaurant, 
commercial building, and Hght industrial buildings, (Application Attachrnent G, JL 7 ,) 
These are the source of the GHG emissions that should he included in the baseline, 
Existing conditions do not) and should 11ot1 include GHG emissions from other facilities 
such as the Staples Center~ Honda Center~ and others that the application inc.!udes. The 
Supreme Court in Cormmmities f'or A Better t11vinmment v, South Coast A.ir Qualit;y 
Management Dist, (20HJ) 48 CaL4th 310 (''C'BE'') explained in detail ho'tv a baseline is 
to be deten11ined, The Court stated: ''To decide whether a gi'ven prQject\; environmental 
effects are likely to be significant, the agency must use some measure of the 
em/lnmrru:nt:t state absent the project, a measure sometimes reforred to as the ''baseline;; 
for environmental analysis.'~ (CBE, supra, 48 CaL4th '.HO; 315; emphasis added.) The 
Supreme Court has thus held the appropriate baseline is ''the physical conditions actuai~y 
e:;zisting at the time t.{ana(ysis,'' (id. at 316, emphasis added,) The Supreme Court 
quoted various cases stating actual conditions at the time of analysis must be the baseline 
for analvsis: "the baseline fix CEQ" A analvsis must be the "'t\xisting nhysical conditions in 

~ ,,, """" t'' y.. 

the affected area" ([citation]), that is, the "'real conditions on the ground,;'''' ([citations].) 
(CB.E, supra, 48 CaL4th at 321.) 
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pmver plant (in this case Staples Center)) in order to take credit for eliminating that 
portion of its ernissions. This is, of course, absurd~ and unsupported by any proof. 

'The departure of the Clippers from Staples Center cannot be shovvn to result in any 
physical reduction in Staple's capacity to cause GHG emissions, or any reductkm in its 
operating capacity. Staples Center wm continue to fully operate and will attempt to book 
ne\v events for those dates~ replacing the GHG ernissions from the Clippers 1 games with 
emissions from new events to a currently unknown degree* perhaps 100%1. The applicant 
has not~ to !Ri\.TE's knowledge,, secured a covenant from Staples that it \Vi11 pen11anently 
reduce its capacity by 2 l ~10 to account for the departing Clippers games~ nor could that 
reasonably he expected, The operating capacity of Staples will not be reduced in any 
manner~ and the only reasonable assumption is that it wm continue to he usedJ pedu:ps 
fully usedi with corresponding GHG ernissions. 

In addition, the applicant assu1nes that about half of the mmwbasketbaH events to 
be scheduled at the TBEC facility would be Hmarket-shifted'~ from other event facilities, 
such as the Honda Center) and that the GHGs now generated by those events would be 
eliminated~ not just relocated; the application assumes that these events \Vin never be 
replaced by any other events at those other facilities. (Application Attach. G~ pp, 9-10.) 
The applicant does not shmv that it has secured any pemmnent reduction on operating 
capacities of these facilities~ nor is there any evidence tfoit these events \Vill, in fact, 
relocate from Staples, Honda Center, the Forum or any other venue to the ne\:v Clippers 
arena~ or that the GHG errnissions they cause will actua1ly be eliminated. The application 
simply assumes that events \Vin shift from existing event facilities to TBEC, and that no 
such shifted events will be replaced hy new ones. The application, in essence). assumes a 
zero-sum total of GHG emissions from events in the Los Angeles area of the types Hmt 
the IBEC facility \Vould serve; if these events move to IBEC, no additional events will 
occur to replace them, The assumption Hn:it existing facilities serve every possible event 
of this kind; and that building a ne;,v fadlity (here, the IBEC) wEl not and cannot lead to 
the occurrence of additional such events, is not supported by evidence in the application, 
and tbereft1re cannot be taken at fitce value. The application has not made the required 
case for these GHG reductions. 

The application's baseline methodology asserts that over 300,000 tons ofC02 
emissions will simply disappear \Vhen the Project is built (Application Attachment G~ p., 
25.) Because they "'\iisappear/' the applicant asserts it does not need to offaet those 
emissions. This, of course, is a fallacy.. Those emissions are simply relocated1 not 
eliminated. As an analogy, imagine the folloviing: a nmv subdivision is built The pmject 
developer asserts that the people moving to the new homes are simply moving to the ne\v 
subdivision frrnn existing homes, therefhre there is no net increase in GB.Gs or any 
criteria pollutants. Or a new refinery is built~ and the oil and gas refiner asserts that the 
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refinery will reduce the market share of ot11er existing refineries1 thereby there is no 
increase in GHG or criteria pollutants. No responsible approving: agency wuuld accept 
such argumentfL 

Accepting the applicant's assertions as a dem.onstrat:km of net-zero GHG 
emissions vvnuld not only be \Vrong~ it \Vould fly in the face of the state's role leading the 
country on climate change and would be setting a dangen:rus precedent for fature 
development Every deve1operJ manufacturerj refiner1 and other source of emissions 
would attempt to zero out OHG emissions by relying on the market-shifted concept 
without actual proof that the reductions will occur. The implications fbr methodology 
sleight of hand is tremendously adverse for the state, The requirement of A.B 987 is net 
zero~ not a rnagic trick or a baseline calculation that will cmnpletdy turn on its head years 
of established guidance from air agencies and CEQA, 

It The Application lfails to Demonstrate Sufficient Local GHG IV:l.itigstion 
.&leasures. 

The applicant does not comply with AB 98Ts mandate that "!n]ot less than 50 
percent of the greenhouse gas e1nissinns reductions necessary to a chi.eve [net zero 
emissions] shall be from locaL, direct greenhouse gas emissions reduction measures.'' 
(Health and SaL Code§ 21168.6.8 sub(L (1)(3).) This directive via& included to ensure 
that the local oommunitv .is mn burdened \With shouldering the fuH vi1ei2ht of the ProJ'ect"s 

y" -.,..... >.,....J 

harmful emissions. 

The applicant could have pmposed significant local measures such as solar 
instaHations on neighboring homesi energy efficiency retrofits of area businesses~ and 
other local meaningful measures, especially since the Project would he smToru1ded by 
disadvantaged cmm:nunities 'lvherc such programs are sorely needed, It dues not 'rhe 
applicant cheats by inflating its baseline~ taking credit for TDiv1 reductions that will never 
be achieved> and then using gene.de GHG offaets without any local measures to achieve a 
"pretend'' redrn::tion in GHCL That is not \Vhnt AB 987 requires, When the baseline is 
corrected to include only existing emissions sources on the Project site, the Projecf s 
proposed local .n:iitigation m.easures are closer to 14% of the total required rather than the 
57~/;, that the application asserts, 

Finally, the applicant treats the 50~?S local reduction requirement as a ceiling, It is 
not ft is a :floor, The applicant can only look to reduce GHG emissions outside of 
1ng1evvood using credits or other methods if it is infeasible to do so focally, The applicant 
has not shown this, ''The applicant is gnmi.ng the requirements of AJ3 987 and 
sho.rtchnnging the local conununity, 
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C. The Project Fails tu btdttde Ream:mable~ Feasible, and Effective GHG 
Emission Retb1ction l\'1itigatfou 1\:1.easures Implemented By Other Sports 
Venues. 

The Project fails to implement effective GHG mitigation measures that have been 
hnplemented around the country by other sports venueiL We attach excerpts from a 
report by the Natural Resources Defense Council ("NRDC Reporf') entWe<l "Game 
Changer/~ on the energy consumption and GHG reductions that have been rnade by other 
"tJ·o·rtP ''tad·''"l""" .(':o·r .<".DFnf)&' r•sn11 pu~1"'·"' 00~' ('£. ·"·cl• 'lRU:r···e j ;·· ·T!k~ N1 fDH(' R· '"'nort shou"" n.t

11at: .V.t~ ' '.v .~ ·Xu ~ . .a:{;."'t'} l~ . V~'f.S.J..t .. .B:.v,,~~ . ·J. ;)'~.J~::;c')....<).... \' .w.S.Ji '"\.~·((,, . . .i v .. llv ;~ .fi.LJ .... . ~'.§:~ ..... '' ~-'·. ft~,. ~~ l · 

a sports venue that is genuinely trying to reduce its environmenta.! footprint can do; this 
applicant faHs woefully short2 NRI1C's Report sets forth actual examples of sports 
venues that are implementing measures far superior to those illat have been identified in 
the AB 98 7 application for the Project Some of the highlights of that report are 
discussed below, 

.L The Clippers~ Partkii1at.fau in NBA 's Ernvironmerntai Performance 
Program Should be Guaranteed. 

The IHEC application does not mention the Clippers} participation in the NB/\~s 
Green Initiative {NRDC Report~ p., 26~27) including but not limited to the Green \\leek 
program. The NRDC Report states .. Each ofthe league's 30 teams hosts Green \Veek 
community service events such as tree plantings* recycling drives~ and park clean-up days 
to get involved in the Ieague1s greening initiative.'1 (R.eport, p. 27.) The applicant must 
explain ff and how it intends to participate in and promote the NBA Green Initiative at 
the IBEC. 

'fhe rvtiami lfoat bas.ketbaH team "addc<l 9,161 square feet of canopies to reduce 
the beat island effoct'' (NRDC Report~ fL 45.) There is no mention of heat island 
reduction in the applicant's discussion of construction or energy usage. (See Application~ 
IL 5i Attach:rnent G1 p. 17..) Ileat island effect reduction rnust be incorporated, 

1 Tbe NRDC Report is available at https://wvvw.rm:k:.org!sltes/<lefauitlfiles/Game
Changer-report, pd:C 
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The Staples Center is the first U .S, arena to achieve ISO 14001 certification for an 
environmenta] management system (EMS)~ a vvritten program setting forth environmental 
goals and practices, (NRDC Report) p. 56 and p, 5K) The applicant in contrast does not 
mention any EMS. i\n Eh'fS should be required, 

4. Ene:rgy usage mcasuxcs must be improved. 

The appl!cant proposes to include solar cells only on Hthe main arena building 
rooe~ (Application~ JL 5,) Other building roofa ate available and should be used fbr solar 
ceUs as weIL nm project includes large parking structure facilitiest a retaH cmnplex, and 
a hoteL (i\ttachment i\-2,) No explanation is provided for why these rnofa cannot be 
used for solar cell placement in addition to the main arena building roof. 

The Staples Center includes a 1:.727-panel solar array, (NRDC Report, p. 56,) 
There is no statement of the number of panels planned for installation by the applicant 
The Staples Center also uses a m1mber of sffeeming accmnplishmerrt.s~ many of which are 
not mentioned by the applfoant. These include "Lovv-voitage lighting relays~~; '"electronic 
ballast instead of magnetic hallasf~; "variable speed drives on all air handlers and one 
chiller"; "time schedules fbr and photo ceU control of exterior lightin&f; ''Super-efficient 
three-phase motors''. (NRDC Report~ p. 56,) 

"fhe Tran Blazers "partnered \Vlth Pacific P(nver and the BonneviHe 
Environmental Fzmndation frJr the purchase of 100 percent renewable energy programs,H 
Senate Bill 100~ sponsored by Senator De Leon and approved by the Governor on 
Septernber 10~ 2018 states "it is the policy of the state that eligible rene\vable energy 
resources and zero~carbon resources supply 100%, of retail sales of electricity to 
Califhnria end-use custo.mers and l ooi:;,-;; of e!.ect.r:icity procured to serve all sta.te agencies 
by December 3 L, 2045.11 (See also KCET~ ''Heat/' infra, Video mark 22:46.) The 
Project applicant as it seeks the Governor~s certification ofEnvimnmenta1 Leadership 
status should commit to 100%} renewable energy usage by 2045 as welt 

The NRDC report states the Home Depot Center, which is home of the LA Galaxy 
soccer team and is not fox avrnv from lnglei:vnod, ''participates in Southern Califbmia • ~ . . . a 

Edison's Demand Response programs, 1:vhich enable it to manage energy use to avoid 
statewide demand peaks." (NRDC Report, p, 103.) The LA Galaxy ''participated in the 
BonneviUe Environmental Foum:fation's Solar 4R Schools program, which instaHs snfar 
panels on a school in the winning team's region.~' (lbitL) The applicant should c01mnit 
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to instaHing solar roofs and similar measures within the local area before relying on 
purchasing offaet credits to mitigate its impacts, 

The applicant proposes to recycle 75 percent of its constmction demolition 
material, (Application, p, 5,) The applicant makes no statement or con:unitment to any 
level of recycling during operations, 

The Rose Garden Arena1 home of the Portland Trail Blazerns has a more effective 
recycling prograrn that includes recycling during operations: ''l"vforc than 80 percent of 
operations waste is diverted it'Om local .!andfilhL !~ (NRDC R.epnrt> p, 64.) Philips Arena, 
hnme o:ffhe Atlanta Fhnvks~ ''sends its plastic. aluminum, gfassi cardboard and paper 
waste to SP Recycling,~' (NH.DC ReportJ p. 99,) Furthermorc1 ''Paper products, including 
paper t(:n,vels1 bathromn tissue1 and copier paper~ are all 1 00 percent post-consumer 
recycled content.~~ (l<IRDC Reportt p, 99.) 

D. The Applicant Relies on Purchased (;HG Offaets That are not Supported 
by Evidence. 

The application states that 39A86 l\1JvfTC02e of GHG emissions~ or about 381;,'Q 

(more than one~third of the total) of the GBG reductions clai.med by the applicant sviU be 
produced as co-benefits 1:1f conventional air pollutant emissions reductions and/or from. 
purchased GHG offsets (reductions frorn other GHG sources), (Application; p, 22,) The 
application does not specify \vhat portion of this 3 8% of GHG :reductions \vill com.e as 
cn~benefits (nor the conventional air pollutant control measures that vviH produce them)~ 
and what portion from GHG offsets. The validity of vlhatever portion is supposedly 
coming from purchased offsets is not supported by evidence in the appEcati.on.. 

The California Health and Safety Code establishes strict requirements for GHG 
offsets, They must be "real, perrnanent, quantifiable, and enforceable'' and ""in addition 
to any greenhouse gas reductions othenvise required by fa.'iv or regulation,, and any otJwr 
greenhouse gas emission reduction that would otherwise occur.'' (Health and Saf Code§ 
38562, subds. (d)(l) and (2),) The application states that offsets \Vill be ''verified by a 
third party accredited by .ARB" ( /\ppiica.tionj p. 23), giving as cxan1ples of such third 
parties three carbon offset registries that ARB has used in the state CarMmd-Trade 
prograxn for reducing GHG emissions. (Sec CaL Code of Regs.,, tit 17 i § 95801 i et seq,) 
Unfortunately,, there are no sud1 ARB-accredited registries,. The ARB does not approve 
or accredit any carbon offset registries for any use other than in the state's Cap-and-Trade 
nrogTan1, nor does it vouch for m1v registry for use outside that program, .v 'ii.: . 111 ~ y, •• ~ 
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The Air Resources Board recently issued the follmving statement regarding carbon 
registries in response to a reporter~s questions: 

The CaHfomia ltir Resources Board has approved offset project registries to aid in 
the imp!t:mentation of the compliance offset program component of the state's 
C:ap-and~ Trade Program, The registries perfom1 mainly adrninistrative functions in 
ensuring that eligible offact projects have submitted required documentation and 
obtained third-party verification pursuant to the Cap-au.1:Vfra<le Regulation and 
applicable CARH-appmved Compliance Offset Protocols., CARB then reviews 
and approves aIJ offset projects before issuing what arc knov.rn as 11compliance
grade offset creditsu that am the equivalent to a.Uowances and can be used by 
regulated entities in the Cap wand-Trade Program to meet a very limited pmiion (up 
to 8 percent) of their armna1 compliance obligations. 

The offset project registries~ as well as other organizations~ also operate voluntary 
offset marketsj \vhere they issue voluntary offset credits that are NOT eligible to 
tran.sition to comp.!iance-gradc offset credits. 'fhe voluntary 1narket is completely 
separate frorn the co.mpliance rnarket and CARB does not oversee it in any vlay, 
nor does CARE regulate how voluntar:v credits arc used. More information on 
CARlVs Cmnpliance Offset 2mgram is available here: 
https ;//ww,w ,arb. ca,gov/cc/capandtrade/offaetsJoffsets,htm. 

CAR.B 1s Cmnpliance Offset Program for the Cap-and-Trade Regulation is 
specifically limited to offset projects \vi:thfa the United States~ although offset 
credits issued in Quebec or Ontario are also eligible for use since \Ve have linked 
the California Cap-am1-Irnde Program. with the cap-and-trade prograrns in those 
two jurisdictions. CARB does not issue compliance offset credits to internatimml 
projectL IntemationaUy generated credits are available through the voluntary 
market! whicht as we nmntfoned above, is completely separate frorn offset credits 
that can be used in our Cap-and-Trade Program, CA.RB does not track voluntary 
credit prices nor who can use thern, 

(ARB statement issued January 28, 20! 8, by Stanley Young, CARB Office of 
Comn1unication.s Director.) Thus. the .ARB has not endorsed, does not regulate ox 
••accredit'' and does not oversee or Vlarrant in any i.vav a:nv carbon reuistries in the ,. )(- ,,,. )('- e 

voluntary market1 even those registries that the ARB uses in the Capwand-Trade 
compliance program, 'fhere are no .ARB "accredited" registries frx the applicant to use. 

Nor does the application specify \:vhat procedures vwuld be used to verify the 
effectiveness and enforceability of the offaets on which it relies.. 'Ihe ARB regulations 
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impose extremely tight requireinents on an offsets used in the Cap-and~Tradc program1 to 
ensure that the offsets used there actually are realt permanent, verifiable) and enforceable 
(see Cal Code ofRegs, 1 tit 171 § 95801~ et seq,)1 and only .ARB itselfissnes the actual 
offset credits1 not any carbon registry, No such tight requirements are provided in the 
app1ication1 and there is no comparahle procedure in the application to demonstrate the 
validity of any such purchased offsetL Indeed, the appI.icatfon is rather casual in its 
treatment of this very complex and highly ccmt:roversial subject IRA TE notes that ARB 
also limits the use of purchased GHG offsets: to only 8~>/, of a covered source's GHG 
enlissionsi :not 38'.;i·f;, as the application here would aHcnv. (CaL Code of Regs. .. , tit 17~ §§ 
95854 and 95856 sulxt (h)(1)(i\).) There is no justification in the application for relying 
on purchased offsets for such a large portion of the proposed arena ts GH G emissions. 

The applicant seeks certification as an Enviromnental Leadership Prqject to avoid 
sorne aspects of CEQA to \vhich other deveJopers are he.Id;. in return, the state of 
Caiifhmia should hold the applicant here to similar standards for GHG ernissions offsets 
as it holds the sources in the Cap~and~Trade program, There is no reason to suppose that 
a private party has similar expertise to the ARB's in detennining the validity of a GHG 
offset$ and it is not clear that any competent air quality agency \Vill approve or oversee 
the obtaining and verification of the GHG offsets the applicant proposes to buy. Reliance 
on private carbon offset registries that are not accredited or O'verseen by the ARB or any 
other govem.mcnt agency is risky and unproven. Such questions must be thoroughly 
explored and settled prii)r to approval of this appEcatio:tL 

Once built, the IBEC cannot be redesignedt and vvill he difficult anrl expensive to 
retrofit, should its purchased offsets fail OfiSets of conventional pollutants in significant 
mnounts arc subject to permit conditions and monitoring by the South Coast Air Quality 
I'v1anagern.ent District Greenhouse gas crnissions are not subject to such n1onitoring~ nor 
does the application provide any method for monitoring the success ~" or failure - of the 
purchased GHG offsets on \Vhich it relies for more than a third of its required GHG 
emissions reductions. 

Further~ the application is extremely vague as to vlherc the offsets win be 
Okt.'"'1, n<"d «t. '~t· ·1t1g 0'11V that "·•·"'··~ f""n'<>;·~t Sf'""'tl<J(n• V'J' 1J tn ·the ""X.i ·;%nt· i;,.,"'«lt'&.;! '" r.l'"'''·" th· 1:• ti ~ .j:f • ...:'V. ' i} i.i . . . .:tt . .t ,/ .. ~ :uJ~- J:.t.Z ~-, .. r;,...,,\_.'. ~., .JV .. "-" .H. .'"Sf •• t ·~ ~}' . . w .. . :t.t:s..lf. ..t~'tj:-...;· tHllt .i.JJ~¥(; ·~· 

highest p1iority on purchase of offset credits that produce emission reduction i.\1ithin the 
City of Inglevwod or the boundaries of the South Coast Air Quality lvfauagement 
District.1

' (Application, p. 23.) No definition of the term. "feasible" is given, although 
IRATE suspects that the per~tun price of the offsets may be the determining factor. 
Under this brief and vague directive) local ofisetsi with their substantial potential for 
J.ocaJ co-benefits such as decreased local emissions of conventional pollutants and 
increased job opportunities} rnay be put into economic competition with Jntenmtional 
offsets that1 due to cheaper labor costs in developing countries~ will almost always tend to 
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he cheaper. The resuH may \veH he that local offsets~ with their local co-benefits,, v/iU be 
found unavailable and infeasible \Vhen they are~ in fact~ teclmo1ogica11y feasible~ but 
merely have a higher purchase price than international offsets, 

The criteria fbr ex:actl:y vrhere the proposed offsets wm be sought should be fuHy 
defined and disclosed before the appHcatfon can be deemed comp1ete or can be approved. 

The applicant's use of a seriously flawed n1ethodology for its GHG en1.issions 
analysis has additional con.sequences beyond an increase in GHG emissions,. GHG 
emissions and focal criteria ·pollutant ernissions are doselv correlated, Bv ,, " 
underestinmting the GH.G ernissions of the Project and failing to properly mitigate those 
emissions locaHy, the applicant has also underestimated the focal criteria pollutant 
emissions of the Prqject Therefore; the health impacts to the co:mmunity of Ingfo\vood 
•11·:.•1 "·i..,.() lJ·~ n•Jd'"t""'''t·1·t""'ateA 1Cx·pn•0 ••re "O '<>t•t··"'.r1·a no·1iut'lDt<j "·u ~1.1 "'"' ·N,. ·o'" "' nH· 10 THI 'i'? 5 .!!:: ~J <$.:J.lS ~- w.~.~ ~-,.~,;_s.,. J.?. -5:.,.,i,, .t.,, .. 1<.J:0.:3u. · ~ ~ J ... :~.-.. t k'. l '., -.:JS~ l~l. (~D .... ..t~.·::.- .! ].V!. .·~ ~ ! J'¥.·'*"'~ ~ 

and diesel particufate matter (designated as an airborne toxic contamh:umt by the i\ir 
Resources Board, and as knovln to the State of Califi.!fnia to cause cancer bv the state~s 

' " 
experts pnrsuantto Proposition 65 [Cal Code ofRegEL, tit, 17~ § 93000; tit 27i § 27001, 
respectively] lead to health impacts; including respiratory and cardiovascular problems; 
and potentially cancer. The applicant does not account for these increased health risks, 
tvhich is contrary to AB 98Ts mandate that the Prq,)ect should '''maximize puhHc health, 
environrn.ental and employnv:mt benefits~~ hy reducing GHG emissions "in the pn::~icct 
area and in the neighboring comn1unities,'' 'The real-workl consequences of building the 
arena as described in the application are comp1etdy contrary to what Governor Bro\vn 
made clear was required in his signing message, The applicant is continuing to show its 
disdain for the local residents as it has done through this entire process, 

The e1nission of CiHGs contributes to clirnate change, which in tum creates serious 
public health impacts. De Marc Futemick~ an Emergency Physician~ and others 
explained these concerns on a recent KCET prognun ••Heaf' SoCal Connected Season 91 

Episode 6, (htt1n: //vrw;,,v .kcetorg/shows/ socal-connected/episodes!l1eat (''Heat 
Video"},) Dr.. Futemick stated that "''This [climate change] is the higgest threat to human 
health right nov.i in the \Vorid and I am not alone in thinking that. , , , This is going to 
increase mortality significantly.'' (De Futen1ick; Heat Video mark 4:{Hi) J)r., F~upa Basu~ 

an epidemiologist i,vith the California Enviromnental Protection Agency (CalEPA) on the 
same program stated: "When it is hot outside we see heart attacks, , , , cerebral vascular 
diseases such as stroke~ kidney disease, adverse birth outcomes such as premature births, 
stiHhirth :from lmv birth weight, and some respiratory diseases such as asthma attacks. 
Climate change is causing increased deaths and i1lnesses. ~~ (Dr. Bm;;u; Heat \lideo mark 
5:45.,) DL Basu's pioneering work is connecting the health frnpacts of extreme heat and 
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climate change, For every l 0 degree increase in temperature, the rate of deaths increases 
2.3%1, (Heat Video mark 6:1 I.) ''People are dying at epidemic levels because of clirnate 
change,~' (Dr. Basu, Heat ~video mark 6:43,) 

"Climate change is currently impacting the health of our cnmn:mnity. People are 
dying at an increased rate and suffering all kinds of other illness related to the changes 
that are a result of global vvarming," (Dr. Futemick, Heat \lideo mark 23:46) ''The price 
is incalculable because V/lu1t it \\rill cost to deal \vith the asthma of a chikl \Vl10 is five 
when. that im.lividunJ becomes an adult. .. ,You teU rne, '' (A.ttorney General Becerra, .Heat 
Video mark 23:52.) "'\Ve need to reverse [the effects of climate change] to protect the 
health of our patiertt5L,,. This is not theoretical , , This is reaV' (Dr. Futernick) Heat 
Video 1nark 25:20,) 

Alex Hall at the UCLA Center for Climate Science projects a doubling ofthe 
number nf extretnely hot \veather days by mid-century, (Heat Video mark l 0:08,) Jn 
urban areas; the urban heat island effoct is particularly bad as blacktop and concrete 
absorbs heat 1'Los .A.ngdes is particularly impacted because of the urban heat island 
effect'' (Dr, Basu~ Heat Video mark 9:0:L) 

Climate change's effects are particularly hard on environ.mental justice 
cm:mnunities. (Dr. Futernkk; Heat Video Iviark 12:49; Dr. Basu~ Heat Video Mark 
12.:33.) One phrase that is used is that "ClLmate change starts in ourhood,'; (Jan Victor 
/\:m:lerson~ organizer, East Yard Communities for Environmental Justice; Video mark 
Heat Video mark 13:56.) Disadvantaged com'Tiunities arc ''\:vhcre people foel [climate 
change] first and worst'~ (S y1via Betancourt of the Long Beach A.Hfance for Children 
\Vith /\stinna: Heat 'Video mark 14:36,) Senator Kevin De Leon recognizes the need to 

.;, , ·~ 

address climate change as an environn1e11tai justice issue, (Sen. De Leon; Heat Video 
mark 16:48,) "\Vhen days and nights are hot, city dwellers are the ft.mt to run into 
trouble.~' (Heat Video mark 20:44; citing https://;,nv'tV3ciencenc\:vs.org/artic1c/are-vle
ready-dea<lJy-heatA:vaves-foture.) "'Heat claims more lives than fioo<ls~ hurricanes and 
ctther weather.," (Heat Video rnark 20:47 citing https.:/hvww.sciencene\vs,org/article/arn
vve-ready-deadly-heat-1,vavcs-futurc,) Climate change is a reality that rnust be seriously 
addressed by government at all levels by requiring mitigation of GHG emissions to the 
greatest extent foasHJie, (Heat Video mark 19:36 [NASA CU1nate ReaHtywebpage with 
lJ mimon followers prior to being removed,]) According to David Pettit of the Natural 
Resources Defense Council, cunent federal government policies \ViU lead to a 7 degree 
Fahrenheit increase in global temperatures by 2100, "\:vhich would be total economic and 
human disaster:~ (Heat Video mark 22:24,) An Environmental Leadership project in 
California should demonstrate true environmental leadership in mitigating GHQ hnpacts. 
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F. The Project is Inconsistent with SCAG~s RTPJSCS. 

A.B 987 requires that the Project be consistent lvith a Regional Transportation 
Plan/Sustainable Communitv Stratezv C*RTP/SCS)') that meets California Air Resources v! <:;,:,·.,., , , 

Board's ("CARB") targets for reducing GHCi emissions. (Heahh and Sal Code § 
21168.6,8 sulxL (a)(3)(D).) It is not 

Southern California Association of Goverm:nents 2016-2040 R TP/SCS is focused 
on reducing vehicle miles traveled (''\tfvfTw). The prcject \Vill~ in fact, increase V!vIT. 
The Clippers currently play at the Staples Center, Staples is in dov/nto".vn Los Angeles) 
an area rich in transportation infrastructure, Heavy rail! light rail1 M.etro buses, Santa 
:tvfonicr(s Big Blue Bus~ Foothm Trm1sit, D/\SH, and private shuttles and pedestrian 
amenities perntitting easy access to the Staples Center from n1illions of square feet of 
existing high rise offices and tens of thousands of dense multifamily housing are all 
present in dosvntov.m, Billions of doUars ha,ve been invested in transit i.n the dmvntown. 
Los Angeles area, None of that is present in lnglcv.rood. The Clippers are proposing to 
move from the transit-rich area of dovmtown Los Angeles to what the applicant calls a 
Htransit starved*~ area. (California Senate Judiciary Conmuttee hearing~ June 26, 2018~ 
Video mark2.:26:1K) The closest Metro Rail stop is CL8 1niles away from the proposed 
prqject (Application~ Attach. D~ p. 1 OJ, a significantly greater distance than the preferred 
one-quarter mile away, 

The Clippers are .moving frorn a d.ensc urban area to a suburban a:rea, Attendees of 
Clippers games and concerts held at Staples Center have a variety of options to choose 
from to travel to and frorn sports events. If the Clippers games are moved to Inglewood, 
the existing downtmvn Los Angeles transit options disappear) which \vm almost certainly 
result in more attendees traveling by personal vehicle to events, contrary to the 
appUcation)s optimistic assumptinns.3 It is reasonable to assume that the move from 
dov.rntown Los A.ngeles to Inglewood will increase V MT 1 and the applicant has not 
proven othenvise by solid evidence, Instead, the application states that ''The trip length 
for attendees was based on the '\Ve.ighted average tdp distance of 19.38 rniles for LA 
Clippers gan1e attendees at the Staples Center" (Application, Attach. G~ p, 11), despite 
the move from downtown Los Angeles to the suburbs. Inglewood is approxh11ately 13 
rniles from do,wntown Los t'\ngeles, A1td it cannot be seriously argued that sorn.ehovl 
transit usage in Inglewood wiJl he better than transit usage in downtown Los Angeles. 

3 For exarn:ple~ the application optimistJcaHy assum.es that lOS,'4 of HlEC event attendees 
\viH use shared mobility services like Uber~ Lyft, or taxis, compared v,rit11 4~{i now .• 
simply because the IBEC v;ill have .. a staging area for shared mobility services," (ltpp,~ 

i\ttach. D~ p. 10.) 
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California recognizes that reducing \tMT is a key to hitting its climate targets in 
the coming decades, e'Califhrnia1s 2017 Climate Change Scoping Plan~~ (ARB1 2017)~ 

pp, 25~ 71-78.) Not only \viU certifying this Prqject nm afoul of A.B 987 rcqui.rernentsi it 
ivm also make it ha.rder for the state to reach its climate goals, The question here, In part) 
is whether the Governor can certif'.'l the consu11ctkm of this arena away from the dense 
core of Los Angelesi and placed instead in a suburban kJcationi as being consistent \viH1 
the applicable 2016-2040 RTP/SCS, Certification of this prqject as consistent witlt the 
2016-2040 RTP/SCS would have serious in1pli.cations for how other jurisdictions and 
other developers wiH vie\v what cornpliance with the 2016-2040 RTP/SCS means. Years 
of hard "vork~ legislative and administratively, by the Governor will be impacted by any 
such certification, 'fhis is not Jik.e what the Oakland 1\' s are doing in moving to an urban 
location in Oakland \veU served by transit This is not like what the Warriors did in 
rnoving to an urban location in downtown San F.ranc.isco wen served by transit. This is 
the antithesis of those :relocations as it creates and increases total VMTs rather than 
reducing them, 

G, The Appiicatitm's Tnm.sportatfon Demand IVIarmgement Program 
C~TDl\11~) Fails to Demo:rrntrate a 15e;& Reduction in the Number o~~ 
Vehicle Trips. 

Public Resources Code§ 21 .168,6,8 subdivision (a)(3)(B)(i) requires "a 
transportation demand rnanagement program that1 upon full irnplernentation~ \Vill achieve 
and maintain B 15-percent reduction in the munber of vehicle trips1 collectively, by 
attendees. employees, visitors, and customers as co.mpared to operations absent the 
transpmtation dernand :management program<'' The application falls far short in a variety 
ofways in demonstrating how it wrn achieve this directive. 

First~ the application rnakes the assertion that 34i}'o of attendees will arrive by some 
mode of transportation other than a personal car. Compare this to the Clippers current 
home, the Staples Center in dmvntmvn Los Angeles, \Vhich currently sees only 20% of its 
attendees arrhle hy some mode of transportation other than a personal car. (Applicatim\ 
Attach. D, p, 11.) The applicant is expecting the percentage of game attendees arriving by 
mode other than personal car to triple (from 1 J %1 to 34%~ Application, Attach, D, pp, 12-
13) (1t a location \vhose closest transit stop is nearly a mile avvay. (Application~ /\ttack D, 
p, 10.) The Clippers testified in Sacramento during legislative hearings on AB 987 that 
Inglewood was "transit starved." (Califrm1ia Senate Judiciary Corr:unittee hearing~ June 
f'I[ ')n10 u';. ·k·· '-') -je: ·1s·, LtJ1 uV o~ v HJCO mar .L: .... v: , ,J 

The Staples Center in do-..;vntown Los Angeles benefits .frotn a sub~.vay stop right 
outside hs doors~ \vhereas the Project location's nearest existing and proposed subway 
stops are almost a mile away. Assuming that there wm be an increase in public transit use 
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when transit is farther away is unsupported by reality, Applying sirnple logic to the 
question makes this easy, Does anyone realisticaUy think that attendees to events at the 
p.mposed new arena are going to drive to a lvietro station somevr>here1 get on Metro and 
take it to Inglewood, then get on a 45-person bus for a drive through the congested streets 
on Ingle\vood to get to the proposed Praject arena? .A.nd then do that in reverse at 10 pm 
or possibly later at night? 

A detailed analysis should also be provided for expected travel times on a shuttle 
to the proposed arena on a day ,,:vhen the Forum has a capacity event Anyrme who has 
gone to a concert at the Forum k11ovls that it is a horrendous problem to try tn get there on 
:tvhmchester Boulevard or Prairie Avemte. Imagine what vlill happen when concurrent 
events occur at the Forum and the new Clippers arena, To suggest that shuttles will be 
able to get quickly and efficiently from. the transit stop n.vo rniles away to the Clippers' 
arena is vvishful thinking, and is certainly not supported by evidence, 

The applicant also uses flawed assumptions and incorrect logic in cakulating the 
nurnbcr of vehicle trips the Project generates. The applicant assumes that the transit 
profile of its attendees \Vill remain constant regardless of the type of event at the 
proposed arena. The applicant uses data derived frorn ''current attendees of LA Clippers 
gan1es at Staples Center*; to forecast the transportation habits at the ne'1N arena for all 
t)»pes of events, This is clearly flawed as attendees of concerts or convention (trade show) 
attendees and other non-Clippers games are far less likely to use public transit than are 
repeat attendCt;,"'S of Clippers games, The Staples Center is literaHy on the same property 
as the LA Convention Centert in dose proximity to thousands of downtown. hotel rooms. 
Are convention attendees going to leave dov/ntown and go to an arena? Further~ the 
application confidently predicts that the ne\V IBEC facility will book .many non~sports 
events, including concerts and family events. It does not shmv that families \ViH choose to 
transport their children to and from the arena by transit, including when the event may 
end late at night Nor does it provide persuasive evidence that concert-goers or young 
people on dates wrn choose to use fvietm and shuttles to attend these events. It simply 
assumes these things, By assunling that all events are the same with respect to transit 
use, the application may have dramatically umJerestin:mted the nmnber of vehicle trips 
associated \Vith the Project 

The applicant also fails to provide enough details to aHovv a sound evaluation of its 
proposed TDM program, .AJ3 987 requires the applicant's TDM program to include .. a 
specific prognuT1 of strategics, incentives, and tool.s. , , with specific anrmal status 
reporting obligations., .. ," The application does not include any discussion of ho1-v the 
TDM program results 'will be verified or report.ed on rm annual basis as AB 987 requires, 
The applicant even acknowledges that the TDG'f program is not finalized stating "The 
measures included in the IBEC TDM Program are subject to further refinement and 
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revision.'j (Application~ p, 6,) The TDI'v! program is thus simply a Hst of goals that are 
subject to change without any plan to verify that the goals are being met. 

These shortfalls ma.ke evident that tl1e applicant has failed to demonstrate 
co.mpliance 1vith AB 98Ts mandate to reduce the number of vehicle trips by 15"%,, And 
there is no evidence it can meet 7,5r~-o reduction after the first NHi\. season, The applicant 
must revise its application to correct these e!Tors and provide greater detail into hmv it 
plans to meet AB 987's rigorous requirements. 

Ctmdus.itm. 

\Ve respectfully request that the Governor not certify the Prqject It does not meet 
the requirmnents of AB 987. The Project increases GHGs en:rrss.i.ons and V1v1T, relies on 
unproven and unreHahle GHG offsets, and puts Ingle\vood residents' health at risk The 
applicant needs to provide substantial additional i11fom1atio11 and analysis to support its 
contention that it meets AB 987, The public must have a right to review any such 
subxnissions. 

Thank vou for vour consideration, 
0 ~ 

Sincerely,, 

1. Excerpts ofNRDC Report {{Game Changer: How The Sports Industry Is Saving 
the Environment," September 2012. 
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avlng been honored to serve as tbc Cornmis~ioner of Majnr League BascbaII since 1992, t 

have often said that our game ls a social lnstitud.on \vith enonnous sodal. r.esponsibfiit.ies, 

often rnarveI at the exmnples ofJackie Robinson, vvbose courage generated what 
remains our garne's proudest and rnost pcnverful mornent, and Roberto Clemente, vdmse spirit of 

hnma.nitaxianhm1 shh1es a Light on difference that one person can make fnr those !n need, 
Forty years .after fockle Robinson and Hoberto Clemente ten us all too soon, their vibrant. legacies 

continue to remind us of the irnpact that cur game, as a ccnrrnon tbread fr:ir so :.nany, can have on 

important soda! issues,. One of those issues is care for our cnvirnnrncnL As an outdoor gaine played 

In fields, parks and backyards across the country and around the globe, mu: sport is dose!y aligned 

with the environment I air proud that Iviajor League Baseball. has taken suhsrnntL:d actlon w de its 

part to protect lt 
tn 2.006, J 1-vns introduced to the Natural Hesmtrces Defense CoundJ tNRDQ by Hob Fisher, a 

principal partner of the Oakland Athletics and an NRDC tmst:.e, MU\ then began an aHbuH>' witb 

t<RDC to identify and proniote best sustainable operating practices and to uw.Hdinate and share 

cxfatlng practices by the Clubs, Soon tht.:Tenfter, .Major LJJague HascbaH conducted a .survDy of an 
30 of our Chibs, documenting ~he broad range of sovnd envirunrnenta1 practices that they have 

in1ple1nented In their ccmnmnitkm, Guided hy NHI)C, Major League BasebaU used rhe results 

w develop an cnvironinenta1 stewardship progr;un~thc fir-Si df;signed by a pcofc:vstonal sports 
league, Since then, rALH has asse.mhled operntJons guides tailored to each Club, tncmporated 

cnvironrnentaHy sensitive practices into the \Vork1 Serles and AD·Star\Veek and created a ~,ofbvare 

prngran1 to cnlkx:t and arntiyze s1adluci operations data, These efforts have helpe~d us fnrmu.iatt~ a 

s.erh:os of hfgo;;t practices, '1Nhkh lu:tve reduced the environmental footprint of our 30 Clubs, 

ln 20 l I, nwre tban ht nilfrion fans attended lvinjor League garnBl'L In addition tn rccydh1g paper, 
cm1.s and bottles at lts regulahseason games each year, tAa)or League BasebaU lvu a signitk:am 

global platform frorn V{hich its fr:tns can be educated about the importance of environmental 
stewardsbtp. Om Clubs have helped lnstlH in fans the practkaJ steps they can take ln order to rnake 

a dJffcrcm:.;e, Collectivnly, the potential enviromnental redncrh:rn th;H can be .athfcvcd is n:iean!ngfui, 
\VhHe there b inorc V/ork to be done, lr is my great hope that the 'Nork !vfajnr League BaselntH 

and ih Ciubs can stand as an example r-.ind inspire others tn join in this vita.I effort, hiajor Lengue 

BnscbaH pledges tn continue to devote its time, energy, influence and nwo1m::es rovm.rd rrrnking 
lasting contributions w our fans, their cmnrnLmides and our scciety as a \Vlwle, 

In rny two decades as Con1rnbtdoncr, l have seen our sport wke irnportant strides fonvard on thls 

essential Jssue, Envlronn1ental stei.vardshi.p resonates »vith aU of us who Jove baseball and seeing 

lr played on green grns::; and under blue skles As ;,ve strive in fulfiJI our socinl responsihlEties. rhe 

national pastirnc \Vi!l cm1tinue to protect our natural resources for future genera dons of bascbaH 

fans and ser an exarnple about 'Which can be r;womt 
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TWs report provides a collection ofnever-before
assembled case studies of the sports industry's most 
prominent and successful greening initiatives from across 
North America, In compiling this information, our goal 
is to celebrate the sports industry's grmvi.ng embrace of 
environmental stewardshtp as more and n1ore sports 
leagues, teams and venues invest in enet'fil' efficiency, water 
conservation, recycling, renewable energy, safer chemicals 
and fan engagement focused on remedying some ofour 
most pressing environmental problems. A principal objective 
ofthis repo.rt is to educate spurts professionals, their 
supply chains and millions of fans about the business case 
for greening, fr.om achieving cost savings and enhancing 
brands to developing new sponsorship opportuni.ties a.nd 
strengthening community ties, 

The sports greening success stories featured in this report 
provide valuable lessons for organizations of all types, 
\Vhethe.r t:hey are involved with the sports .industry or not, 
highHghtlng \Nhat teams, venues and league jewel events are 
doing to protect our planet and educate their fans. Each of 
the team and venue case studies indudes four sections that 
help exp.lain the greening process: (1) V\1l1y go green: what 
n:mtivatetl teams and venues to start greening? (2) \\'here to 
start how did teams and venues begin, who was involved, 
and whkh greening initi.ativcs were investigated tlrnt? 
(3) Challenges overcome and ongoing: challenges teams 
and venues faced, tactics they used to rneet these challenges, 
a:nd hurdles they still face; and {4} Lessons from the field: 
important lessons from tearn and venue experiences as they 
implemented their green lnitiattves. 
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Greening provides direct financial savings: !n this repart you will leam abo1.1t toe team that saved approximately 
$L5 mi!lkm in utlllty costs (e!ectricltf, natural gas, water and sewer service} from 2006 to 2011 by reducing natural 
gas use by 60 percent,, electrlclty use by 30 percent aod water use by 25 percent In this report you wm also !earn precisely 
how much it cost one major arona in the southeast to achieve LEED CmtJfication. 

Greening attracts sponsors: In this report you wm leam about the venue that saved $1,6 mmlon In a single year due to 
its greening efforts; it also attracted about $1 million in new corporate sponsors that aligned with the greening efforts, 

Gretnmg provides wmpetitive advantage to attract tenants and entertairnmmt clients: This report Includes a profile 
of the venue Where being environ manta Hy conscious has significantly improved brand image and provided a point of market 
differentiation, which has attracted new clientele anti corporate partners. For this vemm, going green has provided a platform 
to attract entertainers who want to play in green vem.1es. 

Gretming enharu::es tire fan experience: In this report you will leam about one team's efforts to post recycling signs around 
its venue and provide recycling bags for t.ailgaters, an Initiative that resonates so much with the community that fans rof! up 
their sleeves to help hand out end f!U up the recycling bags, which are later picked up by the team, 

Greening strengthens community ties: Aside from the operatlonal benefits of going green, this report will tel! you about the 
team that says it has received only pos!tfve feedback about its greening in lt!atives, including thousands of favora.b!e media 
articles, local community achievement awards and immense fan applause, proving these effortm are worthwhile beyond the 
business case by representing the core vafues of the surrounding community, You wm also learn about the largest pub!lc 
recycling event In the history of New Yorn City, sponsored by MaJot League Baseball. 

Greening builds loeal ooonomie growth: You wm also leam about one team's investrmmt !n ons!te renewable energy, which 
not only directly benefits the environment but also contributes to loca! c!earHech jobs anti helps to boost the local economy 
by stimulating the state's cleao~tech manufacturing !ndustr$ 

Key findin~ from the cmm studies include these; 

m AJI C',ommissio:ne.rs ofpmfesskma! sports leagues in the 
United States have made cnmmilments to enviromnentai 
stewardship and are actively encom::aging the t1::ams in 
their leagues to incotpornte sustainable measures iuto their 
operations. 

IW 15 professional North American stadiums or arenas have 
achieved LEED green building design cert:ificatkms, 18 have 
installed rm.site solar arrays, and virtually all have developed 
or are devdoping recycling and/ or composting programs. 

IW Among all sports leagues, Major League Baseball has the 
best-developed envin:mmentaI data memmrement program, 
followed by the National Hockey League and the Nat:ionat 
Basketball Association. 

IW Of the 126 professional sports teams in the five major 
professional North American leagues, 38 tea.ms have shifted 
to renewable energy for at least some of the.Ir operations, and 
68 have energy efficiency prognuns, 

m All of the large sports concessionaires, that collectively 
feed tens of millions of people each year, have developed 
em.ii.romnentally preferable menus for at least some of their 
offerings. 

lllil Ail Jewel events, inducting the World Series, the Super 
B(t\vl, the Stanley Cup playoffs, the NBA Playoffs and Finals, 
the MLS Cup, the US Open Tennis Championships and all 
of the league AH· Star Games., now incorporate greening 
initiatives i.nto their planning and operations. 

m All leagues educate their fans about environmental issues, 
in particular the need to recycle and to reduce energy and 
water use. 

Perhaps most i.mpmta:nt, mHHons ofpoundi:i of carbon 
emisilions have been avoided., millions of gallons of water 
have been saved., and mi!Hons of pounds of paper products. 
are being shifted towa.rd recyded ccmtent or elimi.n.ated 
altogether.. 

Certainly much work remains to be di:me, but it i.s 
heartening to note that teams and leagues across North 
America am implementing meaningful changes and 
educating tens of millions of fans ah out environmental 
stewardship, Collegiate athletks, alongi;kie minor leagues, 
high school athletics and other organized youth sporting 
events, are the next frontier frn the sports greening 
rrnwemenL Many college athletics departments nationwide, 
have already undertaken impressive environmental 
initiatives, from LEED-certified facilities and onsite solar 
arrays to recycling challenges between schools, Colleges a:re 
_iust beginning to tap into the enormous potential to benefit 
their bottom llne and engage their huge communities of 
sports fons on issues of environmental stev,,ianiship. 
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The motivation for sports to engage in greening .is 
simple. The games vve love today were born outdoors, and 
'Without dean air to breathe, clean 'Nater and a healthy 
climate, sports >voul<l be .impossible. In fact, nature is the 
ultimate source of all economic value. No commerce or 
culture is possible without dean air and water; fertile topsoll; 
a chemically stable atmosphere; raw materials for food, 
energy and medicine; ot the natural processing of waste 
by the :millions of species inhabiting out soil, water and 
air. H is the availability of these wells of natural capital that 
makes sports and other types of humar1 activities possible. 
Business leaden> must devote the same level of effort to 
keeping this natural capital intact that they devote to nmre 
traditional capital The sports industry's increasing demand 
for ecologically better products can help industrial leaders 
understand and embrace that goaL 

This report .!s a celebration of the sports industry's 
impressive envl.rnnmental accomplishments to date, of the 
extrnordinari.ly lmpmtant work hdng done largely behind 
the scem't<i, out of the spotlight, This document co.n:firms that 
going green is savvy business, enabling teams and venues to 
cut operating costs, strengthen corporate branding, attract 
sponsors and enhance the fan experience, vhile providing 
many environrnental benefits. Ideally. the practical exan:1ples 
and expert recommendations :included in this report Vlill 
inspire many more sports teams, and the businesses that 
service them, to fotlow their good example, The lessons 
from those who manage sports fadHtles will help us move 
toward ecological stability, crucial for social and economic 
prosperity, Currem and future generations depend on these 
efforts, and on the prospect that others the world over ""ill 
notice and emulate this industry's inspiring greening work 
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rccyc.l.!ng, conservation, safer chen1LcaJs and henitlder food !s 

costH 

Sports leagues, teams and venues are adopting 
envlromnental practices to improve their operations and 
save money while using their unique cultural and economic 
influence to tlemonstrnte to thousam::ls of businesses and 
millions of people how to be better envit'munemal stewards. 
Yet, despite the impressive strides this industry is already 
taking w protect the environment, the sports greening 
movement is just beginning. The potential ls enorrnous 
for professional sports to help move society toward more 
sustainable practices and lead om economy to a stronger 
future. 

It goes without saying that sports are a hugely popular; 
(~Conon1ically influential industry. And v.hile team loyalties 
vary and sports management practices differ, there Is rme 
thing we tan all agree un: Sports belong to no particular 
political party, Consequently, perhaps no other industry is 
better suited to confirm that envirornnentru stewardship 
has become a mainstream, nonpartisan issue. Hundreds 
of rnilli<ms of people of all political, social, religious and 
economic backgrounds watch sporting events each year, and 
the global supply chain of the sports industry includes the 
largest and most influential corporations in the \Vorld. In fact, 
\Vhile only 13 percent ofAtnericans say they follow science, 
61 percent identify themselves as sports fans. 1 

Consider how culturally infhtential sports can be: Jesse 
Owens Jn 1936, debunking the Atyan supremacy myth, Hillie 
Jean King beating Bobby Riggs in the first femaie-ver.sus-rriale 
professional tennis match, a big step toward pay equality. 
Passage ofTitle IX, leading to financing for women's athletics. 
Muhammad All's conscientious objection to the Vietnam War 
and hill wle as a spokesman for civil rights, Magic Johnson's 
openness about his HJV I MOS infection, which helped to 
destigmatize that illness, Jackie Hobinsrm breaking the race 
barrier in Major League BasebalL 

Consider as well the combined visibility and market 
intluence of the Super Bowl; the World Series; hockey's 
Stanley Cup playoffs and 'Winter Classic; the NBA playoffs 
and finals; the US Open Tennis Championships; the prn 
basketball, baseball, hockey and soccer aH"star games; and 

f.. 

dire 

international soccer's 'World Cup competition. Now consider 
the value ofmobilizing that combined influence to promote 
greening, 

Greening is the process of revfovdng operations and 
procurement policies with an eye toward reducing 
em1rorur1ental impacts, !t is an ongoing enhancement 
process that all businesses need r.o engage in to advance 
sustalnabillty; The ecological threats we face are reat We 
have a narrowing window of opportunity in which to limit 
the erological damage we are causing, to reduce gfobal 
warming impacts, to save our oceans and the fisheries they 
support, and to protect biodiwmtity and our last remaining 
wild spates. 

lf the sustainable economy does not exist, then it needs 
to be built Overwhelmingly it """ill be buHt by the prlvate 
sector, Government, of course, has an irreplaceable role to 
play in building the infrastructure needed for commerce 
and culture. Government must also encourage ecologically 
it1tdligent private sector investments through incentives and 
smart regulations, To date, hoh'ever, government has failed 
to provide incentives and regulations that \<vill adequately 
encourage sustainable investments at the scale needed. 
Indeed, most government incentives and regulations 
continue to encourage and subsidize ecolng:kaUy lgnurnm 
manufacturing, 

There is no single business undertaking or law that can 
solve our many ecological problems. Mather, it will require 
countless contributions from every comer of sode1y 
However smaH our drqHo·day actions may seem, our 
collective: purchases add up to meaningful reginnaI and 
global impacts. Most indhiduab and businesses can do 
only relatively small things, whether it's bu}ing products 
made v.ith recycled content, purchasing renewable energy, 
driving a fuel~effident car, or conserving water. \Vhat is cle.a:r, 
how·ever, is that everyone has to do something to address Hw 
ecological pressures we collectively face, And the many small 
ecological initiatives being lmplmrwnted throughout the 
world of sports are adding up, offering us the hope that we 
ean turn current ecologkal trends around. 
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"Through the NBA Green initiative, the league and its 
teams are taking steps to become a .more environmentally 
responsible orgau:lzatiou,'' said NBA Co.m:missioner David 
Stem, "With the NRDC' s invaluable partnership, we have 
implemented recycling programs, .insta11ed energy- and 
wate:Nm1ng tixturns, encouraged the use of sustainable 
supplies, and promoted the use of mass transiL Vie know 
there is more we can do, and we look fonNan:l to continuing 
to 1.vork with the NRDC and our teams to help protect our 
environment" 

During the launch of the NB/fr; green initiative, N RDC 
assisted the league with environmental assessments at thd.r 
front offices and at the NBA Store in New York City: NRDC 
offered strategic advice lo the NBA Store on improving their 
procurement and operattonru practices, lnduding waste 
and paper reduction, better paper procurement, low NOC 
and environmentally friendly deaning products and paints, 
an improved recycling program, and energy·efiidency 
impmvements, At NRDC's suggestion, the NBA removed aH 
plastic items containing the chemical BPA that might come 
ln contact with children. This NBA initiative was four years 
before the U.S. FDA recommended removing BPA from 
plastics, 

Envkomnental features have also been incorporated 
into the NB.A's oJnces and staff events. For instance, the 
NBA's company-wide picnic in June 2009 reduced the use of 
disposable utensils, recycled all ah.uninum cans and plastic 
bottles, and used lOOpercent post-consumer recycled paper 
products such as sandwich wTap, inner cartons m1d trays, 
napkins, and shopping bags, 

Soon afterthe launch of the league's environmental 
initiative, the "NBA Green" prngrnm was formed under the 
NBA's philanthropic NBA Cares program, and NRDC created 
customized Greening Advisors that were distributed to all 
NBA teams and posted on the NB.A's HomeCourt intranet site, 
These web-based advisors provide a comprehensive toolkit 
for teams and arenas to green their operations, 

rn au effort to highlight their growing environmental. 
initiatives and engage fans, sponsors, partners, and players, 
the NBA. held its first-ever NBA Green Week in Aprll 2009 at aH 
NBA arenas around the country, As with sub,!>equent Green 
Weeks, the league held auctions to support environmt~ntai 
eft\:irts, spons<:Jrcd hands-on conummity service pwjects. and 
featured special. on-court apparel. 

The inaugural 2009 Green VVeek also marked the launch 
of the NBA Green website at ww·w,nba,cor.n/ green, indudin;i.t 
NRDC gre~n tips for home a:nd office, videos and news about 
team and player greening efforts, and links to resources 
such as NRDC's Greening Advisor for NBA. ln early 201.2, the 
NBA collaborated vvith NRDC to produce a public se.rnice 
announcement about the league's greening .initiative. This 
PSA was shown in ail arenas and on broadcast T\!, induding 
ESPN, ABC-TV; TBS,, and TNT, as weH as NllA-'H~ and was 
viewed by more than 17 :million people. The PSA sho~vcase<l 
NBA's commitment to renewable energy, recydlng, water 
conservation, and reduced packaging. NBA plans to air this 
PSA each Green Week in the future, and possibly during its 
All-Star Game and playoffs. 

"One of the thing$ we do wdl at the NBA is share 
information and best practices among all of our teams," 
said Kathy Behrens, executive vke president nf social 
responsibility and player programs for the NBA "VVe're 
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obviously inenxlibiy cnmpetltive when it comes to the game 
and the action on the cnu:rt But off the court, we real!yfocm 
on the things that 'We can learn fro1n. each other, and a lot of 
what you see on the NBA Grnen website is really designed to 
help educate oux teams and fans," 

The NBA continues to sponsor Green Week each year, 
vvor!dng dnse.!y with NRDC to continuously improve 
envinJnroent.al attributes, 

For example, the NBA engages in an un1ber of 
envirummmta! messaging initiatives, The h>tgue's n!Ttdal 
outfitter; adldus, hati provided All-Star players whh shirts 
foatu:dng the NBA Gwen logo and made from 50 percent 
rf:(;ydmI poiyesteL During natinm1Hy broadcast games 
throughrn.Jt Green Week, pk yen abw WTrm NBA Grnen 
headbands, ·wristbands, and socks nrn.dr~ from 45 percent 
organic cnttrm, NBA.cum held an onllne auction ofSpaMing 
basketballs Jncorpornting 40 percent rucyd.ed content and 
autographed hy NBA players. The NBA Store, NBAStore.com, 
and sdect team retailers ahn offered organk cnttuu NBA 
Grnen t-shirts, hats, socks, h<mdbands, and wristbands for 
;:n.m::krne, along with recydetl·crmtent Spalding basketballs, 

Each of the league's 30 teams hosts Green Week 
nmrmunityservice events such Uti tree plantings, recyc!!ng 
drives, and park dean-up days 1n encourage form to get 
involved in the league's greening inltladve. Teams have also 
hosted in·arnna Go Green hmffeness Nights, including 
promN.iom> of "greener Bvlng" tips and auctions tn support 
envinmmenta! prntecdon organizBtions, 

"ThankB to great guh:iance fmm the NRDC, the NBA 
and our teams eo:ntlmm i:o implement rw\v measurnti tn 
reduce energy n:msumptkm and >v<wte througrwut all of 
QUr business areas," mdd Kathy Behrens. "NBA Green VVeek 
highlights thff: importarn::e ofenvin1nn1enta1 JmJlection while 
imcournging fans i:o (fo their part by incorporating green 
habits into their dully lives," 

In 20HJ. league partner HP worked with the Miami Hfu\T, 
the H.m.iston Hm::kets, and the Dallas Mavericks on special. 
service p:mjects throughout NBA Gr~~en \Veek, including 
a beach dearHip event, and rnfmblshing hnrnes with 
He building Together. 

Ako during the 2fH 0 NBA Green \Veek, t.he NBA Stow 
in New York City hosted a fiJntwf;<ff drive to collect sl.ightly 
worn ath!edc shoes for donation to Hoops 4 Rope, a global 
rn:rnpn:ifit organfa:ation teaching life skills through basketball 
tu youth in southern t\frka. Customers v<J'.ho brought in ihoes 
received a 20 percent discount on pvrchases of new athletic 
shnes. 

During the 2011 NBA GreenVleek, the NBA and Sprint 
foundwd a face book application caHcd ''Unlimited Acts of 
Green/' designed to bctp fans make greener choices in their 
dally lives, The app Jn duded a list of green acts for fans tn 
sektt from, lnduding cdt phone recycling, and displayed 
the rnsultlng environmental benefits assodare<l '<vith all fan 
pledges,, induding amounts of greenhouse gases, electricity; 
and •Nater sailed. 

Other NBA event greening initiatives have i:ndm:led: 

m NHDC assisted in greening NHNs EuropeLive tour in 
October 2008, which featured NBA games Jn four countries 
in Europe, The 02 arenas being used in London and BerHn 
v:ern a shmvcase for susta!nabHity, as they already had ln 
place many errvimmnemal features, fo London, this induded 
the diversion of 100 percent of food 'waste for composting 
and 100 percent of used cooking oH for bfodiesel; advanced 
recychng prngnnm for glass, p!astlc, paper, and cardboard, 
'Whk:h diverted 60 percent of all waste from landfills; a 
rah1w&ter catchment and recycling system and other water 
conservation measures; enhanced transportation options 
thfn enabled 75 percent of attendees to take mass transit; 
and energy-efficient lighting, HVAC equipment, and building 
structure, 

w NRDC began its NBA.!\lVitar Game greening coHaborattQn 
at the 2008 NBA AH--Star Game in Nev; Orleans by ananglng 
for an energy audit ofthc Ne·w Orleans Arena and adjacent 
Loufshma Superd<Jm.e and Convention Crnter, NRDC 
!wtped the NBA tn improve the existing recyding p:mgran1 
at the arena to include pJw~tic bottles and aluminum cru1s, 
to procure 100 percent rncyckd content bathroom tissue at 
the arena, and to provide hybrid cars for stmfftnmsportalion 
during the event 

w The 2008 AH-Star Carne in Phoenix provided the US 
Airways Center with a diance to showcase their newly 
installed sohr power systmn. Th<~ l, l O(J.-f1anel solar array, 
spanning 18,000 square foet atop a parking garage at the 
awna, fa capable of generating approximately 332 MW of 
energy annually, That's enough energy to pow-er the US 
Airways Center for 26 Suns home gam.es .. ·-··the equivalent 
fJf dim.inating the release of 44,000 pounds of carbon 
dltrn:kk each yeu, The NBA alsq purchased Green-e terrified 
wind power RECs fmn1 hrfa:.nna PuhHc Servke, the US Airways 
Center's utitlty, to offset the equivalent of 1,500 mega wart 
hours of povver used at tho 2009 hU-Star Game. Additionally, 
the NBA purchased carbon offsets for aH generator me at US 
AJ.rways Center during the All- Star Game, and for the All ·Star 
Game Jam Session and .NBA Block Party. 

m The 2:009 All-Star Game aho incorporated comprehensive 
retyding and waste reduction efforts, /m expanded recyding 
program was in1plemented at US Ah·ways Center, NBA hJl, 
Star Jam Session, the NBA tUl·Star Block Party, the Phoenix 
Convention Center, and Heritage Square (durlng the h'BA 
wekrn:ne party) for plastic bottles and almnlmnn cens, 
Recyding PSt\s 'Were aired in US Airways Center and at the 
Jarn Session and NBA Block Party to remind aH attendees to 
recycle their cans and bottles at an events, 

n The 2009 Al!>Star Game also encouraged and promoted 
public transportation options v.rith rrw.ps, schedules and 
information prnv.kied thcough the }a.'ll. Session website, Paper 
products,, tnduding Jam Session brochures, uedentbls,, nffice 
copy paper, media guides, and tlckels,, tvere printed using sny 
lnks nn paper v;it.h post·con.sumer recyded content th.al was 
ma.rwfad:ured us.Ing windpnwer, 
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Subsequent All-Star Games have continued to expand 
on these positive environmental initiatives, incorporating 
individual measure:> appropriate to each venue. Some 
additional examples of NBA All-Star Garne successes indude: 

m Ongoing pltrchase of renewable energy credits and carbon 
offilets to balance power consumed at the All-Star Games, 

m Expanding recycling services in facilities used in All-Star 
events, 

w Avoiding potentially harmful polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 
plastics in producing banners. 

w Showcasing the use ofan electric vehicle used for Jam Van, 
with solar panels powering interior accessories, 

ln addition, the NBA has partnered with host dties and 
recycling organizations, as well as companies such as Sprint, 
to conduct electronics rncyding drives Jn conjunction with 
All-Star Games and Green Week. The NBA and Its :partner 
organlzarkms encourage fans to bring elec!:ronks nearing 
their end of life to their e-recyding events, where they are 
recycled responsibly by e-Swward certified organizations. 
Fans dropping off electronics for recycling receive prizes such 
as tickets to NBA All·Star Jam Session, a fmrr·day interactive 
basketball event featuring more than 500,000 square feet of 
NBA All ·Star enterta.imnent During the NBA All-Star Games 
2012 in Orlando, the NBA and Sprint collected 23,000 pounds 
of used electronics for recycling, 
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u:dsSOf\!S FHO?v1 THE FIELD 
CREATE fHE RIGHT WORK ENVIRONMENT: For those 
just getting sturted nr strnggEng to get green lnitbtlves off 
frrn ground, Costa suar/~H~~ going bAtk to lwmic:; by cn.:,attng 
tbr dgbt v.-nrk u1vi.rtmrtum1 forsw::cess, "\:'bu'vt' got tn redly 
dn.:!e frK wagons, ·Yt>} m:td to :;renle a d.lffomnt mindset and 
rndronmtnt bnM:;;d nn u1opnrntbn,'' he explain£.. "Meet nnd 
tclk thn:mgh every nsrwct nf (hese hs:U('.W, from the finantid w 
1be mnvtlonal tn the prnn:kitl w tl:w fondamema! re.al\ttc.s, of 
your busineM ;1nd pannins," 

ESTABLISH A t:JtvtRSt ANt> PED!CATEIJ GREEM 
STEERING COMM!TTPt jE$PEClALLY FOR P\JRSlHND 
LEEP.I: Sttm hygr:it!ng the dght pt,op!e IG>§tthet. "V<h'd 
rec;;.;nmend 11statitbhtng a steering cnmn:dttt~e mad.1~ up 
oft VMltty of p;c~nple frum many departments wh:hin.lh.r: 
<::tnnpany rmd from e:zwrnmI p1fftntrs th!"(t com.etngether.and 
wa• tfottkWtbd to the prrn:es~,· says Cost<L "The ded.H~ and 
th£ t1%.0U\'£.ct dI rwmd to he iu fa!ignment tfl mdte h happen, 
No single pcrnno cnn gm thh done You need a ix1.ihhorutive 
group 11f people with the vbfrm, pas;!on and cnmmhnwnt to 
put tbH.r nioney >vhern thdr mouth fa. That takes cour&gr and 
cnnvlctlon," 

lNVOtvE ALL PARTNERS: Given the cmnpkx nature of 
billpurk serv!mm, tin CJ.ants .lnvolvit all venue stalrnhold>tti 
induding PG&E {qmnstw), ABM Services fhu.Hding and 
fo.cllJties mn.rmgenwnt), Centerpia(e (hnspiu&ty and 
eoncesduns), Turn IrrigaHoo (tnnd.scr~pc man;J.gement), hnd 
!#n::qlogy (wade marwgen1enti to ensure succe%fu.l ba!tpark~ 
v/ide hWe:;irnthm d' p:-i;:nl tnJtbth\%, They dso reo::mmwud 
ci\ptmlhi;~q on the 1)pport1wdty H:1 sham yum green st cry 
by hwAng vnur ;Awt.n.ern astht ynu in tulEng it J.nvolvlng 
n'.akehd;it:n, wlh increau~ th{~ vriiurne of your vcite m1d the 
penetrnthm vf the nH::%ngc 

HOLD rntGtJLAH GHEEN Mt:tT!NGS TO STAY ON TOP 
OF MARKIH TRENDS: <>ista ilkens the tRpld.ly changing 
gre,~rH.edl space as dw Egh!Jng industty) to the 
ti ''r''k jr>nd "\f/h<H\ <>ond veden:hYv mav not he so gnnd ~ j._~ .... '(,. :. •}. • .. ·. . ' ·t) . '· ' y . , . ,, ... . ... < • ·> 

wnwnov/ and ynu Hnd yourndf cnnsttntiy queshuumg 

vilwn 10 luvesi In upgmdes ff newer and newr:r versions 
eonUnue to hr rdt:aswd,' ht'. expfaJm;, "The .U:'Tud k actud.ly 
a ~-~Xt:\lt ~tntifrJtV t~).r ·vvhat h ft:cts Hke trying to ·$tay. :on tnp of 
th~ innny im:r~arningly el'Hdem ted:mo!ngies avdlabie in the 
mzxkt\tplw:;e,' hx triS>tamz;, Fddtr pdnts nMt, ''the rnckaging 
t.hnt vms wmLd.>Ie five yean< ago wnuJdn't have allfflAd us to 
be Viltere wr;< am nrnv." 

Tirn Gbm1 use rngufar uweHugs tdth thdr ;nui:nern to keep 
dv:tns.th+f informed nn ne~v p-oduus, ''We do evdnatkmt 
nf our pro duet viie durlmg every home stimd and. b:we reguhr 
meetings vdth nur pmtneru no an nngclng lHtsie<- Vk'. uw 
a cotnblnntfon oflntern<i! Mnffrnrwateh and the edvke o{ 
external prwtnen; Hirn PG&E, Hecology and Centeq:i.hte to VH 

frw niadu:~t for new pmducts and tec!mologics«' say~- Cos.ta, 
"Centerptatc !t <'\ ptir!kuhdy helpful n;;source becnuse they 
am ahle to h>ttn 0 Iot from wnrking with a Int of vent.ws acn:nv, 
the counuv nn theso i!<Sm;s," 

"V>/e d-M; !i:mk for rni:;hnologkwl trnnds in the n:rnrketpbce," 
;dds Fd<ltc 'ABM, nur r1::qineerbg gronIJ:, has done n ht 
of 1,vork with us on Egbting wud domi 11 Iot nf rnsean:h on 
ekdronlt produns kw tH." 

COORDINATE wrfM OTHER BUYERS TO HELP WITH 
PRODUCT COST A!\UJ AVA!LARL!TY: PartwY with othtn 
tearn.s., venwB and cven other n.smpanin.s b you:r <Htil to 
h<lrrnnnizf• purd1asing requmtt and build th;.c· m.a.rket fur 
envirnnn:icntaUy itlendiy products, 

GOH\IG Qffflt:N \$ AN INVESTMENT; ~Tbe single grns.dest 
bm.w tJuH -we f;;we wd;q h th!J! tt'~ nD! ints:pens.lve to gu 
gnwm., Tlwtt jwH bd.ng finHmt hmwtC say Costil, "You 
wdl \H%d' h! spend f~ffW i;1:oney," ~ft1~~~s;; ,?Ost~~ h~biW~f:S, 
ttn1ngly m the bmvdHt tH mcre;rne<l eL1uei1Cf ,1ndudmg 
resm.1rce s1vlngs, ftnandd taviqp;, favorable pwu;, !::wand 
onhanunnent tndnnimental benditt, putdc hei.llth bend"lti; 
and the 81.H~ngthm1ing of cmmu;Jnity thJs}, he s-ays. "'.hm 
are u:mwmtiy lHhmclng cost and the witllngnest nf ymw 
r.mrtnern to ad&pL" 

'Adi.kv!ng LC11D cenHkation hi a six-figure npplicrition 
pn:;n~ss ;;md rtqutrni:< you to dt:NOtt' stilff resourres dmm;t 
exd.usJve!y to thc LEED app!katlon,' pnlnts out Cnsta 
"It tonk \E abow 14 1:nootht from the time we i!lrirted at 
tht !wghudng d 2G0f} nmH we gnt ond:fled in lvtrrds nf 
.:Wt[)," Fddet ;tgnws Hrnt large projects Hke purntng LEED 
i::u-dfrrnthn nwv be diffi.cdt to jusdfy firumdaHy in tht'. dmrt 
tisni- ''\bq cnikl MA' that LEED certificntion tvrt.E an experwe 
thnr inight tnw~ bee'.n hard w juttify bm what wdm findlug h 
thnt h n:nlly dnes pay oH<win tlrne," 

PURSUE GREEN IN!TlATlV&S \NCREMt:NTALlY; H's often 
mi:>re 11ffntdahk w purmc lm:::w;nwuwl upgrnde:; and work 
Fh.n v<i<!V i!H:ittnd J facEJ\y, "Nn one cm1 dn It dl d oi:Kt.\ 

~1n!1:%\ iiwy b;we unU1ntt0d mmJmces,'' Htys CoshL "Mnt1 
Mams need to uke on nnnlbc tncrnnmutal initiatives thnt 
vml i:nehtwtrn1H tlw right 1m\y; in nmct.Ht whh yr.n.n whnk~ 
tyNcrn, m ccnt.i.ntw to 1n.;~ke progrnsr; every day;' he expld.nt, 
"We n\ke 0 dngrnatk, mHhud\nd approach ti:; grcenl.ng," 
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fV!OUVl+TKH\!S, CH/\LLENGES i\f\10 
LJ::Ji:fiOt\ifl. Fflflt~/1. >.fl{£ Flt:t~l) 
The Miami HEAT have been sports industry leaders Jn 
green building initiatives and comprehensive tracking of 
fac:ility·1Nide rnsom:ce use since AmericanAirlines Arena 
became LEED-certified for existing buildings: opera dons 
and maintenance \EBOM) in the spring of 2009, For the 
better part of a ye:ar the HEAT worked on enhancing their 
operations in a race against the Atlanta Hawks to wtn the first 
LEED Certifkation for an arena in the National Basketball 
Ammdatitm. The showdown culminated in a dead heat when 
the Green Building Ce.rlific:ation Institute, a subset of the U.S. 
Green Building Council, awarded AmerkanAirlio.es Arena 
and Philips Arena, the home of the H.awk1>c, LEED certification 
on the same day, April l, 2009. 

With a LEED certification under their belt, and manv 
cost benefits and positive press mentions to hoot, the · 
HE/ff are now ivorking toward LEED recertification in 2014, 
which re.quires :improving on ail of their 2009 efficiency 
achievements, 

According to Jackie Vemura, operations coordinator for 
the HEAT Group, the direct benefits of greening and LEED 
certification include financial savings, attracting green-based 
sponsorships, brand enhancement, competitive advantage, 
raised community profile and i:rnproved con1pany cul turn, 
"Sustainability equals sa\>ing:s. ln one year, thanks to our 
greening and respons:ible energy consumption measures .• 
we saved $L6 million," says Ventura, "We also attracted 
about $1 :miWcn1 in new corporate sponsors, whlch include 
Ho:me Depot and Waste l\<J:magement, 'Who aligned with our 
greening efforts as sponsors of our LEED initiative, Being 
envimnment:aHy conscious improves our brand's Image so 
that we now talk with companies that never would have 
appmad1ed us before, such as Johnson & Johnson and 
Gem:gia Pacific." 

The HEAf also indude their green accolades in their 
pitch to attract performing artists to their arena. \Vhen the 
team ~mt announced its LEED certification and ongoing 
commitment to greening in 2.tl09, Eric \Vbo!worth, president 
of the HEAT G:mu1rs business operntkms, said, "H's a point 
of <llff:erentiation ibr us from a business perspective. It 
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The HEAT's energy efficiency Initiatives have enabled 
the AmertcanAirl!nes Arena to consume 53 percent 
less energy than the average facility ot similar size and 
use, according to EnergyStar's Portfo!!o Manager. 

The m:ganizat!on replaced 240 lamps ln the arena's 
concession stands and merchandise locations w!th 
compact Tluorescel!t Hghts ( 14-watt bulbs .replaced 
60·watt l:rnlbs), This move saves $976 annually and 
recouped the capita! investment In two years. 

The team implement.ed a building automation system 
(Provided by Johnson Centro.I) to monitor and control 
heating., cooling and vent!!ation. 

The HEAT reduced the heat isl.and effect and saved 
energy by using a more reflective ~white~ rooting am:! 
underground parking. 

The team also added 9,161 square feet of canopies 
to reduce the heat Island effect 

!n 2009, the HEAT achieved a 16J percent reduction 
in potable water use and saved more than $5,000 
!n water costs through low-flow faucet and toilet 
upgrades and by lrwreasing plumbing efficiency. 

The HEAT save almost $11,000 annually due to 
greater irrigation efficiency. AH Irrigation of planters 
and landscaped areas is done try a drip system or a 
soak system that appl!es water directly to the roots, 
and al! lines have ltrw·flow nozzles. Also, timers are 
used so that !rr!gat!on takes place in the mlddle of the 
night lr. order to minimize evaporation.. 

The HEAT permanently !nstal!ed water meters to 
measure ttie consumption of potable water and water 
used in Irrigating al! landscaped areas. The meters are 
monitored on a weekly basis. 

The HEAT established an environmentally preferable 
purchasing policy and a solid waste management 
purchasing policy ( 43 percent of purchases am 
sustainable). 

provides a platform for us to attract acts and entertainment 
that \Vant to play in green venues.·'' 

Wooh;,mrth explained that the .HEAT pursued greening 
because they understood the influence their mganizatkm 
has .in the community and marketplace. "Achieving LEED 
certifkatlon is a great affirmation of the AmericanAidines 
Arena's commitment to energy conservation and 
envirom:nental!y responsible operations," saidWooh.,,·orth at 
the armouncement of the LEED certification. "Being among 
the first arenas in the U.S. to be LEED-certified, we hope 
to inspire businesses of all kinds to think green and make a 
positive impact on our earth,"1 

The HEtiT became devoted to greening not only to shm<1.• 
community leadership,. improve the efficiency of their 
operations and benefit the environment, but also because 
the team wanted to seize the opportunity to be a trailblazer 
for professional sports. "The HEAf Group, the l:msiness 
operations behind the 1vfiami HEAT team, prides itself on 
being an innovative organization," says Lorrie-Arm Diaz, 
director of marketing communications. ''.As a professional 
sports franchise, being competitive is part of who we are 
and what we do, and we're proud to be one of the first 
major professional sports facilities to achieve the incredibly 
important LEED certification!' 

Greening enabled the HEAT to attract positive press and 
create new community-based opportunities. "We knew 
that being the first NBA arena to be LEED«certified would 
attract great publicity," says Ventura, "but as we discovered 
that it was ru1 ex.cl ting way to engage i,,vith the city and with 
the cmm:nunlty, we realized how important it was to make 
greening a big part of our game. Our green work is a great 
avenue to introduce these concepts to people \</ho don't have 
access to or don't yet care about these issues. M; a domino 
eftect" 

Ventura stresses the importance of rna~it1g the green 
message by leveraging the HEAT's brand. "We have so much 
power in this business, We have incredible access to so many 
people on a daily basis," she says. "We had over 1.5 million 
visitors to sporting and entertainment events last year alone. 
If you impact half of those people and they share it with a 
couple of other people, the impact adds up. Pretty soon we'll 
he doing a lot of good/' 

Manny Diaz, the mayor of Miami at the time of the 
HEAT Group's LEED certifkatlt:m, promoted the HEAT's 
greening work as a positive model for local businesses. 
"The American.Airlines Arena is a catalyst for all .\Uami 
businesses to invest in a greener future," he said. "The arena's 
commitment to the earth and our community paves the way 
for other companies in dov~'l1town Miami to follow that path 
and make a lasting difference. "i 

The HEAT Group first learned about greening opportunities 
from the NBA head office. In 2007 the NBA established a 
partnership with the Natural Resources Defense Council 
(NRDC) to enhance their environmental profile. As part of 
this program_, during the summer of 200U the NBA worked 
'With NRDC to establish the Commissioner's Initiative on 
Sustainable Arena Operations and Team Practices. The league 
also circulated the NHDC GreeningAdvisorto help all NBA 
teams learn how to become gmener-

The NB.Ns environmental commitment and NRDC's 
resources motivated the HEAT Grnup to find out whether 
they could achieve LEED certification. "Vvnen NRDC 
got together with the NBA and made si:mle league-wide 
environmental recommendations, lt really kick-started our 
interest in greening," .says Ventura. "We began by looking into 
LEED to see ifwe could get certification. Lo and behold, just 
by doing the checklist on the U,S. Green BuilditJ;g Council 
website,. we were pretty confident that we could pursue 
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Tota! LEED Project Cost $73,384 

Reglstratlorc $BOO 

Cmtfficstion: $15,000 

Expedited eva!\.mt!on (optkmal): $10,000 

550 Internal staff hours: approx. $47,592 

Various nwimmls: $192 

Tota! LEFO ProjectArrnual Sailings: $1,016,480 

Emugy Mvings: approx., $L6 million 

Lighting armua! savings: $976 

Efficient plumbing foctures: $5,440 

Responsible landscaping; $10,822 

COST SUMMARY 

Tota! Expense: -$73,384 ($25'792 out,of-pm::ket} 

Armua! Slwings: +$ 1,616,480 

Green Spi:msornhip: +$1JK:l0,000 

FuH mutn an frtV$:&ttoont witt!ln one yearf plus 
mmions in ongoing annual savings. 

certification," 
Io work on the LEED application, the HEAT Group put 

mgether a "gretm team'' made up of internal staff members 
and Laura Crnve, a LEED Accredited Professional and director 
of marketing for Dade Paper, one of the llEAT's major 
vendors. ''As 1£HD certification is such an important element 
of our green tnl!lsion, we deddt~d to complete the projecl 
ln· hi:n.rne, and luckily, most ot the staff Jn our operations 
department haw been part of the HEAT Group for a kmg 
time," says 'Ventura, "Everyone had a solid foundation in the 
operation of the building, so we knew this was something we 
could pursue "Without third-party tnvohwment." 

According to 1ien:tura, the H Ettf rncognh:ed the value 
nf training their staff in efficient building practice$ while 
pursuing certifkation. "Our learn rd fadHty managers, 
engineers an<l rnatmenance staff trJ<Ok ownership of the 
prnjec.t and made the commitment to b~xrme LEED ex1w1:ts 

themselves," she 1>ays. "We were able to complete the 
process in record time, antl the iltcomptishment •v1M;; more 
meaningful because our own team of dedicated prnfo$sionals 
made lt happen," 

Thanks \\) 1trong support from the e:tecutlve staff, 
particularly Eric Wbolworth and general manager Kim Stone, 
the IlEi\T Group was able to mgkter the AmericanA.irllnet 
Arena for LEED certificatinn un November 18, 2005, jusl a few 
months after learning about the LEED opportuni.ty, ''Everyone 
was really on board with getting the initiative done. Our goal 
was to unveil our cert:ification during the NBi\'s Green Week 
in April zomL and uur president ilntl business opernwrn said, 
'Make this happen' and 'You ha'1te my support,' " says Venh:.m1. 
"This required that lhe internal green team's regu!i;w dutiet 
he deiqpted to other staff members in the interim, The staff 
all supported being more sustainable and were happy to 
contribute tti 1he project wherever they were needed," 

The HEAT Marted \Vith the LEED checklists of prerequisites 
and credits required to achieve EBOM certification, "\Ve 
began with the prerequhlites because obvkn.i:sly without those 
you can't follow through with certifkation," explains Ventura 
"We •Nere surµthoo that we at.ready qualified for at1 of !he 
LEED prerequisites because, honestly, most of om prior 
decisions \Vern f:l.scally motivated," 

CHAL1£MGt:S: OVERCOME AND ONGOING 
Pursuing LEED certification requires investment, including 
significant upwfrnnt capital and stmf time, However, the C()sttl 

asi;odated with green upgrade-s and LEED certification are 
minimal relative to the signHicant utilities savings available 
for a majm fadUty like the AmericnnAirlines Arena, "We 
spent $l,.fa94,'.100 during the woa calendar year. Ifwe nm 
the AmetitanAid!nesArena at the current natlonaJ mwrage, 
we could potentially be spending approximately $3,0!0,000 
mmually on energy cr.n1sumpt1on each yem," explairw 
Ventura, "So thanks to our greening work and responsible 
energy consumption, \vhlch fa 53 percent more efficient than 
the average arena, we H()W save appro::dmately $LG mJIJJon 
un energy costs annually;" 

Ventura credits the HEAX's effident and straightforward 
LEED applirntlon pmcess to consistent and kno\vledgeable 
staff, unpeccable remrdkeeplng, responsible utiUty 
consu:mption and easy~to,use electronic blueprints. 
"We found that most of our prnctlces were already LEED 
compiiant/' she !lays, ''We have always heen very vigilant 
about tracking our rnnsu:mption with electricity, water, ga$, 
et cetera, I have spreadsheets and electrnnlc records of all 
fadtity~wtde consumption from the opening of the building 
in 1999, so we were c:onfidenl that we would meet all nfihe 
LEEJ) hasd!ne$," 

The great.est challenge the HEAT faced was accurately 
and efildently completing all of the LEED application 
papenNork, "We found fll11ng out all of the paperwork in~ 
house was more uf a d:wl!enge than any other," says Ventura, 
~Many of the LEED credib required us to put mu typical 
{and some new) practket, like buying recycled content and 
EPA-r:ecomm.ended efficient pwdut:ts, down rm papl'!'r as 
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formal policies. None of our prim standard operating 
procedures addressed these types ofpractlces, so LEED 
served the dual purpose of aHmdng us to update our SOPs.'' 
'I11e LEED process motivated the HEAT Group to advance 
envinmmentatly friendly purd1asing across more product 
categories, including deaning supplies, an paper products, 
lighting and electronics. 

Ventura attributes the fase of implementing green 
purchasing programs at tu:nericanAfrHnes Arena to the 
HEAT's. longst;mdi.ng vendor relationships and loyalty "Vle 
am very kiycl to Olff vendors. They are also loyal to us and 
make sure we are the best wm um be," she says. "For exmnple, 
one of our suppliers, Dade Paper, has been in the bul!ding 
sirn::e day one Thcywere really great about going through fill 
of our requirements and commtmicating about upcomlng 
products. They assisted us In a seamless mmsltlon to new 
products, such as 100 percent re<::yded paper towels and EPA~ 
recommended kiarn soap," 

Thanks to these strong re!atlonships, the HEAT Gmup v<1as 
also able to rely on partners for sponsorship of its LEED· 
based green inltlmJvBs, "\Ve've had an acn:mnt \Vith Home 
Depot for about 10 years md dK'Y sponwred our first year 
of LEED cenHkatfon," says Ventura. "\Vaste Management 
has also been in the building since day one. Thev v.mre 
very supportive of our LEED applicad~m protes~ as '.veil 
and continue to partner with us to significantly expand 
our tecyding programs. They provide &11 of the haters, 
toters, garbage cans and signage for branding, They have 
also sponsored communH:y outreach programs Hke om 
e~Recyding drive in April 2Gl2, The recycling proceeds from 
an of the electronics went directly to Miami· Dade Countv 
Public Schools to aid in their efforts to upgrade technology In 
classrooms acrnss our count\~" 

The HEAT's vend om have played a key role in v:atching 
the market for new teclli'lofogies as welL ''We make most 
of the buikhng products purchasing decislomi internaHy 
for things like hghtbnlbs and office supplies," explains 
Ven turn, "In terms of our deaning supplies and larger pieces 
of equipment, v.'e rely on om vend om to bring us ne'A' 
technologies as they come out 'Ne are very lucky that 'lNe have 
a good relationship V<rith our major vendo:rs,. and thev are verv 
vigilant about bringing these new prn(htets to 1.w, Th~y are , 
very mvare that we have high standrm:hi and urn worki..ng on 
rnce:rtitkat:inn." 

The HEAT Group has already started working toward LEED 
EfrOM rece.rdficatfon in 2014, which requires improving on 
al! 2009 green initlativ(%, This time the organization is illmlng 
for LEED Silv1:r certification. "For recvrtification, 2009 fa our 
baseline., Our i::onsumpthm must stay evm1 or below nm 2009 
figures and we need tn im.pkment new green initiatives," 
Ventura exphinA "Fnr ex<tmpie, we've complete<l installatkm 
of virtual frequency dd"'es on the ah ha:m!lers and have 
begun adding them to nur thilh~d water pumps as well, 
\Ve upgraded our hot '"'ater gas bdler to a hig!:yeftki.ency 
rnodd, which has effectively reduced out gas consumpdon 
to a third of what it was in fiscal ye<-tt 2009'--49,907 thennt 
vernw; 15,.574 thernm.''The HEAT Group has alsn been 
upgrading more of hs arena's lights tn LEDs and purchasing 
offk:e products with a higher percent•1:ge ofposH;mvmn:wr 
rncyded contrnt "Switching up tn LED Eghtbulbs, v;hkh 
are mwl more rnmlil:y avaUahle, h logkal hr cause although 
they cost morn lnitb!Iy, the extended Efo flXJH~Gtancv wm 
reduce rnpbcement a~d hmg4enn spending and win hdp 
us t1a:rn m~xfftifh::.adm:i.," saw V"enturn, "\Ve am vwy conscit:r&m 
of the decisions we meke t;.:> ensure they are in Un~ with the 
recertfficafam pmcess, Thanks tu our cumprnhcnsive data 
collection and green building success to date, ·we can alsn 
e.asily jtrnHfy iwv•l greening prnjects by showing our executive 
staff a cost,;benefit analysis uhd1y au up-fn:mt investment is 
a good idea b the long term/' 

GREENING AND LEED CERT!FICAT!ON HAVE MULTIPLE 
DIVIDENDS; YOU WILL LIKELY RECOUP YOUR 
INVESTMENT: Accmdlng toVentmu, the direct hem~fits nf 
greening and LEED certification indude fhmndd savings, 
green·twsed sponsorships, lward enhancernent, comrwtiti:vt:~ 
m:lvantage, raised evmumnily profile arid improved compt:ulf 
culture, Despite devoting mon: drn.n $70,000 h) thdr LEED 
applkation, the HEAT's rntum on investment fo2· an of tlw 
grntsn projects induded in thdr LEED pmcess was le% 
than one yi;;ar, with 1niUl.ons in resource saving;.i since then, 
"Sustainabi!ity equab savings, In one year, thanks to mu 
grnenlng and responsible ~~nergy cnnr;umption nwasures,. 
w~~ saved $1 .6 ndl!bn,'' V'entun~ notes, '''\Ve also aH.rachod 
dxiut $1 nllllion h1 ne>v c1;rpornt(~ sponsors, w'hkh include 
Home Depot f.md \Nr~sh:~ tv1anagem(~t1t., v.'lw aligned vdth our 
greening effor1s f.tS ~>ponsors of our LEED initiative." 

USE THE READILY AVAILABLE ONLINE RESOURCES 
TO BREAK DOWN THE GREENING PROCESS: "The most 
imponruJt takeaway is not to be overwhelmed by the process, 
particularly for LEED," says Ventura. "\Vhen you begin Jt can 
seem very overwhdrning. hut NHDC, the U ,S, Grnen Building 
Council, and the EPA have a ton ofresomccs for people trying 
to be &'1'eener andior achieve LEED certification. ft is not 
as ovf~:twhdming or daunting as it seems lfyou have your 
information in order and use these resources as a guide," 
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TRACK YOUR RESOURCE USE FACIL!TV~W.ID[ . .AND KEEP 
COMPREHENSIVE RECORDS: '"rNe've been keeping records 
since day cne, tVe know hn\v much 'Ne've cmrnumml and 
spent sixwe the day we opened/' sapi Ventura, "Tt haa been 
so hdpfu! to create tbrne bafelirrns for LEED cenificatbn, 
\Ve have numbern, graphs, consmnptbn trends and dmmmd 
analysis fur aE nf nur utilities that tan be used rrn a quh:k 
ntfernnce guide as w:o:1ded, W\>. also urm the data tn help 
w; girnge oar budget projections and rnuuitor our peak 
eonsumptbns," 

USE ELECTRONIC: fUJJEPR!NTS Of ¥0\JR fAC!LffY: "We 
mcomrnend having riccurnte frnal bluepdms for ynur facility; 
We use computeH'lide<l rbdgn, Tlm bluq:iflnts are extrerndy 
hdpfnl for crlcubtlng ,;qrn.m:.i footage and dMdbg building 
sprnce by type," explain,; Ventorn, "Some LEED credit$ mquire 
you W uphmd bluepdnw, M> having de~~;trnnk verninns-and 
someone who can rrmnipu.larn foe dncmrK:nts w shmvcasc 
nnly frw arnas reqmmted for LEfilJ .......... ts very ben1<kJal" 

ENDNOTES 

THERE ARE PLENTY or GREEN ALTERNATIVES TO U:"iED 
CEAT!f!CAT!ON: LEED fan\ the mlly way tu he greener and 
5ave mnn.:y "Form an eefMxnrm!nee, jnin EPl~h EnergyStar 
program, increase rncycUng, rndw:::e Viater rind paper use, 
tHlnpt LSEDs green deaning requirements, green your supply 
chain, promote <:arpoob, ww rnnewahk tmergy and ra,Lse 
puhlb w.varnwss.:' suggest/! Vent:nrn, 

ENGAGE FANS WITH GRi:lEN ACTIV!T!ES ON THE 
CONCOURSE: "Vie had Pepsfs Dremn h1anhine on the 
nmtmfflie, Fam and emµloyeet could rbpodt plasti.c hnttles 
rmd turn them into points, 'Nhkh qmld he nxbemed for 
coupons M local esrnhlishmrn\l.i and prh.es indudbg 1nini 
HEAf souvenirs," say,;Vennffa, "We Installed the .Dnrn.n1 
Ma.r:hine recydbg attrnctkm b partnernh!p with PnpsiCn, 
.and the revenue from meydlng the phrntk bottles and 
!!luminum cans \vas rkmated to funds thar knd n.ippon 10 

ILK vetern:ns tvilh dirmhilities, ;v:hkh was imt>ih0i added 
bcentivl.'l fn.r fa.rm tu panldpate,." 

ATTRt\CT ADDITIONAL PRESS SY HAVING MULTIPLE 
UNVEILING& AT ONCE: "\Ve were ;kde tu extend our 'grneu 
hmelighf tu about three .rnuuHrn by conrdiru'!.ting .rnul1ip1e 
unvdiiugJ at once/' fi&ys Lor..de·Ann DiuL "We um«t.dfod mu 
LEED cedifir:ation three 'NCdrn aftm our 3,.400-sqtnnxAont, 
f.:i\'>''energy-eonsmnptiou LED screzm was instd.kd and 
r:ondmm tu pronmte om ce.rtificatbn on the front hrnch~ of 
tlrn bul!ding,'' 

"ArneritrmAiliines Arerw t.,wilrd(ld Pf(lstigie<Js LEED® Green 8JHding Certitil::atbn," Heat Ne\!VS. r~5i\.ccm (April 15, 2009J .. www.nba.corn/he>>ti 
f'(lWS/~iMH"(ltl<l .. <JW<.m.fod .. "-EEO,htmi t<iCG€SS>Sd Jun>S 19, 2012). 

2 'bid 
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STt\PLES CEfJTEH'S GREENING STORY: 
tV10T!\fl,ff!ONS, CHALLEf\~GES !t.Nn 
LESSONS FHOY./1 THE F!ELO 
STAPLES Center in downtown Los Angeles is undoubtedly 
one of the busiest arenas in the world, hosting morn than 
250 events and nearly 4 million guests each year. The arena 
is home to frmr professional sports franchises-the NHA's 
Los Angeles Lakers and Los Angeles Clippers, the Nm.:s 2012 
Stanley Cup Champion Los Angeles Kings and the WNBA's 
Los Angeles Sparks-and a.lso hosts many high-profile 
events, including the annua!X Games and Grammv Awards. 
Other notable events in dude the 2004 a.nd 2011 NllA All-Star 
\Veehmds, the 2002 NHL AH-Star Game, the 2000 Democratic 
Natim:m1 Omvention, and the 201 l vVnr:ld Figure Skating 
Championships. 

Since the arena opened in 1mm, STAPLES Center's 
operations team has aimed to run it as efficiently as 
possible., With the help of AEG, STAPLES Center has become 
a leader in envirumnentally better practices. boasting a 
I, 727~ panel solar array atop its rnoi; high-efficiency Ught.ing, 
equipment. and energy management systems; and waterless 
urinals, arnong other initiatives. AEG and S1)\PLES Center 
developed an environmental management system (EMS) to 
guide employees in reducing the envimmnental impact of 
STAPLES Center's daily operations, As a result, the STAPLES 
Center became the first U,S, arena to receive ru1 ISO H001 
certification in :ZO lo. 

\fiJNY (30 GREEN? 
Efficiency and immvatitm have always been important 
to STAPLES Center's management team. "We're always 
reminded by our owne.rnhlp to save energy, save water, 
identify state-of-the-art technology and pas$ on these 
practices and lessons whenever possible," says Bill Pottorff, 
vice president of engineering for S'LJJ..PLES Center and Nokia 
Theatre LJ\.. Uve. "\Vhen you realize that this is truly a 
p:timlty to our organization, you have to took for wavs to do 
that. Beginning with the platuling and design of STAPLES 
Center in 1998,, this has always been our way of ll..fe," 

'~t\EG's corporate su.stalnabilityprogram-the collection of 
information and recognition of the environmental priority
formaHy started in 2000 when our music branch A.EG Live 
rn.i.sed the question to our CE(}," tlA'µlains Jennifer Regan, 
global sustain.ability director at AEG, ST'..f\PLES Center's mvner 
and operator. "They said, 'Hey, wt>'ve got artists and staff 
whq care ahput the environment; we need to address om 
environmental impact' The CEO realized that our di en ts and 
our content division \Vere tel!Jn:g Utl that we needed to answer 
these questions. He turned to the company's eorporate office 
and asked them to put together a green team," 

"STAPLES Center's rmmagement team have ahvays been early 
adopters of Innovatl.ve technology whHe being proactive in 
connecting Vi<ith their corporate, govermmmt and rornmunitv 
partners to identify best usi;m for these technologies," says ' 
Regan, "For example, thffy bt~gan installing electric charging 
stations for their guests beginning in 1999 when the a.rnna 
first opened:' 
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STAPLES Center .is the first U.S. arena to achieve ISO 
14001 certification for an environmental management 
system (EMS}, a written program setting forth 
envlmnmental goa!s and practices, 

The venue uses AEG's Ecometrlcs system to measure 
and report environmental data and perlormam::e. 

The center implemented a variety of conservation 
measures through !ts EMS to reduce electricity 
consumption overall by 12 percent 

ft Installed a 1, 727-panel solar array covering 25,000 
square feet of the arena's root The 345.&-kilowatt 
system supplies 5 to 20 percent of the building's 
energy use (depending on load} and produces 
525,000 k!h:iwatt,tiours ennuaHy, saving an average 
of $55,000 per year. 

In 2012 a comprehensive lighting retrofit replaced 
almost 3,000 halogen fixtures throughout the facility 
with more energy-efficient LEDs, saving nearly 
$80,000 per yesr-2 percent of total energy costs. 

Lo~Holtage lighting relays control the sequence 
and operation ot al! task, genera! and event Hghtlng, 
illuminating groups for specific times and uses, 

The facility switched to e!ectronlc ballast instead of 
magnetic ballast 

!t uses variable-speed drives on all air handlers and 
one chiller. 

Most of S'lAPLES Center's environmental initiatives began 
'A>ith behind·the-scenes efficiency projects, 'A hH o.fH was 
just best practices i.n the industry," explains Pottorff, "One of 
mw first projects was putting medium-volt 4 l BO·volt variable 
frequency drives on our primary chi11er here, That was about 
a 2\>4-year payback Those drives are typically done rm 480· 
volt chillers, and we took lt up a 1eveL People had been doing 
them on nH.~dium·voltage chillers for a couple of years, which 
led us to believe we could go further, It: was a fun project 
because we took a 4mJ. volt drive card and put it into our 
4160-volt chiller and imskaJty t:rkked it \Ve got everything 
tv.reaked and fine-tuned and it's been running great ever 
since." 

AEG's corporate sustainability department set out to 
develop an environmental program that would provide 
employees with guidance and the tooh necessary to improve 
AEG'i; environmental performance, "We had a sustainability 
committee wHh leaders from each business unit meeting 
to develop a sustainability mad map. We also induded the 
STl\PLl"'S Center team on that commit.tee as their wealth of 
experience and success stories helped everyone to see how 
benetlda,l an environmental and eilfoiency priority could be," 

control of exterior lighting. 

Super-efficient three-phase motors are In use, 

All 178 conventional urinals were replaced with 
waterless urinals-fortota! annual savings of mom 
than 7 mi!Hcm gallons of water and about $28,200 
in direct water costs, 

The center documents and achieves at least a 50 
percent landfill diversion rate annually in fuH compliance 
with Ca!ifomia AB 2176, co!lectlng cardboard, wood 
pallets and electronic waste and., with the help of levy 
Restaumnts, collecting glass, p!asth: and a!um!num 
beverage co11tal11ers. 

Over 90 percent of STAPLES Center cleaning products 
have green certifications, 

100 percent of all toilet paper, paper towels and copy 
paper are a minimum of 30 percent post-consumer 
recycled content 

E.lectrica! vehicle charging stations have been installed 
in adjacent parking lots and structures. 

Public transportation is encouraged through partnerships 
wlth Los Angeles Kings, wlth ticket discounts offered to 
metro riders and other tenants and promoters. 

Secure bike racks were installed on the venue property, 
and management is reviewing contracts for bike valet 
programs for major events, 

Regan explains, "From theAEG side of the story, beginning 
in 2008, we engaged indusuy experts and consultants to help 
us identify projects and develop the core component$ of om 
environmental pmgmr:n, \\'hich we :now call AEG 1Earth. The 
core components of the program are AEG's emirorunental 
policy; long-te:rm goals and an environmental performance 
tracking system, illiG Ecometrlcs. 1'\s the home base and 
flagship venue,, STAPLES Center was the test ground for early 
versions of Ecometrics and several other pmject.s:' 

In 2008, STAPLES Center participated in a number of 
t~ne:rgy and water audits, one ofwhkh NRDC arranged 
through the LA. Department ofWater and Power, to 
analyze the building's energy and water use and identify 
opportunities for further efficiency enhancements. "We 
did an energy assessment and identified low-hanging 
fruit," says Hegan, "The energy audit ult1mately confirmed 
the importance of projects that our engineers had already 
proposed. Ultimately, the results helped the management 
team prioritl:w the opportunities and identify rebates," 
Among these confirmed effidency opportunities were 
lighting and equipment retrofits, onshe solar panels .. and 
\VaterleSS Urinals, all of which have since. been implemented, 
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S'1APLES Center i\lso implemented nw:nerons lighting 
and equipment upgrades. "V#:/ve taken basically eve17 
incandescent bulb ziut on all three suite kveb and replaced 
them with LEDs, That's contlnui:ug in other areas offrv:~ 
building/' says Pottorff. These Hgi1tlng retrofits, expected 
to be completed in 2012, will replace more than J,000 
hdngen fixtures with LEDs and will save an estilnated 
$Hfl,ODO annudJy in energy costs, "Beyond energy savings, 
retrntes from the u!:!Hty and !owe.red labor n:wts also bdng 
do.vn the costs oftbts h:westment/' notes Sam Krupp, vice 
president ofhuildingopemtions for STAPLES Center and 
Nolda Theatre LA Live, *We had nm capital outlay and then 
the utility reimbursed us for a portion of that cnst And, l 
think most notably; it's the lack of.labor needed tn change 
these incandescent hulbi; day in and day nut that is most 
appealing, \!Vb have about l 60 suites that hiwirntiy had a 
1ninimum of six fixtures each, and now we've replaced dl th11t 
with LEDs, That's a big savings we realized them,'' 

One of the STAPLES Center's biggest pmjects in 2003 'W<'t-'-! 

the insta!la!fan of a L727 ·pand solar array covering 25,000 
square foet of the arena's roof-----the largm;J solar array m a:ny 
sports facility in the world at the time, The 345J'i·kibwutt 
system prnduces 52G,00(} kl.lowatt·hnurs annually, saving 
an average of $55,000 a year, "On a sunny day whh a lnw 
base load of energy use, the panels provide up to 20 percent 
.of energy use," explains Hegan, "Hei::au~-e we have nver ZSO 
events pN year, induding mega~evenb Eke the Grammy 
A'.van:b and NBA and NHL pbyoffo, the panels pmvide only 5 
percent of our total 1u1nual energy use,:'' 

By 2009, with a number of impressive efficiency project> 
under their belt i\EG and SIAFLES Center wanted to go a 
step further in fortna!faing their cnvitom:nental program, 
"\Ne w1mted hJ take on our lAggee.t c.li,;1l!enge yet engaging 
our staff,. vendors and tenants," says Regan., ''Collectivdy, v:e 
derided to .:kwdnp a fonm:!l envimnmental. nMmagenwnt 
system to systematize their efforts., They eva.tuated the 
prospect of pursuing LEED certli'lcation for the building but 
uhhnatdy deddcd to go after ISO 14001 cenifitatkm of dick 
EMS instead," 

Regan expbins l\HGund STAPLES Center\<.; dedsinn: 
''We w·eiv h1tnxluced to two key r;nvtrnnment.al sy;Merns 
in 20(}7; LEED and .WO 140f.H. We started to use the LEED 
standards internally to identify building projects, hut they 
dJdn't provide much guidance on hvw to engage and train 
nafC Having already perforrn.ed a formal energy audit, AUG 
'N<i.& rnmfortabk that the STAPLES Center's operahons 
and engineering team were prnfident l.n terms of buHdlng 
eHkfoncy .in line whh many of the LEED guidelines," she 
contimres, "We understood LEE D's value, but our d:wJ!enge 
wasn't hi knuwlng what technokigy tu put in place; it \Vas in 
understanding how to engage other parts of our Vf.'nUe in 
the environmental progtiUR So we thought that the most 
imporvmt thing was to engage our employet~s, and 'Ne 
selected tbc standard we could use tn that end," 

Unilke LEED\\ fixed, envitomnental infmstrncture----twsed 
requirements, an EtvIS hi a self~deflrwd '.Vtitten fl-rm%iwork 

describing an organization's environmental best prnctict·s 
and goals, Jndudlng how to integrate cnv:l.ronmenwl 
responsibilities into Jts staff tmining and Job responsihihties, 
''ISO l 40tH does not have a rating system~it identifies 
the actlvitles and topics that must be addressed but a!!uws 
the appllcant to tlehne how h 1"lll! address them," Regan 
explains, "As ISO 14001 h self~defined, some people say it 
has potential tu he & '.Vcaker third-party certifkatlon, But 
unlike LEED, ISO 14!I(ll requires an annual tlllnl·party audit 
to ensure you comply with your self· defined program as 
'well as with local and federal iu'ws, LEED might be stronger 
about p:rni;crihing and rnnking\vhat envinmmental features 
should be .implemented, but ISO ls stronger in defh1Jng how 
thoroughly to trntn and communkate yqur tnHlatJves to &ta:ff 
and how to assign envimnmen:tal msponsibH:itics throughout 
your operntfons," she point& out, Although LEED hus always 
been on dw agenda for STAPLES Co:ner, Regan says, "Tmm 
doesn't have an unnunl &urvdlknce audit and doesn't gt;t 

ton prescriptive In terms nf staff engagement Since a int of 
our eftkiency programs depend on how peopk 1nanage our 
bui.!dl.ng~~' ISO was the first pr.Jorhy for us:' Th!'l ISO 14001 
emphasis on st<i.ff trnl:ning and annual auditing vfere key 
reasons why STAPLES Center pursued !SO rnn.if!cation firsL 

fa:mninlng ca.ch d.epartnwnt a.nd the mk ofHs staff 
mernl:wril in the company's cnvlro:nmenta! perform.ance was 
an essential p.kce in the ISO nnd EMS process, "Vie did a 
fon:nd envirnnmcntd impact assessment and :met vdth the 
head of eai;:h department and ldentHkd wh\ch job positions 
in theh department had any irnpact on the environm.entd 
impacts nf the compmw/' Hegan o::pb,lns, "Thk proi;o-es~, 
helped the company urnkrntand where the impacts were 
and hlentified addltinnaJ vvays our staff cculd play a role 
in wdudng certa.ln impacts, Everyone has a small irnpact 
on consumption of paper and etectdcHy, But a thorough 
review of each departnw>nt\s environmental impact helped us 
identify specific ln!tiathws f::n- each departnwnt For example, 
only securHy tou.ld impact the energy consumption of the 
scrndty scanners by tmplugging them at a certain times, 
vvhik om box off.lee st<JJT could identify additinn.)1.recyding 
receptacles that would be needed becaww their offke mws 
more paper than onr other of:ficeK" 

nevek1pin:g 1m. CMS has helped expand the c~wkonmmta! 
prngrnm cornAsten!:ly throughout the ~mdre co.mprmy, 
Starting in 2010, STAPLES Center crented an organizadnn
vdde green team that en.gages an arena i:Uvlsions in 
deparu-nen>spedfie eiwironmenta1 initiatives, "We engaged 
all levels of management to create an arena·~Nide green 
te.fo:n,'' suys Regan, "\Ve had relied heavily on openHim1s 
and engineers, but now inJl:h the green team, vve are abk 
to engnge guest servkes, human rr:Mmrces, security, our 
prem!urn-seating fftaff ill1d our food and beverage partner, 
Levy Res.taurants, 'Whkh really dkln"t happen tHl we did the 
ISO certification," 

Getting tbe Eh-fS in place required setting aside time each 
v:eek to focus on dGcumenwtbn ittorL "The averngt~ time to 
develop an ElVlS is three hours a '#eek for tvw months," says 
Hegan, "This mainly encompasst:'S documenting practices 
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Standard Operating Pmcedures and Training include: 

Ch;1:::mlca1 acquisition forms 

Energy conser1atlon guidelines 

Erwimnmenta!ly preferable procurement guidelines 

Environmental activities risk ranl<Jng 

Generator testing procedures 

Green event services 

Landscape and hardscape management plans 

Hazardous communication program 

Hazardous and uniwrsal waste program 

Integrated pest liH:magement plan 

Ughting pol.icy 

Paint management phm 

Refrigerant audit log 

Solid waste guidel!nes 

Spm prevention plan 

Water consen1ati.011 guidelines 

that haven't been previously recorded, and occasionally 
identifying new practices to implement.~ There ls also 
time spent ·with ongoing documentation for the EMS, 
she notes, "The average time to :maintain an EMS is three 
hours pe.r month, 111is indudes training refreshers, green 
team meetings, ldenti:fying ne·w thi:ngs to Implement and 
updating don.unentath:m to reflect changes in process ot 
new practices:' Although there is :no cost to developing the 
EMS documentation. nr process, there are costs to achieve 
lSO certification. According to STAPLES Center :management, 
the external. audit and ISO 14001 certification .inhiaUy cost 
henveen $8,000 and $10,000, vdth an annual recurring cost 
of between $1,500 and $3,000, depending on the siZ<e of the 
venue, 

The documentation process may he timEH:J:lnsumlng, but 
it pays oft "Everything we do has to be donu:nented, and 1t 
was a big deal to set it up...--lt took over a year." .recalls Pottorff 
"But once you get it. and get the certification, you :reaHz;e that 
it's really beneficial because every little bit of information that 
we could ever need is right there on the computer:·· 

One of STAPLES Center's more :impressive environmental 
initiatives was the replacement of the arena's 178 water· 
!lush urinals with waterless urinals in Watt But this project's 

approval took some time, exp!runs Pottorff, "My ti.mt 
challenge with the urinals vvas many yearn ago, Not many 
people know this, but I tried to get them in the building two 
years before they m .. i:ually happened,'' he says. Waterless 
urinals were still an unseasoned tech.nofo~gy at the time, and 
many dties and facilities were stilI squeamish about their 
performarme in large facilities. 'Theyv.reren't really approved 
by th.e city of Los Angeles, and nobody really knew what to 
do about them," Pott(Jrffcontinues. But STAPLES Center's 
operations and engineering team 'N<l.S adrunanl about the 
fixtures' water savings and fought to pilot this tm:itm.ofogy 
at the arena. "Funny enough, two years later they're in the 
building and everybody loves them," Pottorff laughs. 

Before ;woe, each of the STAPLES Center's urinals 
consumed 44,000 gallons of water a year, The 178Pakon 
waterless urinals that teplatud these flush fixtures save morn 
than 7 rrilllion gallons ofwate.r per year and about S28,2ffC! 
annually in direct 'Nater costs, ''We have estimated that we are 
saving approximately $2,350 per month at STAPLES Center 
in direct water costs., not factoring in sevter charges and 
any other muukipal taxes," says Pottorff. "Each urinal saves 
roughly 4.5 lmndrnd cubk feet [of water! per month.'' 

STAPLES Center is a big advocate for the waterless 
technology and has been able to debunk a lot of the 
uncertainty imrruunding the fixtures with the success 
of its Installation, "People ask us aboutthem ail the 
time,"' says Pottorff, '"Our response is always that ttiey are 
fantastic, as long as you do the rnaintenance exactly as it's 
recm:mnended." Maintenance mainly includes routinely 
flushing out the pipes and replacing cartridges. "We actually 
send a camera down random pipes annually, just to have a 
look in the pipes and see if anything ls going wrong," Krnpp 
adds. '~'\:nd we haveff't had any issues yet. We do gel an 
occasional hiccup v.ith i(, but it's not Iik.e before v.tien v.re had 
the water urinals and people would throw paper towels .in. We 
don't have stoppages like we used to with the standard flush 
urinal:• Continuous training of staff about the upkeep nf the 
urinals has contributed to this success .• Pottorff explains. 
"Training is ongoing, and the company, Falcon, iNiH co.me 
out whenever we ask them to at no charge and W€·'Ji have a 
refresher cuurse fiJr the maintenance staff," he says. 

Even with their strong existing environmental 
achievements, STAPLES Center executives are constantly 
looking for ways to improve. Increasing recycling rates is at 
the top of their to-do list. "We are reaUy working on public 
recydirig at the arena, and that's .something AEG l Earth and 
Jennifer Regan are key partners in," says Kropp, "in trying 
to get the appropriate capital to get the right receptades 
and branding in the public spaces, as well as the PSAs, and 
trying to fit that in with game script every night on our center 
bowl scornboaxd, So we're hopeful that we'll succeed in that 
endeavor, which has been a challenge the last five years:' 

The current waste program achieves an event waste 
dive.rsion rate of up to 35 percent. but the operations team is 
still looking to incorporate a public-facing program, Kropp 
says. ''from an operations standpoint, my biggest challenge 
right nuw is finding an aesthetka!ly pleasing receptacle that 
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will handle trash and the sorting of rnciwen~bks in the public 
arnas, or at least a portion of thciu, as opposed tn just tackling 
them back"n.f--bonse," 

STAPLES Center had a public n:cyding program Jn 2005., 
but the public participation rnte was Bo low that the labor and 
materials coM of tYw.Intainlng separate bins w.:1s detrncring 
from tht more effective hnclHJf-hm.we recydLng program, 
FD\PLES Center made the hurd decision to focus on hehlnd
the·scenes recycling, expl.nins Krnpp. "Our prim.ary efforts 
right nov« are back-of-hut.rne hd\Jre and after evnnts, whM:e 
we do soun;.e M'.'pamtion whh nur operations start our 

food oJucess.kmairn Levy Restaunmts, and om i:ommt.u:Sr.y 
rrn:yding partner, the Ltrn Ange ks Conservation Corps," 

"Ws do <>lot uf wun::e sepa.raion-tbarts the key tn 
uur diversion here/' says Kropp, "Our operations team 
cmm:l.lrmtes the coHecti.on of canihoani from all of our 
terrn:nt:s, vendorn and office staff as wdl as a robu.M lJghtbtdb 
and battery c0Uectka1 that even encomnge.s staff to bring 
them ln from trnme, Fm can!\ and bottles, we allow both 
Levy Restaurnnh and the Lmi Angchs Commrvation Corps 
to take the deposit value lofthe mtyclahlesj, but we take the 
dlwm:dnn mte, Levy Hestaunmm (foes smting in kitchens and 
behind the bars, and the Los Angebs Conservatfon Corps will 
do post-event son:i.ng from the bow!, where., quite f:nmklF 
people don't pick up nfter thern1H:\.!vei>, and that's the time to 
capture those rewvernble plecew a nn'd hoard popcorn bin, 
an i\quafina bottle, an ahti:rdrmm can, We'll have a.bout eighi 
people here from the Los Angebs Conservation Corps, and 
every night we'll fonts -0n a 1Jpedfk rncoverabJe," 

tn 201 l, the urena started a etnnpost1ng program in 
iW kitchen::.t ''Our food com.posting pmgrnm with Levy 
l{(~stmn:nnts has tukcn rm JncrrdJble amrnrnt of: weighi out 
of our waste strem:u, rn:v!ng a Jot of money," says Km pp, 
"lt's a hud.<-of-house progrnn:i in nvo of the main kitchens, 
wht~re most of the food Ji; prepan.KL It Just rakes training 
1:dth the back-of~honse chefa,. new chefs and kitchen staff. 
So vrhen they're cutting up a wakrrnelon, Wftste fa going 
into green receptacles, which are trunsfen:ed to the lnadlng 
dock and picked up fot con'lposting." The arena has already 
seen success 'With this program; ln Aµr!l 20 ! 2, for exam pk, it 
dlvertcd 4JH tons of food waste from going lnw the trash, 

,. The next three steps are l!nk!.ng together the pub lie 
recycling and con1postlng: ,,with fan engagement and 
sponsornhip engagement,'' says Regan, '~<\EG's parl:nershlp 
with tVaste Mmmgement is key to addreiming thet:M needs and 
engaging: fons in the progranL Thdr sponsnmhip includes a 
recycling information kiosk and a Handom Acts of Recyding 
fan tn.gag:onent program to reward fams for recycling at 
gaffi.es and events.," 

Engaging fans is '•certalnly <i primary element we have 
talked 0hout," Kropp adds, "fo,amna incentives am one tactk 
we <ffe rntrodudng to get fan& involved., Yi:m krmtv, if you take 
the recoverable item back tn the refrei>hnvmt stand, we have 
a deslgrmted receptacle and ma;ybe we ghm ynu a discount 
off your next Coke, ,some kind of incentive to mally tnakt the 
fon think twice about Just thrmv:ing [a rerychble Item! in a 
tmshhln!' 

"\Ve need to crmrn over into 'Whern every guest at STAPLES 
Center will knnw that our n1rnmtknm arn green," <idt:b Hegan, 
"ISO wa~'' gond at geiting all nfnm ernpk>yees engagci.t But 
l really think that i!\ve put a full-court prns£ on cng<1ging 
the publk in nur recyding prngrnm, and eventnn!ly public 
cornpi:mting, we'll achieve a new level of community pride ln 
Orn venue," 
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LESSONS FROM THE FIELD 

W!TH PROPER MAINTENANCE, WATERLESS URINALS 
SAVE WATER: AND MONEY; In 2008 STAPLES Center 
became urw of the fitst large ru-eruu; to lmsnll Vfatm:tess 
urinals, und h hzs had grcut awe ems with them, "\Ve bu ve 
peupk r:aHJng us suy:!ng,_ '\Vi/ve he<nTl good things (1:nldf 
or b&d things) ubnm wuterlu;s urinals: vn:'ve heard ttwy 
smelt etc.," PntHKff sr:iys, 'And W'O dh'ays ten tht'm the 1wme 
thing; Fyou do the n1.ahvernmce corrncdy, you wont hnve 
any pruhlem~,," Makfng sm:e the pipes get fiushw! out and 
cartridges get repbced routinely ir, key, exphins Kropp, "Knd 
vm do that quarterly, and reUghus.iy;" 

DEVELOP AN ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
TO ORGANIZE YOUR EFFORTS: An envkonn1onta! 
management system helpr, to streamUne data around 
~1J$t£1f:nab1Hty initiatives and prn\ddcs con1prehenZifve 

' ,)f > . •• i documentation µrogrnss nnvar~• env:m:u:imenw.i 
godt, "/\:&a result of the EMS, there ~Nfk, a whole nwx level 
of awarbne:>s.," says fsnpp, "OK, so we gm that buttery hltckt:t 
Jn µ!Jee, then whe.rn else are batteries being used? We set 
up addilkmat bw:;kets and communicate that to stuff Then 
W't- document vJwre the batteries go '\vhen we're done with 
them, So when we get audited -'Tlwse batteries vmre takm1 
at this point and this tlme, and dJsposd of properly, tah:n by 
this µarticular entity'-- that whole prncess is documented,'' 
he addiL 

ENDNOTES 

AN EMS CAN PAVE THE WAY FOR LEED: The extensive 
doeunientatfon cnllectcd bv an EMS cm also he helph1! vvith 
pntenfo<l building certifkarlons d;::nvn the rmvt ''Ttmt's kind 
of Hie reason we ;vent frm1 rnvi:e: >vc knew ISO HOOt V•ii:lll 

a UHe bit e1!!kr to get than U:En but also a Hep toward 
LEED··· it kind nfpavu• the rord," says Krnpp, "l generally like 
in descrka" an EhIS as the program for yonr staff and LEED 
as the pmgram for ynm building," 0dds Hegm'L "l bdleve they 
aw enmphmentnry; and although they cane.Kitt separately, t 
think an faJIAS helps people V«'hn are pursuing LEED EHOM ," 

AN mo CERT!HCAT!ON ENHANCES THE LEGff!MACV 
Of YOUR PROGRAM TO THE PUBUC: "Trmu:.parnncy is 
ernfnlh.l for the Mu;cfss of rrny corporate environnv:mtd 
program," ow.id Lee Zeidman, .;enl.m vice president and 
general manager of SJAFLES Ci"nter, Nokia '!'fieatre and LA. 
Live, when the JS() certfficatirm WM g:nmwd, "tty makl.ng our 
env!mmnental mrmagumimt ~yHems available for thl.rfl, 
party rtvfo;v, AFG and STAPLES Cennff are backing up our 
12anh ernmnimwnL with aggressive actions w Hn:ih our 
envinmJrn:rntaI foulptirn: .. "' 
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THE~ lRt%\t SLAZEHS' GREEf\l!~lG STOFlY: 
MOYTVJ\lH:JNS,. Crf.?\LLENGES t~f\!D 
LESSONS FfiOM THE FtELL? 
Jn the sports greening space, the Trail nlazers are true to 
their name as industry leaders in green building and maklng 
a business case for enviromnentaUy intelligent operations. 
ln January 2010 the Ho1>() Garden Arena became the first 
professional sports arena in the United States (and in the 
world) to achieve LEED Go1d certifo:::ation under the IJ,S, 

Green Building Council's Existing Buildings standard. 
Three years later, the Blazers are still achieiAng Incremental 

resource savings in energy, tvater and waste each year that 
rnntirme to greatly benefit the teru:n's bottom line. To date 
the Blazers have saved dose to $500,000 in pure profit after 
recovering their up-front green investments in full. 

When it comes to environmental ste>qardship, the 
Hiazers' fons don't: just believe it's an important business 
consideration, they expect it to be there, Many cmnpanies in 
Portland recognize that they have a responsibility to reflect 
their community's passion for environmental. protection in 
order to attract and maintain a stmng dientele, The Blazers 
realized several yearn ago that their orga:nizat\on is no 
different. 

The Rose Garden 1\rerm embrnced greening to become a 
cmnmunity and market role model while also proving the 
business case of greening, "Being in what ls recognized as one 
of the most sustainable cities on the planet, the Portland Trail 
Bla:.icers arn proud to play a role in Portland's envirnrrmenta1 
leadership," says Justin 7.eulner,. director of sustainability 
and planning for the tearn. "Ideully;. we are playing a rnle to 
best represent the core val:ues of our city and surrounding 
comm:unities," 

The Blazers see greening as \Vay to give back to their 
community. for Zeulrwr, it comes down to one key question: 
How can the Troll Blazers make their community betted 
Through their greening work, the Blazers have found a way 
to marry community outreach programs with operational 
savings to create a sustainable program with multlpk: 
dividends. 

Like most tearns, the B1a:z(m> started their greening work by 
getting buy-in and feedback from as many staff :tnembe.rs 
and partners as possible. They created a "sustainability team" 
made up of interested people from all departni.ems. "The 
vision to become the leader of sustainability in the sports 
and entertainment commuulty was initiated using a team 
approach, not only involving our staff, vendors, partners 
and business affiliates, but also embracing the support 
of our fans," says :umber. "We feel our accomplishments 
and progress to fulfifl our future goals are only achievable 
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using a team effort, which includes suppo.rt from our staff, 
managemer!I", funs, visitors, suppl.iern, vendors, business 
partners and oru comn:H.m.ity, Attempts ha:v<e been made 
to connect with all of these stakeholder groups, soliciting 
feedback and suggestions!' 

Next, the Blazers decided to hire an external consultant 
to guide their rnsoun;e measurement, develop a plan 
for upgrades and implement greening imp.rovements, 
"Recognizing that we have a m\e to play in these larger 
community objectives, such as enhancing our environmental 
impact, we started our programs by hiring a local, nationally 
recognized sustainability consultant, Green Building 
Services, to accurately measure our current carbon footp.rint 
and provide us with a toad map toward making signi:f:icant 
reductions to these impacts," explains Zeulner, "This involved 
an extensive Scope 3 analysis and development of several 
sustainable policies, procedures and programs," 

Once the Blazers had mapped out their envirom:tlental 
irnpacts, they developed a "sustai:uabHlty charter" to better 
frarne the environmental mission statement that would 
guide their sustainability efforts. The charter ls the Blazers' 
"driving docurnent that serves as a sustalnab1!1ty mad map," 
according to Zeufner, "The core charter developed to guide 
our sustainability lnitiatives, inducting the dmrelopmeut of 
goals and strategies for each segment of our carbon footprint, 
was complied by our sustainability team, a group of over 35 
employees from all di:~pa:rtmems and levels of authority," 
he mcplalns, "This group was tasked by our president and 
executives to develop a path that would lead us to become 
and remain the leader of sustainability within om tnctustry," 

Zeulner emphasized that top-level support greatly 
benefited the grov1,.th of the Blazers' green program, "Our 
sustainabUltyefforts have included senior leadership 
support., to go along with unfettered deditaticm by om 
depa.rtment leaders and front-llne staff," he says. "Executives 
have paved the way with resources and vision, enabling 
environmental enhancement projects to be achieved." 

Thanks to strong executive leadership on greening, 
Zeulner's sustainability team was able to quickly get green 
lnltiatives happening in depa.rtments throughout the Hose 
Garder{s operations. "Food and beverage management 
has found creative ways to source local and organk foods 
and developed incentive programs to excite ctmcesslon 
and kitchen staff to :recycle and compost," Zeulner notes_ 
~operations teams have implemented purchasing strategies 
to ensure that we have eliminated toxic deaning products: 
fmm our facili:ties, that strict environmental policies are met 
regarding renovatfon and maintenance projects, and that 

Guest 
Ct'lmmuting 

58% 

Business 
Travel4% 

•ve continue to strive hW>'ard zero waste. Guest Services find 
creative ways to help inform and encourage fans: to recycle 
and compost while visiting the !lose Garden AremL These are 
jus:t a few examples," 

The Blazers decided early rm that trackingvms essential to 
their greening program, This decision led to two important 
investments: first, hiring the Green Building Services 
consulting team, and second, undertaking an extensive 
sustainability and carbon footprint analysis (see the above 
graph for the breakdown nf the Blazers' carbon impacts'). 

Zeulner says that the time and mmmy his team invested 
in the up-front measuring was qukk!y returm:~d in resource 
savings as he was able to more easily identify the u lmv· 
hanging fruit," "These assessments and footprint analysis 
pn:r'ilded a mad map for us to implement strntegie.s to-i,vard 
maximizing our environmental performance," say$ ZeulneL 
~'Ne started with easy •vins that had paybacks of less than a 
few years, such as energy efficiency pmjects, implenmntation 
ofadvanrnd retyding and food waste composting operations, 
and implementatitn1 ofenvi.rtmmenta! purchasing policies, 
These initial efforts have resulted in hundreds of thousands 
of dollars of operational savings, \vith payback met after just 
about a year," 

By starting vdth the green projects vdth the greatest wturn 
on investnwnt, the Bh1zers v,•ere able to gain momentum 
to putsue larger initiatives, like LEED certification, "While 
these projects and procedures were implernented, •Ne 
made the dedslon to seek LEED certification for existing 
buildings through the U5, Green Building Council," says 
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Z,eulner. "Implementation of our sustainability initiatives, 
including LEED, included in-depth meetings i,vith all 
facility departments, contracted service providers, vendors 
and suppliers (this includes iNaste haulers, contractors, 
etc.). Du.ring the meetings, we clearly set expt-ctatlons, 
provided con text and review of our environmental policies 
and programs, included training about these topics and 
developed metrics that would he tracked for aU areas to 
ensure compliance!' 

The Bia.tern sought out additional outside guidance for 
their LEED process as well. These outside partnerships 
provided Zeulne.r's team with expertise on specific topics, 
such as onsite solar fNRDC} and carbon offsets (Bonnev:iUe 
Environmental Foundation), "Successful development of 
extensive sustainability progrruns requires partne.rnhlps •vith 
public and private enterprises, We sought out advice and 
leadership frmn organizations grounded in environmental 
values such as the NRDC, the U.S. Green Building Council, 
Cascadia, the Living Future Institute, the .Bonneville 
Envi:ton:mentaI Foundation and the EPA," saysZeutner. 
'These organizations provide unique perspectives pertaining 
to impietmmtation of best practices and <xmtm:t to more 
complex issues, such as procurement policies, Our success 
in reducing envl.ronmentai lrnpacts would have been more 
challenging without the support of these partners:' 

Financing effidenqr upgrades and other green initiatives 
is a constant hurdle, but .ZeuJner points out that the up-
front capital to fund environmental programs can come 
from a variety of source.!>. "In addition to internal capital 
resources, we applied fer and received local and federal grant 
fondinK,'" he says. "Grants i.nduded financial resources to 
help implement energ)H.~.ffidem;y projects, rnt..-ycling and 
food waste compost prngrn.ms, installation of electric-vehicle 
charging stations and. bike Jnfmstrnctme endeavors.. As of the 

end of the 2011 calendar year, wt.~ havt~ saved dose to 
$1 million 'Nhlle investing about $500,000, fa less than 
three years." 

The Blazers were awarded LEED Gold certification, the 
highest level of LEED certHkation awarded to any major 
sports venue to date, in January 2010. Despite this impressive 
accomplishment, the Blazers stm push for ongning savings 
across the board (see adjacent graphs of the Blazers' resource 
savings), Zeulner explains: "We were bestowed with Gold 
during the first part of 2010. This was a signifkant milestone 
for us, but we quickly continued to keep our m.omentmn. 
We implemented further deep building retrofits; invested 
further in bike and electric-vehicle infrastructure; developed 
partnerships with local environmental nonprofits to advance 
t.beir miss.ion; invested in offsetting HX! percent of our energy. 
gas and water consumption. impacts; joiued Business for 
Innovative Climate & Energy Policy; and helped found the 
Green Sports Alliance to share best practices within our 
industry and further the .impacts that fovernging professional 
sports can. have on larger global inlti.atives!' 

The Blaze.rs have been able to use the.Ir gret~ning work to 
strengthen their cmmmm.ity presence and benefit the local 
economy by building for the future, "We are now assessing 
pmjects that go beyond the four v<ro.Hs of our arena and 
attempting to inspire grmvth toward developrrmnl of Eco
Districts," says Zeulner, 'This includes looking at things 
like district energy, shared water management systems, 
harvesting rainwater, developing gray-water reuse strategies, 
investing in district-scale food waste-to-energy systems, 
furthering renewable energy, redt1dng tm.rrnpmtatlon
related impacts to our region and other projects related to 
maximizing environmental enhancements.'" 

So far the Portland public has he en very receptive to the 
Blazenl efforts and continue to support the team's expanding 
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grniftt\rig prngn:lm, '"Our etforu; btve un!y received posH:ivf? 
ft:-e·db;.~ck; ir~:{:{~Jd~ng thcH~~undt;; of :pn~·~1·~ve rn€dla arth::te-$; 
.!ncd nchkvenM~nt 1w:ards Mld i1ttmen1wfan applause,"' 
d:nwi-vt'ln 'Zeulner. ''The nperntion;d savings ah>ne have 
prr1ved \h.i:w.e efforhi v.'on.hv;hHe, but btntt;nd the busintss 
emrn, wr- havf? supported hrgtw tninnH.r;lity goals, supported 
hnmd devdnprnent, enhanced tlw fam experience and n:t;vfo 
dgnificam: conrwetions,·" 

Rezyttlk1g; Mom ttmr 80 percert c! c;:rnratkrns wast& 
is dhmrted frarn lorn! hmdfH!.i;, Recydrrg stntkrns 
for visitors and a food •uane •;;mnposthg pmgmm 
with vendors dkmt at:mut t,OfJO torn arnueHy, 
100 peteerit of food wasts b cmnpnsted. 

Ymns;Kwtatkm: More ttvm 3lJ percent of f·bse: Gan:hm 
attendees mm public trnntpnrtannn or aitematves 
sl.lch fB bh:yc!e rornmutng. The tN1rn subsidizes 
tmnsit passes for stsff tm.i in:zs bkes mld ehlt#ic 
v+Ht.frm for ornw operntiNB, 43 percent of Ro..te 
Gwrdtm stmff use dtemative tmnsportntiort 
Enrwgr, Gas and Vf.th:r~ !n N:Jdkon to Jpgmding 
to energy effidmA UghUng mx:J !twr·t!ow phimbing 
fixtures, the Tmfl Bltnm; partnflted with Pacific rawer 
and the Bi:mnmme knAnmmenttd Fc+ndatit:m tor the 
PD rchmse of 100 pnrnmt rnnewat+t energy programs 
and Water Re-stwation Certifh:mtes for the Hose 
G;mbn. The 3ia:rnn cut water use by 17 percent. 

Pnrob&s!ng: The Trail B!a:an1:?- tklvdoped partnerships 
with n.iµpffern for suttainnble µun::tnrning, inch.idlrg 
rm;re than 95 µun:mnt comµustabk food and 
bmnmge serving contahern and rnMtiriab, 100 
percent mcycled content tmsh LniMs, rewsahle 
commm:Htie:s that replace rlitpGSables where feasible, 
greerHA.Wtified chmnkds awl equipment, and 
sustainaUe food and tHh'Grnge dterrmbw~s tot fans, 

LESSONS FROM THE F!ELJJ 
GREENING, INCUJDlNG LEED CERTWiCATION, CAN SE 
AN INVESTMENT THAT PAYS OFh \Vhlfo the up-front 
hlvcttment in m<tjor grotmlng upgrndet h t.ignitkant, rite 
pqoff b gri~ater, The B.latarn invested $Jh0,Q\Y} in opemUont 
impwv~m1ents <ff(Hlltd the Hose Garden, Bv 2011. ttw n:i:im 
had fe(OUpcd S41 l ,000 in energy 1wvings, Sl65,tx!Q in WRter 
llaliing/i 11.nd $260,00G in wa8W divendnn salifogs, >vhh 0 total 
ll<nings of $B3CJiDO, 'Iw af frw end d the 201 1 rnkndar n::iu, 
%V lHWW $BVed ;,Jns& to $I mHlion ;vh\k investing <JtAh\\, 

SSDO,iK-0, ln less than thret' years," sayr, Zed:nm-, ''\Ve fowt\lS\ 

rhM nur uivings wEl wach nver $I mdlfon by the end rd ao; t," 

DEVELOP AN ORGAN!ZA110N,WHJt GRE2N1NG CHARTER 
TO GUIDE YOUR EFFORTS: Once thl" Bb.t,ern had cxtcut.tve 
bti}'"in ;:m<l a H~trninabJfrty teani <HM'fmbbcl, they devek1ped 
;~ suMn!m:ibrlity thaniw !O better fon11e !he envlrnnme.ntd 
mhdnn Mntenv'n! that wodd guide ihdr suttalnabJhv 
efforts. ···· Fstiibhthhtg a d\ttbr, 'our driving dccumenl 1iiut 
!H>.rves a;; a wttdx:wbilLy u:nd .u:wp.. bd w the UL Gnzen 
BuUding Coutw:Jl wwignn:wm t/ LEED Gn!d c.enifk.atbn for 
the HrwoGarcien arent tn 201), the firnt :md udy exbdng 
bnildJng k prnfo%kmd tporrn worldwide to l.h.:Ueve thh 
dedguabnn," suys Zen'. net Tlw i,.:harti,or lt1dmicd the Hn:rern' 
suMl'lind::iUf'/ rnittlon swtnnent, v»hicb hdped the wmn plan 
nut and prfnrltlte tht·ir gren\ initiatives, 

SET PROGRESSIVE GOALS: ZitulniN advocaws setling 
pn1gre5slve goah to tptw your green program to higher bvck 
The Bk.l@rt tet a prnl of cmbon ncwrntity, which re(.piw~, 
that they nffaer rnarn tflrhun than H:wy pnxiw::e al the foxw 
Garden (evaluated using i St ope 3 ctrbon <:wsessnli~nt vdth 
the 2nm .. 1rn1g bMe yenr}. The Bt&..ers aimed fur rbe Hg!wn 
bvd nf LEED eerdfitl'ltion to darn and achievt•d h h'lth tlw 
guldt'lnce nf thdr outdde eonsnltants and partners, Tl'w 
Blmwrn d;n e;rnblhhed a corpowm: susrninahilitv initb!in~ 
tn Jucorpnrnhj envirmin1en1d ci:mtldi.>rntlont inl;J &U internal 
decldmm, 

REMEMBER TO GONSJDtR JMPRQVEMENTS TO 
EMPLOYEE AND PATRON HE.Al.TM VIA GREENING: Tlrnnb; 
10 the LEED cerdfinHhm prncesz, tht< Blazers dgnHkmH1y 
imprnved kdom envimnmtmtal quabty at the fhAw Ghrden. 
Ttmy did thfa by lmpbrrmntlng an lnkrmd air qw!lity pbn, 
hmmin:g r.n:rn:ddng, ifmmdng di 'lii~ntrlation and filter sy&ttnts 
rnut ASHHAE Ha.rnfardt, prornoting ocnqJ<tttt tninfo:t by 
providing Ughtlng 1:rmlrob Htv:l tbcrnnl cornftc>tt. and utlng 
54 pncentgrrwn deaning prodticts and 73 nerccnt ernen 
dtmuing eq uipmcnt to ir~prnve indoor alr quality '"' 
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THE ROCKETS' GWlEEN!NG STOFtV: 
MOTIVATIONS, CHALLEh.1GES J\r0tl 
LESSOf>JS FHOM TME FIELD 
The Toyota Center and Houston Rockets had environmental 
responsibility on their radar even before the arena opened 
in 2003. "We started before we got into the buBding. We have 
always been very environmentally conscious at theTovota 
Center-it's ahvaya been a part of how we operate," says 
Sarah Joseph, director ofcommunity relations at the Rockets. 

The push tov.m.rds operational efficiency and eventually 
pursuing LEED certification stems from their green-minded 
owner, Leslie AJexru:1der, "Environmental responsibility 
is extremely important to Mr. Alexander," says Scott 
Manley, director of event operations at Toyota Center. i The 
Toyota Center was the fourth NBA arena t~ receive LEED 
certification, earning LEED Silver for Existing Buildings: 
Operations and Maintenance in 20Ht ''.Applying for LEED 
was done on a voluntary basis, so we looked at that as an 
opportunity to take a leadership role," says Manley. 

By being environmentally :responsible in their building and 
team operations, the Houston Rockets view their green 
program as a way to lead by example in the community. 
"Through our efforts with G:reen Games, aggressive recycling, 
public outreach initiatives featuring Rockets players, 
envirorunentai support efforts, and many other programs, 
we are providing a significa:nt educational support 
mechanism to our commuruty and fans alike," says Rockets 
CEO Tad Bro1Nn. 2 

By showcasing em.iron mental initiatives at the venue 
and team community events, the Toyota Center and the 
Rockets strive to engage their fans and their communitv 
in environmentally responsible behavioral changes. Thls 
strong commitment to environmentalism is reinforced 
by the venue's achievement of LEED certification in 2010. 
"In keeping with !ovaiet] Leslie /\lexander's vision of 
emri.ronmental responsibility, we have dedicated many 
resources over the past few years to gain certification 
within the LEED program \\1th regards to sustainability and 
operational efficien0~" Brown explains. "This certification 
serves as validation that our aggressive approach to energy 
management, recyding and waste reduction programs 
have made a difference here at Toyota Center and in our 
community."'~ 

The Tuyota Center was the first professional sports facility 
in Texas to get LEED certification in 2010, and, accordi.ng to 
Grng Poole, director of facility operations, was among only 
two or three other buildings in Houston that were LHHD, 
certified at that time.4 As of 2012, there are now more than 
100 LEED-certifi.ed buildings in the Ilouston arca.5 
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WHERE TO START? 
Though the Toyota Center has king been involved in 
environmental initiatives, ''in 2008 vte really n:rn,de lt nv:we 
fonnn1 and started the LEED certiflca:tion process," eiq::ifa.ins 
Joseph, "Vie bunched h1Jtiatives on tvm separate fronts to 
ensure that envtrnmnental mvareness 'was at the center of 
daily operational a:ctlvi.ti.e~- for Rockets and loyota Center. 
Fkst, we began the appUcatl.on process for Toyota Center 
to become a: LEED-certified faciH!y, Secondly, we also 
established .a RockeN Green Committee to develop platforms 
for guiding our green prognw.w that vmuld be inclusive of 
staff, fans, and others in the Greater Hovston Comunmity," 

"'On the LEED certifirntfon. side, Mr- Alexander, our CEO 
'fad Brown, our CFO Marcus Johbofa, our Aesistam Gi1,t Scott 
M.anley, and people on the .fadhties side •Nere involved. Our 
Director of Facility Opemtione-, Greg Poole, spearheaded our 
lJvernH efforts to get the LEED certlfkatlon," says Joseph., 

For the Eotkets, LEED certification started ·w:ith coHect.lng 
h1weline data at the lmlkHng, "Vlben beginning the LEED 
process, It was hnportant to undergo a comprebenslve 
huUding survey to establish a hasd.lne from which to 
expand/' Joseph con.ti.mies, "Vle partnered vdth a Jned 
engineering firm 10 ass.ist •ttith the LEED a.ppHcadon process," 
Pon.le and Mi:miley, along v<dth an eight-person staff, centered 
the LEED protess an:mnd five key areas: energy, air q1ui.Hty, 
water use, reduced chemicals use, and edm:at!onal outrea.cb, 

Al.ming for En.ergyStar recognition guided the Hockets' 
energy e.ffidency hlti.adves, Poole and Ms team used 
EnergyStar Portfolio Manager to compare their huikl.ing's 
energy use to slmHar huildl.ngs, vd:licb was helpful in gauging 
thelr bdldfog'.<> energy intensity, "\Ve were always reatly 
aggressivt in trying to reduce nur energy and our footprint," 
Poole sahl "Vle wanted snme validation of what we were 
i:foing," 

However, this sort of energy comparison can be 
problematic, Poole notes, sboe as nfyet EnergyStar does 
not include a spmts venue category ''Currently EnergyStar 
does nnt have a specHh: rating or grouping for arenas and 
stadiums, Arenas attempting to get the points within LEED 
that are assnciated whh EnergyStar have to submit any data 
they have, with regards to energy consumption, in hopes that 
EnergyStar qualifies us in some way;" 

J\.ru:Jiher focus area was v<ater use at the arena, The team 
dedded to pursue landscaping effidency points, reducing 
their landscaping water use by 50 percent by using native and 
droughMolernnt plants and installing a drip irrigation system 
U1at waters p!ants at the mots and reduces evaporation, The 
arena also installed kwi-How faucets, toilets, and urinals 
with automatic sensors thai reduce 'Water use by 30 percent 
coinpared to conventional building code 

The operations team also addressed air quality at the 
.arena, exceeding American Scdety of Heating, Refrigerating 
and Air Conditioning Engfneern (ASHRAF.) rt'qttirerrien:s. 

ENERGY 
Thmugh numerous energy effic!enr:y improvements, the 
arena has reduced overall e!ecMclty use by more than 
27 percent since 2003, earning EnergyStar recognitiort 
Initiatives include: 

Engpgklg !ocs! entitles in mtro-cornm!sskming 
practices 

!nstamng a Bu!Minft Automation System 

installing compact tiuomscent light bulbs (Cfls) 
timn,ighout the verwe., saving $70,UOO mmuary 

lrmta!!ing mom:m light sH1sors In offices 

Purchasing renewable energy credrts from 
energy provider 

iUR QUALITY 
Increasing indoor ak quality exceedlngASHRAE 
standan:ls, induding entry mats that reduce 
particulates entering building, and MERV 14 air 
fliters on Mr handlem that reduce emergy use 

WATER 
Achieving a 50 percent redtJct!on In landscaping 
water use by using native pl.ants and installing a drip 
irrigation system 

!nsta!Hng low-flow faucets, tdlets, and 1.nlrrn!s, whk:h 
reduce potsble 1vater m::msumption by 30 pert:i:mt 

REDUCED CHEWUCALS USE 
Reducing pesticide use by usrng Integrated Pest 
Management (!PM) 

l11tmducl11g a high performance green deaning 
program inciud!ng Green Seat-certified products 

EfHflRONMEWfAL EIJUCATi%1N 
Earned LEED !nnrntation points for education prof.rams, 
lnduding: 

Green Committee projects 

"Green~ envlronmental awarene~ss games 

Community outreach efforts 

Pub!ic outreach lnitiatives featuring the Hochrts 
players 

E-cycHng events and tree planting events 
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Be a leader in the Houston community on 
environmental best practices. 

Drive commun!W actlvat!cm on environmentally 
responsible behavior changes, 

Increase community awareness of Rockets' 
environmental efforts. 

Mvance Toyota Center efforts towards LEED 
certification, 

Received the 2011 Mayor's Proud Partner Award 
fur Green Initiatives 

Changed behavior within office-lights off policy, 
recycling of paper and plastic items 

Establlshed the #Green Team of the Game Program"---
for each game, youth from schools, non-profits, and 
sports teams volunteer to pick up recyclable Items 
in the stands and throughout the arena; 400 youth 
participate each season 

Receive ongoing coverage in !oca! medi.a for 
green initiatives 

"We Implemented an indoor alr quality program that redur:es 
particulates in the air by going above and beyond the 
recorm:nended MERV 13 filters to MERV 14 filters used by our 
alr handlers/'' says Poole, '"This reduced particulates in the ak 
as 'Nd] as energy costs on the air handling units themselves 
by modifying the type of filter used." Entry mats that reduce 
particulates from people enlerlng the building were also 
installed, 

/mother prl.o:rl.ty was redudng chemical use in the 
buHdJng, The arnna achieved this by trnbi.ng staff in 
lntegrated Pest M.anagement tech.aiques, vd1ich tedute~ the 
use of pestl.ddes, The deaning staff also began purchasing 
green cleaning products, including Gwen Seal~ce.rtified 
products. 

The last focus area of the foyota Center ~Nas creating 
an educationnl ovtreRch pmgrnrn, >vhkh earned them 
Innovation points ·with LEED, This program m.eshed with the 
;sirrinltarwous efforts of the Rockets Green Co1rnuittec, 'Which 
v<nts working to generate envin)nmtnta1 awareness with fans, 
staff, and the local eom.m.un:hy 

"The Green Co1mnit1e1) is made up of a cross section 
of folks from different deparmwnts from all kvds of the 
otga:uiLathm,~fwm coordinators to uppern1anagm:nent," 
explains Kfiu Shein, senior <liwctor of marketing operations, 
"There were about ten pevpk on dwt tommittee to help 
us ei>tub1foh the green pdicy and prv:::edures that vferc 
eventually frnple-inented," 

The Hocke ts Green Corru-nitti~e kicked off their pwgrnm 
by engaging u1d educating their fans on eiwin:inmcntal 
initiatives, "\Ve w~~re tme of 111e first two NBA te<tmt to 
have an endmnxnenta! ~•wwo1ess g<mw,'' says Sl:1drL "Vic 
baska!ly usi~d that gume <'<S an opportunity to cornmunicate 
onr euvin:mmentd views to our frms, \\It did things Hke 
having our mascot Wli~tu a green costume and .including 
envirnnm.entally·fr.lendly i.hm.Js such as n::cydabie cups and 
canvas b<.1g:s as part of the night's glveil:ways, VVe brought 
in :rnpres(mtatlvt:s who am involved in envfromrn;ntal 
issues throughout the comnmuity and let them. use that as . 
;;t platform to distribute their pamphlets or Uternuxrn, We 
displayed envlnm.menta1 facts nn tht; screen throughout the 
game, 'lfVflve been doing all that far about four years, Th.at was 
our first major init:htlve ot:ttdde of the LEED process.." 

The next step was getdng thdr staff involved in their 
program, The Rockets Green Committee instituted 
organizatlon~wide inltiadves to reduce environmental 
impacts an:mnd the fadlities, starting wfth small changes, 
"\Ve removed an paper cu pf, from the coHee areas., 
encouraging everycn:w to use mugs,'' exp!dns Shein, 

'"We lmtal\ed automatk: sensors that would tum off the 
lights in offices when people left the roonL\Ve sent out 
corn:munkat!ons on the importance ofdecttonk:s and 
powering down, \Ve have big rncyding stations with graphics 
set up throughout the adrntuistrntive area 1Nhe:re you can 
bring i:n your lightbulbs and batteries from home and we'H 
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recycle them for you, We've done t:hat: over the last hwv years 
and come up with a few new tbings to do each year, ju;t to get 
folks engaged." 

These initiatives have made a big difference at the arena, 
acconiing to Poole, ''vVe have increwred out recycling tonnage 
from just a fevi tons each month HJ ornr 14 tons each mun th 
rm average/' he says, "Vie implmnented a no trash can policy 
for individual spaces like office$ and cu hides,,. [I]nstead we 
provided centralized waste stati!:nrn that separated rncyd.ahle 
material from general waste, This crea.ted an opportunity 
for each person to have to get up and walk to the stall on 
and at that polni tt made them think about ·what they were 
dhx:aniing and not just throw everything into tlm general 
waste stream," 

The Rockets also approached local o.rganizations to 
assist in environniental educational outreach and green 
ttnnmunity events, "One of the n111in groups we've worked 
vdth is 'Keep Houston Beautiful,"' says Hal Duong, senior 
community relations coordinator, "They've been a wonderful 
and major resource frt helping us find projects and locations. 
They've helped ta find other partners as wdJ such as the 
Houston Houslng Authority or the Houston Arboretu.rn and 
many other organizations as well." 

This influence has not gone unnoticed; the Rocke!s 
won the 201 I Mayor\> Proud Partner Award for their green 
nutnmch initiathms and corm:nu:nitv evems. Initiatives 
Included a "The Green Team of the 'came .P.rngmm" where 
youth from schools and sodal -0rgamw;tku1s volunteernd 
to help pick up rncydable items during Rockets home 
games; 5,noo reusable water bottles given out at games; 
com:rm.mity dean up events and tree planting events; and 
an annual "Hecyclefost" event c.o!lectlng electn::mics, hooks, 
do thing, and 11hoes for recycling and douallon, In 2011, the 
event's orga:n.izero collected l4j.42 pounds of etecw:m.ics 
for ttospondhle rncyding; three blue cmtes, 150 bags, and 
10 boxes of cloth1:m antl shnes, donated to the Salvation 
Anny; and 12 boxes ofhoiJks, also dormted to the Salvation 
Army, The Rockets have collected nearly 100,CTJO pounds of 
dectrnnics for recyding since lmmchlng foe progrnm. 

CHAlLENC:'.iES: THOSE OVERCOME 
AND OMGOH\H3 
Earning LEED's Energy points wa~ no small task for the 
Hm:iston-bawd arena, whose 750,000 square-fool buikllng 
is a chaltenge to keep cool in the svmmer months, where 
temperntun;$ hover in the mid·SOs an average of 9fl days 
per year, "To cool down the building for an event takes 
serious amounts of power," Poole says, The building hosted 
150 events in 2009 .. so a high·efilciency cooling system was 
c.rucla1 in order to achieve the necessary energy rnductii:.Ins, 
\Vhen event$ me not scheduled at the arena, f\:mle'$ team. 
ma:kC$ $Ure to shut dov1rn as many buildJng t-Omponents as 
possible} 

"We have .reduced out overall consumption by 27 percent 
fmm when we 1ln>t opened and our annual goals are w 
contim1e tindingways to reduce electrical consumption 
by 3 percent to 5 percent each year," he says, "Thiil 
was m::cnmplfohed by lighting t:etmfits and equipment 
modifkations, as well as creating the correct culture within 
our operations that designated energy management as one of 
the highest priorities in our dally business." 

VVhiJe pursui.ng LEED gave the lbyota Center a toad map 
to envin;mmentat initiatives at the arena, the application 
process itselfv,'ils a challenge, "The more !buildingfoamresj 
you submh, the harder it Is," Poole says, '"We're not a cypknl 
office huHdiog. The information we're supplying is a little 
bit different from what they vmnt to see, \Ve have to make 
arguments back and forth for why we feel like we're matching 
what they're a$hngfor."The Hocket'l ended up bringing rm 
a consultan! from Hieht Engineering to provide day-to-day 
support for the complkatcd applkatkm process, 

Despite thwe d:w.!Jenges, thtt Toyota Center is determined 
w build on its LEED Silver cert!ficatkm and $trlve for higher 
certification levels. "We intend to continue imprming ()fi our 
current !!st ofpmgrnms and impiernentlng new tn:ies hith the 
eventual goal of reaching the next level of tertifkation," says 
Joseph, 
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LESSCH\LS FRt>M THE FIELD 
ESTABLISH A GREEN COMMITTEE AND SET GOALS: The 
Roch:ts established a Green 'fo;mi with representation across 
the organization, Goals and objectives 'Were detc:nnined 
dudng initial Green Team meetings, which kd to developing 
a eomprnheuslve cnvlronrnental progn:un, Aeeordlng to tlH:'ir 
USG BC prnject prnfil.t\ "Seerning'.ly the tnost important Hern 
the project team identified for tlle success of th ls project is 
the necessary cultural shift which mud occur v0th both event 
attetdees and n:ntrnsskms to make LEED tertitkadon a 
rnaHty"1 

ENGAGE YOUR COMMUNITY IN YOUR ENVIRONMENTAL 
EFFORTS: VJhh n:wre thu:n 15 mi!Eon fans visiting the urnna 
annua!Jy, the Toyota Center hw a co.nddernble influence Jn 
the community 'Toyota Center has a unique opportunJiy tn 
serve as an l.ndust:ry lender l n the h.nuw of st.mtai.tl<i.hiUty/' 
snye Brow>1, "V\!e am operating in a mo.re envlronrn.i:mtally 
consd.ous nw.1me1 and ectucatlng the mi.lilons of patrons that 
attend Toyota Center events each yeru regurding way;t they 
can help," Events that addrei.is inc al e:nvin:rnmentd issues 
am a great vmy tu engage the rnmtmmlty and educate .fans 
about the envin:m1nent "For us, n1w of the majnr i:nitiatl.vcs 
from a comnmnhy st<n1dpol.nt is tree planting, especbUy 
now in Houston nim\ng out of a ter.rihk drought over the 
bst summer that led into Jam.m.ry of ZOU , Them was so 
n1ud1 damage done to the green space in Houston and the 
landscape. \\1.lut •ve really v•nlnt to do is figure out a way to get 
luvntved in that,. 'w·hether ifs jufit gubg out: organizing tme· 
plantings rJr figuring out a vray to raise mwwy>" says Josepk 
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THE Hi\WKS' GREENING STORY: 
MCfnVATIONS, CHALLENGES AND 
LESSONS FROM THE FIELD 
The Afauta Hawks have a compeHtlve green strn1k tlmt 
canw tm! when they vkd wltb the l'Aiaini HEAT to become 
the fkst NBA ream with a LEED<:ertifkd hnme arena, 
Fnr eight months, the Bawks ~vorked h1nd to achieve 
LEED Certifkatbn for E:dsting Buildings: Operat.bns and 
MalJitew.mce (EBOMJ, <tnd the team V>/<liS awarded the LEED 
cert.ifrrntion onAprH 7, 2008, becoming the .first NBA arnna in 
the world tn achkve this cenificatkm ftn an existing facility~ 
Today; many NBA arena:;; have achieved LEED eertiih::ation 
lnclud.ing the Mhimt HE/(C the OrLmdo I\/faglc, Houtton 
fo::ickets, and Portland Trail Hk:izers, 

To eam cer1.ifkatfon the an;;rw Jn vested in a va.riety of 
green frnµrovements dnwsl a deude d'ter the huHding firs I 
opened, T\w;1e upgnv:fos inc1u.ded: HVAC, di!Het, <ind lighting 
retn:ifhs; refkct!ve roof materilds that reduce cooling needs; 
and water c:H.rm~.rvaUon nw~~smes such <W l:ov•l~Hnw bathroom 
l'lxtnres that hmre cut water usage by Z tniJHon ga!km.s., 

''The bulkUng was built with sustainubk thoughts in mlnd 
as we've akways been interested h the cnvimnment and 
our effect,'' says Barry Hemon, vice president of operndons, 
HtY.vever, 11.erwon txplains that as new technologies and 
huiiJJng standards wr,;re being devdq:i~d, the Hawks became 
l.m:reasingly intereMed in h<:)'N they could further irnprnve, 
"Vflien vx: smrted ta!king ubuut reaUy getting in volve<l 
and moving our position forward on greening C\Jf arena 
vw:nersh!p, exerntives ;md marketing group 'Here asking 
us what we could do bettiilr," says Henson, "and that got rm 
thl.nking Jbout t:he next level of effidem.,j' and hnpmved 
nperntions," 

For the Hawks, greening v,raskkked off by hvo interests: 
m.axl.miz.lng opexations effidency. and n:n:npeddveiu~ss, 
The LE£l) green. building ctrti!katbn lmdgmxl the Hawks, 
partkulwriy w> it appeded to the.!r desire to he the first arena 
to <whieve LEED renifirntim1, "Vie spoke to other arenas hut 
found. no others going vdth LEED. LE.ED has gone thrm;igh so 
many innovations and there are a ht of thlngs tbat better fit 
an office buHding nr school than a 24~hour operntl.ng .arena 
like ours," says Henson, "\»Vhcn 1Ne decided to punue LEED 
j>~riJJkatinn it bdpcd m; bhze a fov; trnils fm th<;• US Green 
Buitdl.ng Cr:rnw::H!' 

WHERE TO START? 
The lhnvks nperntions team began by >vdghing the pros 
and cons nf different grern'\\ng in!thtives and programs to 
assess whkh mor-t fulfilled their pdmury objective Gf high 
operational effidency, "We started by looking i:nto are.as 
~-uch as cad:mn credits and buying renewabb energy credits 
(J{ECsL but those are m·e;b that people get involved Jn 
that dor/t really dwngf'. their operations or µdldes," sap 
Hem.on, "LEED '#US !:he only an.s'wer for us because h gave 
us the ahiHty in dm::ument our policies, make changE$ 'Nhf're 
we needed to, and engJgf' ourselves tn the entire greening 
process," 

The Hawks brought together a cure group of interested 
stuff members from operntfons, ev\'?nr planning, ;md 
marketing to work wltb a heal green building consult am 
ca\imJ S.Gutbface, This green learn led thf' charge un greenlng 
and LEED p.roccfiS, explains Henson, 'Nhlch ultimately also 
relied on feedback and buy~in from all stfo'L "Every emplop:'e 
in the ;wena hmi a rnie in changing ho'N we do things, !n 
m;M:rn:h!ing information mA also in researching other 
gnwnlng initiatives out there, H was a tDtaI tf'am effort here," 
Heru;on empha:>Ll:m;, 
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Low4low ffush toilets, aerator changes and !ow-flow 
shower heads as we!! as ma11agement of the cooling 
system reduced water consumption to save more than 
1.95 million gallons of water per year, 

Ph!Hps Arena electrical consumption has seen an 
8 percent reduction year over year, saving more than 
4.5 million k!!owatHiours per year. Phl!!ps Arena 
uses approximately 20 percent less energy than all 
other U.S, arenas that house two professional sports 
teams (Phll!ps hosts Mth the Hawks and WNBA's 
Atlanta Dream). 

Philips Arena sends its plastic, aluminum, glass, 
can:!board and paper waste to SP Recycling. 

Philips Arena sends over 12 tons of food waste 
per year to be turned into compost that Is sold and 
used locally, 

Paper products, incltH:ling paper towels, bathroom 
tissue, and copier paper, are a!! 100 percent post· 
consumer recycled content 

The Hawks began their on-the-ground work by 
implementing more environmentally conscious deaning 
practices. "The first big change we ma<le was moving towards 
green deaning. That was a big change because everyone 
¥ms used to using bleach, ammonia, and other chemicals," 
says Henson. "We had training and staffintegration in order 
for our green deaning staff to get everyone on board, The 
chemical supplier that we started working v.ith, Southeast 
Link, has what they call a 'Green University.' So they'll bring 
a gentleman out who trains our staff as often as we need to 
make sure that everyone understands the proper operation of 
the greener equipment and products. They do training both 
onsite and at their headquarters," 

c~~{J\LLE~\H3E:s~ Tt{t)S:E t:t\lf:.Rf!.()f\~:E 
i~ f\t ~) 0 if\£(3 (}' ~ ~\J t7.§ 

The Hawks looked to their pe;,rs for greening inspJnukm, 
\>Vhen they were unable w find arty l£Ef>1:enified aH~nas 
to usr as <1 inodeL Hensorfr Hmm worked on idtinifylng 
irn:Jividtial gret•nirtg projects th;Jt !he fhwks toJld tab nn, 
"\Vi: Just w<n1\ed hJ find our !ht~ gwrning initbdves at 1he 
(Jttwr mtnas. f(n e'xarnpk, cmnposting was an hhbdve WP 
µufad in fron1 <tnothel" arerw.'' ex.phhb !krbi:nt-

lhe lhiwb aku tunwtl hl both pubHcaUy a'ntibbb 
resources and a. local consu!tan! for ;Hlvkc on •vhkh green 
prodw.:h to usf, and huw !o upgr<Hk thetr syste1ns. "\\\, hmY 
worked with the EPA on sonw of our .bhhthws ;md !dvt~ 
used their online resources for guidance," says Henson. "\>Ve 

also worked with Southface on the LEED process, which 
was a big help to us .. We went through some training at their 
headquarters on certifyin;g buildings and green projects. They 
helped provide us '>Vitb. a lot of infonnation on how to pursue 
LEED certification and we took a lot of cues from them from 
an operational standpoint." 

The Hawks had .some challenges finding enough space 
to so.rt a.nd manage their rncydables onsite .. as •veil as initial 
local hauling issues. "Frum a waste diversion standpoint, v:e 
a.re on such a small footprint here that we had to get creative 
about how to handle those recycled materials and. find a 
company that would accept our recyclables," says Henson.. 
"But we overcame those issues and in.creased our d.ivernio.n 
rate from 5 percent to about 20 percent, if you include the 
compost diversion, That takes a lot of weight out of our 
compactors an.cl really reduces our waste bill as welt H's good 
to be able to divert something and get it to a location. where it 
can be mused." 

On the composting side, the Hav.rks had to work out hm;,,• 
to best keep their composting facilities dean and. sanitary for 
employees to manage, "Our composting program is active 
throughout our back of house. We started doing only the 
kitchens and food areas but ;;.m then expanded into a.ll of our 
90+ s\1ites,"' describes Henson. "These programs require a 
lot of meetings and a long refining process. We bought some 
equipment for deaning the food receptacles. Yem have to 
dean those out daily; We've worked through those pains and 
now it's a pretty seamless process!' 

Since 2008 the Ha.'.vks have also been implementing green 
strntegies to increase their energy savings, "We've been 
working on our power consumption for several years now,'' 
says Henson .. "In 20ll8 we reduced our energy consumption 
enough to power l ,~iOO average American homes for a 
month."' 

The Hawks' syMem-wide approach to energy reduction 
focuses predominantly on commissfoning, automated 
Hghting, lighting upgrades and sensors, according to Henson, 
"Our energy savings are mainly attributable to building 
commissioning, with new checks and balances of om 
systems,"' he explains. "We had our airflow tested to ensure 
the systems were performing as designed and cut back 
mm where possible, \Ve looked at reducing lighting needs, 
have done some mtmfits and also put some things on an 
autm1rntk <>hut du\VIL \Ve put l.igbt sen!'ms In oHL:t:K \Ve 'New 
able to n:dun.~ lhe watW.gt< of the Hw:m:scent hmp!> fn:im :14 
wdJii to 2fi, whh the '%UlW Hght d{ecl chnwgb:mt the fritilit;r" 

!-!t~nson's tt~1un n:m1pared Phi!i;x; Aren;~ with riimilar venuti; 
n11tiwwvkk Hl bes1 evah:rnte their uvernll energy savings .. 
"\Vlwn ·we were mr..wfag through the LEED cenifa.:athm 
pn:iress, we were able to !::mndmwtk ourndvm> agalun otlwr 
arenas.,. lk.r>.Qn ex.pbins, ··\Ve Jppn:hiched 1:irernts thm 
h1\ve a <in1Har dinHtW and VH'tts it:heduk, \Ve trnrked 21 
percnH better than 1Miy {i\her bd.ld.!ng tlwt we L1!kt'd to .b 
i !m cowrtty \n trrn10; of cm;rgy use. Add.i.Ho.rMl!y, our VYl.C(~\"\ 
attendmice b r«nkni ihird in dw natbn., whkh m.,S;es ()\M 

riwrgy savings nwnin even more hnpress:Vt'\ 
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t}n the vi.her h<md, the Havvk;;; tb.:ugnhe lhn tlwt\~ b 
i:dwgy~;; ruorn hw i.mprowmHmt and uwet ivgubdy in f}ian 
;hdr nex! pn:;jtcls. "\h: Hiil h;n\~ nwelinp tu inok nt nt'v.; 
prodrn::ts .:uid prm:cr:hnt;\," :dys .Hermon. "The thi.ng <1.bu\d. 
LEED it tlmt mv:c you gN n:nlfrr:d everybody tdh f(.iti with 
rw·.v pmdw:t>; which ·.ve rv;:di.wle l:msed on pwd:m.rk and 
d'fkk'nq1. \Ve separnw 01.u tht' pnijet(ll we wnn1 to utkrrn.in 
fur hmm:, capltd expendlttm/ ;b ·.,;eI! w;; tht~ u:i:~Hi.uutrn! 
thinp;, !hm ·.,;i:- n~n (;hange now." 

!n i>n:kr m t~vab1rtc new ;nodi.Kts, the lbv,+s conduq 
Llh:rn<d n;snm:h nnd dso so!ici\ ;:~dvicc from pi.rtncrs. "Vk'H 
look l:!.i.rough ne·.v pn:rducb to ddt'l·.rn.!nt: lI tht~y'rr kg.it \V1;: 
u1!k to the typknl 1ser nf n pn.iduct tu get 1hulr ev;ihrnUJ:;n of 
it" '.><·iy~. !forh>m. ··1 also c;~.U Sin.Hhbic.;~ often i:md nsk thun if 
th(~y've lw;1rd nf 1hc pn)dun or HN>n H h ac1 ion ;rny•«<lwre, 
bN:m.1w: l!wy !lff' a gn:;;~t n;sotn:e fi:ir U\, \Vt~ gci to the rfghl 
people \o niake our r:kch\nth mvl i:ouin henvUy on di<' 
pnrtrwrs who <ffC tkheSJ to \Sin the rmx;r;ss.'' 

Up next for frw Hav1k"; a ndnvhHer dswrn nnd IDO pti"C('nt 

chemin:d ... fru' .: bnni ng. "VI\~ ;ne v;orking on a u:n.qY!c nf 
water-saving initiatives where.in \VC coH.ect rainwater, as 
well as cond.ensatirin, from our building and use that in our 
cooling towers i.nstead of using dt}' wate.r. That's o.ne piee,.e 
that we are activelyworldng on, but it's stm in its .lnfa.ncy dg:ht 
now,'' described Henson, "There are some alte.mate deaning 
initiatives that am .looking very enticing as well, wh.lch would 
keep us from using any chemicals whatsoever. We've found 
a company that makes a product that is both a sanitfaer and 
deaning agent. You can use it .in any spray bottle or deaning 
infrastructure that you already have and it eliminates the 
need for deaning chemicals of any kind." 

LES.SQ.l\JS FROM THE FIELD 
PARTNER WITH SPONSORS ON GREEN !Nff!AlTVES;The 
Hawks have harnessed the grnen initiatives of nu.rnerous local 
companies tn order to enhance and grow ex:kt.lng corporate 
partnerships and fa$hton a large percentage of their own 
employee volunteer projects on community donation drives 
and reforestation prnject:L 

PARTNER WITH LOCAL OHGAN!ZATIONS TO GROW 
YOUR COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS: "V/e've formed a tight 
reh.tionsbip 'Nith Habitat for Humanity and 'Nith the Atlanta 
tdtssio.n, A int of thf.' things lhal we no longer ufre here are 
teusable fro tw:: try to donate to those two entities as much 
as possible becaase lt helps take care ot At!anta locally," 
says lknson, "lt has been a benefit for us to get involved in 
nonprofit gn:n.t;ps that are taking care of our k.iccl people, 
often also our fans«' The Hawks also participate in Rock and 
w:rnp it Up! .. a widely used food donation progrnm, "The 
group comes and picks up the prepared leftover food; we only 
have to tiJUect ii and get [t to a centtal location," explains 
Henson. ''We try to as rnuch ns 'M.ro can tocd!y Many of 
these lm;ues, environ.mental and ~(1dat shnuld cany r:.ivn· intri 
penpks' honie hve~. \Ve try to erhiuire frui<-.. friendt nnd 
nth er family nwrnber<:> " 

PNO\llPF DlRECT !NCENTiVES YO eNGAGE STAFf 
!N GREEN ACT!ONS: "\Vi~ an; ,:·<,nrwtt6I t<l ;\ 1AAffIA 
J'deiropnliwn Atfrmrn Rapld Tr;indr A1xiliidty'. rad station sr;. 
'Ne regu!.ar!y fncq.1nqe uur worb•is hl rid;; ihe rnhL \\fr; givs: 
them traln and Ing JUidf!i as a perk tn erwounge i!wni nni to 
drive." vxphbs Hvnsnn .. ''AtCl"'>'l. to ni;u;q tr;.HHi\ h ;: big hdp 
as we \VCn' a\:l!V !O CW dmvn Gfl (Wt HllnlHH. ol fHirbng M pan 
nf mn LEED tertifkatlnn . .'' 

REPEAT TRA.!N!NG$ TO EDUCA1T BOTH PEAMANEl\!T 
AND YfiA.NS!ENT STA.FF; "Our type of trnin.ing prngrnni<
are red.ly ubnu.t w·lntmdttdng dw sanH' kbt1 over and over 
unlll our stafftukt•s hnld nf it Unc<e dn then they start 
lnin:dm:ing Lio othn· iwopb,'' ~myt HenMJn .. "Vil'. hnvr 
so nmny third-party ;wnple wnrkLng .in our building Ht rdt 
dnws, whkh can nu1h~ it difikult iO educate everyune. Hut 
bH.\wse the ;rnn· ihne ernp!oyne;; are in nm$Wnt con mo 
»vhh tnernbern or our staff our ninnages get p:) t!ivse rwopk• 
as welt" 
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Th~~ Hmnt DqHH Cenwr, bu me d dw LA G<ihxy pru si>ccer rnmn, ht<m:ne dw frrM outdnor Hndlum in North Anitdca te 
ht· awartkd !SO 14601 nntH:kahm for its envinmn:wntd mrmagtrrnnH tyHem in Nnvnnlwr 20 l ! > "The lSO cerdlkation 
addf '.'.!t!udure md trnn$p;irency to our mwfrtHn:nental Hewan:hhi.p conm:dtmenrs by ;:mtt\ng dt mrr kfoM, pmgnu:ns and 
bcn prncdces mt p;~pcr'' tdd Katie f\mddfo, generni inanugerol'the Hmne Dq>H Center having nH (d (J\ff goab and 
inilfathes trnd:ed in m:w pbn~, the ISO hwps everyone on i.lw ;mrne page ;md holds e;:<h nf our dh,bh:ms <1nd nn1p!oyf~er 
<tcu:nnHd:ik-"'' fh\': Huint': Depol Center\ (mergy-saving foatmes indw:fo :iv:idon iwnMn;;; crnnwcted to tlm HVAC and Ughting 
iyHenn M1 thes(r syn ens MC <*ti.in; in ;1 giwrn spm::c tmiy when !hH space b fKcapkd, ,,:: Ti:i fmther ~mha.ntv ervngy efficiency 
the rndium dsn ;mrtidpaws in Southern Cdifon1b Edbnt/s Ufatrnn<l .Fktp(mH; prognmJS, whkh nHthk h tG mnnhgc energy 
usi: tn <woiJ statewide dennnd pm~k-;, 'Tlm! of the things we wk!: pride in <IU\JSf our vcmws hkt' the Hon1e Depot Cblh:r is 
drnt n:stahtabi.!hy hn\ jnst ri hm:nv1mL !mi pan nf mu n1mn lnisine% OfWHtkmt/' sd.d Juini.!\n !kgun, global nnt<dnd:ilHty 
dirncttn at AEG, which P'Nns tlrn fodhty ' Hy c1rning lmi::k our energy and wuur \.IH~, nm p:mkipi:ning ventn:.s wn only reduce 
lJH.d! mw!wnntvnt<il kmlprlnt, btH ;Jeo cur thdr o;:wn1t!ond costs·, vdtkh h<.1s ;i din~ei impm:1 on om lwHmn Lne.,."'~! 

'fi:w LJ\, Gd1n:y dem\>nttrai,e~, i!t t\>m.mitmcnt to tpreadlng envlrnnmt:nLi! w.va.rvnt:% in thi'~ grnater Lus Anf;:t;!tii 
cmnmunity by pnrti.d;:mnng in 1he GnwnerGonls\Veek camp<d!;!P- As the MLS Charnpinn in 201I,1he Galaxy p;irtk.ip1Aw.l 
hi the f.hmrvwHk Envl.n;nmcmd FtHndwbon\; Snht 4R Schm1b ;+ngnmL "A'hk:h lnsrnl!s sn!ar nu a MiwOl ln the 
winning U>mi';;; mgh:in, Th.is yc11fi, 2. t ,kUowan so\ar anay Wi\S awuded 10 Ki PP Los i\ngdct CoHe;,v Pn:parniory Sd100L 
k:icihd in fnH LJ\, The pu.wls I}!\) ;Jntkipr.tt>d (() prod\.K\! 3/J'.H kil>W<t\>lmurs of dtHn t:th'f&Y pn /t!itL Suhr rn Sdwub 
idso pn:wides st.udcniS 11.nd 1tKdwn> with h;ind+on took tn hdp \Jwm karn 11bout the lmpGrt1mce nf MAnc wind ;md othn 
rene1.vabk t~nergy h:~chxwkig.i<ei>, Tlw kickoff event also inciud1xi a gan;kn plaming pn:iject vdth Galaxy playt;rs ht':lplng to pfant 
fruit, vegetables, and herbs in the school garden. iu 

FENVVPN PJUlK, HOME or THE BOSTOf'd RED SOX 
Oldest Major League Baseball Stadium Undergoes Facility-Wide Sustainability Upgrade 

Built in UH l, Fenway Park is the oldest Major League Baseball stadium currently in use, Despite the venue's age, the Boston 
Red Sox have undertaken a variety of green initiatives to improve the operations and efficiency nf their historic venue. ''.As 
stewards of suc11 a storied venue, we recognize our unique position and abi11ty to raise public consciousness about important 
Issues, Our decision to enhance the ballpm:k's environmental attributes is one born out ofa sense ofpe:rnonal responsibility 
and professional duty,'' said Tom Werner, the team's chairman, in 2008 during the launch of tlm Fenway Greening program, 
which was initiated in partnership with NHDC "For us, this announcement mar.ks some of the first steps m an ongoing 
process to make Amedca's most beloved and oldest ballpark also one of America's greene.st "~l 

ln 2010, Fenway completed an energy audit to investigate ways to reduce energy use and save money. The park now uses 
LED lighting, whid1 is 90 perr:ent more efficient than the previous lighting. The ballpark also installed 28 solar panels across 
the roof of the Red Sox dugout The array supplies 37 percent of the energy needed to heat Fenway's water, thereby avoiding 
the release .of 18 tons of C02 each year, the equivalent of planting 4.86 acres ol' trees.~~ The stadium has also :implemented 
many plumbing renovations, induding the installation of waterless urinals, dual fl ushers, and water-effident fixtures. 
Together, these have reduced overall water consumption by 30 percent, saving more !:han 360JWO gallons each year. 2s All 
buUding renovations use locally sourced materials, and new construction has reused more than 800 tons of old brkks and 
recyded other construction waste. Fenway also plans to install sensor-controlled fluorescent iighting.24 

Fe1nvay also has a Going Green :rncyding program, which 
~ involves a ga:me-day green team of volunteers collecting 
t;; recydabks and 1 QO solar-po'wered Big:Belly compactors 

located around the park, each one abk to hold 55 gallons 
of recyclables. Fenway uses 100 pf'rcent recycled content 
paper for most paper products, in duding Red Sox Magazine, 
in offices as well as the baUparL Their conr,essionaire, 
AHA!VIARl(. is committed to offering more local, organic 
food options and using cups, containers and napkins made 
from recycled content B "\V!th the help of our dedicated .staff 
and valued sponsors, we are continuing our commitment 
to make Femvay Park friendlier to the environment," said 
Werner, "We hope that by incorporating both big and smaU 
ch.anges in our daily operation, the cumulative effect will 
mean future generntimrn can enjoy the great ganm of basebaB 
in a de.aner and more envimmnentaily friendly wor!d:·~a 
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1.ARGET CENTEft HOME OF THE M~Nr~JESOTA T~MB.Eff\lefODJES 
First Professional Sports Arena in North .America to Install a Green Roof 

In September 2009, the Minnesota Timberwolve..s installed the fir.st green roof on any North Amerkan arena, spanning it5 
acres (115,000 square feet) across the Target Center in MtnneapoUs-27 Currently, this is the nation's fifth-largest green roof 
on any facility. The .roof captures nearly 1 .million gallons of stormwater a year, which saves $10,000 annually in stormwater 
charges and prevents runoff into the Miss.issi.ppi River. In addition, the green roof hdps alleviate the u.rban heat island effect 
The roof is planted ,,.,ith a variety ofnative Minnesotan p:rai.rle plants, including lupines, to support the endangered Karner 
blue butterfly}~ "The city wanted to make a sustainable choice with this roof," said Torn Reller, senior directQr of operations for 
the 'larget Center,&i 

The Ti.rnbenvolves have pursued oilier st.rntainabllhy i.nitiatives as weU, induding svdtching to using a plane for team travel 
that is 30 percent more energy-efficient than the type previously used; the plane also has an onhmtrd recycling program, n 
Tbe Ti:mberwolves also partner >0th Juhl \Vind,. Inc., a •Nim:! power developer, to take pa.rt in Think Green month,. which 
encourages fans to .implement a more eco·friem:l1y lifostyle/H At each home game during the mouth, the 11.mber.v·olves honor 
organizatitms or l:nd:lv:idua!s helping to preserve the environment and air an in-game public seniice announcement that 
promotes the importance of greening. "We are very excited to he part of this .interactive and informative program," said Corey 
Juhl. vice president of project development at Juhl Wind. "We enjoy working with the Timberwolves organization to spread the 
word and provide education to the community on how each of us can contribute to the preservation of our environment:'n 

CONSOL ETt!EHGV CEF\!TEHf MOIV!E OF TME P!TTSE.RJR.GH PEt\.!GHJH\ffi~ 

First National Hockey League Arena Awarded LEED Gold Certification in North America 

The Pittsburgh Penguins' t--:0.nsol Energy Center, built in znrn, was the Orsi NHL arena to be awarded IBED Gold certification 
on August 4, 20 l 0.3:

1 The project received high marks for water use reduction, recycled materials, regional materials_. 
demolition and construction waste diversion .. use of certified wood, and energy efficiency. LEED·quaUfying features in dude 
increased green space around the out.side of the building, locally procured construction materials, improved indoor air 
quality; efficient lighting and HVAC, maximized use ofnatural light, use oflow-VOC paints and adhesives, purchase of 
renewable energy for a portion of energy use, and water· efficient pitunbing fimtres. "The sustainable building practices that 
helped the center to achieve LEED Gold certification truly n1ake this facility a world~class arena for Pittsburgh's worhh::lass 
hockey fans and set a great example for future facilities of this type," said Edv"ard G. Hendelt governor of Pennsylvania at 
the til11e,% 

The Penguins at(! also committed to supporting the !ocaJ community. The stadium's concessionaire, ARMiARK, has a menu 
that emphasizes locally grmvn ingredients, The Penguins participate in. the Rock and \Vrnp It Up! program, donating m1used 
concession food on grune nights to local food banks« \Vi th :m,057 pounds of food donated in 2011, the Penguins ranked first 
among the :M U.S,-based NHL teams participating Ltt the program that year. "We thank our partners at ARAh1ARK for their 
comrnitmeut to this very important community program," said David Morehouse, CEO and president of the Penguins, ~Food 
that otherv.ise vvould have gone to '.Vaste is now being turned into thousands of meals for the Greater Flttsburgh Conwunity 
Food Hank to provide to those in need. We're proud to he a part of rt."'" 

Greatest Purchaser of Green Power in U.S. Professional Spam 
In 2008, tht~ Phillies became the first Major League Baseball team to join the EPA's Green Pnl,ver Partnership program, which 
encourages organizations to buy certified renewable energy, In June .2012 the Phillies purchased more than 22 million 
kilowatt-hours of Green-e certified renewable energy in renewable energy Cft.t!ificates {RECs} to offset 100 percent of Citizens 
Bank Park's electricity use with local dean energy. According to the EPA,. this is the largest single purchase of renewable energy 
to date in professional sports.M The annual environmental benefit of thfa purchase is equivalent to planting 285,000 trees 
and grovvtng thtnn for a decade, By electing to pmihase locally sourced wind- and solar"generated power, the Phillies are also 
investing in regional dean energy jobs .. 17 '''Ni/re proud to join Majox League Baseball in bringing av.-areness to fans about how 
to become nwre envitomnenta11y cnnsdous,'' said Phillies president, David Montgomt~ty,~~ 

As part of thelr Red Goes Gttien campaign, the Phil!ies .and Citi:ums Bank Park also have a strong n:~cydlng prognun. 
Throughout th.e ballpatk are 40 oversize .. 80-gallun recycling containers that accept cardboard, paper, e-waste .. plastic, 
aluminum, and glass. A Red Goes Green Team, consisting of Phillies ball girls and volunteers, collect recyclables during games 
to boost the diversion rnte. The venue has a recycling center for all departrnents, enhancing back-of "lwuse recycling efforts, 
tn a 2010 carpet wplacernent project, the Phillies recycled 1,755 pounds of carpet. which is equivalent to the waste generated 
by one American in a year. The Phillies also participate in the Rock and Wrap it Up! food donation program, giving unsold 
prepared food to local charities, 
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7 ~, hkHer P ;;:srk: J\Gt°frtlv~s L..E ED C~~ft ! fi CJ hn:sl, .. , k4iA-~./aokee .Hr:3.~'0lf..?f.S.. %':.ALB, {2fi fvh~n::t~: .zzn 2L AccS:s.:sf::d .. ,h;ty- 31 , 2 O"~ 2. http J/n~ ihv.~:HJ b.~e~ br f~':.'";··e{S Jr~fb. 
co-~n/n ~~V'·lJt./t~f tk:;k~ . .i~·P'f\~rr~dw:20 i 20326t:::e{;or: t·ent ... J~:k~:2761997B&vkey:·=~· pr ...... tr~ i !&:C,.,j:d.:::~ rn lt. 

B ibid .. 

8 Jnhn .f.:Brtd C~~·il. '"G~t:..:Br~ flocf, Gtf:H?.H!. S·O:atsi ·Gn:f~~n Grass: ~Jme{ Pa<k !.(~ f--~C/1-;'t {)ne c·f \tJ~sr;on::sh~s l.atg6~~t Gn:::cn Sh.dkilnfr~- :-: 'V\!etJog post John .f>.: 
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CHAPTER 4: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ll\J1PLEMEl\JTING 
A SUCCESSFlJl SPORTS GREENll'JG PROGRAM 

section contains a of rccnm.rncndations 

of 
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1, RECOGN~lE THi\T SHIFTING TO 
ENVIHOf\lMENTALLY PHEFEHfU3LE 
PFHJDUClS AND OPERATHJNS TAKES TIME 

The infrastructure that dominates the way goods and 
services are manufactured and supplied in the marketplace 
has been built up over many decades. ln fact, that existing 
Infrastructure, including environmentally harmful 
production practices, :is often supported by subsidies, 
regulations and vendor relationships that make it more 
difficult to implement change. Some initiatives; such as 
energy eftidem .. y audits and water use audits, can progress 
promptly But other adjustments, such as actually changing 
energy-cousurning technologies, measuring impacts, 
shifting to post-consmner recycled content paper products, 
developing a recycling-based waste management system and 
providing ecologically preferable food service, can take a few 
years to imptement. 

This should not deter you from undertaking the small steps 
needed to n1ake gradual progress, Give your organization 
the time it needs to make these adjustments, and let the 
initiative unfold as slowly as needed to ensure that staff 
comfort, proper training and implementation, and budgetary 
restrictions JA'ill be respected. This will benefit the longevity 
and stability of the greening program, Moreover, long-range 
planning can allow an organization to invest in capital 
improvements that \•.'ill save money over time. 

2. START \hnTH EFFORTS THi4.T HAVE 
THE F!\STEST REnJRN ON INVESTMENT: 
ENERGY,- WATER AND PAPER EFF!G!ENCV 
PROGRAMS 
Starting with cost-saving environmental initiatives helps 
garner institutional support Improved efficiency means 
less waste, which often translates .into cost savings as well 
as savings of energy> water, and other resources, A sports 
greening program that be:gins with financially sound 
environmental initiatives--such as upgrading to more
efllcient light bulbs, installing water-efficient tn1ures or 
maldng double-sided copies and pdn.ting less frequently-
will help the program gain mom.en tum by cutting costs and 
attracting interest in other greening opportunities. 

3. AUDH' YOUR ENERGY, WATER ANO PAPEH 
USE AND YOUR WASTE GENERATION TO 
SAVE MONEY 

Com:mission an ene1gy; water and waste audit to evaluate 
opportunities for resource and financial savings. (Many 
utilities provide free energy audits,) During an ene.rgy and 
water efficiency audit, a trained engineer conducts an 
analysis of your fat:ility and identifies opportunities for 
enhanced efficiency that are likely to save your organization 
money and improve your environmental performance .. 
Using the data collected, your organization can identify the 
feasibility of various infrastrncture upgrades and improved 
building management systents and the potential for cost 
savings. Similarly, you can audit 'Naste generation and 
paper use and identify opportunities to enhance efficiency 
in those areas. 
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4-, MEf\SUHE voun Ol\H30l[YG OPER!\TK1f\!~ 
TTtF\CK ENERGY" VVATER. VJASTE Af\l[) OTMER 
Ef0V!AOt\!fviENTt\l COSTS 
By tnu::king emironmental data such as energy and v~,ater use, 
\•taste generation, and paper use, you will he able to assess 
petfo.rmance and identify oppo.rtunities for improvement. 
Measuring also albws you to set short· and long·ten:n goals 
and compare your performance with others in the field, 
Quantifying successes can help determine where your 
greening investments can make the most impact and nm 
help your organization document progress, inspiring further 
Investment by staff, partners, fans and sponsors. Some 
leagues are implementing lengue-vvide tracking systems for 
environmental metrics like energy consumption, water use, 
waste/recycling, and paper purchasing, Take advantage of 
your league's measurement program if it's available. Even 
ff your league doesn't yet offer an envlronn1ental traddng 
systmn, you can track your team's or facHit:y's environmental 
metrics using tools like the EPA's Portfolio Manager and 
Waste\.Vise, or even assemble individual spreadsheets with 
data supplied by vendors and serl.dce providers. 

S. ESTtlBUSH J\ GREE!\1 TE;'.\TV1 LEJ?d':JER, 
REC:Rllff INTERESTED STAFF FFMJ!\8 ALL 
DEPttRThWENTS, Pd\~D fiET t;,t\HLV HUY~IN 
fHOM LE/\DEHSHlP 
Often a greening initiative is launched by a single person 
who is motivated to implement change, but a successful 
greening initiative is one that embeds itself in the culture of 
an organization. A greening initiative must be bigger than a 
single person, 'Who may at some point leave the organization, 
Make sure the greening initiative ls supported by upper 
manaJ;ement to promote orgatlization-vdde buy-in. One way 
to involve staff at different levels is to create an organizatlon
w'ide ert"lli.n:m.mentai mission statement Also develop 
environmentally preferable purchasing policies and vendor 
contracts, and other tools supporting your environmental 
goals. 
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(L REJ\UZE THAT GREEN!f;JG IS A JOURNEY, 
NOT A DEST!NATTO!\L THERE !S MO GREEN, 
ONLV GREENER; AND THERE !S NO scs1: 
ONLV S.ETIER, AS NEVlJ PRODUCTS ARE 
ENTEFt!f•JG THE MAftKEl All THE TH\AE 
Grtiening means reviewing your opm:ations and procurement 
with au eye toward reducing envinmmental impacts, il 
ban iterative, ongoing process, Greening means not just 
foHovd.:ng n checklist, but 1.nlegrnting eovimmnentai criteria 
into ongoing decisim.Hnaking about products, services and 
operations. Make a formal envirom:n.en:tal commitment 
1;ih1Jre possible in purchasing polktes, vendor contracts and 
sustainability reporting, 

Greening h> never really finished, bec1nJse more efficient, 
environmentally preferable products and servit.1'!S are 
entering the market fill the ti.me. If you aren't able to find 
the product or service tiwt meet! your environmental neetfo 
at a given point, keep looking, and cuntinue to let your 
vendors know what ym1 want: chances are that the product 
vd!l he available (and affordable) before long, Education nf 
staff, fans, vendors and punnern is iho an ongoing prncest, 
By visualizing greening as a journey, you can celebrate 
am::omplishments along the way and create a flexible 
[nltiatiw3 that can respond lo changes in internal prioritkt 
and ln the marketplace, 

7. SPONSORS AND VENDORS CAN HELP 
SUPPORT YOUR GREE!\HNG PROGRAM. 
UJENTfFV WAYS ro WORK WffH PARTNERS 
TO PROFIT FROM THIS SUPPOR'f 
Greening rnay lead to sponsonlhip nppnrtunities 
with eristing or new partners ivho share your goals of 
environmental stewards hi rt t.nvoMng spommrs and vendors 
can pmvide finandal and organlzational support to your 
environmental efforts. These µannern may bring t\mding, 
advertisements and products tn your greening effort r\lso 
talk with your sponsors about funding solar arrays, rncydlng 
v:mtal:nen; or other envhnnmentnl enhancenumts to ymu 
fadlily_ Collaboration v.ith iptmsms and vcntlorn can alsn 
help dhsetninate infor:matinn abnul your greening program 
Info your hnst cnmrmmitf The cnn:mmnhys irwol'wtn1tn1 
can also help move me rrmrketplmce toward rrmre susta.inable 
behavior. Involving your sponsnrn and vendnrs sends a 
valuable signal to the corporate world that l'mvimnmental 
bsues are lmportant to ymlr mganizatkm, 

fL GREENING IS A GOOD BRANDING 
TOOL THAT CAN HELP RA.!SE YCHJR 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILE HY THE 
COMMUNITY, E.NGAGE FANS IN YOIJH 
GREENJNG PROGRAM ANO COMMUNICATE 
YOUR SUCCESSES 
Greening initiatives tan provide opportunities for fans to 
internet with tearns in their community_ fan engagew .. ent 
can be as basic as incorpornttng 1.rhible and \vcH-marked 
ret:yding bins at a stadium, inviting co.mmmdty partitipalion 
in green evems, or featuring ongoing displays a.t a sports 
facility. Pubtk service :mnouncements or nt:her broad.ta.st 
lnl.datives can also yield great fan response., Som.e tearns 
and leagues are modifying their websites and using ;Wd<!l 
media to bring tans in.to their greening initiatives, Some 
communities coordinate !lp\Jrt!l greening initiativt~s with 
community goals and information sharing, 
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9. AVOID GREEhHlVl\SrHI\!G, BECAUSE 
OVERSTJ\T!NG .ACCOMPUSHMENTS CJ\N 
BACKF!HE 

Don't be shy about communicating success stories, but 
dnn't greenv.rash, either. Exaggerating your environmental 
achievements can undermine your good v.mrk and do long· 
term damage to your brand. Them is no shame is announcing 
a small accnmpUshmenL Indeed, there is no single business 
undertaking that am solve our many ecolngical problems. 
However small our day· to· day actkms may seem, our 
collective purchases add up to meaningful .regional and 
global impacts. Most individuals and businesses can do only 
.relatively small tWngs, w'hether it'.s buying products made 
wlth .recycled content, using renewable energy, driving a fuel
eflldent car, or conserving water. \Vhat is dear, howevm, ls 
that everyone has to do something, regardless of how small it 
might seem, to reduce their ecological footprint 

10, LEARN FFtOf11 OTHERS. JO[N THE GREEN 
SPORTS ALUAJ\JCE tli\!D USE LEAGlJE, 
BASED RESOURCES 

Leagues can offor support by sharing information about 
better prnctkes that other teams and venues have already 
implemented, MIS, the NHL and the NHA have, or W'ill soon 
have, environmental dataNgather.ing systems that can help 
measure progress and identify opportunities to huprove. 
Green Sports Alliance newsletters, conforences and greening 
co1mnittees are other ways to obtain information about 
greening.. 

To get started today on greening your tearn, venue or event, 
consult the NRDC Greening Advisor at Vfww,greensports.org 
for in-depth suggestions on hm•t to adopt greener practices. 
The GreeningAdv:isor is a free, onli:ne guide that helps sports 
leagues, teams and venues hnplernent environmentally 
intelligent practices to improve the efficiency of operations, 
uncover opportunities to cut costs, enhance brands and 
benefit pubHc health. lt covers everything from energy audits 
and arena transportation to purchasing, travel and waste 
management, 
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AFTERWORD 
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strides to reduce the coliective foot print of the giobaHy influentinI sports industry and 
Its supply chain. fiotvever, that nven \Mith OtH efforts, vve stm have a long 

tn on 
< tJ .. ' 

The replication and scalability ofthese greening initiatives 
is an important part of the work that will mnve u1> forv.mrd. 
Replicating successful strategies brings the lesswrn of the few 
closer to being busine-s1'1 as wsuaL Om:;.e someone has blazed a 
trail, it becomes easier for all of those who follcrw, That's one 
reason to be than.ktht for the Innovative teams featured in 
this report who have gone out on a limb to seek ways to solve 
problems before tbey were fuUy aware of the solutions. Along 
the way, tedmologyand mm:ket-readiness ah;o irnproves, 
often enabllng the price of envi.mnmentaHy-prefom:id 
products to come dovni.. Consider the gro;,vlng success 
rif LED lighting over the past few years, making lighting 
retrofits mrwe practical and the return on investment even 
stronger. But glven the pace of technological and operational 
improvements, we need to do more than simply repeat the 
old models. HepHcating the pal>t. even the best-in-class 
examples nntlined in this report, wi11 not, by itself, get as to a 
sustairrnb!e fuuire, We need to create new strategies and new 
tools alnng the way. 

We might consider a sustainability path fnr our 
organizations in three stages. First, recognize our 
responsibility to improve the way we do business, enhancing 
the performance of our operations and also reducing our 
em.rlnmmental impact.. Second, accept that significant effhrt 
and investment of time. and resoumes ""iH be nei::essary 
10 actually do the work and to make progress, Third, 
develop a clearly defined plan and create an:ountabHity 
for implementa!fon ""ithin the organization. With a smart 
plan in place and a stmng team to execute it, envimnmental 
initiatives can become par! of the regular fabric of operations. 
Finally; hy building in measurnrmmt and periodic reviews of 
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the plan, progrmm and goals, the team can make adjustments, 
add or reallocate resources vvhen necessary, and help to 
embed the strategies into the culture of the organization, 
en,suring imccess year after year, 

Once we i:w.ve these internal strategies in place, we can 
connect with and learn from each other, from other venues, 
other leagues, and other industries, a role that the Green 
Sports Alliance was envisioned to fill. By learning what's 
working, sharing what's not, and encouraging collaboration 
and innovation across the leagues, the Alliance has groi.vn 
from an inspiring collection of six teams and venues, 
and founding envlmnmenml partners, to include over SO 
professional and collegiate teams, representing over 13 
profession.al leagues and over 100 sports facilities. This 
unprecedented international network continues to grow and 
allows for the rapid transmission of information from one 
successful project to an operator just beginning to build a 
pi.an. This type ofcollaboration acmss silos, across leagues 
and across geography is both necessary and inspiratfonal It 
reminds us that while competition is fi.erce on the cnurt or 
the playing field, when it comes to environmental initiatives, 
we aI! win when we share our successes. 

Sports venues are not alone when trying to address 
environmental initiatives; in fact, a growing number of 
companies are discovering how important it ts to understand 
the environrnental footprint of their business, and find new 
ways to reduce costs and reduce impacts. /l,,s we look fonvard 
to the years ahead, there is ru1 opportunity to learn frnm 
the sustainability pioneers in the field, and find new ways 
to apply their innovations ht sports venues and help others 
along the way. VV'e need those leaders to share what they 
have learned and build bridges to support those just getting 
started. 

To all the sports organizations out there; Get in the game, 
keep score, and get recognized for the good work you do. 
The journey toward more sustalnahk operations is ongoing, 
but there are plenty of people and organizations who want 
to help you succeed, if you just ask. It's realty pretty simple, 
Improve your operations, reduce your environmental impact, 
and reduce your costs. That's just good business. 

Martin Tull 
Executive Director 
Green Sports Alliance 
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RE: Comments on the AB 987 Application for the Inglewood Basketball and 
Entertainment Center Project (Clearing House Tracking No. 201802 l 056) 

Dear Ms. Gordon: 

On behalf of MSG Forum, LLC, we respectfully submit these comments on Murphy's 
Bowl LLC's application requesting the Governor's certification under Assembly Bill 987 for the 
Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center Project ("IBEC project" or "project"). The 
application for certification under AB 987 falls far short of AB 987's statutory requirements and 
should be denied. The negative legal and policy precedent that would be be established by 
approval of this application canoot be overstated. At a minimum, additional data must be 
collected and analysis must be completed to define the prqject and its actual impacts before the 
Governor can consider the application. 

In adopting A.B 987, the Legislature conditioned the possibility of extraordinary judicial 
relief under the California Environmental Quality Act on certification by the Governor, subject 
to review by the Joint Legislative Budget Committee, that the project meets the highest 
environmental standards. AB 987's author characterized the bill as "setting a new gold standard 
for green standards." 

Governor Brown, in his signing message, highlighted that: 

[AB 987] allows the Inglewood project to qualify for expedited 
judicial review if it meets certain standards, including providing 
traffic reduction benefits and achieving a net zero greenhouse gas 
standard. This issue requires particular attention here given the 
potential for high levels of congestion. 1 

1 See Governor Brown's Signing Message, available at https://v,r\v\v.gov.ca.gov/v,·p
Q.9.IJJ~~n.t/l.J.PJQ.C!.~J.~aDJJl/Q?/A..H.::.2.8.7:::.~.i.ggi.,1}g::m.©.55?g~\pdJ. 
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Governor Brown also noted that "the project must reduce criteria pollutants, a 
requirement that is not included in the current Environmental Leadership Development Project 
standards." 

The attached extensive review and expert technical analysis compel the conclusion that 
the project does not meet AB 987' s clear, unambiguous, and rigorous mandates, and certainly 
does not reflect the mandate expressed by Governor Brown. The application lacks essential 
details about the project that are required for the California Air Resources Board's determination 
of net zero greenhouse gas emissions and the Governor's certification. 2 This is particularly 
troubling given the clear commitments made during the legislative hearings. The Governor 
cannot and should not certify the prqject under AB 987 based on the current limited record. 

Specifically, the application fails to meet AB 987 requirements as follows. 

• The Project's GHG Emissions Are Grossly Underestimated; Net Zero GHGs 
A.re Not Demonstrated - The project does not achieve net zero Greenhouse Gas 
(GHGs) emissions. The application fundamentally miscalculates the project's 
estimated net GHG emissions by applying a baseline methodology that is 
inconsistent with agency guidance, industry practice and a long-history of Clean 
Air Act rules governing verifiable emission reductions. The application uses an 
inflated baseline by taking credit for (i) emissions associated with existing 
basketball games relocating from Staples Center and no backfilling of those event 
dates, (ii) emissions from assumed "market shifts'' of events from the Forum, 
Staples Center, and Honda Center to the new arena. 

These "credits" mistakenly assume that Staples Center will not backfill the lost 
Clippers games with other events (concerts and other events). Further, the 
applicant fails to demonstrate that such ''market shift" will occur and has failed to 
show that, if an event is relocated from one of these venues to the project, the 
existing venue would not replace it with any other event. 

o This faulty baseline methodology, if broadly applied, would create a 
loophole and make it difficult for CARB or any lead agency to estimate 
and mitigate GHGs from development projects. It would also undermine 
California's ambitious climate targets, including achieving net zero GHGs 
by 2045. 

For example, if a new, mixed-use project is built in California, it could be 
argued that some (or most) of the project's future residents and businesses 
come from existing California residents and businesses relocating to the 
site. If the applicant's methodology were applied, however, this 
hypothetical project could argue that it has almost no new net GHG 
emissions because the prqject could assume most of the emissions were 

2 For example the application does not even provide the arena's square footage, number of 
parking spaces, heights of buildings, or the construction assumptions. 
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simply being reallocated from other parts of the region, even though the 
project would not eliminate the existing homes or business sites from 
which it would draw people. The agency-approved and industry standard 
approach does not permit this methodology. Only emissions that have 
been truly eliminated can be credited, such as when onsite uses are 
demolished to make way for new buildings. 

o \Vhen coJTectly calculated, the project's actual GHG emissions are well 
over 400,000 MTC02e. This is nearly.fimr times higher than the 101,623 
MTC02e calculated in the application and this does not even account for 
the numerous errors and data gaps identified in the attached independent 
expe11 repm1. The applicant fails to achieve net zero GHG as AB 987 
requires. The application must be resubmitted with additional information 
and proper emissions calculations so that the public can review and 
comment on the project's actual impacts. 

o AB 987' s author characterized the bill as "setting a new gold standard for 
green standank" If the applicant is allowed to shortchange the 
community by grossly understating its emissions and mitigation by using a 
faulty baseline, the applicant will have gutted the gold standard. 

4111 50 1% l\Utigation Requirement For Greenhouse Gas Reduction Falls Woefully 
Short---- Not only does AB 987 require net zero GHG, AB 987 requires that at 
least 50% of the GBG reductions must come from local measures. This 50% is a 
floor and not a ceiling- all GHG reductions should come from local sources if 
feasibk When the proper baseline is accounted for (as best that can be calculated 
based on the incomplete application), the applicant's local mitigation only 
achieves a 14% reduction in project GllGs. The pr~ject's mitigation program 
leaves a local reduction shortfall (assuming the 50% target) of at least 150,000 
metric tons of CiH(is and a total shortfall of over 315,000 metric tons of GHGs. 
Put simply, the project not only fails to be net zero for GHGs, the applicant 
shortchanges neighboring communities with inadequate local mitigation. The 
application must be revised and resubmitted with an AB 987-compliant mitigation 
package. 

4111 Health Risks on Neighboring Communities Are Not Disclosed and Are 
T.Jnderestimated, Contrary to AH 987 ----The applicant's erroneous baseline 
methodology likely results in a substantial underestimation of the project's local 
criteria pollutant emissions (PM, NOx, VOCs) and toxic air contaminants (diesel 
fumes). As the state has concluded, there is a close coJTelation between ambient 
levels of pollutants and localized health consequences, including decreased lung 
function and increases in pulmonary inflammation, asthma development, and 
congestive heart conditions. Because health risks are directly correlated to local 
pollutant emissions, the health risk impacts on neighboring low-income 
communities, with sign~ficant children and senior populations, are not 
adequately disclosed or addressed. 
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o CARB' s Scoping Plan recognizes that local GHG mitigation measures can 
result in local co-benefits, including reduced pollutants and improved air 
quality. However, because the applicant has underestimated total GHG 
emissions by 75%, the applicant's local GHG mitigation proposal is 
grossly deficient. .As a result, the neighboring communities are being 
shortchanged of the co-benefits of criteria polluntant emission reductions 
required by AB 987. 

o In addition, increased local traffic congestion and vehicle miles traveled 
(Vl\JT) raises potential serious health risks to residents, including children 
and seniors, from particulate matter exposure. It is difficult to understand 
how CARB could determine the project is net zero GHGs when it fails to 
satisfy the Legislature's mandate to "maximize public health, 
environmental and employment benefits" by reducing GH(i emissions "in 
the project area and in the neighboring communities." 

• Required Local Offset Credits are Not Being Implemented - Unlike AB 900, 
AB 987 establishes strict locational requirements for using offset credits. The 
project is mandated to first prioritize feasible local offset credits before pursuing 
any other credits and the applicant cannot use international credits. The 
application fails to commit to any local off.;;et programs, even though such 
programs are specified in AB 987, available, and feasible, such as retrofit 
programs in disadvantaged communities. Given AB 987's strict locational 
requirements for offset credits, as well as guidance from the Scoping Plan on local 
offsets, CARB cannot determine the pr~ject has met its minimum 50% local 
mitigation requirement unless the applicant has first identified and commits to all 
feasible local offset opportunities before non-local offsets are relied upon. 

• The TDlVI Program Reflects Aspirational Goals, Not a Rigorous 
Demonstration of Expected and Real Trip Reductions -The project's 
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) program's summary conclusions 
regarding efficacy are belied by the applicant's own statements, the reality of 
Inglewood's existing and future transit system, and a complete lack of evidence. 
There is no evidence to support the conclusion that the project's TDM program 
will achieve the required 7.5% reduction in trips after the first season much less a 
15~'1> reduction in trips, as AB 987 mandates. The TDM program is merely a set 
of goals that are not adequately defined. The TDM program fails to include 
evidence to support conclusory assumptions and statements and fails to include
as AB 987 requires-enforceable implementation measures for the public or 
CARB to ensure local GHG emissions and harmful co-pollutants will be reduced. 
The TDM program does not address the fact that when the project's arena, NFL 
stadium, and Forum hold simultaneous events, the surrounding roadways will be 
well beyond failure. 

• The Project Increases Regional Vl\!IT - The application fails to account for 
significant increases in indirect GHG emissions, criteria pollutant emissions, and 
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VMT caused by moving events from the dense urban core of downtown Los 
Angeles with immediate adjacency to multiple transit facilities to a location that 
Inglewood's Mayor, the applicant's consultants, and other elected officials have 
stated is "transit starved." There can be no legitimate dispute that the project's 
location is less centrally located, less connected to transit-even taking into 
account unbuilt projects-and is more dependent on single-occupancy vehicle 
trips. There is absolutely no dispute that this project will actually worsen traffic 
conditions for the region and certainly in Inglewood for the people who literally 
live next door to this proposed pr~ject. 

4111 The Project Conflicts with the RTP/SCS By Increasing VMT and Reducing 
Transit and Pedestrian Options---- The project is inconsistent with the 2016 
Regional Transportation Plan I Sustainable Communities Strategies Plan 
(''RTP/SCS") adopted by the Southern California Association of Governments 
("SCAG") for a number of reasons including because it would decrease access to 
transit and increase VMT. Moreover, the Applicant has not proven that the 
project is consistent with the use and density allocations for the area that were 
submitted by the City of Inglewood to SCAG for the 2016 RTP/SCS. 

4111 The Application Is lVIissing Evidence To Support Its l\fany Other 
Conclusions - The application lacks sufficient evidence to support other AB 987 
requirements that the project will create high wage, highly skilled jobs, meet 
LEED's Gold certification standard, satisfy AB 987's waste reduction 
requirements, or achieve economic investment obligations. 

Attached is a detailed technical memorandum, together with supp011ing expert reports 
and evidence, on the application's numerous deficiencies in demonstrating compliance with AB 
987. For the reasons outlined in the memorandum and attachments, we respectfully request that 
the Office of Planning and Research ("OPR") recommend that the Governor not certify this 
project. .At a minimum, we request that OPR and CARB require the applicant to submit a 
supllemental application with the following additional information for agency and public review 
before this request for AB 987 certification is considered any further. 

1. Core project information to allow OPR and CARB to make inforn1edjudgments 
under AB 987' s standards. 

2. Revised net GHG estimates for the project relying on a proper baseline. 

3. Updated GHG mitigation proposals adopting all feasible reductions in local 
measures that benefit the neighboring communities. 

4. Identification oflocal carbon offset programs that will be relied upon before non
local offsets can be considered. 

5. Empirical data supporting the project's TDM program. 
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6. Empirical data supporting the project1s LEED scorecard., 

Thank you for considering our comments and supporting materials, If you have 
questions, you may reach me at (213) 891 ~7540, 
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I. THE PRO.JECT DESCRIPTION LACKS ADEQUATE DETAIL TO SUPPORT 
ANALYSIS OR CERTIFICATION 

Critical data needed to evaluate the Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center 
Project's ("project") compliance with AB 987's requirements are missing from the application. 
The application lists the various land uses but only provides a partial list of their size and 
operations. The application does not include enough information to allow the Governor, OPR, or 
CARB to find that the exacting standards of AB 987 are met AB 987 certification should be 
denied. At a minimum, a revised corrected application should be submitted with all the 
necessary infonnation and the public must be provided an opportunity for full review. 

The application for certification under AB 987 is so bereft of project information that it is 
impossible for OPR and CARB to determine that the project could ever meet the standards the 
legislature required in exchange for extraordinary judicial relief under CEQA. 

For example, the application omits the following basic project information. 

• The square footage of the arena itself The application states that there will be 
18,000 seats with capacity for another 500 seats more, but there is no mention of 
its actual size in terms of square footage. OPR and CARB do not know ifthe 
arena is 300,000 square feet or 1,000,000 square feet or more. The square footage 
of all project elements is needed to determine a variety of issues relevant to AB 
987, including, for example, the amount of GHGs emitted during the arena's 
construction and the amount of GHGs emitted during operations (heating, 
cooling, etc.). 

• The number and location of parking spaces. Is the project providing 3,000 spaces 
or 5,000 spaces? The application does not say. This is relevant to understanding 
and evaluating GHG emissions associated with construction and also the efficacy 
of the TDM program. The availability of parking and its pricing has an 
established relationship to the effectiveness of TDM. Is the parking structure 
open air or mechanically ventilated? This information is relevant to much of AB 
987's analysis. 

• The height of the parking structures, arena, and other buildings. Are the 
structures 100 feet tall or 200 feet tall? The application does not say. This 
information is relevant to the LEED analysis. 

• The amount of excavation required for the project Is the excavation 20,000 cubic 
yards, 500,000 cubic yards, or more? This information is needed to inform the 
analysis of GHG emissions during construction. 

• The basic site plan (Attachment A-2) shows the arena, training facility, offices, 
and sports medicine clinic all as a single large structure. Will it be a single 
structure or a series of buildings? This information is needed to inform the LEED 
and GHG analysis because it goes to building efficiency, energy usage, emissions, 
etc. 
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4111 The project's construction schedule and the required equipment to build the 
project. This is critical information to be evaluated in determining GHG 
em1ss1ons. 

4111 How the municipal groundwater well is currently used and to where will it be 
relocated. This information is needed to inform the LEED scorecard and GHG 
analysis. Will this local source of water continue or will additional water need to 
be imported to residents as a result of the City well relocation, which is pm1 of the 
project? 

4111 A description of the surrounding community of low-rise single family and multi
family homes that the project will directly impact. This infonnation is needed to 
inform, among other application components, the LEED scorecard. 

U. THE PROJECT'S GHG EM1SSIONS A.NU POTENTIAL HEALTH lMPACTS 
ARE GROSSLY liNJ.>ERESTIMATED; NET ZERO GHG El\/USSIONS ARE NOT 
DEl\iIONSTR.ATED 

A. The Application Ji'm1damentaHy J\'liscakufates Project GHG Emissions 

l. The Application Inappropriately Takes "Credit" for musory, Non.
Local Emissions, in Contrast with Long-Standing Agency Guidance 
and Accepted lVfodeling Practice 

The application grossly underestimates the project's net GHG emissions by taking credit 
for an a11ificially high ''baseline" condition. CEQA is clear that the "baseline" is established by 
the" physical environmental conditions in the vicinity ~f the project ... "3 

As detailed below, the application artificially lowers the project's net GHG emissions by 
using a baseline that takes credit for eliminating offsite uses at the Staples Center, the Forum, the 
Honda Center, and the Clippers' team practice facility. The Clippers' GHG analysis is based on 
the presumption that when they leave Staples, it will remain vacant for the 40 to 50 Clipper game 
dates and also assumes that the new project arena will take other events away from Staples 
Center, the Forum, and Honda Center, and no other events will ever be booked on those dates 
anywhere in the market. 

Staples Center is home to the N~A's Los Angeles Lakers, Nl--IL's Los Angeles Kings and 
the WNBA's Los Angeles Sparks, and is the host of major, high-profile events and 
performances. At a minimum, Staples Center will continue to operate, and there is no proof that 
dates held for the Clippers will not be backfilled after the Clippers leave. To the contrary, given 
the success and popularity of the Staples Center, it is very likely that such event dates would be 
easy for Staples Center to backfill with other events. Eliminating the Clippers games would 
allow greater scheduling flexibility for other events, which would allow Staples Center to attract 

3 CEQA Guidelines, § 15125 (emphasis added). 
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more multi-night engagements. ln addition, dates that are reserved for possible playoff games 
that ultimately might not occur would no longer be blocked and lost. 

Fm1her, basing its GHG analysis on the presumption that the new arena will take events 
from the Forum and Honda Center and such event dates will not be backfilled with some other 
events is without empirical support. While an additional venue would change the competitive 
landscape and have adverse financial consequences for existing venues, the applicant provides 
no information to support its claim that those venues would not be used for some other, perhaps 
less profitable, events that would still result in the continued generation of GHG emissions that 
the applicant assumes would simply disappear. 

There also is no evidence that an event being held in Orange County at the Honda Center 
would relocate to lnglewood nor any evidence that if an event did relocate, that the Honda 
Center would not or could not replace it with another event. To the best of our knowledge, none 
of these other arenas has agreed to restrict their future capacity. 

The applicant also assumes that existing Clippers Training Center will not be reused and, 
therefore, "existing emissions from operations of the Clippers Training Center are included in the 
baseline conditions." It is unreasonable to presume the Clippers Training Center will be vacant 
after the Clippers move out. 4 

By artificially inflating the baseline, the application incorrectly reduces the disclosed 
level of emissions by more than 75%. Expected net GHG emissions with the corrected baseline 
are shown to be at least 407.240 J1T C02e- and likely much higher due to the other errors and 
data gaps described in this comment letter-four times higher than the 101,623 MT C02e 
disclosed in the application. 5 

In addition, the application's baseline: 

• does not employ the accepted standard methodology for evaluating GHG 
emissions using the CalEEMod model recommended by the South Coast Air 
Quality Management District; 

• does not follow agency guidance for taking credit for baseline emissions; 

• is not consistent with long-standing agency guidance and rules employed under 
the Clean Air Act for when a new facility can take credit for eliminating existing 
emissions; and 

4 The application assumes that only a portion of the Clippers Facilities will be reused. See lBEC 
Application for Certification ("Application"), Attachment G, at pp. 6-7. 
5 See E:XTIIBIT 1, Table l; Application GHG emissions of 448, 139 MT C02e - corrected 
baseline emissions of 40,902 MT C02e =project estimated net emissions of 407,240 MT C02e 
without correcting for other errors. 
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• does not apply the rigor and consistency necessary to substantiate the reductions 
identified in the application. 

CARB cannot determine the project achieves net zero CiH(is until the application is 
resubmitted with proper emissions calculations and supporting data. Moreover, the public must 
be given an opportunity to understand the project's actual impact with corrected data. 

a. SCAQ:MD-Recommended CaJEEI\fod I\fodel Does Not Take 
Credit for lVfoving Operations with New Development ·when 
Existing :Facilities \-Vill Not Be Eliminated 

If this application's methodology were applied to other projects in California, the 
majority of emissions from most new development projects would ''disappear" because a project 
applicant could simply assume the emissions already existed within the region or state. Not 
surprisingly, this methodology is not consistent with the SCAQMD-recommended model used in 
most credible GHG analyses. Modeling tools developed by the air agencies to evaluate project
level GHG emissions do not reduce project emission inventories to take credit for offsite 
conditions that may exist elsewhere in the region. For example, new commercial developments 
include emissions from all vehicles coming to and from the new building. New development is 
not permitted to take a "credit" and reduce its projected emissions by claiming that some of those 
emissions are shifted from an existing building to the new building. 

If the applicant's approach is followed, the negative precedent for the State is substantial 
and runs counter to the framework air agencies and accepted models have established to evaluate 
GHG impacts. Broadly applying the applicant's methodology will allow many projects to "zero 
out" most emissions since the projects will claim they are merely relocating uses otherwise 
within the basin, region, or state. 

CalEEMod, the statewide program designed to calculate both criteria and GHG emissions 
from CEQ.A development projects in California, does not net out existing offsite emissions. 
CalEEMod was developed for the California Air Pollution Officers Association (CAPCOA) in 
collaboration with the California Air Districts, and is recommended by the SCAQMD. The 
application's treatment of baseline emissions and crediting of off site emissions reductions is 
inconsistent with CalEEMod's standards. 

b. The Application is Inconsistent 'With Air District Guidance on 
Baseline Emissions 

The application conflicts with other Air District guidance, which limits baseline 
emissions to existing emissions sources that will be removed. The Bay Area Air Quality 
Management District (BAAQMD) CEQA guidance describes the methodology for determining 
baseline emissions and the technical basis for doing so when evaluating a project's emissions 
profile: 

US-DOCS\J 05157257 

"If a proposed project involves the removal of existing emission 
sources, BAAQMD recommends subtracting the existing emissions 
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levels from the emissions levels estimated for the new proposed land 
use.'' 6 (Emphasis added) 

Thus, "subtracting" emissions should occur only if existing sources will be removed by the 
project. For example, here, the application may appropriately take credit for eliminating any 
existing onsite emissions associated with the proposed site. However, the application takes 
credit for both removing existing land uses and purportedly shifting off site activities at ongoing 
venues even though there is no proof that such offsite activities will not continue if the project is 
built. Hence, such offsite emissions will not actually be eliminated. 

The applicant's assumption would effectively make over 75% of its project emissions 
disappear by taking credit for unsubstantiated off-site reductions. This is in complete 
contravention of the claims made by the applicant and legislators during the hearing process on 
AB 987. AB 987's author characterized the bill as "setting a new gold standard for green 
standards." If the applicant is allowed to shortchange neighboring communities by grossly 
underestimating its emissions and mitigation by using a faulty baseline, the applicant will have 
fallen far short of this standard to the direct detriment of the community. 

c. The Application is Inconsistent 'With Clean Air Act's Long
Standing RuJes for Obtaining Emission Reduction Credits for 
Eliminating Existing Stationary Sources 

The application's baseline methodology also conflicts with longstanding regulatory rules 
and guidance under the state and federal Clean Air Act for taking credit for removing stationary 
source emissions. As highlighted in SCAQ~fD Rules and Regulations, the approach for a 
closing facility to obtain emission reduction credits is rigorous, requires actual data on historical 
emissions, and does not employ speculative assumptions as included in the application (see Rule 
13067

, Rule 13098
, and application for Emission Reduction Credit Certificate of Title XX9

). The 
regulatory approach relies upon the review of the actual operating levels of the facility in the 
most recent time period. The analysis also requires detailed evaluation and a calculation that 

6 BAAQMD, 2017, CEQA Air Quality Guidelines, available at 
h_t_t_p_/hy_~y-~y_._h_<:t?_qm_!;Lgqy(_-:_j_r_n_(,:'._g_i_9!fiJY.§/pJz_tJ!!Jin_g::_mJ4_::r~:s:~_;:1_r_c:_h{c:__~~rn/c:_g_g_0 ____ gELct_Y.ti.1_w_? ___ m_<:ty~_QJ_7_::_ 
pdf. pdf''/la=en, accessed January 2019. 
7 SCAQMD, Rule 1306, Emission Calculations, available at h_1;1:p_;/f.1:y':Y':YJ1_(}_1_1_1_~Lgg_y/~1_._Q_c:__~/ggf;wJ..t:: 
.~.mF.<::.~!.n..! . .l..Y..:bQ.9.k!q~!_.t.9.~1.t.©.9.::.?.i.P.:BJ..l..~:s:b:vJ.©.:.J...!.Q.0..::.9.m.i .. ~.?.i.QD .. :~:.~1J.q:rJ?.ti . .9.!1.?.,.P~Jfl.:s:t\'.~r§:.O.~.'.:!:, accessed 
January 2019. 
8 SCAQMD, Rule 1309, Emission Reduction Credits and Short Term Credits, available at 
htJp_://}Y}Y}Y_. __ 0_q_1_D_Q _ _._gqy(49~:_?/~1_.-~t}mh_:_~Q\1_rc:_~~/.n_.1__1 __ 9.::_b_Q.9.k/r©g:::0c_i_i __ i_/nJ1_~~-:: __ 1 __ :~_Ql)_,p4_f_?__~_fy_i_:_~n-~::1, accessed 
January 2019. 
9 SCAQMD, Form 401, .Application for Emission Reduction Credit (ERC) Certificate of Title, 
available at http://\,V\V\v.aqrnd.gov/docs/default-source/aqrnd-form s/Permit/401-erc-
fg_i-:_rp _ _._p~J_.f?§:fYr§:_i_l_~_Jj, accessed January 2019. 
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reduces the credited emissions based on a specific ratio (i.e., 1.2-to-l.0 10
). Additionally, under 

both the federal Clean Air Act and the state Clean Air Act, as well as SCAQMD regulations, a 
facility operator cannot obtain emission reduction credits (i.e., "take credit") for eliminating 
emissions from the facility unless the operator can prove future operations are not possible 
without another operator obtaining a new operating permit. 

In the framework of AB 987, where the project must ensure that there is no net additional 
emissions of GHG, the GHG reductions claimed in the analysis must be well substantiated. 
Those emissions claimed as being removed must be proven to be real, additional, permanent, 
ver(fiable and el?forceable. The application does not provide adequate information or analysis to 
confirm these standards are being achieved. 

d. Application Recognizes Baseline Error by Not Taking Credit 
For l\foving Office Uses But Fails to Apply the Proper 
Standard to Games and Events 

Tellingly, the application recognizes its improper baseline by applying the correct 
methodology to the LA Clippers team offices, where it assumes the vacant offices will be 
backfilled by other users even though it does not know exactly who will backfill the use or when 
it will occur. For the remaining existing uses, the analysis assumes, without technical 
substantiation and in contravention of existing guidance and policy, industry realities, and 
common sense that (l) Staples Center will not find replacement events for the Clippers home 
games; (2) the Clippers Training Center will remain largely vacant; and (3) non-Clippers' events 
at Staples and events at the Fomm and Honda Center will leave those arenas and that those other 
arenas would then not to fill those dates. The application should apply the same, correct logic it 
applied to the Clippers team offices, instead of erroneously, and in violation of established 
methodology, taking credit for the games and events at other venues and by assuming the 
potentially open dates will not be filled ever. 

The application "quantifies emissions for the existing LA Clippers games at the Staples 
Center, existing uses at the downtown LA Clippers' Team Offices, the team's existing LA 
Clippers Training Center in Pl a ya Vista, and the portion of non-NBA events anticipated to occur 
at the IBEC Project arena instead of other venues in the Los Angeles region (i.e. market-shifted 
non-NBA events) in order to calculate the net GHG emissions associated with the IBEC 
Project." It goes on to state that the ''analysis assumes that after the LA Clippers Team Offices 
relocate to the IBEC Project Site, the vacated existing office space would be used by a different, 
unknown office tenant in the future." However, the application ignores any potential future 
replacement tenants or activities for the basketball game dates, the training center, in assuming 
other non-Clippers events shifting to the project. In doing so, the application greatly inflates its 
baseline emissions to reduce the amount of emissions that have to be offset. 

Existing Staples Center Games and Events. The application provides no evidence that 
the dates for NBA games, events, and N~A and NHL playoff holds that would be freed up at 

10 SC.AQMD, Emission Reduction Credits, available at 
h.ttp./hY'cY'cYJ1.lJ.lJ.1.~Lggy/.b..9msVp~~J.JJ.1 .. i..t.~i.~.t.D..i5~.i .. Q1.1.::T~~Ju.\:t.i_q_o.::ST.~~J.l..t~, accessed January 2019. 
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Staples Center will not be filled with other events. Given the popularity and central location of 
the venue, it is unreasonable to assume Staples Center will sit empty during all of these dates for 
30 years. Staples is the second grossing facility in the region, behind the Forum. It is not simply 
going to lose dates and not backfill them. Moreover, eliminating the Clippers games from the 
schedule would allow Staples Center to attract more multi-night engagements and to book events 
during dates that were previously reserved for possible playoff games that ultimately might not 
occur. 

According to the application, LA Clippers games account for approximately 21 <)/~ of the 
total events hosted at the Staples Center. But after acknowledging that the Clippers account for 
such a large percentage of Staples Center business, the application assumes that no events will 
replace them. Not one. Staples will not stay dark for 30 years on these dates. This allows the 
application to "count" 5, 992 MT C02e each year towards its baseline emissions without any 
coJTesponding offset to account for new activities that would replace existing Clippers games at 
the Staples Center. 

1\!farket-Shifted Events. The application assumes, without evidence, that ''half of the 
non-NBA game events (e.g., concerts, family shows, non-NBA sports games, etc.) anticipated to 
occur at the IDEC Prqject ... would have othe1wise occurred at other venues in the Los Angeles 
area, but would be relocated at the IDEC Project ... ,which are refeJTed to as market-shifted events 
in this analysis.'' 11 The application assumes that the other venues in Los Angeles will not fill any 
of the market shifted event dates with new events. 

Beyond this unsubstantiated assumption that a market shift of events would occur and 
there would never be any other use to fill that date, there is no modeling standard or regulatory 
guidance to support this approach. This is inconsistent with the standard approach for GHG 
analyses. For example, if a project were to build new dwelling units, that project does not 
discount the emissions for people who may move in from existing homes. As discussed above, 
CalEEMod does not approach project emissions inventory in this way and does not include any 
method to consider market-shifted events. 

Additionally, one of the venues assumed to be losing "market-shifted" events, the Honda 
Center, has one of the highest GHG utility intensity values-------further inflating the baseline 
emissions credit used in the application. No information is provided to substantiate that 
percentage of events assumed to leave existing venues for the project and that those venues 
would not fill the open dates with other events. Consistent with current accepted methodology, 
no offsite reductions for such events should be assumed. 

Clippers Training Ji'adlity. The application notes that "given the unique design and 
space allocation of the existing LA Clippers Training Center, the potential future use of this 
facility or site after completion of the IBEC Project is unknown. It would be speculative to 
assume what type of use might occupy this facility in the future .... Thus, the existing emissions 
from operations of the LA Clippers Training Center are included in the baseline conditions 
without assumptions about the future use of this facility and site." The application is therefore 

11 Application, Attachment G, at p. 6. 
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cognizant that future uses should be taken into account in its baseline emissions, but it simply 
chooses not to because it would be "speculative.'' However, assuming no future use of the 
facility is equally speculative and certainly less likely than assuming that the entire emissions of 
1,000 MT C02e will simply disappear. It is more likely that the facility will be occupied by a 
new user and that the new use would be more intensive because it would not be tied to the local 
training schedule for the Clippers. 

e. Application Relies on Default Assumptions Instead of Site 
Specific Data, Which Further Inflates the Baseline 

The application relies upon mostly default assumptions in CalEEMod to calculate 
baseline emissions, further artificially inflating the baseline. Regulatory programs, including 
CalEEMod, mandate that site-specific data be used to assess emissions when determining a 
baseline. The default assumptions of CalEEMod are designed to be conservatively high to 
ensure that project emission inventories are not under predicted when default assumptions are 
applied. By using default assumptions for the baseline emissions credit, the application again 
artificially inflates the modeling results to inaccurately minimize the project's GHG emissions 
inventory. In other words, by using the default assumptions, the application is likely less 
conservative than if site-specific data were used, resulting in a likely underestimation of project 
emissions. 

The application uses default assumptions for mobile, waste, water, and area sources. 
Unless the applicant can demonstrate that site-specific data is not available for those emission 
sources, the default assumptions should not be used. 

B. Project Fails to Adequately lVIitigate GHG Emissions or Achieve Local 
Reductions 1'-hndated by AB 987 

l. AB 987 :Mandates Reduction of Local GHG Emissions, a l\!Iuch 
Higher Standard than AB 900 Imposes 

Unlike AB 900, which has no locational reduction requirements, AB 987 imposes a 
higher standard for the project to "reduce the emissions of greenhouse gases in the project area 
and in the neighboring communities of the arena" to accomplish net-zero GHGs. As shown 
below, the application falls far short of the local reductions AB 987 mandates. 

2. The Application Grossly Underestimates Actual 1'-'Iitigation 
Requirements 

AB 987 requires that the GHG emissions reductions first be from local, direct GHG 
emissions reduction measures to "maximize public health, environmental, and employment 
benefits ... " The applicant's assertion that it meets this directive is illusory. 

First, as discussed in Section ILA, supra, the applicant's methodology to estimate its net 
new emissions is fundamentally flawed, resulting in a net new emissions figure that is drastically 
underestimated. By beginning with an incorrect goal to mitigate 101,623 MT C02e rather than 
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at least 407 ,240 f\Sf C01e {and probably much more), the applicant sets the bar of compliance 
miificially low, shortchanging its local mitigation comrnitment (and the comnnmity). 

Applying more accurately estimated net ne;.v emissions, as required by AB 987, the 
application's local mitigation only achieves a 14-~'u reduction in Project GHGs, not the 571H1 
reduction applicant's analysis presumes. This leaves a dramatic local tt1itigotion sltor{fall. AB 
98Ts mandate to maximize envirmnnental and public health benefits in neighboring 
crnmnrnlities requires the applicant to pursue available local reductions first. 

IBEC Project Condition and 
Reductions 

Total Net Ne\v Erni&sious IBEC 
Project \Vithout GHG Reduction 
Ivfoasures 

Total Amount of Reduction from 
Local Measmes 

Total Net Nev>' Emissions 
(After Reductions from Loc<!l 
J\foasures) 

Table 2: GHG J\litigatfon Shortfall12 

. Ivfitig~ttion R.~uirements with 
Co11·ected .Efosduw 

Eruiss;ions 
EStlnmtes 
{MT.CQ2e) 

407;240 

58,195 

3'49)04:; 
(net Zt<ro !(JJIG&; 

µet· ~ihieYei.t} 

Perce11tofNet 
Nev;'• Errrissious 

CARB cannot detennine the prczjed achieves net zero GHGs unless the prqject satisfies 
AB 987's :m.amfate to "maximize public health, environmental and e1nployment benefits" by 
reducing GHG emissions ''in the project area and in the neighboring comnmnities." As 
demonstrated by Table 2, the application is not even close to being net zero GHGs and 
substantially more local GHG reductions would be required. The application must be revised 
and resubmitted to CARB and for public revie\V with a proper mitigation package. 

The total amount of reductions from local, direct measures is closer to 14 percent rather 
than the reported 57 percent. Moreover, the applicant's local mitigation requirements are not 

11 111is table likely underestimates the actual shmtfoU in mitigation due to the numerous etTorn 
and data gaps identified in this comment letter. \Vhen these data gaps and errors are addressed, 
the Prc~ject's actnal emissions and mitigation obligation will likely be much higher, 

n The application's estimate of emissions are incoITect and the identified 1:nitigation does not 
meet the requirements of AB 987, as described in this comrnent letter. 
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local and do not meet the requirements to be real, additional, permanent, verifiable and 
enforceable. 

The application fails to propose enough local, direct measures to mitigate the anticipated 
net new emissions associated with the project. Numerous available local, direct mitigation 
measures are identified in AB 987. The applicant must propose them to obtain certification. 

C. Potential HeaJth Risks to Neighboring Communities Are Correlated to 
Actual Local Emissions 

There is a close correlation between ambient levels of pollutants and localized health 
consequences. 14 If local emissions are underestimated, local health consequences will likely be 
underestimated. 

CARB's Scoping Plan explains that local GHG mitigation programs can provide co
benefits by reducing other pollutants: 

And: 

Greenhouse gas emissions reduction strategies ... can also lead to 
important co-benefits, such as improved air quality, local economic 
benefits such as green jobs, more mobility choices, improved public 
health and quality of life, protection of locally, statewide, and 
globally important natural resources, and more equitable sharing of 
these benefits across communities. 15 

[S]ome climate strategies, such as GHG reduction measures that 
decrease diesel combustion from mobile sources, produce air quality 
co-benefits in the form of concurrent reductions in criteria pollutants 
and toxic air contaminants. 16 

As a result, "CARB recommends that lead agencies prioritize on-site design features that 
reduce emissions, especially from VMT, and direct investments in GHG reductions within the 
project's region that contribute potential air quality, health, and economic co-benefits locally." 17 

The connection between local GHG mitigation and local health benefits explains why the 

14 For a detailed description of health consequences associated with exposure to various 
pollutants, see SC.AQMD, 2016 Air Quality Management Plan (AQT\/IP), .Appendix I, Health 
Effects, available at _b_t_tp_:!/y'L'<Y.\Y,.?_qI_l_l_Stgqy/slQQ.?/~J_~t}mh:::§Q!Jr_('._~~/~:_lg<1n_::_1:l_i_r_.::p_l __ n_115f<:i._h~::_Q..lJ.<1_l_i_ty_:: 
m.n.nn£.Y.rD:.Y.DJ::.P.J~.r..~n.QJ..f::.::.<1ir::.mmU.tY.::m.<1nngY.m.Y.n.t::.P.L0 .. o/fl..nn.l..::.~.Q.J..f:i::.<1SI.!T!.P/nP.P..Y..n9.i.0.:: 
i_,_p_g.f?5f\'X§JJ~J4. Accessed January 2019; see also, EXHIBIT 1, pp. 7-8; EXHIBIT 3. 
15 CARB, Final Scoping Plan Update, 2017, p. 100, available at 
https://vvvvw.arb.ca.gov/cc/scopingplan/scoping ____ plan ____ 2017.pdf 
16 Id at 14. 

17 Id. at 102. 
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Legislature required GHG mitigation measures to "maximize public health, environmental and 
employment benefits'' by reducing GHG emissions "in the project area and in the neighboring 
communities." 

If the Project relies on a faulty baseline to underestimate GHG emissions, as described 
above, the Project is likely underestimating local emissions of diesel particulate matter, PM10, 
PM2.5, NOx and other pollutants and the related health consequences associated with such 
emissions in neighboring communities. This is particularly critical in the case of the project, 
since it is located directly in a lower income residential community. Taking credit for illusory 
reductions located elsewhere in the region will not mitigate localized health risks on neighboring 
communities. As the requirement to apply local mitigation to benefit the neighboring 
community is clearly part of AB 987, the applicant must mitigate its actual local GHG emissions, 
which will have the co-benefit of reducing local emissions of criteria pollutants and toxic air 
contaminants. 

The application also does not account for increased Vl'vIT and traffic congestion that may 
increase local emissions. Traffic congestion and idling time will be exponentially compounded 
by the fact that when the Fornm, the new NFL stadium, and project's arena operate at the same 
time, the surrounding roadways are forecast to cease functioning. If the Project's local emissions 
are underestimated, the actual emissions of toxic air contaminates, such as diesel particulate 
matter from heavy duty trucks, may be underestimated. The potential health consequences of 
diesel particulate matter is well documented. 18 

D. CARB Cannot Determine Project Achieves Net Zero GHGs ·without 
Satisfaction of the Locational Requirements 

Unlike AB 900, the Legislature specifically mandated that AB 987 projects satisfy strict 
locational requirements for any carbon offsets utilized to achieve net zero GHGs. Specifically, 
Public Resources Code Section 21 l68.6.8G)(4) requires: 

The applicant may obtain offset credits for up to 50 percent of the 
greenhouse gas emissions reductions necessary to achieve the 
requirements of paragraph (3) of subdivision (b ). The applicant 
shall, to the extent feasible, place the highest priority on the 
purchase of off<iet credits that produce emission reductions within 
the City of Inglewood or the boundaries of the South Coast Air 
Quality Management District .... (Emphasis added.) 

The inclusion of locational requirements in AB 987 where there was previously silence 
on this topic establishes the Legislative's affirmative intent to hold this project to a higher 
standard of reducing specifically local GHG emissions. Governor Brown also made this clear in 

18 See CA.RB, Diesel and Health Research, available at \V\Vw.arb.ca.gov/research/diesel/diesel
health.htm. 
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his signing message. 19 CARB cannot determine the pr~ject is net zero GHGs in conformance 
with AB 987 unless the applicant identifies and legally commits to achieving feasible reductions 
from carbon offset programs located within the neighborhood and the City ofinglewood. 

The application lacks any information about how AB 987' s locational reduction 
requirements could ever achieved. The application states that almost 40 percent of reductions 
will come from "carbon credits," even assuming all other GHG reductions identified in the 
application are accurate (an assumption this analysis shows is flawed). The application makes 
no attempt to identify which offset programs are currently available in the neighborhood or in the 
City of Inglewood or even within the SCAQ~ID boundary. Instead, the application defers the 
purchasing of carbon credits to the grading permit or certificate of occupancy stage, long after 
CA.RB has evaluated the project under AB 987 and the CEQA process has been completed, and 
does not seek to identify what might even be available then. 

AB 987's locational requirements are consistent with CARB's 2017 Scoping Plan 
Update. 20 It would be inconsistent with AB 987 and the Scoping Plan for CA.RB to determine 
the project is net zero GHGs without evaluating the feasibility oflocal carbon offsets, and 
specifically what they are. The application provides no meaningful information regarding real 
local measures and certainly makes no commitment to such measures. 

Importantly, the applicant cannot rely on any measures utilized to satisfy its separate 
Section 21168.6.8(j)(3) requirements, 21 which themselves mandate local measures to reduce the 
project's GHG emissions. The locational requirements in Section 21 l68.6.8(j)(4) apply to any 
additional carbon offsets the project may pursue and Section 21168.6.8(j)(4) imposes distinct 
obligations that are in addition to the Section 21168.6.8(j)(3) mandates. The separate 
requirements under Section 21168.6.8(j)(3) and Section 21 l68.6.8(j)(4) are necessary to improve 
local air quality and health co-benefits for neighboring communities. 22 

19 Writing that ''the project must reduce criteria pollutants, a requirement that is not included in 
the current Environmental Leadership Development Pr~ject standards." 
2° Final Scoping Plan Update, 2017, Appendix B ("Encourage the applicant to consider 
generating or purchasing local and California-only carbon credits as the preferred mechanism to 
implement its offsite mitigation measure for GHG emissions and that will facilitate the State's 
efforts in achieving the GHG emission reduction goal." 
21 Pub. Resources Code§ 21168.6.8(j)(3) provides: "Not less than 50 percent of the greenhouse 
gas emissions reductions necessary to achieve the requirement of paragraph (3) of subdivision 
(b) shall be from local, direct greenhouse gas emissions reduction measures, including, but not 
limited to, any of the following:" Section 21168.6.8G)(3)(A)-(B) identify onsite and off site 
GHG reduction measures that should be considered. 
22 See CA.RB, Final Scoping Plan Update, 2017, p. 102 (onsite and local measures "contribute 
potential air quality, health, and economic co-benefits locally"), available at 
https:i/www.arb.ca.gov/cc/scopingplan/scoping ____ plan ____ 2017.pdf. 
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The Governor cannot certify the project unless CARB has detennined that it would result 
in net zero GHG emissions, and CARB cannot reach this detennination unless CARB is satisfied 
the project will either not require carbon offsets or will meet the carbon offset locational 
requirements. 23 

E. The Technical GHG Analysis Contains Numerous Data Gaps and Erroneous 
Assumptions 

l. The Application Uses Inconsistent l\1ethodofogy \Vhen Calculating 
Baseline and Project Emissions 

The application uses inconsistent internal logic to take credit for decreasing project 
emissions over time while holding steady baseline emissions. The application assumes that due 
to projected utility intensity factors and cleaner vehicles, the project's GHG emissions will 
decrease from 2024 into the future. However, the application does not reduce baseline emissions 
as would inherently also occur as fuel efficiencies improve. The application should apply similar 
reductions in future years to baseline emissions as it did for the project's future emissions. 

The application also cherry-picks inconsistent utility intensity values without adequate 
explanation. When calculating the baseline emissions, the application should have matched the 
site-specific usage for the time period upon which the analysis is based. For instance, for each 
venue the application assumes will lose ''market-shifted" events, the application uses a different 
year to calculate baseline emissions (Staples Center: 2016; the Forum: 2018; Honda Center: 
2017). 

2. The Application Contains Numerous Errors and Inconsistencies 

The application contains numerous errors and inconsistencies, which make it difficult to 
verify or understand how the reported emissions are calculated. 

• Mobile Source Emissions. The application contains internal inconsistencies 
regarding mobile source emissions. Table 7 of the TDM section reports total 
annual trips of 2,972,568. However, the "Mobile Source Emissions" table of the 
Attachment G summary reports total annual trips of 2,646,393. This diminishes 
the mobile component of the project's emissions by approximately 12%. 

• Proximity to Downtown Transportation Services. As detailed below, the 
application does not account for the fact that a significant portion of the project's 
guests and employees will no longer benefit from the same proximity to 
downtown Los Angeles transportation services adjacent to the Staples Center 
location. Based on the applicant's own estimates, VMT is expected to increase, 
leading to a corresponding increase in GHG emissions. 

23 See Pub. Resources Code,§ 21168.6.8G)(4), cross-referencing the§ 21l168.6.8(b)(3) 
determination. 
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4111 Ten Percent Energy Reduction is Unsubstantiated. The application simply claims, 
without substantiation, that the project will be ten percent more efficient than 
Title 24 2019 standards. This claim is dubious. First, while the project's 
commitment to Tier l of the CALGreen Code will achieve energy consumption 
benefits, there is no explanation how the applicant arrived at a ten percent (10%) 
reduction over Title 24 2019 standards. Indeed, the Tier l requirements are 
included in the 2016 version of CALGreen and thus were established well before 
the 2019 standards. Without further substantiation, any estimated reduction in 
energy reduction is purely speculative. 

4111 LEED Reductions are Unsubstantiated. The application takes credit for emissions 
reductions achieved through LEED Gold certification with no substantiation as to 
how LEED Gold commitments will result in any material GHG reductions. For 
example, the application takes LEED credit for heat island reduction, light 
pollution reduction, green education programs, and other measures that are 
unlikely to result in material GHG reductions. 

4111 Details Regarding White Box Model are Missing. The application notes the use 
of what it describes as a "white box" model to calculate future energy uses, but 
there are no details as to how the model operates. Without detailed information as 
to the model, neither the public nor CARB can understand, analyze, or replicate 
the model results. The calculations of the model should be substantiated and 
illustrated to meet the standards of such for CEQA, offset protocols, and 
stationary source emissions reduction credits. 

F. The Applicant Has Failed to Submit the Required Application to the Air 
Resources Board 

AB 987 requires that the Air Resources Board, pursuant to Division 25.5 of the Health 
and Safety Code, separately determine that the project does not result in any net additional 
emission of greenhouse gases. 24 AB 987 encourages CARB to make its determination no later 
than 120 calendar days after receiving an application for review of the methodology and 
calculations of the pr~j ect' s greenhouse gas emissions. 25 While the applicant has described 
(inaccurately in our opinion) how it intends to achieve no net additional emission of greenhouse 
gases in its application for certification to the Governor, there is no indication that it has properly 
submitted any application to CARB as required by AB 987. 

CARB has issued guidance on what steps an applicant should take to fulfill its obligation 
to submit an application for the evaluation of greenhouse gas methodologies and documentation 
for AB 900 projects. The language in AB 987 related to this topic is identical to that in AB 900 
and OPR confirms its "Guidelines [for AB 900] apply to projects requesting certification for 
streamlined judicial review ... Assembly Bill 987 (Chapter 961, Statutes of 2018) to the extent 

24 Pub. Resources Code§ 21168.6.8(b)(3). 
25 Id (emphasis added). 
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that the Guidelines are applicable and do not conflict with the language contained within those 
statutes.'' 26 

CARB guidance prescribes eleven steps an applicant take before CA.RB will issue a 
certifi ca ti on: 

1. Applicant meets with the lead agency to discuss the proposed project including 
emission quantification methodologies and potential mitigation measures. 

2. Applicant makes any adjustments to the pr~ject, emission quantification 
methodologies, or mitigation measures per direction from the lead agency. 

J. Applicant sends ARB an email indicating its intent to submit proposed GHG 
methodologies and documentation along with a simple description of the 
proposed project as well as the lead agency contact so that ARB can assign the 
appropriate technical staff to respond. 

4. ARB contacts the lead agency for the proposed project to discuss their perspective 
on the emission quantification methodologies and any mitigation measures. 

5. ARB holds a pre-submittal meeting with the applicant regarding the project in an 
eff01i to provide direction on the submittal and associated process. 

6. Based on the applicable facts the ARB will: I) encourage the applicant to proceed 
with submitting GHG methodologies and documentation; 2) recommend that the 
applicant follow-up with the lead agency on outstanding questions before 
submitting GHG methodologies and documentation; or J) schedule a coordination 
meeting that includes the lead agency and applicant prior to submitting GHG 
methodologies and documentation. 

7. Applicant submits its GHG methodologies and documentation to ARB. 

8. ARB evaluates the submittal in consultation with the lead agency. 

9. .ARB drafts its evaluation and shares it with lead agency. 

10. ARB finalizes its determination and transmits it to the Governor's Office. 

11. The above steps apply provided the lead agency is available to work within the 
schedule established for ARB under the Act If this is not possible, ARB may 

26 See California Jobs, AB 900, available at I_1_t_t_p_:_(/qp_1_:s.<tgq_y/\;~~_q;:i./~:_n_l __ i_fo_q_1_i_?_::j_Q_l~_~J_nm_l_,_ 
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seek additional time as provided for under the Act or proceed with finalizing its 
evaluation and determination under the Act. 27 

There is no indication that the applicant undertook any of these steps prior to submitting 
its application to the Governor. If the applicant had, we anticipate CARB would have identified 
the many flaws in the application's methodology for establishing its supposed net-zero emissions 
claim and meeting AB 987 requirements, and likely rejected the application as incomplete. 
CARB should do so now. 

AB 987 encourages CARE to make its determination within 120 days after receiving an 
application for review of the methodology and calculations of the project's greenhouse gas 
emissions. 28 Because the applicant has not submitted its GHG analysis to CARB consistent with 
CARB's adopted procedures, CARB should not be restrained by the recommended time period 
for review. 

And the public must be provided any supplemental application materials and time to 
review and respond to such submissions. 

HI. THE TRANSPORTATION DEl\iAND lVIANAGElVIENT PROGRAl\1 LACKS 
EVIDENTIARY SUPPORT AND DOES NOT l\'lEET AB 987'S REQUIRElVIENTS 

AB 987 "requires a transportation demand management program that, upon full 
implementation, will achieve and maintain a 15-percent reduction in the number of vehicle trips, 
collectively, by attendees, employees, visitors, and customers as compared to operations absent 
the transportation demand management program." 29 

( 

AB 987 requires the TDM program to include "a .specific program of strategies, 
incentives, and tools ... with specific annual status reporting obligations ... " 30 The" 15-percent 
reduction in vehicle trips shall be achieved and maintained as soon as feasible, but not later than 
January 1, 2030." 31 At a minimum, not less than 7.5% reduction in vehicle trips is to be 
achieved and maintained by the end of the first NBA season. 

Based on a review of the applicant's proposed TDM program, it is clear that the prqject's 
TDM program is likely to never achieve a 15% reduction and certainly will not achieve a 7.5%:; 
reduction by the end of the first NBA season that the arena is operational. The application fails 

27 Process for Greenhouse Gas Methodologies and Documentation Submittal to the California 
Air Resources Board, available at http5_;//1,y',Y'cY,_nr_b_,_\:?_,_gqy/h_tm_l/0_b_l)Q_QJ1Jm_. 
28 Pub. Resources Code§ 21168.6.8(b)(3). 
29 Pub. Resources Code§ 21168.6.8(a)(3)(B)(i). 
30 Pub. Resources Code§ 21168.6.8(a)(6) (emphasis added). 
31 Pub. Resources Code§ 21168.6.8(B)(iii). 
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to demonstrate that the project's TDM program will reduce vehicle trips by 15% "as soon as 
feasible" or that it is ever feasible to achieve a 15°10 reduction. 

As detailed below, the TDM program relies on incorrect or unsubstantiated data, does not 
contain a plan detailing how results will be verified, and relies on optimistic trip reduction 
assumptions that have never been achieved. Without additional data and substantiation, the 
Governor cannot certify that the project will reduce trips as AB 987 requires. Moreover, the 
precedential impact of certifying a TDM program without essential detail and that is based on 
faulty assumptions will mean that other projects could well also similarly seek to avoid a 
rigorous analysis. 

On a macro level, it is easy to see why the prqject's TDM program will not work 

First, the TDM program must work for all events and all project elements, not just 
Clippers basketball games. With respect to the arena alone, the applicant is projecting over 243 
annual events, including concerts and other events. Clippers basketball games only account for 
approximately 49 of these 243 events. People who only visit the arena once or twice a year will 
fill approximately 200 of the project's events. However, the applicant's TDM program assumes 
that concert attendees as well as basketball game attendees have the same travel patterns. 
Transportation data suggests exactly the opposite and indicates that few one-time attendees to a 
concert at the arena will use transit. 

Second, the Clippers are moving from high-density urban downtown Los Angeles to a 
suburban area typified by relatively low-density single-family homes and low-rise multifamily 
homes. Within the downtown area of Staples Center today, there are over 43,000 residential 
units, 90 million square feet of commercial space and thousands of hotel rooms. Directly 
adjacent to Staples Center and the Los Angeles Convention Center is a light rail transit stop with 
Blue and Expo Line access, numerous bus transit lines (with a dedicated bus lane), and the Red 
Line and Purple Line subway station is a ten-minute walk. There are dozens of restaurants, bars 
and other entertainment facilities within only a few blocks. Comparatively, there is virtually no 
significant office development today within miles of the prqject site nor is there high density 
residential development. There is no rail transit stop next to the project, as there is today at 
Staples Center, and there are few bus transit options adjacent to the proposed project site. 

The applicant states (without supporting empirical data) that currently 80% of attendees 
to Clippers' basketball games at Staples Center arrive by car, with 20% arriving by walking, rail, 
transit buses (Metro, Foothill, Big Blue), shuttles, or "shared mobility (as discussed below). 
Thus, although Staples Center is located in Los Angeles' downtown residential and business core 
(arguably where a significant percentage of basketball and concert attendees might work and 
live), in an area with over 200,000 people within a one mile radius, and an area rich with rail and 
bus transit, only 20% of the basketball game attendees arrive by rail, bus, walking, or "shared 
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mobility" (i.e., Uber and Lyft, which are still cars, should not be included in the transit category 
and, in fact increase, overall trips, as discussed below). 32 

The applicant assumes that its poorly defined TDM program, which relies almost entirely 
on shuttle buses to connect to under construction light rail stations, will reduce the number of 
attendees to basketball games and concerts arriving by private car by 341%, with the balance 
using buses or ''shared mobility." 

There is no support in the application for the assumption that 34% of attendees to all 
Inglewood arena events will arrive by transit. This assumption that the Clippers will not only 
maintain its current 20~'1> of attendees coming by means other than personal car, but increase it to 
34% (an increase of 70%) over Staples downtown location is pm1icularly flawed in light of the 
facts and perhaps more importantly the extensive testimony by the applicant and legislators that 
Inglewood is "transit starved." There is not the office density or residential density in the area of 
the project to support the notion that people will walk to the arena from adjacent areas or that 
there would be a system of extensive transit buses or shuttles from offices and residences in the 
area. The project's asse11ion of 34% alternative transit is wholly without support based on the 
applicant's own precedent at Staples Center, the reality of the prqject site's built environment, 
and published data. 

A. The TDl\'l Program Cannot Achieve a 15% Reduction by the End of the First 
NBA Season and Thus Cannot l\iieet AB 987's Net-Zero GHG Requirement 

The prqject's application predicts a 15.151 ~~trip reduction by 2030 and also relies on 
such a reduction after the first year of the arena's operation to achieve AB 987's net-zero GHG 
requirement. 

The applicant relies on this purp011ed 15% trip reduction to meet not only AB 987's trip 
reduction requirement but also to meet AB 987's net-zero GHG requirement. Under AB 987, the 
project must be net-zero during its first year of operation. Therefore, under the applicant's GHG 
reduction assumptions, the project must achieve 15% trip reduction even in its first year of 
operation. 33 To ce11ify compliance with AB 987, the Governor must find that the TDM program 
will achieve a 15% trip reduction in the first year of operation to credit the related GHG 
reductions the applicant assumes as part of the application. This level of reduction is simply not 
achievable in the first, second, third, or tenth year of operation. Nor is the 7.5% reduction 
achievable in its first year of operation. As a result, the Governor cannot certify the project 
under AB 987. 

32 Shared mobility is usually just another car trip, if not two trips. Recent data suggest that 
Uber/Lyft increases traffic, VMT, and GHGs. (See EXHIBIT 2, Attachment A.) 
33 See Application, Table 3, at p. 21 (assuming reductions from TDM program in summarizing 
net-zero GHG conclusions); see Application, Attachment G, Greenhouse Gas Analysis, Table 8, 
at 21 (explaining that operational emissions with local GHG reduction measures "includes 
reductions association with implementation of TDM Program .... "). 
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H. The Trip G-eneration Assumptions Have Numerous Errors 

The TDM program rests on assumptions regarding the number of trips a particular prqject 
use generates. The application's assumptions and data contain many errors. As a result, the 
number of trips is underestimated and it is clear that the TDM program will not achieve 15% 
reduction in its first year of operation as assumed in the GHG reduction program (nor will it 
meet 7.5% in its first year of operation as assumed in the TDM program). 

• The Wrong ITE trip rate is applied to the Sports Medicine Clinic. The Institute of 
Transportation Engineer's ("ITE") published rate for a Sports Medicine Clinic is 
38.16 trips per thousand square feet. 34 The TDM program applies the incorrect 
rate of 30.18 trips per thousand square feet. This is a 20~~ underestimation. 
Using the application's assumption that the Sports Medicine Clinic would not 
operate on weekends (which should of course be an enforceable covenant to 
substantiate that assumption) and based on 260 weekdays per year, this error 
results in an underestimation of annual trips by 51,870. 

• Clippers employee trips are dramatically understated. The 275 Clippers 
Management and Operations employees are assumed to generate 1.13 trips per 
employee. This is less than 50% of the ITE' strip rate of 2.31 trips per employee 
for corporate headquarters office buildings, which is an appropriate classification. 
The rate used by the Clippers, which is not supported by any evidence, rather 
dubiously assumes that for every two employees, one is not driving to work, that 
no employees leave the site during the day, and that the office receives no 
deliveries. Using the correct ITE trip generation rate adds 71,377 additional 
annual trips. 

• No trips are assigned to Clippers emplovees on weekends. The study assumes 
that Clippers Management and Operations employees and Practice and Training 
Facility employees never work on weekends. No trips are assigned to weekends. 
This is an unreasonable assumption based on the Clippers' schedule alone and 
must be corrected to reflect the project's total trips accurately. 

• Trips generated by Uber & Lvft vehicles are understated bv 100~'1>. An attendee 
or employee arriving in a private vehicle who then leaves at the end of the day or 
event generates two trips - one arriving and one leaving. In contrast, usage of 
Uber or Lyft generates four trips---- two drop-off trips (one arriving to drop off the 
passenger and one leaving after dropping off the passenger) and two pick-up trips 
(one arriving to pick up the passenger and one leaving with the passenger in the 
car). Thus, the TDM program's assumption that ten percent of employees and 

34 The Institute of Transportation Engineer's ("ITE") is the leader in trip generation data. ITE 
generates trip generation rates for specific uses based on thousands of voluntary study 
submissions and its data is routinely used to estimate the number of trips a development project 
will generate. 
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visitors will use Uber & Lyft type services must also account for twice the 
number of trips these services generate. It does not. 

When these four errors are corrected, the total number of trips the prqject will generate 
significantly increase. Just using the correct ITE rate for the Sports Medicine Clinic and the 
Clippers Management and Operations employees drops the TDM program's efficacy below 1YYo. 
\Vhen additional corrections are made to reflect higher employee trips during weekends, to 
account for the correct number of Uber and Lyft trips, and to reflect reasonable transit use 
assumptions the program is forecast to achieve only a 7.13% reduction in the total number of 
project trips. 35 The problems with the applicant's TDM program go well beyond just these trip 
generation errors. 

C. The TDM Program's Assumptions Regarding Transit Riders Are 
Unsupported 

Rail transit is the backbone of the TDM program. The Trip Generation Memorandum 
admits that "without shuttle service to and from the IBEC Project Site, it is unlikely that [event 
attendees] would take advantage of the existing and future rail services.'' 36 This is because the 
existing and planned rail facilities are between 0.8 and 2.0 miles away and because rail riders 
would need to transfer to a public bus and then still walk farther to the arena site. Moreover, the 
application concludes that "the streets that surround the Prqject Site lack pedestrian friendly 
sidewalks that would encourage walking." Accordingly, under baseline conditions, the Trip 
Generation Memorandum assumes that no employees or attendees to the project would use 
Metro rail service. 37 

With event-day shuttle service, however, the Trip Generation Memorandum assumes that 
up to 10% of all attendees for basketball games and concerts would use existing and future rail 
services. 38 There is no support for this conclusion. Based the applicants' own data, it is clearly 
wrong and the Governor cannot certify the project under AB 987. 

1. Rail Transit Usage At Existing Los Angeles Sports :Facilities Shows 
the 1W% Estimate is Unsupported 

Staples Center is located about a block away from a Blue Line and Expo Line rail station 
on Flower Street and a short walk from the 7th Street/Metro Center, where the Red and Purple 
Lines stop. Despite this immediate proximity to multiple heavy and light rail transit lines and 
stations, the applicant reports (again, without supporting empirical data) that only 11 % of 

35 EXHIBIT 2, at p. 4. 
36 Application, Attachment D, at p. 9. 

37 Id 

38 Id, at p. 13. Note that the applicant has not committed to providing electric shuttle or bus 
service. 
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attendees to a Clippers' basketball game take rail transit. 39 The downtown Los Angeles core also 
has one of the highest bus line concentrations in the region, is home to the region's largest 
workday population (over 74,000 people), and has over 43,000 residential units. Even with all of 
these factors, the application states that Clippers only achieve an l 1%} rail transit usage at Staples 
Center. 

In fact, this l 1%} transit usage figure may be inflated. A recent data collection effort at a 
sold out Clippers basketball game at Staples Center found that only 2.6%i of attendees arrived by 
way of Metro train and only l.8% left by train. Data was collected on January 18, 2019, for two 
hours before and after the event and conservatively assumed that every transit rider leaving the 
station was going to the Staples Center event. 40 

Despite this low usage of transit, data from a recent event suggest that number is 
overstated by three times. The applicant then forecasts essentially the same, likely overstated, 
rail transit usage (10%) of the transit advantaged Staples Center location for a suburban arena 
that lacks the office and residential density and pedestrian amenities of the Staples Center, that is 
up to two miles from rail stations that will require attendees to exit the rail station and then get 
on a shuttle to the arena. The applicant's reliance on a 10~~ rail ridership assumption is 
completely without foundation. 

The applicant also predicts that only 66% of attendees to the entire prqject will come by 
personal car. The balance coming by transit/shuttles, park and ride buses and Uber/Lyft. This is 
an astounding number when compared to Clippers games at Staples Center, where, per the 
application, 80°10 arrive by personal car. 41 

Compare the applicant's assumptions to the assumptions contained in the report prepared 
for the new Los Angeles Football Club (LAFC) soccer stadium in Exposition Park and 
immediately adjacent to downtown Los Angeles, USC, and the Los Angeles Memorial 
Coliseum. There, with the LAFC stadium adjacent to transit and the downtown core, the 
analysis projected that 75% of attendees would arrive by personal car - nearly 10% more than 
the 66% the applicant predicts for its suburban site. 

The Los Angeles Dodgers' free shuttle from Union Station in downtown Los Angeles 
further illustrates how the Trip Generation Memorandum's and TDM program's assumptions are 
without foundation and completely specious. Union Station, is located in downtown Los 
Angeles and well connected to all parts of downtown by rail, bus, and shuttles, is approximately 
1.8 miles from Dodger Stadium. Union Station is a major hub for the City's railway system, 
receiving Metrolink, Metro, and Amtrak trains and bus service from across the region. It is the 
center of Southern California's mass transit hub. 

39 Td IO · 11 ., at p. . 

40 See EXHIBIT 2, at pp. 5-6. 
41 Application, Attachment D, at 10. 
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The Dodgers' game day shuttle operates 90 minutes before game time and 45 minutes 
after the final out or 20 minutes after post-game events. The Dodgers shuttle uses a dedicated 
bus lane on Sunset Boulevard to expedite travel time. 

During the 2017 season, Metro reported ridership of 278,623 attendees using the shuttle 
from Union Station for all regular and playoff games at Dodger Stadium. 42 The Dodgers 
reported attendance of 3, 765,856 during the 2017 regular season. 43 Thus, even if attendance 
figures from playoff and World Series games are excluded from total attendance, only 7.39~'1> of 
attendees arrived at Dodger Stadium using the free shuttle from Union Station. If attendees from 
playoff and World Series games are included in the total attendance figure, the percentage of 
attendees using the shuttle was even less than 7.39%. 

With the Dodgers' shuttle operating from the region's transit hub, Union Station, and 
having dedicated bus lanes, the Dodgers achieved a season ridership of 7.391% of attendees. The 
applicant, on the other hand is predicting that a full l 01Yo of attendees to basketball games and 
concerts (and 5% at other events at the arena) will arrive solely by Metro's light rail system and 
then use the applicant's shuttle buses to travel the final two miles to the arena, beginning on the 
first day of arena operations. The applicant provides no data to support the conclusion that it can 
achieve 3S1% more transit usage than the Dodgers. The applicant's numbers are inflated and 
unlikely to ever be achieved. 

The applicant should have substantiated this critical assumption with data. The applicant 
likely has data regarding the home addresses of season ticketholders and many other ticket 
purchasers. The applicant could have used this data to calculate average distance to a Metro rail 
transit line serving the project area (i.e., Metro Green or Crenshaw Line). \Vith this data, the 
applicant could better predict how many basketball game attendees are likely to use rail transit 
based on proximity to their homes (or their office if the Clippers have reliable data as to office 
locations for season ticket holders). The percentage of concert attendees would be even less as 
one time or iTTegular users of a venue are much less likely to use transit than attendees to athletic 
events who are more likely to attend multiple events per year. 44 

The Governor should request that the applicant provide data showing how many 
anticipated attendees live close enough to stations on the (ireen or Crenshaw Lines to 
substantiate its unsupportable assumptions regarding rail ridership. 

2. Even a Rail Transit Stop At the Arena \Vou.ld Not 1\!Ieet the 
Applicant's Projected Rail Ridership 

In arguing for consistency with the 2016 RTP/SCS, the application notes that a "fixed 
light rail system with a station adjacent to the IBEC Project Site is cmTently in the planning 

42 See Metro Transit-to-Parks Case Study, at p. 17, available at 
_h_t_tp.:!bD.©_(i_ic.<1JJ_1_~~_t_1_:q_. __ 1_l __ ~t/pr9jgQ_t5 ________ ~_t_µsl __ i __ Q_~/5_l_.l __ ~t_n_i _ _1_1.<1J::i_i_I__i__tyi_i__1_1_w_g~~5/t_~_p ____ ~:_n5g ___ 5_tv_(i_i_g5 ____ ?QJ_~_::QJQJ,_mif 
43 See https://www.baseball-reforence.com/leagues/IviLB/2017-rnisc.shtml. 
44 EXHIBIT 2, at p. 8-9. 
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phase .... " 45 The applicant apparently is referring to a proposal that Inglewood has named the 
"Inglewood Transit Connector." 46 If constmcted, the Inglewood Transit Connector (an elevated 
rail line) would travel between an Inglewood station along Metro's under construction Crenshaw 
Line to the intersection of Century Boulevard and Prairie Avenue with multiple stops along the 
way. To suggest that this rail connector is in the ''planning stages" misleads, as the City has only 
just released the Notice of Preparation and Initial Study for the line's EIR. No agency has 
approved the rail interconnector, it is not pm1 of any approved local or regional plan, and, to the 
best of our knowledge, it is not funded and the applicant has not agreed to fund it (estimated to 
be in excess of $600 million). 

Metro studied such a connector and rejected an interlined option (i.e., where the line 
allowed a one seat trip on the Crenshaw Line) as "infeasible due to its cost and complexity." 
Metro forecast the costs of four independent alignment options (such as the one being studied by 
Inglewood) as between $614.4 million and $7692 million. 47 Inglewood's locally preferred 
alternative is initially projected to cost $614.4 million for its 1.8-mile route, or $341.3 million 
per mile. 

Inglewood's own forecasted ridership estimates for the Inglewood Transit Connector 
show that the applicant's ridership estimates for a rail station that is up to 2 miles away from the 
proposed project are unrealistic and without foundation. The City's report estimates that the 
locally preferred alternative for the Inglewood Transit Connector (the Market-Manchester 
Alignment) would have ridership for a Clippers' game of 1,209 riders for an attendance of 
12,000 and 2,557 for an attendance of 18,500. This equates to between 10~'1> and 13.8%, 
respectively, of attendees to a Clippers game arriving by rail transit with a train stop immediately 
adjacent to the project site assuming there was a transit connector (monorail or street car) costing 
$614 million. 48 

In contrast, the applicant forecasts that 10°/o of attendees will take rail transit to conce11 
and basketball events at the project site that is up to two miles away from the rail station. 49 and 
use a shuttle bus taking 30 to 60 minutes to get to the arena in congested traffic. The applicant 
has provided no support for the assumption that roughly the same number of attendees will arrive 
by rail transit to a station up to two miles away that requires a shuttle connection as are projected 
to use a $600 million monorail or street car connector to the pr~j ect' s front door. 

45 Application, at p. 14. 
46 The Inglewood Transit Connector, available at ht.t.P..:/!~T.Yi .. ~.i:.Q.O..i.ngh:.Y~::QQ~L_grg!t.Gl.!J.~PQ.l.1.~lt.i:.Q.O.::. 
~QhJJt.9n~bng1-~IY9Q~l_::Jrn_n:sJ_t_::_<::Qn_1_1g_g_t_g_r_L 
47 Envision Inglewood, April 2018, at p. 71, available at http://envisio11inglevvood.org/vvp
_(:_q_1_1J©.DJ/vp_I_q;:t_Q5(~_Q __ 1 __ 8/_Q_Z/}:~_1_1_y_i5i_Q_f.1_::_1_1_1_g_l_g:w99g_:: _ _l_._ .• _q~:_<1_I_l_y::_Pr~t:©n_:~~-g_::_.A_l_t_~_171_;:tJi_yg_::B_.gp_g_rj:_J1_dI 

48 Id, at p. 68. 
49 Application, at p. 13. 
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3. Transit Ridership Is Experiencing Dedines 

The applicant's Trip Generation Memorandum ignores the fact that public transit usage 
on the whole is falling. From 2016 to 2018, Metro saw ridership drop by nearly 3.5 million 
boardings. 50 This was a more than three percent decline from 2016 to 2018. ln 2017, ridership 
on Metro's trains and buses fell to 383 million trips, a 3.4% decrease from 2017anda19. 7% 
drop over jive years. 51 The backbone of the applicant's TDM program is public transit in an era 
where usage of public transit is falling with people shifting to private vehicles. 52 53 

4. l'rnvel Time .Far Exceeds \Vhat \Vould Be Needed .For An Effective 
Shuttle Program 

Even in the unlikely event the forecasted ridership exists, the TDM program would likely 
never be able to move that many people from the rail stations to project events. The City's own 
consultant on the prqject has described the streets surrounding the project site as follows: 

• "The existing transportation infrastmcture and circulation system is outdated ... " 

• "Capacity should be increased as major arterials streets and highways are highly 
congested ... " 

• "[T]here remains no direct connection from the Countywide Metro Rail System to 
the newly completed, under construction, and future activity centers." 

• "[T]he City's Circulation Element from the City's General Plan has not been 
updated since 1992." 54 

In Metro's analysis ofa transit connection from the Crenshaw/LAX light rail to the 
Inglewood NFL stadium and Hollywood Park mixed-use development, Metro only studied grade 

50 Metro Ridership Year Over Year, available at 
http:/ /i sotp. metro. n et/l\fotroRi dershi p/Y earOverY ear. aspx. 
51 LA Weighs Charging Drivers by the ~Mile, Adding Freev,,·ay Toll5 to Cut Congestion, January 
22, 2019, LA Times, available at f.lJJD.5.J/IYIYIYJ<:i..tAx.U.(,:'._~_,s:~g_m/Jq;;_g._l/t?J!Q.\Y/J<:i..::X.U.~.::.lJJ::.P.0;{::.t.9.::.9.ri.Y.~.:: 
20190122-storv .html. 
52 See EXHIBIT 2, at p. 6. 
53 Another factor not considered in the TDM program and underlying data is that ridership levels 
on existing Metro lines are significantly higher than ridership projections for the forthcoming 
Crenshaw line. Metro projects an average daily ridership of 13,148 on the Crenshaw line in 
2030. The 2018 average daily ridership levels were 26,326 on the Green line, 54,904 on the 
Blue line, and 837,937 on the Red line. 
54 EXHIBIT 4, at p. 6, Trifiletti Consulting, Inc. proposal to City ofinglewood "project 
management, strategic environmental consulting and coordination services for the Inglewood 
Basketball and Entertainment Center." 
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separated options because "other alternatives, which could be considerably less costly, were not 
studied because of the City's concern that congestion during peak periods at the 
entertainment/stadium district could create conflicts with at-grade, fixed guideway transit 
service, degrading transit service." 55 

It is into this congested and outdated roadway system that the applicant proposes to ferry 
thousands of attendees by shuttle bus from Metro's rail lines to the project on a near daily basis 
(250 large events forecast per year). The applicant has provided no data to suggest that this is 
physically achievable. 

Gibson Transportation Consulting, Inc. collected travel times for the proposed shuttle 
routes during a recent event at the Fomm. 56 Gibson Transportation's empirical analysis found 
that shuttle travel times between a rail station and the project would be between 30 and 60 
minutes, and potentially longer. 57 

The 30 to 60 minute shuttle bus time needs to be considered as part of a far longer trip for 
public transit riders. The standard trip for a transit rider to an arena event likely looks something 
like this: 

1. Car ride from business/home to Green Line or Crenshaw Line station. 

2. Crenshaw Line or Green Line travel to Inglewood train station. 

J. Shuttle bus from lnglewood train station to arena. 

This three-leg ride will need to be repeated after an event, for a total of six independent 
travel legs. 

Another potential transit/shuttle rider scenario would be an attendee to a Clippers game 
or a conce11 who works in downtown Los Angeles. Today, that attendee could either use any 
one of the many transit options (trains, buses, shuttle, etc.) in downtown Los Angeles to reach 
Staples Center, walk, or drive a short distance. lJnder the applicant's proposal, attendee's trip to 
Inglewood would entail the following: 

1. Arrive at Expo Line station by transit, car, or foot. 

55 Metro's August 8, 2017 Letter to Inglewood Director of Public \Vorks, available at 
http:// env isioni nglewood. org/wp-content/upl oads/20 18/06/Env ision-lngl ewood-Locall v
Preferred-/\ lternative-Report-(LP A)-Technical-i-\ppendices.pdt: at p. 120. 
56 Note that these are existing travel times. They are not even influenced by the under 
construction new NFL stadium or Hollywood Park development that includes 2,995 new homes 
and over one million square feet of commercial development. 
57 See EXHIBIT 2, at pp. 6-9. 
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2. Travel on Expo Line and then transfer from Expo Line to Crenshaw Line at the 
Expo Line's Crenshaw station. 

3. Crenshaw Line travel to Inglewood train station. 

4. Shuttle bus from Inglewood train station to arena. 

This would be a four-leg one way trip to the arena and potentially a five-leg return trip 
home (for a total of 9 travel legs) because the attendee would potentially need to get from the 
Expo Line station in downtown Los Angeles back to their car and then drive back home. 

Using Metro's published schedules for the Expo Line and Green Line and projected 
travel times for the Crenshaw Line, travel times on rail were estimated. For example, a transit 
rider coming from Downtown Santa Monica would travel to the Expo Line station and park, 
board an Expo Line train, travel 27 minutes on the Expo Line, transfer at the Crenshaw station to 
the Crenshaw Line and then travel approximately 14 minutes to Inglewood station, then board 
the Clippers shuttle bus to get to the arena. Assuming a IO-minute travel time to get to the Expo 
Station, no wait for an Expo Line train, 5-minute wait for the train at the Crenshaw Line station, 
this is, at best, a 46-minute rail trip, which is then followed by a shuttle ride of between JO and 
60 minutes for a total trip time of between 86 minutes and 116 minutes. A transit rider from 
downtown Los Angeles would take 5-minute walk to a transit station downtown, experience an 
approximately 40-minute train ride (20 minutes from downtown Los Angeles to Crenshaw, 5-
minute wait for Crenshaw line, 14-minute train on Crenshaw line) then a shuttle ride of between 
JO and 60 minutes for a total trip time of 75 minutes to 110 minutes. 

Either one of the above scenarios is typical of a transit rider's journey to the proposed 
arena. When compared to average pr~jected drive times58

, it is not reasonable to conclude that 
the applicant's assumption that 12% of attendees to basketball games and concerts will arrive by 
rail (10%) and public bus (2%) transit. Moreover, there is no basis to assume that basketball, 
concert attendees, trade show attendees, or other event attendees will behave the same with 
respect to transit usage. To the contrary, concert attendees, unlike basketball game attendees, are 
generally one time or iJTegular users and, therefore, much less likely to use transit than attendees 
to athletic events who are more likely to attend multiple events per year. 59 

D. No Support for the Application's "Charter Coaches" Assumptions 

The IBEC Trip Generation Memorandum predicts that a staggering 11% of total 
attendees to concerts and Clippers games and other arena events will use a Charter Coach to go 

58 Per the applicant, 18% of season ticket holders are within a 30-45 minute drive during the PM 
peak period and nearly 50% of season ticket holders are within a 50-75 minute drive during the 
PM peak hour. (Application, Attachment D, at p. 12 [IBEC Trip (ieneration Memorandum].) 
10% of attendees are forecasted to arrive by rail transit and 2°10 by bus. 
59 EXHIBIT 2, at pp. 9-10. 
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to a project event. No attendees to a Clippers basketball game currently use "Charter 
Coaches." 60 

There is no information regarding this undefined program and no data to support this 
conclusion. Where are these park and ride facilities throughout the region linked to the Charter 
Coaches? How are the locations proximate to where arena attendees live or work? What is the 
projected travel distance and time? Data supporting the use of "Charter Coaches" to sports 
events at arenas in urban areas must be provided to substantiate this assumption. This program 
has no definition and no empirical support. 

Moreover, the Charter Coach program's own figures do not withstand the least scrutiny. 
To move the projected 1,980 people with 45 buses would require every seat on 44 of the buses to 
be full. If the buses are 75%:; full, then 60 buses would be required to move 1,980 people. As the 
TDM program only calls for 45 buses, if the buses are less than 100°10 foll this would require 
some buses to make two round trips to the park-and-ride location. Depending on the park-and
ride location, which is likely more than the average attendee's 2L59 miles home location from 
the project, two round trips is likely not feasible given the hours before events that the buses will 
have to nm due to area traffic. In fact, a full 25% of all Clippers ticket sales occur outside of the 
Southern California region, making it unlikely that any of these 25~~ attendees would attend 
games via "charter coaches.'' 61 Adjusting for the fact that 25% of attendees are not within 
Southern California, the true percentage of Southern California attendees using Charter Coachers 
is predicted to be 15%). This figure is even more unsupportable. 

E. The TJ.>l\'f Program Is Not Verifiable & No Implementation PJan Is Provided 

AB 987 requires that the TDM program contain "specific annual status reporting 
obligations" 62 and that that the "applicant shall verify achievement [of the 15% reduction] to the 
lead agency and the Office of Planning and Research." 63 

The "IBEC Project Transportation Demand Management Program," presented in a total 
of only four pages (Application, Attachment C), does not explain how the reporting obligations 
can be met or how achievement could be verified. \Vithout an implementation plan to verify 
results, the TDM plan does not meet AB 987' s requirements and the Governor cannot certify the 
project. 

F. Average Vehicle Occupancy ls ~Unsupported 

The applicant states that average vehicle occupancy without the TDM program is 2.3 
attendees per vehicle on weekdays and 2.5 attendees per vehicle on weekends. The applicant 

60 Application, Attachment D, at p. 10. 
61 Id at 12. 
62 Pub. Resources Code, § 21168.6.8(a)(6). 
63 Pub. Resources Code, § 21168.6.8(a)(B)(iii). 
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cites to a report prepared for the new LAFC stadium in Exposition Park in downtown Los 
Angeles. 64 These figures are found nowhere in the cited report. 

It is critical for the applicant to gather information from its current operations at Staples 
Center for average vehicle occupancy (as well as other data). Such real world data, while 
suboptimal given the very different location types of Staples Center and the project (urban versus 
suburban), would be helpful in evaluating the reasonableness of the application's average vehicle 
ridership prediction. This data is easily available and the applicant should be asked to provide 
current data as to average vehicle ridership. It is baffling why the applicant has failed to provide 
empirical data to OPR to support these assumptions. 

The application also cites the LAFC stadium study to support its position that its TDM 
program's effort to encourage carpooling would increase average vehicle occupancy to 2.7 
attendees on weekdays and 3.0 attendees on weekends. 65 The cited report does not explain how 
the 2.7 and 3.0 rates were calculated so the potential applicability to the project cannot be 
detern1ined. Given the central location of the LAFC stadium, it is not clear that the rates are 
transferable to the project's location far from downtown Los Angeles and far from transit 
Again, the applicant should provide a comprehensive survey of Clippers ridership for weekday 
and weekend games so that the State and the public can assess the accuracy of many of these 
assumptions. 

G. The Application Wrongly Scopes Out Analysis of the ""\Vest Century 
Boulevard Pedestrian Bridge Variant" 

The application includes a "West Century Boulevard Pedestrian Bridge Variant" that 
would provide a pedestrian bridge across West Century Boulevard, touching down north of West 
Century Boulevard. The application is wrong when it simply states that the number of trips 
generated by the "West Century Boulevard Pedestrian Bridge Variant" would essentially be the 
same as the project. 66 This land area which would be connected by the pedestrian bridge directly 
across from the proposed project, is currently vacant and can be readily graded to provide 
additional parking areas for the arena. If this area is to be graded to provide additional parking 
for the applicant's project, the information is important to the TDM program's analysis. 

With the constrnction of the NFL project at Hollywood Park, this variant also would 
provide the project access to thousands of parking spaces serving the NFL stadium. Access to 
several thousand additional parking spaces for the project attendees is a significant issue in 
evaluating the effectiveness of the project's proposed TDM program. 

These questions are critical to the evaluation of the TDM program. By providing access 
to these additional thousands of parking spaces, project attendees will be encouraged to use their 
private vehicles to travel to the project, reducing the TDM program's effectiveness. Improved 

64 Application, Attachment D, at 11, fn. 7. 
65 Id at 11, fn. 8. 
66 Application, at 3. 
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access from parking outside of the pr~ject area is not accounted for in the pr~ject's TDM 
program. Nor does the applicant provide any discussion of parking pricing and its impact on the 
TDM program. Parking pricing or restricted parking supply can significantly increase the 
effectiveness of TDM programs. This additional information and analysis must be provided. 

IV. THE PROJECT IS NOT CONSISTENT \VITH AN RTP/SCS THAT JVrEETS 
CARB'S EJ\USSIONS REDUCTION TARGETS 

The project is within the region covered by the Southern California Association of 
Governments 2016-2040 Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Community Strategy 
(RTP/SCS): A Plan for Mobility, Accessibility, Sustainability and a High Quality of Life. 

AB 987 requires that the project be consistent with the an RTP/SCS that meets CARB's 
targets for reducing Greenhouse Gas emissions. The project is not consistent with the 2016 
RTP/SCS for at least three reasons. 

First, the 2016 RTP/SCS would not, if implemented, achieve CARB's greenhouse gas 
emission reduction target. 

Second, the project will not reduce vehicle miles traveled ("VT\/IT"). The application 
contains no VMT calculations. ln fact, the project will likely increase VMT. The project's 
VMT must be calculated and provided for the application to be deemed complete and for it to be 
reviewed for consistency with the 2016 RTP/SCS. Once provided, we believe, as discussed 
below, the VMT analysis will show that the project will increase VMT and, therefore, is 
inconsistent with the 2016 RTP/SCS. The scant data provided by the application seems to 
directly support the notion that the project will increase Vl\JT. 

Third, the project is not consistent with the general use designation, density, building 
intensity, and applicable policies for the project's area, as set forth in the 2016 RTP/SCS. 

A. The 2016 RTP/SCS Does Not J\1eet CARB's GHG Emission Reduction 
Targets 

Section 21168.6.8 requires that the project be "consistent with ... [a] sustainable 
communities strategy ... for which the State Air Resources Board ... has accepted a metropolitan 
planning organization's determination that the sustainable communities strategy ... would, if 
implemented, achieve the greenhouse gas emission reduction targets." 

The 2016 RTP/SCS does not achieve CARB's emission reduction targets for the SCAG 
reg10n. 
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On March 22, 2018, CARB adopted Resolution 18-12 -Proposed Update to Senate Bill 
375 Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Targets. 67 Resolution 18-12 increases the emission 
target for SCAG from 18% for 2035 to 19% for 2035. 68 The 2016 RTP/SCS does not achieve 
this 19% greenhouse gas emission reduction target. The 2016 RTP/SCS only would, if 
implemented, achieve the 18% greenhouse emission reduction target previously adopted by 
CA.RB. SCAG is forecasted to adopt a new RTP in April 2020. 69 Thus, while the 2016 
RTP/SCS was previously determined to be consistent with CA.RB's prior target it is not 
consistent with CARB's current "greenhouse gas emission reduction targets" established in 2018 
(before the adoption of AB 987) for SCAG. 

It is especially important that the 2016 RTP/SCS be judged against CARB's current 
"greenhouse has emission reduction targets" because CARB found that "[s]tronger SB 375 GHG 
emissions reduction targets will enable to State to make significant progress toward the Scoping 
Plan Update goals, but alone will not provide of the reductions needed" since "the full reduction 
needed to meet our climate goals is on the order of a 25 percent reduction in statewide per capita 
GHG emissions by 2035." 70 In light of this, OPR has concluded that "consistency with 
RTP/SCSs does not necessarily lead to a less-than-significant VMT impact." 71 

Until SCAG adopts an RTP/SCS that is consistent with CARB's 19% emission reduction 
target, it is difficult to understand how the Governor could legally find that the project is 
consistent with an RTP/SCS that meets CARB's emission reduction target, as required by 
Section 21168.6.8. Such a finding would directly undermine CARB's Resolution 18-12 and 
related proceedings involving this matter. 

B. The Project Is Not Consistent With the 2016 Rl'P/SCS's Goal of Reducing 
Vehide J\'liles l'raveled 

Setting aside the issue of compliance with CARB's March 22, 2018 Resolution 
establishing a 19% requirement for SCAG, which is a fatal flaw in the application, a key 
component of the 2016 RTP/SCS as adopted by SCAG is the "focus on reducing the number of 

67 Proposed Update to Senate Bill 375 Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reduction Targets, available 
at hUps://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/sb375/finalres l 8-

J:~.,.P9.t7 .... gw~~.~J .. ~J'.HJ.2.~{L .. L~I0.77J~'.:1.0JJ5:17J09?.5.::1.::J.Q.Q5?.:?.7·J~.:~.,J .. 5.QJ:.S.~1:?:1.0.~. 
68 Appendix A, MPO Target Recommendations and CARB Staff Recommendations, available at 
https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/sb375/appendix_a_feb2018.pdfJ _ga=2.1723085 l5.123677646l. 
1547160254-1005937483.1501549482. 
69 Appendix D, MPO R TP Update Schedule, available at 
https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/sb375/appendix_ d _feb2018.pdf? _ga=2. 79484564.1236776461. 
1547160254-1005937483.1501549482. 
70 2017 Scoping Plan Update, at p. 75, available at 
https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/scopingplan/scoping_plan _ 2017.pdf 
71 Office of Planning and Research, Technical Advisory on Evaluating Transportation Impacts in 
CEQA, at p. 11, available at b.t.tp.://qpr.s.<:tgqy/\:~~.~rn/vpslnt.©.~!~.l~.::TfL.,. 
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drive-alone trips and overall vehicle miles traveled" through transportation demand 
management. 72 Under the 2016 RTP/SCS, the "number of VMT per capita would be reduced by 
more than seven percent and Vehicle Hours Traveled per capita by 17 percent. .. as a result of 
more location efficient land use patterns and improved transit service." 73 

Remarkably, the project application under AB 987 does not even calculate the project's 
Vl'vIT, which is a key requirement for the Governor's certification. In fact, based on the analysis 
discussed herein, it is very likely that the project will actually increase VMT as compared to 
existing conditions because it will relocate uses from downtown Los Angeles, probably the best 
location for an arena from a VMT perspective, to an area in Inglewood that the project's 
proponents repeatedly referred to as "transit starved" to obtain deviations from AB 900's 
standards. 74 They cannot take the opposite position now and overstate the viability of transit 
alternatives to try to meet the Vl'vIT requirements. 

• "People have asked, '\Vhy can't AB 900 work for this process?' There are 
essentially tvvo primary things. One is that under AB 900, it requires a 15% 
reduction in vehicle trips to the facility within the first year of the operation of the 
facility. As ·we've discussed. this is a transit starved, disadvantaged community." 
(Joe Lang Testimony, June 26, 2018, Senate Judiciary Committee.) 

• "Because we are a transit starved community we know that, that standard could 
not be met within the first year, and as a result we have asked for a longer period 
of time to comply with that standard. (Joe Lang Testimony, June 26, 2018, Senate 
Judiciary Committee.) 

• "Given the fact that we have a transit starved community and we're still focusing 
on the 15°/o emissions reduction that would have to be met well before as we've 
stated, it could be in this instance given this community." (Sen. Kamlager-Dove 
Testimony, June 26, 2018, Senate Judiciary Committee.) 

• "We're happy to have the 15% vehicle trip production standard in the bill, but 
because ·we are transit starl'ed we need a few more years to comply with that 
standard." (Joe Lang Testimony, June 20, 2018, Senate Environmental Quality.) 

72 2016 RTP/SCS, at p. 6, available at 
ht_tp_;_(!_~_q1g_r:_tp_~S>JWJ(P_g_;:_tJ_1_1J~_gt_~a_QJ_§/fi_n9_l_t_~_QJ(iR'I_PS_CS_,_r1_g_f. 

n Id., at p. 9. 
74 Surprisingly, while repeatedly describing the project's location as "transit starved" in pursuit 
of legislation providing extraordinary judicial relief-~ the applicant now frames the project 
location as "currently developed with access to high quality transit" (Application, at p. 4.) 
\Vhich one is it? Is the area ''transit starved," as stated before legislative committees or 
"currently developed with access to high quality transit"? 
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Staples Center on the other hand, where the Clippers currently play, is in downtown Los 
Angeles. Downtown Los Angeles is anything but "transit starved." 

First, because downtown Los Angeles is Southern California's major employment center, 
many event attendees to Staples are likely already in downtown Los Angeles prior to attending a 
Clippers game or other event at Staples Center. Given downtown Los Angeles' well-developed 
transit systems, including DASH, private shuttles, multiple bus lines and rail lines, many 
attendees to Staples coming from the office and homes in downtown likely generate no Vl'vIT to 
attend an event. 

Second, Staples Center is well-served by existing rail and bus lines. Staples Center is a 
few hundred feet from a fixed rail station that is served by two light rail lines (Metro's Blue Line 
and Metro's Expo Line) and within walking distance to the 7th StreetiMetro Center, which is 
served by Metro's Red Line and Purple Line, which connect to Union Station. And numerous 
Metro Rapid bus lines also serve the downtown area. 

Thus, while the application cherry-picks a couple of strategies that the project claims to 
be consistent with, it misses the forest for the trees and deprives the Governor, OPR, and CARB 
of critical information needed to determine whether the project is in fact consistent with the 2016 
RTPiSCS - a \t1vff analysis. 75 Before any consistency finding can be made with the 2016 
RTPiSCS, the applicant must actually calculate its VMT and show how the project in a "transit 
starved" area will reduce VMT consistent with the 2016 RTPiSCS's goal of doing so to reduce 
GHG emissions. 

In fact, the application admits that the average trip length for attendees will increase by 
over two miles. (Application, Attachment G, at pp. 11, 18 [trip length for attendees based on ZIP 
Code data of ticket purchasers is 19.38 miles from Staples Center and 21.59 miles from the 
project site].) There is no attempt to calculate the aggregate amount of VMT that either Staples 
Center or the project will generate. Further, the average "trip length" of 19.38 miles for 
attendees to Staples Center is very likely inflated because it does not account for the fact that 
many attendees are already in downtown Los Angeles or close to it for work. As a result, these 
attendees, even if they drive, are traveling a far shorter distance than whatever number was used 
to calculate the "average trip distance" of 19.38 miles. As a result, the average increase in trip 
distance is likely much larger than the over two miles the applicant assumes. 

75 This data is also critical to the greenhouse gas emission assessment prepared for the prqject. 
The increase in vehicle miles traveled as a result of the project's location does not appear to be 
accounted for in the application's "Greenhouse Gas Analysis." (See Greenhouse Gas Analysis, 
Attachment G, at p. 11.) There is no indication that the increased vehicle miles traveled as a 
result of moving events from a centralized location well-served by transit to an area outside of 
downtown Los Angeles that is "transit starved" has been accounted for in the GHG inventory for 
the project 
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Empirical analysis by Gibson Transportation Consultants concludes that the assertion that 
VMT will be reduced "is not supported by the statistics." 76 Gibson Transportation analyzed the 
project using a SCAG model and found that every trip to the project as compared to a trip to 
Staples would have a higher \t1vff. 77 

Requiring accurate and complete VMT data be provided is entirely consistent with what 
projects applying under the California Jobs Act (AB 900) have provided to establish consistency 
with applicable sustainable community strategies. 78 As .AB 987 was modeled after AB 900 and 
was designed to impose even higher standards, the applicant here must provide the project's 
VMT data as well, and it is important to also folly assess the pn~ject's GHG inventory and to 
determine consistency with the 2016 RTP/SCS. 

C. The Project Is Not Consistent \Vi.th the General Use Designation, Density, or 
Building Intensity in the 2016 RTP/SCS 

AB 987 requires the Governor to find the pn~ject is "consistent with the general use 
designation, density, building intensity, and applicable policies in a sustainable communities 
strategy." 79 The 2016 RTP/SCS was adopted in April 2016. The project was proposed in mid-
2017 and AB 987 became law in 2019. As such, the applicant was fully aware of these land use 
consistency requirements and of the content of the 2016 RTP/SCS when the project was 
proposed and AB 987 was adopted. 

The project is largely concentrated at the southwest corner of Century Boulevard and 
Prairie Avenue in the City ofinglewood. The project area is immediately adjacent to a 
residential neighborhood comprised of single family homes and one- to two-story multi-family 
apartment buildings. The immediately adjacent residential community is largely a lower income, 
minority community. Within the project area are two residential properties and a series of 
commercial prope1iies. 80 

76 EXHIBIT 2, at p. 13. 

77 Id, at p. 14. 

78 See 3333 California Street Project Application, Transportation Efficiency Exhibit [assessing 
trip generation and \t1vff], available at http://opr.ca.gov/docs/20180824-
AB900 3333 California Street-5 Attach C Tnmsponation Assessment.pd( Potrero Power 
Station Mixed-use Project Application, at p. 11 [calculating project's VMT], available at 
.h.t.tp.//qpr.s.~.,gqy/g.Q~'..?!.;QJ?..Q.7...!..~.::..!..~.Q.7..JJ._P..P..S._bJ}~}QQ_'.'.\.P.P.U.Q.~lt.i:.Q.O._fi::s.hH!..l..t?. ... P.4f; Hollywood 
Center Project Application, Exhibit 4, ELDP Traffic Memorandum for Hollywood Center 
Project, available at http://opr.ca.mw/docs/20180502-Hollyw·ood Center Exhibit l-8.pdl~· l 0 
South Van Ness Mixed-use Project Application, at p. 10, available at 
http://opr.ca.!lov/docs/1 OSVN AB 900 Application and /\ttachments.pdf. 

79 Pub. Resources Code,§ 21168.6.8(a)(3)(D). 
80 See EXHIBIT 5, photographs of properties surrounding and within the Project area and 
residents of the same. 
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SCAG developed the 2016 RTP/SCS, in part, based on Inglewood's General Plan and 
zoning. Inglewood's General Plan Land Use Map designates most of the project area as 
"Industrial'' (which is shown in gray) with some small slivers of"Commercial" (which is shown 
in red). Here is the project area overlain in dark blue on the City's general plan land use map. 

Under the Inglewood Zoning Code, the project area is zoned various categories: 
Residential Multiple Family (R-4) (dark brown), Residential Limited Multi Family (R-2) (light 
brown), Airport Commercial (C-2A) (pink), and Limited Manufacturing (M-1L) (light blue). 
Here is the project area overlain in dark blue on the City's zoning map. 
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Arenas are not permitted in any of the zones applicable to the project site. Arenas are 
solely permitted in the C-R zone. 81 Thus, the project is inconsistent with the site's existing 
zoning and General Plan land use designations. 

More importantly, the project also is flatly inconsistent with SCAG's general use 
designation, density, and building intensity for the project site. 

The City's General Plan and Zoning Map designations informed the land use maps 
SCAG generated as part of the 2016 RTP/SCS process. The 2016 RTP/SCS general use 
designation, density, and building intensity for the project area classifies the project area's land 
uses as including "Single Family Residential" (yellow), "Multi-Family Residential" (beige), 
"Industrial" (blue) and "Commercial and Services" (red). 

Below is a SCAG's "Existing Land Use (Year 2016)" map and map index for the project 
area. 82 The pr~ject site is outlined in black. 

81 5'ee Inglewood Municipal Code Sec. 12-27(3) for zoning uses permitted in the C-R zone 
[permitting "Athletic events (professional and amateur) including, but not limited to, football, 
baseball, track, tennis, soccer, wrestling, boxing, skating (ice or roller), golt~ hockey, rodeos, and 
basketball."]. 
82 See EXHIBIT 6, the complete SCAG Existing Land Use (Year 2016). 
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Under SCAG's General Plan Land Use Codes, the project area was then designated 
"Industrial" (blue) and "Commercial and Services" (red). Here is the project site outlined in 
black on SCAG's General Plan Land Use map of the area83 

83 See EXHIBIT 7, the complete SCAG General Plan Land Use Map. 
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The project is not an industrial use project. It contains an arena, ancillary office, retail, 
medical, and hotel uses. Therefore, it is inconsistent with the 2016 RTP/SCS' s general use 
designation. 

The information in the above maps and additional information provided to SCA.Ci from 
Inglewood and other jurisdictions in SCA.G's region was used to develop maps forecasting the 
Regional Development Types. 84 These SC.AG maps illustrate the three Land Development 
Categories that SC.AG developed for purposes of mapping future growth and predicting future 
growth studied and assumed within the 2016 RTP/SCS. The three Land Development 
Categories are Urban, Compact Walkable, and Standard Suburban. 

As shown in the attached SCAG maps, the project area is designated Standard Suburban 
on both the Forecasted Regional Development Types (2012) and Forecasted Regional 
Development Types (2040) maps. 85 Both of these designations are inconsistent with the 
project's proposed dense arena development. 

Arenas are consistent with an Urban designation, which are"[ o]ften found within and 
directly adjacent to moderate and high density urban centers" and are "supported by high levels 
of reg:ional and local transit service." 86 In contrast, Standard Suburban areas are lower density 

~ , 

and generally not well served by regional transit service and most trips are made via 
automobile. 87 As the project area is low density and not well served by transit, it is characteristic 
of SCAG's definition of Standard Suburban areas. 

Standard Suburban areas mapped "Industrial" on SCAG's General Plan Land Use map 
have structures that are typically one to two stories tall with a floor area ratio of 0.5 to 1. 88 In 
contrast, Urban Mixed Use districts have buildings that are between 10 and 40 plus stories tall. 89 

Because the pr~ject is inconsistent with Inglewood's General Plan and zoning, 
inconsistent with SCAG's general plan designation, and inconsistent with SCAG's proposed 
density, and building intensity, the project cannot be certified as consistent with the RTP/SCS as 
AB 987 requires. 

Accordingly, the Governor cannot certify the project as "consistent with the general use 
designation, density, building intensity, and applicable policies in a sustainable communities 
strategy." If the Governor makes such a finding in this circumstance when the nature and extent 

84 See Sustainable Communities Strategy Background Documentation, Appendix, available at 
http://scagrtpscs.net/Documents/2016/final/f20 l 6RTPSCS _ SCSBackgroundDocumentation. pdf. 
85 See EXHIBIT 8. 
86 See Sustainable Communities Strategy Background Documentation, at p. 43, available at 
http://scagrtpscs.net/Documents/2016/final/f20 l 6RTPSCS _ SCSBackgroundDocumentation. pdf. 

87 Id 

88 EXHIBIT 9, SCA.G's Urban Footprint Place Types. 

89 Td 1 11 ., at p. . 
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of the inconsistency is clear and unambiguous, the ramifications for other required consistency 
determinations statewide relating to the RTP/SCS is significant. 

D. The Project Area is not in a "High Quality Transit Area" or Accessible to 
Transit 

The applicant states that the project is consistent with the 2016 RTP/SCS's strategy to 
"encourage development in High Quality Transit Areas (HQTAs) and along 'Livable 
Corridors."' 90 The applicant also states that the project is consistent with the 2016 RTP/SCS's 
goal of ''encouraging compact groVvih in areas accessible to transit." 91 Both statements are 
incorrect. The project is not in an HQTA. 92 Below is a section of the SC.AG map attached at 
Exhibit 8 showing that the arena, hotel, retail, and other habitable project buildings are not in an 
HQTA and not forecast to be in one in 2040. The map's cross-hatching denotes HQTAs. The 
dot shows the intersection of Century Boulevard and Prairie Avenue. The area to the southeast is 
the project area and is not cross-hatched, which means it is not an HQTA. 

lntersection of\f./. Century Blvd. and S. Prairie Ave. 

C One-Half Mi!e Radius AmumJ th\? !ntersection 

90 Application, at p. 13. 

91 Id. 

High OuatityTransitAreas (2040) 

Transit Priority Areas (2040) 

92 See E)CHIBIT 8, SCAG HQT.A maps for 2012 and 2040. Only one of the project's parking 
stmctures is located within an HQT A. The arena, sp01is medicine clinic, offices, and hotel are 
outside of the HQTA. It is wrong for the application to state that the project is in an HQTA. 
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The applicant admits that the project is not accessible to transit. 93 Given that the project 
is not in an HQTA, is not along a "livable corridor," and not accessible to transit, it is not 
consistent with even those limited 2016 RTP/SCS policies with which the applicant selectively 
claims consistency. 94 

V. NO BASIS TO FIND THAT PROJECT QUALIFIES FOR LEED GOLD 
CERTU'ICATION 

Public Resources Code Section 21168.6.8 requires that the Governor find that the project 
will qualify for LEED Gold certification within one year of construction. 95 Insufficient 
information is provided to permit the Governor to make this conclusion. Moreover, based on the 
information that is provided, it does not appear that the project could ever meet the LEED Gold 
standard. 

To be LEED Gold, the project must earn between 60 and 79 points under LEED's point 
schedule. The two scorecards provided96 predict that the project would receive either 62 or 61 
points. The project loses one point for Variant One, which includes the demolition of two 
residential properties. 

A mere two pages of very limited narrative is offered to support the scorecard's 
conclusions. This information is not adequate to find that the scorecard was properly completed 
and the project will qualify for LEED Gold. Based on the limited information provided, it is 
hard to understand how a determination can be made to certify that the project will be LEED 
Gold. It is more than clear, based on the infonnation provided, that the project does not meet the 
LEED Gold standard. At the very least, the Governor needs additional information and analysis 
to evaluate the issue. 

A. The Project's LEED Scorecard Inaccurately Credits the "Transit Starved" 
Project Area 

The project's LEED scorecard credits six points for "access to quality transit." As 
discussed in section IV.B above, during the legislative process, the applicant and AB 987' s 
author repeatedly characterized the area as "transit starved'' in arguing for additional time to 
implement the required TDM program. It is beyond understanding given the number of times 

93 See supra, Section IVE (applicant's characterization of project area as "transit starved). 
94 EcoTierra, an environmental consulting firm, evaluated the project for consistency with the 
2016 RTP/SCS and found that it was inconsistent with it ,)'ee EXHIBIT 1, at pp. 8-13. 
95 Pub. Resources Code§ 21168.6.8(a)(3)(A). 
96 Application, Attachment R 
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the applicant asserted that Inglewood and the project area are transit starved, that the applicant 
can now claim it has access to quality transit. 97 

Now the project applicant argues that "access to high quality transit" is valued at six 
points on the LEED scorecard. 98 In fact, the project is nearly one mile from the closest existing 
fixed guideway transit stop (Hawthorne/Lennox Metro Green Line station 0.8 miles) and 
between l.6 and 2.0 miles from under construction stations. 99 

Given the distance from the fixed railways and the applicant's repeated acknowledgment 
that the area is ''transit starved," it is wrong for the scorecard to award six points for "access to 
high quality transit" Elimination of these points causes the project's score to fall below the 
threshold for LEED Gold and AB 987 certification. 

B. No information Provided Regarding the Project's So-Called "Reduced 
Parking Footprint" 

No information is provided regarding how many parking spaces will be provided. 
Without this information it is impossible to understand how there could be a "reduced parking 
footprint" The application depicts at least hvo structured parking lots and one surface lot No 
information is provided as to whether any subterranean parking will be provided. No 
information is provided as to how many stalls will be in each structure or lot. No information is 
provided as to how the ''parking footprint" is reduced. 

Moreover, there is a proposal for an aerial walkway to the Hollywood Park property to 
the north and its parking lots. Facilitating pedestrian travel between parking at the Hollywood 
Park property and the project will encourage the use of private vehicle travel and effectively 
expands the parking footprint. 

C. No Support for "Optimized Energy Performance" 

The LEED scorecard awards l8 points, nearly a full one third ~f the total, for what is 
termed "optimized energy performance." The narrative devotes only six lines to this imp01iant 
concept and only broadly references photovoltaic panels, light emitting diode lighting, high
efficiency HY AC "strategies," and the purchase of carbon offsets. There is no explanation how 
these activities "optimize" energy performance or how they can equate to 18 points on the 
scorecard. The "purchase of carbon offsets" does not "optimize energy performance." Again, 

97 5'ee EXHIBIT 10 (KTUA Memorandum finding that only two points should be awarded for 
access to transit) 

98 Id. 

99 The statement that the project site has "access to high quality transit" is also wrong under 
SCA.G's mapping of High Quality Transit Areas and Transit Priority Areas. Under both 2012 
existing conditions and forecasted 2040 conditions, the project is outside of both High Quality 
Transit Areas and Transit Priority Areas. See EXHIBIT 8, SCAG High Quality Transit Areas 
and Transit Priority Areas maps. 
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more information and support must be provided for the any determination to be made that the 
project will be LEED Gold, as AB 987 requires. 

D. The Project Description Is So Sparse That The LEED Findings Cannot Be 
Credited 

The application broadly describes the project by listing the proposed uses and the square 
footage of some of the uses. A rudimentary site plan is also provided. (See Application, 
Attachment A.) No information is provided regarding project height, the amount of digital and 
other signage, the number of parking spaces, or the amount of open space and permeable 
surfaces, for example. Compare this lack of detail to the very detailed information provided for 
numerous projects that have applied for streamlining under AB 900. Many include detailed 
prqj ect drawings and renderings. 100 Only the barest of information about the project is provided 
here, certainly not enough to make a determination as to its LEED status. 

Despite this lack of basic information, the LEED scorecard takes credits for very detailed 
project components. For example, a credit is taken for "light pollution reduction.'' What is this 
based on? Per the application, "[t]he majority of parcels that comprise the Project Site are 
currently vacant or underdeveloped." How is the introduction of well over one million square 
feet of development replete with lighting and presumably large illuminated signs going to reduce 
light pollution? How many signs are proposed? Will they be digital? Where will they be 
located? Will they face the neighboring residential community? Will there be any controls on 
the brightness of the project lighting, including signs? None of this information is provided as 
part of the project description and without the information it is completely unclear how the 
project can be awarded points for "light pollution reduction." 

Similarly, the application states that electric vehicle charging stations will be provided at 
eight percent of the parking spaces. (Application, at p. 5.) However, without knowing how 
many parking spaces are proposed, one does not know how many charging stations are actually 
going to be provided and, in all events, providing charging stations at eight percent is hardly 
emblematic of green building under today's green building standards. 

The LEED scorecard awards two points for the "protect[ion] and restor[ation of! habitat." 
What "habitat" is being protected or restored? The project site, adjacent to homes, is pm1ially 
vacant. There do not appear to be any habitat areas on the vacant areas of the site. The portions 
of the site that are not vacant are fully developed with homes and businesses? Are there 
sensitive species or habitats on site? If so, what are they and how will they be protected or 
restored? If not, how is the project protecting or restoring habitat? No information is provided. 

100 ,)'ee, e.g., 3333 California Street Project AB 900 Application (providing detailed drawings and 
renderings with application), available at h.t.t.p.://QPL~'.JJ,ggyf.gg.<::.~a.OJ .. 0.Q.~.~.4::-. 
AB900 3333 California Street-3 Attach i\ Drawings.pdf; Hollywood Center Project AB 900 
Application (same), available at http://opr.ca.!lov/docs/20180502-HollvvvocKi Center Exhibit 1-
8.pdf; Potero Power Station Mixed-use Project AB 900 Application (same), available at 
h.t.tp_;//QPL.<::.<J,ggy/~J.9.\:.~/~.QJ.0.Q.7J~.::-J~.Q7JJ ..... .P.P,) ....... A.U.29Q ... ./\ppli._('.JJti . .9.r:L .. Lx.b..l..b.i..t.?.,.PdJ. 
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Without additional information, awarding points for protecting and restoring habitat appears 
specious at best. 

VI. AB 98TS BASIC REQUlRElVIENTS ARE NOT MET OR ADEQUATELY 
SUBSTANTIATED 

For certification under AB 987, the Governor must find, among other things, that: (1) the 
project will result in a minimum investment of$ l 00,000,000; (2) the project will pay prevailing 
wages to construction and permanent employees; (3) the applicant has entered into a binding 
agreement regarding environmental measures; and (4) the applicant will pay court costs and the 
costs of preparing the record of proceedings. 

The applicant has provided no information for the Governor to find compliance with any 
of these requirements. There must be some factual basis upon which the Governor is to make his 
findings. These finding are meaningful but have been treated by the applicant as a layup without 
any evidence. 

A. The Project Fails To Meet Hs Economic Investment Obligations 

AB 987 requires that the project create "high-wage, highly skilled jobs that pay 
prevailing wages and living wages ... and permanent jobs for Californians." 101 The application is 
bereft of information as to how this standard will be met. No information on the number of 
permanent jobs to be created is provided. No information as to the job types, their 
classifications, or their numbers is provided. 

l. The Application Ignores The Project's "Living \Vage" Obligations 

There is no evidence provided that the project will pay living wages. The applicant does 
not state what wages it will pay its employees. Although the applicant does not provide any 
breakdown as to what jobs are provided, it is reasonable to assume that the ovenvhelming 
majority of jobs will be part time concession, maintenance service, and security jobs at the arena, 
hotel, and retail stores. AB 987 requires that employees of the project receive ''prevailing wages 
and living wages." 

While CEQA does not define ''living wage" 102
, the Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology defines a "living wage" as the "hourly rate that an individual must earn to support 
their family." 103 The Massachusetts Institute of Technology calculated the 2017 living wage for 
Los Angeles County was $13.54 per hour for a single adult and $29.25 per hour for one adult 

101 Pub. Resources Code,§ 21168.6.8(b)(2)(A)(i). 
102 AB 987 defines "jobs that pay prevailing wages" (Pub. Resources Code,§ 21168.6.8(b)(2)), 
but does not define "living wage." The two are separate concepts. "[J]obs that pay prevailing 
wages" applies to construction workers. "Living wages'' apply to permanent employees and 
non-construction workers. 
103 ,)'ee Living Wage Calculation for California, available at htt.p://l_i_y_i_1_1_g}y0g~\_1_1_1 __ i__t,gg_µ/_~J<:i.J~~5/Q§. 
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with one child. 104 The applicant has provided no commitment or evidence that it will provide a 
"living wage" to the project's permanent employees. Absent information, and any commitment 
to defined pay levels, it hard to understand how the finding required under section 
21 l68.6.8(b)(2)(A)(i) that the project will pay "living wages" can be made. 

2. The Project \Vin Not Create New "Highly Skmed Jobs" 

AB 987 requires that the project create "highly skilled jobs." The applicant has not 
provided any infonnation as to what permanent highly skilled jobs are being created. In fact, 
since the Clippers organization is a going concern, as the application admits, it is merely moving 
from one office to anotheL 105 There is no evidence that this move will create any new highly 
skilled jobs. The applicant must detail how moving from existing facilities will create new 
highly skilled jobs beyond temporary construction positions. Absent this information, it is 
unclear how a finding can be made that the project will create highly skilled jobs under AB 987. 

H. There is no evidence the applicant has entered into a project labor 
agreement. 

The applicant states that it has entered into a prqject labor agreement. Presumably this 
agreement covers the construction workers to be employed on the project. However, no project 
labor agreement is provided with the application. While the applicant has summarily stated that 
it ''has already entered into a project labor agreement," it is unclear how that can be the case. 
Under Public Resources Code section 21 l68.6.8(b)(2(ii) a "'project labor agreement' has the 
same meaning as set forth in paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) of Section 2500 of the Public 
Contract Code." In turn, Public Contract Code section 2500 defines "project labor agreement" as 
"a prehire collective bargaining agreement that establishes terms and conditions of employment 
for a specific construction project or projects and is an agreement described in Section t 58(t) of 
Title 29 of the United States Code." 

Section 158(f) of Title 29 of the United States Code defines "project labor agreement" as 
between ''an employer engaged primarily in the building and constmction industry" and a "labor 
organization of which building and constmction employees are members." 

The applicant here is Murphy's Bowl LLC, a Delaware corporation. Murphy's Bowl is 
not an ''employer engaged primarily in the building and constmction industry." To the best of 

104 Id 

105 The applicants' GHG analysis credits its existing operations against the emissions that the 
prqject will generate. While we disagree with this approach and believe it is fundamentally 
incorrect under CEQA and inconsistent with CARB's goals of reducing GHGs and AB 987's 
intent, if the applicant treats existing operations as a "baseline" for purposes of GHG, then those 
existing operations are the "baseline" for purposes of job creation. Thus, beyond construction 
labor, there is no indication that any new "highly skilled jobs" will be created. Per the applicant 
and consistent with its position in calculating GHG emissions, existing jobs are merely going to 
move from Los Angeles to Inglewood. Therefore, these jobs should not be credited as "new." 
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our knowledge, Murphy's Bowl LLC does not have a general contractor's license issued by the 
State of California. Murphy's Bowl LLC's Form LLC-12 dated August 7, 2017, states its 
business is "real estate development." 106 As Murphy's Bowl LLC is not "engaged primarily in 
the building and construction industry," then it is precluded from entering into a project labor 
agreement under section 158(f) of Title 29 of the United States Code. 

Since Murphy's Bowl cannot legally enter into a project labor agreement, we are unclear 
how the assertion that it already has can be true. 

C. No evidence of a $100,000,000 investment 

The applicant summarily states that "Project costs would far exceed the $100 million 
minimum investment requirement of AB 987." 107 ·while this may be so, no evidence, in the 
form of a proforma or othenvise, is provided to support this conclusion. The applicant merely 
reiterates the project's scope and then states the applicant's conclusion. This is inadequate when 
compared to what applicants under AB 900 have provided to prove the minimum investment is 
met. 10s 

vn. NO EVIDENCE THE PRO.JECT WILL lVIEET RIG.OROUS SOLID WASTE 
RECYCLING l\JANDA TES 

AB 987 requires the prqject to meet California's strict waste reduction and recycling 
standards. 109 

(.) However, the applicant does not include sufficient information to establish that 
the project's construction and demolition waste recycling will meet City and State diversion 
targets. 

The applicant claims, without evidence, that the project would achieve 75 percent 
recycling of demolition materials. In its Construction and Demolition Permit Application, 110 the 
City ofinglewood notes that ''The State of California requires that 50~'1> of construction and 
demolition debris from covered projects, and 100°/o of land-clearing debris (from nonresidential, 
newly constructed buildings), be dive11ed from land filling. "Covered prqj ects" are defined to 
include, among others, "all new construction (residential, commercial and industrial)." There 
appears to be no mechanism for the City to require or enforce a diversion rate for construction or 
demolition debris that exceeds 50 percent. Moreover, the applicant provides no inforniation to 

106 See Murphy's Bowl LLC Form LLC-12, available at 
https://businesssearch.sos.ca.gov/Document/RetrievePDF'! Id=2017l6TI0170-22721105. 
107 Application, at 16. 
108 See Economic and Fiscal Impact Report for the Hollywood Center Project, Exhibit 5, 
available at http://opr.ca.gov/docs/20180502-Hollvv\/ood Center Exhibit 1-8.pdf 
109 Pub. Resources Code§ 21168.6.8(b)(4). 
110 Inglewood Construction and Demolition Permit, available at 
https://www.cityofinglewood.org/DocumentCenter/View/187/Construction-and-Demolition
Pennit-Application-PDF?bidld=. 
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indicate how the suggested 75 percent diversion rate nor the 100 percent diversion of land
clearing debris would be achieved. Accordingly, insufficient information has been provided in 
the Application to demonstrate that the project would comply with Division 30, Chapter 12.8 
(commencing with Section 42649) of the Public Resources Code. 

The applicant does not include sufficient information to establish that the project will 
comply with Division 30, Chapter 12.9 (commencing with Section 42649.8) of the Public 
Resources Code regarding organic waste recycling. 

The City ofinglewood does not appear to have established an "organic waste recycling 
program" as required by Public Resources Code section 42649.82 .. A review of the City 
Department of Public Works, Environmental Services Division website 111 identifies the 
following Recycling Programs of the City: 

• Bottle & Can Recycling Centers 
• Business & Recycling 
• Green \V aste 
• Household Hazardous Waste 
• Recycling Household Batteries 
• Sharps Recycling Program 
• Thrift Shops 
• \Veekly Hazardous Waste Roundups 

Under "Business & Recycling," the City provides information and advice to City 
businesses regarding recycling. In addition, the City provides a flyer dated February 27, 2017 
that sets forth recycling requirements for commercial businesses and multi-family complexes 
operating in the City ofinglewood that meet the requirements of Public Resource Code 
sections 42649 et seq. 112 

Under "Green Waste," the City addresses ''yard trimmings, such as leaves, grass, thatch, 
chipped brush and plant cuttings." 

None of the recycling topics specifically addresses the area of organics recycling, which 
includes "food waste" and "food-soiled paper waste that is mixed in with food waste" per Public 
Resource Code Section 42649.8(c). The proposed arena component of the project would be 
expected to generate substantial quantities of such waste. 

111 City of Inglewood Recycling Programs, available at 
_h_t_tp_~_;//:\!YYYYY_,_Q_l __ tyqfi_1_l_gI_g_1,Y9-Qd _ _._Q_l_:g/:.P_')/gggy_g_l __ i__t_1_g_::Prggr_nm5_._ 
112 City of Inglewood Recycling Requirements Flyer for Commercial Businesses and Multi
Family Complexes, twailable at 
https://www.citvofingle\vood.onr/DocurnentCenter/Vievdl 1479/Comrnercial-/-\ml-l'vfulti-Family
g __ q:y_g_I_i __ i_l_g::Rrn_l_l_i __ i_TI_1_1_~~_1_1_t_~_?_b_i_g__l_g_=:_, 
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The applicant claims that the project will comply with Sections 42649.8 et seq. by 
"subscribing to a municipal solid waste collection service that is approved by the City." The 
curTent solid waste franchise holder in the City of Inglewood is Consolidated Disposal Service 
(CDS), a Republic Services Company. 113 According to Republic Services' website, 114 the 
services provided to assist customers in complying with AB 1826 (which enacted Public 
Resource Code 42649.8 et seq.) include "waste audits" and "educational programs and 
materials." Neither of these services provides any assurances that the pr~ject would be able to 
meet organic waste diversion requirements as set forth in Public Resource Code 
section 42649.8 l(a)(3) ("On and atter January I, 2019, a business that generates four cubic yards 
or more of commercial solid waste,_ .. , per week, shall arrange for recycling services specifically 
for organic waste.") Moreover, the cited website 115 specifically identifies food waste as an 
"Unacceptable" material for placement in CDS' recycling containers. Although the site also 
references "organic containers for a foe, posters and additional tools," no evidence of the 
availability of disposal services is provided. 

Accordingly, insufficient information has been provided in the Application to 
demonstrate that the project would comply with Public Resource Code Division 30, Chapter 12.9 
(commencing with Section 42649.8). 

113 City oflnglewood Waste Collection, available at 
https :! /www. citvofin glev,·ood. onr/3 5 3/\V a ste-Col 1 ecti on. 
114 Commercial Organics Legislation, available at ht.tp.:/f.l..9..~§J.J.TP!:! .. ~!.U.Q.?.©.C'.-d.Q.Y..~J~.9.mb.i:.t~:/.1..9.?.:: 
an uel es-ca/resomces#ornani cs. 
--------~-------------------------------------------------------------------- ......... ·------------------· 

115Republic Services, City ofinglewood, available at http://local.republicservices.com/site/los
<1ngg_I_g5_::_~§/i_nglg~yqq~L 
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Tierra 

February 1, 2019 

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 

From: Craig Fajnor, Principal 

R.E: Comments on AB 987 Application for the Inglewood Basketball and Event Center (IBEC) 

The following provides comments on the AB987 Application (Application) for the Inglewood Basketball 
and Event Center (IBEC or Project) dated November, 2018, prepared by AECOM. Comments are presented 
for the following sections of the Application: 

• Greenhouse Gases 

• Regional land Use Plans and Policies 

• Solid Waste and Recycling Policies 

GREENHOUSE GASES 

Comments regarding the section of the Application that presents information establishing that the 
project does not result in any net additional emission of greenhouse gases, including greenhouse gas 
emissions from employee transportation, as determined by the State Air Resources Board pursuant to 
Division 25.5 (commencing with Section 38500) of the Health and Safety Code. 

A. The Application Establishes an Artificially High Baseline. 

1) The Application underestimates the Project's emissions by incorporating aggressive assumptions 
regarding the "baseline" condition that are not consistent with standard modeling practice, agency 
guidance for evaluating GHG emissions from development projects, and long-standing regulations 
governing emissions from stationary sources under the state and Federal Clean Air Act. As described 
on page 5, the Application incorporates numerous assumptions to reduce the Project's GHG emissions 
inventory by taking credit for "baseline" emissions in a manner that is not consistent with common 
standards and agency guidance for determining baseline conditions, as highlighted below. Moreover, 
the Application is inconsistent with long-standing agency guidance and rules employed under the 
Clean Air Act for verifyinh when a new facility can take credit for the elimination of an existing 
emissions source. lastly, the analysis fails to employ the rigor and consistency necessary to 
substantiate the numbers reported in the Application. 

a) First, modeling tools developed by the air agencies to evaluate project-level GHG emissions do 
not reduce project emission inventories by taking credit for emissions that might exist in the 
region, but will not be affirmatively eliminated by the Project. For example, new commercial 
developments include emissions from all vehicles coming to and from the new building, when, in 
reality, many of those emissions are likely existing trips that may result from an existing business 
moving into that new building. CalEEMod, which is a statewide program designed to calculate 
both criteria and GHG emissions from CEQA development projects in California, does not count 

f533 W. 5th Street, 26th Floor. Los .Angeles, CA 900/1 
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these emissions as part of the baseline and does not "net out" these emissions for evaluating 
projects. Cal EE Mode was developed for the California Air Pollution Officers Association (CAPCOA) 
in collaboration with the California Air Districts, and is recommended by the South Coast Air 
Quality Management District SCAQMD). The Application's treatment of baseline emissions and 
taking credit for offsite emissions reductions is not consistent with industry standard approach 
for using CalEEMod. 

b) Second, the Application is inconsistent with agency guidance for baseline emissions. The industry 
standard approach is consistent with the Bay Area AQMD CEQA guidance, which describes the 
standard methodology for determining baseline emissions and the technical basis for doing so 
when evaluating a project's emissions profile: 

"If a proposed project involves the removal of existing emission sources, BAAQMD recommends 
subtracting the existing emissions levels from the emissions levels estimated for the new 
proposed land use. This net calculation is permissible only if the existing emission sources were 
operational at the time that the Notice of Preparation (NOP) for the CEQA project was circulated 
or in the absence of an NOP when environmental analysis begins, and would continue if the 
proposed redevelopment project is not approved. This net calculation is not permitted for 
emission sources that ceased to operate, or the land uses were vacated and/or demolished, prior 
to circulation of the NOP or the commencement of environmental analysis. This approach is 
consistent with the definition of baseline conditions pursuant to CEQA." The guidance defines 
direct emissions as occurring on-site; indirect emissions offsite are limited to "emissions produced 
offsite from energy production and water conveyance". 1 

c) Third, stationary source permitting under the Clean Air Act provides further evidence that the 
Application is not consistent with long-standing regulations governing taking credit for verified 
emissions reductions. As highlighted in SCAQM D Rules and Regulations, the approach for a closing 
facility to obtain emission reduction credits is rigorous, and requires actual data on historical 
emissions, and cannot employ speculative reductions that are not real, additional, permanent, 
verifiable and enforceable verifiable (see Rule 1306 2

, Rule 13093
, and Application for Emission 

Reduction Credit Certificate of Title 4
). The regulatory approach relies upon the actual operating 

levels of the facility in the most recent time period. Similarly, the New Source Review Permitting 

1 BAAQMD. 2017. CEQA Air Quality Guidelines. Available at: http:ljwww.baaqmd.gov/"/media/files/planr1ing-and
research/ceqa/ceqa guidelines may2017-pdf.pdf?lao.:en. Accessed January 2019. 
2 SCAQMD. Rule 1306. Emission Calculations. Available at: http://www.aqmd.gov/docs/default-source/rule

Q99-K/Q_L_1t_cM_r::~j_~_?_iP_~_r_L1_l_tc5f_r_1,1_l~'-:JJ_Q§_~gmi_?;_i_Qn_~_,:_;1_l_q,il_;~t_ig_[l_?.J'.l_Qf??.f.\/.C?_[l_::;_4. Accessed January 2019. 
SCAQMD. Rule 1309. Emission Reduction Credits and Short Term Credits. Available at: 

b_t_tp.:f/www,_;i_g_r:mLgQ.\/f_c1g_(;_?./9.t{<:1vl.t=_?.Q.hlf.t:.t:/r_L1_l_tc_=P.9_Cl_Kfr~-~_g=;.:i_iif_r:1,1_l~tJ_~_Q_".)_,_p_cUZ.?.f1>1r?.D.':'_4. Accessed January 2019. 
4 SCAQMD. Form 401. Application for Emission Reduction Credit (ERC) Certificate of Title. Available at: 

t!UP.:f /www,.9.9.m!:J.,_gg.\!f.~19.'.~.?./9.?f9..~.!l.k.?.9.\df.'.~.§'l.9.9.r.r:!.~H9.!.!.!.!.?./P..?rmiJ/49.1.:.§'.!..(;.::f.Qrr.r:! ... P..9U.M.\/.~>.r!.::;J4.. Accessed J a nu a ry 
2019. 
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Program, which was developed as part of the Federal Clean Air Act, uses "baseline actual 
emissions" to calculate emissions increases and decreases. 5 

i) The SCAQMD's regulations also require detailed evaluation and a calculation that reduces the 
credited emissions based on a specific ratio (i.e., l.2-to-1.0 6

). The Application should apply a 
greater standard of rigor in its analysis. 

ii) Importantly, SCAQMD enforces the Federal Clean Air Act and the state Clean Air Act by 
requiring that emission reductions be permanent and verifiable for a facility operator to 
obtain emission reduction credits (i.e., "take credit"). The SCAQMD requires that the source 
cannot be restarted without a new operating permit and physical limitations are in place. For 
example, an operator cannot just disconnect a fuel line, there must be physical limitations 
where the device cannot operate, such as a hole in a crankcase. 

d) Fourth, in the framework of AB987, where the project must ensure that there are no net 
additional emissions of GHGs, the GHG reductions claimed in the analysis should be well 
substantiated. Notably in the context of baseline emissions, they should be held to a standard 
where those emissions claimed as being removed are real, additional, permanent, verifiable and 
enforceable. The Application does not provide adequate information or analysis to confirm these 
standards are being achieved. As a result, there is no certainty that existing operations at the 
Staples Center or other facilities will not simply be "backfilled" and there will be no actual 
decrease in emissions from those locations. This error is highlighted by the Application taking 
credit for the unsubstantiated elimination of "market shifted" events, even though the 
Application provides no proof of any kind that the events will actually be eliminated due to the 
Project. 

2) The Application appears to rely mostly upon default assumptions regarding the baseline. The default 
assumptions of CalEEMod are generally designed to be conservatively high to ensure that Project 
emission inventories are not underpredicted. By using this approach, the Application likely artificially 
inflates the results to minimize the Project's GHG emissions inventory. In other words, by using 
default assumptions in the baseline, the Application is less conservative than if site-specific data is 
used, resulting in a likely underestimation of Project emissions. Unless the applicant can demonstrate 
that site-specific data is not available, the default assumptions should not be used when calculating 
baseline emissions to avoid inflating the baseline. 

a) Regulatory programs generally use site-specific data to assess emissions such as it relates to 
baseline. 

5 Review of New Sources and Modifications. 40 CFR Part 51.165(a). Available at: httP.~.:fl.w.W.\l\l.,.(·:.t:.fc,.g9y/(;gi_J'.)i.Q/t.tc_:<;t.~ 

i.0.:.:?.c:.::;g~fr§<.~i.9.::;_Qf.15.4.tc_Q_()_~·:.?4.!Q.'.E\.l:!:Z.QQ.:{<:1.f•~.".l.9.1./.$./.$!.<i.'~.&rnn.::9.iv.Ei.~.\/.i.l"'.\i\f.':'tg:<;t.~ng_ci~'-'"AQ:.:;'./l.J.,.L? ... §.§<.i9.r:i.Cl.':'.4Q. 
Accessed January 2019. 
6 SCA QM D. Emission Reduction Credi ts. Ava i I ab I e at: t!.t1.P..:fl.\l\l.\l\l.\l\l,.9.9!.!.!.9 .. J;.9.Y./t!.9..GJ.?/i?..~.U~li.~~/.~.mi.~.~i.Q.~l:.r..?9.~.c::U.9.D.~ . 
. C:.r..?9.!J.~.· Accessed January 2019. 
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i) See above comment A.1.c. 
ii) California's Mandatory Report Rule (MRR) describes "facility fuel use and other facility 

process data" as the "best available data and methods". 7 

iii) CalEEMod notes that "for any project that substantially deviates from the types and features 
included in the surveys, site-specific data that are supported by substantial evidence should 
be used". 

b) The Application uses a mix of default and site-specific assumptions for the mobile calculations for 
the baseline sources as shown on page 10. As stated above, these calculations should be based 
on actual data consistent with common regulatory approaches. 

c) The Application appears to use default information for waste, water, and area sources. As 
discussed above, the analysis should use site specific data. 

3) As discussed on page 6, the Application assumes, without technical substantiation, that events from 
other arenas will leave those arenas and that those arenas would then not find other events to backfill 
such events. Beyond the unsubstantiated assumption that this market-shift of events would even 
occur, there is no standard or guidance to support such an approach. In fact, as discussed above, 
Cal EE Mod does not employ this approach to develop project inventories and it is not consistent with 
agency guidance. From a technical standpoint, this approach is highly speculative because there is no 
evidence that the market-shift of events would occur and there is no reason to assume the vacated 
capacity would not be backfilled. As noted below, the Application recognizes the error with this 
approach with respect to the office uses, where it recognizes the offices will be backfilled. 

a) This is inconsistent with the standard of approach for GHG analyses. For example, if a project were 
to build new dwelling units, that project does not discount the emissions for people who may 
move in from existing homes. As discussed above, CalEEMod does not approach project emissions 
inventory in this way and does not contain a methodology to consider market-shifted events. 

b) The MRR defines baseline to be the "offset projects GHG emission sources, GHG sinks, or GHG 
reservoirs within the offset project boundary." 8 Netting out emissions outside of the Project site 
is inconsistent with this definition of baseline. 

c) The Application has incorporated the shifting of non-NBA events from various venues without 
substantial evidence. On page 9, the Application notes that it would be "speculative to include 
the emissions associated with any specific market-shifted event or venue;" however, the 
Application then continues to calculate emissions associated with market-shifted events by 
assuming specific venues: the Staples Center, the Honda Center, and the Forum. Notably, one of 
the venues chosen, the Honda Center, has one of the highest GHG utility intensity values. 

7 MRR Section 95102(a). Available at: b.ttfl.~_://\i\!.\i\f\\'.,_<:ff.tJ.,.t:.<>.,W2.\//_rgg_'1_•:.t/?9.J.Ei!ghg?.QJ§fmr_rfig;:i_lr.tcK.P.9f. Accessed 
January 2019. 
8 Mandatory Reporting Ru I e. Ava i I ab I e here: b.ttP.:i:f/ww111,r,.w.f:! ... ('.:A ... K().'.i/.t:.t:/rrrn.9rtingfghg:.r.l"'P/u·:_g_L1J.<:i.ti.Qni.rn.rr::e'..QJJ:i: 

!A}9..!:ti.'.~.l9..l:.?..9E:J9.:.1.9.J?.9.f:?. ... g9.:.:?. ... ~4.?.J.Q4).Q,_?Q}.Q4.?..?..7..,J.?..4.?..Z4.1.7..~.Q:.1.$.}.7..§.~.§.?QJ!.,.1.?.}.~.?..Q?..Q?..?... Accessed January 
2019. 
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Additional information is necessary to substantiate that any events would leave the Honda Center 
for the project and that the Honda Center would not backfill events. 

4) As discussed previously, the standard approach for CEQA is to include existing on-site structures at 
the Project site in the baseline. The attached Table 1 illustrates what this baseline would look like. A 
modified version of Table 12 is provided in the attached Table 2 showing the net new emissions from 
the Project with this more appropriate baseline assumption. This analysis shows that the actual net 
change in the Project may be more than 400,000 MT C02e (see Table 1), and that the Project would 
be more than 300,000 MT C02e short in necessary reductions. 

However, it is noteworthy that the existing emissions would similarly decrease into the future as the 
state's efforts lead to reductions in GHG emissions associated with electricity usage and mobile 
sources. If similar reduction factors are applied, the Project is short 422,952 MT C02e. 

B. The Application Uses Inconsistent Methodology When Calculating the Baseline and Project 
Emissions. 

1) The Application includes a non-conservative assumption by holding the baseline emissions constant 
going into the future, while the Application assumes that Project emissions reduce from 2024 into the 
future due to projected utility intensity factors and vehicles getting cleaner. This approach is internally 
inconsistent, inflates the reductions of the analysis, and minimizes the Project emissions inventory. 
The emissions identified as "baseline" emissions would also decrease in the future just as the Project's 
emissions are shown to decrease. To be more accurate, the Application should similarly apply 
reductions in future years to baseline as it did for the Project's future emissions. If similar reductions 
were applied, the Project would be short 422,952 MT C02e. However, as explained above, any use of 
offsite reductions associated with the Staples Center and market-shifted events is not supported by 
agency guidance or industry standards. 

2) The Application appears to mix and match utility intensity values without a clear logic. For example, 
the Application lists a mix of years in terms of the basis of the utility information. The calculations 
should rely upon the utility emission factor that matches the site-specific usage data time period that 
the analysis is based on. For example, the baseline inventory includes GHG utility intensity values for 
different years (i.e., 2018 data for SCE, 2017 data for Anaheim Public Utilities, and 2016 data for 
LAD WP). 

C. The Application Does Not Account for Increases in Regional VMT Caused by Moving Games and 
Events to less-Centrally located Facility 

1) The Application should account for the change in VMT due to the moving of arena events from a 
better transit-oriented location to a lesser location. The traffic analysis included in this comment letter 
shows that a portion of the guests/employees will no longer benefit from the same proximity to 
downtown transportation services and alternative travel modes. Based on the traffic consultant's 
estimates, VMT is expected to increase in all peak periods, leading to a corresponding increase in GHG 
emissions. If the total annual VMT increases, the mobile GHG emissions will proportionally increase. 
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2) The Application contains internal inconsistencies. Table 7 of the TOM section (Attachment D) reports 
total annual trips (with TOM) of 2,972,568. The "Mobile Source Emissions" table of Attachment G 
reports total annual trips of 2,646,393 (sum of attendees - light duty vehicles, attendees - other 
vehicles, and delivery trips). If the trips were corrected, the mobile component of the Project GHG 
emissions would increase by approximately 12% as shown in attached Table 3. 

3) As discussed by the review of the traffic analysis, the TOM is not likely to be as effective as currently 
claimed by the Applicant. If the TOM program is not as effective as shown, the GHG emissions 
reduction would be less than what is shown. For illustrative purposes, if the TOM Program's VMT 
reductions are half of what the application currently estimates, the emissions would be more than 
27,000 MT C02e higher to represent a more achievable TOM Program in a less centrally located 
facility. 

D. The Analysis in the Application lacks Sufficient Technical Details 

1) There is not enough documentation to understand how the reported emissions are compiled. There 
should be additional tables and text explaining how these numbers were compiled. 

2) The Application indicates that the Project will be 10% better than Title 24 2019 (T24 2019) because of 
the commitment to Tier 1 of the CALGreen Code (Application, page 19, Attachment G page 18). The 
calculations and Application do not adequately substantiate how this will be achieved. 

a) First, while there are meaningful requirements as part ofTier 1, it is not clear that they will achieve 
a 10% reduction from T24 2019 building code requirements. The analysis should provide 
substantiation on how the Tier 1 commitments are going to achieve energy reductions 10% 
beyond T24 2019. The Tier 1 requirements are included in the 2016 version of CALGreen, and thus 
were established well before the T24 2019 code. 

b) Second, it is also not clear what, if anything, the analysis incorporated to have Cal EE Mod estimate 
what T24 2019 energy usage is. Without greater explanation and substantiation, the calculation 
is speculative. 

3) The Application claims to take a reduction for the LEED commitments (Application, Table 3, page 21). 
The LEED commitments often do not result in any material GHG reductions. Thus, any such reduction 
from LEED should be further substantiated and explained. For example, the Application refers to heat 
island reduction, light pollution reduction, green education program and other measures that are 
unlikely to result in material GHG reductions. Furthermore, since LEED is a point checklist approach, 
if the analysis will take reductions from certain LEED point commitments, then those commitments 
should be enforced (i.e., the Project should not be allowed to get their points using a different 
approach that does not result in the same GHG reduction). 

4) The Application appears to rely upon EM FAC2014 rather than EM FAC2017. It is not clear why they are 
relying upon an older model when the newer version has been available since March 2018. 
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5) The Application identifies on page 17 the use of a "white box model" related to energy usage, but 
provides no details on what this model includes or assumes. The calculations should be substantiated 
and illustrated to meet the standards of such as for CEQA, offset protocols, and stationary source 
emission reduction credits 

E. The Application Does Not Provide Adequate Information to Evaluate NOx and PM Emissions or 
Related Health Impacts 

1) The Application does not provide enough information to assess if the Project will be able to meet the 
requirements on NOx and PM reductions. Of the information that is provided, it does not appear that 
the Project can meet the requirements. Specifically, the Ca!EEMod output files show unmitigated NOx 
emissions of 1. 70 tpy and mitigated NO, emissions of 1.62 tpy. This suggests that the Project reduces 
only 0.08 tpy NOx, or 0.8 tpy NOx over 10 years. Without additional information, the Application does 
not provide substantial evidence that it will be able to comply with the NOx reductions required under 
AB 987. Similarly, the CalEEMod output files show unmitigated PM2.s emissions are 0.10 tpy and 
mitigated PM2.s emissions are 0.10 tpy (rounding); this suggests that minimal PM2.s reductions are 
occurring on an annual basis, or over the 10 years required by AB 987. 

a) The analysis for the NOx and PM2.s reductions should meet the same standards as highlighted for 
the GHG reductions. Notably, the SCAQMD standards on evaluating NOx and PM2.s emissions 
should be applied. The standards could pertain to the Rules and Regulations as previously cited 
(e.g., Rule 1306, 1309), or they should achieve the standards that SCAQMD requires to ensure 
that they are SIP creditable. 9 

b) It is also noteworthy that the criteria pollutants are a local issue and local criteria pollutant 
emissions have the potential to cause localized health impacts. National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards (NAAQS) are established by the EPA for criteria pollutants, which include N02 and PM2.s. 
These standards are designed to protect the most sensitive people from illness or discomfort. 
Increased emissions of NOx and PM2.s are correlated to local ambient air quality impacts. The 
emissions at the new stadium should all be considered project emissions, and even greater 
consideration should be incorporated in terms of how the Application nets out "baseline/existing" 
emissions. Furthermore, the reductions the Application will try to achieve should come from local 
sources directly from the Project, or if through offsets, they should be local offsets generated in 
and around the arena. 

9 SCAQMD. State Implementation Plan (SIP) Credit Guidance. Available at: b.ttp_:!j_\,y_w_\l\l_,;:i_gm_g_._g9y/b_(m1gf;i_i_r_~ 

9.~_\9..U.~Y./~.!.~.9.D.:.e.i.!.:P.!.9.D.?./e.i.r.:q!-J_eJ[1Y:.r.r:!KkP..!.?..r}/t;:i_(;i_Et_v._:_Q_?._?._~_9_:_r.r:\.9.l?..U.§.'.:.?.9..Y.!..~.§.'.:!.!.!.§.'..?..?..~_!!..~.?./?.i.P.:.(;!..§.'.9.it:Jl.t.-!.i.~19.!.!.~-~ - Accessed 
January 2019. 
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c) There are a number of studies that highlight how criteria pollutant emissions correlate to health 
impacts. 10

·
11 Therefore, if the Application underestimates the level of local PM and NOx 

emissions, it will underestimate the potential health impacts associated with neighboring 
communities being exposed to criteria pollutants. Known health impacts associated with localized 
exposure to PM and NOx include respiratory effects (e.g., decreased lung function, increases in 
pulmonary inflammation, asthma development) and cardiovascular effects (e.g., congestive heart 
failure). 10

•
11

• 
12 

d) In addition, by underestimating the Project's emissions, the Application may be underestimating 
actual emissions of toxic air contaminants, such as diesel particulate matter. Diesel particulate 
matter is identified by the State of California as a known carcinogen. Exposure to DPM also may 
be a health hazard, particularly to children whose lungs are still developing and the elderly who 
may have other serious health problems. According to CARB, DPM exposure may lead to the 
following adverse health effects: (1) aggravated asthma; (2) chronic bronchitis; (3) increased 
respiratory and cardiovascular hospitalizations; (4) decreased lung function in children; (5) lung 
cancer; and (6) premature deaths for people with heart or lung disease. 11

•
13

·
14 

•
15 

e) Also, the expected VMT increase will result in increased emissions of criteria pollutants locally. 
DPM levels and resultant potential health effects may be higher in close proximity to heavily 
traveled roadways with substantial truck traffic or near industrial facilities. 

REGIONAL LAND USE PLANS AND POLICIES 

Comments regarding the section of the Application that presents information to show the project is 
consistent with the general use designation, density, building intensity, and applicable policies specified 
for the project area in either a sustainable communities strategy or an alternative planning strategy for 
which the State Air Resources Board, pursuant to subparagraph (H) of paragraph (l} of subdivision (b) 
of Section 65080 of the Government Code, has accepted a metropolitan planning organization's 

10 SCAQMD. 2016 Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP). Appendix I. Health Effects. Available at: 
http://www.agmd.gov/docs/default·soum::/clean .. air·plans/air·quality .. management·rlans/2016·air .. qualitv· 
management-plan/final ·2.016 .. agmp/appendix .. i .pdf ?sfvr·snc::l4. Accessed January 2019. 
11 World Health Organization, International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC). 2016. IARC Monographs on the 
Evaluation of Carcinogenic Risks to Humans. Available at: https://monographs,iardr/wr· 
content/uploads/20l8/06/monol09.pdf. Accessed January 2019. 
12 Health Effects Institute. 2010. Traffic-Related Air Pollution: A Critical Review of the Literature on Emissions, 

Exposure, and Health Effects. Available at: https:ljwww.healtheffects.org/systern/files/SRl7Trciffic%20Review.pdf. 
Accessed: January 2019. 
13 CARB, Diesel and Health Research, www.arb.rn.gov/research/diesel/diesel-health.htm 
14 CARB, Fact Sheet: Diesel Particulate Matter Health Risk Assessment Study for the West Oakland Community: 
Preliminary Summary of Results, March 2008, 
www.arb.ca.gov/ch/communities/ra/westoakland/documents/factsheet0308.pdf. 
15 Michael Guarnieri, MD and John R. Balmes, MD. 2014. Outdoor Air Pollution and Asthma, May 03, 2014. Available 

at: t!J1P.?.J/§.~_\U?.P§.'.P!.D..(;.,9..rn/J?.9 .. (;Js.~.r!.0./P.J.i?..~~l~L~.r}.~1§.~::.f:~gi.?e.!::~.i.0..:::.f~.!Y.1f:.4.4.§.?..?..~}.l"?!J?.!.9..l!JY.P§.:::J?..0J. Accessed: January 2019. 
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determination that the sustainable communities strategy or the alternative planning strategy would, if 
implemented, achieve the greenhouse gas emission reduction targets. 

The Application's analysis of consistency with applicable regional land use policies of the Southern 
California SCAG Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (R.TP/SCS) is flawed 
because: {1) it fails to take into account that the centerpiece of the Project, the arena, would be 
relocating from a regionally more desirable location under policies of the R.TP/SCS to a considerably less 
desirable location; {2) the Project does not contribute to the development of a "Complete Community" 
in Inglewood; {3) the Project does not represent "compact growth" as called for in regional land use 
plans; {4) the Project does not implement regional growth policies related to "livable Corridors"; and 
{5) the Project is inconsistent with the intent of regional land use policies related to Transportation 
Demand Management {TOM), and pedestrian and bicycle movement. Accordingly, the Project has not 
been shown to be consistent with the applicable sustainable communities strategy, and should 
therefore not receive preferential treatment under AB 987. 

1) The Application includes an analysis of Project consistency with several land use policies of the 2012 
and 2016 versions of the RTP/SCS (Application, pages 12-15). These include: 

1. Support projects, programs, policies and regulations that encourage the development of 
complete communities, which includes a diversity of housing choices and educational 
opportunities, jobs for a variety of skills and education, recreation and culture, and a full range of 
shopping, entertainment and services all within a relatively short distance; 

2. Encourage compact growth in areas accessible to transit; 
3. Identify regional strategic areas for infill and investment; 
4. Plan for jobs closer to transit and housing, in sustainable transit-ready infill areas that can be 

reached by planned transit service and can readily access existing infrastructure; 
5. Develop strategies focused on high-quality places, compact infill development, and more housing 

and transportation choices; 
6. Encourage development in High Quality Transit Areas (HQTAs) and along "Livable Corridors"; 
7. Develop nodes on a corridor - intensify nodes along corridors with people-scaled, mixed use 

developments; 
8. Promote the use of TOM programs; and 
9. Invest in biking and walking infrastructure to improve active transportation options and transit 

access. 

2) As shown below, the Project demonstrates notable inconsistencies with all of the listed policies. 

a) The Project would relocate the operations of a major professional sports team and other events 
from downtown Los Angeles, the regional center of transportation and transit service, to a 
location which is characterized by considerably poorer transportation and transit access, which is 
inconsistent with regional growth policies set forth in the RTP/SCS. 

i) This analysis makes no mention of either the arena use, which would draw patrons from 
throughout the region, or the hotel use, which is designed to serve patrons from outside the 
community. The proposed arena use would involve the relocation of the Los Angeles Clippers 
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NBA franchise from downtown Los Angeles, a regional transportation hub. A Blue Line/Expo 
Line Metro Rail station is located within 0.2 miles of the current home court of the Clippers, 
Staples Center, that also hosts other entertainment and family events, some of which could 
take place at the new arena in the future. The existing station provides nearby convenient 
access to multiple transit options, including the Metro Red and Purple Lines, the Metro Gold 
Line (upon completion of the Regional Connector, presently under construction, in 2021), and 
regional commuter rail lines (via Union Station). In addition, the 100,000 permanent 
residents and 70,000 employees located downtown can access the existing arena via walking, 
bicycle, taxi and rideshare services. 

ii) The proposed location for the arena use under the Project is 1.3 miles from the nearest rail 
transit station via roadway. As noted in the analysis provided in the Application, the only 
transit service that directly serves the proposed arena site consists of two bus lines adjacent 
to the site and one line within 0.5 miles (Application, page 14). Future rail service would 
include a station in downtown Inglewood that is located at a distance of 1.6 miles from the 
proposed arena (Application, p.14). The fact that the Project's TOM program is required to 
include extensive additional multi-passenger services to connect with the far away transit 
facilities is an admission that the Project would not be located in an area that is easily accessed 
by transit. As indicated in the Application, 1,947,990 annual trips associated with the arena 
use and Clippers operations would be relocated from downtown, 56% of the total of 
3,503,351 annual trips (Application, Attachment D, page 16). 

iii) Given its centralized location and access to regional transit and transportation, there is no 
more regionally strategically significant area for infill and investment than downtown Los 
Angeles. The relocation of a major professional team and other events from downtown to an 
area more poorly served by transit would be inconsistent with regional growth goals and 
policies. 

iv) Specifically, of the policies listed in the Application, the arena and hotel components of the 
Project would be inconsistent with the following: 

• Encourage compact growth in areas accessible to transit (#2). 

• Identify regional strategic areas for infill and investment (#3); 

• Plan for jobs closer to transit and housing, in sustainable transit-ready infill areas that can 
be reached by planned transit service and can readily access existing infrastructure (#4); 

• Develop strategies focused on high-quality places, compact infill development, and more 
housing and transportation choices (#5). 

b) The Project does not contribute to the development of a Complete Community in this area of the 
City of Inglewood. 

i) The proposed mix of uses in the Project, primarily the proposed arena, contributes nothing to 
development of a complete community in Inglewood. According to the RTP/SCS, Complete 
Communities is a conceptual land use pattern that is designed to: 
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"provide households with a range of mobility options to complete short trips. The 2016 
RTP/SCS supports the creation of these mixed-use districts through a concentration of 
activities with housing, employment, and a mix of retail and services, located in close 
proximity to each other. Focusing a mix of land uses in strategic growth areas creates 
complete communities wherein most daily needs can be met within a short distance of home, 
providing residents with the opportunity to patronize their local area and run daily errands by 
walking or cycling rather than traveling by automobile (2016 RTP/SCS, p. 79)." 

ii) Not only would an arena and hotel be inconsistent with this concept, the Project would 
remove a potential site for housing and community serving uses that could contribute to 
development of a Complete Community at this location. The Project does not include any 
housing or educational uses, recreation or cultural uses, and only a minimal amount of retail, 
restaurant and medical office uses. 

iii) Specifically, of the policies listed in the Application, the arena and hotel components of the 
Project would be inconsistent with the following: 

• Support projects, programs, policies and regulations that encourage the development of 
complete communities, which include a diversity of housing choices and educational 
opportunities, jobs for a variety of skills and education, recreation and culture, and a full 
range of shopping, entertainment and services all within a relatively short distance (iH). 

c) The Project does not represent "compact growth" as called for in regional land use plans. 

i) "Compact growth" refers to the concentration of uses in walkable urban centers that is 
designed to conserve land and avoid urban sprawl. The Project does not constitute compact 
infill development as the arena and parking uses occupy approximately 80% of the site and 
the hotel is separated from the primary use by a parking lot and intervening development. 
Only a small portion of the site would be developed with retail and restaurant uses that would 
potentially serve the community. 

ii) Specifically, of the policies listed in the Application, the arena and hotel components of the 
Project would be inconsistent with the following: 

• Encourage compact growth in areas accessible to transit (#2); 

• Develop strategies focused on high-quality places, compact infill development, and more 
housing and transportation choices (#5). 

d) The Project does not implement regional growth policies related to "Livable Corridors". 

i) The livable Corridor Strategy specifically advises local jurisdictions to plan and zone for 
increased density at key nodes along the corridor and replacement of single-story under
performing strip retail with well-designed higher density housing and employment centers. 
Livable Corridor strategies include the development of mixed-use retail centers at key nodes 
along the corridors, increasing neighborhood-oriented retail at more intersections and zoning 
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that allows for the replacement of under-performing auto oriented strip retail between nodes 
with higher density residential and employment (2016 RTP/SCS, p. 78). The Project would not 
implement any of these concepts, as it includes only a small amount of retail and restaurant 
use that would potentially serve the community, with the predominant use being the arena. 
This imbalance in uses within the Project would not serve to implement the Livable Corridors 
Strategy. 

ii) Specifically, of the policies listed in the Application, the Project would be inconsistent with 
the following: 

• Encourage development in High Quality Transit Areas (HQTAs) and along "Livable 
Corridors" (#6); 

• Develop nodes on a corridor - intensify nodes along corridors with people-scaled, mixed 
use developments (#7). 

e) The Project is inconsistent with the intent of regional policies related to TDM, and pedestrian and 
bicycle movements. 

i) Transportation Demand Management (TDM) strategies contained in the 2016 RTP/SCS focus 
on reducing the number of drive-alone trips and overall vehicle miles traveled (VMT) through 
ridesharing, which includes carpooling, vanpooling and supportive policies for ridesourcing 
services such as Uber and lyft; redistributing or eliminating vehicle trips from peak demand 
periods through incentives for telecommuting and alternative work schedules; and reducing 
the number of drive-alone trips through increased use of transit, rail, bicycling, walking and 
other alternative modes of transportation (2016 RTP /SCS, p. 7). From a regional perspective, 
these strategies refer to and are intended to promote permanent changes in travel behavior 
associated with residents and employees, not to provide mitigation for periodic or infrequent 
trips. The Project's TDM program primarily addresses trips to and from the arena, and is 
comprised of components mainly designed to compensate for the fact that the Project Site is 
not well served by transit. Far fewer TDM measures are required in downtown Los Angeles 
because of the more extensive transportation infrastructure available. Accordingly, the 
Project does not promote the changes in travel patterns promoted under the RTP/SCS. 

ii) Moreover, the Project includes no provisions for pedestrian or bicycle facilities on the Project 
Site other than a pedestrian bridge between its own parking garage and the arena, a possible 
pedestrian bridge across Century Boulevard to serve arena patrons, and some bicycle parking 
spaces, all of which are designed specifically to serve its own needs. The Project provides 
nothing to enhance pedestrian or bicycle circulation in the community and therefore does not 
implement regional policies designed to promote alternative modes of transportation. 

iii) Specifically, of the policies listed in the Application, the Project would be inconsistent with 
the following: 
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• Promote the use of TOM programs (#8); 

• Invest in biking and walking infrastructure to improve active transportation options and 
transit access (#9). 

f) Overall, contrary to the analysis presented in the Application, the Project would not be consistent 
with the applicable policies specified for the project area in a sustainable communities strategy 
for which the State Air Resources Board has accepted a metropolitan planning organization's 
determination that the sustainable communities strategy would, if implemented, achieve 
greenhouse gas emission reduction targets and therefore should not receive preferential 
treatment under AB987. 

SOLID WASTE AND RECYCLING POLICIES 

Comments regarding the section of the Application that presents information establishing that the 
project will comply with the requirements for commercial and organic waste recycling in Chapters 12.8 
(commencing with Public Resources Code section 42649) and 12.9 (commencing with Public Resources 
Code Section 42649.8), as applicable. 

A. The Applicant does not include sufficient information to establish that the Project's construction 
and demolition waste recycling will meet City and State diversion targets. 

The Applicant claims, without evidence, that the IBEC Project would achieve 75 percent recycling of 
demolition materials. In its Construction and Demolition Permit Application 
( https :// www. cityofi nglewood .org/Docu rn entCenter /View /187 /Construction -and ·Dern o I itio n · 

.P..~r.!.!:!.!.t.AP.P.l.!.~.~-t.!.9.L\:P..P.f..?..!.?.!.~.!L~.!.::, the City of Inglewood notes "The State of California requires that 50% 
of construction and demolition debris from covered projects, and 100% of land-clearing debris (from 
nonresidential, newly constructed buildings), be diverted from land filling. "Covered projects" are 
defined to include, among others, "all new construction (residential, commercial and industrial)". 
There appears to be no mechanism for the City to require or enforce a diversion rate for construction 
or demolition debris that exceeds 50 percent. Moreover, the Applicant provides no information to 
indicate how the suggested 75 percent diversion rate nor the 100 percent diversion of land-clearing 
debris would be achieved. Accordingly, insufficient information has been provided in the Application 
to demonstrate that the IBEC Project would comply with Division 30, Chapter 12.8 (commencing with 
Section 42649) of the Public Resources Code (PRC). 

B. The Applicant does not include sufficient information to establish that the Project will comply with 
Division 30, Chapter 12.9 {commencing with Section 42649.8) of the Public Resources Code 
regarding organic waste recycling. 

1) The City of Inglewood does not appear to have established an "organic waste recycling program" as 
required by PRC Section 42649.82. A review of the City Department of Public Works, Environmental 

Services Division website Ch.tJP..~.i/.Y.Y.~.Y.Y.:.~.!.tY..9..E!.!.ffl.~.Y.¥.99.~.!.,9.rnf?.?..$.'./.R.~~~.Y..~!.!L!E.~.P..cqg!:.~:!.tD .. ~) id e nt ifi es the 
following Recycling Programs of the City: 
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• Bottle & Can Recycling Centers 

• Business & Recycling 

• Green Waste 

• Household Hazardous Waste 

• Recycling Household Batteries 

• Sharps Recycling Program 

• Thrift Shops 

• Weekly Hazardous Waste Roundups 

2) Under "Business & Recycling", the City provides information and advice to City businesses regarding 
recycling. In addition, the City provides a flyer dated February 27, 2017 that sets forth recycling 
requirements for commercial businesses and multi-family complexes operating in the City of 
Inglewood that meet the requirements of PRC Sections 42649 et seq.: 
https://www.cityofinglewood.org/DocumentCenter/View/11479/Commercial-And-Multi-Family
Recycling-Requirements?bidldc·.-.c. Under "Green Waste", the City addresses "yard trimmings, such as 
leaves, grass, thatch, chipped brush and plant cuttings." None of the recycling topics specifically 
addresses the area of organics recycling, which includes "food waste" and "food-soiled paper waste 
that is mixed in with food waste" per PRC Section 42649.8(c). The proposed arena component of the 
IBEC Project would be expected to generate substantial quantities of such waste. 

3) The Applicant claims that the Project will comply with Sections 42649.8 et seq. by "subscribing to a 
municipal solid waste collection service that is approved by the City". The current solid waste 
franchise holder in the City of Inglewood is Consolidated Disposal Service (CDS), a Republic Services 

Company ( !.!J.t.P?_;JJ.~.Y.Y.~,.~~_L!:yq.fLQgl.~.Y.\'g_qg_,.9..!."E/3.5..?.l.W..~:!.?.t~.~-~.9..l.L~.n.!.9..!.!.l · Acco rd i ng to Rep u b Ii c Ser vices' 
website (http://local.republicservices.com/site/los-angeles-ca/resources#organics), the services 
provided to assist customers in complying with AB1826 (which enacted PRC 42649.8 et seq.) include 
"waste audits" and "educational programs and materials". Neither of these services provides any 
assurances that the Project would be able to meet organic waste diversion requirements as set forth 
in PRC Section 42649.81(a)(3) ("On and after January 1, 2019, a business that generates four cubic 
yards or more of commercial solid waste, ... , per week, shall arrange for recycling services specifically 
for organic waste.") Moreover, the cited website (http://locaLrepublicservices£om/site/los-angeles
ca/inglewood) specifically identifies food waste as an "Unacceptable" material for placement in CDS' 
recycling containers. Although the site also references "organic containers for a fee, posters and 
additional tools", no evidence of the availability of disposal services is provided. Accordingly, 
insufficient information has been provided in the Application to demonstrate that the IBEC Project 
would comply with PRC Division 30, Chapter 12.9 (commencing with Section 42649.8). 

Attachments 
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Table 1. GHG Emissions by Year - Baseline Revised (Existing Site) 
without GHG Reduction Measures 
Los Angeles, California 

Application Reported Emissions 

Net Emissions 
IBEC Project IBEC Project 
without GHG Baseline without GHG 
Reductions Emissions Reductions 

Emissions Year (MT C0 2e) 1 {MT C02e) 1 (MT C02e) 1 

2021 1,750 1,203 .547 

2022 5,630 1,203 4,427 

2023 6,401 1,203 .5,198 

2024 11,430 6,213 .5,217 

2025 19,418 11,223 8,195 

2026 18,917 11,223 7,694 

2027 18,468 11,223 7,245 

2028 18,062 11,223 6,839 

2029 17,693 11,223 6,470 

2030 17,358 11,223 6,135 

2031 16,858 11,223 .5,635 

2032 16,362 11,223 .5,139 

2033 15,893 11,223 4,670 

2034 15,446 11,223 4,223 

2035 15,021 11,223 3,798 

2036 14,616 11,223 3,393 

2037 14,230 11,223 3,007 

2038 13,861 11,223 2,638 

2039 12,902 11,223 1,679 

2040 13,161 11,223 1,938 

2041 12,828 11,223 1,605 

2042 12,503 11,223 1,280 

2043 12,184 11,223 961 

2044 11,871 11,223 648 

2045 11,562 11,223 339 

2046 11,548 11,223 325 

2047 11,538 11,223 315 

2048 11,529 11,223 306 

2049 11,522 11,223 299 

2050 11,516 11,223 293 

2051 11,516 11,223 293 

2052 11,516 11,223 293 

2053 11,516 11,223 293 

2054 11,516 11,223 293 

Tota14 448,142 346,512 101,630 

Notes: 
1 IBEC Application, Attachment G, Table 10, pg 24. 

Baseline Revised Emissions 

Net Emissions 
IBEC Project 

Baseline - without GHG 
Revised Reductions 

(MT C02e) 2
'
3 (MT C02e) 2 

1,203 547 

1,203 4,427 

1,203 5,198 

1,203 10,227 

1,203 18,21.5 

1,203 17,714 

1,203 17,26.5 

1,203 16,859 

1,203 16,490 

1,203 16,15.5 

1,203 15,65.5 

1,203 15,159 

1,203 14,690 

1,203 14,243 

1,203 13,818 

1,203 13,413 

1,203 13,027 

1,203 12,658 

1,203 11,699 

1,203 11,958 

1,203 11,625 

1,203 11,300 

1,203 10,981 

1,203 10,668 

1,203 10,359 

1,203 10,345 

1,203 10,335 

1,203 10,326 

1,203 10,319 

1,203 10,313 

1,203 10,313 

1,203 10,313 

1,203 10,313 

1,203 10,313 

40,902 407,240 

2 Baseline emissions represent an existing setting baseline consistent with industry standard for CEQA. 
3 Baseline emissions obtained from emissions reported for years 2021-2023. IBEC Application, Attachment G, Table 
10, pg 24. 
4 Total IBEC Project emissions may not match the Application due to rounding. 

List of Abbreviations: 

C0 2e - carbon dioxide equivalent 

IBEC --- Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center 

GHG -- greenhouse gas 

MT --- metric tonnes 
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Table 2. Net New Emissions Summary - Baseline Revised (Existing Site) 
Los Angeles, California 

Application Reported Emissions1 

IBEC Project Condition and Reductions 
Total f'et New Emissions IBEC Project Without GHG Reduction Measures 

- Required GHG Reductions from Local, Direct Measures 

·· Total Ernissions Reductions frorn LEED Gold 

- 50% of Total Emission Reductions from LEED Gold Qualifying as Local 
Direct Measures 

- Total Reductions from IBEC TDM Program 

- Tola/ Amount of Reductions from Local, Direct Measures 
(7DM Program and 50% of LEED Gold) 

Total Amount of Reductions from G HG Reduction Measures 
(TDM Program and 100% of LEED Gold) 

Additional Reductions Needed from Offset Credits and/or Co-benefits of NO, 
and PM 2 _5 Reduction Measures 

Total f<et New Emissions 4 

Notes: 
1 JBEC Application, Attachment G, Table 16, page 32. 

' Recalculated net new emissions using revised baseline. 

Emissions Percent of 
Estimates Net New 
(MT C02 e) Emissions 

101,623 100°/o 

50,812 50!% 

7,925 8%1 

3,962 4'?1o 

54,233 53<}'0 

58,.195 570frJ 

62,158 61°/o 

39,466 

-·1 0% 

Baseline Revised Emissions 2
•
3 

Emissions Percent of 
Estimates Net New 
(MT C02 e) Emissions 

407,240 100% 

50,812 12'Vo 

7,925 2'?1o 

3,962 1~:Q 

54,233 130frJ 

58,195 14~".J 

62,158 

39,466 10°/o 

305,616 

3 Jn the Baseline Revised Emissions scenario, reductions reported in the Application were retained; only net new emissions were revised. 
4 Total IBEC Project emissions may not match the Application due to rounding. 

List of Abbreviations: 

C02e -· carbon dioxide equivalent 

IBEC - Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center 

LEED - Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design 

GHG --· greenhouse gas 

MT --- metric tonnes 

NOx - oxides of nitrogen 

PM 2 _5 - particulate matter less than 2.5 microns in diameter 

TDM - Transportation Demand Management 
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Table 3. Corrected Vehicle Trips and Associated Emissions 
Los Angeles, California 

J J 
Corrected 

IBEC Application' IBEC Application 2 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Trips (with TOM Measures) (trips/year) 

light Duty Vehicles (Auto and TNC Trips)' 2,601,746 

Other Vehicles4 18,660 

Delivery Trips' 25,987 

Total trips6 2,646,393 

Percent change trips' 12% 

CY 2024 Emissions (with TOM Measures) (MT C0 2e/year) 

Light Duty Vehicles (Auto and TNC Trips)3 9,854 

Other Vehicles4 269 

Delivery Trips' 133 

Total" 10,256 

Notes: 
1 Values as reported in the IBEC Application. 
2 Values reported in the IBEC application are corrected for total trips as reported in the TDM section. 
3 IBEC Application, Attachment G, Mobile calculations (PDF pg 139). 
4 IBEC Application, Attachment G, Mobile calculations (PDF pg 140). 
5 IBEC Application, Attachment G, Mobile calculations (PDF pg 141). 
6 Total trips in the column "Corrected IBEC Application" is found in Table 7 of Attachment D. 
7 The calculated percent change in trips between the values reported in Attachments D and G. 

2,972,568 

11,520.10 

•Total GHG Emissions for the "Corrected IBEC Application" are calculated by assuming the emissions will be scaled by the percent 
change in trips. 

list of Abbreviations: 

C0 2e - carbon dioxide equivalent 

GHG - greenhouse gas 

IBEC ·-· Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center 

MT - metric tonnes 

TDM - Transportation Demand Management 

TNC - transportation network companies 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

MSG Forum, LLC 

Patrick A. Gibson, P.E., T.E., PTOE, and Brian Hartshorn 

January 31, 2019 

Technical Review of Transportation Components 
for I BEC Arena AB-987 Application 
Inglewood, California Ref: J1691 

Gibson Transportation Consulting, Inc. (GTC) has prepared this technical memorandum 
summarizing our detailed review of the transportation components for AB 987 Application for the 
Inglewood Basketball and Event Center, prepared by Murphy's Bowl LLC, November 2018 (IBEC 
Report). 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Based on our review of the I BEC Report, there is no evidence that the proposed Transportation 
Demand Management (TOM) plan will achieve a 7.5% reduction in vehicle trips to the IBEC by 
the end of the first National Basketball Association (NBA) season, or a 15.151% reduction by 
2030. 

To achieve the predicted 7.5% and 15.151% reductions in trips, the IBEC Report relies almost 
entirely on a reduction in trips of attendees and employees to events at the arena. The IBEC 
Report forecasts a total of 3,503,351 trips to the IBEC without the TOM plan. Of these 
approximately 3.5 million trips, more than one-half, 1,867,072, are attributed to the arena 
component. 

The TOM plan assumes that these arena trips will be reduced by just over 27% to achieve the 
15.151 % reduction. The other components of the I BE C's trips are projected not to be reduced at 
all or to be minimally reduced between 0.5% and 4.5%. 

Table 1 summarizes the target reductions assumed by the IBEC Report's TOM plan. 
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TABLE 1 -SUMMARY OF REDUCTIONS BY LAND USE 

LAND USE WITHOUT WITH TARGET 

TYPE TDM* TDM* REDUCTION 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------

Arena (Employees) 148,624 107,426 27.72% 

Arena (Attendees) 1,718,448 1,247,532 27.40% 

Clippers Office 80,918 76,872 5.00% 

Practice & Training 14,108 13,403 5.00% 

Sports Medicine 173,445 169,819 2.09% 

Community Space 67,439 66,038 2.08% 

Restaurant/Bar 133,389 132,359 0.77% 

RestaurantJLounge 152,444 151,267 0.77% 

Coffee 375,638 371,998 0.97% 

Quit Restaurant 286,532 284,320 0.77% 

Team Store 38,755 38,512 0.63% 

Other Retail 94,119 93,530 0.63% 

Hotel 219,492 219,492 0.00% 

3,503,351 2,972,568 

*Source: IBEC Report, p. D-17 

The IBEC Report's conclusion that arena attendee and employee trips will be reduced by 27% is 
unsupportable. 

Based on our analysis, given the arena's distance from existing and proposed rail transit and the 
exclusive reliance on shuttle buses to carry attendees and employees from rail transit stations 
from the station to the arena, it is not reasonable to assume that between 5% and 10% of all 
arena attendees and employees will arrive by rail transit. 

The IBEC Report states that at STAPLES Center today, 11% percent of attendees arrive by rail 
transit to a station that is a few hundred feet from the arena. This number may be inflated. A 
survey conducted at a recent sold out NBA game at STAPLES Center found that the 2.6% of the 
attendance (495 people) arrived by train and 1.8% (351 people) left on the train. 

If accurate rail transit ridership assumptions are applied to arena employees and attendees (i.e., 
recalculating the difference of 10% credit down to 4% credit), the TDM plan can only achieve a 
trip reduction of 11.95%, as shown in Table 2. 
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TABLE 2 - SUMMARY OF ADJUSTED RAIL TRANSIT (ARENA ONLY) 

Reported Trips RAIL ADJUSTED 

LAND USE WITHOUT WITH ADJUSTED TRIP 

TDM* TDM* TARGET RESULT 

Arena (Employees) 148,624 107,426 21.72% 116,343 

Arena (Attendees) 1,718,448 1,247,532 21.40% 1,350,700 

Clippers Office 80,918 76,872 5.00% 76,872 

Practice & Training 14,108 13,403 5.00% 13,403 

Sports Medicine 173,445 169,819 2.09% 169,820 

Community Space 67,439 66,038 2.08% 66,036 

Restaurant/Bar 133,389 132,359 0.77% 132,362 

Restaurant/Lounge 152,444 151,267 0.77% 151,270 

Coffee 375,638 371,998 0.97% 371,994 

Quit Restaurant 286,532 284,320 0.77% 284,326 

Team Store 38,755 38,512 0.63% 38,511 

Other Retail 94, 119 93,530 0.63% 93,526 

Hotel 219.492 219,492 0.00% 219,492 

3,503,351 2,972,568 11.95% 

*Source: IBEC Report, p. D-17 

This is a best-case scenario since it assumes the I BEC Report's mode split assumptions for all 
other IBEC uses are held constant, even though they also overstate transit usage. More accurate 
rail transit assumptions for all uses would degrade the trip reduction percentage even further. 

Beyond this foundational error in the TOM plan, the I BEC Report contains additional errors and 
unsupported assumptions and conclusions. These include the following: 

• Traffic generation calculation equations/rates that are missing or incorrect 

• An underestimation of certain traffic generating components 

• Errors in transcribing project use trip rates that, when corrected, reduce the TOM plan's 
efficacy and cause it to miss the 15% reduction target 

• Does not acknowledge travel time and speeds during congested hours before events will 
affect shuttle services and reduce rail transit use 
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• No mechanism nor implementation plan provided in the study that can demonstrate the 
reality of pre-TOM vs post-TOM goals 

• Full credit assumptions taken for all TOM strategies without a plan to enforce or mandate 
the plan 

• Traffic generation results cannot be replicated 

When these issues are accounted for, applying the empirical data gathered in the field, and based 
on our research and expertise detailed in this review, a reassessment of the IBEC Report 
summaries (Table 7, page 0-17) shows that the TOM plan may only achieve a 7.13% reduction 
in the overall trips. 

Lastly, the IBEC Report does not attempt to quantity the IBEC's overall vehicle miles traveled 
(VMT) as compared to VMT generated at STAPLES Center. The IBEC's location far from transit 
and outside of the downtown Los Angeles urban core will likely result in an increase in VMT as 
compared to existing conditions at STAPLES Center. 

TRANSPORTATION TECHNICAL REVIEW 

Transit Ridership 

The IBEC Report states that zero employees and zero attendees would use rail transit to arrive 
at the arena prior to implementing a TOM plan. Based on the planned arena's proximity to existing 
and future rail stations, this assumption is reasonable. 

However, with the TOM plan, that base number increases to 10% on rail. The 10% rail assumption 
is premised on the use of shuttles operating at the future rail stations. The 10% rail usage 
assumption is unsupported and will not be achieved for the following reasons and based on the 
following facts. 

Travel Difficulty & Travel Time Will Discourage Rail Use 

A shuttle system must assume the following basic travel mechanics (at minimum): 

• Transport to a remote transit portal, park vehicle or transfer 
• Use of transit to get near the destination, not including transfers, making all stops 
• Boarding of a shuttle to get to the destination using the congested street network 
• Return trip requires the reverse of these steps 

In all, a shuttle user must engage in three modes of transportation to get to the destination and 
three more to return to the origin, thereby increasing overall travel time and degrading the 
experience, when the alternative is to use one mode of transportation and drive a car to the event. 

A few indicators of why such convoluted travel is not appealing to commuters can be found when 
testing operations at a current venue and in recent historical transit trends. 
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STAPLES Center Data Capture. Rail-transit ridership data was collected at a sold-out STAPLES 
Center event on January 18, 2019. All pedestrians arriving at and leaving the Los Angeles County 
Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro) fixed rail stop (Blue Line and Expo Line) 
immediately east of the venue were counted. Data was collected for two hours before and for two 
hours after the event (with a 30-minute overlap to the start and end of the event to capture late 
arrivals and early departures). Table 3 summarizes the pedestrian demand (captured at both 
platform ends to account for all pedestrians exiting the train regardless of the ultimate destination). 

TABLE 3 - FIXED RAIL TRANSIT RIDERSHIP 

PRE-GAME IN POST-GAME OUT 

Location Location 
#of 

Peds 

OVERALL TOTAL (2 HOURS) 

Pico Blvd. 

12th Street 

2 Hour Peak 

% of Attend 

Pico Blvd. 

12th Street 

60 Min Peak 

% of Peds 

Pico Blvd. 

12th Street 

30 Min Peak 

% of Peds 

178 

317 

495 

2.6% 

Pico Blvd. 

12th Street 

2 Hour Peak 

% of Attend 

PEAK SUMMARY (60 MIN) 

104 Pico Blvd. 

177 12th Street 

281 60 Min Peak 

56.8% % of Peds 

PEAK SUMMARY (30 MIN) 

65 

102 

167 

33.7% 

Pico Blvd. 

12th Street 

30 Min Peak 

% of Peds 

19,068 

#of 
Peds 

108 

243 

351 

1.8% 

65 

189 

254 

72.4% 

51 

142 

193 

55.0% 

With this conservative approach that assumes all riders entering/leaving the platform are destined 
for the STAPLES Center event, the data shows that 2.6% of the attendance (495 people) arrived 
by train and 1.8% (351 people) left on the train during the data collection window. 

Further analysis of the arrival/departure pattern shows that approximately 33% of the attendees 
arrived in the peak 30 minutes before the event and 55% left during the peak 30 minutes after the 
event. Notably, more than 56% arrived in the peak one hour before the event and 72% departed 
during the peak one hour after the event 

This data suggests that with a venue located in a high-density urban environment with a rail station 
within one block of a sold-out venue, less than 3% are utilizing the service. In real numbers, fewer 
than 500 people used rail transit at an event totaling more than 19,000 attendees. 

Consider also that the rail service that directly serves over 100,000 downtown employees and 
drops them within one block of the STAPLES Center only attracts 500 patrons for an event at the 
venue. The I BEC has no such density of patrons served nor does it have comparable direct 
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service to the venue and yet the IBEC Report assumes that more than twice as many patrons will 
use rail service even with a required shuttle bus trip. 

Without evidence, the IBEC Report suggests that the shuttle service alone (from three potential 
fixed rail transit stops in the area) will transport more than 1,200 attendees for a similar-sized 
event 

Declining Transit Ridership. Metro ridership trends (published at www.metro.net) show a 
consistent reduction in transit riders over the last five years of reported data. Table 4 summarizes 
the data available from the Metro website from 2014-2018, each year declining by at least 3% 
over the previous year. 

TABLE 4 - METRO RIDERSHIP TRENDING DATA 

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Ridership 36,989,999 34,755,021 32,441,599 31,350,137 30,307,505 

Yearly Decline % 0% -6.0% -6.7% -3.4% -3.3% 

The IBEC Report does not provide data that demonstrates how ridership will increase on bus/rail 
from 1% (Table 3, page D-9) to 12% (Table 5, page D-13) while Metro's own empirical data points 
to a downward trend in transit ridership. 

Shuttle Bus/Rail Transit Travel Time 

The TOM plan relies on shuttle buses to move the IBEC rail transit riders from the rail stations 
between 0.8 miles and 2.0 miles from the Project site. Our analysis indicates that it will not be 
feasible to move the projected number of rail transit riders from the rail stations to the IBEC as 
projected. 

Given arrival patterns and existing and projected roadway congestion, attendees will arrive to 
their event after it has started. Negative experiences on transit are highly influential. If transit 
causes an attendee to be late to an IBEC event, that attendee is unlikely to use transit a second 
time. This will further degrade the number of attendees arriving by transit. 

Page C-2 of the IBEC Report states that dedicated shuttles will be provided for "convenient 
connectivity with short wait times," but does not provide data to reflect travel times to/from venues. 

Real time travel studies were conducted in the field during a Forum concert event that drew 
approximately 50% of its maximum capacity on Friday, January 11, 2019. Three primary routes 
were included for travel time testing along Manchester Boulevard, Century Boulevard, and Prairie 
Avenue, with each origin occurring at the planned rail stop assumed to require shuttle services 
to/from the IBEC. The travel time across each network path was tracked by direction through the 
system for 90 minutes before and 90 minutes after the event (including a 30-minute overlap at 
the start/end of event). The results of the base travel times for the partial attendance event are 
shown in Table 5. 
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TABLE 5 - TRAVEL TIME DATA 

PRE::ENT ... ATr--eon ___ a ________ AFr'eonma 
0

('M'1
1

'1 .. eos<)•.·1, T~:~~TS I :.:~~~:~E ~ED:f' 5~:~~:~~' S~~~g:~~' I 
________________________ ___ j}.\J(3 l\llF'l-i U!SE?C:!S) (secs) l\llF'l-i )! hri;; l\l!Pti 2 hri;; l\llF'ti 2 llri;; j 

Via Manchester 

Via Century 

A 

B 

c 
D 

B 

A 

D 

c 

2.54 

2.54 

1.51 

1.51 

11 :33 13.2 300 993 9.2 7 4.6 3 2.3 

10:08 15.0 300 

9:06 10.0 300 

4:54 18.5 300 

908 

846 

594 

10.1 

6.4 

9.2 

7 

8 

12 

5.0 

3.2 

4.6 

3 

4 

6 

2.5 

1.6 

2.3 

2 

3 

Via Prairie E F 1.01 3:29 17.4 300 509 7.1 14 3.6 7 1.8 3 

------------------------------------------ ________ _E __________________ r::_ ________________ __1_,Q_1 _____________ ''L~~---------1_?_,~---"-----~QQ _______________ §.f.1.'L _____________ §J _____________ J_?_ _______________ _::i_,_1 _____________________ '?. ________________ __1_,~ __________________ _'.3_ ______ _ 

Avg 
Run+ Adj # 50% # 50% # 

Runs Adj Runs Adj Runs 
POST-EVENT To From Distance Time Dwell Dwell Speed in Speed in Speed in 

Arena Arena (Miles) AVG MPH (secs) (secs) MPH 2 hrs MPH 2 hrs MPH 2 hrs 

Via Manchester A B 2.54 6:18 24.2 300 678 13.5 10 6.7 5 3.4 2 

B A 2.54 7:29 20.4 300 749 12.2 9 6.1 4 3.1 2 

Via Century c D 1.51 6:04 14.9 300 664 8.2 10 4.1 5 2.0 2 

D c 1.51 4:07 22.0 300 547 9.9 13 5.0 6 2.5 3 

Via Prairie E F 1.01 2:55 20.8 300 475 7.7 15 3.8 7 1.9 3 

F E 1.01 3:13 18.8 300 493 7.4 14 3.7 7 1.8 3 
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The raw travel time does not include any dwell time or turnaround time required by the shuttle 
services. To account for the behavior of shuttles to load/unload and reenter the roadway network, 
a five-minute standing time was added to the travel time. Using this data, estimated travel time 
and miles per hour (mph) were calculated. 

The next step was to adjust the data to account for a Forum event that would generate full 
attendance, or approximately 3,200 more vehicles (using a 2.5 average vehicle ridership [AVR] 
per the IBEC Report). This magnitude of additional vehicles is expected to decrease travel speeds 
by half. 

With inclusion of an IBEC event and a sold-out Forum event, travel speeds would be expected to 
again drop by half to simulate the effect of concurrent sold-out events. 

As shown above in Table 5, travel speeds on all three corridors are expected to be less than four 
mph. During the two-hour window (either before or after events) of shuttling operations, a shuttle 
would be able to make one to two round trips via Manchester Boulevard, two to three round trips 
via Century Boulevard, and three round trips via Prairie Avenue. 

The I BEC Report states that 27 shuttles will deliver 1,215 passengers (excluding claims of 
employee transport). The IBEC Report also assumes that each shuttle will be filled to capacity for 
each run (which would likely affect the dwell times while waiting for a full shuttle before departure) 
and that these shuttles are evenly distributed throughout the two-hour shuttle window. 

Using the data for the rail ridership demand, 33% of rail transit patrons arrive at an event within 
30 minutes of the start time. This represents 400 persons and nine shuttles. Based on the travel 
time data, and depending on which station is being served, it will take between 30-60 minutes to 
make the shuttle trip to deliver those passengers to the venue. These 400 patrons will likely be 
late to the event and must subsequently alter their travel choices to arrive at the rail station at 
least 45 minutes before an event or seek alternative modes of travel. 

This creates a domino effect for the remaining patrons who normally arrive 45-60 minutes before 
an event, who now must compete with those who are forced to arrive earlier for a shuttle seat 
They too must change their behavior or more shuttles must be queued up at the rail stations to 
handle a larger percentage during the heavy demand windows. 

These results do not factor in any new traffic expected from the new National Football League 
stadium or the Hollywood Park development expansion, which would continue to degrade the 
travel speeds in this network during multiple events. 

Thus, even if the projected number of attendees arrived via rail transit, the area's existing 
infrastructure and projected number of shuttle buses is inadequate to accommodate them and to 
ensure that they arrive at the event in a timely manner. 

Mode-Split Based on Event Type 

A further faulty assumption is that that sporting events and concerts have the same mode splits 
and ridership. A sporting event is a repeat event and typically has a high draw of return users who 
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understand local congestion, transit schedules, and other modes available in order to decide on 
a particular travel mode. 

A concert event is an infrequent use that attracts a high draw of new users. New users, and 
particularly parents who take their children to such events, are generally less familiar with public 
transit, routes/transfers, and event operations, preferring to utilize personal vehicles. 

As such, the IBEC Report should include a discussion and analysis of mode-split by event type 
to refine those metrics and provide a more realistic assessment of travel modes. 

Shared Mobility 

Shared mobility (i.e., taxi, Uber, Lyft) is used as a mode-share split in the IBEC Report, which 
states on Page 0-10 that, based on surveys of existing guests at STAPLES Center, approximately 
4% utilize shared mobility, but this rate was increased to 10% claiming that the IBEC will have 
dedicated space for shared mobility. 

Increasing dependence on shared mobility equals an increase in trips, not a reduction. 

For instance, a typical guest will drive to an event, park, then leave after the event (two trips). 
Using shared mobility, the shared ride vehicle will enter and leave prior to the event, then 
enter/leave after the event (four trips). 

A recent study1 conducted on the effects of Transportation Network Companies (TNC) on traffic 
concluded that in densely populated cities, such services add 2.8 new vehicle miles on the road 
for each mile of personal driving removed (an overall 180% increase in driving on city streets). 

As such, an added trip value must be applied to the shared mobility influence, not used as a 
mode-split reducer. The 10% value represents nearly one-third of the overall TOM traffic reduction 
used in the IBEC Report. 

TOM Goal Vulnerability 

The I BEC TOM strategies rely on estimated traffic reductions to reach the target goal of 15%. 
Overestimating assumptions by fractional degrees would result in an overall reduction less than 
the stated goal. 

Using the data gathered in the field and research detailed in this review, a reassessment of the 
IBEC Report summaries (Table 5, page 0-13 and Table 7, page 0-17), shows that missed targets 
with reasonable assumptions for arena events significantly impacts the reduction goals. 

In order to demonstrate the effect on the TOM strategies, Table 6 compares the mode-share split 
assumed in the IBEC Report and then applies realistic splits using the results of research and 
empirical field data, which includes the fallacy of shared mobility as a traffic reducer, as well as 
adjustments to rail and bus transit participation. 

1 The New Automobi!ity: Lyft, Uber and the Future of American Cities. Schaller Consulting, July 25, 2018. 
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TABLE 6 - SUMMARY OF TRANSPORTATION MODE SHARE 

I 
ESTIMATES FROM IBEC REPORT" ESTIMATES FROM EMPIRICAL DATA 

Transportation GAMES/CONCERTS OTHER EVENTS GAMES/CONCERTS OTHER EVENTS 

MODE Employees Guests Employees Guests Employees Guests Employees Guests 
--------------------------------------- ---------------------------

Drive (Auto) 66% 66% 66% 82% 77'-Yo goo1r, 77% 90% 

Rail 10% 10% 10% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 

Bus 10% 2% 10o/r; 2o/r; 5% 5% 501o 2% 

Park and Ride 0% 11% 0% 0% 0% 10% 0% 0% 

Van pool 5% 0% 5% 0% 5% 0% 5% 0% 

Microtransit 5% 1% 5% 1 o/r; 5% 0% 501o 0% 

Shared Mobility 1% 10% 1% 10% 0% 001 ;O 0% 0% 

Walk 2% 0% 2% 0% 2% 0% 2% 0% 

Bike 1% 0% 1% Qo/r; 1% 0% 1% 0% 

I Totals 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

'Source: IBEC Report. p. D-13 
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Using the results of Table 6, Table 7 shows the resulting missed target values when applied to 
the actual trip generation. As shown, the percentage of TOM reduction drops to 7. 13%. 

TABLE 7 - SUMMARY OF MODE SPLITS&. RES UL TING TRIPS 

Reported Trips ADJUSTED 

LAND USE WITHOUT WITH ADJUSTED TRIP 

TDM* TDM* TARGET RESULT 

Arena (Employees) 148,624 107,426 19.00% 120,385 

Arena (Attendees) 1,718,448 1,247,532 11.80% 1,515,671 

Clippers Office 80,918 76,872 5.00% 76,872 

Practice & Training 14,108 13,403 5.00% 13,403 

Sports Medicine 173,445 169,819 2.09% 169,820 

Community Space 67,439 66,038 2.08% 66,036 

Restaurant/Bar 133,389 132,359 0.77% 132,362 

Restaurant/Lounge 152,444 151,267 0.77% 151,270 

Coffee 375,638 371,998 0.97% 371,994 

Quit Restaurant 286,532 284,320 0.77% 284,326 

Team Store 38,755 38,512 0.63% 38,511 

Other Retail 94,119 93,530 0.63% 93,526 

Hotel 219,492 219,492 0.00% 219,492 

3,503,351 2,972,568 7.13% 

*Source: IBEC Report, p. D-17 

Page C-1 of the IBEC Report states that TOM is to "encourage" alternative modes rather than 
mandate. That makes this plan voluntary. 

None of the proposed TOM strategies are enforceable nor mandated, yet the full credit for 
buses/shuttles at capacity are assumed. 

TOM Plan Monitoring Is Not Feasible 

Page 0-11/12 of the IBEC Report states that the 15% TOM reduction will be verified but provides 
no plan on how the baseline and TOM plan effectiveness will be monitored. 
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Based purely on a logistical approach, tracking vehicles, pedestrians, and other modes of travel 
over 365 days with varying points of entry and influenced by adjacent land uses would be an 
impossible task. 

The applicant should provide a detailed monitoring plan that explains and establishes how the 
TOM plan's efficacy will be monitored. 

TDM Plan's Additional Features are Undefined and Unlikely to Achieve Projected Usage 

While the TOM plan relies almost entirely on attendees and employees using a rail/shuttle bus 
system, it contains additional components that are equally undefined and unlikely to achieve the 
projected usage. These include the charter coach program (park-and-ride), vanpool, and 
microtransit. Each is discussed below. 

Park-and-Ride 

Page C-2 of the IBEC Report describes the TOM-6 Park-and-Ride strategy and suggests that 
1,980 persons would be delivered for every event in 45-person capacity buses, from locations not 
identified in the report. This value equates to 44 bus loops required at these unknown park-and
ride locations. 

No data is provided to establish that 1,980 persons (10% of attendees) would ride a bus and that 
each bus would be filled to capacity in order to meet the goals. Based on our knowledge of park
and-ride programs in the Southern California region, it is unlikely that the TOM plan will achieve 
the target 10% the TOM plan predicts. 

As outlined previously, factors that affect the ability and attraction to park-and-ride usage include 
the user-mechanics of driving to a remote location and catching a shuttle for a second leg of the 
journey and the ability of that shuttle to navigate to the venue on schedule using heavily congested 
streets. 

The trip generation section of the IBEC Report does not indicate if these shuttles were analyzed 
as added trips. 

Van pool 

The mechanics of using a vanpool system are undefined, including the area of influence and any 
suggestion that the employees are incentivized to participate. It would be reasonable to mandate 
employees use the program since operations can control employee behavior, yet without such a 
mandate, it cannot be assumed that all shuttles are utilized/maximized and, therefore, these 
targets cannot be assured. 

The trip generation section of the IBEC Report does not indicate if these shuttles were analyzed 
as added trips. 
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Microtransit 

Page C-2 of the IBEC Report states that the TDM-9 strategy will deliver 66 employees and 180 
attendees on event days using microtransit It is unclear if these are the same 66 employees for 
TDM-5 or TDM-6, both of which include the same number of employees. 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of microtransit, more detail needs to be included in the I BEC 
Report, including how the service will attract ridership, how the routes are defined, and how the 
service can meet schedules during peak commute hours with concurrent events at adjacent 
venues. 

The trip generation section of the IBEC Report does not indicate if these shuttles were analyzed 
as added trips. 

VMT 

The IBEC Report states that VMTwill be reduced by moving locations from a dense urban, transit
rich environment to a remote location lacking employee centers, accessible transit, and transit
oriented developments. 

On the surface, the statement that this relocation will reduce VMT is not supported by the 
statistics. 

For instance, the demographics for STAPLES Center ticket purchases provided in the I BEC 
Report (page D-12) are derived from zip-code tracking, which typically captures the home address 
of the purchaser (not the location from which the purchaser will travel to the event). 

The IBEC Report ignores the fact that, with millions of square feet of adjacent office space and 
thousands of nearby hotel rooms within walking distance of the STAPLES Center, those patrons 
who work/visit within that sphere have significantly more options to travel to that venue than they 
would in Inglewood. Ticket holders who work/stay in nearby locations can walk or take transit to 
the front door of STAPLES Center without getting into a personal vehicle and driving to an event. 

To test this, a Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) model was prepared for 
estimating the VMT at the STAPLES Center. The base results are provided in Table 8. 

TABLE 8 -VEHICLE MILES TRAVELED 

Average VMT* 

NIGHT 
location 

AM MID PM I EVE 
i 

STAPLESCenter 10.66 11.56 12.18 I 8.16 8.25 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l--------------------------------------------------------------

IBEC Arena I 11.39 12.10 12.72 I 9.99 9.78 
i i 

___ 1_~-=~=-~-~-=--i-~---~-f\,'1-~----------------------------------------'----------~-:.!.: __________ ---------~-::.~---------- ----------~-:.:.~-------J·-----~-:-~-~------- -------------~-:.:.~------------
*source: SCAG Model for STAPLES Center, manually adjusted for IBEC Arena 
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A manual adjustment of the STAPLES Center VMT output discounted those data points within 
2.0 miles of the venue to reflect the dynamic loss from relocating outside the dense urban sphere. 
The results show that VMT will increase in all peak periods. In other words, by moving to 
Inglewood, the round trip VMT will almost certainly increase over the existing VMT at STAPLES 
Center. 

Trip Generation Rates 

The IBEC Report does not provide trip generation rates for all on-site components, particularly 
those generating the highest volume of traffic. In order to reveal the rates used for these 
components, the undisclosed rates were reverse-calculated using the IBEC Report's resulting trip 
generation and the estimated volume of employees/guests. 

The trips applied to the Management & Operations component revealed a rate of 1.13 trips per 
employee (275 employees). Compared to the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) rates for 
a "corporate headquarters office building" at 2.31 per employee, the IBEC Report assumes 50% 
fewer trips than a similar use but does not defend that reduced base rate. 

This 1.13 per employee rate means that for every two employees, one of them is not driving (or 
a 2.0 AVR), which is not supported by the IBEC Report's own estimate (Table 3, page D-9) that 
95% of employees drive to work. The rate ignores the potential for employees to leave the site for 
lunch or meetings and that neither visitors nor deliveries are generated by this use. 

Similarly, the Team Practice & Training Facility assumes 1.0 trip per employee (for 54 employees), 
which would also mean that 50% are either carpooling or taking alternative modes of 
transportation, contradicting the 95% solo-driver attribute within the IBEC Report. On top of this 
rate, with TOM factored in, the study takes an additional 5% reduction. 

Using the IBEC Report's own statistics, the rate for both the Management & Operations and the 
Team & Training Facility should be set closer to the corporate office rate, even if 5% use "other 
transport," and that rate would then account for visitors, deliveries, lunchtime and meeting traveL 

Application of a more realistic rate for these uses would nearly double those components' base 
traffic totals in the I BEC Report. 

Where the I BEC Report does publish the ITE rates, these were compared to the source and found 
that the IBEC Report underestimates the trip generation for the Sports Medicine Clinic (Table D-
2, page D-6 for Land Use Code 630). The rate used in the study is 30.18/per 1000 square feet 
(ksf); however, the published ITE rate is 38.16/ksf. 

Recalculating this rate on 25,000 sf results in 199.5 trips per day. Based on 260 weekdays in a 
year, this underestimates base trips by 51,870 trips/year for this use. By making this single change 
to the trip generation, the overall TDM reduction calculates to 14.96% -- thus, missing the required 
15% legislation target. 

No documentation is provided to support the values for pass-by and internal capture rates that 
reduce gross traffic volumes, which makes replicating the data impossible. Full disclosure of all 
rates and calculations are needed to provide an accurate analysis of assumptions. 
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Table 9 uses the base assumptions from the IBEC Report, and adjusts the rates based on the 
discussion above. The resulting base trip generation calculates to 3,605,922. 

In comparison to the base traffic generation in the IBEC Report (Table 2, page D-6; and Table 7, 
page D-16), which reports 3,503,351, the report is underestimating the initial traffic by 102,571 
yearly trips. 
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Land Use 

TABLE 9 - PROJECT TRIP GENERATION ESTIMATES (REVISED) 

!TE 
Rate 

Unit Vlfeekday I Vlfeekend I 
i i t'-JOTES: 

Event Uses 

Arena Employees NIA 

t\J/A 

per employee 

per guest 

-------------1·--3·2·------------1-------------1·:-32·-----------1 Reverse ca I cu I ated (not sh own) 

Arena Guests 

Ancillary Uses 

Management & Operations 714 

Reverse calculated (not shown) 

per employee r---2-.3-1 _ __,_i --0-.0-0---<I Study used 1.13 (weekday) 
--------------------------------------t------------------------------------1 

0.94 0.87 

Team Practice & Training 714 per employee 2.31 i 0.00 ! Study used 1.00 (weekday) 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1------------------------------------i ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------

Sports Medicine Clinic 630 per ksf 38.16 ! 0.00 ! Rate in report used 30.18 

Community Space 495 per ksf 28.82 0.00 

Quality Restaurant 931 per ksf 83.84 , 90.04 i 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1-------------------------------------: 

CoffeeShop 930 perksf 315.17 ! 318.62 ! 
---------------F-~~t--C~-~~-~i--R-~~t~-~-~~-~-t------------- ----------·-930·---------- ------------------;;-~-~--k~f------------------ ----------3·1·5·.--1·7·-------r------·31-·a:-52·--------1 

Team Store (Retail) SANDAG per ksf 40.00 40.00 

TRIP GENERATION ESTIMATES 

Land Use 

EVENT USES 

Arena Employees 

(events x employees) 

Arena Guests 

(events x guests) 

Management & Operations 

Team Practice & Training 

Sports Medicine Clinic 

Community Space 

Restaurant/Bar+Lounge 

Coffee Shop 

Quick Service (Fast Casual) 

Team Store (Retail) 

Other Retail (Retail) 

Business Hotel 

Size 

~~IA 112,240 

~~IA 1,882,000 

~~IA 275 

NIA 54 

630 25 

495 15 

931 15.00 

930 5 

930 4.00 

Sandag 7.00 

Sandag 17.0 

312 150.0 

TOTAL GROSS PROJECT TRIPS 

Vlfeekday Vlfeekend 

e/yr 68,955 43,285 

g/yr 1,145,000 737,000 

empl 635 0 

empl 125 0 

ksf 954 0 

ksf 432 0 

ksf 1,258 1,351 

ksf 1,576 1,593 

ksf 1,261 1,274 

ksf 280 280 

ksf 680 680 

rm 603 869 

260 

91,364 

1,075,784 

165, 165 

32,432 

248,040 

112,398 

326,976 

409,721 

327,860 

72,800 

176,800 

156,780 

TOTAL NET PROJECT TRIPS (USING IBEC REPORT PASSBY/!NTERNAL CAPTURE VALUES) 

105 

57,260 

642,664 

0 

0 

0 

0 

141,813 

167,276 

133,820 

29,400 

71,400 

91, 193 

148,624 

1,718,448 

165,165 

32,432 

248,040 

112,398 

468,789 

576.997 

461,680 

102,200 

248,200 

247,973 
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The New Automobility: Lyft, Uber 
and the Future of American Cities 

(Schaller Consulting, July 25, 2018) 
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This report was prepared by Bruce Schaller, Principal ot Schaller Consulting. An expert on issues surrounding 
the rise of new mobility services in rnajor U.S. cities, Mr. Schaller served as Deputy Comrnissioner for Traffic and 
Planning at the New York City Department of Transportation and Policy Director at the NYC Taxi and Limousine 
Commission, and has consulted on transportation policy across the United States. He is the author of the 
February 20"17 report, "Unsustainable? The Growth of App-Based Ride Services and Traffic, Travel and the 
Future of New York City," and co-author of a 2015 National Academy of Sciences report on emerging mobility 
providers. He also served as an Advisor for the City of New York's study of for-hire vehicle issues. He has been 
called "a prominent transpor1ation expert" (New York Times), "a widely acknowledged expert" on issues related 
to taxis, Uber and Lyft (Politico) and a "nationally recognized expert" on for-hire transportation issues 
(Washington Post). Mr. Schaller has published extensively in peer-reviewed academic journals including 
Transport Policy, Transportation and the Journal of Public Transportation. 

This report was researched and written by Mr. Schaller to further public understanding and discussion ot the role 
that app-based ride services and other vehicle-for-hire services can and should play in furthering urban mobility. 
safety and environmental goals. 
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WHO'S WHO - FOR-HIRE GROUND TRANSPORTATION SERVICES 

Taxicabs 

" Until TNCs arrived, predom_inant provider of for-hire 

services in the United Slates. 

" Door--to--door service (not shared between strangers) 

" Fare based on initial charge, mileage and time 

" Trips arranged via street hail, taxi stands, telephone 

orders and son1etimes on-line or using sniartphone 

app. 

" Drivers treated as independent contractors, not 

employees 

" Vehicle may be responsibility of driver or provided by 

company 

,. Drivers pay a daily, weekly or monthly lease fee. 

lVIicmtrausit 

,. Shared-nde service m which passengers walk to a 

pick-up location. 

,. Via and Chariot are the largest companies in the US. 

,. Flat fores, typically around $5. 

,. Drivers usually paid an hourly wage 

,. Drivers are treated as independent contractors (Via) or 

employees (Chariot) 

,. Vehicle n1ay be responsibility of driver or provided by 

company 

Tnmsportation Network Companies (TNCs) 

" Sometimes called ride--hail or rideshare 

" Uber and Lyft are largest companies; other companies 

are in specific markets 

" Fare based on time and distance 

" Prin1arily provide door--to-door private ride service 

(not shared between strangers), e.g., UberX and Ly ft. 

" Also provide shared trips which pick up additional 

passenger(s) after the first passenger(s) board, (e.g., 

Uber POOL and Lyft Line) 

" Recently introduced variations on shared rides that 

involve passengers walking to a pick-up location (e.g., 

Uber Express POOL and Lyft Shared Rides) 

" Trips arranged using srnartphone app 

" Drivers treated as independent contractors, not 

employees 

" Companies charge a comrnission on fares 

" Drivers responsible for providing their vehicle 

OTHER DEFINITIONS 

Trips, riders ami ridership 
,. For bus, rail, \Aralk and bike trips, these terms refer to one 

person traveling between two points except that, for bus 

and rail each boarding is counted separately. A trip 

involving a transfer frorn bus to Metro is thus counted as 

two riders and two trips. 

,. For personal auto, TNC and taxi, "riders" and 

"ridership" means one person making one trip between 

two points. "Trips" refers lo vehicle trips. Two people 

traveling together in an auto, Tl·~C or taxi count as two 

riders but as one trip. 

Personal Pehide (or personal auto) 
,. 1viotor vehicle owned or leased by individuals or 

households, e.g., "the family car." Does not include taxis 

or TNCs. 

A DA Fam.tmnsh 
,. Transportation for people with disabilities who are 

unable to use the regular, fixed route rail and bus service. 

" Usually a door--to-door service using vans and/ or 

sedans. 

" Trips am generally arranged in advance. 

,. Transit agencies are mandated to provide ADA 

paratransit service by the federal An1ericans 1Nith 

Disabilities Act (ADA). 

,. The service is typically provided by private companies 

under contract with the local transit agency. 
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Executive Sun1mary 

Muninpal and civK officials m cities across the country are 

grappling wilh how to respond lo the unexpected arrival and 

rapid growth of new mobility services. These include ride 

services such as Uber and Lyft (also called Transportation 

Network Companies, or TNCs), "rnicrotransit" con1panies such 

as Via and Chariot and morn recently dockless bikeshare and 

dectric scooter offerings. 

Are these new mobility options friendly to city goals for 

mobility, safoly, eguity and environmental sustainability? v\Thal 

risks do they pose for clogging traffic or poaching riders from 

transit? What will happen when self--driving vehicles am added 

lo ride-hail fleets? 

\Nhile these questions am widely discussed, the information 

available to inform policy rnakmg is limited and often 

fragmentary. This report 1s designed to fill the gap, focusmg on 

ride services (TNC and microtransit), which currently produce 

the most far-reaching issues among new mobility offerings. 

This report combines recently published research and newly 

available data from a national travel survey and other sources 

to create the first detailed profile of TNC ridership, users and 

usage. The report then discusses how TNC and n1icrotrans1t 

services can benefit urban transportation, how policy makers 

can respond lo traffic and transit impacts, and the irnplications 

of current experience for planning and implementation of 

shared autonomous vehicles in major American cities. 

Key results, conclusions, methodology and sources am 

sum.marized belrnAr. (Additional details on methods and 

sources are provided in section 2 of this report.) 

TRIPS, USERS AND USAGE 

1) TN Cs have more than doubled the overall size of the for

hire ride services sector since 2012, making the for-hire 

sector a major prnvider· of ur·ban transportation services that 

is projected to surpass local bus ddership by the end of 2018. 

" TNCs transported 2.61 billion passengers in 2017, a 37 

percent increase from 1.90 billion in 2016. 

" Together with taxicabs, the for---hire sector is projected to 

grrnAr to 4.74 billion tnps (annual rate) by the end of 2018, a 

241 percent increase over lhe lasl six years, surpassing 

projected ndership on local bus services in the United St.ales 

(4.66 billion). 

Sources/ methodology: TNC trips and ridership based on published 
data on Lyft ridership and market share for 2017. Taxi ridership 
based on published data for 2012 and city-specific reports of declines 
since 2012. Bus ridership l>ased on American Public Transportation 
Association data. 

2) TNC ridership is highly concentrated in large, densely

populated metrn ar·eas< Riders are relatively young and 

mostly affluent and well·educated. 

" 70 percent of Uber and Ly fl trips am in nine large, densely

popu lated metropolitan areas (Boslon, Chicago, Los 

Angeles, Miami, New York, Philadelphia, San Francisco, 

Seallle and vVashington DC.) 

" People with a bachelor's degree, over $50,000 in household 

income, and age 25 to 34 use TNCs at least lwice or even 

three times as often as less affluent, less educated and older 

persons. 

SouJCes/ methodology: National Household Travel Survey; pul>lished 
TNC trip totals in Massachusetts municipalities; industry sources. 

3) TNCs dominate for-hire operations in large urban areas. 

But residents of suburban and rnral areas, people with 

disabilities and those without smartphones continue to be 

reliant on traditional taxi services" 

" TN Cs account for 90 percent of TNC/ taxi trips in eight of the 

nine large, densely-populated metro areas (New York is the 

exrnplion) and in other census tracts wilh urban population 

densities. 

" In suburban and rural a.mas, however, lax1s serve slightly 

morn riders than TNCs. The same is lrue in New York City 

(counting car services in lhe laxi category). 

" People with disabilities make twJCe as many TNC/taxi trips 

as non-disabled persons, bul laxis account for tv.ro-thirds of 

their TNC/laxi trips. 

" TN Cs account for only 13 percent of TNC/ taxi trips taken by 

those without a smartphone. 

Sources/ methodology: National Household Travel Survey. 
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ROLE IN URBAN MOBILITY 

l) TNCs added billions of miles of driving in the nation's 

largest metro areas at the same time that car ownership grew 

more rapidly than the population. 

" TNCs have added 5.7billion n1iles of driving annually in the 

Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, l\tliami, New York, 

Philadelphia, San Francisco, Seattle and \/Vashinglon DC 

rnetro areas. 

" Household car ownership increased across all large U.S. 

cities from 2012 to 2016, in all bul a few cities exceeding lhe 

rate of population growth. 

Sources/ methodology: Ivhleage based on tJip volumes (see above) 
and analysis of mileage increases from TNC growth from later in the 
reporL "Additional mileage" includes both miles with passengers and 
mileage between trips and nets out reductions due to TNC 
passengers switching from their personal vehicle. Household car 
ownernhip is from American Community SuJvey. 

2) TNCs compete mainly with public transportation, walking 

and biking, drawing customers from these non-auto modes 

based on speed of travel, convenience and comfort. 

" About 60 percent of TNC users in large, dense cities would 

have taken public transportation, walked, biked or not made 

the trip if TNCs had not been available for the trip. 

" About ·±0 percent would have used a personal vehicle or a 

taxicab had TNCs not been available for the trip. 

Sources/ methodology: Published data based on surveys of TNC 
users in the cities of Boston, Chicago, Denver, Los Angeles, New 
York, San Francisco, Seattle and vVashington DC and a siatevvide 
survey in California. 

3) TNCs are not generally competitive with personal autos on 

the core mode~choice drivers of speed, convenience or 

comfort. TN Cs are used instead of personal autos mainly 

when parking is expensive or difficult to find and to avoid 

drinking and driving. 

" The most--otten cited reasons to use TNCs instead ot personal 

autos mvolve expense or hassle with parking and to avoid 

drinking and dnving. Speed, cmnfort and convenience are 

ciled rarely or never. 

Sources/ methodology: Published results of surveys of TNC users in 
the cities of Boston, Chicago, Denver, Los Angeles, New York, San 
Francisco, Seattle and Washington DC 

SHARED RIDES AND TRAFFIC 

1) Shar·ed dde services such as UberPOOL, Uber Express POOL 

and Lyft Shared Rides, while touted as reducing traffic, in fact 

add mileage to city streets. They do not offset the traffic

clogging impacts of private ride TNC services like UberX and 

Lyft. 

" Private ride TNC services (UberX, Lyfl) pul 2.8 new TNC 

vehicle miles on the road for each mile of personal driving 

removed, for an overall 180 percent increase in driving on 

city streets. 

" lndusion of shared services (UberPOOL, Lyft Line) results 

in marginally lower mileage increases --- 2.6 new TNC miles 

for each m_ile in personal autos taken off the road. (This 1s 

based on the current rate of about 20 percent of TNC trips 

being shared.) 

" Lyft' s recently announced goal of 50 percent of rides being 

shared by 2022 \Arould produce 2.2 TNC miles being added 

to city streets for each personal auto mile taken off the road. 

" Shared rides add to traffic because most users switch from 

non-auto modes. ln addition, there is added mileage 

between trips as drivers wail for the next dispatch and then 

drive lo a pick-up location. Finally, in even a shared ride, 

some of the trip involves jusl one passenger (e.g., between 

the first and second pick-up). 

Sources/methodology: Analysis based on published mileage fm 
passenger trips and 1nileage between passengeJ trips and published 
data on rates of pooled Jides. 

PUBUC POUCV 

1) TN Cs and microtransit can be valuable extensions of - but 

not replacements for - fixed route public transit. 

" Pilot programs around the country demonslrate that TNCs 

and other private transportation companies can help 

provide subsidized services to seniors, low-income persons 

and some people with disabilities. 

" TNCs and other privale transportalion companies also show 

promise in providing subsidized connections to public 

transit services, e.g., taking comnmlers to rail and bus 

stations and park-and-nde lots. 

" TNCs and microtransit companies like Via can also be 

helpful in providing subsidized transportation for trips that 

are geographically dispersed. Trip volumes tend to be quite 

low, however, and unless there are comn1on ongins or 
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destinations like a transit hub, relatively fow trips are shared 

between passengers. 

Sources/ methodology: Published reports, news articles and personal 
intervie\vs. 

2) Trip fees, congestion pricing, bus lanes and traffic signal 

timing can help cities manage current congestion generated 

by increasing TNC trip volurnes combined with other 

demands on limited street space. 

" Stales and cities are generating valuable revenues for public 

transportation and other purposes from foes and taxes on 

TNC trips. 

" Other measures lo alleviate congestion can be valuable 

where there is public support and where competing needs 

for street space can also be accomn1odated. 

Sources/ methodology: Analysis of recent policies implemented by 
city and state governments based on published reports and news 
articles and personal interviews. 

3) If additional steps are needed to reduce traffic congestion, 

policy makers should look toward a more far·reaching goal: 

less traffic Key steps involve limiting low··occupancy vehicles, 

increasing passenger occupancy of TN Cs and taxis, changing 

commercial vehicle operations, and ensuring frequent and 

reliable bus and rail service. 

" Vl!orking toward a goal of less trafric means making space

efficient modes such as buses and bikes more attractive than 

persona.I autos and TNCs on key attributes of speed, 

reliability, comfort and cost. 

" Policies can include limiting parking supply and limiting or 

banning low-occupancy vehicles from certain streets 

(possibly based on tnne of day). These serve to discourage 

persona.I vehicle use in congested areas. 

" Policies can also increase utilization rates of TI\JCs and taxis 

so they spend less time \A11thout passengers and carry more 

passengers per mile of overall operat10n. 

" An essential additional element is providing frequent and 

reliable bus and rail servKe. Less traffic will make bus 

service more attractive and build ridership, creating a 

virtuous cycle of faster trips, shorter waits, easier transfers 

and thus broader accessibility. 

Sources/ methodology: Analysis of recent policies being discussed or 
implemented by city governments l>ased on pul>lished reports, news 
articles and personal interviews. 

AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES 

l) Without public policy intervention, the likelihood is that 

the autonomous future mirrors today's reality: more 

automobility,, more traffic, less transit, and less equity and 

environmental sustainability. 

" Tech companies, autornakers and others are currently racing 

toward an autonomous future that envisions shared, door-

to--door ride services weaning people from personal autos 

and combining the convenience of TNCs with the space-

efficiency of shared trips. 

" Today's TI\JC experience, however, calls into question the 

viability of the door-to--door shared service model. l\1ost 

Uber and Lyft rides are still pnvate rides (each traveling 

party nding by themselves) and the addition of pooled 

options fails to offset TNC traffic-cloggmg effects. 

" lTber and Lyft are investing heavily in options like Uber 

Express POOL and Ly ft Shared Rides that mimmize turns to 

straighten out the zig-zag routing that limits the popularity 

of door-lo-door pooled rides. Even ii sucrnssfo t these 

services are unlikely to drav.r people from their personal 

autos and will thus serve to add to traffic congestion. 

Soun:es/ methodology: Analysis of TNC service models and traffic 
impacts. 

2) Policy-makers should steer AV development away from this 

future starting today with steps to manage TNCs and personal 

autos and emphasize frequent,. reliable and comfortable high

capacity transit ser·vice. 

• Key steps are lin1iting personal auto use in congested city 

centers; requiring that TNCs and other fleet-operated 

vehicles use street space efficiently; and providing high

frequency transit service. 

CONCLUSION 

New mobility has much to offer cities: convenience, flexibility, 

on-demand technology and a nirnbleness lo search for the lit 

between new services and inadequately served markets. But 

development of ride services must take place within a public 

policy framework that harnesses their potential to serve the 

goals of mobility, safety, equity and environmental 

sustainability. V\T1thout public policy intervention, big 

An1erican cities are likely to be oven-v helmed with n1ore 

aut.omobility, n1ore traffic and less transit. and drained of the 

density and diversity which are indispensable to their economic 

and social well-being. 
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1. Introduction 

Uber and Lyft have become household names, ever-present m 

the news and on rnillions of smartphones and credit card bills. 

Yet accompanying their familiarity are many gaps. The 

business pages report the multi--billion--dollar valuations ot Uber 

and Lyft, but not how many passengers they transport. Patrons 

experience them as providing a welcome new n1obility option, 

but to w horn exactly? Everyone knows they are growing 

rapidly, but what is their role in urban transport. systems? News 

articles point to connections between TNC grmvth, traffic 

congestion and falling public transportation ridership, but what 

do these trends mean for public policy? 

This report seeks to add facts and analysis to the increasingly 

important public discussion of these "new n1obihty" services. 

The report focuses mainly on "Transportation Network 

Compames," or TNCs, also called ride-hail or somet.in1es 

rideshare companies. lJl,er and Lyft are the main two 

companies in the United Slates, available lo alrnost the entire 

American population, and the focus of this discussion. This 

report also looks at "microtransit" companies that pick up 

passengers along a route that may be predetermined or 

assembled on the fly by sophisticated computer algorithms. 

Chariot, which started in San Francisco, and Vm, which first 

operated in New York City, are the main tv.ro microtransil 

companies and now operate in about a dozen U.S. cities. 

After a review of sources and methodology in section 2, the 

report provides an overview of TI\JC ridership --- how many 

trips, who uses, for what. types of trips and where in sect10ns 3 

and 4. This profile uses a combinat10n of data sources to provide 

the most detailed and comprehensive profile of TNC usage and 

users yet available. Its main conclusion - that TNC trips are 

concentrated in a relatively small number of large metro a.mas, 

and that users are predominantly affluent, educated and skew 

younger --- will likely surprise fow readers. However, putting 

numbers on intuition does provide a few twists in the storyline 

and creates an important factual basis for the more policy

focused discussion that. follows. 

TNCs have recently begun to push back against the narrative 

that developed in 2017 that they are contributing to big--city 

traffic congestion and falling transit ridership. They say they 

are a con1plement. to public transit., not. its competitor, and point 

to t.helf heavily-promoted shared-trip options. The fifth section 

of the report assesses these claims. 

There has been much interest across the country in 

"partnerships" between TI\JCs and n1icrotransit companies on 

the one hand and cities and transit agencies on the other hand. 

Perhaps these private companies can truly con1plen1ent. transit 

services, or replace very mefficient bus routes, or reduce costs 

for services to seniors and people with disabilities. Pi lot. proiect.s 

are beginning to show the potential for creating public benefits 

that merit public subsidy- and the limits as well. Section 6 looks 

at the experience with these pilots and what approaches have 

the most promise for public benefit. 

The final two sect10ns of the report. examine some of the most

discussed aspects of TNCs and microtransit: what to do about 

traffic and transit impacts in big cities, and what they mean for 

a future in which self-driving vehicles are integrated into TNC 

operations. 

The ride services and public policy issues discussed in this 

report are evolving rapidly and leave many uncertainties. But 

after six years of TNC growth, the picture is becoming more and 

more dear. In the process, policy implications and policy 

options are coming into focus. Thus, it is lirndy lo be asking 

and putting forth at least preliminary answers lo the three 

questions that are the focus of this report. \Vhat' s happening? 

What does it mean? What should cities be doing? 
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2. Methodology 

Findings in this report draw on published reports and news 

articles and newly available national travel survey and TNC trip 

data that have become available over the last 18 months. 

Information from this range of sources is brought together to 

form a detailed picture of Tl'-JC operations and discuss policy 

issues arising from their rapid growth. Results are presented 

nationally, with detail for cities and metro areas where 

available. 

This section presents information on key data sources and 

methodology. Additional data sources used for specific tables 

and figures a.re referenced where results are presented. 

TRIP AND RIDE.RS.HIP VOUJMES 

The report presents total TNC trips for the United Slates and for 

groups of metropolitan areas. Estimates of total trips am based 

on 2017 ridership reported by Lyft (365 million trips) and Lyff s 

market share based on credit card transactions compiled by the 

research tirn1 Second l'vfoasurn.1 

Geographic breakdowns of trip volumes are estimated using a 

combination of sources. These include TNC trip counts in Nev.r 

York and several other major cities that TNCs provided to city 

or state agencies; results from the 2016-17 National Household 

Travel Survey (NHTS); and data from industry sources showing 

relative trip volumes for different size metro areas and urban 

and suburban/ rural popu la.hon densities. ln addition, data 

released by the Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities 

showing TNC trip volumes for 1vfassachusetts municipalities 

was used as a check agamst results from national estin1ates. 

TNC ridership figures assumes 1.5 passengers per trip, based on 

a customer survey conducted in the Boston area and NBTS data 

sho"vmg average personal auto occupancy for urban trips of l.5 

passengers (including the driver). 2 

Taxicab ridership was based on a Transportation Research 

Board report for 2012,3 cornbined with estimated declines in taxi 

ridership based on city--specific data where available, and news 

reports. 

USER AND TRIP CHARACTERISTICS 

The main data source for TNC user and trip characteristics is the 

2016-17 National Household Travel Survey (J'.JHTS). The 2016-

17 NHTS was the first national travel survey conducted since 

2009, and thus is quite timely for docmnentmg information 

about TNC users. 

The NHTS consists of an interview portion, in which each 

respondent answers a series of questions, and a travel diary, 

which captured details of each trip on a designated day. These 

indude mode, start and end times of each trip, trip distance and 

trip duration. A total of 264,000 people completed the 2016-17 

1-..JHTS survey, reporting 924,000 trips (all modes) on the travel 

day. Data are weighted to reflect U.S. population 

characteristics. 

There were 3,-±63 ''Taxi/Limo (induding Uber /Lyft)" trips in the 

sample. TNC tnps within this group were identified based on 

responses to a question fron1 the interview portion. This 

question asked how many TNC tnps the respondent took in the 

pa.st 30 days. For respondents who took one or more TNCs trips 

in the past 30 days, la.xi/limo trips recorded in the travel diary 

were classified as TNC trips. All others were assumed to be taxi 

trips. (Limos account for only a tiny percentage of all taxi/limo 

trips.) 

This methodology likely categorized some taxi trips as TNC 

trips, in the case of respondents who used both la.xis and TNCs 

in the pa.st month. However, the effect appears to be small, for 

two reasons. First, trip volurnes estimated using the interview 

question (TNC trips in the past 30 days) align closely with 

results from the travel diary. Second, the market shares for TNC 

and taxi trips nationally, based on the survey results, aligns 

dosely with national market shares from the estimates 

described earlier. 

GEOGRAPHIC CATEGORIES 

This report shows trip volumes and user and tnp characteristics 

for the United States, groups of metro areas and a typology 

based on population density at the census tract. level. The latter 

categorization is described here. 

Generally speaking, TNC usage is strongly related to metro area 

size and density. On a per capita basis, big, densely-populated 

cities have higher trip volumes than morn sprawling cities, 

which in turn have higher rates of TNC use than suburban or 

rural areas. These differences a.re generally due to differences 

in the number of households without a personal vehicle and the 
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cost and convenience of parking, both of which reduce rates of 

auto travel. 

The NHTS data files indude the populat10n density of each 

respondent's home address. To highlight the higher usage of 

TNCs in more urban, higher-density areas, results are reported 

separately for persons living in n1ore urban census tracts 

(defined as at least 4,000 persons per square mile) and for those 

living in suburban or rural census tracts (fower than 4,000 

persons per square mile). This cutoff for urban versus 

suburban/rural is consistent with research sho"vmg that people 

living in neighborhoods with more than 4,000 persons per 

square rnile lend lo see themselves as living in urban 

neighborhoods; conversely, those living in areas with fewer 

than 4,000 persons per square mile tend to see their 

neighborhoods as suburban or rural.4 

The urban category includes V!fl.ually the entire populations of 

large, dense cities such as New York, Chicago and Philadelphia, 

as well as the relatively dense portions of their suburbs. 

uUrban" census tracts also cover most of the population of large 

but less dense cities such as Baltimore, Detroit, Iviinneapolis and 

J\,1ilwaukee. In addition, there are numerous urban-density 

census tracts in sn1aller cities and towns, prin1arily in older, 

walkable residential neighborhoods. Maps of selected metro 

areas showing census tracts classified as urban is available al 

ww w. schallerconsu l t. com/rid eserv ices/ maps. 

To show differences in TNC usage rates in section 3, a three-part 

typology was developed based on population density and size 

of metro area: 

" Large, densely-populated metro areas (a group of 9 metros, 

listed below). 

" Large but less-densely populated metro areas (a group of 11 

metros) 

" All other metro areas combined with non-nlfc:tropolitan and 

rural areas. 

The first group is composed of Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, 

l\rliami, New York, Philadelphia, San Francisco, Seattle and 

\/Vashinglon DC. These metro areas and their central cities have 

high population densities and large numbers of no--car 

households and public transportation commuters. This group 

is intuitive as encompassing the country's distinctively large, 

dense, urban centers with a host of leisure and entertainment 

activities and multi-modal transportation systen1. 

The second group consists of eleven large metro areas that have 

al least. 300,000 people living in urban census tracts but fewer 

no-car households and public transit comnmt.ers and a generally 

less multi-modal transportation system than the first group. 

These am Baltimore, Dallas, Detroit, Denver, Houston, 

Iviilwaukee, 1v1inneapolis, Phoenix, San Antonio, San Diego and 

San Jose. 

lt should be noted that any list of metro areas aimed at capturing 

size, density and urban character is necessarily arbitrary. A 

larger list could easily mdude Portland (Oregon), Las Vegas, 

Riverside (California), Sacrarnenlo, Cleveland and Austin. 

However, the typology of these 20 metro areas works well in 

practice to portray patterns of TNC use across different types of 

urban and suburban land uses. 

The Appendix contains detailed data on each of the 20 n1elro 

areas and their central cities. 
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3. How Big 

Taxicabs for many decades served niche n1arkets rangmg from 

business travelers to lmv-income households without a personal 

auto. Cabs were usually readily available at airport taxi stands 

and downtown hotels and entertainment venues. But 

otherwise, service availability could be unreliable and wait 

times unpredictable, with wait times conunonly running 10 to 

15 n1inutes or longer. Using a cab was oft.en further con1plicated 

by the small-scale and fragmented nature of the mdustry, with 

different companies in ea.ch local market, ea.ch with their own 

branding and business practices. 

TI--.JCs changed all that. Lyft and Uber are now available to 

nearly all Americans. The srn:ne smmtphone app can be used 

throughout the country and internationally. PKk-up times are 

prominently shrnArn counting down the minutes until the driver 

arrives. Uber and Lyft. are 'Nell-known brands and deliver a 

much rnore consistent user experience than was possible for 

taxicabs. 

RIDERSHIP GROWTH 

TNCs' popularity has transformed the for-hire sect.or into a 

major provider of urban transportation service, rivaling other 

non-auto modes of travel. Figure 1 shows eslirna.ted TNC and 

ta.xi ridership over the past quarter century. 

TNCs are popularly assumed to have revived a moribund taxi 

sector. ln fact, taxi ridership had been increasing prior lo 2012. 

As shown m Figure 1, taxi ridership grew substantially in the 

1990s and 2000s, shmving about a 30 percent increase from 2000 

lo 2012, reflecting gn)wlh in population, jobs and tourism in 

cities across the counlry . .s 

Not surprisingly, as TNCs started to spread across U.S. cities in 

2012, growth in for-hire ridership accelerated, reaching 3.3 

bill10n passengers (2.61 billon TNC and 730 million taxi) in 2017, 

an increase of 140 percent from 2012. 

Uber and Lyft' s growth ca.me in pa.rt frorn traditional taxis. 

About 20 percent of the 2.61 billion TNC ridership in 2017 

represents a loss of taxi ridership, which declined by about 50 

percent from 2012 to 2017. 

TN Cs al so attracted people from rental cars, buses, subways and 

personal motor vehicles, with the result that about 80 percent of 

TNC ridership represents nel growth m the for-hire sector. 

Figure 1. TNC and taxi ridership in the U.S., 1990-2017 
(annual ridership, in billions) 
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Sources: See Methodology sect;on 

TNCs continue lo grow very rapidly. By the end of 2018, 

ridership is projected to reach an annual rate of ,J.2 billion 

passengers. At this rate of growth, for---hire ridership 

(combinmg TNCs and taxis) will surpass ridership on local 

buses in the United St.ales by the end of 2018. If current. trends 

continue, the gap will widen over t.in1e, given that bus ridership 

fell from 5.5 bill10n in 2012 lo 4.8 billion in 2017. 

GEOGRAPHIC CONCENTRATION OF TNC TRIPS 

As shown m Figures 2 and 3, TNC usage is concentrated in the 

nation's largest and most densely populated urban centers. 

" The nine largest and most densely-populated metropolitan 

areas in the United States accounted for 1.2 billion lnps, or 

70 percent of TNC trips nat10na lly. This in dudes 215 mil lion 

trips in the New York area and a total of 1.0 billion trips in 

the Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, 1v1iarni, Philadelphia., San 

Francisco, Seattle and \/Vashinglon DC metro arms. 

" 11 large but less densely-populated n1etro areas accounted 

for 171 million trips in 2017. (These 11 rnetros a.re Baltimore, 

Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Houston, Milwaukee, 1v1inneapolis, 

Phoenix, San Antonio, San Diego, and San Jose.) 

" The ren1ainder of the U.S. accounted for 344 million TNC 

trips. 
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Figure 2. TNC trips by metro area group, 2017 
(annual trips, in millions) 

Figure 3. Population by metro area group 

(population in millions) 

The 8 large metro areas are Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, Mianii, Philadelphia, San Francisco, Seattle and Washington DC nietro areas. 
The 11 metro areas are Baltimore, Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Houston, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Phoenix, San Antonio, San Diego, and San Jose. 

Sources: See Metr1odology section. 

The 9 large metro areas accounted for 70 percent of all TNC trips 

while having 23 percent of total U.S. population, indicating 

much higher usage rates than m the rest of the U.S. (See Figure 

3.) 

Furthermore, Tl'-JC trips are concentrated within the central 

cities and other census tracts with relatively urban population 

densities: 

" 38 percent of all TNC trips were in the center city of the 9 

large rnetro areas listed above. 

" 26 percent v.rern in urban-density census tracts (population 

densities over 4,000 persons per square mile) outside the 

central city in these 9 metro areas. Included in this group are 

cities that are separate from the central city such as Newark, 

Oakland and Long Beach, and higher-density suburban 

areas such as Orange County, California. 

" 7 percent were in suburban or rural areas in these 9 large 

metro areas (census tracts with less than 4,000 persons per 

square mile). 

The nine large metro areas have high densities of population 

and employment, large transit systems and a substantial 

nurnber of households that do not have a motor vehicle. They 

also have very substantial levels of entertainment and social 

activity and draw large numbers of business and leisure 

travelers. The combination of density, transit usage, relatively 

low rates of car ownership, and social and entertainment 

activity contribute to rnuch more frequent use of TNCs arnong 

their residents. 

The group of 11 large but less dense metro areas accounted for 

10 percent of all TNC tnps. Trips \Arere divided about evenly 

between the central city and the rest of these metro areas. 

Outside these 20 large metro areas, TNC trips were split about 

evenly between urban-density census tracts and areas with 

suburban and rural population densities. 

TRIP RATES 

Figure 4 shows trip rates for central cities, urban census tracts 

outside the rnntra l city, and suburban/rural tracts. Annual 

TNC trips per resident are far higher in the central city and 

urban portions of large metros than elsewhere in the country. In 

the central cities of the eight largest, most densely-populated 

metros (exdudmg New York), there were 45 TNC trips per 

person in 2017. Tnp rates were lower but still substantial m 

urban tracts outside the center city (17 trips annually per person) 

and much lower in suburban and rural tracts (6 per person). 
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Figure 4. TNC trips per person by metro area size and 

density, 2017 (TNC trips per person, annually) 

r'iew York area 
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TNC trips per person, 2017 

* In Rest of U.S., the .5 trips per person is for all urban-density census tracts 

(over 4,000 persons per square mile) and the 1 trip per person figure is for 

all suburban/rural tracts. 

Sources: See Methodology section. 

Perhaps counter-intuitively, TNC trip rates in the New York 

metro area are lower than for the other 8 large n1etros. This is 

primarily because taxicabs account for an approxnnalely equal 

number of trips as TNCs in the New York area. By contrast, taxi 

ridership in the other 8 large rnetros is approximately 15-20 

percent of cornbined TNC/taxi ridership. Using combined New 

York taxi, TNC and other for-hire services' trip volumes, trip 

rates for all for--hire services are similar in the New York n1etro 

area as in the other 8 large n1etros. 

In the next group of ·n large but less densely-populated metro 

areas, TNC trip rates are one-third lo one-fifth those found in 

the 8 large metros. 

The concentration of TNC trips in the core of just nine rna.jor 

metropolitan areas is quite striking. It underscores concerns 

discussed in section 7 about potential traffic and transit impacts 

of TNC growth. At the same time, it should be recognized that 

a substantial number of TNC trips in these large metro areas are 

outside the most congested downtown core neighborhoods. 

News reports have documented the value of Uber and Lyft 

service in sorne of these neighborhoods,6 although studies have 

also shown mixed results about TNC service in minority areas 

with relatively less transit service. 7 Equity issues are 

Table 1. TNC and taxi trips in selected cities, 2017 

(annual trips in millions) 

0 

DC 

Boston 

Seattle 

New York City* 

Manhattan 

2017 trips (millions) 
••··································• 

TNC 

45 12 

35 6 

20 3 

159 167 

66 106 

57 

41 

23 

326 

172 

Table 2. TNC and taxi trips per person in selected cities, 2017 

Trips per person, 

annually 

City TN Cs TNC+taxi 

San Francisco 86 93 

Washington DC 66 84 

Boston 54 64 

Seattle 33 37 

New York City* 19 39 

Manhattan 42 108 

Data are for central cities (not metro areas). 
*New York City includes both Manhattan and the other 4 boroughs. 

Sources: Faiz Siddiqui, "As ride hailing booms in DC, ifs not just eating into 
the taxi market - it's increasing vehicle trips," Washington Post, April 2.3, 

2018. Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities, "Rideshare in 

Massachusetts," available at https://tncsites.digital.mass.gov. Kelly Rula, 
Seattle Department of Transportation (personal correspondence), May 29, 

2018. San Francisco estimated based on intra··Manhattan trips reported in 

San Francisco Countv Transportation Authority, "TNCs Todav," June 2017. 
Author's analysis of ~HC Taxi and Limousine Commission TNC and taxi trip 

data. 

particularly important where TNCs growth comes at the 

expense of traditional taxi operations. 

UATA f'OR SELECTED CITIES 

TNC and taxi trip volumes are available at the city level for a 

few large cities. In addition, the St.ale of Massachusetts recently 

released TNC trip totals for all cities in Massachusetts. 

Table 1 summarizes the TNC and ta.xi trip volumes data for San 

Francisco, Boston, VVashington DC, Seattle and New York City 

overall, and for l\1anhattan only. (Like San Francisco, Boston 

and 'vVashmgton DC, Manhattan comprises the relatively small 

core of a large metro area and is n1ore con1parable in population 

to the other three cities than is Ne"v York City as a whole.) 
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Table 3. Trip volumes and trip rates in Massachusetts 

.......................................... 

Municipality ....................................................... 

~!:)St()0 l\;11\ 
Cambridge MA 
............................................... 

Somerville MA 
............................................. 

Brookline MA 

r-.Jl'O\f\Jt()0 l\;11\ 
Medford MA 

Quincy MA 

rV1~1ci~~rVIA ............................................... 

~Worcester MA 

~Everett MA 
.............................................. 

~f:IJ(: r~ l\;11\ 
Waltham MA 

cti~1~~~rVIA .............................. 

Lynn MA 

Lowell MA 

~r?.~~t{)n l\;1/\ 
Springfield MA 

)·································· 

~a\l\Jr{O ric~fV1A 
Salem MA 

Arlington MA 

Belmont MA .................................................... 

.................................................. 

TNC trips, TNC trips per 

2017 p~r.~?.0 
34,911,476 54.1 

6, 782,366 62.8 

2,727,951 35.7 

2,074,425 28.3 

1,051,030. 

966,710 

957,311 

906,043 

848,943 

775,773 

722,136 

711,420 

656,686 

549,822 

490,389 

433,885 

378,381 

350,752 

296,482 

258,133 

195,807 

13.3 

16.3 

10.3 

14.9 

4.6 

17.7 

13.6 

11.4 

17.5 

6.0 

4.6 

2.5 

4.5 

7.0 

r.Jl~lr.?~~ f'.11/\ ~?.~~~?.5.+ 

7.7 

4.7 

0.7 

0.7 

3.6 

r-.Jl'O\IV~~9f()r~MA 64,621. 
Fall River MA 

.................................................... 

Swampscott MA 

Marblehead MA 

59,477 

51,522 

43,184 2.1 

Sources: Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities, "Rideshare in 
Massacr1usetts," avaiiabie at https:/ /tnc.sites.digital. mass.gov, and U.S. 
Census Bureau, American Community Survey for city population. 

The number of TI·..JC trips varied from 20 million in Seattle to 75 

million in San Frannsco and 159 million in New York City in 

2017. (See Table 2.) On a per capita basis, San Francisco, Boston, 

v\Tashington DC and Manhallan have betv.reen 42 and 86 TNC 

lrips per person per year. (See Table 3.) 1v1anhattan is at the 

bottom end of this range, but that is largely because of much 

higher taxi usage in Manhattan. Combining TNC and taxi trips, 

l\fanhattan moves to the top of the list. (See Table 2.) 

Among cities m l'vlassachusetts, Can1bridge, Somerville and 

Brookline (in addition lo Boston) had al least 28 TNC lrips per 

person in 2017. (See Table 3.) Seattle is also in this range, wilh 

33 TNC trips per person. 

Figure 5. TNC trips per person and percent commuting by 
public transit, selected cities 
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Sources: TNC trips per person from Tables 2. and 3. Public transit commuters 
from American Community Survey, average 2011·-15. Data are for central 
cities (not metro areas). 

TNC usage closely parallels public transportation ridership. 

Figure 5 shows TNC trips per person in selected cities where 

data is available together with the percentage of residents in 

these cities who commute by public transportation (based on 

Census data) . 

As can be seen, cities with higher transit commute shares also 

have relalivdy high rates of TNC use. This is further indication 

of an overlapping TNC and transit cuslomer base. This 

relationship is nol surprisingly since TNCs and lransit draw 

from the same well of people who do not exclusively use their 

own vehicle to get around. (Note that the graph shows 

correlat10n between TNC and transit use. 1Nhether this 

correlat10n translates into TNCs bemg competitive with or 

complen1ent.ary to transit is addressed in section 5.) 
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4. Who Uses 

From their early days in San Francisco, Lyft and Uber have 

rapidly gained ridership by offering quick, convenient ride 

service in major U.S. cities. Closely associated with the 

popularity of urban lifestyles, their ridership skews urban, 

young, educated and affluent. Newly released data from the 

National Household Travel Survey (r·JHTS) paint a detailed 

picture of the demographic and trip characteristics of TNC 

users. 

The data presented here are for adults age 18 and over, for TNC 

and taxi trips in their home area. The relatively small number 

(about 10 percent) of TNC trips undertaken while out of town 

all day are not included in these data. 

Trip rates shown here are son1ewhat lower than in the previous 

section. This reflects m part differences in tim_mg; most of the 

l\JHTS data was collected in 2016 whereas trip volumes in the 

previous seclion are for 2017. Tt also reflects underreporting of 

trips that is conu11on for travel surveys that do not use GPS to 

track respondents on their travel day. 

AGE, EDUCATION, INCOME AND OTHER 
CHA.RA.CTERJSTICS 

Figures 6 to 8 show rates of TNC use by age, education and 

income. This section shows results for the followmg three 

geographic areas: 

" "Urban -- 9 n1etros'1 is for urban census tracts (over 4,000 

persons per square mile) in the nine large, densely-

populated and multi-modal U.S. n1etro areas identified 

earlier. (Urban census tracts are both m and outside the 

central city of each metro area.) 

" "Other urban" are census tracts with over ·±,000 persons per 

square m_ile outside the nine large metros. This group 

combines the 11 large, less-dense rnetro arms discussed in 

section 3 with all other urban-density census tracts as the two 

groups show sirnilar characteristics in the l'-ITHS data. 

" "Suburban and rural" are all census tracts with fewer than 

4,000 persons per square rnile. These include suburban and 

rural areas within metro areas and in non-rnetropolitan 

areas. 

These three categories illustrate differences across key variables 

of city size and density, and urban versus suburban/ rural. 

Figures 6 to 8 show that TNC usage is generally higher among 

younger, more educated and higher income residents. In the 

"urban - 9 rnetros" census tracls, TNC usage is highest among: 

" 25 to 34 year-olds, followed by those age 18-24 and 35-54; 

" Residents with a college degTee 

" Residents living in households with incomes of $50,000 or 

more. 

Older persons, those with less than a college degree and 

households v.rith incornes under $50,000 show the lowest rates 

of TNC use in the nine large metros. 

Overall trip rates are lower in other urban census tracts and 

suburban/rural areas as compared with urban residents in the 

9 large/ dense metros. However, the same patterns hold for age, 

education and income groups. TNC trip rates are highest among 

younger, more educated and more affluent residents. 

In addition, residents of very low--income households (income 

under $15,000) use TNCs somewhat more frequently than 

m_iddle-income residents in these areas. This reflects lower rates 

of car O\,'rnership in this group. 

Figure 9 to 11 show TNC usage rates by gender, car ownership 

and access to smartphones: 

" Across geographic groups, men are son1ewhat heavier users 

of TNCs than won1en, but the differences are modest. 

" J\Jot owning a car is highly related to TNC use in all 

geographic areas. Those without a car in their household use 

TNCs 2.5 tirnes more often than car owners in the "urban - 9 

metros" group; 3.6 times more often in the "other urban" 

census tracts; and 6.6 times more often in suburban and rural 

areas. 

• Another major foclor, not surprisingly, is access to a 

srnartphone, which is generally necessary to use TNC 

services. Figure 11 shows that very few TNC trips are 

reported by households without a smartphone. (The small 

number shown may be situations in which a person rode 

with someone who has a smartphone.) People without. a 

smartphone do, however, use taxicabs at a son1ewhat higher 
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Figure 6. TNC trip rates by age 

.W 

Figure 7. TNC trip rates by educational level 
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Figure 8. TNC trip rates by household income 
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Figure 9. TNC trip rates by gender 
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Figure 10. TNC trip rates by whether vehicle is available to 
the household 

Figure 11. TNC and taxi trip rates by whether traveler has a 
smartphone available to household 

Figures 6 to 12 show annual TNC trips per person, adults age l8 and over, for local 

travel (not out of town all day) 
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rate than smart phone owners. The lack of a smart phone likely 

accounts for higher reliance on taxicabs among non

sm.artphone owners. 

TNC AND TAXI RlDERSHJP 

Although TNCs have largely displaced taxis as the main 

provider of for-hire servKe in the United States, some areas see 

more of an even split in ridership between Tl'·JCs and cabs. 

Figure 12 shows that: 

• TI\JCs account for 90 percent of for-hire (TNC and taxi) trips 

m the eight large metros outside the New York area; 

• In other urban census tracts TI\JCs account for 80 percent of 

for···hire trips. 

• In suburban and rural areas, trip volumes are about the same 

for taxicabs as for TNCs. 

• There is also a nearly even split in urban census tracts in the 

New York area (most of v.rhich are in New York City). 

PEOPLE WITH DlSABIUTlES 

People with disabilities are more reliant on for-hire services, in 

particular taxicabs, than non-disabled persons. vVhile non

disabled people make 4.1 for-hire trips annually, people with 

disabilities make twice as many trips (8.2 per year). (National 

data only; sample size too small for geographic detail.) 

[)eople with disabilities are also more reliant. on taxicabs than 

the general population. People with disabilities take 5.9 taxi 

tnps annually, twice their use of TNCs (2.3 trips per year). 

TRIP CHAI:U\CTEIUSTICS 

TNC trips mdude a mix of trip purposes that typify travel by 

other modes. VVork trips are about 20 percent of all tnps, typical 

of personal auto use. The other major trip purposes are social 

and recreational trips and going home. Social and recreational 

trips are son1ewhat n1ore frequent in urban areas while work 

trips are somewhat more frequent in suburban/ rural areas. See 

Table·±. 

TNC trips typically travel 6.1 miles with a duration of 23 

n1inutes, implying an average speed of 16 mph. Trips in large, 

densely-populated metro areas lend to be somewhat shorter (4.9 

miles) and slower (13 rnph). Trips in suburban and rural areas 

tend to be somewhat longer in distance (8.7 miles) and faster in 

speed (20 mph). Table 5 show average TNC trip distance, 

duration and speed. 

Figure 12. TNC and taxi trip rates 
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Table 4. Trip purpose for TNC trips 

Urban census tracts 

Home 

Work 

:rr<Jf1Sp()rt S()IT1flonfl • 
?.{)l'!1~tr1irr~~1s.fl 
Total 

Boston, 

Chicago, DC, 

LA, Miami, 

NY, Phil., SF, 

Seattle 

metros 

41'% 

15% 

20% 

7% 

4% 

3% 

1% 

8% 

100% 

Other 

urban 

tracts 

100% 

Table 5. Trip characteristics for TNC trips 

Suburban 

and rural Total 

40/' /0: 

3i/b 

9% 

100% 

Distance Duration Speed 

Urban - 9 metros 4.9 23 13 

Other urban 6.1 20 18 

8.7 26 20 

6.1 23 16 
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These results are consistent with trip data fron1 several other 

cities and slates. Statei,v1de data for Massachusetts shows trips 

averaging 4.5 m_iles and lasting 15.4 n1inutes, for an average 

speed of 018 miles per hour. In New York City, the average TNC 

lrip is about 5.5 miles in distance and 24 minutes in duration, 

reflecting rdalivdy lmver traffic speeds. 

FOR-HIRE RIDERSHIP AMONG ALL MODES 

Alt.hough at. the national level the vast majority of lnps are by 

personal motor vehicle, TNCs and taxis have an important role, 

particularly for non-car owning households. 

Table 6 shows modal shares broken out for households with no 

car available, and with one or more cars available. In urban 

census tracts in the nine large, densely-populated metros, 5 

percent of all trips are taken by for-hire modes (TNC and taxi). 

Notably, the percentage is the same in New York as lhe other 8 

melro areas in lhis group. A sirnilar mode share is also seen in 

olher urban census tracts across lhe country. 

These figures show that persons living in no--car households rely 

on a mix of travel modes. Although they do not own a car, about 

one-quarter of their travel involves an automobile, whether 

gettmg a ride from a friend, TNCs or taxis. Among no-car 

households, TNCs and taxis account for aboul one-half of aulo 

lravel in lhe urban Nev.r York area; one-third in urban census 

tracts in the other eight large, densely-- populated metros, and 

one in eight aulo lrips elsewhere in the country. 

As would be expected, the picture is quite different an1ong 

people lJVing in households with one or n1ore motor vehicles 

available to them. In lhe urban New York area census tracts, the 

for-hire share is just 3 percent, dropping to 2 percent in other 

large metro areas (urban census tracts) and less than one percent 

in the rest of the United States. Walk and transit use also drop 

rn:nong these households, particularly in suburban and rural 

areas, where autos account for 88 percent of all trips. 

Table 6. Modal shares by whether household has motor 
vehicle available 

Mode 

Auto 

Bus 

Rail 

Taxi/TNC 

Walk 

Other 

Total 

Auto 

Bus 

Rail 

Taxi/TNC 

Urban census tracts 

Boston, 
Chicago, 

DC, LA, 

Miami, 

Phil., SF, Other 
~~y metro Seattle urban Suburban 

area metros tracts and rural Total 

HOUSEHOLDS WITH NO VEHICLE AVAILABLE 

4.6% 12.0"..{, 26.9% 35.5% 

7.7% 16.3% 18.2% 10.1% 

22.7% 9.4l/!1I 2.5% 0.3% 

5.1% s.2l/!1I 3.7% 5.4% 

54.4%. 50.8% 38.0% 33.1% 

5.5% 6.4l/!1I 10.6% 15.7% 

100.0% 100.0% .. 100.0% 100.0%I 

HOUSEHOLDS WITH 1+ VEHICLES AVAILABLE 

62.1% 74.4% 83.6% 88.1% 

2.0% 1.Sl/'O 0.9% 0.3% 

7.4% 2.8l/'O 0.4% 0.2% 

3.3% 1.7l/'O 0.6% 0.3% 

22.2% 

Sources: National Household Transportation Survey, 2016-17. Ridership for 
bus, rail and taxi/rnc are adjusted to match administratively-derived 
ridership for each mode. Auto, rental car, walk and other are adjusted by 
factor of 1.16 from NHTS based on average adjustment for bus, rail and 
taxj/TNC. 

Notes: "Urban" defined as census tracts with 4,000 persons/sq. mile or more. 

Rail includes subway, light rail, streetcar, commuter rail and Amtrak. 

Transit trips are unlinked trips (e.g., bus-to-Metro counts as two trips). 
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5. Better for Cities? 

The previous two sections of this report profiled trip volun1es 

and user and trip characteristics. This section and the next lwo 

sections address three questions aboul the role of TNCs in 

American cilies. First, are TNCs good for cities in the ways lhat 

TNCs currently assert? Second, what bendits do they bring to 

cities that public policy should consider supporting financially 

or othenvise? Third, i,vhat public policies should be considered 

to address traffic and transit trends related to Tl'·JC growth? 

The lasl section of lhis reporl lhen discusses implications for a 

future v.rorld of self-driving vehicles. 

TNCS' GOOD-NEWS STORY 

TNCs tell a good-news story about how TNCs benefit urban 

Arnerica. They declare lhat their cornpelilion is the personal 

aulo, not public transit. They say their services will strengthen 

urban transportation systems and their mission is lo make car 

ownership obsolete. They hope to hdp usher in a new era of 

multi-modality where most trips am taken in shared and 

environmentally sustainable modes including shared TNC 

trips, buses and subways. 

However, prominent reports and news articles published over 

the lasl 18 months have led to concerns about lhe rdalionship 

between TNC growth, worsening trafric congestion (see box at 

right) and nearly across-the-board drops in transit ridership in 

major An1erican cities. 

TNCs have pushed back against the narrative that they promote 

aulomobilily and unsustainably increase traffic congestion 

while also weakening public transporlalion. Each of the good

news claims thus deserve careful consideration. 

COMPETING WITH THE PERSONAL AUTO'? 

TNC nnpacts on auto usage can be assessed through recent 

research lhat has focused on large, densdy-popu lated rnetro 

areas where traffic and transit issues are most often raised. 

First, as has been widely publicized, surveys of Tl·'1'C users have 

consistently found greater impacts on public transit than 

personal vehicle use. The research summary on the next page 

shows results from studies conducted by academic and 

governmental researchers. Although the results vary somewhat 

by locality, lhe overall picture is dearly lhal mosl TNC users 

TRAFFIC IMPACTS 

TNCs added 976 million miles of driving to New 

York City streets from 2013 to 2.017. 
[Schaller Consulting 201B] 

"Ride-hailing is likely adding vehicle miles 

traveled in [seven] major cities." [Clewlov112orn] 

TNC usage increased vehicle miles traveled by 
85% in the Denver area. [Henao 2017] 

TN Cs account for 20-26% of trips in the [S.F.] 

downtown and South of Market areas at peak, 

"likely exacerbating existing peak period 
congestion." [SFCTA 2017] 

"Ride-hailing is adding new auto trips .. , [and] 

exacerbating congestion on the [Boston] 
region's roadways." [MAPC 2017] 

Sources: see page 17. 

would have taken public transportation (15-50 percent), walked 

or biked (12-24 percent), or not rnade the lrip (2-22 percent) had 

TNCs nol been an oplion. Consistently across surveys, aboul 40 

percent would have used a personal vehicle or taxi, with 

surveys generally showing about an even split between the two. 

Thus, the overall results show about 60 percent would go by 

transit, walking, biking (or not make the trip) while about 20 

percent would have used their own car and 20 percent a taxi. 

These results clearly show thal instead of ureplacing the 

personal auto," TNCs in large cities are primarily supplanting 

more space--efficient modes such as bus, subway, biking and 

walking. 

Survey results also detailed on the next page show the limited 

appeal of TNCs as compared with personal auto travel. The 

main reasons to choose TNCs over personal aulo are to avoid 

the cost or hassle of parking and to avoid drinking and driving. 

These motivations are consistent with trip data showing that 
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filfr111~11~1H1W! 
MODE TO USE IF NOT TNC 

Results from asking what mode survey respondents would 
have used had ride-hailing service not been available. 

UC Davis study of 7 large metros (4,094 residents of Boston, 
Chicago, Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco, Seattle and 
Washington DC areas) 

• 39% drive alone, carpool, taxi 

• 15% rail 

• 17% walk 

• 7% bike 

• 22% not made the trip 
[Clew/ow 2017] 

Boston area (survey of 919 Boston area residents) 

• 18% personal vehicle 

• 23% taxi 

• 42% public transportation 

• 12% walk or bike 

• 5% would not have made the trip 
[MAPC 2018] 

New York City (616 NYC residents; multiple responses) 

• 12% personal vehicle 

• 43% taxi or car service 

• 50% public transportation 

• 13% walk 

• 3% bike 

• 2% would not make trip 
[NYCDOT 2018] 

Denver area (300 Denver-area Uber and Lyft users) 

• 26% personal vehicle 

• 10% taxi 

• 5% other TNC 

• 11% ride with someone else 

• 22% public transportation 

• 12% walk or bike 

• 12% would not have made the trip 
[Henao 20171 

California: (208 California residents age 18-50 who use Uber 
or Lyft at least once a month; multiple responses): 

• 35% personal vehicle 

• 22% ride with someone else 

• 51% taxi 

• 33% public transportation 

• 19% walk or bike 

• 4% van or shuttle 

• 9% not made trip 
[Circe/la 2018] 

ruNt111ill~l~ll 
REASONS TO USE 

Results from asking why TNC patrons use ride-hailing services 

instead of other modes (personal vehicle or transit). 

UC Davis study of 7 large metros (4,094 residents of Boston, 
Chicago, Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco, Seattle and 
Washington DC areas) 

Use TNC instead of personal auto: 

• Avoid DUI 

• Parking is difficult to find 

• Parking is expensive 

• Often going to airport 

Use TNC instead of transit: 

• Transit too slow 

• Not available/too few stops or stations 

• Transit unreliable 
[Clew/ow 2016] 

Boston area (919 Boston area residents; multiple responses) 
Use TNC instead of other options: 

• 61% quicker than transit 

• 35% no car available 

• 23% parking difficult/expensive 

• 19% weather 

• 18% no available transit 

• 12% cannot drive 

• 9% multitasking options 
[MAPC 2018] 

Denver area (survey of 300 Uber and lyft users) 
Use TNC instead of other options: 

• 37% going out/drinking 

• 20% parking is difficult/expensive 

• 17% do not have car available 

• 9% cost 

• 4% do something while I am riding 

• 2% time (e.g. in a rush) 

• 2% weather 
[Henao 2017] 
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TNC trips are concentrated in dense urban centers where 

parking 1s most likely to be scarce and expensive, and show 

heavy trip vohu11es in the late evening when the bars let out. 

Notably, only a few percentage of auto users choose TNCs due 

lo convenience or speed of travel. TNCs are thus not attracting 

drivers on the core mode choice attributes of speed, reliability 

or comfort. By contrast, the main reasons that people switch 

from transit to TNCs involve these core attributes: transit too 

slow, unavailable or unreliable. 

In sum, TNCs mainly draw from sustainable and space-efficient 

modes. They show little appeal for the vast majority of auto 

trips which do not involve significant parking cost or the desire 

to avoid driving while under the influence. 

SUPPORTING MULTI-MODAL TRAVEL? 

There are clearly instances in v.rhich the availability of TNC 

service results in additional public transportation, walking or 

biking trips. One might take the train or bus to work in the 

morning, for example, then use a TNC for the late--evening trip 

home. TI\JCs can hdp people use a combination of public 

transportation and TNCs rather than renting a car when 

traveling out. of t.01Arn. They also provide va.luable access to 

transit service, as when people take a TNC to a major rail station. 

People can also combine TNCs, transit, walking and bike sham 

for different portions of a day's itinerary, as they am not 

tethered to where their car is parked. 

Sources used on previous two pages: 

[Circe/fa 20.1.8J c-;;ov21nni Ci:(.e!la, :·:a:zad Aierr:i, K21te Tk:di:,rnan .. Susan 
Handv, Patricia ?v'kJkhta:ian, ·''The i\doptio:1 of S~~ared ?v'~obLity In 

Caiifo:·T:ia and !ts Relafon~.hip \F.Jlth Other Corr:pnnents ofT :ave! 

Behavior/' !nsftute of T:ansportatio:1 Studies., U:1iv2rsitv of Cai1fo::1ja, 

fC/ew/ow 2017] Regina ft Ciewiow and Gou~: S~1ankar r._,1Jsh~a; 

"l::>:s,·uph1e Tmn<.portatinn: The 1\dootion, Utilizatinn and In; pact<. Gf 
Ride-Haiiing in the United States," Institute of·ro-ansportcitinn Studies. 

University of Cal1fornia, Davis, October ~~017. 

[Henao] Alejandro Henao, "Impacts of Ridesourcing---Lyft and Uber --on 

Transportation including VMT, Mode Replacement, Parking, and Travel 

Behavior," Doctoral Dissertation Defense, January 2017. 

[MAPC] Metropolitan Area Planning Council, "Fare Choices: A Survey of 

Ride-Hailing Passengers in Metro Boston," February 2018. 

lNAS 20.1.8] ~Jatnnal .1-\cackmie~. of Sciences .. Enginee(ng, and 

t\1!edlci:1e., Legal Con.sideratfons in Re!otion.ship.s Between Transit 

Agencies and RidesourcinQ Service Prov:ders 1 The f\fat!o~1al .Accide~ri1es 

[NYCDOT 2018] New York City Department of Transpnrtation, "NYC 

Mobility Report," June 2018. 

[Scho/!er 20~U{] Schalie:- Co:1suitng, "tvhki:1g Congestion Pricing \'Vo:-k 

for Traffic and T,·an<.it in NYC," Man:h :iorn 

fSFCTA 2017] San Fn3~1cisco Cou~1ty Transportat:on Authority, ''TNCs 

Todav/' .iun2 2017, 

These examples show that Tl'·JCs support a multi-modal 

network for some trips, enabling travelers to leave their car al 

home for the day. 

But one needs to look beyond individual examples to assess 

whether on TNCs' overall effect is lo support the goal of a mu lli

modal system by helping shift people from personal auto to 

more space-efficient and environmentally sustainable n1odes, or 

the opposite. The answer from survey data is quite dear. 

Overall, TNCs contribute much more to aulomobihty than lo 

transit or other non-auto modes: 

• As cited above, most TNC trips involve shifting from 

sustainable modes (transit., walking, biking) than from the 

personal auto. The net result is more driving mileage and 

less use of public transit. 

• Remarkably fow TI\JC trips are for the purpose of connecting 

to public transit. TNCs try to suggest the opposite by 

pointmg to a substantial number of trips that. start or end 

near a transit station. Yet those trips do not necessarily 

involve transferring to transit at that station; passengers 

could simply be going to local destinations near the transit 

stop. Research in the Boston area found that 9 percent of 

home--based TNC trips were used to reach a transit 

connect10n and 4 percent of trips returning home 'Nere from 

a transit connectlon.8 A New York City survey found that 

0.4 percent of transit trips used a for-hire vehicle to connect 

to transit and 0.9 percent used a for-hire service to connect 

from lransit.9 A national survey found that only 7 percent of 

TNC users combine TNC trips with public transit on at least 

a weekly basis, while 35 percent do so at least occasionally.rn 

Overall, then, while TNCs can be a useful part of a mullimodal 

system, 1ust. as taxis have been for many years, their growth has 

dearly subtracted rather than added to the use of transit, 

walking and biking which are the cornerstones of a healthy 

multi-modal system. 

REDUCING TRAFFIC WITH SHARED HIDES'! 

A now-defunct company named Sidecar was the first to offer 

door-to-door service using nonprofessional drivers. Sidecar 

called its service "rideshare" because its goal was to enable 

smartphone users to "hitch a ride" with people already driving 

for their own purposes between two locations.11 

'vVhen this new forn1 of carpooling did not catch on, Sidecar -

quickly followed by Lyft and Uber - switched to a service 

model in which drivers go where the customer wants lo go, not 

vice versa. 
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This taxi--like service continues to be the bedrock of Lyft and 

Uber's business. Their remarkable growth has been built on 

offering i,vhat customers view as a better version of conventional 

taxJCabs_ But w h1 le n1ost TNC trips contmue to be private ndes, 

Uber and Lyft are now heavily investing in irnproving and 

promoting their shared services. 

Their efforts have lifted UberPOOL to 20 percent of Uber trips 

in the major cities where it is offered, according to the company. 

Ly fl says that 37 percent. of users in cities with a Lyft. Line option 

request a Lyft Line trip. But the number of matched trips w hkh 

resu Its in lhe ride being shared is subslanlially lower (22 percent 

in New York Cily compared with 23 percent for 1.Jber in 

February 2018, lhe latest monlh available).12 

Uber, Lyft and others believe that increasing the number of 

shared rides will serve lo reduce overall n1iles of driving. This 

assertion has rarely been quest10ned, perhaps understandably 

given the intuitive appeal of the idea that putting several people 

in a car together will econom_ize on the overall vehicle n1iles. 

This assertion should be examined closely. If shared rides 

reduce overall driving, then shared rides could be effective in 

reducing congestion and deserving of supporting public policy 

act10ns. Conversely, 1f shared ndes are like private rides (e.g., 

UberX and Lyft.), and add to congest.ion, then pushing more 

people into shared vehicles will be ineffective in offselling lhe 

substantial increases in driving that occur wilh UberX and Lylt 

private rides. 

Fortunately, there is now enough publicly available data to 

determine effects on overall mileage. 

The starting point 1s to con1pare n1ileage impacts from private 

ride TNC service with using one's own vehicle, and lhen add 

shared rides lo the equation. Table 7 shows trip characlerislics 

for cities where data is available. The average TNC trip among 

these cities is 5.2 miles (similar to results from NHTS) with 3.0 

miles between trips. The latter figure includes 2.1 miles while 

drivers wail for their next trip and 0.9 miles to drive to the pick

up location. These averages are used to reflect typical TNC 

operations m major U.S. cities. 

The baseline case is a personal auto trip in which both lhe 

traveler and vehicle travel 5.2 miles. (See Column A in Table 8 

on the next page.) 

[)rivat.e ride TNC lnps also mvolve 3 additional miles between 

passenger trips for a total of 8.2 miles from a private nde TNC 

lrip. Assuming that the passenger is replacing a personal auto 

lrip wilh the TNC lrip, the sv.ritch increases tolal 

11111~~;1~•11~ 
RIDE SNARING 

"We think carpooling is very much the way of the future. 

Not only for our service, but we think the transformation 

of car ownership towards carpooling is going to be 

tremendously beneficial for cities, for the envirnnment, 

for congestion, pollution, etc" 

~Ethan Stock, Uber- director- of pn1duct for shared rides 

"You share a car with someone else, and it kind of feels a 

little weird .... and then the question of, 'when exactly 

am I going to get there?' are real friction points that we 

have had to fight, and that's why we are investing very 

heavily in this mode of transptxt." 

- Uber CEO Dara l<hosrowshahi 

"We're making a really strong comrnitment about shared 

rides. We're making a commitment that by 2020 .. 50 

percent of all Lyft rides will be shared . .,. We believe Lyft 

and shared rides are extremely complementary to public 

transit." 

-Joseph Okpaku, Lyft V.P. of government relations 

* * * 
This report: "Even with highly optimistic assumptions 

about shored ride adoption, TNC growth adds 

substantially to traffic in major U.S. cities.'' 

Table 7. Passenger miles and total miles for TNC trips 

Miles between Total Pct 

Drive to Passeri- miles per· miles 

-~-'3.~"..V.°.r..k..~i-~Y... 2.8 0.7 3.5 5.l 8.6 

Chicago 2.5 0.7 3.2 4.7 7.9 

San Francisco 1.4 0.6 2.0 4.1 6.l 

Denver· area 1.5 1.4 2.9 7.0 9.9 

.J.l:\l~.r~1':~ .... 2.1 0.9 3.0 5.2 8.2 63% 

Sources: Carolyn Said, "Lyft trips in San Francisco more efficient than 
personal cars, study finds," San Francisco Chronicle, January 5, 2018; 
Alejandro Henao, "Impacts of Ridesourcing-Lyft and Uber-on Transportation 

including VMT, Mode Replacement, Parking, and Travel Behavior," Doctoral 
Dissertation Defense, January 2017; and author's analysis of NYC Taxi and 
Limousine Commission Tr~C trip data. Mileage with passenger of 63% is 
consistent witr1 statewide California average of 61%; see Simi Rose George 
and Marzia Zafar, "Electrifying the Ride·-Sourcing Sector in California," 
California Public Utilities Commission, April 2018. 
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miles by 58 percent (See Column B.) Even if one allows for 

somewhat higher mileage for personal trips fron1 searching for 

parking, TNC lnps dearly result m higher overall miles dnven. 

The next column lakes account of the fact that most TNC trips 

do not replace personal auto trips. /\s shmvn in Table 8, TNC 

trips mostly replace transit, walking and biking trips; this switch 

creates entirely new miles on city streets. About 20 percent of 

TNC users in may>r U.S. cities would have used a personal 

vehicle if the TNC were not available, and 20 percent would 

have taken a taxJCab. (This distinct10n is important because taxis 

have cruising miles between trips, which is accounted for in this 

analysis.) 

Table 8. Change in overall mileage from TNC private ride and shared ride trips 

Private ride 20% shared 

(al! switch Private ride ride (switch Suburban 

from (switch from from auto Highly scenario 

Personal personal auto and and other 50"/o shared optimistic (90"/o from 

vehic!e auto) other modes) modes) (Lyft goal) scenario auto) 

Mileage 

Between passenger trips 0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 1.1 4.0 

Per passenger 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 7.0 

Shared trips 

Pct of all trips O"lo 001 /0 2(]% 5(]% 75% 10% 

Amount of trip shared 00;6 0% 52% 65% 75% 52% 

Pct with 3+ pax O"lo 0% 2% 13% 38% 1% 

Amount of trip shared (]% 0% 67% 80% 80% 67% 

Previous mode 

Driving 20"/o. 20% 90% 

Taxicab 2(]% 20% a;.{ 

T. ,. ". 
(l°;b . 6()0;6. 60%. 60% 10"/o 

. ................................. 

Tota vehicle miles per passenger 

UsingTNCs 8.20 8.20 7.62 6.46 4.14 10.61 

Using previous mode 5.2 5.20 2.93 2.93 2.93 2.93 6.30 

Change 3.00 5.27 4.69 3.53 1.20 4.31 

Percent change in vehicle miles 58% 180% 160% 120% 41% 68% 

Figure 13. Summary of change in overall mileage from TNC private ride and shared ride trips 
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Column C shows the effect of taking account of this distribution 

of previous modes: a 180 percent mcrease in overall mileage. 

[)ut another way, before taking account of shared tnps, TNC 

usage replaces each mile of personal motor vehide use taken off 

the road with 2.8 TNC miles. 

Taking account of shared trips modestly mitigates this large 

increase. Using typical 2017 levels of sharing (20 percent), 

produces a 160 percent increase in overall mileage. (Column D.) 

With sharing, each mile taken off the road is replaced 1A11th 2.6 

TNC n1iles. 

Applying these results lo the trip volumes for large, densdy

populated metro areas and specific cities where trip counts are 

available yields the following estimates for additional mileage 

due to 2017 TI\JC operations. These estimates assume that ·10 

percent of TNC trips "replace" auto trips (split evenly between 

personal auto and taxi), and the n1ileage figures m Column D of 

Table 8. 

Overall, TNCs are estimated to add 5.7 billion miles of driving 

in the 9 large metro areas. City--specific estimates range from 94 

million additional miles in Seattle to 352 million miles in San 

Francisco and nearly 1 billion miles in New York City. 

These estimates underscore the results of other recent studies 

finding that TNCs lead to increased rniles of driving in large, 

dense, multi-modal cities that account for most TNC tnps. 

Table 9. Estimated additional mileage from TNC growth 

TNC trips (M) Add.I mileage (M) 

7.5 3.52 

45 211 

35 164 

20 94 

159 976 

Additional mileage includes miles with passengers and mileage 
between trips and takes account of mileage reductions from patrons 
switching from personal vehicle and taxi. Does not include driving at 
the start and end of the day between drivers' home and positioning 
for the first trip. 

Individual cities are central cities (not metro areas). 

Sources: TNC trips are from Table 1. Additional mileage is based on 
4.69 additional miles per rnc trip from Column D of Table 8, except 
for New York Cit•y. Source for r~YC is more detailed analysis and 
results presented in Schaller Consulting, "Making Congestion Pricing 
Work for Traffic and Transit in NYC," March 2018. 

These large increases in miles driven con1e about because of the 

combination of several factors: 

" Fewer than one-half of TNC trips take a car trip off the road, 

meaning that most TNC trips represent entirely new miles of 

driving on city streets; 

" TNC drivers must drive to the pick-up location, and drive 

between trips, also adding to overall rnilmge; and 

" Only part of every shared trip involves multiple passengers, 

since there is generally some mileage between the first and 

second passenger pick--ups, and between the last and 

second--to--last drop--offs.13 

TNCs have said that thelf operations will reduce overall traffic 

as the use of pooling grows. Ly ft recently announced a goal of 

50 percent of trips being pooled by 2022. Results in Column E 

are based on 50 percent of trips being shared (more than double 

the current rate) and assume that a quarter of shared trips 

involve sharing among three passengers rather than just two. 

As shown in Column E, achieving Lyft' s goals would still create 

a 120 percent increase in overall mileage. 

Tt is notable that even in extremely optimistic scenarios, TNC 

grmvlh produces more miles of driving. Column F shows a case 

that assumes a very high rate of pooling (75 percent), many 

fower vacant miles between trips and much n1ore tim.e is spent 

with multiple passengers in the vehicle. The result is still a 41 

percent increase in overall mileage on city streets. (Column F.) 

These results make dear that even with highly optnnistic 

assumptions about shared ride adoption, TNC growth adds to 

traffic in major U.S. cities, v.rith potentially quite large 

implications for both traffic congestion and transit ridership. 

These results do not significantly change in suburban settings, 

even though for more people would have taken their own 

veh1de for the trip instead of a TNC. The one study that looked 

systematically at mode shifts outside large, dense cities was 

conducted in California. It showed that about 90 percent of TNC 

users would have driven their own motor vehicle instead of 

taking a Tl'·JC. Shared options generally are not offered in 

suburban settings, but assuming that 10 percent of trips are 

shared, the increase in mileage would be 68 percent. (Column 

G.) 

Figure 13 sumrnarizes the results of this analysis. In every 

conceivable case, TNCs increase miles of driving on city streets 

as wdl as on suburban streets. Even with extremely optimistic 

assumptions about how far TNCs can take shared trips, there is 

more mileage. 
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In areas where Tl'·JCs comprise a tiny fraction of traffic volumes, 

these increases amount to small additional traffic. It may well 

be worth the trade-off for greater mobility, particularly for 

people i,vho do not currently have access to a motor vehicle. For 

most places that TNCs operate, the added mileage may nol 

merit attention from public policy-rnakers.14 

Vvhere TNC trip volum.es are large, however, the increased 

trafric can be considerable and likely merits attention. Public 

policy options smtable to these areas are discussed in sect.ion 6 

of this report. 

MAKJNG THE PERSONAL AUTO OBSOLETE"! 

U..JCs have recently begun to boldly say that their goal is to 

n1ake the personal auto obsolete. Their vision for transforming 

the transportation system involves shared trips replacing most 

if nol all personal auto travel. They believe this will make for a 

far more efficient (and with self-driving cars, safo) 

transportation system. 

NEW AUTOMOBlUTY - PERSONALLY OWNED 
VEHICtES 

\/Vhile this report focuses on increased auto usage from the rise 

of TNCs, there is larger and equally important picture of trends 

in auto use in American cities. 

After leveling off or even declming earlier in this century, 

vehicle n1iles of travel (Vl'vff) has increased nationally since 

2011 y; Unfortunately, city-level Vl\rIT dala are not generally 

available. Vehicle ownership can be used as a proxy for vehicle 

n1ileage, however, as changes in auto ownership tend to be 

reflected in changes to auto use. 

Census data show that auto ownership has increased in nearly 

all large U.S. nties smce 2012 and in nearly all cases exceeded 

population growth. Table 10 shmvs thal the aggregate number 

of household vehicles increased in each of the 9 large, densely

populated cities as v.rell as lhe 11 large, less-densely populated 

cities discussed in earlier sections. The average increases were 

similar ·-- 8 percent for the first group and 11 percent for the 

second group. In all but three cities ('vVashington DC, Seattle 

and San Antonio), the rate of vehicle growth exceeded the rate 

of population gn>wth. 

These findings are consistent with studies showing increases in 

vehicle registration in the Los Angeles area and in \Vashington 

DC and New York City.16 

For this to occur, people who now drive themselves around 

town would obv10usly need to decide to switch over lo TNCs. 

But while TNCs see this 1s producmg benefits, the above 

analysis shows that the result would be catastrophic for cities, 

adding aboul 68 percent more mileage to suburban streets and 

nearly tripling mileage in large central cilies. 

Even if, as TNCs envision, most people used shared trips, 

central city traffic would still increase very substantially even 

under the most optimistic scenarios. The transformation 

assun1es that people would voluntarily give up the convemenrn 

of jurnping into their own cars in favor of shared lrips that 

involve walking lo a pick-up location and waiting for the vehicle 

to arrive. The evidence supports lhis assumption when they 

save on parking costs or avoid drinking and driving. Othenvise, 

fow auto users make the switch to today's TN Cs and are 

unlikely to do so in the future. 

Table 10. Aggregate Household Vehicles by City, 2012-16 

Aggregate HH vehicles 

Pct Popn. 

City 2012 2015 Change change change 

9 large/dense cities 

Miami 183,041 2.14,058 31,02.7 17% 10% 

Boston 218,573 252,757 34,084 16% 5% 

Seattle 397,873 443,564 45,591 11% 11% 

Los Angeles 2,050,488 2,233,585 183,098 901 ;O 3% 

San Francisco 362,}65 395,087 32,321 9% 5% 

Philadelphia 558,504 510,005 41,501 7% 1% 

New York 1,842.,155 1,951,502 119,447 6% 2% 

Chicago 1,114,784 1,182,970 58,185 5% 00/o 

Washington 228,918 242,512 13,594 501 ;O 8% 

Total 6,967,202 7,536,251 569,049 8% 3% 

11 large/less-dense cities 

Dallas 705,973 817, 739 111, 756 15% 6% 

Denver 408,493 472,271 63,778 16% 9% 

Houston 1,198,358 1,383,986 185,628 15% 7% 

Phoenix 838,147 951,352 113,205 14% 8% 

San .Jose 514,514 677,914 53,300 10% 4% 

San Diego 82.6,750 893, 72.5 56,955 8% .5% 
San Antonio 793,972 849,515 55,543 701 ;O 8% 

Detroit 279,563 298,618 19,055 7% -A% 

Minneapolis 219,583 232,}63 13,180 6% 5% 

Milwaukee 293,808 304,831 11,023 4% -1% 

Bal ti more 253,992 2.60,881 6,889 3% -1% 

Total 6,433,263 7,143,595 710,332 11% 8% 

Source: US American Community Survey. Data are for central cities (not 

metro areas). 
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6. Opportunities for Public Benefits 

TNCs' benefits lo individual users - fast, reliable and affordable 

taxi-like service -- have fueled their popularity and rapid 

growth. Their mostly affluent customers feel that lhe service is 

a good value for the money and are willing to pay the full fore. 

For some types of trips, however, the full fare is unaffordable 

but there is a public interest that supports public subsidies. This 

sect10n reviews the experience 1A11th vanous pilot programs 

across the country in cilies of widely varying size, where 

officials saw public benefits and contracted wilh TNCs or other 

private providers. 

Experience with these pilots is valuable in pointing to which 

approaches hold the n1ost pron1ise for larger-scale 

implementation, and how they can best fit with more 

conventional transit services]7 As will be seen, a central 

takeaway is that TNCs and microtransil tend to best fit where 

trips are thinly dispersed over a geographic area and in cases 

v.rhere users need to be picked up al their doorstep. 

UFEUNE TRi\NSPORTATION 

There is a long history of taxicabs participating in Dial-A-F~ide 

programs for seniors and persons wilh disabilities who lack 

access to a personal car or the financial means to pay for a taxi. 

Public subsidies are needed for patrons to obtain medical care, 

go shopping, socialize at senior centers, attend religious services 

and so forth. The policy rationale for these subsidies is the 

public interest in the health and well-being of seniors, persons 

wilh disabilities and other eligible participants such as non

senior low-income persons. 

Tl'-JCs have recently started to participate in these programs, 

sometimes alongside taxis and other companies that provide 

contracted transportation servKe, and in sorne cases 

substituting for discontinued bus services. Laguna Beach, for 

example, contracted with Uber to supplement transportation for 

senior and disabled passengers following curtailments of local 

bus service. 

The Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority in the Tampa and St. 

Petersburg, Florida area, conducted a two-year pilot with Uber, 

a cab company and a wheelchair van provider for on-demand 

tnps al night to or from work lo partinpants m an agency 

program for transportation-disadvantaged persons. 

After an mitial microtrans1t pilot involving the now-defunct 

company Bridj, the Kansas City Area Transportation Authority 

is using taxis in its RideKC Freedom program, serving older 

adults and persons with disabilities with same--day service 

scheduled through a mobile app or by telephoning a call center. 

Via is developing with the city of Berlin, Germany a van service 

that complements existmg transit service, focusing on late night 

and weekend traveJ.ls 

SUPPLEMENTING ADA PARATRANSIT 

Somewhat similar to this historically has been taxi participation 

in transit agency paratransil programs that are mandated under 

the federal Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA). Cost 

savings have been the main impetus for transit agencies to 

contract with taxi companies to provide ADA paralransil trips. 

In some cases, taxis sirnply substilule for paratransit vans, 

usually at a lower per-trip cost. In other cases, taxis are used as 

a back-up to handle trips for which there are no paratransit vans 

readily available. Taxis can also be provided as an option lo the 

regular paratransit vans and may be available for same-day trip 

requests rather than havmg to request a day or more in 

advance.19 

TNCs have recently started to participate in these programs as 

wdl. A prime example is the pilot by the Boston area transit 

agency (MBTA) that involves Uber, Lyft and other companies. 

ADA paratransit users are offered the option of using one of 

these three companies instead of the regular ADA service. They 

can make same-day reservations instead of having to call a day 

or more in advance. f'iders pay the same $2 fare and any 

arnount over $15 (making for a subsidy of up lo $13 per trip). 

Lyft provides a call center under its Lyft Concierge program, 

while lTber addressed smartphone issues by giving away 

smartphones to some users. 

Another example is the transit agency in Las Vegas, Nevada, 

which began a pilol earlier lhis year wilh Lyft to provide on

demand paratransil service. 

CONNECTING TO PUBLIC TRANSIT 

There has been a great deal of interest across the country in 

using new mobility services to complement available public 

transporlalion services. Among lhe rnost discussed are "first 

mile" and "last mile" services that connect the custon1er' s 
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starting point or final destination to transit and offering publicly 

subsidized transportation m areas \A11thout any conventional 

public transit. 

The earliest pilots in this area were generally in smaller tmvns 

where a mayor or lransil agency head championed the idea of 

piloting the use of TNCs or rnicrotransit. Pilots included "first 

mile/ last mile" services sponsored by city governments in 

Almonte Springs, Florida; Centennial, Colorado; and Summit, 

New Jersey; and by transit agencies in Pinellas County, Florida; 

Sacramento, California and Dayton, Ohio. [)ilols provided 

subsidies that covered parl of the Uber or Lyft fore for residents 

traveling to or from transit hubs and in some cases other local 

destinations. 

Several larger transit agencies are exploring the feasibility and 

value of vanous microtransit service models. For example, I(ing 

County l'vletro m the Seattle, 'vVashmgton area recently began 

serving flfst m_ile/last mile trips between con1muters' homes 

and transit hubs. The service was needed due to limited parking 

al Park & Ride facilities. Via currently operates a service in Kent, 

U.K., outside London, that serves mainly reverse-commulers.20 

PROVIDING SERVICE IN HIGHLY DISPERSED 
TRAVEt MARKETS 

Another approach explicitly seeks to use TNCs and sometimes 

taxis and other contract transportation providers where trips are 

too geographically dispersed to be served by conventional 

fixed-route buses. The idea is to design the service to go only 

where customers want to go, in contrast to fixed-route buses 

that. serve stops where there are often no passengers. 

One of the most widdy-publicized pilots is in lnnisfil, Ontario, 

a town of 36,000 about an hour north of Toronto. The city 

contracted with Uber to provide subsidized rides to key 

destinations such as a town hall/recreational complex, 

employn1ent. center, and regional bus slops and train stat.ions. 

Passengers pay $3 to $5 and the cily subsidizes lhe remainder of 

the lTber fore. Subsidies average $5.62 per trip, significantly 

lower than what the cily estimated fixed roule buses would cosl. 

Similarly, the City of Arlington, Texas contracted with Via to 

provide on-demand trips in a zone \Arithin the city. Piders pay 

$3 per person. Typical trips connect a regional rail station to 

employment centers and a University of Texas campus. 

In the San Francisco East Bay cornmunilies of Fremont and 

Newark, AC Transit tested a "Flex" service using ils mvn 16 

passenger vans and its contracted paratransit provider. AC 

Transit's overall objective was to address declining ridership, 

improve service quality and redesign its route structure, 

particularly in low-density areas that had seen a 20 percent. 

decline in bus ridership. The Flex service picked up and 

dropped off passengers at select bus stops where bus service 

had been discontinued. Two-thirds of trips started or ended al 

a BART station, so the program in large part funct10ned as a first 

mile/last mile service. 

The Orange County (Calif.) Transportation Authority (OCTA) 

planned to begin this month (July) a one--year pilot on--demand, 

rnicrotransit service. The pilot is being offered in two zones, 

each about six square miles. ServKe 1s being provided by Keohs 

under contract to OCTA.21 

Los Angeles T'vfalro is currently conducting studies with three 

potential private sector partners, Transdev, RideCo and Via, lo 

develop door--to--door rnicrotransit service.22 

'Nhile much of the media attention has been focused on Uber, 

Lyft and Via providing subsidized services, there are a range of 

companies and service modds available. Taxicabs and private 

transportation providers such as Transdev, Keolis, MV 

Transportation and Flfst Transit can play an equally or even 

more useful role. TNCs may not be able lo provide contracted 

service where federal funds are involved due to requirements 

for drug and alcohol testing. Taxis and private providers may 

have accessible vehicles where Tl'-JCs generally do not 

Government agencies may want to insist on being provided 

detailed trip data that. Uber and Lyft have often refused lo 

provide (alt.hough, not.ably, Uber is providing detailed lnp data 

to lnnisfil). 

Sorne of these arrangernenls also creatively split various aspects 

of the operation. Transloc and Via provide their software for 

others to operate a service. A Capital T'vfotro pilot in Austin, 

Texas used Via' s technology to dispatch contracted vans. Via is 

also working with the transit agency m Smgapore to incorporate 

on-demand technology to enable buses to be deployed and 

dynarnically routed on-the-fly in response to commuter 

demancP3 The Conlra Cosla County (Calif.) Transit Authority 

is using a Transloc technology platform to provide connections 

to a BART station. 

It should be noted that ridership on these services is lo"v 

compared with typical fixed route bus operations. Pilots in 

Livermore, California and Pinellas County, Florida and the 

initial AC Transit pilot averaged 40 lo 60 riders per day. 

Sornev.rhat higher, Uber provided 200 lrips per day in March 

2018 in Innisfil, Ontario, and Via served 350 trips per weekday 

Arlington, Texas this spring (ridership is now lower while the 

university is in summer session). 

'vVhere a new service replaced discontmued bus rout.es, 

ridership dropped. In San Clemente, California, for example, 
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where the city contracted with Lyft to provide rides along two 

corridors previously served by buses, Lyft averaged 70 

passengers per day versus 650 passengers on the bus routes. 

The same 'Nas lrue for the AC Transit Flex service. An AC 

Transit rnanager concluded lhal "on-demand transit carries 

fewer passengers per hour lhan even a low ridership fixed 

route." 

In sum, TNCs and microtransit and other services like Flex in 

the East Bay are n1ost dearly valuable where conventional bus 

service would not be operated because of some combination of 

low ridership levels and geographically dispersed trips. They 

can be valuable extensions - not replacements -- for fixed route 

transit. This is lhe conclusion of AC Transit slaff, which plans 

to use Flex to provide coverage in low-density areas and hopes 

to achieve savings that can be invested in high-frequency bus 

service elsewhere. This strategy helps reconcile sometimes 

competmg transit agency goals for ridership growth on the one 

hand and providmg wide geographic coverage on the other 

hand. 

Continued testing of varied approaches will help create a better 

understanding of where there can be a public benefit to TNC 

and rnicrotransit services.2'1 Among the n1ost pron1ising are 

those that n1irror tnne-honored semor and disabled services, 

and that reduce costs of ADA paratransit service. The use of 

TNCs and microtransil lo provide coverage outside the bus 

network is also promising, particularly ii it helps transit 

agencies focus resources on higher frequency where they can 

build ridership. 

Many of the pilots thus far have shown modest levels of shared 

tnps, although some have increased over lime. For exan1ple, 

shared trips mcreased in Inmsfil froni 10 percent lo 25 percent 

of trips between July and December 2017. The highest figure 

available is frorn Arlington, Texas, where rnany passengers are 

going between a regional TRE train station and a university or 

employment centers. The percentage of shared trips leveled off 

at about 60 percent. a few n1onths into the program - sim_ilar to 

Via' s shared trip percentage in New York City. 

As the Arlington experience suggests, there is likely lhe greatest 

opportunity for shared trips and resultant cost-efficiencies if 

passengers have a common origin or destination such as a 

transit station or park & ride stop. To the extent that shared trips 

lead to reasonably straight--line routes and attract growing 

ndership, these servKes may also build toward fixed route bus 

service. 

v\Thile there are clear opportunities for public bendil, there are 

also caveats that should be noted. 

First, making TNCs or n1icrotransit full--fledged parts of a 

government-subsidized transit systen1 will require that the 

servKe be available to all members of the public, mduding those 

without. smartphones and people who use wheelchairs. Pilots 

have shown how lhis can be done. Via and Lyfl have the 

capability to provide telephone reservations for their services; 

Uber plans to roll out its first telephone reservation option in 

lnnisfil later this yeaL 

For accessibility, several pilots use taxi compames that have 

accessible vehicles; the 16-passenger vans used for AC Transit's 

Flex service are accessible, and the City of Arlington made lwo 

vans (used in its paratransit prograrn) available for wheelchair 

trips. 

Second, while on--demand TNC and rnicrotransit service has 

benefits in that drivers go only where the customer wants to go, 

the servKe is nol necessarily n1ore convenient or reliable than 

conventional bus service. 

AC Transit found that Flex service ridership is 40 percent higher 

for trips originating at a BART station, where passengers can 

walk on without requesting a trip, than for trips going to the 

BART station. 

TNC and _m.icrotra.nsit services 

can be v alualJle extensions of 

but not replacernents for 

fixed route transit. 

In Innisfil, the trip completion rate was only 75 percent in 

November and December 2018, meaning that one--quarter of 

prospective customers did not receive service. lnnisfil city staff 

note that the service "may nol have the san1e predictability as a 

fixed route system." Pesidents are advised to leave extra tnne if 
they are on a lighl schedule. ff no driver is available, lhe city 

suggests lhal they request their trip again in a few minutes. 

VVaiting times average 8-9 n1inutes in lnistil and 11 minutes in 

Arlington, Texas, possibly greater than bus wait times for routes 

that run on a reasonably frequent schedule. 

As new n1obility evolves, there are also other considerations. 

These companies continue to show financial losses. Although 

lJl,er has claimed thal it is profitable in major U.S. cities, it is 

anyone's guess how fares will be affected when their investors 

insisl on a return on capital invested. 
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MOVING TOWARD SH/UU.m, SUBSIDIZED, STRAIGHT-UNE SERVICES 

Two key developments in recent months suggest that Tl'·JC and 

microtransit services are rapidly evolving into two distinct 

service models. One is the traditional door-lo-door private ride 

service long provided by taxicabs. The other 1s straight-line 

routes in which passengers are picked up and dropped off along 

lhe way, often subsidized by government, much like traditional 

buses and jitneys. 

1. Straight-line routing. "Rideshare" was supposed fill TNC 

cars with passengers; TNC advertisements conveyed this vision 

with pictures of strangers happily traveling together. The 

service model sought to con1bme the convenience of door-to

door service (like taxis) with lower fores. Over time, however, 

Uber and Ly fl found that the zig-zag routing of shared, door-to

door rides limited the appeal of UberPOOL and Lytt Line. To 

address this, the companies recently introduced services (lTber 

Express POOL and Lyft Shared Rides) meant to minimize turns 

and thus m_inin1ize in-veh1de time and the uncertainties 

expenenced \Arith pooled options. Users are mstruct.ed to walk 

a block or two lo a designated pick up location bul benefit by 

traveling a more dirncl route once in the vehicle. 

Via and Chariot used this model from the beginning of their 

microtransit services, picking up and dropping off passengers 

along a route. Via assen1bles the routes on the fly while Chanot 

uses designated stops that do not change from day to day, 

although vehicle routing may vary depending on where 

customers are waiting. 

This evolution toward straight--line routes that minimize turns 

shows the dose link between sharing and routing. As the 

number of passengers sharing a trip moves beyond hvo 

strangers sharing part of a lnp, it. seems imperative to straighten 

out the routing. 

2. Subsidized shared services. Government subsidies of TNC 

services began with relatively small local governments 

"partnering" with TNCs to provide trips to transit stops, 

downtown areas and so forth. Ivlicrotransit companies am also 

prominently involved with governn1ent. contracting, as 

discussed earlier 1A11th Via' s pilot. in Arlington, Texas. 

Private companies are also using these companies to subsidize 

conunutes to office or university campuses (examples include JP 

Morgan Chase in Columbus, Ohio and UCLA). 

In each of these cases, there are perceived to be benefits that 

extend beyond the person using them and thus likely beyond 

what users are willing to pay thernselves. The external benefits 

can be ernployers' avoidance of the cost of new parking garages, 

or access to a downtown labor force that does not want to drive 

to work Downtown businesses n1ay subsidize circulator bus 

service to increase accessibility to their stores, restaurants and 

entertainn1ent offerings. 

The external benefits in these examples are specific lo businesses 

who arrange and subsidize the service. But external benefits can 

also be guite diffuse, spread across rnulliple employers and 

other businesses. They also extend to the overall appeal of a 

city, helping to deliver people efficiently to walkable 

neighborhoods 1A11th a high density of employment, shopping, 

entertainment and dining opportunities. 

The diffuse nature of the benefits means that folly realizing lhe 

benefits of high-efficiency modes like buses and trains rnguires 

subsidies. Users by themselves would only pay part of the cost 

of a transit system geared to fully exploit the benefits that come 

with dense urban development. The rest needs to be 

underwritten by public funds. 

(There is also a converse side to this; external costs such as traffic 

congestion creale the need for public policy intervention, as 

discussed in Section 7.) 

The overall point is that on the spectrum of private to public 

benefits, some TNC and m_icrot.ransit service is movmg further 

toward providing dear public benefits that merit. subsidies, due 

to the external and diffuse benefits they provide. 

vVhat all this means for the nev.r mobility is lhat it fosl becomes 

part of a "public transportation" system involving shared, 

subsidized, straight--line transportation. The challenge for 

policy--makers is to guide this evolution in ways that contribute 

toward bmlding high-capanty networks that can provide 

maxin1a l societal benefit.. 
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7. Solving Big City Traffic Problems 

In the six years since TNCs first set up shop in San Francisco, 

their rapid growth has resulted in billions of additional miles 

on crowded city streels. This growth is not offset by reduced 

car ownership; in focl, car ownership is growing across all 

large U.S. cities. (See page 21.) Thus, as travelers substitute 

TNCs for the bus or metro, travel by shared modes including 

transit has dedined while automobihty - using cars to get 

around ··· has grown. 

v\Thile good for individual travelers, the result is 

unsustainable for big cities. Big cities thrive because of lheir 

dense concentrations of business, leisure and creative activity. 

Growing auto use works against the key ingredient of density 

to build economically and socially vital cities. The resulting 

tensions between the attractive benefits to individuals and the 

worrying overall effects on nties needs lo be addressed. 

This tension is most evidenl in cilies like New York and San 

Francisco where both increased traffic congestion and falling 

transit ridership am most evident. Some combination of 

traffic and transit impacts am also evident, or seem to be 

evident, in Boston, Chicago, V\Tashinglon DC and other big 

cities. Concerns are likely to intensify as TNCs continue their 

rapid growth. (TNC trips increased by 47 percent from 2016 

lo 2017 in Seattle and by 72 percenl in New York; in Chicago, 

lhe number of active TNC drivers in Chicago tripled from 

1vfarch 2015 to December 2017. '.'5) 

City officials grappling with this dilemma have taken or am 

considering a range of act10ns. These include incentives for 

shared rides, TNC lnp fees, congestion pricing, dedicated 

lanes for buses and bikes, and traffic signal and streel designs 

aimed at improving traffic flrn,,r. 

This section discusses the potential of each of these 

approaches to manage the proliferation of TNCs. In addition, 

this section discusses a framework for reducing the overall 

amount of traffic on city streets with the goals of improved 

mobility for everyone across different modes and supporting 

growth in population, iobs and tourism. 

STRATEGIES TO MANAGE CONGESTION 

Shared trips 

Uber, Lyft and some independent analysts assert that 

mcrnased adopt.ion of shared trip options will reverse the 

documented congest.ion impacts from TNC growth. 

Yet in the last six years, TNC growth has added 5.7 billion 

miles of driving in the nine large n1etro areas that account for 

70 percent of all Tl·'1"C trips. Growth in shared trips only 

somewhat modifies the trendhne. Overa l1 n1ileage continues 

lo increase because n1ost riders am shifting from non-auto 

modes (so them is no reduction in personal vehicle mileage); 

lhe added u deadhead" miles betv.reen passenger lrips adds 

driving even if the trip ilselt replaces a personal auto trip; and 

even then, only part of lhe ride is shared. 

Shifting some private rides to shared rides will not change the 

overall picture. Even 1A11th high levels of shared lnps, 

fonnelmg travelers from space-effinenl modes such as public 

transit, biking and walking, lo space-hogging sedans, SUVs 

and n1inivans is nol a productive strategy lo speed traffic. 

Some have suggested that while perhaps Tl'-JCs currently add 

to traffic, as they build their volume of shared trips they will 

attract predominantly auto users rather than predon1inantly 

people shifting from transit, walking and bikmg. This 

expectation runs counter to how shared services are 

developing, however. To allract customers lo Uber Express 

POOL and Lylt Shuttle (or now Lyft's Shared Rides), TNCs 

are now moving toward straight--line routing to minimize 

travel time. This shift means that users need to walk short 

distances to the pick-up location. They may have to wait a 

few mnmtes to be matched to a driver, and they may also wait 

a fe1A1 mnmtes for the driver to arnve at the pick-up location. 

This obviously makes shared trips morn and rnorn like 

conventional fixed roule transil service. There are valuable 

enhancements to TNCs like greater transparency and 

automatic fare payment. But it strains logic to expect that as 

TNC shared trips become more like conventional transit trips, 

this servKe will attract. morn people from their personal auto 

than has been the case up until now. It seems far more 

credible lhat TNCs will continue to attract predominantly 

non-auto users. 
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Another argument for why the future will be different than 

expenence thus far involves fares. The argument is that lrnArer 

fores 'Nill draw motorists to TNCs, first because shared trips 

are cheaper than private ride trips, and eventually because of 

autonomous veh1de technology. 

This might be the case where travelers are comparing TNC 

fares with the cost of parking ··· already a prime reason for 

drivers to use TNCs. Lower TNC fares might change the 

"breakeven pomt" for s1A11tching to TNCs. However, 

relatively few auto trips involve a parking charge 

(surprisingly, even in 1vfanhattan).~'6 Parking cost is thus 

unlikely lo drive many more motorists into shared TNCs. 

l'vloreover, the impact of lower fares will be mitigated by the 

fact that cost is only one factor in mode choice. Travelers tend 

to give equal or greater i,veight to convenience, travel lime, 

comfort and so forth. The popularity of SUVs and pick-up 

trucks testifies to the secondary place of cost (both vehicle 

purchase and gasoline prices) in consumer transportation 

choices. 

Finally, faith in shared trips as a solution to trafric congestion 

overlooks the fact that even if a fast and cheap shared ride 

service attracts auto users, il would also draw heavily from 

public transit ridership. The new users would continue lo be 

a cornbination of motorists, transit users and people coming 

from other modes. The result v.rould also be the same -

billions more miles, many on already congested city streets. 

Trip fees and congestion pricing 

In the most basic terms, the problem that big cities with dense 

job, population, retail and entertainment activity are facing is 

sirnply that TNCs combined with other users of street space 

are demanding more space than is available. This is the 

classic "tragedy of the commons," where herdsmen keep 

adding cattle to the common fields until the cattle lay bare the 

vegetation that sustains them. 

Economists have a ready answer for this problem. Economic 

theory holds that pricing scarce road space is the best way to 

address overuse of the public commons. The theory has, 

helpfully, been shown to work in the form of congestion 

pricing in London, Stockholm and Singapore, and with high 

occupancy lane tolls on highways in the United Slates. 

Sin1ilar plans have been proposed in New York City and 

discussed in other major cities. Experience with these 

proposals, as well as with trip shows the limits lo pricing 

strategies for addressing TI...JC-relaled traffic congestion. 

The most visible form of pricing is foes or taxes on Tl'·JC rides. 

Chicago, 'vVashmgton DC, Seattle and New York have 

instituted surcharges or taxes on TNC fares ranging from 

around 10 cents lo $2.75 per trip. These charges are valuable 

m producing revenue for transit or other purposes. They also 

start to establish the idea that TNCs are part of an overall 

transportation system in which cross-subsidies are required 

to make the overall systern best serve urban rnobility needs. 

B.owever, there is little expectation that trip foes or taxes will 

serve to combat traffic congestion. This is the case even in 

New York where the fee, whKh takes effect next January, will 

be $2. 75 per trip. 

Fees could be effective if set al a much higher level. A 

previous Schaller Consulting study estimated that a foe of $50 

per hour in Ivlidtown 1vianhattan, which translates to about 

$10 more in the cost of an average trip, would substantially 

reduce the number of TNC vehicles in operation. Bula fee of 

this magnitude is not under consideration and would face 

daunting political headwinds. 

Tn advocating for pricing approaches, some ana lysls argue for 

a more holistic approach that includes charges on all vehicle 

travel including personal autos, TI\JCs, trucks and so forth, 

paired with large investments to improve public transit.27 

This is certainly an attradi ve vision for the future of nties and 

should continue lo be pursued. Bul cordon pricing on the 

rnodel of London and Stockholm has never gone very far in 

American cities. Vehicle rnile charges have been tested in 

several states, but implementation seems even further from 

reach. 

ln sum, pricing can have an important role m addressing 

traffic congest10n, but obtaining public support is d1ffKult, 

and in any case, it 1s not a panacea. 

Street management 

Over the past decade, ma.jor U.S. cities have made major 

strides in nnplementmg dedicated lanes for buses and bikes 

and usmg traffic signal strategies and street designs to 

improve traffic flow, increase safety and prioritize public 

transportation. Another response to the pressures created by 

TNC growth is to redouble these efforts, especially with 

dedicated street space for buses and bikes. 

Both of these space-efficient modes greatly benefit fron1 being 

separated from the flow of general traffic. Bus lanes improve 

bus speeds, elim.mate the friction that normally occurs as 

buses pull out of bus stops and help raise the visibility and 

"readability" of bus service. Bike lanes improve safety and 

comfort for bike riders. 'Nhere physical separation is not 

feasible, distinctive markings and camera enforcement 

improves motorist compliance with bus lane restrictions. 
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Traffic signals and street desisrns can hdp speed buses and 

bikes safely through intersections. Strategies such as queue 

jumps for buses and holding back nght turns across bike lanes 

serve these goals. 

1v1ore broadly, traffic signal strategies such as adaptive signal 

control can ease overall traffic congestion by tweaking traffic 

signal lirning in response lo current traffic conditions. 

Trip fees, congestion pricing1 

bus lanes and traJfic signal 

timing can help alleviate 

growing pressures on the 

fixed a1nount of street space. 

But. ... 

Vvhile these are proven strategies to reduce congestion, they 

also have limits that should be recognized. Bus lanes work 

best where they can occupy a lane free from cross-traffic. 

Thus, they are ideal on lnnited access highways and along 

parks and walerfronls. In downtowns filled with storefronts, 

offices and cross-streets, bus lane design needs lo allow for 

turns by general traffic and for access to land uses. 

Another response to TNC growth receiving increasing 

attention focuses on busy pick.up and drop·off areas, n1ost 

notably at downtown entertainment and sometimes office 

districts. Croi,vth in TNC trips has affected traffic where 

drivers block moving lanes and bus slops. The goal of 

designated pick-up and dro1'>-off locations is to make efficient 

use of curb space, keep vehicles out of adjacent traffic lanes, 

and to minimize localized traffic impacts from TI\JC and/ or 

microtransit vehicles. 

Washington DC is piloting this approach in DuPont Circle, 

dedicating formerly on-street parking to TNC pick up and 

drop offs. The Dislricl set aside 60 spaces on Connecticut 

Avenue between Thursday nighl and Sunday rnorning lo 

reduce double and triple parking as bar patrons use Tl'·JCs 

and taxis to go home. San Francisco, Boston and New York 

are among other cities considering similar zones.28 In 

addition, San Francisco designated areas where Chariot can 

pick up and drop off riders, in part lo ensure that vans move 

out of traffic lanes lo do so, and in parl lo ensure they do nol 

block bus stops. 

These accommodations align with public policy goals for 

efficient use of roadway and curb space, effinenl bus 

operations, and to help people avoid drinking and driving. 

Pilots will help to show how well they nnprove traffic flow 

and safoty, and how much space is required for successful 

implementation. 

Policies for accommodating TI\JC and microtransit operations 

can also be integrated with a broader set of goals. Airports, 

for example, have paired allowing TNCs to enter thelf 

property to pick up passengers with lnp fees, to defray thelf 

landside costs, and in sorne cases more stringent checks on 

drivers or vehicles to protect public safety. 

Although these pilots are in their infancy, cities might also 

look toward leveraging their value to TNCs to minimize the 

number of empty vehicles in the congested "hot spots," by 

limitmg the nun1ber of unoccupied TNCs on these streets. ln 

. .. if traffic congestion 

ren1ains unacceptable, 

policy 1nakers should look 

to\vard a n1ore far~reaching 

goal: less traffic. 

addition, cities could require that companies usmg 

designated street space serve all potential patrons. V\iherever 

space on public streets is reserved to accommodate TNC or 

microtransil operations, these services should be expected to 

accommodate all members of the public, including people 

using wheelchairs and people who do not have a smartphone 

available to request a ride. 

STRATEGIES FOR LESS TRAFFIC 

The above strategies seek lo relieve the pressures lhal arise 

from TI\JC growth and myriad other demands on a fixed 

amount of real estate on big city streets. Each strategy has 

value and 1s worth pursuing, but it is also important to 

recognize the hm_its to the amount of traffic relief they can 

provide. 

In some cilies, the strategies may suffice lo support cily goals 

of mobility, safoty, equity and sustainability. Others may find 

that they need to do more. In the latter case, policy makers 

should adopt the more far-reaching goal of less traffic. F'.ather 

than trying assorted techniques to wedge more vehicles into 

city streets, the goal should shift to reducing the number of 
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vehicles. This means making spao3 .. efficient modes such as 

buses and bikes the preferred means of transportation on the 

core allnbutes that most affect mode choice, namely, speed, 

reliability, com_fort and cost 

Currently, TNCs are highly attractive to their affluent and 

generally well··educated customers for perfectly rational 

reasons. Aside from cost, the individual traveler has every 

incentive to use the least spacr>efficient n1eans ot 

transportation - TNCs are most often faster and more reliable 

and provide a higher level of comfort and privacy. 

The solution is lo flip the incentives by making space-efficient 

modes more attractive than personal autos or cars-for-him. 

\,Vith less traffic, streets and intersections can be designed to 

provide turn lanes, areas for picking up and dropping off 

passengers and for freight delivenes that improve safety and 

traffic flow. Less traffic also creates room to make cycling feel 

safe and cornfortable, as with separated bike lanes. Less 

traffic also alleviates conflicts between through bus 

n1ovements and access to adjacent land uses for other 

vehicles, a key design issue for bus lanes. 

The result 1s a strnel network in which all users - personal 

autos, buses, TNCs, microtrans1t, bicyclists and perhaps even 

people on electric scooters - can move safely and at a 

reasonable speed. 

Getting to this can seem like a daunting task But the rapid 

growth of TNCs is in a sense an opportunity. The resulting 

dogging of traffic has become an increasingly visible 

problem, putting in sharp relief the fact that cTO\A!ded streets 

do not have room for everyone to move about with their own 

car and driver and the need to make buses in particular 

compete with TNCs. 

The problem, to be sure, stems not simply from Tl'·JC growth. 

But the issue is not "who causes" (it is obviously a 

combination of TNCs and gn>wth in deliveries, construction, 

population, ]Obs, tourism and so forth). The issue is what lo 

do about it. 

Three strategies can move cities toward the goal of less traffic, 

addressing use of personal motor vehicles, growth of TNCs 

and commercial vehicles, and the essential role of high-

capacity transit. 

l) Discourage personal vehicle use in congested 
areas, 

This can be perhaps the most difficult of the three steps 

discussed here. The public has a very strong aversion lo 

government limiting their option to drive into even the most 

traffic-dogged downtown. This aversion 1s not necessarily 

because they 'Nill choose to do so (although some obviously 

will), but because they want to reserve the choice of doing so 

when the benefits of driving outweigh the inconveniences of 

traffic and parking cost and hassle. 

There are two demonstrated solutions lo this issue. 

The first involves parking supply. Ne"v York City eliminated 

parking requiren1ents for new residential conslruclion in the 

Manhattan business district in 1982 and limited the amount 

of other parking that could be built. The nurnber of public 

parking spaces decreased from approximately 127,000 in 1978 

lo 102/lOO in 2010. 

Constraints on parking supply con1bined with population 

and employment growth pushed up the cost of off-street 

parking. One survey found that the average daily cost for off

slrnet parking is $42 in New York City, v.rell above the figures 

of $34 in Boston, $30 in Chicago and $28 in San Francisco. 

Monthly parking rates are also significantly higher in I·..Jew 

York ($616) than in these other cities, which range from $265 

to $·±25 per month. :29 

Due lo the high cost of parking, only 11 percent of people 

entering the 1vfanhattan business district during the morning 

peak travel by car, while 89 percent travel by public 

lransportation.30 Notably, many drivers entering the CBD 

either are driving through (and am unlikely to pay for parking 

at their destination), or avoid personally paying for parking 

because they park on-street, find free off-street spaces, or use 

employer--paid parking spaces3l 

A proposal for a $20 or $30 lax to park in Manhattan would 

face even sleeper odds against adoption than congestion 

pricing. But a policy to limit parking, which has had the same 

effect, has met with no opposition. 

A second solution is to lin1il or even ban low-occupancy 

vehicles from certam streets at designated times of the day. 

Cars are banned frorn 16 Street in downtown Denver and 

Fulton Street in downtown Brooklyn, for example, making 

both into transit-only streets. Cars use parallel streets as an 

alternative. 

A related approach is to allow drivers to use a street to access 

local stores, offices and the like, but not allow through 

movements. Seattle, which is nearly the only U.S. city to show 

recent transit ridership growth, limits Third Avenue to buses 

and cars that are then required to turn al the next intersection 

during the morning and afternoon peak period. 
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In l'vlanhattan, this approach is also planned for 14th Street 

during the shutdown for repairs of the L line subway. lt has 

also 'Norked on Broadway, where dnvers are forced to turn as 

they approach plazas installed in the late 2000s in Times 

Sguare and Herald, 1vfadison and Union Sguares. There is 

lhus sorne aulo and truck traffic on Broadway between these 

lurn-off poinls, bul it is very light throughout the day. 

Either ot these approaches, or son1e combination, can be used 

to lnnit (while not charging d!fectly or eliminating) the 

number of personal motor veh1des in major congested areas. 

These steps can be tailored to specific goals and local 

circumstances - applying to short slreet segrnenls or enlire 

areas, throughout lhe day or for selected limes of the day. 

Over time, even limited steps to contain auto use are 

productive, yielding less traftk and opening up another 

opportunity to take further actions. Several European cities 

including Paris, Copenhagen and Amsterdam, have 

produced large drops in vehicle volumes through a long 

series of actions - none of which, notably, involved 

congestion pricing. 

2) Set space-efficiency requirements for t1eet
npernted vehides (e.g,, TNCs, taxis and 
cnmme:rdal vehides) 

The goal of space-efficiency requirements is lo keep the 

number of vehicles within the capacity of the street for free

tlow operation. Offering high-capacity transit, buses should 

have priority. As discussed above, personal aulos need to be 

limited. Remaining capacity could then be used by fleets 

which would be limited through caps or some type of space-

efficiency standards. 

TNCs and taxis represent a lrnAr-hanging opportunity since 

they spend approxnnately 40 percent of their lime between 

lrips. In congested areas such as the I'Aanhattan business 

district, lhis means there are an unnecessarily large number 

of empty vehicles dogging traffic, far more than needed to 

ensure satisfactory wait tin1es for the next customer to reguest 

a ride.32 Similarly, commercial vehicles often double park 

while making deliveries or plumbing, electrical or other 

repairs, also dogging traffic even i,vhen there may be curbside 

parking spaces nearby. 

The result, like the "tragedy of the commons," is that TNC 

and taxi drivers, delivery drivers and everyone else gets one 

thing they want at the moment (quick pickup, park across 

from the premise entrance), but al the increasing cost for 

everyone of how long it takes to move around town. 

Public policy has long tried to address these issues for 

taxicabs. Vehicle caps have been used for taxicabs for decades 

m major cities across the country. They have been applied to 

overall fleet size, however. Rather than reducing traffic in the 

mosl congested part of town, the result has been lhal cab 

drivers tend to concentrate in congested dmvntown areas 

where trip demand is mosl intense. 

A better approach is to limit the number of vehicles in the 

congested area (e.g., downtown, or an entertainment district) 

at any one time. 

The limit would apply to all phases of drivers' operations -

transporting passengers and lirne between trips. TNCs 

would have strong incentive to reduce time between trips and 

n1aximize time transporting passengers, as well as to 

encourage shared trips. Companies might alter dispatch 

procedures to discourage drivers from deadheading into 

congested areas when they are not needed. They m.1ght 

provide faster pick-ups to pooled than private-ride 

custorners. 

Another approach is to mandate passenger occupancy levels. 

TNCs typically have an average ot 1.1 passengers at any one 

lime, taking into account the size of the typical traveling party 

(estimated al 1.5), rate of pooling (assumed to be 20 percent) 

and amounl of time wilh passenger versus between lrips 

(approximately 60 percent versus 40 percent, respectively). 

Cities could mandate that TNCs average a higher occupancy 

rate. The goal would be to reduce vacant time between trips 

(now around 40 percent) and reach much higher vehicle 

occupancy rates. 

Commernal vehicles could a.lso be sub1ect to efficiency 

standards tailored to their operations. Much of the traffic 

impacts from comrnercial vehicles arises from double

parking to make deliveries and while repair or installation 

personnel are inside nearby premises. Cities could use in-

vehicle CPS technology to track where commercial vehicles 

are during the day and impose fines or other sanctions for 

vehicles that do nol use designated curb space for deliveries 

and other activities. Il would be incumbent on lhe city to also 

rnake sure there are adequate delivery zones for this purpose. 

3) Provide frequent bus service (and :rail 
service where available) 

High-capacity transit is dearly lhe backbone of any big-city 

transportation system. Only high--capacity vehicles create 

efficiencies in the use of street space that make possible dense 

urban centers with lively, walkable downtowns; a rich 

selection of ]Obs, restaurants, entert.aimnent and other 

activities; diversity of population; and intensive and 
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The overall vision is for less 

traffic and greater ease of 

nlove111er1.t for everyone 

regardless of n1ode for a 

grven. trip. 

inventive face--to-face interactions that make cities fertile 

grounds for business and artistic innovation. h everyone 

drives their own car to the city center, the need for parking to 

accomn1odate the cars would make in1poss1ble this density of 

jobs and activities. 

Less traffic on city slreets rnakes buses far more allractive 

lhan they are today - faster lrips, more reliable, and greater 

frequency even with the sam.e number of buses on the street. 

Attractive bus service creates a virtuous circle since the more 

people ride the bus, the more service a transit agency will 

likely put on the street. Il also becomes far easier to transfer 

between buses since the main nnpediment to transferring is 

uncertainly about wait limes before lhe next bus arrives. 

Easier lransfers allow for sirnpler roule slructures, since 

transit planners have less need to connect disparate trip ends. 

Simplicity itself is valuable in making it easier for potential 

patrons to find their way. 

* * * 

The overall vision is thus for less traffic and greater ease of 

movement for everyone regardless of mode for a given trip. 

kleally, a combinat10n of these steps would be implemented 

as a package in large geographic areas. Change does not come 

easily, of course, so it is valuable lhat these steps can be taken 

on a small scale as well. They could be put in place along a 

few blocks during select hours for special events (which is 

already often the case) or at peak nighttime entertainment 

hours, or during the n1orning rush hour. Officials can 

experiment, learn what works, show success, and create 

another virtuous cyde that supports expansion of these steps. 
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8. Implications for Autonomous Vehicles 

After years of development and testmg, several companies 

are operating truly autonomous vehicles in passenger service 

- vehicles without a "safely manager" who can intervene in 

case something goes wrong. Iviany of the early 

implementations involve shuttles that run short distances on 

fixed routes that can be mapped in detail, providing an 

opportunity for real-world testing and for the general public 

to experience autonomous technology.33 

Beyond shuttles, 'vVaymo is transporting passengers in the 

Phoenix area in fully autonomous vehicles that pick-up 

passengers who request a trip using a smartphone app. 

General ·Motors has indicated it plans a similar roll--out in one 

or n1ore ma1or cities, likely including San Francisco in 2019. 

Other companies are also likely to enter the mix such as 

Dannler/Iv1ercedes Benz, Aptiv and olhers.34 

\/Vhether v.rorking with lJber or Lyfl or setting up their own 

shared ride services, these companies are expected to use a 

TNC service model. They are also expected to deploy the 

service in dense urban centers where constant use will spread 

the cost of AV technology across many trips.35 

A critical and nrnch-discussed issue is whether this path leads 

lo a "heaven" or "hell" outcome, lo use the dichotomy coined 

by Robin Chase. In the "heaven" scenario, people rely on 

shared autonomous vehicles and expanded public transit; 

electric vehicles replace gasoline power thus reducing 

greenhouse gas emissions; and acres of surface pa.rkmg are 

replaced with parks, affordable housing and other active land 

uses. [n the "hell" scenario, autonomous veh1des mduce 

sprav.rl as people are less concerned about long commutes; 

miles driven and traffic congestion increase in both cities and 

suburbs; empty cars cruise city streets instead of paying for 

parking; and public support for bus and rail service erodes, 

leaving lower--income people stranded. 

Whether self-driving vehicles lead lo heaven or hell depends 

in large part on whether people want lo use shared 

autonomous services. A widely-cited travel model for 

Lisbon, Portugal, for example, found that traffic could 

increase by approximately 50 percent if travelers favored 

autonomous "regular taxis" that are not shared. On the other 

hand, the model showed a 37 percent declme in vehide

kilometers, and total elnnination of congestion, under a 

shared-taxi scenario. The latter, more heavenly, scenario 

envis10ned six-seat vehicles providing on-demand, door-to

door shared rides; eight-person and 16-person mini-buses 

that serve pop-up slops on demand and provide transfer-free 

rides; and rail and subway services continuing to operate as 

currently .3° 

Other travel models have found either large increases in 

veh1de n1ileage or large reduct.ions, dependmg on 

assumptions about which types of services - shared or private 

- prove most popular.3;· 

Based on today's TNC experience, the service model of six-

seat, on-demand, door--to-door shared rides does not appear 

viable. Even in the nation's densest urban areas, the large 

majority of Uber and Lyft rides are private rides - one 

traveling party per trip. Few door-to-door shared ndes 

involve more than two traveling parties. l\rforeover, rnany 

customers who select the shared option am not rnatched lo 

anyone else; they thus have the benefit of both the lower 

shared--ride fare and direct door--to--door service. 

To try lo pul more passengers into their vehicles, Uber and 

Lyft are expending substantial resources promoting walk-to

the-stop services like Uber Express POOL and Lyft Shared 

Rides. They hope that straightening out the route will attract 

more passengers, even with walking to a pick-up location. 

(See discussion in box on page 26.) Whether this will 

substantially increase average vehicle occupancy remains to 

be seen. Already using relatively straight-line routing, Via 

(using mostly mimvans) is averaging less than two-person 

occupancy m both J\fanhattan' s h1gh-dens1ty environment 

and in ils Arlington, Texas pilot. 

On the other hand, TNC experience has proven the appeal of 

private ride TNC service, e.g., the "regular taxis" in the 

Lisbon model that lead to large increases in traffic congestion. 

If autonomous technology reduces costs and lowers fares, 

growth of private ride (autonomous) TNCs would certainly 

accelerate. The result would be further increases in drivinz,, 

whether patrons were converting from their own car or from 

public transit, walking, biking or not making the trip. 

In sum, given current TNC experience, it is unlikely that 

shared, door-to-door services will become a ma1or con1ponent 

of urban transportation systems in the autonomous future. 
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\Vhat seems far more likely is the continued centrality of two 

time-honored modes: door-to-door private ride taxis, and 

fixed-route transit. Both modes can be enhanced by 

technologies now in use by TNCs and microtransit to provide 

grealer lransparency and manage operalions in real-lirne, and 

by aulonomous technologies that promise to dramatically 

improve safety and reduce costs. But these two service 

models seem likely to be the mainstays of the autonomous 

future. 

There are many benefits to public transit in this scenario. By 

eliminating labor costs, aulonomous fixed-roule transit can 

likely be operated at much higher frequencies and thus with 

smaller vehicles that make fewer pick-ups and drop-offs, 

further speeding service. They might be programmed like 

modern elevators, where customers indicate where they want 

to go and a smarlphone app tells them whKh vehicle lo take 

(not necessarily the next one) to further optnnize efficiency. It. 

may also become far easier to transfer between buses (or 

minibuses) since the main impediment lo lransferring is long 

and uncertain wait times for lhe nexl bus. Easier transfers 

mean that far more origin and destination trip pairs can be 

accessed readily, further strengthening transit offerings. 

\Nithout publK policy intervention, however, the first steps 

into an autonomous future are almost certain lo greatly 

exacerbate big-cily traffic congestion. Cheaper, better laxi 

service may draw patrons frorn bolh personal auto and 

transit, but in either case will add mileage to city streets. 

Straight--line shared minivans, vans and minibuses will also 

add to vehicle mileage as people move to these services from 

high-capacity buses and trains. Add in induced trips and the 

effects of additional density from less need for parking, and 

the demand on urban streets intensifies further. 

There are many issues beyond the scope of this report 

involved with planning for the self-driving future. But the 

issue of traffic, by itself, dearly highlights the central role that 

public policy must play in planning and implementation of 

sdf--driving services. 

As wilh today's rnix of personal autos, TNCs, laxis, 

commercial vehicles and buses, lhe central goal should be lo 

reduce traffic and emissions and improve safely while 

ensuring quick and reliable mobility to the entire population. 

As is the case today, this will mean aligning individual 

incentives with societal goals to n1ake high-efficiency modes 

the preferred means of transportation, particularly in dense 

urban cenlers. Buses and lrains need to be lhe fastest, rnost 

convenient and reliable and most cornfortable way to get 

around lown. 

The labor savings from AVs can be quite helpful in realizing 

this future, both in in1proving safety and increasing frequency 

and reliability. But unless there are public policy 

intervent10ns (see discussion on pages 28-3"!), the likelihood 

is that the fulurn mirrors today's reality: more automobilily, 

more lraffic, less transil, and less equily and environrnenlal 

sustainability. 

\Vithout public policy 

in.tervention, hovvever, the 

first steps into an 

autonornous future are 

ahnost certain to greatly 

exacerbate big-city traffic 

congestion. 

The challenge for policymakers is to steer development of AV 

servKes away from this future. The good news is that policy 

makers need not wait until AVs arrive. Officials can start 

today with TNCs and personally driven autos. And in fact, it 

is crilical that lhey do so. Officials musl set public policy on 

the right path to reach goals of mobility, safoty, equity and 

sustainability today, before auto makers, tech companies and 

TNCs -- all of whom will have invested billions of dollars in 

autonomous technologies and will be competing fiercely for 

market share - arrive at their doorstep pressing AVs onto city 

streets. 
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9. Conclusion 

Cities across the Umted States are seeing mcreased TNC 

ridership, car ownership, driving miles and traffic congestion. 

Increased access lo auto modes brings notable benefits lo 

individual users. Benefits are most compelling outside city 

centers where public transportation is less available or less 

frequent and many residents endure long conu:nutes and 

difficulty getting around town. 

As one moves toward the core of major U.S. cities, however, 

these trends becorne clearly problematic. The short-term risks 

are traffic-dogged streets lhal slow those in cars and buses, 

endanger pedestrians and cyclists and erode urban quality of 

lifo. 

The new automobi lily's longer-term risk is that 

neighborhoods are simply overwhelmed by traffic volumes 

and become less desirable places to live, work and do 

business. The outcome could eventually be to decongesl cilies 

by de--densifying their cores. This has happened before --

traffic flowed remarkably freely in I'vlidtown Manhattan after 

New York City's severe employment and population declines 

of the mid-1970s. 

Policy-makers can respond in several different ways. They 

can do their best navigating the tradeoffs between better 

individual mobility and more traffic and slower (and likely 

reduced levels) of transit service. Alternatively, policy-

111akers can intervene n1ore decisively toward the goal of less 

traffic. As discussed in section 7, nties have the means 

(although public support is another matter) to limit auto use, 

control TNC operations and add frequent transit service. 

The tensions between these choices are most evident today in 

New York City and San Francisco and to some extent in other 

large cities. As TNC ridership grows at double--digit rates, 

more cities are likely to fod pressures to formulate public 

policy responses. 

The pressures are likely to accelerate when autonomous 

leclmology comes to large, dense urban environments. Al 

lhat poinl, the dash betv.reen fundamental opposing forces 

will come fully into play ·-- between cities' need for density of 

population, jobs and activities and individuals' preference for 

their own car and driver, or at least their nimble van or 

n1imbus a short walk away. 

In addmon to the risk for cities, there n1ay also be for-reaching 

risks for companies providing autonomous vehicle services. 

The companies span quite a range, from TNCs thal are now 

scooping up carshare, bikeshare and scooter companies in 

hopes of becoming one--stop transportation portals, to legacy 

automakers who see their future in 11 n1obility as a service,'' 

with tech companies also in the mix. 

The risk to these companies is lhat their vision becomes 

associated in the public rnind with traffic-clogged streets, 

social inequity for those left behind in this transportation 

transformation --· those without smartphones, disabled 

persons and TNC drivers whose profossion will slowly 

disappear. 

F'.ecent history suggests that this is likely a blind spot for 

corporate leaders who deeply believe lhat their companies' 

rnissions and value propositions have broad societal benefits. 

Airbnb's goal was to hdp apartment dwellers make some 

n1oney renting out a spare bedroom but was eventually 

perceived to fud higher rents and gentrification. Similarly, 

Facebook's goal of connecting people around the globe 

eventually led to its use by a foreign government seeking lo 

mlerfere with an American presidential election. 

Bul jusl as herdsmen cannol by individual action fix the 

problem of overgrazing on the town con1ffions, TI\JCs and 

prospective AV con1panies can do little to stem movem.ent 

loi,vard a traffic-clogged future. The task thus goes to nty 

officials who will have to decide whether to control the 

proliferation of smaller vehicles and make public transit 

competitive with "your own car and dnver." 

For cities, the stakes are quite high. ln a highly competitive 

global economy, cities thrive only if they create the conditions 

for innovation and excellence. Density and diversity of firms, 

talent, culture and entertainment are the essential ingredients. 

For that, cities need less driving, not more. Cities that figure 

out lhe path toward thal goal will emerge the winners. 
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Appendix. Comn1uting and Vehicle Ownership in 20 Large 
Cities 

35 

Characteristics of selected large cilies discussed in Section 2. Excepl for the first colurnn (2015 cily population), dala are for urban 

zip codes within each city, defined as zip codes with ·1,000 or more persons per square mile. Data shown am from the American 

Community Survey for 2011to2015 (5--year average). 

Urban zip codes only 

Pct of Pct Aggregate 

popn. in co 'te Pct of HH vehicles 

2015 city urban zip 2011·15 Popn by public Pct walk with no per 

City popn codes popn density transit to work vehicle household 

9 !arge/dense!y·popuiated cities 

New York 50,405 96% 8,206,846 27,655 56% 10% 55% 0.6 

Los Angeles .971,896 82% 3,239,225 10,083 12% 4% 14% 1.5 

• Chicago 2,720,556 100%• 2,714,734 11,333 27% 7% 27% 1.1 
~···································· ......... : ...................................... ! ··························:···· 

Philadelphia 1,567,442 95% 1,489,299 12,060 27% 9% 34% 1.0 

• San Francisco 864,816 94% 817,031 17,229 33% 10% 30% 1.1 
.......................... .......... : ..................................... : .............................. 

Boston 669,469 93% 624,550 12,813 33% 15% 36% 0.9 
.................................... .......... : ..................................... ~ .......................... -.... 

• Washington 672,228 92% 618,846 10,143 38% 12% 37% 0.9 

Seattle 684,443 85% 581,968 7,407 20% 9% 16% 1.4 

Miami 440,989 77% 341,612 10,658 11% 4% 19% 1.2 

11 large/less densely-populated cities 

Houston .298,628 53% 1,208,147 5,463 50' /o 2% 12% 1.4 

Detroit 124 100"/o 730,918 5,179 9% 3% 24% 1.1 

Dallas .300,082 51% 658,194 4,725 4% 2% 10% 1.4 

San Diego .394,907 46% 645,475 5,957 50' /o 4% 10% 1.6 

Baltimore 621,849 98% 607,972 7,164 17% 7% 29% 1.1 

San Jose ffll: Q1Q 
~p ·--p·-- 55% 561,839 8,441 4% 2% 6% 1.9 

Denver 682,545 69% 470,745 5,453 70' /o 5% 13% 1.5 

Phoenix 563,001 30"/o 466,055 3,504 5% 3% 15% 1.4 

Milwaukee 600,154 75% 452,234 7,392 10"/o 5% 20% 1.2 

San Antonio 1 ~<:o lDLl 29% 429,453 3,736 6% 4% 14% 1.4 -1 --1--

Minneapolis 410,935 93% 384,130 6,606 13% 7% 18% 1.3 
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I 
transportation u.msvlt.ing. inc. 

Gibson Transportation Consulting, Inc. was formed in 2009 to provide the highest quality traffic engineering, 
transportation planning, and parking consulting services to both public and private sector clients. We offer over 
200 years of collective transportation analysis experience, most of which has been gained on projects located in 
Southern California and across the western United States. We specialize in the preparation of the transportation and 
parking sections of environmental documents for large and small development projects, general and specific plans, 
and regional and local transportation projects. We work collaboratively with multi-disciplinary teams to produce 
dear, logical, and readable technical reports, and we excel in interaction with the public and with decision-makers to 
explain the analyses and the mitigation programs contained in those reports. We work on a wide variety of projects 
that vary in both size and scope, and our primary goal is to effectively serve all of our clients. 

Gibson Transportation Consulting prepared transportation studies for some of the largest and most controversial 
development projects in Southern California including Century City Center, Playa Vista, the NBCUniversal Evolution 
Plan, Bakersfield Commons, and Wilshire Grand Center. 

Gibson Transportation Consulting is currently conducting transportation analyses for Dodger Stadium, Disneyland, 
the AMPAS Academy Museum of Motion Pictures, The Citadel Outlets, and the Los Angeles County Museum of 
Art. We are also conducting studies for the Master Plans for Paramount Pictures Studios and the University of 
Southern California, as well as studies for multiple residential and mixed-use projects in Hollywood and Downtown 
Los Angeles. Gibson Transportation Consulting led the transportation studies for the award-winning Memphis 
Aerotropolis: Airport City Master Plan in Memphis, Tennessee and we recently completed studies for the University 
of Redlands, Cal Poly Pomona, The Huntington Library Education and Visitors Center Project, the LAX Northside Plan 
Update, a proposed minor league professional baseball stadium in the Central Valley, a renewable energy center in 
Rialto and for Disney I ABC at its Golden Oak Ranch in the unincorporated Santa Clarita Valley area of Los Angeles 
County. 

We are preparing, or have prepared, traffic and parking studies for Westfield LLC at its regional shopping centers 
at Carlsbad, Culver City, Eastland, MainPlace, North County, Promenade, Santa Anita, Topanga, University Towne 
Centre, Valencia Town Center, The Village at Westfield Topanga, and West Covina; for The Irvine Company at its 
regional shopping centers at Fashion Island, Irvine Spectrum Centre, and Tustin Marketplace, as well as its entire 
neighborhood shopping center portfolio; for RREEF/Jones Lang LaSalle at Manhattan Village and Villa Marina 
Marketplace; for Macerich at Fashion Outlets, Lakewood Center, Los Cerritos Center, Panorama Mall, Santa Monica 
Place, and the Westside Pavilion; for General Growth Properties at Stonestown Galleria in San Francisco and Fall brook 
Center in Los Angeles; and forThe Original Farmers Market in Los Angeles. 

Gibson Transportation Consulting staff members have extensive experience in event center and stadium planning, 
and have conducted traffic and parking studies, prepared parking lot designs, and developed parking management 
plans for Levi's Stadium (San Francisco 49ers) in Santa Clara; Dodger Stadium, STAPLES Center, and the Los Angeles 
Memorial Coliseum in Los Angeles; the Rose Bowl in Pasadena; StubHub Center in Carson; The Gardens Casino in 
Hawaiian Gardens; Angel Stadium and the Honda Center in Anaheim; LEGOLAND California theme park in Carlsbad, 
California; Skypark at Santa's Village in Skyforest, California; University of Phoenix Stadium (Arizona Cardinals) and 
Gila River Arena (Phoenix Coyotes) in Glendale, Arizona; Arizona Stadium in Tempe, Arizona; Huangguoshu Falls in 
Guizhou Province, China; and the Dubailand Theme Parks in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. 

We prepared the shared parking element of the award-winning Fullerton Transportation Center (FTC) Specific Plan 
for the City of Fullerton, and we worked with the City of Buena Park planning the traffic and parking requirements for 
its growing E-Zone entertainment district. Other recent projects include parking and traffic studies for the Cities of 
Anaheim, Arcadia, Brea, Burbank, Culver City, Downey, Monrovia, Pomona, San Marino, Santa Monica, and Whittier, 
California; the City of Fairfax, Virginia; the Port of Los Angeles; and the California Department of Transportation. 
Our financial proforma analyses have supported the sale of parking revenue bonds for the Aquarium of the Pacific 
garage in Long Beach and the PETCO Park garage in downtown San Diego. 

Gibson Transportation Consulting is a certified Small (Micro) Business Enterprise with the State of California, a Local 
Small Business Enterprise with the County of Los Angeles, and a certified Small Local Business with the City of Los 
Angeles. 

www.gbsontransportaton.com 
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EXPERIENCE 

49Years 

EDUCATION 

Master of Science, 
Transportation Engineering, 
Northwestern University 

Bachelor of Science, 
Engineering Science, 
Oakland University 

CERTIFICATIONS 

Civil Engineer, States of 
California, Arizona, Illinois, 
and Nevada 

Traffic Engineer, 
State of California 

Professional Traffic 
Operations Engineer, 
National Registration 

AFFILIATIONS 

Institute of 
Transportation Engineers, 
Fellow, life Member 

Committee Member on 
Design of Regional 
Shopping Centers 

PUBLICATIONS 

Shared Parking, 
1st and 2nd Editions, 
Urban land Institute and 
International Council of 
Shopping Centers 

Parking Requirements 
for Shopping Centers, 
2nd Edition 
Urban land Institute and 
International Council of 
Shopping Centers 

Fast Food Restaurant 
with Drive-Through 
Pass-by Travel Survey 
Presented at Institute of 
Transportation Engineers 
lntermountain Section 
Meeting, May 2011 

Patrkk A. Gibson, P.E., PTOE 
President 

Pat Gibson has nearly 50 years of experience in preparing traffic and parking analyses 
for both public and private sector projects, including event centers and stadia, theme 
parks, movie studios, schools and universities, hospitals and medical centers, office 
buildings, shopping centers, residential projects, and industrial uses. 

Current and recent projects include Angel Stadium, Century City Center, The Disneyland 
Resort"', Dodger Stadium, Dubailand Theme Parks, The Huntington Library, LAX 
Northside Plan Update, Levi's Stadium, Lucas Museum of Narrative Art, Paramount 
Pictures Studios, The Village at Westfield Topanga, Universal Studios Hollywood, 
University of Southern California, the Veterans Administration Long Beach Healthcare 
System, and Wilshire Grand Center. Pat also currently serves as the City Traffic Engineer 
for the City of Monrovia, California. 

Other current projects include The Citadel, Santa Clara Square, Sportsmen's Lodge, 
Terminal Annex, Tustin Marketplace, and Union Station, as well as numerous projects in 
Burbank, Commerce, Glendale, Los Angeles, Newport Beach, Pasadena, and Temecula. 
Pat recently completed studies for ABC's Golden Oak Ranch, California Polytechnic 
University, Pomona, Irvine Spectrum Center, Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum, Los 
Angeles Streetcar, Millenia Town Center, University of Redlands, Westfield Santa Anita, 
and theme parks in China and Dubai, UAE. 

Pat has directed parking needs, feasibility, and functional design studies, as well as 
numerous shared parking and parking financial analyses, throughout the United States, 
including over 50 downtown parking studies, such as the Downtown San Jose Parking 
Management Plan, Downtown Pomona Parking Management Plan, and downtown 
parking studies for Beverly Hills, Brea, Buena Park, Fullerton, Long Beach, Los Gatos, 
Monrovia, Pasadena, San Diego, Temecula, and Whittier, California. 

Pat began his career in Chicago, where he specialized in studies for regional shopping 
centers across the United States, new town transportation planning for towns in the 
Midwest and Canada, and large-scale traffic safety studies for the federal government. 
Pat came to California, first to San Jose and then to Southern California, to run his 
company's traffic engineering and transportation planning practice. 

Pat co-authored both editions of Shared Parking as well as Parking Requirements for 
Shopping Centers, 2nd Edition for the Urban Land Institute and International Council 
of Shopping Centers. 

Pat was named Outstanding Transportation Educator by the Institute ofTransportation 
Engineers Western District and was twice named Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Department Lecturer of the Year at the University of California, Los Angeles. 
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EXPERIENCE 

27 Years 

EDUCATION 

Bachelor of Arts, Theatre 
University of California, 
Riverside 

Brian Hartshorn 
Senior Assodate 

Brian Hartshorn has 27 years of experience in large and small scale transportation 
impact reports, including new development, redevelopment, land use 
modifications, general plan amendments, parking, access and circulation review 
studies throughout Southern California. Brian specializes in complex network 
analyses, coordinated systems analyses, large data collection projects, specific 
plans, and micro-simulation for planning, operational, and presentation needs. 

Brian recently created micro-simulations and circulation studies for NBCUniversal to 
demonstrate the effect of freeway ramp alternatives and driver travel times, and toll 
plaza discharge rates. He built a micro-simulation for the Downtown Los Angeles 
Streetcar alignment to test travel speeds and delays within the corridor which 
required application of advanced detection and priority signal phasing. Other 
micro-simulations have been calibrated to test pedestrian movement through 
busy intersections, including "scramble" type operations and/or grade separated 
crossings, as well as public transit stops, fixed rail systems, and bicycle corridors. He 
is currently involved in several circulation improvement projects for area schools 
with complex pick-up and drop-off activities, as well as managing large scale data 
collection efforts for projects requiring annual reporting of trip caps. Ongoing 
projects include traffic impact studies for large transit oriented developments 
and mixed-use projects throughout the area, including the Jefferson & La Cienega 
and College Station projects, among other similar uses in Chinatown, Downtown, 
and those clustered near high-volume transit corridors, and continues to work on 
redevelopment projects from San Diego to Los Angeles. 

After graduating from the University of California, Riverside with a degree in Theatre, 
Brian worked as a theatre director and stage manager in Southern California and 
New York City before joining the world of transportation engineering in San Diego. 

555 W. 5th Street, Suite 3375 Los Angeles, CA 90013 p. 213.683.0088 L 213.683.0033 
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I 
I ABOUT H El 
ii --- ·~---~~·······--~~~~·····---~~······ .. ·---~~····· .. -.------~~~~·-··--.. .---------------· .. ·------------------------------

The Heatth Effects Institute is a nonprofit corporation chartered in l 980 as an indepen· 

dent research organization to provide high-quality, impartial, and relevant science on the 
effects of air pollution on health. To accomplish its mission. the institute 

• Identifies the highest-priority areas for hea!th effects research: 

Competitively funds and over.sees research projects: 

Provides intensive independent review of HEk;upported studies and related 

research: 

Integrates HE!'s research results with those of other institutions into broader 

evaluations; and 

• Comrnunicates the results of HE! research and analyses to public and private 
decision makers, 

HEI receives half of its core funds from the US Envin:inmenta! Protection Agency and 

half frorn the worldwide motor vehide industry, Frequently, other public and private 
organizations in the United States and around the world a!so support major projects or 

certain research programs, Additional work for this report was funded by the U,S, Fed
eral Highway Administration. 

HEI has funded rnort:: than 280 research projects in North America, Eumpe, Asia, and 

Latin America, the results of Vilhich have inforrne:d decisions regarding carbon rnonoxide, 

air toxics, nitrogen oxides, diesel exhaust owne, partk:ulate: rnatter; and other poifutants, 
These results have appeared in the peer-n3vlewed literature and in more than 200 com

prehensive reports published by HEL 

HE!'s independent Board of Directors consists of !eader-s in science and po!i.cy who are 

committed to fostering the publk:··-private partnership that is central to the orga.nizat!on, 

The Health Research Committee: solicits Input from HE! sponsors and other stake
hokJers and works with scientific staff to develop a Five-Year Strategic Plan, select 
cesearch projects for funding, and oversee their conduct The Health Review Com
rnittee, which has no role in selecting or overseeing studies, works ·with staff to evaluate 

and interpret the re:su!ts of funded studies and related research. 

All project results and accornpanying comments by the Health Review Committee are 

widely disseminated through HEl's Web site (v/Wli\d1eaftheffects.org), printed reports, 

newsletters, and other pub!ka.fons, annual conferences, and presentations to legislative 

bodies and public agencies, 
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I 
I 
I EXECUTIVE SUM.MARY 

-1~~--·······••»» 

INTRODUCTION 

Motor vehicles are a significant source of urban 
air pollution and are increasingly important con .. 
tdbutors of anthropogenic carbon dioxide and 
other greenhouse gases. A..<J awareness of the poten" 
tial health effects of air pollutants has grown, 
many cmmtries have implemented more stringent 
emissions controls and made steady progress in 
raducing the emissions from motor vehides and 
improving air quality, However, the rapid growth 
of the world's motor-vehicle fleet due to popula· 
tkm growth and economic improvement, the 
expansion of metropolitan areas,, and the 
increasing dependence nn motor vehicles because 
of changes Jn land use has resulted 1n an increase 
Jn the fractio11 of the population living and 
working in dose proximity to busy highways and 
roads - countf.lracting to some e.xtf.lnt the expected 
benefits uf ptillution·contro! regulations and tech· 
nologies. 

This Special Report, developed by the Health 
Effects Institute (HEl} Panel on the Health Effects 
of Traffic-Related Air Pollution, summru:izes and 
synthesizes information linking emissions from, 
exposures to,. and health effects of traffic sources 
(Le.,. motor vehicles)< The term troffic-related 
exposure is w;ied in this report to refer to exposure 
to prlmary emissions from motor vehicles, not to 
the more broadly dispersed secondary pollutants 
such as ozolle (03 ] that are derived from these 
emissions, The report focuses on specific 
scenarios with a hig.b aggi:P-gation of motor 
vehicles and people - th.at is., urban settings and 
residem::es in proximity to biuy roadways. 

E~iISSIONS FROM MOTOR VEHICLES 

Motor vehicles emit large quantities of carbon 
dioxide (COz), carbon monoxide (CO}, hydrocar
bons (HG), nitrogen oxides {NO:.:), particulate 
matter (PM}, and substances known as mobile
source air toxics (MSATsJ, such a;s b1.m:wne, forn:1-
aldehyde, acetaldehycle, 1,3-butadiene, and lead 
(where leaded gasoline is still in use), Each of 

Health Effects Institute Special Report 17 © 2010 

these, akmg with secondary by-products, such as 
ozone and secondary aerosols (e.g., nitrates and 
i.norgan.ic and organ.le acids), can cause adverse 
effects on health and the environment Pollutants 
from vehicle emissions are related to vehicle type 
(e.g,, light- or heavy-duty vehicles) and age, oper
ating and maintenance conditions, exhaust treat
ment, type and quality of fuel, wear of parts (e.g., 
tires and brakes), and engine lubricants used< Con· 
carns about the health effects of motor-vehicle 
combustion emissions have led to the introduction 
of .regulations and innovative poll utlon-contrnl 
approaches throughout the wrndd that have 
.resulted in a considerable rnducHon of exhaust 
emissions, particularly Jn developed countries, 
These reductions have been achieved through a 
comptelumsive strategy tltat typically involves 
emissions standards, cleaner fuels, and vehicle· 
inspection programs. Recognizing the likely con
tinued growth in the vehicle fleet a:nd the 
remaining problems in traffk-.related air quality, 
the United States, European countries, Japan, and 
other countries are continuing to push for even 
stricter emissions controls in corning years, 

Resuspended .road dust, tire wear, and brake 
wear are sources of nonmm.bustion PM emissions 
from motor vehidas, As emissions controls for 
exhaust PM become morn widespread, emissions 
from noncombustion sources wm make up a larger 
proportion of vehicle emissions, Noncombustion 
emissions contain chemical compounds, such as 
trace meta.ls and organics, that might contribute to 
human health effects. However, current estimates 
of these emissions are highly uncertain, Thus, 
although they am not regulated .in the way exhau:>t 
emissions a.re, noncombustion emissions \•rill 
need to be considered more closely in fnture 
assessments of the impact of motor vehicles on 
human health, 

The quantification of motor-vehicle emissions is 
critical in estimating their impact on local air 
quality and traffic-related exposures and requires 
the collection of travel-activity data owr space and 
time and the development of emissions invento
ries, Emissions inventories are developed based on 

vii 
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cnrop!ex emissicins mndels {of which the lJ.S. Envfr(m· 
mental Protactlon Agency's MOH1LE6 has been the most 
widely used) that provide exhaust and evaporative emis
sions rates for total HC, CO, NOx, PM, sulfur dioxide (S02}, 

ammonia (NH3J, selected air toxics, and green house gases 
{GHGs) for specific vehicle types and fuels. The quality of 
the travel-activity data (such as vehicle-miles traveled, 
number of trips, and types of vehicles) and the complex 
algorithms used to dorive the emissions factors. suggest the 
presence of substantial uncertainties and li:mitatitms in the 
.resulting emissions estimates (NARSTO 2005}. It should be 
noted that estimates of PM emiss.ions have had vecy limited 
fi.eld valuation and ve.rification, 

The actual measurement of motor-vehicle emissions ls 
critically important for validating the emissions models. 
Studies that have sampled the exhaust of moving vehicles 
in real-world situations (specifically .. in tunnels or on road-
ways) have contributed very useful information about the 
11mission.~ rates of the c:urnmt motor-vehicle fleet and also 
have allowed the evaluation ofthe ht:ipact afnew muiss.ion
control technologie,s and fuel.~ on em.issim.rn. 

Receptor models have been used to estimate the contri
butions of vaxio11.s types of sources, including motor vehi
cles, to ambient air pollution. Some of the models [those 
defined as chemical mass baloru::e models} require the 
knowledge of the chemical profile of both the emissions of 
all the area sources and the atr at the rnceptor (that is, the 
impacted location). Other models (raforred to as principal 
comptmtmts and factors mmlyses) do not require a priori 
knowledge of the source profiles. The application of these 
rnodel.s has yielded a wide range of results on the cor1tribu
tion of motor vehldes to ambient pollution, depending on 
the model, the location of the monitoring sites, and the other 
sources present In U.S. r:itimi .• the results show that motor· 
vehkle contributions range from 5% in Pittsburgh, Pa,, 
under conditions with very high seoonda:ry aerosol, to 49% 
in Phoenix, Ariz., and 55% in Los Angeles, Call£. Outside 
the United St.ates, estimates of the motor·vahicle contribu
tion to PM2.5 (PM 5 2,$ f!m in aerodynamic diameter'} range 
from 6% in Beijing, China, to 53% tn Barcelona. Spain. 

Ultimately, fill important goal of emissions-characteriza
tion studies is to imp.rove our ability tu qi.umti.fy human 
exposure tu em.issions from motor vehicles, especially In 
locations with high concentrations of vehicles and people. 
Such characterization requires imprnviug emissions inven· 
tories and a more complete understanding of the chemical 
and physical transformations on and near rnadi,vays that 
can prnducu toxic gaseous, samivolatile, and partide
phase chemical constituent.", 

viH 

ASSESSMENT OF EXPOSURE TO TRAFFIC· 
RELATED .AlR POLLUTION 

Traffic-related emissions contribute to primary and sec
ondary local. urban, and :regional (background) pollutant 
com::entrations against a background of similar contru:n!nants 
emitted from other soun::us. i:i:affir: emissions are the prind· 
pal .source of intra.Hurban variation in the concentrations of 
air pollutants in many cities; thttS, population-oriented cen
tral monitors cannot by themselves capture this spatial vari
ability. Studies that have examined gradients in pollutants as 
a function of distance frtJm busy roadways have indkJ!ted ex~ 
posure zones for traffic-related air pollution in the range uf 50 
to '1500 m from highways and major roads, depending on tbs 
pollutant and the metaorologJc conditions. 

Because it is not prn.ctkal or feasible to measure all tlw 
components of the traffi1::-po!lutant mb:, surrogates of traffi.r:
related pollution liave been used as a reasonable compro· 
mise for assessing the contribution of traffic emissions to 
an.ibieut air pollution and for estimating traffic sxposurn. 
Surrogates can also help In the assessment of spatial auJ. 
temporal distributions of ambient pollutfon mlated to motor 
vehicles and of traffic"mitlgation control strategies. 

'J\vo broad categories of surrogates have been used in 
epidemiology studies to estimate traffic exposure: {1) mea
sured or modeled concentrations of pollutant surrogates 
and (2} direct measures of traffic itself (such as proximity, 
or distance, of the residence to the nearest road and traffic 
volume within buffers} .. The most commonly ustid traffic· 
pollutant surrogates indude CO, N02, elemental carbon 
(EC; o:r black carbon [BC] or biac:k smoke [BSJ), PM, be11· 

zene, and ultra.tine particles (UFP), Exposure models 
include geostatistical interpolation, land-use regression, 
dispersion, and hybrid models (the latter combine time
acttvtty data, personal mea.surenuntts, and models). They 
lnr:orporata numerous parameters (such as meteorologic 
variables, data cm land use, traffic data, and monitoring 
data or emissions rates depending: on the model) and can 
improve the spatial representation of the local impact of 
traffic against a background of :regional and urban ci:mcen
trations. However, the accuracy of the inputs ls cr.iticaI to 
the usefulness of any given rnodet 

None ofth~i pollutant surrogates co:nsidered in the report 
met all the criteria for an ideal surrogate. Data are not avail
able to assess the ratios of the surrogates to emissions from all 
sources over time. CO, benzene, and NO:ii: (in this case N02), 

found in on·roa.d vehide emissions, axe mmpi::inents of emis· 
sinns from all sources, making it difficult to disentangle the 
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contributions from. motor veh!c::lfis f:ro:m other sotn'CflS 
(Including some in indoor environments). Primary, on-road 
vehicle emissions of PM (PM2.s or PM1a !PM s 10 µm in 
aerodynamic diameter)) represent only a small contribution 
w emissions from all sources, typically around 3%, EC has 
been mrnd as a siu:rogate, pdmartly for dtesel exhaust. 
although His not aspecmc marker, unless other sources are 
ruled ou.L UFP concentrations am very high in vehicle· 
mtlrnu.st plumes but decrease rapidly with distance from the 
source, which poses a significant challenge for characteriz.a
tion of the spatial and temporal concentration gradients of 
UFP from ro;Mhvay traffic. 

With regard to exposure models, the Panel noted that, 
although proximity models (direct measures of traffic) arn 
the easiest to implement, they are error prone because they 
ignore tha parameters that affect the dispersion and physi
cochem!cal activity of tha pollutants, Moreover, estimates 
based on proximity can be confounded by factors such as 
sodoeconomk status and noise. Geostatistkal .interpola
tion models are best implemented in conjunction \•lith 
dense, weH-distr.ibuted monitoring nehvu.rks; their chief 
limitations are the size c1f the network and the number of 
measurements needed over time to estimate the spatial 
distribution of pollution surrogates accvrntely. Land-use 
regression is appealing in that it can account for the diver
sity of sources that contribute to a surrogate; however, the 
true ct)ntribution (in terms ofa.ssodated variance) of traffic 
to the regressiun is not always known or reported. Disper
sion models utilize motor-vehide--emisslons and air.t1uality 
data and incorporate meteorologic data, but must he cali
brated correctly to realize their advantages. These models 
are vecy data- and computation-intensive and depend on the 
validity of the model assumptions. Hybrid models that com
bine measurements of personal exposure to traffic surrogates 
or timfHJ.ctivity data with exposure models come closest to 
a logistically feasible "best" estimate of human eX]JOSu:te. 

Factors influencing ambient concentrations of a traffic· 
pollutant surrogate am related to time-activity patterns, 
meteornfogic conditfous, vehlde volume and type, driving 
patterns. land-use patterns, the rate at which chemical 
transformations take place, and the degree lo which the 
tamp oral and spatial distribution of the surrogate .reflects 
the traffic smw:::e, 

To improve assessment of exposure to traffic~related pol-
1 utfon, a potential solution is the deployment of a large 
number ofmonitors in places where cnm.:entrations of air 
pollutants are expected to be highly variable and the popu
lation density is high. The use of models that incorporate 
numerous spatial factors in order to estimate exposures 
that are more relevant to the individual's exposme situ.a· 
tion can also be helpful. 

-----·······-···-·------·-·-··----~~~~!! Sum:ma.r-y 

The Panel concluded that the impact of vehicle emis
sions extends beyond the local scale to the urban and 
;egio.nal scales. What people are exposed to fa influenced 
by their proximity to the sources, the presence of other 
ambient or microenvironmental sources, and time-activity 
patterns. If, as the evidence suggests, groups of lower socio
economic status experience higher exposmes than groups 
of higher sodoei::onmnic statu.s, this merits consideration 
in the interpretation of epideminlogic findings and in 
future rogulatocy 1.u::tions, 

Based on a synthesis of the best available evidence, the 
Panel identified an exposure zone vrithiu a range of up to 
300 to 500 m from a highway or a ma}nr road as the area 
most highly affected by trafik emissions (the range reflects 
the variable influence of background pollution concent:ra· 
Hons, metenrologic conditions, and season) and estimated 
that 30% to 45% of people living in large North American 
cities live •·vith!n such ::a.mes. 

HEALTH EFFECTS OF TRAFFIC.,RELATED AIR 
POLLUTION: EPIDEMIOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY 

ln reviewing the ep.idem.lologi.c literature on the associa
tion between exposure to t.ra.ffic·-related air pollution and 
health outcomes, the Panel developed criteria for the indu
s.!l"m of ,jtudfos based on the cha:ractel'izatlon of traffic expo
sure. The Panel decided to include only studies that 
investigated associations between primary emissions from 
traffic and human health and that provided specific docu· 
mentation of a traffi.c sourt.'tl and estimates uf exposure on a 
local scale. Thus, studies that relied exclusively on mea· 
surements from a central r:rwnitoring site were not included 
unless the site was ln proximity to traffic. The Panel also 
developed criteria for inferring whether associations 
between e:x.posure and health outcnme were causal hy 
adapting the criteria used by the U$, Surgeon General in 
the report The Health Consequence$ of Smoking: A Report 
of the Surgeon General {U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services 2004}, !.n order to deem the evidence suffi* 
cient to conclude that association between a metric of 
traffic exposure and an outcome was cau.sal, it was neces
sary for the magnitude and direction of the effect estimates 
to be const<:tent across diffarent populations and times and 
to rule out with reasonable confidence chance, bias in sub· 
ject selection, and confound.Ing {in pa1ticular, soc.!oeco· 
nomic status), The four inforenc.e criteria applied to this 
review are listed in Tabla 1. To these criteria the Panel added 
a traffic-specific coherence criterion (also included Jn Table 
l) to account for the degree o.f validity of the traffic-specific 
exposure metrics, A.'> noted earlier, the Panel concluded that 
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not all traffic-exposure measures have oquivalent validity 
and considered simple measures of proximity to .roads or 
road length and of pollutant surrogates without specific 
traffic data to be the least specific. The proximity measurn.s 
are ahm likely to introduce confounding. 

Modeled estimates of exposure to traffic pollution wern 
thought to be, a priori, more valid than traffic density esti
mates alone because they account for other factors that 
affect the exposure, such as geography, land use, and meteo
rology, when making estimates for particular locations. In 
addition, the validity of estimates can be enhanced by mod
eliag strategies that separately estimate the contribution of 
traffic and background pollution to personal expmmre, 

The Panel developed qualhative and quantitative snm
marles (in tables and figures} for the estimates of the assn· 
ciatio.ns between traffic-related exposure and various 
health i:mtcomes for the studies reviewed, but did not 
rlfitlve meta-analytic summarie.s by pooling associations 
estimates because of the lack of equivalence among the 
exposure measures and populations studied., 

The Panel also reviewed the literature on the toxicolog~' 
of tmffi1::-related pollution, This included studies of direct 
exposures to traffic emissions (though there were very few 
in this category), studies that utilized laboratory atmo
spheres that replicate aspects of the traffic mix (such as 
com:entrated ambient particles, or gasoline or di.esei 
tixhaust), aud studim; of specific components of emissions 
from motnr vehicles .. The a.Im was to identify possible 
mechanisms by which exposure to traffic pollutants may 
cause effects and provide an understanding of the mle of 
traffic omissions in the effects belng observed in epidami· 
ology studies. While toxicology studies are limited in their 
abltity to capture tha foll complexity of human exposure 
- because of the sman number of subjects and, in animal 
studies, the relevance oflhe resu!t.s to humans ~·they offer 
the opportunity to explore hypotheses on specific patho
physiologic mechanisms of actii.m. 

The Pana! avaluatad whether oxidative stress might be 
the underlying mechanism of action hy which exposure to 
pollutants from traffic: may ltiad to adverse health effects, 
Oxidative stress results from events oceu.rdng in any ti.ssue 
in the body i .. •}wu the prooxidant-autioxidaut balance is 
disturbed. This imbalance can happen when the genen:i.
tion of reactive oxygen species, or free radicals, exceeds 
the available antioxidant defenses and is characterized by 
the presence of increased cellular concentrations of oxi
dized lipids, proteins, and DNA. Oxidative stress can 
trigger inflammatory reactions, which lead to an increased 
production of oxidants by activated phagocytes recruited 
to the ainvays, perpetuating the cycle of oxidative injury. 

The Panel condudad that, although the evidence sup
ported tlm hypothesis that oxidative stress is an important 

determinant of health effoct.s associated with ambient air 
pollution in general, the extent to which primary traffic~ 
related pollutants contribute to the burden of reactive 
oxygen species experienced by humans near roadways 
remains undefined. 

The Panel's main conclusions regarding the epidemio
logic associations bet.ween exposm:a to traffic-related air 
pollution a:ud health i:mtcomes and the toxicologic evi
dence {when available) a.rn presented below fo:r each 
health outcome. A discussion of the exttint to whic.h toxi
cology studies do or do not provide general mechanistic 
support for the observations and inferencmi contributed by 
epidemiology studies is also provided. 

Al~t•CAUSE AND CAlUJ!OVASCULAR MORTAlJTY 

Epidemiology 

Very few studies of.a!t-.ca.use mortality or cardiovascular 
mortality and long-term exposure met the criteria .fo.r 
inclusion in the report. Mo.stly because of the small 
numb1~r of studies, dH'i evidence for an association of all· 
cause mortality with long-term exposure was classified as 
"suggestive but not sufflcienf' to infer a causal assoda
tiori- Additional factors that led to thi.§ clas:Micatioo were 
the substantial differences among populations, time 
periods, and confounders across studies. 

Only four tinHHM1des studie.s of all-cause mo.rtaHty asso
ciated with short-term exposure met the Panel's criteria; 
these, too, were classified as "suggestive hut not suffi
cient," largely on the strength of one weU-don('J study 
(Maynard et aL 2007). Two time·series studies based on 
source-apportionment models were found to have a 
number of lirnHatlous that prevented a stronger statemont 
about inferred causality, 

Many of the issues that applied to studies of all-cause 
mortality applied as well to studies of cardiovascular mor
tality associated with long-term exposure and led, simi
larly,. to a classification of ''suggestive but not suft'icient" 
Only two time-series studies of cardiovascular mortality 
met the inclusion criteria, and although they both show 
positive associations, the Panel concluded that, given the 
overall paucity of studies, the evidence for effects of short
term exposure was ~inadequate and insufficient" 

CARDIOVASCUL.l\.R MORBIDITY 

Epidemiology 

Studies that documented changes in cardiac physiology 
(such as hearl-rate variability) afiar short-term exposure to 
traffk>rolated pollution (which was as..->essed using surrogates, 
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Executive Sw:runary Table 1. Criteria for Assessing the Presence or Absence of Causal Associations in Studies of the 
Health Effects of Traffic-Related Air Pollutiona,b 

A. Sufficient Evidence to fnfer the Presence of a Causal Association 
The evidnnce was deemed su:fficlant to condude that an assodation observed between a met.de of traffic exposure and 

a disease {or biom;n~k.er of disease) risk was causal in studias where chance, bias, and confounding could be ruled out 
with reasonable confidence, and the effect estimates were consistent in magnitude and dfrectlon. 

Tmffic-specific criterion, Classification A was applied; 
When all studies were of the appropriate quality, at least one study o:wasured traffic density or modeled traffic 
exposure~, measures of socioeconomic status were taken into account in distance-only studies, and the studies' 
results were consistent 

B. Si.;ggastive hut Nat Sufficient Evidenca ta Jrifer the Presence of G Causal As:mciation 
The evidence was deemed suggestive hut not sufficient to conclude that an association between a metric of traffic 

exposure and a specific disease {or biomarker of disease) tisk was causal in studies where chance, bias, and 
confotmding could not be ruled out with reasonable confidence. 

Traffic-specific c.riterio11, Glassificat!on B was applied; 
When an the criteria for Classlfica:tion A were met except that only studies that used distance-based metrics were 

available 
OR 
When all the criteria for Classification A were met except that not all the studies that used distance-only metrics took 

into account measures of socioeconomic status or the studies took into account measures of sodoeconomtc status but 
the results were not consistent 

C. Inadequate a:nd Jmmfficfont E'tlidence to Infer the Presence or Ab.>;ence af 11 Ccmsal A.~sociation 
The evidence was deemed inadequate and immfficiant •.vhen the available studies were of lnsufficlant qua.lity, 

ccmsistency, or statistical power tn conclude whether a causal association was present or absent. 
Traffic-spec~fic criterion. Classificatitm C was applied: 

When the rnsults frnm studies that used distance,only metrics were not consistent 
OR 
When tha results of all studies ltsl.ng distance-only metrics were consistent but all those studies failed to include 

merumrns of socioeconomic status 
OR 
When the results from at least one study based on traffic density or modeled traffic exposure were inconsistent with 

those from distance-only studies 
OR 
When the number of distance-only studies was too smatL 

D. Evidence Suggesti1111 of No Causal Association 
The fividem::a wa.."i deemed suggestive of no causal association when there were several adequate studies, covering the 

foll range of human exposure levels, that were consistent in not showing a positive association, at any level of 
expmmre, between axpos1ire to a metric of traffic exposure and a disease outcome, (Of course, a conclusion of" no 
association" is inevitably limited to the conditions, level of exposure, and length of observation covered by the 
a:vailabfo studies. In addition, the possibility of a very small elevation in risk at the levels of exposure studied cannot 
be excluded.) 

Tmffic~specific criterion.Classification D was applied: 
When studies were of adequate quality [using distance-only metrics or at least some measures oftraffic density or 

modeled traffic exposure) and were consistent in faillng to find an association. 

"Thf• Pi11rnl did 1wl use '''>Jl<lf<Ur<1-respm•>e grad~.tiw1~ .~ <1 criterfon be•x.uze, in vlttuaUy all epldemiologic studies, Jt b tll!!kull to tnfor m=ingf!Jl 
t!xpi•s•1r\t-'"r!•r.pol'.!'"e gr<datkms {tom {he typ!!$ rif <"i<posurii uwt:rics us11d or Um forms of data presented. 

b This ta.bfo wai> adapted from Tallfos 4.:l!a w:id 4.2.b in Chapter 4, 

'' ro some times, !hi$ cr!te>d~o WM m.el wheo mo-delbi.g or saml:e·<ipp(lfl.ionm~ut cli1ta >1>'llre d·t1ld to show that apolhltionsi1rrogate ln tbi! ~hady was 
reasorui!:tiy aci:urate ht reprns·~ll.ting tb.e frrulk sources i.n tb.e study 1i:rna. 
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source apportionment, or pseudo-personal monitoring} 
provided strong evidence for a causal association with the 
exposure. However, the failure of some studies to consider 
stress and noise as potential confm.mde.rs led the Panel to 
classify them as "suggestive but not :sufficient" to infe.r a 
casual association. Among the studies that evaluated car· 
diovascular morbidity, tw~• well-executed .studies on hos
pitaHzation for acute myoi::.ardial infarction wera identified 
(Rossnlund et aL 2006; Tonne et al 2007), In addition, a 
prospective study in a Garman cohort reported an associa
tion between living near a major road and coronary-artery 
calcification as well as higher prevalence of cm:ona.ry heart 
disease (Hoffmann et al. :moa, 2007). Collectively, these 
studies made a very strong case fur an association bau·w.ten 
expo.sure to t.rafflc-related poll.utants and atherosdemsis, 
However, hecimse ohhe small number of studies, the Panel 
classified them as "suggestive but not sufficient" to infar a 
causal assodation. 

'l'oxfoology 

Them have bmm a few toxicology studies that examined 
the cardiovascular effects oft.raffic emissions specifically, 
Hnwever, the Panel concluded that the mcent toxiculogy 
literature provides suggestive evidence that exposure to 
pollutants that are components of traffic emission.s, 
including ambient and laboratory-generated PM and 
exhaust from. diesel and gasoline-fueled engines, alters car
diovascular function. There is also evidence, albeit inconsis
tent, for acute efffH;;ts on vascular homeostasis and 
suggestive evidence in animal models that repef:lled expo·· 
su:rns to ambient PM in general enhance the development of 
atherosclerosis, Some studies support the involvement of 
oxidative stress. Although. the evidence from toxicology 
studies in isolation i.s .not sufficient in terms of a causal asso
ciatkm between traffk: erui.ssions and the incid.ence or pro· 
gresskm of cardiovascular disease, when viewed together 
with the epide:miologic evidence, a stronger case could be 
made for a potential causal role for traffic.related pollutants 
In cardiovascular-disease morbidity a.nd mortaHty, The 
extent to which these associations apply to individuals 
without underlying cardiovascular disease cannot be deter, 
mined from the evidence available at this time. 

ASTH!V!A A.NU R.ESPIR.A'.I'O.RY SYMPTOMS 

Asthma is an inflammatory disease of the lung ai.rways 
characterized by episodic obstruction of the a.irway.s, 
which can lead to chrnnic obstruct.Iva hm.g disease, The 
most prevalent fonn of asthma in chH<lrnn and young 
adults is allergic asthma., which develops as an immune 
response to inhaled allergens. Individuals vvith asthma and 
other allergic conditions who have an increased tendency 

to develop immediate and localized reactions to allergens 
(such as pollens) that are mediated by immunoglobulin E 
(lgE) are referred to as "atopic." 

Epidemiology 

In epidemidogy studies, asthma is most frequently id en, 
tified by means oh-esponses to questionnaires that do not 
make use of a single, universally accepted set of questions, 
alone or in combination with other criteria .. This is further 
complicated by the challenges of distinguishing factors 
that affect its onset from those {often the same factors} that 
lead to its episodic 'Norsening, A history of asthma symp
toms (such a wheezing) often is used iu epidemfokJgy 
studies as part of the dafinHion. both nf asthma's onset 
(incidence] and of its prevalence and exacerbation. 

Respiratory Health Problems in Children: Asthma 
lm:ide:11ce: and Prevalence Seven studies conducted in 
four separate cohorts and one case-control study qualified 
as studies of a.."tthma incidence in children .. Eleven studies 
qi.uilit1ed as studies of asthma prevalence in children. from 
these studies, the Pan.el concluded that living close to busy 
roads appears to be an independent dsk factor for the onset 
of childhood asthma, The Pan.el cmi.sidernd the evidence 
for a causal relation to bfi in a gray zone between ''suffi. 
cient" and "suggestive but not sufficient." The results 
found across the studies followed a pattern that would be 
expected undet the plausible assumption that the pollut· 
ants raallv are causallv associated with asthma develop· 
m.ent, if ~uly amon~i·a subset of children with some 
accompanying pattern of endogenous or exogenous sm1cep
tibiHty factors. The condit.imw that underlie an increased 
risk for astlm1a development among childrnn exposed to 
traffic-related pollutants are not know'TI. 

Exocerbation of Symptoms in Children with and without 
Asthma tmil Health·Co.rc Utilizati.onfar Respiratory 
Problems Among the more than zo cohort and cross-sec
tional studies reviewed that examined the association 
between exposure to traffic-related pollution an.cl wheeil:ing 
{an important symptom in the expression and diagnosis of 
asthma) in ch.Jldten, there was a high degree of consistency 
in finding positive associations, many of which reached 
statistical significance (Le,, had :raasonably p.tecisa point 
estimates of associations), This was true particularly for the 
large ma,jority of studies that used models to assign esti· 
mates of local concentrations of pollutants, such as N02 or 
soot (the carbonaceous component of .PM), to the place of 
residence of the study participants, Studies based on pro:k 
imitv or traffic density also indicated an association 
beh;ee.n exposure and wheezing, In addition, exacerbatkm 
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of other asthma-related symptoms, such as cough or dry 
cough, was consistently assoclated with exposure across a 
variety of exposure measures, Although most studies were 
not restricted to children with asthma, all these symptoms 
·vlere more prevalent among those with asthma,. audit is 
very likely that the observed associations were driven by 
exacerbations of asthma in mixed groups of participants, 
The Panel concluded that the evidence is "sufficient" to 
infer a causal association between traffic exposure and 
exacerbations of asthma but that it is ''inadequate and 
huuffident" to infor a causal as,§otlatkm batweeu exposure 
and respiratory symptoms in children v.rithaut asthma, 

Nine studies assessed the association batwean expoim.re 
to traffic-related pollution and the use of health-care ser
vices to treat respiratory problems in children, Most of the 
studies reported positive associations between exposure 
and hospitahidmission rates, but the majority had methad
ofogic prnh!ems that hampered their interpretation, The 
panel concluded that there Is "inadequate and ir1st1fficient" 
evidence to infer a causal association, 

Respirntory Health Problems in Adults: Asthma Onset 
and Respirutt:iry Syinptvms The Panel noted that the evi
dence between expo>sure to tmffic"related pollution and new 
adult asthma '.\'as "inadequate and insufficient'' as this was 
investigated in only one study {Modig et at 2006), The 
Panel reviewed 17 studies on respiratory symptoms, of 
which all but one relied on proximity to mads or traffic. 
density measures, and concluded that the evidence for a 
causal association is "suggestive but not sufficient" 

Toxicology 

The few human studies in which ntbjects were exposad 
to rnalistlc traffic conditions {a road tunnel or busy street} 
are supportive oflhe possibility that persons with astl:una 
may be mo.re susceptible to adverse health effects (such as 
decrements in hmg function and enhanced responses to 
allergens) related to such exposure, The Panel's evaluation 
of the to:dcologic data on the respiratory system regarding 
the effects of components of traffic-related air pollution 
was that such exposures result in mild acute inflammatory 
responses in healthy individuals and enhanced allergic 
responses in ailergk asthmati.cs and anim.al nM:idels, 

When the epidemlologic and toxicologic data were 
viewed together, the Panel noted that a cmrn could be made 
that there are likely to be causal associations related to 
exposure to lraffic·rnlated air pollution and asthma exacer· 
batfon and some other resptratory symptoms, However, 
given the lack of a large body of toxicoiogic data based on 
human and animal exposures to real·•.vorld traffic see· 
narios, the Panel noted that it was hazardous to crmclude 

that c1:msallty has been established at thls tlroa for all resp!· 
ratory symptoms at all ages, 

LUNG FUNC..'110N AND CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE 
PULMONARY DISEASE 

Changes in lung function are considered rnliablu 
marken of health that reflect the effects of emiogenous and 
cumulative exposure to exogenous factors that might have 
adverse health consequences. Reduced lung function is 
strongly associated with future morbidity from a variety of 
causes and is a predictor oflife expectancy (Hole et aL 1996}; 
however, the relevance to health of small, shorMerm 
changes has .not been assessed. The Panel cousidered hmg 
function and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 
(COP))) together in this nwiew, because the principal crite· 
rion for the diagnosis of COPD is based on lung-function 
measures, 

Epidemiology 

Lung Fimct:im* in Children aml Adults The s I. u dies 
revi.ewed w&rn heterogeneous in their design, approach to 
exposure assessment, and lung-function measures. Given 
their limited comparability, th.a Panel concluded that the 
evidence is "suggestive but notsufficltm.t" to infer a causal 
association. between short- and long-term exposure to 
traffic-related pollution and decremauts in lung funcllo:n, 
However, in the case of long-term exposure, there was 
some cohernnca in the data, suggesting that (1) long-term 
exposure is associated with changes i.n lnng function in 
adolescents and young adults; (2) lung-function measures 
are lower in people who live in more polluted areas; and 
(3} changing ms.idence to a less-polluted area in one study 
is associated with improvements in lung function (Burr et 
aL 2004), The first and second points are consistent with 
longer-lasting effects on lung structure and/or function, 
The third point can be interpreted to indicate that some 
component of the apparent effects on hmg function is 
reversible or is more tha result of short-term exposure, 

Cli.ronfo Obstrt.nitive Pu.lmtmary Disease Because only 
two of the COPD studies fulfilled the cdteda for inclusion 
in the review and their results were not consistent, the 
Panel cnncludad that there is "inadequate and insufficient" 
evidence for causal associations between exposure to 
traffic pollution and COPD. 

Toxicology 

A very Hm.ited database of conttolted hum.an exposure 
has shown short-term reductions in forced ex.piratory 
volume in 1 second (f"EVi) and increases in inflammation 
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with exposure to traffic-related air pollution. However, the 
two end points have not boen a.ssodat.ed with each other. 
Virtually no data are available from animal models. There 
are no studies of traffic-related air pollution and GDPD. 

Whiln the epidemiology studies do provide suggestive 
evidence fo.r chronic expmrnre effects on lung function in 
adolescents and young adults, there are too few toxicologic 
data to indicate what mechanisms muler!ie these obsarva
tiom;, The aggregate epidemiologk and toxicologic evi
dence cm chronic exposure to traffic-related ai.r pollution 
and altered hmg function in older adults and the occur· 
ranee of COPD is too sparse to permit. any inference with 
respect to causal association. 

ALtERGY 

Epidemiology 

The 15 ep.!demiology st:udias on this outcome included 
in the review not only had to meet criteria for the quality of 
their exposure data but also had to report at least mw of the 
following: (1} positive skin-prick testing for common 
aeroallergi.ms; (2) serum-spedfic JgE to common aema.ller
gens: (3) a physician's diagnosis of eczema or allergic rhin
itis; or {4) use of questionnaires on the history of.symptoms 
of hay fever, seasonal rmmy nose, rhinitis or conjunctivitis, 
or itchy eyes, With a fow inconsistent exceptions, results 
based on the skin-prick test reactivity or allergen-specific 
IgE fulled to show associations with any of the traffic-axpo
sura surrogates. lncorrnistont results with self.reported 
symptoms were also noted, The Panel ctmcluded that the.re 
is "Inadequate and itumffichmt" evidence to infer a causal 
association, or even a nnncausal association, bet.ween 
exposure t:o traffic:.related pollution and IgE-ruediated 
allergies, Overall, the lack of consistency across epidmnl
ology studies might have reflected a failure to identify sus
ceptible subgroups. 

Toxicology 

The Panel noted that tlw toxicology data provide strong 
mechanlstic evidence with respect to the diesel particle 
component of traffic-generated pollution and JgE-mediated 
allergic reactions and some evidence for N02 and late· 
phase response to allergen. However, the epidemiology 
studies wem .i.nconsistent. The relevance of the toxicology 
studies (oft.en by nasal instillation with diesel exhaust par
ticles] to the actual manifestations of non-asthmatic 
allergic phenotypes (e,g., allergic rhinitis or conjunctivitis, 
eczenta, serum-specific IgE, and evl.de.nce of sensitization 
to aeroallergens) could not be determined. 

xiv 

BIRTH OUTCOMES 

Epidemiology 

Although a considerable body of data from around t.he 
world has identified consistent associations beh'leen expo· 
sure to ambient air pollution in general and various birth
o:utcome measures (low birth weight, small for gestational 
age, and perinatal mortality), only four studies of exposure 
to traffic-related pollution met the criteria for inclusion in 
this review. The small number of studies and the.tr limited 
geographic coverage led the Panel to cm:idude that there is 
"inadequate and insufficient" evidence to infer causaHty, 

Toxicology 

The toxicology studies reported effects on reproductive 
organs and sperm functfonality In animals, but these out· 
comes were not evaluated in the epidemiology studies. 
Among tho challenges in interpreting these results are the 
data limitations and dw almost-universal use of very high 
exposure concentrations that have questionable relevance 
to actual ambient concentrations, Due to their lack of 
overlap, the epidemiology and toxicology studies on repro
ductive health and birth outcomes do not lend themselves 
to any ove.ra:ll .synthes.is, 

CANCER 

Epidemiology 

Tha Panel focusBd on general-population exposure studies 
and did not review tbe extensive epidemioiogic lltemturn on 
cancer from occupational exposure to traffic emission con
stitmmts (e,g,, benzene: and diesel exhaust), Among the 
studies reviewed, five vvere of childhood cancers (mainly 
leukemias, lymphomas, and cancers of the central nervous 
system), and four of adult cancers (two of lung cancer, one 
of female breast cancer, and one of several cancers com
bined), Data on chi.ttlhood cancers were inconclusive tn 
te.rms of overall consistency and of specific cancers, Too 
fow data were available in adults .. Over.all the Panel con
cluded that the evidence was "inadequatts and insuffic!enr 
to make inferences for causality between exposure to traffic 
pollution and cancm\ 

Toxicology 

The toxlcologic research ,summarized included in vitro 
mutagenldty studies nf exposure of cells to PM from traffic 
pollution, diesel or biodiesel exhaust, and organic compo
nents of some of these mixtures, as well as animal carcino
genidty studies after exposure to e.xhaust from diesel and 
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gasoline-fueled engines. Although studies in cells demon
strating the capa.city of DEP to induce DNA-strand breaks, 
base oxidation, and mutagenicity provide a. possible mech
anism for the induction of carcinogenidty by ttaffic-rnlated 
pollution, the applicability of in vitro mutagenicity studies 
to human risk assessment has been questioned. Animal 
studies have demonstrated the ability of high concentra
tions nf exhaust components in both diesel and gasoline
fueled engines lo cause tumors in animals. However, cau
tion must be exercised in extrapolating these data to people 
exposed to much lower concentrations of pollutants, a.s 
seen in the epidemiology studies, Therefore, the Panel con
cluded that any statement that tries to relate the toxkologic 
to the epidemiologic data is premature at this time. 

OVERALL CONCLUSIONS 

Studies have shown that traffic-related emissions affect 
ambient air quality on a wide range of spatial scales, from 
local roadsides and urban scales to broadly reginnaI back
ground scales. Based on a synthesis of the best available 
evidence, the Panel identified an exposure znne within a 
range of up to 300 to 500 m from a m.ajor road as the area 
most highly affected by traffic emissions (the range reflects 
the variable influence of background pollution concentra· 
tions, meteorologic conditions, and season}. 

Surrogates for traffic-related exposure hava played, and 
am likely to continue to play, a preeminent role in exposure 
assessm1mts Jn epidemiology studies, The optimal selection 
of relevant sunogates (a.specially surrogates that are single 
chemicals) depends on accurate knowledge of the degree to 
which they represent the chemical and physical properties 
of the actual primary traffic-pollution mixtures to which 
humans ara exposed, which, in turn, depends on accurate 
knowledge of motor-vehicle-emissions composition and 
neaNitmrce transformation and dispersion. The Panel con
cluded that none of the pollutant surrogates {CO, N02, UFP, 
EC, and benzene) is unique to emissions from motor vehi· 
clef;, Among the surrogates based on traffic-exposure 
models, the question remains as to the extent to which the 
proximity model !Le., the simple distance-to-road measures) 
should be employed in future epidemiology studies because 
it is particularly prone to yielding measures potentially con
taining extraneous information that can lead to the con
founding of associations between health effects a.nd 
exposure. In the Panel's view, the hybrid. model is the cut· 
rent optimal :method of assigning exposures t-0 primary 
traffic-related pollution, 

Many aspects of the epidemiologic and toxlcologic evi
dence relating adverse human haalth effects to exposure to 

primary traffic-gemirated air pollution remain Incomplete. 
However, the Panel conduded that the evidence is suffi
cient to support a causal relationship between exposure to 
traffic-related air pollution and exace.rbatfon of asthma. It 
also found suggestive evidence of a causal .relati.unship 
with onset of childhood asthma, nonasthma respiratory 
symptoms, impaired lung function, total and cardiovascular 
mortality, and cardiovascular morbidity, although the data 
are not sufficient to fully support causality. For a number of 
other health outcomes, there was limited evidence of associ
ations, but the data were either inadequate or insufficient to 
draw finner com::lusions, The Panel's conclusions have to be 
considered in the context of the progress made to reduce 
emissions from motor vehicles. Since the epidemiology 
studies a.re based on past estimates of exposure frnm older 
vehides, they may not provide an accurate gulde to esti
mating healtli associations in the future, 

In light of the large number of people residing within 
300 to 500 m of major roads, the Panel concludes that the 
sufficient and suggestive evidence for these health out
comes indicates that exposures to traffic-related pollution 
are Hkely to be of public health concern and deserve public 
attention. Although policy recommendations based on 
these conclusions are beyond the scope of this report, the 
Panel has tried to organize, summarize, and discuss the pri· 
mary evidence tn ways that will facilitate its usefulness to 
policy makers in the years ahead. 
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Inglewood 

CITY OF INGLEWOOD 
'1111.' OFFICE OF THE CITY MANAGER 

2009 

DATE: April 10, 2018 

TO: Mayor and Cm1ndl Members 

FROM: Economic and Community Devefopment Department 

SUBJECT: Amendment to Professional Services Agreements with Environmental Science 
Associates and Trifiletti Consulting for Services Associated with the 
Environmental Review of a National BaskeibaU Association Arena and 
Associated Facilities (Proposed Project} near the Intersection of Prairie 
Avenue and Century Boulevard 

RECOMMENDATIOJ\h 
It is recommended that the Mayor and City Council take the foBowing actions: 

1) Arrtend Agreernent No. 18~056 with ESA (Enviromx:umta1 Science Associates) to modify 
the scope of services to include the Phase 2 Scope of Work with a cost of$2,228,032~ and, 

2) Amend Agreement No. 18~057 vlith Trifile-tti Consulting to modify the scope of services 
to in.elude Phase 2 Scope of\Vork \Vith a cost of$354~701.10 for Phase II; ruH1) 

3) Adopt a resolution amending the FY 2017~2018 Budget. 

BACKGROUND: 
On August 15, 2017, the City Council, the City oflngle.wood as Successor Agency to the Former 
Redevelopment Agency, and the Inglewood Parking Authority approved m. Amended and 
Restated Exclusive Negotiating Agreement (ENA) with Murphy's Bowl LLC, In connection with 
its obligations under the ENA, ilie City is required to perfom1 certain implementation activities 
including, but not Hr.nited to, the preparation of certain environmental dncumeuts required by 
CEQA, for the purpose of assessing any potential environmental impacts the Proposed Project may 
have. 

On December l 9~ 2017 ~the City Council approved agreements v\>ith ESA and Trifiletti Consulting 
to provide certain environmental consulting services necessary for the preparation of an 
Environmental Impact Report on the Proposed Project. 

DISCUSSION: 
The environmental scope of services to be provided by ESA and Trifiletti Consulting for Phase 2 
Scope of Work are as foHmvs: 

.ESA: Performance of Phase 2 Scope of Work as more, particularly described in Exhibit A to First 
Amendment to Professional Services Agreement No. 18 .. 056 between the City and ESA 
($2,228~032). 
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Mayor and City Council 
.Prof essfonai Services Agreement witb ESA 
April 1 O, 2018 

Page 2 of3 

Trifiletti: Performance of Phase 2 Scope of Work is more particularly described in Exhibit A to 
First Amendment to Professional Services Agreement No, 18-057 between the City and Trifiletti 
Con:mhlng {$354,701 JO). 

FINANCIAL/FUNDING ISSUES AND SOURCES: 
Upon adoption of the attached resolution amending the Fiscal Year 2017-2018 budget, funds in 
the amount of $2,582, 733, 10 will be transferred from Account Code No. OD 1 . .51000 (General Fund 
Reserves) to Account Code No, 300.1 OflA002, 

LEGAL REVIEW '\lERIFICA TION: 
Administrative staff has verified that th' r rt~ in its entirety~ has been submitted to, reviewed 
and approved by the Office of the City ttorney 

F.INANCE RE\1E\V VERIFICATIO 
Administrative staff has verified that tb · . rt, in its entirety~ has been submitted to, reviewed 
and approved by the Finance DepartmeJ1t. 

DESCRIPTION OF AN\:' ATTACHMENTS 
Attachment I: Arnendment to Professional Services Agreement with BSA for Environmental 

Services 
Attachment 2: Amendment to Professional Services Agreem.ent with Trifiletti Consulting 
Attachment 3: Resolution 
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Mayor and Chy Council 
Professional Services Agreement with ESA 
April 10, 2018 

APPROVAL VElUF'XCATION SHEET 

PREPARED BY: 
Christopher E. Jackson, Sr.~ Economic and Community Development Director 
Mindy Wilcox~ A1CP, Planning Man.ager 

COUNCIL PRESENTER: 

Page 3 of3 

Mindy Wilcox, AICP, Planning Manager -·~ 

DEPARTMENT HEAD AP.PROV AL: ~-- g ;f, . .t_a.J. ~tE-~1/t'J.~.-.~ttf..;;... .. ,_-~--Cn· . • e. E. Jackson, " ., ECD Director 
~\ 

.,,.,..., ...... 

CITY MANAGER APPROVAL: UV ' 
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Trifiletti Con.suiting, Inc. 
1541 Wilshire Boulevard, Ste 560 
Los Angeles, CA 90017 
2.13 315 .. 2121 
www. trlf'Hetticonsu !ting.com 

Project Management, Environmental Clearance, and lnterageney Coordination Services 

Trifl!ettl Consultfng wm perform professional services on behalf of the City of Inglewood (Cfty} to provide 
project rm:magement; strategic; environmental rommltlng and coorc!lna.tkm serJio1s for the Inglewood 
Basketlxifl and Entertainment Center, an behalf of the City's Economic and Community Development 

Department 

Firm Profile 
Trifllett! Consulting prov1des strategic: counsel in areas of land use., environment~!, entitlement, public 
outreach and project management to leaders in public agencies and elected offic!al.s, private sector 
developers, Infrastructure dE!flesigners, and business and civic organb:atlons. Grounded !11 decades of 
experience In government, we develop Innovative, transparent and consensus building approaches to 
securing mult:Hurisdictionat approvals for complex development and Infrastructure projects. Our 

success is based on a foundation of knowledge, experience, and stakeholder participation. 

We are uniquely qualified to manage multi-stakeholder processes to address complex public policy 
.Issues, and we have a demonstrated ability to implement major master planned governmental and 
private sector development projects. Our achievements rest on building broad coaUtlons, while 
effident!y managing critical legal and emrJronmental requ!mments and schedules. Trifiletti Consultlng 
specializes in leadfng complex planning processes and designing envlronmental dearance strategies that 
embrace sustainability as project: design features and minimizes environmental impacts. 

Prior to kmnchlng Trifiletti Consulting, Usa Trifiletti served as Deputy Executlve Director of 

Environmental Programs and Chief Sustainability Officer for Los Angeles World Airports (I.AWA). As 
Deputy Executive Director, she directed all activities of the Envlronmentaf Performance, Environmental 
Regulatory Compliance, Environmental Planning and Eng!neerlng, and fnvlronmental Commitment 
Management divisions, and led at! Entitlements and Environmental Clearances for l.AWA's three airports 

(LAX, Van Nuys, Ontario} and Palmdale land holdings. Most notably, during her tenure at I.AWA, she fed 
the update of entitlements and environmental deannces for all major LAX Modernization Projects 
im:!udlng the LAX la:ndside Access Modernization Program, and the LAX Northslde Plan Update which 
consisted of 2.3 million square feet of development on 340 acres of airport property with widespread 
commi.mlty support. Ms .. Trifiletti also led the coordination efforts with the Los Angeles County 
Metropolitan Transportation Authority {Metro) to select the locally preferrnd alternative for the Airport 
Metro Connector's 96th Street Transit Station and its connection to LAX. Addltfonally; Trifiletti served as 

Chief ?tanning Deputy for al! d!scretiona!'V planning and environmental clearance applkatlons, and all 

housing, transportation and land use issues in the City of Los Ang.eles to Councilmembers Jack Weiss and 
Paul Koren for Council District 5, 
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TrlfHetti Consulting, Inc. 

Trifiletti Consulting has earned a strong reputation as a trusted consensus builder and public outreach 

feader. Lisa Trifiletti was Instrumental !n helping secure historic settlement agreements on long standing 

contentlous airport conflicts, including with the Alliance for Regional So!utkm agalnst Afrport Congestion 

{ARSAC) and adjacent jurisdictions, including the Clty of Inglewood. Her planning work has also been 
recognized by several organlzat1ons, as .she has the Association of Envlromnenta! Professional's 

California Chapter Public Education and Outreach Award, and the Award of Excellence for the America 
Planning Association's Neighborhood Planning Award, and her projects have been featured in numerous 
positive media artides, 

Bae.kground: City of Inglewood Planning Efforts 
Today is a new era In the City of Inglewood as it becomes "The City of Champions"' and redefines Itself as 
a regional center in the greater Los Angeles region. As of August 20.17, sales tax revenue Increase has ·· 

outpaced the Los Angeles County avernge1 and property values are up more than 100% since 2012. 

These accomplishments have been driven by a number of completed and on*golng projects in the City 
indud!ng the construct.Ion of the Metro Crenshaw/LAX line, The Forum's revitallzat!i:m which now 

actively hosts the largest entertainment acts ln the Country, the redevelopment of approximately 238 

acres ln Hollywood Park with new !and uses Including residentlal, commercial and recreational, the 

relocation and construction .of the Los Angeles Rams and Los Angeles Chargers new National Football 

League (NFt) stadium, and the City has currently entered into an exdusive negotiation agreement (ENA) 

for the potential relocation ofthe Los Angeles Clippers National Basketball Assoc:iatlon (NBA) to the City 
of Inglewood. 

As the City of Inglewood is actively transforming into a major regional activity center, the number of 

trips or vehicle miles traveled (VMT} in and around the City are anticipated to Increase. Since 2010, 

traffic has Increased by 128,066 (11%) vehides per day within the Clty of Inglewood based on latest AOT 

studies, That is approximately an increase of 18,295 (l,57%) dally vehicles per year. The mJsting 

trnns;port•Ak:m infrastructure am;! cln:ul\*tion system is outclatHi::L capadty shoukJ be trn:re1Hed tw major 
arterials street and highwavs are h!gh!y congested, and there remains no dire.ct conr;ection from the 
Countywlde k1etronan System to the newly completed, umier thnttructecl! and future aQtlvity centers. 

Moreover, the City's Cin::ulation F!emelit fmmthe Uty'tGenern! Plan has not baen updated since 1992, 
To address these critical issues, the City of Inglewood is now Jn the studying the development of a major 

mass transit project connecting the Metro Rail System to the proposed ad:Mty centers and is p.reparing 
a comprehensfve mobility plan to identify pollcy recommendations, infrastructure improvements and 

the program requirements necessary to move people across a multlmodal transportation environment, 
and best prepare for the future development in the City. 
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Existing Land Use (Year 2016) (DRAFT) 
One-Half Mile from Intersection of W. Century Blvd. and S. Prairie Ave. 

{ SCAG Standardized Land Use Codes ) 

@Ii Intersection ofW. Century Blvd, and S. Prairie Ave, 
SCAG Existing Land Use Codes 

CJ One-Half Mile Radius Around the Intersection 

Single Family Residential 

Multl-Famllv Residential 

Mobile Homes and Trnll.er Parks 

Mixed Residential 

SOUfC{;).'. sc,.1!.._(;, 2D l? 

Di.~tt'l':: 1/21/20l? 

Im General Office 

Im Commercial and Seivices 

Fac!Utles 

Education 

• Industrial 

Mixed Residential and Com me rel at 

Vacant 

• Under Construction 

P ~'\.Ju n~1 \Di.~ ft';J __ .Req ~.J t:.?$f \.l ::1th Qrn, __ "YV o!~~lns\Dovld~_ Thorn psQn \m;i: ds \8{i ~ t~ ngL U -~ C<;;n1 i.J rv Pt:ofrk: ,rn ~<d 
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General Pland land Use (DRAFT) 
One-Half Mile from Intersection of W. Century Blvd. and S. Prairie Ave. 

( SCAG Standardized Land Use Codes ) 

(j Intersection of W. Century Blvd. and S. Prairie Ave, 

SCAG General Plan Land Use Codes 

Single Family Residential - Commercial and Services 

Mui.ti-Family Residential Facilities 

Mixed Residential - Industrial 

Scurce: SCA,(;. 2019 
Date: 1/22/2019 

CJ One-Half Mile Radius Around the Intersection 

Mixed Residential. and Commercial 

; ~,. :; ~... ~ .... 

P:\,J:.,.:r:g\Data~Reque3t\LJ]tho::Jrn~V'../otk.:n~\Do-/kj~Thcin~~f)S()n\1T::<1::h\Ge~e:o'l?lcr-i, ... CenturvProlr;e.mxd 

!. ''()'" "1 ""'" 0 
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High Quality Transit Areas (HQTA) and Transit Priority Areas (TPA) 
One-Half Mile from Intersection of W. Century Blvd. and S. Prairie Ave. 

[Year 2012] 

• 
C:I 

Source: SCAG, 2019 
Date: l /22/2019 

& 

P:\Jung\Data_Request\LaH1arn_ V./ atkins\David_Thorn pson \rr:xds\HQT A_TPA._201 2_ CenturyPrair ie .rnxd 

) 2016-2040 I 

(2012) 

(2012) 

#2 

() 



High Quality Transit Areas (HQTA) and Transit Priority Areas (TPA) 
One-Half Mile from Intersection of W. Century Blvd. and S. Prairie Ave. 

[Year 2040] 

• 
C:I 

Source: SCAG, 2019 
Date: l /22/2019 

& 

P: \Jun g\Da ta_Re q ue st\La Hi a rn_ V./ atkin s \David_ Th om ps on \rr:xd s \H QT A_TP A._2040_ CenturyPra i1 ie. rnxd 

) 2016-2040 I 

(2040) 

(2040} 

#2 

() 
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UrbanFootprint Place Types 

Description 

Residential [$% 
Employment [6% 

Mixed Use 45% ) 
Open Space/Civic [[% 

Built Environment 

Intersections per mi 2 200 
Average Floors 23 

Floors Ronge 15 - 100 
Total Net FAR 9.0 

Gross Density Range (per acre) 

Household 40-500+ 
Employee 50-500+ 

SF Large Lot 0% 

SF Small Lot 0% 

Townhome 0% 

MultiFamily [()@% ? 

Employment Mix 

Office ~())~··································· Retail 20% 
Industrial 0% 

Average Density (per acre) 

Household 85 

Employee 266 

Urban Mixed Use districts are exemplified by a variety of intense uses and building types. Typical buildings are between 10 and 40+ stories tall, with 

offices and/or residential uses and ground-floor retail space. Parking is usually structured below or above ground. 'Workers, residents. and visitors are 

well served by transit, and can walk or bicycle for many of their transportation needs. 

Descri.ptlon 

Residential 64% ? 
Employment 4% 

Mixed Use 12% 
Open Space/Civic Z[% 

Built Environment 

Intersections per mi 2 200 

Average Floors 18 

Floors Range 5 - 60 
Total Net FAR 9.0 

Gross Density Range (per acre) 

Household 75-500+ 

Employee 0-50+ 

SF Large Lot 0% 

SF Smoll Lot 0% 

Townhome 0% 

MultiFamily $!~@% ? 

Employment Mix 

Office 22% 
Retail 73% ? 

Industrial 0% 

Average Density (per acre) 

Household Bl 
Employee 44 

The most intense residential-focused type, Urban Residential areas are typically found within or adjacent to major downtowns. They include high- and 

mid-rise residential towers, with some ground--floor retail space. Parking usually structured below or above ground. Residents are well served by transit, 

and can walk or bicycle for many of their daily needs. 

Description 

Residential 1% 
Employment 4% 

Mixed Use 12% 
Open Space/Civic 21% 

Built Environment 
Intersections per mi 2 200 

Average Floors 15 
Floors Range 15 - 100 

Total Net FAR 6.0 
Gross Density Range (per acre) 

Household 0-40 
Employee 250-500+ 

SF Large Lot 0% 
SF Small Lot 0% 
Townhome 0% 

l\llultiFamily 100% ? 
Employment Mix 

Office BMW 
Retail 7% 

Industrial 0% 

Average Density (per acre) 

Household 8 

Employee 402 

Urban Commercial areas are typically found within major Central Business Districts. They are exemplified by mid- and high-rise office towers. Typical 

buildings are between 15 and 40+ stories tall, with ground--floor retail space, and offices on the floors above. Parking is usually structured below or 

above ground; workers tend to arrive by transit, foot or bicycle in large numbers. 
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, UrbanFootprint Place Types 

Description 

Land Use Mix 
Residential 0% 

Employment ~~% ? 

Mixed Use 0% 

Open Space/Civic $1% 
Built Environment 

Intersections per mi 2 45 

Average Floors 2 
Floors Range 1- 6 

Total Net FAR 0.8 
Gross Density Range (per acre) 

Household 0 
Employee 25-150+ 

Residential Mix 
SF Large Lot 0% 

SF Small Lat 0% 

Townhome 0% 

Multifamily 0% 

Employment Mix 

Office ~$$1 I•••························· Retail $% 
Industrial $$% 

Average Density (per acre) 

Household 0 
Employee 33 

Representing intense suburban office/industrial/research areas, Mixed Office and R&D is characterized by a mix of employment buildings. Typical 

structures are 1-6 stories tall, surrounded by surface parking and some structured parking where appropriate. 

Descri.ptlon 

Residential 0% 

Employment 92% ? 

Mixed Use 0% 

Open Space/Civic 8% 
Built Environment 

Intersections per mi 2 40 
Average Floors 1 

Floors Range 1- 4 

Total Net FAR 0.5 
Gross Density Range (per acre) 

f·!ausehold O 

Employee 16-25 

SF Lorge Lot 0% 

SF Small Lot 0% 

Townhome 0% 

MultiFamily 0% 

Employment Mix 
Office g$% 
Retail S% 

Industrial 72% ? 

Average Density (per acre) 
1-/ousehold O 

Employee 21 

Office/Industrial areas are moderate-density suburban office and industrial areas. Typical structures are 1-5 stories tall, surrounded by surface parking 

lots and truck loading bays. 

Description 

Residential 0% 

Employment 89% ? 

Mixed Use 0% 

Open Space/Civic 11% 

Intersections per mi 2 35 
Average Floors 1 

Floors Range 1- 2 

Total Net FAR 0.5 
Gross Density Range (per acre) 

1-iousehold 0 
Employee 8-16 

SF Large Lot 0% 

SF Small Lat 0% 

Townhome 0% 

lV!ultiFamily 0% 

Employment Mix 
Office gp% 
Retail 14% 

Industrial 66% ? 

Average Density (per acre) 

1-iousehold 0 

Employee 14 

Industrial Focus areas are warehouses and industrial employment areas. Typical structures are 1-2 stories tall, surrounded by surface parking lots and 

truck loading bays. 
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---------------------------- January 2079, 

To: EcoTierra 

Date: January 31, 2019 

Reference: LEED Certification Review for the IBEC Project under AB 987 

3916 Normal Street 

San Diego, CA 92103 

619.294.4477 

PLJ\ 2342 ! 2386 ! 2500 i 3734 

Attached to this memorandum is the summary of our research for the above referenced project. A point of reference, 

all blue text from this point forward, represents KTUA input whereas all black text is from the Applicants Report that 

we are responding to and commenting on. 

Summary of LEED Credits 

It is not possible to determine the accuracy of the credits without detailed site plans, data and more descriptions on 
what the applicant is likely to include in the project to attain these points. This memo assesses the LEED Points that 

are verifiable based upon public information and in the LEED Certification Study. The two categories KTUA has 
provided a different rating for (See Table 1 and Table 2) includes Access to Quality Transit (max. 6 points) and Bicycle 

Facilities 
(max. 1 point). The basis of disagreeing with the applicants findings in these categories is that the indicated High 
Qual-ityTransit Services are not within the required distances. Also, the applicant is relying too much on future 

shuttles and other means to collect 10% of visitors from light rail and transport them to the Arena. The applicant is 
counting on a future People Mover that is not adopted nor funded at this time or in the near future. The buses and 

shuttle systems are not able to deliver nearly the needed volume of users in a timely manner. 

In addition, the bicycle facilities scoring assumes that the environment around the Arena is acceptable for cycling 

and/or has dedicated bike facilities that are existing or planned that will offset these problems. The existing and future 
con-ditions show Class 3 bike facilities within a mile of the Arena. Improved Class 1 and Class 2 facilities are several 
miles away. The Level of Stress as shown on these streets (see Figure 7), indicates that many riders will not want to 

ride on these wide, busy and unprotected streets. They are only usable streets for cycling if they have a Class 1 Multi
use Path, a Class 2 Bike Lane, or a Class 4 Cycle Track. Since these do not exist on the streets with a high level of stress, 
the overall biking environment is poor and there do not appear to be any plans to improve this. The second part of 

the LEED scor-ing on Bike Facilities are the accommodation of bike parking through racks, rooms, valet services or 
lockers. This part of the LEED points are Likely to be acceptable, but without the biking environment around the Arena 
being classified as low level of stress streets or without projects to improve these conditions, the LEED point is not 

war-ranted. Table 1 and 2 summarizes the appropriate adjustments to the LEED score card. Based on our assessment 
and as discussed below, when accurately assessed, the project fails to meet the 60 point minimum required for LEED 

Gold certification. 

Page 1 
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The suggested changes in the LEEDS Project Checklists would result in a reduction of the Access to Quality Transit 
from a 5 to a 2 on the BD+C New Construction Criteria and from a 6 to a 2 on the BD+C Core and Shell sheet. The 
changes also suggest that the Bicycle Facilities ranking goes from the Likely column (L) to the Unlikely column (U). 

In the case of the Core and Shell sheet, this would go from the Yes 1 to a Likely 1 since we do not feel this point is 
war-ranted. The Regional Priority on the Core and Shell sheet should not be counted under the Yes column for 1 

point for Access to Quality Transit We also feel that the Surrounding Density and Diverse Uses should go from the 
Unlikely (U) to the Likely (L) but without building footprint detail and density ranges, we were not able to confirm 

this. 

Michael L. Sing!eton, President KTU/\ 
LEED - !\P, A.G; CTP and PL/\ 
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Table 1. Marked up Worksheet for New Constructfon and Major Renovation 
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APPLICANT'S DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT 

The project applicant proposes the construction of a new basketball and entertainment center and related development 
in the City of Inglewood, California to serve as the new home of the LA Clippers National Basketball Association (NBA) 
franchise. The IBEC Project consists of an arena with up to 18,000 fixed seats for LA Clippers basketball games, with 
capacity to add up to 500 additional temporary seats for other events. The proposed IBEC Project Site is shown in Figure 
1. Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center Project Site Plan. In addition, the proposed IBEC Project includes a new 
LA Clippers practice and athletic training facility, LA Clippers team offices, a sports medicine clinic, community space, and 
ancillary retail and dining uses as shown in Table 3. The proposed IBEC Project also includes the option to develop a hotel 
of up to 150 rooms within the IBEC Project Site. 

Table 3. IBEC Project land Uses 

Land Use 

Arena: 
LA Clippers Practice I Athletic Training Facility: 
LA Clippers Offices: 
Sports Medicine Clinic: 
Dining and Retail Space: 
Community Space: 
Hotel: 

Figure 1. IBEC Project land Uses 

Size 

18,000 fixed seats with capacity to add 500 temp. seats 
85,000 SF 
71,000 SF 
25,000 SF 
48,000 SF 
15,000 SF 
150 rooms 
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:c v, lkunc~.s tc.· \VJ k 

: :-:e pacilv' 
C•:, ncr1·,·1a~ sc 

Figure 2, Vidnlty Map with Transit am:! Wa!ktime Zones 

'er n·1c•st ti ID~: fo, 
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Figure 3, Vicinity Map wlth Wa!ktime Zones showing dlstaru::e shortages to Quality Transit Services 
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Figure 4. Proposed People Mover from the 
Metro Station to !BEC 

Figure 5. Alternative Routes for the Proposed 
People Mover from the Metro Station to IBEC 

Both weekday and weekend trip minimums must be met 

Requirement VVeekday Trips Weekend Tr:ps :)AT l r: ps SU~...J Trips 

72 40 

Bus 1~4 108 

360 216 

24 6 

BRT & Commutor Rail 40 8 

Line 

Bus 117 

Bus 211 

Bus 212 

SUM 

Line 

Bus 117 

Bus 211 

Bus 212 

SUM 

BRT 740 

Exp 442 

Sum 

Additional 

Qa!ification 

Total Points 

Earned 

60 ·12 

Network Buffer 

Distance VVeekdayTrips Weekend Tr;ps SATTr:ps SUN Trips 

1/4-Mi!e 55 35 40 35 

1/4-M:ie 11 0 n 0 '-' 

1/4-M:ie 74 43 58 43 

140 78 

Radius buffer 

U1stance \/Veekciay Trips Weekend Tr:ps SATTr;ps SUN Trips 

1/4-Miie 55 35 40 35 

1/4-Miie n 0 0 0 

1/4-Miie 74 4~· .) 58 43 

140 78 

R: ght beyond 
41 0 39 0 

'1/2-Miie 

Right beyond 
4 0 0 0 

1/2-M:ie 

4" ,, 0 39 0 

Projects served by two or more tr·ans1t routes such that no one route provides 

more than 60'% of the documented levels may earn one additional point, up 

to the maximum number of points. 

Table 4. Access to Standard and High Qwa!lty Transit Semke 

7 

Points 

3 

6 

2 

3 

Points 

Points 

() 

2 
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Existing and Planned Transit Network 

• The IBEC Project Site is located along two multi-modal corridors, W. Century Blvd. and S. Prairie Ave., and in
cludes access to transit. In particular, multi-modal access to the Project Site is available in the form of local bus 
service, automobile access, and a pedestrian network comprised of continuous sidewalks, curb ramps, and paint
ed crosswalks at area intersections. Local bus service is currently provided by the Metro at 8 Metro stops within 
a X-mile of the Project Site along the following four Metro routes: 117, 211, 212, and 312. The Bus Rapid Transit 
(BRT) Line 740 Hawthorne/Century transit stop is located approximately 0.5 miles west of the Project Site. 

The !3PT 

• The existing and planned fixed guide-way network in the City of Inglewood includes several rail stops that would 
provide access to the IBEC Project. Metro's existing and planned fixed guide-way network includes several rail 
stops that would provide access to the proposed IBEC Project. The Project Site is located approximately 0.8 miles 
from the existing Metro Green Line Hawthorne Station. 

stoUon is 1.1325 

• Future transportation network improvement includes the LA Metro Crenshaw/LAX project. The LA Metro Cren
shaw/LAX project is an 8.5-mile light rail line between the Metro Green Line and Exposition Line serving the cit
ies of Los Angeles, Inglewood and El Segundo and is planned to be open in 2019. Three stations associated with 
the Metro Crenshaw/LAX Line are planned in the City of Inglewood: the Downtown Inglewood Station located 
approximately 1.6 miles to the north of the IBEC Project Site, the Westchester/Veterans Station located approx
imately 2 miles northwest of the Project Site, and the Fairview Heights station located approximately 2 miles 
north of the Project Site. Once completed, the Crenshaw/LAX Line and the existing Green Line (with operational 
updates) will both stop at the future Airport Metro connector (AMC) 96th Street Transit Station which is located 
approximately 2.0 miles west of the Project Site. 

Th( f.)c)VVnf1)Vvn (()Uf"eS. 5totJ:::)n /s 2.B 
!TJ!fes 

Walkshed (walking at about 3 mph) Bus Stops Express/BRT Stops Bus Unes Express/BRT Unes 

:4«Ml!e w-0!kshed (5«tninute-walk) 9 0 3 0 

One Mile walkshed(20-minute-wal~ 
H3 0 3 0 

59 Express i O f BRT 4 1i Express i I BRT 3 

Tab!e 5. Access to Standard and High QuaUty Transit Servke by Walkshed 
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Location and Transportation. The IBEC Project would be eligible for credits in the location and transportation category in 
the following areas: 

• The IBEC Project would be eligible to achieve the Access to Quality Transit credit because local transit service 
to the project area would be provided by the Los Angeles Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro) in the 
form of future below- and at-grade light rail on the Metro Crenshaw/LAX line, which is currently under construc
tion and expected to be complete in 2019, along with other above-ground route bus services. 

LEEL). 

• The IBEC Project would provide a shuttle pick-up and drop-off service at the following three Metro rail stations: 
the existing Metro Green line - Hawthorne Station, and the future Metro Crenshaw/LAX line - Florence/La Brea 
Station and Metro Crenshaw/LAX Line -AMC 96th Street Stations. In addition, the IBEC Project is located within 
X mile of 8 existing Metro bus stops along the following four Metro routes, 117, 211, 212, and 312. 

Other LEED Credit Discussions in the AB 987 Application 
i11 nq 

" The IBEC Project would also provide electric vehicle charging stations at 8% of parking spaces, which would ex
ceed the requirements for the IBEC Project to be eligible for the Green Vehicles credit. 

/t not 

• Sustainable Sites. The IBEC Project would be eligible for credits for rainwater management, open space, heat 
island reduction, and light pollution reduction. Credits for open space are based on the percentage of permeable 
surfaces, including roof-top gardens. 

• Water Efficiency. The IBEC Project would be eligible for credits for the use of ultra-low flow fixtures in restrooms 
such as low flow faucets with aerators, dual flush toilets, and waterless urinals. These features would reduce in
door water use by a minimum of 40 percent and would be required to meet Universal Plumbing Code standards. 
The IBEC Project would also be eligible for credits for using 100% recycled water to service project landscaping 
designed for low water usage. 

is Of 
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Under the requirements of AB 987, the IBEC Project must include implementation of a transportation demand manage
ment that will achieve and maintain a 15% reduction in the number of vehicle trips, collectively, by attendees, em
ployees, visitors, and customers as compared to trips generated by IBEC Project operations absent the transportation 
demand management program. The measures included in the transportation demand management program must be 
implemented as soon as feasible, so that a 7.5% reduction in vehicle trips is achieved and maintained by the end of the 
first NBA season during which an NBA team has played at the IBEC Project arena, anticipated to occur by June 2025. 

" Information to show that the transportation demand management program, upon full implementation, will 
achieve and maintain a 15% reduction in the number of vehicle trips, collectively, by attendees, employees, visi
tors, and customers as compared to operations absent the transportation demand management program. 

Information to show the project is consistent with the general use designation, density, building intensity, and applicable 
policies specified for the project area in either a sustainable communities strategy or an alternative planning strategy 
for which the State Air Resources Board, pursuant to subparagraph (H) of paragraph (2) of subdivision (b) of Section 
65080 of the Government Code, has accepted a metropolitan planning organization's determination that the sustainable 
communities strategy or the alternative planning strategy would, if implemented, achieve the greenhouse gas emission 
reduction targets. 

California Senate Bill (SB) 375 was passed by the State Assembly on August 25, 2008, and signed into law by the Gover
nor on September 30, 2008. This legislation links regional planning for housing and transportation with the greenhouse 
gas (GHG) reduction goals outlined in California Assembly Bill (AB) 32. Under SB 375, each Metropolitan Planning Orga
nization (MPO) is required to adopt a Sustainable Community Strategy (SCS) to encourage compact development that 
reduces passenger vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and trips so that the region will meet a target, created by the California 
Air Resources Board (CARB), for reducing GHG emissions. 

The purpose of the 2016 RTP/SCS is to achieve its assigned regional per capita GHG reduction targets for the passenger 
vehicle and light-duty truck sector established by CARB pursuant to SB 375 through strategies for integrating transporta
tion and land use planning, and an overall land use pattern that encourages growth in infill locations near bus corridors 
and other transit infrastructure4. The land use pattern supports and complements the proposed transportation network 
that emphasizes system preservation, active transportation, and transportation demand management (TDM) measures. 
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The 2012 RTP/SCS and the 2016 RTP/SCS include strategies and principles that are relevant to the IBEC Project, such as: 

" Support projects, programs, policies and regulations that encourage the development of complete communities, 
which includes a diversity of housing choices and educational opportunities, jobs for a variety of skills and educa
tion, recreation and culture, and a full- range of shopping, entertainment and services all within a relatively short 
distance; 

" Encourage compact growth in areas accessible to transit; 

" Identify regional strategic areas for infill and investment; 

" Plan for jobs closer to transit and housing, in sustainable transit-ready infill areas that can be reached by 
planned transit service and can readily access existing infrastructure; 

" Develop strategies focused on high-quality places, compact infill development, and more housing and transpor-
tation choices; 

" Encourage development in High Quality Transit Areas (HQTAs) and along "Livable Corridors"; 

" Develop nodes on a corridor - intensify nodes along corridors with people-scaled, mixed- use developments; 

" Promote the use of TDM programs; and 

" Invest in biking and walking infrastructure to improve active transportation options and transit access. 

The IBEC Project is consistent with and furthers these strategies and principles as follows: 

" Consistent with the RTP/SCS, the IBEC Project would be infill development, as explained above, and proposes a 
dense mix of recreation and entertainment, office, retail, restaurant, community, and hotel uses consistent with 
compact growth, on parcels of infill urban land accessible to and served by public transit and near existing and 
planned housing. The IBEC Project has been designed with the complete communities concept in mind by inte
grating land use planning, transportation planning, and community design together, and by providing construc
tion and permanent jobs for a variety of skills and education, recreational and cultural events, and a full-range of 
shopping, entertainment and services all within a relatively short distance. 

" The IBEC Project meets the HQTA criteria of being within one half mile of a fixed guide-way transit stop or a bus 
transit corridor where buses pick up passengers at a frequency of every 15 minutes or less during peak com
muting hours.14 The Project Site is adjacent to two (the 117 and 212/312 lines, which stop at the intersection 
of West Century Boulevard and South Prairie Avenue) and within one half mile of a third (the combined 740/40) 
Metro bus routes that are corridors that pick up passengers at intervals of 15 minute or less during peak com
mute hours. A fixed light rail system with a station adjacent to the IBEC Project Site is currently in the planning 
phase and, if approved, would be a major transit node to service the Project Site and surrounding uses. 

site dest!r;oti::)n~; vvh2n 

" In addition to the Project Site's proximity to the Metro bus routes and potential light rail system described above, 
it is less than one mile from the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro) Green line's 
Hawthorne/Lennox Station. The Metro Green line provides light rail service between Redondo Beach and Nor
walk, and also serves the communities of El Segundo, Hawthorne, South Los Angeles, Lynwood, and Downey. 

tirncs_ 
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• Currently under construction, the Metro Crenshaw/LAX line will provide a new light rail connection between 
the existing Metro Exposition line and the Metro Green line. The Crenshaw/LAX line will serve the cities of Los 
Angeles, Inglewood, Hawthorne, and El Segundo, and portions of unincorporated Los Angeles County. The Cren
shaw/LAX line will also provide light rail service to LAX. Three stations associated with the Metro Crenshaw/LAX 
line are planned in the City of Inglewood: the Downtown Inglewood Station located approximately 1.6 miles to 
the north of the Project Site, the Westchester/Veterans Station located approximately 2 miles northwest of the 
Project Site, and the Fairview Heights station located approximately 2 miles north of the Project Site. Construc
tion of the Metro Crenshaw/LAX line is estimated to be completed in 2019, before construction of the proposed 
IBEC Project would begin. 

5totlo.n /:-, _)_,~") 

{1) deterrnl/;e r.h/s 

• In addition, the IBEC Project will provide a substantial number of jobs near transit, at an infill location along a 
livable Corridor. livable Corridors are defined as "arterial roadways where jurisdictions may plan for a combi
nation of the following elements: high-quality bus frequency; higher density residential and employment at key 
intersections; and increased active transportation through dedicated bikeways." 
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Figure 6, Wa!ktime Overlays; with Bike FadHties Shown 
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Flgwre 7, Level of Traffic Stress for Cydist based on Street Characterhtics 
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February 21, 2018 

Kate Gordon, Director 
Office of Planning and Research 
1400 10th Street 

Sacramento, CA 95814 

via email: ca!ifomia.johs@opr.ca.gov 

Re: Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center (App. No. 2018021056) - OPPOSE CERTIFICATION 

Dear Director Gordon: 

Climate Resolve is a Los Angeles-based nonprofit organization that is dedicated to local solutions to global 
climate change and ensuring that climate solutions benefit all, especially low-income communities most 
affected but least able to defend against the impacts from climate change. Founded in 2010, Climate Resolve 
works to make California more equitable, just, livable, prosperous, and sustainable today and for generations 
to come by inspiring people at home, at work, and in government to reduce climate pollution as well as 
prepare for climate impacts. 

We write to share our concerns regarding the Los Angeles Clippers' application under AB 987 for the 
Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center ("IBEC Project"). Specifically, the Project's disregard for AB 

987's requirements that it reduce greenhouse gas emissions and that it improve air quality conditions for the 
adjacent low-income community. 

Where AB 987 offers benefits under CEQA in exchange for projects' achieving well-defined environmental 

standards, the IBEC Project application simply does not meet AB 987's strict requirements. 

Unless properly characterized and mitigated, the IBEC Project would actually increase greenhouse gas 
emissions and disproportionately impact Inglewood's low-income community. Moreover, we are concerned 
that, if certified by the Governor, the IBEC Project would create a terrible precedent that would gut, in large 
part, California's ability to use CEQA to manage greenhouse gas emissions. As California strives to achieve 
climate neutrality by 2045, it is imperative that CEQA remain a critical tool in the state's toolbox for reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions. 

Unless the applicant meets AB 987's net zero greenhouse gas requirement and implements real and 
meaningful local efforts to reduce greenhouse gas and related emissions, we respectfully request the 
Governor deny the application. 

The IBEC Project Is Not Net Neutral For Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

The IBEC Project's AB 987 application uses a flawed methodology to calculate its net greenhouse gas 
emissions. Based on well-established agency guidance, an accurate baseline emissions methodology (i.e., the 
amount of greenhouse gas emissions that a project will eliminate and that are credited against those the 
project will generate) is limited to accounting for existing on-site emissions. The IBEC Project application 
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included not only on-site emissions, but also existing emissions from various off-site activities that the 
application assumes (without foundation) will relocate to the new arena as part of the "baseline" inventory 
of greenhouse gas emissions. As a result, the application's baseline for calculating net greenhouse gas 
emissions is vastly overstated (and, thus, its calculation of net emissions is dramatically understated) for 
three primary reasons. 

First, the baseline takes credit for emissions associated with existing Clippers games that will move from 
Staples Center in Downtown Los Angeles to the IBEC Project and assumes that no other events will replace 
those basketball games at the Staples Center. It is exceedingly likely that Staples Center will replace these 
events with new events. We suspect that because basketball events are scheduled for an entire season, the 
Clippers leaving Staples Center may actually result in more events at the downtown arena. 

Second, the application's baseline assumes that non-NBA basketball events will relocate to the new Clippers 
arena from other area-venues like the Forum, Staples Center, and Honda Center in Anaheim and those 
venues will be dark on those event dates. While events may or may not relocate, it is not accurate to assume 
the Forum, Staples Center, and Honda Center will let their arenas sit empty for the dates opened up by the 
vacating events. 

Third, the application assumes that no operations will use the Clippers' existing training facility, stating "the 
unique design and space allocation of the existing LA Clippers Training Center" makes it too "speculative to 
assume what use might occupy this facility in the future." However, in doing so, the application speculates 

that the training facility will sit empty. This, too, is very unlikely. 

California leads the country when it comes to addressing climate change and its effects. AB 987 offers 
projects a streamlined environmental review, but only if the project demonstrates it will be net zero 
greenhouse gas.1 Allowing projects to use flawed methodologies to calculate its mitigation requirements runs 
counter not only to AB 987 but also to California's broader strategy to combat climate change. 

The I BEC Project's methodology, if approved through certification of the I BEC Project's application, will 
materially impair California's ability to address greenhouse gas emissions through CEQA. This would be a 

disastrous shift in achieving compliance with California's greenhouse gas reduction goals. 

The IBEC Project's local Reductions Do Not Meet AB 987's Requirements 

AB 987 requires that at least half of the measures to offset greenhouse gas emissions be based in the local 
community "to maximize public health, environmental and employment benefits." Climate Resolve 
recognizes the importance of reducing greenhouse gas emissions on a local level. An important part of our 

mission is to support such reductions. 

The IBEC Project does not meet AB 987's 50% local reduction requirement and does not show that all of the 
greenhouse gas offsets cannot be achieved through local actions. 

The application states that 57% of the project's offsets are from local measures. However, this is incorrect 
because the 57% figure is based on faulty methodology. When calculated correctly, local measures, assuming 

they are effective, will offset approximately 14% of the project's greenhouse gas emissions. 

In addition, the local reductions are largely predicated on a Transportation Demand Management program to 
reduce vehicle trips that is unlikely to achieve the forecasted reduction in trips (and thus not likely to achieve 
the related level of greenhouse gas reduction). Imagine the viability of achieving increased transit usage in a 
community that has little transit, as compared to downtown Los Angeles where Staples Center is located. The 

1 Public Resources Code§ 21168.8 subdivision {b){.3) requires that the project not cause a net increase in GHGs. 

Climate Resolve opposition to certification of AB 987 Application No. 2018021056 • page 2 
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Staples Center resides at a hub of numerous heavily-trafficked rail lines while the proposed IBEC Project site 
is over one mile away from both the lightly trafficked Green Line and yet-to-be-opened Crenshaw Line. It is 
fantastical to suggest that people will arrive via public transit in greater numbers at the I BEC Project than the 

centrally located, walkable Staples Center. The TDM program is not realistic, implementable, or achievable. 

Inglewood's residents should not be burdened with the weight of hundreds of thousands of metric tons of 

greenhouse gases and associated toxic air contaminants. AB 987 and Governor Brown in his signing 
statement for AB 987 recognized that AB 987's local measures are not only important to reduce local 
greenhouse gas emissions, but also to reduce the highly correlated pollutant emissions that accompany 

greenhouse gases. 

The IBEC Project Disproportionately impacts A Low-Income Community 

Governor Newsom, in his State of the State Address delivered on February 12, said that California must "map 
out longer-term strategies [for California's energy and climate change future] ... to ensure that the cost of 
climate change doesn't fall on those least able to afford it." 

Climate Resolve agrees. The importance of local mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions takes on even more 
significance in low-income communities, like the Inglewood community around the IBEC Project.2 Climate 
Resolve's mission is focused on creating climate solutions that benefit all, especially in communities that are 
already the most affected by climate change and least able to defend against its impacts. These impacts 
include not only the direct effects of climate change but the correlated effect of an increase in other 

pollutants as well. 

It is well documented that local greenhouse gas reduction measures have the added benefit of resulting in 
concurrent reductions in other criteria and toxic air contaminants. 3 The I BEC Project has greatly 
underestimated its greenhouse gas emissions and, therefore, underestimates the measures it must take to 
offset those emissions locally. These underestimations will lead to an increase in pollutants emitted into the 

local community. 

In addition to the underestimation of greenhouse gas emissions, the application also fails to account 
adequately for the increase in vehicles on the road that may be associated with the arena's operations. 
Increases in heavy-duty trucks for example may lead to an increase in diesel particulate matter emissions into 
the local community. California identifies DPM as a known carcinogen. Exposure to DPM is particularly 
hazardous to children whose lungs are still developing and the elderly who may have other serious health 
problems. 

AB 987 mandates local mitigation measures that have the co-benefit of reducing other pollutant emissions in 
neighboring communities. Instead, the application relies on purchased offsets located elsewhere that will do 
nothing to address the negative health effects the IBEC Project will have on local residents. 

Conclusion 

Climate Resolve is committed to supporting and facilitating lasting global change that starts with a local 
approach. Economic investment that provides permanent high paying and highly skilled jobs is needed across 
Southern California. 

2The median household income in the impacted community is around $.30,000. See 
http://www. I ati mes. com/ spo rts/s ports now /I a-sp-i ngl ewood-a re n a-vote-20170814-sto ry. htm I 

3 See CARS, Final Scoping Plan Update, 2017, p. 14, available at 
https://www.arb.ca .gov /cc/scopi ngplan/scoping_pla n_2017 .pdf. 
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AB 987 envisions this investment and greenhouse gas emission reductions and improvement of the local 
environment. The IBEC Project proposes investment but at a substantial cost and with significant health 
impacts on the local community and environment. 

Climate Resolve looks forward to the Governor ensuring that AB 987's goals and mandates are fully 
implemented and respectfully requests that the Governor deny IBEC Project's application for certification 

under AB 987. 

To be clear, Climate Resolve is not existentially opposed to the IBEC Project, nor other development that 
invokes AB 987 and properly characterizes and reduces greenhouse gas emissions. For example, Climate 
Resolve recently supported the approach to greenhouse gas emissions taken by the Gehry-designed mixed
use complex located at 8150 Sunset Blvd. 

However, we are adamantly opposed to the abuse of AB 987 by playing fast-and-loose with greenhouse gas 
accounting. Simply, the Inglewood Basketball Project fails to satisfy the statute's key requirements, so we 
respectfully request that the Project not be certified. 

Thank you for your consideration of these important issues. We would be happy to discuss them with you at 
any time. 

cc: Mary D. Nichols, Chair, ARB 
Richard Corey, Executive Officer, ARB 
Steven Cliff, Deputy Executive Officer, ARB 
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Ms. Kate Gordon, Director 

Office of Planning and Research 

1400 101h Street 

Sacramento, CA 95814 

February 28, 2019 

Re: AB 987 Application for the Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center Project (Clearinghouse 

Tracking No. 2108021056) 

Dear Ms. Gordon: 

On behalf of the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) and its 400,000 members and activists in 

California, we respectfully submit these comments on Murphy's Bowl LLC's application under Assembly 

Bill 987 for the Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center Project (the "Project"). 

We support economic development in Inglewood and are not opposed to any project at this site; 

however, we are concerned that the Project fails to meet the AB 987 standards for certification by the 

Governor. The most egregious shortcomings are the application's unjustified enhanced baseline against 

which future GHG emissions are compared, its undercounting of future emissions, its shaky and 

speculative carbon offset measures, and its weak traffic demand management program. Instead of 

respecting AB 987's attempt to support California's nation-leading fight against global climate change, 

the application is an attempt to disregard the measures necessary to gain AB 987 certification. We will 

discuss the reasons for this below. 

IMPR.OPER.l Y HIGH GHG BASELINE 

Misrepresenting the baseline is a very common occurrence in environmental documents that NRDC 

reviews. What the Project applicant does in this case is equivalent to the developer of a greenfield 

housing development taking baseline credit for GHG emissions on the theory that the homes vacated by 

people moving into the development will never be repopulated. That is absurd on its face, but the 

application here does the same thing. 

In particular, the application credits to its own GHG baseline emissions now occurring at games that the 

Clippers play at Staples Center. The assumption built into that calculation is that Staples will stay dark 

for 30 years on the dates that the Clippers now play there, roughly 20% of the available dates. That is an 

unrealistic assumption, and indeed the applicant offers no facts to support it. Similarly, unsupported is 

the application's assumption that roughly half of the non-Clippers events that will occur at the Project 

will be moved from other, existing facilities such as the Honda Center and the Forum, and their current 
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dates will stay dark for 30 years. In this way, the application makes over 300,000 tons of C02 emissions 

simply go away. 

Reality is not that simple. The applicant can't make climate change go away with a pen and paper 

exercise. For this error alone, certification of the Project should be rejected. 

GHG EMISSIONS Will INCREASE 

One of the goals of AB 987 is to enforce a net-zero GHG regime on the Project. But the GHGs will 

increase if the Project is built because of increasing vehicle miles traveled (VMT) in connection with 

travel to and from the site. 

Staples Center is in the heart of downtown Los Angeles and easily accessible by public transit, including 

the Expo Line stop across the street. But the Project will be built in a transit desert, underserved by bus 

lines compared to downtown Los Angeles and far from any current or planned light rail. It is unlikely 

that anyone is going to walk half a mile to a light rail stop in Inglewood after a Clippers night game. 

Shuttles are a good idea but will fall far short of what is needed to fill an arena the size of the Project. 

The natural result of the Clippers moving to the Project site will be more autos travelling more miles to 

get to games and other events, compared to what is the situation on the ground now at Staples. More 

VMT means more GHG emissions - and so it is no surprise that the application needs to fudge the 

numbers to show net-zero GHGs. 

CAR.BON OFFSETS 

The California Air Resources Board (ARB) has a rigorous regulatory program to approve and verify 

carbon offsets in connection with California's cap and trade program. AB 987 puts limits on allowable 

offsets, and in particular requires that not less than 50 percent of the GHG emissions necessary to 

achieve net zero GHGs must be from "local, direct greenhouse gas emissions reduction measures." 

Health & Safety Code Sec. 21168.6.8 subd. (j)(3). Even after trying to cut down its projected GHG 

emissions by sleight of hand, the applicants fail to show that the Project will have sufficient local offsets 

to comply with the statute. 

And even before considering carbon offsets, the application fails to include feasible GHG mitigation 

measures in effect in other sports arenas. The 2012 NRDC report "Game Changer" available at 

https://www.nrdc.org/sites/default/files/Game-Changer-reporLpdf, describes many GHG measures that 

were available seven years ago. But the Project falls woefully short in implementing these. 

THE TRANSPORTATION DEMAND MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 

AB 987 requires a transportation demand management program that, upon full implementation, will 

achieve and maintain a 15 percent reduction in the number of vehicle trips ... as compared to 

operations absent the program. Applicant's claim to meet this standard fails. 

First, the application claims a higher share of attendees arriving by something other than a personal 

vehicle than now exists for Clippers games at Staples. This makes zero sense because Staples Center is 

in a transit-rich area and the Project will be in a transit desert. Even if and when light rail stops are built 

a half-mile away, it is unlikely that the Project will ever achieve the non-auto traffic that Staples sees 

now. 
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Second, the application uses the transit profile of current Clippers fans to estimate travel behavior for all 

events at the Project in the future. This fails to take into account the other expected uses of the Project. 

Devoted Clippers fans may develop a routine for travel to the Project but attendees for concerts, 

conventions, trade shows and the like probably will not, instead travelling by private car. 

Finally, and not surprisingly given the weakness of the transportation demand management program, 

the application fails to include the required "specific program of strategies, incentives, and tools ... with 

specific annual status reporting obligations ... " Indeed the application admits that these measures "are 

subject to further refinement and revision .... " In short, the applicant is making up these measures as 

it goes along. That does not comply with AB 987. 

CONCLUSION 

NRDC would be pleased to submit additional documentation showing that the Project application fails to 

satisfy AB 987 should that be desired. On its face, the Project application is insufficient for certification 

under the statute. What needs to happen is first, a rigorous analysis of the future GHG emissions 

associated with the Project, without unrealistic assumptions about 30 years of unused dates elsewhere. 

Second, the Project needs to come up to date on feasible GHG reduction measures, including additional 

solar power generation on site. Third, the Project needs to implement a wide-ranging program of VMT 

reduction measures. Last, any use of offsets needs to comply strictly with AB 987. 

Thank you for your consideration of these comments. 

Yours truly, 

David Pettit 

Senior Attorney 

CC: Assembly Member Kamlager-Dove 
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LATHAM&WATKI NSLLP 

April 19, 2019 

Ms. Kate Gordon, Director 
Office of Planning and Research 
1400 10th Street 
Sacramento, California 95814 

355 South Grand Avenue, Suite 100 

Los Angeles, California 90071-1560 

Tel: +1.213.485.1234 Fax: +1.213.891.8763 

vvv·tf'N.lvv.corn 

FIRM I AFFILIATE OFFICES 

Beijing Moscow 

Boston Munich 

Brussels New York 

Century City Orange County 

Chicago Paris 

Dubai Riyadh 

Dusseldo1f San Diego 

Frankfurt San Francisco 

Hamburg Seoul 

Hong Kong Shanghai 

Houston Silicon Valley 

London Singapore 

Los Angeles Tokyo 

Madrid Washington, D.C. 

Milan 

RE: Supplemental Comments on the Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center 
Project AB 987 Application (Clearing House Tracking No. 2018021056) 

Dear Ms. Gordon: 

On behalf of MSG Forum, LLC, we previously submitted comments on Murphy's Bowl 
LLC's application requesting the Governor's certification under Assembly Bill 987 for the 
Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center Project (the "project"). Among many 
deficiencies, we noted that the Application included errors in the methodology used to calculate 
the project's greenhouse gas emissions and errors in the underlying assumptions regarding the 
project's transportation demand management program. 

The scope of the project's failings have recently been made clearer by two recent Air 
Resources Board determinations under AB 900 as well as the recent application submitted by the 
Oakland Athletics under Assembly Bill 734 

AB 987, like AB 900, would fast track litigation ~f the project could meet AB 987's 
requirements. Under AB 900 and AB 987, the benefit of clearing litigation in 270 days is 
reserved for exceptional pr~jects that have a positive impact on the environment and that benefit 
their communities. In other words, it is only in exchange for developing a project that goes 
beyond what CEQA requires that the Clippers may qualify for extraordinary judicial relief The 
Clippers' application to expedite litigation falls far short of AB 987's standards. In fact, it is 
hard to imagine that the project could ever be held out by the state as an environmental 
leadership project. Certifying this project under AB 987 would establish a precedent that 
undermines the state's efforts to: (1) improve air quality in impacted communities; (2) reduce 
GHG emissions; and (3) promote equity and fairness by benefiting those communities asked to 
bear the burdens and costs of development. 

Improperly High GHG· Baseline. The Air Resources Board issued determinations on 
January 30, 2019, for the 3333 California Street Project and on March 13, 2019, for the 
Hollywood and Vine Mixed Use Project. Both of these determinations state that baseline 
emissions are only those emissions on the existing project site that a project will remove. 
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The Clippers are improperly trying to take credit for eliminating greenhouse gas 
emissions from existing entertainment venues that would continue to create GHG emissions. 
The faulty baseline means the Clippers understate the project's net GHG emissions by over 75%. 
This shortchanges the local community by slashing the amount oflocal GHG mitigation (with 
important health co-benefits) that AB 987 requires. 

In the two most recent evaluations by the Air Resources Board, the Board has made clear 
that the calculation of baseline emissions should only include those emissions on the project site 
that the project will remove and demolish. This comp011s with standard industry practice and 
Air District guidance for analyzing GHG impacts. 

The Air Resources Board March 13, 2019, determination for the Hollywood & Wilcox 
prqject confirms that baseline emissions only include those elements of the prqject site that are 
demolished and removed. 

Operational emissions from land uses at the existing project site that 
would be demolished and removed as part of the project represent 
baseline conditions. (Staff Evaluation, p. 7.) 

The Air Resources Board's January 30, 2019 determination for the 3333 California 
project is in accord. There, the Air Resources Board confirmed that only elements of the project 
site that are demolished and removed are included in the baseline emissions inventory. By 
comparison, uses that are shifted from one location to another are excluded as they are 
continuing. The Board explained "Baseline Operational Emissions" as follows. 

Operational emissions from land uses at the existing project site that 
would be demolished and removed as part of the project, minus 
mobile-source-related GHG emissions associated with existing 
UCSF Laurel Heights campus operations that would be relocated to 
other existing lJCSF campuses as a result of the project, represent 
baseline operations. (Att. 1 to CARB Ex. Order G-18-101, p. 7.) 

Unlike the Air Resources Board's approved evaluations for 3333 California and 
Hollywood & Wilcox, virtually the all of the Clippers' claimed baseline emissions will neither 
be demolished nor removed. Staples Center, the Honda Center, and the Forum are not going to 
be demolished nor stop operating if a new arena is built. Each will continue to operate and book 
events and, in fact, Staples will operate more efficiently as an event venue. The Clippers' 
methodology for calculating the project's net greenhouse gas emissions is flawed and contrary to 
Air Resources Board precedent. 

As the Natural Resources Defense Council made clear the Clippers project's approach to 
calculating the existing emissions to be avoided is "absurd" and is merely trying to "make 
climate change go away with a pen and paper exercise." (NRDC Letter dated Feb. 28, 2019.) 
Climate Resolve wrote the project's methodology ''if approved through certification of the IDEC 
Prqject's application will materially impair Cal~fomia's ability to address greenhouse gas 
emissions through C'EQA. '' (Climate Resolve Letter dated Feb. 21, 2019.) 
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Clippers Unrealistic Trip Reduction Assumptions. AB 987 requires the Clippers to 
reduce vehicle trips by 15% as compared to operations absent a transportation demand 
management program to receive litigation streamlining. The Clippers application claims trip 
reductions from the ill-defined transportation demand management program without any 
meaningful foundation. 

Critical to the Clippers' trip reduction plan is the unsupp01ied assumption that 10% of all 
basketball attendees will use Metro's light rail system and then transfer to shuttles to bridge the 
last mile gap between the rail stations and project. In a technical repmi attached to our February 
1, 2019, letter, Gibson Transportation concluded that "the 10°/o rail usage assumption is 
unsupported and will not be achieved." 

The Oakland Athletics' application effectively concurs with Gibson Transportation's 
assessment: shuttles will not work Consistent with Gibson Transportation's conclusion, the 
Oakland Athletics' application concedes what is widely known and accepted with respect to 
using shuttle buses to transport attendees from rail stations to venues: 

BART shuttles have relatively limited synergies with other 
measures because shuttles do not cause much of a mode shift for 
attendees who currently drive from outside of Oakland. (Oakland 
Athletics' Application, Ex. D, p. 17.) 

While both the Clippers and Oakland Athletics existing facilities are immediately 
adjacent to rail stations, only the Clippers assume that a rail to shuttle program will increase the 
use of the rail system. The Oakland Athletics' application confirms that this assumption is 
unsupported. 

In fact, the BART shuttle program is projected to be so ineffective at reducing trips, it is 
not even included in the Oakland Athletics' proposed trip demand management program. (See 
Oakland Athletics' Application, Ex. D, p. 21 [listing reduced on-site parking, on-street parking 
management, Uber/Lyft surcharge and geofence, bicycle parking, and Howard Terminal 
development as transportation demand program components to meet required trip reductions].) 
The Oakland Athletics state that a shuttle program that could move up to 2,200 attendees per 
hour would only reduce trips at most by one to four percent. 

The Oakland Athletics' application also confirms that shared mobili(v increases trips. 
The Clippers assume that 10% of all basketball game, concert, and other events will arrive by 
"shared mobility." The Clippers propose encouraging the use of lJber and Lyft As was noted in 
our letter of February 19, 2019, and as is made clear by the Oakland Athletics' application, 
encouraging attendees to use Uber and Lyft services will increase trips (and associated 
emissions), not decrease them. 
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that each ... trip must both enter and exit the area. (Oakland 
Athletics' Application, Ex. D, p. l L) 

Thus, whereas an attendee arriving in a private vehicle creates two trips, a person arriving by 
Uber or Lyft generates four trips and up to four times as many vehicle miles traveled. Per the 
Oakland Athletics' application, Uber and Lyft trips "have the largest vehicle trip impact." 
(Oakland Athletics' Application, Ex. D, p. 17.) 

This is why the Oakland Athletics' TDM program actively discourages Uber and Lyft 
vehicles through a surcharge for such vehicles arriving to the stadium and a one-half mile radius 
"geofence" to enforce the surcharge. (Oakland Athletics' Application, Ex. D, p. 23.) 

Moreover, because Uber and Lyft will often idle for long times at an event waiting area 
for a pick up or in traveling around the area, automobile emissions in the area actually increase. 

Thus, the Clippers' transportation demand program is triply wrong by encouraging Uber 
and Lyft First, it did not account for the doubling of trips that Uber and Lyft users create. As a 
result, the Clippers have undercounted the number of trips the prqject will create. Second, by 
encouraging attendees to use Uber and Lyft, the Clippers are undermining the state's goal of 
reducing trips and reducing emissions. This becomes even more pronounced with the Clippers 
shift from a high density urban area with extensive rail and bus access to a low density area not 
served by transit. Third, because the Clippers have undercounted the trips associated with Uber 
and Lyft vehicles, the Clippers have also undercounted the project's emissions and vehicle miles 
traveled. 

* * * 

The project is not neutral for GHGs, does not implement the local emission reduction 
benefits .AB 987 envisions, and will increase VMT. It is also inconsistent with SCAG's 2016 
RTP/SCS. Simply put, the project does not meet AB 987's standards for litigation streamlining. 

There is nothing exceptional about the Clippers' project other than the exceptional 
adverse impact it will have on a predominantly low-income, minority community that is at the 
center of the state's housing affordability crisis. (See attached LA Times article.) AB 987 
requires not only exemplary net zero CiHG reductions but also requires the Clippers to improve 
air quality in the low-income community for which it is proposed. Instead of complying with 
AB 987's requirements, the Clippers are improperly calculating their emissions and not 
mitigating their tme impacts, thereby increasing air toxics and criteria pollutant emissions in this 
community. 

MSG stands with the Natural Resources Defense Council, Uplift Inglewood, Climate 
Resolve, and the many Inglewood residents who have called on the Governor to deny the 
application from litigation streamlining under AB 987. 
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If you have questions, you may reach me at (213) 891-7540, 

Very trulv 

Ll't ' # l/[/ 
ii 

Maria Pilar Hoye 
of LATHAM & WATKINS LLP 

cc: Mary Nichols, Chair, Air Resources Board 
Richard Corey, Executive Director, Air Resources Board 
Steven Cliff, Deputy Executive Officer, Air Resources Board 
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S!os Angeles ~imes 
April 10, 2019 

One of California's last black enclaves 
threatened by Inglewood's stadium deal 

Many who endured hard times now face eviction, rent hikes 

NOT LONG AGO,! 'Nas there's a ne'N chall.enge: 
trying to preserve one of CaJif,nnia's List ren121ining /li'riccrn American enclaves as 1-ents surge, 

By ANGEL JENNINGS 

Inglewood has come a long since DL Dre proclaimed in the '90s that it was up to no 

gozxL" 

A surge of economic development is wiping av,-ay its reputation as a battle zone for rival gangs 

and promises to remake the city not only into a and entertainment mecca but also a 

cultural destlmrliorL 

now that lnglevwmd is on the come up, longtime residents and city officials face a different 

challenge: Many who have weathered decades of hardship no longer can afford to live there and 

are being left out of the economic renaissance, 
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Donald Martin, 67, lost the roof over bis head after a new landlord evicted hirn with just 60 

notice from the building he had lived in almost a decade. 

Tomisha Pinson, who lives next door 

to the nevv LA, Rams and Chargers 

stadium and entertainment complex, 

received a notice that the monthly rent 

on her two-bedroom Inglewood 

apactment would spike from SL145 to 

Rising housing costs in Inglewood 

"It makes you feel pushed out, like, 

'\Ve don't need you guys no more, the 

upper class is going to be moving in,''' 

said Pinson, 43, a mother of two who 

takes in foster children. 

As horne prices soar and rents rise, 

1ngle'Nood is struggling to meet its goal 

of encouraging more investment ·while 

trying to preserve one of California's 

last remaining i\frkan American 

enclaves, 

"Inglewood ls the 'City of Champions' 

f>,ccf t<,(' L'1\' <i·;"·C:Jt:<'. d"1''' ,~<Yt 1i'IT , •. ,. 

:"":. :«:: :'-.;).:1, ,:«1·<"; ':<L<::\c1:·:< 1 he1 

$.l.DOC ·,···· 
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$562,000 

~ 

$226,300 

and like all good champions, Inglewood is rising again," said Daniel Tabor, a former mayor and 

crnmcHman. "But it has been a missed opportunity for economic participation 

and local businesses," 

the residents 

Not long ago, the city vvas struggling with decades of decline exacerbated by the loss of two 

economic engines, the Lake rs and Hollywood Park racetrack Now, the white skeleton of the 

82.6-billion NFL stadium and entertainment district is rising along Century Boulevard. Plans 

for a new LA, Clippers arena are crystallizing. A $14.5-million ""·''·'·'·'"'·'·' .. ·"'''·"'·"'''''" .... ·''"'·"''·'"'"'·'·"'·'""·"'"" .. '·"''"'· .. ""'''"" 
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underway, and the Girl Scouts of Greater Los Angeles 

moved its regional headquarters to lngkwood last February. 

°'\Ve all know when the Girl Scouts corne, it's all over," Mayor.James T, Butts ,J L joked to a group 

of homeuwners last year. ln his vie'N, the Scouts' arrival pins a badge of safety on his , in turn 

luring still more investment. 

All these attractions .. wiU become easier to with next year's scheduled opening of the 

But activists are pressing City HalL demanding officials do more to protect residents against 

ballooning rents, ln VIareh, the adopted a temporary cap on increases and evictions. But 

some the measure too too little, 

Uplift Ingle .. wood, a tenants' rights group. is suing the and a developerto halt construction of 

the Clippers arena, a project that vvouid allow the city to use eminent domain to confiscate 

property at the southv,-est corner of Century Boulevard and Prairie Avenue, The lrnvsuit alleges 

that the city's proposed of public land to build the Clippers project violates state law that 

requires prioritizing the use of such hmd for affordable housing. 
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Artagnan Scorza, 38, who sits on the city's school board, said he helped create Uplift 

1ngle'Nood to give a voice to nerabk renters. He knows their plight \Vhen he .. was a grade-

schooler, his family was evicted from their 1ngle'Nood tovvnhouse; they couldn't afford the rent-

Although he supports the football stadium project he .. wants to use it to leverage development 

and investment to benefit blacks and Latinos, who account for an estimated 

respectively, of lngie'.vood residents. 

and 51 

''V1/e 'Nanted to a model for investment vvithout displacement," Scorza saicL ''\Ve didn't want 

that capital to come in and flood out the folk "Who live hen:;.'' 

At the center of the 

the vote. 

is Mayor Butts, vvho vvas reelected to a third term in 2018 ·with of 

V1/hile in office, he has tried to juggle seemingly opposing goals: courting pharaonie projects like 

the NFL stadium ·while persuading landlords to keep rents stable and trying to ensure that 

longtime owners reap the benefits of a thriving market that has pushed the median home value 

in this city of 110,000 to 8555,000. 

Lack of rent control makes Inglewood an attractive investment opportunity. Owners have been 

to jack up rents or kick out month-to-month tenants vdth just 60 days' notice. Two-thirds 

of the city's residents are renters. About a quarter who live here are older than 55. lVIany are on 

fixed inconws. 

At the JVIarch 5 City Council meeting, Butts proposed - and the council unanimously voted to 

adopt······ a 45-day rnoratoriu.m during which rent increases would be capped at 5% annually and 

evict.ions would be halted as the city tried to find a perrnanent solution to the rent problern. 

There's an option to extend the measure to a full 

Previously, Butts had opposed rent ordinances, saying: ''\Ve're not going to do anything to 

stymie the small uwners from being able to make a living." 

But Inglewood's housing market has changed drastically since he was elected in 2on. 
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Back then, the city was on the verge of bankruptcy, Services were being tdmrned, and 

unemployment amid the Great Recession stood at 17?6, The city's largest taxpayeL Hollywood 

Park Racetrack and Casino - vvhich in 2011 brought $4.6 million into the city's coffers - was 

shuttering racetrack 

Devdopers their investments have spurred Inglewood's reversal of fortune, In 2m.8, the 

where the 300-acre stadium project is going up brought in 815,8 miliion in tax revenue -

vvithout a single game being played. That money bas been used to restore services, hire more 

police officers and replace the aging fleet of cop cars, Butts said. 

Inglev,-ood's post-recession jobless rnte is novv 5A%. But there's a downside to the boom: a 

,,rowimr housinv 
~ 'l.J t':'.:> Despite the city's turnaround, said Chris lVIeany, co-founder of the 

developer involved in the NFL stadium and Clippers prqjects, ''when a place is being 

economically redeveloped, always in the back of your mind 'Are we gentrifying to the point 

we're displacing people?' '' 

Years before the stadium plan came into being, the same developer had proposed building a 

retail and residential community with 3,000 .housing units······ 450 of which would affordable 

- at the racetrack site. The project would have included upscale, market-rate .housing to attract 

high-income earners and the city's tax base. 

In 2008, city officials and developers agreed to spread the affordable units throughout the city, 

Now, ·when completed, the stadium-entertainment complex will include Inglewood's largest 

housing project, with 2,500 units, None are set aside for bvv-income residents. 

Butts said the city had constructed hundreds of affordable units since he took office and that 

another 180 would be added over the next three years. 

But Inglewood is a long from fulfilling its 2021 housing goal of 567 beluw-market units. It 

hasn't produced affordable housing since the end 2013, when all L.A. County cities vvETe 

required to set goals for the next seven years, according to the state's Department of Housing 

and Community DevelopmenL 
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Russ Heimerich, a spokesman for the state Business, Consumer Services and Housing Agency, 

said many communities had failed to meet their targets. 

°'The whole state of Ca1if(m1ia is behind in producing housing," he said. 

With a median household incorne of $46,ooo, roughly $15,000 below the county's median, 

Inglewood has joined a growing list of urban areas nationwide, from Baltirnore to Oakland, 

'Where African Americans have historically clustered - for comfort or because of race-based 

redlining policies - but nO'w feel they are being pushed out. Nationvvide, black homem,vnership 

rates have declined to levds not seen since the 1960s, when race-based discrimination was legal, 

according to nonprofit think tank the Urban Institute, a sign that the economic has 

skipped many workers of color. 

"This is our 'hood," said lVIajor Stewart, 69, who lived in Inglewood for 36 before getting a 

notice in December that rent on bis one-bedroom apartment two miles from the new stadium 

vvonid more than double. So he's moving with bis sister in LA. "ff you move llS out of here, 

losL'' 

'"'l'his is our }hood. If you rnove us out of here, \ve're lost.' 

African Americans have fdt Imvvdcome in 1ngle'Nood before. 

A century ago, signs posted by the Ku Klux Klan declared the city to be for "Caucasians-Only.'' 

The post-\V\NU era brought a ,wave of African Americans escaping the ,Jim Crow South the 
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dream ofliving where race was not the °'principal organizing factor,'' said Darnell Hunt, director 

of the Ralph J, Bunche Center for African American Studies at UCLA, 

°'California was never a slave state,'' he said, °'so all of those things _made it attractive for blacks 

corning from places --where racial segregation and oppression was in your face every o) 

Many of the transplants secured good-paying jobs in the defense industry, But as more blacks 

arrivecL Jim Cruw followed, Realtors refused to show them homes. Racial covenants tucked into 

prnpeity deeds prohibited selling to blacks, keeping large swaths of present-day South LA, and 

1ngle--wood Caucasian. 

A series state and federal made housing discrimination illegal But it took the 1965 \Vatts 

riots to truly integrate Inglewood, as middk-dass blacks moved farther >vest in search a place 

to lay dovm community roots, 

By 1970, one in m Inglewood residents were black But as the region's manufacturing base 

shrnnk, high-paying union jobs disappearezi Industry trends and the shift in residents' spending 

power caused many of the city's businesses to dose, 

The Lakers and Kings moved to downtown Li\, 1999· Efforts to revitalize Inglewood's Market 

Street failed. The state took over the city's troubled schools in 2012. Holiyvvood Park its 

final race the following year, 

"Inglewood was in decline'' and edging tmvard insolvency, said Meany, the developer. 

Then with the NFL stadium plans came a surprising re vi val. The growth of the technology sector 

in Piaya Vista's Silicon Beach also began to change Inglev,-ood, much as the tech boom has 

spilled into black communities in Oakland, Boston and Seattle. Newcomers with higher salaries 

found their dollar could stretch further. 

The image also has been buffed by positive pop-culture imagery, such as rmO's 

cornedy-drarna ''fnsecure," depicting the trials and triumphs of 20-sometbing black fernak 

protagonist who lives in Inglewood. 
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"'Insecure' does a pretty good job of showing the world the other side of South LA.," Hnnt said, 

''that maybe you didn't see if all you savv were the gangster movies of the 1990s and everything 

that came after the 1992 uprising'' .. with the Rodney King triaL 

For Clarence .Johnson, buying an Ingle'.vood home .. was a gamble that paid off 

The ;54-year-old father of two found a duplex that fit his budget, nestled on a tree-lined street off 

West 102nd Street, He lives in one unit and rents out the other, 

\·Vhen he moved to Inglewood in 2011, he saicL of the resembled a rap video - people 

'Nith intimidating stares clustered on street corners. \Vhen he used to teH people where he lived, 

they replied, can always move, Inglewood is a good start." 

Now they ask if he lives near the stadium, and his home value has more than doubled, 

Butts has admitted to underestimating the rent-increase problem, once thinking it could be 

solved on a case-by-case bask 

Over the last frw the mayor said, he 'Nould reach out to residents when rumors of price 

gouging and displacement surfaced on line but often did not hear back Then in January, an 

outraged tenant posted on Facebook that her rent 'Nouldjump from S1,200 to S2,725 

month. 

Butts got 'Nord of a rental increase of more than 100% in the nine-unit, sand-colored apartment 

building where lVIajor Stev,-art lived, Not longer after that building changed hands late last year, 

the new owner tucked notices of rent increases into tenants' screen doors, Stewart vvas informed 
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that his rent wonldjurnp to 81,725 from $855, There were no promises to make improvements, 

like replacing his aging carpet or appliances. lVh\ior Stevvart saicL 

Increase notices also vvent out at Tamisha Pinson's 28-unit complex, which was owned by the 

same property management company, and Butts stepped in, 

Hemet later vvitb Adrian Malin, the bead of Regents 99 LLC, and crafted an agreement 

that gave renters in the hvo apartment buildings several choices, including gradual increases or 

a $10,000 lump snrn to move out ApriL 

"It was somevvhat of a victory for us," said 40-year-old Angel Burrell, a longtime resident who 

plans to take the lurnp sum and move into a family-owned duplex in f nglewoorL 

Malin declined to comment but in an email wrote: "I have a lot of respect for Mayor Butts." 

the community's triumph vvas short-lived. 
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1n February, Butts learned of two rnore properties that had experienced sharp rent bikes. The 

property manager refused to speak 'Nith him, prompting the mayor to propose the 45-day rent 

moratorium. 

"·1: .;': ... ," ····· ,.l · i .. , "·· · •· rr ·" , .. r·I · ·. t 1 ·· ·~ ·· l 1 ·(.)0/ • · · ·t • · ··"' · ·· · . .., ... -,. •• ·: · :,vet) )00) can .Ibtee 1at .11ese .L /o ten. n1c1eases are 

astronon1ical and ridiculous. I think \\/e can start there.' 

The temporary was a win for Uplift Inglewood, vvhich continues to apply pressure to City 

HalL It also is taking the fight to Sacramento, pushing for an anti-price-gouging bilL 

"Everybody can agree that these 120% rent increases are astronomical and ridiculous," said 

Scorza, of Uplift InglewoocL ''I think we can start there.'' 

But the cap wasn't enough to keep Donald lVIartin in Inglewood . 

Golden Bee Properties took over his lo-unit building last . The new landlord never issued a 

notice about raising the rent Instead, Martin vvas evicted with 60 notice. 

Golden Bee's top executive, David Berneman, declined to comment. 

There's no way to knovv huw many tenants have been pushed from thdr homes 1:vithout cause: 

some eviction notices are available for viewing for 60 days, but many are not public record. 

\·Vhen he left, lVartin said, Golden Bee Management gave him a month's rent plus S500. He 

boxed up his suits, his favorite alligator shoes that he only wears to church, and some cooking 

supplies. He put it all in storage. 

For l\ilartin parked his SUV in a strip maU and slept in the front seat before the police 

ordered him to leave. he is living out of motels and extended-stay hotels. 

''1 can't save money. because the rent of some places 1 live is $500 a week," said Martin, who 

a disability check for back pain. "It has been really rough on me." 
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On a recent afternoon, he returned to his old neighborhood to visit friends, driving past the 

building vvhere he thought he would live out his golden years, 

The exterior had been painted a lime green with gray-blue trim,/\ crew of workers strearned in 

and out, readying the apartments tenants 'Nilling to pay market rent 
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April 19, 2019 

Ms. Kate Gordon, Director 
Office of Planning and Research 
1400 10th Street 
Sacramento, California 95814 

355 South Grand Avenue, Suite 100 

Los Angeles, California 90071-1560 

Tel: +1.213.485.1234 Fax: +1.213.891.8763 

vvv·tf'N.lvv.corn 

FIRM I AFFILIATE OFFICES 

Beijing Moscow 

Boston Munich 

Brussels New York 

Century City Orange County 

Chicago Paris 

Dubai Riyadh 

Dusseldo1f San Diego 

Frankfurt San Francisco 

Hamburg Seoul 

Hong Kong Shanghai 

Houston Silicon Valley 

London Singapore 

Los Angeles Tokyo 

Madrid Washington, D.C. 

Milan 

RE: Supplemental Comments on the Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center 
Project AB 987 Application (Clearing House Tracking No. 2018021056) 

Dear Ms. Gordon: 

On behalf of MSG Forum, LLC, we previously submitted comments on Murphy's Bowl 
LLC's application requesting the Governor's certification under Assembly Bill 987 for the 
Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center Project (the "project"). Among many 
deficiencies, we noted that the Application included errors in the methodology used to calculate 
the project's greenhouse gas emissions and errors in the underlying assumptions regarding the 
project's transportation demand management program. 

The scope of the project's failings have recently been made clearer by two recent Air 
Resources Board determinations under AB 900 as well as the recent application submitted by the 
Oakland Athletics under Assembly Bill 734 

AB 987, like AB 900, would fast track litigation ~f the project could meet AB 987's 
requirements. Under AB 900 and AB 987, the benefit of clearing litigation in 270 days is 
reserved for exceptional pr~jects that have a positive impact on the environment and that benefit 
their communities. In other words, it is only in exchange for developing a project that goes 
beyond what CEQA requires that the Clippers may qualify for extraordinary judicial relief The 
Clippers' application to expedite litigation falls far short of AB 987's standards. In fact, it is 
hard to imagine that the project could ever be held out by the state as an environmental 
leadership project. Certifying this project under AB 987 would establish a precedent that 
undermines the state's efforts to: (1) improve air quality in impacted communities; (2) reduce 
GHG emissions; and (3) promote equity and fairness by benefiting those communities asked to 
bear the burdens and costs of development. 

Improperly High GHG· Baseline. The Air Resources Board issued determinations on 
January 30, 2019, for the 3333 California Street Project and on March 13, 2019, for the 
Hollywood and Vine Mixed Use Project. Both of these determinations state that baseline 
emissions are only those emissions on the existing project site that a project will remove. 

US-DOCS\J 06871781 
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The Clippers are improperly trying to take credit for eliminating greenhouse gas 
emissions from existing entertainment venues that would continue to create GHG emissions. 
The faulty baseline means the Clippers understate the project's net GHG emissions by over 75%. 
This shortchanges the local community by slashing the amount oflocal GHG mitigation (with 
important health co-benefits) that AB 987 requires. 

In the two most recent evaluations by the Air Resources Board, the Board has made clear 
that the calculation of baseline emissions should only include those emissions on the project site 
that the project will remove and demolish. This comp011s with standard industry practice and 
Air District guidance for analyzing GHG impacts. 

The Air Resources Board March 13, 2019, determination for the Hollywood & Wilcox 
prqject confirms that baseline emissions only include those elements of the prqject site that are 
demolished and removed. 

Operational emissions from land uses at the existing project site that 
would be demolished and removed as part of the project represent 
baseline conditions. (Staff Evaluation, p. 7.) 

The Air Resources Board's January 30, 2019 determination for the 3333 California 
project is in accord. There, the Air Resources Board confirmed that only elements of the project 
site that are demolished and removed are included in the baseline emissions inventory. By 
comparison, uses that are shifted from one location to another are excluded as they are 
continuing. The Board explained "Baseline Operational Emissions" as follows. 

Operational emissions from land uses at the existing project site that 
would be demolished and removed as part of the project, minus 
mobile-source-related GHG emissions associated with existing 
UCSF Laurel Heights campus operations that would be relocated to 
other existing lJCSF campuses as a result of the project, represent 
baseline operations. (Att. 1 to CARB Ex. Order G-18-101, p. 7.) 

Unlike the Air Resources Board's approved evaluations for 3333 California and 
Hollywood & Wilcox, virtually the all of the Clippers' claimed baseline emissions will neither 
be demolished nor removed. Staples Center, the Honda Center, and the Forum are not going to 
be demolished nor stop operating if a new arena is built. Each will continue to operate and book 
events and, in fact, Staples will operate more efficiently as an event venue. The Clippers' 
methodology for calculating the project's net greenhouse gas emissions is flawed and contrary to 
Air Resources Board precedent. 

As the Natural Resources Defense Council made clear the Clippers project's approach to 
calculating the existing emissions to be avoided is "absurd" and is merely trying to "make 
climate change go away with a pen and paper exercise." (NRDC Letter dated Feb. 28, 2019.) 
Climate Resolve wrote the project's methodology ''if approved through certification of the IDEC 
Prqject's application will materially impair Cal~fomia's ability to address greenhouse gas 
emissions through C'EQA. '' (Climate Resolve Letter dated Feb. 21, 2019.) 
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Clippers Unrealistic Trip Reduction Assumptions. AB 987 requires the Clippers to 
reduce vehicle trips by 15% as compared to operations absent a transportation demand 
management program to receive litigation streamlining. The Clippers application claims trip 
reductions from the ill-defined transportation demand management program without any 
meaningful foundation. 

Critical to the Clippers' trip reduction plan is the unsupp01ied assumption that 10% of all 
basketball attendees will use Metro's light rail system and then transfer to shuttles to bridge the 
last mile gap between the rail stations and project. In a technical repmi attached to our February 
1, 2019, letter, Gibson Transportation concluded that "the 10°/o rail usage assumption is 
unsupported and will not be achieved." 

The Oakland Athletics' application effectively concurs with Gibson Transportation's 
assessment: shuttles will not work Consistent with Gibson Transportation's conclusion, the 
Oakland Athletics' application concedes what is widely known and accepted with respect to 
using shuttle buses to transport attendees from rail stations to venues: 

BART shuttles have relatively limited synergies with other 
measures because shuttles do not cause much of a mode shift for 
attendees who currently drive from outside of Oakland. (Oakland 
Athletics' Application, Ex. D, p. 17.) 

While both the Clippers and Oakland Athletics existing facilities are immediately 
adjacent to rail stations, only the Clippers assume that a rail to shuttle program will increase the 
use of the rail system. The Oakland Athletics' application confirms that this assumption is 
unsupported. 

In fact, the BART shuttle program is projected to be so ineffective at reducing trips, it is 
not even included in the Oakland Athletics' proposed trip demand management program. (See 
Oakland Athletics' Application, Ex. D, p. 21 [listing reduced on-site parking, on-street parking 
management, Uber/Lyft surcharge and geofence, bicycle parking, and Howard Terminal 
development as transportation demand program components to meet required trip reductions].) 
The Oakland Athletics state that a shuttle program that could move up to 2,200 attendees per 
hour would only reduce trips at most by one to four percent. 

The Oakland Athletics' application also confirms that shared mobili(v increases trips. 
The Clippers assume that 10% of all basketball game, concert, and other events will arrive by 
"shared mobility." The Clippers propose encouraging the use of lJber and Lyft As was noted in 
our letter of February 19, 2019, and as is made clear by the Oakland Athletics' application, 
encouraging attendees to use Uber and Lyft services will increase trips (and associated 
emissions), not decrease them. 

US-DOCS\J 06871781 

[T]otal trips were calculated by assigning two trips total to each 
personal vehicle ... as well as two trips.for each arriving [Uber/Ly.ft] 
and two trips for each departing /UberlLJftf to account for the.fact 
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that each ... trip must both enter and exit the area. (Oakland 
Athletics' Application, Ex. D, p. l L) 

Thus, whereas an attendee arriving in a private vehicle creates two trips, a person arriving by 
Uber or Lyft generates four trips and up to four times as many vehicle miles traveled. Per the 
Oakland Athletics' application, Uber and Lyft trips "have the largest vehicle trip impact." 
(Oakland Athletics' Application, Ex. D, p. 17.) 

This is why the Oakland Athletics' TDM program actively discourages Uber and Lyft 
vehicles through a surcharge for such vehicles arriving to the stadium and a one-half mile radius 
"geofence" to enforce the surcharge. (Oakland Athletics' Application, Ex. D, p. 23.) 

Moreover, because Uber and Lyft will often idle for long times at an event waiting area 
for a pick up or in traveling around the area, automobile emissions in the area actually increase. 

Thus, the Clippers' transportation demand program is triply wrong by encouraging Uber 
and Lyft First, it did not account for the doubling of trips that Uber and Lyft users create. As a 
result, the Clippers have undercounted the number of trips the prqject will create. Second, by 
encouraging attendees to use Uber and Lyft, the Clippers are undermining the state's goal of 
reducing trips and reducing emissions. This becomes even more pronounced with the Clippers 
shift from a high density urban area with extensive rail and bus access to a low density area not 
served by transit. Third, because the Clippers have undercounted the trips associated with Uber 
and Lyft vehicles, the Clippers have also undercounted the project's emissions and vehicle miles 
traveled. 

* * * 

The project is not neutral for GHGs, does not implement the local emission reduction 
benefits .AB 987 envisions, and will increase VMT. It is also inconsistent with SCAG's 2016 
RTP/SCS. Simply put, the project does not meet AB 987's standards for litigation streamlining. 

There is nothing exceptional about the Clippers' project other than the exceptional 
adverse impact it will have on a predominantly low-income, minority community that is at the 
center of the state's housing affordability crisis. (See attached LA Times article.) AB 987 
requires not only exemplary net zero CiHG reductions but also requires the Clippers to improve 
air quality in the low-income community for which it is proposed. Instead of complying with 
AB 987's requirements, the Clippers are improperly calculating their emissions and not 
mitigating their tme impacts, thereby increasing air toxics and criteria pollutant emissions in this 
community. 

MSG stands with the Natural Resources Defense Council, Uplift Inglewood, Climate 
Resolve, and the many Inglewood residents who have called on the Governor to deny the 
application from litigation streamlining under AB 987. 
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If you have questions, you may reach me at (213) 891-7540, 

Very trulv 

Ll't ' # l/[/ 
ii 

Maria Pilar Hoye 
of LATHAM & WATKINS LLP 

cc: Mary Nichols, Chair, Air Resources Board 
Richard Corey, Executive Director, Air Resources Board 
Steven Cliff, Deputy Executive Officer, Air Resources Board 
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S!os Angeles ~imes 
April 10, 2019 

One of California's last black enclaves 
threatened by Inglewood's stadium deal 

Many who endured hard times now face eviction, rent hikes 

NOT LONG AGO,! 'Nas there's a ne'N chall.enge: 
trying to preserve one of CaJif,nnia's List ren121ining /li'riccrn American enclaves as 1-ents surge, 

By ANGEL JENNINGS 

Inglewood has come a long since DL Dre proclaimed in the '90s that it was up to no 

gozxL" 

A surge of economic development is wiping av,-ay its reputation as a battle zone for rival gangs 

and promises to remake the city not only into a and entertainment mecca but also a 

cultural destlmrliorL 

now that lnglevwmd is on the come up, longtime residents and city officials face a different 

challenge: Many who have weathered decades of hardship no longer can afford to live there and 

are being left out of the economic renaissance, 
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Donald Martin, 67, lost the roof over bis head after a new landlord evicted hirn with just 60 

notice from the building he had lived in almost a decade. 

Tomisha Pinson, who lives next door 

to the nevv LA, Rams and Chargers 

stadium and entertainment complex, 

received a notice that the monthly rent 

on her two-bedroom Inglewood 

apactment would spike from SL145 to 

Rising housing costs in Inglewood 

"It makes you feel pushed out, like, 

'\Ve don't need you guys no more, the 

upper class is going to be moving in,''' 

said Pinson, 43, a mother of two who 

takes in foster children. 

As horne prices soar and rents rise, 

1ngle'Nood is struggling to meet its goal 

of encouraging more investment ·while 

trying to preserve one of California's 

last remaining i\frkan American 

enclaves, 

"Inglewood ls the 'City of Champions' 

f>,ccf t<,(' L'1\' <i·;"·C:Jt:<'. d"1''' ,~<Yt 1i'IT , •. ,. 
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and like all good champions, Inglewood is rising again," said Daniel Tabor, a former mayor and 

crnmcHman. "But it has been a missed opportunity for economic participation 

and local businesses," 

the residents 

Not long ago, the city vvas struggling with decades of decline exacerbated by the loss of two 

economic engines, the Lake rs and Hollywood Park racetrack Now, the white skeleton of the 

82.6-billion NFL stadium and entertainment district is rising along Century Boulevard. Plans 

for a new LA, Clippers arena are crystallizing. A $14.5-million ""·''·'·'·'"'·'·' .. ·"'''·"'·"'''''" .... ·''"'·"''·'"'"'·'·"'·'""·"'"" .. '·"''"'· .. ""'''"" 
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underway, and the Girl Scouts of Greater Los Angeles 

moved its regional headquarters to lngkwood last February. 

°'\Ve all know when the Girl Scouts corne, it's all over," Mayor.James T, Butts ,J L joked to a group 

of homeuwners last year. ln his vie'N, the Scouts' arrival pins a badge of safety on his , in turn 

luring still more investment. 

All these attractions .. wiU become easier to with next year's scheduled opening of the 

But activists are pressing City HalL demanding officials do more to protect residents against 

ballooning rents, ln VIareh, the adopted a temporary cap on increases and evictions. But 

some the measure too too little, 

Uplift Ingle .. wood, a tenants' rights group. is suing the and a developerto halt construction of 

the Clippers arena, a project that vvouid allow the city to use eminent domain to confiscate 

property at the southv,-est corner of Century Boulevard and Prairie Avenue, The lrnvsuit alleges 

that the city's proposed of public land to build the Clippers project violates state law that 

requires prioritizing the use of such hmd for affordable housing. 
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Artagnan Scorza, 38, who sits on the city's school board, said he helped create Uplift 

1ngle'Nood to give a voice to nerabk renters. He knows their plight \Vhen he .. was a grade-

schooler, his family was evicted from their 1ngle'Nood tovvnhouse; they couldn't afford the rent-

Although he supports the football stadium project he .. wants to use it to leverage development 

and investment to benefit blacks and Latinos, who account for an estimated 

respectively, of lngie'.vood residents. 

and 51 

''V1/e 'Nanted to a model for investment vvithout displacement," Scorza saicL ''\Ve didn't want 

that capital to come in and flood out the folk "Who live hen:;.'' 

At the center of the 

the vote. 

is Mayor Butts, vvho vvas reelected to a third term in 2018 ·with of 

V1/hile in office, he has tried to juggle seemingly opposing goals: courting pharaonie projects like 

the NFL stadium ·while persuading landlords to keep rents stable and trying to ensure that 

longtime owners reap the benefits of a thriving market that has pushed the median home value 

in this city of 110,000 to 8555,000. 

Lack of rent control makes Inglewood an attractive investment opportunity. Owners have been 

to jack up rents or kick out month-to-month tenants vdth just 60 days' notice. Two-thirds 

of the city's residents are renters. About a quarter who live here are older than 55. lVIany are on 

fixed inconws. 

At the JVIarch 5 City Council meeting, Butts proposed - and the council unanimously voted to 

adopt······ a 45-day rnoratoriu.m during which rent increases would be capped at 5% annually and 

evict.ions would be halted as the city tried to find a perrnanent solution to the rent problern. 

There's an option to extend the measure to a full 

Previously, Butts had opposed rent ordinances, saying: ''\Ve're not going to do anything to 

stymie the small uwners from being able to make a living." 

But Inglewood's housing market has changed drastically since he was elected in 2on. 
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Back then, the city was on the verge of bankruptcy, Services were being tdmrned, and 

unemployment amid the Great Recession stood at 17?6, The city's largest taxpayeL Hollywood 

Park Racetrack and Casino - vvhich in 2011 brought $4.6 million into the city's coffers - was 

shuttering racetrack 

Devdopers their investments have spurred Inglewood's reversal of fortune, In 2m.8, the 

where the 300-acre stadium project is going up brought in 815,8 miliion in tax revenue -

vvithout a single game being played. That money bas been used to restore services, hire more 

police officers and replace the aging fleet of cop cars, Butts said. 

Inglev,-ood's post-recession jobless rnte is novv 5A%. But there's a downside to the boom: a 

,,rowimr housinv 
~ 'l.J t':'.:> Despite the city's turnaround, said Chris lVIeany, co-founder of the 

developer involved in the NFL stadium and Clippers prqjects, ''when a place is being 

economically redeveloped, always in the back of your mind 'Are we gentrifying to the point 

we're displacing people?' '' 

Years before the stadium plan came into being, the same developer had proposed building a 

retail and residential community with 3,000 .housing units······ 450 of which would affordable 

- at the racetrack site. The project would have included upscale, market-rate .housing to attract 

high-income earners and the city's tax base. 

In 2008, city officials and developers agreed to spread the affordable units throughout the city, 

Now, ·when completed, the stadium-entertainment complex will include Inglewood's largest 

housing project, with 2,500 units, None are set aside for bvv-income residents. 

Butts said the city had constructed hundreds of affordable units since he took office and that 

another 180 would be added over the next three years. 

But Inglewood is a long from fulfilling its 2021 housing goal of 567 beluw-market units. It 

hasn't produced affordable housing since the end 2013, when all L.A. County cities vvETe 

required to set goals for the next seven years, according to the state's Department of Housing 

and Community DevelopmenL 
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Russ Heimerich, a spokesman for the state Business, Consumer Services and Housing Agency, 

said many communities had failed to meet their targets. 

°'The whole state of Ca1if(m1ia is behind in producing housing," he said. 

With a median household incorne of $46,ooo, roughly $15,000 below the county's median, 

Inglewood has joined a growing list of urban areas nationwide, from Baltirnore to Oakland, 

'Where African Americans have historically clustered - for comfort or because of race-based 

redlining policies - but nO'w feel they are being pushed out. Nationvvide, black homem,vnership 

rates have declined to levds not seen since the 1960s, when race-based discrimination was legal, 

according to nonprofit think tank the Urban Institute, a sign that the economic has 

skipped many workers of color. 

"This is our 'hood," said lVIajor Stewart, 69, who lived in Inglewood for 36 before getting a 

notice in December that rent on bis one-bedroom apartment two miles from the new stadium 

vvonid more than double. So he's moving with bis sister in LA. "ff you move llS out of here, 

losL'' 

'"'l'his is our }hood. If you rnove us out of here, \ve're lost.' 

African Americans have fdt Imvvdcome in 1ngle'Nood before. 

A century ago, signs posted by the Ku Klux Klan declared the city to be for "Caucasians-Only.'' 

The post-\V\NU era brought a ,wave of African Americans escaping the ,Jim Crow South the 
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dream ofliving where race was not the °'principal organizing factor,'' said Darnell Hunt, director 

of the Ralph J, Bunche Center for African American Studies at UCLA, 

°'California was never a slave state,'' he said, °'so all of those things _made it attractive for blacks 

corning from places --where racial segregation and oppression was in your face every o) 

Many of the transplants secured good-paying jobs in the defense industry, But as more blacks 

arrivecL Jim Cruw followed, Realtors refused to show them homes. Racial covenants tucked into 

prnpeity deeds prohibited selling to blacks, keeping large swaths of present-day South LA, and 

1ngle--wood Caucasian. 

A series state and federal made housing discrimination illegal But it took the 1965 \Vatts 

riots to truly integrate Inglewood, as middk-dass blacks moved farther >vest in search a place 

to lay dovm community roots, 

By 1970, one in m Inglewood residents were black But as the region's manufacturing base 

shrnnk, high-paying union jobs disappearezi Industry trends and the shift in residents' spending 

power caused many of the city's businesses to dose, 

The Lakers and Kings moved to downtown Li\, 1999· Efforts to revitalize Inglewood's Market 

Street failed. The state took over the city's troubled schools in 2012. Holiyvvood Park its 

final race the following year, 

"Inglewood was in decline'' and edging tmvard insolvency, said Meany, the developer. 

Then with the NFL stadium plans came a surprising re vi val. The growth of the technology sector 

in Piaya Vista's Silicon Beach also began to change Inglev,-ood, much as the tech boom has 

spilled into black communities in Oakland, Boston and Seattle. Newcomers with higher salaries 

found their dollar could stretch further. 

The image also has been buffed by positive pop-culture imagery, such as rmO's 

cornedy-drarna ''fnsecure," depicting the trials and triumphs of 20-sometbing black fernak 

protagonist who lives in Inglewood. 
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"'Insecure' does a pretty good job of showing the world the other side of South LA.," Hnnt said, 

''that maybe you didn't see if all you savv were the gangster movies of the 1990s and everything 

that came after the 1992 uprising'' .. with the Rodney King triaL 

For Clarence .Johnson, buying an Ingle'.vood home .. was a gamble that paid off 

The ;54-year-old father of two found a duplex that fit his budget, nestled on a tree-lined street off 

West 102nd Street, He lives in one unit and rents out the other, 

\·Vhen he moved to Inglewood in 2011, he saicL of the resembled a rap video - people 

'Nith intimidating stares clustered on street corners. \Vhen he used to teH people where he lived, 

they replied, can always move, Inglewood is a good start." 

Now they ask if he lives near the stadium, and his home value has more than doubled, 

Butts has admitted to underestimating the rent-increase problem, once thinking it could be 

solved on a case-by-case bask 

Over the last frw the mayor said, he 'Nould reach out to residents when rumors of price 

gouging and displacement surfaced on line but often did not hear back Then in January, an 

outraged tenant posted on Facebook that her rent 'Nouldjump from S1,200 to S2,725 

month. 

Butts got 'Nord of a rental increase of more than 100% in the nine-unit, sand-colored apartment 

building where lVIajor Stev,-art lived, Not longer after that building changed hands late last year, 

the new owner tucked notices of rent increases into tenants' screen doors, Stewart vvas informed 
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that his rent wonldjurnp to 81,725 from $855, There were no promises to make improvements, 

like replacing his aging carpet or appliances. lVh\ior Stevvart saicL 

Increase notices also vvent out at Tamisha Pinson's 28-unit complex, which was owned by the 

same property management company, and Butts stepped in, 

Hemet later vvitb Adrian Malin, the bead of Regents 99 LLC, and crafted an agreement 

that gave renters in the hvo apartment buildings several choices, including gradual increases or 

a $10,000 lump snrn to move out ApriL 

"It was somevvhat of a victory for us," said 40-year-old Angel Burrell, a longtime resident who 

plans to take the lurnp sum and move into a family-owned duplex in f nglewoorL 

Malin declined to comment but in an email wrote: "I have a lot of respect for Mayor Butts." 

the community's triumph vvas short-lived. 
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1n February, Butts learned of two rnore properties that had experienced sharp rent bikes. The 

property manager refused to speak 'Nith him, prompting the mayor to propose the 45-day rent 

moratorium. 

"·1: .;': ... ," ····· ,.l · i .. , "·· · •· rr ·" , .. r·I · ·. t 1 ·· ·~ ·· l 1 ·(.)0/ • · · ·t • · ··"' · ·· · . .., ... -,. •• ·: · :,vet) )00) can .Ibtee 1at .11ese .L /o ten. n1c1eases are 

astronon1ical and ridiculous. I think \\/e can start there.' 

The temporary was a win for Uplift Inglewood, vvhich continues to apply pressure to City 

HalL It also is taking the fight to Sacramento, pushing for an anti-price-gouging bilL 

"Everybody can agree that these 120% rent increases are astronomical and ridiculous," said 

Scorza, of Uplift InglewoocL ''I think we can start there.'' 

But the cap wasn't enough to keep Donald lVIartin in Inglewood . 

Golden Bee Properties took over his lo-unit building last . The new landlord never issued a 

notice about raising the rent Instead, Martin vvas evicted with 60 notice. 

Golden Bee's top executive, David Berneman, declined to comment. 

There's no way to knovv huw many tenants have been pushed from thdr homes 1:vithout cause: 

some eviction notices are available for viewing for 60 days, but many are not public record. 

\·Vhen he left, lVartin said, Golden Bee Management gave him a month's rent plus S500. He 

boxed up his suits, his favorite alligator shoes that he only wears to church, and some cooking 

supplies. He put it all in storage. 

For l\ilartin parked his SUV in a strip maU and slept in the front seat before the police 

ordered him to leave. he is living out of motels and extended-stay hotels. 

''1 can't save money. because the rent of some places 1 live is $500 a week," said Martin, who 

a disability check for back pain. "It has been really rough on me." 
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On a recent afternoon, he returned to his old neighborhood to visit friends, driving past the 

building vvhere he thought he would live out his golden years, 

The exterior had been painted a lime green with gray-blue trim,/\ crew of workers strearned in 

and out, readying the apartments tenants 'Nilling to pay market rent 
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NRDC 

~ 
June 21, 2019 

Kate Gordon 

Director, Governor's Office of Planning and Research 

Senior Advisor to the Governor on Climate 

Via Email: CaliforniaJobs@opr.ca,gov 

Re: Opposition to Supplemental Application for Certification of the Inglewood Basketball and 

Entertainment Center Project under AB 987 (Application No. 2018021056) 

Dear Ms. Gordon: 

This is in response to the Murphy's Bowl (LA Clippers) response dated June 12, 2019 (the Response). 

The Response did little to fix the problems identified in NRDC's earlier submission. It still wrongly 

conducts its GHG analysis by shifting events that it claims will not be replaced at their current sites. It 

disrespects the local benefits policy of AB 987. And it relies for nearly half of its claimed GHG offsets on 

a fantasy version of a traffic management plan. Located not far from the new Inglewood pro football 

stadium - which never underwent CEQA review - and all its auto traffic and associated criteria 

pollutants and GHG emissions, the Murphy's Bowl project will harm the local community and the region, 

and fails to comply with AB 987. 

I. The Event-Shifting Argument Is Wrong Conceptually And Factually 

Consider this scenario: a developer proposes a 60,000-home project on bare earth far from job centers, 

ensuring long commutes for the project residents. In the CEQA review, the project proponent argues 

that GHG emissions from those commutes should not be attributed to the project because they are just 

replacing the new residents' old commutes, which in turn will never be replicated because no one will 

ever move into the houses vacated by the new project residents. So, no new GHGs to analyze. 

That would never fly. But that is what Murphy's Bowl is doing here with respect to 34 of the 41 Clippers' 

home games that will move from Staples Center to the new facility. The Response changes its factual 

assumption from 41 games shifted to 34, but does not change its theory at all. 

And that factual assumption doesn't hold water. It assumes that the experienced professional 

marketing staff at Staples Center cannot fill 34 empty dates - ever. At the same time, the Response 

asserts that the new Clippers facility will book hundreds of non-basketball events every year - any one 

NATIJIU.L RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL 

1314 21rn STREET SANTA MONICA, CA 90401 T 310.434.2300 F 310.434.2399 NRDC.OR!l 
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of which could go to Staples. It is hard to see how the Response can assert those two things at the same 

time. 

Not surprisingly, the Murphy Bowl sports venue expert will not put its professional reputation behind 

the 34 perpetually empty dates claim. The expert's report says1
: 

The information contained in this report is based on estimates. as.sumptions and other information 
developed from secondary market research, knowledge of the sports and entertainment industry, and 
other factors, including certain information provided by Wilson Meany and others. Al! information 
provided to us was not audited or verifled and was assumed to be correct. Because procedures were 
limited, we express no opinion or assurances of any kind on the ach!evabi!ity of any projected information 
contained herein and this report should not be relied upon fur that purpose. Furthermore, there will be 
differences bet#een projected and actual results. This is because events and circumstances frequently 
do not occur as expected. and those differences may be material. Vie have no responsibility to update 
this report for events and circumstances occurring after the date of this report 

Although the expert report expressly disclaims reliance on "the achievability of any projected 

information contained herein," that is exactly what the Response does. Even if the market-shifting 

argument in the Response were theoretically valid - which it is not - the Response does not contain 

probative facts to back it up. 

II. There Are No Local Benefits Proposed 

One of the main policies behind AB 987 was the desire for GHG offsets to be local and to create local 

jobs, for example by weatherproofing homes, installing solar roofs, installing EV charging stations, and 

the like. But the Murphy's Bowl Application and Response do nothing in that regard. While its 

transportation plan may conceivably benefit some Clippers fans, it does nothing for the Inglewood 

residents. Contrast the imaginative Oakland A's plan for a new stadium, a plan that is expected to 

include 2,400 units of local affordable housing. The A's have the right idea; Murphy's Bowl does not. 

Ill. The Traffic Management Plan Is Inadequate To Produce GHG Reductions 

The fundamental problem with the Murphy Bowl transportation management plan is that Murphy's 

Bowl chose to build the new arena in a transit desert. There are plenty of transit-adjacent sites in the 

Los Angeles area that could support a basketball arena, but for whatever reason these project 

proponents want to build in an area where nearly everyone will drive to events. In view of that, the 

GHG reductions attributable to transit improvements in the initial application and Response are illusory. 

IV. Conclusion 

The Application and Response appear to have been reverse-engineered to yield a GHG reduction 

number that meets AB 987. There is no other likely explanation for why the GHG calculations and traffic 

management plan are so shoddy- that was the only way to make the numbers work out. The Murphy's 

Bowl AB 987 application should be rejected unless and until the errors that NRDC and others have 

pointed out are fixed. 

1 http:iiopr.ca.rov/docs/20 J 906 J-1--Exhibils-lo-Suppkmenlal-/\B-!J87-Submittal.pdf, page 5. 
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Thank you for your consideration of this letter. 

Yours truly, 

David Pettit 

Senior Attorney 

Natural Resources Defense Council 

NATURAi. RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL 
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Dear Governor's Office, 

I am writing to express my disdain vvi.th #2018021056 ···-- Inglewood Basketball and 

Entertainment Center. My partner and I both live and work in Inglewood. We have 

experienced firsthand how difficult it is find permanent, skilled jobs with a living wage 

here in this city. When I found out that the new Clippers arena wasn't bringing skilled~ 

high paying jobs, I 'W<ls disappointed. The only new jobs they bring shouldn't just be 

construction related, Those are temporary. Also, any jobs they do happen to bring won't 

be well paid anyv.rays, Let's face it, you can't support a family of five as a part-time 

' ' k concession s \\.'Or er. 

For a project to adhere to AB 987' s standards, it must bring highly skilled, permanent 

jobs. This project doesn't do that As a side note, it doesn't speak highly to me that the 

Clippers have not even made an effort to respond to criticism about the lack of high

quality jobs. Clearly, they don't care about the economic well-being of Inglewood 

residents. I don't want this arena here and if you care about the financial peace of 

Inglewood residents, you shouldn't either. 

Sincerely. 
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To \\'hom it t\fay Concern. 

I have many hcsi1.a!.ions about supporting 201802 l 056 , .. The !nglc\NOt.xi Baskcthul I and 
Entertainment Center, r-.rany of them center around the tmflk/congcstion it wW bring to n1y city, 
J already dislike driving around lngle\voo<l during rush hour .. His very frustrating! If this projeGt 
\Vere to be approved. it \vou!d become much worse, Imagine that! 

i am especially \Vorritxi because my trnst nfthis city is al an allwtimc love The Clippers assured. 
us that -;,ve shou!dn \I \vorry about their traffic demand management program because the City of 
lng!e'lvood '"ill make sure that they meet the trnlik reduction requirements. I don't beHcve that 
one bit lhr·.v am 1 supposed to trust a city that has proven to me again and again that it can't be 
trusted? The DA .. said that the city vii)lated CA's Opening Meetings laws. The city sells illegal 
bonds, The city has illegally given the mayor a $50j000 car to drive around in (where is my free 
$50,000 car)? The city is doing everything in their power to push this project through without 
resident input (I haven·t been asked to share my opinion once)! This is not okay, I don~t trust the 
Ciipp<rs. Steve Ballmer, or the Chy of Ingle\vood, 

For the Clippers to get the benefits of AB 987 they have to prove that they meet the standards -
not just say "trust us,'' lf they don't \Vant to pay for the measures that wiH meet the standards, 
that's fine, they shouldjws he treated like a:U the other pmjects that aren•t streamHnetL You get 
\vhat you pay f(}t, I hnplore you to not a.!lmv 201802 l 056 - The lnglewood Basketball and 
Entertainment Center to streamline CEQA, 
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Hello, 

I am writing in to the Governor's Office as I am concerned about the new transportation 
so!ut!ons posed by the Clippers for #2018021056-1 nglewood Basketball and Entertainment 
Center. 

The site for this project is very far away from any real transit The City of Inglewood and The 
Clippers have both admitted to this. The solutions that have been offered for this major 
problern are not good enough. They want to bus thousands of people from the train stations 
to the stadium. This is just a band-aid to a much larger problem. Not to mention that I doubt 
the more affluent people who are spending hundreds of dollars for tickets to go to the 
stadium will even want to ride on a bus, They will take their cars and make the roads worse 
for the rest of us. 

I have also read what they plan to make traffic better for their shuttle buses~ f don't appreciate 
their p!an because it will just make it worse for everyone else who must sit In traffic longer or 
live in an even heavier polluted area due to the pollutant's cars release .. I want Inglewood to 
become a better, morn livable place to live. lf you allow #2018021056 to be streamlined, 
Inglewood will go the opposite direction. That is not what our city needs right now. 

Please listen to what Inglewood residents are saying. We don't wantthis stadium project 
streamlined. 

Respectful.!y, 
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To the C*Hfornla Office of Planning and Resean:::h, 

I would IH;e to express my concern 1;v!th the Clippers' request to quicken the process for their 
n~w1 stadium in my city, !n.glev:ood,, more spedfo::a!iy AB 987 for project Z01802105ti 

My problem with this project lies with the impact it wii! have on the traffic of Inglewood, 
Apparently,, the project will bring over 3 ml!lion more car trips to our streets, along with bus transit to 
the stadium, We need to reduce traffic, not add to it .• and the Traffic Demand Management program 
seems terrible. It really Is irrelevant if they are successful in reduc.!ng traffic for their buses, Last time I 
checked, a giant bus in front of my car i.s bad for the air I breathe, e.speciaHy when it isn't even electric 

There's already bad trnfflc around my house, I can't imagine what my neighborhood w!ll look. like with 
another stadium and arena, Plus, the greenhouse gas emissions and other pollutants from thls increase 
ln traffic wm be just awtu! for the air quality around here, Frnnk!y,, l don't want exhaust from a Clippers 
transit bus blowing exhaust into the houses of Inglewood, Them are other ways they could reduce the 
millions of cars and pollutlon into my neighborhood, Please make them go back i'ind rethink this in a 
way that is more protective of us, Please., reject. this propo.sa! for the streamlining, there needs to be 
some serious consideration of the future impact of this project on my home and health. 

Best, 
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! arn writing to you today to ask that you please reject the Clippers' application under AB 987, to 

speed up litigation aga.inst the nev1 Clippers stadiurn, in Inglewood, in which mv husband <md ! have lived 

for the p2st tlh'enty years, 

I cannot support wdcorning the new stadium based on the fact that the Clippers promised our 

community several benefits along with the new stadium that have not been delivered and have no sign of 

tw:,ing delivered any time soort For one, the community was promised that this project would bring nevv 

high pav'ing jobs, Based on the current proposal that is not the case, It seems the only jobs would be 
selling jerseys and popcorn whenever this thing is finished, Also, this was supposed to be a greenest of 

green project How are 3.3 million more car trips good for the environrnent? I don't ;,vant the poHution, 

nor the traffic: associated with such a task in my neighborhood, And there aren't any real me~:isures to 

reduce the tons of local air po!lut!on that are going to come with this trafflc and operating the arena. The 

bottom line is that it seems that a biliionaire is benefitting immensely from this project at my 
community's expense, P!e2se reject this applicatlort This prtJject docs not deserve any spedal treatment 

from the GovernoL 

J."~ .a. M:'\A_k 
(70.4) 3Zf.-Zf 7D 

f~ZZ4 ~. Yi.>~.~ /~u::..#4-
_l~~ CA ·~?>C>3 
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To whom it may concern, 

! wdfe fo yov today as o resldellt of ln9lew0Qcl, expressing my concerns with the AS 987 
opplkotion, the proposal by the Clippers to speed up the precess of construc:ting their new stadium in my 
town. fve heard mony concerns from my community about the envkonmento! impoct of this project, along 
with o l.ock of delivery of new jobs promised to .Inglewood residents by !he orgcmizotlon, The Clippers hod 
5 entire months to create fh!s rncenfly odded moterlol, but ! hove only 14 days to get some sort of grasp 
on rhis document thof will moiody impact my communhyf Isn't the low that 30 days need to be provided 
for whomever f.o go over o new opplicofk:in? This is o beast of o document ot about 800 poges filled with 
legol jorgon, arid with my limited knowledge of the low I honestly foe! like the Clipper:> ore trying to pull o 
fmt one on me- he-rn:. It's llke !'m being punished for trying to hove some sort of political lnvolvement, This 
.::ormot be oppM"'ed, pleo~e deny this opplkofion at o!I costs. 

Sincerely 

II 
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To the California OPR1 

As a citizen of lngiewood, ! ask you to please deny the Clippers' request to 
streamline their nev1 arena in my dty. vVhi!e ! have several issues with the project, 

indudlng the lack of good jobs available to !ng!ewood1 !ack of lnformatlon provided 

by the Clippers about the project, etc., my primary grief is with the traffic that vvi!l 
resu!t from the new arena.. 

The Clippers say that there will be 3.3 million more car trips from this project. The 

detrimental effects on the environment aside, this wi!l onlyjarn up Inglewood 

traffic even more. I already spEmd hours per weekday sitting in traffic due to my 
con1mute, and this project is worsening a huge problem that needs to be so.lved. 
The Traffic Demand Management program seems like it wi!! not be enough, The 
Clippers say they will try to make traffic better for their shuttles to the arena. That 

means traffic will be \Vorse for mys.elf and the residents of !ng!ewood, with buses 

dogging up the streets, b!mving exhaust into our neighborhoods. A!so, how is it 

possible that the Clippers say this project will have more trips via private car than 

the Staples Center? 

The Cllppers had a real opportunity here to be a leader and improve the 

transportation situation, V\/ith its experts and financial resources, I'm sure they 

could have come up with some innovative way to really reduce the impacts of the 

millions of cars that will come to their arena .. Shame on them for ignoring our 

community and still have the nerve to ask for special treatment from the state. 

My concerns for the traffic increase from this project are too much for me to sit 

idly by. You must reject .A.B 987 for project 2018021056 and examine this whole 

thing further, 

Beste;: 
5Gl~ cw· l 6;2r-.l $-\. # 11 
\~\~vr~ .Ln 9o'3c3 
c~r~r) a,y q-~ R X:Obi 
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································••»»••·······-~---------------~ 

I am writing tnd;ty to a~k thill you deny the AB 987 applk:a!ion, the pn1posa! to expedite production fix 
the new Clippers fladium in lngk•vood, prrdect 2018021056, 

l!onesily. when l Hrnt head the Clippers pt'Jssib!y moving to lngfev•ond, I \Vas enthusiastic Despite my 
Laker:; fimdom. I thmw:h! it wmlld be exciting to have an NBA arena ekn~e hv, rve lived here a !onta !lnH:-....,,.. 'W,· .. . . .. . . ... . . . ·.:-- :.\;:-

and thought about al! the ne'w jnb:s that v•nuki surely come with the project This enthusiasm was short 
lived, howl):ver, \Vhcn l !eamed tlml there won'I be any nc\v high skiUed, •veH-pnyingjobs from the new 
swdium. Considering the scale of this t.mdertaking, I even find it insulting that the able labor force of 
lngkwtX)d is being sho1tcd here. Where arc the jobs for me and my neigh hors? The permanent jobs that 
can support a family? The Clippers don't even seem to care that !hey are not genernting what they 
prnmhed., htMead of good jobs, we get hundreds of thousands more cars and Ions of air pol! ution. No 
!htmks, The Clippers are doing the bare minirnum to 1.ry and check the box. on the appHcatkm that they 
are n:xlm:ing traffic and pollution. They aren't This fan'I rocket science. There are lots of things they 
could do to improve local air quality --- they just don't want to pay fbr those measures, I can't agree to 
open my conummily to such an organilatinn, m be fhmk, certainty not at the hasty pace they are asking 
fi.)r hen;:, I ask you h:i please deny their requt~st 

Si~.v.. .•.·· 

N~ 
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th.e·d ~:~ttth1 bu~kHng precess ~n ~nf{ic~\i{)!)d. Per 
tc rt:d\~CC GHC~ etn;~ss~orts ir~ the are~J fc:rr the project and 

has th s rot been outhH:d in the propos.1!, but the Clppers 

they hope to can ho'T\e as to vv·~Yi they apparently dcn't 

,,,,~·"'~""'~··~ Th s b Ws spcrsots ;,;:i d that GH(3 reduction:; wou!d be rnade fry 

for increased energy efhck:ncy, improvng bike :anes, zero emission 

At: have ;;per no cn:;gc2ss (Vi th s front The Clippers a so tmJt this ''Traffic Demand 

.~:·· yc.t ~tJlhout ary ~iiabie ::;y.st0m of transit fot th~s project( thousands and 
Cff tnp.s nre bcng concentrBted around my ne:ghborhood. So, we are getting huge 

n;;re2s+'S n ;;vd Jr ;:)Oh.Jto'!, the Clippers are not paying for any real local reductions, but they still 

vv:n: to tht.: r pr<;cr;~ss. Th<:t is not cm11.iistent with the law <ind is unfa:r to rny community. A.s of 
r::t)\\:·~ th:i$ prc:ject !is a dEtr:jn"1ent to rr1v· c~t~f, 

\Vh\ is it that the lower income corrrnunities of color are the ones that take al! the erivlronrnental 

bc;rders and do not get the benefits? !t's truly puv!ing as to why an organiz<ition with a billionaire owner 
s trying to get d\NJV by doing the abs·VutP rnini!Y1u"h !f the Cdppers 1Nant to build a good foundation ·with 

n~\l cornm.un~tv~ the'/ rH?ed to ben2f~t the \Nith th,a prorYii~:;cd1 tangH)ie irnpro~.ternents ~nste.ad of th~s 

snake od sa~esrnan stuff. ~ urge you to th~~~ app~~Ccifon. 

Thankyo0 
{\ 

lllvx:;j rl-0 1
/J 

&a w \O-uJ sr~r3",,., 
t \r\1· ,.· i. , , r, r;\11 r1 r· ,A q OoU:.J 
\\ . •·· \fj} )\je,.Jjp V ' 

' 

~i~ti3lro11 
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To The Governor's Office, 

1 have been reading up on #2018021056 -The Inglewood 
BasketbaH and Entertainrnent Center and I atn not pleased. I do not 
want this project to be strean1Hned through CEQA because it doesn't 
adhere to the standards of AB 987 and the irnpacts to my 
cornn1unity are grave. 

The traffic that this stadh1n1 will bring to Inglewood is immense. The 
Clippers have said that there vvill be more than 3.3 rnillion trips 
generated from this project, which was an increase fron1 their 
original application in which they stated a number that was 300,000 
trips less than the one posed now. Another 300k car trips may not 
be a lot for the Clippers, but it is for me and every other Inglewood 
resident who is going to have to deal with it day in and day out 
People attending events will only have to deal with the traffic once 
in a while, but they will get a special bus lane. We will have to Hve 
\Vith getting trapped by these additional cars all of the tin1e. 

This additional traffic wiH also bring horrible air pollution to our 
neighborhood. And the Clippers do not even bother to include real 
local reductions to air pollution. Why should a project like that get 
special treatment? 

l ask you to real1y considi:1r \.Vhether this nevv arena is the right move 
for this city. I have faith that you wHl 1nake the right decision by 
your constituency. 

Thanks so much, 

Vaon: coi Gonc:o, It 4 

\-3l0-703 - 3327 
102 2 S Doi-y 4ve 1 ti-t~l&wooJ t: 4 

CfrJ3o3 Af+3 
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To the Governor1s office, 

Please reject the Clippers proposal to build their new stadium in 
Inglewood quicker than expected. The Clippers are not operating 
with enough transparency to the citizens of the city for them to be 
granted this luxury. 

There has not been enough information about the project 
provided to us nor to the state of California for this proposal to be 
approved. The math used in the transportation program cannot be 
duplicated and we can't figure out whether the construction 
numbers make sense. Why withhold this information? I read the 
application, as much as I could in the short amount of time given 
to read 800 pages before th is is decided on. It states that there 
are going to be three structures now) not two. 

It was not even shared with us that the plan was to make two 
structures. The people of Inglewood need to be informed here. 
Are these things going to emit exhaust into the homes a block or 
so away? How about a!I the dust and pollution that will be created 
right next to homes during construction. How will that be 
reduced? You cannot approve an application without the Clippers 
proving that the emissions will be reduced locally. Inglewood only 
wants a stadium if we are going to be benefttting from it! and I 
have no confidence that}s the case right now. In factj from what I 
can tell, we are going to be significantly hurt by it Do not approve 
the proposal in AB 987, project 2018021056, 

~Vll.ljl\ i\~o-\-o. 
Best Regards 1 J b fl Q \JJ, tCJ;l~ 5t j} .:J1 

>f\d\\~waoJ. Ce.. <fti.lo~ 
V I 

~u 1 ) lSCf- G2~o 
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Dear Governor's Office of Planning and Research, 

I am a dt!z.en of Inglewood. ! have Hved here for a long time and care about my 
community. Because of thls, l am asking you to reconsider streamlining Project 
2018021056t vvh!ch is the Inglewood Basketball and Entertafnment Center for 
the Clippers. 

1 believe that the people in lng!ewood have a right to know what is happening 
in their dty. The Clippers have provided very little information as to the details 
of the arena. In the new application they said that there wm be three parking 
structures instead of two parking structures, which l find fnteresting because I 
don~t remember ever being inforrned that there will be two structures! Where 
will they even place these three parking structures?? We need this information 
to understand how the Clippers determined what the actual number of trips 
wmbe. 

To make matters worset how much exhaust from the thousands of cars that 
use those structures will be inhaled by the people vvho live right next door? l 
donJt thtnk that this is reasonable. Inglewood residents deserve better than 
this. 

If the Clippers want their project streamlined, then they must provide more 
information. Right now, It cannot be determined whether this project meets 
the requirements of AB 987. l lmplore you to please not streamllne this project 
until all !nformation has been provided to show the project has met the 
requirements and the pub.lie Yk1S had suff1dent time to review that information. 

Thank you, 

, . . . . lA~ 

? 
'cJ\r? ·:> 

~( .tT" . ·.·.a 
~ r?S. 7_- ~lo 7"- \ 

(!>Z..~~/ {-, 
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Hdto. 

Center. 

d<n 't (';rr<' about follo\\ing our mks. t n;~ad that tbe Clippers sent over an 800-

( LpfN:n; \\Jt\ so tong and had sn many dumges that i.t should just be treated as a new application. In 

r rend lhitt this '\,uppkntentat material" \hlS actually more pages than their original application! I 

don't think that 14 day:::; is reasonable. It is dear to me that the Clippers just "vant. to skirt the rules, I 

can't skin tht.~ ruk•L 1\1y friends can't.skirt the mies. Steve Ballmer shouldn't be allowed to either. NOT 

fair1 

.And \vhy would you streamline a project tlu.i. is going to be harmful to the community. Millions of 

cars on the mad. Traffic. air. nnd noiSt': poHuUon. Lnv wngejobs. There is nothing special about this 

· ' · '. . '. ' ' . t' 1· I . . l flfOJtCl mat men ts strea.rmmmg, r QU rena tne wrong mcss<~gi: 1 ·.you stream met 11s project~ t 1ere 

should be real benefits to the cmnmun!ty frff a project to get special treatment Otherwise, they should 

folknv the same mies as everyone else, I really hope you reject streamlining the Inglewood Basketball 

and Entertainment Center. 

Sincerely, 

T1 N1 (oiY>orv 
c~rv) 1l7 ·!07_?' 

3~l'~ lN lt>"lwsf-J:ro 
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!)cm' sir./ rn;Hhm1, 

cr:oA. ,.-..,..., 

t think that they b;i.vc pro\ klcd enough infimrn1tiou to Ht.lh<:l\' tu AH 9Si'~ strict 
\\.•··1.,:; .... i.., i':<;; .·.,··<1···;•.:•· •,·~ !],;•i' ·1l·~nn•· , ..... t'!,:!··., rv·n·.l_.,.··:~ 1)''\<; !·1"f''' 'VOJ']·•"' 1 (.l' ll)l' 'l \.c·.,i··u j''f.Jl". ~ A~~ .. }~ •. ~-~~ ~ .• ._: ~-·.· ... ~~~--~~- x .... -.:~~. t.~ .. ... ~ .. ,..'t,'(·,.~.\.t Ld., ...... ~ ... ~~ '!,: •• '\<;,,.,J •. ~.~ ,' ~ .t. l ...... ,:~ 

tinH» I think that fnrnk1y, the Cliprwr\: and St.eve Bailnwr must not care enough abot1t our city 
~tnn•fan1s and show i.t to us IJtli.cv dkL the nctcssarv infrlrmatfon would liave been -:.·· . .... 

frrne 1>gn. 'You can't trH frmn tlH' nppUrntion how they figured out the irnpact" 
nnd ·rhe resident\ of Inglewood deserve to know, The Clippers basically say to 
tru.st then;, but nothing about their interactions with the cmnmunity thus far has engendered 
trust and our lwalth is loo inmort;mt to take a wait and see a1mroadL It is simt)k ·-if thev can't t l 4-. • ,,_, 

i>how it tht'n tlY'Y shnuidn't gi:>t the streamlining. 

PkaH' nwe ahout the rhy nfinglcwood and its residents niore than Steve Bal!nwr. Just henwse ,.. '•.• 

be;~ a billiorn1ire doesn't mean he shouk!n't need to provide bask infrmnation for his proposed 
pn<iect I l is ridknloHs. 
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----------·················-····-----···-················· --------------------------------

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am very \¥01Ticd about the environmental effects of #20 l 8021056 -· The Inglewood Basketbal I 
and Entertainment Center. AB 987 requires projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions for the 
local area, .As far as I can tell, this project will do nothing to reduce GHG and other air pollutants 
or it may even increase GHG and air pollution in fngle\voocL 

A fi;·-v local reduction measures listed in the bill are expanded public transit, zero emission buses, 
improved bike lanes~ improving energy efficiency of pre-existing buildings. Zero of these 
reduction measures arc happening in #2018021056, Also, this project is going to incr£J!~~ the 
nm11her of car trips as compared to Staples. Hm:v is that in any way ''green?" It isn't. I don't want 
more cars on our streets nor pollution in the air my kids and I breathe. Add in the football 
stadium that had no environmental review and we might as well be living next to smoke stacks, 
We already live dowmvind from the airport! 

The Clippers are trying to do the bare minimum. Steve Ballmer is worth a lot or money. If he 
\vanted to dn tnore for the environment and the City of Inglewood, he would. There are plenty of 
1ncaning,ful ''green" measures that he can implement in our neighborhood to offset the impacts 
from his arena. Please consider the environment and quality oflifo impacts that would arise 
from this project and do not allow it to be streamlined \Nlthout those measures. It does not meet 
the specifications, 

Sincerely, 

'U_) ~ ~ ::i 114'\N' .. )~\J--0 ~~i-.. ~7C\ti\;'!~'1'5 
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To Whom to May Concern: 

I am greatly concerned about the status of the proposed Clippers arena in 
Inglewood and the possibility it would qualify for AB 987_ I have been following 
thls issue closely and was extremely disheartened to see that the Clippers 
submitted nearly 800 additional pages of analysis and that the state ls only 
a!!owfng 14 days to review. 

800 pages is effectively a new project application (the original application was 
about 500 pages), How can 14 days possibly be enough time to conduct a 
comprehensive review? The Governor's own rules say that a new application 
gets 30 days to review. 

This seems to be yet another example of the Clippers receiving special treatment 
and trying to get around the same rules that everyone else plays by, 

Please consider extending the review timellne or putting a hold on this process 
a!! together_ This is being done under the cloak of secrecy, out of public view with 
little to no accountab!lity. 

Sincerely, 
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l have Lvu.:I in ingieAood fo; d !nnq time, ! have :;een it get increasingly more crowded and 

poHutnJ ! arr agamst both of those thm9s The ne\v Cfippers stadiurn (20"18021056) would add 

to both prcbierrs, i do net want it to be streamlined through CEQA, 

This prc~ie<t rs goin9 to add milnons more cars onto our already overcrowded streets. Have you 

ever driven in ngiewood during major events? It's crazy, hlovv can you imagine how much worse 

ifs gcing to get if this ne1N arena get$ put in too? Don't forget the football stadium being built 

tiqht tl<)W ! dori't \vant to even imagine it Not only are the additional cars: a nuisance, but also 

a public health concern, I worry about my kids breathing in all of the extra pollutants this will 
bring to our city, 

!n crder for a project to rneet the requirements of AB 987, it needs to reduce greenhouse gas 

emssicns !ocaUy. Bnnging more cars to the streets doesn't do that Also, I have read nothing 

about anything rn.Al and impactfu! that the Clippers are planning to do to he!p the environment 

and our community with this project. It is all for their own gain. Last time I checked, Steve 

E\,3!lmN is a billionaire, He doesn't need any more help from the City of !ng!ewood. He can 

afford to do better by us. I demand that my government hold him responsible for his actions 

and proposals, 

Viith respect, 
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Dear Governor's Offic0 of Planning and Research, 

! he!ievn the City of Inglewood is in dire need of hlgh wage and highly skilled jobs, Our residents 

deserve better than minimum wage, 

201.8021056 - Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center will not bring these high-quality 

jobs we are in such need of, Yes, the arena will bring new constructlon jobs, But I don't really 

count that because those are all temporary. Not something a resident of Inglewood could have 

to rely orL And the jobs during events are not enough to support a family. 

This lack of jobs means that 2018021056 does not meet the requirements of AB 987, Because 

of thls1 please reject the application. 
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r0;,,dent of ing:evnJnd and arn writing because ! am worried about the process by which 

t hf? f!pproved Thh fee\s vNy fost and out of controL The Clippers took months to 

The <did0r owner Steve S<iHmer, seem to be doing everything U1ey can to avoid discussion of 

the d·eta h of arena prn\e<t \Ve raised lots of questions and com:ems, They had to correct 

information. beti'iuse they were '#tong beforn. 

'fht:y haven't even responded ta requests for bask: information, like why local greenhouse gas 
reductions. arc not being provided for Inglewood, why there are no highly skilled jobs generated from 

the project. and details about the traffic management and parking, which seems to be wildly 
inconsiswnt from document to document 

ihe C!ippers seeffi frustrated that we are asking these important questions, but they can make this 
easiec They can do right by our community and provide the missing local transit to make their project 

worL They can provlde real, loul pollution reducing measures. 

Our community deserves answers on environmental impacts, details about the plan, and why so few 
local benefits are included in this project. The last thing that our elected officials should be doing is fast 

tracldng this project under AB 987 when so many questions remain. 

Please consider these important issues! 

Thank you. 

l J 
lvf 

i~f 
~- . 
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/ 

i !ivt in !ng!ev.'ood and am \\Tlting to share my concerns about the proposed Clippers stadium and AB 

SSI VJe strn kncv: VE!)' !itt!.e about the proposed Clippers project in Inglewood, ! have scoured media 

dips BrHJ pubiit documents Jnd stiH don't have bask details about the project ~THREE parking 

structures located right nt:lo:J to residential homes? \Nhat are the environmental impacts of plating so 
mui::h parking near where children and farrdli0s live'? \>Vhv aren't real local greenhouse gas reduction 

measures provided hke the I.aw requires? The Clippers instead rely on some flimsy efforts to reduce car 

trips, But the arena is going to have more car ttips than Staples Center. That's an increase, not a 

reduction, 

The residents of Inglewood deserve answers to these very important questions before this arena is 

approved, let alone fast-tracked by the state. 

\"!hie Steve Ballmer ;rnd the Clippers stand to benefit financially by qualifying for AB 927, the .residents 

cf Inglewood stand to lose our health. 

Please require them to show the facts before they get the benefits. 

from, 

k .< 

l -~ 1e.1,, 
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HeHo, 

I am \vriting w you today cooccming AH 987 {project rmmber 20 l 802 l 056) and ask that you reject the 
:lpp!katkm lbr stremnliuing, The suppkmcmal materiah• imhmiltetl thh week regarding the arena project 
in Inglewood <ln not address m:my ofthe chief concerns me and many of my neighbors have with the 
pn:iect and that are needed for you to properly e\almHc the applicatiorL The Clippers tixik months tu 
submi! !nmdn:ds of pages yet there b still no !nf(wmatkm about bask aspects ofthe µrc6tx:t--llkc how tat! 
the arena wm be 

The supplemental rna1eriah; do contain additional information about the m1mher .of parking structures, but 
still drm't say hnw many parking spaces are going to be provided. f can't tell how the transportatkm 
program is supp•Yscd w work "' ithout knovdng the number of parking spaces, I sincerely hoped that a 
doc1nnent <:m1tainlng son pages of additional infommtkm would help me better understand the proposed 
arena projt>ct and hmv it meets the requirements for streamlining, but I foe! more in the dark than eveL 
T'his em ire pn1ccss has been disjoi.uled and lacked the proper transparency, Ifs not fair to keep a 
r.'mmmmity in the dark ahout something that could have such a massive impact on Inglewood. The 
application does n1J! sllfrw that this is a leadership project As my math teacher ahvays said - they need tiJ 

shuw thelr work, You should not certify the project until they do, 

Tlm.nk you 
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Dear Governor Newsom, 

I am writing to you today asking that you protect the people of 

Inglewood and reject the Clippers application to fast-track its 

arena. Inglewood gets nothing out of this deal and I am deeply 

concerned about the environmental and health impacts this 

project will have on the community. I assumed when I heard 

that the Clippers would be submitting more information about 

the project that they would include details on how they plan to 

control the amount of pollution in my community created by 
the arena, but that did not happen. Frankly the additional 

materials didn't say much of anything. The Clippers are arguing 

that this project won't have a negative effect on the 

environment, but I don't see how that is possible. There is no 

mention of making the changes or improvements within 

Inglewood that AB 987 required to offset the emissions 

generated by the new arena. 

I implore you to make the Clippers prove that this arena will 

meet the environmental requirements that are critical to the 

wellness of my community and reject their application. 
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The proposed arena in Inglewood (clearinghouse #2018021056) wm have a huge 

impact on our community. Not only wm It be the THIRD arena in the area adding to 

the already bad traffic and high air pollution, the Clippers have not produced any 

inforrnaticm about how they plan to protect the people that actually live in 

Inglewood. 

They have not offered to expand our public transit systems, or to improve bike lanes 

or otherwise invest in the community to reduce focal pollution in any substantial 

way., They do not seem to care that our day to day lives will be hugely impacted by a 

new arena. I do not want to have to move out of my home because rm worried about 

pollution and the impacts it may have on my health and I do not want to be trapped 
by horrible traffic. 

The Clippers do not care about Inglewood. They have made that incredibly cle~r 

thrcug.h the vague information provided about the actual arena and unwillingness to 

commit to local GHG and air pollution reductions that AB 987 required. The Clippers 

make mimons of dollars every game and Steve Ballmer is a bimonaire .• They could be 

investing in the eommmdty and they aren't .. Please reject their application. 
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Dear Office of Planning &. Research, 

A project of the size and potential impact of the proposed Clippers arena that is seeking to be 
streamlined should be carefully considered by the government with feedback from the surrounding 
community, There has been ZERO effort on the part of the Clippers to reach out to the communlt;y 
and provide darlty about the effects the arena would have on us, The application does not provide 
enough information to show it wm meet the AB 987 requirements, This is BASIC information that 
should be readily aval!able to the community before the project is certified, 

I have .been incredibly disappointed by this entire process and hope the application to fastNtrack 
this arena is rejected, 

From, 
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To whom it may concern, 

I have been following the proposed Clippers arena in 

Inglewood closely and I was shocked by the amount of 

new information submitted as supposedly supplemental 

material this week. There are hundreds of pages here 

about issues critical to Inglewood and the wellbeing of 

residents. 14 days is not enough time to look through all 

of this information. The Clippers took S months to put 

this information together. Why does the community 

only have 2 weeks to review it? What's the rush? 

The law states that there should be 30 days of public 

comment after a new application is submitted-there is 

so much additional documentation here it's essentially 

an entirely new application l I work full time and cannot 

dedicate all of my time to reviewing this document. 

I am writing today to ask you to either extend the public 

comment period to allow concerned parties to properly 

review this additional information or deny the 

application for s~eamlining. /) / . 

Thank you.\ ·;\}i 11. 11111 J .. cX . /tJr~ . .. 
~ \) ,/"~~·+ . . t 6 ' ' 

r ' U ~ /\- (j5 .. r \ f•··\ l f >! F) •r' .·1cJ'"' .. /\ .tJ\/"\.. . . . l I .J \, " "···'w· '\ «.. 3 \ \ )\:"-\ \1\J f Ctt/: •fl \ t .... w•") . ./ ' 

"· '':'.."'r·.·· . ·\· ·· {;.cJ/ .. .··, ,..)' ty,,' 
. .r . i:> f 51 l .. '"' .. f<iJ t~\ C/\ '-·· 
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! am a resident of Inglewood and I am frustrated by the Clippers application. They have promised us new 

high wage jobs required to get the stream!irdng but have not responded to how they plan on doing so, 

They already errip!oy people at the Staples center~lf they build an arena here those people will just 

corr1e work at the new arena, t do not see any upside for Inglewood If this arena is built and I fee! like 

the Clippers and billionaire Steve Ballmer are taking advantage of me and mv neighbors. 

Nn on0 should be able to get away .,...,ith trying to build an arena in the dark, with no Input from the 

.:11mmunit1r And the arena should not be streamlined if it does not provide the required benefits, like 

the Hgh wage _fobs. 

If l beHeved that a new· arena would rea!!v bring high wage jobs for the people of Inglewood I might 

$uppott the streamHnlng, but there ls no dear plan that Indicates that will actually happen. I am asking 

th.at you stop this injustice and not let the Clippers fast-track an arena that does nothing to help this 

cornrrunity. We do not need or want It We need better longAerm jobs. This project doesn't provide 

then, You should reject their appHcatk.m. Thank you. 
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Dear Caifornia OPR 

i am vvntng today to e\press my concerns about the ne\v Clippers request to streamline 
the construeUon of their new arena, AB 987 pro;ect number 2018021056. !'!! admit, sometimes 
ifs ddficuit stayng nformed pciiticaHy but I make an active effort to create time to be informed 
1Nhen my cornrnurnty is affected. Ho,.vever, l do not possess super human reading abilities. r 
cannot con~prehend how it ;s fair to give the cmzens of Inglewood only 14 days to review about 
BOO pages of legai jargon that the applicant had months to prepare. The Governor's rules say 
that the rnnwnum time period given to review an application Hke this is 30 days, From what I 
\VBS abie to gather_ my prnb!ems v«lth this process extend beyond this vi of ation, 

VVhen news of this application to streamline the new arena reached Inglewood, so did 
promises of new jobs that would benefit the community. The project is required to create good, 
trg.h skd\ed jobs that pay a good wage, As far as I can tell, the Clippers have not complied with 
th:s. !n the hundreds of pages submitted, there have been no jobs of the sort promised. The 
jobs required to operate and maintain the arena are not new and are not high paying. Seiling 
cotton candy and bobbleheads doesn't send Inglewood kids to college. I need a guarantee that 
the citizens of !ng!ewcod will get the good paying jobs they are promised, until then I cannot 
support this new arena and I absolutely am opposed to any sort of expediting this project 
because it falls to meet the standards. There are too many red flags about this whole process 
a.nd the C!Jppers don't seem to even be trying to make sure they meet the law, I ask you to 
re.qect this proposal. 

Sincerely, 

~JJ-/iJJf __ 
JJ-Y A(OI-JJ~ ~ 

::Ji) a i,J Jd)"td :tt Cf; 
.friy~cJ (':q /c?3D3 
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! mc:enty i&Bmed otthe new .AB 937 infcrmatcm, project number 2018021056, and had tn write immediatelt 
ErwgcnmenlaHy the pec·pe pushmg this bW through are tfosregarding the we!!are of lngiewood, By law,. a project like 
this is reqvmd to prowda rcductcn of iota! greenhouse gas emission1.t We were promised several green upgrades 
to our citf to compensate for the e:nnmmus increase or car trips {an increase !tom !he number of trtps vJt1ite the team 
was at Staples CBnter, i rrfrght add) and poHutloo we will see lrom this project W'he~ are the zero emission buses? 
ihe improved t<ke !ares? You ten me, 

It this arena is being bu\!t in our city, then lt shoul;d benefit the community, ! really do not want an organization who 
mates empty promises and disregards the health of my community to be ab!e to act as they please, particularly at 
my expense, and get special treatment on top of it It especially sbngs that someone like Ballmer and the Clippers are 
trying to take the easy way out here, ! would imagine they have no shortage of cash, There's a list of measures they 
ccud take to minimlze the impact on oor community, It seems that they just don't want to pay for it So, our poor 
comm1.1n1ty' has to suffer the u::msequences while they reap an the benefitit Deny !his appllca!lon by the Clippers to 
speed up too process of their arena's construction, please, 

A 

~/ 

-3::Q~~J t,J' ;'tl).$( cl 
A1f.eud:Jc1 Ci< ~c:?_s 
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•;>'-"-':.· : •.• , •••.••••.. 

I to you tcda.y as a tn11y concerned dilzen, worried for the welfare of my connnlmHy and 
the fity cf i ngknvr>cd. ~ love basket hall, but upon doing just a rninimal amount of research 

strt'arn!ining of the nevit Clippers stadium in AB 987 {project 
'rev crfb.u«'H""'' ,·'c'""'pht,,.h·· •. ,·.,~·1<r'.,t..,,.d·· 
::. • • .,:.· A , •• '~ •••••• .:: .~ .... , •• ·l.;: .J: ""-' A·· .~ •• s..~. .• :>:. ~> -w· :~ J ·~ ..:.~ ::.: '.::;,U.~· ,. 

Traffic bad enfrugh as it hL T11is r:rroject \vould oniv amplifv one of the city's most pervasive t.... .. ~· ...... ,.. 

'·'·'''"""··.,!'>·., l \Yincc thinking about 3 J miJiion new trips that will result from this project and the 
poHuti.cn that comes \Vtth them, And the plan for some supposed 15~,;, reduction to that figure 
rnakes nn sense, Having a bunch of Uber drivers coming and going through our neighborhood Is 
not 11n hnprovemenL And, bussing people from train stations does not sound like traffic 
rcduttion to me, unless ~k Ballmer plans to unveil some new flying bus technology. 

The Clippers suggest that I can count on the city to meet traffic reduction goals. Really? The 
smne city that clearly is atternpting to hastily get this arena built without disclosure to or input 
from its dtizens? The city that the District Attorney found violated California's open meeting 
l.a\VS \vhen it approved the negotiating agreement with the Clippers? The city that sells illegal 
bonds'! 

The Clippers organization had months to document how the arena meets the standards of 987. 
fast.cad of meeting their obligations, they added a bunch of meaningless paper to the file. I urge 
you. fl1r the sake of my community. to deny this appfo:ation, 
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Estimada Oflcina de P!anificac.t6n e !nvestigaci6n de California, 
E! documento de casi 800 paginas que los Clippers presentaron esta sernana no hace nada para 
demostrar que el proyecto de arena cump!e con la /\B 987, Es!'.1£ro que lea esta carte y escvche 
mis preocupaciones sobre este pmyecto~ se que son senhmientos compartidos por mis vednos y 
amigos. 

T odo este proceso ha sido irrespetuoso para mf y para mi comLn'1idad, No ha habldo transparencia, 
ni compromise con nueslra comunidad, ni mformacion c!ara sobre corno !os Clippers planean 
mitigar los aurnentos en e! trafico y la contam!naci6n quo vienen con una arena, o un compromiso 
clam para 9enernr nuevos empleos con sa!arios altos para !as rssidentos de !ngle1,ivood, El plan de 
transporte no tiene sentido, Mo hay furrna de que puedan agregar todos esos autos, Ubers Y 
autobuses de en!ace y no tener todas !as canes cerradas. Quedaremos atrapados y tendremos que 
absorber toda ta contarninacl6n de los coches que estan a! ratentL En lugar de rea'ucir la 
contaminacion, como requiere AB 987, van a agregar toneladas mas. 

No somos Beverly Hills, pero eso no s!gnifica que merecemos menos respeto, y este proceso ha 
side profundamente !rrespetuoso, 

Pedimos respueslas y este documento suplementario innecesariamente largo nos die baslcamente 
cercL Los Clippers no respondieron a ias preguntas sobre !as emlslones locales de gases de efecto 
lrn:emadero y ta creaci6n tie ernpleos con saiarios altos en Inglewood, No puede aprobar la 
soHc!tud si. rm muestra que ia arena c1;rnpHra con !os estandares. Por favor, rechace esta ap!lcac!6n 
para radonafizar la arena, 

iot.:D '1 vk ~n 

rfl/lt w ooJ c1:1 

f\V€ 

col 
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To W11om It l'vfay Concern: 

l mn \vr:iting this letter because l do not want #ZOlS021056- The Inglewood Basketball and 
Entertaimncnt Center to be approved, It will greatly affoct my quality oflifc as a resident of 
Inglewood. 

Every morning and every night I need to fight Inglewood traffic just to get to and trom work The 
traffic has only gotten worse as time goes cm~ and with a new NFL stadium AND a basketball 
arena, it will become unbearable. 

Most of the people \Vho will be driving to the arena won't even be from fnglevlood, They wiH be 
driving into lnglc\vood from their O\Vn towns for events, leaving us with no choice but to deal 
with the traffic all the time, \Ve don't have a say in the matter, 

I was open to supporting the arena ifl saw a real plan to deal with traffic There is not one, 
Clearly, the Clippers only care about getting their arena built and are not considering the impacts 
on the people \Vho live here., 

Please reject this project application. 

Sincerely1 
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To whom it may corKern: 

! arn tvdting to express my dhmay at the Clippers app!k:ation for an arena in !ngle1uood (project ft 

2'0180210561. As a !cri.gtirne resident of Inglewood, I had hoped that a project of this sLw and scale 
wou\d bring a host cf benefits to our community, Sadly, this is not the case, 

Most upsett\ng is the fact that no meaningful grMnhouse gas reductions are provided ln the plan, AB 

987 requires that the project reduce the emissions in our local community, yet the Clippers are moving 

fonv~rd without any real reduc:li·tHts that we were promised, such as bike lanes, eneri;w,effk:ient 

tmikihgs, and zero emission buses, \Vhy do the Clippers think that our community doesn't deserve dean 

aif? 

The Inglewood commtn'\!ty lives with more poHution than most in southern California. We are directly in 

the flight path ta LAX and have been enduring major construction from a new football stadium, It is 

shocking to mQ that Steve Ballmer thinks he can get away with profiting off our City whlle showing 

complete dhtegard for the health of our residents, including vulnerable children and seniors, Don't let 

him do It 

q«'fjt~. ~ .. 
3~tf We$1 /oc1 

~1&;~ :>~ 
~o:.fe;S 

/) z~ ,,;;] ~·· li:S7b 

s;/r-c£f ~y I t:';.4-'>cJ!::;~ 
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............. -············--------------·························· 

Hello, 

! live in Inglewood and am asking you to reject the application associated with project 

number 2018021056. This project does NOT benefit the people who live in lnglewood1 lt 

will only cause significant negative impacts on our community. 

Our community may be wi.liing to endure years of construction} increased traffic, 

pollution and noise if the project would lift our community and provide real economic 

benefits, Unfortunately, there are no jobs that pay a living wage associated with th!s 

project. In fact, the Clippers say they are simply moving jobs from the Staples Center to 

Inglewood. The people who live here will have no new economic opportunities, 

It's unacceptable to force all the negative impacts on the community without making 

any effort to provide us with good-payingjobs. like most of Los Angeles, our city is 

experiencing rent hikes and an infusion of jobs with a livable wage would really help., 

Clearly, the Clippers are not interested in benefitting the local community.. 

Please reject this application today! 

Thank you, 
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To Whom It May Concern, 

! am writing to ask you to stop the C!ippets arnna project (clearinghouse# 20180.21056} immediately, 
The application as submitted must be rejected, 

! have lived ln Inglewood for many years and have witnessed a lot of changes over the years, Sadly, 
some changes have been at the expense of the people who l!ve here, and the proposed Clippers arena 
certainly falls into that category, 

AB 987 recognizes that for a project to qualify for streamllning, the project must reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions in the local community around the project, The Clippers' arena does virtually nothing to 
reduce emissions, In fact, the project as outlined in the application will create harmful levels of pollution 
in Inglewood. The Clippers were supposed to expand publlc transit, add dean air buses and crnate new 
bike lanes to offset the project's emissions, Why Is none of this happening? Why doesn't Steve Ballmer 
and his hmm care about the health and wellbeing of our residents? 

Promises keep being made, but when it is time to deliver the benefits are not there, They are empty 
prom.ls.es, 

The Clippers are trying to come into our community and take advantage of us. Please recognize that the 
health of Inglewood residents is important and that our input rnattars, Please reject thi.s application! 

Thank you, 
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To The Governor's Office, 

I am writing to share my concerns with the proposed Clippers stadium in Inglewood and the 

possibility of the project qualifying for AB 987, 

First) the Clippers admitted that their original application was full of mistakes. That is highly 

concerning. The fact that they are still tinkering with their ;1pplication -while asking the state to 

fast-track it • shows me that they must not tare too much about the negative impacts their stadium 

will have on Inglewood residents. We deserve better. 

The Clippers want us to trust that they will meet the requirements in the future but don't vnn1t 

anyone ti) take a close kmk nmv. That's not how this is supposed to work. 

Also, their TDM program bas major flaws. For one, busing in thousands of people from train 

stations will not work. It will still increase traffic and cause harmful environmental impacts. Two, 

bringing in buses will not stop people from getting 10 the stadiurn with their own cars. Many of the 

ticket holders \\ill be more affluent and not want to take buses. Others \;Vill find driving their c.ar in 

more convenient. The Clippers have estimated that this project will bring in 3.3 million new car 

trips. That is ·.vay too many on our already overcrowded streets and that is too much pollution for 

my comnmnity to tolerate, 

Please reject this application. 

Thank you, 

Y.o/ L ~1-t' ~~d'['T 
J7os w. UN th Sf 
"1!\~ \ t \JJO bd1 .[/A q 0 'J DJ 
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To the Ca!ifomi.a Office of Planning and Research, 

Please reject the proposed arena in Inglewood (clearing house number 2018021056}. ! 
!Ive in Inglewood and on behalf of myself and my nelghbors, we have serious concerns 
about the effects this project will have on our communlty-speclflca!!y when It comes to 
traffic, 

The proposed traffic demand management program is confusing and concerning. After 
admitting there were several mistakes in their original application, the Cllppers are now 
saying the project will generate more than 3,.3 million trips - a big increase from what 
we were originally to!d. 

Frankly, I cannot begin to imagine the effect of 3.3 million new trips on our already 
crowded, congested streets, Inglewood is home to many events and will soon have a 
brand~new NFL stadium hosting TWO teams. The Clippers arena is way too much for 
our community and their unwillingness to provide real solutions to minimize car trips wm 
devastate our community., 

Their solution seems to be bus.Ing people from the train station, Does anyone think that 
will work, really? Make them invest in real traffic reduction measures, 

I don't trust the city of Inglewood to advocate for its citizens and make this light 

Please protect our community and reject the Clippers' application! 

Sincerely, 

3 Cf n w 1" '1 s+ 

):f\:1 t<. tA.JCK..Jd C" ffup # 3'j 

310..- fo"-73 85 
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To the Governor's Office, 

lam very concerned about the traffic implications of #2018021056 -The lnglewood 
Basketball and Entertainment Center. 

! love living in Inglewood; however, I have been getting more and more frustrated with the 
increases in traffic I have seen in recent years. ! don't want to see any morn 
developments that could lead to an even greater increase, especially when the 
aforementioned project benefits only out·Of·towners, without the project providing real 
fixes to our transportation system, What is the benefit to us locals with this new stadium? 
We wi!i suffer through millions of more cars on our streets, with nothing to show for it 

Please prioritize Inglewood residents and reject the project. 

Thank you, 

1 µ > "' 1)1 0 -- 1--q () i 
Jq II W I Otl(.rl- /t:f r ~ 
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Hello, 

I am requesting that you reject project #2.018021056. I have lived in Inglewood for a long time, so I 
arn hoping my opinion and perspective is considered. I have witnessed many family members and 
friends struggle to find living \vage jobs in our city, especially amid increasing rents. It is a shame. 

I would he all for a project that brings great new jobs to Inglewood. However, #2018021056 will not 
do that. It v.riU only bring temporary construction jobs and maybe part time jobs selling concessions 
or something similar. All the well-paid jobs won't need new people because they wrn just bring the 
same people over from the Staples center. There is nothing in it for Ingle~.vood. It seems like the 
Clippers benefit while we just allov: them to leech off mt 

Please deny the application, 

Thanks for your time, 
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Dear Governor Netvs:twn. 

AB 987 lays out stri.ct requirem.ents for qualification. The Clippers' application for an arena in 
Ingle\vood (pmject # 2018021056) cl.early does not rnect lhe standards in that law, and the 
project appticmion still leaves many remaining questions. \Ve just received hundreds of 
additional pages of materials and \vere only given 14 days to review. We need more time to 
process al! this information! 

From \Vhat \Ve DO know) the Clippers arena 'Nill devastate the local comm.unity, 

Our cmnmunity has not been told basic project details. such as ho\v tall the arena and parking 
structures ivill be, .How cl.ose they will be to our homes. And despite being required to do so in 
AB 987, the project has NO local greenhouse gas reductions. causing an enormous increase in 
pollution in our co1111mmity! The project also is estimated to add 33 million new car trips to our 
streets, Thafs 3J MILLION! 

AH of those impacts and no new high wage jobs. 

The project dearly doesn't meet the standards of the hilt Our community cannot absorb all of 
these impacts~ especially vvithout tangible benefits to fNGLE\llOOD. It's offensive that the 
Clippers think they can get away with a project that is c.i.carly so harmful to the residents of 
Inglewood. 

I am respectfully asking that ynu reject the project apphcation. 

Thank you, 
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Hello sirlmatiarn, 

l five in fngle'W'OOCI arnl cam greatly about the -weltoofng and livelihood of the city and its residents, J don't want to 

see the poltufion in our city incmaS@ mme than it afmady tms in rooont years, whim is exactly what will happen If 

#20180210!$6- The Ingle~ Basketball and Entertainment Center- is allowed. That pro}f!tct wilt generate tans 

of pollution bnm l:a.1'$ and oonstruc:titm. It has already bmm said that this project wiJJ have more car trips than 

Staples! This is not a groen project 

AB 987 roquires that the proj@ct mduces greenhouse gas emissions Jn the local sma. The people lnVfJived in this 

bill promised things like better public transit and bike lanes, etc. That ls not happening. The Clippets and Steve 

BalJmer mlly want to de the minimal amount to get tiwfr project approved. Our city shouldn't put up with that 

They should cam a.mi want fu he~ our residents, 
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To W1wrn It Mav Concern, . ' 

T hope you reject #2.0l80:.no56 ---The Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center, It 

is not oood for our conrnnmity or health. 
~ . 

AB 987 was supposed to streamline projects that benefit the local community. This new 

stadiun1 in no \vay benefits Inglewood residents. One of the c1ualifications of AB 987 is 

that the project :reduces greenhouse gas emissions in our city. This project is not going to 

do that, In fact, it will do the opposite hy bringing in thousands of extra cars which spew 

massive amounts of pollution. 

Inglewood already has enough pollution, I am sure ncnw of us want to be breathing in 

more. Unacceptable! There is no excuse for this project not finding ways to be ••greener." 

There are lots of great things they could do. They just dor:i.'t seem. to want to pay for them. 

Shame on them. 

If you care about the hea.lth oflnglewood, you -will reject #2018021056. 

Thankyou1 
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··············-·····-···· -----------------------------· 

To whom it may concern: 

For the amount of money in basketball, lhe Clippers are being incredibly frugal 1;vith their investment in 
Inglewood. I am writing to you today asking that you reject the application with clearinghouse number 
2018021056 because of how much worse the development would make life for Inglewood residents. This 
proposed arena will increase traffic and pollution and deeply impact our community. The Clippers know 
this, yet their willingness to help mitigate these impacts is nonexistent. There will be MORE car trips for 
Clippers games with this new arena compared to Staples center, yet there has been baslcaJly no 
information provided about how they are going to reduce emissions in Inglewood. 

Not only !s reducing local emissions important for the general hea!th of people here, these reductions also 
provide jobs and other benefits for the Inglewood community. Without these programs in place Inglewood 
only stands to be negatively impacted by this arena. 

Please reject the application, 

Thank you. 
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Dear Office of the Governor-

I cannot pretend to be an expert in any of the following areas, but I am 
a community resident who cares about Inglewood and believes 
strongly that a new basketball arena would be bad for this community. 

I have tried to go through the hundreds and hundreds of pages of new 
application materials in the short time provided. We need more time. 
From what I have reviewed, all these pages don't seem to answer our 
concerns. 

As I understand it, when something is built in a community it is the 
responsibility of the builders (and the government) to make sure the 
com.munity doesn't suffer. Based on the Clippers' application, the 
community would suffer. I thought the Clippers had promised to make 
greenhouse gas reductions in Inglewood by expanding public transit 
and bringing in zero emissions buses, but I do not see plans for any of 
this in the application. 

The Clippers have not shown that they are a friend to the residents of 
Inglewood. They are dearly more interested in bulldozing a community 
and having a shiny new arena for their fans than protecting the health 
of our residents. 

Please reject the application. 

Thank you. 
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I underst:md that the ne\v Clippers stadium (project# 2018021056) is being considered for AB 
987. ! don't believe there b enough information .fot this project to be considered for this proce%s. 
Therefrne, l am ;tsking you to plea.se not allo\v this to go thmug!1, 

AB 987 set :smne :stringent requirements that co1n:panies arc suppo~ecl tQ follcr1n V.'ith their 
projt~cn. Tlw Clippers .we not folkf•..ving these requircnlett~'.L The dtfa:ens of Inglewood deserve to 
have 1nore hlfr:wmatimL \l/hat i.s their fi.11! development plan? \Vhy aren't they doing Ino.re to 
mitig<He local greenl:wuse ga.s impacts? My fam:Hy and I live near the proposed stadfon.1. This 
t;t;1dimn \vould affect my d:tily lifo, The government shouldn't get on hoard with this plan until it 
knows that the Clippers \Vill actually meet the stringent requirements and how. The govemr:nent 
fa supposed to \Vork for us, l \Vant to see that happtming starting no\v. 

Please reject this application, 

Tlwnk you, 

I {J Lt 
I 

;! 

( /~\ 
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To \Vho.m lt May Concern. 

Steve Sa!lmernnd his team are trying to push this through without community input or concern fur our wellbeing. Alim, 

!kdlmer has: tom of money. I thi.nk he should be doing way more for the community oflng!ewood. Where m:' clw expanded 

Sini:cre.ly, 
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To the State of California Office of Planning and Research, 

I am wTiting today to request that you reject the AB987 application by the Clippers' organization 

to build their new arena (Prqject 2018021056) in lnglewood. Considering the medley of issues facing the 

city of lng!ewond at the moment, environmental included, I think the last thing we should be doing is 

rushing a.long a project that lacks transparency and accountability for the environmental impact it will 

surely have. The Clippers promised a rmmber of green upgrades to our community. Where are they? \Ve 

haven't heard of or seen any sign of the promised new bike lanes, upgraded energy efficiency of certain 

buildings, nor the zero emissions buse.s, 

Instead of delivering what was promised, we are being taken advantage of by a billionaire trying 

to cut corners, 

The Clippers have not sho\\'n our community enough respect here, They shouldn't profit off the 

pe"-)Pk of Inglewood's expense. I urge you to r~ject this project 
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Dear Sir or Madam., 

! sincerely hope this reacnos scm1eone in Sacramento, for the sake of myself, my neighbors, 
and the city of lnglewoodL My growing concerns about the negative impacts of the new arena for 
the Los Angeles Clippers have become reality. 

I ask you to deny their applicaHon for a new arena under A.8987, While I have many concerns, 
the majority regard the environmental Impact of the project (project 2018021056), This project 
adds millions of car trips onto our streets, which wm spew massive amounts of pollution, 
harming our quality of life. The Clippers were supposed to make this a "green"' project, yet the 
nvmber of car trips are even MORE than are currently generated at the Staples Center. 
Acidit!onaHy, we were promised a number of green upgrades to the dty to offs.et these car trips., 
like retrofitting buildings to increase energy efficiency, The Clippers have done nothing of the 
sort and it doesn't seem to even be on their radar. Moving forward with this project would be 
injecting our community with harmful pollutlon. Please reject the application, 

Best, 

t,J u KA GMEfl 
I ·-q "'~_,,,,,_~ 

1020 '8" Or)rtt f1t)~ 

! NG tt"Z.o z~J l CA CJ 0.3C{3. 

(l{ 06') c7q f - Uf' { •' \. .. . f © l (;, 
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Dear California OPR, 
! beg of you, reject the Cl!pper:ii:' application under AB 987, The Clippers should not be able to 

expedite their new arena, given their attitude to how it wll! affect my community, 
The Clippers have said there wm be a massive spike in traffic resulting from this project, over 3 

m!H!on trips to be exact Additionally, the dty of Inglewood and the organization have repeatedly said 
they are not dose to providing any sort of fo.asible traffic mitigations. Then why are we trying to do this 
thing quicker? It makes no sense frankly. The traffic is horrendous as it is, 

They say they will try to counteract this traffic by bussing people from train stations to work on 
the new stadium, More buses on the streets wm increase traffic and I guarantee you most people will 
still opt to drive in their cars rather than take a bus. 

The Clippers al.so say that the project will have more private car trips than at the Staples Center. 
How on Earth is this ok? 

Time after time! have been disappointed wlth the details of this project. I am greatly concerned 
for the welfare of my community. Please reject this project appfkat!on immediately, 

Sincerely, 

b 0 \>~ 1, d.··t: 
E (jfc1t r:Lf%j 
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To the Governor's Office, 

I am reaching out in regard to the proposed Clippers Arena in Inglewood 

(clearinghouse number 2018021056). I strongly believe this project 

application should be denied on multiple grounds1 but my main concern 

is the negative environmental impact this arena will have on the city of 

!nglewood. A new arena will bring a huge amount of new construction, 

foot and car traffic and general pollutants. These are things that 

accompany any large development and in California are usually 

mitigated to a certain extent, but somehow, the Clippers are proposing 

no local greenhouse gas mitigations that would keep the residents of 

Inglewood safe and healthy, 

An arena in a residential area has a huge impact. ! do not want to see my 

neighborhood harmed by this arena. Clearly/ they are not concerned for 

the actual residents of Inglewood and believe they can skate by with the 

bare minimum. Please reject this application and take a stand for the 

health and wellbeing of the Inglewood community, 

Thank you. /c l4A::z.. ~.. ~ ,::f>. uj I::} -O"'"" 
,,...,,,{, ~. r·~-. \. t1 
~ .' C. c~ .~ ~~::-· . .... --·~ ,'1 (,.,,,-· . -..; · - "'-"'.,) V U. C'~(J 

L/ .. "! .. r 
. f/:_ 7- ~:L.5 /-.I L17/ 
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To wtwm it many concern, 

The trafllt- in Inglewood is already horrible-ifthe new CUppe.rs arena ls approved the residents here will have 
enormous trouble accessing their own homes on game nights, This is unacceptable and the Clippets pl<m to deal with 
the increase in traffic is frankly a joke. Even for someone who does not have an extensive knowledge of city 
planning or traffic mitigation techniques, it ls CLEAR that the plan to deal with the 3,3 MILLUON trips that will 
re5ult from the project is not enough to protect resldent:s. 

TheClippers themselves admit foal the new arena is far from any public transit, and I do not believe busing people 
in win do much to ease the gridlock~there will still be large buses on the road. Not to mention what this massive 
increase in traffic will do lo our lungs, An added 3,3 million trips means 3,3 willkm more tailpipes in Inglewood 
polluting the air we breathe, There are children and elderly people that wilt feel the impact of this addltional activity 
almost immediately. t ask you to PLEASE reject the Clippers application (rmmber 2018021056). It's not like they 
arc proposing new affordable !musing developments or a hospital '"' it's a BASKETBALL arena. We do not want it 
or need it and it wm hurt our community. 

Thank you for your time. 
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Hello .• 

I am appalled by the Clippers proposed phm for a new arena in Inglewood 

and hope that you wm reject their application. The new arena wm bring over 
three mmion car trips into Inglewood. I cannot even begin to imagine what 

numbers like this wm do to the already horrible traffic we have here. 

I also don't understam:t why anyone thinks it's a good idea to build a GIANT 

ARENA so far from any public transit and right next to homes,, 

Inglewood already suffers from far more pollution than most places. The 

Clippers appear to have no intention of providing local greenhouse gas 
mitigations to protect Inglewood residents. 

This project is detrimental to local residents of lng.lewood~ I ask that you 
reject this .application. 

(3. 

b~cb. 

/()30)_ Lb~)' <1Ve. 

1\~~.M 
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To the Office of Governor Newsom, 

I am reachit1g out to share my concerns regarding project 20Hl021056, the Clippers' nevi 
stadiurn, and nwre spetifkally their request to expedite construction in my city, lnglewood, via AB 
987, ! object to this ,application on the grounds that the Clippers have dLsp!ayed a shocking lack of 
transparency regarding the community's corn::ems with the prnjer:t Considering that the Clippers 
expect to call Inglev,looct home for years to come, this is especially concerning. 

There has been zero response to the critique from the community that there will be no netv 
hi.gh~quahty jobs provided to Inglewood citizens. By law, this project Is required to do so, and 
ensure such jobs pay a living wage, and that such jobs are permanent However, it appears that the 
organization ls just moving concession stand jobs and things ofthat nature from the Staples Genter 
to 1nglewood. This ls not what we were promised. 1 have a hard time welcoming the Cllppers to 
Inglewood if this is the kind of relationship they plan to have with their neighbors. A higher level of 
respect and communication is needed for such a project to move forward, You would be doing your 
consti.t:uents a great disservice lf you approve the application. Please deny it 

Sincerely, RG~ A~ 

f{l'< id- -ZAV Af-A 

f D311 ~yc~u
..... ~ r' A Cft) J03 1 y} (;- Lw1?t: I .. 
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To whom it may concern, 

I write to you today ta ask that you please reject the Clippers' project 2018021056. ! 

simply cannot welcome an organization into my neighborhood that cannot deliver on their 

promises .. To start. the agreement for them to build their stadium here was contingent on 

bringing a number of high-quality jobs to Inglewood citizens. It seems like instead, they are just 

giving us a chance to park cars and sell cotton candy. 

Second, the Clippers promised a number of green upgrades to our city,. such as zero emissions 

buses. Again, nothing on that front I fear that my city is being conned by a bi!lion~dol!ar 

organization. You must reject the bilL 

Thank you, 

(,,,,.~~".< w / / ·'' ,,,. 

~'.:? 0 YI C 0\ ( -£.",~ 
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! grew up in Inglewood. I really care about the dty and my neighbors. I am wrlting today to tet 
you know that l oppose the proposed Clippers arena and ask you to reject lts AB 987 
application. 

I have many concerns about the lack of transparency throughout the entlre revte1.v process so 
for- Despite our efforts to team about basic project details, the community ln Inglewood is still 
completely Ln the dark about the plan for parklng spaces, mltigatlons for large amounts of 
pollutlon caused by the project, and how the Cltppers plan to generate high-quality jabs. 

Now we have to revlew hundreds of additional pages of lnforrnation in 14 days. The Clippers 
had months to submit that information. Why do we have just 14 days to review it? From what ! 
can tell from a speed-read, there ts stUi not enough lnformatkm on the project and no real local 
envLmnmental measures that wlll work 

It Is 0:;:1nfouncHng to me that the state would give thls project special treatment \\lhile so many 
questions remaln, From what little we do know, this project would devastate the health of the 
community in Inglewood. 

I respectfully request that you deny the applkatiort 

Thanks so much, 
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i Hve dose to the proposed site, and lam extremely vmrried about how this project will impact myself and 
my neighbors, From my understanding, the C!ippers have not provided enough information, induding 

ver1 important details, Our ctv is already congested with traffic, and it would truly be a bigger nightmare 

for our streets to be fiooded with even more cars attending ev11.:nts at the aren<L How many parking spots 

are bemg provided for the arena? \Ve stH don't know. 

The Cippers say there wiii be about 33 mHion estimated new car trips that will result from this project 

Again, where will they al! park? I can't even imagine the effect this will have on our air quality and on our 

traffic Hew dose wiH the cars and their exhaust be to our homes? How dose will the parking 
construction be to cur hemes? How much dust wiH come on to our properties? How can you approve 

the fast-trackng if you dor't know that lnformaticn? 

tv1ore inforrnatiO*\ more tautior, and more respect to my community in the form of transparency by the 
organ<:aticn is needed for this project to move for.vard. It should be halted, hot expedited. Please reject 
the ap;:Ycat,on frx AB 937 project 2018021056, 
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Jiclit\ 

I am a rc.&idcnt ofing]c\vood and ·will be greatly impacted by the proposed Clippers stadium, 
'lvbich is being considered t\>r AB 987 (project number 201802.1056). [care deeply about the health 
nfour crnmmmity and have grave concerns about this pn~ect ~ and the process. 

Frum \vhat little \Ve know so far, the stadium \vill \vrcak havoc on the local environment. Yet. the 
Cippcrs have been unwilling to proviJe mitigations to decrease GHG emissions in our 
community. This is despite the fact that AB 987 ~the state bill they are seeking tn quality for
spccifically c<db for local CiHG reductions. Clearly, the Clippers don't care about Jnglc\vood. 
They car(~ about fast ~tracking their arena as chcaplv for them as possible no matter the costs to 
Inglewood fim1ilics, ' 

Please do the right thing and reject this application. 

s 1· "{' >'ff'1' t >.., tli:.'l<o·~.· 'lo-:· ,,."'!. ~· 

.(':. 

:t : ·~t <.~.: .::> ·;, . .(. ::::> 
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r am a resident of Inslew..-x~d, CA and I am asking that you deny the Clippers applictttion for AB 
98 7 rrqject 201802 I 056. 

Steve lktllmer is \Vorth billions t1f dollars. He has the resources to really help Olli' community 
and t~iwironment if he \Vimted to. Unforttmateiy, it is dear he doesn't care about us, tbe air we 
breathe" or the envir(1nment we live in. It Ls a rea.l shame. He just wants to do as tittle as 
pi)s;sibk to squeak by, He is not adding any local reduction n:1easures emphasized by 
lmvmakers involved in AB 987 like improving energy efficiency in existing buildings or 
i:xprnding puhlk transit Tht~y htrven~t even Investigated those n1easures. 

I don'! \Vant this project to receive any special benefits. Many other people I know don't want it 
to either. Please do the right thing and reject the application immediately and send a message 
tIMt no one is al'\:."lve the law. 
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I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed Clippers stadium., which is being 
considered for AB 987 (project 2018021056). This is a grossly inappropriate process for a 
project \vith dear negative environmental impacts and so few public benefits. 

Projc•cts under AB 987 are supposed to reduce greenhouse gas en1issions locally, This 
project doesn't do that. It will increase greenhouse gas emissions because of all the 
additional car trips going in and out of our city, \Vith no real mitigations to speak of. The 
people \Vho \Viil come to the stadium get to leave after the game ends. Those of us who live 
here don't, We have no choice but to stick around and inhale the exhaust fumes all the cars 
have left for us in our backyard. It is not fair. It will harm our kids and our quality of lifol 

I ngle\vood alrendy experiences excessive pollution by being directly in the flight path to 
Li\_,X, It is unfair to our con1munity to force even more pollution on us, with no renl benefits. 

Please reject the application, 

Sincerely, 

} 
i 
l 

'.'./ ' 
t \.t/ 

j 
I 

l ....• , .... 
i ;.< 

/' t(") i H{ ·· ./ l ,, • f 

I ,.· 
! / 

I L,. 
: L ... l 
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htrk'. 28, 2019 

Kate Gordon, Director 
Crovernor's Office of Planning and Research 
I 400 Tenth Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Director Gordon and Chair )\Jicbols: 

Ivfary D. Nichols, Chair 
CaEfoniia /\ir Resources Board 
1001 I Street 
Sacnunento, C/\ 95814 

\Ve ·write to convev concerns 'Nith the hrn.lewood Basketbu!l and Fntertainment Center llHEC} ~ - \ . 

,,1mlicatinn ~nhn1iti''d for certific1tion l"l'l''-'P•mt lfJ A Ii Qf;.7 fKmrh<:rer-Dove} ChnnY"''' 961 ~~--~··· ..... ······~ ·•···· ·•··••·· ........... ~. ,,., ,.,.. · .• ·(,, •• · -~~:-.. ..... ~ ..... ~.~-· o:.. .<: :1...;c; •• ··" ,. •·· ..... ~;:;-... ~-c .. · ··· , .. ·::. ~--.~--t··l-'<-'~- - v .. ,. 

Statutes of 20 ! 8. 

AB 987 wns the (irodutt of more than a vear of intensive legislative deliberation::;, Following the 1 ~' ~... k 

f«frure of q J"•red''Ce'.':<:()f hi]! JP ")() j 7 V'e JYH'[l!~JIY':lkd in ff"7f'\li '·ltif'JF' 'Hh.i be"dllP~ \VheF' :i.,., , ... .:. ·' ........ ""'·--.~--- , __ • . •. .;,.,.,'I... ) ':. ... • .... . <:-"· ••• l - ,,, ... ""-·E~ ...... .,,,...;:. ..... -~ ... ,; ,...,.(._.,. :-.... ~~ ... .., e:··-· . .... """ 

testirnony ;.vas taken, co1Ti1nitmcnts were rnade, and arnendme.nls Yvere adopted. \Ve supported 
t I " i·-· ,, I . • .. ,' ,. ' ,. ·f"' A !j f) \) '7 '"• '"',,' ·~ .,,. lj ' ' ·e> .,,. . ,. " ' ' ., • •. ··J t"! '"' !. ' • , , . ~· ' i '" "'''' <-1' . "'' '- k .. ll1'lt \'CbHA1 IJ . n.u .> r:JI :spt:.U I !Cd.L) Os: .. Ld\l'.'.lt'. h ! dlSfa .1"-' Odt C(.>lH!.,dff.(~ ><J t::AhJll,;;, 

requ1.rements of ,\B 900 and the Cn.Hfhmia Environmenta! Quality /\.ct {CEQA) generally. In 
particular, AB 987 requires the applicant to achieve more stringent and specific standards Jiw 
n1Jtigation of traffic and greenhouse gas {GllG) emissions. 

\Ve have reviewed the IBEC application and are disappointed to find that it meets neither the 
letter nor the spirit of AH 9B7. The application dairns to meet /\B 98Ts standards, but fa.lls 
short in. several significant respects. The result is & prcjecl that rnay not even .r.neet rninimum 
standards fbr mitigation under CFQ./\, much Iess n;present. an "environn1ental leadership" project 
rnu:ting extraordinary standards that j nsti l)' expedited judicial review. 

SpecificaHy, the applicant's GHG analysis greatly overestimates baseline emissions in order to 
reduce the ·_oro1· cc:.Cs net GHG emissions. B·v makinu. novci and unsubstantiated assurnpAions 

( ' ,,. ,,,...,. 

about the project dnnving evt:'.nts :.-nvay fron) existing ve1mcs, the apphtation c<mtrive;o; net 
emissions /{Jr conslrnction and 30 years' operation of 156,643-158,63 ! tcms. This estirnate 
stands in sharp contrast to the estimated net emissions of 595,000 tons of!orcd by !he applicant's 
consultants \vhen the GHG conditions were negotiated last August. The approach used in the 
appl.ication stands the argurncnt 1hc applicant used last year against GHG neutrality requircrnents 

that !ngiev;ood is lransit starved compared to Staples c:cnter ···· on Its head, 
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To rnitigate this artificiaUy lovv estirnatc of net GlTC.1 erni.ss.ions, the appUcant proposes the 
Transportation Dc1nand rdanagcmenl (TD?vf) program/targets (47N48% of total) and 5{Y%1 of the 
reductions attributable to the LEED Gold cerfrfo:at!on (23>1} oftotnl), both required by the 
!1!JL I'hcy claim this gets to 49,5N5JJ 1 (}'!>of required reductions, conveniently achieving AB 
fJ''7'c: l"··· ... j C'}•·{(~ ··'t: ··r<''·',. ·' 1·1.,, '· r·~';('"'(!/. D,, J' :l ~-II' ~ .,,,·. ("'J··-1• (""'• · .'., ... ; ·· '" ·.:\ ,., < · ' 1,"' l . (~ , ,_, (H.:,l ... .i - ..... 1 n .! ! 1g,\XhJH ,\!>.H o '" 1 ,· o. 1J > .ov. t:kl . mg Jh .. t J . j ernt:;:<>,tHL-, tfk .1pp1 I(;an · 

cfrcu1nvents the need !o rnake any ofthe local GHG mitigation investme1Hs. and associated 
cmnn1unity benefits, touted \vhen the bill was before the Legislature. 

To '"~hiev·e '-""''P net (if JO ,-;n i·v::i1Y'r tI"" 'lP!~x;c,,1tion 1·wpi'ect" rbp balm1ce of erri~--icm r"--:!tr'.tion:-. \.:-.r..... :-, ,t:.,.~:-, ._:t ' "·•' • ·~ ''-• ,.l.~. ~ ..... '~· .~~ (. • )' .:-~•."<·>~ • .•. )~ ...... ~ '"'· ""-• ,• , , ' >.<. .~ •• M.'.') ( •.. :t:\. .J..,..,, . ._ ... ~ 

(47N't8J};; of total) from unspecified olTs:ct projects and potential GJIG co-benefits attributed to 
Hie rec1ui1w:l "''10 millJon ''l0":u1 >:tir inv"'"ITll'~lli 11•-fvvrh 1\B 987 l''Y!Uire~' offret" to he !ou:ll if ' ,. t,.., ... p.__ . .... . ..... '"'... ""'" ........ ~ ·' l;;.. •. •. <i.,.-,) ..... "'.... " . ''·· !j._ ··";:::;;;·" .>... • •• ,._ \,,,.... • •• - •• ._. • ·'··· ~$ ... ··' . '·.· ol. . '· 

fcnsiblc, and tirnitcd to prc'.jects in the tJnited States !n nny case, the Hpptk:ation includes no 
details on ho\v these requirements 1vill be met. 

Because nearly f oftbe GHG reduction obligation is attributed to the TTJtv1 program, it is all 
tbc more irnportant that frw measures in the TLJfv1 program are real comTI1itn-1ents that 1vill reduce 
tbe n'l.i!lions of nt:h' vehicle trips generated by the project Ho\vcver, the TDtd progrnxn consists 
n'' '{ ''Y-'U'~ ''tr,..,. cd't1t1''0ntl-1rce''tblc nn,1ls not n~'ll nm1mihrnts !n i11v'"''I in lr,,ffk F'''!uctlon ~., t y, ~ ~- b ~' ~4. ··)··/ ·> • . \.." •. • -~· "'-· .•• t:: -~ (:. ' ~ .... ... ..... (. . ·' ,. ' :i. ""-' '-· ........ ... ,.. ~,,") • ... • '"4 " ... ,. -1i;.,.,\_. . ' ' . > 

If ify, rwlJ·e,-·r ·pFw:.eerls 'i<:: nropzy.::e"l tir r~<::Ph 1,,..ill lY'~ mon• h)r"ll traffi·'• 'm'l 01ir l''Pllutior in · "· 'll-.,· t' ~-··, ~ .... ·-~ \_."" ""~··· ( ...... ~ r·" ·'"·.,·· ---· ...... "': .~ C ~-~--- ,,., ~' .,"E::: . ,.,_._,.,.. ..... ,..<. ....... \..: :1.. "" <. } ... ,. .~ .. 

lng!e'<vood m1d surrounding co.nun unities in the Los Angeles region, and none of the local 
investment to reduce CrHCi emissions that .AB 987 would require based on a realistic: accounting 
of the prr.}jcct's .net ernissions. This wi!l shortchange the very cormnunitics the project purports 
to benefit, 

Certification of a substandard prqjecl also v.:ould be unfair to other applicants and may set a 
orecedent which underrnines rneanin2.fhl (JH(J rnitigation and Ion'g-term clirnatc g_oals, 
::: .,,,... ..,_.,, . l).,.-

Just as 1.ve supported i\B 987, we are prepared to support a project that meets its requirements, 
! 1 I'··· ·t"· ''t··· 1'" <. 't•' .. ,. i<'""' t ·f:' h ., ti 'I[)!:;("(. -~1· •.< t*., , ' ''( ·I,,,. ,.,', "'t un u1 uru e1.h iv .l ,) i;;t,dl'.n . orn.,, 1.e . a"--· sp;, Ka ,on is 110 Ukh pH,Je ... , 

The apptication should not be certified as submitted, \Ve ask you to direct the applicant to 
\vithdraw the application, so that it may bt'. revised, resubmitted, and promptly revicv;ed. 

Sincerely, 

District 

!f 
.~ />, .. -if ·-'"'-w~'""" 

. / //f / ' h 
\ i /il/ry i f'" 'l( ....... , / 1Vj//<·l &/iA/1 

' j ' ~- \..,&«•\/;/ v' ..... ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,:...,, ............................................................................. l ....................... . 
Af'."ttnbl' rncmb,,,, Kc' 1in 1'k:{'-q't' 1 h:<.fd;·• 

.• .,~ ... ( · / • ?Vx ~ ,:--_ ...... -~,. }"! I"·'·····.·'·'···' 
""1 
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Gov. Newsom--

I am a resident of Inglewood and I oppose project number 2018021056 and think it 

should be denied a request to streamline. I have family members and friends with asthma 

and other health conditions related to pollution and smog. I do not want them to get worse 

and with the 3 .3 million additional car trips that will occur in Inglewood as a result of the 

new arena, I Im.ow they would. 

I read the Clippers application and there was no mention of actual programs they would 

put in place to mitigate these issues in Inglewood. The only thing they propose is a plan to 

encourage people to take the train, but that won't work when driving is so much more 

convenient and cheaper. 

Aside from the health concerns, the nffic wm be incredibly severe on game nights or 

nights when there are events going on at muhiiple arenas. 

Please deny their request to expedite their project approval. 

Thanks. 

50 corf'o Pe Y<:_L 

1 ~ 4 ~·· 1 6 l ~ r ~ 

\o ~e -s bDt J 

1-GYQ 5~ 

o\\t,)~e, 
' . 

~ '(-e c t 9 
o s ca, y-

CA 

p~"'e ~ 
f eYez 

Z q YJ.;,o ""°7 

'9111-- c,'°1 

~P1" S 
oi 0 :;ci 3 
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Dear Governor's Office, 

I wm be greatly impacted by the proposed Clippers stadium, which is being considered 

for AB 987 streamlining (project number 2018021056) and hope you will consider my 

concerns before approving the Clippers request. I am no expert in city policy, but it was 

extremely clear to even me after reading the Clippers proposal that in reality their 

solutions make no sense. They are required to establish a program to improve traffic, 

but their program is very weak and not realistic. The traffic in Inglewood is already bad, 

especially on nights when there are major events. I can't even imagine how bad the 

traffic will be when the football stadium opens. The Clippers uplan" to bus people in from 

train stations is silly at best! 

With all of these extra cars on the road there wm also be more smog and pollution which 

wm cause long term harm to residents here. I did not see any meaningful attempts in the 

Clippers application to address these issues, and on these grounds, you should deny 

their request to streamline. 

Thank you for hearing my opinion. 
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Dear sir/madam 

Temperatures are getting warmer, fires are getting worse, sea levels areri.sing, and natural 

habitat is getting destroyed. This is because of global warming that is happening as a 

result of carbon and other greenhouse gases being released into our atmosphere. 

Therefore, it is very important that a large new project like a new professional sports 

arena do everything possible to limit these harmful emissions. 

Fortunately it is possible to address these emissions and also help our community, our 

neighborhoods and our economy. For example, the arena plan could include solar roofs 

installed cm nearby homes and apartments by local solar installers or electric buses in 

place of the diesel powered buses that currently dog our streets. 

Sadly, the Clippers plan does almost nothing. What a wasted opportunity. Please go back 

to the Clippers and ask them to help the planet and invest in Inglewood!! 

Regards, 

( o ~o c, 0v M ftJtl .f/f'(f- Lf 
_01\j ~Ob GI)- "JD3"' :'.! 
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Dear State of California--

Our city. state and country are in a perilous environmental state. I do not understand 
how it is acceptable to build an arena that will create substantially morn car trips 
compared to the current levels. Many cars head to Staples Center for Clippers games. 
but people can also take the train, bus. or walk The new Clippers arnna wm INCREASE 
the total number of car trips to Clippers games. primarily because the new arena is so 
far away from any real public transit. 

Plus. there am rm vulnerable residential neighborhoods next to Staples Center that will 
get overwhelmed with people, cars, noise. exhaust. construction, glaring lights. etc. etc. 

This new arena is not necessary. Why do we need 3 big vermesso close together? Th is is 
just a scheme for a sports team owner to get rich from being here while giving back as 
little as he possibly can. 

Adding insult to injury them have been NO attempts to invest in the local community to 
reduce emissions in Inglewood. Nowhere in the Clippers application do they present a 
legitimate plan for mitigating these emissions as is required by LAW. 

Reject this application for project 2018021056 for the good ofthe environment and the 
people of Inglewood. 

Please do the right thing. 

Thank you. 

1cJro Caria 
70 3 L 1- Do\) Avi::_ Ca 9 0 3 Oj 

41~ 1ot. 0t'8L 
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Dear Governor, 

I am writing to you today asking that you deny the Clippers request to 
streamline their project - l am referring to project number 
2018021056. I believe this project is a threat to the community and 
the environment 

We were promised things like more bike lanes, solar panels on local 
buildings and energy retrofits. To my knowledge none of these things 
are planned. 

This will be a very lucrative and profitable project- but for the 
Clippers owner, not for us. We will be left holding the bag. The 
Clippers should be held to the promises they made regarding local 
greenhouse gas emissions. Until they commit to such reductions and 
propose a reasonable plan to execute, their application should be 
denied. 

Thank you. 

II ;fJ,,,I~ 
( tJ )-,l-S f}tll-y If v 1 lff 

~)in~ct1L11 

Dwt7l \J6 \!M~vet 
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To whom it may concern, 

I am writing because I strongly believe that the proposed Clippers 
stadium in Inglewood should not qualify for streamlining based on AB 
987. The project as outlined in the application fails to meet even the 
basic requirements set out by the law and many of the "solutions" 
proposed by the Clippers are nonsensical. 

The traffic program that is described makes no sense and wm place a 
giant burden on the community. There is absolutely no public transit 
that wm serve patrons of the proposed arena, and the idea that they will 
be "bussed in" is ridiculous. A bus is still a vehicle on the road 
contributing to traffic, and who knows if people will even use them. 

Without a reasonable transit plan in place the Clippers have no hope of 
meeting the transportation and emissions requirements in the law. 
With all of that traffic and the Clippers· complete refusal to invest in 
local GHG programs. pollution wm skyrocket. and the local community 
wm face the consequences. 

Deny the Clippers' request for the good of our community. 

Thank you. 

~~ ;;;;t___.~C-(_ 

<-tcLL.1 - ~Ot f -s 8 :! c 

c a(°YY' i n i Cl z, Z..0.YV? a 

4lH - "3q { - J i"Zfl.. 

\c:l'30Q. &a~ AV'e /!-;pt-~ 
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A quien le interese, 

Me sorprende pensar que la solicitud del Clippers para la revision 
ambiental acelerada podria ser aceptada por la oficina del 
Gobemador a pesar de que esta muy lejos de la promesa de 
reducir las emisiones en nuestra comunidad. Nos dijeron que 
habria reducciones lOCAlES en los gases de efecto invernadero. 
Nos dijeron que este seria el estandar de oro de los proyectos 
ecol6gicos. Pero no se ha intentado cumplir esa promesa hasta el 
memento, o de otra manera protegemos del daiio de construir y 
operar una nueva arena al lado de nuestra comunidad. 

Inglewood necesita mas energia renovable, mas espacios para 
vehiculos electricos, techos verdes, carriles para bicicletas, 
transito y cosas por el estilo. l,Por que los Clippers no pueden 
proporcionar eso como parte de su enorme proyecto de arena? 

Denegue a los Clippers su solicitud de tratamiento especial a 
menos que proporcionen las reducciones locales de emisiones a 
la atm6sfera que se esperaba que proporcionaran. Tienen que 
ganarse el trato especial. 

orac1as. f}/JfJll&j /VI iicK 

~~ 
/{}!J?J-- /b}q ~v It 1 
:fric/t,vltdf V fl ·1t~c/ 
~C)~· s ~ ~ · 1-1 )l-j 
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-
Re:2018021056 

Estimados funcionarios de AB 987: 

Una vez que escuche lo que los Clippers reclamaban en su aplicacion ambiental, supe que 
tenia que enviar un comentario publico. Esto serfa divertido si el tema no fuera tan serio. 
Entiendo que estan descontando sus emisiones de gases de efocto invemadero al afumar 
que el Staples Center, uno de los lugares mas populares en todo Estados Unidos, 
mantendra sus puertas cerradas y sus luces apagadas muchas noches solo porque los 
Clippers abriemn una nueva instalacion en Inglewood Y asi los Clippers pueden tomar 
credito por esas emisiones que no suceden. 

l,Por que un destino de en1retenimiento principal se tomaria una noche libre solo porque 
los Clippers estanjugando unjuego en Inglewood? Hay otros deportes. Hay conciertos 
Hay eventos para ninos. Hay videojuegos e·sports. Hay muchas actividades en el coraz6n 
de Los Angeles que la gente se reuni.ra para disfrutar. Lo mismo ocurre con Honda Center 
y todos los otros lugares en el sur de California, hogar de 20 millones de personas. 

El calentamiento global es un tema serio. Jugar juegos oon estadisticas no es broma. Por 
el bien de nuestro planeta, diga NO a esta aplicaci6n. 

Gracias por tu tiempo. 

~~~~ 
~~6v:~ 

l 030-S- 5-)c~ ~-
~ l J:."'q k~o~ CA 9o3Q3 

~ U\'\Y\f LL), \ ')~1-
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Hola, 

Estoy muy preocupado por los impactos en la salud que la 
construcci6n y eventual operad6n de! nuevo estadio Clippers 
tendra en la comunidad de Inglewood. Estoy hacienda referenda 
al proyecto numero 2018021056. 

Esto es tanto un problema de salud como un problema de justicia 
ambiental: si este estadio se construyera en Beverly Hills, no 
habria forma de que Steve Ballmer y los Clippers pudieran patinar 
asi. 

Al menos donde juegan los Clippers en este momenta, no hay 
casas justo al lado y los fanaticos pueden tomar el transporte 
publico fadlmente. Inglewood no tiene una estad6n de ferrocarril 
cerca. Basicamente, todos los fanaticos condudran, lo que 
significa autos, autos y mas autos por 200 noches al ano. 

Hay un doble estandar en e,Ltrabajo aquf. Por favor diga no. a este 

plan. ~)06 'Daly A Jp c1p f" 
~aU, e woDJ <:JJ - 9 0"'"£0 3 
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Hello-

1 am reaching out to share my objection to project 2018021056 .. I am 
worried about the lack of programs I see In the Clippers submittal 
focused on helping people In Inglewood .. I do not see any mention of 
ways to make the construction of the arena less harmful for Inglewood 
residents .. Without any obvious benefit for me or my neighbors and 
many many downsides, I cannot support this project .. Please reject 
their application for faster environmental review .. 

My biggest concem Is how the construction and operation of the arena 
wm Impact air quality In Inglewood .. I know many people with asthma 
In town, Including kids .. They have to stay Inside a lot and sometimes 
they miss school .. It doesn't seem like them am any Ideas or programs 
In place to fight pollution that we know wm come from cars, buses, 
trucks, and everyone else coming to see the NBA or a band or boxing 
match .. 

This Is deeply troubling to me when I think about the long-term effects 
of this pollution on the health of Inglewood residents. 

Please do not let the Clippers build this arena without a serious and 
substantial commitment to addressing this problem .. 

Rasped.fully, 

toU0Y\{>f 1u;r-a 
r~: . ''--
\Ot-i 'l f ddcr f\\fL 
rtft. g 
\Yl~tlwood 1 cf\ qo3 03 
CY.ti) l Y~ - \~s-t 
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To the Office of Governor Newsom, 

I have heard that this new arena project will create more than 3 MILLION new car trips 

on our local streets. Have you ever driven in Inglewood? We already have a traffic 

emergency on our hands. And the football stadium has not even opened! Our streets were 

not designed for the flood of cars and trucks that are about to hit us. And people's lungs 

were not designed to breathe in emissions and pollutants all day long. Especially children 

and our seniors. 

One of the big selling points of this new Clippers law was that traffic trips were supposed 

to be decreased, not increased. 

With all the money that the Clippers say they will spend on their big new arena, I thought 

for sure they would have come up with a great way to handle traffic. Some creative idea 

that spared no expense. Instead, their answer seems to be -- buses. We were hoping for 

much better. Please reject this very poorly designed application. 

Kos°' M· vlAC<-n . 
lo 2- l i TI o {y A v tr 1 
tngtcwood CA qo303 

CL12L1} -:;02-G3GYo 

{2osei M- CkC1.n -
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Good day, 

I have a message for the State of California People who spend hundreds of dollars for a 
ticket to a game o:r a concert are not going to get there on a bus. They a:re going to stay in 
their private and comfortable cars, like 90% of other people in California To say that our 
transportation problems will be "solved" because the Clippers drive buses through streets 
dogged with tra.ffic - when there is not even a train station nearby - is not a serious thing 
to say. It shows this team does not take us seriously, and thinks they barely need to try to 
get the special treatment they want from the State. 

Please ask the Clippers to come back with a real transportation plan, that wm actually 
take care of the many many thousands of cars this arena will draw almost every night We 
are all counting on you. 

Thanks. 
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To the Office of Governor Newsom, 

If you care about the health and safety of Inglewood residents, 
please deny the C!ippers1 application to streamline (#2018021056). 
My neighbors and I are already subjected to more pollution than the 
average Angeleno as we are located near LAX and underneath a 
flight path. The Rams stadium is already being built, creating 
pollution from general construction activities and eventually even 
more car exhaust. 

I honestly cannot believe the Clippers' brazen behavior given these 
factors - they are not proposing any realistic solutions to the traffic 
and pollution issues that ANOTHER arena wm cause. if they have 
ideas of how to lessen these impacts, they need to share them and 

,.._ promise to deliver. 

it's not that hard to do. It just takes some effort, and a willingness to 
spend a little bit of money. Probably not as much as they are 
spending on their star players or the luxury suites. 

Please he!p us defend Inglewood. Please say no to this application, 
which wm hurt our community. 

Sincerely, 

{¥15n Rtt{fS 
31ol{J w'~-O'lnc\ 
~Y--ee-\- \ Y'-C_)\e-u.JO'tid 
c~- C\o~o~ 
.2J~-y ?,)J_--\n ss 
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To whom it may concern, 

The Clippers' proposed plan for the new arena fails, on multiple fronts, to meet the legal 
obligations outlined in AB 987. 

There is no realistic plan for getting people to and from the proposed arena in a reasonable, 
efficient manner. And how could there be? In the absence of any nearby train stations to 
accommodate individuals on foot, people must arrive in vehicles that will dog our streets. This is 
a ridiculous plan and will damage the city and upset patrons to no end. 

In addition to the incomplete plan to accommodate the influx of people, the Clippers are at this 
time not meeting their legal obligation to reduce carbon emissions in Inglewood. This portion of 
the application is arguably one of the easiest requirements to satisfy, and the Clippers are not 
even pretending to make a good faith effort. They could have created more bike lanes or agreed 
to install solar panels on local roofs. These are small asks when compared with the giant 
financial gains that come with building and operating an arena right next to homes. 

Please deny the Clippers' request to streamline because of their failure to meet basic obligations 
in the law, and their failure to protect our community. 
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To Whom it May Concern, 

I am deeply upset about the Clippers proposal for 
streamlining under AB 987 Project 2018021056. I am an 
Inglewood resident and I care about this community and 
the people who live here. We are a strong, vibrant group 
of people and I am worried that the Clippers have not 
done enough work to make sure that the environmental 
impacts of this arena are mitigated. 

After reviewing the Clippers' proposal for streamlining I 
noticed that there are no programs for local reductidrns in 
greenhouse gas emissions. The law requires that this 
project reduce emissions in Inglewood for the good of 
the community, but their application blatantly fails to do 
this. 

We were promised things like expanded public transit, 
and energy efficient buildings, but I do not see any of 
those solutions actually in the planning stages. 

The Clippers should not get their application approved .. 
because they are dearly failing to meet the requirements 
they committed to. 

Thanks. ~L\ '2 l--( 1__ 2 L - CO<t>C, 3; 
~~ 01 CfaV -l 0 J1i~ ~e ~ JO) 

/ t. CtA ~ v . 
\Y1 u- / 

g~ 
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Dear Governor's Office, 

The proposed Clippers arena (#2018021056) wm bring an 
enormous amount of construction, new activity and pollution to 
the city of Inglewood. We are still going through that with the NFL 
stadium. We deal with noise and air impacts constantly from low
flying aircraft headed to LAX. 

Inglewood is being overdeveloped, and the Clippers are not 
meeting any of their requirements for reducing the harmful 
impacts we will face. I don1t think you would want this arena in 
your backyard either, especially one that ignores its commitments 
to the surrounding community so blatantly. The law should 
protect us, but if you approve this application it will mean 
nothing. 

Sincerely, 
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Dear OPR, 

Please reject the Clippers' application for environmental streamlining (# 
2018021056). This application plays fast and loose with environmental 
requirements and has zero credibility. 

The Clippers daim that other major venues will simply dose up shop on many 
nights just because the Clippers arena is open. That's not the way it works. Just 
like Magic Mountain stm has visitors when Disneyland is open, people will still go 
to Staples Center even though the Clippers arena is open in Inglewood. It is wrong 
for the Clippers to try to daim these imaginary environmental benefits. It is also 
wrong for the Clippers to claim that a shuttle bus moving at 14 mph will cdnvince 
people to leave the comfort of their personal cars. A few people, maybe, but not 
enough to make any real difference to the environment or to residents. 

Earning AB987 certification is a privilege, not a right. The Clippers don't deserve 
it. 

Thank you. 

vJ 1\ !~ FV'l J 

~:k'S >~l t&it 
~J., 
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Project #2018021056 

Dear Governor's Office, 

When I learned that one of the wealthiest people in the world wanted to 
invest in. Inglewood, I was very excited. I imagined ail the benefits he might 
bring to our community in exchange for the right to use our public land to 
build a money-making spm:ts arena. I was very disappointed to learn that 
the benefits are practical!Y, ngnexistent. 

:~···· ~~ 

The environment is veryi';oportant to me. In other areas, developers 
promise to do things like build new parks, promote solar energy, retrofit 
homes, add bike lanes, support electric vehicles, etc. Mr. Ballmer apparently 
doesn't want to do any of those things - even though the law is very dear 
about the importance of local greenhouse gas reduction. 

To say I am disappointed is an understatement. If the Clippers say "no 
thanks11 to investing in a greener Inglewood, as the law requires, then I hope 
the State of California will say "no thanks" to their request for fast-track 
environmental review. 
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The Clippers do not care about the devastating impacts a 

new arena will have on the people of Inglewood. I know this 

because of their complete and utter lack of effort in mitigating 

these impacts. If they really intended to reduce local 

greenhouse gas emissions here, we would see programs in 

their application to create more energy efficient buildings, or 

to establish rideshare programs or even to plant sorffi; trees. 

I saw none of this in the Clippers' application. 

The Clippers and Steve Ballmer think they can walk all over 

the people here and ignore the promises they are required to 

keep by law. 

Do not let them get away with this abuse of power. 

ill/I nr \O.f; +<P-- /12,,c. 
Thank you. rv' vv () 
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To the Governor's Office of Planning and Research, 

I stand with organizations like the Natural Resources Defense Council and Climate 
Resolve and urge you to reject the application for Project #2018021056. 

The goals of AB987 are very clear. They include promoting local greenhouse gas 
mitigation and reducing total vehicle miles traveled. This application does not 
accomplish either one, and the supplemental information provided to the state does not 
do it either. 

We know what local GHG mitigation looks like. It includes things that AB987's 
supporters originally championed, such as local solar installations, energy efficiency 
improvements, electric vehicle infrastructure, green space, zero net energy buildings 
and bike lanes. The Clippers have the chance to deliver these improvements, and they 
are deciding not to. 

Along the same lines, the Clippers are also deciding not to implement an effective 
transportation program that would actually accomplish AB987's objectives. Maybe a 
future application will meet the standard set by the law, but this one certainly doesn't 

Thanks for accepting this comment '-~q A Cf7 ei:J:k ~~ 
3 7- c le w 1 ot- sr '5 
T JJirL G Lv o o& c ll Cf(/; 3i;; 

3 z3qLl4 ~bt4.q 
LEO GqP-C1ff 
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To the Office of Planning and Research, 

AB 987 requires that a project reduce local greenhouse gas emissions. Because of this, 
I am asking that you deny the Clippers request to expedite project #2018021056. 

The Clippers plan for the new arena does not exhibit a commitment to reducing local 
greenhouse gasses in Inglewood in any way. There are no plans to fund additional 
public transit, or to install solar panels or retrofit buildings. In fact, the Clippers have not 
indicated that they plan on funding any local emissions reduction measures at alt 

Beyond the fact that this is bad for the health and safety of residents, it also deprives us 
of potential new jobs in the clean energy or environmental sector. 

AB 987 clearly lays out requirements that the Clippers arena project application fails to 
meet-therefore it should be denied. 

Thank you. 

· )le/ /JJC r 

J -:} J t 11., .,Y /DJ11d srt

L £1 di q ) ci <O~ -1 4 I ) 
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Dear Governor Newsom or relevant party, 

How can an estimated 3.3 million more car trips in Inglewood constitute a "green" 
or "environmentally friendly" project? I truly do not understand how the Clippers 
plan to mitigate this huge increase in traffic when they haven't done so much as 
propose a single local initiative to help the people in Inglewood deal with this 
giant impact on their daily life. 

For an institution as large and wealthy as a professional sports team, particularly 
one with a billionaire owner and financier, it shocks me that so little has been 
proposed in terms of helping the local community cope with the necessary 
changes that accompany a development of this size and scope. 

There will be huge impacts on air quality, which frankly is my largest concern, 
and from what I have seen the Clippers have not put forth any plans to reduce 
emissions locally. These could be simple, easy ideas like extending public transit 
options, but there has been absolutely nothing proposed thus far. 

Deny the Clippers application to stre~line and force them to develop a real plan 
that doesn't unnecessarily hurt th,:e-~{mmunity. 

··'' 

Thank you. 
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Hello, 

Please deny too Cllppen' application for streamlining under AB 987. I 
am frankly shocked that the application has not already been denied, 
and as a resident of Inglewood I wish to express my concems. 

It was my understanding that this project Is supposed to be 
environmentally friendly, but I do not see anything In the Clippers 
application that leads me to believe that, particularly since they are 
adding an entirely new arena to the region which means more pollution 
overall. I have also heard that they think events at Staples Center wm 
go DOWN once their arena opens. Sony-not a chance. Attendance at 
venues In LA wm only go up as population continues to go up, and we 
know the numben prove that. 

Just as bad, there are no programs outlined In the Clippers application 
to reduce local pollution. What about this plan should be attractive to 
me as a resident'? So far, nothing. 

California is supposed to be a leader In environmental protection. Our 
polltlclans travel the world sharing Information on how to do It right. 
Please do It right here In Inglewood. Please say NO to this application. 

Thank you. $~6· fAv 04ti 
J1-i c, v· 'oiVlJ >.\-iJ'~!ll n 
ln9 \t,u- av,\ (_{.?, C(c.."f?cP) 

l'..J)10) & 11-~4~? 
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A la Oficina de Planificaci6n e Investigaci6n del Esta.do de California, 

Construir una cancha de baloncesto en Inglewood. tendra 1.m impacto enormemente 
negativo en los residentes de la ciudad, y a los Clippers no parece importarles. Le escribo 
hoy para pedirle que rechace la solicitud de Clippers para simplificar el p:myecto (# 
2018021056) con el argumento de que la p:mpuesta no cumple con los requisitos 
establecidos en la ley AB 987. 

Uno de los problemas mas serios que veo es que habra un grnn au.mento en las emisiones 
de gases de efocto invernade:m como resultado del p:myecto. Estas son las emisiones que 
cond.ucen directamente al calentamiento global y amenazan. nuestro planeta. Entiendo que 
los Clippers rum trarado de d.ecir que no son responsables de los eventos en su arena 
po:rque tal vez el Staples Center simplemente no podra atraer eventos cuando haya una 
nueva arena en Inglewood. Esto es ridfoulo. IA es una ciudad en crecimiento, tenemos 
varios equipos nuevos, se abren o planean varios lugares para eventos nuevos, y la gente 
ama los concie:rtos, etc. Mas lugares = mas eventos, iPlmto! 

Po:r favor, rechace esta id.ea rid.foula y d.iga oo a la arena. 
Gracias. 

5 u J1 /o_ O..YCL1A 
1f c._ 

10 , 0 '2 OofY AV!!.#// 1113/e tvLJJ 

~71 --?/JS'f 
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Estimados funcionarios estatales: 
Rechace la solicitud de Clippers para la optimizaci6n AB987 (2018021056). 

Inglewood esta a punto de tener dos lugares principales de deportes I entretenimiento. 
Agregar otro causara problemas de tnillco at'.m mas graves, lo que a su vez aumentara 
sustancialmente la cantidad de emisiones de gases de efecto invemadero y la 
contaminaci6n local. 

Los Clippers fingen que el Staples Center permanecera vacante y cerrado las noches en 
que su nueva arena este ocupada, por lo que el dafio ambiental no sera tan grave. Tambien 
pretenden que los fanaticos de los deportes adinerados dejaran sus autos en casa para 
tomar un autobus de enlace que promedia 14 mph. Esta aplicaci6n es de fantasia. 
Mientras tanto, la gente de Inglewood tendra que lidiar con la dura realidad. 

Le pedimos que rechace esta so1icitud, o al menos requiera mejoras importantes. 

Gracias.,, 

f' 
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Chatten-Brown1 Carstens & Minteer llP 
2200 Pzclfic Coast Highway, St.lite 318 

S~n Diego Offkl'f 

Ph:me: \B58) 999-0070 

?hon?: (619) £40,4522 

ML Shannon Hatcher 
Air Pollution Specialist 
Califon1ia Air Resources Board 
l 001 r Street 
PJJ, Box 2815 
Sacramento~ CA 95 8] 2-2 8 J 5 

Hermosa Beach, CA 90254 
'N'NW,cbcearth!aw,com 

November 9, 2019 

Douglat Cartteni> 

Ern.-H Addr~>s: 

Difect Dbl: 

310<1fJ<h~400 Ext ·; 

Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center Project under AB 987 
(Application No. 2018021056); response to fvforphy's Bowl Submission of 
November l ~ 20 l 9 

Dear Mr. lfotcher: 

(}n behalf of Inglewood Residents Against Takings and Evictions (''IRA'fff'), we 
previously objected to certification of the Inglevmod Basketball and Entertainrnent 
Center .Project ("'Projecf') pursua.nt to .AB 987, Our concerns are detailed in our letter to 
you dated February ! ~ 2019 and in additional comments submitted after revie"vving 
h'1urphy 1s Bovvl, LLC)s June 12, 2019 letter and the <•AB 987 Replies tu 
Correspondence" supplied by A.ECOJ'vL \\le have now revie'1vtxi the November I, 20 l 9 
letter of applicant Murphy's BmvI~ LLC and its attachments C"Supplcnwntal 
Application'~). Although vie appreciate foe increased detail included in the supplemental 
materials1 IRA'fE~s key objections rernain unaddressei;L 

lV!urphy~s Bowl still fails to substantiate its proposed greenhouse gas reduetions, 
The Prz~ecf' s greenhouse gas reduction and offset program lacks adequate enforceability 
to ensure that the PrqJect wm actuaHy meet the mandates of AB 987 ,. Unless the 
Projecfs greenhouse gas reductions are feasiblej enforceable1 additicmal1 and veriifable1 

the Project \Vi11 lead to increased traf11c congestion~. pollution, and emission of 
greenhouse gases in Inglev1oodJ directly and negatively impacting the health and weHw 
being of the comnrnnity and IR.ATE/s members, Such a Project would represent 
backsliding in Califbmia's ambitious goals to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to 80 
percent below 1990 levels by 2050~ a level necessary to limit the .most dangerous impacts 
of climate change. 
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.~vh, Shannon .Hatcher 
November 9 ~ 2019 
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As we stated previously., the methrniology used by the applicant, if accepted by the 
Califrwnia A.Ir Resources Board e~cARB'') and the Governors VlOU1d undermine 
compliance Yvith the States established Greenhouse Gas C'GHGtt) goals and established 
methodologies of air districts, This sets a very dangerous precedent for the entire state, 
AB 987 requires a Prc~ject certified under its authority to meet rigorous environmental 
standards, The applicant has failed to adequately describe how the Project will .meet those 
standards reriuired bv AB 987 and therefore, the certification should be denied, (*.o.l .,,,. ·' 

The community in Ingle\vood already faces unique and distinct environmental 
burdens, lnglewT}Od is located adjacent to Los Angeles International Airport (Lh~ ... X)i is 
bounded by the 405 and 105 freev1ays1 and contains major thoroughfares like Century 
Boulevard, These circumsta.nccs cause Inglewood to be vu.Incrabie to environmental 
hazards, raising environmental justice concerns. Even the J'vfayor1 s Office1 in addressing 
noise impacts frorn LAX Airport} has recognized that en:viromnental justice is an 
Inglewood issue and has called the city "An A(tvocate for Environmental Justice.·~ (Sec 
City of Inglewood \Vebsite, Ivfayor's Office~ "lnglen·ood ls-sues~" available at 
httc;.;.://\Y\Y)Y.c:it/0fing1e\voqtJ,9.rg/496/I11gJey/()Qfl:l2:;11f;:S.) CalEn'viroScreen 3 .. 0.~ the 
Office of Envirorunentai Health Hazard Assessm.ent's (''OEHHA") statewide mapping 
tool identifying communities rnost affected by environrnental burdens, rates the census 
tract containing the proposed IBEC \vith an overaU percentile score of 80~85%>, the 
second rnost severe percentile category, (Office of En\rimnmental Health ffazar<l 
Assessment ("OEFili/t"), Ca1EnviroScreen 3,0~ available at 

.. , rThe census tract 
containing the proposed lBEC site is Census Tract 6037601900],) 

The existing cornmunity is severely burdened. According to CalEnvirnScreen, d1e 
census tract containing the Project area ranks high for airborne PJvl. 2,5 (&2nd percentile), 
diesel particulate matter (67th percentile), and toxic releases pollution (79th percentile), 
In terms of health in1pacts, the cornnmnity has high risk for asthrna (93rd percent.He), low 
birth \Veight (88th percentile)~ and cardiovascular events (89th percentile). (Id) 
CalEnvimScreen also identifies numerous socfoeconomfo risk factors in the community,, 
including lower educational attainment (93rd percentile)i higher linguistic isolation (80th 
percentile), poverty (89th percentile)~ unemployment (86th percentile)~ and housing 
burden (93rd percentile). (ld) Each of these foctors~--higher polJutioni higher health 
impactsJ higher socinecom1mic risk factors-,,,,,,_make the community disproportionately 
burdened by enviromnental impacts, In fact 1 as a result of these risk factors1 in 2017 
OEHHA identified the community as a Disadvantaged Con1nmnity pursuant to SB 5351 

which directs cap~and-trade i:Um:hng to projects benefitting such co.mmunities. (OEHHA, 
SB 535 Disadvantaged Commun.!ties} available at 

- Additionally, the Inglewood Prqject site is 
southeast of the Inglewood on Field and the nearby Baldwin Hills community, which 
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CA.RB has recently selected for further study of air quality impacts as a potential AB 617 
comn1tmity. (Press Release, CARB. C&RB .Selects Los Angeles and Kern Countv 
Communities for In«cDepth study of Air Qu.a!izv impacts Near Oil and Gas Facilities 
(Sept 71 2018), avaHable at ht1ri$;//y,i\v2.,i:1rl!,z::'!,gQy/n¢YV$/Giid?:$9l£:£1$:~Pfr::?J1g~l.t;;;;;:fm(i~ 
kYfl1:t:9µ1ItY:\:Q1rt:rnm1\t:!e::?:dt~pth::;tqi:~y.~·'Jtr:qq,:t!it:i::hnn11Gt1:~Uf!<1r::nl1 ,) Thus~ it is clear that 
Inglewood is vuJnerable to environmental impacts* pa.rticularly increased air quality 
degradation and resulting health impacL'i. Therefore, sufficient rnitigation ofGHG 
emissions n:1ust also en1phasize :measures that include co-benefits ibr Inglewood 
residents. Environment.al justice depends on this. 

I. In Light ot'the Federal Adnlinistratit:m~s Recent Rollback of California 
Vehicle l.\'Hfoage Standard&, Reliance mt California Emissimrn Factor 
(E1VlFAC) Stm1dards Substantially Umlerstates the Pro,iett's Contribution to 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions. 

IVl.urphy's Bowl's GHG emissfons and emission reduction estimates utilize 
EJvi:FAC, a model that takes into account regulations from the California Air Resources 
Board (CA.RB), including its Zero-Emission Vehicle (ZEV) mandate. However, due to 
the federal government's recent withdrawal of the 2013 Clean Air i\ct waiver authorizing 
California to promulgate certain dean air regulations, and the resulting rollback of such 
regulationsJ the ZEV rnandate may no longer apply. T1mS':, l\lfurphy's Iknvl's EMFAC 
estimates of so-called '"backfill'~ ernissfons resulting from the replaced NBA events at the 
Staples Center and market-shifted non~NBA events at the new arena are likely to be 
underestimates, as the 111odeI assumes a certain, ratcheting percentage of ZEV market 
share that, without the ZEV mandate, is unlikely to be obtained. For the same reasm11 

l'\4.urphy's Bcnvl*s projections of en1issions reductions resulting from its "focal, dirccf~ 
rneasures are likely to be overestlrnates .. Thus) Murphy's Bowl must not simply rely on 
EivfFAC, but rnust account for the revocation of the ZEV mandate in its esti.n:iates of 
project emissions and emissio.rm reductions, or else .it vlill fail to meet the Net Zero 
standard of AB 987 given the ne\.v regulatory backdrop, Further, we request that CARB 
provide calculations of emissions and emissions reductions in the absence of the ZEV 
mandate, 

A. CAlUFs ZE\7 JV!andate. 

CARB's Zero-Emission Vehicle ("ZEV") mandate~ part of its Advanced Clean 
Cars Regulations .. requires automobile manufacturers to "'offer for sale specific numbers 
of the very cleanest cars ava.Ha.hlcn (CAR.B, Zcro-E1n.issio.n Vehide Program, avaHahie 

1 ,, "\ l. . .. '. L' ' . • • 1· I ·. . , L. ) at ottps :J 1iN'\VL:~,?ro.ca.vov1our-wor&nrn2Jan1§izertH:~trt!~f1t9ll:::(e m;~:G:P.tQ£!JlD:1'.Jl~Out. 
Under this rule~ manufacturers n1ust produce a certain m.rmber of ZEV s and plug-in 
hybrid vehicles each year, depending o.n the manufacturer's total car sales in Califr;rnia. 
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{ltL) Starting vvith nwdd year 20I 8, the ZEV require1nent increases each year. (('.aL 
Cude Ilegs,, th, § 19622, suhd, (b}(l )(A}) 

EM~FAC an ernissiuns mndel that assesses emissions fro:n1 m>road vehicles in 
f"',,,)!.;f;.),,,,.,,l\., {f' A TJ Ll l !U''1:1· . ·[<,{( Ap1;;·,q· 1'')f).1''' "'·'''•1'1,~bl··· <'/ t11't·I)"' iht.•pz) '"'t~!) '."'" ·»·ovi"Ul'' "-· ~u u ""· u. t~, \ \-,J-u:.x~; JV! <JJ./ ···- JV!0\J~;J '·. 'h C , "'; o. i ·<•- ,-, -- ~~, '' t L.,em1cc2;fL.~'.L.n.o:".'.dJ,J,"",L£\'..6:.,'. .. ~I.L.~: .. ~ .. : 

YfQt:k/J2IQllDJD1'4/mi;:i.l2U;t:.)Q\ffGQ:.PP.1J?fiiQJlB:itlY?JJtQry/rns0i:nH1tkJingd,Q,Q~Ji,) 'fhe lHGSt 
•'.<Y'.t~lJ.t Vf:l'~L)"< nPr:'}/}.~~ f C l}i''·" i}py,'.,;!,'Jf''''.d ;tl ''1f\17 f'iE,1\kft,<\ (~~()j 7"\ t>.n,:! ':'.jN''i"''l'cfV''.!'1 ky tf"t ~.i:...:~):... .. :... .... ed.-:.. .~'5. ...• { .t:i\L .. <··1 ..... -~~+· .. ;;--::. ·:-,,.. . ...._ .... ~~,.· .. e~~ L. kd .... \ ... <-. . .t ... ~.AA..: ....... . l ~(E;!.S.<;;,, H .. " .. :; 'l:. -::~J. ~J.,,/ ... ::! 
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2019),) Prior to Eivff A C20 l7" the recent version of Efvff A.C ;vas <leveioped in 
2014 f'"EMFI\C2014)>J and aooroved hv the tu;, EPA in December 2015. (Official '· •. .;.: .~ ~ .... 

Release of EJvfFA.C20I4 Iviotor Vehicle Emins!nn Factor lviodel for lJse in the State of 
CnHfomia, 80 FrxL Reg. 77 03 3 7 i 77 0340 (Dzx:,. l 4 ~ 2015),) In Its suppl cmentary submittal 
tn CARB~ fvfurphy Bov/I appaxentiy uses output data from both EMFAC20.14 and 
EMFiiC.2017, rvhu:phy B<PNI used El'v1FAC2014 to ca.kulate its ''hac.kfi!P" n1obHe 
source en1issions (See Supplemental i\pplkation ('"Supp, App.'))~ /\ttrtch, I 0. Table: 
IvlobiJe Source Einiss.ions0 BackfiH 47 NBA Event Nights; Supp, App,, /\ttach, !, 
T':] j·, M '1 •r s t'"' F--, ',' ',., B' 'kfll. f \'Vi'' ,\y t Sh'fi '>j F ,.,. ts frJl hf-· k (Si 'Il -1 . {zJ e, , , thh .. e '"rnLce. 21n:::;s10~1'), '"ac ... 1- .• o ; , dt&e ,., 1 .ei .,~1--en ,,,--r . ... · . .dt: e. '·· u .. et: 
·c'.~'*"i*"' i·_,."'.";kt;:JJ .. ,,A -~\/H1'tl·' c~·1'1·1e C.'t,.,,,.,.{ ·;·.:', .. ,,,.,,.,t·.\ "n11·;' ,.l'""';i ~Tt,,rr; '~("""'; "! t"' _,.,<1·; «,1·1,,,,'.", .,,.,.",;,~,;:,·; . ..._1~'·· u,,,,,_,,H;::i I:h\.\,'.~1. ,tl>U. ·~., .1 ,;;14. .. ·,. ,3 £,(_ . .,,, ... ~v->u.), ~"-"- '··°'"··U .Ll.vu·i-i .. ..s:,lJ!, (, C(s Lt l<>t"~· t;..,.,.u,>,·~<C• "~ 

reductions Jbr GHG rnitigation .rneasures, including replacing IG municipal fieet vehicles 
(Supp., App., /\ttach, 2j p, 3), installing electric vehicle charging stations (EVCS) in the 
City of Inglevvood at 5), installing niN~ite EVCS (id, at p, l 0)) and creating rn>site 
(••rnq·rt· J.)"'J_,-;'J'Y {;,] qt· n 1 )')·· l\/''i"'nb'.· . .1'.:.: F'ri'P]~ ;l><''{l;l/ ·qGc<"' c1't1vlt·~ .,h,.%,t· '"":f':·":c;·>t n-;,···vi·,,·~1 :::>.~.$.;;:,\.~~· ... ci.s.f-:-.~ .. ~.:e~~.:::c:. ... ,_~~ t" ..: ..... ,.~ .~ ~~ .. .s. .. t .. :-..:S-) •.. )::...J"..."::·~ ... ,~.:::~ .. '~'*~·.;;.J:t..,:;.-:-:J~·¥:-~.:-. .. t:-~:.:·w-::;.u::i::::.;;..:s .?.~v::;.:.::::. JU·~ . .,.-=.-.~~,~ 

EMFAC20 I 7, to ensure its calcuJatinns are consistent and based ;;n the most recent 
reoy t "•,1r .. - 4:r· ··~r-'l'"'Vin,r+ ·" <-.··o ,.s:,~ . .,.:~."''-""J 1 u,---&. ~· . ::.....~ :c:-H 

,,,<w··<{nrr \-,J' i-:;f,;fl:;' ·'> (' ,,.r,·1·1f''1·1'r·', .. « ,:i;.cr~,.,,.N~•'>t .,,.,,,n11l'"t• 0·1·"'·' ".j""'·u1·11>11'1' rn>.«<: L'l\.,tp· A r'·'Ji') ·t ~{ bw<J.,.'-.n·. _n L.,>-.U. t·1, ... · ~ .. ,J ,., .. ,.·.•ti U.d.H;~,\~LH. <\,,),')"· o, .. \·. J h.00 .. 1·' .va,." Ct/1.·:'f'\.\., ... ;:,,\" t { 

;t1''(Vn(tP:d.t·~<- ''···-~'1t· .. .,, ·r«-v~·~1··,c.1 ·t,,n,~ V'·'iYL'\.,.i·ir·••t1''. '~'1'~ 1""1,<'l'''";,.i,~' ,-,,,.'.t;, .. ,,n···· 1h<·'·t: ··:ve"r'~ "D. e·nt.i'~,A ~-~ %.•' '~1" ,,J_(.~-~ ,.,:.) .~:-_.., .:-*'_. .::.._...::,.rt.~-~ . l:;.~i{"'iw.\ ;...'\...-0 ~.:i·-:-.-$i:.: _,,;.. ~")~ ·~tt u Cc:..~ u}.&~·v ·Ml:>.-'&·~'-' ~ .:..:S..Ji,{.~.· ';:. x.W i.~ <clv ·~-u 

, .. , fD''''' !"· 't{)!7" "C"PB Fhff-"C'toi~v,,1 r•" ·T-··1 ,'",lP"" ·,rt,r:,. SS 0. t-Ct.ftl ~'er ,(, . . ' > \, •. f\ \ , ; . .. ,<.d .. .,,,,, ~' ,,,, - .I . ~.}); U, ,, c ~ . ec..d.tn .. ,a. ,_ .. -;,x;UHk.L ,J ,.t c d 

(Juiy 20, 2018) p, 20 (hereafter EMFliC2017 Technical Document),) Ervff AC2017 
1'•1"'h'(.1'00 >g<.··cq;·nrrt'")'"R .;;.,\,.,,, ·t1;H" A;·:il''''"'''·i».A ('l»'>~·r·' C'«~>'Q llPUJ>j<d''"F"R as rrr'1(l1 '7 <'U'f>h ,.lR .-..'--'~"' v>J v,;,,:'i<-<. ur' .. ,,,,.u, .. H'··''u ··''' .t·1,1 ,.t-...i.00V '·-·•••Al.>."-''""'' i'""'.(-;u.a; .. ,.,,,...,.,,., '·· , .. 1 ,t,,v; i, ,s .-L ,;.,, .. 

updates to ZEV sales forecast&,. CO~? er:nissinn rate and foeI efficiency Jbrecasts, criteria 
techno.logy penetratfon, and inwuse cniission factors for vehicles certified to 3 and l 
n1g/mi PTVI cn1isskms standards, (id at fL 21,} EtvfFi-\C2G I 7 u.pdated emission standards 
'~t··f) r"'. 0 0ct ·;A.-00 />,-·t'\1'·'""'\"'(l f'}.e':;ll'' ['<>;'•~ rif•'\Uf'·>WJ ·tL;vt .,.•:;' 11 t!r>nl•1 fq l''~'M 'i'-"J1·1',,,b".'' ir' , . .,.,:·)/0! .... . . 1:-... Jt~"%.' , 31&...~ i. ·-x :i:... ~-~-1 :3..%.., v.,., . \ .. , . .u. . .:E \., .... <...i: .. .,;;: ~·'· .. \~ t:.~· ·-·~.:p: ~ { . ..... J.. . "t''¢: . J.~ :::..>,tjY .J b.... -~~ ~ > ~ M.~. :.:;,,.. . ..,.""-,.,; ·"" .:; .i.ii:.t\ U.M; i 

yearn 2017w2(}25," (Jd, at p, 33,) For prq_jected CCh emission rates, the model contains 
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assun1ptions based on "'rev.ised estimates of ZEV sales" in 2021 and 2025, (Jd, at fL 36.) 
EMFAC2017 contains assumptions that the market share of electric passenger vehicles 
wm increase every yeari from 2,5% in 2017 to 63~10 in 2025 and beyond. (Id, at p, 194.) 
'fhusi it is dear that the ZEV mandate is an important regulatory assumption factored into 
EMF AC2017 calculations, 

EMFAC2014~ the older model~ also contained assumptions regarding the ZEV 
regulation, EMFAC2014 assumed that market share of electric passenger cars increases 
from 0.08% in 2010 to 15.71%) in 2025, (CA.RH, EMFAC2014 Volume III W> TedmfoaI 
Documentation (Ivfay 12, 2015) p. 98,) 

On September 19, 2019 ~ NrffSA and EP.A announced that the federal agencies 
were revoking CaHthmia's 2013 Clean Air Act vvaiver. vlhich authorized California to 

~ . 
promulgate the ZEV regulation. (Press Release, lrK EPA~ Trump Administration 
Announces One N!1tionai ProJJ1Ylm Rule on Federal Preem11tion of State Fuel Econo.my 
Standards, Sept l 9 ~ 2019 ~ available at https :/ /ivvrrv .e1xLgov/newsreleases/tmmp
adm.inistration-announces-one-naticmal-program~.rnlc-federal-preemption-state-fuel.) In 
doing so, the federal government withdrew Califbmiais authority to issue the ZEV rule. 
(id.) The revocation of Califomia' s waivers indm:lfog the rollback of the ZEV rule1 is 
bound to have a chilling effoct on ZEV market share in California, a key component of 
EMF AC m111lyses,. A report from the RhrnJium Group has estimated that relative to 
existing standardsi nationwide the rollback "will reduce ZEV sales by 7 to 8 percentage 
points in 2035, depending on the pn:~Jected price of oil." (Report~ Emily \Vimberger and 
Hannah Pitt, Rhodium Group, Conie and Take It: Revoking the California f.Vaiveri Oct 
28, 2019 i available at b.Jilzffi-~~i'.{rlu:~02n1lrn@Qf.\!£!£'.'.£:9!11f1::§J1i!:ifl:tt9::it:rnY2_!Qng:~tllY:D111ifsn:ni&:: 
l\'.?:iY~!./.) 

Although California and others are rightfully chaHcnging the federal govemmenf s 
action as unla\vfol (See Press Release~ CA Office of the Attorney General, Attorn:cy 
General Becerra Files L:nvsuit Challenging Trump Administration's Attempt to Trample 
Califbrnirr's Authority to lviaintain Longstanding Clean Car Standards (Set%, 20, 2.019)~ 
available at 

the fact remains that as of nov;r, 
EMFAC emissions calculations that rely on the ZEV .rmmdate cannot be assu1ned, 
CARB itself recognized the '"potentially serious consequences" of the rollback in 
commenting to EPA and NHTSA on the roHbac~kis h:npact on transportation project 
conformity, (Letter~ CARB~ Safer .A.ffordahle FueJ-Efftdent (SAFE) Vehi.des Rule for 
?vfodel Years 2021-2026 Passenger Cars and Light Trucks···~ Transportation Conformity 
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Implications~ Jun, 17 ~ 20 .191 p, 1 [attached].) CARB noted that El'.vif AC reflects the ZEV 
rnandate rule~ and observed that tvithdravval of the rule \ViH result in .. [n]ecessary model 
updatesii that are '"complex:' (Id at p. 3.) Though CARB's cmnments were relating to 
transportation prc~iects and SIP conformity1 the concerns with EtvlFAC model reliability 
are equaHy applicable to the use of EMFAC to calculate emissions reductions for 
development projects, Because EivIFAC incorporates and relies on regulatory 
assurnptions •.v.ith the .ZEV mandate in place, in light of the ZE\t rnandate)s 1vithdrnwal, 
calculations using EMF AC \Vin likely be an umlerestimate of emissions .. 

As described above1 Murphy's Bmvl relies on tv;o 'Versions ofElvfFAC
E~'iFAC2014 and EtvfFAC20 .17-to calculate esthnated e.m.issions and ernissions 
reductions fmrn 1uobUe sources, fvforphy's Bowl uses Ei>v1FAC2014 to calculate the 
mobile source emissions ( \Vhich they describe as "'backmr~) from events replacing 
Clippers games at the Staples Centeri as well as non-NBA events that wiH be hosted at 
the new arena, .f:foiveverl W'ithdrawal of the ZE\-" mandate means that thi.s estimate is 
likely an underestirnate of the amount of emissions from these activities, First, 
E!vffAC2014 uses outn1n<led estimates of ZEV sales) vvhich were updated in 
EMFAC2017- (E!v1FAC2017 Technical Docurnent~ p, 193,) Second, Etv1FA_C2014 
assuI.nes that in 2024, the year proposed IBEC operations are set to begin, market share of 
electric passenger cars will be 14,431)+; {EMFAC2014 Technical Document, p, 98,} If the 
rollback reduces ZEV sales~ as it fa predicted to do1 then this lEV inarket share will 
likeJy be much smaller~ correlating to a much larger amount of GHG and criteria 
ernissions as fower gasoline passenger cars are replaced, Thus) I'viurphy1s Bowr s 
calculations of ''backfilr~ emissions are underestimates, because they reflect calculations 
based on Z.EV regulatory policy that not on.ly arc outdated following the publication of 
EMFAC201 7 ~ but that may no longer be valid due to the federal adrn.inistration' s rollback 
of the ZE\7 nmndate. 

1\1urphy's Bowl used E?vfFAC2017 to cakulate three types nfemissions 
reductions from ''local1 direct measures~~-replacing 10 municipal fleet vehicles with 
electric vehicles (Supp, App,i Attach. 2, p, 3), installing 20 electric vehicle charging 
stations (E\lCS) in the City of fogfov;,rood (id, at p, 5)~ installing 330 EVCS on-site at the 
arena (id. at p, 11), and installing a "smart parking" system orHdte (id, at p, 15). Each of 
these caic:ulations contains an assumption that 1he ZEV m.and.ate \Vin he :in place, .ff the 
ZEV mandate is no longer in place due to the fodeml rollback~ the market share of ZEVs 
\>ViH likely decrease relative to EtvlF.ACis assurnptions~ and Elv!FAC wiU overestimate the 
reduction in emissions that each of the GHG rniiigation measnres reportedly produce, 
Thus~ because the regulatory assumptions in EMFAC may overesthnate these em.issions 
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reductionsj Murphy's B(n:vl must compensate for this overestimate by analyzing and 
making additional emissions reductions in order to meet the Net Zero Standard required 
by AB 987. .Furthermore, we request that CA.RB provide calculations of these emissions 
and emissions reductions in the absence of the .Z.EV rnandate, 

H. The Applicant Fails to Substantiate Claimed Greenhouse Gas Reductions. 

Attachment 2 to the Supplemental Application purports to present an analysis and 
supporting evidence for nse of additional GHG reduction me.asureK The discussions in 
Attachment 2 do not provide substantial evidentiary support for most measures they 
discuss; failing either to provide support for the assumptions upon whiccl1 the analyses are 
based1 or to provide evidence that the measures proposed for adoption are feasible or 
fully enforceable~ or both. Several measures are discussed below. 

A. Purchase ofElectrieity-.Powered Transit and .Municipal Vehicles. 
(Attach. 2, pp.1~3) 

R.ep.l.acc1ne11t of conventionally-fueled vehicles with electric vehicles is, in. theory, 
a foa.sib1e measure, Here$ however; feasibility for this measure has not been fuUy 
demonstrated, For one thing, there is no commitment by IBEC~ to also install EV 
charging stations for these vehicles,. Is fue City cx.pected to provide the charging stations 
for these vehicles; or does it already possess this infrastructure? A1sn1 at \.Vhose expense 
\Viil the vehicles be maintained? If the City is expected to provide such maintenance, 
IBEC should sho\v that the City has the money and expertise to keep these vehicles in 
service for the full time they are assumed. to be operating, 

Further, the ernissions reductions calculated for the transit and murdcipal vehicles 
.have not been shmvn to he well-supported. The annual mileage calculations arc based on 
generic assumptions~ rather than actual d.a:ta about the n1i.kage actually driven by 
Inglewood's transit, paratransit, and :municipal vehicles. (Attach., p. 2, fas, 1~ 2.) 
Specific, verifiable data should be used hereJ in order to provide actu.al, not generic, 
evidence to support the GHG emissions reductions attributed to this measure, 

\Ve also note that the electric transit and municipal vehldes are only assumed to 
be provided/driven for hvo sets often years each (Attacl::L, p, 3)~ while tlle assumed 
Hfospan of the Project is 30 years. Therefore, even if the GHG reductions do occur as 
pr~jected,, there wm he no Joca! co-benefits, e,g., decreased conventional pollutant 
e.missions, from replacing the transit and n1unicipal vehides for t11ose additional ten 
years. 
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Again, planting trees can be a very effective OHO reduction measure~ also 
providing the co-benefits oflowered ambient temperatttres1. beauty~ shade, and sense of 
place, Herei however~ the Supplemental Application rnakes no showing that it is foasihle 
to plant that many--or any definite number of- trees in Inglewood. Problen1s include 
identifying locations physically suitable f(1r each tree species proposed for planting 
(including determining local c01m11tmity acceptance of the tree species proposed)i 
ensuring availability of adequate quantities and quality of water over the llfb of the trees, 
and maintenance costs ( e,g., periodic trinn:ning and inspection for pests) for these trees, 
Mrtjor cities can spend bettveen $30 and $70 per year on each tree in their jurisdiction; as 
repo.rted last year by LAist (Caleigh \VeHs, LA 's Trees lVeed a Little Afore TLC ($50 
A1i!lion Would do the Trick,), LAist (Dec, 18, 2018), 
https://laistcom/2018/12/J8/1as_trees~Jleed_aJittlc __ }11ore~tk_SO_rnimon_vnmld~do_Jhe 
_trickphp; dmvnloaded Nov., 6, 20 I 9,) No show'ing has been made that Inglewood has 
$30,000 to $70~000 available to devote to maintaining the new trees~ and no commitment 
has been made in the Supplernental A_pplicatio.n that 1'1.urph;/s Brr\vl will supply those 
resources, 

trees that die \\'ill not remove OH Gs from the air1 making it essential that fuU 
responsibility .for providing the necessary ca.re, \Vater, and support fbr the proposed trees 
be determined. rather than merelv rna.kimi a vaeue statement that IBEC VliH "develor or ~ ~ v v r 
enter into partnerships with existing organizations to develop a program'' (Supp, App.) p, 
5) to plant the trees, w.ithout specifying how and by \vho.m the trees -,,,viU be selected1 

noudshed~ waten:x1s and maintained. The rneasure~ as it stands~ is essentially 
unenforceable, In addition"' the mm1ber of trees proposed to he planted has not been 
sho\Nll to he additional to any other trelf>planting program or .mitigation .measure. No 
GHO emissions reductions can he viewed as denmnstrated until an the essential 
components of an effective tree-planting program are established. 

C. On-Site \Vaste Redaction and Diversion .. 
(Attach. 2, PP* 8~9) 

lBEC has apparently responded to public comments on its original l'tpphcation by 
cornmitting to a greatly enhanced. on-site waste reduction and diversion plan, .intended to 
last the JHe ofthc Project This GHG reduction measure relies on Murphy's Bovvl 
designing and cinrying out a \Vaste reduction and diversion prognun that is highly 
effective: the EMFAC assumptions presented in Section 1.3 of the EMFAC supporting 
analysis claim the program win be 96.58%,1 effoctive. This \vould require that it be on par 
\Vith the most effective waste reduction and diversion programs of existing arenas. \Vhile 
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the Pn:Jject~ s expressed intent to reduce waste to this level may be commendah1e1 it 
appears to be based nn optimism that Murphy's Bowl can repHcate the success of these 
highly effective~ proven existing programs, No actual program details are provided~ only 
the claim that the Project can produce these GHG reductions, 'I.he Supple.mental 
Application pruvi<les absolutely no proof that Murphyis Bo;vl has the abHity and 
expertise to do so. The measure1 because it does not specify the components of the 
proposed program~ is also unenforceable, The very substantial GHG reductions claimed 
frw this 111eam.ue--- 3 l ~587 1'vfTC02e over the assumed life of the Project~"· are not 
supported by substantial evidence. 

Furthennore~ the waste reduction measure leaves out the hotel portion of the 
Project~ without justification. vVhat is the justification? The hotel) since it is part of the 
Project, should be included in the Project~s OHG reduction n1easures, 

D. Constractfon of Electric Vehicle (EV) Charging Stations. 
(Attach. 2, pp. 10~14) 

The Supplemental Application contains a commitrnent to expand the numher of 
on-site EV charging stations in the Prr~iecfs parking structures to 330 stations~ with an 
additional 20 such charging stations being constructed at unspecified locations in the 
cnmmunity. GHG reductions ofneariy 14JOOO !vfTC02e are cl.aimed for this measure,. 
(Attach, 2i p. 1 {L) This cfalin lacks substantial evidentiary support. The Supplemental 
Application's estimate of the hours that the chargers wm be used is based on a CARB 
report that addressed use of EV chargers in .multifamily housing, not at sports arenas, 
(Id., p. 101 nt I and p, 11, nt L) No evidence or references arc provided to show that 
attendees at a sports arena i.vrn use EV chargers at the same rate that residents of 
multifamily housing 1vil1 if they are provided. Nor are data given as to what percentage 
of the vehicles driven to the arena can be expected to be EVs as to any given day, thne, or 
category of event. Further, for the reasons set out above, the anmunt of GHG emissions 
displaced per hour of actual use of an EV charging station is novl in considerable doubt, 
and cannot be relied upon. Even ff the EMFAC emissions assumptions remain accurate~ 
the hnurlv rate ofGI:i(r reduction is useless ;vithout a <lata~ddven analvsis ofl:mw manv ~ . . J . . . - ~ 

hours of charging will actually occur. The analysis seems to assume that every charger in 
each parking structure \vill be used on every day that the individual parking structure is 
used: a.n assumption that is not suppmte<l by substantial evidence. If this is not the 
assumption} that is not dear in the document. 

The claim of such a substantial reduction in GHG emissions must be carefully 
supported by solid evidence. Here~ it is not Nor can the use of the charging stations be 
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compelled or enforced; only their installation is en:forceable, and installation alone does 
not reduce GHG emissions. 1 

The Smart Parking measure proposes to reduce GliG emissions from vehicles 
using the parking lots hy "more efficiently~, directing drivers to available parking spaces, 
and thereby reducing their idle time and its attendant emissions. There are no data given· 
or studies cited that: support the assumption that between tl5 and 3,0 minutes per vehicle 
vviH be saved by this progrmn~ and therefore there is no evidentfary support that the 
projected 1~220~l29 minutes per year of driving within the parking structures will be 
eliminated, (Attach. 2, p, I 6.) While the GHG reduction claimed for this measure is more 
rnodest than for other .n1easures, only 1,480 ?v1TCOe per year of Project op0ration1 it still 
needs to be supported by suhstantiaI evidence to justify reliance on the measure, 

In addition, this is another measure that depends for its success on the behavior of 
Pn~ject attendees, which fvfurphy's Buvv! cannot control The measure is enfbrceable 
only to the extent that the Smart Parking infrastructure and operation can be compeHed; 
its actual effectiveness carmot he. Skepticism and possible discounting of GHG 
reductions from this .m.casure are advisable, 

F. Use of %Renewable Natural Gas" by the Project. 
(Attach .. 2, pp. 19-20) 

The Supplemental Application claims possible GHG reductions of30,827 
rv1TC02e over the life of the Project from use of renewable natural gas. \Vh1Ie fracking 
has made natural gas from gas or nil fields more available~ such gas is inherently a non~ 
renmvable resource. Renewable natural gas derives from processing methane and other 
gases captured from landfills or from such confined animal facilities as dairy fam1s, 
Hov.rever~ it must be transported from those sites tn where it can he used, and 
infrastructure for transporting rene1vable natural gas is not yet \VelI-developed or 
\:videspread. The Supplemental Application provides 110 evidence that Iv1urphy;s Bowl 
possesses the ability or expertise to procure, transport~ and store rene\vahle natural gas for 
use at the Pr~ject site) or to dn so in the quantities that 1,vould he needed to produce the 
:m,.827 ~vffC0:1:t~ reduction claimed as possible from the use of such gas at pages I 9-2{L 

i vVe also observe that the charging stations "vould surely be more useful in reducing 
GJ!Gs if distributed acmss the commtu:dty\ There are 330 stations proposed at one sports 
facility \Vhile only 20 are pkumed in places that benefit the general community. Ivfore 
charging stations throughout the cor:nm.unit:y should be provided., 
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(Attach, 2~ p, 19,.) The foasihility of this rneasure has not been demonstrated through 
substantial evidence, 

The ,i\B 987 process envisions CEQA streamlining for Pn.-zjects that comply VI.1th 
tL"'.? ·•1 .. ,·~ ., ' , .. ':, .. " , A, ·t··" 'f'l ·'·" g' .. :•·•. 1" : .. -~ \;; , ,. -'<;;·•·' y .t .. , :.' d < ,, .. ;"~'. , ut:: ,J;n,, net ZJ111ikdim:. n1anua c, l 1L:, ,,Jteamt®.nmg L p1cnn;eu en Llc u1ea Hlf.h d11.!N1mns 
reductions and offsets used tn rneet the mandate are reaJ~ quantifiable) verifiable. and 
additionaL Instructively, CEQA requfres that mitigation measures needed to reduce a 

P,,,,-~l·'"'(''.\'s "'~i·I3r;> C'"'fll',;;s1';,11.>< .. ' L•d''HM "' t1''f''""'t'1q1<"1 r;·rs<or11"t:;,~Pf"'""'.·~ q;-l-,1';AI ~.L'')·•·i\d 1'"' 'V"'"' ?p,,,,,,_ he·,, .t.'\....' ~·"X->~ '"' ~~., -~;:.,., .:=:: .... ~.):.., ...... .):.:.::._::- {}~.b· .... . -o- ~.$,·ls .. ~ •. ::=. ,.~ .... J ., ~- :.. .. s.:;::::;.. .. , .. Jl~,:;..s .. ~.w-~· "{·~ts .. :vt.:...., .. t.~.\ '4.::..b ... .:- bt...- .i: .. ::..&t .~:c:..,.*.i,;.;- t~ - -concrete and cnfivcenhJc, lvfitigatfon measures n1ust be "fuHy enfigceable through 
permit conditions~ agreen:ients~ or ether measure::L '' (Pub, Resources Code § 2l081.6(b); 
f'',·"r/,"Of,, .. "f'Tt>"'"'''' {;;<<>\,,., ·t""''~,r-tr.''' /'"~"""/J\'('"!{jll7\1t;t;«',l"' "4't'hA1Z: [/I{(\ ..id//l<,,jJ1 l _;.Jt,.c; i <'htdn.S /u«> ,J v, .,.I;) /} r.,;US flh,~,;;:.,.(..," J,\. \;,} .L.,v· t. ... .d , ,<«.Pt'" 'i'h0') FfJ«} 
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The supplerncntaI materials dedarc that the Applicant has ''committed to an 
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it money, and cakula:te the efi:ective:ness of the emissions reductions .1neasures it 
hopefully paid for and ixnpkrnented, This am.cunts to self-verification Vlithout overnight 

A robust \ierification system is necessary, but tve are deeply ct1ncerned about 
.accountabHity if the fox wiH be guarding the hen house. Although the Applica11t assures 
the public that AB 987 compliance 1viI1 occur becau.se it will provide a copy of the 
verification report to CARB. b::.n\1 will anvone at CARE be able to veri1\r the accuracv of :.s.. / ..,,, .) . ">" 

the calculations contained in the report or the verification of the implemented reductions 
.measures? Such a systern »vouki encourage self-dealing, to the Appfrcant' s benefit and 
the detriment oflnglevvood residents and the CaHfhmia public. Any inaccuracies in the 
reports could be amplified by the proposed syste1nJ since it allows extra emissions 
reductions to be credited to future years, Greater third-J.mrty oversight .is required~ 
beginning with the provision of the ra\v inputs of the verification cakulatkms to CARB$ 
inclusion of CARB and the public or third parties in the inspection of emission reductions 
measuresi and public posting of the annual verification reports online .. 

V. The Applicant bas Not Denu1nstrated Lcmg~term Funding of the Reductions 
and Offset Program. 

Funding o-Hhe Projecfs i\B 987 compliance program must be substantial and 
ongoing, Without assured fonding,. the Applicant's claims of zero net GHU emissions 
are iHusory, (Anderson. First Coalition v, City <~/'Anderson (2005) 130 CaLAppAth 1173~ 
l H%L90.) Accordingly, \Ve suggest the imposition of a trust fund, born:!, or other method 
of ensuring that adequate fonding is available to implement and maintain the required 
GF£G en:iisskms reductions measures~ purchase offaets, and finance the Applicanfs 
verification and reporting obligations, ReJatedly, we question the identity of the entity 
that will be charged -..vith administering the Project's AB 987 compliance program, The 
Applicant~ M.urphy's Bmvl, LLC~ apparently is a single-purpose Delaware corporation 
created to apply for .Project pcrx:n.lts, \\/111 Jvlurphy~s Bowl, LJ,C continue as the 
responsible entity? If so, is its capitalization sufficient for this purpose? If the Clippers 
organization or Steve Ballmer will be the responsible party1 this should be determined 
now, 

VI. The Project Results in an Increase in GHG Emissions. 

Public Resources Code§ 21168.6Jt subdivision (b)(3) requires that the project not 
cause a net increase in GHGs: certification is only allowed if''The prqject does not result 
in any net additional emissions ofgreenhmtse gases." To demonstrate net zero GHG 
emissions, the appEcant must show that future Project crnissfons) minus baseline 
ernissimlS1 minus mitigation measures, equal zero. In this case, the Applicant admits, 
even \Vtth its fiavved cakmlations, that "the Project vvould result in an additiona.l 1461.052 
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MT C02e of GHG exnissions above the total. cafoulated in the AB 987 Application~ for a 
total of 304i6831v1T C Oe over the30-year operational Hfo of the PrqjectJ~ (November 11 

2019 Letter, p, 4,) Again) as we identified in our prior letters, the appUcant 1n.anipulates 
the baseline ernissions level to decrease the amount of en1issfons it must 111i.tigate. This 
"methodolog:;/} nms counter to CEQA and every \Vell~.respecte<l air emissions 
methodology on the books.2 If accepted by CARB; it will create a precedent that \Vill 

urn:ie11nine achievement of the State~s GHG reduction standards, and established policies 
of air agencies. 

The Applicant claims to present.a 100% backfill scenario \Vhere aH events at other 
venues are backfilled after moving to the IE.EC. Hmvever~ Table 10 still shows the 
''Baseline Emissions" as being 1.,200 in the first three years, and then jumping up to 
131289 fv1T C02e in every single subsequent yeaL There is no basis for this assumption 
of UJ289 MT C02e in yearn after the first three. This is not a l 00% backfill scenario but 
rather stm remains a partial backfill scenario. 

If the Clippers did not take credit inappropriately \Nith their 'tiackf'iH" numbers 
games) the amount of emissions would be 510~081 fv1T C01e rather than the 304,683 Iv1T 
C02e that are currently cakulaterL 

VIL The ApplieatiJnt Fails to Demonstrate Sufficient Local GHG Mitigation 
rvleasu:res. 

As we have stated previously) the Applicant does not comply with AB 98Ts 
mandate that ';Not less than 50 percent of the greenhouse gas emiss.ions reductions 
necessary tu achieve [net zero ernissions] shall be from local~ direct greenhouse gas 
emissions r<:duct.ion measures/' (Pu.h Resources Code§ 21168.6.8 subd. (j)(3)$ 
emphasis added.) This directive 11vas included to ensure that the focal conununit:y is not 
burdened \Vith shouldering the foll >.veight of the Project's hannful emissions, We 

2 Existing conditions on the ground at the Project site consist of a hotel1 restaurant~ 
commercial building, and light industrial buildings, (A.pphcation Attachment G, p, 7,) 
These are the source of the GHG emissions that should he included in the baseline. Table 
HJ records these sources as emitting 1,209 IV1.TC02e each year in 2021~2023, (Murphy's 
Letter, /\ttachment 3, p, 1] .) Yet somehow~ baseline emissions Jump to 13)289 MT C02e 
in 2025 and stay at that level through 2054, (Ibid,) Baseline emissions should not 
change for purposes of comparing to project emissions as baseline should reflect existing 
conditions. (Communities For A Better Envlromnent v, South Coast Air Quality 
lvf anagement Dist (2010) 48 CaL4th 31 O~ 315,) 
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reiterate our prior com:n1ents on this issue. Every feasible memm of focal direct emissions 
reductions should be undertaken because of the severe air pollution burden the 
community is al.ready sutlering. 

\Ve previously proposed additional local, direct measures that shnuid be required 
before of:tsets are used include the folfo1,ving: 

I. Urban tree planting throughout lnglevvoocL 
2, Mass transit extensions. 
3, Subsidies for weatherization of hornes throughout Inglewood, 
4, Incentives for carpooling throughout Inglewood. 
5, Incentives for purchase by the public of low ernission vehicles. 
ti Free fYr subsidized parking and charging for electric vchk:.les throughout 

Inglewmx.L 
7, Solar and wind pmvcr additions to Project and public buildings~ \Vith subsidies 

for additions to private buildings throughout 1ngleYvood, 
8, Subsidies f(,r home and btrninesses for conversion from gas to electric 

throughout Ingie;.vornl 
9, Replacement of gas ;vater heaters in homes throughout Ingk%vcotL 
l 0 .. Creation of affbrdable housing units throughout Inglevvnml 
11, Prornotion of anti-displace111cnt measures throughout Inglewood, 

fn the Supplemental Response~ \Ve now see Item 1 (tree planting) addressed; and to 
a sma11 extent item 6 (electric vehide charging for only 20 EV charging stations in the 
community), However;. Items 2-5 and 7-11 are also necessary and should be included in 
a rnitigation program. 

The creation of affordable housing units and promotion of anti»disp1acement 
measures throughout Ingkm«ood (items 10 and 11) could ensure current residents are able 
to maLntain their homes in Ingle\vood~ thus not having to relocate elsewhere to places that 
might require substantial increases in vehicle rnUes traveled fVMT) to rnaintain current 
jobs and social connections, 

\Ve .have heard t11at the Clippers have agreed to give the city of lngle\vood a $100 
miHion community benefits package~. including $75 million that wiU be set aside for up to 
400 affordable housing units, a rent relief progrnn1, and financial assistance for first»tlme 
homebuyers, However, Vv"e have seen nothing that is enforceable or in writing about this 
rmnored benefits package, If there are meaningful commitments to affonfablc housing 
and anti~displacement measures~ they should be included in a verifiable rnitigation 
measure package. Meanwhile1 median home prices in Inglewood shot up 64 percent :from 
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2014 to 2018., according to PropertyShark, but Ingle\vood did not produce any affordable 
housing~ according to a report from the Califbrnia Department of Flousing and 
Cornrnnnity Development 

B. The Appilcatfoo l\'by Underestimate Hmmut Health Risks. 

The Supplemental Response stiH faiis to address hmnan. health impacts or 
potential benefits from mitigation measures. AB 987 mandates that the Project should 
''rnaxirnize public health, e11vironn1ent.a1 and employment benefit:/' by reducing GIIG 
emissions ''in the pn-dect area and in the neighboring cormnunities.'' (Pub. Resources 
Code§ 21168.6.8 subd, (j)(2), emphasis added.) 

The Supplemental Application fails to shtnv how public health benefits are 
maximized. In fact, the Supplemental Application fails to sufficiently address the points 
1:ve raised regarding public health impacts. 

One of our prior comment letters stated: 

The applicant's use of a seriously flawed methodology for its GHG 
emissions analysis has additional consequem::es beyond an increase in (iHG 
emissions, GHG emissions and local criteria pollutant emissions are Closely 
correlated, By underestimating the GHG enliss.inns of the Project and faifing to 
properly mitigate those emissions locaHy~ the applicant has also underestimated 
the focal criteria pollutant en1issions of the Project Therefore, the health impacts 
to the community of !ngle\vood may also he underestimated. Exposure to criteria 
pollutants such as NOx~ PM1 Oi PM2.5~ and diesel particulate matter (designated as 
an airborne toxic contaminant by the .Afr Resources Board) and as .known to the 
State of California to cause cancer by the state's experts pursuant to Pmposition 
65 [CaL Code of Regs,, tit, 171 § 93000; tit 271 § 27001) respec1ive1y] lead to 
health impactsi. including :respiratory and cardiovascular problems) and potentially 
cancer. The applicant does nnt account t()r these im:::reased health risks,)~ 

(CBCf..,'f Feb. 1, 2019 Co.mment Letter, p, Hl) 

Instead of propos.ing and discussing feasible, effective1 and enforceable mitigation 
measures, the Supplemental Application proposes various 1neasures witlmut substantial 
evidence tn support them, Certification should not he granted without a cmrent 
demonstration of meaningful rnitigation measures to protect public health and ''ma.:x:indze 
public health .. , benefits"' as required by Public Resources Code section 21168.6.8 
subdivision (j)(2)~ \Vith emphasis added. 
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Conclusion. 

We respectfuHy request that the Governor not certify this Project It does not meet 
the requirements of AB 987 and will~ instead, increase GHGs emissions to the detriment 
of Inglewood residents and the entire state. 

Thank you for your careful consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Douglas P. Carstens: 

Enclosure 1 : Letter, CARB, Safer Affordable Fuel-Efficient (SAFE) Vehicles Rule for 
Model Years 2021-2026 Passenger Cars and Light Trucks -Transportation Conformity 
Implications, Jun. 17. 2019 
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CALIF RN IA 
AIR RESOURCES SOARD 

Gavb. Hewsom, Governor 
Jtv8d Bhmenfoid, Ca!EPA Secretary 

h4ery D. Nichols, Chair 

June 17, 2019 

Mr, Christopher Lieske 
U,S. Environmerita! Protection Agency 
EPA Docket Center (EPA/DC) 
EPA West,. Room 81 0.2 
1301 Constitution Avenue NW 
vVashington, D,C. 20460 

fv'lr. James Tamm 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
U,S, Department of Transportation 
\!\lest Buik:Hng, Ground Floor, Room. Vl/12-'140 
1200 New Jersev Avenue, SE 

~ 

'Washington, D,C, 20590 

Attention: NHTSA Docket ID Nos, NHTSA~2018-0067 and NHTSA-2017-0069 
U,5, EPA Docket !D No. EPA---HQ-OAR-20'18-"'0283 

RE: Safar Affordable Fuel-Efficient (SAFE) Vehldes Rule for !V1ode! Years 
2021-2.026 Passenger Cars and Ught Trucks~ Transportation Conformity 
I mp! k:ntlons 

Dear Mr. Lieske and Mr. Tamff1: 

! arr writing to ensure that you are aware of the potentia!!y serious consequences rf 
the "Safer Affordable Fue!,.Effidnnt" (SAFE) rule .is finalized_, including its provisions 
purporting to preempt California's bng-standin9 zero emission vehide programs. The 
Unlted States Environmental Protection fo,gency (U,$, EPA,) and the National Highway 
··rraffic:· t~.drr~in~stratfor-~ {f\JH:TSA.) have ~n~d~cHtf~<rt th-oy rr~ay th.e 

(SOD) .242,(450 
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Although the Ca!ifomia Alr Resources Bomd,\CARB) ldentffled many of these issues in 
its prior comments on tha proposed rule, 1 the initial comment period was lriadequately 
short, and many cr1tlca! analyses were not provided :to the public. From continued 
analysis after the dose of the cornmant period, we have Identified addltkmal impacts 
of the rule and thus are submitting this supplemental comment that is "of central 
relevance to tho ruiJa making" (42 U.S.C § 7607{d'JJ4HBJW} to supplement the record. 
These issues relate to how SAFE finalization wi!! destabilize key transportation and 
public health planning actlvlties, 

Transportation emissions am tho !ion's shure of ak pollution in California. This means 
that transportation projsct:s can have substantial effects on air pollution because they 
can change how much people drlve. !n fjiH10rnt! 1 the dirtler cars are, the more air 
pollution csrtain transportation projects can emit over time, Because these projects 
last for decades, estirnat!ng these project-related emissions is important to ensuring 
air quality plans stay on track. 

Accordingiy, the federal Ciean Air Act llnks transportation planning and public hea!th 
through the transpc:irtation conformity program, which is intended to ensure that 
federally fondod transportatkm projet-'ts conform tp state fmplementatlon plans to 
attain air quality standards, (See 4.2 U,S.C. § 7506). As you know, these determinations 
must be based upon "the latest emission estimation mods! ava\l:able" {40 CFJt § 
93. i 11\a)) and reflect the "'most recent planning assumptlons in force at the time the 
confomlfty analysis begins" 1'40 C.F.R. § 93, 110{a}), 

Transportation conformity and state implementation plan (SIP) development in 
California depend upon a growing share of zero om.fssion vehicles (ZEVs} in the vehlde 
fie.et. This is because, as CARS discussed in its inittal comments at length,. ZEVs 
provide meaningful reductions in criteria pollutants, beyond Low Emission Vehlde 
flE\1 standards, which should be accounted for in em1ss!ons and transportation 
pkmnihg. These benefits grow over time as the ZEV re.gu!atkm \including likely future 
amendments to that regulation} suppo.rts greater ZEV penetration and 
commerda!ization in the California fleet; imieerC accelerating commerda!b::ation of 
Zet technology Jn both light- and heavy-duty sectors is critical to meeting federal and 
state air qua!rty mandates and climate goals, 

Transportation conformity analyses also are rooted fn the growing share of ZEVs within 
the fleet; without increased ZE\/ pcr:mtraticn, transportation projects may have greater 

1 See Ca!ifornia Air Resources Board, Analysis in Support: of Comments of the Cadfomla A.Ir 
Rcsouross Soard on thu Safor Affordable Fud·Effldent (SAFE) Vehickm Ruic for Model Yeers 
2021,2026 Passenger Cars and UghtTrucks, pp.. 282-293, docket 110. EPA-HO .. QAR·2018~0263 .. 
5054, 

2 
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ak po!lutlon impig:;t.s than currently modeled. Therefore, the CaHfomla EMissiorrn; 
FACtor {EMFAC) model reflects CARB's Advanced Clean Car (ACC} .regulation 
induding the Zero-Emission Vehicle (ZEV} mandate. 

U,S, EPA and NHTS.A's proposal to preempt CARB's GHG and .ZE\f regulations 
jeopardizes attainment of the Sf P and conformity for critical transportation projects, 
This proposal wou!d ca!! into question v1hether projects and plans .sat to be 
implemented can remaln in conformlry going forward, 2 Certainly, SAFE finalization 
wnuf d cal! into questlon how projects may demonstrate conformity because 
conformity determirmtions may no longer reflect tho !atest planning assumptions with 
regard to ZJ!V veh fdcs. 

Emissions from transportation dominate Cafi'fornla's air pollution mix, so addressing 
these emissions without the current ZEV m!e.s w!!! raise long'"last1ng challenges to 
conformity and SIP planning. Because transportation projects can last decades, 
marked changes in ZEV penetration rates nssultfng from SAFE may result in very 
different emlssiorm impacts from these projects than forecasted earlier in the planning 
process, especially !n !ai:sr years when ZEV penetration was projected to further 
lm::rease, Put simply, a highway project that increasesvehlds use might be consistent 
with air quality needs If earn are getting commensurately cleaner; but if cars are no 
longer moving tovvards zero emissions, the project wn! be substantially dirtier, and 
pctentia!iy inconsistent with the alr quality plan. 

Necessary mode.I updates and SIP revisions akme are ccmptex, and rnay take years to 
complete, and transportation pmJects and air quality pfann!ng wlil be disrupted in the 
interim. !n the longer term,, the substantive chaHenge of addresslng increased 
emissions will be hard to meet. These major consequences threaten to imperil crh:k:a! 
infrastructurG~ p!arm!ng and air quality planning efforts, 

This problem wl!! potentially undermine transportation planning as well, indud!ng 
many billions of doHarn of projects now in the pipehne, because they may not be ab!e 
to demonstrate conformity, Projects intended to move freight, Improve connectivity, 
and get peep.le to work may well be disrupted if they can rm longer demonstrate they 

''Vie note that the conformity mode! used e!s.nwhore !n the country" MOVES, may face similar 
issues. Unlike EMFAC, which modo!s emissions based on aggff.1gated ernbslonz over drive 
c,ydes, MOVES uses Vehlde Spedfic Power (pow·er per unit mass, or vehicle specific povier -
VSP) to mode! criteria emissions whtm:) VSP is a functk:m of veh!de semdynamk'.z, road grade 
and road load, For ex;;wnp!e, under MOVES simurnptions, higher \lSP results !ri higher emissions. 
The SAFE rule,, ,.._+1ich would e!irriinate the gradual increase !n fus! effichmcy requirements, ~Nill 
result !n veh:des requiring morn powsr to operate which !n tum w!ll contributo to higher GHG 
and possibly criteria ernlsskms, ha result, it might be necessary for U.S, EPAto rnvisrtthe 
l\AOVES rnodo! if the SA.PE rne is adopted. 

3 
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are consistent with air quality needs_ This ru!c w.!!! therefore ahso put substantial 
pressure on attainment of air quality standards, and likely require revisions to the 
California SIP,. including new rneasuros, ff .ZEV-re!ated reductions are not assurecP 

Placing this burden upon the states is in conflict with the Clean Air Act's cooperative 
federalism frarnework (see 4.2 U.S,C § 7401) and further demonstrates the irrationality 
of the SAFE proposaL The Regulatory impact Analysis for SAFE did not consider 
these irnpacts; nor did the National Environmental Policy Act {NEPl\} documents 
despite the environmental impacts of changes to major transportation projects; and 
the agendes did not conduct a federalism consultation with the states per Executive 
Order 13132 to consider the impacts of affecting critical state/federal transportation 
projects, Al! these matters v.iere required to be addressed,; instead, the agendes 
fail·ed to incorporate these issues Into their prnposal or to seek comment upon them. 

SAFE should,, therefore,, not be fina!i:z:ed. It Is arbitrary and inappropriate for the 
federnl agendas to, on the one hand, mandate that the states Vierk hard to attain :air 
quality goals, and to mode! transportation irnpacts on those goals based on the latest 
pfanning assumptions and, with the other hand, undermine the tools nec&ssary to 
rnake progress towards those goals by weakening critical public health pmtectioris«1 

You may contact ML Kurt Karperns, Deputy Executive Officer, California Air Rasr:n.m:es 
Board, at (916) 322--2739 or kurLkarperos@arbxa.gov to discuss any of these issues, 

Sincerely, 
' .. " .... ,,,,_~ 

/./,->,,,"'. l~ / .J 

Rkf'.~~d W, Core1.» ,l ~" ,..f ~ 

Executive Officer 
Cailfornia Air Rssoun:es Board 

3 i\ccurate rnodei in9 is critical to the adequacy of C!nan Air Act plans and confonrfrty 
determinations (See, e.g,, Assc>o'at'ion ofirrila!eci Residents v. US FP.A. (9th Cir. 2012) 686 F.3d 
·6fA.l 677). 

'
1 U.S. EPA is oroposing rnany ru!crrmkin9s 'Nh:ch arc cciliectively undermining air quality 
,-,i~ '"' , .,.,.J "j)···:,, "·t C''i1RR >-.,, ,., ,,.,,,. dtL,, ''! r . , ,-} .. ,,l ,e;,lir·-.. L ·A·il"·-·-«- .. ,. '!·· d-\,,,, f--"0rl• .. ng d• h; d .>,(1.>firrien - ,, ,, ,,., ! ·~/; 0p~u$8;, i :f<SB !B -lOd •. 'hA::u t,il>j[ tS, U;_,,_ :1,;01, LUI Pct:'"" 

frnpncts, if f:na!lzed, 1Ni!! further rmplifi/ the darnaqe; done bv SAFE to the conformitv and S!P 
. ..;" ~ ,-;. .i 

processes. Seo, e.g., Comrnents of the California /\ir Resot.vces Board on fri<o Advance Notice of 
Proposed Ru!ernaking,. "Increasing Consistency and Transpan:mc.y in Considering Costs and 
Benefits ir the Ruk~rnakif"9 Process"; Docket f\!c. EPA~-HQ--..... QA~2018--0107; Comments of the 
C:Cdl1orni2 Air Resources Board Responding to The United States Environmental ProtHclon 
l\gency Request for C:ornn;ent en Standards (A PerforrnmK:e !or hlei,v Residential V\food Heaters, 
f\Je1N Res~dential H.vdronit Heaters and h:nced,,i\ir h,irnaq;c,s: Prnoosed Amnndments, Docket ' . 
No. EPl\-H(),.(),ASZ-20180195. 

4 
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November 8, 2019 

Mary D. Nichols 

Chair, California Air Resources Board 

10011 Street 

Sacramento, CA 95814 

Dear Chair Nichols, 

I am joining with the residents of Inglewood and leading environmental advocates to urge the California 

Air Resources Board to continue to stand up for the Inglewood community and reject the Los Angeles 

Clippers' AB 987 application for their proposed basketball arena complex. 

Inglewood residents and I are not alone in our stand against this proposal. The Natural Resources 

Defense Council, Climate Resolve, Public Counsel, and several California Assembly members have also 

publicly opposed the Clippers' AB 987 application in clear and strong terms. 

I have spent decades advocating on behalf of environmental justice in California communities. A close 

examination of the facts in this case, and hearing from Inglewood residents whose voices are too often 

ignored, compels me to stand against this project. 

The Clippers arena proposal is a too-common example of a community bearing the burden of 

development in our state without sharing in the benefits. This area of long-standing homes, businesses 

and apartments will be forced to absorb considerable damage in the form of crippling traffic, elevated 

pollution, economic displacement and reduced quality of life for an arena that many will not have the 

means to attend, and which offers the community virtually nothing in return. 

When the Clippers sponsored AB 987 last year, they made specific promises to the State, the legislature, 

and the community to protect Inglewood residents and the environment in exchange for receiving the 

privilege of fast-tracked environmental review for their arena project. However, their proposal falls far 

short of meeting these requirements and does not merit your support. 

This massive new arena complex would be built immediately next to a residential neighborhood in 

Inglewood and inflict significant, long-term environmental and health damage on the area, including 

increased air pollution, traffic congestion, greenhouse gas emissions, and other hazards, while not doing 

nearly enough to mitigate the damage. 

Designed with virtually no community involvement or engagement, the project would become the third 

major venue in just one mile and bring an estimated 4 million new cars per year to an area without 
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adequate public transit or parking. As CARB's extensive research has conclusively shown, tailpipe 

emissions are linked directly to asthma and other ailments, especially among children and the elderly. 

The project also falls far short of AB 987's high standards for greenhouse gas (GHG) mitigation, relying 

on unrealistic assumptions and baseless claims. I am especially concerned about the application's 

reliance on "market shift," a dubious theory that credits the Clippers with GHG savings by assuming that 

other venues in the region will go underused simply because an event is being held at the Clippers 

arena. Not only does "market shift" violate common sense and empirical data, it would set an alarming 

environmental precedent, opening the floodgates for other baseless claims of GHG reductions from 

future projects. 

Last month, Gov. Newsom called for this project to fully meet the statutory criteria of AB 987 "both in 

letter and in spirit," and reaffirmed his commitment to "holding project sponsors to California's high 

standards for environment benefits and mitigation .... " We make the same request today. We ask that 

you continue honoring your role as a guardian of California's environment and its communities, and 

deny this application. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Boxer 
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November 26, 2019 

Mr. Shannon Hatcher, Air Pollution Specialist 
California .Air Resources Board 
1001 I Street 
P.O. Box 2815 
Sacramento, CA 95812 

Ms. Kate Gordon, Director 
Office of Planning and Research 
1400 10th Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

355 South Grand Avenue, Suite 100 

Los Angeles, California 90071-1560 

Tel: -vl.213.485.1234 Fax: +·1.213.891 .8763 

www.lw.com 

FIRM I AFFILIATE OFFICES 

Beijing Moscovv 

Boston Munich 

Brussels New York 

Century City Orange County 

Chicago Paris 

Dubai Riyadh 

Dusseldrni San Diego 

Frankfurt San Francisco 

Hamburg Seoul 

Hong Kong Shanghai 

Houston Silicon Valley 

London Singapore 

Los Angeles Tokyo 

Madrid Washington, D.C. 

Milan 

Re: Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center Project ---- Response to the 
Supplement to the GHG Emissions Commitment Letter (Clearing House Tracking 
No. 2018021056) 

Dear Mr. Hatcher and Ms. Gordon: 

\Ve are writing on behalf of MSG Forum, LLC in response to the Clippers' "Supplement 
to the GHG Emissions Commitment Letter" submitted on November 18, 2019. 

This is the Clippers' fifth submission regarding its application for certification under AB 
987. The piecemeal fashion in which the Clippers have proceeded makes their entire proposal 
largely unintelligible and makes it very difficult to determine compliance with AB 987. So that 
the public can understand what the Clippers propose as to GHG emissions, the Clippers should 
submit a single, comprehensive revised application. Anything less leaves the public and ARB 
guessing at what the Clippers actually propose. 

Regarding the November 18 submission, the Clippers still do not get it right. 

First, the Clippers continue to rely on their flawed "market shift" and "backfilling" 
theories to claim the arena project is net neutral for GHG emissions. For all the reasons we have 
outlined previously, these theories are without analytic support, run contrary to ARB 
methodology and ARB should not accept them. If ARB endorses the Clippers' theories through 
approval of their application, ARB's programs to reduce GHGs from development activities is in 
serious trouble. The accepted ARB methodology and the math in this matter should be simple. 

US-DOCS\111825060 
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The Clippers estimate that the prqject's GHG emissions are 568, 185 MT C02e. 1 They have 
claimed credit for the 40,902 MT C02e from permanently demolishing buildings on the arena 
site. AB 987 requires the Clippers to offset the difference (527,283 MT C02e) and achieve half 
of those reductions (263,641 MT C02e) through local measures. The math is that simple. 

Second, the Clippers do not offset 50% of their GHG emissions (263,641 MT C02e) 
locally. The Clippers are thereby cheating the Inglewood community out of the co-benefits from 
the reduction in criteria pollutants and toxic air contaminants that AB 987 is intended to provide. 
As ARB has recognized, those benefits are critical. For example, at the ARB Board meeting on 
November 21, A.RB staff presented on the health effects of particulate matter exposure. The 
many health risks from particulate matter, including from brake and tire wear and ultra-fine 
particulate matter, are exactly those AB 987 sought to target in requiring real, meaningful local 
offsets. These health impacts will occur in the low income community that is next to the 
proposed arena and its parking. Even if one accepts the efficacy of the Clippers' Transportation 
Demand Program (which we submit is fictional at best), the Clippers still shortchange the local 
community out of at least l 00, 000 MT C02e of local reductions. 

Third, the Clippers' supplemental "commitment" does not bring them close to meeting 
the required GHG emission reductions. The Clippers' November 18 submission proposes 
installing 1,000 residential electric vehicle ("EV") chargers. (The residents must first purchase 
an EV.) This proposal is inadequate for several reasons. 

• The Clippers offer no support for assuming an EV charger incentivizes anyone to 
purchase an EV. 

• The Clippers take full credit for the reduction in GHG emissions associated with 
the switch from a gas-powered car to an EV. The Clippers analysis requires ARB 
to conclude that a free EV charger is the sole reason someone decided to purchase 
an EV because the Clippers take 100% credit for the EV's reductions. The 
Clippers provide no independent study or analysis for this conclusion and we are 
aware of none. To the contrary, ARB-commissioned studies and other published 
reports demonstrate that an EV charger is unlikely to be a significant factor in the 
decision to purchase an EV. 

• The Clippers ignore that residential EV charger rebates already exist. 

The Clippers' assumptions almost certainly overstate by more than 2,000% the GHG 
emissions avoided. The scientific evidence shows that even applying the most generous 
assumptions to the Clippers' proposal only about 5% offree EV residential charging stations 
·would result in a neu• EV being purchased above baseline conditions. Other erroneous 
assumptions lead to an even greater inflation of the purported benefits. 

1 We have previously commented that this estimate likely is understated. In addition, in light of 
the ARB directive of November 20, 2019, the total GHG emission must be recalculated as 
discussed further in Section !H.B. 

2 
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As oflast year, with existing rebate programs in place, Inglewood's EV ownership was 
t69 vehicles. There is no reason to think that an ofier to install 250 EV chargers per year for the 
next four years will make any meaningful difference in EV ownership in Inglewood and its 
undefined "surrounding communities." This proposal, like the Clippers' TDM program and 
other ''local" measures, is illusory. ARB should not accept it. 

Fourth, the Clippers propose to eliminate ARB from having any role in verifying the 
Clippers' predictions. This comes only 12 days after they took the position that ARB should 
play a critical role in the verification process. AB 987 requires the Clippers to establish now that 
the project will be net zero for GHG emissions. Even if A.RB approves the Clippers' guesswork 
about "market shift" and "backfill," ARB must verify actual reductions annually to ensure 
compliance with AB 987. 

The Clippers assert that the forecasted emission reductions from the installation of EV 
chargers more than covers the maximum amount of emissions from backfilled events. But this, 
just like the entire "market shift" theory, is also a guess. What the Clippers are presenting again 
is a claim for credits based on an assumption on an assumption without any scientific basis. Just 
as A.RB should not accept "market shift" theory, ARB should not accept illusory and 
unsupported assumptions regarding the EV charger program, particularly where the Clippers' 
analysis runs counter to ARB and other scientific studies. And even if it did accept them, ARB 
must verify these "hypotheses" with the processes outlined in our November 9 letter. 

I. THE CLIPPERS' CONTINlJED EFFORTS TO ESTABLISH THAT THEIR 
PROJECT IS NET ZERO FURTHER CONFUSE THE ISSUES 

This is the Clippers' fifth attempt to explain their GHG emissions reduction program. 
Their analysis is now contained in over the five separate submittals. It is hard to know what the 
Clippers are even proposing and their November 18 submittal does not provide any assistance. 
In fact, it muddies the water even further. 

On January 3, 2019, the Clippers submitted their initial application for certification under 
AB 987. Our February 1 letter (and many other commenters) outlined the numerous problems 
with the application, including the Clippers' use of a baseline emission theory that A.RB had 
never accepted before. We advised that the acceptance of the Clippers' theory would mean that 
the Clippers would avert their responsibility to mitigate more than 300,000 MT C02e of GHG 
em1ss10ns. 

Four months later, the Clippers veered even further from a coherent analysis of GHG and 
air quality emissions with a "Supplemental Submittal" along with "Replies to Correspondence.'' 
These documents tried to explain the errors in the Clippers' initial submission. Instead of fixing 
the problems with their initial submission, the Clippers doubled down, providing admittedly 
unreliable market studies to support their unprecedented baseline analysis - studies whose 
authors said not to rely on them. Additionally, the Clippers increased their projected emissions 
up by more than 100,000 MT C02e, but only increased their "net" emissions up by about 50,000 
MT C02e. Our June 23th letter explained why these studies should not be tmsted and why 

3 
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acceptance of the "market-shift" theory would move ARB from a bright-line standard to one that 
encourages mischief at every level by every applicant in every GHG and air emissions study. 

Because it was clear that the application was still causing confusion, in August 2019, the 
Clippers submitted an "Application Information Summary." This "summary" appears to have 
been a 12-page attempt to clarify their earlier submissions. This clarification made nothing 
clearer. The Clippers were still relying on a fundamentally flawed theory for its baseline 
emissions calculation. Our September 4th letter showed why the Clippers methodology was 
contrary to ARB' s standards and to other AB 900 applications. 

On November 2, the Clippers submitted a "GHG Emissions Commitment Letter." (The 
Clippers stated in their letter that there is an agreement with ARB on their program. We have 
asked for a copy of such agreement and were told by OPR staff that they did not have one. If 
there is an agreement, we respectfully request that it be posted for public review and comment.) 
The November 2 letter was in response to ARB's request to address the issues with the baseline 
emissions theory on which the Clippers rely. In this fourth attempt at meeting the criteria under 
AB 987, the Clippers admit that they still had come up about 15,000 MT C02e short of their own 
artificially calculated, low offset requirement. Our November 9 letter explained that this claimed 
shortfall is in fact significantly underestimated and why their new analysis did not fix the 
problems with the baseline. As we noted, the Clippers created assumptions that confused the 
picture further and proposed new mitigation that was not local and overstated its efficacy. 

Now the Clippers propose an "Electric Vehicle Home Charger Program Commitment" 
that that they claim "exceeds the additional 15,563 MT C02e of GHG Emissions reductions that 
would be necessary under the hypothetical 100% backfill scenario from local direct measures 
that have not already specifically been committed to pursuant to the Commitment Letter." For 
the reasons more fully outlined below, this is a baseless conclusion. The premise that the 
Clippers are only 15,563 MT C02e sh011 from meeting AB 987's requirements is faulty. Further, 
the Clippers provide no evidence that their program to offer 1,000 EV chargers will actually 
result in more than a small fraction of even their artificially low estimated GHG reductions. 

H. THE CLIPPERS OFFER 1\-UNIMAL REAL LOCAL REDUCTION lVIEASURES; 
AB 987 LISTS THElVl OUT FOR THE CLIPPERS 

AB 987 requires 50% of the project's GHG emission offsets be local. The reason the 
legislature required this was because of the importance of the health co-benefits of localized 
reductions. AB 987 includes an exhaustive list of both on-site and off-site local measures. 
However, except for the questionable LEED credits and the Clippers' ineffective TDM program 
that relies on shuttle buses running to and from train stations distant from the project site, the 
Clippers fail to meaningfully implement any of the other measures AB 987 defines as local. 

4 
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LATHAM,'>WATKI N SLL~ 

AB 987 Suggested Local Reduction 1\!Ieasure 

Providing onsite renewable energy generation, including a 
solar roof on the arena with a minimum peak generation 
capacity of 500 kilowatts 

Funding of an off-site mitigation project consisting of 
replacing buses, trolleys, or other transit vehicles with zero
emission vehicles 

Providing zero-emission transit buses to serve arena events 
and to meet other local transit needs, including senior and 
public school transportation services 

Have the Clippers 
impJemented this measure? 

No. 

Clippers have only 
committed to purchasing 10 
:zero-emission vehicles for 
Inglewood (which already 
has been implementing a 
program to replace itsffoet). 

Clippers have only 
committed to purchasing 2 
shuttles. 

The ''local'' measures the Clippers claim beyond the TDM program are limited to (i) 
buying renewable energy credits and (ii) a waste diversion measure. As discussed in our letter 
dated November 9, these are not meaningful local measures, as most of the GHG reductions 
occur far from Inglewood. Most of any co-benefits associated with a reduction in these GHG 
emissions principally will not occur in Inglewood. 

5 
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In a recent comment letter on a project that is a fraction of the size of the Clippers arena 
project, ARB stated that ''protecting local communities from the harmful effects of air pollution'' 
is a priority for the State of California.2 How could ARB then certify the Clippers' project as an 
Environmental Leadership Development Project? The Inglewood community adjacent to the 
arena is a Disadvantaged Community. The pollution burdens are high for many of the 
Inglewood neighborhoods. Residents' homes are next door to the arena and parking structures. 
The Clippers' project will add thousands of daily vehicle trips compared with just 357 vehicle 
trips for the other project and will result in orders of magnitude more pollution to the Inglewood 
community. ARB should require the Clippers to provide real, meaningful local emissions 
reductions, as AB 987 requires. 

HI. THE PROPOSED EV CHARGER PROGRAM. \VILL NOT ACHIEVE THE 
PROJECTED REDUCTIONS 

\Vhile we appreciate the local benefits that EV charging stations may provide, the 
Clippers' proposal dramatically overstates the actual emissions reductions that would ever be 
achieved here. 

The Clippers state that they will ''implement a program to cover 100% of the cost of 
purchasing and installing 1,000 [EV] chargers for residential use in local communities near the 
Project site." The program's goal is to see 1,000 homes convert from a gasoline-powered 
vehicle to an EV. The Clippers fail to state what "local communities" qualify and fail to provide 
any science based analysis for their assumptions. 

The Clippers' analysis implies that the availability of a free EV charger will lead to the 
purchase of an EV. The analysis then credits the Clippers' installation of an EV charger with the 
entire GHG reductions associated with that new EV. This is directly counter to an ARB
commissioned study that has been substantiated by other published reports. 

Moreover, the South Coast AQMD already offers a $500 rebate for low income residents 
in the City ofinglewood. This existing rebate likely further dampens any marginal benefit from 
the Clippers' proposal. The scientific evidence shows that even applying the most generous 
assumptions to the Clippers' proposal, only about 5% of free EV charging stations would result 
in a new EV being purchased above baseline conditions. On top of this, the Clippers' further 
assumptions are unsupported and lead to an even greater inflation of supposed benefits. 

The take away? Instead of achieving 19,487 MT C02e reductions as the Clippers 
purport, the Clippers' proposal will likely result in 804 MT C02e of actual reductions. 

2 ARB, Comment Letter on the Bridge Point South Bay II Project Initial Study and Mitigated 
Negative Declaration, November 25, 2019, attached as Attachment A 
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A. A Residential EV Charger Does Not Equate to a New Electric Vehicle Above 
Baseline Conditions - Far From H 

The Clippers' letter never explains why offering a free residential EV charger would 
incentivize a resident to purchase an EV. 

Research shows that the predictors for EV sales in the US "are incentives such as High 
Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lane access and environmentalism (Diamond 2008, Diamond 2009), 
federal tax credits (Jenn et al 2013), state level sales tax waivers, gasoline price, income and age 
(Gallagher and Muehlegger 201 l) .... In addition to these factors, for [EVs], the availability of 
public charging is identified as necessary to increase adoption (Zhou et al 2016)."3 EV home 
chargers are not considered to be significant barriers to entry. However, the Clippers conclude, 
without any justification, that offering 1,000 EV home chargers will result in almost 20,000 MT 
C02e reductions. Common sense and data from published literature easily rebukes this 
unsupported position. 

As a threshold matter, while an EV charger is a necessary component to owning an EV, it 
is not the most critical barrier to EV market growth. All new EVs come with a free charger that 
can be plugged into a standard socket. What the Clippers are presumably offering, but never 
state, is the ability to upgrade to a Level 2 charger, which allows for faster charging time. ·while 
a faster charge is likely preferable in some cases, many residential users charge their EV 
overnight, which limits the need for higher-speed charge. The marginal difference in value 
between a standard charger and a Level 2 charger for a typical residential EV owner is likely 
modest. 

In addition, since September 2015, the SCAQMD has offered up to $500 in incentives for 
residential EV chargers to low income residents of the City ofinglewood. The Clippers never 
address that they are targeting the same audience that already has the benefit of a long existing 
rebate program. 

Tellingly, the SCAQI\!ID rebate program demonstrates that a rebate program does not 
incentivize people to purchase EVs at any rate close to what the Clippers assume .. As of October 
1, 2018, there were only 169 EVs registered in Inglewood. Therefore, even assuming a 
hypothetical that prior to 2015 there were zero EVs registered in Inglewood, an existing rebate 
for EV chargers could have only theoretically incentivized 169 EV purchases over a three year 
period, or approximately 50 EV purchases a year. In contrast, the Clippers are assuming that 
their program will incentivize 250 EV purchases per year. Again, even this hypothetical is based 
on the flawed assumption that an incentive for an accessory to a car that is not even required to 
use the car is the sole reason someone will buy an EV. 

The low rate of EV ownership in Inglewood is more likely a result of the income-level of 
Inglewood residents. In the census tracts directly surrounding the arena (i.e. those that stand to 
be hurt the most from the pollution caused by the arena), the median household incomes range 

3 Easwaran Narassimhan and Caley Johnson 2018 Environ. Res. Lett. 13 074032, available at 
ht.tp_~ _ _:_!/bqp_~_g_ign_g_~j_gJJ_,_qrg(_z_r_rt(gt~n __ Q_J_Q_~-~!J-74-~_::9_J_~_(ii_z_r_;:1_g_QfQ/p.Qf 
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from $26,488 - $32,939 4 A new EV costs at least $20,000 - $30,0005 and an ARB
commissioned study shows the average household income of buyers of new and used EVs is, at a 
minimum, $100,000. 6 

s ... I I I I I I I H I 

It is doubtful the sole reason that anyone would actually purchase an EV would be 
because they receive a free Level 2 EV charger. Although new EVs come with a free standard 
charger, for owners that wish to achieve faster chargers, the average cost of installing a standard, 
240V EV Level 2 charging station ranges from $1,100-$1,200. This figure includes the price of 
the charger as well as the labor charge for installation at home. 7 Essentially, the value that the 
Clippers would provide to a home is a $1, l 00 incentive to convert to an EV by allowing faster 
chargers than a standard charger. It is unrealistic to claim that the incentive offered from one 
free upgraded EV charger would be enough to make someone convert to driving an EV. 
Published studies show it is not. 

In a 2017 ARB-commissioned study entitled "Factors Affecting Plug-In Electric Vehicle 
Sales in California," researchers from UCLA examined the effects of various rebates offered for 

4 Census Data, available at: https:/hvww.census.gov/censusexplorer/censusexplorer.html. 
5 How much do electric cars cost? Available at https://vv\\1\V.energysage.com/electric
vehicles/costs-and-benefits-evs/electric-car-cost/. 
6 UC Davis, The Dynamics of Plug-in Electric Vehicles in the Secondary Market and Their 
Implications for Vehicle Demand, Durability, and Emissions, prepared for ARB (April 13, 
2018), available at https://ww3.arb.ca.gov/research/apr/past/I 4-316.pdf. 
7 FIXR. Horne Electric Vehicle Charging Station Cost. Available at: 
ht_tp_~ _ _:_!/Y>C\'>C\.\l _ _._fi,>;:r_.s_qp;i/;:::_g_~J~/hqm.~:::~_l_~_;:::_t_r_-_i_~:~::_Y~h.i_;:::_lg_::_i:J!?_rni_ng_::§_t_g._t_i_QD. A cc es sed: November 2 O l 9. 
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the purchase of an EV. The study found that the California rebate, with a weighted value across 
both foll electric and plug-in hybrids of $1,838, induced a 7% increase in EV sales. 8 

This ARB-commissioned study is consistent with other published studies. In a 2013 
study, researchers from Carnegie Mellon University concluded that for hybrid EVs, sales 
increase by 0.0046% per dollar of incentive, on average, but only ifthe incentive is more than 
$1000. 9 

A 2015 study conducted by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory ("NREL") 
addressed the relationship between EV incentives and purchases. The goal of this study was to 
analyze the effects of various incentives offered in different states on the increase in EV sales. 
According to the results of the report, it was found that incentive or rebate programs offered on 
average between a -0.2~~ change and a 3.3% change in EV adoption (referred to as "impact") per 
$1,000 of incentive. The report also dissected the results in several states which otTered varying 
incentive/rebate values. For example, for Maryland, a state with nearly two million households 
and a maximum incentive of $1,000, the report was only able to attribute 17-86 EV purchases to 
the incentive program HJ, 11 

Applying the conclusions from the relevant studies to this situation, the UCLA study 
would expect the Clippers program to induce an approximately 4%i increase in EVs12

, the 
Carnegie Mellon study would predict it would induce about 5% increased EV sales13

, and the 
NREL study would predict, at best, the program would induce a 3.3% increase in EV sales. 
Therefore, the best case scenario for the Clippers is that their EV charger program will induce an 
approximately 51% increase in EV sales. 

\Vithout explanation, the Clippers take credit for 1001% of the emissions reductions 
associated with 1,000 EV purchases. However, the literature shows that at best, 5% of those 
1,000 new EVs would be purchased because of their EV charging program. So, for every 1,000 
chargers the Clippers provide, the Clippers could only take credit for emissions reductions 

8 UCLA, Factors Affecting Plug-In Electric Vehicle Sales in California, Prepared for ARB (May 
23, 2017), available at https://v.rw3.arb.ca.gov/research/apr/past/13-J03.pdf. 
9 Azevedo, Ferreira, and Jenn, The impact of federal incentives on the adoption of hybrid electric 
vehicles in the United States (2013 ), available at https:/ /cedmcenter.org/wp-
content/upl oads/2017 /10/The-impact-of-federal-incenti ves-on-the-adoption-of-hybri d-el ectric
vehicles-in-the-U nited-States. pdf. 

10 Clinton et. Al. National Renewable Energy Laboratory. Febmary 2015. Impact of Direct 
Financial Incentives in the Emerging Battery Electric Vehicle Market: A Preliminary Analysis. 
Available at: https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy1 Sosti/63263.pdf Accessed: November 2019. 

11 U.S. Census Bureau. 2000. Maryland Census Data: Households & Families. Available at: 
http:/ /Vv'\VVv. census-charts. com/lff /l\faryland.html. Accessed: November 2019. 
12 $1,100/$1,838 = 60%). 7~-IJ x 60% = 4%. 
13 .00461% x $1,100 = 5.06%. 
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associated with 50 of those vehicles. Instead of 19,487 MT C02e reductions that the Clippers 
claim, a more accurate assessment of the GHG emissions avoided due to the EV chargers is 975 
MT C02e before other corrections, as noted below. 

Year of 
Installation 

2021 

Clippers' 
Claimed 
Reductions per 
EV Charging 
Unit(MT 
C02e) 

20.173 

Conected (5%) 
Reductions per 
EV Charging 
Unit (MT 
C02e) 

1.01 

Number of Clippers' Conected Total 
EV Charging Claimed Total Net Reductions 
Units Net Reductions (MTC02e) 

(MT C02e) 

250 5,043 252.5 

---~-~~-~-----------------------------------J---~-~-:~-(~~---------------------------J ___ :~-~---------------------------------------- ----~~-(~-------------------------------- ---~-:-~--~~-----------------------------------J-~-~-~------------------------------------------
2023 19.233 .96 250 4,808 240 

2024 18.874 250 4,719 237.5 

Total 1,000 19,487 

B. The Clippers' Improper Assumptions 

In addition to the flawed logic upon which the entire program rests, the Clippers make 
additional errors in their analysis that further inflates the expected GHG mitigation. 

First, the Clippers assume the vehicles are operated for 347 days per year. This is an 
inflated figure. There are typically 250 working days in year, with potentially up to 30 other 
days where people are on vacation or holiday. Accounting for non-work days, vacation days, 
and other factors, it is more reasonable to assume that the EV would be used for 220 days per 
year as opposed to 347 days. The point is the Clippers have not supported the assumption that 
EVs would be used 347 days. Should the vehicle days of operation per year be less than 347 
days per year, which is a reasonable assumption, the annual VMT reductions and the GHG 
emissions reductions presented in Exhibit A of the Clippers' letter would be overestimated. 

Second, the Clippers assume that \t1vff remains constant from 2021to2033. However, 
based on data from EMFAC 2017 for calendar year 2033, average daily VMT is pr~jected to 
decrease to 34.48 in 2033, a 12% reduction from the value assumed in the calculations. 
Therefore, the current calculations overestimate net GHG reductions in future years. The 

14 Note that this number is still inflated because of the improper assumptions discussed in 
Section HLB below. 
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applicant should account for declining VMTs in future years when estimating net GHG 
emissions reductions. 

Taking these two errors into account, in addition to the errors outlined above, results in a 
dramatic reduction in mitigated CiH(i emissions, even when one assumes the EV is used 300 
days per year. 

Summary of GHG Emission Reductions from Inglewood EV Home Charging Program 

MT C02e MTC02e MT C02e MT C02e 
Reduced Reduced Reduced Reduced 
Original1 Program Annual Vehicle Miles 

Paiticipation Operational Days Traveled 
Adjustment2 Adjustment3 Adj ustment4 

2021-2030 emissions 5,043 252 218 207 
reductions from residential 
EV charging units installed 
in 2021 
2022-2031 emissions 4,916 246 213 217 
reductions from residential 
EV charging units installed 
in 2022 
2023-2032 emissions 4.809 240 208 193 
reductions from residential 
EV charging unit installed in 
2023 
2024-2033 emissions 4,720 236 204 187 
reductions from residential 
EV charging unit installed in 
2024 
Total 2021-2033 emissions 19,488 974 842 804 
reductions achieved from 
all residential EV charging 
units 
%1 Change from Original 0 .. % -95%) -95.7%1 -961% 
Calculations 
Notes: 
1 Emission calculations provided by the Clippers. Clippers assumed that EV owners will use their 
home chargers 347 days per year (annual operational days). 
2 Emission calculations provided by the Clippers \vere adjusted to more accurately reflect the true new 
EV purchaser participation based on economic studies that this is an incentive program. 
3 Emissions calculations provided by the Clippers were recalculated with a revised assumption of 300 
aimual operational days and the updated EV purchaser participation. 
4 Emission calculations provided by the Clippers were recalculated with revised vehicle miles traveled 
(VMT) numbers from EMFAC2017, a revised assumption of300 annual operational days, and the 
updated EV purchaser participation. The Clippers' original calculations assumed that VMT would stay 
the same from 2021 to 2023. EMF AC2017 numbers show that VMT changes by year. 
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As this table shows, after correcting the Clippers' (i) premise (5% inducement versus 
t 00%), (ii) faulty assumption regarding operational days, and (iii) failure to reduce VMTs over 
time, the Clippers' program offers only 804 MT C02e in reductions, only 41% of what is claimed 
in their November 18 letter. 

Critically, in addition to fixing these errors, the Clippers must adjust their entire GHG 
model to account for the Federal SAFE rule that revokes California's authority to set its own 
GHG emissions standards for vehicles. ARB, recognizing that the SAFE rule will lead to 
increased emissions, has already released off-model adjustment factors for EMFAC 2014 and 
EMFAC 2017 for criteria pollutant estimates. 15 GHG emissions are also likely to increase due to 
the SAFE rule. Therefore, the Clippers' entire GH(i analysis, which relies on EMFAC 2017 
factors, is out-of-date and needs to be recalculated to take these changes into account. 

IV. THE ELilVHNA TION OF THE VERIFICATION PROGRAM IS I.MP ROPER 

AB 987 requires the Clippers to prove now, in advance of obtaining certification, that 
they will achieve net zero GHGs and real local reductions. Recognizing that their entire GHG 
reduction program is based on guesses as to what will happen in the future, the Clippers offered a 
"verification program" to ARB two weeks ago to try to kick the proverbial can down the road. 
This latest submission has not changed the fact that the entire application is based on guesses. 
Guesses as to how many events will "market-shift." Guesses as to what the GHG emissions of 
those "market-shifted" events will be. Guesses as to the GHG emissions of the "backfilled" 
events. 

The Clippers now fm1her guess as to how many people will purchase an EV because of 
their EV charger program that is completely at odds with established scientific evidence, 
including ARB studies. The November 18 submission does not obviate the need for a 
verification program. If anything, it confirms why one would be necessary if ARB were to 
accept the Clippers' faulty analyses-which it should not. 

* * * * 

We appreciate your attention to this matter. If you have any questions, please do not 
hesitate to call me at 213-891-7540. 

Very truly yours, 

~Lf\.J<:tri<:t __ fil<:trJ:lQy© _________________________________ _ 
Maria Pilar Hoye 
ofLATHA.J\rI & WATKINS LLP 

15 CA.RB, EMFAC Off-Model Adjustment Factors to Account for the SA.FE Vehicle Rule Part 
One, November 20, 2019, available at 
ht.tp_~ _ _://y.;_\y}_._?rb_,_~_<:t_,g0y/m_~gi/~_mf?.~--------_g_ff ________ 1_1Jq~J.~L __ <:t_4j_y5_t_r_n_~_1_1_t _______ fo_~_t_qrn _JLr_i_z_rJ___ ______ 9r<:tJJJ:;_gf. 
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cc: Mary D. Nichols, Chairvvoman, California Air Resources Board 
Richard Corey, Executive Director, Air Resources Board 
Steven Cliff, Executive Office, Air Resources Board 
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CALIFORNIA 
A!R RESOURCES BOARD 

November 2.5, 2019 

Erica Gutierrez 
Department of Regional Planning 
County of Los Angeles 
320 West Temple Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012 

Dear Erica Gutierrez; 

Gavin Newsom, Governor 
Jared Blumenfeld, Ca!EPA Secretary 

Mary D. Nk:hols, Chair 

Thank you for providing California Air Resources Board {CARB) staff with the 
opportunity to comment on the Bridge Point South Bay II Project (Project) initial Study 
and Mitigated Negative Declaration (iS/MND), State Clearinghouse No. 2019099067, 
The Project consists of the construction and operation of a .203,877 square-foot 
warehouse building, which includes 10,000 square feet of office spacEL Once in 
operation, the Project is projected to introduce an additional 357 total vehicle trips daily, 
including 283 daily passenger vehicle trlps, and 74 daily heavy-duty truck trips,. The 
Project is located within an unincorporated area of Los Angeles County (County), which 
is the lead agency for California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) purposes, 

Freight facilities, such as warehouse and distribution facilities, can result in high daily 
volumes of heavy-duty diesel truck traffic and operation of on~site equipment 
(e.g., forklifts, yard tractors, etc,) that emit toxic diesel emissions and contribute to 
regional air pollution and global climate change, CARB staff has reviewed the IS/MND 
and is concerned about the alr pollution impacts that would result should the County 
approve the Project 

L The Project Would Expose Disadvantaged Communities to Elevated Air 
Pollution 

The Project, if approved, will expose nearby disadvantaged communrties to elevated air 
pollution. Residences are located north, south, east, and west of the Project The 
closest residences are located approximately 70 feet from the Project's southern 
boundary. In addition to residences, two schools (Van Deene .Avenue Elementary 
School and Halldale .Elementary Schoo!) and four daycare centers (Zhou Family 
Daycare, Leam N' Play Daycare, Night and Weekend Child Care, and Harbor-UCLA 
KinderCare) are located within 1 mile of the Project The community is surrounded by 
existing toxic diesel particulate matter {diesel PM) emission sources, which include 
existing warehouses and vehicular traffic along Interstate 110 (1-110} and Interstate 405 
(1-405), Due to the Project's proximity to residences,. schools, and daycare centers 
already disproportionately burdened by multiple sources of air pollution, CARB staff is 

1001 I Street .a1· RO. Box 2815 • Sacramento, CaHfornia 95812 (800) 242-4450 
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concerned vvlth the potential curnulative health impacts associated with the construction 
and operation of the Project 

The State of GaUfomia has p!aced additional emphasis on protecting local communities 
from the hannfui effects of air po!!ution through the passage of Assembly Bil! 617 
(AB 6i7) (Garcia, Chapter 136, Statutes of 2017) AB 617 is a signlficant piece of air 
quality !egisiatkm that highHghts the need for further emission reductions in communities 
with high exposure burdens, like those in which the Project is located" Diesel PM 
emissions generated during the construction and operation of the Project \vou!d 
negatively impact the community, which is already disproportionally impacted by air 
pollution from existing freight fac!l!tles and vehicular traffic along I-1i0 and !-405. 

Through !ts authority under Health and Safety Code, section 39711, the California 
Envimnmenta! Pmtectlon Agency (CalEPA} is charged 'With the duty to identify 
disadvantaged communities. Ca!EPA bases its identification of these communities on 
geographic, socloeconomlc, public health, and environmental hazard criteria (Health 
and Safety Code, section 3971 i, subsection (a)}. In this capacity, Ca!EPA current!y 
defines a disadvantaged community, from an environmental hazard and socioeconomic 
standpoint, as a community that scores \Nithin the top 25 percent of the census tracts, 
as analyzed by the California Communities Environmental Health Screening Too! 
Version 33) (Ca!EnviroScreen;L CalEnviroScreen uses a screening methodology to help 
identify Cal!fomia commurdties currently disproportionately burdened by multiple 
sources of poHut!on, The census tmct containing the Project is within the top 1 percent 
for Pollution 8urden1 and is therefore considered a disadvantaged community. GARB 
staff urges the County to ensure that the Project does not adversely impact neighboring 
disadvantaged communities. 

IL Tho ISJMND Did Not Medo[ Mobile Air Pollutant Emissions Using CARB's 
2017 Emission Factor Model {EMFAC.2017) 

The Project's alr quai!ty and health irnpacts 1,vere modeled using mobile emission 
factors obtained from CARB's 20i4 Emission Factors mode! (EMFAC2014), 
Project-related air pollutant emissions from mobile sources should be .modeled using 
CARB's latest Etv1FAC2017. One of the many updates made to EMFAC included an 
update to the model's heavy-duty emission rates and idling emission factors, which 
results in higher PM emissions as compared to E~AFAC2014, Since EMFAC2017 
genemi!y shmvs higher errdssions of particulate matter from trncks than EMFl'\C20·14, 
the Pmject's mobile source NO;< and diesel PM emissions are !ikely underestimated, 
GARB staff urges the applicant and County to mode! and report the Project's air 
po!!ution emissions from mobile sources using emission factors found in CARB's !atest 
EMFAC2017, 
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!IL His Unch:mr Whether the Proposed W::uehouse Building would be Used for 
Cold Storage 

The Project's description explicitly states that the proposed warehouse wm not include 
cold storage. However, according to the Project's health risk assessment (HRA) (see 
Appendlx B of the !S/MND}, 20 percent of the total trucks visiting the Project would have 
operational transport refrigeration units (TRU)._? This seems to imply that refrigerated 
goods can be stored on-site. 

CARS staff urges the applicant and County to revise the !S/fvlND to dearly define the 
use of the proposed warehouse. The Project's description should clearly define the 
Project so the public can fully understand the potential environmental effects of the 
Project on their communities. 

If the Project wrn not be used for cold storage, as presently stated in the Project's 
description, CARB staff urges the County to either include in the IS/h11ND: 

*' A Project design measure requiring contractua! language in tenant !ease 
agreements that prohibits tenants from operating TRUs within the Project site; or 

~ A condition requiring a restrictive covenant over the pares! that prohibits the 
applicant's use of TR Us on the property unless the applicant seeks and receives 
an amendment to its conditional use permit aHowing such usEL 

If the County does allow TRUs within the Project site, CARS staff urges the County to 
incorporate in the Fina! E!R and associated HRA the operational emission reduction 
measures out!ined in Attachrnent ,4,_ 

!\( The !S!MND Does Not Adequately Analyze Potential Air Quality impacts 
from the Project's Transport Refrigeration Units 

Although the stand~a!one HR.A prepared for the Project evaluated cancer risks from 
cm--slte TRUs, the appi.!cant and County dld not mode! and report air pollutant emissions 
from TRUs in the !S/MND. The air pollutant emission estimates, found in Tab!e 3-6 
{Operational Reglona! Criteria Pollutant Emissions) of the !S/MND, were modeled using 
the Califomia Emission Estimator Model (CalEEMod). Although Ca!EEMod can 
estimate air po!!utant emissions from area, energy, and mobile sources, the current 
version of Ca!EEMod does not account for air po!lutant erntsslons from TRUs, If the 
Project wi!! be used for cold storage, vvhich is unclear in the current draft of the !S/MND, 
C.ARB staff urges the applicant and County to mode! and report the Project's air 
poHutlon emissions from TRUs in a recirculated IS/MND. Air pollutant ernissions from 
TRUs should reflect CARB's latest emission factors assuming a conservative 

1 TRUs §lrfi.' n;frigemt'cn syo;tcmo; powered by integu~i <:hi'\ld engines !hd protect rerith;i.bte y:.xx:fa <hwrig transport kl :an inm.;lated 
wx::k ar.d \t<J;i!er vans, mi! c<irs;, <ind dornesh•~ shipping cont0inen:;, 
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percentage of the Projects truck fleet is equipped with TR Us, as we!! as a consentative 
id!lng duration for each TRU, 

\f, The HeaH:h Risk Assessment Used Inappropriate Assumptions when 
Mod0Hng trw Projecfs Health Risk Impacts from On*S!te Transport 
Refrigeration Units 

GARB staff has reviewed the Project's HRA and has concerns regarding the emission 
factors and idling duration assumptions used to estimate the Project's health impacts, 
ln the HRA, the applicant and County assumed that all TRUs visiting the Project site 
would be 34-horsepower (hp) units and would not k:He longer than 30 minutes, TRUs 
with a povver rating of less than 25 hp have a higher air po!iutant emission rate 
(0,3 grams per brake horsepower-hour (gibhp-hr)) than those greater than 25 hp 
(0,02 g/bhp-hr), Data obtained by CARB staff indicates that TRUs can operate for as 
long as nuo hours per visit which is vve!! above the 30"rninute duration assumed .in the 
HRA Unless the applicant and County prohibit TRUs with a power rating of \ess than 
25 hp from accessing the site or restrict idling times to less than 30 minutes, the 
Project's HRA shou!d be revised, The revised HRA should assume a conservative 
percentage of the TRUs entering the Pm_ject site have a povver rating of less than 25 hp 
and a TRU idling duration legitimized by substantla! evidence_ If the results of the 
revised HRA show new significant health impacts, the !S/MND should be revised and 
recin:::ulated for public revievv, 

Vt Com:iusion 

lead agencies rnay only adopt mitigated negative declarations if the ''lnitia! study shrnus 
that there is no substantial evidence, in light of the whole record before the agency that 
the project, as revised, may have a significant effect on the environment" (14 CCR 
section 15070{b)(2)), Based on the cornments provided above, CARB staff is 
concerned that the County's current !S/MND does not meet this threshok:L 

As it stands, the !S/MND does not meet the bare legal minim urn of serving as an 
adequate informational document relative to informing decision makers and the public 
that there is no substantial evidence;:, in the record that the Project, as revised, may 
have a significant effect on the environment (see Sierra C!ub v, Count'y' of Fresno 
{20i 8) 6 CaL5th 502, 520), CARB staff believes that there would be substantial 
evidence in the record to find that the Project may hmre a significant effect on the 
environment if the air quality and hea!th impact analysis: i) used EMFAC.2017 to better 
estimate the Project's mobi!e source diesel PM and NOx emissions; 2) clearly defined 
the use of the proposed warehouse in the Project's description; and :1) adequately 
analyzed potential air quality irnpacts from the Project's TRUs, !n this event, the County 

" "Suhstarwia1 evitlemx~·· is defirmd, in pt!rt, ilS '\'Y1<mgh rnlev;int ir.bnu@:m ilfld reasonaUe information hM 2 fair ;ugi;ment cJx> be 
made to \ltqport B condusbn, even thcq;;h ;;thet cond1J:);kn1' might dso be toadwd. SJtstan!iill t'<lil:k0010 shaF incbde facts. 
fi.%t\li::inable a\lsump\ions predk;a\ed i,1pon fad.s, rmd expmt opinicm S'.1pp<irted by tads." 
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would be required to prepare a full Environmental Impact Report {EIR) for the Project 
under the "fair argument" standard (See No Oil, Inc. v. City of Los Angeles (1974) 
13 Cat3d 68, 83).4 

CARB staff recommends that the County revise the air quality section and the HRA for 
the Project, and recirculate the IS/MND for public review. Should the updated and 
recirculated !S/MND find, after adequately addressing informational deficiencies noted 
in this letter, that there is substantial evidence In the record to support a fair argument 
that the Project may have a significant effect on the environment, the County must 
prepare and circulate a draft EIR for public review, as required under CEQA 

In addition to the concerns listed above, CARB staff encourages the applicant and 
County to implement the measures listed in Attachment A of this comment letter In order 
to reduce the Project's construction and operatlona! air pollution emissions. CARB staff 
appreciates the opportunity to comment on the IS/MND for the Project and can provide 
assistance on zero-emission technologies and emission reduction strategies, as 
needed, !f you have questions. please contact Stanley Armstrong, Air Pollution 
Specialist, at (916) 440-8242 or via email at stanley.arn1stmng@;arb.c;;.:q3ov. 

Sincerely, 
~~, 

.::c:~-··tL1 < 

RI.chard Boyd., Chief 
Risk Reduction Branch 
Transportation and Toxics Division 

Attachment 

cc: See next page. 

1 The adequacy of an IS/MND is judicially reviewed under the "fair argument" stam:lard sMukl a party mallen.g.e the lead agencies 
C.EQA determination. Under this standard, a negative declaration is invalid if there is substantial evidence in the record supporting a 
fair argument that a project may have a signilkatit effect on the environment (Gentry v, Cily of Aifarrieta (1995) 35 Ca!.App.41~ 
1359, 1300,) This \,s the case ·'even !hough [the ~ead agencyl may also be presented with other sub!>tantia! evidence that the project 
wm n,01 have a significant effect" (CEOA Guidelines, Title 14 CCR section 15004(f)(1J) 

The Ci!lliforriia Eiwin:mmenta! Quality Act (CEQA} places the burden of environmental investigation on the public agency rather than 
ori the public. ff a lead agency does not fully evaluate a project's envtronmEmt.i! consequences« ii cannot support a .tJecision to 
adopt a negative deciam:i.Hon by asserting that the record cr.mtains no substantial evidence of a significant adverse envin:mmentai 
impact (Sundstrom >1. C(,unty of Mendocino {1988) 202 CaLApp.3d 296, 311.} !f a lead agency does not study a potential 
environmental impact a reviewing court may find the l'lxistence .of a raw argumetlt of a significant impact based on limited facts in 
the record that might otherwise not be sufficient to support a fair argvment of a signifrcant imp<1ct 
(Suni::lstrom v. County of Mendoc\r10 (1988) 202 CatApp.:kl 296, 3i 1.) 
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cc: State Clearinghouse 
P,O, Box 3044 
Sacramento, Ca!ifomia 95812 

Cynthia Babich, Director 
De! Amo Action Committee 
P_Q_ Box 549 
R.osamond, California 93560 

Morgan Capilla 
NEPA Revievver 
IJ,$, Environmental Protection Agency 
Air Division, Region 9 
75 Havvthome Street 
San Francisco, CaHfomia 94 i 05 

Carlo De la Cruz 
Sierra C!ub 
714 VVest Olympic Bou!evard, Suite 1000 
Los Angeles, California 90015 

Jo Kay Gosh 
Health Effects Officer 
South Coast Air Qua!.lty Management District 
2 i 8t35 Copley Drive 
Diamond Bar, Ca!ifomia 91765 

Ujin Sun 
Program Supervisor d CEQA 
South Coast Air Quality' Management District 
2'1865 Cop!ey Drive 
Dlamond Bar, California 9'1765 

,Andrea Vidaurre 
Center for Community ,Action and Environmental Justice 
P,O_ Box 331.24 
Riverside, California 92519 

Stanley Armstrong 
Air Pollution Specialist 
Exposure Reduction Section 
Transportation and Toxics Division 
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ATTACHMENT A 

Recommended Air Pollution Emission Reduction Measures 
for Warehouses and Distribution Centers 

California Air Resources Board (CARB) staff recommends developers and government 
planners use all existing and emerging .zero to near-zero emission technologies during 
project construction and operation to minimize public exposure to air pollution. Below 
are some measures,. currently recommend by CARS staff, specific to warehouse and 
distribution center projects. These recommendations are subject to change as new 
zero-emission technologies become available, 

Recommended Constrm::tion Mea.sures 

1, Ensure the cleanest possible construction practices and equipment are used. 
This includes eliminating the idling of diese!~powered equipment and providing 
the necessary infrastructure (e .. g., electrical hookups) to support zero and 
near~zero equipment and tools. 

2, Implement, and plan accordingly for, the necessary infrastructure to support the 
zero and near-zero emission technology vehicles and equipment that will be 
operating on site. Necessary infrastructure may include the physical 
(e.g., needed footprint), energy, and fueling infrastructure for construction 
equipment, on-site vehicles and equipment, and medium-heavy and heavy-heavy 
duty trucks. 

3. In construction contracts, include language that requires all off-road 
diesel-powered equipment used during construction to be equipped with Tier 4 or 
cleaner engines, except for specialized construction equipment in which Tier 4 
engines are not available. !n place of Tier 4 engines, off-road equipment can 
incorporate retrofits such that emission reductions achieved equal or exceed that 
of a Tier 4 engine. 

4. In construction contracts. include language that requires all off-road equipment 
wlth a power rating below 19 kilowatts (e.g,, plate compactors, pressure 
washers) used during project construction be battery powered. 

5.. In construction contracts, include language that requires all heavy~duty trucks 
entering the construction site, during the grading and building construction 
phases be mode! year 2014 or later. Al! heavy-duty haul trucks should also meet 
CARB's lowest optional low-NOx standard starting in the year 2022. 1 

' ln 20'13, CARB ado¢oo optional low-NO, emission standards fur orHoad heavy-duty engines. CAHB staff encourages engine 
mam.lfacturers to in!fcduce new technologies to reduce NO, emiM;ions below lhe current mandatory crHoad he.a11y-<lt1fy <:hese! 
engine ~woisslori standards for model years 2010 and !mter. CARB's opliona! low· NO, emission standard is availabfe at'. 
:http~:/h:·::\:::/w.*::t~. GB.·g~;v~:rn·:;:;p·:-zJgfQ~HD8d/.~J~b:::::r:n;:x,JopthJ::-~n~~<. htrn. 
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6, In construction contracts, include language that requires all construction 
equipment and fleets to be in compliance with a!! current air quality regulations. 
CA.RB staff is available to assist in implementing this recommendation. 

i. Include contractual language in tenant lease agreements that requires tenants to 
use the cleanest technologies available, and to provide the necessary 
infrastructure to support zero-emission vehicles and equipment that wm be 
operating on site, 

2, Include contractual language in tenant !ease agreements that requires all 
loading/unloading docks and trailer spaces be equipped with e!ectrlca! hookups 
for trucks with transport refrigeration units (TRU) or auxiliary power units.. This 
requirement wm substantiaHy decrease the amount of time that a TRU powered 
by a fossi!-fue.led internal combustion engine can operate at the project site .. Use 
of zero-emission all-electric ptug-ln TRUs, hydrogen fuel cell transport 
refrigeration, and cryogenic transport refrigeration are encouraged and can also 
be included lease agreements.2 

3. Include contractual language in tenant lease agreements that requires a!! TRUs 
entering the project site be plug-in capable, 

4. Include contractual language in tenant lease agreements that requires future 
tenants to exclusively use zero-emission light and medium-duty delivery trucks 
and vans. 

5. Include contractual language in tenant !ease agreements requiring all 
TRUs, trucks, and cars entering the Project site be .zero-emission. 

6. Include contractual language in tenant lease agreements that requires al! service 
equipment (e.g., ya.rd hostlers, yard equipment, forklifts, and pallet jacks) used 
within the project site to be zero-emission, This equipment i.s widely available .. 

7, Include contractual language in tenant lease agreements that requires all 
heavy-duty trucks entering or on the project site to be model year 2014 or later 
today, expedite a transition to zero-emission vehicles, and be fully zero-emission 
beginning in 203(1 

t GARB's Technology Asse!'.lsment for Trarisport Refrigerattirs provide!'> information on the current and projected development of 
TRLls, including curranl am:! anhdpated costs, The assessment. is available at 

5.p<iC 
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8. include contractual language in tenant !ease agreements that requires the tenant 
be in, and monitor compliance with, all current air qualify regulations for on-road 
trucks including CARB's Heavy-Duty {Tractor-Trailer) Greenhouse Gas 
Regulatlon,3 Periodic Smoke Inspection Program {PSIP),4 and the Statewide 
Truck and Bus Regulation. 5 

9. Include contractual language in tenant lease agreements restricting trucks and 
support equipment from id ting longer than five minutes while on site. 

1 O. Include contractual language in tenant !ease agreements that limits on-site TRU 
diesel engine runtime to no longer than i 5 minutes. If no cold storage operations 
are planned, include contractual language and permit cond.!tions that prohibit cold 
storage operations unless a health risk assessment is conducted and the health 
impacts fully mitigated, 

11. Include rooftop solar panels for each proposed warehouse to the extent feasible, 
with a capacity that matches the maximum allowed for distributed solar 
connections to the grid. 

ci In December 2008, CARS adopted a regulation lo reduce greenhouse gas emissions by impm•1ing the foe! efficiency of 
heavy-duty tractors that pull 55-foot or longer hmHype \railers .. The regulation applies primarily to ow1W.H'S of 534oot or longer 
box-type trailers, indudirtg both drt·V<m and ref!'igerntecl-11an !milers, and owners of the heavy-duty tractors that pull them on 
California highways. CARB's Heavy-Di..1ty (Tr.actor-Trailer) Greenhouse Gas R.egulat!on is available at 
bHpt.'/i\\:~.N:,,~; .~)rb. c~j.9Q=:.}/tt.n~dt~h9/hdghn .. h:trn. 

~ The PSIP prngrnrn requires trial diesel and bus fleet owners conduct annual smoke opacity inspections of their vehicles and repair 
those with excessive smoke emlssii:ms to ensure compliance, CAR.B's PSlP program is available :at 
bap~~.:ff\:t.·l-/">V. :=:::tb.cr~ .. g·c~v/enf!h~::h.hp/hdv~p .. hur~, 

' The regulalh:m requires newer heavier lrucks and buses must meet partirn!ate matter filter requirements begirmlng 
Janwary 1, 2012, Lighter and older heavier trud<S replaced starting January 1, 2015, By Jar1uary 1 .. 2023, nearly at! !mcks and 
buses wm need to have 2010 model year engines or equivalent CARB's Statewide Truck and Bus Regulation is ava,i!ab1"e at 
hitfH~.:f./\~\*;\v.:n:tb. Cf~ -~~·~y~~t·r$:p(Of/t1r~rdh::::~:;~:::~h:::r~tdk?:»:ei!. htn~. 
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Dear Governor's Office: 

I was very troubled to !earn about the Clippers' latest letter to the state concerning the arena 

they want to build in Inglewood, They seem to think the envln:mmenta! and health damage 

caused by their new arena wm be reduced just because they offer new electric vehicle chargers 

in the community. Have these people ever been to our community? This makes no sense. Very 

few people in Inglewood own Teslas or other electric vehides. Offering us a new charger won't 

help us buy an electric car. 

Please make sure the Clippers create real programs to protect the environment and the 

community, like the !aw says they have to. They are trying to get by at the expense of our 

environment and our community, end it's not right. 

Thank you1 
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To the State of CA: 

1' d like to ask the Clippers hcnv it helps Ing.lmvood to pay for electric vehlde 

chargers that vvill go in another city. Because I don't think it helps us at alt It is 

dishonest for fhern to say that 1,000 electric vehicle chargers lViH help Inglewood 

when they don't even need to end up here, The hnv says they are supposed to help 

Inglevvood, and obviously that isn't happening. Please reject this application unless 

the Clippers commit to helping Ingletvood residents, which is i-vho they should help 

because we vvil1 have to deal with all of the harmful impacts of the arena they want 

to build. 'vVe need real programs that \Vill reduce the air pollution from all these cars 

and traffic. 
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Dear Governor Newsom, 

I have lived in inglewood for many yearsj and l can ten you that there are not 

many electric vehicles here in tovm. They are expensive and not many people 

can afford them, Getting chargers for vehicles 1,vo do not own and can't afford to 

buy will not do very much to help our community, and wm not make this arena a 

good idea. I don't think this last-minute addition to the Clippers plan will make 

any raa! difference at al! for residents of !nglov/Ood - and isn't that part of what 

the law requires? 

lf the Clippers reaJ!y wanted us to use electric vehicles, they would help us buy 

them. Too bad that's not part of their plan, Mr. Ballmer has $50 bi!!km and he can 

afford to do more, Why won't he do more to help our community? Please say no 

to thls application, 
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To the Governor's Office of Planning and Research: 

I am an intelligent person but I am finding it impossible to keep track of all the letters 
from the Clippers about reducing greenhouse gas and other pollution from the arena 
they want to build in Inglewood, How are we supposed to make sense of al! of these 
different changes, updates., modlficatlons, etc? It is not reasonable.. They should 
submit one single application and let us all study it, without constantly changing their 
minds. This is crazy. 

The Clippers' latest submission is no better than their past ones. They do not meet 
the requirements of the California !aw that they asked for last year .. They are not doing 
enough in our !oca! community to reduce the!r emissions of greenhouse gases, There 
are other problems, as well. There will be m!i!ions of cars in our neighborhoods and 
the air pollution will hurt our famllles. Please reject this submission and ask them to 
provide one slng!e understandable appflcat!on that we can understand and that 
actually follows the raw, 

Thanks for your time. s Cl>\.)\ O £- C ~ q \tj 

'~ o oT '\J.· \\J~\ \:\ I 
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To the Office of Planning and Research: 

It is very discouraging to see the Clippers continue to make so many 
changes to their arena application~ but continue to not follow the law. Why 
is it so hard to understand? The Clippers need to make sure that at least 
half of their reductions of climate change causing gases come from 
programs that help our !ocal community. The !aw even gives ideas about 
what those programs could include, But the Clippers simply wodt do it. ifs 
almost like they don't WANT to help Inglewood. 

At the same time, the Clippers keep taking credit for reductions in 
greenhouse gas emissions that they do not deserve. They think that 
Staples Center will be used less just because a new Clippers arena is 
opening, Why would anyone think that? LA is boom.ing .. Events get sold out. 
Adding another venue will mean more events all around~ Staples Center is 
not going to turn out their lights, This is very obvious to everyone, except I 
guess for the Clippers. 

Where are the rea! programs that will he!p our community? Four mi!!ion 
cars a year in our neighborhood. lots of pollution .. The state government 
has written many articles and studies about how bad pollution is for our 
health. This should not be okay. 

Please deny this application, Th,~~J .. OU. 

1J.10t u r;._ fl e ~ u, h d. ' z. 

\\Cl~\~ \)rN1 f\Vt 
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Dear California Governor's Office, 

Please say no to the Clippers' application for special treatment under California law. Their latest 
subrnission is very disturbing to me. Electric chargers for our ccHnumnity wiH do nothing to solve 
the tons of pollution this new arena will bring to our neighborhood, And the Clippers' proposal for 
shuttles to try and bring people to his garncs are a joke, Plus, I don't like that the Clippers \Vant 
to STOP the California state govemmenl from confirming they are follov.iing the law. H is very 
suspicious to me they ·want to stop this process. If they phm to follow' through on all of their 
promises, why vvould they object to having the state make sure? Please make sure the Clippers 
create real programs that will help stop the pollution from an these can< Don't kt the Clippers 
".Nf,~ter down their promises,. Please make sure the;; nufile good on5befr agreements and say no to 
this pltm! tli{ ,A/ /'/ 

,,,(/, / . . '/ //, /f.// ./' ;:::. ,,r_/, .. ,. ,• /'. / i ,,,/;;·/ .. / 
Thank you. (J,rui t · ~ 7 / ,J,, v / •• " • . . • .. 

/• 

\ iQ 2J-5 (fai,-/ p·7 
M~,tl 2 . 
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~----------- ··············~--.............. ---- .... . 

To the Govemor1s Office--

How many times do the Clippers need to send you a different application for their 
arena? They are still changing their application. I bet almost no one has any idea 
what their program is and how it will help us in the community. n is obvious they 
refuse to follow the law! And it was the law they made. Now it is clear they lied to 
everyone. The law is simple. Remove aU the greenhouse gas you put into the air 
and make sure that most of it comes from LOCAL reduction programs. I am not a 
lav:yer or scientist but I know what that means. For some reason, the Clippers do 
not 

Their latest letter is just another problern. Chargers for Teslas and other expensive 
electric cars? Have they ever been to lngle\vood before? And on top of that they 
don~t want the state to check up on them to make sure they are doing \vhat they said 
they ¥/ould do. This is suspicious. The arena is a bad idea and so is their application, 
Please tell them to do better} or tell them to build their arena somewhere else. 

Thank you. 
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The lA CHppers~ plan for a new basketball arena wm hmt this community. That 
has ~n true from the start. The Clippers keep making new submlssinrm, but 
none of them change that basic fact. l hear the arena wm bring 4 million new ears 
to Inglewood every single year1 and therefore lots of pollution and traffic. Even If 
every car is an electric car - and they won~t bet - that would stm create a 
nightmare of traffic for us. And in reality~ Inglewood doos not have very many 
electric vehides~ and I don't think that giving away chargers Is going to change 
that fact So, we are stm teft. with an enormous number of cars and very 
unhealthy palluttt:m,. which is what the Air Resources Board is supposed to stop. 

Please do your Job and stop this arena from being built right next to our homes, 
business.est schools and churches. 
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To the California Office of P!arming and Research: 

I oppose the Clippers' application to heip thelr arena project go faster. Their 
latest letter was ridiculous. How many people do they really think are going 
to use electric vehicle chargersi and why do they think that would make a 
real difference when their arena is golng to send 4 MILLION MORE CARS 
to lnglewood each year; leaving us breathing exhaust and fumes that 
cause asthma and other health problems, A better idea would be for the 
CHppers to forget about the chargers and instead invest their money to 
really cut traffic! cut pollution, and help with c!Imate change. If Mr. Ballmer 
did not have 50 bil!!on dollars I bet you vvould not even consider this. 
P!ease deny this application. 

Sincerely! 

l),,'v>\~ r,)•..1rtf5 -
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If Steve Uai!mer and the CJ!ppers think that gMng away EV chargers will turn lngiewood 
into a city of Tesla owners~ they have another thing coming, Many of my neighbors rely 
on public buses because they cannot afford even a regular car. That is a far cry from the 
extra high prk:e tag of an electric car, even though many of us would like to drive an 
electric car because they are better for the environment Thls idea has nothing to do with 
the reality ofour community. And most e!ectrk cars come with a chargeL So what ls the 
point? it Is just another game by the Clippers to not fulfill their promises. 

Another thing. Why do the Clippers want to stop oversight from the state government of 
their environmental programs? Why offer to go to the state to be verified, and then turn 
around and say you dontt want to do it anymore? it sounds !Ike they are trying to hide 
something. Please say no to the Clippers' new application. Instead! make sure they do 
something that actually he:lps our environment here in lnglewoodf and please make them 
prove they are following through on their word. It's not too much to ask foe 

Thank you for listening. 

--:Jd t1 11 ~,,. tM &-41 I t l 

,Lf-·pt- D/ 
7 Z .. 7 {y:; t/; c7/ c(''?> 
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To Gov Newsom's office: 

Please deny the Clippers' most recent applicati.on for fast environmental .review. The impact 

of climate change fa very damaging. and so is the pollution it wm bring to our eommunity, 

but this application does not take it very seriously. Giving away some EV chargers wm not 

convince most people to attually buy and use an EV. Plus, accepting this application would 

he dangerous for the future because it re.Hes on a far-fetched theory called "market shift" 

that says other reaUy popular entertainment venues wm not get as much use because the 

Clippers have their own arena. imagine extending that idea to other projects. Jf .I want to 

build a new apartment tower, can I say that cu:rrent apartment buildings will only get partly 

used? lf I want to build a factory, can I say it's not that big a deal be<:ause current .factories 

will be used less? Of course not. But that is the logic the Clippers are using. Please keep 

protecting our environment and say no the Clippers. 
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To the Office of Planning and Research: 

As an Inglewood community member, l as.k that you reject the LA Clippers' 

latest appHcation for fast track environmental review under AB 987. Do the 

Clippers really think that we wm race out to buy expensive electric vehides just 

because someone gave us a free charger? Not a chance. Electric cars are 

expensive, and it will take a lot more than a free charger t:o convince me to buy 

one. Espeda!ly because they already come with chargers! Maybe the Clippers' 

charger wou1d be fastert but as kmg as the car can charge up overnight it 

doesn' t really make a difference. 

If the Clippers want to actually help us buy an electric vehide, that would be 

great Or even buy 1.000 electric vehides for our schools, sodal service providers, 

or community members. But a charger is not going to cut it Please ask the 

Clippers to come back with a p1an that actually makes a difference. 
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Dear Governor, 

The Clippers want special treatrnent for a new basketball arena in Inglewood but 

my fam!!y and ! want you to say "no." I have read the materials. The arena will 

bring 4 mimon new cars to Inglewood every year. The reports from the Air 

Resources Board say tailpipe emissions from so many cars ls very bad for our 

hea!th-ospedal!y for children and older people. Plus it !s already very hard to 

drive around and park ln Inglewood, H will be so much worse when this new 

arena opens and hosts big events 200 times a year, 

The latest idea from the Clippers is to pay for i ,000 chargers for electric 

vehicles to be used in the area. This is a bad and pointless idea, First of all, the 

Clippers don't say they need to be in Inglewood, and even if they need to be in 

Inglewood they would not make a big difference because the chargers are only 

for new cars, and not many people are buying expensive erectric vehicles in 

Inglewood, We are worried about feeding our families and paying our rent. Most 

people ln the arena neighborhood can't afford to buy a new electric car, Mr. 

Ballmer does not understand w.hat our lives are really like, 

Thls does nothing to make rne less worried about 4 mi!!ion cars, traffic, noise, 

and many tons of pol!ution. 

Please help us protect our families. Please stand up for the law and for an of us 

too, 
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To the State of California, 

I am writing to ask you not to approve the application for special 
treatment from the LA Clippers for their arena in Inglewood. They 
have sent you many application letters, but there are problems 
with aU of them~ None of this makes sense. AU I know is that the 
state has studies saying how bad this car pollution wiU be for our 
families. And the Clippers want the state to say OK to aH this 
poUuUon near our homes! 

Now, they think that paying for electric vehicle charge cords will 
help protect the environment and public health. This idea is crazy 
and does not deserve to be taken seriously for one second. 

Please stand up for Inglewood and say NO to this application! 

Sincerely, 
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To the Office of Planning and Research: 

I find it very insulting that the Clippers think they can get out of their deal to 
protect our environment and support our city by dropping a load of electric 
vehicle chargers onto our community, Who do they think they are? The te.am 
owner should use his blHions to come up with ways to actually cut pollution 
(and lov1er asthma rates), reduce traffic, and reduce greenhouse gas. 
instead! he wants to pay for car chargers that probably wm not get used! 
Inglewood does not have many electric cars, and many of us live in 
apartments and don't have our own garages anyway. Plus does Ballmer 
know that e!ectric cars already come with chargers when you buy them? 

We would all !Ike it if the C!!ppers followed the law and stopped trying to 
distract us with stunts like this. Their owner pays hundreds of millions for his 
players but does nothing for people he is going to harm with more pollution. 
Please don't let him do this to us. 

Thank you for your help, 
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there is? And this Is BEFORE the foottmil stadium even opens! Poiiutkm from aH of these 

cars is bad for H'm air amt for our ltmgs and our health overall. it all sotmds like a 

nightmare for the people who Hve close by. Have you seen that this arena and parking wm 

be right next to our homes? Offering some electric vehicle chargers win not change this. 

,{:' _ _,,,,,. •.. 
lJY.·7£j, 

tz,rfe5 

) i '1 G l c) L-\ ~ .+

p, f' ff p ~· 
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To California OPR: 

I an1 worried about the Clippers' environmental application because they \vant less enforcement 
of their environmental promises. In their most recent letter) the Clippers say they do not want the 
Air Resources Board to make sure they are protz~ct!ng the environment and residents, like they 
said they \Nouid. ff they plan to do everything they are required to do, \Vhy would they ask fo.r 
that? J hope you are not considering agreeing to that Instead 1 hope you nrnke sure they are 
follow.ing every rule dmvn to the smallest detaiL We need real programs that reduce pollution 
from the rni!Hons of cars. Not fake programs that •.vill do nothing for us, The Air Board has told 
us this pollution 'Nili hurt us and our families., \Ve deserve real improvements, 

.. . A · / ·'1 1 /\) /// U (j'~\<Jc" 
Thank you. lt/ ·~ l }'/l · ,-,j~~ A,.-/'··i\, ") I () / ,,_, C) 7 ,) cl a ;./ 

. f .f /f 91"""' IP t ? .. ··-""" . :' .,_/ ~ ... $ (> ..... 

t "' 1 ·t-v 1 i·P! t?I;:; 
/~~ I (,0 JI C"'v c/ L.• l' ~Y ., 

111 't \0 \~ ~--\ 
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To the CA Air Resources Board: 

Please tum down the application for a new basketbaU arena in 
lnglevvood by the LA Clippers. They are not serious about protecting 
the environment and public health, They are not serious about 
meeting the law they asked for. They are not protecting us. 

To fo!!ow the I.av.ii the Ci!ppers need to run programs that reduce arr 
po!!utlon for us. But for sorne reason they refuse to do that They offer 
many programs that are outside of Inglewood or that just won~t work. 
Take shuttles1 for instance. They wi!! not he!p take cars off the road. 
Not many rich season ticket holders are going to drive to a train 
station: take a traJn to a stop that Is not close to the arena, then get 
on a shuttle in heavy tramc. It is not going to happen. 

Plus, they say they \h/onlt need to totally cut pollution because other 
big venues Hke Staples Center and Honda Center won't stay very 
busy because of their new arena. lt doesn*t make sense. 

The Clippers are trying to fake their compllance with th!s !aw on the 
cheap. P!ease say NO to the Clippers. 

Sincerely, 

~\~'p,Vl 
_,, 
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Dear Gov, Newsom, 

Every time i look~ the Clippers are changing their appiit::aUon for a basketball arena, 
ft's very confusing and very frustrating. 1he latest change: giving away chargers for 
electric vehicles and colling that a local environmental benefit, That sounds nice but 
it sounds like you don't know our communfty .. The Clippers clearly do not. There are 
very few electric cars in our neighborhood. We are working hard just to make ends 
meet. Buying us a better electric cord for cars we don ft have wW not help us. 

This is supposed to be a "locatt' environmental measure .. It .is not. None of ft adds upl 

Please ask the Clippers to stop changing their application little by little. Please ask 
them to send one single applfcatfr:m that actuaUy follows the law and actually helps 
the community, Please hetp us fight all the traffic and dangerous pollution from 4 
million new cars every year. This arena and parking structures will be right next to our 
homes. Who would wont that.! Ask Mr. BaUmer1 one of the worfrPs richest people$ to 
do his part ta protect the health and quality of tff e for ln3lewood, Mr. lJaUmer says he 
wonts ta build his "house" in our community, Welt his 11housef1 wfU have parties 200 
days a year and mf Wons of cars. That is na.t what we ne.ect 
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To the California Office of Planning and Research: 

The Clippers think they have a great environmental program for Inglewood: giving: away 
chargers for electric ca.rs. The problem ls that people in Inglewood don't drive electric 
cars! At !east, not many. Has Steve Ballmer or any of the Clippers walked around our 
community? They would understand we are working hard to just to pay our bills. 

Since the Clippers want to build an arena In Inglewood, please make them actual.ly help 
our community and create env!ronmenta! programs right here in Inglewood. Maybe help 
us make our homes more efficient so our costs are lower. Maybe they could do something 
with our schools to lower their electricity costs too. Or get rid of the millions of cars 
coming to our homes,. Please denv their application for fast tracked environmental review 
until they fulfill the !aw and actually make a difference for us, 
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Re: Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center Project ---- Lack of Consistencv 
with the RTP/SCS & AB 987 Requirements (Clearing House Tracking No. 
2018021056) 

Dear Ms. Gordon: 

We are writing on behalf of MSG Fomm, LLC regarding the Clippers' arguments in 
support of their application for the Governor's certification under AB 987. 

As we have detailed in prior letters, there are many AB 987 requirements that the 
Clippers' arena do not meet. Here, we highlight three critical requirements that the Clippers' 
arena do not satisfy. 

First, the Clippers' project is not consistent with a Sustainable Communities Strategy 
("SCS") that CARB has determined will achieve the state's mandated greenhouse gas ("GHG") 
reduction goals. Second, the Clippers' project does not meet AB 987's requirements to reduce 
project trips by 15%i. Third, the Clippers' project does not create ''high wage, highly skilled jobs 
that pay prevailing wages and living wages." 

Regarding the SCS consistency requirement, an SCS identifies "general location of uses, 
residential densities, and building intensities" 1 within a region and how to reduce GHG 
emissions associated with those land uses. An SCS is designed to encourage dense, urban land 
uses, and discourage suburban land uses that will result in increased vehicle miles traveled 
("VMTs"). 

The Clippers' pr~ject must be "consistent with the general use designation, density, 
building intensity, and applicable policies specified for the project area in either a sustainable 
communities strategy or an alternative planning strategy for which the State Air Resources Board 
... has accepted a metropolitan planning organization's determination that the sustainable 

1 See Gov. Code§ 65080(b)(2)(B)(i). 

US-DOCS\111290799.7 
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communities strategy or the alternative planning strategy would, if implemented, achieve the 
greenhouse gas emission reduction targets."2 

The Clippers argue that the proposed arena is consistent with the Southern California 
Association of Governments ("SCAG") 2016-2040 Regional Transportation Plan I Sustainable 
Communities Strategy ("RTP/SCS"). The Clippers are wrong and the Clippers' position is 
unsupported. 

As a threshold matter, the 2016 SCAG RTP/SCS does not achieve A.RB's GHG reduction 
targets. Therefore, even if the Clippers' arena were consistent with the 2016 SCAG RTP/SCS------
which it is not--------it would not matter because that plan does not meet AB 987's standards. 
Further, even if the 2016 SCAG RTP/SCS satisfied AB 987's requirements, the proposed arena 
is not consistent with the 2016 SC.AG RTP/SCS. 

A. The 2016 SCAG RTP/SCS Does Not 1\!Ieet AB 987's Requirements Because It 
Does Not Achieve ARB's GHG Emission Reduction l'arget 

The RTP/SCS, with which the Clippers argue consistency, includes an emission 
reduction target of 18%. This target is out of date. Therefore, the RTP/SCS does not achieve 
ARB's greenhouse gas emission reduction targets for Southern California. As such, the 
RTP/SCS is not a sustainable communities strategy that "would, if implemented, achieve the 
greenhouse gas emission reduction targets." 

On March 22, 2018, CARB adopted Resolution 18-12 - Proposed Update to Senate Bill 
375 Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Targets. 3 Resolution 18-12 increases the emission 
target for SCAG from 18% for 2035 to 19% for 2035 4 

The 2016 RTP/SCS does not achieve this 19% greenhouse gas emission reduction target. 
If implemented, the 2016 RTP/SCS would only achieve the 181% greenhouse emission reduction 
target that CA.RB has now disavowed. 

SCAG is forecasted to adopt a new RTP in April 2020. 5 Thus, while the 2016 RTP/SCS 
may have been consistent with CARB's target at one time, is not consistent with CARB's current 

2 Pub. Resources Code, § 21 l68.6.8(a)(3)(D). 
3 Proposed Update to Senate Bill 375 Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reduction Targets, available at 
[l_t_t_p§j{\YY'v'._\;Y_,_<!Ib._. __ C:.<:l_,_gqy.!_;:_c;/~_QJ7._~/fj_1_111_l_r_·g_~J~_::J~ _ _._mJfL _______ g9_~_'.f_J_~.4.J.4J~)-~§J __ '.fJ(i7_Z_§_4_(iJJ __ ~_4_7J~iQ~_~_4_:: 
1005937483.1501549482. 
4 Appendix A, MPO Target Recommendations and CARB Staff Recommendations, available at 
https://wvvw.arb.ca.gov/cc/sb375/appendix ___ a ___ _feb20 l 8.pdf? ____ ga=2. l 723085 l 5.123677646 l. 
1547160254-1005937483.1501549482. 
5 Appendix D, MPO RTP Update Schedule, available at 
https://wvvw.arb .ca.gov/cc/sb3 75/appendix ___ d ___ fob20 l 8.pdf7 ____ ga=2. 79484564.1236776461. 
1547160254-1005937483.1501549482. 
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"greenhouse gas emission reduction targets" established in 2018 (before the adoption of AB 987) 
for SCAG. 

The legislature knew in 2018 when it passed AB 987 what the "greenhouse reduction 
targets" were for the SCAG area. The legislature did not set consistency with the 2016 RTP/SCS 
as the standard. Rather, the legislature demanded that the project be consistent with an RTP/SCS 
that meets CARB's greenhouse gas reduction targets. It is uncontroverted that the 2016 
RTP/SCS does not do so. 

Therefore, until SCAG adopts an RTP/SCS that is consistent with CARB's 19% emission 
reduction target, the Governor cannot legally find that the project is consistent with an RTP/SCS 
that meets CARB's emission reduction target. Such a finding would directly undermine CARB's 
Resolution 18-12. 

B. The Proposed Arena is Not Consistent With The 2016 RTP/SCS 

Even if the 2016 RTP/SCS were an appropriate benchmark under AB 987, the Clippers 
cannot demonstrate their proposed arena's consistency with it. 

l. The Project is Not AccessibJe to Transit 

The 2016 RTP/SCS states that "[High Quality Transit Areas] HQTAs are a cornerstone 
of land use planning best practice in the SCAG region because they concentrate roadway repair 
investments, leverage transit and active transportation investments, reduce regional life cycle 
infrastructure costs, improve accessibility, avoid greenfield development, create local jobs, and 
have the potential to improve public health and housing affordability."6 

The Clippers argue that the project "is consistent with and furthers" the 2016 RTP/SCS's 
strategy to "encourage development in HQT.As and along 'Livable Corridors."' The Clippers 
also state that the pr~ject is consistent with the 2016 RTP/SCS's goal of encouraging compact 
growth in areas accessible to transit.7 Both statements are incorrect. 

The Clippers' argument is completely reliant on the acceptance of the absurdity that the 
project site is "accessible to transit." The proponents of AB 987 repeatedly argued the opposite 
----that the proposed project site is "transit starved" when seeking approval of AB987. 

The pr~ject is not in an HQTA. 8 The Livable Corridor Strategy specifically advises local 
jurisdictions to plan and zone for increased density at key nodes along the coffidor and replace 
single-story underperforming strip retail with well-designed higher density housing and 

6 SCAG 2016 RTP/SCS, at p. 76. 
7 See id, at p. 2. 
8 Only one of the project's parking structures is located within an HQTA. The arena, sports 
medicine clinic, offices, and hotel are outside of the HQTA. It is wrong for the application to 
state that the project is in an HQTA. 
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employment centers. The goal is to encourage local residents to use mixed-use retail centers that 
discourage long car trips to get things they need. Instead of promoting this type of use, the 
project will attract visitors into the neighborhood, congesting local streets, and making it more 
difficult for residents to move around their own neighborhood. 

The Clippers admit that the project is not accessible to transit. The proposed location for 
the arena is 1.3 miles from the nearest rail transit station via roadway. The only transit service 
that directly serves the proposed arena site consists of two bus lines adjacent to the site and one 
line within 0.5 miles. Future rail service would include a station in downtown Inglewood that is 
located at a distance of 1.6 miles from the proposed arena. The fact that the project's TDM 
program is required to include extensive additional multi-passenger services to connect with the 
distant transit facilities is an admission that the project would not be located in an area that is 
easily accessed by transit. 

Given that the project is not in an HQTA, is not along a "livable corridor," and not 
accessible to transit, it is not consistent with even those limited 2016 RTP/SCS policies with 
which the Clippers selectively claim consistency. 

2. The Project \Vin Not Reduce VMTs 

A key component of the 2016 RTP/SCS, as adopted by SCAG, is the "focus on reducing 
the number of drive-alone trips and overall vehicle miles traveled" through transportation 
demand management. 9 Under the 2016 RTP/SCS, the "number ofVMT per capita would be 
reduced by more than seven percent and Vehicle Hours Traveled per capita by 17 percent. .. as a 
result of more location efficient land use patterns and improved transit service." 10 

The Clippers' project likely will increase VMT as compared to existing conditions 
because it will relocate uses from downtown Los Angeles, probably the best location for an arena 
from a \t1vff perspective, to an area in Inglewood that the project's proponents repeatedly 
referred to as "transit starved" to obtain deviations from AB 900' s standards. 11 They cannot take 
the opposite position now and overstate the viability of transit alternatives to try to meet the 
VMT requirements. 

• "People have asked, 'Why can't AB 900 work for this process?' There are 
essentially two primary things. One is that under AB 900, it requires a 15% 
reduction in vehicle trips to the facility within the first year of the operation of the 

9 2016 RTP/SCS, at p. 6, available at 
http:/ /scmrrtpscs.net/Documents/2016/final/f20 I 6RTPSCS.pdf. 

w Id, at p. 9. 

11 Surprisingly, while repeatedly describing the project's location as "transit starved" in pursuit 
of legislation providing extraordinary judicial relief, the Clippers now frames the project location 
as "currently developed with access to high quality transit." (Application, at p. 4.) Which one is 
it? Is the area "transit starved," as stated before legislative committees or "currently developed 
with access to high quality transit"? 
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facility. As we've discussed, this is a transit stan•ed, disadvantaged community." 
(Joe Lang Testimony, June 26, 2018, Senate Judiciary Committee.) 

• "Because we are a transit starved community we know that that standard could 
not be met within the first year, and as a result we have asked for a longer period 
of time to comply with that standard." (Joe Lang Testimony, June 26, 2018, 
Senate Judiciary Committee.) 

• "Given the fact that we have a transit starl'ed community and we're still focusing 
on the 15% emissions reduction that would have to be met well before as we've 
stated, it could be in this instance given this community." (Sen. Kamlager-Dove 
Testimony, June 26, 2018, Senate Judiciary Committee.) 

• "We're happy to have the 15% vehicle trip production standard in the bill, but 
because }l'e are transit starved we need a few more years to comply with that 
standard." (Joe Lang Testimony, June 20, 2018, Senate Environmental Quality.) 

Staples Center on the other hand, where the Clippers currently play, is in downtown Los 
Angeles. Downtown Los Angeles is anything but "transit starved." In fact, the Clippers admit 
that the average trip length for attendees will increase by ol'er two miles. (Application, 
Attachment G, at pp. 11, 18 [trip length for attendees based on ZIP Code data of ticket 
purchasers is 19.38 miles from Staples Center and 21.59 miles from the project site].) There is 
no attempt to calculate the aggregate amount of VMT that either Staples Center or the project 
will generate. Fm1her, the average "trip length" of 19.38 miles for attendees to Staples Center is 
very likely inflated because it does not account for the fact that many attendees are already in 
downtown Los Angeles or close to it for work. As a result, these attendees, even if they drive, 
are traveling a far shorter distance than whatever number was used to calculate the ''average trip 
distance" of 19.38 miles. As a result, the average increase in trip distance is likely much larger 
than the over two miles the Clippers assume. 

3. The Project is Not Consistent \Vith General Use Designation, Density, 
Building intensity :For Project Area 

The Clippers argue that the specific general use designation, density, building intensity, 
and applicable policies do not matter so long as the pr~ject is consistent "against the RTP/SCS's 
numerous provisions and policies that encourage grmvth in infill areas accessible to transit." As 
described above, even using this formulation of consistency, the project falls short. 

To certify a project under A.B 987, the Governor must be able to find that the project is 
"consistent with the general use designation, density, building intensity, and applicable policies 
in a sustainable communities strategy." 12 That finding cannot be made here. 

The 2016 RTP/SCS was adopted in April 2016. The project was proposed in mid-2017 
and AB 987 became law in 2019. As such, the Clippers were fully aware of these land use 

12 Pub. Resources Code,§ 21168.6.8(a)(3)(D). 
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consistency requirements and of the content of the 2016 RTP/SCS when the project was 
proposed and A.B 987 was adopted. 

The project is largely concentrated at the southwest corner of Century Boulevard and 
Prairie Avenue in the City of Inglewood. The prqject area is immediately adjacent to a 
residential neighborhood comprising single-family homes and one- to two-story multi-family 
apartment buildings. The immediately adjacent residential community is largely a lower income, 
minority community. Within the project area are two residential properties and a series of 
commercial properties. 

SCAG developed the 2016 RTP/SCS, in part, based on Inglewood's General Plan and 
zoning. Inglewood's General Plan Land Use Map designates most of the project area as 
"Industrial" with some small slivers of ''Commercial." Under the Inglewood Zoning Code, the 
project area is zoned various categories: Residential Multiple Family (R-4), Residential Limited 
Multi Family (R-2), Airport Commercial (C-2A), and Limited Manufacturing (M-lL). 

Arenas are not permitted in any of the zones applicable to the project site. Arenas are 
solely permitted in the C-R zoneu Thus, the prqject is inconsistent with the site's existing 
zoning and G~eneral Plan land use designations. 

More importantly, the project also is flatly inconsistent with SCAG's general use 
designation, density, and building intensity for the project site. 

The land use maps SCAG generated as part of the 2016 RTP/SCS process were based on 
the City's General Plan and Zoning Map designations. The 2016 RTP/SCS general use 
designation, density, and building intensity for the project area classifies the project area's land 
uses as including "Single Family Residential" (yellow), "Multi-Family Residential" (beige), 
''Industrial" (blue) and "Commercial and Services" (red). 

Below is a SCACi's "Existing Land Use (Year 2016)" map and map index for the project 
area. The project site is outlined in black. 

13 See Inglewood Municipal Code Sec. 12-27(3) for zoning uses permitted in the C-R zone 
[permitting "Athletic events (professional and amateur) including, but not limited to, football, 
baseball, track, tennis, soccer, wrestling, boxing, skating (ice or roller), golf, hockey, rodeos, and 
basketball."]. 
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Under SCAG's General Plan Land Use Codes, the pr~ject area was then designated 
''Industrial'' (blue) and "Commercial and Services'' (red). Here is the project site outlined in 
black on SCAG's G~eneral Plan Land Use map of the area. 

The pr~ject is not an industrial use project. It contains an arena, ancillary office, retail, 
medical, and hotel uses. Therefore, it is inconsistent with the 2016 RTP/SCS's general use 
designation. 
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The information in the above maps and additional information provided to SC.AG from 
Inglewood and other jurisdictions in SCAG' s region was used to develop maps forecasting the 
Regional Development Types. 14 These SCAG maps illustrate the three Land Development 
Categories that SCAG developed for purposes of mapping future growth and predicting future 
growth, studied and assumed, within the 2016 RTP/SCS. The three Land Development 
Categories are Urban, Compact Walkable, and Standard Suburban. 

Additionally, the project area is designated Standard Suburban on both the Forecasted 
Regional Development Types (2012) and Forecasted Regional Development Types (2040) maps 
in the RTP/SCS. Both of these designations are inconsistent with the project's proposed dense 
arena development. 

Arenas are consistent with an Urban designation, which are "[o]ften found within and 
directly adjacent to moderate and high density urban centers" and are "supported by high levels 
of regional and local transit service." 15 In contrast, Standard Suburban areas are lower density 
and generally not well served by regional transit service and most trips are made via 
automobile. 16 As the project area is low density and not well served by transit, it is characteristic 
of SCAG's definition of Standard Suburban areas. 

Because the project is inconsistent with Inglewood's G~eneral Plan and zoning, 
inconsistent with SCAG's general plan designation, and inconsistent with SCAG's proposed 
density, and building intensity, the project is not consistent with the RTP/SCS. 

Accordingly, the Governor cannot certify the project as "consistent with the general use 
designation, density, building intensity, and applicable policies in a sustainable communities 
strategy." If the Governor makes such a finding in this circumstance when the nature and extent 
of the inconsistency is clear and unambiguous, the ramifications for other required consistency 
detenninations statewide relating to the RTP/SCS are significant. 

C. The Project Does Not Reduce Vehide Trips by 15% 

AB 987 "requires a transportation demand management program that, upon full 
implementation, will achieve and maintain a 15-percent reduction in the number of vehicle trips, 
collectively, by attendees, employees, visitors, and customers as compared to operations absent 
the transportation demand management program." 17 

The project's TDM program is likely never to achieve a 15% reduction and certainly will 
not achieve a 7.5°10 reduction by the end of the first NBA season that the arena is operational. 

14 See Sustainable Communities Strategy Background Documentation, Appendix, available at 
http:/ /scagrtpscs.net/Documents/20 l 6/final/f2016RTPSCS _ SCSBackgroundDocumentation.pdf. 
15 See Sustainable Communities Strategy Background Documentation, at p. 43, available at 
http://scag11pscs.net/Documents/2016/final/f2016RTPSCS ____ SCSBackgroundDocumentation.pdf 
16 Ibid 
17 Pub. Resources Code§ 21168.6.8(a)(3)(B)(i). 
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The TDM program relies on incorrect and unsubstantiated data, does not contain a plan detailing 
how results will be verified, and relies on optimistic trip reduction assumptions that have never 
been achieved. Without additional data and substantiation, the Governor cannot certify that the 
project will reduce trips as AB 987 requires. 

On a macro level, it is easy to see why the project's TDM program will not work. 

First, the TDM program must work for all events and all project elements, not just 
Clippers basketball games. The applicant's TDM program assumes that conce11 attendees as 
well as basketball game attendees have the same travel patterns. Transportation data suggests 
exactly the opposite and indicates that few one-time attendees to a concert at the arena will use 
transit 

Second, the Clippers are moving from high-density urban downtown Los Angeles to a 
suburban area typified by relatively low-density single-family homes and low-rise multifamily 
homes. Staples Center has immediate proximity to multiple heavy and light rail transit lines and 
stations. The downtown Los Angeles core also has one of the highest bus line concentrations in 
the region, is home to the region's largest workday population (over 74,000 people), and has 
over 43,000 residential units. Even with all of these factors, the application states that Clippers 
only achieve an 11 % rail transit usage at Staples Center. 

In fact, this 11 % transit usage figure may be inflated. A data collection effort at a sold 
out Clippers basketball game at Staples Center found that only 2HYo of attendees arrived by way 
of Metro train and only 1.8% left by train. Data was collected on January 18, 2019, for two 
hours before and after the event and conservatively assumed that every transit rider leaving the 
station was going to the Staples Center event. 

The applicant then forecasts a similar, likely overstated, rail transit usage (7%) of the 
transit advantaged Staples Center location for a suburban arena that lacks the office and 
residential density and pedestrian amenities of the Staples Center, that is up to two miles from 
rail stations that will require attendees to exit the rail station and then get on a shuttle to the 
arena. The applicant's reliance on a 7% rail ridership assumption is completely without 
foundation. 

The applicant also predicts that only 77% of attendees to the entire project will come by 
personal car. The balance coming by transit/shuttles, park and ride buses and Uber/Lytt. This is 
an astounding number when compared to Clippers games at Staples Center, where, per the 
application, 80%} arrive by personal car. 18 

The applicant should have substantiated this critical assumption with data. The applicant 
likely has data regarding the home addresses of season ticketholders and many other ticket 
purchasers. The applicant could have used this data to calculate average distance to a Metro rail 
transit line serving the project area (i.e., Metro Green or Crenshaw Line). With this data, the 
applicant could better predict how many basketball game attendees are likely to use rail transit 

18 Application, Attachment D, at 10. 
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based on proximity to their homes (or their office ifthe Clippers have reliable data as to office 
locations for season ticket holders). The percentage of concert attendees would be even less as 
one time or irregular users of a venue are much less likely to use transit than attendees to athletic 
events who are more likely to attend multiple events per year. 

Third, A.B 987 requires that the TDM program contain "specific annual status reporting 
obligations" 19 and that that the "applicant shall verify achievement [of the 15% reduction] to the 
lead agency and the Office of Planning and Research."20 Given the multiple access points and 
requirement to monitor 24 hours a day, 365 days per year, it is unclear how this reporting 
obligation can possibly be met 

The "IBEC Project Transportation Demand Management Program," presented in a total 
of only four pages (Application, Attachment C), does not explain how the rep01iing obligations 
can be met or how achievement could be verified. Without an implementation plan to verify 
results, the TDM plan does not meet AB 987' s requirements and the Governor cannot certify the 
project. 

D. The Project Does Not Provide High Paying Jobs 

AB 987 requires that the project create "high-wage, highly skilled jobs that pay 
prevailing wages and living wages ... and permanent jobs for Californians."21 The application is 
bereft of information as to how this standard will be met. No information on the number of 
permanent jobs to be created is provided. No information as to the job types, their 
classifications, or their numbers is provided. 

1. The Application Ignores The Project's "Living ·wage" Obligations 

There is no evidence provided that the project will pay living wages. The applicant does 
not state what wages it will pay its employees. Although the applicant does not provide any 
breakdown as to what jobs are provided, it is reasonable to assume that the overwhelming 
majority of jobs will be part-time concession, maintenance service, and security jobs at the arena, 
hotel, and retail stores. AB 987 requires that employees of the project receive ''prevailing wages 
and living wages." 

While CEQA does not define ''living wage"22
, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

defines a "living wage" as the "hourly rate that an individual must earn to support their 

19 Pub. Resources Code, § 21168.6.8(a)(6). 
20 Pub. Resources Code, § 2l 168.6.8(a)(B)(iii). 
21 Pub. Resources Code,§ 21168.6.8(b)(2)(A)(i). 
22 AB 987 defines "jobs that pay prevailing wages" (Pub. Resources Code,§ 21168.6.8(b)(2)), 
but does not define "living wage." The two are separate concepts. "[J]obs that pay prevailing 
wages" applies to construction workers. "Living wages" apply to permanent employees and 
non-construction workers. 
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family." 23 The Massachusetts Institute of Technology calculated that the 2017 living wage for 
Los Angeles County was $13.54 per hour for a single adult and $29.25 per hour for one adult 
with one child.24 The applicant has provided no commitment or evidence that it will provide a 
"living wage" to the project's permanent employees_ Absent information, and any commitment 
to defined pay levels, it hard to understand how the finding required under 
section 21168_6_8(b)(2)(A)(i) that the project will pay ''living wages" can be made_ 

2. The Project Win Not Create New "Highly Skmed Jobs" 

AB 987 requires that the project create "highly skilled jobs_" The applicant has not 
provided any information as to what permanent highly skilled jobs are being created_ In fact, 
since the Clippers organization is a going concern, as the application admits, it is merely moving 
from one office to anotheL 25 There is no evidence that this move will create any new highly 
skilled jobs_ The applicant must detail how moving from existing facilities will create new 
highly skilled jobs beyond temporary constmction positions_ Absent this information, it is 
unclear how a finding can be made that the project will create highly skilled jobs under AB 987_ 

* * * * 

For the foregoing reasons, the Clippers' arena does not meet the requirements of A.B 987_ 
Certification under AB 987 is, therefore, not appropriate_ 

Thank you for considering our comments_ If you have questions, you may reach me at 
(213) 891-7540_ 

Very tmly yours, 

s/ Maria Hove 
Maria P_ Hoye 
of LATHAM & WATKINS LLP 

23 See Living Wage Calculation for California, available at h_t_tp_J(_l__i_y_i__r\g~y<1g©_,_rp_i_t_(;:_(J\!/~t_1:ll©_~/Q(:i_ 

24 Jd 

25 The applicants' GHG analysis credits its existing operations against the emissions that the 
prqject will generate_ While we disagree with this approach and believe it is fundamentally 
inconect under CEQA and inconsistent with CARB's goals of reducing GHG-s and AB 987's 
intent, if the applicant treats existing operations as a "baseline" for purposes of GHG, then those 
existing operations are the ''baseline" for purposes of job creation_ Thus, beyond construction 
labor, there is no indication that any new "highly skilled jobs" will be created_ Per the applicant 
and consistent with its position in calculating GHG emissions, existing jobs are merely going to 
move from Los Angeles to Inglewood_ Therefore, these jobs should not be credited as "new_" 
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Falling transit ridership poses an 
'emergency' for cities, experts fear 

Number 7 subway cars are parked at the MT A's Mets-Willets Point rail yard, February 4, 2018 in New York. (Mark 
Lennihan) 

By Faiz Siddiqui 
March 24, 2018 at 6:52 p.m. PDT 

Transit ridership fell in 31 of 35 major metropolitan areas in the United States last year, 
including the seven cities that serve the majority of riders, with losses largely stemming from 
buses but punctuated by reliability issues on systems such as Metro, according to an annual 
overview of public transit usage. 

The analysis by the New York-based TransitCenter advocacy group, using data from the U.S. 
Department of Transportation's National Transit Database, raises alarm about the state of 
"legacy" public transit systems in the Northeast and Midwest, and rising vehicle ownership and 
car-based commuting in cities nationwide. 

Researchers concluded factors such as lower fuel costs, increased teleworking, higher car 
ownership and the rise of alternatives such as Uber and Lyft are pulling people off trains and 
buses at record levels. 

The data also showed 2017 was the lowest year of overall transit ridership since 2005, and bus 
ridership alone fell 5 percent. 
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"I think it needs to be considered an emergency," said Jarrett Walker, a transit planner who 
served as a consultant on a top-down bus network redesign to curb declining ridership in 
Houston. "When we don't share space efficiently, we get in each other's way. And that is a 
problem for the livelihood, the viability, the livability and the economy of a city .... It means 
more traffic, more congestion." 

The Washington region's overall ridership fell in the middle of the pack with a 3.4 percent 
decline in overall trips between 2016 and 2017. Specifically, Metro's ridership dropped by 3.2 
percent. The trend was largely driven by a 6 percent decline in bus ridership. Dramatic losses to 
subway ridership, including a 10 percent decline in 2016, had appeared to level off by 2017, 
when the total number of trips fell by about a percent and a half 

We asked some evening commuters on Feb. 7 about their feelings on carpet in Metro trains. 
(Video: Patrick Martin, Elyse Samuels/Photo: Salwan Georges/The Washington Post) 

Metro has said about 30 percent of its ridership losses are tied to reliability issues, with 
teleworking, a shrinking federal workforce, Uber and Lyft, and other factors to blame for the 
rest. 

Exceptions to the trend: Seattle, Phoenix and Houston, which either expanded transit coverage 
and boosted service or underwent ambitious network overhauls, as in Houston's case. (New 
Orleans ridership stayed flat.) In 2015, the Houston bus system was transformed overnight from 
a traditional hub-and-spoke design focused on downtown to a grid that apportioned equal service 
to other parts of the city. In the aftermath of the redesign, the system saw significant weekend 
ridership gains and quelled a trend of dramatic losses that included losing a fifth of its ridership 
over a little more than a decade. 

That was not the case for the majority of U.S. cities. Between 2016 and 2017, ridership fell in 
each of the seven largest transit markets: New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, D.C., San Francisco, 
Boston and Philadelphia. 

Transit researchers said it is crucial for cities and transit agencies to slow the losses even amid 
declining revenue, as alternatives threaten to lure people back into cars, particularly as shared 
rides become cheaper with the arrival of autonomous vehicles. The problem: The declines mean 
a decrease in farebox recovery, which can often lead to fare increases and reduced service, as in 
Metro's case. 

"The thing that's perhaps a little bit more scary about this downturn [is] the prospect of 
technology will continue to nibble away [riders]," said Steven Polzin, program director for 
mobility policy research at the University of South Florida's Center for Urban Transportation 
Research. He laid out the factors responsible: online shopping, distance learning, teleworking, 
ride-hailing apps and alternatives such as bike sharing. 

Polzin described what he called a "tough political sell" for agencies faced with decreasing 
ridership. 
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"Ridership declines, and then fare revenue declines, and then you have to cut service which 
means ridership declines more," he said. "So folks get nervous about the cyclical nature of the 
decline because of lost fare revenue. But [ridership declines] also undermine kind of the public 
will to invest additional subsidy dollars and service as well. It's very hard to go to your 
government and say 'My ridership is down 10 percent, and I need more money to subsidize 10 
percent less riders.' " 

Planners warn that cities simply do not have the capacity to handle a wholesale shift to other 
modes - whether today's version of ride hailing, driving or eventual ride sharing through 
autonomous vehicles. Those alternatives, Walker said, are no match for "the basic geometry 
problem that only transit can solve - which is to move large numbers of people through a city in 
very little space." 

But some researchers said declining ridership is not always indicative of transit's failures. 

Los Angeles-area transit agencies have seen dramatic bus ridership declines since the mid-2000s, 
with overall bus ridership falling about 30 percent over the course of a decade, according to the 
TransitCenter analysis. 

Michael Manville, an assistant professor of urban planning at the University of California at Los 
Angeles, co-authored a January 2018 study that found many of the losses could be attributed to 
increased car ownership, particularly among low-income and immigrant populations, who were 
in a better position to afford cars following the Great Recession. 

"I think it puts transportation planners in a bit of an unusual position ... if in fact the reason for 
that departure is low-income people are doing better, getting the ability to move around like 
everyone else, it's hard to say that what we should do is get them to remove themselves from 
their cars and back on trains and buses," Manville said. "Transit systems should deliver quality 
service to low-income people. But low-income people do not owe us a transit system." 

(Researchers also pointed out the increased ease of obtaining a car, through factors such as 
subprime auto loans.) 

Walker warned of the future the trends could portend. 

"That can't just be a free-market conversation of transit losing ridership, that's fine, let the best 
mode win," he said. "City governments have an urgent imperative to do what's necessary to 
make it attractive for people to use modes that use space efficiently." 

Metro and other systems' reliability issues have hit low-income riders hardest, and now those 
systems are having a tough time winning them back in the face of increasing alternatives, 
advocates say. 

Kristen Jeffers, founder and editor of the Black Urbani st blog, said riders are leaving because of 
declining service and the increased availability of other options to fill the gaps. 
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"Now that you have a car or a bike or a scooter on an app in your hand, and it's right there - in 
a lot of major cities, why not use that?" Jeffers said. "Now you don't have the indignity of being 
stuck on the side of the road for a bus that never comes." 

She said transit systems need to regain trust through community outreach and going out of their 
way to cater to riders who might previously not have had a choice. 

"Treating the bus like a prestige system," she said, similar to their treatment of heavy-rail 
systems in the past. 

Metro is pondering a wholesale redesign of its bus system, with a study "to examine travel 
patterns, customer demand, technology opportunities and how to most cost-effectively deliver 
Metrobus service to riders," according to agency spokeswoman Sherri Ly. The agency has yet to 
award a contract for the study, she said. 

Meanwhile another West Coast city, Seattle, is viewed as the model for how transit agencies can 
recoup ridership in an era of population growth, an improving economy and rapid technological 
change - in part because of the popularity of buses. The city's bus ridership has steadily grown 
from 92 million trips to 119 million over 16 years, the TransitCenter analysis shows. Meanwhile 
light-rail ridership ballooned amid expansions, from 3 million trips in 2002 to 32 million in 
2017. 

The city, which has some of the worst traffic congestion in the country, hosts about 
45,000 Amazon employees and had added 60,000 workers to its center city core since 2010, 
according to Andrew Glass-Hastings, director of transit and mobility for the Seattle Department 
of Transportation. 

Meanwhile Seattle voters have approved three high-dollar, transit-friendly initiatives that in the 
eyes of public officials have paid dividends and will continue to boost ridership: a $50 million 
annual funding boost to bus service, a billion-dollar Bus Rapid Transit expansion and a $54 
billion light-rail expansion plan that would build 62 miles oflight-rail in a project that will 
extend into the 2030s. 

The improved bus service has meant the build-out of priority bus lanes and higher frequencies, 
with buses coming every four to six minutes, Glass-Hastings says. The state also requires large 
employers to enact programs that encourage alternatives to workers driving alone to work, 
resulting in commuter-benefit programs. 

ls riding the bus finally becoming cool? 

The lesson, says Glass-Hastings: "You can't neglect your transit system for decades, have it be 
in disrepair and expect people to continue to use it, especially in a day and age when alternatives 
are so readily available." 

The Washington region, like many transit-centric cities, is a major player in the battle for 
Amazon's second headquarters, which brings the promise of about 50, 000 jobs. Glass-Hastings 
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said HQ2 could be a coup for whichever city lands it. About 95 percent of workers to Seattle's 
new center city jobs commute by a mode other than driving alone, he said, and in Amazon's 
case, its workers' transit costs are company-covered. 

But Amazon's preference of Seattle should be a message for the cities, he said: 

"You can't just drop 50,000 people in sort of a transit desert and expect them to seek out the 
bus." 
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Density Is New York City's Big 'Enemy' in 
the Coronavirus Fight 
New York is more crowded than any large city in the country. That helps explain why it is the 
U.S. epicenter of the outbreak. 

Outside of a check-cashing business in Brooklyn on Sunday. Officials have recommended that people stand six feet 
apart to avoid spreading the coronavirus. Credit. .. Sarah Blesener for The New York Times 

March 23, 2020 

New York has tried to slow the spread of the coronavirus by closing its schools, shutting down 
its nonessential businesses and urging its residents to stay home almost around the clock. But it 
faces a distinct obstacle in trying to stem new cases: its cheek-by-jowl density. 

New York is far more crowded than any other major city in the United States. It has 28,000 
residents per square mile, while San Francisco, the next most jammed city, has 17,000, according 
to data from the U.S. Census Bureau. 
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All of those people, in such a small space, appear to have helped the virus spread rapidly through 
packed subway trains, busy playgrounds and hivelike apartment buildings, forming ever
widening circles of infections and making New York the nation's epicenter of the outbreak. 

"Density is really an enemy in a situation like this," said Dr. Steven Goodman, an 
epidemiologist at Stanford University. "With large population centers, where people are 
interacting with more people all the time, that's where it's going to spread the fastest." 

The challenge facing New York and other tightly cramped cities around the United States can be 
seen by comparing the country's largest city to its second biggest, Los Angeles. 

As of Monday, there were more than 13,000 confirmed cases of coronavirus in New York and 
about 500 in Los Angeles. New York reported 125 deaths; Los Angeles reported seven. 

The population of Los Angeles is about half of New York's, and it has conducted significantly 
fewer tests for the coronavirus. But researchers said one of the biggest reasons for the difference 
may be that in general, California residents live further apart from each other. 

"Out here, we're spread out," said Dr. Lee Riley, professor of infectious diseases at the 
University of California Berkeley School of Public Health. "People use cars, the public 
transportation system is terrible. Whereas in New York City, you have the subways, the buses, 
Times Square, people living in your small apartment buildings." 

New York's subways and buses bring millions of people close together on a normal day. Credit... Demetrius 
Freeman for The New York Times 
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By almost any measure, New York has more bustling humanity living, working and playing side
by-side than anywhere in the country. 

On an average workday, more than 5 million people jostle onto the citv's subway trains - as 
many trips as Los Angeles sees in half a month. Far more people live in cramped public housing 
units in New York - 400,000 - than in any other city. And nearly 40 million people visit 
Times Square every year, making it one of the busiest tourist attractions in the world. 

In the past weeks, as the coronavirus crept into the country, that crush of people was a vulnerable 
target. 

Dr. Deborah L. Birx, the White House's coronavirus response coordinator, said on Monday that 
the "attack rate" - the percentage of the population infected with the virus - was nearly one in 
1,000 in the New York area, five times higher than in other parts of the country. 

"So, to all of my friends and colleagues in New York, this is the group that needs to absolutely 
social distance and self-isolate at this time," she said. "Clearly, the virus had been circulating 
there for a number of weeks to have this level of penetrance into the general community." 

Concerns about density were also at the forefront as New York officials discussed the spread of 
the virus in increasingly alarmed tones. New York City is now among the worst hot spots in the 
world: The city now has more coronavirus cases per capita than Italy, the world's epicenter of 
the virus outside of China, where it originated. 

Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo said more than 20,000 people throughout New York state had tested 
positive for the virus so far, and 157 had died. More than 2,600 remained hospitalized. 

Hospitals across New York City and surrounding areas reported increasing numbers of cases as 
administrators announced new restrictions on visitors, and workers warned about shortages in 
protective equipment. Mr. Cuomo announced plans to send hundreds of thousands of masks, 
gloves and gowns to health care facilities, and said the Jacob K. Javits Convention Center in 
M9'Ilh.9'1t~11 .. wm1lg ___ l:>_~ __ r~P1l.1Jl_Q_~~-g ___ into four "emergency hospitals." 

But he said that initial measures to control the spread of the virus were not working, especially in 
New York City, where people had been gathering in parks over the weekend and not staying far 
enough away from each other. 

He said he was still awaiting a plan from the citv to prevent residents - especially young people 
- from getting too close, perhaps by imposing more controls on public spaces and opening 
some streets to pedestrians. 

"I touch this table - the virus could live here for two days. You come tomorrow, I'm gone, you 
touch that spot," Mr. Cuomo said. "In New York City, all that density, a lot of people are 
touching a lot of spots, right? Park bench, grocery counters. Just picture the city in daily life." 
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Crowds shopped at the Union Square Greenmarket in Manhattan on Saturday despite government orders that people 
stay inside and avoid getting too close to each other. Credit.James Sprankle for The New York Times 

Gov. Ron DeSantis of Florida said on Monday that he would sign an executive order directing 
the state's surgeon general to require anyone flying to the state from New York or New Jersey to 
observe a mandatory 14-day quarantine. 

Many coronavirus cases in Florida, especially in counties that include Miami, Fort Lauderdale 
and West Palm Beach, have been tied to New York, and a recent uptick in travel from the region 
suggested New Yorkers were flying to Florida to flee restrictions. 

Coronavirus appears to spread from person-to-person through droplets produced by coughing, 
sneezing and spitting, according to the initial research. It is mostly transmitted by people with 
symptoms of the virus, but asymptomatic transmission also appears possible. 

It has spread throughout the world, including in cities and countries that are not very crowded. 

But researchers have noticed that New York City has a similar population and a somewhat 
similar density to that of Wuhan, the Chinese city where the virus originated. 

No American city is like New York, a regional economic hub that is also a magnet for 
international commerce and tourism, drawing in 60 million visitors a year. Before the onset of 
the coronavirus ground the city to a halt, more than 3,000 planes were landing at its airports 
every day. 
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Drawing in travelers and commuters from neighboring states, the city holds about 10 million 
people at any given time. 

Certainly, there may be other reasons aside from density that cities such as Los Angeles have 
such a lower rate of coronavirus cases compared with New York, researchers said. 

Los Angeles has taken longer to implement widespread testing, and it has partially shied away 
from testing, fearing that it would waste resources. Andrea Garcia, a spokeswoman for Mayor 
Eric Garcetti, said that there were four testing sites in the city, but the locations were only 
disclosed to those who qualified for the test. 

On Monday, officials in Los Angeles County said they planned to significantly increase its 
testing soon. 

Elmhurst Hospital in Queens has drawn large groups of people waiting to get tested for the 
coronavims. Credit...Dave Sanders for The New York Times 

Another factor in the differing rates between New York and Los Angeles may be the warmer 
weather in Southern California, a climate that some earlv analvsis suggests may slow the spread 
of the virus. 

Regions with average temperatures above 64.4 degrees Fahrenheit (or 18 degrees Celsius) 
account for fewer than 6 percent of global cases so far, according to researchers at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
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Other possible factors include better containment measures, or just the randomness of who 
happened to contract the virus first, and where they went. 

Still, public health experts said that density was likely the biggest reason for why the virus has 
tom through New York City and not yet hit to the same degree elsewhere. They urged other 
cities and towns around the country to pay attention. 

"New York City is often the first to get hit because of how dense it is, and how many 
international travelers come through," said Thomas R. Frieden, the former director of the Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention as well as the New York City health department. "The 
question now is whether the rest of the U.S. will learn from New York and avoid the situation 
that it is facing and is likely to get worse in the coming days and weeks." 

Patricia Mazzei, Adam Popescu and Liam Stack contributed reporting. Susan Beachy contributed 
research. 

Brian M. Rosenthal is an investigative reporter on the Metro Desk. Previously, he covered state 
government for The Houston Chronicle and for The Seattle Times. @_l2r!_C!!:!filIQ_~~-I]Jh_C!J 

A version of this article appears in print on March 24, 2020, Section A, Pagel of the New York 
edition with the headline: Trait Defining New York Life Enables Virus. Order Reprints I Today's 
Paper I Subscribe 
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MIT study: Subways a 'major disseminator' 
of coronavirus in NYC 
By David Meyer April 15, 2020 I 2:09pm I Updated 

NYC subways blamed for spreading coronavirus through the city 

A new study argues that city subways and buses were a "major disseminator" of the coronavirus 
in the Big Apple. 

The paper, by MIT economics professor and physician Jeffrey Harris, points to a parallel 
between high ridership "and the rapid, exponential surge in infections" in the first two weeks of 
March - when the subways were still packed with up to 5 million riders per day - as well as 
between turnstile entries and virus hotspots. 

"New York City's multi tentacled subway system was a major disseminator-if not the principal 
transmission vehicle - of coronavirus infection during the initial takeoff of the massive 
epidemic," argues Harris, who works as a physician in Massachusetts. 

While the study concedes that the data "cannot by itself answer question of causation," Harris 
says the conditions of a typical subway car or bus match up with the current understanding of 
how the virus spreads. 

"We know that close contact in subways is fully consistent with the spread of coronavirus, either 
by inhalable droplets or residual fomites left on railings, pivoted grab handles, and those smooth, 
metallic, vertical poles that everyone shares," he writes. 
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But some experts and transit officials question the study' s findings. 

Hofstra University professor of public health Anthony Santella told The Post he was "not 
surprised" that there was a correlation, but questioned Harris' conclusion. 

"We're talking about early March before the restrictive public health control measures went in 
place," Santella said. 

"It's certainly not solely related to the subway system. It's because of our own behaviors and 
when these other measures went into place." 

Commuters aboard a 5 train departing from Union Square subway station. 
Robert Miller 

MT A chairman Pat Foye echoed that point in comments to reporters Wednesday afternoon, 
calling the study "flawed." He noted that Gov. Andrew Cuomo closed all non-essential 
businesses on March 20. -----------------------------------

"Social density ... was a result of many factors - business, restaurants, bars, Madison Square 
Garden, sports arenas, concerts, and the things that make New York happen," Foye said. 

Additional reporting by Natalie A1usumeci 
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The Subways Seeded the J\!fassive Corona.virus Epidemic in New York City 

J etTrey E. Hanis* 
Department of Economics 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Cambridge MA 02139 USA 
je.ffrey(q)mit. edu 

Updated April 24, 2020 

NationalBureau qfEconomic Research Working Paper No. 2702!, April 19, 2020 
,)'ocial Science Research Network No. 357-1455, April 13, 2020 

Abstract. New York City's multipronged subway system was a major disseminator---- if not the 
principal transmission vehicle---- of coronavirus infection during the initial takeoff of the massive 
epidemic that became evident throughout the city during March 2020. The near shutoff of 
subway ridership in Manhattan - down by over 90 percent at the end of March - correlates 
strongly with the substantial increase in the doubling time of new cases in this borough_ Subway 
lines with the largest drop in ridership during the second and third weeks of March had the 
lowest subsequent rates of infection in the zip codes traversed by their routes. Maps of subway 
station turnstile entries, superimposed upon zip code-level maps of reported coronavirus 
incidence, are strongly consistent with subway-facilitated disease propagation. Reciprocal 
seeding of infection appears to be the best explanation for the emergence of a single hotspot in 
Midtown West in Manhattan. 

*The comments of the following individuals are greatly appreciated: Robin Bell, Jay 
Bhattacharya, Marlin Boarnet, Ken Boynton, Gil Brodsky, Peggy Cardone, Lee Cohen-Gould, 
Philip Cooley, Mike Cragg, Peter Diamond, Denise Everett, Richard Florida, Michael Fulgitini, 
Mariana GerstenblUth, Daniel Geselowitz, Ray Girouard, Beatriz Gonzalez Lopez-Valcarcel, 
Michael Grovak, Joseph Guernsey, Robert Hanlon, Ali Harris, Barry Harris, Dena Harris, Jarrett 
HaiTis, Neil Harrison, Bill James, Paul Joskow, Thomas Kalb, Stuart Katz, Karl P. Keller, 
Ronald Klempner, Moritz Kraemer, Ronald Laporte, Kathryn Blackmond Laskey, Ken Laskey, 
Zoe Lazarre, John Lowell, Marylee Maendler, Mark Mandell, Melissa Oppenheim Margolis, 
Andrea Lubeck Moskowitz, Sean X. Luo, Heide O'Connell, David Posnett, Andrew Racine, 
Thomas Reichert, June Blender Rogers, Ron Rogers, (ieorge Rutherford, Brina Sedar, Todd \V. 
Schneider, Susan Goldberg Simon, Tim Sullivan, Kieran Smith, Rivana Cohen Stadtlander, Peter 
Temin, Pat Tracy, Patricia Triunfo, Shuang Troy, Mark \Veinstein, William \Velch, William 
\Vheaton, and Delbert Yoder. The opinions expressed here are solely those of the author and do 
not represent the views of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Eisner Health, the National 
Bureau of Economic Research, or any other individual or organization. The author has received 
no direct or indirect remuneration for this article, and has no conflicts of interest to declare. This 
is the second article in a series. For the first article, see Harris (2020). 
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I ntrodu.ction 

The starting point for this study is the singular nature of the COVID-19 epidemic in New 

York City. By the third week in April 2020, total confirmed coronavirus infections topped 145 

thousand, or about one-sixth of all reported cases in the U.S. This cumulative total was 

considerably greater than the combined number of reported cases in the counties comprising 

Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles, Miami, Boston, Philadelphia, New Orleans, Seattle and Houston 

combined. The New York City tally has exceeded total cases in the Lombardy region of Italy, the 

Community of Madrid and the Province of Tehran combined. 

How could the epidemic have spread so extensively in such a relatively small space and 

in just a few weeks? To address this question, we focus here on the city's pervasive, 

multipronged subway system. Based largely on observational data, we conclude that in all 

likelihood, the subway system was a major disseminator - if not the principal transmission 

vehicle - of coronavirus infection during the initial exponential takeoff of the epidemic during 

the first two weeks of March 2020. Moreover, the ensuing marked decline in subway use was the 

main vehicle by which the public's growing perception of risk was translated into reduced 

transmission of the vims. 

Our study does not exclude other mechanisms for the primary spread of coronavirus 

infection. The public schools, for example, may have played a significant role. This hypothesis is 

indirectly supported by the key roles played by the closures of public schools and the subsequent 

vaccination of young schoolchildren in blunting outbreaks of influenza in mid-twentieth century 

Japan (Reichert et aL 2001). While the New York City public school system has educated over 

1.1 million students in more than 1, 700 public schools, the city's public subway system, we shall 

soon see, has typically chauffeured more than 5 million rides per working day - from Eighth 

Avenue in Manhattan to Euclid Avenue in Brooklyn, from Lexington Avenue in the Bronx, with 

just one transfer, to Forest Hills-7Pt Avenue in Queens. 

Reported COVID-19 Cases and Subway Turnstile Entries 

Figure 1 simultaneously tracks the daily movements of two variables from March I 

though April 3, 2020. The pink-filled circles show the numbers of new coronavirns infections 

reported each day by the New York City Department of Health (New York Department of Health 

and Mental Hygiene 2020). For this variable, the vertical axis on the left is rendered on a 

logarithmic scak That way, a straight-line trend would represent the exponential growth 

2 
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typically seen during the initial upsurge of an epidemic where everyone in the population is 

na1ve to the infectious agent (Harris 2020). 

For the same variable of newly reported cases, the horizontal axis at the bottom ticks off 

the date that the coronavirus test was pe1:formed. By contrast, in Figure 1 of the first article in 

this series (HaJTis 2020), we tracked newly reported infections in relation to the date the test 

results were received. The new reporting convention, which has been recently adopted by the 

city's health department, has the advantage that it cuts out the delay between the date that a 

healthcare worker swabbed a sample from a patient's nose or throat and the date that the 

laboratory notified the department of the test result It has the disadvantage, however, that the 

most recent daily counts are unreliable because the department is still waiting for the lab reports 

to come in. 

0 
0 
0 
0 

3/1 
: 

318 3/15 3122 3/29 

Date Test Performed or Turnstile Entry Recorded 

:::::: 

0 

4/5 

Figure 1. Numbers of Newly Diagnosed COnD-19 Cases (Pink Data Points, Left Axis) and 1'vlillions of Subway 
Turnstile Entries (Blue Bars, Right Axis), New York City, March JA.pril 3, 2020. 

No matter what convention is employed to mark off the calendar on the horizontal axis, 

the trend in the daily reported incidence of new COVID-19 cases tells the same story. There is a 

rapid upswing during the first half of the month, with a doubling time in Figure I of just 1 A 

3 
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days, a rate of acceleration consistent with a basic reproductive number Ro exceeding than 3 

(Harris 2020). This was followed by a marked slowing with a doubling time of 19 days. As 

we've earlier discussed, there are a number of valid reasons why the numbers of reported cases 

understate the total number of coronavirus infections. Still, when all of the indicators are viewed 

together, the conclusion that the epidemic curve in New York City has been flattening is 

inescapable (Harris 2020). 

The second variable tracked in Figure 1 above represents the total numbers of entries 

every day into any of the approximately 4,600 turnstiles located throughout New York City's 

496 subway stations. These counts are reported each week by the Metropolitan Transportation 

Authority (MTA) (Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA) 2020b, c, Whong 2020, 

Wellington 2020). This variable is represented as sky-colored vertical bars, measured in millions 

of entries tallied along the vertical axis on the right side of Figure l. For this variable, the 

horizontal axis measures the dates on which riders passed through the system's turnstiles. While 

the MTA also reports turnstile exits, the data do not allow an analyst to link a particular rider's 

station of entry with that rider's station of exit. 

Figure 1 shows only the volume of rides from March 1 onward. Still, the counts shown 

during the first full week of the month- from Sunday March l through Saturday March 6 - are 

quite typical of the pattern for prior weeks, peaking during mid-week at about 5.5 million rides 

per day and dropping during the weekends (Schneider 2020). During the second week of March, 

however, we begin to see a slight decline in subway usage, overall about 19 percent lower than 

the previous week. This decline in subway use accelerates markedly beginning on Monday 

March 16, the day that New York City Mayor de Blasio issued an order limiting gatherings and 

closing numerous places of congregation. By the third week overall, subway usage is down 68 

percent from the first week in March, and by the fourth week, it's down 86 percent. 

Simple comparison of the two trends in Figure 1 cannot by itself answer questions of 

causation. Still, the parallel between the continued high ridership on MTA subways and the 

rapid, exponential surge in infections during the first two weeks of March supports the 

hypothesis that the subways played a role. The subsequent plummeting of ridership appears 

likewise to parallel the flattening of the reported incidence curve. The steep fall in the heights of 

the blue bars undoubtedly represent the public's response to widespread publicity about the 

ferocity of the outbreak that had been gathering storm for two weeks. As economists say, the 

4 
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precipitous drop in subway ridership was endogenous. Even so, the temporal pattern in Figure 1 

is compatible with the conclusion that the subway system was the vehicle by which the public's 

response was translated into reduced transmission of the virus. 

Subway Ridership by Borough 

Figure 2 focuses more sharply on the trends in subway turnstile entries, breaking down 

the trends by the borough in which the subway station of entry was located. We have included 

the Staten Island railway, which connects to Manhattan via the Staten Island Feny The vertical 

axis now measures turnstile entries as a percentage of the volume recorded on Monday, March 2, 

2020. To better appreciate the proportional changes in ridership, the vertical axis is rendered on a 

logarithmic scale. 

C\I 
: 

3/1 318 3/15 3122 3/29 4/5 

Figure 2 Dai~v Numbers ofTurnstile Entries.for the Five Boroughs of New York City, Computed 011 a Logarithmic 
Scale as a Percentage of Peak Ridership on 1'vfarch 2, 2020 (Corrected fiwn original April 13 version). 

During the first week of March, the ridership volumes in the five boroughs, calculated in 

percentage terms, are indistinguishable, except for a greater weekend dropdown in Staten Island. 

As the second calendar week comes to a close, we can begin to see a divergence among 

boroughs, which becomes increasingly prominent over time. By Monday March 23, Manhattan 

ridership has fallen to l 0.5 percent of its March 2 volume, as shown by the purple data points, 

5 
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and by Monday March 30, it's down to 7.8 percent of peak. By contrast, Bronx, represented by 

the sky-blue data points, was down to 25.2 percent of peak volume by Monday March 23 and 

20.3 percent of peak by Monday March 30. Staten Island, represented by the mango data points, 

experienced an even smaller drop in volume. 

For each of the five boroughs, Figure 3 compares the percentage decline in turnstile 

entries from March 2 through March 16, shown on the horizontal axis, against the estimated 

doubling times of new reported CO VID-19 cases 15 days later during the week starting on 

March 31. The borough of Manhattan stands out from the other four. By March 16, Manhattan 

turnstile entries had fallen to 65 percent of their March 2 peak. About two weeks later, the trend 

in the number of new reported infections was virtually flat, with a doubling time of 20 days. 

From formulas developed in our earlier report (Harris 2020), it is likely that the reproductive 

number R in Manhattan as a whole is now less than 1. That is, the number of individuals coming 

down with a new coronavirus infection during any given day is outweighed by the number of 

previously infected individuals who lost their infectivity during that same day. 

l{) .. 

30 

© 

Bronx 
© 

Manhattan© 

©Queens 

Staten Island 
©Brooklyn 

40 50 60 

Percentage Reduction in Daily Turnstile Entries 
New York City, March 2 - March 16 

70 

Figure 3. Percentage Reduction in Daily Turnstile }}lfriesfrom March 2 to 1'vlarch ] 6 Versus the Estimated 
Doubling Time of New Reported COVJD-19 Cases During the Subsequent Weekjrom March 31 to April 7. Five 

Boroughs, New York Ci~v. 
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The finding that a 65-percent drop subway ridership is associated with a subsequent 

reversal of the COVID-19 epidemic in the borough of Manhattan hardly proves causation. It 

could be that the decline in ridership is no more than an indicator - what economists call a proxy 

- for other concurrent social distancing activities that ultimately contributed to the observed 

decline in reported infections. In any event, it would be inappropriate to draw firm conclusions 

from what would amount to a Manhattan-versus-the-rest study. 

Still, the findings in Figure 3 help resolve a puzzle posed by more than a few observers. 

In one study, researchers hypothesized that the lower rate of coronavirus infection in Manhattan 

had something to do with income or social class (\Vellington 2020). Manhattan was dominated 

by "stay-at-home professionals with more job security and benefits," while the remaining 

boroughs were populated principally by "low-paid front-line workers" such as grocery clerks, 

delivery workers, transit workers, and cleaning and maintenance workers (Florida 2020). Figure 

3 shows a clear temporal relation between the accelerated evacuation of the subways in 

Manhattan and the subsequent leveling off of the COVID 19 incidence curve in that borough. 

Manhattanites could afford to stay off the subway, while many inhabitants of the other four 

boroughs could not. 

Diversity of COVID-19 Incidence by New York City Zip Code 

Figures 4 and 5, respectively, map the cumulative numbers of COVID-19 cases per 

10,000 population in New York City zip codes at two points in time: March 3 l and April 8. In 

each map, we use the same fixed three-class color scheme to characterize the cumulative 

incidence. Light green c::::::J signifies a cumulative incidence rate less than 70 cases per 10,000. 

Medium green signifies a rate of at least 70 but less than l 00 cases per 10, 000. Dark green 

- stands for a rate of at least 100 per 10,000, which is equivalent to saying that at least I 

percent of the population has been infected as of the specified date. These maps were modified 

from published maps depicting the numbers of positive tests, but not incidence (New York 

Depm1ment of Health and Mental Hygiene 2020). For an animated GIF, click here. 

Comparison of the two maps, depicting the evolution of the coronavirus epidemic over 

just 9 days, shows the initial seeding and subsequent spread from several distinct hotspots: 

Borough Park (11219) and Midwood (11230) in Brooklyn; Morris Park----Westchester Square 

(10461) in the Bronx; a swath of contiguous zip codes extending eastward from East Elmhurst 

(11370) in Queens; and a hotspot centered around Midtown West (10018) in Manhattan. By 
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April 8, the zip code with the highest cumulative incidence was East Elmhurst (11370) with 180 

cases per 10,000 population. 

Cumulative Reported 
Coronavirus Infections (X) 

per 10,000 Population in 
Each New York City Zip Code 

D X<70 

D 70::;X<100 

n X?:.100 

March 31, 2020 

Jeffrey E. Harris 4/9/2020 

Figure./. Afap of Cumulative Numbers of C-:oronavirus infections per l 0, 000 Population According to Zip Code of 
Residence. New York C'ity. as o{Afarch 31, 2020. 

Looking at the data on subway station-specific turnstile entries and zip code-specific 

infection rates, many economists may see the makings of a d~fference-in-d(fferences anazvsis. 

For each station, the idea is first to compute the time trends in turnstile entries and coronavirus 

incidence, and then assesses whether there is a relation between the two trends across different 
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subway stations (Fredriksson and Oliviera 2019). Unfortunately, there is a serious problem with 

this extraordinarily popular method of doing policy analysis (Bertrand, Duflo, and Mullainathan 

2004). In particular, there is likely to be significant serial correlation in the outcomes among 

adjacent subway stations situated along the same line. 

Cumulative Reported 
Coronavirus Infections (X) 

per 10,000 Population in 
Each New York City Zip Code 

D X<70 

D 70:5X< 100 

B X?.100 

April 8, 2020 

Jeffrey E. Harris 4i9/2020 

Figure 5. ]\.fop of Cumulative Numbers of Coronavirus Infections per 10, 000 Population According to Zip Code of 
Residence, New York Ci~v, as ofApril 8, 2020. 

The problem, put differently, is that the individual subway stations are not 

epidemiologically independent entities. Consider a service worker using public transportation in 
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New York City, who typically takes more than a half-hour to commute to work (Choi, 

Velasquez, and \Velch 2020). Specifically, she takes the Flushing Local line, entering the 

turnstile at the Junction Boulevard stop, located within the Corona zip code (11368) in Queens, 

getting off at the 341h Street-11th Avenue stop at the end of the line, from which she walks to her 

work in the Midtown West zip code (10018). 

We'll call our commuter Milagros, a name honoring Nuestra Senora de Los Milagros, 

inasmuch as zip code 11368 is 74% Hispanic-Latino (USZip 2020b). Once Milagros boards the 

train, the next two stops are 9Qth Street-Elmhurst Avenue and 8211d Street-Jackson Heights, 

smack-dab between zip codes 11372 (Jackson Heights) and Elmhurst (11373), which were 

already emerging hot spots of infection by March 31. From 8211d St.---Jackson Heights, it would 

take Milagros just five minutes to walk to the Elmhurst Hospital Emergency Department. 

Milagros's exposure to coronavirus is not accurately gauged by the number of commuters 

who passed through the turnstile at her entry point at Junction Boulevard. That's because she'll 

come into contact with potentially infectious passengers at each of the remaining 17 stops until 

she gets off at 34th Street-11th Avenue, which happens to be located in another coronavirus 

hotspot. On the way back home, she will also be exposed to those passengers staying on the 

Flushing Local and disembarking after Milagros does - at the 103rd St-Corona Plaza, 111 1h 

Street, and Mets----Willets Point stations likewise located in hotspot zip codes. In view of these 

independencies between units of observation, the classic technique of difference-in-differences 

routinely employed in policy evaluation is, as Milagros would put it, arrqjado par la ventana. 

Subway Lines Are the Correct Units of Analysis. 

Figure 6 superimposes the stops along the 7 Local Line (historically, the Flushing Local 

Line) that tens of thousands of passengers like Milagros took every day back and forth between a 

station at the eastern end of the line in Queens and a station at the western end in downtown 

Manhattan. 

The outer area of each circle. corresponds to the volume of turnstile entries at that 

station during the first week in March, while the inner area corresponds to the volume during the 

third week in March. As we would anticipate from the data in Figures 3 and 4, the volume of 

turnstile entries declined to some extent at all of the station stops along the Flushing Local line. 

\Vhile the percentage decline was considerably greater at the Manhattan stops, the absolute 
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numbers of entries at Grand Central-42nd Street and Times Square-42nd Street turnstiles during 

the third week in March were still comparable to those at the other end of the line. 

Figure 6. Srops Along the Flushing Local Line in the New York City Subway ,~vstem Superimposed on a Section of 
the Zip Code Afap in Figure 5. The outer area of each point corresponds to the volume o/turnsrile entries during the 

first week in Afarch 2020, ·while the inner area correspond>· to the volume during rhe third week of thar month. 

The data in Figure 6 are compatible with continued but reduced propagation of 

coronavirus infection along the Flushing Local line during the third week of March. The stations 

run through the hot spots in the Elmhurst area and terminate at the hotspot zip code in \Vest 

Midtown Manhattan. The line also runs through Long Island City zip code 1110 l, another 

hotspot with a 34.5°/o Hispanic-Latino, 18.5% African-American and 15.9~~ Asian demographic 

profile, where 71.6 percent of workers take public transportation (USZip 2020a). 

The data in Figure 6 are further compatible with reciprocal or reverse seeding of the 

hotspots in Midtown West from the hotspots along the periphery of the Flushing Local Line. 

While the volume of turnstile entries at the Midtown West stations (especially Times Square and 

Grand Central) were substantially reduced by the third week in March, the absolute volume still 

remained elevated as daily workers like Milagros reentered these stations from the periphery. 

In the classic, static model of epidemic propagation (Harris 2020, Kermack and 

McKendrick 1991), susceptible individuals (the S's) make contact with infective individuals (the 
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I's). The incidence of new infections depends on two factors: the frequency of contact between 

an Sand an I, and the probability that each contact results in transmission of the infection. The 

model was borrowed from the basic law of mass action in chemistly, where Sand I molecules 

bombard against each other, bounding around in a gas or a liquid. In an innovative series of 

papers, Gosce and colleagues generalized this model to consider contagion when the S's and J's 

move along a corridor (Ciosce, Barton, and Johansson 2014, Gosce and Johansson 2018). They 

applied their framework to the study of the spread of influenza-like illness in the London 

Underground, a vast network opened just nine years after Dr. John Snow got public officials to 

disable a pump at Broad (now Broadwick) and Lexington Streets, now about a five-minute walk 

from the Oxford Circus station. 

The Gosce model offers a number of insights that are immediately applicable to the data 

from the New York City Flushing subway line. The first is that the rate of disease transmission is 

related to the number of trips and average number of stations per trip along the entire subway 

line, and not just to the number of entries at any one subway station. Second, passengers entering 

the subway line even at a remote, less populous station are slowing down the system, thus 

increasing the transit time that the S's stay in contact with the J's. Third, those uninfected S

passengers who cram shoulder-to-shoulder into a particular subway are increasing train-car 

density and thus raising the average number of other S-passengers infected by an I-passenger 

who happens to be standing in the middle of the train. Fourth, local trains - like the Flushing 

local - are more likely to seed epidemic infections than express lines. Finally, an entire subway 

line, rather than the individual stations or subway cars, is the appropriate unit of analysis. 

For 32 subway lines in the MTA's database (Metropolitan Transportation Authority 

(MTA) 2020b), Figure 7 plots the cumulative per capita incidence of coronavims infection as of 

April 3, 2020 against the percentage reduction in turnstile entries between the first and third 

weeks of March. To compute cumulative per capita incidence, we linked each subway station 

along each line to its nearest zip code, based on the geocodes of the stations (Metropolitan 

Transportation Authority (MTA) 2020b) and the centroids of each zip code (Open Data Soft 

2020). For each subway line, we then calculated the total number of reported coronavims cases 

in all linked zip codes combined and divided that number by the total population of all linked zip 

codes combined. Thus, each subway line's cumulative incidence was the population-weighted 

average of cumulative incidence rates among each of its station-linked zip codes. 
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Comparing entire subway lines, Figure 7 thus relates the change in ridership of each line 

with the overall rate of coronavirus infection in the zip codes traversed by that line. Those lines 

showing the largest decline in ridership from the first to the third week of March had 

significantly lower rates of coronavirus infection by the beginning of April. A least squares 

regression line gives an estimated slope of -1.17 (p = 0.001). That is, for every I 0-percentage 

point reduction in subway ridership during the first three weeks of March, the cumulative 

incidence of infection declined by an estimated 11.7 cases per 10,000. While the Flushing line 

shows one of the three highest infection rates, the 66-percent decline appears to make it an 

outlier in the plot. That's because the estimated decline includes the marked reductions in 

ridership in the two major stops in Midtown Manhattan (Figure 6). 

A Bunch of Garbage 

While we've got a few more maps up our sleeve, we're already at a juncture where some 

readers may react with extreme skepticism. We don't have a cleanly designed natural experiment 

comparable to the removal of the handle on the Broad Street pump in St. James' s parish, 
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advocated by Dr. John Snow, which dramatically shut down a cholera outbreak in mid

nineteenth century London (Snow 1855). Without such evidence, the naysayers will assert that 

any diffuse, multi tentacled network that traverses most of the city could be correlated spatially 

with the spread of coronavirus infection documented above. To be sure, serious critics won't 

point to the electromagnetic signals from power lines, but they could argue that the path traced in 

Figure 6 could just as well represent the stops of sanitation trucks. Put bluntly, the critique goes, 

the evidence presented thus far would be consistent with contaminated garbage as the vehicle for 

the massive spread of deadly COVID-19. 

Except for one thing - namely, we know that the garbage hypothesis is entirely 

implausible, while the subway hypothesis is entirely plausible. 

We know that coronavirus is transmitted from one person to another by two principal 

means. First, an infected person exhales moist air containing very small droplets loaded with the 

virus .. A passenger standing two feet away from an infected rider for just 15 minutes would 

almost certainly inhale virus particles, even if the infected rider never coughed or sneezed (New 

York City Rapid Transit 1988, Santarpia, Rivera, and Herrera 2020). Second, an infected person 

constantly sheds virus pm1ides on almost every surface he touches, such as glasses, keys and 

phones. That would include the vertical metallic poles shared by standing passengers. A crowded 

subway train is thus an ideal incubator for coronavirus transmission (Qian et al. 2020). 

Other places where people congregate might be fairly dense at peak hours, just as 

restaurants, gyms, retail stores and some workplaces. But the subway system is much more 

efficient at propagating infection from Midtown to the periphery and back many times in a day. 

We know that the flattening of the epidemic curve in Manhattan two weeks after that 

borough had cut its subway ridership by 65 percent adds tellingly to the circumstantial evidence. 

So does the finding that those lines with the largest decline in ridership from the first to the third 

week of March had significantly lower rates of coronavirus infection by the beginning of April. 

\Ve know that we can't dismiss out of hand our finding of reciprocal seeding from the 

periphery of the Flushing local line to Manhattan's only hotspot in Midtown West, and from that 

central hub back to the periphery. We know that many workers - especially non-White workers -

have been trapped by economic necessity into continuing to expose themselves to the bad stuff 

millions of times daily (Goldbaum and Cook 2020). We know that it would be inappropriate to 

require the subway hypothesis to explain eve1y aspect of the diffusion of coronavirus, if only 
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because we have buses and schools, too, if only because Milagros, once she got sick, didn't have 

her own bedroom and bathroom to isolate herself. 

Overlaying the Other Subway Lines on the Epidemic 1'-hp 

Figure 8 superimposes comparable data from the 6th Avenue Local line (also called the 

Queens Blvd Local line) to the epidemic map of Figure 6. As in the previous figure, the subway 

stops of 6th Avenue Local run right through the hotspot zip codes. What's more, the inner circles, 

colored dark blue @, show a significantly greater decrease in volume in the Manhattan stops by 

the third week in March. These additional data in Figure 8 are further compatible with the 

conclusion that propagation of coronavirus, while reduced in comparison to the first week of 

March, was continuing to spread along subway lines through at least the third week of March. 

Figure 8. Stops Along the Flushing Local Line and <Jh Avenue Local Line in the New York City Subway 5'.vstem 
Superimposed on a Section of the Zip Code Afap in Figure 5. The outer area of each point corre.sponds to the 

volume of turnstile entries during the first week in Afarch :!O:!O, ·while the inner area corresponds to the volume 
during the third week of that month. 

The last station on the 6th Avenue Local line is Jamaica···· t 79th Street, a major hub for 

local bus routes in Queens (Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA) 2018). From there, 

one can take the 43 bus along Hillside .Avenue to reach Bellerose Manor (zip code 11426), at the 
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eastern end of the conglomeration of zip code hotspots within the borough shown in Figure 5. 

Alternatively, one can take the 111 bus down to Rosedale (zip code 11422) in the southeast 

comer, where 81 percent of residents are African-American (USZip 2020c). 
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Cumulative Reported 
Coronavirus Infections (X) 

per 10,000 Population in 
Each New York City Zip Code 

D X<70 

D 70sX< 100 

B X?.100 

April 8, 2020 
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Queen·s Boulevard 

Lenox -White Plains 

Pelham 

Carans!e 

8th Avenue Fulton 

Liberty 

Bockaway 

Broadvvay - Brighton 

Crosstown 
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Jeffrey E. Harris 4112/2020 

Figure 9. Subwr~v Stops Along Afultiple Routes in the Four Principal Boroughs of New York City, Superimposed 
Upon the Zip Code 1'vlap o/Figure 5. See rextfbr details. 
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Following the same conventions as Figure 6 and 8, Figure 9 (displayed above) overlays 

multiple subway lines on the zip code map of Figure 5. The key shows the historical names of 

the lines, as reflected in the MTA's geocode database (Metropolitan Transportation Authority 

(MTA) 2020b). The individual stops for the Staten Island line are included, although the MTA 

database does not provide sufficient data to show the changes over time within each station. 

While Figure 9 does not show every subway line in the city, it is intended here to illustrate the 

breadth and reach of the subway system. 

Irony A.Jong Eighth Avenue 

The Metropolitan Transit Authority's decision to cut back its train service to 

accommodate the reduced demand may have indeed helped to shore up the agency's financial 

position, but it most likely accelerated the spread of coronavims throughout the city. That's 

because the resulting reduction in train service tended to maintain passenger density, the key 

factor driving viral propagation (G~oldbaum and Cook 2020). How ironic it is that, from the 

public health perspective, the optimal policy would have been to double - maybe even triple -

the frequency of train service. The agency's decision to convert multiple express lines into local 

service only enhanced the risk of contagion (Goldbaum 2020). How ironic it is that the preferred 

policy would have been to mn even more express lines. We have not seen any public data on the 

incremental cost of the agency's decision to begin to disinfect subway cars twice daily. Still, it is 

natural to inquire why the cars weren't disinfected every time they emptied out of passengers at 

both ends of the line. 

The press has recently reported a significant number of coronavirus infections and deaths 

among front-line MTA workers. As of April 10, 2020, there were 50 deaths among 1,900 

workers who had tested positive (Guse and Rayman 2020). Tragically, the counts of infected and 

fallen workers have continued to grow. By April 16, the MTA had reported 68 deaths among 

more than 2,400 subway and bus employees who had tested positive. "Another 4,400 are on 

home quarantine and thousands more are calling out sick." (Metropolitan Transportation 

Authority (MTA) 2020a) 

Data from TWU Local 100 indicate that the agency has 40,000 front-line transit workers 

(TWU Local 100 2019). That would imply a cumulative incidence of infection equal to 600 per 

10,000, more than three times the rate of 180 per 10,000 reported in East Elmhurst (zip code 

11370), the most affected hotspot in Figures 4 and 5 above. ·while the MTA announced on April 
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15 that it would begin its own testing of symptomatic employees, the agency's workers had 

previously been directed to find tests on their own accord. "Nor has [the agency] offered any 

theories as to why the transit division's workforce is suffering such losses." (Rubinstein 2020) 

To be sure, not all MTA workers had direct contact with passengers or subway cars, but 

once those with direct contact got sick, they gave their infections to their coworkers. \Vhat we're 

seeing now is the second wave of infections among MTA workers, having failed to detect the 

first wave. It is hard to imagine any plausible explanation for these workers' losses except that 

their place of work was the principal source of their coronavirus infections. How ironic it is that 

unfathomable tragedy of these frontline workers turns out to be the clincher that transp01is us 

from correlation to causation. 

With the incidence of new infections and COVID-19 hospitalizations leveling off (Harris 

2020), there will be increasing interest in relaxing social distancing measures. During these 

renormalization times, the public transp01iation system will surely require enhanced scrutiny. 

That means even more attention to staggered work hours, limits on the numbers of passengers 

per transport unit, reforbished vehicles with enhanced ventilation, subsidies for drivers to 

transpmi workers in SU Vs, vans and minibuses, new technologies to determine which stations an 

infected person entered and exited, and redirection of passenger traffic to less dense lines. 

This study has touched upon the differential impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on those 

with the fewest resources. As we put this working paper to press, there have been mounting calls 

for more data on racial and ethnic minorities. How ironic it is that this point was well aired more 

than two decades ago (Farn1er 1996). 

Quite apart from the present study and the above-cited work by Gosce and colleagues 

(Gosce, Bmion, and Johansson 2014, Gosce and Johansson 2018), a few other researchers have 

attempted to test whether public transpmi has served as a critical vehicle for the propagation of 

contagious respiratory diseases (Sun et aL 2013, Troko et al. 2011, Cooley et al. 2011). One 

distinguishing factor between the present study and prior work is that seasonal influenza has 

generally had a reproductive number R in the range of 1.2-1.4, while pandemic influenza has 

had an R in the range of l.4-1.8, with the high end representing the 1918 pandemic (Biggerstaff 

et al. 2014). By contrast, we have estimated the R in New York City during the initial surge of 

infections in early March to be on the order of 3.4 (Harris 2020). 
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Studies of the role of subways - and public transit generally - in the recent propagation 

of coronavirus in other major urban centers warrant attention. Urban transport systems are highly 

heterogeneous with differing design and age. Some systems have many above-ground stations, 

while others, like New York City, are predominantly below-ground. More modernized signal 

systems allow higher train frequency and less crowding. Some systems focus on local service, 

while others, like New York City, serve as effective mixers of traffic, running from the edge to 

the center, then back out to another part of the periphery. Of particular interest will be 

forthcoming evaluations of the timing of the closure of the subways on the subsequent path of 

the COVID-19 outbreak in Wuhan, China (Xu 2020) 

In sum, several lines of evidence point to the subway system as a major disseminator ----if 

not the principal transmission vehicle - of coronavirus infection during the initial exponential 

takeoff of the coronavirus epidemic in New York City during the first hvo weeks of March 2020. 

The evidence fmiher supports the conclusion that the ensuing marked decline in subway use was 

the main vehicle by which the public's growing perception of risk was translated into reduced 

transmission of the virus. Since the evidence is observational, we can imagine that some 

scientific reviewers will nonetheless conclude that cause-and-effect remains difficult to prove. 

Still, we doubt whether any public health practitioner would be reluctant to take action on the 

basis of the facts we now know. 
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Carson calls on Metro to stop service after 
bus driver tests positive for coronavirus 

A freeway sign on the 118 Freeway in Simi Valley on Friday, March 20, 2020. (Photo by Dean Musgrove, Los 
Angeles Daily News/SCNG) 

By Nick (ireen ! ngreen(ii;.scng.com ! Daily Breeze 
PUBLISHED: April 5, 2020 at 6:00 a.m. I UPDATED: April 5, 2020 at 6:00 a.m. 

Carson officials recently renewed their demand that LA. Metro shut down transit operations 
after a bus driver who works in the city - but for a sub-contractor to the county transportation 
agency - tested positive for the coronavirns. 

Carson suspended its bus service indefinitelv late last month and called on the Los Angeles 
County Metropolitan Transportation Authority to do the same, but the agency rejected the move. 

Carson Mayor Al Robles reiterated that demand during a news conference last week as the 
pandemic worsens locallv with the county's death toll rising continually. 

"We are in the midst of a health emergency that is unprecedented and dealing with a vims that is 
unpredictable, and we can't afford to create opportunities for this virus to spread," Mayor Al 
Robles said in a statement. "We are particularly concerned about senior citizens, economically 
disadvantaged individuals, and the racial and ethnic minority communities that make up the 
greatest number of riders on the L.A Metro system." 
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Most people infected with the vims experience only mild symptoms, but it can cause serious 
health complications for people more than 60 years old or who have pre-existing health 
conditions. 

Metro spokesman Dave Sotero said while the agency is operating at a reduced level, it remains a 
"critical entity for Southern California's health, business and civic infrastrncture. 

"We are committed to continuing our operations to ensure that public transportation remains 
available for first-responders, healthcare workers and other key members of the workforce who 
need to move across Los Angeles County," he said via email. "Metro is still carrying 
approximately 300,000 people per day - that's how many essential workers rely on the service." 

Sotero confirmed that a bus driver for Metro contractor MV Transportation, which operates 
several bus lines in the Carson area, had tested positive for COVID-19 and referred questions to 
the company's chief marketing officer. He did not respond to a message left seeking comment. 

Carson, meanwhile, also announced last week that it is negotiating with ridesharing company 
Lyft to provide transportation within the city limits at subsidized rates for residents. 
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Coronavirus: Carson suspends transit 
service, urges LA Metro to foil ow suit 

Carson is halting all bus service and Mayor Al Robles is urging Metro to do the same as efforts to contain the spread 
of the highly-contagious coronavirns ramps up. (File photo by Sarah Reingewirtz, Pasadena Star News/SCNG). 

By Nick (ireen ! ngreen(ii;.scng.com ! Daily Breeze 
PUBLISHED: March 26, 2020 at 5:18 p.m. I UPDATED: March 27, 2020 at 9:07 a.m. 

Carson will suspend all bus routes starting Saturday, March 28, and is urging the Los Angeles 
County Metropolitan Transportation Authority to do the same in an effort to contain the highly
contagious coronavirus now spreading rapidlv in Southern California and beyond, city officials 
announced Thursday, March 26. 

"\Ve understand this will severely impact those individuals who can least afford alternatives to 
the use of mass transit and disprop01iionately impact those most vulnerable like our senior 
citizens," Mayor Al Robles said. "However, the concern for the public health and safety of 
everyone, including all the bus riders, clearly outweighs the inconvenience this may cause." 

Health officials have urged people to stay indoors and shuttered non-essential businesses in a bid 
to curb the spread of the virus. 

Southern California bus operators, such as Torrance Transit and LA Metro, have reduced service 
and required riders to use the rear doors to provide the necessary social distancing; expe1is said 
people should be at least 6 feet apart. 
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But Robles said that doesn't go far enough and encouraged LA Metro to follow Carson's lead. 

"It makes no sense that while experts say mass transit is a main vehicle for the spread of the 
vims that Metro continues to operate, because merely reducing the bus schedules is not enough," 
Robles said. "Continued recklessness will prolong this pandemic and result in needless deaths of 
our residents. 

"As leaders," Robles added, "we need to make the tough decision now." 

LA Metro spokesman Dave Sotero observed that public transportation is considered an essential 
activity under the "Safer at Home'' emergency order that LA Countv implemented last week. 

"We consider our service a lifeline to thousands in the most populous county of America," 
Sotero said in an email. "The people who depend on our services include first responders, 
hospital workers and essential city and county employees. 

"We will continue to work hard to ensure that our system remains as safe and clean as possible," 
Sotero added. 

LA Metro has reduced service by 20%; ridership, meanwhile, is down about 80%. 
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POLITICO 

POLITICO 
POUTICONEWYORK 

Pat Foye I AP Photo 

With death toll hitting 83, the MTA contemplates a memorial for 
its Covid fallen 
By DANA RUBINSTEIN I 04/22/2020 02:42 PM EDT 

Eighty-three MTA workers have died from the coronavirus - a remarkable, rising death 

toll that has elicited a mournful and defensive response from agency leaders. 

On Wednesday, black-clad officials recited the litany of their dead, name by name, in a 

ceremony reminiscent of the Sept. 11 readings at Ground Zero. 

+ 
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They also patted themselves on the back for the extensive efforts they have taken to protect 

workers, efforts some workers say came too late. 

"I'm proud that we've been the most aggressive transit agency in the country in acting 

quickly and decisively to protect our workforce," said Sarah Feinberg, the interim president 

of New York City Transit, whose staff has borne the brunt of the fatalities. 

In an interview, .John Samuelsen, Transport Workers Union's international president, 

praised the MTA for being ahead of other systems, but he also gave it a middling grade for 

trusting the federal government's health guidance in the first place. The mistakes federal 

authorities made after Sept. 11, when then-Environmental Protection Agency head 

Christine Todd vVhitman erroneously told workers the air was safe to breathe, should have 

engendered some doubt, he argued. 

"vVe have so many workers who are sick now [with] weird cancers and that kind of thing, 

because the federal government said the air was safe to breathe," Samuelsen said. 

The MT.A's largely male and middle-aged workforce may make the agency especia11y 

vulnerable to the virus. Data emerged as early as January showing older men were 

particularly vulnerable. But, relying on federal and World Health Organization guidance, 

the MT.A only announced it would hand out large quantities of masks on March 27. In early 

March, officials actua1lyforbade workers from wearing masks they'd brought from home, 

citing official health guidance. The MT.A eventual1y changed its position - before federal 

authorities did. 

"I regret that the CDC and the World Health organization gave the advice that they did, and 

as you know, we changed our policies prior to the World Health Organization and the CDC 

changing," said MTA Chairman and CEO Pat Foye, follovving the agency's monthly board 

meeting. "I do regret they gave that advice to the entire country." 

A few minutes later, a reporter asked when the MTA realized its workforce may have been 

more vulnerable to this disease than the general population. 

"Look, people who are older, people who have medical issues are at risk to ... flu, to not 

only epidemics and pandemics, but to general health issues," said Foye. ".And the workforce 

has performed heroically under the circtm1stances." 

The MT.A's death toll includes workers certified as having died from the disease by family 

members or the state health department. The universe of Covid-19 deaths may, therefore, 
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be larger. 

vVith the exception of one Metro-North worker, the death toll falls entirelyvvithin the realm 

of MTA subways and buses, a 55,000 strong workforce. That indicates the death rate 

vvithin that workforce is 151 out of 100,000. New York City's overaH death rate is 123 per 

100,000. 

In an acknowledgment of the gravity of the situation, the MTA on vVednesday formally 

approved $soo,ooo in death benefits for the families of employees felled by the 

coronavirus. Foye also said the authority would erect a monument to its scores of workers 

who have died, once the immediate health crisis eases. 

The MTA is facing a longer-term financial crisis that Foye said is unrivaled in the history of 

the agency, which survived the economic turmoil of the 1970s. Thanks to the system's 90 

percent drop in ridership and 62 percent drop in tolled crossings, the agency is anticipating 

a loss of between $4.7 billion and $5.9 billion in revenues. It's also expecting a drop of 

nearly $2 billion in state and local tax revenue. 

The system recently got some $4 billion in federal aid and is now requesting $4 billion 

more. 

New York City is uniquely transit-reliant among American cities, and officials have said the 

system must keep running to carry nurses and grocery store workers and other essential 

workers to the front lines. 

Shoring up the MTA's financial viability is in fact of national interest, officials argued, 

because it enables the existence of the country's financial capital. 

"Basically, the MTA is going broke to help save New York," said Lisa Daglian, the executive 

director of the Permanent Citizens Advisory Committee to the MTA. 
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_(_qr~l.OAYLn..i..~ 116,375 views I Mar 31, 2020, 03:24 pm EDT 

Five Ways COVID-19 May Impact The 
Future Of Infrastructure And Transportation 

II 
Rudv Salo Contributor 
Transportation 
I am an infrastructure finance attorney at Nixon Peabody LLP. 

What could be the lasting effects on transpmiation and infrastructure in our post-COVID-19 world? Rudy Salo 
discusses the potential impact on public transportation, traffic. driverless cars, micromobility, and global 
infrastrncture development Getiy 

With each passing day, reports on rising total confirmed cases of COVID-19 continue to 
dominate the global conscience, and the novel coronavirus is now present on every continent 
except for ,~\.DJ<1g:.t_l..;:.0_. And the resulting fear is more pervasive. Thousands of people have 
perished as the effects of COVID-19 touch us all: stock markets have cratered, millions have 
become unemployed (temporarily or soon-to-be permanently), the federal government has 
passed a multi-trillion-dollar aid package, and health care institutions are being stretched thin. To 
"flatten the curve," millions of people around the globe are quarantined in their homes or 
elsewhere, while infrastructure and transportation systems that bonded us globally, nationally, 
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and locally are being used @.Qr©.5.P<:!Tl..JJ.gl_y, at least currently. Long-term, what could be the 
lasting effects on transportation and infrastructure in our post-COVID-19 world? 

Public Transportation: Even though we are still in the first few weeks of what may be a 
prolonged quarantine throughout the United States, we have already seen a tGlY.Y..l....miY.i.?..9..CY. .. i.?.?.11:.<;d. 
for..t.h.Y. ... N.~:.Y~!...Y..9r.~ .. (~jJy_JF~:JL where transit ridership ranks among the h.i.ght:::.?.t in the country. So 
what does the future of transportation look like through a mandatorily-quarantined window? It's 
murky, both because the windows need "deaning" and the future of everything is covered with a 
COVID-19 glaze at the moment. One helpful data point is that during prior SARS outbreaks in 
Taiwan, there was a material drop in ridership of public transportation. If a return to work and 
schools occurs before a vaccine is created, people may not feel comfortable riding public 
transportation. With t.nE!.?..i..t ... .dsJ.~:J.?.h.i.P ... QJ.9.P..P.i.X\g .. i .. o. ... L.9..? .... Ang.;L.;?. in particular, could transit 
agencies be <:t.ff~_QJ©.9 permanently? 

Traffic: Assuming we remain quarantined in some form until successful treatments for COVID-
19 are administered worldwide, Americans and others globally will be working from home for 
many months (if not for over a year). As some businesses may decide to permanently have their 
employees work from home to save on real estate costs, the number of commuters on the roads 
may drastically drop. So, could that lead to more commuters taking advantage ofless congested 
roads, perhaps even those who traditionally rode public transportation? 

Driverless cars: Another possible (and perhaps positive) impact on transportation from the 
effects of the COVID-19 pandemic could be the acceleration of mass adoption of driverless cars, 
and, hopefully, the "tv\/eaks" that are needed to our infrastructure to maximize the safety and 
efficiency of driverless cars to ensure they are connected to other driverless cars, road 
infrastructure, and their own designated lanes away from "human" drivers. Will the future of 
commuting consist of a double-down of personal vehicles, but driven by themselves and 
connected to our infrastructure so we don't have to just work from home, but also from our cars? 

1\!Ikromobility: As urban centers worldwide have emptied, micromobility companies have felt 
the severe pain. Bird has already laid off 30°/o of its YfQds:fo.I.Q.<; .. L.Lr.w ... h<:t.?.S.!J.l..i.t~ .. .Y.'11.l.m.t.i..9n by 
over 600% in its latest funding round. Without pedestrians, commuters, and tourists traversing 
through our city streets, there are no users of the scooters and ebikes. In the post COVID-19 
world, will city streets be littered with ghostly, unusable micro-vehicles? 

Global Infrastructure Development: In the book Going Viral: Zombies, Viruses, and the End 
of the World, Dahlia Schweitzer notes that progress has made us sick: the proliferation of roads, 
airports, and other critical infrastructure has made us more globally connected and susceptible to 
being affected by events happening on the other side of the world. Put another way, our 
advancements in infrastructure not only provide us with the means we need to travel and deliver 
goods throughout the world, it also exposes us to diseases like COVID-19 that originate 
elsewhere. Critical infrastructure in developing countries is often financed, constructed, operated, 
and maintained using PV.b.U.;::::PIA.Yn.t.© .. P.?:nD.Y.r?.bjp~ (P3s). In the post-COVID-19 world, will 
private companies think twice about participating in P3s if future outbreaks could cause 
disruption to the development and operation of such P3s due to fears of developing abroad? 
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There is no crystal ball that could have predicted what the world would look like today. There is 
also no crystal ball that can predict what our world will look like in the next six, twelve, or 
eighteen months. One thing for sure is that COVID-19 has and will forever change our world, 
and it will likely forever change the future of infrastructure, transportation, and commuting. All 
that can be hoped for is that some changes will be for the better. 
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llow Public Transit 1\tJakes The Nation lVlore Vulnerable To 
Disasters Like c:O\llD-19 

It's time to stop throwing money at an obsolete form of travel and focus on the transportation 
system that is already moving more than 80 percent of passenger travel in the U.S. 

By g ... ~lnsln.LQ'.I.9..9.k 
April 22, 2020 

When most of the nation's governors shut down nonessential businesses and directed people to 
stay at home, they made the mistake of keeping urban transit systems running despite a 2018 
study showing that mass public transportation systems (,':_>;;_p~_g_i __ t_~ the spread of infectious diseases 
in communities. Further, a 2011 study found that people who ride urban transit are nearly six 
times more likelv to suffer from upper respiratory infections than people who don't. 

This suggests public transit should have been one of the first things shut down when we realized 
the seriousness of the pandemic. Instead, the transit lobby persuaded Congress to give transit 
agencies S25 billion so they could continue spreading the virus to more people. Transit agencies 
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claim they need to keep mnning to help "essential workers" commute to their jobs. But if those 
workers are so essential, wouldn't it be better for them to use safer transportation? 

The situation is worst in New York, the nation's only urban area that is tmly dependent on 
transit. Before the pandemic began, the New York urban area contained 45 percent of the 
nation's transit riders. Since the pandemic, the same area has seen 45 percent of Wuhan vims 
fatalities. 

This isn't entirely a coincidence, although New York's Metropolitan Transportation Authority 
didn't help when it forbade its employees to wear masks from March 6 to March 30. More than 
70 transit employees and innumerable riders have since died of the vims. 

COVID-19 is what risk analyst Nassim Taleb calls a black swan, by which he means an 
unexpected event that can send major shock waves through an economy. Although individual 
black swans are unpredictable, they happen rather frequently: Think 9/11, Hurricane Katrina, and 
the 2008 financial crisis. 

Each of these events should have taught us the imp011ance of a resilient transportation system. It 
must be relatively immune from terrorist attacks, protect its users from infectious diseases, help 
people flee from natural disasters, and not be disabled by a loss of revenues during recessions 
and depressions. 

The good news is we already have such a system - and it's not urban transit. The bad news is 
that many, including the transit lobby, would like to dismantle that system. The system, of 
course, is motor vehicles and highways, possibly the most resilient transportation stmcture ever 
devised. 

The lesson of 9/11, historian Stephen Ambrose observed, was "49.n .. 1 .. ~!.!.l.!1.Qh. .. \m .. " When terrorists 
aim at transportation targets, they don't go after roads, which are too dispersed. Instead, they 
attack planes, trains, and subw-avs. 

The same logic applies when we are being attacked by an infectious disease such as the 
coronavirns. It's not surprising that Massachusetts lnstitute of Technology researchers .1.TP..Qrt~:.9. 
this month that New York's subway "was a major disseminator --------if not the principal 
transmission vehicle-------- of coronavirus infection." 

When Hurricane Katrina hit the Gulf Coast, New Orleans was the second-most transit-dependent 
city in the country, with 30 percent of households owning no cars, compared with 9 percent 
nationwide, making evacuation difficult for many. A few weeks later, when Hun-icane Rita made 
landfall, cars allowed 3.7 million people to evacuate from the Houston area in less than two days. 

Motor vehicles and highways are also essential for bringing aid into regions hit by natural 
disasters. First responders are not going to get where they need to go by taking light rail. 

Because they are labor-intensive, mass transportation systems such as Amtrak and urban transit 
are especially vulnerable to recessions. Highways are far less labor intensive; once built, they are 
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there when we need them and, if properly funded out of user fees, can be maintained in 
proportion to their use. 

Transit advocates repeatedly claim that transit serves low-income workers and is greener than 
driving. This was true 50 years ago but is no longer correct. The vast majority oflow-income 
workers now have cars, while the people most likely to ride transit are those who earn DJ..9.g: . ..t.bAD. 
$_7_~/)_Q_Q_ __ g, __ yg_l]X. Meanwhile, transit 1J5~§ more energy per passenger mile than the average car in 
484 of the nation's 488 urban areas and emits more greenhouse gases per passenger mile than the 
average car in 480 of them. 

Transit advocates forther insist that "buses, trains, and subways n_~ __ ;:! __ ~~:- urban civilization 
possible." That was true in most urban areas I 00 years ago. But it is no longer true today outside 
New York City, and the coronavirus pandemic may make New Yorkers rethink whether they 
really want to live and work at the densities that require a transportation system so lacking in 
resiliency. 

Nationwide transit ridership has declined in each of the last five years, and it seems likely the 
decline will accelerate after this pandemic is oveL It's time to stop throwing money at an 
obsolete form of travel and focus on reinforcing the resiliency of the transportation system that is 
already moving more than ~_Q _ _p~~J_Q_<;.t_1_t of passenger travel in the United States. 

Randal O'Toole is a senior fellow with the Cato Institute and author of "Transportation 
Resiliency in a World of Black Swans." 
Photo Daniel Schv,'en/Wikirnedia Commons 
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Skip to main content 

TA workers cleaning around the homeless on NYC 
subways 

I Sign up for our spec:al editie::1 :12\>">Jsietter to get a daily update on the coronavirus pandemic. 

MT/.\ vvorke1·s vvere seen deaning oround a hon,eless man sprn-,vled ou! on a subwffy car at Eas! 9Gth Street on Monday - and the agency 

says tlrnl's jusl st.•indard operntinQ pmcedure despite the coronavirus pandemic. 

The stunninq SG'ne cam<'> du1·inq a photo op of subway clern1ing <:11Ta11oed by the MT A's pree<s office, but staff c«:iid they W<''r<'' pcwel'iess to 

do anything about v11gnmts v.tithout cops or cily outreach vmrkers p1·esent - and ofiicials acknov./ledged that's par for the course. 
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MT.A workers cleaning around the homeless on NYC subways Page 2of2 

"Vie do not ask our vvoi-kforce oi- our cleaners to eng11ge in social services or to engage with someone vvho isn't interested in n'oving or 

doesn't wtrnt to move," lnterin' Trnnsit President Smah Feinber<;J s.•lid tit t1 separnte press event over Zoom. 

"Cerlainh; we don't ask 01 t1llovv people lo <;Jet inlo t1 confrontation \Nilh anyone. Tlrnt is ex»1clly wlv1t of the rr»my pwblen's we me llying to 

solve for at the n'ornent" 

The man photographed by The Post w11s the only homeless person in the station at the lime. MTA spokesnrnn Tim Minton noted, cl11in,ing 

lhe issue of homeless people livin9 on trnins was "not a dtiylirne issue for lhe rl'OSt part" 

The MTA says overniQht sy;;ternvvide closure;; ;;et to beQin Wedrn0>sck1y will allow for an incr;o•,:ised presence of cops and outr·each work;o•rs 

to n::iT:ovf:' \.'n9n-)nts fron: thf:: syst~::iT: so tra~ns cnn be scrubbf::d, 

"The Post sav: first-hand how that can have an impact on the disinfecli119 process," Minton said. "Th11! is one of the reasons vve need to 

close lhe system ovemi<;Jht in order lo thorou9hly and effectively disinfocl." 

StmtinQ 1Nith Wednesck1y's ov;o•rniqht shutdow·n, tlK• MTA will lx•qin fully-·disinfecting trains rn1d buses once a rfoy rn1d frequently.-toud1ed 

surfoces al stations twice daily, officials said. 

"Daytin'e terminal cm cleanin9," as observed by The Posl on Monday, involves ren,LwinQ trnsh, deaninQ spills, spot--clem1inq su1f»1ces trnd 

some disinfeclin9 \Nheneve1 t1 train arrives at a lermirwl, ticcor·din9 lo Feinber9. 

OverniQht, empty trains in yard;; and tenninals "will nx;o•iv;o• a rnor·e co11,pr·ei·1;o•nsive cleaninq," she said. 

The MTA is also !estinp multiple antimicrobial disinfectants th11t n'ay be able to kill COVID-19 gern's for as lonp i1S three n'onths pos!· 

application, she s»lid. 

And next W€X'k, the rnymcy 'Nill install 11,ink1tur·e ultrnviolet lrnnps on ;;on'e buse;; and trains, which may also kill the vin:d bacteria, officials 

sak1 

"My promise to all New Yorkers for the durnlion of this pandemic: We will do everythin9 vve can, everything possible, lo protect your health," 

MTA Clvlirn,an Pat Foye told 1eporter·s Monday. 

"W;o>'ve never· undert.:iken such a challenqinq t.:isk. and <:1s Gov. Cuorno has said. this will be a Herculean effort." 

mm UNDHI. COIWNAVllWS IN NY, HOMr:lES5, MTA, SUBWAYS, 5/4/20 
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Fauci warned that coronavirus could likely 
become seasonal 
Ellen Cranley 
Apr 5, 2020, 12:06 PM 

Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute of Allert,>y and Infectious Diseases, speak during a press 
briefing with the coronavims task force, at the White House, Tuesday, March 17, 2020, in Washington. (AP 
Photo/Evan Vucci) Associated Press 

Dr. An1b9!:!Y..F~JJ.<::.L the nation's top infectious-disease expert, said Sunday that the novel 
coronavirus could likely become "seasonal" as he emphasized the possibility of a resurgence in 
the outbreak later this year. 

Fauci said on CB S's "Face The Nation" that even if the global number of cases shrinks to a 
significantly low number, the difficulty in containing the outbreak means it is "unlikely to be 
completely eradicated from the planet," and the next season could see a second rise of the 
outbreak. 

In that case, Fauci said the federal government is "pushing so hard" to improve its preparedness, 
including developing a vaccine and completing "clinical trials on therapeutic interventions." 

"Hopefully, if in fact we do see that resurgence, we will have interventions that we did not have 
in the beginning of the situation that we're in right now," he said. 
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Unless the vvorld gets control of #Coronav!rus, it is likely that the 
Covid-19 #coronavrus may be a seasonal vims, @NLAJDNtnvs head 
Anthony Fauci tells @rnatgbrcnnan, emphasizing the importance of 
developing a vaccine quickly 

Fauci previously said that the earliest the US could get a coronavirus vaccine would be in 12 to 
18 months, an impressive timeline for a vaccine, as fundraisers like Bill Gates rushed to support 
early-stage candidates. 

There are currently at least 40 vaccines for the novel coronavirus in development according to 
the World Health Organization, some of which have advanced to conducting human trials. 

The infectious disease expert also said Sunday that it would be "a false statement" to say the US 
government has the outbreak "under control," despite President Donald Trump's regular 
reassurances on behalf of his administration. 

The US is currently the global epicenter for the pandemic, with more than 324,000 cases and at 
least 9, 100 deaths. 
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MTA's Pandemic Preparations Not Running 
as Planned, Union Charges 
By Jose Martinez Mar 31, 2020, 9:30am EDT 

MT A worker wears a surgical mask on the Fulton Street A/C platform. Photo: Ben Fractenberg/THE C1TY 

Preparations for a pandemic have been taking shape for years at New York City Transit, with the 
agency outlining plans to protect workers and riders while stockpiling supplies. 

But as the coronavirus crisis escalates - with seven MTA employees among those to die from 
COVID-19 - transit union leaders say workers are deeply concerned over a shortage of 
protective equipment. 

"It looks good on paper, but in a lot of cases, it's not happening- I have no wipes, I can't get 
N95 masks and it's crazy," said JP Patafio, a vice president for TWU Local 100. "What good is a 
plan if you' re not going to take stuff off the shelf when you need it?" 

THE CITY obtained a 2012 copy of New York City Transit's pandemic plan to "prevent or 
minimize illness among employees," to limit service disruptions and maintain "an environment 
that is safe for both our employees and our customers." 
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National Issue 

But a former MTA chief safety officer said the plan - similar to ones transit agencies across the 
country put in place after the 2009 swine flu pandemic - assumed a "rapid national response." 

"These plans don't contemplate, nor were they required to contemplate, a sustained nationwide 
response with the associated shortages of supplies that we are currently seeing," said David 
Mayer, the MTA's chief safety officer from December 2014 to June 2018. "I don't think these 
plans expected the level of service cuts, nor the duration of response that we are experiencing." 

The "Pandemic Plan Policy Instruction" maps out the need for subway and bus service 
reductions due to rising absenteeism, instructs transit workers to limit face-to-face contact with 
the public and not shake hands. 

Riders are now blocked from getting too close to MTA bus drivers. Ben Fractenberg/THE CITY 

The document details MTA stockpiles of gloves, hand sanitizer, wipes and N95 respirator masks 
for certain employees. 

It calls for disinfecting "shared workspace" in the transit system - everything from steering 
wheels, fareboxes and grab rails in thousands of buses to control panels in a train operator's cab 
to door knobs, counter space and the window slot in token booths. 
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The plan also calls for cleaning "public space" on trains, buses and in stations, such as touchpads 
and screens on MetroCard vending machines. benches, emergency exit bars and turnstiles. 

'An Epic Fail' 

The 2012 plan includes keeping a six-week supply of protective equipment. MTA officials say 
they maintained the stockpiles, but workers have complained they can't get protective 
equipment. 

Abbey Collins, an MTA spokesperson, said the agency has issued 190,000 wipes to subway 
workers. 

After this story was published, she offered a more detailed response of how much hand sanitizer 
has been distributed among New York City Transit's nearly 50,000 workers. 

Those include: 
• 5,000 one-gallon bottles 
• 1 ,000 seven-ounce bottles 
• 7,000 four-ounce bottles 
• 25,000 two-ounce bottles 

"We have been working with TWU Local LOO on these issues since day one," Collins said. "The 
MTA is adhering to the guidance of the CDC, State Department of Health and public health 
authorities. We're doing everything we can to protect our employees." 

John Samuelsen, president of Transport Workers Union International, said the MTA was "ahead 
of most transit agencies in terms of recognizing the need for constant disinfecting of the system." 

"But on the [personal protective equipment] side, it's ridiculous - it's been an epic fail," he 
added. 

The union for subway and bus workers has, for weeks, pushed the MTA to provide transit 
workers with more masks. The agency announced Friday that it would make 75,000 masks 
available to employees who want them. 
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I\1'.leii1orandunt 

ATTN: BUS 
OPERATORS 
ASPERAGM 
F ACEMASKS ARE 
NOT TO BE ISS'UE.D TO 

~· YOU. 

ll'T~·:l!,······:·:·:··· ,.,.,.,,,,.,.,.,.,,,,.,.\:•••:•:•}/}:•,::;:(:,,,,,.,,,,,""''''<?()(••>••i•••••i /.,.,., ..................................... . 

A Mf A memorandum posted in a Brooklyn bus depot states drivers are not getting masks in response to the 
coronavims crisis. Obtained by THE CITY 

THE CITY detailed last week how two Brooklyn bus depots together had more than 4,500 
single-use N95 respirators sitting in stock, as many bus drivers scrambled to supply their own 
masks. The push for more supplies goes beyond masks, union leaders said. 
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"We don't get wipes at the window," Patafio said. "What are we waiting for, the next 
pandemic?" 

Samuelsen said workers are constantly asking him about supplies. 

"We' re still short on gloves," he said. "We've got people out there looking for disinfectant." 

A 'Blueprint' for Action 

Collins described the pandemic plan as a "blueprint" to guide the agency's evolving response 
during a crisis in which mass transit ridership has plummeted. 

"The MTA' s planning efforts lay the groundwork for responses from everything from pandemics 
to extreme weather and we are currently working around the clock to tackle the COVID-19 
public health crisis," she said in a statement. "The MTA's top priority is customer and employee 
safety and that principal guides every decision we make during this unprecedented event." 

Mayer, the former safety officer, said transit agencies around the country will likely alter their 
pandemic preparation in the future. 

"Once the current crisis is over, I anticipate the national guidelines for these plans will be 
revisited," he told THE CITY. 
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San Francisco: proposed Affordable Housing. (Photo: HUD) 

Coronavirus Spread in High-Density Cities 
Halting Proposed More Density Housing 
Measures 
Current bills and local plans losing support over highly visible drawbacks in pandemic 

By Evan Symon, April 4, 2020 2: 17 am 

Many California lawmaker plans to increase the number of high-density building to alleviate the 
housing crisis have lost much support in the last month due to the effects of COVID-19 
coronavirus in populated areas. 

"California dodged a huge bullet" 

"We've seen the reports of buildings in New York that have been flooded with people infected 
by the coronavirus because of how many people were inside," explained Dr. Arthur Chatterjee, a 
housing density expert who has been monitoring the number of coronavirus cases in dense 
buildings in the US, UK, and India. "It's what led to higher numbers in Iran as well. And we've 
been finding them to be time bombs inside each one." 

"Door handles are touches, lift buttons are pushed, people pass by closely, live next to each other 
closely, and also share things such as laundry facilities. In a public area, with precautions, it's 
spread much more thinly if it all. But in a flat or an apartment complex, we've seen story after 
story like that." 

"California dodged a huge bullet. If they had them, cities like San Francisco and Los Angeles 
might have been like New York by now. We've all seen the curves by this point. Buildings with 
a lot of people have been a large factor in that." 
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Projected COVID-19 deaths per day in largest US states. (Phillip Reese/UW) 

California low-density buildings and spread have helped reduce coronavirus spread 

As the New York Times put it, 'Density is really an enemy' in situations like this. And experts 
agree that California's spread and lower density buildings helped diminish the coronavirus 
spread. 

"Out here, we're spread out," said Dr. Lee Riley, professor of infectious diseases at the 
University of California Berkeley in an interview. "People use cars, the public transportation 
system is terrible. Whereas in New York City, you have the subways, the buses, Times Square, 
people living in your small apartment buildings." 

Proposed density bills in the California legislature such as the recently defeated SB 50 and the 
new housing density bill SB 902 have also been criticized by disease experts. 

"Like I said before, you really dodged a bullet there," continued Dr. Chatterjee. "If these had 
been in effect and those buildings were built, cases would be up. I cannot give you an estimate, 
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but based on the fact that they would draw poorer people, who are much more likely to use 
public transportation and who have been hit particularly hard by Coronavirus, California would 
have had a lot more deaths by now and would be on track for a New York level of crisis." 

"I understand you have a housing crisis, but these are very disturbing 'what if' scenarios here. I 
agree you need more housing, but these are contagion traps in what was proposed here. I'd be 
shocked if people still thought this would be a food idea moving forward." 

Proponents of denser housing blame poor public health response 

Senator Scott Wiener. (Photo: Kevin 
Sanders for California Globe) 

Supporters of denser housing largely remain undeterred 
by the coronavirus when it has to do with solving the 
housing crisis. Backers, such as SB 50 and SB 902 
author Senator Scott Wiener (D-San Francisco), had 
even foreseen these arguments. 

"Of course people will abuse the coronavirus pandemic 
for other political goals," stated Senator Wiener in an 
interview for Politico. "Some of the anti-housing 
activists, there's an undertone that it's somehow 
unhealthy to live in a dense urban environment. I'm 
confident they'll latch onto this." 

The Senator even pointed out that the pandemic was more of a public health issue rather than a 
housing density problem, using Hong Kong and Singapore's generally low rates as examples. 

"This contagion is not about whether you live in a densely populated area or a less densely 
populated area; it's about whether you have a good public health response to a pandemic, and 
Hong Kong and Singapore had a fantastic response," added Wiener. "The U.S. did not. It's not 
because of density or lack of density, it's because they did a good job and we did a bad job." 

Many health experts have agreed that many states and cities failure to act quickly .<:U.9.J.~~9.J.9 ... 9' 
greater spread of the disease. California and other states like Ohio have been cited as examples 
of acting quickly to reduce the curve by having stay-at-home orders, although it's not the sole 
factor for having overall fewer cases of coronavirus. 

There is still debate over whether housing density or a public health failure is more to blame in 
places with higher numbers. Many who have studied the spread in New York and Italy have even 
gone to say that both were equally responsible. But the hit to denser areas in California has 
already been showing major effects to current denser housing initiatives. 

Denser housing advocates losing support 

"We've lost about half of our members since St. Patrick's Day," lamented Carlos Gomez Ochoa, 
who leads a Los Angeles group to pass denser-housing laws. "It's not that they are out with the 
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coronavirus. They've seen what the coronavirus has been doing to buildings we held up as 
models of what should be built." 

"One of our members has a sister in New York that lives in a high-density, low-cost building that 
was built only a few years ago. We always used this as to what LA should build." 

"We found out a few days ago that there are dozens of cases in that building alone now. And 
that's just one example." 

"A lot of people left because they saw things like that. Our Facebook group had a lot of people 
leave and we had to downgrade our Discord channel recently because of the drop." 

"Every reason has been because of 'seeing what a disease can do to these places' or something 
similar." 

"Our sister group in Oakland saw a 40% drop, and another LA group we share things with is 
debating whether to continue on now because they lost so many members. Everyone is just 
seeing these denser buildings as death traps for them and their children." 

"We've been trying to tell people this is just short-term and that it's good in the long run for 
housing, but they have been coming back with 'What if something else like it comes?' or 'What 
if healthcare doesn't improve? How will we be protected in places like these then?'. And I admit, 
I haven't found the answers." 

"I may sound defeated now, but if this continues, the Nimbys are going to win." 

"We just didn't know how fast a disease could spread in buildings we've been wanting for 
years." 
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COMMENTARY 

Does Bus Transit Reduce 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions? 

Thomas Rubin, Marcy Lowe, Bengu Aytekin and Gary 
Gereffi Debate Public Transit Buses: A Green Choice Gets 
Greener 

April 5, 2010 

The American Public Transit Association claims that public transit saves an 

estimated 1.4 billion gallons of gas annually, which translates into about 

14 million tons of C02. Time's Global Warming Survival Guide says "Ride 

the Bus." But does bus transit really reduce greenhouse gas emissions? 

The latest major study in this debate says yes. Last October the Center on 

Globalization, Governance & Competitiveness, an affiliate of the Social 

Science Research Institute at Duke University, released the latest in a 

series of papers on climate change issues, Public Transit Buses: A Green 

Choice Gets Greener, by Marcy Lowe, Bengu Aytekin and Gary Gereffi. 

Public Transit Buses argues that bus transit dramatically reduces Green 

House Gas (GHG) emissions. 

But Thomas Rubin, a mass transit consultant in Oakland, California, 

disagrees. He says the Duke University team has seriously distorted their 

analysis and that bus transit today is not greener than driving a car. Rubin 

was the Controller-Treasurer of the Southern California Rapid Transit 

District from 1989 until 1993 and has written many research reports on 

transit issues. 

https://reason.org/commentary/does-bus-transit-reduce-greenhouse/ 
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Does Bus Transit Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions? ! Reason Foundation 

You can follow the link to read Public Transit Buses. Below, we present 

Tom Rubin's critique of that report, followed by a reply from the authors, 

and then a final response from Tom Rubin. -Adrian Moore, Vice President 

of Research at Reason Foundation 

Part 1: A Critique of Public Transit Buses: A Green Choice Gets Greener 

By Thomas A. Rubin 

Which is "greener" - uses less energy and produces fewer emissions -

riding in a transit bus or driving a car? While the results will vary 

depending on the particulars of the bus, the car, and how they are 

utilized, on average in the U.S., moving a passenger one mile in an auto 

uses less energy, and produces less emissions, per passenger-mile (one 

person traveling one mile) than carrying that person one mile in an urban 

transit bus. 

However, researchers based at Duke University have reached a very 

different conclusion - but they have done so by assuming a bus 

passenger load over seven-and-one-half times the U.S. average and an 

auto passenger load 63% of the average, and prominently displayed the 

results produced by this extremely unrealistic mixture of assumptions in 

the first paragraph of their paper to produce maximum impact for their 

badly flawed hypothesis. This improper representation of the greenery of 

urban transit buses vs. the private autos must not be allowed to stand 

unopposed, for it could be utilized to justif\; very contraindicated 

governmental transportation decisions. 

The Center on Globalization, Governance & Competitiveness (CGGC), an 

affiliate of the Social Science Research Institute at Duke University, has 

prepared a number of papers under the general title of Manufacturing 

Ciimate Solutions - Carbon-Reducing Technologies and U.S. jobs. For the 

Environmental Defense Fund, it recently issued the latest component, 

Chapter 12, "Public Transit Buses: A Green Choice Gets Greener1 ." 

The main message of the CGGD paper is that using transit buses to move 

people is very energy efficient and "green" compared to auto usage. 

Unfortunately, this conclusion is reached through the use of vehicle 

occupancy assumptions that are far removed from actual "real world" 

experience. 

The central premise of the paper is stated in the Summary, first 

paragraph, first page: 

Public transit substantially reduces fuel use and greenhouse gas 

emissions, making it a wise public investment in a new, carbon

constrained economy. A typical passenger car carrying one person gets 2.5 

passenger miles per gallon, while a conventional bus at its capacity of 70 
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(seated and standing) gets 163 passenger miles per gallon. These fuel 

savings yield commensurate cuts in C02 emissions. A passenger car 

carrying one person emits 89 pounds of C02 per 100 passenger miles, 

while a full bus emits only 14 pounds. In addition, these benefits of 

conventional transit buses are further enhanced by a growing number of 

alternative options known as "green buses," including electric hybrid, all

electric, and other advanced technologies. 

In the U.S., the average passenger load in a "conventional bus" in 2006 

was 9.22 - slightly over one-eighth of the 70 factor used in the paper. 

Using the 2.33 bus miles/gallon (mpg) value on page two of the paper, this 

translates to 21.4 passenger-miles per gallon. 

The average load in a "typical passenger car" in the U.S. was 1.58 in 20063. 

Using the 25 mpg in the CGGC paper above4, at 1.58 passengers/vehicle, 

that's 39.5 passenger-miles per gallon. 

(I will not go into detail as to emissions per passenger-mile of C02 or 

other pollutants; simplifying greatly, in general, particularly for C02, 

emissions are proportional to energy usage.) 

Now, to be fair, if we actually go to the energy use 

data from the National Transit Database (NTD) for 

2006 (Table 17, Energy Consumption), and add up 

[G paggenger load factors 

the diesel gallon equivalents of all the energy utilized to power (non-

catenary electric) buses, the result is 3.91 mpg and, applying that, the 

result is 36.0 passenger-miles per gallon, which is fairly close to the result 

above for automobiles. 

So, by CGGCs math, a transit bus loaded with an unusually high load 

provides 6.52 times the energy productivity of a passenger car with the 

absolute minimum possible passenger load. 

By my calculations - which I will refer to, without any fear of being called 

to task, as "real world" - it was .54. 

Which works out to an overstatement of right about a dozen times. 

(If we utilized the actual 2006 average bus mileage factor of 3.91 mpg, 

versus the 2.33 mpg assumption of CGGC, the ratio would be 

approximately .89, with the auto producing about 12% more passenger 

miles per gallon of fuel than bus.) 

My use of annual averages is somewhat unfair to buses for a variety of 

reasons. First, for autos, there is a significant amount of freeway driving, 

urban, rural, and inter-city, where high, constant speeds and high mileage 

factors are achieved - this type of travel is a relatively rare portion of 

urban transit bus usage. 
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Also, autos and buses are used ve'(\; differently. Autos generally have their 

lowest load factors during peak periods, with most urban areas reporting 

statistics in the 1.10-1.15 range. There is far more peak hour utilization of 

bus than of auto as a percentage of total seat availability. 

Auto mpg, like that of buses, is also lower during peak periods than the 

annual average. Also, most transit buses are diesel powered, and those 

that are not generally report their energy usage in diesel fuel Btu's 

equivalents, and diesel motor fuel has approximately 11 % more Btu's per 

gallon than gasolines. 

Therefore, by using annual average statistics, I am working away from the 

situation where bus transit actually performs best. However, even if we 

assume that what CGGC was actually going for was peak hour auto usage, 

their assumptions are still far outside of the range of what has ever been 

actually achieved in the U.S. - particularly when one considers that, during 

the peak period, while buses are generally operating with their highest 

load factors on the in-bound trips in the morning and the out-bound trips 

in the evening, when these buses then return for their next peak hour, 

peak direction load, they are generally carrying far fewer passengers than 

in their peak direction trips. 

While 70 passengers on a "standard" 40-foot, 102-in wide bus, is certainly 

not unheard of in the transit indust'(\;, this is hardly a typical load, even on 

most crowded bus lines for most transit agencies, even for peak hour in

bound trips. Street-running urban buses - unlike, for example, an airliner 

flying between New York City and Washington, D.C. - make many stops 

along their routes. Typically, a bus has a very small passenger load when 

it begins a route, picks up passengers more-or-less constantly as it 

approaches its peak load point, most commonly the leading edge of the 

central business district, and then has a steadily decreasing passenger 

load as it nears the end of the route. Therefore, unlike a NYC-DC airline 

flight, which can often have a 100% seated load (a passenger in every 

seat), even though buses can have standees, it is unusual for a local, 

street-running bus route to approach a 50% average seated load even 

during rush hour. Annual average seated load factors over one-third are 

achieved only by a small handful of urban bus operators in the U.S., 

chiefly those in the largest cities. 

The 70 passenger load used by CGGC above is almost certainly the "peak" 

load, or at least close to it, which means that it is reached and maintained 

only for a fairly short portion of the line, and then only during the peak 

hours. Given that most modern "low-floor" 40-footers have around 39/40 

seats, the previous generation perhaps around 43, and the maximum 

number of seats on a 40-footer being 51 (and that for buses that were 
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operated decades ago), CGGC's 70 passenger load is a very large factor, 

even before considering the low-load return trips during peak hour 

operations. 

For example, the Los Angeles County MTA operates to a 120% load factor, 

which means scheduling for a maximum of 48 passengers on its 40--seat 

40--foot buses - and that is at the peak load point. It is rare for even the 

transit operators in the largest cities to have maximum load point factors 

over 1.50%6, which would be 60 total passengers on a 40--seat bus - and 

these are the projected maximums at the peak load point, not anything 

remotely close to a load factor for an entire bus trip. 

For the past thirty years, there have been two big city local transit bus 

operators (as opposed to long-haul commuter express operators, such as 

those operated into the Port Authority Bus Terminal by several 

contractors for NJTransit) that have had the highest average passenger 

loads (passenger miles/vehicle miles) almost every one of those years, 

MT A-New York City Transit and Los Angeles County MTA. For the 2007 

NTD reporting year, MTA-NYCT reported 1.5.6, and LACMTA reported 14.0 

- neither of these is remotely close to the 70 passenger load factor 

assumption that CGGC utilizes so prominently7. 

In my experience of well over three decades in the transit industry, it is 

extremely rare for even the most heavily utilized local bus lines to achieve 

a working weekday load factor of 2.5. 

A 70 load factor, as an annual average, is something that, in the transit 

industry, cannot be found on any type of rubber tire, or even rail vehicle, 

period; even commuter rail. which operates very large cars for very long 

trips, doesn't average half of that on an industry-wide annual basis. 

The use of a bus load factor of70 in the CGGC publication,for any purpose 

what-so-ever, particularly when presented as something that is actually 

reasonable to contemplate, is totally without justification; it is so far 

divorced from any kind of reality to call into question if CGGC lacks the 

technical competence to publish such a report - or, perhaps, worse. 

On page 2, the paper discusses how a bus with a passenger load of eleven 

was approximately "breakeven" on fuel economy with a single-passenger 

car, but: 

·1. Promine11t place to the 70 load in the very fi1·st pa1·agraph. 

2. The passenger load of eleven is actually well above the U.S. bus transit industry average 

of 9.2 for 2006 (although there are many large-city bus operators who exceed this mark 

on a regular basis) 

3. The comparison is still to a single-passenger -- 1.00 passengers --- automobile, which is far 

under the actual U.S. average. 
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Overall, the impact of the eleven load factor example was to appear to 

present a "worst case" bus comparison to the automobile, where, in fact, 

the bus utilization factor was still significantly overstated and the auto 

factor was significantly understated. 

Even if the analysis is limited to peak hour transit, when auto passenger 

loads are far lower than the all-day, full-year average, the 1.00 factor is 

still unrealistically low - and, I submit, a comparison of only peak-to-peak 

can be done only with extreme care, as this is a minority of the usage of 

both autos and buses and, therefore, unlikely to be representative of the 

whole for either. 

The historical trend also does not favor bus transit. From 1977 to 2007, 

bus average passenger load fell over 25%, from 12.2 to 9.1. From 1984 

through 2007, bus miles per gallon first rose slightly, from 3.65 in 1984 to 

3.84 in 1993, but, as the utilization of alternative fuels increased, fell to 

3.43 in 2007, an overall decrease of 6% from 1984 to 2007. When the 

combined effects of lower average passenger loads and lower miles per 

gallon are combined, passenger-miles per gallon fell 27%, from 42.8 in 

1984 to 31.3 in 20078. 

From 1970 to 2007, U.S. auto fuel economy increased 67%, from 13.5 mph 

in 1970 to 22.5 mph in 20079. 

In fact, with the exception of a few U.S. transit operators, including MTA

NYCT, there is considerable question if transit has any energy and 

emissions advantages over automobiles at all at the present time - and, 

given the historical trend, and that there appears to be very significant 

likelihood for major progress being made for automobiles in both regards 

over the upcoming years, I am not prepared to concede that buses can 

get "greener" faster than automobiles in the foreseeable future10. 

While the paper's endorsement of newer vehicle technologies is 

somewhat less objectionable, these cover a wide range of technologies 

and, at the present time, practicalities. Compressed natural gas (CNG) and 

liquefied natural gas (LNG) have become very prominent in the transit bus 

industry, even to the point of some old-time vehicle maintenance 

supervisors expressing a preference for them. However, other modes 

mentioned in the DGGC paper - particularly hydrogen fuel cell - are so far 

away from practical use that, when the California Air Resources Board 

was (again) considering actually implementing its long-planned zero

emission-bus rule, it was widely opposed - including by the California 

Sierra Club. 
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The purpose of this critique is not to attempt to show that buses are bad 

for energy use, air quality, or the economy. It is, rather, to show that any 

proposal to achieve improvements in any of these through transit, 

including bus transit, must be based on a realistic presentation of the 

current situation, the historical trend, and the practical potential for 

improvement. Any evaluation based on wholly ridiculous bus load factors 

and misstatements of auto load factors, using this analysis as the basis 

for future promises of improvements, fails this test badly. 

Thomas A. Rubin, CPA, CMA, CMC, CIA, CGFM, CFM has over three decades of 

transit industry experience as the chief financial officer of two of the largest 

transit operators in the IJ.S., including the Southern California Rapid Transit 

District in Los Angeles, and as a consultant and auditor to well over 100 transit 

operators, metropolitan planning agencies, state departments of 

transportation, the U.S. Department of Transportation, and industry suppliers. 

He has presented well over 100 papers on a variety of topics at industry 

conferences. 

Part 2: A Response to Thomas Rubin's Critique Of 

Public Transit Buses: A Green Choice Gets Greener 

By Marcy Lowe, Bengu Aytekin and Gary Gereffi 

The report in question, released in October 2009, is a value chain analysis 

of the U.S. transit bus manufacturing industry. Its main purpose is not to 

analyze fuel efficiency, but rather to map out the U.S. supply chain for the 

manufacture of transit buses. We identify the lead firms across the bus 

supply chain, including original equipment manufacturers, system 

builders, and producers of components ranging from engines to interior 

lighting, along with a large after-market segment. Our purpose is to 

highlight how many U.S. jobs are involved in this supply chain, what types 

of jobs they are, and where they are located. 

The main message of our report is that although the U.S. transit bus 

manufacturing industry is small, these jobs are widely dispersed 

throughout the Eastern United States and California-and there is plenty of 

opportunity to fill increasing bus orders with domestic production if U.S. 

transit policy were to shift to a greater emphasis on public transit. Our 

study places special emphasis on electric hybrids and other "green buses," 

that is, those that run on alternatives to diesel or gasoline, because we 

believe these vehicles offer sustainable growth potential for the industry. 

Throughout the report we emphasize that public transit is an underused 

option in the United States. As we note in the report, the 70-person figure 

cited in our fuel comparison does not refer to actual bus occupancy in 

average U.S. conditions, but rather to the capacity of the standard bus 

type we focus on in our supply chain. The actual number of occupants per 
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bus in the U.S. varies widely, of course, ranging from a full bus in New 

York City during rush hour to a little-used bus operating in a small urban 

area during off-peak hours. Because our focus is U.S. jobs linked to the 

domestic manufacture of buses, our report does not attempt to calculate 

vehicle occupancy figures that would reflect the wide range of actual U.S. 

conditions. 

We appreciate your interest in our report. We hope it adds a useful 

perspective to the ongoing discussion concerning the most promising 

public transit options and their job creation potential in the United States. 

Part 3: Thomas A. Rubin's Response 

The reply makes it clear that the" ... main purpose [of the paper] is not to 

analyze fuel efficiency." As there is no response to, or exception taken to, 

the data cited in our original critique, which utilized actual vehicle 

occupancy and fuel mileage data, nor the calculations deriving there from, 

it appears that our conclusion - that the private auto is superior to transit 

buses in fuel efficiency and emissions per passenger mile, for the national 

as a whole and for most specific travel situations, is not disputed by 

CGGC. 

Since the focus of the report is on "U.S. jobs linked to the domestic 

manufacture of buses," it would appear reasonable for the paper to 

discuss and compare the creation of jobs from the manufacture of 

passenger cars in the same manner as the paper compared fuel efficiency 

of buses vs. automobiles (which resulted in conclusions regarding 

"greenness" that CGGC now appears to have abandoned). However, this 

was not a part of the paper. 

A detailed calculation of comparative job creation is far beyond what we 

have the space to get into in this short paper. However, let us see what 

we can come up with by making a number of admittedly very simplistic 

assumptions. 

As was cited in the first posting, the average vehicle occupancy for transit 

buses in the U.S. was 9.21, and for passenger car vehicles, 1.58 in 2006. 

This means it takes an average of approximately 5.83 passenger cars to 

carry the average load of a bus {9.21 /1.58). 

Using the average price per 40-foot bus of $342,55811 in 2006, the year 

for these occupancy figures, that would mean that, to achieve equivalent 

cost per average passenger load, the cost of the passenger cars would be 

approximately $58,766, prior to adjustment for the lifetime utilization of 

buses and passenger cars. I will arbitrarily adjust this by a factor of 2, 
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representing my approximation of the ratio of lifetime bus vs. passenger 

cars miles12, resulting in an average "equivalency" cost per auto of 

$29,383 (not adjusting for the time value of money). 

The actual average cost per new car in 2006 was $22,65113, 

approximately 77% of the calculated equivalency price above. If we make 

one more assumption - that the labor component per dollar of price for 

buses and passenger cars are equal - then it would appear that building 

buses to create passenger-miles does generate more jobs than does 

building passenger cars. While, admittedly, there are a large number of 

assumptions in the above calculation, the 1.3:1 ratio of the end 

calculation does appear to leave a "fudge factor" of some size. 

However, one might ask, is the purpose of transportation to create jobs 

manufacturing vehicles? Or is it to move more people, and to move them 

further (leaving aside goods movement for the current discussion)? Which 

is more important, creating jobs or using taxpayer subsidies as cost

effectively as possible - particularly when this means moving people will 

mean lower taxes, or that more people can be moved further for the 

same number of taxpayer dollars? (For now, let us not get into discussions 

of transportation policy as a means of achieving "superior urban form," or 

of transit to actually contribute meaningfully to the achievement of such 

objectives; as for energy efficiency and "greenness," these were discussed 

in the first critique, resulting in the passenger car being shown as 

superior, which has not been challenged by CGGC). 

Perhaps one answer to this conundrum may be found in 49 USC 5323@2) 

(C), formerly know as the Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964, as 

Amended, which requires that for Federally funded "rolling stock" 

procurements (including buses)," ... the cost of components and 

subcomponents produced in the United States is more than 60 percent of 

the cost of all components of the rolling stock; and ... final assembly of the 

rolling stock has occurred in the United States" unless "including domestic 

material will increase the cost of the overall project by more than 25 

percent." 

From this provision, it does appear clear that creating U.S. jobs is a higher 

priority for public transportation in the U.S. than more cost-effective 

utilization of taxpayer funds, as so determined by the U.S. Congress. 

Which is not necessarily the same thing as saying as this is the preference 

of the taxpayers and transit users of this nation. 

And it does make one wonder a bit about the intended meaning of 

"competitiveness" in the name, Center on Globalization Governance and 

Competitiveness. 
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Footnotes 

1 Marcy Lowe, Bengu Aytekin and Gary Gereffi, 

http:/ /wwvv .cggc. du k 1-:. ed u/(-?rJVi ron men i:/cl i matesol u 1:ions/gr1-:en 1-:conon1y __ Ch 12 .. .Tra nsit Bus. pd f 

October 26, 2009, Center on Globalization, Governance & 

Competitiveness, Duke University, accessed January 18, 2010. 

2 U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Transit Administration, 

National Transit Database (NTD), 2006, Table 19, "Transit Operating 

Statistics: Service Supplied and Consumed," total of directly operated + 

purchased transportation services passenger miles of 20,390, 185,933, 

divided by total of directly operated + purchased transportation services 

vehicle total miles of 2,214,041,933. 

Note utilization of vehicle total miles for the denominator, vice vehicle 

revenue miles. The primary difference between these two statistics is 

"deadhead" miles, such as driving a bus from the operating yard to the 

beginning of the first trip in the morning, and then back at the end of the 

day. Even though the buses are not carrying any passengers while 

deadheading from operating yards to/fm the beginnings and ends of bus 

lines and otherwise not in service to passengers, they are using fuel for 

such movements, which must be accounted for in the calculation of 

energy usage to produce human mobility. 

http:/ /www. n td progr·a n-1 .gov /ntd progra rn/data. htrn 

3 (U.S. Department of Transportation, Research & Innovative Technology 

Administration, Bureau of Transportation Statistics, Pocket Guide to 

Transportation 2009 (Pocket Guide), Passenger Car Passenger-Miles, 2006, 

2,658,621 million, Table 4-3, "Passenger-Miles: 1990-2006, page 19; 

divided by Passenger Car Vehicle Miles, 2006, 1,682,671 million, Table 4-1, 

"Vehicle-Miles: 1990-2006," page 17: 

http://www.bts.gov/publications/pocket_guide_to_transpmtation/2009/pdf/entir·e.pdf 

Accessed Januarf 19, 2009. 

4 Ibid., Table 6-1, "New Passenger Car and Light Truck Fuel Economy 

Averages, Model Years 1985-2008," auto miles/gallon increases from 27 to 

30 mpg over this period. 

5 Stacy C. Davis, Susan W. Dielgel, and Robert G. Boundy, Transportation 

Energy Data Book- Edition 28 (Transportation Energy) (ORNL-6984), U.S. 

Department of Energy, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 2009, Table B.4, 

"Heat Content for Various Fuels," page B-4, accessed Februat'J 1, 2010: 

http://eta.om I .gov /data/ted b 28/Ed ition28 .. Fu I I __ Doc. pdf 

The values shown are 125,000 Btu/gallon for conventional (non-aviation) 

gasoline and 138,700 for diesel motor fuel. 

Emission factors are also very different between automobiles, which are 

primarily gasoline powered at this time, and buses, which, at the present 

time, are primarily diesel powered {74.5% of the motor [non-electric] bus 
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diesel fuel equivalent energy use was diesel in 2006), NTD 2006, Table 17. 

C02 emissions per gallon of diesel are approximately 15% higher than 

that of gasoline (Transportation Energy, Table 11.11, "Carbon Dioxide 

Emissions from a Gallon of Fuel," page 11-15). Other factors - CO, NOX, 

PM, etc. - vary in ways more complex that can be approached in this 

paper. 

6 Prior to MTA agreeing to reduce its load factors to 120% as part of its 

settlement of the Federal Title VI {discrimination in the utilization of 

Federal funding) lawsuit, Labor/Community Strategy Center v MTA, MTA 

utilized a 150% load factor for its surface bus routes serving the Los 

Angeles central business district during peak hours. 

NTD, Table 19, 2007. 

American Public Transportation Association, 2009 Public Transportation 

Fact Book - Appendix A: Historical Tables, author's calculations from Table 2: 

Passenger Miles by Mode, Table 6: Vehicle Total Miles by Mode, Table 30: 

Fossil Fuel Consumption by Mode, and Table 32, Bus Fuel Consumption. 

Accessed Februat'J 1, 2010: 

http:/ /1N1Nw. a pta. com/resources/stat i sti cs/Documents/Fa ct Boo k/2009 __ Fa ct __ Book__,1\p pend i x _ __A pd 1 

APT A's Transit Fact Book series uses, primarily, the same data as reported 

to U.S. DOT for NTD; however, for the motor bus mode, it includes some 

operators not reporting to NTD, so there are often minor variations 

between NTD and APTA bus data. 

9 Transportation Energy, Table 4.1, "Summary Statistics for Cars, 1970-

2007," page 4-2. Note that this report is on the average fuel mileage for all 

cars on the road in the year being reported, as opposed to the miles per 

gallon data from the Pocket Guide, which reports mpg for new vehicles 

only for the year being reported upon. 

1 O For a more factually driven analysis of transit vs. automobile energy 

utilization and emissions, I recommend Randal O'Toole, Does Rail Transit 

Save Energy or Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emission?" Cato Institute, Policy 

Analysis 615, April 14, 2008: 

http://www.cato.org/pu b _di splay. p h p?pu b _id=9325 

(Despite the title, the paper includes data for many transit modes, 

including buses.) 

11 Dana Lowell, William P. Chernicoff, and F. Scott Lian, MJ Bradley & 

Assoc., for U.S. Department of Transportation, Fuel Ce!! Life Cycle Cost 

Model: Base Case ancf Future Scenario Analysis (DOT-T-01 ), June 2007, Table 

8, ''Weighted Average Bus Prices {2006 APTA Transit Vehicle Database)," 

page 13, accessed February 15, 201 O: 

http://hyd rogen .dotgov /proj ects ___ across __ dot/pu bl i cations/fuel __ cel l ___ bu s __ I ife __ cycle __ cost ___ modelhe ~ 

12 This calculation is the best I can do for an adjustment factor for the 
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useful lives of auto's vs. buses. Unfortunately, it is difficult to come up 

with comparable data. 

For 2006, the median age of passenger cars in the U.S. was 9.2 years (U.S. 

Department of Transportation, Bureau of Transportation Statistics, 

National Transportation Statistics 2008, Table 1-25, "Median Age of 

Automobiles and Trucks in Operation in the U.S.," accessed Februarf 15, 

2010: 

http://vvvvw.bts.gov/pu b Ii cations/nati ona I_ tr a nsportati on_statistics/2008/htm I/tab le_ O 1 _25. htrn I) 

For 2006, the average age of full-sized transit buses was 7.6 years, 

(National Transportation Statistics 2008, Table 1-28a, "Average Age of Urban 

Transit Vehicles.," accessed February 15, 201 O: 

http:! /1N1Nw. bts.gov /pu bl icati ons/n ationa l ___ t1·a n sportation __ stati sti cs/2008/excel/ta bl e __ o ·1 __ 28a .xis) 

(Of course, the median value is not usually the same as the average 

value.) 

As to average annual mileage per vehicle, for buses, for the 2006 

reporting year, it was 30,030 (American Public Transportation Association, 

2008 Public Transportation Fact Book, "Table 51 :Bus and Trolleybus 

National Totals, Fiscal Year 2006, 2,494.9 million Vehicle Total Miles 

divided by 83,080 Bus Revenue Vehicles Available for Maximum Service: 

http:/ /1N1Nw. a p ta. co ml resources/statistics/Pages/trans itstats. as px 

For passenger cars for 2006, the average was 12,427 miles (U.S. 

Department of Transportation, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Pocket Guide to 

Transportation 2009, 1,682,671 million passenger car vehicle miles (Table 

4-1, "Vehicle-Miles, 1990-2006), divided by 135,399,945 automobiles (Table 

4-2. "Number of Aircraft, Vehicles, Railcars, and Vessels: 1990-2006" - the 

notes to these table makes it clear that "automobiles" in Table 4-2 has the 

same meaning as "passenger cars" in Table 4-1 ). 

If we assume that median age is the same as average age, and that miles 

driven are constant over the vehicle life, and that average/median age is 

directly proportional to total useful life for both buses and passenger cars 

(all admittedly questionable assumptions), then the bus miles to median 

life are 228,.228 (7.6 years x 30,030 miles/year), and, for passenger cars, 

114,328 miles (9.2 years x 12,427), or a ratio of 1.996:1 - which we shall 

round to 2:1 

13 U.S. Department of Energy, "Fact #520: May 26, 2008, Average Price of 

a New Car, 1970-2006, accessed February 15, 201 O: 

http:/ /wwvv 1 . 1-?(-;r(-? .(-?nP1-gy .gov/veh i clesa ndfu(-; ls/f acts/pri n ta bl P __ _v(-?rsi ons/2008 _ __f otvv520. htm I 
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Message 

from: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Mindda \VilUH{ [mwilcox.@dtyoflng:evvood.org] 
4/30/2020 7:15 20 •\M 
Brian Boxer [/o::::bchangdabs/oix:::ExchangE' Administrative Group 
(FYD! BO HF 2 3SPDL Tl/ en o:Redp ients/cn o:,34fBc4ti b743d4dS194aa8 b 3d8t519c29-Brian Box er] 
HE: FAA Grant Ql!estlon 

Hi Brian, I confirrned i,vith Royce that yes, all ;vere acquired with the grants. 

tviindy 

-------- Original message --------
From: Brian Boxer <BBoxerriDesassoccorn> · .. ......,.~ 

Date. 4/29/205.f2 PM (G\·1T-08:00) 
To: Mindala \Vilcox <nnvilcoxriDcitvofingiewood.org> 

'., •• / ,.. ,,..,._~ W· 

Subject: FA.A Grant Question 

Mindy, 

Can you confirm 1,vhether the properties thst make up the East Tn:insportation Hub and Hotel Site, betv1een West 
Century and 102r.d Street, east of Doty, •nere acquired through the FAA t\!P {noise rnitigatlon) Grant Prngrarn? 

Please let me know, I have tried to gleon this from the grant apphcotions themselves, but beouse of 2 lack of maps in 
sorne of them,, can't figure it out 

B 
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ORIHNANCE NO. 20-_ 

SECHON 1. The lnglevtood Municipal Code Chapter 12, Planning and Zoning, is hereby 
atntmded by adding Article 175, ''SE'' Sports and Entertainment Overlay Zone, to read as 
fb!fows: 

/\,rtide 17,5. "SE7 Sports and Entertainrnent Ovedav Zone 

Section l 2~38. 90 

The SE Sports and Entertainrnent Overlay Zone (''SE Overfay Zon(;'') is established to 
provide for the orderly development of a Sports and Entertainment Complex in a 
comprehensively planned manner, along \Vi th a hotel of no f{;\:ver than l 00, and no greater than 
l 50, guestrooms, 1,,vithin the boundaries shovn1 on the map adopted by the City Council by 
Onlinance _. ·~· ~·· _, as part of this SE Overlay Zone. 
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Section 12w38. 9 i Definitions 

(/\) '' /\rena" sha.il rnean a sports, entertai1Hnent, and public gathering facility 'with 
indoor seating capacity of no more than 18,500 attendees operated to host events including, but 
not limited to, sporting events, concerts, entertaimnent events, exhibitions, conventions, 

t
, .... , ,.; ~ ~ ) d ~ < ~: ,.; :;; < con erences, meenngs, oanquets, c1v1c an communJty events, soc:ta!, recreanon, or tmsure 

events, celebrations, and other similar events or activities, including the sale of food and drink 
for consumption on-site or off-site and the sale of alcoholic beverages for consumption on-site, 
the sale of merchandise, souvenirs, and novelties and si1nilar items, and other uses, events,. or 
activities as are custornary and usual in connection with the operation of such facility. 

(B) '·'Event Center Structure and Lfses" shall mean a multi-rmr1)ose facilit.v that mav 
/ ·~' 

indude the follo-;ving: 

{ ! ) Arena; 

C2) Professional office; 

(3) Athletic practice and training facilities; 

(4) l'vfodica! office or outpatient clinic and accessory uses; 

(5) Other non-Arena uses that support the Arena and are located in the Event 
Center Structure, 

(C) "Event Center Supporting Structures and lJses'' shall mean any of the foHovving 
uses located within the boundaries of the SE Overlay Zone but not within the Event Center 
structure: 

(!) Retail uses, including, but not Emited to, the sale or renud of products or 
services: 

(2) l)ining uses~ inctudh1g restau.rzn1ts~ bars~ ca.fes;,. catering ser\/icet~'; and 
outdoor eating areas, induding the sale of food and drink fix consumption 
on-site or ofT-site and the sa1e of alcoholic beverages for consumption on
site; 

(3) Cornmunity-serving uses for cultural, exhibition, recreational, or social 
purposes, 
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(D) "Infrastructure and A.ncil!ary Structures and Uses" shall mean any uses or 
structures, temporary or permanent, that are accessory to, reasonably related to, or maintained in 
connection \VJth the operation and conduct of an Event Center Structure and Use or Event Center 
Supporting Structure and lJse, including, \Vithout !imitation, open space and plazas, pedestrian 
"vallnvays and bridges,, transportation and circulation facilities, public or private parking facilities 
(surface, subsurface, or structured), signage, outdoor theaters, broadcast filming, recording, 
tnmsrni.:::rnion, production and comnmnications fad!ities and equipment, and events held outside 
of the Event Center Structure that include, but are nm limited to, sporting events, concerts, 
entertainment events, exhibitions, conventions, conforences, meetings, banquets, civic and 
community events, social, recreation, or leisure events, celebrations, and other similar events or 
activities, 

(E) 
fb!lo1Ning: 

·'Sports and Entertainment Complex'' shaH n1ean a development that includes the 

0) Event Center Structure and Uses; 

(2) Event Center Supporting Structures and Uses; 

{3) Infrastructure and Ancillary Structures and Uses; and 

(4) Any other uses that the Economic and Community Developrnent 
Department Director {"Director!') detennines are sirniJar, related, or 
accessory to the aforementioned uses, 

(F) The "SEC Development Guidelines' shall have the meaning given in Section l2N 

!PAGE 
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Section 12w38. 92 Applicability 

(/\) Thi· 1\ni "']"'is 'lfl·j)li .,abl<> t ·-i th"' SE fr:erhv 7 011e ~1rnT~rtv J<>c·i u1r1ted nn the .. ~·- .~ .L."w .,..it.,, .. L ~"'"' .\. ."'.,..;., ... ., _ \ it .. } L .... .:.. :t··--z-C \ ... \.."'..,;.">.zy:t· . ...,, ,_ . ..,_ 

Zoning Map as ·"SE'' after the reference !etter(s) identit}ing the base zoning district nnd aUovvs 
for a SpcHts and Entertainment Cornpiex, and one ( l) hotel of no fevver than 1.00, and no greater 
than 150, guest rooms, in a portion of the City that is proximate to other sports and entertainment 
uses. Ex.cept as otherwise provided in this Article and/or in the SEC Development GuiddineL. 
the ·provisions of the Inulewood Municinal Code, Chaj)ter 12, Flarmirm: and Zoning, shall a1~mly """ .t ~..... "'-,..' . :i: •. 

This Article and the SEC Development Guidelines shall prevail in the event of a conflict \Vith 
other provisions of Chapter 12. 

(B) Ali other devekr.)ment in the SE Overlav Zone sh.ail be uo-verned bv the - t ~ v .J 

applicable provisions of Chapter 12, induding the provisions of the applicable underlying zoning 
district 

!PAGE 
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Section 12w38. 93 Permitted Uses 

The foHovving uses shall be permitted in the SE Overlay Zone and sha.ll be exempt from 
the Sped al Use Permit provisions of Article 25 of this Chapter: 

{A} Spons and Entertainment Complex as defmed in Section 12.38.91 

{B) One (i) hotel of no fevn;r than l 00, and no greater than 150, guest rooms 

Section 12-38.93.1 Sales and Service of Akoholic Be\'etages 

The sale, service, and consumption of n!coholic bevernges, including disti!Ied spirits, 
\Vithin the Sports and Entertairnnent Complex is permitted:. subject to the fol!mving 

(/\) Any establishinent or operator \vithin the Sports and Entertainrnent Complex 
serving or selling alcoholic hevernges shaH rnaintain the applicable liccrue frmn the Califr.miia 
Department of Alcohol Beverage Control ('ABC"}. 

(B) Alcoholic beverages may be purchased, served, or consumed within any licensed 
estrtblishment and its designated outdoor areas and any additional licensed designated areas, 
subject to compliance \vith all applicable ABC license conditions. 

(C) Alcoholic beverages may be sold, served, or consumed from frw hours of 6.00 
AJ'v1 to 2:00 AM. 

(D) A.ll persons in the sale or service of alcoholic beverages shall he at !enst 
! 8 years old and nmst successfolly complete a certified training program in rcsponsih!e md.hods 
and skills for serving and selling alcoholic beverages v-ilth recurrent training not less than once 
{:('\/~"}.NJ th.·f;:..':>+~ vf~'1rt:· ""'" . x.·~ J l;. •.• , ... ...... ...., .... ,.....;:,_,,:,o; ... '3. 

(E) .Any areas »vhere alcohol is sold, served or corutmHxf shall be monitored by 
security equiprnent, security personnel or supervisory personnel. 

Section 12-33.93.2 Outdoor Restaurants or Dining Areas 

Outdoor restaurants or dining areas shaU be perniitted within the Sports and 
Entertainment Complex subject to the follov,dng. 

(/\} The i1er:imeter of outdoor dininU. areas of anv establishment selling or servinu: 
~ .... ~ ~· ~..... ..,.,,. 

alcoholic beverages shall be defined by physical barriers. 

(B) Vehide drive-through service, or service \VindO\VS or order pid>up \vindmvs 
alonQ: anv rmblic rhd1t-of-\vay shall be j)rohibited. ........ ~· t ~.... ., 
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Section 12w38. 93.3 Communications Facilities 

Con1nmnlcations systems, facilities, antennas, and any related equipment for the 
fbHo\oving purposes may be installed,. placed, or used \Vi thin the Sports and Entertaimnent 
Cornplex: 

(/\) 
Complex:. 

Broadcasts or transmissions from or related to the Sports and Entertainment 

(ff) Cornmunications v;ith or transmissions to attendees, ernployees, or visitors of the 
Sports and Entertainment Complex; 

(C) Reception and distribution or exhibition of broadcasts or transmissions "'vithin the 
Sports and Entertainment Con1plex; 

(D) Operation of on-site equipment, facilities, strnctures or uses; 

(E) Cormmmications related to events and operations \vithin the Sports and 
Entertainment Complex, 

(F) Emergency services and communications; and 

(G) Ternporary communications ser\:ices, including tdecornm1u1icntions services,, for 
large-scale events hosted v>lithin the Sports and Entertainment Complex_ 
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Section 12~38, 94 Sports :and Entertainment Complex Development Guidelines and 
Review 

(A) Development of a Sports and Entertainrnent Complex \Vi thin the SE Overlay Zone 
shall be subject to the Sports and Entertainment Comp.lex Design Guidelines and Infrastructure 
Plan ("SEC Development Guidelines"), adopted by the City Council by ..................... · 

(B) The SEC Design Guidelines establish specific design and reviev; standards for 
the development of a Sports and Enteaainment Complex \Vi thin the SE Overlay Zone, including, 
vv'ithout Emitation, standards forbuildings and structures, landscaping, signage, and !ighting, and 
shall apply in lieu of any contrary provisions in the lng.lev~uod l\fonicipal Code,. including 
\vithout limhation the Site Plan Revl e1,v process contained in Article l 8.1 of this Chapter, 

(C) The SEC Infrastructure Plan establishes the infrastructure improvements required 
to serve the Spurts and Entertainirient Cornplex "vi thin the SE Overlay Zone and describe tbe 
review and pcrnfrtting process for infrastructure under the Infrastructure Piatt \Vi thin the SE 
Overlay Zone, the pn.n'isions of Section l 1-66 and Sections 11-66 .. 1 through 12-66.5 are waived 
ns to any requirement for a Tentative Parcel \fap prior to the filing of a Pared Map. Tbe 
provisions of Section 12-66.6 requiring a pared map to be filed and recorded prior to certain 
tl .. ,,f-''~'"'''"''; ·''·!"' <>1·1 l··i ; """' '"l1'"'e 0.1·' t)"J, t,l1' f"H"l 1")'-''-·r,·1; ts ;<>s·p ''i1 sn "''.'ll, \'·"'l··i E;'\{ "'e1·)t '"" l.~"''J'.,,,; ded ''ih.'''!"'. '" ($.>:;.,.._'V'w'~:.:~.,(J~7'M. .:::.:..,·h-;~.~(.$. 'W'')..,( t_s,,$..i:!U. *~ti,.,,,·>: Lt-;.,'-r'V:.:W·~i~vJ·v~C:..i'>,,..', ~<--W•. >,..h:-j'.,,$.\v:;: '~·<.J't.,(¥'1y.--,~~ 

parcel map shall be rcvie1,,ved and approved in accordance 1,vith Section ! 2-665. In addition, the 
> ' f' ,,, > 1"" -, lN l' ,, ]' l ' j > > '"' provtswns o. ::sect on . :,,- i. sua \ not oe app. iet.1 to reqmre a parce map pnor to issuance ot 

building permits_ The Infrastructure Plan shall prevail in the event of any conflict between the 
I. f' P' d , , , . "' l "' "> ·" ; , _,l (,., bd' . ' R I ' ' n rastructure rnn a1r any prov1mons rn Amee .... i m tms C 1apter :su 1v1s10n egu ationsr 

(D) Review and Approval. 

(I) i\n application for rev-iew shall be submitted to the Economic and 
Community Development Department in accordance 'Nith the 
requirements established in the SEC Development Guidelines Such 
review and approval shall be required prior to the issuance of any building 
pennit(s) for the development of a Sports and Entertaimnent Comple::c 

(2) The Director sha!I revievv any plans fi)r the development of a Sports and 
Entenaimnent Cornplex .. , including associated public infr·astructure plans, 
.subn1itted in accordance with the provisions of the SEC Developnrnnt 
Guidelines, and shall approve such plans unless materially inconsistent 
-,;vith the applicable standards established in this Artide l 7 5 and the SEC 
Development Guidelines, as more panicularly provided therein_ 

Section i 2-38.95 Devdornnent Standards 

Section lZ-38.95.l Height 
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(A) An Event Center and any appurtenances constructed or erected 'lvithin the SE 
Overlay Zone shall not exceed one hundred fifry ( 150) feet in height and sha!l othenvise be 
consistent \vith the provisions of the SEC Design Guidelines. 

(13) Any building or structure other than an Event Center constructed or erected 'ivithin 
the SE Overlay Zone shall not exceed one hundred foet (! 00) in height and shall otherwise be 
consistent Viith the provisions of the SEC Design Guidelines. 

Section 12~38.95,2 Front Yanf, Side )'ard, and Rear Yard Setbacks 

(A) Sports and Entertainment Cmnplex. No front side yard, or rear yard shall be 
required, except as provided in the SEC Design Guidelines. 

(B) Ifote!. Front yanL side yards, and rear yards shaU conform to the requirements of 
Section 12~16, l of this Chapter_ 

Section 12~38.95.3 t:ses Permitted in Setl:rack Areas 

Consistent vlith the SEC Design Guidelines, the following uses shall be permitted in any 
applicable setback areas for a Sports and Entertainrnent Cornplex. 

(A) Drive\vays, alleyways, private streets, or similar vehicle circulation or access 
areas. 

(H) 

((
Y• 

JI 

(D) 

(E) 

(F) 

Sidcvialks and pedestrian circulation areas and f<l(~ilities 

Landscaping. 

,:,· :l i. ,,, j ,:,1gns am. grap 11c msp ays 

Public An_ 

Section 12-38.95.4 Lot Size and Street Front.age 

Min!nmrn lot size or street frontage requirements shall not apply to the developrnent of 
pennitted uses within the SE Overlay Zont:_ 

Section 12~38.95.5 Development Intensity 

Development of a Sports and Entertainn1ent Complex in the SE Overlay Zone sh.an be 
{,,,.,,,w' '"f"''t ;/t•J tl. < ,. < 'l ·4·· ,,'t '''t'' ,i,, d· ., co·'t' bl"·l l ·,, tl. ST7C D· .:,.f r· 'id' . <,; ,A)d;:,1S·(vx! \d.1 1e 5,ze di1~ uen.:-.1 y ,) dH,1ar ;:, e"' d. ''"'Je\J J.xi .1e '· 1..,. __ esibn 'l..J\Jl(~dne~. 

Section 12-38.96 Parking and lA1adiug 

Section 12-38.96.1 Parking Requirements 
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The aggregate amount of off-street parking spact::s provided and maintained in connection 
\Vi th each of the f{lll.owing uses shall. be not less than the tblio\.v!ng, except as may be reduced 
through the application of shared parking permitted by Section 12-38.962: 

(A) Event Center Structures and Uses. One (l.) parking space for each five (:5) seats in 
the Arena, inclusive of any temporary seating capacity, plus one fl) space for each three hundred 
(300) square feet of gross fl.oor area of Professional offh::e. 

CB) Event Center Supporting Structures and Uses. Sixty (60) parking spaces, plus 
one (1) additional parking space for each additional four hundred (400) square fo'.et of gross floor 
area in excess of frmrteen thousand (14,000) square feet of gross floor area, based on the 

b, ' '1 i' 1l· c (' c , ,.. · d I' com meo gross t1oor area o ·fa r:vent .enter ,:>un1}ortmu Stn1ctures an. ,;ses. ~ . ,, ~ 

(C) H'.'Jt'~l Trvo /'/;' qarkliF• snqc"'·" f'hF Pne (' 1 l ·p'H+inrr s1}<>C~ fw M1Ch tiedr'lOPl ,,,r · .\ .t: , J \.,:.,....: t t ·· · · t-> '--r~ ...... ,)., ) ,~ .. ) .) .· , (._ ~~- · e ... t ~ t: \ """"i::. .) ""' · t ···· ~ · u 

other room that can be used for sleeping purposes up to ninety (90) rooms, plus one ( l} parking 
space for each additional tv10 (2) bedrooms or other roon.15 that can he used for sleeping purposes 
in excess of ninety (90) rooms, 

(D) No additional parking shall be required for any other Event Center Structures and 
Uses described in Section l2-38 9! (H) or any Infrastructure and A.nciHary StnJCtures and Uses 
described in Section 12-38,9l(D), 

Section 12-38.96.2 Shined Parking 

The ffiinirnum off-street parking space requirements for any Event Center Supporting 
Structure and Use may be satisfied by shared parking provided for the Arena use, provided that 
substantial evidence demonstrates that the peak parking demand for such Event Center 
Supporting Structure and Use does not occur during the same period as the peak parking demand 
for the Arena use, or th.at the sarne parking spaces \Vil! be used for n1ultlple Sports and 
Entertainment Co1nplex LJses. 

Section 12-38.963 Location of Parking 

(A) Required parking for aH structures and uses Yvithin a Sports and Enteriainment 
Complex may located on any lot or property Yvithln the SE Overlay Zone. 

(B) The hotel use shall provide and maintain its required on~she parking in a lot 
exclusively for the hotel use based on the calculation described above in Section ! 2.38,96_ I (C). 
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Section 12w38. 96,4 Parking Standards 

In lieu nf tip desinn st~w:l:~1·ds ~,id f''(iniP~ments fi:v· 1yu-kiqn s.rnces aPd facilities ···et fxth . ., .:. . -.-v • ., .c. ·~. ::: 0 ~ . . ,_ . ....,., .. ~. ::.:: ..... ,. ~ ::.::-:.~ .t.... c.,-s·~ . """'".". . ~ ..... .:.. _,~. .:. -~.,- ,_, _ :t. ... '· ::: . i'; ,... . •. ~ ~ ... \ 

in Sections 12-42.l, 12-53, 12-543, 12-54.4, 12-55.2, 12-55.4, and 12-55.5 of A.rtide 19 of this 
Chapter., all parking spaces provided to meet the requirements for the Sports and :Entertainrnent 
( , j i ll ,.. ·1 j d l l' h l . h {'.['·('' ·o ' ,-, 'A ,, ,;omp ex uses sort contorm tone stancar s cstaJ 1s ec mt e ,, ;, ,; . es1gn tJutuetrnes. 

Section 12-38.96.5 Loading 

(A) Event Centec /\minimum of four loading spaces shaU be provided for the Event 
Center Required loading spaces may be provided in a below grnde structure. 

(ff) Event Center Supporting Structures and Uses. A minirnum of one loading space 
per 10,000 square feet of gross floor area, based on the combined gross floor area of all Event 
Center Supporting Structures and Uses, 

(C) In lieu of the design standards and requirements for!oading spaces and facilities 
set forth in Article 19 of this Chapter, a!J loading spaces provided to meet the requirements frir 
the Sports and Entertainment Complex uses shall conform to the standards established in the 
SEC Design Chiidelines, 
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Section 12w38. 97 Signs 

(/\} rn lieu of the standards and fCf}uirements regarding siu,ns set fi.xth in Sections a 
' ~-- }..,., ~ ..... 

!2-75, l.2-76, 12-77 (and subsections thereto), 12-80,. 12-80.5, 12-84, and 11-84 . .5 ofArtk:!e 23 
of this Chapter, signs for a Sports and Entertainment Complex in the S.E Overlay Zone shall be 
sul~iect to this Article 17 5. 

(B) Signs 'ivithin the Sports and Entertainrnent Cornplex shall be pemiitted as set forth 
in the SEC Design Guidelines. 

(C) Prohibited Signs Signs that create the foilmving conditions shall he prohibited· 

{!) Traffic Safety Any sign or device v.;hich by design or location resen1bles 
or conflicts with any traffic control sign or device. 

{2) Safoty I-fazard. Any sign or device that creates a potential safety hazard by 
obstructing vie\VS of pedestrian and vehicular trnffrc at street intersections 
or driveways or by creating gfoxe or other hazardous distraction_ 

(J) Safety Clearance. A.ny sign that is erected \vi thin six feet (6) horizontal.ly 
or twelve {12) feet vertically of any overhead electric conductors 
exceeding seven hundred fifty (750) volts. 

(D) Review and Approval. Director's Design Reviev.,· Approval of an:y sign pursuant 
to the SEC Design Guidelines shall constitute a sign approval and permit from the Planning 
·r)•1' .. \•··1' c:i' ,.,)1·1 f()f' tii1''. ''IJ"'''.''C' "S. cA' S.e· (.tinn .! )_ 7'.) /' «·[1' C}~· 'Y)'· ')·[·' ti,11· c (''j)o.J·lter· .i. . D·.~- . .:.. .. ·~ .. <::'. *3'>. 3.fil"J\;;).t:'.,., ·'·~- ~- .~O . ,....,., ~ ......,.) ,_'"\.3. ,..,. ~,;,,; £.,.; .... '\. .:..l. ,:, ~ ... ~.~ - . ~ 
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Section 12w38. 98 Public Art 

The urovisi.f'ff nf Se'·'.ti .. ,n l ''-4 1 --jqJl not ar)njv t'.'J .-·!e\'·'~lpn1J1'.>pt .cf the Sp ·1rts a Ni . J ~ ~ .. _,, ~--· ''· \...;, __ :f..}. ·""""° ... , ~-'~--~ ··' ~·.-·t'·/ .\ .;._ "'""··>_~-~ .. ~\;::.~.,.. _:, "·"'~- :t__. ·~ .::: .... 

Entertainment Complex. .. The location of any public art to be provided shall be detennined 
through the SEC Design Revie\:v under the SEC Development Guidelines. 
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SECTION 2: The Zoning \4ap .of the City of lngle..,:vood is hereby amended by revising !\'lap 
[ 1 'is fpj I '\\~i« · --~J~ (. ..... ;,. -~ :..\.~ ..,_, 

SECTHJN 3: The lnglevvood l'vhmicipai Code Chapter 12, Planning and Zoning, is hereby 
amended by adding Section l 2N l . 76. 1, and Section I 2-1. l 04. I, to read as folkrws 

Section U-L76J. Sports and Entertainment Com.plex. 

!'Sports and Entertainment Complex'1 shall mean the same as defined in Section l 2-
38.9 l (A). 

Section 12-l.HJ4,L SEC Devdornnent Guide.lines. 

"SEC Development Guidelines' shall mean the same as defined in Section 12-38.91(F}. 

SECHtlN 4: The lngle\vood f\·1unicipal Code Chapter 12, Planning and Zoning, Section 12-2,, 
Zone Classifications Denoted, is hereby amended to read as tC1lio1,vs: 
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SECTION 5: A parking, lot, public parking area, or facility, or any entity providing same, may 
provide off-st.reet parking for the Sports and Entertainrnent Cornpiex., outside the SE Overlay 
Zone, notwithstanding any contrary provisions in Inglewood J\lunicipal Code Chapter 12, 
Planning and Zoning, Article 19 (Parking Regulations). 

SECTlON 6: A.ny adjoining parcels \vithin frw SE Overlay Zone may have their lot lines 
adjusted at the request of the property ovlners, or by City on its own initiative as to Chy ovvi1ed 
1Jf('l1V~rtv f'UrspqJlt t"' tfp nJW'·Whir~s. l!l this s.·~ntinn qn(i lfl 'F'CO~Thnc·" V1ilh the prcvisi .·,ns '.')f t JJ"J"'"-'~ ·, .. · ,, .> . '·· ..... ~.. ,:f._) ., :<:::.. t'. J\,.,...,,l .. t .... _, ., . ~ ,._,t:"'..J .... •.. ., ~ ...... <.,-......; _,:::. {. t; v. • . ., :..,.' _:, ~ .(}. ~ t 

Government Code Section 664 l 2(d)_ Such action shaH be a ministerial approval made by the 
Economic and Conirnunity Development Department Director, or his orher designe1:.\ V•iho shall 
approve a lot line adjustn1ent if he or she finds that (i) the adjusted lot conforms -with the genera! 
plan and the SE Sports and Entertainment Overlay Zone, and (ii) al! owners of an interest in the 
subject real property have consented to the Jot line adjustment No conditions or exactions shaH 
be imposed on the approval of the lot line adjustrnent except to confonn to the general pl art, 
zrninn ,-md b11ildinu ordln<c.q"es tc. r"'q11ire1h-~ f'TC\Jwvm,~nt ofn,~1 pr1nert•' rnve~ ~lf;.,-•rtn the ~---~ .. bit.. . .• ,_ .. ~ '·" ... :d:v .\... >--~ ... _:, "'....;,_: ,_. t: _:, .· 0i.,~ . t:: ,,t:::i:;:. _:, l.-1- } .(; "'(, '~j s-· .~.},,.)' . _, . 

approval of the lot line adjustment, or to fa,cilitate the relocation of existing utilities, 
infrastructure or easements. No ttntative map, pared map or final map shall be required as a 
condition to the approval of a lot line adjustment Upon recordation of the notice of!ot line 
adjustment, the regulations of the SE Sports and Ente11ainment Overlay Zone shall appiy to the 
nPrP''d '.X adicnted lnt or narc·~l <cq-:f the lc>t Jine<' slvlll be s.hnvvn in the n··''.'Jd·~'d ncti "e nf 1ner<nr . t:: }?t:;:: .... C:. e .... J. , __ , ..,o ,_.., z--~ .<::: ~ .:d:v.\. ·"· . J ., .,-1 > ...... x. J ,_, _ ·". ,~ . • t::LC:. \. v .... . .> .?..,.,...,, '··"· ..... pt: 

oflot line adjustment or a certificate of co1npliance. 
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https://www.latirnes.com/califomia/story/2020-04-1 O/rnetro-crenshaw-lax-line-opening-date-delayed 

Construction problems delay Metro's $2-
billion Crenshaw Line opening until 2021 

Construction crews work to complete a bridge for the Crenshaw Line along Florence Avenue in Inglewood in 2017. 
(Jay L. Clendenin i Los Angeles Times) 

By Laura J. NelsonStaff \Vriter 
April 10, 2020 j 3:35 PM 

The Metropolitan Transportation Authority acknowledged Friday that flawed constrnction on a 
$2.06-billion rail line through South Los Angeles will delay its opening until mid-2021, two 
years later than originally promised. 

The Crenshaw Line is about 95% complete. But constrnction will not conclude until the end of 
this year or early 2021 because crews have been forced to redo work along the 8.5-mile route, 
Metro officials said. 

The issues include settlement in walls that support a rail bridge over La Brea Avenue near 
downtown Inglewood, and flaws in the steel support structure that is supposed to anchor the train 
tracks on bridges and in tunnels, officials said. 

Once construction ends, Metro will need about five months to test the line and train the rail 
operators. That means passengers will not be able to ride between El Segundo and Mid-City any 
earlier than May 2021, off1cials said. 
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The yearlong delay is the longest yet for the Crenshaw Line. Once slated for the fall of 2019, the 
opening date was 9.©hlY.9..~L\EH.iJ ... ?.P.ri.ng__;?.Q_;Q after Metro and the contractor wrestled with 
problems with electrical substations, sidewalks and gas lines. 

"We' re disappointed with the schedule," Metro Chief Executive Phil Washington said in an 
interview. "Anybody would be." 

(Laural Nelson I Los Angeles Times) 

Metro plans to ask the agency's directors this month to approve $90 million more for the 
Crenshaw Line. Without the increase, according to a draft rep011 reviewed by The Times, Metro 
won't be able to pay staff or consultants to manage the project after June. 

The proposed budget increase would add about 4% to the project's cost. The $90 million should 
cover Metro's expenses through December, said chief program management officer Rick Clarke. 
He said the contractor, Walsh/Shea, will pay for some of the work that needs to be redone. 

The contractor, a joint venture of\Valsh Constmction and J.F. Shea Constmction, did not return 
a request for comment. 

"We are going to demand a quality project, period," Washington said. "We are insisting that all 
of this work gets done and that it actually works. Ifwe have to delay the project, then that's what 
we'll do." 

\Vashington said it is "becoming more and more difficult" to know when major projects with 
multi year schedules will be finished. Metro is currently juggling half a dozen major transit 
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construction projects, including the downtown Regional Connector subway and three phases of 
the Purple Line subway to the Westside. 

The Crenshaw Line delay is a frustration for drivers and bus riders who have waited decades for 
a more reliable transit option between the Westside and the South Bay. The line will nm through 
Inglewood and the Los Angeles neighborhoods of Baldwin Hills, Hyde Park, Leimert Park and 
\Vestchester. 

The Crenshaw Line is "undeniably complex," with street-level, underground and elevated 
sections of track, said Los Angeles County Supervisor Mark Ridley-Thomas, who represents 
most of the project area. But the contractor's "performance and timeliness has left much to be 
desired," he said in a statement. 

The Metro board, Ridley-Thomas said, must "do a deep dive to understand what has gone 
wrong." 

Los Angeles City Councilman Herb Wesson, who is running to succeed Ridley-Thomas on the 
Board of Supervisors, said residents in L.A.'s "historically disadvantaged communities" will be 
forced to wait even longer for a high-quality transit option. 

Metro currently manages most of the construction projects it funds. Wesson said that "it's time to 
consider reopening the discussion" of using independent authorities to oversee major rail 
projects, similar to groups formed to oversee the construction of the Gold Line and the Expo 
Line to the Westside. 

Metro Chairman and Inglewood Mayor James T. Butts Jr. did not return a request for comment. 
Nor did Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti, the first vice chair of the Metro board. 

Concrete slabs that are used to stabilize and anchor the Crenshaw Line's tracks on bridges and in 
tunnels were installed incorrectly, Clarke said. The slabs, called plinths, are supposed to be 
tightly anchored, using steel reinforcements called rebar, to a platform beneath the tracks. 

In "a few hundred locations'' along the line, the rebar was installed incorrectly, Clarke said. 
Because the tracks have already been installed on top of the plinths, crews may have to lift up 
each section of track, fix or replace the rebar, and reinstall the rails, he said. 

"I know it sounds bad------- it sounds bad to us," Clarke said. "It's something that we're concerned 
about and watching very closely." 

The contractor is also drawing up plans to fix ground settlement in walls that support a rail 
bridge over La Brea Avenue, said Anthony Crump, Metro's deputy executive officer for 
community relations. He said he did not know the extent of the settlement, only that "it exceeded 
Metro's acceptable limits." 

The contractor has said it is safe for Metro to run test trains on the tracks supported by the 
settling walls, Clarke said, but they will need to be repaired before passengers can ride. 
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Metro and the contractor are investigating the cause, which could be "unsuitable soil" or flaws in 
the installation, Clarke said. 

Aside from the construction issues, Clarke said, Metro still has a "complicated challenge ahead" 
in finishing and testing the electrical equipment, communications software and other systems 
that run the trains. Getting that right, he said, involves connecting more than 8,000 components 
to the agency's rail control center. 

In 2017, Metro paid \Valsh/Shea $55.5 million to resolve schedule problems and avoid litigation 
over issues during early construction. The settlement included an agreement that the line would 
open to riders by October 2019. 

The following year, Metro reached another settlement with Walsh/Shea to finish construction by 
Dec. 11, 2019, which pushed the line's opening date to mid-2020. 

This time, Clarke said, there probably won't be a settlement. "\Ve' re pretty far down the line," he 
said. 'Tm not sure a settlement at this point would give us confidence that it would get done 
sooner." 

One of the most highly awaited portions of the Crenshaw Line will open several years after the 
rest of the route. 

A $~QQ.::rr.tiJti.QJJ. .. 5.t.<:i.J.tQXJ .. <1.L~)-~i.th. .. 0.t.r.~~.t will serve as a connection point to a smaller, automated 
train that will carry travelers and workers to the terminals at Los Angeles International Airport. 
The stop will also serve as a mini-transit hub, where travelers can board a local bus line, hail a 
taxi or catch a ride home. 

The airport train, called a people mover, is scheduled to g_p~.n...i.JJ. .. '.?9.~.J .. The project will cost an 
estimated $4.9 billion to build, operate and maintain over 25 years, and will be funded through 
airport revenues and tax-exempt bonds, for which the city's airport department will pay the 
financing costs. 
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Metro Pursuing Disruptive Centinela Grade Separation 
on Nearly Complete Crenshaw Line 
By Joe Linton May 20, 2020 ~ 8 COMMENTS 

Rendering of possible Crenshaw Line grade separation at Centinela Avenue - via Metro 

M etro's Crenshaw/LAX light rail line can't catch a break. 

The Crenshaw/LAX rail is a $2 billion, 8.5-mile light rail line extending from the Expo 

Line's Exposition/Crenshaw station to the Green Line's Aviation Station. The line primarily 

follows Crenshaw Boulevard up through the heart of Los Angeles' Black communities. Portions 

of the line are elevated and underground, though much of it will run at-grade. 
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Map of Metro's nearly completed Crenshaw/LAX line 

https://la.streetsblog.org/2020/05/20/metro-pursuing-disruptive-centinela ... 
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When Crenshaw/LAX line construction got underway in early 2014, the line was anticipated to 

open in fall 2019. In late 2018, the expected opening date was pushed back to )une 2020. Last 

month, a Metro letter and committee discussions pointed to an opening date around mid-2021. 

The LA Times reported on numerous Crenshaw construction issues leading to the delays. For 

his part, Metro CEO Phil Washington has been alluding to a likely "liquidated damages" lawsuit. 

Tomorrow, the Metro board Construction Committee will consider approving $120 million in 

Crenshaw cost overruns. That would include $90 million for the current contractor and $30 

miHion for later dose-out costs. That item was scheduled to be approved last month, but proved 

too contentious. 

In December, the Metro board approved an initial Crenshaw raH operations plan that favors 

wealthier, whiter South Bay commuters over South L.A. residents who live along the line and 

who actually ride transit. 

Today, the board's Planning and Programming Committee approved an .item to move forward 

with adding a new grade separation at Centinela Avenue in Inglewood. The Centinela grade 

separation is championed by James Butts, the Mayor of Inglewood and current Metro Board 

Chair. 

Sure, the grade separation will s1ighty improve the light rail line's speed and reliability. But the 

impetus behind the the grade separation is getting more drivers from L.A.'s Westside to 

Inglewood's under-construction football stadium. 

The new grade separation is not a mega-project. It would be statutorily exempt from lengthy 

environmental review under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Metro's rough 

estimated cost is $185-241 miUion - up from an eady estimate of $100-150 miUion. The project 

currently has no funding. Metro CEO Phil Washington stated that the agency is working with 

Inglewood and the South Bay Council of Governments to determine how to pay for the project. 

Washington anticipated returning to the board with funding plans this Summer. 

Construction is anticipated to begin about a year from now - roughly the same time as the 

Crenshaw Line is expected to open. 

If this grade separation project moves forward, which appears likely, it will adversely impact 

transit riders. 

There are a few alternatives currently under consideration. These are outlined in Metro's 

screening analysis study. 

For an estimated $200 million, transit riders would have to endure a roughly two-year long 

partial closure, taking a bus bridge between Crenshaw's Fairview Heights and Downtown 
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Inglewood stations. 

For an estimated $241 million, the project could include shoo-fly tracks that would minimize 

disruption to transit riders. The tracks would occupy several lanes of Florence Avenue and 

construction would take longer. Some bus bridging would still be needed when the rail line 

switches to and from the shoo-fly. 

Potentially further complicating Crenshaw operations will be two upcoming automated people 

mover projects. 

The city of Inglewood is planning to build a 1.6-mile three-station automated people mover 

connecting the Crenshaw Line's Downtown Inglewood Station to the new stadium. That project 

recently received a state transit infrastructure grant. 

The Crenshaw Line will also connect to the LAX's under-construction people mover. That 

connection is expected in 2023. 

Filed Under: Crenshaw Corridor, Metro 
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CI1~ OF I 00 
Inglewood 

2009 

DATE: .June 16~ 2020 

TO: l\fayor and Coundl Members 

SUBJECT: Ordinance No. 20-09 - Citywide Permit Parking Districts Program 

.RECO.M.Ml~N DAT ION: 
It is recomni.ended that the Ivlayor and Council Members adopt Ordinance No. 20~09 amending 
Chapter 3 of the lngle\vood Municipal Code (IMC) to implement a City,vide Permit Parking 
Districts Program. 

BACKGROUND: 
On May 5, 2020, a public heating was held to consider an ordinance amending Chapter 3 (Motor 
Vehicles and Traffic) of the Inglewood Municipal Code (IMC) to implement a Cityv-vide Pennit 
Parking Districts Pro§,'Tam in preparation of the August 2020 scheduled opening of SoFi Stadium 
that is slated to serve approximately 70,000 patrons. The ordinance proposed the creation of 
Permit Parking Districts \Vhich would be enforced 24 hours a day, 7 days a vveek (24/7), and 
authorized the towing of vehicles parked without a valid parking porrnit. 

During the meeting, Council Members raised concerns regarding the practicality of requi1ing all 
visitors to have parking pennits for short visits, such as routinely dropping in to check on elderly 
residents: as wen as service providers such as gardeners who may provide services to various 
permit parking districts \Ni thin the City, The City Council asked staff to revise the ordinance to 
address their concerns. 

Staff has revised the ordinance (Inglewood Municipal Code Section 3-80) to include .!ant,,:rirnge 
granting the Director of Public \Vorks the authority to determine \Vhether permit parking 
restrictions shaI1 apply 24/7, or any portion thereof. This authorizes the Public Works Director to 
grant exceptions to the 24/7 pem1it parking requirement by placing signs or markings indicating 
the parking limitation, peiiod of day of its application, and the fact that vehicles with valid pern1its 
shaH be exempt therefrom, 

Exceptions to the permit parking requirement may range ·from 1-2 hours depending on the district 
and type of zoning in and around the residential district tP avoid burdening the residents. There 
are no other changes to the proposed ordinance, 

Cuuently) there are seventeen (17) Permit Parking Districts (Districts) in the Cityof\vhich sixteen 
O 6) are residential and one is business see existing Pennit Parking District Map (Attachment 2). 
These Districts have rnultiple variations of parking restrictions that span day or night fr.ff different 
hours to address individualized neighborhood issues, These Districts are designed to limit 

Om.' YV \fam:hesh'r Ikmknmt o Ingkwnod, CA o 9-0301 n Fiwm.; (JHi) ,.tJ2·530i n Fm;, t.'lW) 4.12-8788 o-'""_.,P'"·\ 
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excessive parking intrusion into the City's residential neighborhoods frorn non<esident employees 
and patrons of nearby commercial or industrial facilities, 

To more effectively and efficiently protect residential connnunities from non-resident vehicular 
intrusion, City staff reevaluated the pennit parking process by conducting a research study for a 
citywide pem1it parking program (Attachment 3), 

DISCUSSION: 
The new Citywide .Pennit Parking Program includes the following updates: 

L Parking District Maps: The new Citywide Pe1mit Parking Program expands the existing 
pennit parking boundaries to better cover the Citis eleven (ii) neighborhoods that align 
with the four City Council Districts (Attachrnent 4), All residential streets within the City 
limits will be designated as pennit parking and are included in the Citywide Pern1it parking 
Program. 

2. 2417 Parking Restrictions and Tow A \Vay: The current permit parking program does not 
have full-time parking restrictions. The proposed ordinance will grant the Public Works 
Director the authority to implement pennit parking restrictions, 24/7 or any portion thereof~ 
for all streets, or portions thereof, located within any of the 11 Pem1it Parking Districts, 
and authorize the removal of vehicles parked in a Pennit Parking District without a valid 
parking penniL Bef!:.ffe enforcing the permit parking restrictions and tovv away, the City 
must place signs or markings giving adequate notice in accordance 'Nith the California 
Vehicle Code. The Pennit Parking Districts located nearest to the entertainment district, 
Permit Parking Districts 3C thru 11, will require the most residential parking protection, 
The Permit Parking Districts furthest away from SoFi Stadium and the LASED 
entertainment district, have a greater prevalence of single-family type residences/lower 
density, and may experience less non-residential parking intrnsion, Nevertheless, the City 
is ready to activate full-time parking restrictions in Permit Parking District l, 2, 3A and 3B 
if necessary, According to the updated program, .Pennit Parking District l, 2, 3A and 313 
will have pre-approved, full-time parking restrictions; however, these restrictions \vill not 
be activated and will remain inactive until it is determined that full<ime restrictions are 
necessary. 

3. Citpvide Approach: All existing Pennit Parking Districts in the current program will 
remain active and will be adopted into their respective proposed District. Depending on 
the needs of a particular Pennit Parking District, or portion thereof, the pennit parking 
restriction may apply 2417, or allov.r fix limited exceptions to the parking pennit 
requirement Streets that are located within Pennit Parking District 1, 2, 3A and 3B that 
do not have existing parking restrictions in effect will remain unchanged until when/if 
needed can be activated, The Citywide unifi.mn parking restrictions (24/7) will greatly 
reduce logistical challenges that arise from having variation of parking restrictions, will 
contribute to a more efficient program administration and more effective parking 
enforcement 

Parking Restrictions Petition Process for street within Permit Parking District L 2, 3A and 
38: lJpon receipt of a petition from the residents and/or business persons of a particular 
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neighborhood requesting the implernentation of the parking restriction on their street and 
citing the reason fr;r such request, the Director of Public Works or designee shall then 
revie'vv the request and detennine the appropriate boundary of the requested parking 
restriction area, The petition must bear the signatures of adults from a minimum of seventy
five (75%) percent of different households and/or businesses as evidence of a 
neighborhood desire to implement the parking restrictions, The Director of Public Works, 
or designee, shall then rnail or othervvise deliver one questionnaire to each readily kno\:vn 
address \Vithin the proposed parking restricted area (properties fronting on any street or 
portions that will be subject to pennit parking restrictions),, requesting the approval or 
disapproval of the parking restriction. If a rninimurn of seventy-five percent (75%) of the 
questionnaires returned to the Publ.ic Works Director or designee, within a pedod of thirty 
calendar clays, support the implementation of the parking restriction, then the Public Works 
Director or designee shall. administratively implement the parking restrictions and install 
parking restrictions signs, 

4. !\fore Effective Enforcement Tools: Today's prograrn requires residents to visit the 
Parking & Enterprise Services Department located at Ing1ewood City Hall and provide 
proof of residency, tenancy or property ov.mership (such as a rental agreement, light!gas 
bill or other identification indicating applicant's physical address) along with a current 
driver's license, and vehicle registration, To more effectivel.y enforce the permit parking 
program, residents will be required to have their vehicle registered to the address of the 
residence within the City of Inglewood that they are applying for their pcnnit. License 
plate reader technology (LPR) will be used as the enforcement tools for pennit parking 
districts, LPR technology allows for the license plate on each vehicles to be read quickly, 
and it is a more efficient tool than using a parking enforcer to review each pern1it parking 
hang tag. Since each permit for parking win be license plate specific in conjunction \vith 
the L.PS, it eliminates parking permit misuse. and maximizing the number of pennits that 
can be revie\ved within a short time period. A fast review is necessity during events, to 
remove vehicles violating the parking pennit program and ensure only residents are 
parking in their neighborhoods. Furthermore, LPR allows for digital chalking and 
enforcement of the hourly parking limits enabling the City to strictly enfrffce them, 

5. Permit Issuance, Administration and .Management: Additionally, the maximum 
number of permits per residence is two (2) pennits, and these t\vo (2) parking permits will 
be issued at no cost per household, Additional parking pennits may be issued under the 
discretion of the Director of Public Works or designee, who shall have the authority to 
issue the additional parking pennits on a case by case basis, as deemed appropriate based 
on local circumstances. Minimum guidelines must be met to be considered for additional 
pennits. Fees may be associated \:Vith the additional permit, as determined by the City 
Council's approval of the Parking Permit Fee Schedule (Attachment No. 5). Staff \Nill 

present a final Parking Permit Fee Schedule for the City Council to adopt by resolution; on 
a later date, to coincide \vith the effective date of any Citywide Pennit Parking Districts 
Ordinance adopted by the City Council. 

6. Visitor Parking Passes: The Visitor Parking Penni ts \Vill be made available on a daily, 
monthly, quarterly, or semi-annual basis according to the type of Visitor Parking Pass as 
indicated in this section see (Attachrnent 5), Each resident within a Pennit Parking District, 
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can apply for: l) Visitor Parking Permits, 2) Special Events Pennit, 3) Funeral Pennits, 4) 
In-Home Service Provider or Medical Care Provider Permits, 5) College Student Permit, 
and 6) Contractors and Ccmstruction Vv'orkers Permit 

This ordinance is exernpt from the requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act 
(CPQA) pursuant to Section 1506 l(b )(3) of Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations; the 
permit parking progrmn v.rould not result !.n any physical changes to the environment, other than 
minor signage. The program is designed to reduce potential traffic and parking impacts to the 
residential neighborhoods by limiting the number of excessive non-resident vehicles parking in 
the area. At the City Council meeting of June 9, 2020, Ordinance 20-09 \Vas introduced. 

FlNANCIAL/FUNDlNG lSStrns AND SOURCES: 
A separate staff report to amend the Fiscal Year 20 l 9-2020 Budget for the Citywide Permit 
Parking Program will he submitted once Bids for the services have been received. The funding 
request will include a budget to procure materials and install the new pennit parking restriction 
signs, and separate staff reports \Vill be submitted requesting additional funding fr)r administration 
and enforcement of the program. 

LEGAL .REVI.E\V VERIFICATION: 
Administrative staff has verified that th l documents accompanying this repo1i have been 
reviev,:ed and approved by, the Office of the City Attorney. 

BUDGET REVIEW VERIFICATIO. 
Administrative staff has verified that thi · rt, in its entirety, has been submitted to, reviewed 
and approved by the Budget Division. 

FINANCE REVIE\V VERIFICATION:~ 
Administrative staff has verified that this 1~~t"I;1--its entirety, has been submitted to, reviewed 
and approved by the Finance Department. 

DESCIUPTION OF ANY ATTACHMENTS: 
Attacfonent No. 1 ····Ordinance No, 20-09 
Attachment No, 2 - Exhibit/\ ..... Existing Pennit Parking Districts Map ( 17 Districts) 
Attachment No. 3 - Exhibit B - Citywide Pennit Parking Study 
Attachment No. 4 - Exhibit C - Proposed Permit Parking Districts Map ( 11 Districts) 
Attachment No. 5 - Exhibit D - Residential Pcnnit Parking Fee Schedule 

PREPARED BY: 
Louis A. Ahvell, P.E, Public Works Director/Assistant City Manager 
Peter Puglese, P.E., T.R, City Traffic Engineer 
Vanessa Munoz, P . .E., T.E., PTOE, Traffic .Engineer Consultant 
Joi L Aldridge, Management Assistant to Director 

COUNCIL PRES.ENTER: 
Louis A. Atwell, P.E, Public Works Director/Assistant City 1\fanager 
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ORD1J'JANCE NO. 20-09 

AN ORDINANCE OF THE crrv OF INGLE\VOOD, CALIFORNIA 

AMENDING CHAPI'ER 3, ARTICLE 2 OF THE INGLEWOOD 

t\-HJNIClPAL CODE 'fO F:Sl'AULISI:l A CH'Y'\VHJE PERJ\U1' 

PARKING DISTRICTS PROGRAl'vl, AUTHORIZE THE RE?vlOVAL 

or VE.EHCLES PARKlU} IN A PERI\/lfI PARKING DISTRICT 

\VITHOUT A PERMIT, AND ADOPT OTHER REGULATIONS 

REASONABLE ANH NECESSARY ·ro ENSlJRE THE 

EFFECTIVENESS OF THE CITY\VIDE PERMIT PARKING 

UlS'fRICTS PROGRATVL 10 

11 

12 

\VHEREAS, CalifiJfnia Vehicle Code section 21 provides that the provisions of 

the Vehicle Code are applicable and uniform throughout the state and the city n1ay not 1 

enact or enforce any ordinance on matters covered by the Vehicle Code unless expressly 

14 authorized therein; and 

15 WHEREAS, Vehicle Code section 22507 authorizes the City to adopt a 

16 preferential parking program \:vhich prohibits or restricts the parking of vehicles on 

:17 public streets and to issue permits to residents, merchants, and their guests exempting 

18 them from the parking prohibition or restriction: and 

1.9 'WH.EREAS, the City xnay adopt regulations that are reasonable and necessary to 

20 ensure the eflectiveness of a preferential parking program; and 

21 \VHE.REAS, Vehicle Code section 22651 (n) authorizes the City to remove a 

22 vehicle that is parked where the City has prohibited parking, authorized the removal of 

23 vehicles, and posted signs giving notice of the removal; and 

24 WHEREAS, the City of Inglewood has a total area of approxirnately 9 square 

25 miles and 109,000 residents; and 

26 \VHER.EAS, the City cunently has 17 pennit parking districts to address the 

27 parking needs of its reside11ts1 merchants and their guests; and 

28 /// 

I 
1 
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8 

9 

10 

1.1 

12 

18 

14 

15 

JG 

17 

18 

HJ 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

'VVHEREAS, the City of Inglewood .is developing into a preeminent sports and 

entertainment center because of the ,Forum, LA Stadium and Entertainment District at 

Hollywood Park (LASED), and Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center 

(JBEC); and 

\VHEREAS, the Forum, \Vhich reopened in 2014, has a capacity of over 17,000 

people; and 

WHEllEAS, LASED is the home of SoFi Stadium and a concert venue, which 

have a capacity of over 70,000 people and 6,000 people, respectively; and 

WHEREAS, the Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center includes a 

proposed 18,000 seat arena set to open in 2024; and 

\VHEREAS, the combined capacity of these sports and entertainment venues is 

over 110,000 people; and 

\\'HERE AS, there is a shortage of parking for the City's residents, merchants 

and their guests during Forum events; and 

\VHEREAS, the City expects the parking issues to increase dramatically when 

SoFi Stadium opens in July 2020, because Sofi Stadium guests and employees may use 

onstreet parking spaces needed for City's residents, merchants, and their guests unless 

the City adopts a Citywide Permit Parking Districts Prngrarn; and 

\VHEREAS, the City desires to amend various sections of Chapter 3, Artic1e 2 of 

the Municipal Code to establish a Citywide Permit Parking Districts .Program, authorize 

the removal of vehicles parked in a Permit Parking District without a permit, and adopt 

other regulations reasonab.le and necessary to ensure the effocti veness of the Cityvv'ide 

Permit Parking Districts Program; 

NO\V, THEREFORE, THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF 

INGLE\VOOD, CALIFORNIA, DOi!-:S ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS: 

/// 
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1 SECTION L Inglewood Ivlunicipal Code section 1-18, 1 is arncnded to read as 

2 follows: 

3 "Section 1-18.L Specific Violations Deemed Infractions, 

4 (a) The following sections of the faglevmod J\tunicipal Code are specifically 

o declared to be punishable as infractions: Sections 3-22, 3-22. 1, 3-31, 3-41 ( l} {5), 3-43, 

G 3-45, 3-49, 3-50, 3-53, 3-54, 3-56(1}, 3-59, 3-61, 3-64.1(1)-(5), 3-65(a), 3-65,l(a), 3-

7 65.2(a) and (b), 3-65.3, 3-65.4(a), 3-66, 3-69, 3-74, 3-80, 3-96, 4-2, 4-4, 4-l 5, 5-18. l, 5-

8 18.2, 5-21, 5-23.4, 5-28, 5-29, 2-29J, 5-30, 5-31, 5-33, 5-34, 5-35, 5-36, 5-37, 5-38, 5-

9 I 44, 5-49, 5-50, 5-57, 5-61, 5-63, 5-64, 5-65, 5-66, 5-67(a}·······{v), 5-82, 5-83, 5-84, 5-85, 
ii 

10' 5-117, 6-2.4, 7-l7, 7-18, 7-19, 7-26, 7-44, 8-2, 8-2.1, 8-46, 8-48, 8-56, 8-66.2, 8-67.5, 8-

11 68(1 ), 8-68(2), 8-69, 8-69J, 8-74, 8-74.29, 8-74.30, 8-74.32, 8-74.37, 8-74.38, 8-74.40, 

12 8-74.41, 8-77.l, 8-77.2, 8-78, 8-78.1, 8-78.2, 8-78.4, 8-79, 8-79J, 8-79.2; 8-79.3, 8-

1.3 79.4, 8-80,10-3, 10-4, 10-6, 10-8, 10-9, 10-10, 10-11, 10-13, 10-14, 10-16, 10-17, 10-18, 

14 10-45, 10-153, 11-49, ll-61(1), ll-61(2), ll-61(3), 11-70(1)-(18), l I-95, 11-104, 11-

15 106, 12-3, 12-I2F, 12-lS(a} (e), 12-40, 12-40.l, 12-64.3, 12-59, 12-72, 12-75, 12-77, 

lG 12-79, 12-80, 12-81, 12-93. 

17 (b) Notwithstanding Section 1-18, and pursuant to Ca.lifomia Vehicle Code 

18 Sections 40200 through 40273, any violation regulating the standing, stopping, or 

lD parking of a vehicle declared to be punishable as an infraction shall be subject to a civil 

20 penalty as set forth in the City's Schedule of Parking Penalties (IMC 3-81 .2)," 

21 SECTION 2. Inglev.rood Municipal Code section 3-76 is amended to read as 

22 follows: 

23 "Section 3-76. Establishment of a Permit Parking District. 

24 A Permit Parking District may be established in any of the following manners: 

25 (a) Upon the receipt of a petition from the res.idcnts and/or business persons of 

2G a particular neighborhood requesting the establishment of a Permit Parking District and 

27 citing the reasons for such request, the Public \Vorks Director or dcsigncc shaH study the 

28 request and the site of the request to determine if a district is warranted and if there are 

') 
0 
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1 alternative n1eans to resolve any neighborhood parking problems that instigated the 

2 petition. The Director or designee sha.!l further detennine the appropriate boundary of 

3 any prospective district The petition n1ust bear the signatures of adults from a minimm11 

4 of ten different households and/or businesses as evidence of a neighborhood desire to 

5 establish a district 

G The findings of the study and recornmendations of the Director or designee shall 

7 be presented to the Parking and Traffic Commission at a public hearing. Both petitioners 

8 and owners of those properties fronting on the street(s) that may be included within the 

9 district shall be duly notified of the public hearing. After receiving the recommendation 

10 I! of the Pub.lie Works Director and the comments of the JJub1ic, the Conunission shall i! .. 
11 1

1 determine if the establishment of a Pennit Parking District is warranted and what the 

12 
1 

boundaries of the district should be, If determined to be warranted by the Commission, 

13 the Pub.lie Works Director or designec shaH mail or othenvise deliver one questionnaire 

14 to each readily known address within the proposed district (properties fronting on any 

15 street or portions of streets that wiH be subject to permit parking) requesting approval or 

1 G disapproval of the establishment of the district If a minimum of seventy-five percent of 

17 the questionnaires returned to the Public \Yorks Director, vvitbin a minimum period of 

18 thiliy calendar days, suppcni the establishment of the district, an ordinance establishing 

19 the Permit Parking District shall be subrnitted to the City Council fiJr consideration and 

20 adoption to amend the Municipal Code accordingly. 

21 (b) City staff may recommend the establishment of a Pem1it Parking District 

22 to the City Council and introduce an ordinance for the City Council's consideration. 

24 

25 

2G 

28 

(c) The City Council may, at its discretion, direct City staff to study the 

establishment of a Permit Parking JJistrict and introduce an ordinance for the City 

Council's consideration." 

SECTION 3. lnglewood Municipal Code section 3-76. I is amended to read as 

fo1lovvs: 

4 
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l ''Section 3-76.l. Amending or Terminating a Permit Parking District. 

2 'fhe procedures by which an existing Permit Parking District can be amended or 

3 terminated shall be pursuant to any of the procedures set forth in Section 3-76 of this 

4 Article." 

5 SECTION 4. Ingle\voo<l Municipal Code section 3 .. 77 is amended to read as 

G follows: 

7 "Section 3-77 . .Posting Requirements. 

8 The City shall not enforce any Per.mil Parking District prohibition or restriction 
I 

B 1 i unless signs or markings giving adequate notice have been placed in accordance with 

10 II Vehicle Code section 22507, It shaL! be the duty of the Public \Vorks Director to cause 

11 

1

1 such signs or markings to be placed." 

12 SECTION 5. Inglewood Municipal Code section 3-78 is amended to read as 

13 follows: 

1.4 ''Section 3-78. Permit Issuance and Use Procedure. 

15 (a) Applications for Parking Permits. Applicants for a parking permit shall be 

16 required to present such proof as is required by the City, including, but not limited to, 

17 proof of residence, ernployx:nent, or ownership of a business in the Permit Parking 

18 District for which a parking permit is sought; ownership of the vehicle, license plate 

1.D number, and proof of current registration, An application for a renewal of a parking 

20 permit shall conform to the requirements of this Section. 

21 (b) Types of Pennits and Fees. City staff shall prepare a chart specifying the 

22 various types of parking permits the City may issue, including, but not limited to, 

23 residential, business, or guest permits; daily, monthly, or annual permits; the maximum 

24 number of permits that may be issued to each residence or business, by tyve of parking 

25 permit; the foes for each type of parking permit; and any other rules governing the use of 

26 the parking permits, The chart shall be presented to the City Council for adoption by 

27 resolution and the parking permit foes shall be made part of the Master Fee Schedule, 

28 /// 
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1 A residence or business applicant shall have a street address located in the 

2 Parking Permit District fiJr which a permit is sought An applicant \vhose residence or 

3 business is located on a street that is the border of t\:vo or more Permit Parking Districts 

4 may he issued a permit to park a vehicle on either side of the bordering street. 

(c) Full Payment of Fees. AH parking permit applications shall include fuil 

G payment of the parking pem1it fee. furthermore, no parking permit sball be .issued to 

7 any applicant until the applicant has paid all outstanding parking citations, including any 

8 civil penalties and related foes. 

(d) Issuance and Use of Permit A parking permit may be issued and enforced 

10 using either a virtual or physical permit A virtual permit shall be issued to the license 

11 plate number of the applicant's registered vehicle and enforced through an Automated 

12 License Plate Reader System (ALPRS). Each virtual permit holder shaU be responsible 

13 for ensuring that their license plate is capable of being read by the ALPRS. 

14 The City may issue a physical permit, such as a sticker or hanging tag, to the 

15 applicant The holder of a physical permit shall be responsible for making sure that the 

16 physical pern1it is displayed in accordance with the City's rules so as to be clearly 

17 visible from outside of the vehicle. 

18 A parking permit is valid only for parking in the specified Permit Parking District 

19 and it does not guarantee the availability of a parking space. The parking permit holder 

20 shall be subject to each and every condition and restriction set forth in this Chapter and 

21 as provided for the Pennit Parking District for which it \vas issued, 'Ihe issuance of a 

22 parking permit does not exen1pt the holder from compliance with any other parking 

23 regulation, including) but not lhnited to, vehicle type, height or weight restrictions; 

24 zones that prohibit the stopping, parking or standing of vehides; and street sweeping 

25 l,1 parking restrictions . 

. 26 ( c) Revocation of Parking Pcrrnit A parking permit holder shall not sell; rent 

27 
1 

or otherwise transfer a parking permit to another person, unless authorized by the City, 
I 

28 or present false or fraudulent infonnation to obtain a parking permit. A parking permit 

I 

G 
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1 may not be altered or reproduced. A violation of any City rule regulating the application 

2 flJr or use of parking permits may result in the revocation of the parking permit the 

:3 revocation of any other pennits issued to the permittee~ and the disquaUfication of the 

4 permittee from being issued any future parking permit 

5 (f) Replacement of Permit. A pem1ittee seeking replacement of a Jost or 

G stolen permit shaH pay a replacement permit fee as established by City Council 

7 resolution and set forth in the Master Fee Schedule," 

8 S.ECTlO.N 6. fnglcwood Municipal Code section 3-79 is amended to read as 

Fl follmvs: 

10 

11 

1 ') -~ 

"Section 3-79. _Exernpfo::ms from Permit Parking District Prohibitions. 

Only the following vehicles shall be exempt from enforcement of the 

Parking District prohibitions in section 3-80: 

1:3 (a) Any vehicle displaying a valid parking permit. 

Pennit I 

14 (b) Any .licensed physician's vehicle parked while making a professional call. 

15 (c) Any vehicle parked in an individual curbside parking space governed by a 

16 parking meter. 

l7 ( d) Any vehicle parked in an individual curbside parking space that is 

18 specifically exernpt by a posted sign or marking, so long as said vehicle is in compliance 

19 \Vith all other parking conditions or I.imitations specified on the sign or marking. 

20 (e) Any vehicle exempt under any other applicable law~ including; but not 

21 limited to, Municipal Code sections 3-65(c)~ 3-65. l(b), 3-65.2(c), and 3-80(b)." 

22 SECTION 7, Inglewood Municipal Code section 3-80 .is amended to read as 

2a fol.lows: 

24 "Section 3-80. Permit Parking District Restrictions. Tmv Away Authorized. 

25 Upon designation of a Permit Parking District, the Public \Vorks Director shall 

26 determine \Vhether perrnit parking restrictions apply 24 hours a day, 7 days a week 

27 (2417), or any portion thereof~ based upon the needs of the Permit Parking District~ and 

28 cause appropriate signs or markings to be placed indicating prominently thereon, the 1 
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l parking limitation, period of the day fix its application, and the frtct that vehkles vvith 

2 valid permits shall he exempt therefn.:nrL Unless an exemption in Section 3~ 79 app.lies, .it 

3 is unlm.vfu.l for a person to park a vehicle on a City street located on or in Permit Parking 

4 District, at any time, withnut displaying a valid parking permit 

5 As authorized by Vehicle Code section 22651 (n}, the Chy may cause to be 

G removed any vehicle parked in violation of this section, and the registered owner thereof 

7 shall he responsible for paying the impoundrnent and storage fees established by the 

8 City. It shall be the duty of the Public Wnrks Director tn identify areas \vherc signs 

9 giving notice of renmval fr\r a violation of this section shall be placed and cause such 

10 signs to be placed. No vehide shall be removed for a violation of this section unless 

11 signs giving notice of removal have been placed in accordance \vith Vehicle Code 

12 section 2265] (n) and rv1unicipal Code section 3-58." 

13 SECTION 8. Inglewood Municipal Code section 3-81 is an1ended to read as 

14 foHmvs; 

15 "Section 3-81. Parking District Boundaries Defitk'<L 

1G The boundaries of each Permit Parking District are defined by the Permit Parking 

17 Districts map presented to the City Council fix adoption as part of Ord.lnance No. 20-09, 

18 All Citv streets located on or within the boundaries of a Permit Parkinu. District shall be ,.., . 'l.,.' 

H) subject to the permit parking prohibitions or restrictions of that District only when 

20 appropriate signs or rnarkings giving adequate notice have been placed, 

21 Tbe Public \Vorks Department shall he responsible for maintaining the official 

22 Permit Parking Districts map and any subsequent changes to the map shall require City 

23 Council approval by ordinance." 

24 SECTION 9. SKVERABU.JTY, ff any section, subsection, subdivisi0tL 

25 

28 

paragraph, sentence. clause or phrase of this ordinance. or its application to any person I 

or circuinstance, is for any reason held to he invalid or unenforceable) such invalidity or 

unenforceability shall not affect the validity or enft1rceahHlty of the rem.aining sections, 

subsections, subdivisions, paragraphs. sentences, clauses or paragraphs of this 
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1 ordinanct\ or .its appUcation to any person or circunrntance, 'fhc City of Inglevvood 

2 hereby declares that it would have adopted each section, subsection, subdivision, 

a paragraph, sen tenet:\ clause and paragraph hereof, irrespective of the fact that any one or 

4 more nf the foregoing sections, subsections, subdivisions, paragraphs, sentences, clauses 

5 or phrases hereof be declared invalid or unenforceable_ 

6 SECflON HL The City Clerk shall certify to the approval, passage and adoption 

7 of this Ordinance by the City Council and shall cause the same to be published in 

8 accnrdance \Vith the City Charter; and thirty days frnm the final passage and adoption, 

9 this Orctinance shall be in full force and efiect, 

10 

1.1 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

2 <> 
Ll 

25 

26 

28 

PASS.Ef:t. APPROVED 

'2020. 

Jarnes 'L Butts, JL, Mayor 

i\TTEST: 

Yvonne .Horton, City Clerk 

.AND ADOPl'ED this day of 
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Clippers will buy The Forum for $400 million 
so they can build a $1.2 billion arena in 
Inglewood 

Legal battles between Madison Square Garden Co. and the 
NBA team threatened to derail the $1.2 billion project 

The Forum on Wednesday, October 16, 2019 in Inglewood, California. (Photo by Keith Birmingham, Pasadena 
Star-News/SCNG) 

By Jason Henry I jhenry@scng.com and Mirjam Swanson I mswanson@.scng.com I Pasadena 
Star News 
PUBLISHED: March 24, 2020 at 4:58 p.m. I UPDATED: March 24, 2020 at 6:38 p.m. 

The owners of the Los Angeles Clippers will buy The Forum concert venue in Inglewood for 
$400 million as part of a settlement agreement with Madison Square Garden Co .. 

The agreement ends years of legal battles that threatened the feasibility of a proposed $1.2 billion 
Clippers arena in the city that soon will be home to an adjacent $5 billion NFL stadium for the 
Los Angeles Rams and Chargers. That 18,000-seat arena just south of the new NFL stadium will 
still move forward. 
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Under the newly formed CAPSS LLC, the Clippers' owners will continue to operate the historic 
Forum - the former home of the Los Angeles Lakers and Kings - as a music venue and has 
offered to hire all of current employees, according to a press release Tuesday. 

"This is an unprecedented time, but we believe in our collective future," said Steve Ballmer, the 
chairman of the L.A. Clippers. "We are committed to our investment in the City oflnglewood, 
which will be good for the community, The Clippers, and our fans." 

Ballmer and the Clippers previously offered to spend an additional $100 million on a community 
benefit package, including $75 million to support affordable housing. The exact terms of the 
package are still under negotiation. 

Traffic concerns 

The new ownership of the Forum will alleviate potential traffic congestion in the corridor by 
allowing the two venues to coordinate programming, according to the Clippers. 

"We know traffic is something that many Inglewood residents worry about. While we have gone 
to great lengths to provide an unprecedented traffic-management plan for the new basketball 
arena, this acquisition provides a much greater ability to coordinate and avoid scheduling events 
at the same time at both venues," said Chris Meany, a principal of Wilson Meany, the developer 
overseeing the new basketball arena project. 

An environmental impact report released in December estimated a simultaneous concert at The 
Forum and a basketball game at the arena could impact 61 intersections and eight freeway 
segments. The arena is expected to contribute to a "significant and unavoidable" increase in 
traffic, noise and pollutants, according to the report. 

Millions spent on lawsuits 

Madison Square Garden Co., which bought The Forum for $23.5 million in 2012 and invested 
$100 million in renovations, has waged an all-out war to try to stop the Clippers from coming to 
the city. MSG sued Inglewood and its mayor, James T. Butts Jr., in 2018, alleging he tricked the 
company's executives into giving up their rights to the land needed for the proposed arena. 

The Forum's owners claimed their fight was not about stopping the competition and instead was 
an attempt to protect Inglewood residents from a project that would "inflict severe traffic 
congestion, pollution and many other harms" on the city. 

Both sides spent millions on the war, with the two parties heavily lobbying state and local 
officials for support. MSG's opposition stalled efforts to fast-track the arena by nearly a year. 

As part of the settlement agreement, MSG will drop its lawsuit against the city and g_th~r~
challenging the environmental review of the project at the corner of Century Boulevard and 
Prairie Avenue, just across the street from SoFi Stadium. 
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"This is the best resolution for all parties involved and we wish the new owners every success," 
the company said in a statement. 

With MSG out of the way, the Clippers will have eliminated the last of the arena's roadblocks. 

Smiling mayor signs settlement 

The Inglewood City Council approved the settlement at its meeting Tuesday. Butts, smiling ear 
to ear, paused the agenda so he could sign the document immediately. A copy of the agreement 
was not available Tuesday. 

"The city of Inglewood is overjoyed to welcome Steve Ballmer as the new owner and operator of 
the Fabulous Forum," Butts said in a statement Tuesday. "He's a true community partner." 

The purchase is expected to close during the second quarter of 2020, according to the Clippers. 
The team, which currently plays at Staples Center, wants the arena ready by the 2024 season. 
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I YOF I Gl~E D 
One \V .. 0/fanchcsrcr Hou]cvanJ, Suit< 360, Inglcs;vnod .. CA 90301 · l.750 

f(enncth R C 
Citv Atwrnev 

/ ~' 

.A.pril 30. 2020 

Robert Silverstein 

(?tf£ce t?.f tlie Ci'ty "J,lttOY"l•'lt:?Y 

The Silverstein Law Firm, A Professional Corporation 
215 North ivfarengo Avenue, 3d Floor 
Pasadena, California 91101-1504 
Ernai 1: Rstht:t:tra.Js&ht:rt;ULYt:titidJ1~Arn:.,s±an1 

RE: Response to Letter of A.pril 23. 2020 

Dear ML Silverstein: 

The City of Inglewood (''City") is in receipt of your letter addressed to Ms, 'V'vonne I:iorton and 
Ms. !v1indy Wikox dated April 23, 2020 that ·w1:is captio1Hxi "Brown Act Violations; Cure and 
Correct Demand in Connection with Public Meeting on March 24, 2020 and Demand to Cease 
and Desist, Including Under Govt Code§ 54960.2; H:H:C Project SCH 20l802l056, and 
Request .to include this letter in Adn1in Record/or JBEC DE1R; Public Records Act Request for 
March 24, 2020 Council's ClosL'<l.Session Audio/Video Recording and Notes, Minutes, Records." 

Your letter is rdi:rrec! to herein as the "April 23 Request" 

The City proudly believes in transparency and compliance \vith an applicable la1,vs, including the 
Ralph M. Bn.nvn A.ct ("Brmvn /\cf'), codified at Section 54950 et seq. of the Cahfr1mia 
Government Code, and the Califrirnia Public Rtx·ords Act ("CPRA''), codified at Califrm1ia 
Government Code Section 6250 ct seq,i Accordingly, this ktter promptly responds to your April 
23 Request by providing disdosablc documents responsive to that request 

Jn addition, the A,pril 23 Request '\Vas based on several erroneous factual assumptions_;: With this 
letter we an: clarifying the facts, induding most significantly that the Tri-Party A&rreernent that 
\Vas approved by the Council in open session on tvtarch 24, 2019 is not a settlement agreement 
The Tri-Party Agreement and the settlement discussions were each properly noticed in fuH 
compliance with the Brown Act Additionally, the Tri~Party Agrce1ncnt was first made available 
to the Council at the tvfarch 24i1i meeting and \vould have been available to anyone who attended 
the meeting and asked frn- it Becimsc the requests made of the City Clerk asked fbr a "settlement 
agreement" not the "Tri-Party Agreement" that caused confusion. Pursuant to Section 
54957, ! {a}(3) no reportable event with respect to settlement has occurnxL A more detailed 
response is provided below, 

.\U hirth{~t ::--t'tUon. ft'fa:~:~.:::nt<::· ..... ~~ft' lO th.t' (:::dd>}tni~t (~~~,"}~-~~ttHHt'Hf. (od~~· ttnk>:<?. ~:Jd:}~~ryo:,'19.::: i.nd.it:.~H~~::l 

1.n the ~.:ntt't·c::;,t c~f pt<:>\··~d~.rq;. J r~rofnpf lt~;pon,:~~-~~ \\·~-~ h~i'-..\:' .nnf l:n.~~_:n Jhk· fn ~:~ddn:.~2·::::- JH nf th<:: ·:tp·p<~t~:.rr~ 

tn1~u,ndcr;:;r.Jndu-1g.:-- uf :f:~(f t(~~~~~1~.n-cd in ·:,·\>ut . \r:ird ~:~.·1 Rcq~.K'\f. 
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This letter also serves as the City's timely response to your CPRA Request as requiredhy 
Sectit•n 6253(c)< 

A. CONDUCT OF THE ~iARCH 24~ 2020 MEETING 

Section HI of your April 23 Request misstates the actions taken at the t>.farch 24, 2020 City 
Council meeting, 

1. Closed Session 

As indicated on the March 24, 2020 agenda, the members of the City Council convened into 
closed session to confotence with the City's legal counsel regarding pending litigation, as 
authorized hy paragraph ( l) of subdivision (d) of Section 54956,9 to discuss the folk1\ving cases: 
( l) A1SG Forum, LLC v, Ciiy c~f1ng!eHnod, et aL (Case No. YC072715); (2) MSG Forum, LLC v, 
C'i~v {~{lnglmvood as Successor Agen9' to the F'ormer Inglewood Redeve!opnu:nt Agent:Ji, et aL 
(Case No, BS t 7471 O); (3) lngle1vood Residents Against Takings and Evictions 1» City ol 
lnghnvood, et al. (Case No, 8296760); and (4) lngie1vood Residents Against Takings and 
Evictions v Cl(y qflnglewood as Suf..:cessor Agency to the Former Inglewood Redevelopment 
Agemy, et al. (Case No. BS l 74709), 

No reportable action was taken following the closed session pursuant to Section 54957<l(a)(3) or 
othenvise, 

2. Agenda hem A-2 

After the public wa:;; given opportunity to comment in accordance with Section 549543 
(members of the public ·were in attendance, but none spoke), the City Council took up the iterns 
listed in the~ City Attorney/ General Counsid Office's section of the Agenda in open session, and 
the City Council took action on two agreements under an entry entitled: 

Consideration of and possible action on one or more agreen:tents '#ith MSG 
Forum, LLC; Inglewood Residents Against Takings and Evictions: !Vlurphy's 
Bowl LLC; and other entities and individuals in ft.utherance of a potential 
settlement of claims arising from the proposed development of, and CEQA revie\V 
fbr. the Intde~.vood Basketball and Entertainment Center Project, as \velJ as . - . 
obligations of the landownt:'.r of the ForurrL 

The Agenda entry then indicated that the City Attorney's recorrunendation \.Vas to 
"Consider and A.ct on the foHo\ving agreements," both of which were expressly named on 
the agenda, as fbHows, 

Release and Substitution of Guarantor Under Developm.ent Agreement by and among tvISG 
Forum, LLC, rv1S(iN HOLDINGS, LP., POLPAT LLC, and the City oflnglewood; and 

Tri« Party Agnxmcnl hy and among ~v1SG Fornrn, LLC MSG Sports & Entertainrnent, LLC, 
iv1uq1hy's Bn\vl LLC, and the City of Inglc\vood, 

Contrary to statements made in your April 23 Request, the agenda entry, viewed in its entirety, 
specified exactly \Vhich agrecrnents the City Council \Vould consider and possibly act on, and 
identified all the entities that are parties t.o those agrccmenl:< 
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Also contrary to statements made in your April 23 Request, the Tri-Party Agreement is not a 
settlement ag•recmenL In fact, and as indicated on the agenda cntrv, the agreement is sin111lv 

<:.:.; ·' .......... ..;- • ;.;,,:.. :t "' 

intended to allow for further discussiom that could ultimately lead to the resolution of claims 
arising from the proposed development of~ and CEQA. revie'iv for, the foglcvr·ood Basketball and 
Entertaimnent Center Project ("IBEC"). To that end, the Tri-Party Agreement actually ensun:s 
that no action be taken by the City Council to approve the IBEC 'ivhHe a potential settlement of 
claims could potentially be undenvay. ln addition, he Tri«Party Agreement expressly reserves to 
the City all discretion to consider the lHEC consistent 'With all apphcable laws, 'fhus, the Tri
Party A.grcement bears no resemblance to the agreement at issue in the Trancas Property 
Owners Association v. C!zv (~(Afalfhu (2006) L38 CaLApp.4th 172 ease referenced in your April 
23 Request 

3. Public A vailabHity of Tri-Party Agreement 

The Tri-Party A.greement and the Release and Substitution of Guarantor were completed and 
distributed to Counci!mernbers on l\farch 24, 2020. Because no exceptions under the CPRA 
apply, both became a public record under Section 54957.5(a) on rvtarch 24, 2020, .As such, 
pursuant to Section 54957 .5(b), the City \Vas obligated to make the record available fig public 
inspection at that tim.e. 

The City com.plied with this obligation: Contrary to the statements made in your April 23 
Request (and some press accounts of the rm .. -eting), both documents were available at !he City 
Council meeting to any member of the public who requested a copy ofrhe agreements .. 

The e-mail your colleague ("Veronica T,") sent to the City Clerk (attached as Exhibit 6 to your 
April 23 Request) vvas ambiguous because it referenced a "settlement agreement'' signed by 
l'vlayor Butts at the City Council meeting, The public documents signed by the mayor at that 
City Council meeting \Vere the Tri-Party A.grceincnt and the Release and Substitution of 
Guarantor. 

Nevertheless, in accordance with the spirit of the CPRA and Section 6253, l thereof: we arc 
endosing a coov ofhoth the Tri-Partv Agircement and the Release and Substitution of Guarantor 

~ £- ~ 

vvith this letter, no·w that your April 23 Request clarified the true nature of fvls, T's c-rnail 
request. 

B. PUBLIC RECORDS ACT REQUEST 

Section VH of your April 23 Request is ex.prcssly made under the CPRA and requests tbat ''the 
City provide the audio and video recordings of the closed sessions, as \Veil as any 1ninutes, notes, 
or records made or exchanged by anyone present at the meeting re [sic] same." 

Please accept this response as the City's response and determination to your Public Records Act 
Request as required by Sections 6253(c) (w'hich, as stated in your April 23 Request, is due by 
May 3, 2020): 

First no audio or video recordings nf the dosed session exist (und none are required under the 
Bnnvn Act or any other provision of law), 

Secxmil as discussed above, the City Council convened in closed session to confor \vilh its legal 
counsel regarding pending litigation in vvhk:b the Chy is involved. ;\ccordingly, the requested 
documents constitute pnvlleged communications bctvveen an attorney and dient under CalifiJn1ia 
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Evidence Code Section 954, Therdbre, please be advised that pursuant to Section 6255 the 
documents requested (to the extent they exist) are exempt from disclosure under Section 6254(k), 

C. CONCLUSION 

We trust that the enclosed documents and foxtual corrections address your concerns. At the same 
time, we expressly reserve the City's right to further respond to your April 23 Request, including 
'#ithout limitation by responding in greater detail to the assertions regarding the City's 
compliance with the Brovm /\ct made in your April 23 Request 

Sincerely, 

End, 

Tri-Party Agreement by and among MSG Fomm, LLC, MSG Sports & Enlcrtaimnent, LLC, 
IV!urphy's Brw<'l LLC, and the City of Inglewood 

Release and Substitution of Guarantor Under Dcvcloprncnt /\greement by and mnong :tv1SG 
Forum, LLC, iv1SGN HOLD.IN GS, LP., POLPAT LLC, and the City of lngkivood 
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OFFICIAL BlJSfNESS 

Document entitled to free recording 
Government Code Section 6103 

THrS DOCU!'v1ENT \VAS PREPARED BY, 
AND AFTER RECORDING RETURN TO: 

Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP 
333 South (irand Avenue, Suite 4900 
Los Angeles, CA 90071 
Attention: Amy R, Forbes, Esq, 
Ref.: 21384-00001 

Execution Conv 

(Space Above for Recorde( s lJse} 

RELEASE AND SUBSTITUTION OF GUARANTOR UNDER 
DEVELOPMENT AGREE:MENT 

This RELEASE AND SUBSTITUTION OF GUARANTOR UNDER DEVELOP!'v1ENT 
A(:TREEMENT (this "Agreement'') is made as of 1\fay "--------------' 2020 (the ''Effective Oate"), by 
and anwng 1v1SG FORUM, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company ("Developer"); J\,1SGN 
HOLDfNGS, L,P., fonnerly known as MSG Holdings, L.P,, a Delaware limited pmtnership 
(such entity and its successors and assigns are referred to herein as the "Original Guarantor"): 
POLPAT LLC,. a Delaware limited liability company (''New' Guarantor''), and the CITY OF 
lNGLE\VOOD, a municipal corporation ("City''), vvhh reforence to the follo;,ving facts: 

t\, City and Developer entered into that certain Development Agreement effective 
June 25, 2012 and recorded July !2, 2012 as Instrument No, 20121033769 of Official Records of 
Los Angeles County (the "Development Agreement"), pertaining to, among other things, the 
development and operation of certain real property O\Vned by Developer and located in the City 
of lngkwood, Ca!Hbmia (the ·'Property"), and more particularly described on Exhibit A 
attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference. 

R Original Guarantor, an affiliate of Developer, previously executed that certain 
Joinder and Guaranty attached to the Development Agreen1ent guaranteeing the ob!igaliohs of 
Landowner (as defined in the Development Agreemenl) thereunder (the "Guaranty"), 

C The ownership interests in the Developer are being trn11sfe1Ted to a third party, 
and in comm:~tion then;\vith, each of the third party, Developer, Original Guarantor, and New 
Guarantor have requested that (I) Original Guarantor be released from the Guaranty and the 
Development .Agreement, and (2) New Guarantor be substituted as the counterparty to the 
Guaranty. 
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D. City now desires to ( l) unconditionally and irrt~vocably release the Original 
Guarantor from any and aH HabHities under the Development Agreement and the Guaranty, and 
(2} substitute the Ne'N Guarantor as the counterparty to the Guaranty, 

L City also wishes to clarify certain commitments made with respect to public 
benefits to be provided pursuant to the Development Agreement 

NO\V THEREFORE. for good and valuable consideration., the receipt and st1ffidency of 
\Vhich are hereby acknovvledged, each of Developer, Original Guarantor. Nev.i Guarantor, and 
City hereby agrees as follows: 

l. City hereby consents and agrees that. as of the Effective Date, (a) Original 
Gw.ffantor is hen::by unconditionally and irrevocably released front any and a!I Habi!ilies under 
the Developrnent Agreernent and the Guaranty, and (b) Ne\V Guarantot is hereby substituted as 
the counterparty to the Guarnnty. In consideration for the release of Old Guarnntor, Developer 
agrees that it shall provide community benefits not to exceed a total of$ I million, pursuant to a 
program mutually agreed upon bet1,veen City and Developer within 90 days after the Effective 
Date, to be rnemorialized in a tvHnor Anwndment to Section 14 of the Development .Agreement 
(as such Minor Amendment is provided for in Section 20,4 thereof). 

2. As of the Effective Dale .. there are no outstandimz daims under the (iuarantv. ·' . . . ...,,:. , - ~' 

3. Thb Agreernent may be executed in countcrpmis which taken together shall 
constitute one and the san1e instru1T1enL 

4. The provisions of this Agreement shaH be binding upon and inure to the benefit of 
the parties hereto and their respective successors and assigns. Nothing in this Agreement, 
express or implied, is intended to or will conkT upon any person other than the Parties and their 
respective successors and assigns any legal or equitable right, benefit or remedy of any nature 
under or by reason of this AgreemenL 

5, Each of the parties hereto hereby covenants and agrees that it -.vill, .at any time and 
from time to time, execute any documents and take such additional aclkms as the other, or its 
respective successors or assigns, shalt reasonably require in order to more completely or 
p1.:'.rft'.ctly carry out the release intended to be accomplished by this Agreement 

6. This Agreen1ent supersedes all prior \Vrtttcn or oral agreements of the Parties 
relating to the rnatters covered hereby, constitutes a final \\Titten expression of al! the terms of 
this Agreement, and is a complete and exclusive statement of those terms., 

7. This Agreement shall be construed and interpreted in accordance ~with the laws of 
the Sta.tc of California. 

[SIGNATURE PAGES FOLLOW] 

2 
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IN WITNESS \VHEREOF, each of Developer, Original Guarantor, Ne\v Guarantor, and 
City have executed this Agreement as of the Effective Date. 

''DEVELOPER" 

JVISG FORUM, LLC, 
a Delaware limited liability conipany 

By: 
~------------~ 

Name: 
Title: 

~-------------~·~·~..-.•••......................................................... 

A notary public or other officer COl1'.1pleting this certificate 
verifies only the identity of the individual who signed tht.~ 
document to which this certificate is aUached, and not the 
truthfulness, accuracv. or validitv of that document 

••••>w••""•""•~•••••••••••••~•••w••••••~••••~•••••••••••••••••••••*•••'•••••••••••••••••••••••••'•••••••.X••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••"'""""'"""""" ~~-

S'TATE OF 
SS, 

On this day of, ...................................................... ' 20 , beftJre me, 
--------------' Notary Public, personally appeared 
~----------------~' who proved to me on ihe basis of satisfactory 
evidence to be the person whose name is subscribed to the within instrumem and acknowledged 
to rne that she executed the same in her authorized capacity, and that by her signature on the 
instrument the person, or the entity upon behalf of which the person acted, executed the 
instrument 

r certH')/ under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the hnvs of the State of 
~~~~~~ that the fbregoing parngrnph is true and correct 

\VlTNESS my hand and official seal, 

Notary Public 
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''ORIGINAL GUAR.\NTOR'' 

MSGN HOUJINGS, LP., 
a Dela\vare limited partnership 

By: ____________ _ 
Name: 
Title: 

A notary public or other officer completing this certificate 
verities only the identity of the individual who signed the 
document to which this certificate is attached, and not the 
truthfulness. accuracv, or va!iditv of that docwnent 

. ~· ~· .. ~·· ·~~~~~~~·~~· ~· .. ~~· .. ~·. ~·~~·~~: ~~·~~·~ ~~· ~~· ~~~~~~·. ~~...R'--~· ~~~~· ~· ~~~~~~~·. ~·. ~·· ~~~· ~· ~~""' .. ·~·. ~· ~·· .. ~~ ~~· ~· .......... ~~~ .. ~··"~""""" ··················""' 

STATE OF 

COUNTY OF--------

On this , before me, 
--------------' Notary Public. pt~rsonal!y appeared 
- .. --.. ·----·-·---~~ ............... ~·--· .. ·~·--......... ~ .................. .,who proved to me 011 the basis ofsatisfac:tory 
evidence to he the person \Vhose name is subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged 
to me that she executed the same in her authorized capacity. and that by her signature on the 
instrument the person, or the entity upon behalf of\.vhich the person acted, executed the 
instrument 

I certi(v under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the ia\vs of the St.ate of 
_______ that the foregoing paragraph is true and correct 

\VITNESS my hand and official seaL 

Notary Public 

4 
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"NEW GUARANTOR" 

POLPAT LLC 
a De!mvare limited liability company 

'By: ............................................................................................................................. .. 
Name: 
Title: 

I A notary public or other officer completing this certificat~ ....... , 
verifies only the identity of the individual \Vho signed the I 
document to which this c.ertificate is attm:hed, and not the i 
truthfulness,. accumcv, or validitv of that document I 

••••••••••>W••••~••••~••••n•••••••n•·: ••..........•. '•••••••••••••••*••;';'•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••»•••••••••••••••-••••••••••••••••••••••""'"'"'""""".,...,~~---' 

STATE OF 

On this day of ......................... ~ .................. ' 20 _____ ,,, before me, 
.' Notary Public, personally appeared 

------------------' who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory 
evidence to be the person w·hose name is subscribed to the within instrument and ackno\·vledged 
to me that she executed the same in her authorized capacity, and that by her signature on the 
instrument the person, or tlw entity upon behalf of which the person acted, executed tht~ 
instrument 

I certify under PENALT'{ OF PERJURY under the laws oftbe State of 
~~~~~~that the fhregoing paragraph is tnw and correct. 

\VITNESS my hand and official scaL 

Notary Public 

5 
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"CITY" 

CITY OF INGLEWOOD, 
a municipal corporation 

By:------------------------------------"'--""""'"""""""""~~~-~ 

James T Butts, Mayor 

ATTEST: 

Yvonne Horton, City Clerk 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: 

Kenneth Campos, City i\ttomey 

APPROVED: 

KANE, BALJJVIER & BERKfv1AN 
Special Counsel 

Royce K. Jones 

Execution Com 

6 
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A notary public ot other officer completing this certificate 
verifies only the identity of the individual \Vho signed the 
document to which this certificate is attached, and not the 
truthfulness. accuracy, or validitv of that document. "----. ....., ........ , .... .,;........, ................................ , .... ~ .. · ..... ,., ..... , ..... , .......... , ... * ..................... , ........... , .................. ,, .... ,,,,.,, ................................................................. , 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

On this day of .................................... - .... -w' 20 , before me. 
--------------'Notary Public, personally appeared 
-------------- ---·-----' who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory 
evidence to be the person \Vhose name is subscribed to the ;,vlthin instrument and. acknovv'ledgcd 
to me that she executed the same in her authorized capacity, and that by ber signature on the 
instrument the person, or the entity upon behalf of which the person acted, executed the 
instrument. 

I certify under PENA LT'{ OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of Califrffnia 
that the foregoing paragraph is true and correct. 

\VlTNESS my hand and official seaL 

Notary Public 

7 
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EXHJBlT "A'' 

TO 

RELEASE AND SUBSTITUTION OF GUARANTOR UNDER DEVELOPfv1ENT 
AGREEMENT 

t,.fi_(Jj\L DESCRIPTION 

Real property in the County of Los /\ngdcs, State of California, described as follows: 

THAT PORTION OF THE NORTH\VEST QUl\RTER OF SECTION 34, TO\VNSHIP 2 
SOUTH, RANGE 14 \VEST, SAN BERNARDJNO !'vlERIDlAN, IN THE CITY OF 
INGLEWOOD, COUNTY OF LOS ANGLES. STATE OF CALIFORNIA, MORE 
PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLO\VS: 

COMJ\,1f:NCING AT THE NORTH\VEST CORNER OF SAID SECTION 34; THENCE EAST 
.ALONG THE NORTHERLV' LINE OF SECTION 34, \VHICH IS i\LSO THE CENTERLINE 
OF MANCHESTER BOULEVARD (l 00 FEET \VlDE), A DISTANCE OF I 182.91 FEET; 
THENCE st)UTH ()<' orr 05" EAST, A DJ STANCE OF 50.00 FEET TO A POINT IN THE 
SOUTHERLY UNE OF SAID tv1ANCllESTER BOULEVARD, \VH!CH 1S THE TRUE 
POINT Of BEGINNING; THENCE SOUTH (f' 00' 05" EAST,/\ DISTANCE OF 1270,00 
FEET; THENCE WEST,/\ DISTANCE OF 1149.91 FEET TO A POINT IN THE EASTERL\' 
UNE OF PRAIRIE AVENUE (78 FEET \V!DE); THENCE NORTH 0'"' 00' 05" WEST, 
ALONG THE EASTERLY LINE OF PRAIRIE .A VENUE. .A DISTANCE OF 1234.89 FEET 
TO A POINT IN THE SOUTHERLY UNE OF Iv1ANCHESTER BOULEVARD, AS 
ESTABLISHED BY DEED RECORDED rN BOOK l 3 l 09, PAGE 40, OFFICIAL RECORDS, 
IN 'THE OFFICE OF THE COlJNTY RECORDER OF SAID COUN'fY; 'Ill ENCE NORTH 
Tl0 JO' 30" EAST, /\LONG THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF fv1ANCHESTER BOULEVA.RD, A 
DISTANCE OF 55.27 FEET TO A POINT OF TA.NG ENCY IN A CURVE. CONCA VE TO 
T.HE SOUTHEAST, HA. VlNG A RA.DI US OF 400,()0 FEET; THENCE NORTHEASTERLY 
ALONG SAID CURVE,/\ DISTANCE OF 122.12 FEET; THENCE TANGENT TO S1\ID 
CURVE, EAST ALONG THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF MANCHESTER BOl.JLEVARD, A 
DISTANCE OF 976.97 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 

EXCEPT THEREFROM THAT PORTION OF SA.JD LAND AS DESCRIBED IN DEEDS TO 
THE CITY OF INGLEWOOD, RECORDED IN BOOK D-682. PAGE 530, !N BOOK D-1473, 
PAGE 328, AND JN BOOK D-4209, PAGE 199, ALL OF SAID OFFICIAL RECORDS AND 
DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 

COMiv1ENC!NO AT THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF SAJD SECTION 34; THENCE 
SOUTH O" 00' 05" EAST', ALONG 'JllE WESTERLY LINE OF SECTION 34. /\DISTANCE 
OF 530.40 FEET:. THENCE NORTH 89° 59' 55" EAST, A DISTi\NCE OF 33.00 FEET TO A 
POINT IN THE EASTERLY LINE OF PRAIRIE AVENUE, SAID, POINT BEING THE 
TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING; THENCENORTli 0" ocr 05" \VEST, ALON(} THE 
EASTERLY UNE OF PRAIRIE /\VENUE, A DISTANCE OF 44530 FEET TO A POINT rN 
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THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF tvIA.NCHESTER BOULEVARD, AS. ESTABU.SHED BY 
SAID DEED RECORDED IN BOOK l 3 l 09, PAGE 40, OFFICIAL RECORDS.; THENCE 
ALONG SAID SOUTHERLV' LINE, NORTH 72° 30' 30" EAST, A DISTANCE CIF 28.62 
FEET, MORE OR LESS, TO A POINT IN A NON-TANGENT CURVE CONCAVE TO THE 
SOUTHEAST HA.VING A RADHJS or 5950 FEET. A RADl.AL LINE FRO!VT SAID POINT 
BEARS SOUTH 44.:;· 29' 44" EAST, SAID POINT BEING THE EASTERLY CORNER OF 
THE LAND DESCRIBED IN SAID DEED RECORDED IN BOOK D-1473, PAGE 328, 
OFFICIAL RECORDS: THENCE ALONG THE EASTERLY LINE OF THE LAND 
DESCRIBED IN THE LAST .MENTIONED DEED AS FOLLOWS: 

SOUTHWESTERL"l ALONG SAID CURVE, 4726 FEET, TANGENT TO SA!D CURVE, 
SOUTH O'' 00' 05'' EAST, A DISTANCE OF 26 ! A8 FEET A.ND SOUTH 3° JT 23" \:VEST, /\ 
OTSTANCE OF 15028 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF BEGlNNlNCL 

ALSO EXCEPT THEREFRotvl THAT PORTION. DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 

BEGINNING AT THE INTERSECTION OF THE EASTERLY UNE OF PRAIRIE AVENUE, 
78.00 FEET WJDE, WITH THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF THE NORTHERLY l320JJO FE.ET 
OF SAID SECTION 34; THENCE NORTH ALONG SAID EASTERL''.I" LINE, I07Jl0 FEET 
TO TlIE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING: THENCENORTH 45'' 00' 00'' EAST 14.14 FEET: 
THENCE EAST 190.00 FEET TO THE BEGINNTNG OF A Ti\NGENT CURVE CONCA VE 
TO THE SOUTHWEST AND HAVING A RAOTUS OF 635.00 FEET; THENCE 
SOUTHEAS'lERLY ALONG SAID CURVE, AN ARC DISTANCE OF 26724 FEET TO A 
POINT OF REVERSE CURVE. SAlD CURVE BEING CONCAVE 'fO THE NORTHEAST 
AND HAVlNG A RAD!llS OF 715.ClO FEET; 'Jl!ENCE SOUTHEASTERL'{ ALONG SAID 
CURVE, i\N ARC DISTANCE OF 300.91 FEET TO A POINT OF TANGENCY WITH SAID 
SOUTHERLY LINE OF THE NORTHERLY l 320.00 FEET OF SECTION 34; THENCE 
EAST ALONG SAID SOUTHERLY UNE, 3218.78 FEET TO A POINT ON A CURVE 
CONCAVE TO THE NORTHEASr AND HAVING A R/\DIUS OF 635,00 FEE'I'; THENCE 
NORTHWESTERLY .ALONG SAID CURVE. AN ARC DISTANCE OF 120.34 FEET TO A 
POINT OF REVERSE CURVE, SAID CURVE BEING CONCi\VE TO THE SOUTH\VEST 
AND HAVlNG A RADJUS OF 715.00 FEET; THENCE NORTHWESTERLY ALONG SAJD 
CURVE, AN ARC DISTANCE OF 262.55 FEET TO A POINT OF TA.NGENCY WITH THE 
SOU1llERL\" LINE OF THE NORTHERLY 1240.00 FEET OF SAID SECTION 34; THENCE 
\VEST ALONG SAID LAST MENTIONED SOUTHERLY UNE. 2433.29 FEET TO 1llE 
BEGfNNINO OF A T.ANGENT CURVI::; CONCA VE TO THE NORTHEAST AND H.A VfNCi 
A. RADIUS OF 1960.00 FEET; THENCE NORT!!WESTERLY /\LONG SAID CURVL /\N 
A.RC DISTANCE OF 476,96 FEET TO A POINT OF REVERSE CURVE, SAID CURVE 
BEING CONCA VE TO THE SOUTHWEST AND HA VINO A RADIUS OF 2040.00 FEET; 
THENCE NORTHWESTERLY /\LONG SAID CURVE, AN ARC DISTANCE OF 496.32 
FEET; THENCE TANGENT TO SAID CURVE, \>VEST 190.00 FEET; THENCE NORTH 45° 
00' Off' WEST 14.!4 FEET TO SAID EASTERLY LINE OF PRAIRIE AVENUE; THENCE 
SOUTH A.LONG SA ID EASTERL'f LINE, I 00.00 FEET, MORE OR LESS, TO THE TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING, 

ALSO EXCEPT THEREFROM TH/\T PORTION DESCRJBED AS FOLLOWS: 

9 
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COM1V1ENCING AT THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF SAID SECTION; THENCE ALONG 
THE WESTERLY LINE OF SAm SECTION; SOUTH {)(Y' 00' 05" EAST 121220 FEET; 
THENCE EAST 33.00 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING, SAID TRUE POINT 
OF BEGINNING BEING IN THE EASTERLY UNE OF PRAJR!E AVENUE (78 FEET 
WIDE); THENCE NORTH 45° 00' 00" 14 .. 14 FEET; THENCE EAST 190.00 FEET TO THE 
BEGINNING Of TANGENT CURVE CONCA. VE SOUTHERLY AND HAVING A RADIUS 
OF 635.00 FEET; THENCE EASTERLY ALONG SAID CURVE, AN ARC DISTANCE OF 
267.24 FEET TO A POINT OF REVERSE CURVE CONCAVE NORTHERLY AND HAVING 
A RADIUS OF 715.00 FEET: THENCE EASTERLY ALONG SA.ID CURVE, AN ARC 
DISTANCE OF 300.91 FEET TO ITS TANGENT INTERSECTION WITH THE 
SOUTHERLY LINE OF THE NORTHERLY 1320.00 FEET OF SAID SECTCON 34; THENCE 
A.LONG SAID SOUTHERLY LINE, WEST 75 l .52 FEET TO SAID EASTERLY LINE OF 
PRAIRIE i\VENUE; THENCE ALONG SA.ID EASTERLY LINE, NORTH 00° oo· 05" WEST 
I 07 .. 80 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING, 

ALSO EXCEPT THEREFROM THAT PORTION OF SAID LAND, DESCRIBED AS 
FOLLO\VS: 

corv1MENCING AT THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF S/\JD SECTION 34: THENCE 
SOUTH 0° 00' 05" EAST. i\LONG THE \VESTERLY LINE OF SECTION 34, A DISTANCE 
OF 530AO FEET; THENCE NORTH 89° 59' 55'' EAST, A DISTANCE OF 33.00 FEET TO /\. 
POINT lN THE EASTERLY LINE OF PRAJRJE AVENUE, 78 FEET WIDE; THENCE 
NORTH 0° Off 05" WEST, ALONG THE E/\.STERLY LINE OF PRAIRIE AVENUE, A 
DISTANCE OF 445.30 FEET TO A POINT 1N THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF MANCHESTER 
BOULEVARD, AS ESTABLISHED BY THE DEED RECORDED IN BOOK I JI 09, PAGE 
40, OFFICIAL RECORDS, tN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNT"( RECORDER OF SAID 
COUNTY; THENCE ALONG SAID SOUTlIERLY UNE, NORTll 7X:' 30' 30'' EAST, A 
DISTANCE OF 28.62 FEET. MORE OR LESS. TO A POINT lN A NON-TA.NGENT CURVE 
CONCA VE TO THE SOUTHEAST HAVING A RADIUS OF 59 .. 50 FEET, A RADIAL UNE 
FROM SAID POINT BEARS SOUTH 44" 29' 44" EAST, SAID POINT BEING THE 
EASTERLY CORNER OF THE LAND DESCRIBED lN THE DEED TO THE CITY OF 
INGLEWOOD, RECORDED lN BOOK D-1473, PAGE 328, OFFICIAL RECORDS OF SAID 
COUNTY; SAJD POfNT BEING THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNINCl; THENCE ALONG 
THE EASTERLY LlNE OF THE LAND DESCRIBED IN THE LAST ivtENTIONED DEED, 
i\S FOLLO\VS: 

SOUTHWESTERLY ALONG SAID CURVE, 47.26 FEET, TANGENT TO SAID ClJRVE, 
SOUTH W' 00' 05" EAST, A DISTA.NCE OF 26l .48 FEET AND SOUTH 3'J 37' 23" \VEST 
15028 FEET TO THE HEREINBEFORE MENTIONED PRAIRIE AVENUE, 78 FEET \VIDE, 
SAID POINT ALSO BEING ON THE EASTERLY UNE OF THE WESTERL )/ 33JJO FEET 
OF SAID SECTION: THENCE ALONG SA.ID EASTERLY LINE SOUTH 0° 00' 05'' EAST 
581 .80 FEET TO THE NORTHERLY EXTREM ffY OF THAT CERTAIN COURSE IN THE 
SOUTHERLY BOUNDARY OF THE LAND DESCRIBED lN DEED TO THE FORUM OF 
INGLEWOOD, .INC, RECORDED JULY 26, 1966 AS fNSTRUMENT NO. 1944, IN BOOK 
D<B77, PAGE 47, OFFICIAL RECORDS OF SAID COUNTY. DESCRIBED AS HAVING A 
BEARJNG AND LENGTH OF "NORTH 45" Off 00" \VEST !4J4 FEET": THENCE ALONG 
LAST f\-iENTfONED UNE, SOUTH 45° 00' Off' EAST' l4J4 FEET: THENCE EAST 3!l00 

!O 
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FEET TO THE BEGINNING OF A TANGENT CURVE CONCAVE NORTHE/\STERLY 
AND HAVING A RADIUS OF 28,00 FEET, SAID CURVE ALSO BEING TANGENT AT ITS 
POINT OF ENDING \V!TH THE EASTERLY LINE OF THE \\/ESTERLY 45.00 FEET OF 
Si\lD SECTION; THENCE NORTHWESTERL't ALONG SAID CURVE THROUGH A 
CENTRAL A.NGLE OF 89° 59' 55'', AN ARC DISTANCE OF 43.98 FEET TO SAID POJNT 
OF TANGENCY; THENCE ALONG THE LAST MENTIONED EASTERLY LINE. NORTH 
0° 00' 05'' WEST 563JW FEET: THENCE NORTH I 0 3 ! ' 38" EAST 150.(JJ FEET TO THE 
EASTERLY UNE OF THE WESTERLY 45.00 FEET OF SAID. SECTION; THENCE 
ALONG SAID EASTERLY LINE NORTH lY' 00' 05" WEST 253,69 FEET TO THE 
BEGINNING OF A TANGENT CURVE CONCAVE SOUTHEASTERLY /\ND HAVING A 
RADIUS OF 63.50 FEET; THENCE NORTHEASTERL '{ALONG SAID CURVE THROUGH 
A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 73':; 52' 43", /\NARC DISTANCE OF 8! .88 FEET TO THE 
HEREINBEFORE MENTIONED SOUTHERLY LINE OF tv1ANCHESTER BOlJLEVARD, 
A5 ESTABLISHED BY SAID DEED RECORDED IN BOOK l 3 !09, PAGE 40, OFFICIAL 
RECORDS OF SAJD COUNT''(, SAID POINT BEING ON A CURVE CONCAVE 
SOUTHERLY AND HA. VING A RADIUS OF 400.00 FEET, A RADIAL AT SAID POINT 
BEARS NORTH 16° 07' 22" WEST; THENCE SOUTHWESTERLY ALONG SAJD CURVE 
THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF I') 22' 08", AN ARC DISTANCE OF 9,56 FEET; 
THENCE TANGENT TO SAID CURVE SOUTH 72~ 30' 30'" WEST 26.65 FEET TO THE 
TRUE POINT OF BEGlNNlNG. 

ALSO EXCEPT FROM SAID LAND, AN UNDIVIDED 28/200THS OF I PERCENT OF ALL 
1\HNERALS, OIL, GAS AND OTHER llYDROCARBON SUBSTANCES OR THE 
PROCEEDS THEREFR01'v1 IN AND UNDER OR THAT J\:1A Y BE PRODUCED OR SAVED 
FR01v1 SAID LAND. AS RESERVED BV' J'vlANCIIESTER AVENUE COMPANY,. IN DEED 
RECORDED AUGUST 3L !956 AS INSTRUMENT NO, 2084, JN BOOK 52179, PAGE 412, 
OFFICIAL RECORDS. 

ALSO EXCEPT THE INTEREST OF JNGLEWOOD GOLF COURSE, A PARTNERSHIP, lN 
ALL OIL AND G/\S ROYALTIES AND PA''t"MENTS DERIVED FRO!V:t THE EXISTlN(i 
OIL AND GAS LEASES ON S.AID LAND OR ANY PART THEREOF, WHICH ARE 
PRESENTLY OF RECORD IN THE OFFICE or THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID 
COUNTY, AS RESERVED BY INGLEWOOD GOLF COURSE, .A PARTNERSIHP, fN 
DEED RECORDED NOVEMBER21, 1962 AS INSTRUtv1ENTNO. 1996. IN BOOK D-1829. 
PAGE 887, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 

ALSO EXCEPT ALL MlNERAL. OIL AND GAS A.ND O'THER HYDROCARBON 
SUBSTANCES LYJNG IN OR UNDER SAID LAND BELO\V A DEPTH OF 500 FEET AND 
\VITHOLT RIGHT OF SURFACE ENTRY, AS RESERVED BY MASON U:'.'.TTEAU, P.T. 
HINCON AND JOHN R. MACFADEN, BEING THE SUCCESSOR IN OFFICE OF CHRIS G. 
DEi'>AETRIOUS AND THEIR SUCCESSORS [N OFFICE AS BO,ARD OF TRUSTEES OF 
THE ENDOWMENT CARE FUND OF INGLEWOOD PARK CEMETERY ASSOCIATION, 
JN DEED RECORDED MARCH l 8, l 964 AS INSTRUMENT NO. l 220, IN BOOK D-2398, 
PAGE 795, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 

APN: 4025-001-002 

l l 
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TRl~PA.RTY AGREE:!\>lENT 

This Tri-Party Agreement ("Agreement"), is entered into by and among 1'v1SG Fontrn, 
LLC a Delaware limited liability cornpany ("MSG Fgrurg"), MSG Sports & Ente1talnmcnt, 
LLC a Delaware limited liability company C'MSGSE"), Murphy's Bow! LLC, a Delaware 
limited liability company C'M.~imhY'.t' .. .l?..P.WJ"), and the City of lnglc\vood, a rnunicipal 
corporation ("Qly"), effective as of March 24, 2020 (''Effoctive Date"). !\4SG Forum and 
MSGSE arc collectively referred to in this Agreement as "i\l1S(T MSG. f\forphy's Bow! and 
City are each referred to in this Agrel'm1ent individually as a "Panx" and collectively as the 
"Parties". 

RECITALS 

A MSG Forum operates a venue in the City of Ing!m.vood commonly known as The 
Forum. !vtSGSE owns 100%) of the membership interests offvtSG Forum, 

B. Murphy's Bowl has proposed the development of the Inglewood Basketball and 
Entertainment Center project in the City of Inglewood (the ''JBEC Project'} Attached al Exhibit 
''A,., is a detailed description of the rBEC Project 

C Pursuant to the California Environ.mental Quality i\.cl, the City is the ''Lead 
Agency" for the IBEC Project On F cbruary 20, 20 l 8, the City issued a Notice of Preparation of 
a Draft Environmental Impact Report and Public Scoping IV1eeting for the lHEC Project As 
used herein, "CEQN' shall mean the California Environmental Quality Act (Public Resources 
Code Section 21000-21189.57) and the Guidelines for California Environmental Quality Act 
(Title 14, Califl1rnia Code ofRegulotions, Sections 15000-15387), 

D, On December 27, 20 J 9, the City issued a Notice of Availability ("NOA") of a 
Draft Environmental hnpact Report C'I;IR''), State Clearing !louse Number 2018021056, for the 
!BEC Project, notifying that the Draft EIR for the IBEC Project was available for public review 
and comment pursuant to CEQA (''Pu.PJh::C9JJ11119.DLP.i;ri.9~r') through February I 0, 2020. On 
February 5, 2020, the City issued. a revised NOA notifying that the Public Conu:nent Period was 
extended thmugh March 10, 2020. On March 4, 2020, the City issued a fltrther revised NOA 
notifying that the Public Comment Period \Vas extended through tvfarch 17, 2020. On March 13, 
2020 the City issued a further revised NOA notifying that the Public Comment Period was 
extended through March 24, 2020. 

E. Cnder CEQA, including but not lirnited to Ciuidelines Section 15088,. the City 
inay respond to comments submitted after the close of the Public Comment Period. 

F. The Parties are involved in various disputes related to the IBEC Project and the 
Parties are v.mrking tovaird a seukment of the disput<:'.s. 

Ci. To facilitate discussions that could resolve issues ;unong the Patties, .including 
regarding potential impacts of the IBEC Project, and a!lo'N additional lime for the negotiation 

ts.noes 11.v, 1wm1 . 1 i 
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and potential final resolution of the Parties· disputes, induding potential claims regarding CEQA 
compliance, the Parties now desire to enter i.nto this Agreernent to provide for the (i) submittal 
and consideration of EIR comments submitted by MSG and Inglewood Residents Against 
Takings ("IRATE") after the close of the Public Comment Period on tvlarch 24, 2020 and (ii) the 
deferral of the issuance of the Final ElR m1d noticing of public hearings with respect to any 
governmental approvals for the lBEC Project during the pendency of the scttlc1nent discussions 
as set forth herein, 

AGREEMENT 

In consideration of the ibregoing and tht'. mutual c~overnmts and agreernents set forth in 
this Agreernent, and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of 
which arc hereby acknmvlcdged, the Parties agree as follows: 

1 , Whenever used in this Agreement, the following words or phrases shall have the 
following meanings: 

n. "~Mmli~ljJl Period'' shall mean the period from the EHective Date until the Close 
of Standstill Period, 

b. ".Clos.~ Q.L~.tnn.~l~Jm ... P.gJjgg'' shal I mean ten I I 0) days after a StandstiH Period 
Event 

c. "St<mil~l!lLPeriod E venf' shall mean the earliest to occur of ( i) receipt by the City 
and MSG of\vritten notl.ce duly executed by M.urphy's Bowl terrninating the 
Standstill Period and (ii} July 28, 2020, \:vhich date shall he extended to the date 
specified in any written notice of such extension signed by /vlSG and l\forphy's 
Bowl and sent to the City pursuant to Paragraph 11 belo\v, 

2. tv1urphy's Bowl agrees that during the Standstill Period it shall not and shall direct its 
consultants, counsel, advisors, agents and representatives not to., directly or indirectly, 
request, encourage, or focililate the City lo take, or support or assist the City \vith taking, 
any actions or decisions coutrnry lo the provisions of this Agreerncnt The foregoing 
rmt\vithstandlng,. nothing in this Paragraph 2 shall prevent !'.forphf s Bowl fron-1 
facilitating the preparation arnl/ot posting of documents, technical materials and/or 
reports fix the lBEC Project rn long as any such documents, materials or reports are not 
finalized or approved by the City during the Standstill Period. 

3, ·rhe City agrees that during the Standstill Period it shall not take any oflhc follow'ing 
actions or decisions regarding the IBEC Project: public release of the final ElR; 
consideration of the Final EIR by any City decision-making body; consideration or 
adoption of a CEQA exemption for the IBEC Project; certification of the Final EIR; 
adoption or approval of any findings, including any "statement of overriding 
considerations" by any City decisio1Fmaking body regarding the IBEC Project; adoption 
or approval of any discretionary actions required for de\·cloprnent of the lBEC Project; 
filing of any "notice of determi.nation" or ··notice of ex.emption'' under CEQA for the 
IBEC Project; or seeking or supporting any potential CEQA exemption for the IBEC 
Project. Notwithstanding !he foregoing, nothing in this Paragraph 3 shall prevent the City 

•') 
;;;,,, 
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from performing any staff level activities prior to tbe public release of the Final EIR in 
order to continue the preparation of nmterials and draft documents related to 
consideration of the IBEC Project, and/or cornply ·with CEQA Section 21168'6.~t 

4. Prior to a Standstill Period Event, JV1SG and IRATE shall not submit to the City any 
comments on the Draft E[R (''Comrnents") and the City shall not be obligated to respond 
to any Comments received from IVlSG or IRATE during that period. 

5. The Parties agree that fi:Jilowing a Standstill Period Event and through the Close of 
Standstill Period, tv1SG and IRATE may submit Comments ("Timely Comments') to tlw 
City to the addressee provided for in the NOA. 

6, As permitted by CEQA, including but not lilnited to (iuidelines Section 15088, the City 
agrees that it shall accept and evaluate Timely Comments submitted in accordance with 
Paragraph 5, acknmvledge in the Final E!R that it is obligated to respond to such Timely 
CmnnH~nts, and prepare written responses to such Timely Conunents, consistent with the 
requirements of CEQA, in the same manner as if the Tim.eiy Comments had been 
submitted prior to the close of the Public Comment Period, \Vithout regard to the fact that 
the Timely Comments \Vere submitted and accepted after the dose uf the Public 
Comment Period, including \vithout limitation: inclusion of the Timely Comments and 
the responses therc'.to in the Final ElR and inclusion of the Timely Comments in the 
record of proceedings prepared by the City pursuant to CEQA Section 2l l 68.6JL 

7. City and tv!urphy's Bm;vl expressly agree that neither the City nor :tviurphy's Bmvl shall, 
directly or indirectly, raise or object to, or support or join in any third party· s objection 
to, and shall defend against any objection to, the timeliness of the Timely Comments 
submitted to the City by MSG and IRATE \Vi thin the period between a Standstill Period 
Event and the Close of Standstill Period in any action or proceeding, including any action 
or proceeding brought to attack, review, set aside, void or annul the certification of the 
EIK City and Murphy's Bow·! expressly agree that neither the City nor Murphy's Bovvl 
shalL directly or indirectly, claim or assert, or support or join in any third party's claim or 
assertion, and shall defend against any claim or assertion, that this A.greement is invalid 
or otherwise unenforceable in any action or proceeding, including any action or 
proceeding brought to attack, review, set aside, void or annul the certification ofthe FIR, 

8, In the event that fVforphy's Bowl or th<.~ City takes any action inconsisti:mt with this 
Agreement, then immediately upon vlritten notice from MSG the City shall cease 
processing (or rescind, as applicable) any approvals, adoptions, certifications or other 
actions for the lBEC Project taken or granted in violation of this Agreement, and bring its 
actions i.nto complhmce vvith this Agreement. Murphy's Bow! agrees that ff the City (a) 
does not accept Timely Comments, (b) rd.eases the Final EIR without including Timely 
Conunents submitted by rvISG or IRATE or responses to such Timely Comnicnts, (c) 
certifies the Final EIR prior lo the Close of Standstill Period, or (d) adopts Qr approves 
any discretionary actions required for development of the .IBEC Project without 
certification of the Final EIR, then Murphy's Bmv! shall withdraw its application for the 
IBEC Project within l\vo (2) business days of iv1SG's notice, In the event that thereafter 
tvlurphy's Bo\\! n!es a ne\v app!icalion for the IBEC Project, the City agrees that it shall 

3 
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issue a new' NOP based on the new' application for the refiled HlEC Project and, after 
following all applicable CEQA procedures, issue a ne\v NOA of a Draft EIR f'iJr the 
refiled IBEC Project for public reviev" and comment. Nohvithstanding the foregoing, if 
the City has accepted and responded to the Ti1nely Comments in accordance with 
Paragraphs 5 and 6, to the extent that MSG and IRATE assert that responses provided by 
the City to the Tirne1y Comments do not comply tvith the requirements of CEQA, those 
assertions shall be resolved in accordance with CEQA Seel.ion 21167, et seq<, subject In 
the provisions of Paragraph 7. 

9. The Parties understand and agree that tl,11lowing a Standstill Period Event nothing herein 
precludes or limits MSG or IRA TE from subrnitting comments and/or providing 
testirnony at or before any public meetings, hearings or proceedings that the City or any 
other governmental agency may hold regarding the IHEC Project Nothing herein shaH 
require the City to consider Comments submitted after the Close of Standstill Period or 
othenvise contrary lo the provisions of this Agreement 

IO. This Agreement shall terminate on the earlier of(i) the effective date of a \Vritten 
settlement agreement among the Parties in regard to all CEQA claims relative to the 
IBEC Project or (ii) thirty (30) days after the date that any and all litigation challenging 
the JBEC Project has been final.ly and unappealably resolved or, if no such litigation is 
cornmenced, thirty (30) days after the applicable statute oflimitations period for such 
challenge, 

l l, All notices under this Agreement \Vil! be in writing and \Vilt be deemed duly given (a} on 
the date of delivery if delivered personally or by facsimile or email, receipt 
acknowledged, (b) on the first (I 'r) business day follov•'ing the date of dispatch if 
delivered utilizing a nexHiay service by a recognized nexHJay courier or (c) on the 
earlier of confirmed receipt or the fifth Business Day following the date of mailing if 
delivered by registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, postage prepaid. All 
notices under this .Agreement will be delivered to the addresses set forth belov.-, or 
pursuant lo such other instructions as may be designated in writing by the Party to receive 
such notice: 

l. if to City, to: 

City of Inglewood 
One Manchester Boulevard 
Ingk\vood, California 90301 
Attention: City Manager 

City of Inglewood 
One Manchester Boulevard 
Ingle\vood, California 
Attention: City Clerk 

with a copy (which shall not constitute notice) to: 

4 
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US·POCS'i lH!Wllll \I 

City Attorney 
City of Ing!e»vood 
One Manchester Boulevard 
Attention: Kenneth R. Campos, Esq. 
Email: kcampos(!i,icityufing!csvnod.org 
Facsimile: (3 l 0) 412-5 ! I l 

and 

Kane, Ballmer & Berkman 
515 S. Figueroa Street 
Suite 780 
Los Angeles, California 90071 
Attention: Royce K, Jones, Esq 
Email: rk i:!~hl;_g_bJttw.s:g1n 
Facsimile: (213) 6.25-0931 

2. if to MSG, to: 

MSG Sports & Entertainment, LLC 
2 Penn Plaza 
New York, New York lOLZl 
Attention: General Counsel 

\Vith a copy (\vhich sha!J no! constitute notice) to: 

Latham & Watkins LLP 
355 S, Grand Avenue 
Los Angeles, Calit'bmi.a 90071 
Attention: George Mihlsten, Esq., 
Email: $:f..'..9L&>:LmLh1tlfJJLS1l>YJtffGJ 
Facsimile: (213) 891-8763 

and 

O'Melveny & Myers LLP 
400 South Hope Street, I s~1) Floor 
Los Angeles, Cahfhmia 90071 
Altcnlion: Greg Thorpe, Esq. 
Email.: gthorpe;qomm,cnm 
Facsimile; (213) 430-6407 

J 0400 NE 4th St 
Suiw :moo 
Bell.cvuc, WA 98004 
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Attention: Brandt Vaughan 
Email:. brnn.til@12ailergroup,com 
Facsimile: (425) 642~002 l 

with a copy (which shall not constitute notice) to: 

Helsdl Fettenmm 
1001 Fourth Avenue, Suite 4200 
Seattle~ WA 98154 
Attention: Andrew Kinstler 
Email: akinstlen'.@helse!Lcom 
Facsimile: (206) 340-0902 

12, In the event of any actual or threatened defaull in, or breach ol~ any of the terms, 
conditions and provisions of this Agreement, including without limitation the obligation 
of Murphy's Bo•vl to withdra\V its application for the IBEC Project in accordance with 
Paragraph 8, the Parties agree that the Party to this Agreement who is or is to be thereby 
aggrieved shall have the right to specific perfrmnance and injunctive relief, including 
\vithout limitation a temporary restraining order, or other equitable relief. of its rights 
under this Agreement in addition to any and all other rights and remedies at law or in 
equity, other than monetary damages, (including without limitation the right to require 
\Vithdtaivai of the lBEC application as required by Parngraph 8), and all such rights and 
remedies shall be cumulative, The Parties agree that the remedies at law for any breach 
or threatened breach of this AgreenK~nt, including monetary dmnages, are inadequate 
cornpensation for any loss (and lherefbre no monetary dam.ages,, \Vhether direct or 
consequential, are allowed), and that any defense in any action for specific performance 
that a remedy at law would he adequate is hereby waived, and that any requirernents for 
the securing or posting of any bond with sud1 remedy arc hereby waived. 

13. This A.grnement shall he gtwemed by ~n1d construed in ftccon.fance with th~'. laws of the 
State of California, 

14. Other than as expressly set forth herein, the City retains the absolute sole discretion to 
make decisions under CEQA with respect to the IBEC Project, \Vhich discretion includes: 
(i) deciding not to proceed with development of the lBEC Project, (ii) deciding to 
proceed with development of the IBEC Pwjccl, (iii) deciding to proceed \>vith any 
alternative development of the IBEC Project, and {iv) deciding to modify the IBEC 
Project as rnay be necessary to comply with CEQA. There shall be no approval or 
commitment by the City regarding the lBEC Prnjec~t unkss and until the City undertakes 
environmental review as required in compliance \Vith CEQA, MSG expressly agree that 
neither MSG nor IRATE shaU, directly or indirectly, misc or object to, or support or join 
in any third party's objection to the existence of this Agreement as evidence of a pre
judgmenl ofthe merits of the IBEC Project, in any action or proceeding, including any 
action or proceeding brought to attack, review, set aside, void or annul the certification of 
the Em.. MSG expressly agret~ that neither MSG nor IRATE shall, directly or indirectly, 
claim or assert, or support or join in any third party's claim or assertion, that this 
Agreement is evidence~ of a post-hoc rationalization in any action or proceeding, 
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including any action or proceeding brought to attack, review, set aside, void or annul the 
cetiification of the EIR. 

15. This Agreement 1nay be executed in countcrpmts, each of-..vhich shall be deemed an 
original and all of\vhich shall constitute one agreement. Photocopies and portable 
document format (PDF) copies of executed originals of this Agreement may be used as 
otiginal~t 

16. The City represents and warrants that it has taken all actions that imy be required under 
law to approve and execute this Agrcernent and by executing this Agrcem.ent in the 
manner provided below the City is formally bound to the provisions of this Agreement 
Each signatory to this Agreement represents and w·arrams that (a) he or she is ::mthorized 
to sign and deliver this Agreement on behalf of the Party fix which he or she is signing, 
and !hereby to bind that Party fully to the terms of this Agreement, (b) entering into this 
Agreement does not violate any provision of any other agreement to i-vhicb the Party is 
bound or, to the Party's knovviedge. any provision oflaw, and (c) there is no litigation or 
legal proceeding which would prevent the Parties from entering into this Agreement 

l 7. No amendments or modifications to this A.greement shall he of any force, value or effect 
unless the arnendment or modification is in •vriting and signed by the Parties to be bound 
thereto. 

18. No waiver of any provision of this Agreement shall be effoctive unless in \Vriting and 
signed by a duly authorized representative of the Party against whom enforcement of a 
waiver is sought and refers expressly to this Paragraph. No \Vaiver of any right or 
remedy with respl':'.Ct to any occurrence or event shall be deemed a waiver of any right or 
remedy \Vi.th respect to any other occurrence or event 

19 .. Any exhibits attached to this Agreement are incorporated herein by reference. 

20. This Agreement shall not be constrned more strictly against any Party merely by virtue of 
the fact that the san1e has been prepared by such Party or its counsel, it being recognized 
that each of the Panics have contributed substantially and materially to the preparation of 
this Agreement "Including'' means '"including without limitation". 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have caused this Agreement to be executed. 

CITY OF INGLEWOOD 

By:······································································· 
James T. Butts., Jr. 
1\fayor 
Date: 

MSC FORUM, LLC, 
a Dda\vare limited liability cornpany 

Name: 
Title: 
Date: 
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ATTES'I': 

City Clerk 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: 

CITY ATTORNEY 

APPROVED: 

KANE BALLMER & BERKMAN 
Special City Cm1nst•l 

MSG SPORTS & ENTli:RTAlNMENT, 
LLC, 
a Delaware limited liability company 

Name: 
Thie: 
Date: 

MURPHY'S BOWL, LLC 
a Ddawarc limited liability company 

Narne: 
Title: 
Date.: 
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CITY ()f lNGLE\V(10D 
One\\/ ;\Ianchcstcr BoukvJnl, Suite 860, lngk:1vood, CA 90301·1750 

Kenneth R, Ca1npos 
City A norncy 

May 5, 2020 

Robert Silverstein 

(?tl1ce t~f the C'i.Jy ~'Attor·11ey 

The Silverstein Law Firm, A Profr.'.ssional Corporation 
215 North fvlarengo Avenue, 3''1 Floor 
Pasadena, Califomia 9110 l -1504 
Ema.i I: lintr~J:i!iJS:~~?fTL.'i!JY:SJi?.\'fll!Lil'.~!A;S?.rn 

RE: Response to Letter of April 23, 2020 - Supplemental Response 

Dear Mr. Silverstein: 

As part of the City's continuing d'fmi 10 operate in a transparent manner, and to comply with both the 
express requirements and the spirit of the Ralph M, Brown Act ("Brown Acl"), codified at Section 54950 
et seq. of the California Government Code, and the Califi:m:iia Public R~>cords Act ("CPR!\"), codified at 
California Government Code Section 6250 et seq,1 this letter supplements my letter to you of April 30, 
2020. 

Specifically, the City is endosing herewith a copy of that certain Settlement and Release Agreement 
dated as of May I, 20201 (the ''St..illemen1 Agreement"), now that i1 has become public in m.::cordance with 
Section 54957J(a)(3)(B), This Section p:rovidcf:t, in pertinent part, that: 

The legLdative botzv i?f'any local agency shall public(v report at1J' action taken in closed 
Sf;)'SSion and the vote or abstention 1u1 that action t~(eve1y member present, osfbilows,- . , , 
(3) Approval given to its legal counsel f?f a settlement o(pem!ing litigation, as defined in 
Section 54956,9, a! any stage prior w or during ajudlcia/ or quasijudicia/ proceeding 
shall hf' reported qf!er the .w~tt!emeni isflnal, asjbl/m1~Y: ... 

rB) {!final approval rests with some other party to the litigation or Hith the court. then as 
soon as the settlement becomesfhuil, and upon inquiry by any person, the local agem:.:v 
shall disdose theJhct ({/tluu approval, and identi[v the substance (!{'the ogreement. 

The Set11cmcnl Agreement was unanimously authorized in Closed Session CS-1, CSA«5, P-2, CS«2, 
CSA«6, and p .• 3 on March 24, 2020,3 Although not specifically requested, we arc also enclosing a copy 

..\.!! further >t'ctior( r.efen:nn'B ~.r.t to dw C;;difomi:i C~ov,~mmenl Code unk;;s odwnvie.\C imhc,Ht,d. 
Tlw Seukmcnt ,\greenwnt j0; {?Hfercd in10 by and ;imong (i) \IS(; Fornxn, LLC, il Deh\v\lrc limited 

liabH:ity cmnrnny ~tnd MSG Sporh & Entt'rtainmt.m, LLC, ,1 Dtb\vw: brniteJ ti~biti1y .;.:omp~ny (\!SC"); (ii) !rvmg 
,\z.off; lngk\t9od Re\idtnts .:\wdnsf T>lkings :ind l\iaioth ("lR.STE"); (iv) \b.irpby's Um:d LLC, a Debwan.~ limited 
liabib1y company, C .. \PSS LLC, ~i Dthwan: limited liahilify company, <ind Po!p:H LLC, a I)eh>:1';u:c limited !±ability 
nlmp:my (''i\for.phy'" Bowl''); <nid the Cny of Inglewood, Jww' T. Huttf,, the Sl.lt<X.>$or. :\gcn(y to the tngkwood 
!h:devdopmnH ,\gt:'IKV, dH~ Inglewood l\ir.king .\ud1oritY, ;md dw CitY of !ngkwood Ciiy Cmmcil ("Cifr Dl'fornfan(~"), 
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of the fally executed Release and Substitution of Guarantor Under Developrnent Agreernent by and 
among MSG Forum, LLC, MSGN HOLDINGS, LP., PO LP AT LLC, and the City of Inglewood, because 
the Forum transfor is now effective, 

As more folly set forth in the enclosed Settlement Agreement, the Selllcment Agreement: (l) resolves and 
sett ks {a) all disputes and dairns that >ASG, A.zoff, or IRATE has or may have against Murphy's Bowl, 
the :rvlurphy's Bowl Releasees, or the City Rdeasees, as defined in the Sett!cme!1t Agreement, and (b) that 
the City Defendants or Murphy's Bowl have or may have with or relating to the f\'1SG Re!easees, as 
defined in the Settlement Agreernent; (2) resolves outstanding CPRA Requests that had been filed with 
the City, and (3) causes the lawsuits referenced in the Settlement Agreement to be dismissed with 
prqiudice. The Settlement Agreement expressly stales that it does not constitute an approval or 
commitment by the City with respect to the Inglewood Basketball and Entertaimucnt Center (IBEC) 
Project unless and until the City undertakes environmental review as required in compliance with CEQ/\, 

The enclosed document is provided in satisfaction of the requirements of 54957J(a)(3)(B)., and we trust it 
resolves your concerns expressed in the .April 23 Request /\I the same time, \Ve continue to reserve the 
City's right to further respond to your April 23rd Request 

Sincerely, 

EncL 

Executed Settlement ,Agreement 

Excculed Release of Guarantor 

··························································~~~~~~~~----------------------------------

.. \s more foHv <itkh\;;'sd 111 the Cil)''s .\.priI Y\ 2020 kner. to you, and ;1s i.nd.it:Htd 011 the \bn:h 24, 
2020 ;igcmh, tht lllt'mbcrn ofllw City Courn:;il 1:onvnKd into do~cd ''·';;""'km tu .confertm:.:t 'Nith dw Ciiy\ lqpd coumd 
rq:prding pending !.itig;1tion, a,; '.•Utbmv;'d by parngi;1ph (l) nf subdivision (d) nf Stction 5493(i/l tn di~n1~s the folh,nng 
ewe;;: MSG Fnrnrn, LLC v. City of lngtcwood, er,,!, (LoEc "'.r» YC(i':'2715); \JS(; Fm:um, LLC v. Cny of 
!ngkwood M' S<.K<:c>M>r c\gcnty to tlK Finrnn Inglewood Ru:kvdopnwnl , d aL (C;h;,,;'. H.o. BSJ747HJ); 
lngh:wo<.ld l<.tsidcmls .\g:iimt ·1\1bng~ ;ud Eviciioirn "'·City of !ngkwood, ct :d. (CJ~t No. 82')67(\!J); and (4) lngk~wood 
Ri:oitknb ,\g;iinsr Tirkmw'· and EvKtiom v, Ciiy of lngkwood '.lo Smx;e,,~or .\gnKY w i.he Fonnu· Inglewood 
Rei.kvdopmcnt /\gency, el d \:o. HS1~4"(0). 
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SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE AGREEMENT 

This Settlement and Release Agreement ("A.greemenf'} is entered into as of_ f\fav I. 
2020 (the "Effective Date"), by and among (i) MSG Forum, LLC, a Delaware limited 

liability company, and MSG Sports & Entertainment, LLC,. a Delaware limited liability company 
("MSGSE") (collectively with JvtSG Forum, LLC ''MSG"}, (ii) Irving Azoff ("Azoff'), (iii) 
Inglewood Residents Against Takings and Evictions ("IRA TE"), (iv) Murphy's Bowl LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, CAPSS LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, and 
Polpat LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (collectively, "Murphy's Bow!"), and (v) the 
City of Inglewood, Jm:nes T. Butts, both as an individual in his personal capacity. and in his 
representative capacity as the JV1ayor of the City of Inglc\vood, the Successor Agency to the 
Ingle\vood Redevelopment Agency, the Inglewood Parking Authority, and the City of fog]C\vood 
City Council (collectively, the "Citv Defendants"), to settle and resolve with prejudice all dainis 
that they have or may have against one another and their respective subsidiaries,. parents, 
affiliated companies, predecessors, successors, and assigns, as well as their respective past or 
present officers, directors, agents, reprcsentalivcs, or e1nployees, MSG, Azoff: lRATE, 
Murphy's Bowl, and each of the City Defendants may each be referred to herein individually as 
a "Party" and may be collectively reforred to herein as the "Parties!' 

WHEREAS, M.SG Forum, LLC filed a civil action in the Superior Court ofCa!.ifomia, 
County of Los Angeles, captioned A1SG Forwn, LLC L C'i(v t?ffnglcH'ood, et aL Case No., 
'{C0727l 5, narning the City Defcndanls and Murphy's Brnvi LLC as defondants, but later 
voluntarily dismissed Murphy's Bowl LLC from the action \vithout prejudice. Subsequently, 
?v1urphy's Bowl LLC intervened in the Original Action as a defendant and filed a crnss
complaint for declaratory relief Murphy's Bowl LLC also has filed a complaint against MSG 
Forum, LLC in the Superior Court of California, County of Los Angeles, asserting a cause of 
action fix declaratory relief~ captioned lvfw7>hy '.'.>' Boivl LLC v. A1SO Forum,. LLC et a{, Case No. 
YC07290L Collectively, Cases YC072715 and YC07290 shaH he refoffed to as the "Qrigj.nai 
Action," 

\VHEREAS, !V1SG fomrn, LLC and Saulo Eber Chan ("Chan") filed a petition for writ of 
mandate and complaint fbr iqjunctive and declaratory relief in the Superior Court of California, 
County of Los Angeles., captioned Saulo Eber C'.han, et al, l\ Gavin Newsom, et al.,, Case No, 
20STCP00126 {hereafter, the "h:h~!!L6ction''), naming tv1urpby's Bowl LLC as a real party in 
interest. 

\VHEREAS, MSG forum, LLC or IRATE have also filed the following matters in the 
Superior Court of Califixnia, County of Los Angeles, naming the City Defendants as detendants 
and respondents, and naming l\1urphy's Howl LLC as a real party in interest Ingleivood 
Residents Against fokings and Evictions v. City qf]ngleivood et aL, Case No. BSl 70333 
(currently pending in the CaMhmia Court of Appeal, 2nd Appellate District, Case No. 
B296760); Inglewood Residents Against Takings and Evictions v, Successor Agem::v to the 
Jnglewaad Redc1°elopment Agemy, Case No, BSl74709; and /1L\Y; Fannn, LLC v. Ci(v of 
lngieivood as Successor Agem)' to the Fortner lnglcwoud Redevelopment Agemy, el al., Case 
No, BS 174710 (col!ectivdy, Cases BS l 70333/B296760, BSl 74709, and BS 174710 shall 
hereafter be referred to as the "fQnding Litigations"). 
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WHEREAS, the City Defendants and Murphy's Bo1,;vl LLC deny tvlSG Forum, LLC's 
aHegations in the Original Action, and deny any liability to MSG on any basis: 

WHEREAS, Murphy's Bowl LLC denies MSG Fomrn, LLC's and Chan's allegations in 
the Chan Action, and denies they are entitled to relief of any kind; 

WHEREAS, the City Defendants and tv1urphy's Bmvl LLC deny MSG Fomm, LLC's 
and/or lRATE's allegations in the Pending Litigations, and deny any liability to MSG Forum, 
LLC or IRA TE on any basis; 

WHEREAS, tvfSG Forum, LLC denies Murphy's Bowl LLC's aUegations in the cross
complaint in the Original Action, and denies any liability to Murphy's Bo\iv'l LLC on any basis; 

WHEREAS, l'vtSG and IRA TE have indicated a number of possible concerns relating to 
compliance with the Calitbrnia Environmental Quality Act (Public Resources Code Section 
21000-21189.57) and tbe Guidelines for California Environmental Quality Act (Title 14, 
California Code of Regulations, Sections 15000-15387) ("CEQA") in response to the issuance of 
a Notice of Preparation of a Draft Environment.al Impact Report and Public Scoping Meet.ing for 
the proposed developrnent of the Inglewood BaskethaH and Ente1iainment Center project in the 
City of Inglewood (the "IBEC Project"), \Vith respect to the Draft Environmental lmpact Report 
(''Draft ElR"), State Clearing House Number 2018021056, 

\VHEREA.S, on several occasions since the summer of20l 7, MSG Forum and [RATE 
(and agents, commltants, attorneys, and/or experts retained to work on their behall) have, 
pursuant to the California Public Records Act, requested from various public entities, including 
but not limited to the City Defendants, docurnents related to the IBEC Project, the Inglev.'ood 
Successor Agency's Long Range Property Management Plan, state legislation that streamlines 
environmental revie\v of the IBEC Pn~ect {.i,e., AB 987), and other matters directly or indirectly 
related to Murphy's Bowl's effhrt to develop an arena in the City of lngle1;vood (the "PRA 
Requests"). 

\VHEREAS, each of the Parties enters into this Agreement with the advi.ce and assistance 
of its respective counsel to resolve and settle, once and forever, all disputes and claims, known or 
u.nknmvn, accrued or unau:;rued (i) that IvlSG, Azoff, or IRATE has or may have against 
Murphy's Bowl, the i'vlurphy's Bowl Rdeasees, or the City Rdeasees, as defined below; and (ii) 
that the City Defr~ndants or Murphy's Bowl have or may have with or relating to the fv1SG 
Releasces, as defined below, 

NO\V THEREFORE, in consideration of the promises, covenants, \Varranties, 
representations, and conditions contained herein,. for good and valuable consideration given 
hereunder, and with the intent to he legally bound, the Parties hereby agree as follmvs: 

1. General Release of Claims 

a, The term "J'vtsG Reieasees" as used herein shall mean, collectively and severally, 
MSG, Azoff, IRATE, Chan, and any of their current and former predecessors, successcms, direct 
and indirect subsidiaries, parents, affiliated entities, partners., associates, members, n1anagers, 
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employees, contractors, consultants, lobhy1sts, expert •.vi!nesses, advisers, insurers, attorneys, 
officers, directors, agents, and other representatives, and each of MSG's, Azoffs, IRA, TE's, 
Chan's, and the other foregoing persons' and entities' past, present, and future of11cers. directors, 
shareholders, interest holders, 1nembers, partners, attnmeys, witnesses, agents, consultants, 
employees, managers, representatives, and all persons acting by, through, under or in concert 
with them. 

b, The tenn ''Murphy's Bqwl Rcleasees," as used herein shall mean, collectively and 
severally, Murphy's Bowl LLC, CAPSS LLC, and Polpat LLC, and any of their current and 
former predecessors, successors, direct and indirect subsidiaries, parents, affiliated entities, 
partners, associates, members, managers, employees, contractors, consultants, lobbyists, expeti 
witnesses, advisers, insurers, altorneys, ollkers, directors, agents, and other representatives, and 
each of!vforphy's Bowl LLC's, CAPSS LLC's, Polpat LLC's, and the other foregoing persons' 
and entities' past, present, and future officers, directors, shareholders, interest holders, members, 
partners, attorneys, 'Witnesses, agents, consultants, employees, managers, representatives, and all 
persons acting by, through, under or in concert with then:L 

c. The tenn "City Rdeasees," as used herein shall mean, coHcctivdy and severally, 
the City Defendants and any of their current and fonner predecessors, successors, affiliated 
entities, partners, associates, managers, employees, contractors, consultants, lohbyists, expert 
·witnesses, advisers, insurers, attomcys, officers, directors, agents, City Council members, elected 
officials, and other representatives, and each of the City Defe:ndams · and the other foregoing 
persons' and entities' past, present, and future officers, directors, shareholders, interest holders. 
members, partners,. attorneys, \vitnesses, agents, consultants, employees, managers, 
representatives, and all persons acting by, through, under or in concert with them, 

d. Release by MSG, Awn: and IRATE 

L Release'. MSG, Azoff, and IRATE (collectively, the ''MSG Parties''), and 
any of their successors, direct and indirect parent companies, direct and 
indirect subsidiary companies., companies under common control with any 
of the fbregoing, amHates., and assi.gns, and their officers, directors, 
shareholders, interest holders, members, partners, a.Homeys, agents, 
employees, managers, representatives, assigns, and successors in interest, 
and all persons acting by, through, tmdcr or in concert with them, and each 
of thetT1, in his, her, or its capacity as such ("MSG Releasors"), hereby 
rd case and fbrever discharge tbe ~,fo.rphy' s Bovd Rdeasees and the City 
Rclcasces, from all known and unknown charges, complaints, claims, 
grievances, liabilities, obligations, promises, agreements, controversies, 
darnages, actions., causes of action, suits, rights., demands, costs, losses, 
debts, penalties, foes, wages, medical costs, pain and suffering, mental 
anguish, emotional distress, expenses (including attorneys' fees and costs 
actually inc~urrcd), and punitive damages, of any nature whatsoever, 
whether at la'N or in equity, or arising under the law or regulation of the 
United States or any state or locality or othenvise, or knmvn or unknm;vn, 
"vhich the MSG Parties have, or inay have had, against the Murphy's Bmv l 
Rdeasees or the City Rdeasees,. •vhetber or not apparent or yet to he 
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discovered, or which may hereafter develop, for any acts or 0111issions 
relating to any matters of any kind that have occurred on or before the 
Effcc.tive Date, \Vithout limiting the foregoing, the MSG Releasors faHy 
and forever waive, release, and give up any and an claims, duties, 
obligations, or causes of action they have or may have against the 
Murp!:ry's Bowl Rdeasees and City Releasees relating to: 

(1) The Original Action; 

(2) The Chan Action; 

0) The Pending Litigations; 

(4) CEQA compliance f<Jr the IBEC Project including hut not limited 
to the Draft ElR (the "CEQA Claims"); 

(5) The PRA Requests; 

(6) The construction, development, or operation of an arena in 
Inglew-ond that would serve, inter alia, as the hmne of the LA 
Clippers basketball team (the "Arena Activity"); and/or 

(7) The Forum, located at 3900 W M.anchester Blvd in Inglewood, 
California. 

This Release resolves any claim for relief that has or could have been 
alleged by one or more of the MSG Releasors against the fv1urphy's Bovd 
Releas.ees or the City Rdcasees related to or arising from facts occurring 
before the Effective Date, no matter how charnctedzed, including, without 
limitation, compensatory damages., da1nagcs for breach of contract., 
damages for malicious prosecution, bad faith damages, reliance damages, 
liquidated damages, damages fr~r humiliation and embarrassment, 
injunctive relief writ of mandamus, punitive darnages, costs, and 
attorneys' fees re.lated to or arising from the Origi.nal Action, the Chan 
.Action, the Pending Litigations, the PRA Requests, or the CEQ/\. Claims. 
Collectively, the claims referred to in and released by this Section l(d)(i) 
shaU be knmvn as "Released MSG Clahn§." 

Notwithstanding anything else in this ;\greement, the Released MSG 
Claims do not include any claims, liabilities or obligations arising from 
{I) this .Agreement, (II) the Tri~Pa1iy Agreement by and among the City of 
Inglewood, MSG Forum, LLC MSCi Spotis & Entertainment, LLC, and 
Murphy's Bowl LLC C'Tri·Party Agreement"), or (HI) any separate 
membership interest or real property purchase agreernents (including all 
ancillary agreements related lo amVor entered into as part of any such 
tr:msaction) between the MSG Parties and f\.forphy's Bowl or their 
respective affi!.iates. Nothing in this Agree1nent should be construed to 
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release or otherwise restrict the MSG Parties' rights to effectuate or 
enforce the tenns of the agrce1nents referred IO in (l), (IJ), and {HI). 

Fmthcr, notwithstanding the foregoing, the Released IvlSG Claims do not 
include claims by MSG Forum, LLC against the City Defendants that 
relate to or arise from 0) tax-related obligatinns the City Defendants owe 
to MSG Forum, LLC or MSG Forum, LLC owes to the City Defendants; 
(II) any indemnity obligation arising from tort claims brought by third 
patties against MSG Forum, LLC; or (HI) any daims related to or asserted 
in Janette Louise Scott vs, MSG Fomm, LLC, et aL (Case No. 
l 8STCV08236) or Christine Baccus vs,. The tvfadison Square Garden 
(., . · . · ·· · I (('' N' J os,·1·,c~·, 143'J47·· .ornpany, et a .. Arne , ·n. . 'h .· .. v ......... L 

11. Acknowlet(gcments, The tv1SG Parties acknowledge that their execution 
and delivery of this Release is a condition of Murphy's Bowl's and the 
City Defendants' obligations under this Agreement and that Murphy's 
Bowl and the City Defendants are relying on this Release in carrying out 
their obligations under this Agrcem.ent. 

HL 1'./o Tran.~ft'r cf Claims. The MSG Patties represent and \.Varrant that they 
have not transferred, assigned or othen.vise disposed of any part of or 
interest in any Released MSG Claims released herein. 

IV, Covenant />lot to Sue. The MSG Parties irrevocably coven.ant to refrain 
from, directly or indirectly, asserting any Released MSG Claims or 
demands, or commencing,. instituting, or causing to be commenced, or 
encouraging or assisting others in commencing or instituting, any 
proceeding of any kind that relates to or arises frorn the Original Action, 
the Chan Action, th.1.:: Pending Litigations, the CEQA Claims, the PR/\ 
Requests, and/or the Arena Activity, including anything that would 
constitute an effort to prevent, delay, or obstruct the Axerm. Activity, 
against the Murphy's Bow!. Rdeasees or the City Releasees., except that 
this covenant docs not apply to [i] any claims, liabilities or obligations 
arising from this Agreenwnt the Tri-Party Agreement, or any separate 
membership interest or real property purchase agreements (including all 
ancillary agreements related to and/or entered into as part of any such 
transaction) bctwecn the MSG Parties and Murphy's Bowl or their 
respective affiliates, [ii] any claims or disputes that rnay arise following 
the Effective Date between Azoff,. his rnusic management clients, his and 
their companies, any of their successors,. direct and indirect parent 
com.panics, direct and indirect subsidiary companies, companies under 
common control with any of the foregoing, affiliates, and assigns, and 
their officers, directors, shareholders, interest holders, members, partners, 
attorneys, agents, employees., managers. representatives., assigns, and 
successors in interest, and all persons acting by, through, under or in 
concen W'ith thcn1, on the one hand, and Murphy's Bo\vl or any of its 
successors, direct and indirect parent companies, direct and indirect 
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subsidiary companies, companies under common control \Vith any of the 
frwegoing, affiliates, and assigns, and their ofi1cers, directors, 
shareholders, interest holders, members, partners, attorneys, agents, 
employees, managers, representatives:, assigns, and successors in interest, 
and aH persons acting by, thrnugh, under or in concert with it, on the other 
hand, relating to honking, promoting, or perfonning concerts or other 
enteliainment events at lhc LA Forum and/or the lBEC, or [iii] claims or 
disputes that may arise in the ordinary course with respect to the New 
York Knicks and LA Clippers as 01N:ourt competitors in the National 
Basketball Association, 

v. Section J 542 Waiver. The MSG Parties understand that they may later 
discover Released tv1SG Claims or facts that may be different from~ or in 
addition to, those that they now know or believe to exist regarding the 
subject matter of the release contained in this Section l(d), and whkh, if 
known at the time of signing this Release, may have materially affected 
this Release and their decision to enter into it and grant the release 
contained in this Scx:tion l(d), Nevertheless, the MSG Parties intend to 
fully, finally, and forever settle and rel.ease a!! Released MSG Claims that 
now exist, may exist, or previously existed, as set out in the release 
contained in this Section 1 (d), whether known or unknown, foreseen or 
unf()reseen, or suspected or unsuspected, and the release given herein is 
and wi!I n;n1ain in cfft.'\:t as a complete release, nohvithstanding the 
discovery or existence of such additional or difforent. facts_ The MSG 
Parties hereby waive any right or Released l'vlSG Claims that might arise 
as a result of sui.:ch different or additional Rd eased MSG Claims or fads. 
\Vitbout limiting the foregoing, with respect to those matters that are the 
subject of the releases given in this Release, th.e MSG Parties expressly 
waive and relinquish any and all rights., benefits, and protections afforded 
hy any state or federal statute or common law principle limiting the scope 
of a general release or limiting the release of Released MSG Claims which 
the releasing party does not know or suspect to exist in his favor, including 
Califhmia Civil Code Section 1542, and do so understanding and 
acknowledging the significance of such specific waiver of Section 1542 
and any other such applicable slatuie or cormnon law principle. Section 
1542 slates ms fi:~llows: 

"A GENERAL RELEASE OOES NOT EXTENO TO 
CLAIMS THAT THE CREDITOR OR RELEASING 
PARTY DOES NOT KNO\V OR SUSPECT TO EXIST lN 
HIS OR HER FAVOR AT THE TIME OF EXECUTING 
THE RELEASE AND THATi lF KNOWN B\' HlM OR 
HKR, WOULU HAVE IVIATERIALLYAFfECTED HIS 
OR HER SETTLEJ\lENT \VITH THE DEBTOR OR 
RE.LEASEO PARTY." 
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Thus, notwithstanding the provisions of Section l 542 or any other such 
applicable statute or common law principle, and for the purposes of 
implementing a foll and complete release and discharge •vith respect to 
those matters that are the subject of the releases given in this Release, the 
MSG Parties expressly acknowledge that this Release is intended to 
include in its effoct Released l'vlSG Clain1s within the scope of the releases 
given in this Release that they do not know or suspect to exist in their 
fzrvor at the time of execution hereof 

e.. Release by Murphy's Bowl 

L Release. l\forphy's Howl and any of its successors, direct and indirect 
parent companies, direct and indirect subsidiary companies, companies 
under common control with any of the foregoing, affiliates, and assigns, 
and their officers, directors, shareholders, interest holders, members, 
partners, attorneys, agents, employees., managers, representatives, assigns, 
and successors in interest, and all persons acting by, through, under or in 
concert with thern ("Murphy's Bowl Rdeasors"), and each of them, in his, 
her, or its capacity as such, hereby releases and forever discharges the 
MSG Re!easees from a!J knm.vn and unknown charges, complaints, claims, 
grievances, liabilities, obligations., promises, agreements, contrnversi.es, 
damages, actions, causes of action, suits, rights, demands, costs. losses, 
debts, penalties, foes, wages, medical costs, pain and suffering, mental 
anguish, emotional distress, expenses (including attorneys' foes and costs 
actually incurred), and punitive damages, of any nature whatsoever, 
•.vhether at law or in equity, or arising under the law or regulation of the 
United States or any state or locality or othenvise, or kmJ\vn or unknown, 
which Murphy's Bowl has, or may have had, against the MSG Rdeasees, 
\1v'hether or not apparent or yet to be discovered, or which may hereafter 
develop, for any acts or omissions relating to any matters of any kind !hat 
have occmred on or before the Effective Date., Without limiting the 
foregoing, the Murphy's Bowl Rdeasors fully and fotever waive, release, 
and give up any and all claims, duties, obligations, or causes of action they 
have or may have against the MSG Rdeasees relating to: 

(I) The Original Action; 

(2) The Chan Action; 

(3) The Pending Litigations; 

(4) The CEQA Claims; 

(5) The PRA Requests; 

(6) The Arena A.ctivity; and/or 
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(7) The Forum, located at 3900 \V ivlanchester Blvd in Ingle\.vood, 
Califrm1ia, 

This Release resolves any claim for relief that has or could have been 
alleged by the .Murphy's Bowl Re!easors against the MSG Releasees 
related to or arising from facts prior to the Eftective Date, no matter how 
characterized, including, without limitation~ compensatory damages, 
damages for breach of contract, damages for malicious prosecution, bad 
faith damages, reliance damages, liquidated damages, damages for 
humiliation and embarrassment, injunctive reliet~ writ of mandamus, 
punitive damages, costs, and attorneys' fees related to or arising from the 
Original Action, the Chan Action, the Pending Litigations, the PRA 
Requests, or the CEQA Claims, Collectively, the claims referred to in and 
released by this Section l(e)(i) shall be known as "Released tvfomhv's 
Bowl Claims," 

Notwithstanding anything else in this Agreement, the Released tvforphy' s 
Bowl Claims do not include any claims, liabilities or obligations arising 
from (l) this Agreement, (Il) the Tri-Party Agreement, or (HJ) any separate 
membership interest or re~'tl property purchas1;:: agreements (including all 
andJlary agreements related to and/or entered into as part of any such 
transaction) bet\vcen the MSG Parties and Murphy's Bowl or their 
respective affi.liates, Nothing in this Agreement should be construed to 
release or otherwise restrict the Murphy's Bowl Parties' rights to 
effectuate or enhm;e the terms of the agreements referred to in (I}, (II), 
and (HI} 

JL A(,1aroH'ledgcmcnts, Murphy's Bmvl acknmvkdges that its e_xecution and 
delivery of this Release is a condition of the MSG Parties' obligations 
under this Agreement and that the MSG Parties are relying on this Release 
in carrying out their obligations under this Agreernent 

UL No Tran~/i:r t:fClaims,. Murphy's Bowl represents and warrants that it has 
not transferred, assigned or otherwise disposed of any part of or interest in 
any Released Murphy's Bowl Claims released herein, 

iv, c-:ovcnu!lt Nil! m Sue. Murphy's Bowl irrevocably covenants to refrain 
from., directly or indirectly, asserting any Released Murphy's Bowl Claims 
or demands, or cmnmencing, instituting, or causing to he commenced,. or 
encouraging or assisting others in commencing or instituting, any 
proceeding of any kind that relates w or arises from the Original Action, 
the Chan Action, the Pending Litigations, the CEQA Claims, the PRA. 
Requests, and/or the Arena Activity, including anything that would 
constitute an effort to prevent, delay, or obstruct the Arena Activity, 
against the MSG Releasees, except that this covenant does not apply to 
[i] any daims or obligations arising from this Agreem.ent, the Tri-Party 
Agreement, or any separate membership interest or real property purchase 
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agreernents (including aH ancillary agreements related to andior entered 
into as part of any such transaction) between the MSG Parties and 
Murphy's Bowl or their respective affi!.iates, [ii] any claims or disputes 
that may arise l<.lllowing the Effective Date betv1een Azoff, his music 
management clients, his and their companies, any of their successors, 
direct and indirect parent companies, direct and indirect subsidiary 
companies, companies under common control \vi th any of the foregoing, 
afi1liates, and assigns, and their officers, directors, shareholders, interest 
holders, members, partners, attorneys, agents, employees, managers, 
representatives, assigns, and successors in interest, and all persons acting 
by, through, under or in concert with them, on the one hand, and Murphy's 
Bowl or any ofits successors, dirt'Ct and indirect parent companies, direct 
an.d indirect subsidiary companies, companies under comm.on control with 
any of the foregoing, affiliates, and assigns, and their officers, directors, 
shareholders, interest holders, members, partners, attorneys, agents, 
e1:nployees, managers, representatives, assigns, and successors in interest, 
and all persons acting by, through, under or in concert \vitb it, on the other 
hand, relating to booking, promoting, or perfonning concerts or other 
entertaimnent events at the LA. Forum and/or the IBEC, or [iii] daims cir 
disputes that may arise in the ordinary course with respect to the New 
York Knicks and LA Clippers as on~court competitors in the National 
Basketball Association. 

v, Section 1542 JVaiver. Murphy's Bowl understands that it may later 
discover Released Murphy's Bowl Claims or facts that may be different 
from, or in addition to, those that it now knows or believes to exist 
regarding the subject matter of the release contained in this Section l (e), 
and which, if knmvn at the time of signing this Release, may have 
materially affected this Release and its decision to enter into it and grant 
the release contained in this Section l(e), Nevertheless, Murphy's Bowl 
intends to fully, finally, and forever settle and release all Released 
Murphy's Bowl Claims that now exist, may exist, or previously existed, as 
set out in the re.lease contained in this Section 1 (e), \vhcthcr knovm or 
u11kno\vn, foreseen or unK>Teseen, or suspected or unsuspected, and the 
release given herein is and wiH remain in effect as a cotnplcte release, 
nohvithstanding the discovery or e>~istence of such additional or difforent 
facts. Murphy's Bowl hereby waives any right or Released Murphy's 
Bmvl Clairns that might arise as a result of such different or additional 
Released Murphy's Bciv.t! Claims or facts. Withoul limiting the foregoing, 
\vitb respec~1 to tbose matters that arc the subject of the releases given in 
this Release, !'vturphy's Bmv! expressly waive~s and relinquishes any and 
all rights., benefits, and protections afforded by any state or federal statute 
or comn1on law principle limiting the scope of a general release or limiting 
the release of Released l\1forpby's Bowl Claims '.Vhich the releasing party 
does not know or suspect to exist in his favor, including California Civil 
Code Section 1542. and do so understanding and acknmvledgi.ng the 
significance of such specific \Vaiver of Section 1542 and any other such 
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applicable statute or common law principle, Section 1542 states as 
tl:lllows: 

"A GENERAL RELEASE DOES NOT EXTEND TO 
CLAJMS THAT 'fl11i: CREDITOR OR RELEASING 
PARTY DOES NOT KI~O\\'' OR SUSPECT TO EXIST IN 
HIS OR HER.FAVOR AT THE TJlVlE OF EXECUTING 
THE RELEASE .ANO THAT, lF KNffWN BY HIM OR 
HER, \VOULO HAVE MATERlALLY AFFECTED HIS 
OR HER SETTLEMENT \\l[fH THE DEBTOR OR 
RELEASED PARTY.'1 

Thus, notwithstanding the provisions of Section 1542 or any other such 
applicable statute or common law, principle, and for the purposes of 
implementing a fo!I and complete release and discharge with respect to 
those matters that are the subject of the releases given in. this Release, 
Murphy's Bowl expressly acknowledges that this Release is intended to 
include in its effect Released Murphy's Bowl Claims within the scope of 
the releases given in this Release !hat it docs not know or suspect to exist 
in their fovor at the time of execution hert'OL 

[ Release by the City Defendants 

1. Release. The City Defondants and any of their successors, affiliates, and 
assigns, and their elected officials, City Council members, officers, 
directors., interest holders, members, consultants, advisers, contractors, 
insurers, partners, attorneys, agents,. ernployees, managers, representatives, 
assigns., and successors in interest, and all persons acting by, through, 
under or in conce1i \vith them,. and each of them, in his, her, or its capacity 
as such (''Citv Releasors''), hereby release and forever discharge the MS(i 
Releasecs from all known and unknown charges, complaints, claims, 
grievances, liabilities, obligations, pron1ises, agreements, controversies, 
damages, actions, causes of action, suits, rights, demands, costs, losses, 
debts, penalties., fees, wages, medical costs, pain and suffering, mental 
anguish, emotional distress, expenses (including attorneys' foes and costs 
actually incurred), and punitive damages, of any nature \vhatsocver, 
whether at la\v or in equity, or arising under the law or regulation of the 
United States or any state or locality or othenvise, or knovvn or unknown, 
which the City Rdeasors have, or may have had, against the MSG 
Releasecs, whether or not apparent or yet to be discovered, or w'hich may 
hereafter develop, fbr any acts or omissions relating to any matters of any 
kind that have occurred on or before the Effective Date, Without limiting 
the foregoing, the City Releasers fully and forever waive, release, and give 
up any and all claims, duties, obligations, or causes of action they have or 
may have against the ~lSG Rdeasees relating to: 

( J) The Original Action;. 
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(2) The Chan Action; 

(3) The Pending Li1igations~ 

(4) CEQA Claims; 

(5) The PRA. Requests; 

(6) The Arena Activity; and/or 

Cl) The Forum, located at J900 W Manchester Blvd in Inglewood, 
California. 

This Release resolves any claim fbrreHef that has or could have heen 
alleged by one or more of the City De fondants against the MSG Rdcasces 
related to or arising from foe.ts prior to the Effective Date, no JTmtter how 
characterized, including, without limitation, compensatory damages, 
damages for breach of contract, damages for malicious prosecution, bad 
faith damages, reliance dmnagcs, liquidated damages, dmnages frrr 
humiliation and embarrassment, injunctive relief, writ of mandamus, 
punitive damages. costs, and anomeys' fees related to or arising from the 
Original Action, the Chan Action, the Pending Litigations, the PRA 
Requests, or the CEQA Claims. Collectively, the claims referred to in and 
released bv Section WXi) shall be knotvn as "Released Citv Claims." ,,,. '. '. 

Notwithstanding anything dse in this Agreenwnt, the Released City 
Claims do not include any claims, liabilities or obligatl.ons arising from 
(I) this Agreement or (II) the Tri-Party Agreement Nothing in this 
Agreement should he construed to release or othenvise restrict the City 
Defondants' rights to ·effectuate or enfrircc the tenns of the agreements 
refom .. i:I to in (1) and (H). 

Fmther. notwithstanding the foregoing, the Released City Claims do not 
include claims by the City Defendants against .MSG Fomm, LLC that 
relate to or arise fi'om (I) tax-related obligations l'vlSG Forum, LLC owes 
to the Cily Defendants or the City Defendants owe to MSG Forum, LLC; 
(H) any indemnity obligation ari:;;ing from 1ort claims brought by third 
parties against the City Defendants; or (HI) any dairns related to or 
asserted in Janette Louise Scott vs. MSG Forum, LLC, et at (Case No, 
18STCV08236) or Christine Baccus vs. The Madison Square Garden 
Company, el. aL (Case No. l 9STCV43247), 

IL Acknovdedge.ments. The City Defendants acknowledge that their 
execution and delivery of this Release is a condition of the JVlSG Parties' 
obligations under this Agreement and that the MSG Parties are relying on 
this Release in carrying out their obligations under this A.greement. 
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rn. Nu Ttan~fcr q{ Oaims. The City Defendants represent and •varrant. that 
they have not transferred, assigned or othenvise disposed of any part of or 
interest in any Released City Claims released herein. 

1v. Covenant lv'ot fO Sue The City Defendants irrevocably covenant to refrain 
from, directly or indirectly, asserting any Released City Clairns or 
demands., or commencing, instituting, or causing to he commenced, or 
encouraging or assisting others in commencing or instituting, any 
proceeding of any kind that relates to or arises from the Original Action, 
the Chan Action, the Pending Litigations, the CEQA Claims, the PRA 
Requests, and/or the Arena Activity, including anything that would 
constitute an effort to prevent, delay, or obstruct the Arena Activity~ 
against the MSG Releasees, except that this covenant does not apply to 
any daims or obligations arising from this Agreement or the Tri-Party 
Agreement 

v, Section 1542 Waiver, The City Defendants understand that they may later 
discover Released City Claims or facts that rnay be different from, or in 
addition to, those that il now knm:vs or believes to exisl regarding the 
subjt.-ct matter of the release contained in this Section I (t), and which, if 
kntnvn at the time of signing this Release, may have materially affected 
this Release and their decision to enter into it and grant the release 
contained in this Section 1 (fl Nevertheless, the City Defendants intend to 
fully~ finally, and forever settle and release all Released City Claims that 
now exist,. may exist, or previously existed, as set out in the rdease 
contained in this Section l(f), '>vhether known or unknown, foreseen or 
unforeseen, or suspected or unsuspected, and the release given herein is 
and \Mill. remain in effect as a complete release, notwithstanding the 
discovery or existence of such additional or diflerent facts, The City 
Defond<mts hereby waive any right or Released City Claim that might 
arise as a result of such different or additional Released City Claims or 
facts,. \Vithout limiting the foregoing., with respect to those matters that 
are the subject of the releases given in this Release, the City Defendants 
expressly waive and relinquish any and all rights, benefits, and protections 
affr1nkd by any state or federal statute or common law principle limiting 
the scope of a general release or limiting the release of Released City 
Claims which the releasing party does not ktm\v or suspect to exist in his 
favor, including California Civil Code Section 1542, and do so 
understanding and acknovdedging the signifi.cance of such specific waiver 
of Section .1542 and any other such applicable statute or common law 
principle. Section 1542 states as f{)llows: 

''A GENERAL RE.LEASE DOES NOT EXTEND TO 
CLAIMS THAT THE CRElllTOR OR RELEASING 
PARTY DOES NOT KNO\V OR SUSPECT TO EXIST IN 
HIS OR HER FAVOR AT THE Tl ME OF EXECUTING 
THE RELEASE AND THAT~ lF KNO\VN BY HIM OR 
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llER, \VOULO HAVE lVli\TERIALLY AFFECTED HlS 
OR HER SETTLEMENT WITH THE DEBTOR OR 
RELEASED PARTY .. " 

Thus, notwithstanding the provisions of Section 1542 or any other such 
applicable statute or common hnv principle, and for the purposes of 
implementing a full and complete release and discharge with respect to 
those matters that are the sul'.tject of the releases given in this Release, the 
City Defendants expressly acknowledge that this Release is intended to 
in dude in its effect Released City Claims within the scope of the releases 
given in this Release that they do not know or suspect to exist in their 
favor at the time of execution hereof 

2. \Vithdr.awal of PRA Reguests 

<L Upon the Effoctive Date, MSG and IRA TE expressly acknowledge and agree that 
all PRA .Requests that they or persons that they retained to work on their behalf (including 
agents, consultants, experts, and attorneys) have submitted to public entities that relate to the 
lBEC Project andior J\forphy's Bowl's effort to develop an arena in the City of lngle\vood have 
been folly and completely satisfied and require no further action frotT1 the publii.c entities" 

h. Within fifteen ( 15) business days fbI!rl'.ving the Effective Date, MSG and I.RATE 
will exercise best efforts to (i) identify all PRA Requests that they or persons that they retained 
to 1,vork on their behalf (induding agents, consultants, experts, or attorneys) have submitted to 
public entities that relate to the lBEC Project and/or l\forphy's Bowl's effort to develop an arena 
in the City of Inglewood; and (ii) send (or instruct their relevant agents, consultants, experts, or 
attorneys to send} a letter to the relevant public entities (if any} that were recipients oflhe PRA 
Requests in the frmn attached as Exhibit A, which states that the PR.A Requests have been 
compktdy satisfied and require no further action from the public entities. IvfSG and IRA TE 
{and their respective agents, consultants, expe.its, and attorneys) will copy Murphy's Bowl (care 
of John W. Spiegel, Esq,,. of Munger, Tolles & Olson LLP) and the City Defendants (care of Ken 
Campos, Esq,, City Attorney of Inglewood) on the letters, 

J. Settlement Consideration 

The mutual dismissals and releases set forth in !his Agreement arc in full satisfaction of 
all dairns resolved by this Agreement The Parties expressly acknowledge and agree that none 
of them have made any representations to one another regarding the tax treatment ofthis 
Agreement Each of them shall be solely responsible for complying with the reporting 
requirements of any federal, state, and/or local taxing authority, and for payment of any foderal, 
state, and/or local income or other taxes, if any, due on any and all portions of any money paid to 
any party pursuant to this Agreement 

4. Complete Defense to Further Claims 

MSG, Azoff, and IRATE understand, acknowledge, and agree that this Agreement may 
be pleaded by the Mmphy's Bowl Releasees and City Releasees as a fuU and complete defense 
agninst any Released MSG Claims and may be produced by a Murphy's Bmvl Rdeasee or a City 
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Releasee as a basis fr)r an injunction against any action, suit, claim., or other proceeding which 
may he institutedi prosecuted, or attempted in whole or in part based upon any Released MSG 
Clairns. Murphy's Bowl and the City Defendants understand, acknowledge, and agree that this 
Agreement may be pleaded by the MSG Releasees as a full and complete defense against any 
Released I'vlurphy's Bowl Claims or Released City Claims and may be produced by a MSG 
Releasee as a basis frw an injunction against any action, suit, claim, or other proceeding which 
may be instituted, prosecuted, or attemptt.'Ci in vvhole or in part based upon any Released 
Murphy's Bowl Claims or Released City Claims. 

5. No Prevailing Partv; Each Party to Bear Hs Own Attornets Fees and Costs 

The Parties agree that no Party lo this Agreement is a "prevailing party" under the 
California Civil Code or any other sense 'With respect to the Original Actions, the Chan Action, 
and the Pending Litigations. Each Party shall bear its o\Vn costs and attorneys' Ices in any way 
relating to the Original Action, the Chan Action, the Pending Litigations, and the drafting and 
negotiation of this AgreemenL 

6. Dismissal of Lawsuits with Prejudice 

a, Within two (2) business days of the Effo.ctive Date, MSG and IRATE shall file 
executed copies of requests frff dismissal with prejudice (or Request fhr Dismissal of Appeal, if 
applicable) of their claims in the Chan Action and the Pending Litigations, in the forms annexed 
hereto as Exhibit .B, and electronically serve copies on the City Defendants (care of Louis R. 
Miller, Esq,, of Miller Barondess, LLP) and tviurphy's Bowl (care of John W, Spiegel, Esq .. , of 
fvlunger, Tolles & Olson LLP), 

h. \Vithin two (2) business days of the Effective Dale, MSG and rvforphy's Bo1;v! 
shall t~xecute, and I'v1SG shall file, a request for dismissal with prejudice of their claims and 
cross-claims in .AISG Forum, LLC v. Citv <.~(lnglcivood et at, Case No, YC072715, in the frwm 
annexed hereto as Exhibit C MSG shall electrnnically serve a copy of the request for dismissal 
on the City Defendants (care of Louis IC Miller, Esq., of Miller Barondess, LLP) and Murphy's 
Bowl (care of John W, Spiegel, Esq., of Munger, Tolles & Olson LLP). 

c. Within two (2) business days of the Effective Date, Murphy's Bowl shall file an 
executed copy of a request for dismissal \Vi th prt.tludice of its claims in Murphy :1; Boivl LLC l» 

AJSG Forum. LLC et a!,, Case No .. YC072901, in the frmn annexed hereto as Exhibit Ll, and 
electronically serve copies on .MSG (care of Danie.! M. Petrocelli, Esq,., ofO'Melveny & Myers 
LLP) and the City Defondants (care of Louis R Miller, Esq., ofMil!er Barondess, LLP), 

7. Entire Agreement 

This Agreement contains the sole, entire, and complete agreernent bet\veen the Parties on 
the subjecl of the resolution of the Released MSG Claims, the Released Iv!urphy's Bowl Claims, 
and the Released City Claims, and supersedes and replaces any and all prior contracts, 
agreements, discussions., representations, negotiations, understandings, and any other 
communications between the Parties pertaining to such daiins, (lVJSG and Murphy's Bowl 
ack:no\vledge in this regard that they previously executed a non~binding settlement lenn sheet 
dated February 11, 2020, which is superseded by this Agreement) The Parties represent and 
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acknowledge that in executing this Agreement, they have not relied upon any represenlation or 
statement not set fotih in this Agreement However, as between tv!urphy's Bowl and the 1'v1SG 
Parties (and their affiliates), those Parties may enter into separate agreernent(s) \vhich would 
supply terms governing the acquisition of membership interests or real property (including 
ancillary agreements related to any such transaction) related to the Forum, which shall supersede 
this Agree1nent to the extent of any inconsistencies with this Agreement as to those parties only. 

8. Denial of Liability 

The Parties hereby wilhdrmv the allegations made in the p!.eadings, including in the MSG 
cornplaint, the City Defendants' ans\ver thereto, and Murphy's Bowl's answer, complaint, and 
cross-complaint Each Party denies and continues to deny the adverse Parties' allegations in the 
Original Action, the Chan Action, and the Pending Litigations, and denies that it has or should 
have any liability to any other Pa1ty. The Parties agree that entering into this Agreement or 
taking any action pursuant to this Agreement is not and shall not constitute an adrnission for any 
purpose, Neither this Agreement nor any Party's taking any action pursuant to this Agreement 
shall be, or shall be argued to be, evidence ofliability by any of the Parties. 11w Parties agree 
and acknowledge that this Settlement and Release Agreement is subject to all applicable 
.settlement privileges under law and cannot be used for purposes of litigation except to effectuate 
or enforce the terms of this Agreement. 

9. Amendment 

This Agreement may be amended. only by a writing signed. by or on behalf of all Parties 
or their respective successors in interest. This requirement regarding amendments of this 
Agreement shall not extend or apply to any separate agreements between MSG and Mu11,hy's 
BowL 

l 0. No Third~Partv Benefk:iarv 

This Agreement is not intended to be for lhe benefit of any third party other than the 
MSG Releasees, the Murph:y's Bowl Rck:asecs, and the City Rclcasces, and no third party, other 
than !he MSG Rcleasees, the Murphy's Bowl Releasees, and the City Rdeasees, shall have the 
right to enfiJrce any of the terms herein< 

1 t \:Vaiver; Remedies Cumulati.ve 

The rights and remedies of the Parties are cun1ulative and not alternative. Neither any 
failure nor any delay by any Party in exercising any right, power or privilege under this 
Agreem.ent will operate as a waiver of such right, power or privilege, and no single or partial 
exercise of any such right, pmver or privilege will preclude any other or fUrthcr exercise of such 
right, power or privilege or the exercise of any other right, power or privilege, To the maximum 
extent permitted by app!.icahle law, (a) no claim or right arising out of this Agreement can be 
discharged by on(~ Party, in whole or in part, by a waiver or renunciation of the claim or right 
unless in writing signed by aH other Parties; (b) no waiver that may be given by a Pany wiH be 
applicable except in the specific instance for \Vhich it is given; and (c) no notice to or demand on 
one Party will he deerned to be a waiver of any obligation of that Party or of the right of the 
Party giving such notice or denwnd to take further action \vithnut notice or demand as provided 
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in this Agreement The Parties agree that, following the Closing, (i) MSGSE and Azoff each 
have the right, power, or privilege to enforce the terms of this Agreement on behalf of the MSG 
Rdeasecs, and nothing shall be construed tu pen:nit a waiver of any rights or obligations of the 
MSG Rclcasees unless such a waiver is made in a writing signed by MSGSE or Azon; (ii) each 
of the City Defendants have the right, power, or privilege to enforce the terms of this Agreement 
on behalf of the City Releasees, and nothing shall he constrmx1 to pennit a waivt~ of any rights 
or obligations of the City Releasees unless such a waiver is rnade in a writing signed by the City 
Defendants; and (iii) MuJphy's Bowl has the right, power, or privilege to enforce the tenns of 
this Agreement on behalf of the Murphy's Bow 1 Releasees, and nothing shall be construed to 
permit a \vaiver of any rights or obligations of the Murphy's Bov.rl. Re!easees unless such a 
\vaiver is made in a writing signed by Murphy's Bow-L 

12. Severabilit'I' 

In the event that any provision of this Agreement shall be bdd folly or partially void, 
voidable, or unenforceable, the remaining provisions hereof shall remain in full force and eflect 

13. Successors and Assigns 

This Agreement is binding on and is made for the benefit of each Party and all v1ho 
succeed to its respective rights and responsibilities, such as any successors andior assigns, 

14. Counterparts 

This Agreement may be executed and exchanged in counterparts and, f;)f all parties 
except the City Defendants, may be delivered via facsimile or electronic mail (including pdf or 
any dectrnnic signature complying with the U,S, foderal ESIGN Act of 2000, e,g., 
www,dncusign,com). .All counterparts so executed and exchanged shaB together constitute one 
and the same instrument. When this Agree1nent is fully executed and exchanged, a fully
executed PDF file of the Agreement shall he circulated, which shall constitute the original.. 

15. Apglkable Law 

This Agreement shall he construed and enforced, along \Vith any rights, remedies, or 
obligations provided tc.Jr hereunder, in accordance with the laws of the State of Califi.xnia, 
excluding any choice of law rules that may direct the application of the laws of another 
jurisdiction .. The Parties have each materially participated .in the drnfting of this A.grcement, and 
the Agreement shall not be interpreted in favor or against any Party on the basis that such Party 
\Vas or \Vas not a principal draft.er of the Agreement 

16. Dispute Resolution 

Any legal suit, action or proceeding arising out of or bast-d upon this Agreeinent or the 
settlement it embodies, including the determ.ination of the scope or applicability of this 
Agreement, \ViU be instituted in the Superior Court fr1r the State of California .. County of Los 
Angeles, other than the Superior Court located in the City of lngleviood or City of Torrance or, if 
such tcourt hKks subject mattl:rjurisdiction, in any California state or federal court sitting in the 
County of Los Angeles or other appropriate California State or federal court (other than any 
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California state or federal court sitting in the City of Inglewood or City of Torrance), and each 
Party irrevocably submits to the exclusive jurisdiction of such courts in any such suit, action or 
proceeding,. and service of process, summons, notice or other document sent by mail to such 
Party's address set forth in this Agreement \:vill be effective service of process for any suit, action 
or other proceeding brought in such court The Parties irrevocably and unconditionally waive 
any objection to the laying of venue of any suit, action or proceeding in such courts and 
irrevocably waive and agree not to plead or daim in any such court that such suit, action or 
proceeding brought in any such court has been brought in an inconvenient furnm, Each Party 
shall bear its own costs and attorneys' foes in connection with any legal suit, act.ion or 
proceeding arising out of or based upon this i\greement m the settlement it embodies. 

17. No Joint and Several Liabilitv 

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, nothing in this Agreement shall create, 
or be deemed to create, joint and several liability among any of the Parties hereto, Rather, all 
representations, warranties, covenants, liabilities and obligations under this A.greement are 
individual to the respective party expressly subjt->tcl thereto, and uo Party will be liable for any 
breach, default, liability or other obligation of any other Parly to this Agreement, in each 
instance, whether direct, indirect, contingent or othenvise, 

US. Representation of Authority to Execute .Agreement 

Each signatory hereto below .represents and \vammts that, together with any other 
signatories on behalf of its respective Party, he or she has full authority to enter into this 
Agreement cm behalf of his or her respective Party, 

19. Repres€ntation By Counsel and Full Knowledge of Terms of Agreement 

Each Party has been represented by counsel in the negotiation and execution of this 
Agreement, and enters into this Agreement voluntarily and because it has determined that doing 
so is in its besl interests, Each Party represents and warrants that all of its relevant personnel 
have folly discussed the m.eaning and effect of this Agreement with its attorneys and fully 
understand the meaning and effect of all of its tenns. 

20. No Commitment Bv the Citv 

Other than as set forth herein, this Agreement does not constitute or evidence any 
approval by the City of, or commitment of the City to do anything, including, without limitation, 
any action fur which prior environrnental review is required under CEQA, The City retains the 
absolute sole discretion to make decisions under CEQA \vith respect to the IBEC Project, which 
discretion includes: fi) deciding not to proceed whh development of the lBEC Project, (ii) 
deciding to proceed with development of the IBEC Project, (iii) dt.-ciding to proceed with any 
alternative development of the IBEC Project, and (iv) deciding to modHy the IBEC Project as 
may be necessary to comply ~with CEQA There shall be no approval or commitment by the City 
regarding the IBEC Project unless and until the City undertakes environmental revie\v as 
required in compliance with CEQA. 

THEREFORE, the Parties voluntarily, freely, and knowingly execute this AgrecmenL 
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DocuSigri Envelope ID 38733E1E-8901-452B-92'l 1-53171C501B9F 

:!VfSG Sports & Entcrtaim:mmt1 LLC 
(nmv known as MSG Entertainment Group, LLC as 
a result of its name chang>e) 

,_-rn.;M~•11n&.r !lj'. · 

. l /1J\r\.JJ\ BY. '·"., , 
~~~ ~~.:!!(;:~~~3'.r~~ 

NAfvlE: Aiidfcv/ .• ustgarten 
TITLE: President 
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BY: 
NA.ME: Irving Awff 
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Inglewood Residents Against Takings and Evictions 

NAME: Douglas P, Carstens 
TITLE: Attorney for Inglewood Residents Against 
Takings and Evictions 
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lVHJRPH:Y'S BOWL LLC 

Murpby~s Bowl LLC 

BY~L 
~~M~~ 
l I fLL: Jvhmager 

CAPSS LLC 

POLPATLLC 
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crrv DEFENDANTS 

City of Ingle'wnod 

B,Y;~0~4~~~· 
NAdl:.. fvt~r J,m11.: .. T. l3uH~_,,.Jr, /'/ 
TITLE: iv! ayor '~·-~ 

HY: 
NAME: 
TITLF'.:; 

.hrn1t>:S T. Butts, in his personal i.'.apacit)' 
(<\ 

BY: •,,~ 

NAME: Jar;;FMCT; Butts, k 
t ...... v.,.....,.y.-''/.f 

Inglewood l~µrking Authority " 
,....,,. ·~ l .i 

~r~E• (.frjl!,t~ii0.~;~.;fa: , 
TlTLE: .. · , +rnrnn L·'" 

Pnge 20cf20 
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[On Le!tcrhead of the Author's Entity] 

Via FedEx and Electronic Mail 

[Relevant Person at Public Entity] 
[Address of Public Entity Recipient] 

Re: \Vithdrnwal of Public Records Act Request Submitted by [Author's Entity] on 
[Insert Date the PR.A Request Was Submitted] to [Public Entity] 

Dear [Re!.evant Person at Public Entity]: 

On [date], [I I name of author's entity] subm.itted to [name of public entity] the attached 
request for infrmnation pursuant to the California Public Records Act A copy of the request is 
attached. [Attach a copy the relevant PRA request.] 

l write to infonn you that, notwithstanding the status of[nan1e ofpublic entily]'s 
response the attached requests or whether [name of public entity] considers itself to have 
completed its response to the requests, please consider this letter to be a fommJ withdrawal of the 
requests. [I/ name of author·s organization] considerf.s] the request to be fully and completely 
satisfied, and no further action is required or requested of [nmne of public entity] in connection 
with the request 

If you have questions about [na1ne of author entity] 's withdrawal of its Public Records 
Act request, please feel free to call me at [XXX~XXX~XXXXl 

CC: John Spiegel 
Ken Campos 

Sincerely, 

[Author's Name] 
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!ii•MC Sean P Welch 
r:::>l\AMe' Nielse1, Merksamer, Parrinello Gross & Leoni, LLP 
s.; ,.,,.{m'i>.s 2350 Kerner Blvd , .SUite 250 
,> < S<in Rafae! 
lI'l.i.'.~H·,; . .,_,_ ~-:,.·, (415) 389··0800 
.~NM . . •'•.nr.»·:·f·s·'''· sv<elch@nmgovla-.v.com 
.M ,, ,:>~: , •'h'·"'"' Petitk:mers!P!aintiffs 

:•-:o.~·:• CA ;:Y u::r+: 94901 
>A'. (415) 381.H'l874 

SUPERIOR. COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF LOS ,ANGELES 
'''"rirr-:r -'•Dn»•rn:o: 11 i N. Hrn St 

:•r >Nuz:pcu:;E Los Arigl.llles. California 00012 
fN.N-<c:' UAMf: Central District, Stanley 11/iosk Courthouse 

Plaintiff/Pctitloner Saulo Eber Chan; MSG Forum. LLC 

Defendant!H.espondent Gavin C Ne1NSom, Governor of Cai!fomia, ct al. 

REQUEST FOR DISMISSAL. 20STCP00126 

A conformed copy will not be returned b'y tM clerk unless a method of return ls provided with the document 

This form may not be used for dism !ssa! of a derivative action or a class action or or any party or cause of action In a class 
actiOtL (Cat ~u!es of Court, rules s.reo and S,770,J 

1. TO THE Cl.E.R.K: Ptease dtsmis.s this .act·ion as foih:>V1S:· 
a {"1) w Vlfrth prejudice (2) D vva.hout prejudice 
b. (1) [""" ..... ] Complaint (2) I x j Petition 

{3) D Cross-complaint filed by (name)." 

(4) L.. ... J Cross.complaint filed by (nameJ 
\'5) [RJ Entire action of all parties and all causes of :action 

(6) L.. ... J Other (epec1fy;t• 
2, (Complete in all c<:>se.s except fa.miff Jaw cases) 

on (date) 

on (date): 

The court 0 did C:~:J did not 'tr.iive court fees and costs for a party in this ::::ase, (This inforrnation may be obtained .from 
clerk. If court fees and costs were wa.-ved, the cfeclamtion on the back of this form must be oompkted}. 

Date: 
Sean P. Welch 
u·(t·'f. (:::::· n~)··~~·tr N.~~Hr.:: or: W 8'ttcl::::--~t\ [~~~~~~] i=>.:-:.F:l··:·· //n+')1 . .r~ /-:-r·:·~'}H~·fr ~r~: 

'if dl'l.mi·~ll~I t~~ll1!<~d i111'>f ~.pQ!:ifo<:l partie1ami1 oh11acrned ~u~!ll~ of ;i;,ll0f1 ooly, 
ar of"~p· .. ~itii.·d eroos··~emp~;oillts <mly, '5:.'3 s!3i!i2' <rod idimhfy l:J:m, pmifos, caw11"~ of 
11~timi., r7 Cf0$$<-<::'3mp!ii1nh lo ba c!i~mi$.M!d. 

,<\tlomey or party without attorney fur 
CK] P!airitiff!Petitioner L::::J Defend;:mtJRespondent 
c::::::J Cross Complainant 

thG 

·········-·············--...... , _______________________________________________ _ 
3 TO THE CLERK: Consent to the above dismissal is hereb·y gilNw1. H 

Date: 

~·:·:'fE <::.~· ~~::;;<::N·~ (~:~'Hf. :)r= D }\'::1(:~~·::·.~~~·{ r···------1 P.~-:.~:l'·:· -~··.:·:1·H.':i~ .. :} ,~~·:·"To~~;·~·;:::/·' 

" !f";o ""'"">'·compl,.ini ·- .,,. R~"Pml"'" (f'aml!y L"'w) 'l"rl!:1'1fl 0tffi<m<1liV!1! 
raHal-h Of! !iie .. lhe '1!tlomey fur cro~,._<:m>ipl<l>mmt \wwooden.l} mMj1! 11i@"l 

Ath::irne-/ or party '•'<ilthout attomey for 

thi>I'. ~etn~em if rnquhid by C<ide of Ch<il Porece®re wctioo &l1 (i) etf d)- CJ Pktintiff!Petitioner I I Defom::lantlRespondent 
D Cros.s. Complainant 

(To be Cfimpleted by clerk) 

4, CJ OismisSl';ll entered as req1Ni11-ted on (d&le) 

5 Dismissal_ entered on (dale}. as to only (name) 

6 c::::::J Dismissal not entered as requested for the following reasons (.specify}~ 

"7 

' a. O Att'('.'.<rr1ey or party without. attorney notified on (elate) 

b. C .. J Attorney or party w:thou! attorney not nctmecl. Filing party failed to provide 
c::::::J &. copy to be eonfon-i)ed D me;:ins to retl..irri conformGd eopy 

Date: CIMk. hy ---------------------· Deputy 
------------------·-·--·-···················································~····~·····~····~····~~····~····~~···~~····~·--·~·····~···~~····~····~~····~····~~····~···~~··~·~~~~~~~~~.~---------

REQUEST FOR. DISMISSAL 
<::>'·j·.::. ::i (i'{l :·-·) .:·:.:~: . .:J:x:::- •'::;·' <;·.:)~·· (,::.:·:.:. 

:'.:-~ .\:.:;.:f.!:·.~ C::~: ···~ ·.:::-;.j~: ·:·~.:::~;: .? 
J.~-S.·'i'l-? :>'>:;':·?:·: 
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Plaint:ifflPetitioner. Sai;!o Eber Chan MSG Forum, LLC 

Defeni.:famtlRespondent: Gavin C Ne>vsom,. Govemor of Ca,llfomi.a, at aL 
20$TCP00126 

COUR:rs RECOVERY OF WAIVED COURT FEES AND COSTS 
lf .a party whose court fees and rosls 'Mere init.ia!ly walvecl has recovered or vA!! recover $10 .. 000 or more in 
value by way of settlement, compromise, arbitration award, rnediatioh settlement, or other means. the 
cowt has a statutory lien on that recovery. The court may refuse to dismiss the case until the lien is 
sat~sfied. (Gov. Gode,§ 68637) 

Declaration Concerning Waived Court Fees 
1. The court waived court fees and costs in this action for (name): 

2. The person named in item 1 is (ched<: one below): 

a c:J not recovering anything of value by this actimt 

b. c:J recovermg !ess than $10,000 in value by this action 
c. r··-------i recovering $10,000 or more in value by this action. (!fitem .2c is c/Jc'lCked .. item 3 must be cotnp!etoo.) 

3, c:J All court fees and court costs that 1t<iere 'A>>alved in th ls action have been pa fd to the court (check one): Yes 

! dedare under penalty of perjury under the !s:>m> d the State of California that the infonnafa:m above is trne and correct. 

Date. 

----------------··································~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~------~------------------

REQUEST FOR DISMISSAL 
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_________ T_O_B_E_Fl_LE_D_· _IN_THE COURT OF APPEAL ------···················-~.eJ'*Q~ 

r~~~~:~··::··::~EAL Second 
COURT Of APPEAL CASE NIJMflER: 

APPELLATE OISTRICT,DMSION 7 8296760 

!,__ _____________________________ +----------~~~~~~~~~·························--------
i AHOR!%'r' OR P;'\RTY W!THOl)T ATfORNFY: STATE BAR NO.. SUPSR!OR COURT CASE N!JM610R. 

ir.AMeDouglas P. Carstens (SBN 193439); Joshua Chatten-Brown (SBN 243605) 88170333 
iF1RMNAMECHATIEN-BROWN., CARSTENS & MINTEER LLP 
I srR-En APwwss 2200 Pacific Coast H•.vy, Suite 318 
i(:::rY:Hermosa Beach, CA srATE: CA 11Pcooc 90254 
i Tr:LEVi-!ONENO 310,798.2400 F,!\XM) 310.798.2402 
i MM!LADORESi~ dpc@cbcearthlaw.com 
i ATTORNEY ron (•tt·?Wl Inglewood Residents Against Takings and Evictions 
f----------------------
1 APPELLANT: Inglewood Residents Against Takings and Evictions 

I RESPONDENT: City of Inglewood, et aL 
f 

REQUEST FOR DISMISSAL OF APPEAL (CIVIL CASE) 

I 
~------~-~-~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~··~~~···········································~~···························································----------- -----------------···--·· -------···········-~·~------------' 

The undersigned appellant hereby requests that the appeal filed on (date}.· 3/28/2019 in the above entitled achon be dismissed. 

Date: 

NOTE.: File this form in the Court of Appeal if the record on appeal has already been filed i·n the Court ·Of AppeaL If the 
record has not yet been filed in the Court of Appeal, you cannot use this form; you must file an Abandonment of 
Appeal (Unlimited Civil Case} (form APP·005) in the superior court. A copy of this form must also be served on the 
other party or parties to tM$ appeal, and proof of service filed with this form, You may use an applicable Judicial 
Council form (such as APP-009 or APP..009E} for the proof of service. When this document has been completed and a 
copy served, the original may then be flied wlth the court with proof of service. 

. .............................................................. !':-%!" .. l..<>U 
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I 0o~;~,s°P~"c~r~~~~~T<.sa~"~,~;4;;;~1:h~~~c;;:;~,~~~rnwn (SBN 243605) 

I CHA ITEN·BROWN, CARSTENS & MINTEER LLP 
I 2200 Pacific Coast Hwy. Suite 318 
I Hermosa Beach, CA 90254 
I 

I 
'fftEPHONOlO 310.798,2400 FAXN0.f0Nh"<>'}. 310,7982402 

r.,1.t1<11. Mmm:ss rop,;<;m1:,1. dpc@cbcearthlaw,com 

I MTOR_~.:.::.~~:~.:C.'.:'.:'.'.:".'.!: ..... E~!!!JQ0.~.U0.9..ll'.~?.9.St.6.~~!2.~!.'.!~.h£~~j.0.~U§!.~~'..'.9.~ .. §!.~~--~'."'ls;liSJE~~---······ 
I SUPERIOR COURT OF CAtlfORN!.A. COUNTY OF Los Angeles 
I srnEn .-.rm~Ess 111. N. Hill Street 
I MAIUNG Mli:W£SS: 

c1rv1;1-1ozrPcoor: Los Angeles 90012 
BRM1c11 NAM£ Stanley Mosk 

I PLAINTIFF/PETITIONER Inglewood Residents Against Ta kings and Evictions 

I DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT: City of Inglewood, et aL 
1----------------------------·--------~-----------------i 

r ...................................................................... - .... REQUEST FOR OISM~~SAL ....... - ............. -.......... CASE NUMBER BS 170333 

A conformed copy wHI not be returned by the clerk unless a method of return Is provided with the document. 

ll' This form may not be used for dismissal of a derivative action or a class action or of any party or cause of action in a 
. class action, (Cal. Rules of Court, rules 3.760 and 3.770.) 

! , TO THE CLERK: Please dismiss this adion as follows: 

a, Cl) t8J With prejudice {2) 0 INithout prejudice 

b. (1) D Complaint (2) fg:J Petition 

(3} D CrOSN'..(.1mplainl med by (name); 

(4) 0 Cross-c..omplaint fi!-ed by (name): 
(5} lZJ Entire action of al! parties and aH causes of action 
{6} 0 Other ($pecffy):• 

2. (Complete in ali cases e:>:-cept family law cases) 

on (d&te}. 

on {date}: 

The court 0 did ~ did not waive court fees and costs for a party in this case. (This information may bo obtained from 

the clerk If court fees and costs were waived .. the declaration on Uw back of this form must be compfeled,). 
Date: 

PIJIJQlas_ P.'.. garst~n~ .. 

Altomey or party without attorney for 
(TYP!' OR Nm·H N>\Mf CJ~ 0 AHORN!OY 0 PNlTY W'THOU"f ATTORNE"i) 

"II disrnis•<il reqves1ed Is of zpeclfied Plilrties <1nfy cl s;mcif:oo <:<i<iM!S i)f ar.,tkx1 
only, or ofop<:df!(ld cross--comp!alnt~ only. so ~\ala and ida~Uly 11'a pilrtl%, causes 
of action, Of CWS•~·C<Jmpla.inb ln ha dismissed, 0 Piaintiff/Petltloner D Defendant/Respondent 

D Cross-Complainant 

TO THE CLE.RK: Consent to the above dismissal is hereby given, .. 
Dale: 

iTYPf." of! PRlt.Jr NAME or 0 MT0!1NEY 0 PARTY wrwmrr AHORN~Y) 
" !f a crosll-wmp!.filnt ~ o.r R"sp<:msa {FmnHy Law) -see.~\nq affirmi!tlw 

!SIGN/<,TU!<fl 

Altomey or party without attorney for: 
reli!ii! . ., is ore fi~, "the a\~omey Im i;roM•-C\)fl"lPl'-'in:.in! (respr.>n<1etll:) '''"St 
sign 1hls cO~$.;m! ff i-eqwlred by Cocte of C!>ii! Prw...edure sectiNi 5lH (I) or D P!alntiff!Pelilloner D Defondant/Respondenl 
Gi D Cross-Complainant 

{To .be camp/filled by clerk} 
4. D Dismissal entemd as requesled on (date)'. 

5 D Dismissal entered on (dale): as to only (name): 

6, D Dismissal not entered as requested for the following reasons (specify): 

7. a, D Attnmey or party without altnmey mJtified on {date): 
b. D Attomey or party without attorney not notified. Filing party failed to provide 

0 a copy to be conformed D rneans to return conformed copy 

Dale: Clerk, by -------------------·' Depu\'y 

frym l«~cp~/j fn~ M.;::::':10.:&:~:~~ U.').~ 

Ju~J.idBi.! Cg::.c:nt'61 (~t C..:s!:!~;.JmW 
CfV·'~ ~o [PJ:;v. J>S·:"i. l. 20t3J 

REQUEST FOR DISMISSAL 
C::>dJ: .r:cf Cb,:1Jj P'rQf:~~'is_:.~~·. § t::.8: ~~ :=.~q .: 

Go.,,.·. t.f~:fJ~. § ~8.t>:f.f~c\ C'.~l. R:;~$ ~~r(:o~:ft Ki~e 3.1~190 
<4-'UW. (,'(;i~(lt$· Cf! ~:"}~~ 
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.--------------------------------------·---- ·•••••••······································ 
PLAINTIFF/PET!TIONER: Inglewood Residents Against Takings and Evictions 

DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT: City of Inglewood, et aL 
CASE NUMBER: 
8S170333 

COURT'S RECOVERY OF WAIVED COURT FEES AND COSTS 
If a party whose court fees and costs were initiai!y waived has recovered or will recover $10,000 or 
more in value by way of settlement, compromise, arbiltalion award, mediation settlement, or other 
means, the court has a statutory llen on that recovery. The court may refose to dismiss the csse until 
the lien is satisfied. (Gov. Code,§ 68637-) 

Declaration Concerning Waived Court Fees 

1. The court waived court fees arid costs in this action for (name): 

2 .. Tht:~ person named in ltem 1 is {cfieck one below): 
a. D not retx)vering anything of value by !his acik:ir1, 
b. D recovering less than $"10,000 in value by this action, 
c_ 0 recovering $1.0,000 or more in value by !his actim), (1f iMm 2c is checked, item 3 must be complMe1L} 

3, D All court foes and court costs !hat were waived in this action have been paid to the court (check one}.: 0 Yes 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of \he State of California that the information above is true and correct 

Dale: 

REQUEST FOR DISMISSAL 

0No 
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r~~~~~~·~········ .. ··················--·----·········-- ~---~ 

I A TTf3HNf..Y f)R f.i'ART'r' ~~NtH-KJlJr .. '\ T1'0~;ti"~f.Y (Nf.m}!~. Stmii· fhw m;mt.:f..<f,. .~md i.:J~k~txs•s}. 

Douglas P. Carstens (SBN 193439) Joshua Chatten~Brown (SBN 243605) POR COORI t!Sf. 08.t. Y' 

CHATTEN-BROWN, CARSTENS & MINTEER LLP 
2200 Pacific Coast Hwy, Suite 318 
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254 

THE PHONE NO· 310J98.2400 fAXNG !Cl)?ir.>n,,!) 310_?98_2402 
E-MAIL ADDRESS !O;W<l<•gl/ dpc@cbcearth!aw,.com 

ATTORNEY FOR iNsr<'<1i Petitioner !nQ!ewood Res1dents Aft.~!c~?.! . .I.?.~t!J.£!~ .. 9.!J.~ .. !:'..lt.i<:;1i~0-~------~ 
SUPERIOR. COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF Los Angeles 

STR!'Er ADDRESS 111. N. Hill Street 
MAlllNf,) AClORESS' 

CHY AND ltP CCJO(: Los Angeles 90012 
\WJ\NCM Nf\Mfi:: Stanley Mosk 

PLA!NT1FF!PET!T!ONER: Inglewood Residents Against Ta.kings and Evictions 

DE~-~NDANrtRESPONDENT; Successor Agency to Inglewood Redev. Agency, et at 

REQUEST FOR DISMISSAL CME MJM6!:'!1: BS174709 

A conformed copy will not be returned by the clerk unless a method of return ls provided with the document 
,.,-.,----------~ 

This form may not be used for dismissal of a derivative action or a class action or of any party or cause of action in a 
class action, (Cat Rules of Court, rules 3.760 and 3.770.} 

1, TO THE CLERK: Please dismiss this action as follovvs: 

a, (1) (8J With prejudice (2) 0 Without prejudice 

b, (1) 0 Complain! (2) r;sJ Petition 

(3) 0 Cross-complaint tiled by (nr1me): on (date): 
(4) D Cross-complaint fl!ed by (name): on (dale}" 

(5) •(ZJ Entire action of al! parties and a!! causes of acbon 

(6) 0 Other (specify);' 
2. (Complete in ail cases except family Jaw csse~d 

The CQUrt 0 did (ZJ did not waive court fees and 1:;osts for a party in this case, (Th.is information may be obtained from 

the clerk lf amrl fees and costs were waived., the declaration on the back of thLs form must be compteted,i. 
Date: 

ffYP£ OR AA.INT NAME nr D ArmRNe:v .D PARTY wnHt1lH t<no~~Nn-; (S!GN1>.rurxi 

'H Ji:,;m:~sa1 r1Kiuestf.>d is ,,1 spm::'1ie<1 p<irti(l;; only e1 i;pl.lcif:<J>J <:a•,is<.is cf 11~ticn Attorney or patty without anomey for: 
only, cr of sp;.icifi<W cm%-compblnls or,ly. so state and kier.ti~/ lhe ~,erHM. ~auses O P!aint!fff PeMloner O Defondani/Respondenl 
o:f ~1clic:1\. or <:tc-$:'='M)Cfnplaln:ts k> 00 d.i:sm~s~ed. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~----------------------························ ..................................... O ...... Y~~9_1;;:::9_(}E1'1P.t?if.1_~1_1t ·····································----------------------------.~~~~ 
TO THE CLERK: Consent to the above dismissal is hereby given.~· 

Date: 

;SIGNAfiJRF! avr,r OR PRINT NAME or D AHORN£Y 0 PARPr wrwr)ur MTORNE'>'l 

'" If a c;rosiH:on1plaio! ... rx Ru~pPnH~ {Farnil'.f Uiw) s<.ie:l<ing .,mnna!iv-e Attorney or party without attomey for: 
rell<lf - is on Illa, 11;.e a(t().rn.ey fur ~rC$So(;omplaiNlr<l (re~,pcmlimll must 
~iqn tlli" wnwnl ii '"'G"ir~i1J by (:qde QI Civi:i Prw:oo1Jt•> s•K!i'-ln 581 ii)"' 
!i), 

(To be completed by clerk} 
4, 0 Dismissal entered as requested on (date): 

0 Plairitiff!Petitioner 0 Defendant/Respondent 

0 Crm;,s~~Comp!aimmt 

5 D Dismissal entered on (d<tte}: as to only {name}: 

6. 0 Dismissal not l'H'ltered as requested for the following reasons (sped(v}: 

7, a, D Attorney or party wlthm.JI attomey nol!f!ed on {date}: 
b, 0 Attorney or party without attomey 1101 notified, Filing party failed to provide 

0 a copy to be conformed D means lo return conformed oopy 
Date: Clerk, by . 

~~·~ 

! 

I 

f tfm A.<:k~f.'1£:0 ~~~~f" M:t;t.rn-1.ah.:•ry Uisr.: 
.J:>J:d•~..::~al C®f":<;~f {$f ~:.aMon"':':~~ 

C:V-1'0!fl:.,·o. Jo<>.1. W!::ll 
REQUEST FOR DISMISS.AL 

Cc~je ~~ C·:'di Ptt.·:2'.:&:l.for~. ~ ~~S.1 ~~ ~ei';( : 
Gc':l. coo~. § ~.t::&J?~<:·;: c~t f~~::.§s {,J~ Cl1:;~t .. ~~;;~ s. ~ :~~c 

~·rw:v.r·.f;OW~t.{;::f ~1~p.1 
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PLAINTIFF/PETITIONER: Inglewood Residents Against Takings and Evictions 
DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT: Successor Agency to Inglewood Redev, Agency 

CASE NUMBER: 
BS174709 

COURT'S RECOVERY OF WAtVED COURT F.EES AND COSTS 
!fa party whose court fees and costs were Initially waived has recovered or will recover $10,000 or 
more in value by way of settlement compromise, arbitration award, mediation settlement, or other 
means, lhe court has a statutory Hen on that recovery. The court may refuse to dismiss the case i.mli! 
the lien is salisfied. (Gov. Code,§ 68637,} 

Declaration Concerning Waived Court Fees 

1. The court '"''a!ved court fees and cnsts in this action for (name;.· 

2. The person named in item 1 is (check one below): 
a. 0 not recovering anything of value by this action 

b. 0 rer,overing less than $!0,{)00 iri value by this action, 

c D recovering $10,000 or more in va!ue by this action. (If item 2c is checked, item 3 must be completed) 

3, 0 All court fees and court oosls that were waived in this action have been paid to the court (check one).' D Yes 

! dadara under penally of perjury under the laws o·f the State of Calih:irnia that the information above is true and correct 

Date: 
~~~~~~~~~~~ 

!TYPE OR f"RlNT NA.Ml Of D MTORNtY 0 F'ARfY MAl<:iNG OEC!.ARATKJN: 

REQUEST FOR DISMISSAi.. 

CIV·1Hl 

! .An~-er-k;:E;it t~~:Eil~ it't, 
l ·'·' :'~· :.:, . l: '.:·,N{>\ '.:IH :< ,.;: ... 
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Cl\f.110 ---------------------------'""----------r---------------......., 
PLAINTIFF/PETITIONER MSG FORUM, LLC 

DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT: Oversight Board To The Successor Agency To The 

C.l\SE NUMBER 
85174710 

______ !i:i_~_!~~',lg?~ ___ l3~"~-~_v;?l9Ernent Agen_9'.~---------~- ----------~--~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

COURT'S RECOVERY OF WAIVED COURT FEES AND COSTS 
If a party whose court fees and costs were initially •.vaived has recovered or wm recover $10,000 or 
more in value by way of settlement, compromise, arbitration award, mediation settlement, or other 
means, the court has a statutory lien on that rec;overy. The c;ourl. may refuse to dismiss the case until 
the lien is satisfied. (Gov. Code, § 68637,) 

Declaration Concerning Waived Court Fees 

1- The coi_irt waived i:-,ovrt foos and costs in this action for (nameJ_-

2. The person nanwd in item 1 is {check one below)« 
a. 0 not recovering anything of value by this action. 
b, 0 recovering less than $"10000 in value by this action. 

c. D recovering $10,000 or more iri value by this aclbn, (lf item 2c is checked, item 3 must be completed) 

3. 0 All court fees and court costs that were waived in this action have been paid to the court (check one): 0 Yes 

! declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Cailfomla that the information above ls trve and correct 

Date: 
~--~--~--~-

c~/.110 tR<w J~'"'"'"' 1. ;M11 REQUEST FOR DISMISSAL 

0No 
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EXHIBIT C 
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''"''"e Daniel M Petrocelll (SBN 97802); Megan K Sm~h (SBN 307381) 
""'';;, ... ,,,},tc: O'Me!veny & Myers LLP 
\7"'<'f't N:;U<:0":\::' 1999 Aver: ue of the Stars, 8th Floor 
u,.,. Los Angeles ''·'·.;\n.: CA z;;:··v.::-nc 80067~6035 
i'.'H'PH.'lt£•'·.•····, (310) 5!XH5700 'N.N .. • (310) 246-6779 
"·'""'" :oix•·~~···:• dpetrocelli@omm.com f megansmith@ornm.corn 
"''<'"<c.r r•.:i;; ·N~>M'i MSG FORUM, LLC 

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY Of LOS At¥3ELES 
><'LT <\>AA<r·<' 1725 Main S"tmet 

c:: .,. ,,n·:<e cnr;.r. Santa Monica, Coilifomi? 90401 
c+'M·ff>l NtNr: Sarita Monica 

......... , ... _ .. _, __ ..... -.--.. -·-.. - ....... _-.... .-.-... - ............................ --.. ·------·-............................................. . 

P!ainUfffPetitioner; MSG FORUM, lLC 

Deferidar'lt/Respon::Jent CITY OF ! MGLEWOOD, et aL 

REQUEST FOR OISM1SSAL 

A conformed copy wm not be returned by the clerk unless a method of return Is provided with the document. 

This form may not be used for dism issa! of a derivative action or a. class action or of any party or cause of action in a class 
ac:tli::m. (CaL Rules of Court, rules 3.760 am:l 3.770.j 

·······~···~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~~~~·~~~··~~····~~····~···~~·····~~·~~~~~~~~····~~··~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~··---·-·---.. --~ 
1. TO THE CLERK P!esse d!mritss this action as tollo'<'JS 

a (1) ["x] With prejut:lic.e (2) c::J V\i'lthout prejudice 

b. (1) [K] Complaint {2) [::::] Petition 

(3) W Crosz.compiaintflle<l by ('.name)Murp1ws Sowl LLC on (date): Decernber- 4. 2Ci8 

(4) D Cross.complaint filed by (name). 011 (date) 

(5) CK] Entire action of s!I psrt\es and all causes of action 

(6) D Other (specify).· 

2. (Corr1piete if) <tif r-<&.'$1$S ie::-;cepl family Miw case.>5) 
The court I • did w dkJ riot walve court foes and costs for a party In this case. (This informstion may be oblafnoo from the 
clerk ff court foos and costs were weived, the dederabo.n on Uw1 h?ilck of th!'!; fOrm mUl'it be comp!ete.1). 

Date: ._ 
Danie! UL Petrocelli F' 

~~~~~~~~~~~-~~-~~-~~-~-

1V::torne}' or party v«tithout attomey for 

~l··~r·r ~):) r~~:X-ff ~·J.:":-.J,M? (:f.• w ,:':,-:··~<>R~·~~-= .. { CJ :;.:::~f.; .. f:;: :}:/·:·H'i)U"·" .:.:<T:\)Pf.~F\i 

'!f di~mh"'~ 'm'.l!'""'\E!d i"' elr.p~ffi"d P"rl'.ieJS, 0<1?y of.11pedff<1tl ~<i\IMI~ of<1c,tioo only, 
ot tif sp!!·crn&d eroot.-comp!itir\!t c!'!ly; 1lU ~~le mid idElfl~ift tile paroe~ c<m1:,e~ ol 
~c:fo:x-:1) t:i.r rn rn:&'!~~!:amp}:a:fait~.) tB b0 ·r.is:rrfr~~d. 

L.~J PbintifflPetltbner c::::::J Defendant!Respordent 
[::=] Cross Complainant 

3, TO THE CLERK; Consent to the above dismssd is hereby given.•• 

Date: 
John VV Spiegel 
cr·~·t·t ::'::~-::; P~: :kf N .. ~-:;~.m:: C:·f: CKJ .-':::"fr.::.:;.:.:·:~-fr::f· J i ::.=.•:::'}:.:·~ ~· \:\:)·n~<nyr ;.";. ~-fr'~'i-: ·~t: ·(': 

" If ij crocs.s..<:=f!lll.ifl! - or R<11lpMM1 (F<1m!!t LawJ '>1l·~ing <'lffitmath<i' 
relief- i11 en file, !he at!omey fm ~.r(.!$;$·<:en1pi;:ih1mt (rfl!!.pO!'d~nt) mu$t $lgn 
lhi~ tl:ln~ent ifrequi.rad by Coda of Chrif Pme;;,:fure !i!Ukin 581 (i) >:>t !j). 

Attorney or party 'Nithowt. ~ttorrwy for. 
D Pl3intiff/Petitiorier I I DefendantJRespondent 
ITJ Cross Complainant 

(To ti€· comp/Med by cfetk) 

4 c::::::J Dismissal entered as requested m• (date.). 

5 c::::::J Dismissal entered on (dale) as to only (name) 

6. D Dismissal Mt entered as reqwestecl for the fd)o,,.1ing reiiJ.oons (spoc1fy): 

T a. [__ __ J Attorney or party Without attorney notified on (date). 

b. D Attorney or party 'Nithout attorney not m::Miect. ~iling party failed to provide 

I I a copy to be conformed D meons to retwm conforrned copy 

::-·.::~:·:·:::: /:.) :.:.::··~::::) \:::· :'-,.~.::~:·:::\~:\:::·\-: l.. :.1} 

,,::~..:::::<:~::~: :::..:::·:.,:~-:·:: .: : .. :-?.~f'~<::·~"f::~ REQUEST FOR DISMISSAL 
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CIV-110 

~D~e~f-e_n-._:~:~r~~~~=~~-P_$_:_···~-~~10_·_:-._~-r-t~~---;1_8_n-~_~-·-~~~~R~1 ~-1~~c-M-~-E'0-.~--~~-~--'?-.... -~-, ___ e ____ t-.. ~-.. l.-.... -... -.... -.... -.... -.... -.... -... -.... -.... -.... -.... -.... -.... -... -.... -.... -.... -.... -.... -... -.... -.... -.... -. ... -.. ~-,~-:~-~-~-,~-:-~_;--·_····_····_····_····_···~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~! 
,-------------------------------~····················································· 

COURT'S RECOVERY OF WAIVED COURT FEES AND COSTS 
!fa party v\!hose court fees and costs ~re in!t.iai!y •.vaivet! has recovered or will recover $10,000 or more in 
value by way ot settlement., compromise, arbitration avvard., rnediation settlement, or ether means, the 
court has a statwtory lien on that recovery. The court may refuse to disn1>ss the case until the lien is 
satisfie1J {Gm. Cc1de, § 68637) 

Declaration Conceming Waived Court Fees 

The court 'Halved court fees am:: costs in this action for (name).· 

z. The person narrle(J in itern 1 is (check one below)· 

a. ["" ........ ! not recovering anything of value by this action. 

b. ["' ...... ] rec-Overing less th<in Si 0,000 in v:ah.m by this action 
c. D recovering $1 O,OCD or rriore in value by this aiction. (lf item 2c ks checked, item 3 must be cornple!ed.) 

3. D Al! court fees and court costs that v.-ere wdjvecl in thb;; action ha11e been paid to the court (cha.":k one): Yes No 

I declare under penalty of perjury wider the l<wts ot the State of California that the information sbove is true and correct. 

REQUEST FOR DISMISSAL 
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EXHIBIT D 
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civ .. 110 

,,,,~M,. Jona!.han R Bass (S8N 75779); Charrnairia G. Yu (SBN 220579) 

CHI' NM«'. Coblentz Patch Duffy & Bass LLP 

'"'"'°':'! NX~t% One f111011tgomery Street, Stiite 3()fJO 
c,n San Francisco ,,,Ffr CA N· c>ct: 94104,5500 
'iLU11c•Ml!h 415<391·4S00 1;\> ,,,., 415,009·1663 
•u~M. ;,nG;<H.s· ef·]rb@cpdbcom t ef.-cgy@cpdb.com 

Ai "''"' ui«m•: Murph{'s Bowl LLC 

SUPERIOR COURT Of CALIFORNIA, COUNTY Of LOS ANGELES 
srnu:1 ,,.:x.,.,:u;s 1725 Main Street 

:' r ,. N·;') iT· (.')Cf. Santa Monica, California 00401 

'°'''''""<·"" i.;,.r'.~·~'' Santa Momca 
(~~~~~~~~~~~············~························································ ........... --~.~~~~~~~.---------------< 

P!ainhff/Petihoner MURPHY'S BOV\IL LLC 

DefendantfRespondent MSG FORUM, :..LC, et al 

REQUEST FOR OISM1SSAL YC072901 

1------------------------------------~--~~~-~~~~~~~·~·~~·~~···~~··~···~··········· .. ··~·······----'""·-~---....................... ~ 
A co.nformed copy will not be returned by the clerk unless a method of return is provided with the document, 

This form may not be used for dismissal of a derivative action or a class action or of any party or cause of action in a class 
action. (Cal. Rule$ of Court, rutes 3.760 and 3.170,} 

'1, TO THE Cl.ERK Pieaw dismiss this action as. fof!ows: 
a. (1) f it] With pre1ui:hce (2) C:::::J Without prejudice 

b. (1) ["i.'."'] Complafrit (2) c::::J Petition 

(3) c::::J Cros.s-comp!aint filed by (name) on (dale): 

(4) D Cross-complaint filed by (nmne) on (dale) 

(5) []] Entire action of a!I parties and all causes ot action 

(6) c:::::J Other (specify). ' 

2. (Complete in all cases except femrly law cases.) 
The comt D did C'D did not waive court fees and costs for a party in this case (This inf0tmalion may be obtained trom 
clerk If cwd fees iilnd costs wete wBiw:d, !he df..'Ci;;tra.tion oo /hf! .bacx of this form must bo compleled). 

Date: 
Jonathah R Bass 

'lfdlsmis;;al req"eskd is ofsp.1'.:ified pert<ei><:mly <ihpeeiiled em;ses ofodio~ on~<, 
or al sp.11ei5ed ero%,tompiair•t~ 011ly, so ~t<i!lil Md kwnijfy the pactiell, c.,uses oi 
;ttc1itlr~: or er')::ls:.~ ... comp~iaints;. to b~ dis::~n:fa~IE!!d 

Att~:m1ey or part}<' wthout attomey for 
[!] Plamtiff/Petit!oner L ..... J Oelentlant!Respondent 
c::::::J Crt.1ss (',omplmnant 

3. TO THE CLERK: C',onsent to the above disrmssal is hereby given.•• 

Date 

" If" CfCl~IH,~'1lpfM1I-. ·llr R<i>SpCl!1~Q {F~nlify law) ieekil'·g <lflltmah'S! 
reijef - fa on tie, lh1'l atti:imey ~' ero~s,ttmlf;ll~ir,af!t (t1'lspmu::font) mo it ~gr> 
lhi~ ~0<1$1'ltii If Nq.tir<ilcl by Co~ cf CM; Proq•dtmi ~eclkm 59! (i) or(j) 

Attorney or party without a!:tcimey for 
! J Plaintiff/Petitioner r::::::::::J DefendantlRes.pomJent 
[::::J Cross Complainant 

lhe 

--------~--~~~~~~~~~~~----~~~~~~~·------------------.......... ..-.------............................................................ -~~~~~-------------------
(To be completed by clerk) 

4 C .. ,] Dismissal entered as requested on (:late). 

5 c:::::J Dismissal entered on (dale) as to only (name) 

6 D Dismissal riot entered as requested for the foHowmg reasons (specify) 

l a c::::J Attorney or party 'N!thout attorney notified on (date) 

b D Attorney or party without attorney not notff:ed. Filing party failed to provide 

l j a copy to be conformed D means to return conformed copy 

_o_a_1~_; ________________ \_;_re_J_k_n_1_·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:::-~·=-=-=-=-=-=--==-=-=-=·-=---=-=-=-=-=-=-=-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=·~o~-~~e~p~u~ty __ _.:_:?•=~~·~1=~1~i 
REQUEST FOR DISMISSAL 

}"~ ·~::t :.~:,;.~ :.-...~::}~· 

<:~ ::-..:.,;::: ~:.:::-:;: ._:. ; ~.}:> 
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Plaintiff/Petitioner: MURPHY'S BOWL LLC 

Defendant!Respordent: MSG FORUM, LLC. et al 
YC072901 

COURT'S RECOVERY OF WAIVED COURT FEES AND COSTS 
Jf a party· ¥.'hose court fees and costs were initially ;Naived has recovered or wll recover $10,000 or more in 
valwe by way of .settlement comprordse, arbitration a~vard .. fflediation settlement, or other means. the 
court has a statutory lien on that recovery. The court may refuse to dismi&5 the case until the lien is 
satisfied. (Gov. Code,§ 68637.) 

Declaration Concerning Waived Court Fees 

1. The court 'l'l'aived court f.ees and costs in this action for (name); 

2 The person named in item 1 ts (check one below)" 

a I ! not recovering anything of value by this action. 

b. J ! recovering fess than$~ 0,000 in value by this a.ction. 

C. f j recovering $10,000 or more m value by this action (ff item 2c. is checked Nerri 3 must be co.rnpiete:d) 

3. CJ Ali court foes arid court costs that \\'®m waived in this <1ction have been paid to the court (t;;heck one;.- Y0s No 

! declare under penalty of perjury wxler the !av;s of the State of Ca!ifomia that the information above is true and correct 

Date. 

REQUEST FOR DISMISSAL 
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OFFICIAL BUSINESS 

Document entitled to free recording 
Government Code Section 6103 

THIS DOCutv1ENT WAS PREPARED BY, 
AND AFTER RECORDING RETURN TO: 

Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP 
333 South Grand Avenue, Suite 4900 
Los Angeks, CA 90071 
.Attention: A.my R, Forbes, Esq, 
Ref: 21384-0000 l 

EXECUTION VERSION 

(Space Above frff Recorder's Use) 

RELEASE AND SUBSTITUT.lON OF GUARANTOR UNDER 
DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT 

This RELEASE AND SUBSTITUTION OF GUARANTOR UNDER DEVELOPMENT 
AGREEMENT (this "Agreement") is made as of May I. 2020 (the "Effective Date''), by and 
among .MSG FORU!'V1, LLC, a Delav.are limited liability company ("Developer''); MSGN 
HOLDINGS, LP., formerly known as MSG Holdings, L.P,, a Delaware lim.ited partnership 
(such entity and its successors and assigns are referred to herein as the ''Orig.in.al Guarantor''); 
POLPAT LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (''New Guarantor"}, and the CITY OF 
INGLE\VOOD, a municipal corporation ("City''), with reference to the follo\ving facts: 

A. City and Developer entered into that certain Development Agreement effoctivc 
June 25, 20!2 and recorded July 12, 2012 as [nstrument No. 20121033769 of Ofikial Records of 
Los Angeles County (the ''Development Agreement''}, pertaining to, among other things, the 
developnwnt and operation of certain real property owned by Developer and located in the City 
of Inglewood, Califrm1ia (the ''Property"), and more particularly described on Exhibit A 
attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference. 

EL Original Guarantor, an affiliate of Developec previously executed that certai.n 
foinder and Guaranty attached to the Dt.~velopment Agreement guanmtedng the obligations of 
Landi,nvncr (as defined in the Development Agreement) thereunder (the ''·Guaranty''), 

C The ownership interests in the Developer are being lransforred to a third pmty, 
and in connection there\vith, each of the third party, Developer, Original Guarantor, and New 
Guanmtor have requested that (l) Original Guarantor be released from the Guaranty and the 
Developmenl Agreement, and (2) New Guarantor be substituted as the counterparty to the 
Guaranty. 
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D. City now desires to ( l) unconditkmal!y and irrevocably release the Original 
Guaranlor from any and all liabilities under the Development Agreeirtent and the Guaranty, and 
(2) substitute the New· Guarantor as the counterparty to the Guaranty 

[, City also wishes to clarify certain commitments made with respect tu public 
benefits to he provided pursuant to the Development A.greemenL 

NOW THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of 
\vhkh are hereby ackno\dedged, each nf Developer, Original Guarantor, Nev; Guarantor, and 
City her1.:~by agrees as follows: 

! . City hereby consents and agrees that as of the Effective Date, (a) Original 
Guarantor is hereby unconditionally and irrevocably released from any and al! liabilities under 
the Development Agreement and the Guaranty, and (b) Nei.v Guan:mtor is hereby substituted as 
the cotmterparty to the Guaranty. In consideration for the release of Old Guarantor, Developer 
agrees that it shall provide comrnunity benefits not to exceed a total of$! 1ni!lion, pursuanl to a 
program rrmtua!ly agreed upon between City and Developer \vithin 90 days after the Effective 
Date, to be memorialized in a Minor Amendment to Section 14 of the Development Agree.ment 
{as such !\4inor Amendment is provided for in Section 20.A thereof), 

2. As of the Effective Date, there arc no outstanding claims under the Guaranty. 

3. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts which taken together shall 
constitute one and the same instrnm.ent 

4, The provisions of this Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefil of 
the parties hereto and their respective successors and assigns. Nothing in this Agreement, 
express or implied. is intended to or wi!I confer upon any person other than the Parties and their 
respective successors and assigns any legal or equitable right,. benefit or ren1edy of any nature 
under or by reason of this Agreement. 

5. Each of the parties hereto hereby covenants and agrees that it will, at any time and 
from tirne to time, execute any documents and take such additional actions as the other, or its 
respective successors or assigns, shall reasonably require in order to more completely or 
perfectly carry out the release Intended to be accomplished by this Agreement 

6. This Agreement supersedes all prior written or ornl agree1nents of the Parties 
relating to the matters covered hereby, constitutes a fina! written expression of all the tenns of 
this Agreernent, and is a cornplete and exclusive statement of those terms, 

7, This Agreement shall he construed and interpreted in accordance with the la\VS of 
the State of California. 

[SIGNATURE PAGES FOLLOW] 
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IN WITNESS \V!lEREOF, each of Developer, Original Guarantor. New Gmm.uHor, and 
City hme e\tKuted this Agreement as nf the Effocti\e Date, 

MSG FORVi\[, LLC 
a De!awittc !imiled k1bilit\ eornpanv I 

By.'~. :,.•···· <.:W Name; /\fan:: :::ic ntdd f .... 
Title: Senior c President and .,"s~,istam Secretary 

R('t.~~as.>i and Sub;,titu\ion nf C!t;M<>ntor 
Umkr Ck'd.:1nprnem Agn:ement 
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/\ notary publk or other officer t:ompkting th!t 
n:rtitkHe veri:ffo% only the klrnlity nfdm 
im1ividwll woo signed the dornmeni 10 which thfa 
certificate it imached, m:icl not the ln.l!hfultie~~. 
!ll:::cnmcy, Of vdiditv of tbH document 

STATE OF ) 
("') ) § 

County of. fit{J A.tJ:::;,, ) 

On "'"-"'fltr:L~"~z~ ?1,_ io 2~D:_, a 
Notary Public, personalt' appeared n vvho proved to me on 
the basis of satisfactory evidem:;e to be t*"le person(s) whose nm:ne(s) ishrre subscribed to the 
within instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the smne in his/bet/their 
authorized capadty(ies), and that by his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the person(r), or 
the entity upon behalf of \vhich the person{s) acted, executed the instrument 

WITNESS my hand and official sent 

Signature ofNotary 
{Affix sea! here) 
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''(JRJ(;f"\.AL GLARANTOR'. 

MSGN HOU:HSGS1 LP., 
& De!nu,are Hrnited pannerd1ip 

By: . ...,,,,,..,.,,,,,,,,,,~«'•··•+·.·.·.wn .. ,,,, ...... , .. , .. , . ...,.,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,...,,,,~,.,.,, .. .,,.,,, ... •.wnnnmnmn"" 

Name: 
S;;cn::tnry 

Rek;J;( and Sub;,ti!ution of ()1vwm1tor 

Lnder fkveloorn~~nt 
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A eotMy public or other officer compkdng dtfa 
ccrtificMt verifle1> only tl:m hientHy of tht 
indhidwd win jfg.rwd the d<J;;;um:em :o which thb 
certHkMe fa JHached, n,td not the m,,irhfuhe~m, 
m::curacy, o.r valkHiv of ti.mt <llwument 

STATE OF 

On lt 2. 1 Vtit\lK:. a 
Notary Public, personally appeared \VtK'i proved to me on 
the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person{s) 'Nhose name(s) is/are subscribed to the 
within instrument and acknowledged to me that he/sheitht!y executed the same in hislher!their 
authorized cnp~dty(ies}, and that by hls/her/tbeir signature(s} on the instrument the person(s), or 
the entity upon behalf of which the person{s) acted, executed the instrument 

I oertify under PENALTY OF PBIUURYunder the laws ofihe State of 
that the foregoing paragraph is true and correct 

wrrNESS my hand and official sent 

Signature of Nottwy 
(Affix scat here) 
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"N~3W GUARANTOR" 

POLPA 1' LLC, 
a Delaware limited liability company 

By:-~~_,, --:--/-~~-:r><~··························--······· 
Name: 

Title: j14A~,5 w-

A notary public or other officer completing this certificate 
verifies only the identity of the individual who signed the 
document to which this certificate is attached, and not the 
truthfulness, accuracy, or validity of that document 

STATE OF WASHINGTON ____ ) 
)§ 

County of .... K.,..l ..... N .... G .......... ________ ) 

On 4[ '2'112 olo \ei lei ch~ Y1 a 

Notary Public, personally appeared \vho proved to 1ne on 
the basis of satisfactory evidence, to be the person(s) whose name .s) is/8M" subscribed to the 
\.vithin instrument and acknowledged to me that he/sht/~' executed the same in his!Mlr/t~ 
authorized capacity(ies), and that by his~/thiMr si.gnature(s) on the instrument the person(s), or 
the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument. 

I certify under PENAL TY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of Washington that the 
foregoing paragraph is true and correct 

WITNESS my hand and official seat 

·~ &L~ 
Signature of Notary 

5 
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ATTEST: 

\. 
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ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

A notary public or other officer cornpleting this 
certificate verifies only the identity of the individual 
who signed the document to which this certificate is 
attached, and not the truthfulness, accuracy, or 
validity of that document 

State of California 
County of l )JS. -~i'.li{s, 

On Yv\U/\,Oh zq I "tb U1 before me, Sl1~_tfO't'I Luin' Of. iuav'n,114.cJi:. / N.\okq P)lfc 
(insert name and title of the officer) 

personally appeared JtilM{i;.,) l'2Lrl'~ Jtz_ 
who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s) ls/are 
subscribed to the wlthln instrument and ackno1111!edged to me that he/she/they executed the same in 
his/her/their author!z.ed capac!ty{!es), and that by his/her/their s!gnature(s) on the instrument the 
person(s), or the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument 

I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing 
paragraph is true and correct 

VVITNESS my hand and official seaL 

, .. ,,. ..................... ~ 
;HJ\J1Q,'i cAfQ!(( WMIMACI\ 

,,., ~~Oita fY P:Jh: ft - Ca f f<m1i~ , 
~ .o> A~~"i('I Count~ ~ 

(tunm~~§~Ori # 2174''.;&6 "" 
My Cmnrn. hpir~~ P« l, WW 

(Seal) 
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EXHIBIT ''A" 

TO 

RELEASE AND SUBSTITUTION OF GUARANTOR UNDER DEVELOP~llENT 
AGREEMENT 

LEGAL DESCRIPTION 

Real property in the County of Los /\ngeles, State of California, described as follows; 

THi\ T PORTION OF THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 34, TO\VNSHIP 2 . . 

SOUTH, RANGE 14 \VEST, SAN BERNARDINO MERIDIAN, lN THE CITY OF 
lNGLE\VOOD, COUNTY OF LOS ANGLES, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, MORE 
PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 

COMMENCING AT THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF SAID SECTION 34; THENCE EAST 
ALONG THE NORTHERL'{ LINE OF SECTION 34, WlHCH IS ALSO THE CENTERLINE 
OF MANCHESTER BOULEVARD (100 FEET \VlDE), A DISTANCE OF l I 82.91 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH O" mr 05" EAST, A DISTANCE OF 50JJO FEET TO A POINT lN THE 
SOUTHERLY LINE OF SAID f'v1ANCHESTER BOULEVARD. \:VlllCH IS nm TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING; THENCE SOUTH 0° 00' 05" EASL /\DISTANCE OF 1270J)0 
FEET; THENCE WEST. A DISTANCE OF l l 49,91 FEET TO A POINT IN THE EASTERLY 
LINE OF PRAJRJE AVENlJE f78 FEET WIDE); THENCE NORTH O" 00' 05'' \VEST, 
ALONG THE EASTERLY LJNE OF PRAIRtE AVENUE, A DISTANCE OF 1234.89 FEET 
TO A POINT IN THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF tvlANCHESTER BOULEVARD, AS 
ESTABLISHED BY DEED RECORDED fN BOOK 13109, PAGE 40, OFFICIAL RECORDS, 
IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF S/\ID COUNTY: THENCE NORTH 
72° 30' 30" EAST, ALONG THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF 1'vl/\NCHESTER BOULEVARD, A 
DJ STANCE OF 55..27 FEET TO A PCHNT OF TANGENCY IN A CURVE. CONCAVE TO 
THE SOUTHEAST, HAVING A RADIUS OF 400.00 FEET THENCE NORTlIEASTERLY 
ALONG SAID CURVE, A DISTANCE OF 122.12 FEET; THENCE TANGENT TO SAJD 
CURVE, EAST ALONG THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF rvtANCHESTER BOULEVARD .. A 
[)[STANCE OF 976..97 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 

EXCEPT THEREFROM THAT PORTION OF SA.ID LAND AS DESCRIBED IN DEEDS TO 
THE CITY OF INGLEWOOD, RECORDED IN BOOK D-682, PA.GE 530. lN BOOK D-1473, 
PA.GE 328, AND IN BOOK D«4209. PAGE 199. ALL OF Si\10 OFFICIAL RECORDS .AND 
DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 

COMMENCING AT THE NORTH\VEs·r CORNER OF SAID SECTION 34; THENCE 
SOUTH 0° 00' 05" EAST, ALONG THE WESTERL'y' LINE OF SECTION 34, A DISTANCE 
OF 530,40 FEET; THENCE NORTli 89" 59' 55" EA5L /\ DISTANCE OF 33.00 FEET TO A 
POINT IN THE EA.STERLY LINE OF PRAIRIE A VENUE. SAID, POINT BEING THE 
TRUE POINT OF BECHNNING; THENCE NORTH 0" mr 05'' \VEST, ALONG THE 
E,ASTERLY UNE OF PRAIRIE AVENUE, A DISTANCE OF 445.30 FEET TO A POINT IN 
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·rHE SOUTHERLY UNE OF MA.NCHESTER BOULE\/ARD, AS, ESTi\BLISHED BY 
SAID DEED RECORDED IN BOOK 13109. PAGE 40. OFFICIAL RECORDS; TH ENCE 
ALONG SAID SOUTHERLY LINE. NORTH 72° 30' 30" EAST, A DISTANCE OF 28.62 
FEET, iV10RE OR LESS, TO A POINT lN A NON-TANGENT CURVE CONCAVE TO THE 
SOUTHEAST HAVING A RADIUS OF 59.50 FEET, A RADIAL LINE FR01'v1 SAID POINT 
BEA.RS SOUTH 44" 29' 44" EAST, SAID POINT BEJNG THE EASTERLY CORNER OF 
THE LAND DESCRIBED lN SAID DEED RECORDED IN BOOK D-1473, PAGE 328, 
OFFICIAL RECORDS; THENCE ALONG THE EASTERLY UNE OF THE LAND 
DESCRIBED lN THE LAST MENTIONED DEED AS FOLLO\;\/S: 

SOUTH\VESTERLY ALONG SAID CURVE, 4726 FEET, TANGENT TO SAID CURVE, 
SOUTH (r 00' 05" EAST, A DISTANCE OF 261.48 FEET AND SOUTH 3° 37' 23" WFSr, A 
DlSTi\NCE OF 150..28 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 

ALSO EXCEP·r THEREFROM THAT PORTJON, DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 

BEGINNING AT THE INTERSECTION OF THE EASTERLY UNE OF PR/\.IRlE A.VENUE, 
78.00 FEET WIDE, WITH THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF THE NORJTIERLY I 320JJO FEET 
OF SA:tD SECTION 34: THENCE NORTH ALONG SAID EASTERLY LINE. 107 . .80 FEET 
TO THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING; THENCE NORTH 45c 00' 00" EAST l4, l4 FEET; 
THENCE EAST 190.00 FEET TO THE BEG INN ING OF A TANGENT CURVE CONCAVE 
TO THE SOUTHWEST AND HAVING A RADIUS OF 635.00 FEET; THENCE 
SOUTllEASTERL Y ALONG SAID CURVE, AN ARC DISTANCE Of 26724 FEET TO A 
POTNT OF REVERSE CURVE, SAJD CURVE BEING CONCAVE TO THE NORTHE.AST 
AND HAVING A RADIUS OF 715.00 FEET; THENCE SOUTHEASTERLY ALONG SAID 
CURVE, AN ARC DISTANCE OF 3005H FEET TO A POINT OF T/\.NGENCY WITH SAID 
SOUTHERLY UNE OF THE NORTHERLY i 320.00 FEET OF SECTION 34; THENCE 
EAST ALONG SAm SOUTHERLY LINE, 32UL78 FEET TO .A POINT ON .A CURVE 
CONCAVE TO THE NORTHEAST AND HA \/ING A RADIUS OF 6J5,00 FEET; THENCE 
NORTH\VESTERLY ALONG SAID CURVE, AN A.RC DISTANCE OF 120.34 FEET TO A 
POINT OF REVERSE CURVE, SAID CURVE BEING CONCAVE TO THE SOUTHWEST 
AND HAVING A RADIUS OF 715.00 FEET: THENCE NORTH\VESTERLY ALONG SAID 
CURVE. AN ARC DISTANCE OF 262,55 FEET TO A POINT OF TANGENCY \VITH THE 
SOUTHERLY LINE OF THE NORTHERLY 1240.00 FEET OF SAID SECTION 34: THENCE 
WEST ALONG SAID LAST MENTIONED SOUTHERLY LINE. 2433.29 FEET TO THE 
BEG!.NNING OF A TANGENT CURVE CONC/\. VE TC> THE N<)RTHEAST AND HA VIN<J 
A RADIUS OF 1960.00 FEET; THENCE NORTJ:l\VESTERLY ALONG SAID CURVE, AN 
ARC DISTANCE OF 476.96 FEET TO A POINT OF REVERSE CURVE, S/\JD CURVE 
BEING CONCAVE TO THE SOUTHWEST AND HAVING A RADIUS OF 2040.00 FEET; 
THENCE NORTHWESTERLY ALONG S/\JD CURVE, AN ARC DISTANCE OF 496.32 
FEET; THENCE TANGENT TO SAID CURVE WEST! 90.00 FEET; THENCE NORTH 45'::i 
00' 00" WEST ! 4. ! 4 FEET TO SAID EASTERLY UNE OF PRAIRIE AVENUE; THENCE 
SOUTH ALONG SAID EASTERLY LINE, I00.00 FEET, MORE OR LESS, TO THE TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING, 

ALSO EXCEPT THEREFROM TllAT PORTION DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
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COM~vtENCING AT THE NORTH\VEST CORNER OF SAID SECTION: THENCE ALONG 
THE WESTERLY LINE OF SArD SECTlON; SOUTH 00° 00' 05" EAST 121220 FEET; 
THENCE E«\ST 33,00 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING, SAID TRUE POINT 
OF BEGINNING BEING IN THE EASTERLY LINE OF PRAIRIE AVENUE (78 FEET 
\VlDE); THENCENCJRTH 4Y' 00' Off' 14.14 FEET; THENCE EAST 190.00 FEET TO THE 
BEGINNING OF TANGENT CURVE CONCAVE SOUTl·IERLY AND HAVING A RADIUS 
OF 635,00 FEET; THENCE EASTERLY ALONG SAID CURVE, AN ARC DISTANCE OF 
267.24 FEET TO A POINT OF REVERSE CURVE CONCAVE NORTHERLY AND HAVING 
A RADIUS OF 715.00 FEET; THENCE EASTERL '{ALONG SAlD CURVE. AN ARC 
DISTA.NCE OF 300.91 FEET IO ITS TANGENT INTERSECTION WITH THE 
SOUTHERLY LINE OF THE NORTHERLY 132fUH) FEET OF SAID SECTION 34; THENCE 
ALONG SAID SOUTHERLY LINE, \VEST 751.52 FEET TO SAfD EASTERLY LINE OF 
PRAIRIE A VENUE; THENCE ALONG SAID EASTERLY LINE, NORTH ()()" 00' 05" WEST 
l 07..80 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING, 

ALSO EXCEPT THEREFROM THAT PORTION OF SAID LAND, DESCRIBED AS 
FOLLOWS: 

COl'v1t'vIENClNG AT THE NORTH WEST CORNER OF SAID SECTION 34.; THENCE 
SOUTH ff' 00' 05" EAST, ALONG THE WESTERLY LINE OF SECTION 34, A DrSTANCE 
OF 530.40 FEET; THENCE NORTH 89° 59' 55" EAST, A DISTANCE OF 33.00 FEET TO A 
POINT IN THE EASTERL'V LINE OF PRAIRIE AVENUE, 78 FEET WTDE; THENCE 
NORTH 0° mr 05" WEST. ALONG THE EASTERLY LINE OF PRAIRIE AVENUE, A 
DISTANCE OF 445.30 FEET TO A POINT IN THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF rvli\NCHESTER 
.BOULEVARD, AS ESTABLISHED BY THE DEED RECORDED IN BOOK 13 !09, PAGE 
40, OFFICIAL RECORDS. lN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY' RECORDER OF SAID 
COUNTY; THENCE ALONG SAID SOUTHERLY LINE, NORTH 72° 30' 30'' EAST, A 
DISTANCE OF 28.62 FEET, MORE OR LESS, TO A POINT IN i\ NON-TANGENT CURVE 
CONCAVE TO THE SOUTHEAST. H/\ VlNG A RADIUS OF 59,50 FEET, A RADIAL IJNE 
FROM. SAJD POINT BEA.RS SOUTH 44° 29' 44'' EAST, SAlD POINT BEING THE 
Ei\.STERLY CORNER OF THE LAND DESCRIBED IN THE DEED TO THE CITY Of 
INGLEWOOD. RECORDED IN BOOK 0~1473, P/\GE 328, OFFICIAL RECORDS OF SAID 
COtlNTY; SAID POINT BEING THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING; THENCE ALONG 
THE EASTERLY LJNE OF THE LAND DESCRIBED IN THE LAST 1V1ENTlONED DEED. 
AS FOLLOWS: 

SOUTH\VESTERLY ALONG SA.ID CURVE, 47.26 FEET, TANGENT TO SAID CURVE, 
SOUTH 0° 00' 05'' EAST, A DISTANCE OF 26 l AS FEET AND SOUTH 3° 37' 23'' WEST 
! 50.28 FEET TO THE HEREfNBEFORE MENTIONED PRAlRlE AVENUE, 78 FEET WIDE, 
SAID POINT ALSO BEfNG ON THE EASTERLY LINE OF THE WESTERLY 33.00 FEET 
OF Si\lD SECTION; THENCE ALONG SAID EA.STER LY LINE SOUTH tY' Otr 05'' EAST 
58 l ,80 FEET TO THE NORTHERl.Y EXTREMITY OF THAT CERTAIN COURSE lN THE 
SOUTHERLY BOUNDARY OF THE LAND DESCRIBED JN DEED TO THE FORUM OF 
INGLEWOOD, INC, RECORDED JULY 26. 1966 AS INSTRUMENT NO, 1944, IN BOt)K 
D-3377,. PAGE 47, OFFICIAL RECORDS OF SAID COUNTY, DESCRIBED AS HAVING A 
BEARING AND LENGTH OF "NORTH 45° 00' 00" \VEST 14.14 FEET": THENCE ALONG 
LAST ivIENT!ONED LINE, SOUTH 45'' Off 00'' EA.ST 14 .. 14 FEET; THENCE EAST 30 .. 00 
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FEET TO THE BEGlNNlNG OF A TANGENT CURVE CONCAVE NORTHEASTERLY 
AND HAVING A RADIUS OF 28.00 FEET, SAID CURVE ALSO BEING TANGENT AT ITS 
POINT OF ENDING WITH THE EASTERLY LINE OF THE \\"ESTERLY 45..00 FEET OF 
SAID SECTION; THENCE NORTHWESTERLY ALONG SAID CURVE THROUGH A 
CENTRAL i\NGLE OF 89" 59' 55", .AN ARC DISTANCE OF 43.98 FEET TO SAID POINT 
OF TANGENCY; THENCE ALONG THE LAST MENTIONED EASTERLY UNE, NORTH 
0° 00' 05" WEST 563.80 FEET: THENCE NORTH 1" 31' 38" EAST 150.03 FEET TO THE 
EASTERLY LINE OF THE WESTERLY 45,00 FEET Of SAID. SECTION; THENCE 
i\LONG SAID EAS'fERLY LINE NORTH()" 00' 05" WEST 253.69 FEET TO THE 
BEGINNING OF A TANGENT CURVE CONCA VE sounrn.ASTERL '{ AND HAVING A 
RADIUS OF 6350 FEET: THENCE NORTHEASTERLY ALONG SAID CURVE THROUGH 
A. CENTRAL ANGLE OF 73° 52' 43". AN ARC DISTA.NCE OF 81 .88 FEET' TO THE 
HERElNHEFORE MENTIONED S(HJTHERLY LINE OF MANCHESTER BOULEVARD, 
AS ESTABLISHED BY SAID DEED RECORDED IN BOOK l3 l09, PAGE 40, OFFICIAL 
RECORDS OF SAID COUNTY, SAlD POINT BEING ON A CURVE CONCAVE 
SOUTHERLY .AND !IA VlNG A. RADIUS OF 400.00 FEET. A RADIAL AT SAJD POINT 
BEARS NORTH 16° OT 22'' \VEST; THENCE SOlJTHWESTERLY ALONG SAID CURVE 
THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF I" 22' 08'', AN ARC DISTANCE OF 9.56 FEET; 
THENCE TANGENT TO SArD CURVE SOUTH 72° 30' 30'' WEST 26.65 FEET TO THE 
TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 

ALSO EXCEPT FROM SAID LAND, AN UNDIVIDED 28/200THS Of l PERCENT OF ALL 
MINERALS, OIL GAS AND OTHER HYDROCARBON SUBSTANCES OR THE 
PROCEEDS TllEREFRO!'v1 IN AND UNDER OR THAT MAY BE PRODUCED OR SAVED 
FROtv·f SAID LAND, AS RESERVED BY fV1ANCHESTER .AVENUE COMPANY, IN DEED 
RECORDED AUGUST .3l., l956 A.S INSTRUMENT NO. 2084, IN BOOK 52! 79, PAGE 412. 
OFFICIAL RECORDS, 

A.LSO EXCEPT THE INTEREST OF INGLEW('.IOD GOLF COURSE, A. PARTNERSHJP, IN 
ALL OIL AND GAS ROYALflES .AND PA\'MENTS DERIVED FR01\·1 THE EXISTING 
OIL AND GAS LEASES ON SAID LAND OR ANY PART THEREOF, \VHlCH ARE 
PRESENTLY OF RECORD IN THE OFFJCE OF THE COUNT''{ RECORDER OF SAID 
COUNTY. AS RESERVED BY INGLEWOOD GOLF COURSE. A PARTNERSHIP, IN 
DEED RECORDED NOVEf\4BER 2 l. ! 962 AS INSTR UM ENT NO, 1996, IN BOOK D-1829, 
PAGE 887, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 

ALSO EXCEPT ALL MINERAL OIL AND GAS AND OTHER HYDROCARBON 
SUBSTANCES LYING lN OR UNDER SAID LAND BELOW A DEPTH OF 500 FEET AND 
WITHOUT RIGHT OF SUR.FA.CE ENTRY, AS RESERVED RY MASON LETTEA.U, P.'L 
HINCON AND JOHN R f'v1ACF ADEN, BEING THE SUCCESSOR IN OFFICE OF CHRIS G. 
DEMETRIOUS AND THEIR SUCCESSORS IN OFFICE AS BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF 
THE ENDOWMENT CARE FUND OF lNGLE\VOOD PARK CEtvlETERY ASSOCIATION, 
IN DEED RECORDED !vlARCH 18, 1964 A.S INSTRUMENT NO. 1220, IN BOOK D-2398, 
PAGE 795, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 

A.PN: 4025~001~002 
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Inglewood mayor could be held personally 
liable in Clippers arena lawsuit, judge rules 

Inglewood Mayor James T. Butts talks about the NFL stadium project at the fonner Hollywood Park site during a 
press conference at City Hall in 2015. Photo by Robert Casillas I Daily Breeze 

By J .. cl&Q.n..H~n.ry I j.h.~.n.IT.@.~.rnK.mm I Pasadena Star News 
PUBLISHED: September 6, 2018 at 7:59 a.m. I UPDATED: June 28, 2019 at 12:12 p.m. 

Inglewood Mayor James T. Butts Jr. could be found personally liable for damages in a lawsuit 
alleging he tricked The Forum's owners into giving up land now slated for a Los Angeles 
Clippers arena, a judge has ruled. 

Los Angeles Superior Court Judge Robert Broadbelt last week denied a motion by Butts' 
attorneys that argued he should be removed from the case because state law offers him immunity 
as a public employee. 

Broadbelt, however, determined the allegation against Butts was sufficient to demonstrate a 
"conscious intent to deceive, vex, annoy or harm" The Forum, essentially nullifying the 
protections he would otherwise have as a decision-maker. The lawsuit claims Butts and the 
city committed fraud. 
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"Here, the allegations against Mayor Butts do not involve conduct which contributed to a policy 
decision, but instead, involve fraudulent representations made in attempting to carry out the 
policy decisions that had already been made," the ruling states. 

Mayor was 'merely doing his job' 

In a response Wednesday, Butts' attorney, Skip Miller, said the ruling was wrong and "will be 
overturned on appeal." 

"The mayor was merely doing his job as mayor, negotiating and signing a contract; and for that, 
mayors are immune from suit under California statutory and case law," Miller said. 

In California, public employees acting within the scope of their employment are not liable for 
injuries caused by misrepresentations, even if intentional, unless they are found guilty of fraud, 
corruption or malice. 

The Madison Square Garden Co., which owns The Forum, alleges Butts persuaded the 
company's executives to give up their right to 15 acres of land by claiming a developer was 
ready to build a "technology park." The company later learned Butts already was in talks with 
the Clippers to built an arena on the site that they say would compete directly with The Forum 
for concert business. 

As part of the arrangement, MSG gave up the right to purchase the land for $6.9 million. The 
termination agreement states the site could not be used for anything that would hurt the Forum's 
business, according to the lawsuit. 

Butts 'not above the law' 

"Mayor Butts is not above the law, despite his claim to the contrary," said Marvin Putnam, a 
partner at Latham & Watkins, the firm representing Madison Square Garden. "We are extremely 
pleased that the court denied his request to be dismissed from the MSG Forum lawsuit. We now 
look forward to the day when a jury gets to consider his outrageous, fraudulent conduct." 

It's rare for public officials to lose their immunity, according to attorney Daniel Barer, an 
appellate specialist who represents public entities and employees. Barer is not involved in the 
Inglewood case. 

"Immunity is the rule, and liability is the exception, when it comes to policy decisions," Barer 
said. "The law does not want officials to shy away from making potentially controversial 
decisions, because they're afraid someone will sue them and win." 

If a jury sides with Madison Square Garden Co., civil penalties could be rendered against Butts 
personally, but it's unlikely he would have to pay out-of-pocket if damages are awarded. 

Barer said public entities often indemnify employees in the case of personal liability. If malice is 
proven, the city would have no obligation to protect Butts. 
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However, Butts still wields considerable influence in Inglewood and the City Council, which has 
sided with him on every decision in the past two years, would have to vote against covering his 
costs. 

Still, "nobody likes to have a judgment against them, even if somebody else is going to pay it," 
Barer added. 

Site adjacent new NFL stadium 

Clippers owner Steve Ballmer is eyeing the site at Century Boulevard and Yukon Avenue -just 
across the street from the new NFL stadium rising on land formerly occupied by the Hollywood 
Park Racetrack - for a state-of-the-art arena that would seat 18,000 to 20,000. The city entered 
into an exclusive negotiating agreement with Balmer in June 2017 that gives the two parties 
three years to negotiate a lease. 

The Clippers currently share Staples Center with the Los Angeles Lakers and Kings, but their 
lease expires in 2024. If the team moves to Inglewood, it would play in a new home less than 1 
1/2 miles from The Forum, which MSG refurbished four years ago into one of the top concert 
venues in the state. 
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STATE OF CAUFORNIA=CALIFORNIA STATE TRANSPORTATION AGENCY 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
DISTRICT 7- OFFICE OF REGIONAL PLANNING 
100 S. MAIN STREET, SUITE 100 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90012 
PHONE (213) 897-4230 
FAX (213) 897-1337 
TIY 711 
www.dot.ca.gov 

March 24, 2020 

Mindy Wilcox, AICP 
Planning Manager 
City of Inglewood, Planning Division 
One West Manchester Boulevard, 4th Floor 
Inglewood, CA 90301 

Dear Ms. Wilcox: 

Gavin Newsom. Governor 

Making Conservation 
a California Way of Life. 

RE: Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment 
Center (IBEC) 
Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) 
SCH# 2018021056 
GTS# 07-LA-2018-03039 
Vic. LA-105/ PM 3.294 
Vic. LA-405/ PM 22.141 

Thank you for including the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) in the 
environmental review process for the above referenced project. The proposed project would 
develop the following key elements: An 18,000-fixed-seat arena (Arena Structure or Arena) 
suitable for National Basketball Association (NBA) games, with up to 500 additional temporary 
seats for other sports or entertainment events, comprised of approximately 915,000 square feet 
of space including the main performance and seating bowl, food service and retail space, and 
concourse areas. The Arena Structure would include an integrated approximately 85,000 square 
foot team practice and training facility, an approximately 25,000 square foot sports medicine clinic, 
and approximately 71 ,000 square feet of space that would accommodate the Los Angeles (LA) 
Clippers team offices. Contiguous to the Arena Structure would be a 650-space parking garage 
for premium ticket holders, VIPs, and certain team personnel. 

Caltrans continues to strive towards implementing strategies that provide flexibility while 
maintaining the safety and integrity of the State's transportation system. It is our goal to provide 
a safe, sustainable, integrated, and efficient transportation system to enhance California's 
economy and livability. After reviewing the Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR), Caltrans 
has the following comments: 

Caltrans, the Lead Agency (City of Inglewood), and the City's consultancy group (Trifiletti 
Consulting, Inc.) have been in communication throughout the stages leading up to the DEIR in 
order to best identify consistent and practical solutions towards alleviating potential transportation 
impacts on State and Local facilities. On March 22, 2018, Caltrans commented on the Notice of 
Preparation of an EIR forthe Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center(IBEC). On January 
29, 2019 Caltrans, the City of Inglewood, and other stakeholders, convened for a formal 
consultation meeting to discuss impact thresholds and technical approaches to be used for the 
analysis of State facilities in the DEIR. The City of Inglewood agreed to analyzing specific 
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interchanges and on- and off-ramps at the following State facilities: !-105, !-1 i 0, and !~405, These 
locations am outlined ln the Ca!trans response date dated April 19, 2019, 

Based on the review of the DEIR for the !BEG, Ca!trans has the fol!owlng comments: 

• The Daytime and Major Events at the proposed project arena would cause significant 
lmpacts on State facilities, specifically 1-405, under cumulative conditions. Given that thls 
proposed project would result in significant State facility usage, it is recommended that tile 
developer work closely with Caltrans to identify and implement operational improvements 
along 1-405, Such traffic management system improvements could include, but are not 
limited to, the following: Active Traffic Management (ATM) and Corridor ~vlanagement 
{CM) Strategies such as queue warning, speed harmonlzation, traveler information; 
Transportation Management Systern (TMS) elements such as closed circuit te!evislon 
cameras (CCTV), changeable message signs (CMS), etc. 

To mitigate the potential impacts on the !-405, we recommend that the project's developer 
work with Caltrans early on developing a fair share mitigation agreement towards a 
proposed project Umt involves adding the aforementioned improvements to the !-405 
within the project's vicinity. 

• Per Table K.2-T, K.2-U, K-2N, K2-W, and K.2-X, Northbound (NB) and Southbound (SB) 
1-405 mainline segrnents wi!f have direct significant irnpact(s) due to weaving/merging 
operation. Please identify the mitigation measures, if any, 

• Mitigation measure 3. 14-3(c) includes restriping the center lane on the 1-405 NB Off-Ramp 
at West Century Boulevard to permit both !eft and right-tum movements. Cattrans 
anticipates that the conversion of the middle lane to a shared lane wm result ln queue for 
the left turn traffic. P!eaw provide further explanation to justify that the mitigation measure 
at the 1-405 NB off-ramp at West Century Boulevard will not !ead to significant impacts. 

If necessary, widening of the off-ramp to add anot~er right tum lane would be considered 
as a viable mitigation alternative. Please note that !CE screening Is required if intersection 
modification is proposed. 

• According to the DEIR the following intersections have "Significant Impacts" under one or 
more scenarios. Please provide more details regarding what mitigation measures were 
proposed for these intersections and why they were not feasible for this proposed project 

If no mitlgatlon measures have been identified, Caltrans is able to help the developer 
identify any viable mitigation measures at the following locations for the proposed project: 

c Eastbound (EB) i-105 on-ramp from !mperla! Highway 
u EB i-105 on/off-ramps from 120th Street 
o Westbound ('NB) [-105 off-ramp to Havv1:horne Boulevard 

• As a reminder, Ca!trans requires the Intersection Control Evaluation (!CE) Step One 
screening to be conducted as per the guidelines set forth in the Caltrans !CE Process 
Informational Gulde for Traffic Operations Policy Directive 13-02 - Please perfom1 
Intersection Control Evaluation (!CE TOPD) at the following locations: 

"Provide a safe, sustafna!J!o, intogmtod and efficient transportation system 
to enhance Ca/ifomie's economy and livability" 
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o WB !-105 off-ramp approach to South Prairie Avenue 
o WB !-105 off-ramp to Crenshaw Boulevard 

Regarding active transportation and transit Ca!trans "supports aspects of the rniUgation measures 
that achieve state-level policy goals related to sustainable transportation seek to reduce the 
number of trips made by driving, reduce Greenhouse Gas (GHG), and encourage alternative 
modes of travel. Caltrans' Strategic Management Plan has set targets of trip!lng trips made by 
bicycle and double trips made by walking and public transit by 2020. The Strategic Plan also 
seeks to achieve a 15% reduction in statewide, per capita, vehicle miles traveled (VMT) by 2020. 
Similar goals are embedded in California Transportation Plan 2040, and Southern California 
Association of Governments' (SCAG) Regional Transportation Plan. Statewide legislation such 
as AB 32 and SB 375, as well as Executive Order S-3-05 and N-19-19, echo the need to pursue 
more sustainable development 

Wtth reference to parking, Ca!trans supports reducing the amount of parking whenever possible. 
Research on parking suggests that abundant car parking enables and encourages driving. 
Addltiona!iy, research !ook!ng at the relationship between land-use, parking, and transportation 
indicates that the amount of car parking supplied can undermine a project's ab!!ity to encourage 
public transit and active modes of transportation, For any project to better promote public transit 
and reduce vehicle miles traveled, we recommend the implementation ofTransportatlon Demand 
Management (TOM) strategies, as discussed in the E!R, as an alternative to building excessive 
parklng 

The DEIR states that "the Project Site is located within one-quarter mile of eight existing Metro 
bus stops along the following three Metro routes, 117, 211/215, and 212/312. In addition, local 
transit service to the Project Site would be provided by Metro in the form of future below- and at
grade light rail on the fv1etro Crenshaw/LAX line, [approximately one mile away], which is currently 
under construction and expected to be complete and operational in mld-2020, During operation 
of the Proposed Project, a shuttle pickup and drop-off shuttle service will be provided at the 
following hvo Metro rail stations: the existing Metro Green Line ---- Havvthome/Lennox Station 
[approximately two miles away] and the future Metro Crenshavi/LAX Line - Downtown Inglewood 
Station" (3.2-67). 

Additlona!!y, the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transit Authority (LACMTA) has identified the 
Vermont Corridor as a potential option for the implementation of Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) 
(Vermont BRT Corridor Technical Study - Fina! Report, 2017). The Vermont BRT would provide 
another alternative for transportation to and from the !BEG as the Vermont Corridor not only 
connects to several rail lines, including the Metro Red, Purple, Expo and Green Lines, but also to 
dozens of other Metro Rapid and local bus lines as well as several major activity centers. Phase 
1 of the study has identified Vermont Avenue/Century Boulevard as a potential BRT station, 
located approximately three miles away from the IBEC. Though this proposed BRT Is in the initla! 
stages cf implementation, the Lead Agency should take this proposed BRT into account when 
establishing aiternative transit options and implementing first- and last- mile connections to the 
iBEC. 

When establishing the first- and last-mile connections Ca!trans recommends improvements that 
enhance bicycle and pedestrian safety, Caltrans recommends the following mu!timoda! 
improvements: robust signage, wayfinding, safety improvements, canopy trees, bioswales, 
pem1eable paving surfaces, street furniture. These amenities can lead to a comfortable and 

"Provide a safe, wstafrwble, integrated and efficient transpo1tation syslom 
lo ~·nrwnce Caiffomie 8 economy and livability" 
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sustainable environment to encourage active transportation modes and improve community 
health. 

Ca!trans encourages the Lead Agency to consider any reduction in vehicle speeds in order to 
benefit pedestrian and bicyclist safety, as there is a direct link between impact speeds and the 
likelihood of fatality, The most effective methods to reduce pedestrian and bicyclist exposure to 
vehicles is through physical design and geometrics, Such methods include the construction of 
physically separated facilities such as Class IV bike lanes, sidewalks, pedestrian refuge islands, 
landscaping, street furniture, and reductions in crossing distances through roadway narrowing, 
Visual indicators such as, but not limited to, pedestrian and bicyclist warning signage, flashing 
beacons, crosswalks, and striping should be used to indicate to motorists that they can expect to 
see and yield to pedestrians and people on bikes, Maintaining mature street trees and avoiding 
unnecessary street widening can promote transit use and pedestrian safety, 

Prior to issuance of building or grading permits for the project site, the applicant shall prepare a 
Construction Transportation Management Plan {CTMP) for review and approval by City staff. The 
CTMP 1..vould include street closure information, detour plans, haul routes, staging plans. parking 
management plans and traffic control plans. The CTMP wou!d formalize how construction would 
be carried out and identify specific actions that would be required to reduce adverse effects on 
the surrounding community, The CTMP should be based on the nature and timing of the specific 
construction activities and account for other concurrent construction projects near the project site, 

Furthermore. Ca!trans recommends that bicycle and pedestrian detours during construction meet 
or exceed standards required in the California Manual on Uniform Centro! Devices, Maintaining 
viable detour routes during construction. that include adequate barriers against motorized traffic, 
is critical to the safety and comfort of pedestrians and bicyclists. 

Please be aware that, any transportation of heavy construction equipment and/or materials which 
requires use of oversized-transport vehicles of State highways wi!! need a Ca!trans transportation 
permit We recommend large size truck trips be limited to off-peak commute periods, 

In the spirit of cooperation, Ca!trans staff ls available to work with your planners and traffic 
engineers for th ls project, if needed, If you have any questions, please contact project coordinator 
ML Carlo Ramirez, at carhrarnirez@dotca.gov and refer to GTS# 07-LA-2018-03039, 

Sinc§rt&'ly,/ 
'< .... ::/ .... ··/····} 

4/ "/f>,s .. 
//MIYA EDMONSON 

IGR/G·E'OA Branch Chief 
cc: Scott Morgan, State Clearinghouse 

"Pro•Ade a safe, susteinable, integrated ond efficient tmnspor!ation system 
to enhance Ca!ifomia 's economy and fivabi!i!y" 
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Los Angdes; Ci;:rnnly 
MehopdHari Trnrisp-0,rt:atlon Altlhodty 

etro 

March 24, 2020 

Mindy Wik:ox, A!CP 
City of lnglev,mod, Planning Division 
One \Vest Msnchester Boulevard, 4th F!oor 
lnglev1ood, CA. 90301 
Sent by Email: ibecprojed@dtyoflng!ev;ood,org 

RE: lngle'>Nood Basketbali and Entertainment Center (IBEq 

One c~t<;;~.:1;~y Phi2B 

Ln$ Ang~;e:;;) (A 90012·2:9:)2 

Draft Environrnental Impact Report (OHR) --- Metro Comments 

Tr5,92:<-2oao Tel 
n~etro,n~t 

Thank you for coordinating \Vith the Los Angeles Countv Metropolitan Transportation Authority 
!r1i1i><trc\ •eg:;ndhg the on,-,;)O"'e'1 irolm,vo·'Y1 ·B·y-ke1-baO ,;,.vi ['--1trri-2innent Cerirer f Proi0cf). lnr;i,1-"'d ip 
''..: M .... ;tj) , t 

0 
,• .... r '"'f ~- .... 'b _. .... .:.. .... ~;:;,:: .>'~ > '") .... ""~ ,... ,_ ))• t ~ '-~''• ,_,,' } .... ' ·~ ,,,.,..._,,,h .... , > ,• 

the Gty of lng!e'Nood (City)< Metro is committed to 'Norklng 'Nith the City on transit"suppmtive 
developments and planning efforts to grow ridership and reduce driving, 

Per \1etro's areJ of statutorv responsibility pursuant to sections 15082(b) and 150S6ta'. of the ~ ' ' ' . \ } 

Cuidelrnes for Implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act {CEQA: CaL Code of 
Regulations, Title 14, Ch, 3), the purpose of this letter ls to provide the City vJith corn ments on the 
Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the Pro.iecL Spedflca!ly,. this letter provides comments 
regarding the Project's potential irnpacts on Metro servkes and facilities 'Which should be analyzed In 
the E!R and provides recornrnendations f<x mitigation rneasur,es and project design featun~s, as 
appropriate, Effects of a project on transit systems and infrastructure are 'Nithin the scope of 
transportation impacts to be evaluated under CEQl\.' 

Metro recognizes the ProJect's significance to the City and the greater Los Angeles County region, 
Metro and the City have been coliaboratlng closely on severn! efforts, including irn plen1entatlon ofthe 
Crenshav4/LA:X Project (K U ne), transit·otiented devdopm ent (TOD) spedfk p!ans, the Inglewood 
First/last 1v1ile Pian, the Centinela/Florence Grade Separation, and event transportation demand 
managernent for SoFI StadiutTL \Ve are comrnitted to cortlnulng a collaborMive approach with respect 
to this ProJecL ln particular, we appreciate the E!R consultation rneeting held between our respective 
staffs on ~ilarch 3, 2020, Looking ahead, 'Ne look forward to continuing coordination on ralland bus 
services serving the Project site, the operations .of the proposed shuttle service, and other 
lrnprovernents to the Event Transportation ~vtanagenient Plan for the Project 

·
1 S~e Cf.QA Gufd.,:.:dh~::s ~~<::t·ion r:,064-.3{:~); Cov~:r:of·.t§ omo:=~ of Pbnn~ng ,:i_nd Rese;:t't:h Teck·:f·+:::ar ,:\dv.i:5ory ~}n Eval:.J.~ting T:'£.~nspc.;:·tat::on 
frq:q:ts 1,1 ([QA, )~,:~rnber 2018, ;i 19. 
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!ngle1Nood Basketbrdl K Ent(~rta1 nrnent Center 
DEIR~ Metro Comrrients 
~/brch 24, 2020 

Proje:ct Description Summary 
The Proiect area is bounded bv \X/est Centurv Boulev;nd on the north, South Prairie Avenue on the 

' ' ' 
west,. South Doty Avenue on the east, and an imaginary straight line extending east from \Vest l03rd 
Street to South Doty Avenue to the south, The Project includes an 01pproxlmately 915,000,square foot 
(sf) Arerrn Structure design to host the LA Clippers basketball team v1ith up to 18,000 fixed seats for 
National .Basketball Association {NBA) games, A sb::·story parking structure containing 3,110 parking 
spaces \VoLild be located \Nlthin the '>Nest Parking C;;nage Site, The East Transportation and Hotel Site 
would lndude a parking garage (365 spaces) and transportation hub to accommodate private vehide 
parking, The Project \vould also lndude a lirnited·service hotel use with up to 150 rornt1s and an 
approximately L3·acre portion of the East Transportation and Hotel Site, 

Page 2-58, "Shuttle Service'': The narrative indicates that the Project \f/01.Ad provide shuttle service 
connecting the Project site to :\1etm's Hrnvvthorne/Lennox Station (C Line· Green) and La 
Brea/Florence Station (K Une), The draft Event Transportation Management Pan (EIR i\ppendix KA, 
p, l !) indicates that shuttle service 1,vould be provided from ~v1etro's 001,vntovm Inglewood Station and 
possibly Avlatlon/Century Station along the !< Ure, Please review and revise to ensure consistency 
~hrct">h01•t i-~w E!R Mei·~n'',. recnFJ'T1enri'1tlow> on o~ovhinP of«l-1ur-I'"' service we ')ff'>VH<>d f·ieL,vv in t... ·"' _:, ..i:5 '· /.• ,_t ... -· ,, '· ~·~~ ._, ,> ,_, ....... ') ~ ... .4:<'. ,·.. f t ._, ...... • .• ,::,,, '~ ...... ~ ..,.,_, .• f ,.... \. "' ,...,. ,_, _:, 

the "Rail Operations Comments" section of this letter, 

Section 3, 7 4 ·· rransportMion and Ckculation 

Page 3. H-47, ''Fixed-Route Bus Service": The narrative describes scheduling shakeups as occurring in 
Dece•Tihec 'lnf-i hdv ofe-1ch 'TW This <'ho·ild fw c('rrerterl tn D.,r..,.rnfwr a•v1 jt'Pf.' {>y)t Julv) Al<oc. - ,_, .,. ' ,,... .... ,~ -:. '· ... , i:.... l ,;(, .,. ,• J ) ' '· ._ ,;.l' l, .... .,. .... .) .. .;.., ..... ..( ..... - .... , ........ .,. ....... .,., ) .... ' ,): .•,... \"" .... ' )./'' ~.:;;r .)~ 

shakeups include both minor and major changes (not just rninor as the narrative describes), 

Page 3. l 4-53, "Adjusted Baseine Transit Assumptions": The narrative describes ml! operating plan C3 
that was adopted by the tv1etro Board of Directors (Metro Board} as being a two year service plan; 
however, the Metro Board rnotion indlcates the proscribed period Is only one ynu {not two}, See 
Board report as noted in E!R's footnok, 

Page 3, l 4-l 30, "Tnrnsit System Evaluation'': Metro C Une trains are typk:aily twocar trains; however, 
service is shifted to one.car or two.cw trains starting in the 9 PM hour each night on 'Neekdays, The 
calculations of trnin capacity in T;:.ble 3_J4.J6 do not reflect this reduction for weekday night post-event 
time periods_ ,!\!so, existing ( Une schedules provide three trains an hour after 7 PM (one train every 
20 rninutes in each direction), During weekends, the C Line operates everj lS minutes with two-Gff 
trains during the day, and e1iety 20 minutes with one-car or two·car trains In the evenings, C Ure 
srn-vice and headviays may or rnay not change once the K. Llne opens, Depending on 1Tsource 
availability such as rail cars, train operators, and budget, h11etro Rail Operations may be able to keep 
tv:o~car trains in service later than the 9 PM hour to accommodate post-event demand, 

Aiso, please note that the K Ure is being designed to provide service vv1th three<ar tralns_ Ho-wever, 
pfatfonn lengths on segments ofthe existing C Line can only au:on-irnodate two-car train service 
Metro is seeking grant funding from the State of California to extend platforms at four C Line stations, 
However, in the event that such grant funding Is not secured, trains rnay be limited to twoGff service 
which 'Nould It their GFrylng capacity for events at the Pro_!ect site, 
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!ng!e1Nood Basketbrdl K Ent(~rta1 nrnent Center 
DEIR~ Metro Comrrients 
~/brch 24, 2020 

Centinela/Florence Grade Seosmtk;n 
/ . -~ 

ln January and February 2017, the ~v1etro Board directed staff to conduct prdirninary studies for a 
potential grade separation project f<.>r the K Une at the Centinela/Florence intersection, In mid-2020, 
Metro staff is expected to present the results of the studies and seek the Board's direction on 
nroceedlng ;,vlth further engineering deslgn and envlronr-rienbl dearnnce of th ls prqjecL \Vhik funding 
~nd tentative constrnctlon timelin~~ have not yet been identified by the Board for th ls project, the City~, 
and Applie<U"it should be <.dvised that construction of this pro,lect may coincide v1ith constrw::tion of 
the lng!ewood Basketball and Entertainn•ent Center. For the duration of the grnde separntion 
construction, the K Line could hrnve opemtion2I !imitrntions and therefore rnay not provide the sarne 
I I f ' ' ' ·' ' ' ' . . ,,, eve o service to the arena ana other venues in the v1c1nity ternporar11y, 

Bus Operations Comments 

Servk::;: [\ltetro Bus Unes 211 /215, 212/312, 2nd 117 opernte on West Century Boulev2rd and South 
Prairie Avenue, adjacent to the Project. Two Metro Bus stops are dlredy adjacent to the Project at 
West Century Blvd. and South Prairie /we, Other transit operators may provide servke in the vicinity of 
the Project and should be consulted, The Applicant should be mvare of the bus fodlities and services 
that are present rnnd th2t trnnsit services are likely to be expanded in the future to pmvlde connections 
to the existing C Line and future l{ line, 

Bus Stop locations; Bus stops located on the far side of the intersection are generally preferred over 
near side bus stops for rv1etm be.is operations, This keeps the bus from being stopped tvfce by the 
sarne traffic signaL It also ls safer because most bus passengers alighting at the stop will ~«talk to the 
" fth"' b '"' " ,,~1, f ,.J : "· th· t"'"lt'"·! r: ~ b "' ' " " . : tr' "· -,~'d t ~,1,,,,t,· . , ' r , ear o, ,,.,,. L,,_, g,e,,h y ,euuc.t,g ,.e po.d"l<1 ior <1 L,:~ ver,_,u,, peoes ;1an <1C~J en" 1111,_. , o approves o. 
the relocated North Prairie ./\ve bus stop from ne;:.w side of Century Blvd to far side, as well M; of the 
perrnanert location identified fot the East Century bus stop far side of Prtdrle Ave, 

During construction of the project, the City proposes to relocate tern poradiy the existing East 
Centur;/Prairie bus stop frorn far side of the intersection (southeast corner} to nearside (southwest 
comer) which is presentiy defldent in length to accornnwdate buses, This tern pornry relocation 
potentially creates a safety hazard and could adversely affect public transit operations (considered a 
significant enviromnental irnp2d as desnibedon E!R p2ge 3.14"63}. Metro requests that the bus stop 
instead ternooradlv be relocated further west to apprm::imatdv 60 feet \Vest of the Starbucks drivev1av, 
where more' adeau'ate space !s available and AoA'c'omo!iant ~idevn:~lk access for bus riders can be ' 

' ' 
provided, Construction of parking fad Ii ties on the parcel 'Nest of the Starbucks drivevlay n1ay cause the 
terY1porary stop to be relocated frorn time to tlrne, and we encourage ongoingr::omrnunlcatkm with 
lvfotro prior to and throughout the construction process, as noted bdow, 

ADA Access: ln generai,. ternporary m permanent modifications to any bus stop as part of the Project, 
Including any surrounding sidewalk area, rnust be Arnerk:ans with Disabillties Act {ADA)-comp!iant 
2nd rnl!ow passengers with disabilities a dear path of trnvd between the bus stop and the ProjecL Non
com piiant bus stops wil! not be served by Metro as it is a violation of passengers' civil rights under 
Federal bvJ, R.ecomrnended bus stop design dimensions may be found In Appendix D of hl1etro's 
Transit Service Pol icv fJttached) , , '· 

(~?gr£Li::1at]52nJ!uri:I£LPn:;ii~:!~_t;:,()Jl~ti0:S.:tk~::: To fodlrtate coordination v1ith Metro Bus Operations 
during Project construction In support of iv1itlgation Measure 3J 4-15, Metro recom rnends that the 
following information be induded in the Pro,iect's Construction Trnffk Management Plan: 
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!ng!e1Nood Basketbrdl K Ent(~rta1 nrnent Center 
DEIR~ Metro Comrrients 
~/brch 24, 2020 

"The A,pp!lcant shall coordinate with Metro Bus Operntlons Control Special Events 
Coordinator a.t 2l 3°922A632 and Metro's Stops and Zones Departrnent at :n 3·922" 
5"190 mJt later than 30 days before the start of Project constructic,n, Other m unidpal 
bus services may also be impacted and shall be inckided in construr.:Uon outre;:Kh 
efforts." 

Metro encourages event attendees and Project ern ployees and staff to take transit to/from the Arena, 
and we look forv1ard to continuing coordination behveen the City, Applicant, and Metm Rail 
Operations and Bus Service Plrnnning on the development of the Event Transportation Management 
Plan (ETMP) for the Project. To ensure optimal operations and attendee experience, we note the 
following corriments and recommendations, 1Nhich should be incorporated into a revised ETMP and in 
other related Project plans as appropriate. 

As discussed in our coordination meeting (March 3, 2020), k1etro would like to open discussions with 
the City and ,i\ppllcant on assistance '<Nlth identifying a long~term funding source for additional rail 
service and related costs to st.ipport events at the Project site. As noted below, fvletro's st•pport of 
events v/!l like!y involve additional costs for more frequent rail service and associated personnel for 
logistics, iavJ enforcement,, and trnffk controL 

Shuttle Service 

l?a!l stati1."Jrts served We suggest that the shuttle service pn:wide consolidated con nectlons to no more 
than hvo (2} Metrn Rai! stations (likely Downtown !ngiewood Station on the K Une, and 
Ha,.vthorne/Lennox Station on the C Une), Urniting the service to two stations reduces the amount of 
workforce, logistics, law enforcement, traffic control and general support provided by Metro as 'Nell as 
by the Applicant \Ve recommend further discussion betv1een ~,;Jetro, the Gty, and Applicant on 
determining which stations should be served. Once the shuttie service is fuHy operational, 1Ne highly 
encourage the t\ppiicant to coordinate with l'vletro's Special Events Bus and Rail Team to meet 
demand and make changes to servldng r<.%il stations with Metto's input 

We ,Blso 1'ecom mend that the Applicant levernge existing Metro Bus services that 'Nill already be 
connecting the Project site to f<v1etm Rail stations as part of its overall ETM P strategy. 

a) 1Nhether the shuttles will be rn private bus service, funded and/or p1°ovided by the A,pplicmt, 
or a munkipal/pub!k-provided setvke; 

b) the frequency of shuttles (headways} proposed for event days; 

c) whether fares for the shuttle will be free, paid, or TAP 0 card enabled. 

Shuttle service hours and augrnentlng staff (la,,,,· enforcement, trnfflc offlcers and genernl support} pre· 
and pos>event shou d be extended on days with concurrent events at the Forum or SoFi Stadium to 
assist with excessive pedestrian and vehlde traffic. 
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!ng!e1Nood Basketbrdl K Ent(~rta1 nrnent Center 
DEIR~ Metro Comrrients 
~/brch 24, 2020 

Curb space; Adequate curb space and/or bus berths should be allocated and designated for shuttle 
bus stops at each of the rail stations to be serviced. This is necessary to ensure safe and efficient 
service by shuttle buses and regular Metro Bus and Rail operations,. as >veil as overall vehicular 
circulation, Metm has completed the fvldrn Transfers Design Gulde, a best practices document on 
trnnsit improvements. This can be accessed oniine at . 
https: //\N\VV'-1, rn etro, net/ prc>~·ects /sys ternv./! ded es ~gn, 

Street Closures Pn> and post-e-vent planning may or rnay not require street closures and/or queuing 
of event attendees on the sidev>ialk (Le., public right<A·way} to unfforrn ly control crowds, The City and 
Applicant should rnordinate with transportation and public works staff of local jurisdktions where the 
shuttle services is anticipated to conned to Metro rail stations 1,vithin and outside the City of 
Inglewood (e.g. City of Havvthorne, City of Los Angeles, County of Los Angeles) to identify needs fo.r 
allocation of curb space and sidewalks, 

Staff Support: /\.dditional trnffk officers and lavv enforcement support should be provided by the 
Applicant attransfer locations between rai and the shuttle service (at street level, not V1etro property) 
to mitigate pedestrian and vehicle conflicts at intersections and sidewalks on the day of the event. 

f' £' d' A , ' L ' . d " J' . . 1·• ·•· r \./avrii1, mg robust and com prer1•~11s ve master s12"n orogram an wav11n~1 ng signs (vve Hit ror 
nighttime events} should be implemented to direct ~tt~n,fees to the bu's shuttles to a~d from the 
arena and at all shuttle stops. 

Tnmsit T/cketlng, The Applicant should consider allov/ing \11etro TAP/Revenue staff to sell Metro fare 
r-r1edia (one 'Nay, roundtrip, and day passes) to attendees inside the arena or on the property to help 

H • t d' t •: ~ ' t• I f ,, 1 ' .,-t a11evia .e overuow ing a ra1; s1.at1on icr;e, venoing macnines ar er events. 

Transit Supportive Pkmning: Recommendations :md Resources 

Metro would like to make the fr:illovling recmnrnendations to rnatirnize the Pmiect's potential 
svnergies associated with transit~orie~ted devdooment. This will suo1vxt the Proiect's efforts to 

~ ...,,. ' ' f' ' 

reduce vehicle trips as required by the Project's certification under t'\ssembly Bdl (l\B) 98/ by <.\chievlng: 
a greater tnode shift to transit and active trnnsportatlon: 

l, Ai::.t.\.\.15': . .T.r.3.'.l'.:1 .. S..P.:9.T\0.\ig:r.1.: Metro strongly encourages the Applicant to maxlrnize the installation of 
Project features that help facilitate safe and convenient connections for pedestrians, people 
riding bicycles, and transit users to/frorn the Project site and nearby destinations, 

2. ~]qi:;!~l)§~,~tJSLMlg9~rc2~ijiiyQ~11l~~~~: ProJect should provide adequate short-tenn 
bicycle parking for event attendees, such as ground·!evd bkyde racks, and secure, access· 
controlled, enclosed long 0 term bicycle parking for employees. As proposed, the Project 
provides approximately 23 short·term spaces and 60 long-term spaces for bicyde parking, and 
potentially a bike valet (E!R p. 2"43; 2.44), The Association of Bicycle and Pedestrian 
Professionals (APB P) recmnmends tk1t bk:yde parklng he provided to rnccornrnodate 2% of 
the seating capacity of an event venue (see .APB P's 2010 Bicycle Parking Cuidei~'.nes), 

Bicyde parking facilities should be designed with best prnctkes in mind, including highly 
visibk~ slting, effective surveillance, ease to locate, and equipment installation with preferred 
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!ngle1Nood Basketbrdl K Ent(~rta1 nrnent Center 
DEIR~ Metro Comrrients 
~/brch 24, 2020 

spacing dimensions, so bicycle parking can be safely and conveniently accessed, If a bike valet 
is proposed, its location should be designated in Project plans. 

Similar provisions for mlcrornobility devices are also encour::iged. fl.·1etro also encoumges the 
City and Applicant to explore participation in the Metro Bike Share program. 

3. f..i.r.?..t...?.l. ... 0.i!l§t.J\/j.iJ~ . .A.£S.~.?..S..: The Project should maxitriize opportunities to improve flrst·last mile 
connections to and from Metro Rail st::i,tions, as described in the Inglewood First/Last Mile 
Plan w·hkh 1,vas adopted in February 2019. Please review this p!Jn, located oniine at 

=jtl:p:;:J'.l\'Y\1(N:JT~tT'?:D~UPU?I~~~t?[C'.&l~:~220'"'flTIL 

4. W.?Yfl.t.:1.•::J..in.g: Any temporary or permanent 'Nayflnding signage with content referencing Metrn 
services or featuring the Metro brand and/or associated graphics {such as ~v1etro Bus or Rall 
pktograms) requires review and approval by V1etro Signage ::ind Environmental Crnphic 
Design. 

5, J.i:.<J-.t.')?..i.\..P.fl.:S5 .. .P..r.?gr._0.Tl5: i\1etro would 11 to inform the .l\ppl1cant of Metro's employer transit 
pass programs, including the Annual Transit Access Pass {A·TAP), the Employer Pass Program 
(E·Pass),. and Small Employer Pass (SEP) Program. These programs offer effkiendes and 
gro1...ip rates that businesses can offer ernployees as an incentive to utilize public transit The A· 
TAP can also be tsed for residential projects. For rnore lnfonnation on these progrnms, please 
v~sit the programs;· v·:ebs~te at https~ l fv-r·l.P.l./~ rnetro~net/ridi ng/ea2f2f~ 

lfyou have any questions or vtould like to discuss contents in this letter, please contact rne by phone 
at 213·':122·2.671, by emali at P.~Y.B.r.~yi_t:;\\i.E!.mYY9:.:D .. \1t.. or by mail at the following address: Metro 
Development Review, One Gateway Plaza, VIS 99~22· l, Los Angeles, CP, 90012·2952, 

Sincerely, 

(' l 

<,) (/t./t/~'\ ' ; 
Shine Ung, AiCPi / 
Manager, TranslfiOriented Comm unities 

f 

l\ttachrneJ1t~ 

111> 2015 !'v1etro Transit Service Policy, Appendix D 
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frnm: 
T1): 
((.: 

Sd~jed: 

Date: 
Atta~hm~rshli: 

f4;;!r; Gui,irren? 
ibeq;mie<:t 
faJ~ __ fa;11trn;; Lmr5,1n;JLlwt Ll.'.&Jrif\kttl; 1':2m>l:<.(n;2:5w.;rn; ;~0rnrs11.Rlvtn! 
r8EC DEIR -- LP.DOT Rt;~p1xis1;; 

Tuesday, Marcl'.1 24, 2020 8:44:09 PM 
Ifif.;S~:'-,I2fJJt.1£1QQIJ:;~.~~fillJFtttti 

Attached, please find and accept LADOT's letter of record regarding the IBEC DEIR, 

I behalf of LADOT l wish to extend a sincere thank you for the opportunity to provide 
comment to the project and we look fonvard to working cooperatively with the Ci~v' of 
Inglc1Nood and the IBEC team to develop a comprehensive project transportation management 
plan. 

If you have any questions or concerns please feel free to contact me directly. 

,~~.~Sen~iZ<r Transpoiidion Engine•o:r 
Transporlehon Pbnnirig & Devebpmen1 
Re',.li·e\~.1 

Notk:e: F''il i:·{onnaFsn conLi/itd n lhb :rieosilg<'c is :orn:Y,dd'Y ;nfcm:·12doq 
P~Dr;r~et.~~:·y Dep~rt.~r~<:::~ts a::~.d ~~: ::r~t.f?.~~d0rJ r::n~y fD: t.h2 ccir~fids-nt.~al :.~s0 Df tf~t?. 

'H1d/G( ~t:S 
: :-:~:2:/~.;~~;~.E· i:~ 

1.:'?(fCJt, ;rt: n~JZ. tt·i~::'. .~1ddrE'.::.:;;r:::f?, ~n 0gr:nt <>f thr.: ~ddrf:ss~".'.·0'. .. <>t cthE~tv-,,'::SP authcri?.f:.d t.o rF:cfri' . ..:f: thi~~ i0fr>:·tr::&:ticn, pi·::?Jsf-~ 

:Js i~te/de:)t~·uy t.:::H.i nDt/y th£ :::21vJer irnrned :a te1y i\::y ~·.::;.:./~2\\', d ~ :~sern~::a UurL dh~J~ bu Uu:: u:· CD~r·/ng uY th£ l nfDn·n::it~ on 
conL.t~ned ;n th·j::_~ :·n:;;::;:;Jgc· !s st:·i::::U'/ S:FtJhii:::;!ted. 
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CITY Of LOS ANGELES 

Sdt1to J, !%yrit>\W 
;)fWMl. MflNl\Gffi 

tvlindy VVl!wx, Pitt11hlr1g MJn2g>'.'.'r 
City of fngiewood,, Planning Division 
One \Vest Manchester Boulevard., 4"' Floor 
lng!ev•lOOd, Ca!iforni<'I 90301 

CA1JFORNlA 

ERIC EAitt.'.!EfTl 

P~l"AR!WmNT QI' TRANSFOlHAl!{}N 
10\J South M<~in Stm!!, Wth f'fcWI 

~/31· A~~f::·i~z< ~~Hf en~.~~ ~:JO 12 
\no) 'J?;HWl1Q 

~..t.)t i.2l.J~ 91:?.>a.•llO 

3900 C.tf)t~;ty Bcuk:::\\~{:rd 
LAOOT C'-''.'0 Ne OUT 2(H0/261 

Sub;ect: !NGLEWOOD BASKETBA.LL AND ENTERTAlNMENT CENTER PROJECT- DRAFT 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT HEPOIH [SCH #1011MJH0$6] 

The City cf Los l~nge!es. ~)epartrnent of Transpottmt~on { Li~.t)OT'} apprec~t~tes tht~: opportun~ty to revk~vv the 
Draft Environn1.entaf Jrnpa(t Heport {tJf)H:j,. datt~d fJf:;.t:E~rnbt:r 201.9" ftH" th.~ propo,st::~-~1 bosketbaB and 
er~teft·a~nrt\t:r~l ·centB-r g-er~era\ky ~-;).-:.:t>t~d at t.hf~ int:t~.\"s~~.::th:'Jr\ ~:li \l-Je:::/( <>ent.~JP/ %oHl~~~vard a·nd -sc~Jt11 ·Prt~Irk~~: 
Avenu:~~- P~r the· t)EtH Proj1~ct D·e::;cdpth:n~~~ th~~ deveh:.Jprnent V-J{)Uld ~nciud~ constructh:n c~f an 8.S ... 0·00 sqth.~re·-.
foot {SF) te.em· prg.ct~ce and trzdn~ng facH1tv.~ 2S,~OOO Sf sports n-H~d~c~d chr+c .ar~d ?1JJOO SF tt~atn {)ffi.ce spacel 
ir~ttJgrate:d :tnto a.n arena structure that ~~vouh.i tictcff~'~tnodate· a.n a·pproxitn~tt::<tv 915.X}{J(J Sf 1.8_,,(f)O fi~ed'°'se·at 
~renah Cont~guou.s to the .A..rena \!vU~ he 48,J)OO SF of comrrH~u·cf.~) space,~ 15,~00G SF of con1rnunity stN.\Ce, sn·d a 
650:---s:pace parkh1g garage, The .Project v.rfH ak~o ~nc~ude a 1SO~guest P~Jons hc;ttiJ v~dth a 365~-spatJ~ p.ark§hg 
garaget and an a.dd~Honai; .3(11.0,,,·space parkJng. g~~r;ge located ju7~t \V'e£t cd th~~ An~~n-?L 

As noted in Table 3,124<:'.l, the Project u<lffk study COfflp!eted an anmrvsis of 30 different project scen;;irios 
under both B;;sdlne and: Cumulothm ConditkwiS End Inducted a study intt.~rsectlon rndius ranging from 2 to 3 
rniles., V-ih!h~ it \s understood that much of the 0nalytb cunwucted rvis s!gnifo;<Hit ov~:rbp, in order to ensune 
that pertinent deta!b within this tM!dap are not 0'/~'riooked and to arso furthf~r ensure that mitig¢itkm 
meihUtes fully address potenti&! pwject impact!>:, LA DOT rf)Spt;ctfu\!y reqm~sts the opportunity to continue to 

provide feedback Q(l the (>r<;ijf:ict <irMii;:;is ;1s part of the final environment revk.i11v prornss, 

Adjusted Baselinn 
As dbt:ussed in the project. rnpcwt, construction has commmnc&d on ~Jgnlficant portions of the Hollywood 
Park Spedfk Pfo.n {HPS?j lornttd imrnet.fartcty north of the Project Site, The H PSP, whkh h;;i;s a profN:ted 
completion d<J>te of Septembct 2021, is. bdudcd b the Proposed Pn:;iJe;;:t' s tnrfhc nnaiysis, Tbs- nm>lysis 
induded an eva\uatbn of potenti;;d pad<3ng demands ndated to concurrent t;vtmts at the future Nation.id 
FootbmH Le<i.guc stadlum ln \ng\ewootL 

AM EQUAL S:MPl OYMENT OPPOR'fUNiTY ~ faFFlRMA T!VE AC Tl ON EMPLOYER 
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Givt:n that thv Proposed Project is riot expected to be rornpiet<~ ;;ind operational until mld--2024, the project 
atidysit h~w been e;.:ecuted using M "0djusted baseHne" caku!ation to estabilsh the "existing" traffic 
conditions klve! agai0st whkh to determine ProjBct acthtlty traffic ·mcre<)Sfi'S. VVhiie LA.DOT agrees with this 
<irrnlytk:al approach, it should be noted that the ''adjusted'' traffic attlvlty attribut2ible to thf' HPSP is 
add:it~Onil~ tr:affk:~ that~n-·-and of itse~f, ·v·JH1 cor~tr~:boh·::·,!)gJ\iflcant tnatflc Bt:l~vP::y.irirr:e:-at~;-sto Chv of-Lo.~t .. l\ng~~~·e& 
~nts:~rsect1on.s vlhilk~ .afs~> crt:ating e~eva.ted bas.e~~ne traffic cnrHl~t~ons for the proposed projett. There.fore~ 

a}th:ough tfte H3Ec· projtt.ct is b{?:~ng ana~vzed: s-~:.parate~v frtnn the HPSP~ thz;n~ is <Jt.ady a need t<J: .ens.ur"<~ 

cornpr:ehensh.:\2 coord~n~~t~on bettv~~en t~v2' tv:o projr+ctsr part~cu~adv ~n rf~·gard to slr.scFurn eventL ~n ·ord~t to 
provkJe cornprehens.iv.e rn~tigation ar~d :fxngo1ng <:.onabot:~t:~on.~ a C/JOPJ;?.rathre :rn~Ug:ath1n prograrn for bc}th 
pro,iect~ shouk.l be contdered 

Traffic Mitigations 
()f tht:: 21:1 ·siJ.Jcl~1 int~~r~1:E;tt~·:c-:~ns 'k)t~:£tf!d) e~"th~~r ~t-;}ho:~rv ~>r p;&rf~:a:Hv~ v~Athk .. ~ tht:. C1ty tff Lns. f\ngBh?s.> tk\$ rttport 
.!ndicat<tt> that the rro]ect uxiid potenti.aHv result ln signifkant tr&ffk irnpacts dt tip to lS locations, with 13 

irnpacts d\recthr atWbuted to tM project and 13 impacts occurring w1der a unique schedding confluence 
v1hen a Forum event and Msjor Project evfant occur conn.Jrn:mt!y, in order to ensure appropri<ote redress tO 

the City of Los t\ngeies potenti31 impacts, LADOT wouid Ilk~~ to a<Jgment the dted tv'litgation MeJturfs &t 

fo!!OV<l5'. 

1. ;!,14·1 {a)_,J;;11gntiu1_r;,~pi;;ir~Qt.9D .. iY.1'JD.~Fr.YnHn.tPJ?XLlit;/t_ej: lnducl<J addlt\ona! Jongw;ge that requires 
comrnvn.ication with LAOOT Speci:.~! Trnffk Oper;;tions \STO} ttMf to ensure that 2ppropdnt0 measutes 
are o::insiden2d to address potential event reicited queuing condlt\or-i:; on street trnffk rrrnrwg0d by 
LA DOT, inciudkig the potentic.! deploynx~nt of tnfffic officers at critical intersections. 

2, 3~~ -.<! ft L.J·~Y~~~·~._t.£~!~l!§:HJ~ .. @2Y:!LSYf:!SLlJ~&Lf~i~r.t@Ai\.~Q~11ftYi~~::i~~E.b~~:i~£;1L1tI!llL9:1.g1!1?Il!~ The Pr eject ld\:~ntJflcd 
a ~rnprov~~rnent to ~nst~~% ,Jua!: t~astbound and ~~l§c:.stbound ~eft--t.urn h"tn*Ss ilnd ~ \V.es~tbound 
!2"Xt~us~ve· r~ght,tvtr; ~t!ne~ ~nasmuc.h as rhe propost:td rrdt1g$.tion stH~ re.quke:s lJ\O,OT review i~rHl approva~~ 
tP~J)()T rr;que·$tS ··u---~~t thf~ rnlt1gz:~,\',)f1 ~J~-s-t.r%pt~on %nch.J:de h:H\i~.uage th~)t ft$·4{i:lr~s tht.~ ptt).j(~tt tCJ)' thoukJ the 
·proposed rrJbgatk'.!n be d.e:erne:d ~nft-:a.si·b~e,~ prov~de a cornrn.pn§urat~~ s:ub!t~tute rnH~gatfr)t1. Tht~refore~ 
:f)h?.-~te UHJdify the rurrent n1~t~g:z~uor~ cHrerthlt~ to inctud(~ thf;. foHo\:v~ng~ 

l'/.c} 5.hould the'Se .i!:nproverrterrt! be t,,feetne·d' ir~feosible at t"l"-~ti· tfrnt:~~ qf reconciNctloni' tfn::: L4DOT rt~\t1Jl 
Sttb,~titute on .rifferru1tivr: rneosure of equJvale~t' t_~~ff.~ctHlf?rN:s.:s, .. 4 subs;-tittn:e rt'Jeosute that c.cu:. impfYJvt: the 
overofi safety and Of)Ctt:tio"t~ <f thf~· intersection coi.dd. fncludt',, but not tH~ lhniter,i to,., providfnv of 
transportation systen15 rnotH1gerrH~N~rrrsrv1} tneDsures or a con1ttu.-?nsuratt:! cor1.trU1utfon to $~;ch 
rneo:sure.s.~ N 

3. ;2,,J,1;~jjj,,JJ'JJ}J.L1f1Ji!,t\YJiD.E§J'..L&.J~!:?:Dfii1iL~9Y1t:'L!f:_9LtrL§L{,?LlrnnL?Ytirll~m1: lh0 Project identifit~d a 
phvsic<JI knfHnvr>.rneht to nmiove the north.-ieg r;~lsed median ts1and to ;,)tcornmodate dual southbound 
1eft·t~irn k;nes,, S~rnifat to rrdUgr.~t~on 3"14<I(cj abO\te( ~nasn1l~Ch BS th.~ propost~d m~tlg~)tion sVH requires 
LAOOT review and opprovni, U\DOT requests that the rnitigatton clescriphon indudf! l;;:inguage that 

requires the projiJGt to p rcvide a com mermu:ate su bstltute rn itlgat!on should thr pro posed. m itlgetion. be 
del!frned infoa:>ibie., TherefonE, ple<-'~"~ tnodify the n.JtTent rnitig<,tion dir<.;ctiVf' ;')'> foHovv:t: 

'7he pro/ect oppik-r:rtit 5hoff 'Nork with the Chy v! lrv;;lewood ond the City of Los .Angefr:s r:n n::nkwe· the 
inedion i;fond on the north fr:g and construct· fJ sec.ond fffft--wm lane on the southbound La Cieneqo 
BouJevord at Centinelo. 3hou!J this improvement b-e deemed infeasible ot ihe tirne of reconcHiotion_. the 
LA.fjo·r rnay su.bstltu.te qn aitf}rnoti~N/' .nH?DSt~re of:e.quivcdftnf ef.fettivene.ss .. ,li stibs.tltute meosure that ct1r~ 
irnprovi: the overolf safety and operation of this i/ltersecUon could include., b-ut not he lirnikd to_, providing 
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··3·· MJrch 24, 1020 

of transportation systems m&nogernent (TSM} rneasures or a cornmensurote contribution to such 
rneasures~ )" 

4, Tf?nsporrntion Dcm2nd !vJ2nagem0nt 
b\DOT0pprnr:iat0sthe·Pr0Jett'sgoal of reducing.v0hk:ietrips·0nd.0ncouraging othN' mom·SU$tainabie· 

travel mod0s Thh is o:Jr,:sht0.nt with k;(J &n<l state mobil\ty objectives, &nd greenhousr g<is emfask.in 

and VMT reduction goah. Accordingly, the passage of Senate Bin \SB) 743 requket that greater emphas1s 

be pbced on the lrnpernentation cf TDM strnteg\t't in order to create morn sust0in0b!0 travel options 
and nsduce the demand for single oo:up0ncy vebde trnveL \NhLe LADCT is supportive of the very 
robust TD!v1 progt<im that has been envisioned fonhe iB2C project, in order to ensure that the 

opplkatkm of th0st; strat0gks provides the greatest mitigotion rndbs possible, the TDfv1 Pmgnvn should 
provide an opportunity for coHsborntion, Therefore, LADOT re$p0ctfuiiy request$ thtt the Project TOM 

mittgstbn measure h'tdude nth:fl\\r:w-.,a\ \0nguage thm:requ\res Mn\lal rnport\f\g of ttavel psttetns :sncl 
statbtk:s to be nrovlded not unly ta the City of !ng!01.Mood but to L4DOT as wdi to inform ongoing evtmt· 
day transportation m2nagrment strnt0gies, 

5, Event Trnnspottatkm l'vlsn?gemcnt Han 
LAOOT recognizes that 0 com;;rehenslve Bvent tranwortatkm rnanagement µ!.an (TMP) is essentb! in 

addressing the dynamic com:litioris created b'f event trnfth:::, Therefore, as with the hoj0ct's TOM 

progrmn, in order to ensure thatthe Tt<A? pn:wides the greatest rnitig;:rtlon reach poss\hit" the TMP 
shodd provide an opportunity for collaborntlon, Therefore, to rdternte the addressment of mitigation 
measure J,14·1{B) above, LADOT requests that the TMP mitigation n'easure include ;:iddition<~I language 

that rnqvlres coordination vlith LADOrsspeciai Tnffk Operations (STQ), Thr sro Office tt LADOT has 

extBn$ive experience ln the mw,agement of $pedai evfant traffic and providing thi$ coordirMtinr will 
ensure that the effecthw nld\us of the TMP win be appl:ed to the grnatest extent poss\hic The Projer:t 

does not identify specific meJS\HE:s to address the potential knpact to key City of Los hngdes corridors 
leading into th? proj•u:t Therefore, it b impen$tlve that further V)h~bnrntkm on thb issve be 4lfforded in 
order to fo1% exp10r0 poter.fr;s1 m\tlg:@t\on, The ci1stqss1on of th\s rnhlgct;,cn shoukJ abo \nducle direct\on 
to determine an appropriate agreement instrument in ordet ensure appropriate funding tor anv 
nec0ssary eve0t-day reso1,irces., 

5, ]i"lj:?,iliw~nt Transportation Systems (lTS} 

As illustrated in the ITS investment pbnned by the Project dong various wrrldors within the City of 
Inglewood, the im.p!ernentation of ITS measures b a critkal mitigatkm action needed ln order to en;;ure 
the capabHlty for dynamic tttfhc managertNsnt and. thanhe slgn<iJ systems of the different agend.es 
comrnunh:>4e in real tlnH:\ Since the OE!R disdoses that several City of Los Angeles study interse(tions 
nvviot be dk0cHy mitfpted, LADOT would Vik0 the Project mitigaton program to include ti 

commensurate !TS package_, to be determined in consultation v;:th approprbte lAOOT staff/hat ran be 

used to address these impacts. 

AH transpottat!cn lmprovE:ments and associated trnffk $lgnal >.vod~ whhin the City of Los f\ngeks wfr require 

final review and apprnv:.d through the City'\ Hurnau of fngine2rlng 8-Permit Program, Other $Uggestcd 
coop0r0tiv0 mhigstk•n 0>hodcl •:::nmdhated through LAt'>C'P's IN0st tn'" Ar.gel"°'s ?rd <:nastd. Dt>.Vt;bpm0nt 
Reviev: Office. 

SPECIFIC STUDY REPORT QUESTIONS / COMMENTS / ClJ\fHFICA 'f!ON$ 

1, if the analyticd !<cerwdos are presvmatdy pre;;0nt0d lr1 0 lowest project a(thilty level to highest project 
activity eve! manner then it is similarly pr£'swtned th~t any impacted location under 2 lower activity 

sr:enorki vJ\Haiso tw itnpactnd undenhe higherattlvitv scenario, Slml!ady, it ls a!s<:) prns1;med thdt 
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hsu1use the Cumulutive analyst;; scen;;rtos begin »1'1H:h <l b0se\\ne level higher than the adjusted bas0!ino 
Jnalysis scenarios, it is expected thit impacted locations v.iill likely be affected under 8 greater nt.HYlbm' of 
curnulitive scerwrins than u0cier the w,Jjusted baseFne ;:maiysi£, Therefore, for those !oc;;it!ons vvhere 
this h not the case; p!ease ck1rifv, Some example locations ,:;ne Hsted l:H1knv: 

a., ((':ntury 8.(HJk~vard & \.lJ-t1st.~1rT:] .A.venur.~ 8cid f'lh~richt-1ster: s~gnif:tBnt frnpact kh~nt.~Hed ~~nz:fr::::r the 
().Jffiul~1tlve [VJith the Fmurn) Hus htajor £vent Vieekday Post,Event Peak Hour sc2r12do but not 
under the Curnd;:iti'H~ {\/Jhh the Fonim and Mid,S\Ji~d evtmt and NH St&diumJ µ!us hiajor Event 
VVeeb::lav Post,,Cvsnt Pe,:ik Hour scen<ido, /;, sirnii<M rssuh ;s shown for tdonch0ster Avii:rn.;e ;md 
\/f:rrr,ont IA\l'E:?nue, 

b.. C&~ntury S.cutevard .f!-t cc~nC.i4lH''SC ''t/Vay: s~grdfh;ant frnpact ~{1ent~fi€t1 ~~t th~s ~otoUon under th~~ 
J\d}\JS.t~{1 ·~;~s:e·ht~~- ~v,~~nfn ;v:r~.~J...:Skte t:~1t:nt~1 Ph.~s 1~~,Bj:t)f ·£\H:~r~t \f~t~{~~.da-y Pr~·"'·t:vt;:·~~t -P~t~k Ftf.h;;r ~~ce:r~1~·rh:) 
but not under thee Cumulative {With lVlkJ,,Siz<:!d EvEnt) plus Majot Event Weekday f'TiA'.:vent f'.sak 
~ioln sce11,::ir CL 

2. Century Boulevard g, \lsn Ness /\venue: frw int0rs0ctlon CfW\ worksh.;!fts :shodd be up:fated to reflwct 
the cwTent northbound lane configuration wi1kh is 1 left,hH'f1 lane 1 1 thrnughlanP and 1 de,,fodo dghtN 
turn lane instt:ad d 1 !efHurn, .l. through imd 1 through<lght 

3, Tables/ figures: inforrnahon needs to be voss--rnforsnce revl•"Jwed and correcttd tor locations thatate 
not £>;multaneousi'{ identified in both prns0ntJtior.;;, f)Mmpb, M<:rnchester AveruR and WcstBrn Avenue 
A,dju~,ted Base!he Plus Project Daytin<e Event PM Peak How impact b reflected in Figure 3 14~13 but not 

CONCWSION 

'"Tht ~Jft)jt~:c.t ·ur's'.alysjs ~{i~·r~f~t~ed skg~~fh:z~rr~ p:Ot\~nt~i~1 ~mpact.S:· tc \tey Ck~:v· tJf Los -~hg~ih~s r-~.ort\dt1'f\; h.~aci\ng to th~ 
project.., The project an:a.~vs~s a~so ~df:.ntjfled the signifirant rote Tf)h~i a·nd :t:-,,,ient rn&1nagement pi~~nn~n.e \&.Ii;:~ 

p~av in the rn~tf:gath)n progr.:~m for this pr.tJ)€f:t:,. Tht~r(~fon~\ iri order to ("::.nsunt the bt~~~t possib~e strat~~gV f()r 
fuHy addt\1.ssing tht:: potentLa~ ~rnpact.$ of this. prnje(t. h: )s :~trlp~;n~1thle that th&~ firHti en·vfrQn~n:ent~:d :1n1pa-ct 
rB·v~evi process incfude addH~ona~ roH:aborath.)n t~·ith L;\OOT SO· that tTiUceJ ct>o.n:Hn~1th)n d~taHs Cl'"H1 be fuH~l 
e~1p&o.red and .~1 fina~: c:oHatJora'Uve addrt_;ssrncnt plan cz~n b{; deterrnined. 

!fvou have any questions, µleas<£~ nmtad Eddie Guerrero at 21?/~72~8476 or Hobert Santh&~l at 2.t'.l-4SS-
10&?, 

c Courid1 Dhtrk'.t 8 
Cound! Dbtfii:::t 11 

Lupe SandoJ<d, LADOT SpsdEl Traffic Oµerntlom 
Usa Tdfiktti,, P.erb Solis, Trifiletti Consulting 
Torn Gtut Nttai Casu,, Ftar &. f'ew;; 
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The Silverstein Law Firm, APC 
June 16, 2020 

Objections to IBEC Project, DEIR and FEIR; 
State Clearinghouse No. 2018021056 
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,, 

March i 9, 2020 

~.As, Mlndy \fli!cox 

COUNT\:~ OF LOS ANGELES 

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS 
"To Enrich tives Throvyh Effm;tive end Caring Slilrvlce" 

9t•:!SQlfW nrnMONTAVENDE 
ALHAMBRA, CAU!'ORN!A 91M:H:nl 

Tel4'h<Hm-: {62() 4SS·5 !O!i 
fatlp:l/Jpw J11cnunty ,gov 

AICP, Planning Manager 
City of Inglewood, Planning Division 
1 'West Manchester Boulevard,. 4th F[oor 
Inglewood, CA 9020·1 

Dear MtL ·wncox: 

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT {RPPL.2019007632} 
INGLEWOOD BASKETBALL AND ENTERTAINMENT CENTER 
CffY OF lNGLEWOOD 

lN RW:<Y PLEASE 

KtH3H TO fKE: LD~4 

Thank you for the opportunity to revlev1 the proposed project's Draft Envimnmental Impact 
Report (DElR}, The project would consist of an arena, approximately 915,000 square feet 
designed to host the Los Angeles Clippers basketball team vvlth up to 18,000 fixed seats 
for the National Basketball Association games, The arena could also be configured with 
up to 500 additional temporary seats for events such as family shows, concerts, 
conventions, corporate events, and non-LA Cllppers sporting events, 

For specific revisions, adcHtions1 or deletions of wording directly from the project 
document the specific section, subsection, and/or item along wlth the page number is first 
referenced then the excerpt from the document is copied within quotations using -the 
following nomenclature: 

Deletions are represented by a skfkethH1ugh. 
Additions are represented by it:afics a!ong wlth an under!ine., 
Revisions are represented by a combination of the above, 

1 . Genera! Comments 

A The DEIR. should disclose the following County proposed traffic enhancements 
in Vl.lestmont-\iVest Athens: 

• The leading pedestrian intervals at the intersections of Century/Van Ness 
and Normand!e/Century. 
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Ms, Mindy Wilcox 
March 19, 2020 
Page 2 

• Curb extensions at Century Boulevard/Gramercy Place 
(Intersection #51) at the southeast and northea::;t comers, Note that 
although these curb extensions vim not impede rlghMuming vehicles, 
please include a comment to the consultant to ensure that defacto right 
turn lanes were not assumed at thls Intersection ln their Une~of~sight 
calculations, 

8, The DEIR should dlsclose the fo!lowfng potential County traffic 
enhancements in Lennox: 

• The reading pedestrian fnterva!s at the intersections of 
LennoxJing!ewood, LennoxJHavvthome, 11 ith!Havvthome, lermoxl 
Freeman, i 04th/inglewood, and -104ih/Havlthorne. 

For questions regarding comment No. 1, please contact Andrew Ross of 
Public Works, Transportation Planning and ProQrams Division, at (6.26) 300~4586 
or aross(il!OwJacount'y«QOV, 

2. 3.7 Greenhouse Gas Emissions, 3.7.3 Regulatory Setting, 2017 Climate Change 
Scoping Plan Update, page 3,7-14 to 15: 

The foHowlng revision should be made: 

"SB 1383, which requires a 50 percent reduction In anthropogenic black carbon 
and a 40 percent reduction In hydroftuomcarbon and methane emissions below 
2013 levels by 2030, where metf}fJn& emission reductiotJ.__Jj_oafs include a 
Z§ percent rnduction in the feve! of statewide d/s.posal of qrganic waste from 2014 
levels by_ 2025; and" 

For questions regarding comment No. 2 1 please contact Nilda Gemen1ano of 
Publlc VVorks, Environmental Programs Dlvlsion, at (6.26) 458-5134 or 
ngemenia:tOJpw,!acount~/,gov, 

3. Hydrology and VVater Quality, 3.9. '1 Environmental Setting, Flooding, 
page 35-3-8 to 9: 

The document should clarify that the 100-year flood has a 1 percent chance of 
occurring in any given year and the 500-year flood has a 0,2 percent chance of 
occurring ln any given year. 
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Ms, Mindy VVl!cox 
March 19, 2020 
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4. 3.9 Hydrology and Water Qua!!ty, 3,9,3 Regulatory Setting, Federal, 
page 3.9~13 to 14: 

The document should clarify that the Gode of Federat Regulations discussed ls set 
fo1ih by the National Flood lnsurance Program's development standards for 
projects within floodplains, 

3,9 Hydrology and \IVater Quality, lmpact and Mitigation (Impact 3.9<3), Analysis, 
page 3,9-29 to 30: 

The document should clarify the rainfall frequency used in the runoff analysis. it 
.is dHferent than those of FEfviA 

For questions regarding comrnent Nos, 3 to 5, please contact Jason Rietze of 
Public Vi/orks,. Storm VVater Plannlng D!vls!on,. at (626) 300<.1248 or 
i!j§;tze@pw.lacountv.gov. 

6, 3, 14 Transportation and Circulation, 3. 14.1 Environmental Setting, Operation. 
page 3. 14-19 to 34: 

Tables 3.1+7 and 3. 14-8 should note the following intersections as either shared 
jurlsdtction with the County or entirely within the County: 

• Intersection #50 - Century Boulevard and Van Ness Avenue 
• intersection #66 - Lennox: Boulevard and Freeman Avenue 
• !ntersection #74 ~Hawthorne Boulevard and VVesfbound 105 off-ramp 

7. Summary, Summary Tab~e S~2, 3.14 Transportation and Circulation (b), 
page S 87: 

C!arlfy the type of pedestrian flow management that will be used, The document 
should note the type of proposed management, particularly in the southwest comer 
of the proposed project sikL 

for questions regan:Hng comment Nos, 6 and 7,. please contact Andrev: Ross of 
Public W'orks, Transportation P!arming and Programs Division, at (626) 300·4586 
or aross@mvvJacountv.gov. 
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8. 3.14 Transportation and Circulation, No. 3.14.4 Anaiys!s impacts and Mitlgatlon 
through 3.14.5 Analysis Impacts and Mitigations with CDncurrent Events: 

The DEIR only considers Hne of sight E or F results as significant; howBver, 
multiple County intersections have significant impacts at LOS D, C, etc, thresholds. 
Please include/denote these as significant impacts as well and then address them 
fn the mitigation section. 

• Please use the endosed ICU methodology for al! signalized Intersections 
and uns!gna!ized Intersections vvithin or shared with the County. 

• Address rnitigaUons for each Cot..mty-lmpacted intersection, 
It Provide an event management plan to Public VVorks for review, 

For questions regarding comment No. 8, p!oase contact Kent Tsujil of Pub!lc 
Works, Trame Safety and Mobliity Division, at (826) 300~4776 or 
ktsul!l@pw.lacounty.gov. 

9. 3.15 Utilities and Service Systems, 3. 15. i 6 impact and Mitigation 
(lmpact 3,15.1 '1 ), Operation, page 3. '15-50 to 81: 

The document should darlfy hovv the venue vvm comply vvlth existing 
Assembly Bl!! 1826 (20 i 4) law and future pending organic waste regulations per 
State Bill 1383 (2016). By the time the project Is constructed, on-site facilities are 
expected to generate organic waste and wiH need to have systems in place to 
recycle their organic waste. Per State Bm 1383 regu!atlons, the venue may be 
required to Implement a food recovery program as a Tier 2 ed!ble food waste 
generator. 

10. 3. 15 Utl!!Ues and Service Systems, 3.15, 15 Regulatory Setting, 
State, page 3, i 5* 15 to 76: 

The following revision should be made: 

"AB 939 also requires each clty and county to promote source reduction,. rncycl!ng, 
and safe disposal or transformation. Clties and counties are required to ma!ntaJn 
the 50 percent diversion specified by AB 939 past the ye.a.r 2000. AB 939 ~ 
requires each elty .. aRS-seooty tcJ. promote sooroe ra@ttstifiH, rooyslli:t§, and safe 
rJfsposal or tr;:msfsr.matioo-, The Clty of lngkHNood's City'-'wide diversion rate per 
AB 939 v;as 62 percent h1 201 O, 1' 
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Fer questions regarding comment Nos., 9 and i 0, please contact Nl!da Gemenlano 
of Public Viforks, Environmental Programs Division, at (626) 458-5184 or 
nget]§.f1la@lpw.!acounty,gov, 

vVe request the opportunity to rev!e\v the future environmental document for this project 
when it ls available. If you have any questions or require additional information, please 
contact Jose Suarez of Public \/IJorks, Land Development Division, at (626) 458~492! or 
Isuarez@pw. !acountv ,QO\I'..-

MAR~~ PESTRELLA 
Director of P bHc V\Jorks . ' . / 

/ /10: L' /_/ pl·, /.~ 
L -~~~-r 

ANTHONY NY!VIH 
Assistant Deputy Director 
land Development Divlslon 

JDC:kt 

Enc. 
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Signalized Intersection {ICU Methodology) 

UnsignaHzed intersection (HCM Methodology) 

Source: LJ\ Ccunty Traffic Impact Analysis Report Guidelines {May 2007) 
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DOC Cal GEM \VellFinder 

We~~ F~nder 
Ca!GEM G!S 

v Well Status and Well Type Filter 

v Search 

v * Zoom to Field 

" .,/' Measurement 

I Feet 

Measurement Result 

449.8 Feet 

v !!ii Layers 

https://maps.conservation.ca.gov/doggr/wellfinder/ 

+ 

Page 1of1 

More Info I Help i © 

APL 0403720016 
Vefel! Number: 1 
Status: Plugged 
Type: Dry Ho!e 
Lease Name: Lennox EH. 
Operator: Hollywood Park Land Company, LL( 

Link to Wei! Record 
··································Lif1%~t L~~'l'f\$1;{cijrr~flt••illi~•?f•4f27/'. 

Get'fi thrndwns 

Zoom to 
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L.A. Clippers, city, worried MSG would 
learn of Inglewood arena plans 
Documents show 2016 effort to keep MSG from learning about the project 

TRD LOS ANGELES 
February 26, 2019 04:16 PM 
Staff 

From left: James Dolan, Steve Ballmer, and James Butts with a map of the proposed site 

Representatives for the City and the Los Angeles Clippers privately expressed concern almost 
three years ago that Madison Square Garden Company would learn about the team's plans for a 
new NBA arena in Inglewood. 

As early as April 2016, both parties worried whether MSG would find out about the arena before 
the New Yark-based company agreed to surrender the parking lease, the Los Angeles Times 
reported, citing documents recently made public by Los Angeles County Superior Court. 

MSG doesn't want a competing arena about a mile from the Forum Arena, after recently 
investing $100 million to renovate it for concerts and other performances. The company is 
concerned the Clippers' arena near Century Boulevard could also be used for such events. 
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The project, which is subject of ~!:!Q1h~.r.J.:t.W.~JJ.it, also calls for a practice facility, office space, a 
sports medicine clinic, retail space, and a hotel. 

L.A. Clippers owner Steve Ballmer is planning to build the Inglewood Basketball and 
.i:<'.n1~!1gi_irnn.~.n.t.C.~.n.t~.r across from the L.A. Rams' stadium development. Some of the land had 
been leased to MSG for the Fomm, but the company terminated that lease in 2017. 

MSG is suing the city, claiming Mayor James Butts tricked them into forfeiting the lease to make 
room an office park development, not a competing arena. The mayor has denied the allegations. 
In a court deposition in August, he said he originally told the Clippers that Inglewood did not 
have any sites available for an arena. 

The Clippers' lease at Staples Center, about 11 miles from the proposed new arena, expires in 
2024, when the team expects to move to Inglewood. [LAI] - Gregory Cornfield 
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https://www.fractracker.org/2019/04/idle-wells-are-a-major-risk/ 

KER 
ALL ,ANCE 

Idle Wells are a Major Risk 
April 3, 2019 I Q ... C.Q.illill.~PJ§ I in Air, Arti.gJ.~.~, .0.<:1:.t<:i: ... ':ln<:l .. A11<:1:.l.y§i.~., U~.<:i:hh..& ... .S.<:lfoty, 

Infrastructure, Legislation & Politics, Water, Wells I by Kyle Ferrar, MPH 

Designating a well as "idle" is a temporary solution for operators, but comes at a great 
economic and environmental cost to Californians 

Idle wells are oil and gas wells which are not in use for production, injection, or other purposes, 
but also have not been permanently sealed. During a well' s productive phase, it is pumping and 
producing oil and/or natural gas which profit its operators, such as Exxon, Shell, or California 
Resources Corporation. When the formations of underground oil pools have been drained, 
production of oil and gas decreases. Certain techniques such as hydraulic fracturing may be used 
to stimulate additional production, but at some point operators decide a well is no longer 
economically sound to produce oil or gas. Operators are supposed to retire the wells by filling 
the well-bores with cement to permanently seal the well, a process called "plugging." 

A second, impermanent option is for operators to forego plugging the well to a later date and 
designate the well as idle. Instead of plugging a well, operators cap the well. Capping a well is 
much cheaper than plugging a well and wells can be capped and left "idle" for indefinite 
amounts of time. 
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Well plugging 

Unplugged wells can leak explosive gases into neighborhoods and leach toxic fluids into 
drinking waters. Plugging a well helps protect groundwater and air quality, and prevents 
greenhouse gasses from escaping and expediting climate change. Therefore it's important that 
idle wells are plugged. 

While plugging a well does not entirely eliminate all risk of groundwater contamination or 
leaking greenhouse gases, (read more on FracTracker' s coverage of plugged wells) it does 
reduce these risks. The longer wells are left idle, the higher the risk of well casing failure. Over 
half of California's idle wells have been idle for more than lO years, and about 4,700 have been 
idle for over 25 years. A _ _r~pQ[t; ___ by_Jh~ ___ ()_, _ _S_, ___ g_p_A __ _llQt_~d that California does not provide the 
necessary regulatory oversite of idle wells to protect California's underground sources of 
drinking water. 

Wells are left idle for two main reasons: either the cost of plugging is prohibitive, or there may 
be potential for future extraction when oil and gas prices will fetch a higher profit margin. While 
idle wells are touted by industry as assets, they are in fact liabilities. Idle wells are often dumped 
to smaller or questionable operators. 

Orphaned wells 

Wells that have passed their production phase can also be "orphaned." In some cases, it is 
possible that the owner and operator may be dead! Or, as often happens, the smaller operators go 
out of business with no money left over to plug their wells or resume pumping. When idle wells 
are orphaned from their operators, the state becomes responsible for the proper plugging and 
abandonment. 

The cost to plug a well can be prohibitively high for small operators. If the operators (who 
profited from the well) don't plug it, the costs are externalized to states, and therefore, the public. 
For example, the state of California plugged two wells in the Echo Park neighborhood of Los 
Angeles at a cost of over $1 million. The costs are much higher in urban areas than, say, the 
farmland and oilfields of the Central Valley. 

Since 1977, California has permanently sealed about 1,400 orphan wells at a cost of $29.5 
million, according to reports by the Division of Oil, Gas, and Geothermal Resources (DOGGR). 
That's an average cost of about $21,000 per well, not accounting for inflation. From 2002-2018, 
DOGGR plugged about 600 wells at a cost of $18.6 million; an average cost of about $31,000. 
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Where are they? 

Map of California's Idle Wells 

CA!d!eWd!s 

CACowntbs 

f)\{) . H C:/\. 

The map above shows the locations of idle wells in California. There are 29,515 wells listed as 
idle and 122,467 plugged or buried wells as of the most recent DOGGR data, downloaded 
3/20/19. There are a total of 245,116 oil and gas wells in the state, including active, idle, new 
(permitted) or plugged. 

Of the over 29,000 wells are listed as idle, only 3,088 (L0.4%) reported production in 2018. 
Operators recovered 338,201 barrels of oil and 178,871 cubic feet of gas from them in 2018. 
Operators injected 1,550,436,085 gallons of water/steam into idle injection wells in 2018, and 
137,908,884 cubic feet of gas. 

The tables below (Tables 1-3) provide the rankings for idle well counts by operator, oil field, and 
county (respectively). Chevron, Aera, Shell, and California Resources Corporation have the 
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most idle wells. The majority of the Chevron idle wells are located in the Midway Sunset Field. 
Well over half of all idle wells are located in Kem County. 
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Table 1. Idle Well Counts by Operator 

Operator Name 

Chevron U.S.A. Inc. 

Aera Energy LLC 

California Resources Production Corporation 

California Resources Elk Hills, LLC 

Berry Petroleum Company, LLC 

E & B Natural Resources Management Corporation 

Sentinel Peak Resources California LLC 

HVI Cat Canyon, Inc. 

Seneca Resources Company, LLC 

Crimson Resource Management Corp. 

Table 2. Idle Well Counts by Oil Field 

Oil Field 

Midway-Sunset 

Unspecified 

Kern River 

Belridge, South 

Coalinga 

Elk Hills 

Buena Vista 

Lost Hills 

Cymric 

Cat Canyon 

Idle Well Count 

6,292 

5,811 

3,708 

2,016 

1,129 

991 

842 

534 

349 

333 

Count by Field 

5,333 

2,385 

2,217 

2,075 

1,729 

958 

887 

731 

721 

661 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 
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County 

Kern 

Los Angeles 

Fresno 

Ventura 

Santa Barbara 

Orange 

Monterey 

Kings 

Table 3. Idle Well Counts by County 

San Luis Obispo 

Sutter 

Count by County 

17,276 

3,217 

2,296 

2,022 

1,336 

752 

399 

212 

202 

191 

Risks 

According to the Western States Petroleum Association (WSPA) the count of idle wells in 
California has increased from just over 20,000 idle wells in 2015 to nearly 30,000 wells in 2018! 
That's an increase of nearly 50% in just 3 years! 

Nobody knows how many orphaned wells are actually out there, beneath homes, in forests, or in 
the fields of farmers. The U.S. EPA estimates that there are more than l million of them across 
the country, most of them undocumented. In California, DOGGR officially reports that there are 
885 orphaned wells in the state. 

A U.S. EPA report on idle wells published in 2011 warned that existing monitoring requirements 
of idle wells in California was "not consistent with adequate protection" of underground sources 
of drinking water. Idle wells may have leaks and damage that go unnoticed for years, according 
to an assessment by the state Department of Conservation (DOC). Ih~ ... C.C!H.fami.:i ... CQ!.l.n.c;;il..Q!-1 
Science and Technology is actively researching this and many other issues associated with idle 
and orphaned wells. The published report will include policy recommendations considering the 
determined risks. The report will determine the following: 

• State liability for the plugging and abandoning of deserted and orphaned wells and 
decommissioning facilities attendant to such wells 

• Assessment of costs associated with plugging and abandoning deserted and orphaned 
wells and decommissioning facilities attendant to such wells 

• Exploration of mechanisms to ameliorate plugging, abandoning, and decommissioning 
burdens on the state, including examples from other regions and questions for policy 
makers to consider based on state policies 
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Current regulation 

As of 2018, new CA legislation is in effect to incentivize operators to properly plug and abandon 
their stocks of idle wells. In California, idle wells are defined as wells that have not had a 6-
month continuous period of production over a 2-year period (previously a 5-year period). The 
new regulations require operators to pay idle well fees. The fees also contribute towards the 
plugging and proper abandonment of California's existing stock of orphaned wells. The new fees 
are meant to act as bonds to cover the cost of plugging wells, but the fees are far too low: 

• $150 for each well that has been idle for 3 years or longer, but less than 8 years 
• $300 for each well that has been idle for 8 years or longer, but less than 15 years 
• $750 for each well that has been idle for 15 years or longer, but less than 20 years 
• $1,500 for each well that has been idle for 20 years or longer 

Operators are also allowed to forego idle well fees if they institute long-term idle well 
management and elimination plans. These management plans require operators to plug a certain 
number of idle wells each year. 

In February 2019, State Assembly member Chris Holden introduced an idle oil well emissions 
reporting bill. Assembly bill 1328 requires operators to monitor idle and abandoned wells for 
leaks. Operators are also required to report hydrocarbon emission leaks discovered during the 
well plugging process. The collected results will then be reported publicly by the CA Department 
of Conservation. According to Holden, "Assembly Bill 1328 will help solve a critical knowledge 
gap associated with aging oil and gas infrastructure in California." 

While the majority of idle wells are located in Kern County, many are also located in 
California's South Coast region. Due to the long history and high density of wells in the Los 
Angeles, the city has additional regulations. City rules indicate that oil wells left idle for over one 
year must be shut down or reactivated within a month after the city fire chief tells them to do so. 

Who is responsible? 

All of California's wells, from Kern County to three miles offshore, on private and public lands, 
are managed by DOGGR, a division of the state's Department of Conservation. Responsibilities 
include establishing and enforcing the requirements and procedures for permitting wells, 
managing drilling and production, and at the end of a well's lifecycle, plugging and 
"abandoning" it. 

To help ensure operator liability for the entire lifetime of a well, bonds or well fees are required 
in most states. In 2018, California updated the bonding requirements for newly permitted oil and 
gas wells. These fees are in addition to the aforementioned idle well fees. Operators have the 
option of paying a blanket bond or a bond amount per well. In 2018, these fees raised $4.3 
million. 

Individual well fees: 
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• Wells less than 10,000 feet deep: $10,000 
• Wells more than 10,000 feet deep: $25,000 

Blanket fees: 

• Less than 50 wells: $200,000 
• 50 to 500 wells: $400,000 
• 500 to 10,000 wells: $2,000,000 
• Over 10,000 wells: $3,000,000 

With an average cost of at least $31,000 to plug a well, California's new bonding requirements 
are still insufficient. Neither the updated individual nor blanket fees provide even half the cost 
required to plug a typical well. 

Conclusions 

Strategies for the managed decline of the fossil fuel industry are necessary to make the proposal 
a reality. Requiring the industry operators to shut down, plug and properly abandon wells is a 
step in the right direction, but California's new bonding and idle well fees are far too low to 
cover the cost of orphan wells or to encourage the plugging of idle wells. Additionally, it must be 
stated that even properly abandoned wells have a legacy of causing groundwater contamination 
and leaking greenhouse gases such as methane and other toxic voes into the atmosphere. 

By K.rl?. . .E.?.rr..qr., Western Program Coordinator, FracTracker Alliance 

Cover photo: Kerrv Klein, Valley Public Radio 
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ANDERSEN 
ENVIRONMENrl~ 

PHASE I ENVIRONMENTAL 
SITE ASSESSMENT REPORT 

Performed at: 

3401-3415 East 1 '1 Street and 116-126 Lorena Street 
Los Angeles, California 90063 

Assessor's Parcel Number: 5179-019-900 

Preparedfor: 

A Community of friends 
370 l Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 700 

Los Angeles, California 90010 

Andersen Environmental Project No.: 

1408-1425 

Date: 

August 29, 2014 

5261 West Imperial Highway, Los Angeles, California 90045 
Toll :Free: 888-705-6300 Phone: 310-854-6300 l<'ax: 310-854-0199 Web: www.AndersenEnviro.com 
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3401-3415 East I st Street and 116-126 Lorena Street 
A Community of Friends 

Andersen Envirnmnenlal Project No. 1408-1425 

products to be harmful to health. Many of the by-products of mold and fungus (mildevv) are irritating to 
skin, eyes and respiratory tracts. Some molds produce tme allergic sensitization and allergic reactions in 
susceptible people. Some molds produce toxic by-products that could be ham1ful to skin, and poisonous if 
ingested or inhaled in quantity. Persons with compromised immune systems may even experience systemic 
fungal infections of the respiratory tract 

Andersen Environmental observed a limited amount of interior areas of the subject building(s) in order to 
identif)' the significant, visible presence of mold. This activity was not intended to discover all areas \vhich 
may be affected by mold growth at the subject property. Potential areas of mold not observed as part of this 
limited assessment, include but are not limited to, possibly in pipe chases, HV AC systems and behind 
enclosed walls and ceilings, may be present on the subject property. A complete mold assessment, which 
may include various types of sampling, would be required to detennine if mold levels within the subject 
building(s) are at levels acceptable by industry standards. 

• As there are no onsite stmctures, Andersen Environmental did not observe visible or olfactory 
indications of the presence of mold, nor did Andersen Environmental observe obvious indications of 
significant water damage. 

7 .6 :!\-!ETHANE GAS 

In response to growing concern regarding methane intrnsion into buildings and to the potential for methane 
build-up underneath buildings, certain municipalities have established methane requirements for stmctures 
based on the proximity to oil wells and landfills. ff a subject property is located in the proximity of active 
or abandoned oil wells or landfills, methane mitigation devices installed prior to construction activities at a 
subject property may be necessary. 

• The City of Los Angeles Methane Zone map was reviewed to determine if the subject property is 
located in a methane or methane buffer zone. According to the map reviewed, the subject property is 
located within a methane buffer zone. Additionally, based on files reviewed at the Division of Oil, Gas 
and Geothermal Resources (DOGGR) an oil well was advanced on the subject property to a depth of 
4,587 feet bgs circa 1949. The well was plugged using cement and abandoned. However, oil wells, 
even when properly abandoned, can act as preferential pathways for subsurface gases to reach the 
surface, Due to the potential environmental risk associated with construction in methane and methane 
buffer zones, and the presence of an abandoned oil well on the subject prope1ty, a methane assessment 
is recommended prior to any redevelopment activities. 

ANDERSEN 
.ENVIH.ClNiVIF.N'D\1." 

ENV-2014-2392-MND-2698 
Page 22 of27 
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Inglewvoocl 

CIT OF I GLE, 000 
,TiiP OFFICE OF THE CITY 1vli\NA{}ER 

DATE: May 5, 2020 2009 

TO: Mayor and Council .Members 

.FROM: Economic and Conmmnity Development Department 

SUBJECT~ Agreement with Curtis~lfosenthal, foe. for Real Estate Appraisal Services 

.RECOM.MENDATION: 
It is recornmended that the M.ayor and Council Members approve an Agreement with Curtis-Rosenthal, Inc. 
for real estate appraisal services for the proposed IBEC Project in an amount not to exceed $233,000, subject 
to the approval of an Advance Fund Agreernent with Murphy's BowlLLC 

BACKGROUND: 
On August 15, 2017, the City of Inglewood (City), City oflnglewood as Successor Agency to the Inglewood 
Redevelopment Agency (Successor Agency) and Inglewood Parking Authority (Authority) approved an 
Amended imd Restated Exclusive Negotiating Agreement (ENA) with Murphy's Bowl LLC concerning the 
proposed potential acquisition of various parcels of real properties located in the City of Inglewood to 
facilitate the proposed development of a premier and state-of.the-art National Basketball Association 
professional basketball arena consisting of approximately 18,000 to 20,0000 seats and ancillary uses. 

IJISCU SSI ON; 
As part of the ongoing negotiations to prepare a Disposition and Development Agreement (DDA) providing 
for the potential development of certain City-ovvned, Successor Agency-o\vned and privately~owned parcels 
(the "Potential Project Parcels") as contemplated by the ENA, the City requires that the Potential Project 
Parcels be appraised to detennine their fair market value. Pursuant to the Scope of Work, Curtis-Rosenthal 
wlll perfrwm the necessary research, investigation, and analysis to provide \Vritten appraisal reports of each 
of the Potential Project Parcels in compliance with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal 
Practice (USP AP), the Unifi.mu Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, 
and Public Law 91-646 (the Uniform Act) as they pertain to real property valuations, The subject appraisal 
work will include 52 City-ovmed parcels, 13 Successor Agency ···owned parcels, and 10 privately-owT1ed 
parcels, which shall be payable on a per appraised parcel basis as set forth the Scope of Work. 

Staff is in the process of securing an Advance Fund Agreement \Nith Mm1)hy's Bowl LLC to fund this 
expenditure, which \Vill subsequently be submitted to the City Council for consideration and approval. 

FINANCIA .. L/FUNDING ISSUES AND SOURCES: 
There is no negative impact to the General Fund as the expenditures for this agreement will be funded upon 
the approval of an Advance Fund Agreement with Murphy's Bov; I LLC. 

LEGAL REVIEW VERIFICATION~ 
Administrative staff has verified the Ie~~al c ocuments accornpanying this report has been submitted to, 
reviewed and approved by the Office of the City Attorney, 



Mayor and Council Members 
Agreement with Curtis-Rosenthal, foe. for Real Estate Appraisal Services 
May 5, 2020 

Page 2of3 

lTINi\NCE REVIEW VERIF'lCATlON,~~:::::::, 
Administrative staff has verified that this rt;1'.lor _fil its entirety, has been submitted to, revie'vved and approved 
by the Finance Department. c__,,...-' · 

BUDGET REVIEW VERU'lCATIONAf~~~) 
Administrative staff has verified that this tepo'"' in its entirety, has been submitted to, reviewed and approved 
by the Budget Division. C,,,/ 

DESCRIPTION OF ANY ATTACHMENTS: 
Attachment No. l: Agreement 
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Mayo:r and Council M.embers 
Agreement with Cm1:is-Rosenthai1 Inc. for Real Estate A.ppra.isal Services 
May 5~ 2020 

AP PROV AL VEIUFICATION SHEET 

PREPARED BY: 
Christopher E. Jackson, Sr., Sr. Economic and Community Development Director 

COUNCIL PRESENTER: 
Christopher E. Jackson, Sr., Sr. Economic and Community Development Director 

DEPARTMENT HEAD APPROVAL: 
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1 AGREEMENT NO.: --

This Agreement is made and entered into this __ day of _____ , 2020, 

3 by and benveen the City oflnglewood, a municipal corporation and charter city, ("City") 

4 located at One Manchester Boulevard, Inglewood, California 90301, and Curtis~ 

5 Rosenthal, Inc., a California corporation ("Contractor'') located at 5901 \Vest Century 

6 Boulevard, Suite 1230, Los Angeles, California 90045. The City and Contractor are 

7 hereinafter sometimes refon-ed to collectively as the "Parties". 

8 \VH.E.REAS, City desires to obtain the services of an experienced and qualified 

9 fim1 to provide real estate appraisal services; and 

10 \VHEREAS, Contractor represents itself as a qualified real estate appraisal firm 

11. capable of providing the required appraisal services; and 

12 WHEREAS, Contractor represents that it is familia.r with State and Federal laws 

13 and such other rules and regulations governing appraisal services; and 

1.4 \VHEREAS, appraisal services are exempt from cornpetitive bidding as a 

15 professional service under Inglewood h1unicipal Code section 2-198.1 (g); 

16 NOW, THKRE.FORE, the City and Contractor agree as follows: 

17 ARTICLE 1 - SCOPE OF SERVICES 

18 Contractor agrees to perform the real estate appraisal services detailed in the 

19 attached Scope of Work, incorporated herein by this reference. 

20 ARTICLE 2 - SCOPE OF CITY~s DUTIES 

21 The City shall provide Contractor with such infonnation as is available and 

22 possessed by the City and normally required and supplied to contractors performing 

23 appraisal services. 

24 ARTICLE 3 - COlVl:PENSATION 

25 Contractor shall be compensated at a not-to-exceed amount of Two Hundred 

26 Thirty-Three Thousand DoHars ($233,000), payable on a per appraised parcel basis as 

27 set fortl1 111 I~:xhllJit .A to t11e attacJ1ecl Scope ()f \V{1rk.~ 

28 

1 
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l Contractor shall invoice the City not more frequently than thirty (30) calendar 

2 days for services authorized hereunder and performed. Contractor shall be responsi.ble 

3 for the cost of supplying all documentation necessary to verify the monthly billings to 

4 the satisfaction of the City and shall certify·) on each invoice~ that it is entitled to receive 

5 the amount invoiced. 

6 All invoices submitted by Contractor shall contain: (1) date of invoice; (2) 

7 sequential invoice number; (3) City agreement num.ber: (4) description of the services 

8 billed/parcels appraised; (5) total agreement amount; (6) total amount for services, 

9 including itemization of all parcels appraised~ as identified in Exhibit A to the Scope of 

10 VJork; (7) total billed to date (by total for the Agreement and subtotal for each category, 

11 i.e., City oflnglevvood Parcels, Successor Agency Parcels and Privately Chvncd Parcels); 

12 and (8) total remaining balance of the Agreement (i.e., total for the Agreement and 

13 subtotal for each parcel category (i.e., City, Successor Agency or Private)). 

14 Contractor agrees that, should work be performed outside of the Scope of 

15 Services without prior vvritten approval of the City, such work shaU be deemed to be 

16 gratuitous on the part of Contractor, and Contractor shall have no claim against the City 

17 for reimbursement of such work. Furthennore~ City shall not be charged any late fee or 

18 penalty for delays in the payment of any invoice. 

19 ARTICLE 4 - TERL"\'I & TERJvlINATION 

20 This Agreement is for one year, commencing on the date first writ.ten above. This 

21 Agreement is subject to tennination by the City upon its own discretion, or \Vhen 

22 conditions encountered during the work contemplated hereunder make it impossible or 

23 impracticable to proceed, or \vhen City is prevented fi:om proceeding with the 

24 Agreement by law or official action of a public authority. Contractor) upon receipt of a 

25 'Nritten notice of termination1 shall immediately cease rendering any additional services 

2C to the City. Such notice shaU not, hO\vever, relieve the City of the obligation to pay the 

27 fees due for services rendered and costs incurred prior to such termination. provided that 

28 /// 
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1 any compensation shall not exceed the m.axirnum cor:npensation amount authorized 

2 under this i\greement 

3 ARTICLE 5 - NOTICE 

4 Any notice given pursuant to this Agreement shall be deemed received and 

5 effective on the date personally delivered or; if mailed; five (5) days after deposit of the 

6 same in the custody of the United States Postal Service, when properly addressed, posted 

7 and mailed to the respective Parties as follows: 

8 

10 

12 

rn;, 
Artie Fields, City ?vianager 
City of Jngiewood 
1 .Manchester Blvd,, 4rh Floor 
Inglewood; CA 90301 

\Vith itC'.DPJ:'.JQ..~ 
, Yvonne Horton, City Clerk 

1~1 
~ City of Inglewood 

14 1 Manchester Blvd. 
lngle'vvood, CA 9030 l 

Contractor: 
Joe Viilegas, M.A.1 
Ctwtis~Rosentha1, Inc 
5901 W. Century Blvd,, Suite 1230 
Los Angeles, CA 90045 

Agent f()r Service of Process: 
David Iv1ichael Rosenthal 
Clntis-RosenthaL Inc. 
5901 W, Centrn)' Blvd., Suite 1230 
l. A ~ · l '~ ·~ /1. 9f f 4· '\ LOS ct.Dge e:-:;, L··\ J) -

16 ARTICLE 6 - INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR 

17 The Contractor enters into thls Agreement as an indepemknt contractor and not 

18 as an employee of the City, The Contractor shall have no povver or authority by this' 

Agreern.ent to bind the City in any respect Noth.inc in this i\greement shall be ,..,..... ....,. ... 19 

20 construed to be inconsistent with this relationship or status. All employees, agents, 

21 contractors, or subcontractors hired or retained by the Contractor are ernployees, agents, 

22 contractors, or subcontractors of the Contractor and not the City, The City shall not be 

23 obligated in any way to pay any wage claims or other claims made against the 

24 Contractor by any such employee~ agent, contractor, or subcontractor, or any other 

25 person resulting from the perforrnance of this Agreement The City shall not have the 

26 right to direct and control the manner and means in \vhich the Contractor carries out the 

21 J vlork contemplated by this Agreement T'he City shall not train nor provide instruction 

28 I to the Contractor for the carrying out of the services contemplated by this Agreement 
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1 Contractor shall read and comply tvith the applicable provisions of section t 090 

2 and 87100 et seq, of the Government Code, and the City's Conflict of Interest Code; 

3 relating to conflicts of interest of public officers and employees, including independent 

4 contractors, 

5 ARTICLE 7 - INSURANCE 

6 Acceptability of Insurers. Insurance is to be placed \vith insurers authorized to 

7 conduct business in the State of California and having a current AJvL Best rating of not 

8 less than A:VIL 

9 Insurance Verification. Contractor shall furnish the City with original certificates 

10 and amendatory endorsements affecting coverage required by this clause. The 

11 endorsements should be on forms provided by the City or on other than the City's forms, 

12 provided those endorsements or policies confonn to the requirements. All certificates 

13 and endorsements are to be received and approved by the City before work commences. 

111 The City reserves the right to require complete. certified copies of all required insurance 

15 policies, including endorsements affecting the coverage required by these specifications 

16 at any time. 

17 Commencement of Services. Contractor; and/or sub-Contractor, shal.1 not 

18 commence services under this Agreement until it has provided evidence satisfactory to 

19 the City Attorney that it has secured all insurance required under this Article, Contractor 

20 shall procure and maintain for the duration of the Agreement insurance against claims 

21 for injudes to persons or damages to property that may arise from or in connection with 

22 the performance of work hereunder by the Contractor~ its agents} representatives, or 

23 employees. The cost of such insurance shall be bome by the Contractor. 

24 Minimum Scope and Limits of Insurance. Contractor shall obtain and maintain 

25 dw-.ing the life of this Agreement all of the following insurance coverage: 

26 L Comprehensive general liability, including premises-operations, 

27 products/completed operations, broad form property damage, blanket contractual 

28 liability, independent contractors, personal injury with a policy limit of not less than One 

4 
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1. Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($1,500,000), combined single limits; per 

2 occunence and aggregate. 

2. Automobile liability for any vehicle (Code 1) with a policy limit of not 

,1 less than One Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($1,500,000), combined single 

5 limits, per occuiTence and aggregate. 

6 \Yorkers' compensation insurance as required by the State of California. 

7 Contractor agrees to waive, and to obtain endorsements fmm its workers' compensation 

8 insurer waiving, subrogation rights under its workers' compensation insurance policy 

9 against the City and to require each of its subcontractors, if any, to do likewise under 

10 their workers' compensation insurance policies. 

11 4. Professional enors and omissions (''E&O'') liability insurance with policy 

12 limit of not less than One Million Five Hundred Thousand DoHars (S 1,500,000), 

13 combined single limits, per occ1mence and aggregate. Contractor shall obtain and 

14 maintain said E&O liability insurance during the life of this Agreement and for three 

15 years after completion of the work hereunder, 

16 Endorsements. The comprehensive general liability insurance and auto insurance 

17 policies shall contain or be endorsed to contain the following provisions: 

18 L Additional insureds: "The City of Inglewood and its officials, officers, 

19 agents, employees and volunteers are additional insureds with respect to this subject 

20 project and contract \vith the City.~' 

21 2. Notice: ''Said policy shall not tenninate, nor shall it be cancelled~ nor the 

22 coverage reduced, until thirty (30) days after written notice is given to the City. City 

23 \Vill accept ten (10) days prior 1:vritten notice for non-payment of premium. 

.2. r:: ,) 

26 

27 

28 

3. Primary Insurance & Non-contributing Insurance: ''This msurance 1s 

Primarv and anv other insurance maintained by the Citv of Inu:le\vood shall be excess 
~· ,,,, v ¥ ........ 

and not contributing \Vith the insurance provided by this policy." 

Deductibles. If any of such polides provide for a deductible or self-insured 

retention to provide such coverage, the amount of such deductible or self-insured 

5 
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1 retention shall be approved in advance by the Chy, No policy of insurance issued as to 

2 which the City is an additional insured shall contain a provision which requires that no 

3 insured except the named insured can satisfy any such deductible or self-insured 

4 retention. 

5 ARTICLE 8-J.NDEMNIFJ.CATION 

6 Contractor shall indemnify, defend and hold hannless the City, its officers, 

7 officials, employees, agents. and volunteers (collectively "Indemnities") from and 

8 against all claims, damages} losses, and expenses, including attomeys' fees, arising out 

8 of the performance of the vvork described herein, caused in whole or in party by any 

10 negligent act or omission of the Contractor, any subcontractor, or anyone directly or 

11 indirectly employed by any of them, or anyone for whose acts any of them may be 

12 liable_, except where caused by the active negligence, sole negligence, or willful 

13 misconduct of the Indemnities. 

14 If any action or proceeding is brought against the Indemnities by reason of any of 

15 the matters in vvhich the Contractor has agreed to indemnify the Indemnities as provided 

16 herein, Contractor, upon notice from the City, shall defend Indemnities at Contractor's 

17 sole expense -vvith counsel acceptable to and approved by the City, which acceptability 

18 and approval shall not be unreasonably vvithhel.d. Indemnities need not have first paid 

19 for any of the matters to which Indemnitees are entitled to indemnification in order to be 

20 so indemnified. The insurance required to be maintained by Contractor under this 

21 Agreement shall ensure Contractor's obligations hereunder; but the Limits of such 

22 insurance sha.11 not limit the liability of Contractor hereunder_ The provisions of this 

23 A.rtide shall survive the expiration or earlier- termination of this Agreement. 

24 A.RTlCLE 9 - FINDINGS CONFIDENTIAL 

25 AU reports, documents, infonnation, data~ findings, conclusions, and any other 

26 similar record prepared or assembled by Contractor under this Agreement are 

27 confidential to the;: fullest extent authorized by the California Public Records Act. 

28 Contractor agrees that no records prepared or assernb1ed by it under this Agreement shall 
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10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

18 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

be rnade available to any individual or organization v . .1ithout prior v1Titten approval of the 

City. unless required by law. 

ARTICLE 10 - NON ASSIGN ABILITY 

The expertise and experience of Contractor are material considerations for this 

Agreement City has an interest in the qualifications of and capability of the firm which 

will fulfill the duties and obligations imposed upon Contractor under this Agreement In 

recognition of that interest, Contractor shall not assign or transfer this Agreement or any 

portion of this Agreement or the performance of any of Contractor's duties or 

obligations under this Agreernent without the prior written consent of the City. Any 

attempted unauthorized assignment shall be ineffective, null, and void, and shall 

constitute a material breach of this Agreement entitling City to any and all remedies at 

law or in equity, including summary termination of this Agreement. Contractor shall not 

assign any interest in this Agreement and shall not transfer any interest in the same 

whether by assignment or novation, without prior written approval of the City, 

ARTICLE 11 - EQUAL Kl\llPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 

Contractor agrees that during the performance of this Agreement it shall not 

discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment because of race, creed, 

religion~ color, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, age, disability, national origin or 

any other legally protected class or status. Contractor shall comply with all applicable 

federal, state, and local laws, policiest regulations, and requirements related to equal 

opp01iunity and nondiscrimination in the recruitment and ernployment of persons 

performing services under this Agreement. 

ARTICLE 12 - GOVERNING LAW AND VENUE 

This Agreement shall be interpreted, construed, and governed according to the 

laws of the State of California, Jn the event of litigation between the Pruiies, venue in 

state trial courts shall lie exclusively in the County of Los Angeles Superior Court, 

Southwest District, located at 825 Maple Avenue, Torrance, California 90503. In the 

/// 

'7 
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1 event of litigation in the United States District Courti venue shall lie exclusively in the 

2 Central District of California, in Los Angeles. 

3 ARTICLE 13 - l\1ISCELLANEOUS 

4 Authority to Sign Agreement. The person executing this Agreement on the 

5 behalf of Contractor warrants that: (1) the Contractor is duly organized, existing, and 

6 authorized to conduct business in the State of California; (2) he/she is duly authorized to 

7 execute this Agreement on behalf of the Contractor; (3) by so executing this Agreement, 

8 the Contractor is formally bound to the provisions of this Agreement; and ( 4) the 

G entering of this Agreement does not violate any provision of any other Agreement to 

10 vvhich Contractor is bound, 

11 Non-exclusive Agreement. This is a non-exclusive agreement for real estate 

12 appraiser services, and the City may, in its sole discretion, hire any other real estate 

13 appraiser to perform similar services. 

14 Prevailing Wages (If Applicable). Contractm is aware of the requirements of 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

California Labor Code section 1720 et seq. and 1770 et seq., as well as Califomia Code 

of Regulations, Title 8, section 16000 ct seq. ("Prevailing \Vage Laws"), which require 

the payment of prevailing \Vage rates and the performance of other requirements on 

"public works'' and "maintenance'' projects. I.f the services to be performed under this 

Aoreement are subiect to the Prevailin2 Wmre Laws Contractor mzrees to fullv complv b .J 4-.J """' ,. ..,.,,., .... ,,... 

with such Prevailing Wage Laws, 

Labor Certification. By signature hereunder, Contractor certifies that it is avvare 

of the provisions of Section 3700 of the California Labor Code which requires every 

employer to be insured against liability for \"Vorkers' Compensation or to undertake self

insurance in accordance with the provisions of that Code, and agrees to comply \Vith 

such provisions before commencing the performance of services under this Agreement. 

26 Interpretation. The Parties \Vai ve any benefit from the principle of contra 

27 1-m~(erenturn and interpreting ambiguities against the drafter. No party shall be deemed 

28 to be the dratler of this Agreernent, or of any particular provision hereof, and no part of 

8 
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1 this Agreement shall be construed against any party on the basis that the particular party 

2 is the drafter of such part 

3 No Third Partv Beneficiaries. There are no intended third nartv beneficiaries of ., " . 
4 any right or obligation assumed by the Parties. 

5 Titles. Article titles, paragraph titles, or captions contained herein are inserted as 

6 a matter of convenience and for reference1 and in no \Vay define, limit, extend, or 

7 describe the scope of this Agreement or any provision hereof. 

8 Counterparts. 'fhis Agreernent may be executed in counterparts, and when each 

9 party hereto has signed and delivered at least one such counterpart, each counterpart 

10 shall be deemed an original, and \Vhen taken together with the other signed counterpart 

11 shall constitute one Agreement which shall be binding upon and effective as to all 

12 parties hereto. 

13 Severnbility. If any provision of this Agreement is to any extent illegal, invalid, I 

14- or incapable of being enforced, such provision shall be deemed severable and excluded 

15 from tbis Agreement to the extent of such illegality, invalidity or unenforceability; and 

16 the remainder of this Agreement shall. continue in fo11 force and effect unless the 

17 application of this severability provision should render a material term -of this 

1.8 Agreement meaningless, in \Vhich case the entire Agreement is void. 

19 ARTICLE 14 - ENTIRE AGREEMENT 

20 This Agreement and any document, exhibit, or instrument attached hereto or 

21 referred to herein, integrate all terms and conditions mentioned herein or incidental 

22 hereto, and supersede all oral negotiations and prior writings with respect to the subject 

2::3 matter hereof. In the event of any conflict betvveen the terms, conditions, covenants and 

24 I provisions of this Agreement and any other document, exhibit, or instrument, the terms, 

25 conditions, covenants and provisions of this Agreement shall prevail. 

2G /// 

27 

28 /// 
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1 IN \VITNESS \VHEREOF, the City of Inglewood and Contractor, have 

2 executed this Azreement as of the date first 'vVritten above. 
'-' 

a CITY OF lNGLEWOOD 

4 

CURTIS-ROSENTHAL, INC. 

5 

6 
James T. Butts, Jr., Mayor 

7 ATTEST: 

8 

9 ---··· 
Yvonne Horton, City Clerk 

10 

11 

12 APPROVED AS TO FORM: 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21. 

22 

23 

25 

2G 

27 

--------~···························································· 

Kenneth Campos, City Attorney 

Joe Villegas, Director 

\\lNG-DATA3\Lcga1\MP AN\Con trncts\(Planning) Curtis· Rosenthal Inc. Appraiser Services.doc 
28 

10 
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The Silverstein Law Firm, APC 
June 16, 2020 

Objections to IBEC Project, DEIR and FEIR; 
State Clearinghouse No. 2018021056 

EXHIBIT 36 



from: Chris Ganson, Senlor Advisor for Transportatlon,, Governor's Office of Planning znd 

Research 
To: 
Date:. 

Re: 

Kate Gordon, Director, Governor's Office of Planning and Research 

December 4, 2019 

IBEC AB 987 Application Travel Efficiency 

AB 987 contains specific requirements for project auto trip reduction: 

(B} (f) Hequfres a tron1portotion demand morwgement prograrn that~ upon fui! 

implementation, will achieve and maintain a 15-percent reduction in the number of 

vehicle trips,. collectively,. by attendees, employees, vlsitors, and custorners as compared 

to operations absent the transportation dernand managernent program, 
{ii) To accelerate and maximize vehicle trip reduction, each measure in the 
transportation demand management program shall be impiernented as soon as feasible, 
so that no fess than Q 75~percent reduction in vehicle trips is achieved Qnd rnaintained 

by the end of the first NBA season during ivhich CJn NBA team has played at the arena. 

{iii) A 15-percent reduction in vehicle trips shall be achieved and maintained as soon as 

feasible,, but not later them January 1" 2030. The applicant shall veriJv achievement to 
the lead agency and the Office of Planning and Research 
{iv) Jf the applicant fails to verify achievement of the reduction required by clause (iii],, 
the lead agency shai! impose additiorwl feasible measures to reduce vt:hicle trips by -17 
percent, or, if there ls a rail transit fine with a stop within one-quarter mile of the arena"' 

20 percent:, by January 1,, 2035. 

(6) 'Transportation demand management prograrn''' tneans a specific prograrn of 
strategies" incentives, and tools to be imp!ernentec/, with specific annual status reporting 
obifgQtions in accordance 'itvfth potogrcph (S) of subdivision (b},, to reduce vehicle trips by 

providing opportunities far event attendees and ernpfoyees to choose sustainable trnvef 

options such as transit, bicycle rldinr;;_, or walking. A. specific program of strategies, 

incentives_, and tools includes,, but is not limited to, the fo!imving: 
(A) Provision of shuttles" charter buses,, or similar services from o .major transit stop to 
serve arena events. 
(B} Provision of ansite electric vehicfe charging stotion.s in excess of appficoble 

requirements, 

{C) Provision of dedicated parking for car-share or zero~emission vehicles, or both types 

of vehicle, in excess of oppliwh!e requirements. 
(D) Provision of bicycle parking in excess of applicable requirements. 
(F) lndusion of a transit focifity with area dedicated to shuttle bus staging/ ride share, 

btcvde parking_, and other rnodafities intended to reduce the use of single occupant 

vehicles. 

According to A.B 987,. the project's Travel Demand Management (TDM} program rnust achieve 
trip reduction of 15 percent by January 1,, 2030 and 75 percent bv the end of the first NBA 
season. The TOM program is requited to include specific measures, as listed in the statute, 
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The project's AB 987 Application for the .Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center Project 
describes a program of TDivl measure.s which includes the components required by AB 987 and 
which it estirnates will reduce the total number of auto trips {event and ancl!!ary} by 15,151 
percent (AB 987 Application for the !ngfe~vood Basketball and Entertafmnent Center Project_, 
Attachrnent D, p. 18). To a greater extent than TDM measures applied to residential and office 
projects, a stadium TDf\/1 program ls unique and its effectiveness is difficult to assess or verify 
with standardized estimates such as those found in CAPCOA:s Quantifying Greenhouse Gas 
tv1itlgotfon lvleasures, Howevt':r,. the project proponents commit to monitoring the 
effectiveness of the TOM program and ensuring it continues to achieve a rninirnurn 15 percent 
reduction in auto trips compared their assessrnent of the project vvithout the TDM prograrn, 
Vl/ith the verification provided by the mitigation monitoring, and z requirement to bo!sterthe 
TDM program to achieve the required trip reduction lf it i.\'ere to lnitial!v fall short, the project 
could be e:x:pected to deliver trip reduction of sufficient magnitude and reliability to qualify for 
streamlining under AB 987, 
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The Silverstein Law Firm, APC 
June 16, 2020 

Objections to IBEC Project, DEIR and FEIR; 
State Clearinghouse No. 2018021056 

EXHIBIT 37 



Conunents for the Inglewood BasI{ethall and Entertainment Center DE1R 

Culver CH:yBus 

fvlarch 2020 

L City or !nglevvood and the consultant for the 1nglcvvood NFL arena is in conversation vdth 
regional transit agencies on providing services to the proposed transit center within the 
Holly•Nood Park Specific Phom This project should partklpate in thls effort and coordinate 
'.wlth the HoUywood Park Specific Plan project tearn and regional transit providers on route 
and bus stop planning should an:v transit provide chose to s•Hvice the propos•3d NBA arena. 

L The project should consider establish dedicated bus lanes to facilitate faster public 
transport:at1on ser\rlces and transport employees and event attendees with higher 
efficiency. Possible locations for dedicated bus lanes include along Prairie Avenue, 
Manchester Boulevard, Crenshavv Bm1Jevard, and Century Boulevard, at least to/fmrn 
free\vays and/or major transit stations (Expo, Crenshaw, Green Line), Transit signal pr!orlty 
for buses is another opUon us vvell. 

3, The design of the project facilities and nearby street configuration shaU alrn to prioritize the 
cJrcu!ation of the transit veh Ides and avold conflict bet\Ncen transit vehicles and other 
vehicles going to the project site, 

4, ChqJ]1er 3.14, page 198, TDAI 9/Event·Day Local IHicrotransit Service. Please consider utilize 
the microtransit service so that it connects to the proposed shuttle !ocatlons at three nearby 
fvietro stations. As the shuttle service provides higher capacity and efficienc:l" to carry 
employees and attendees than minibuses. 

5, Proiect Description poge SS, Pvbiic Bus Transit There is no mention of any street furniture at 
the six bus stops on South Prairie AV(;'nue and VI/est Century Boulevard adjacent to the 
project site. Proper shadlng from sun and rain, places to and excellent 
v:ayfi ncHng/ signage should be incorporated at these bus stops if they an: not already. 

6, Chapter 3-14 poae 50, Pedestrian f1Jebvork. l.t ls unclear based on the description ho\,V \Vi de 
cHfferent sections of the sidewalks are along South Prairie Avenue and West Century 
Boulevard. lrnmediatety adjacent to the project site, along South Prairie Avenue and West 
Century Boulevard, it is also unclear v/hether the ''8 .. foot landscaped area that also contains 
signage and utilities" ls an area that people can v:a!k on as ff thf1 five foot wide sidewalk 
gets too crowded Five foot \Vlde sidewalks support two people walking side by side, and 
eight feet ~Hide side~Na!ks support tvm pairs of people passing E·ach other (Boston Complete 
Streets Guide!lnes). Narnm" sidevvalks do not support heavy pedestrian activity and can 

create unsafo conditions where people walk on the street The pro:iect should consider 
\>Videoing the sidevvalks within the vicinity of the project site to acconnnodate the thousands 
of attendees for Clippers games and other blg events, https://nacto,org/wp
content/up!oads/2016/04/1··6_BTD,_Bost.on,Complete-Streets-Gu1deltnes·2.4·6Sidevvalk 
Widths_2G13.pdf 

7 Chapter 3.14 patJe 50, Bicvcle l\let1.vQrk The project should also consider adding bike lanes 
on South PrnJr!e /\venue and \Nest Century Boulovan:L E scooters could also use the bike 
lanes as welL Creating a safor env.ironment for bikes and e-scooters could pn;vide first/last 
mile travel options for people traveling to/from the arena, 
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8, Chapter 3, 14 pope 66, Proposed Pro/ect Land Uses, Parkfnp Supply, and Access Provisions, The 
project should consider allowing blkes and e-scooters on the first floor of the East Parking 
Garage in addition to creating a transport:ation bub for TN Cs such as Uber and Lyft This 
could be one possible location for bike share as \VefL 

9, i2h2p_t.q:.3J.4..JmB.R.J:Z.f!., .. .T..D.M .. J../.E.Efi'.l1.t.=JitO:'. .. !?..f.dfr;2.t<!P'..S.hu.tt.f:?..S?..rYiJ:.fi'.t. In this sectlon it says 
tlrnt there vvill be shuttle services ''frorn the Green Line at Hawthorne Station, 
Crenshavv/LAX Line at Ai'4C/961h Station, and Crenshavv/LAX Line at Dov~mtov:n fnglewood 
station for arena events.'' !.n Chapter 3 . .14 pages 95··96, Mode Split it says that "[D]uring 
major events,the Proposed Profect vvouid operate shuttles that transport attendees 
between the site and the Hav,,,thorne Green Line Station and planned Metro Crensha\<v/LA.X: 
Une station in Dmvntown fnglmvooct'·' without mentioning the Crenshav11/LAX Line at 
Ar•'iC/961h Station. The prnject should clarify whether there is shuttle service to the 
Crenshavv/LAX Line at A.MC/%1h Station or not during blg events. Culver City Buses 6 and 
Rapid 6 have stops at the Green Line Aviation LAX station and the LAX City Bus Center 
[Metro /\[1,1C/96th station in the future),, which are both regional tram:;Jt connection points 
and dose to the project The project should consider providing shuttle services to/from the 
Green Une .Aviation LAX station and the AMC,/96"1 station. 

100 Chq.f11er 3.14 p_age 191, Mitigation Meusute 3.14-1 (a) TDAJ 1/Encourage Alternative iWodes of 
Transportation, The project should consider providing transit subsidies for an attendees 
'With proof of ticket purchase to encou.rage transit use and reduce vehicular traffic to/frorn 
the arena. Thls could also irnprove bus speeds and efficlency in getting passengers to/frorn 
the arena on time, 

11 - Cb2p_tgr.J.L4..PPY.f. .. L9.L .. MLtfgqUw1M£q.s!JJV.3.',.J.4.~.!.[q} . .TI!.M .. J/H.nroumgg.A.f.t.f!.tTWtJf!..? .. M.!?..Q'.f!.,i.Pf. 
TnmspartaUon. The project's marketing and outreach carnpaign should include infonnatlon 
about all modes of trnnslt and all legs or the trip to/frmn the arena, including rail,. bus, 
shu.ttle service, bike., and e~scooter. 

12" Chapter 3.14pa:J.e191, l!ofitigation flfea:.wre 3.14-1(a) TDAl 4/EncourageActive 
Transportation, The Project should provide more than 23 attendee bike parking spaces, 
considering that a sold out Clippers game \Vou!d have a capacity of 18,000 fixed seats. 
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THE SILVERSTEIN LAW FIR11 
A Professiona[ Corporation 

April 14, 2020 

VIA El\t1AIL mwikox(ll;cityofinglewood.org; 
fl i ackson(a)cityofinglewood.org 

Niindy \Vikox, AICP, Planning \!Ianager 
Fred Jackson, Senior Planner 
City of Inglewood, Planning Division 
1 West \!fanchester Bouleval"d, 4th Floor 
Inglewood, CA 90301 

215 NrnnH MARENGO AVENUE, 3RD FLOOR 

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 91101-1504 

PHONE: (626) 449-4200 FAX: (626) 449-4205 

ROBERT@ROBERTSILVERSTEINLAW.COM 

W\VW.ROBERTSILVERSTEINLA\V.COM 

Re: Advance Notice Request, and Comments and Objections to Billboard 
Project and \!IND; Case No. EA-:NIND-2019-102 

Dear IVJ:s. Wilcox: 

I. INTRODUCTION AND ADVANCE NOTICE REQUEST. 

This firm and the undersigned represent Kenneth and Dawn Baines,. owners of the 
property located at 10212 S. Prairie Ave., Inglewood. Please keep this office on the list 
of interested persons to receive timely notice of all hearings and detenninations related to 
the proposed approval of the so-called Billboard Project, Case No. EA-!viND-2019-102 
("Project"). 

Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 2l l67(f) and all applicable rules and 
regulations, please provide a copy of each and eve1y Notice of Determination issued by 
the City in connection with this Project and its \!IND. \Ve incorporate by reference all 
Project objections and issues raised by others with regard to both the present \!IND and 
the Billboard Project. To the extent the Project is part of and intenelated with the 
Clippers IBEC project, as we contend it is, we incmvorate by reference all public 
comments/objections to the IBEC project as wen as its Draft EIR. 1

,
2

,
3

. 

See http://ibecproject.corn/ 

2 We specifically request that all the hyperlinks in this letter be downloaded and printed 
out, submitted to the agency, and be included in the City's control file and record for the Project. 
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See http:/ /opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/2019020 l-
AB900 _IBEC _Community _letters_ 1.pdC http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/2019020 l
AB900 _IBEC _Community _letters_2.pdf, http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190204-
AB900 _IBEC _lnglewood --'Residents_ Against_ Takings _Evictions_ Comments. pdf: 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190204-
AB900 __ JBEC ____ MSG ___ Forum ____ AB ___ 987 ____ Comment_ __ Letter ____ without ___ Exhibits.pdf, 
http:/ /opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20 l 90204-
AB900 _IBEC _MSG _Forum _AB _987 _Comment_ Letter_ EXHIBITS _1-4. pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190204-
AB900_IBEC_MSG_Forum_AB _987 _ Comment_Letter_EXHIBIT_5.pdf, 
http:/ /opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190204-
AB900 _ ___IBEC ____ MSG ___ Forum ___ AB ____ 987 ____ Comment ____ Letter ____ EXHIBITS ____ 6-7. pdf, 
http:/ /opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20 l 90204-
AB900 _IBEC _MSG_ Forum _AB_ 987 _Comment_ Letter_ EXHIBITS_ 8-1 O.pdt: 
http://opr.ca.gov I ceqa/ docs/ab900/20 l 90222-AB900 _ IBEC _Comment_ Climate_ Resolve. pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20l 90304-AB900 _IBEC _ NRDC.pdi: 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190422-
AB900 ____ IBEC ____ MSG ___ Supp ____ Lette ____ re_)BEC ____ App ____ Tracking ___ No-2018021056. pdf, 
http:/ /opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20 l 90422-
AB900 _IBEC _MSG_ Supp_ Lette _re_ IBEC _App_ Tracking_ No-20l8021056. pdC 
http:/ /opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190621-IBEC _Comment_ NRDC _Clippers _response_ 6-21-
19.pdf, http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190628-
AB900_Inglewood_Comment_Opposition_to_Supplemental_Application.pdf, 
http:! /opr. ca.gov/ ceqa/ docs/ab900/20190628-AB900 __ Jnglewood ____ Comment ____ resident __ Jetters. pdi~ 
http:/ /opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20 l 90628-
AB900 _Inglewood_ Comment_ Resident_ Letters_ l. pdf, 
http:/ /opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20 l 90628-
AB900 _Inglewood_ Comment_ Resident --'Letters_ 2. pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190628-Final _Inglewood_ Community _Letters. pdf, 
http:/ /opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20 l 90628-
MSG ____ AB ___ 987 ____ Letter ___ re ____ Supplemental ____ Application ___ with ____ exhibits. pdf, 
http:/ /opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190628-IBEC.pdi~ 
http:/ /opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190729-
Pub I ic _Counsel _I etter _RE _AB _98 7 _Inglewood _Arena _Project. pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20l 90903-AB900 _IBEC _Community _Letters.pdi: 
http:! I opr. ca. gov I ceq a/docs/ ab900/2019090 3-AB 900 __ JBEC __ )nglewood ____ Community ____ Letters-
2. pdf, http:! I opr. ca. gov I ceqa/ docs/ ab900/20190909-
AB 900 _ IBEC _MSG_ OP R _Letter_ September_ 2019 _with_ exhibits. pdi~ 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20191112-
AB900_IBEC_AB987 _Inglewood_ Residents _Against_ Takings_ and_Evictions%20.pdt: 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20191l14-
Barbara ___ Boxer ____ GHG ____ Emissions ___ C ommitment ____ Letter. pdt~ 
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This letter is also an Advance Notice Request that the City of Inglewood 
Depaitment of City Planning, the City Clerk's office, and all other commissions, bodies 
and offices, provide this office with advance written notice of any and all meetings, 
hearings and votes in any way related to the above-referenced proposed Project and any 
projects/entitlements/actions related to any and all events or actions involving this 
Project. including but not limited to the Clippers IBEC project. 

Your obligation to add this office to the email and other notification lists includes, 
but is not limited to, all notice requirements found in the Public Resources Code and 
Inglewood \!Iunicipal Code. Some code sections that may be relevant include Public 
Resources Code Sections 21092 and 21092.2. 

This Advance Notice Request is also based on Government Code § 54954.1 and 
any other applicable laws, and is a formal request to be notified in writing regarding the 
Projects,. any invoked or proposed CEQA exemptions, any public hearings related to the 
Project herein, any Draft or Final EIR for the IBEC project, together with a copy of the 
agenda, or a copy of all the documents constituting the agenda packet, of any meeting of 
an advisory or legislative body, by email and mail to our office address listed herein. We 
fmther request that such advance notice be provided to us via email specifically at: 
Ro be1t(mR o bertS i l verstein Law. com; Esther(mRo be1tSi l versteinLaw. com; 
Naira(mRobertSilversteinLaw.com; and Veronica~RobertSilversteinLaw.com. 

Finally, to the extent that an advance written request is required for any and aU 
City hearings regarding the above-referenced project to be recorded and/or transcribed, 
this letter shall constitute that advance written request. Please include this letter in the 
record for this matter. 

Please,. acknowledge receipt of the Advance Notice Request above. 

Please also provide a current time line of all scheduled and anticipated events, 
including hearings or approvals of any type, related to the Project. 

http:/ /opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20191127-
AB900 .. JBEC .... AB987 ... Resident .... Letters .... Supplement .... to .... GHG .... Emissions .... Commitment. pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/2019l127-
AB900_IBEC_AB987 _Resident_Letters_Supplement_to_ GHG_Emissions_ Commitment_2.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20l 91127-
AB900 _IBEC _ AB987 _MSG _Forum_ Supplement_to_ GHG _Emissions_ Commitment.pdf: 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20191205-AB987_)BEC .... Comment .... MSG ... Forum.pdf. 
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U. OIUECTION TO THE IMPOSED DEADLINE FOR PUBLIC COMlVlENT 
AND "fHE PROCESSING O:F NON-ESSENTIAL PROJEC"fS DURING 
THE COVID-19 CRISIS. 

Based on information we have obtained, the City of Inglewood ("City") is closed 
for COVID-19 reasons effective April l3 through April 27, 2020. Yet the City 
apparently is adhering to an official close of public comment period of today, April 14, 
2020, for the Project and its NfND. This is improper on multiple grounds. 

\Ve believe the City failed to properly duly notice the I\r1ND and its hearing/public 
comment deadline, as required under Pub. Res. Code Section 21092, i.e., to mail the 
notice to nearby owners and/or post the notice at the site. I\rforeover, circulating the 
notice only in the newspaper without mailing to property owners deprives those prope1ty 
owners of their due process rights. 

Further, the site at 10200-10204 S. Prairie is presently undergoing construction of 
what appears to be the subject S. Prairie billboard sign and/or its structure. If that is the 
case, then the present MND notice and the public comment period are a sham,. "post hoc 
rationalization" process condemned by courts. California Clean Energy Committee v. 
Citv of Woodland (2014) 225 Cal.App.4th 173, 195-196. 

\Vhy is the City processing projects with potential significant and irreversible 
impacts during this time, which effectively evades adequate public review and scrutiny? 
This Project - two billboard signs linked to the IBEC project - is a fast-tracking of a 
completely non-essential and yet adverse project. 

\Ve object to the City's short imposed deadlines, special meetings, inadequate and 
inconsistent notices, and pmticularly, to the City's hearing of the Project's I\r1ND or 
approval of the Project during this time of the COVID-19 crisis. 

We request that the City extend any public comment periods on the MND through 
the time where the public will be able to physically participate at the respective hearing. 
The City's failure to reschedule and properly notify the public or circulate the documents 
constitutes a failure to proceed in a manner required by law. 

We also object to the City's imposition of strict deadlines for non-essential 
projects during the COVID-19 crisis. \Ve request that the City toll and extend all 
deadlines for public comment on all environmental documents, including the MND, until 
after the COVID-19 crisis is contained and the Governor lifts stay-at-home orders. 
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UI. THE l\'1ND l\UJST BE DENIED DUE TO ILLEGAL PIECEMEALING 
f'ROI\1 "fHE CLIPPERS IBEC PROJECT. 

CEQA forbids "piecemeal" review of projects. "Rather, CEQA mandates 'that 
environmental considerations do not become submerged by chopping a large project into 
many little ones--------each with a minimal potential impact on the environment--------which 
cumulatively may have disastrous consequences.' [Citation.] Thus, the Guidelines 
define 'project' broadly as 'the whole of an action, which has a potential for resulting in 
either a direct physical change in the environment, or a reasonably foreseeable indirect 
physical change in the environment.. .. ' (Guidelines,. § 15378,. subd. (a).)" California 
Clean Energy Committee v. City of Woodland (2014) 225 Cal.App.4th 173, 193-194. 
CEQA's anti-segmentation and anti-piecemealing safeguard stems from CEQA's 
definition of the project as "the whole of an action" and CEQA's mandates to study the 
environmental impacts of "all phases" of the project, the cumulative impacts of the 
project together with other past, present, and reasonably probable future projects, and to 
study all project components in a single environmental document Guidelines §§ 
15378(a); 5063, 15126, 15165. 

Piecemealing is prohibited in order to prevent attempts, as here, to end-run CEQA 
and evade proper CEQA review by processing project applications separately. Arviv 
Enterprises, Inc. v. South Valley Area Planning Com. (2002) 101 Cal.App.4th 1333, 
1349-1350. Even though we do not have the same nominal applicant for both the 
Billboard Project and IBEC project, it is reasonably foreseeable that the Billboard Project 
is part of the IBEC project, and must therefore be studied within the IBEC DEIR, not 
separately. 

Evidence exists that the Billboard Project is intenelated with the IBEC Project 
The Jv1ND's project description does not disclose what the proposed Billboard Signs are 
for. Only in one place (I\1ND,4 p. 3, Section 1.2.4), does the !v1ND briefly conelate the 
timing of the installation of signs with the opening of the NFL Stadium in August of 
2020. The Jv1ND does not specify if the signs are for the NFL Stadium: 

"Installation of the proposed digital billboard displays is anticipated to 
occur in two phases. Phase I will be the installation of the columns as soon 
as city permits are issued and Phase II will be the installation of the digital 
billboards just before the Inglewood NFL stadium officially opens 
(anticipated in August 2020)." (Jv1ND, p. 3, Sec. 1.2.4.) 

4 See https ://www. citvofin2:lewood. orn:!DocurnentCenter/View/ 14181 /l'vritigated-N egative
.P_t:!_d_<!rnt!Q_l}_::f9I:::J:}i_H_b_Q_'-:lIQ_~_::_<!t.::Pr<:tir.i_©_::~:::C_©ll1lJIY 
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But the signs, including on Prairie, would literally be at the gates to the IBEC 
project Even assuming the signs are connected to the NFL Stadium,. that does not 
preclude their intet::,rral and integrated use with the many events that would be scheduled 
for the IBEC project Indeed, it is implausible that the signs and especially the one at 
10204-10200 S. Prairie St - adjacent to the private properties at 10204 & 10212 S. 
Prairie (the latter of which is owned by our clients), squarely in front of the proposed 
IBEC project---- would not also be used for the Clippers and the multiple other events that 
would occur at the new Clippers complex, or simply as advertising for the Clippers venue 
or for other revenue-generating pu1voses. 

The IBEC project's DEIR provides the exact location of the same signs in this 
Billboard Project, but misrepresents those and fails to note those are double-sided 
illuminated motion billboards. (pdf p. 193 in IBEC DEIR, 5 Figure 2-20). The City in the 
instant J\ifND has purposely ignored the elephant in the room. 

"Common sense ... is an important consideration at all levels of CEQA review." 
Save the Plastic Bag Coal. v. City of lvlanhattan Beach (2011) 52 Cal.4th 155, 175. 
"Here, common sense leads us to the conclusion" (id.) that the lvfND's glaring omission 
of any mention of the adjacent IBEC/Clippers project is disingenuous, illogical, and if 
accepted, would effectuate an injustice and violation of CEQA. In tum, this issue needs 
to be incmvorated into a recirculated DEIR for the IBEC project, with new notice, 
including to other agencies like Caltrans and LA County lvfetro whose focus is on 
transportation and safety, and to the general public. This is paiiicularly the case in view 
of the millions of cars that are anticipated from the IBEC Project 

By omitting these proposed billboard's role in and as part of the IBEC project, the 
City in the IBEC DEIR and here has violated CEQA' s core requirement of an "accurate, 
stable and finite project description" by provided a misleading project description that 
effectively precludes meaningful information and impacts analysis related to these 
proposed illuminated billboards. Concerned Citizens of Costa lviesa, Inc. v. 32nd Dist. 
Agricultural Assn. (1986) 42 Cal.3d 929,. 937-938 ("An accurate, stable and finite project 
description is the sine qua non of an informative and legally sufficient EIR." Thus, ''[t]he 
defined project and not some different project must be the EIR's bona fide subject" (Id., 
at p. 199)"). 

5 See https://saoprceqap00l .blob.core.windows.net/60191-3/attachment/a
wQrPYfaqX6rH7PlozrnRPEvEaRCdDy9VviEOIK6Lkzx9v2kM5Y76yA2pvLOh1Nhm4o lxu79V 
9PavU-kkO -------------------------------------· 
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This signage is logically a part of, and would be used for, the IBEC project. Thus, 
it has been illegally piecemeakd from the IBEC DEIR by not disclosing, studying it and 
mitigating it there, and by not accounting for its: (1) aesthetic and light/glare impacts, (2) 
potential impacts to traffic and pedestrian safety from nighttime light/glare, and (3) land 
use impacts. This is particularly the case where, as here, he IBEC DEIR does not identify 
signage locations, beyond a cursmy one-page Aesthetics Section which promises 
unspecified mitigation measures, and beyond the inconsistent Figure 2-20, depicting a 
completely different picture of the IBEC project signs (IBEC DEIR, p. S-13 & Fig. 2-20 
(pdf at p. 193).) 

The City fails to proceed in the manner required by law when, as here, it has 
piecemealed the proposed signage approvals, and their environmental review, out of the 
IBEC project consideration and DEIR, even though they are obviously a part and parcel 
of the IBEC project. "\Vhile foreseeing the unforeseeable is not possible, an agency must 
use its best efforts to find out and disclose all that it reasonably can." Guidelines, § 
15144. It is not only foreseeable, but logical and highly likely that signage, including on 
Prairie right outside one of the proposed entrances to the IBEC project, will be used for 
that project and its multitude of events. The instant signage "project" is not trnly a 
separate project from the IBEC project. As a result, the very processing of this 
application, much less its approval, constitutes evidence of piecemealing that can be and 
will be raised in the IBEC CEQA and land use approval process. 

IV. A :FAIR ARGUMENT EXISTS OF POTENTIALLY SIGNlFICANT 
ENVIRONIVl:ENTAL Il\.1PACTS, l\.'1.AKING USE OF A M:ITIGATED 
NEGATIVE DECLARATION INAPPROPRIATE. 

a. LegaJ Standard. 

A s1Tong presumption in favor of requiring preparation of an Environmental 
Impact Report ("EIR") is built into the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"). 
This presumption is reflected in what is known as the "fair argument" standard, under 
which an agency must prepare an EIR whenever substantial evidence in the record 
supports a fair argument that a project may have a significant effect on the environment. 
Laurel Heights Improvement Ass'n v. Regents of the Univ. of Cal. (1993) 6 Cal.4th 
1112, 1123; Communities for a Better Environment v. California Resources Agency 
(2002) l 03 Cal.App.4th 98, 111-112. 

An EIR must be prepared where there is substantial evidence that significant 
effects "may" occur. League for Protection of Oakland's Architectural and Historic 
Resources v. Citv of Oakland (1997) 52 Cal.App.4th 86, 904-905. A project "may" have 
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a significant effect on the environment if there is a "reasonable probability" that it will 
result in a significant impact. No Oil, Inc. v. City of Los Angeles (1974) 13 Cal.3d 68,. 
83 n. 16. If any aspect of the project may result in a significant impact on the 
environment, an EIR must be prepared even if the overall effect of the project is 
beneficial. CEQA Guidelines § 15063(b)(l). 

Substantial evidence "includes fact, a reasonable assumption predicated upon fact, 
or expert opinion supported by fact." Pub. Res. Code § 21080( e)( 1 ). It also includes 
"reasonable inferences from this information that a fair argument can be made to suppmt 
a conclusion, even though other conclusions might also be reached .... " (Emphasis 
added.) CEQA Guidelines§ 15384(a). 

The fair argument test is a "low threshold" test for requiring the preparation of an 
EIR. No Oil, supra, 13 Cal.3d at 84. Evidence supporting a fair argument of a significant 
environmental impact triggers preparation of an EIR regardless of whether the record 
contains contrary evidence. League for Protection, supra, 52 Cal.App.4th at 904m905. 
This standard reflects a preference for requiring an EIR to be prepared, and a preference 
for resolving doubts in favor of environmental review. fv1ejia v. Citv of Los Angeles 
(2005) 130 Cal.App.4th 322, 332. 

b. A Fair Argument Exists of PotentialJy Significant Impacts on Public 
Safety. 

Because of illegal piecemea1ing of the Project, its MND failed to account for the 
billboard signs' effect on human life and public safety, which is a mandatory finding of 
significance. Guidelines § 15065( a)( 4 ). 

The I\1ND does not identify public safety impacts, provide any analyses, or 
develop mitigation measures related to public safety impacts caused by the streaming 
media and other signage, which will cause distraction to drivers. The lvIND concludes 
that the installation will have no significant impacts, despite this description: 

"The Proposed Project consists of an application proposing the construction 
of two double faced foll motion electronic/video billboards. The digital 
billboard displays would be placed at 4027 Century Boulevard (private 
property) and between 10204 South Prairie Avenue and 10200 South 
Prairie Avenue (Public RighH)f-Way), respectively. Drivers and others 
cm Century Boulevard and Prairie Avenue cm each side of the streets 
will have direct, unobstructed views of the billboards. Stadium Sign No. 
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1 and Stadium Sign No. 2 will be double-sided with a total of 4 faces. The 
dimensions of the billboards are 19 feet in height by 60 feet in width, 3 5 
feet below the display is the clearance." (MND, p. 3, Project Desctiption; 
emphasis added.) 

The J\ifND also provides: "The signs would be constructed into the sidewalk and 
cantilever over the street" (1vfND, p. L. 2.1 Existing Land Use.) 

A fair argument exists that the signs will endanger public and particularly 
pedestrian safety in view of the location of the signs (next to pedestrian crossings and 
heavy pedestrian traffic), the width of the streets, the distraction the light and glare may 
cause to drivers, and the fact that the signs are proposed immediately adjacent to the 
Clippers IBEC project anticipated to host numerous events and games and their 
associated millions of vehicle trips. Yet the l\!1ND is absolutely silent on these issues. 

The City provides the signs' light and glare intensity as follows: "The display 
consists of 1,032,264 individual LEDs that would use less energy than other light sources 
producing a comparable lumen output Each would have a maximum brightness of 
10,000 nits and have a maximum power of 187 amps, with a potential of 240 volts of 
single-phase electtic power at 60 Hz. Brightness will be controlled by photocell sensor to 
adjust sign to 0.3-foot candles above ambient light" Despite this information, the City 
and the l\!1ND fail to provide any data or analysis revealing the impacts of such light 
intensity on the public, drivers,. nearby residents, and pedestrians. 

Similar to what Culver City's comment letter to the related IBEC project's DEIR 
noted as to the location of signage, the J\r1ND here fails to note the width of the street on 
which the sign will hover or consider and account for the impacts of the billboards on 
pedestrians, in view of the width of the proposed sidewalk where the signage is proposed 
and the anticipated street crowding that the IBEC project will cause: 

"Chapter 3.14 page 50. Pedestrian Network. It is unclear based on the 
description how wide different sections of the sidewalks are along South 
Prairie A venue and vVest Century Boulevard. Immediately adjacent to the 
project site, along South Prairie A venue and \Vest Century Boulevard, it is 
also unclear whether the "8-foot landscaped area that also contains signage 
and utilities" is an area that people can walk on as well if the five foot wide 
sidewalk gets too crowded. Five feet wide sidewalks support two people 
walking side by side, and eight feet wide sidewalks support two pairs of 
people passing each other (Boston Complete Streets Guidelines). Narrow 
sidewalks do not support heavy pedestrian activity and can create unsafe 
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conditions where people walk on the street. The project should consider 
widening the sidewalks within the vicinity of the project site to 
accommodate the thousands of attendees for Clippers games and other big 
events. https://nacto.org/wpcontent/uploads/2016/04/1-6 _ BTD _Boston
Complete-Streets-Guidelines-2.4-6-SidewalkWidths _ 2013. pdf' (Exh. 1 
[Culver City Letter], referencing IBEC DEIR pdf p. 1134.) 

The MND also fails to account for the impact of the billboards on public safety in 
view of the anticipated 1Taffic especially during the games, the glare and distraction that 
the double-sided motion signs wiU create for drivers, which in turn will increase the risk 
of automobile crashes and affect the life and safety of both drivers and pedestrians. The 
adverse effect of illuminated billboard motion signs and the distraction that their light, 
glare, and motion cause with drivers has been thoroughly studied and documented. (Exh. 
2 [3 Various i-\rticles re Safety Hazard of Billboard Signs].) 

In this vein, we note that the Jv1ND's purported "findings are not supported by 
substantial evidence or defy common sense. Law is not required to abandon common 
sense." Gray v. County ofIVJ:adera (2008) 167 Cal.App.4th 1099, 1116-7. 

The perfunctory study of signs' temporm:v construction impacts (air quality, 
vibration, noise) even more spotlights the !v1ND's "glaring" failure to study the 
billboards' above-noted adverse impacts on public safety, especially in conjunction with 
the related IBEC project "Deficiencies in the record may actually enlarge the scope of 
fair argument by lending a logical plausibility to a wider range of inferences." 
Sundstrom v. Countv of !viendocino (1988) 202 Cal.App.3d 296, 31 l. Lack of study 
enlarges the scope of the fair argument which may be made based on the limited facts in 
the record. Gentrv v. City oflvfunieta (1995) 36 Cal.App.4th 1359, 1382. 

The Project's increased risks to human life and safety (pedestrians and drivers) 
requires a mandatmy finding of significance of impacts under CEQA, requiring an EIR. 
The I\1ND must be denied on this ground and an EIR must be prepared. But more to the 
point, in view of its interconnectedness with the IBEC Project, the impacts of the 
Billboard Project and the motion signs must be incorporated into the IBEC DEIR, which 
must be recirculated so the public safety impacts can be adequately addressed there and 
commented upon by the public and public agencies. 

c. A Fair Argument Exists of Potentially Significant Impacts on Traffic. 

The I\1ND's conclusion that the "double faced fuU motion electronic/video 
billboards" will not have any significant impact on the environment is unsupported and 
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contradicted by researches and regulations. The impact of illuminated motion billboard 
signs on drivers and the correlation of traffic crashes caused by such signage's distraction 
of drivers is also well documented. As described in a Caltrans document (Exh. 3 
[Caltrans Study of Billboard Safety, 2012]): 

".. Billboards can have a significant effect on driver speed, lateral 
control, mental workload, ability to follow road signs, and eye movements 
and fixations, with older drivers particularly affected. (The Effects of 
Visual Clutter on Driving Performance and Driven to Distraction, An 
Evaluation of the Influence of Roadside Advertising on Road Safety, and 
Review of Roadside Advertising Signs). And visual clutter generally can 
distract drivers (Driver Distraction by Advertising). 

" Digital billboards attract more attention than regular billboards, with 
larger number of glances and longer glances (Driving Performance and 
Digital Billboards and Observed Driver Glance Behavior at Roadside 
Adve1tising Signs). vVachtel notes that the implication is that the shorter 
the message duration, the longer the driver's glance in anticipation of the 
next message. 
" Drivers engaging in visually demanding tasks have a crash risk three 
times higher than attentive drivers; while brief glances do not increase risk, 
glances of more than two seconds at least double crash risk (The Impact of 
Driver Inattention on Near-CrashJCrash Risk)." (Id. pp. 2-3.) 

This begs the question whether Caltrans or LADOT or I'v1ETRO or any traffic
regulating agencies were notified of the proposed signs and opined on their safety for 
drivers. The TvfND does not mention if those agencies were notified and provides 
Caltrans' information only for vibration and noise impacts analysis. Yet beyond the 
temporary installation impacts, the NfND must, but does not, disclose the billboard' 
permanent operational impacts. 

The issue is even more critical in view of approved and pipeline projects ----NFL 
Stadium and IBEC project - which will attract millions of new cars to the area. The 
I'v1ND barely notes the NFL project and is absolutely silent on IBEC. This is not the 
"good faith effmt at full disclosure" that CEQA mandates. 

It is also reasonably foreseeable that because of the well-documented distraction 
that the proposed double-sided motion billboards cause to the drivers, the billboard signs 
will also slow traffic, which will in tum contribute to the increase of GHG emissions of 
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the related lBEC project itself. This may in tum affect the IBEC project's finding of a 
net zero GHG emission and its certification under AB 987. 

The Jv1ND's lack of study of these potential traffic impacts is fatal. The MND 
should be denied on this additional ground. 

d. A :Fair Argument Exists of Potentially Significant Land Use Impacts. 

In determining whether there are potentially significant land use and planning 
impacts, a description of the neighborhood in which the proposed Project is located is 
necessaiy because that is the context in which the determination is made. 

The l\!1ND does not disclose the Billboards' land use impacts on the adjacent 
private properties, such as 10204 and 10212 S. Prairie St. (l\!IND, Section 3 .11, at p. 57). 
It describes: "The proposed billboard sites would occur on City owned property. The 
existing land is currently used as a sidewalk. The signs would be constructed into the 
sidewalk and cantilever over the street." (lvIND, p. 1.) However, the description fails to 
note that the "sidewalk" is immediately adjacent to a residential property at 10204 S. 
Prairie St., thus creating extreme conditions of illuminated motion, light and glare for the 
residential structure. The MND fails to note the impact of the constant light and glare on 
the adjacent private properties, including at 10212 S. Prairie and the church nearby. 
Thus, the proposed billboard sign on Prairie St. will in fact disrupt the residential use and 
cause land use impacts. 

Further, the MND is silent about the fact that IBEC includes 10204 S. Prairie St. in 
its Project, and yet the IBEC Project Application assures that eminent domain may not be 
used for residential properties. 6 Thus,. the JVIND fails to disclose this land use impact on 
l 0204 S. Prairie St. and adjacent private prope1iies and simply assumes that l 0204 S. 
Prairie will somehow become part of the IBEC Project - a condition that is neither true 
nor can be enforced. 

J\;foreoveL. the lvIND's land use analysis is based solely on the signs' alleged 
conformance with the general plan and zoning. (Jv1ND, pp. 57-58) However, 
conformance with the general plan is not conclusive as to whether the project may have 
impacts: 

6 
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"Initially, we point out that conformity with the general plan for the area, if 
such is the case,. does not insulate a project from the EIR requirement, 
where it may be fairly argued that the project will generate significant 
environmental effects. The initial study checklist and the determination of 
the community development director to issue the negative declaration relied 
heavily upon the project's asserted conformity with the general plan. 

Government Code section 65402 mandates that a public works project such 
as the roadway and utilities contemplated here must be consistent with the 
city's general plan. However, there is no indication in CEQA that mere 
conformity with the general plan will justify a finding that the project has 
no significant environmental effect Certainly general plan conformity 
alone does not effectively 'mitigate significant environmental impacts of a 
project." City of Antioch v. City Council (1986) 187 Cal.App.3d 1325, 
1332. 

The lvIND relies on a legally erroneous and incomplete analysis of land use 
impacts and must be denied on that ground as well. 

e. A Fair Argument Exists of the Project's Cumulative Impacts on Public 
Safety, Traffic, Land Use, GHG Emission, and Air Quality. 

The signs are both independently and cumulatively impactful, from the point of 
view oflight and glare and their distraction of drivers. By their very nature, this type of 
illuminated motion sign is highly visible and distracting. They are explicitly meant to 
catch the attention of drivers. One cannot have an illuminated billboard that does not 
distract; otherwise, it would fail to do its job. \Vhen it attracts attention to itself, it 
attracts attention away.j;YJm driving, the road and pedestrians. This driver distraction also 
slows down traffic and results in more air quality and GHG emission impacts. \tVbere the 
signs are proposed next to residential properties, as here, those disrupt established 
communities. There are already numerous examples of such distracting motion signs in 
Inglewood and in the vicinity. (Exh. 4 [Pictures of Various Billboard Signs in 
Inglewood, April 2020].) 

The Project will further exacerbate the public hazard at a place which will be 
attracting millions of cars and pedestrians. A fair argument exists that the addition of 
more of this type of signage might also cumulatively have significant, unmitigable 
impacts. 
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Regarding cumulative impacts of the supergraphic signs with existing signs and 
these and other additional proposed signs as part of or in relation to the IBEC project, that 
issue is inadequately acknowledged or disclosed in both the instant MND, and the DEIR 
for the IBEC project. The I'v1ND provides the description of the signs but not their 
impact. The IBEC DEIR provides the location of various signs next to the IBEC project, 
but no specifications of such. \Vhile the I\1ND for the Project itself is silent on the public 
safety and hazard of the noted signs, the IBEC DEIR admits to adverse impacts of similar 
signage (including, apparently, those of the Project, which in reality are and should have 
been studied as part of the IBEC project), but in a conclusory manner asserts that the 
impact of signage will be controlled by compliance with regulations. The IBEC DEIR 
claims: 

"Lighting during construction, as well as new lighting of buildings and 
plazas, along with signage around the Project Site during project 
operations, would increase the amount of ambient nighttime light and 
could create light spillover that could adversely affect nearby 
residential uses. Lighting from the Project Site would be visible during 
construction. Once the Proposed Project is built and in operation, the 
majority of the intense lighting would be focused internally on the plaza 
and arena entrances. Nevertheless, lighting and signage from the Proposed 
Project could exceed thresholds for nighttime light at sensitive 
receptors near the arena along South Prairie Avenue, and at homes north 
of West 10 l st Street immediately west of the West Parking Garage. 
Under both construction and operational conditions, the potential exists for 
significant levels of light to spill over to adjacent properties. A range of 
mitigation measures would be required to offset such potential 
spillover light. During construction, contractors would be required to 
shield lights or to direct them away from nearby light-sensitive uses. Over 
the long-term, operational spillover light impacts would be mitigated by 
implementing a range of measures that would ensure that lighting would be 
reduced at any residential property to no more than 2 foot-candles, an 
amount that would typically not disturb sleep or other interior activities." 
(IBEC DEIR, pdf p. 34, p. 2-14, emphasis added.) 

However, the City first conceals and then defers mitigation measures. In the 
meantime, compliance with regulations ---- much less unidentified and unenforceable 
mitigation measures - is not sufficient to pass muster in a DEIR, let alone in an I'v1ND. 
I\1ost importantly, the above-noted information cam10t constitute substantial evidence of 
no impacts, which is what is required for an I\1ND. 
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As stated in Bakersfield Citizens for Local Control v. City of Bakersfield (2004) 
124 Cal.App.4th 1184: "Proper cumulative impacts analysis is absolutely critical to 
meaningful environmental review" (id. at 1217), and "questions concerning ... 
cumulative impacts constitute important issues of broad public interest that are likely to 
reoccur." Id. at 1203. 

Cumulative impacts are defined as "two or more individual effects which, when 
considered together, are considerable or which compound or increase other 
environmental impacts." Guidelines, § 15355. "The cumulative impact from several 
projects is the change in the environment which results from the incremental impact of 
the project when added to other closely related past, present, and reasonably foreseeable 
probable future projects." Guidelines, § 15355(b ); emphasis added. 

As the Supreme Court has stated, without proper consideration of cumulative 
impacts, this critical issue may be "submerged," with potentially "disastrous 
consequences" to the environment. Bozung v. Local Agency Formation Com. (1975) 13 
Cal.3d 263, 283-284. 

The cursmy and misleading "analysis" in this lvfND and in the IBEC 
DEIR suppresses disclosure and mitigation of the independent impacts of the subject 
signage, as well as of the cumulative impacts in the context of the surrounding 
environment of other locations with supergraphic signage or with approved, but as-yet 
unbuilt supergraphic signage. The City has thus pursued the isolated-focus approach to 
cumulative impacts that was condemned as inconsonant with the CEQA Guidelines in 
Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford (1990) 221Cal.App.3d692, 718-721. 

The City has recently (April 13,. 2020) condemned the clutter of illuminated signs 
littering the visual and aesthetic environment. This is supported by the existence on the 
Plam1ing Commission's April 13, 2020 agenda of the proposed denial of an application to 
convert an existing billboard to supergraphic/iHuminated. (See Exh. 5 [April 13, 2020 
Planning Commission, Staff report].) The City's recommended denial of the application 
includes: 

"Alticle 23 of the Hv1C provides minimum standards to safeguard life, 
health,. property, and the public welfare by regulating and controlling the 
design, quality of materials, construction, size, height, illumination, 
location, and maintenance of all signs, sign structures, and other exterior 
adve1tising devices. The Inglewood lvlunicipal Code prohibits LED signage 
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unless Sign Adjustment approval is granted. . . . [~l] The approval of the 
sign adjustment to allow the installation of an approximately 35 square-foot 
bi-faced LED sign will be detrimental to the business neighborhood in that 
allowing the electronic signs will establish a precedent that cannot be 
uniformly applied throughout the City." 

V. THE l\'lND lVlUST BE DENIED BASED ON ILLEGAL 
PRECOIVU\/HTTVIENT. 

The City's choice to process the billboards separate from the IBEC project, and 
via an TvfND, is also flawed on precommitment grounds. 

Precommitment - or approval of a project before the review of its environmental 
impacts ---- may be found based on the totality of circumstances even where a final 
agreement includes a condition granting the city complete discretion over CEQA matters. 
River\Vatch v. Olivenhain Municipal \Vater Dist. (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th l186, 1211-
1212 (the agency's public am1ouncements, actions, preparing to relocate tenants from the 
property, substantial financial contribution to the project, its willingness to bind itself. by 
the draft agreement, to convey the property if the developer 'satisfied' CEQA's 
'requirements, as reasonably determined by the City Manager,' an demonstrate that "City 
committed itself to a definite course of action regarding the project before fully 
evaluating its environmental effects. That is what sections 21100 and 21151 prohibit.") 

Please see attached Exh. 6 for pictures taken of the S. Prairie Billboard, which has 
been partially constructed. The pole has been there approximately two months. The 
photos were taken April 14, 2020. 

To the extent that the supporting structures or any other physical part of the 
subject billboards have already been constructed and are in place, that clearly 
demonstrates illegal precommittment, and constitutes a further violation of CEQA. 

VI. THE CITY CANNOT APPROVE THE BILLBOARD PROJECT BECAUSE 
IT CANNOT l\1AKE A FINDING THAT IT IS CONSISTENT \VITH THE 
CITY'S GENER_!\L PLAN. 

The City cannot approve the Billboard Project because it cannot make a finding 
that it is consistent with the City's General Plan, especially in view of the Project's 
intenelatedness with the IBEC project. \!foreoveL. the current City of Inglewood General 
Plan is more than 20 years old and therefore, the City has failed ''to fulfill an implied 
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statutory duty to keep its general plan cunent." De Vita v. County of Napa (1995) 9 
Cal.4th 763 .. 792. 

vn. CEQA REQUIRES RE.JECTION OF THE l\tIND AND INCORPORATING 
THE BILLBOARD "PROJECT" INTO THE IBEC PROJECT AS A 
COI\1PONENT THEREOF, OR AT A l\UNll\iUl\1 AS A RELA"fED 
PROJECT, AND TO RECIRCULATE THE IBEC DEIR FOR PUBLIC 
COIVITVIENT IN LIGHT OF THE ABOVE-NOTED IIVIPACTS. 

Under Guidelines§ 15088.5(a), an EIR must be recirculated where after the Draft 
EIR is circulated and before the EIR is certified, new significant information becomes 
available. The Billboard Project here is such new significant information requiring the 
City to include the infonnation in the IBEC project DEIR and to recirculate that DEIR. 

VIH. CONCLUSION. 

The Billboard Project and its l\r1ND should be rejected for all of the above reasons. 

RPS:vl 
Encl. 

Ve1y truly yours, 

Robert Silverstein 

ROBERT P. SILVERSTEIN 
FOR 

THE SILVERSTEIN LAW FIRl\r1, APC 
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Conunents for the Inglewood BasI{ethall and Entertainment Center DE1R 

Culver CH:yBus 

fvlarch 2020 

L City or !nglevvood and the consultant for the 1nglcvvood NFL arena is in conversation vdth 
regional transit agencies on providing services to the proposed transit center within the 
Holly•Nood Park Specific Phom This project should partklpate in thls effort and coordinate 
'.wlth the HoUywood Park Specific Plan project tearn and regional transit providers on route 
and bus stop planning should an:v transit provide chose to s•Hvice the propos•3d NBA arena. 

L The project should consider establish dedicated bus lanes to facilitate faster public 
transport:at1on ser\rlces and transport employees and event attendees with higher 
efficiency. Possible locations for dedicated bus lanes include along Prairie Avenue, 
Manchester Boulevard, Crenshavv Bm1Jevard, and Century Boulevard, at least to/fmrn 
free\vays and/or major transit stations (Expo, Crenshaw, Green Line), Transit signal pr!orlty 
for buses is another opUon us vvell. 

3, The design of the project facilities and nearby street configuration shaU alrn to prioritize the 
cJrcu!ation of the transit veh Ides and avold conflict bet\Ncen transit vehicles and other 
vehicles going to the project site, 

4, ChqJ]1er 3.14, page 198, TDAI 9/Event·Day Local IHicrotransit Service. Please consider utilize 
the microtransit service so that it connects to the proposed shuttle !ocatlons at three nearby 
fvietro stations. As the shuttle service provides higher capacity and efficienc:l" to carry 
employees and attendees than minibuses. 

5, Proiect Description poge SS, Pvbiic Bus Transit There is no mention of any street furniture at 
the six bus stops on South Prairie AV(;'nue and VI/est Century Boulevard adjacent to the 
project site. Proper shadlng from sun and rain, places to and excellent 
v:ayfi ncHng/ signage should be incorporated at these bus stops if they an: not already. 

6, Chapter 3-14 poae 50, Pedestrian f1Jebvork. l.t ls unclear based on the description ho\,V \Vi de 
cHfferent sections of the sidewalks are along South Prairie Avenue and West Century 
Boulevard. lrnmediatety adjacent to the project site, along South Prairie Avenue and West 
Century Boulevard, it is also unclear v/hether the ''8 .. foot landscaped area that also contains 
signage and utilities" ls an area that people can v:a!k on as ff thf1 five foot wide sidewalk 
gets too crowded Five foot \Vlde sidewalks support two people walking side by side, and 
eight feet ~Hide side~Na!ks support tvm pairs of people passing E·ach other (Boston Complete 
Streets Guide!lnes). Narnm" sidevvalks do not support heavy pedestrian activity and can 

create unsafo conditions where people walk on the street The pro:iect should consider 
\>Videoing the sidevvalks within the vicinity of the project site to acconnnodate the thousands 
of attendees for Clippers games and other blg events, https://nacto,org/wp
content/up!oads/2016/04/1··6_BTD,_Bost.on,Complete-Streets-Gu1deltnes·2.4·6Sidevvalk 
Widths_2G13.pdf 

7 Chapter 3.14 patJe 50, Bicvcle l\let1.vQrk The project should also consider adding bike lanes 
on South PrnJr!e /\venue and \Nest Century Boulovan:L E scooters could also use the bike 
lanes as welL Creating a safor env.ironment for bikes and e-scooters could pn;vide first/last 
mile travel options for people traveling to/from the arena, 
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8, Chapter 3, 14 pope 66, Proposed Pro/ect Land Uses, Parkfnp Supply, and Access Provisions, The 
project should consider allowing blkes and e-scooters on the first floor of the East Parking 
Garage in addition to creating a transport:ation bub for TN Cs such as Uber and Lyft This 
could be one possible location for bike share as \VefL 

9, i2h2p_t.q:.3J.4..JmB.R.J:Z.f!., .. .T..D.M .. J../.E.Efi'.l1.t.=JitO:'. .. !?..f.dfr;2.t<!P'..S.hu.tt.f:?..S?..rYiJ:.fi'.t. In this sectlon it says 
tlrnt there vvill be shuttle services ''frorn the Green Line at Hawthorne Station, 
Crenshavv/LAX Line at Ai'4C/961h Station, and Crenshavv/LAX Line at Dov~mtov:n fnglewood 
station for arena events.'' !.n Chapter 3 . .14 pages 95··96, Mode Split it says that "[D]uring 
major events,the Proposed Profect vvouid operate shuttles that transport attendees 
between the site and the Hav,,,thorne Green Line Station and planned Metro Crensha\<v/LA.X: 
Une station in Dmvntown fnglmvooct'·' without mentioning the Crenshav11/LAX Line at 
Ar•'iC/961h Station. The prnject should clarify whether there is shuttle service to the 
Crenshavv/LAX Line at A.MC/%1h Station or not during blg events. Culver City Buses 6 and 
Rapid 6 have stops at the Green Line Aviation LAX station and the LAX City Bus Center 
[Metro /\[1,1C/96th station in the future),, which are both regional tram:;Jt connection points 
and dose to the project The project should consider providing shuttle services to/from the 
Green Une .Aviation LAX station and the AMC,/96"1 station. 

100 Chq.f11er 3.14 p_age 191, Mitigation Meusute 3.14-1 (a) TDAJ 1/Encourage Alternative iWodes of 
Transportation, The project should consider providing transit subsidies for an attendees 
'With proof of ticket purchase to encou.rage transit use and reduce vehicular traffic to/frorn 
the arena. Thls could also irnprove bus speeds and efficlency in getting passengers to/frorn 
the arena on time, 

11 - Cb2p_tgr.J.L4..PPY.f. .. L9.L .. MLtfgqUw1M£q.s!JJV.3.',.J.4.~.!.[q} . .TI!.M .. J/H.nroumgg.A.f.t.f!.tTWtJf!..? .. M.!?..Q'.f!.,i.Pf. 
TnmspartaUon. The project's marketing and outreach carnpaign should include infonnatlon 
about all modes of trnnslt and all legs or the trip to/frmn the arena, including rail,. bus, 
shu.ttle service, bike., and e~scooter. 

12" Chapter 3.14pa:J.e191, l!ofitigation flfea:.wre 3.14-1(a) TDAl 4/EncourageActive 
Transportation, The Project should provide more than 23 attendee bike parking spaces, 
considering that a sold out Clippers game \Vou!d have a capacity of 18,000 fixed seats. 
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Compendium of Recent Research Studies on Distraction from 
Commercial Electronic Variable Message Signs (CEVMS) 

Prepared by 
Jerry Wachtel, CPE 

President, The Veridian Group, Inc. 
Berkeley, California 

Feb:rua:ry 2016 
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Background 
This is the second in a series of brief updates based upon this author's 2009 report for 
AASHTO through NCHRP Project 20-7 /256,1 which was a comprehensive and critical 
review of research that had been undertaken, and guidelines that had been developed up to 
that time that addressed the potential consequences for driver distraction from 
Commercial Electronic Variable Message Signs (CEVMS) along the roadside. 

We critically reviewed all of the research papers (more than 40) that had been published or 
presented within the prior 30 years. These papers represented the work of academic, 
industry, and government researchers in many countries (including, but not limited to: 
Sweden, Denmark, Israel, Canada, US, England, and Australia), and which followed many 
different research protocols. Whereas earlier studies (primarily those from the 1990s and 
prior) often suffered from limitations in equipment, methodology, or statistical rigor, 
leaving their conclusions open to question and controversy, those performed in the more 
recent past were generally more robust, and tended to reach similar conclusions to each 
other. 

The previous update was done in June, 2013 and presented at a joint meeting of AASHTO's 
traffic engineering and highway safety subcommittees. The new material in this update 
includes nine studies in five countries. 

Broadly summarized, the more recent studies have tended to find that outdoor advertising 
signs, particularly CEVMS, attract drivers' attention, and that more dramatic and salient 
signs attract longer and more frequent glances. This attention is often captured through a 
"bottom up" physiological process, in which the driver attends to the sign unintentionally 
and unconsciously, with the eyes captured involuntarily by the sign's changing imagery, 
brightness, conspicuity, and/ or movement. 

Several of the reported studies suggested thatthe distraction caused by outdoor 
advertising signs could be tolerated by experienced drivers and when attentional or 
cognitive demands of the driving task were low, but that the risk increased when such signs 
competed for the driver's visual attention with more demanding road, traffic, and weather 
conditions, when travel speeds were higher, or when an unanticipated event or action 
(such as a sudden lane change or hard braking by a lead vehicle) occurred to which the 
driver had to respond quickly and correctly. 

In addition, the more recent research continues to show that the drivers most susceptible 
to unsafe levels of distraction from roadside billboards are the young (who are more prone 
to distraction and less adept at emergency vehicle response) and the elderly (who have 
more difficulty with rapidly shifting attention, poorer night vision and glare susceptibility, 
and slower mental processing time). As will be seen in this Compendium, these concerns 
are heightened today, with our elderly driver population growing quickly, traffic 

1 Wachtel, J. (2009). "Safety Impacts of the Emerging Digital Display Technology for Outdoor Advertising 
Signs: Final Report. NCHRP Report 20-7 /256. Available at: 
h_tJp:_//[_[gb_t;QJw_;1yJ;nm_:-;_pgr_t:CA~.LQAL.Qtg/Q9qrn_l_f .ntc;/N_(li_R_P_%_f_flRt;_p_qr_ts/_2_Q_~_ 

Z.L256)'?~fa_?_()_~lj_gLt<Al_%__?,Jlgv_tt}gQ_r%?_Q_<A<,l_y_(-!_!_Ji_:.;j_1_i_g_<1;;1,'.;_l:i_tp,_p_t}_f 
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increasingly dense, more roads under maintenance or repair (construction and work zones 
create added risks), and larger, brighter digital and video roadside advertising signs 
competing for the driver's attention. 

Finally, the most recent epidemiological studies (dating from 2014 and 2015) have begun 
to demonstrate what has long been suspected but not proven - that roadside billboards are 
associated with increases in crash rates where such billboards are located. 

The research and guidelines reviewed in our 2009 report set the stage for the 21 research 
articles and guidelines that are reviewed and summarized in this compendium. 

While employing a broad array of approaches and methodologies, the common 
theme dearly indicates that the more that commercial digital signs succeed in 
attracting the attention of motorists that render them a worthwhile investment for 
owners and advertisers, the more they represent a threat to safety along our busiest 
streets and highways, where these signs tend to be located. 

The long awaited study by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), announced on the 
agency's website on December 30, 2014, is an outlier in this group of recent studies (except 
for those sponsored by the outdoor advertising industry2), in that it found no relationship 

2 In 2007, two studies sponsored by the outdoor advertising industry (the Outdoor Advertising Association of 
America [OAAA] and its research arm, the Foundation for Outdoor Advertising Research and Education 
[FOARE]J were submitted through the peer review process to the Transportation Research Board of The 
National Academies. Both reports, one a human factors study by the Virginia Tech Transportation Institute 
(VTTI), and the other an epidemiological study by Tantala and Tantala, received overall negative reviews 
from peer reviewers, and were therefore rejected by TRB both for presentation and publication. Although 
Virginia Tech has not performed subsequent work in this field, Tantala and Tantala have continued to 
perform research under the sponsorship of OAAA/FOARE. However, for whatever reasons, FOARE and OAAA 
have not made the subsequent studies available to the public, so they could not be addressed in this 
Compendium of research. 

The Tantala and Tantala 2007 study was an epidemiological analyses of crash rates, but the authors 
established data collection parameters that led them to exclude from examination the very driver cohorts 
(older drivers) and road locations (interchange areas) known to be at greatest risk for distraction. 
Subsequent comments from the senior author of these studies, to the effect that their subsequent studies 
follow the same basic methodology as the one performed in 2007 (with the exception of a more robust 
statistical technique to analyze the data), remains a cause for concern because of these methodological biases. 
The other industry study released by FOARE in 2007, the human factors analysis performed by VTTI, actually 
found that digital signs were associated with more long-duration glances away from the forward roadway 
than other types of signs, and further found that the problem was considerably worse at night However, the 
authors edited their final report to make it seem as if these adverse consequences did not exist, and their 
industry sponsors terminated the nighttime research after the pilot data had been collected and reviewed. At 
that time, many experts considered an "eyes-off-road" duration of two seconds or longer to be the threshold 
for a substantially higher level of crash risk, and the Virginia Tech team actually found a number of instances 
in which digital signs caused participating drivers to take their eyes off the road for two and three seconds or 
longer, whereas the other test conditions (areas with traditional billboards and roadway sections devoid of 
billboards J did not produce this result to the same extent 
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between digital billboards and adverse driver scanning behavior. The FHW A study, 
however, has been severely criticized for faulty methods and analyses in a peer-reviewed 
critique by the present author3. The FHWA study remains available on the agency's 
website, but has never been formally published. 

It has been shown that road environments cluttered with driving-irrelevant material (often 
called visual complexity) make it difficult to extract critical information necessary for safe 
driving in a timely manner, a particular problem for older drivers. In addition, with the 
growing proliferation of CEVMS, ever-newer technology that renders them more 
compelling, the expansion of on-premise signs using this technology, and several States 
considering the use of such signs within the right-of-way, it was deemed appropriate to 
provide an up-to-date review of the most recent research and guidelines. 

The next section of this report provides a brief summary of each of the studies. The 
following section, the Compendium itself: provides further details about each study, 
including its sponsorship, research protocol, strengths and weaknesses, and source 
identification. This document concludes with a complete list of references as cited. 

3 Wachtel, Jerry (2015). "A Peer-Reviewed Critique of the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Report 
Titled: "Driver Visual Behavior in the Presence of Commercial Electronic Variable Message Signs (CEVMS)." 
Available at: 
http:/ /n ebu la.wsi mg.com /72 2c5bb9d 7 6d 4b 1Ob6d7 add54d962 3 29? AccessKeyid=388DC3CA49BFO BEF098B 
&disposition=O&alloworigin=1 
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Summary of Findings 

This section summarizes the major findings of each of the 22 studies discussed in the 
Compendium. Key conclusions are highlighted in bold. The subsequent section of this 
report, the Compendium itself, provides additional detail about each study, and 
information about how to access the study, where available. 

The studies are cited here, and in the Compendium, in generally chronological order. 

Chan, et al.1 2008 - USA, Amherst, MA 

The researchers compared susceptibility to distraction from sources inside the vehicle 
(e.g. phone dialing, map reading) to those outside the vehicle (e.g. billboards) for both 
young novice drivers and experienced drivers. As predicted, for the in-vehicle 
distractors, the young drivers looked away from the roadway for extended periods (2 
seconds or longer) more than twice as often as the experienced drivers. Surprisingly, 
however, results showed that: (a) external distractors were even more distracting, and 
(b) the experienced drivers were just as distracted as the newly-licensed drivers on this 
critical measure of distraction when they performed the outside-the-vehicle tasks. The 
authors had assumed that experienced drivers would exercise the same degree of 
caution with the external distractors as they did with the internal ones. Instead, "the 
experienced drivers showed little concern for the effect that diverting their attention to 
the side of the roadway might have had on their ability to perceive potential risks 
immediately in front." In some 81 % of the external tasks, older drivers glanced for 
longer than 2s away from the forward roadway. The authors concluded by saying: 
" ... we think that our drivers engaged in the external search task were truly 
distracted with potentially serious consequences." 

Young, et al., 2009 - England 

In this driving simulator study, participants drove rural, urban, and highway routes in 
the presence and absence of roadside billboards, while their driving performance was 
measured. Billboards had a detrimental effect on lateral control, and appeared to 
increase crash risk Longitudinal control was not affected. The most striking effects 
were found for driver attention. Driver mental workload (using the NASA developed 
TLX scale) significantly increased in the presence of billboards. On rural roads and 
motorways, results showed that billboards were consciously attended to at the cost of 
more relevant road signs. The authors reached a "persuasive overall condus:ion that 
advertising has adverse effects on driving performance and driver attention. 
Whilst there are sometimes conflicts of interest at Local Authority level when 
authorizing billboards (since Councils often take a share of the profit from roadside 
advertising), these data could and should be used to redress the balance in favour of 
road safety." 

Backer-Gr{l)ndahl, & Sagberg, 2009 - Norway 

The authors asked drivers who had actually been involved in a crash to identify, from a 
list, what they believed were the causes of distraction for that crash. (Cell phone use 
was excluded). The most frequently reported sources of distraction were: (1) 
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conversations with passengers, and (2) attending to children in the back seat. However, 
when the researchers applied the statistical method known as quasi-induced 
exposure, they found that distractions: with the "highest relative risk" were: (1) 
billboards outside the vehicle, and, (2) searching for addresses. The authors note 
that both of the highest risk distractors were visual distractions, rather than 
physical, auditory, or cognitive ones. 

Chattington, et al., 2009 - England 

The researchers found "significant effects on both drivers' visual behavior and driving 
performance" in the presence of both static and video billboards. As expected, the video 
signs were seen as more potent distractors than similarly placed static signs. The 
authors state that their results "support and extend (the findings of) other studies of 
driver distraction by advertising," citing studies by Crundall, et al, and of Young and 
Mahfoud (both of which were extensively reviewed in the Wachtel 2009 report for 
AASHTO). The study showed that several aspects of driving performance were 
adversely affected by both video and static billboards, with the video signs 
generally more harmful to such performance than the static signs. The authors: 
list these effects as: speed control, braking, and lane position maintenance. 

Horberry, et al., 2009 - Australia 

Road authorities may be justified in using the best research information available, even 
if incomplete, coupled with engineering judgment, for the development of billboard 
guidelines. The authors: recommend that their client (Queensland, Australia) 
adopt advertising restrictions: at known areas of high driver workload, including 
"locations: with high accident rates, lane merges, curves/bends, hills and 
road/works/abnormal traffic .flows." (They state that) "this is broadly in line with 
Wachtel who recommended a restriction of advertisements at times when driver 
decision, action points and cognitive demand are greatest - such as at freeway 
exits/entrances, lane reductions, merges and curves. Although useful for all road users, 
such restrictions would be of specific benefit to older drivers." 

Gitelman, et al., 2010 - Israel 

The authors studied crashes at two highway locations along the same heavily traveled 
freeway - a "treatment" section in which previously visible billboards were covered as 
part of a trial period, and a "control" section in which the billboards remained visible. At 
the control sites, crashes remained essentially the same throughout the 3-year study 
period; at the treatment sites, crashes declined dramatically after the billboards were 
covered. The results were similar for injury and fatal crashes. After adjusting for traffic 
volume, crashes: were reduced at the treatment sites (where billboards: had been 
covered) by the following percentages: all crashes by 60%; injury /fatal crashes 
by 39%; property damage crashes: by 72%. 

Bendak & Al-Saleh, 2010 - Saudi Arabia 

The authors used a driving simulator in which test subjects drove on two similar roads, 
one with advertising signs and one without. Twelve male volunteers, ages 23-28, 
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participated in the study. Driver opinions about billboards were also sought using a 
simple questionnaire distributed to male drivers at random in the city of Riyadh, Saudi 
Arabia. 160 questionnaires were returned. Results of the simulator study showed that 
the driving speed of participants was not affected by the presence of advertising 
signs. However, two ofthe five indicators: were statistically significant. Both 
"drifting unnecessarily from (the) lane" and "recklessly crossing dangerous 
intersections" were significantly more prevalent in the presence of billboards:. 
Although not reaching statistical significance, each of the other three measures, 
tailgating, speeding, and failure to signal, were all worse in the presence of billboards. 
Half of the respondents to the questionnaire indicated that they had been distracted by 
a billboard, and 22% indicated that they had been put in a dangerous situation due to 
distraction from billboards. 

Milloy & Caird, 2011 - Canada 

This was a driving simulator study that looked at distraction effects of a video billboard 
and a wind turbine. The results demonstrated a causal (italics original) 
relationship between the presence of a video billboard and collisions with, and 
delays in responding to, the lead vehide. 

Edquist1 et al.1 2011 - Australia 

"The finding that the presence of billboards increases time to detect changes: is an 
important one." Billboards: can automatically attract attention when drivers are 
engaged in other tasks, delaying their responses: to other aspects: in the 
environment. The effect of billboards was particularly strong in scenes where 
response times are already lengthened by high levels of visual dutter. This is of 
particular concern because roads with high levels of clutter are the very kind of busy, 
commercial, high traffic environments where billboards are most often erected." 

The results are consistent with growing evidence suggesting that billboards impair 
aspects of driving performance such as visual search and the detection of hazards, and 
therefore should be more precisely regulated. 

Dukie, et al.1 2012 - Sweden 

In this on-road, instrumented vehicle study, drivers had a significantly longer dwell 
time (time looking at the billboards:), a greater number offixations:, and a longer 
maximum fixation duration when driving past digital billboards: compared to 
other signs along the same road sections. 

Perez1 et al.1 2012 - USA, Washington, DC 

The authors of this Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) sponsored study used an 
instrumented vehicle that recorded volunteer drivers' eye glances as they drove along 
pre-determined routes in Reading, Pennsylvania and Richmond, Virginia. The routes 
included digital as well as static billboards, undefined on-premise signs, and areas free 
of commercial signage. The routes were driven during daylight and at night, and the 
report found that digital biUboards "were not associated with 'unacceptably long 
glances away from the road'." As noted above, however, the draft report ofthis: 
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study was strongly criticized by the agency's selected peer reviewers, particularly 
with regard to the efficacy of the obtained eye glance data. Indeed, the 
participants in the study did gaze more often to digital billboards than to other 
signs, in some cases more than twice as much. (For example 71 % vs. 29% at night in 
Richmond). As a result of the critical peer reviews, the authors took 33 months to revise 
the study, which, although dated September 2012, was released on the agency's website 
on December 30, 2013. This revised report, in turn, was reviewed by the present 
author, whose critical report was reviewed and agreed-to by 14 independent expert 
peer reviewers. To our knowledge, the revised FHWA report was not subjected to peer 
review by the agency prior to its issuance on the agency website, and it has never been 
given an official agency report number, putting it in a state of uncertainty with regard to 
its publication. 

Divekar, et al.1 1013 - USA, Amherst, MA 

Experienced drivers are far less likely to be distracted by inside-the-vehicle tasks (e.g. 
cell phone, map display, entertainment system) than novice drivers. However, the 
researchers were surprised to find that experienced and novice drivers are at an 
equal and elevated risk of getting into a crash when they are performing a 
secondary task outside the vehicle such as looking at bHlboards 

Roberts, et al., 1013 - Australia 

The appearance of movement or changes in luminance can involuntarily capture 
attention, and engaging information can capture attention to the detriment of 
driving performance, particularly in inexperienced drivers. Where this happens 
in a driving situation that is also cognitively demanding, the consequences for 
driving performance are likely to be significant. Further, if this results in a situation 
where a driver's eyes are off the forward roadway for 2 seconds or longer, this will 
further reduce safety. Additionally, road environments cluttered with driving-irrelevant 
material may make it difficult to extract information that is necessary for safe driving, 
particularly for older drivers. The studies that have been conducted show convincingly 
that roadside advertising is distracting and that it may lead to poorer vehicle control. 

Herrstedt, et al., 1013 - Denmark 

The authors studied drivers using an instrumented car equipped with an eye-tracking 
system, a GPS system for registering the vehicle's speed, and a laser scanner for 
measurement of following distances to other road users. The overall findings of the 
studies demonstrate that "advertising signs do affect driver attention to the extent 
that road safety is compromised." In 69% of all drives past advertising signs, the 
driver glanced at least once at the sign; in almost half of all drives, the driver glanced 
twice or more at the same sign. For 22% of all drives, the total glance duration of 
successive glances was two (2) seconds or longer. In 18% of all drives, glance durations 
of one (1) second or longer was recorded. In approximately 25% of all glances, the 
safety buffer to the vehicle ahead was less than two (2) seconds, and in 20% of the 
glances, the safety buffer was less than 1.5 seconds. This study has been praised in 
independent peer review by Dr. Richard Pain, Transportation Research Board Senior 
Program Officer, retired. Dr. Pain considered this study to be the best designed and 
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conducted on-road study in this field, the conclusions of which, he believes, were far 
more valid and robust than those of the FHWA study (discussed above). 

Hawkins, et al., 2014 - USA, College Station, TX 

This study, sponsored by the on-premise signage industry, was a statistical 
(epidemiological] analysis of crash rates in the vicinity of on-premise digital signs that 
had been first installed in 2006-07. On premise signs differ from billboards in several 
ways. Per the common meaning of the term, on-premise signs must advertise only a 
business or service that is available on the property on which the sign is located. 
Because of that, on-premise signs typically function to identify the business and, as 
such, they may have little text or imagery other than that required for such 
identification. On the other hand, they are often closer to the road than billboards are 
permitted to be, and it is often possible for them to be larger than billboards and to 
feature motion or the appearance of motion. This study employed an analysis 
methodology known as em pf rical Bayes (or EBJ to look at before-and-after crash data in 
four states. A total of 135 sign locations and 1,301 control sites were used, and the 
researchers found "no evidence the installation of on-premise signs at these 
locations led to an automatic increase in the number of crashes." 

Schieber, et al., 2014 - USA1 Vermillion, SD 

In this simulator study the authors varied message length ( 4, 8, or 12 words J on digital 
billboards that participants drove past at either 25 or 50 MPH. Although there was no 
decrement in lane keeping or billboard reading performance at the lower speed on 
straight roads, "dear evidence of impaired performance became apparent at the 
higher (50 MPH) driving speed." The analysis: revealed that, rather than weaving 
in and out oflane while reading the billboards: with longer messages, participants: 
tended to slowly drift away from the lane center and then execute a large 
amplitude corrective steering input about eight (8) seconds after passing the 
billboard. Eye gaze analysis showed that information processing overload began to 
emerge with a message length of eight (8) words, and was clearly present with twelve 
(12) word messages under the 50 MPH condition. 

Gitelman1 et al., 2014 - Israel 

In 2014, these authors had the opportunity to add an additional data set to that in their 
2010 study (discussed above), and to reanalyze the data from the original study. This 
was because the road authorities issued a decision to reauthorize the display of 
billboards that they had previously had ordered covered. In other words, the authors 
had the opportunity to study traffic crashes on a single roadway when billboards were: 
(aJ visible, then (b) covered, then (cJ visible again. The 2010 study examined conditions 
(aJ and (bJ, and the 2014 supplement added condition (cJ and a reanalysis of (aJ and 
(b J. They found that: "The results: support and strengthen the previous: findings:." 
Removaljcovering of the billboards from the highway (condition [b]) was 
associated with a 30-40% reduction in injury crashes: from condition (a) 
according to two different databases, whereas the reintroduction/uncovering of 
the billboards: (condition [c]) was associated with a 40-50% or 18-45% increase 
in such crashes, depending on the database cited. The trends were similar and 
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consistent across damage-only, injury, and total accidents as well as nighttime vs. 
daytime injury accidents. 

Sisiopiku, et al., 2015 - USA, Al, Fl 

The authors analyzed crashes from eight (8) digital billboard locations in Alabama and 
ten (10) in Florida. All sites were on high speed, limited access highways. A total of 377 
crashes in Florida and 77 in Alabama were used in the analysis. Actual traffic collision 
reports were used since the authors discovered numerous errors in coding in the 
summary crash databases that they initially examined. Although the data set was too 
small to employ statistical analyses, the authors found that "the presence of digital 
billboards increased the overall crash rates in areas of billboard influence 
compared to control areas downstream of the digital billboard locations. The 
increase was 25% in Florida and 29% in Alabama." The predominant crash types 
that were overrepresented at billboard locations were rear-end and sideswipe 
collisions, both typical of driver distraction. 

Rempel, et al., 2015 - Canada 

These authors, working on behalf of the Transport Association of Canada, developed a 
set of guidelines for the control of digital and projected advertising signs. The resultant 
guidelines are based on a comprehensive literature review, a survey of Canadian 
governmental jurisdictions, a review of existing sign regulations, interviews with 
international Governmental agencies, discussions with sign industry representatives, 
and the application of human factors and traffic engineering principles. The key 
principle documented in the Guidelines is that they "provide .recommendations 
designed to control (digital billboards) such that they emulate static advertising 
signs (italics added), and therefore result in a similar distracting and road safety 
effect as static advertisements." 

Samsa & Phillips, 2015 - Australia 

These authors, working on behalf of the Outdoor Media Association of Australia, studied 
29 participants, ages 25-54 in an instrumented vehicle. The participants were fitted 
with "eye tracking glasses" and their eye fixations and driving performance was 
assessed as they drove a 14.6 km route in Brisbane, Queensland. The route took them 
past a "number" of advertising signs, including static, digital, and on-premise 
signs. The results showed that fixation du.rations "were well below" 0.75 seconds, 
and that there were no significant differences in vehicle headways between the 
three types of signage. One statistically significant finding was that lateral 
deviation was poorer when billboards were present. (Note that, at present, only an 
Abstract of this industry-sponsored study is available). 

Belyusar, et al., 2016 - USA, Cambridge, MA 

In this on-road study, data was collected from 123 subjects, nearly equally divided 
between males (63) and females (60) and between young (age 20-29, N = 63) and older 
(age 60-69, N = 60). These volunteers drove an instrumented vehicle under normal 
driving conditions (with no specific tasks to perform) past a digital billboard on a 
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posted 65 MPH roadway with four travel lanes in each direction. Data was collected 
during late morning and early afternoon to avoid commuter traffic. The authors state: 
"In contrast to the recent FHWA report (Perez, et al., 2012), the findings revealed 
statistically significant changes in total number of glances and, depending upon 
the direction of travel, moderate-to-long duration glances in the direction of the 
billboard." Older drivers were thought to be particularly affected. The authors 
also found that: "Drive.rs glanced mo.re at the time of a switch to a new 
advertisement display than during a comparable section of roadway when the 
billboard was simply visible and stable." Given typical billboard dwell (cycle) times 
of six (6) or eight (8) seconds, these findings add to the argument the dwell times for 
such signs should be considerably longer. 
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Compendium of Recent Research Studies on Commercial Electronic Variable 
Message Signs (CEVMS) 

Key to Codes Used in Tables: 

*Type of Study: 

N =on-road, naturalistic 
Q =on-road, quasi-naturalistic 
C =on-road, controlled 
S =lab, simulator 
L =lab, other 
E = epidemiological, crash data 
R = review of other work 
CR = critical review of other work 
D =discussion /consultation with experts 
G = guidelines or regulations development 
QI= questionnaires, interviews, surveys, focus groups, etc. 

**Type of Signs Studied: 

0 =On-premise 
C = Conventional billboard 
D =Digital billboard 
V = Sign contains video or animation 
H =Official highway sign 
U =Unknown 
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Date 1st 

published/presented 
Location 
Author(s) 
Title; 

2009 

Norwa 
Backer-Gr0ndahl, A, & Sagberg, F. 
"Relative crash involvement risk associated with different sources of driver distraction." 

_!:\ffi!_i_<:1_!_i_QI_l _________________________________________________________ -;-___I_l}_§_!!_!_l:l_!~ __ g_t}):_<:1_1}_~_p_Q!:_!_ __ ~_~_Ql}_Q:f-l_~!-~§~ __ _Ng_i::"""~y_ ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Forum i First International Conference on Driver Distraction and Inattention 
Peer Reviewed? I Yes 
Sponsor /funding source I Unknown 
Type of Study* i E, QI 

·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type of Signs Studied** C 
Brief description of Used web- and paper-based questionnaire to ask 4300+ drivers who had been in a crash 
method to identify from a list of possible choices the cause of their crash. Separated those at fault 

from those not at fault. Relative crash risk of each factor was estimated using the quasi
induced exposure method. 

Summary of Findings The most frequent sources of distraction were: (l) conversations with passengers, and 
(2) attending to children in the back seat. When the statistical method was applied to the 
data, it was found that distractions with the "highest relative risk" were: (1) billboards 
outside the vehicle, and, (2) searching for addresses. The authors note that both of the 
highest risk distractors were visual distractions, vs. physical, auditory, or cognitive. 

·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Strengths Authors controlled for possible confounding variables (such as age, gender, driving 
experience [years l and annual mileage driven) using logistical regression with culpabilitj 
as the dependent variable. 

Weaknesses/Limitations Some researchers question the viability of the quasi-induced exposure method; cell 
phone use was (intentionally) excluded from the questionnaire. (It likely would have 
proven to be the highest risk factor). Confidence intervals were quite large. 
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Date 1st 2009 
published/presented 
Location 
Author(s) 
Title 
Affiliation 

Australia, Queensland 
Horberry, T., Regan, MA, & Edquist, J. 
Driver Distraction from Roadside Advertising: The clash of road safety evidence, highway 
authority guidelines, and commercial advertising pressure. 
University of Queensland (Australia), INRETS (France), Monash University (Australia). 

Forum Unknown 
Peer Reviewed? Yes 

·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sponsor /funding source Swedish National Road and Transport Institute, VTI 
Type of Study* CR, D, G 
Type of Signs Studied** C, D 
Brief Description of Critical review of the research, worldwide, as well as existing guidelines and regulations. 
Method 
Summary of Findings "Road authorities around the world may ... be justified in using the best research 

information available (albeit incomplete) coupled with engineering judgment for the 
development of 3rd party advertising guidelines." The authors recommend that Main 
Roads Queensland adopt advertising restrictions at known areas of high driver workload 
including "locations with high accident rates, non-junction related lane merges, 
curves/bends, hills and road/works/abnormal traffic flows. This is broadly in line with 
Wachtel who recommended a restriction of advertisements at times when driver 
decision, action points and cognitive demand are greatest - such as at freeway 
exits/entrances, lane reductions, merges and curves. Although useful for all road users, 
such restrictions would be of specific benefit to older drivers." The authors correctly 
point out the flaw in arguments that suggest that guidance or regulatory controls are 
premature because there is a lack of data showing a causal relationship between 
billboards and accidents 

Strengths The study examined in detail the existing (2002) guidelines that seek to "minimize the 
possibility for 3rct party roadside advertisements to distract drivers ... " with an intent 
toward developing upgraded guidelines. 

·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Weaknesses/Limitations I The review of current guidelines, worldwide, is somewhat superficial. 
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Date 1_st 

__ p_~Q_l_~~-h-~_ti[p_~~~-~-1!_!_~_9: ____________________ 
Location 
Author(s) 
Title 
Affiliation 
Forum 
Peer Reviewed? 

·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sponsor/funding source 
Type of Study* 
Study Design 

__ :_I_'yp_~_g_f__~_~g_r:i_~---~!~_1_~_i_~-~-~: ____________ 
Brief Description of 
Method 

Summary of Findings 

·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Strengths 

Weaknesses/Limitations 

Availability/ Accessibility 

2010 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Saudi Arabia 
Bendak, S., & Al-Saleh, K. 
"The Role of Roadside Advertising Signs in Distracting Drivers." 
King Saud University 
lnternational journal o{Jndustrial Er,qonomics~ 40, 233-236. 
Yes 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Research Centre of the College of Engineering, King Saud University 
S, QI 

O,C,D, V 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Twelve male drivers, age 23-28, drove a simulator consisting of two urban roadways, 
each 9.3-km long, and matched for physical, environmental and traffic characteristics. 
One road contained advertising signs; the other was devoid of advertisements. 
The average driving duration was 12.83 minutes for each route showing that the 
presence of advertising signs did not materially affect driving speed. There were no 
accidents. Lane placement and position maintenance suffered significantly in the 
presence of advertising signs. According to the authors: "swinging and drifting from lam 
in the presence of advertising signs is a strong indication of how such signs distract 
drivers and affect their performance." A second finding was that "recklessly crossing 
dangerous intersections" was also significantly and adversely affected by the presence 
of advertising signs. This finding, according to the authors "indicates the loss of this fine 
coordination between paying attention and driving .... This can reasonably attributed ... 
to the longer reaction time needed in the presence of hazards due to being distracted." 
All three of the other measures: tailgating, "overspeeding," and failure to signal, were 
poorer in the presence of advertising signs, but these were not statistically significant. Ir 
response to the questionnaire, 50% of the 160 respondents said they had been 
distracted by advertising signs, and 22% reported having been in a dangerous situation 

---~!J~~~-! __ _12_1!_~~--~!_~-~--!~ __ Q_~_~_r:i_g __ ~_i_~!t<:t_~!~_g ___ Qy__~_gy~_r:_!_i_~_i_J!g__~_~g_r:i_~_'. ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
The tvvo simulated routes driven were matched for key characteristics; the differences 
between them were essentially only in the presence or absence of advertising signs. 
No females and no drivers older than 28 were included. "Advertising" signs of many 
different types were comingled, so it was impossible to identify the effects of any one 
category of signs, such as billboards. No definition is provided of the behavior identified 
as "recklessly crossing dangerous intersections." The authors attribute poorer 
performance in this measure to longer reaction time in the presence of the advertising 
signs, but there is no indication that they measured this response. The questionnaire 
completed by 160 respondents was not included in the paper. 
y,1_w_w_,_r:;JEr:;yig_r,_~QDJ[l_p_i,:_9_tg,_r_rgqn 
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Date 1st i 2011 
publi~hed/presented I -.. 

·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Location Canada (Calgary, Alberta) 
Author(s) Milloy, SL; and Caird, JK. 
Title "External Driver Distractions: The Effects of Video Billboards and Wind Farms on Driver 
Affiliation Performance." 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------;----Y_!!_i_y:~ _ _i:_~Ji:y ___ c:i_f__~_;:tJg1:1::ry _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Forum i Book chapter 
Peer Reviewed? I Yes 
Sponsor /funding source I Unspecified 
Type of Study* i S 

·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type of Signs Studied** V (simulated) 
Brief Description of The contribution to driver distraction from in-vehicle technologies such as cell phones, I-
Method Pods, and navigation systems have been studied extensively. But it is external 

distractions that compose the single largest category of distraction-related crashes. The 
least is known about such crashes, possibly because the variety of people, objects and 
events that make up external distractions are very difficult to study in a controlled 
empirical fashion. In theory, drivers often have spare cognitive capacity that they can 
allocate toward distractors such as billboards. The question asked here was: what 
happens when an unlikely but totally plausible emergency event takes place - can the 
driver "reallocate" his or her attention so as to respond to the event in a timely manner. 
In this "event-based" scenario, either the driver responds adequately or not In this 
simulator study, drivers on a freeway moving at 80 km/h (50 mph) in an industrial 
environment passed a video billboard at the same time that a lead vehicle suddenly 
braked hard. 

Summary of Findings The results found a causal (italics original) relationship between the presence of the 
video billboard and collisions with, and delays in responding to, the lead vehicle. The 
authors note that the billboards in this study were less able to capture the drivers' 
attention than video billboards in the real world because the simulated billboards were 
not as bright as actual billboards, and because the study was not conducted at night, 
where the distracting effects were believed to be greater. The implication is that real 
world safety problems may be more significant than those indicated by the study. 

·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Strengths A high fidelity, interactive driving simulator with a 150-degree forward field of view was 
used. All 21 subjects made three drives, and viewed two static and two video billboards 
in each. The images on the billboards were different in each presentation. A lead vehicle 
appeared intermittently, and, twice during each presentation, braked suddenly so that 
the subject had to respond quickly to avoid a collision 

Weaknesses/Limitations Younger and older drivers, those believed to be most susceptible to such distractions, 
were not included in the study. Learning may have occurred from earlier drives, and 
subjects may have come to use the appearance of billboards as a visual cue to prepare to 
brake for the lead vehicle. 

Availability/ Accessibility Published in: "Handbook of Driving Simulation for Engineering, Medicine and 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ___ y~y~:_l:~_c:i_lggy_'.'~---~-~J~!~-~--py: ___ p_'._~_'. __ X·)~_h_~_i_:, ___ 1"'1_: ___ !3:~~~g,J_'.!5:: ___ ~_;:t_i_t9:, ___ §:z: __ L~?_'. ___ ~-~-~-: ___ ~g~_;:t ___ !3:<:1:!~!1_: ___ ~-!3:~---~T~-~-~-'.-
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Date 1st 2011 
published/presented 
Location Australia, Perth 
Author(s) Edquist, J., Horberry, T., Hosking, S. & Johnston, I 
Title "Advertising billboards impair change detection in road scenes" 

--~ffg_i_<:J:!~~-1:1:------------------------------------------------------------ ___ _f\;'I_Q_r:I_<:1:§_g ___ (J_r:i}y_f='._t::§_~!Y--~~-~_i_g_f='._l!:! __ B:f='._§_f='._<:t_t::~_g ___ ~_f='._l!_!tf='. ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Forum 2011 Australasian Road Safety Research, Education & Policing Conference 
Peer Reviewed? Yes 
Sponsor /funding source Unknown 

__ :_I_'yp_~--~-f__~_!_1:l:_c:i_y: _______________________________________________ h-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

_ _Iyp_~_g_L~_ig_r:i_§ ___ ~_!_l:l_g_i_t=:_c:i_~: ____________ ----~,J:L ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Brief Description of The authors used a "change detection" paradigm to study how billboards affect visual 
Method search and situation awareness in road scenes. Change detection time has been shown 

to correlate with at-fault errors in a simulated driving task In a controlled experiment, 
inexperienced (mean age 19.3), older (73.0), and comparison (34.8) drivers searched 
for changes to road signs and vehicle locations in static photographs of road scenes. The 
road scenes ranged from suburban main streets to multilane highways to provide 
varying levels of background clutter. The actual experimental protocol is too complex to 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- _Jr:i:~J~~-g-~Jr:i: _ _!!~~-~--§_1:1::1:r_~~<:J:!:Y~ __ p_~~-!-~<:1:Y __ P_t=: _ __f_Q_1:l:_r:I_g_J1_~ __ !h_f='. __ gE~_g_iJ!_<:tL<:J:t!~_~}-~_: __________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Summary of Findings "The finding that the presence of billboards increases time to detect changes is an 

important one. This result lends support to the idea that billboards can automatically 
attract attention when drivers are engaged in other tasks, delaying their responses to 
other aspects in the environment The effect of billboards was particularly strong in 
scenes where response times are already lengthened by high levels of built or designed 
clutter. This is particularly concerning, as road scenes with high levels of built and/or 
designed clutter are just the sort of busy, commercial, high traffic environments where 
billboards are most often erected." Participants took longer to detect changes in road 
scenes that contained advertising billboards. This finding was especially true when the 
roadway background was more cluttered, when the change was to an official road sign, 
and for older drivers. The results are consistent with the small but growing body of 
evidence suggesting that roadside billboards impair aspects of driving performance 
such as visual search and the detection of hazards, and therefore should be more 
precisely regulated in order to ensure a safe road system. 

Strengths The change detection task has been shown to be relevant to safe driving performance, 
but has been underutilized in research. The inclusion of three diverse age cohorts 
addresses limitations in many other studies. 

Weaknesses/Limitations The study did not include an actual, or simulated driving task; rather a surrogate 
measure for visual subtasks required during driving. (However, the results are 
consistent with mounting evidence showing that roadside billboards impair key aspects 
of driving performance). Horberry, et al., (2009) argue that: "rather than waiting until it 
can be proven beyond doubt that roadside advertising is responsible for a particular 
collision, road authorities should regulate billboards to minimize the probability of 
interference with driving." 
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Date 1st 2012 
published/presented 
Location 
Author(s) 
Title 
Affiliation 

Sweden (Stockholm) 
Dukie, T., Ahlstrom, C., Patten, C., Kettwich, C., & Kircher, K. 
"Effects of Electronic Billboards on Driver Distraction." 
Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute, and Karlsruhe Institute of 
Technology 

Forum , journal of Traffic Injury Prevention 
Peer Reviewed? i Y 

·----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sponsor /funding source Swedish Transport Administration 
T pe of Stud * Q 
Type of Signs Studied** D 
Brief Description of The Swedish government allowed 12 digital billboards to be erected along highways nea1 
Method Stockholm for a trial period during which this, and related research was conducted. 41 

volunteers drove an instrumented vehicle past 4 of the billboards in both day (N = 20) 
and night (N = 21) conditions. Eye movements (and other measures) were recorded. "A 
driver (was) considered to be visually distracted when looking at a billboard 
continuously for more than two seconds with a single long glance, or if the driver looked 
away from the road for a 'high percentage of time'." (This is defined in the study based m1 
prior research, but is too complex for inclusion in this brief summary). Dependent 
measures were eye tracking and driving performance measures. 

Summary of Findings Drivers had a significantly longer dwell time (time looking at the billboards), a greater 
number of fixations, and a longer maximum fixation duration when driving past a DBB 
compared to other signs along the same road sections. No differences were found for 
day-night, or for specific driver performance variables. 

Strengths Excellent review of the relevant literature and explanation of the psycho-physiological 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ . ___ P_!::_!:l_~:-~-~~-~-~_}_!l:Y_!:lJy_~_9: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Weaknesses/Limitations It is known from other research that younger drivers (e.g. those under age 2 5) and older 

drivers (e.g. those over age 65) are more likely to be distracted by roadside stimuli that 
are irrelevant to the driving task; this study was limited to drivers between the ages of 3~ 
and 55. 
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Date 1st 2013 
published/presented 
Location U.S. (Massachusetts, Amherst] 
Author(sJ Divekar, G., Pradhan, AK, Pollatsek, A, & Fisher, DL; 
Title "Effects of External Distractions" 
Affiliation University of Massachusetts, Amherst 

·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Forum Journal 
Peer Reviewed? Yes 
Sponsor /funding source National Institutes of Health, National Science Foundation, Arbella Insurance Group 

Charitable Foundation 
T pe of Stud * 
Type of Signs Studied** 
Brief Description of 
Method 

Summary of Findings 

Strengths 
Weaknesses /Limitations 

Availability/ Accessibility 

s 
D (simulated] 
Following previous research in the same lab, the authors sought to understand: (a) why 
experienced drivers were taking such long glances at external distractions (simulated 
billboards) when they were unwilling to do so for distractors inside the vehicle, and (b J 
if these experienced drivers were sacrificing some of their ability to monitor visible 
hazards in the roadway ahead of their vehicle, are they sacrificing even more of their 
ability to anticipate unseen hazards. Novice and experienced drivers performed an 
external search task (reading a simulated billboard) while driving in a simulator. Eye 
movements were recorded, as were vehicle performance. 
Distractions are a major contributor to crashes, and almost one-third of such 
distractions are caused by sources external to the vehicle. Of these, digital billboards 
stand out because of their brightness and changing imagery. Recent research indicates 
that such billboards may attract attention away from the forward roadway for extended 
periods of time, and converging evidence shows that looking away from the forward 
roadway for such extended periods is associated with elevated crash risk The external 
tasks in this study were designed to be similar to scanning a sign dense with information 
in the real world, such as a digital billboard that changed message every few seconds. 
"This study provides clear evidence that external tasks are distracting not only for 
novice drivers, but also for more experienced drivers." For both groups, external 
distractions significantly affect the drivers' anticipation of hazards. Overall the study 
showed that experienced as well as novice drivers are at an elevated risk of getting into 
a crash when they are performing a secondary task such as looking at a billboard. 
Sophisticated driving simulator with realistic hazard scenarios. 
The simulated billboards, although requiring an external, visual distraction task, were 
not very representative of roadside billboards. There was no effort to study the effects 
of such external distractions on older drivers, a group known to be at high risk for such 
distraction 
Transportation Research Record, Journal of the Transportation Research Board No. 
2321. 
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Date 1st i 2013 
published/presented I 

·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Location Australia 
Author(s) Roberts, P., Boddington, K., & Rodwell, L. 
Title "Impact of Roadside Advertising on Road Safety" 
Affiliation ARRB Group (formerly Australian Road Research Board) 
Forum Austroads Road Research Report: Publication No. AP-R420-13 
Peer Reviewed? Unknown 

·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sponsor /funding source I Austroads (The Association of Australian and New Zealand Road Transport and Traffic 
I Authorities 

Type of Study* i CR, G 
·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type of Signs Studied** 0, C, D, V 
Brief Description of (a) A critical review of existing literature to study the risk of distraction from roadside 
Method advertising, and to communicate these findings; (b) document and review existing 

guidelines across different highway agencies to identify gaps and inconsistencies; (c) 
develop guiding principles and make guidance recommendations that could be used to 
create guidelines and to harmonize guidelines across diverse agencies. 

Summary of Findings Most drivers, under most conditions, most of the time, probably possess sufficient spare 
cognitive capacity that they can tolerate driving-irrelevant information. The problem 
comes in some driving situations where it becomes likely that (the appearance of) 
movement or changes in luminance will involuntarily capture attention and that 
particularly salient emotional or engaging information will capture attention to the 
detriment of driving performance, particularly in inexperienced drivers. Where this 
happens in a driving situation that is also cognitively demanding, the consequences for 
driving performance are likely to be significant. Further, if this attentional capture also 
results in a situation where a driver's eyes are off the forward roadway for a significant 
amount of time (i.e. 2 seconds or longer) this will further reduce safety. Additionally, 
road environments cluttered with driving-irrelevant material may make it difficult to 
extract information that is necessary for safe driving, particularly for older drivers. The 
studies that have been conducted show convincingly that roadside advertising is 
distracting and that it may lead to poorer vehicle control. Results from the Klauer, et al 
(2006) studies show that looking at an external object increased the crash risk by nearly 
four times, nonetheless the number of crashes resulting from such distraction is 
probably quite small. This suggests that the contribution of roadside advertising to 
crashes is likely to be relatively minor. Nonetheless, from the Safe System perspective it 
would be difficult to justify adding any infrastructure to the road environment that 
could result in increased distraction for drivers. The exception to this may be in the case 
long drives on monotonous roads where drivers are likely to suffer the effects of passive 
fatigue. 

Strengths A comprehensive review, not only of existing research, but also of relevant human 
factors principles, advertising sign technology, and best practices. 

--w-~~-k~-~-~~-~-~/Li~it~ti-~-~-~---rA1r1;-~-~g-h--th-~--~~th-~-~~---~-~t:-~-i;~-i~-~1y--i:~~-1-~-;--~~-a---~~~;~;~~t--~~---~~-1~r1-i;g--~-~-fi~-f~-ti~~~--~-~d-----------------------

1 guidelines, only brief mention is made of guidelines in the U.S. 

_:f-.:'!<:l}_l_<_t_~~_l-~!Yf:A_~~-~-~-~-~p_g_i_t:y_J __ :Ayc_t_g_c_tpJ_~---~-!1: __ !!~-~--:A_l!:~_!_t::~_<_t_~~---~Y~Q-~~-!-~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Date 1st 
published/presented 
Location 
Author(s) 
Title 
Affiliation 

·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Forum 
Peer Reviewed? 
Sponsor /funding source 

__ :_I_'yp_~_g_f__~-~-l!:_gy: ___________________________________________ 
Study Design 

Type of Signs Studied** 
Brief Description of 
Method 

Summary of Findings 

Strengths 

Weaknesses/Limitations 

Availability/ Accessibility 

·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2014 

Israel (Tel Aviv) 
Gitelman, V., Zaidel, D., Doveh, E., & Silberstein, R. 
"Accidents on Ayalon Highway - Three Periods Comparison: Billboards Present, 
Removed, and Returned" 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Yes 
Israel National Roads Authority 
E 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Quasi-experimental: Billboards present (2006-07), absent (2008), present again (2009-
12) with controls. Dependent measure - property damage and injury crashes. Control 
variable - traffic volume. Study sites - 8 treatment and 6 control. 
c 
Because of complaints, Israel's Supreme Court ruled that a series of billboards on an 
urban freeway near Tel Aviv had to be removed, i.e. covered, for one year while an 
evaluation took place. At the end of the experimental period, the billboards were 
uncovered such that they were again visible to motorists. At control sites, the billboards 
remained visible throughout the study period. At treatment sites, billboards were 
visible in the "present" period (2006-7), covered during the "removed" period (2008), 
and visible again in the "returned" period (2009-12). Crashes were recorded and 
categorized (property damage only, injury or fatality) under six conditions: (a) at 
treatment sites while signs were visible; (b) at treatment sites after signs were covered; 
(cJ at treatment sites where signs were visible again after having been uncovered; ( d) at 
control sites where signs were visible; and ( e) at the same control sites while signs were 
still visible but signs were covered at the treatment sites; and (f) at control sites while 
signs were again visible at the treatment sites. 
At control sites, crashes remained essentially the same throughout the 6-year study 
period; at the treatment sites, crashes declined dramatically after the billboards were 
covered, and returned just as dramatically once the billboards were uncovered and 
therefore again visible. The results were the same for injury and fatal crashes. After 
adjusting for traffic volume, crashes were reduced at the treatment sites (where 
billboards were visible in the "before" period but covered during the "after" period) by 
the following percentages: all crashes by 60%; injury /fatal crashes by 39%; property 
damage crashes by 72%. 
For a field study, this used a well-controlled research design. Before-and-after measure~ 
were obtained both for sites where the billboards were covered during the study, and 
for the sites where the billboards remained visible during this same time period. Road 
sections were in close proximity, on the same highway, ensuring that traffic speeds and 
volumes, as well as weather conditions, law enforcement activity, etc. were comparable. 
There might have been differences in certain roadway characteristics between the 
treatment and control sites (e.g. curves, merges, etc.) that were not identified. 
Complete study is in Hebrew only; English translation is available for the Executive 

---~_l:l_l!:l_l!:l_<:lEY ___ Q_I_~}Y: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Date 1st 2015 
published/presented 
Location USA 
Author(s) Sisiopiku, VP, Islam, M., Haleem, K., Alluri, P. & Gan, A. 
Title "Investigation of the Potential Relationship between Crash Occurrences and the 
Affiliation , Presence of Digital Billboards in Alabama and Florida" 

·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Forum Conference Paper 
Peer Reviewed? Yes 
Sponsor /funding source U.S. Department of Transportation/RITA, Alabama Department of Transportation, 

Florida Department of Transportation 
T pe of Stud * 
Type of Signs Studied** 
Brief Description of 
Method 

Summary of Findings 

E 
D 
The authors analyzed historical crash records from the states of Alabama and Florida. 
They identified locations of digital billboards along major limited-access roadways and 
chose 18 suitable sites for analysis, each with its own control site. Crash records were 
obtained for a five-year period from a centralized database in Alabama, and crash rates 
were determined per million vehicle miles travelled at each site. The procedure was 
similar in Florida, although only three years were studied. Because many crashes in the 
vicinity of the billboards were found to be located incorrectly, the authors retrieved the 
actual police traffic collision reports for 783 crashes. Of these, 406 had to be eliminated 
due to coding errors in the original summary reports, leaving a total of 377 crashes for 
the safety assessment. 
The authors state: "The overall results were consistent between the two states. The 
presence of digital billboards increased the overall crash rates at "digital advertising 
billboard influence zones" by 25% in Florida and 29% in Alabama, compared to control 
sites. In addition, sideswipe and rear-end crashes were overrepresented at digital 
billboard influence zones compared to control sites. 

Strengths Included in their influence zone was a short distance (minimum 0.05 mile) downstream 
of each billboard. This is in keeping with the findings of Schieber, et al., discussed 
elsewhere in the present document. The influence zone and associated control zone for 
each billboard were matched for traffic and roadway conditions. 

Weaknesses/Limitations The authors provide no explanation for how the specific billboard locations were chosen 
out of all possibilities that they identified. Apparently, they identified "influence zones" 
by calculating the distances upstream of each digital billboard from which the sign could 
be seen, using Google Street View. There seems to have been no effort to relate sight 
distance in the real world to that shown in the Google Street View images. It is unclear 
whether their 5 years of data (AL) and 3 years (FL) correspond to periods when the 
billboards studied were actually in place, given that the authors seem to have selected 
sites from Google Street View. 

Availability/ Accessibility Proceedings of the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society 58th Annual Meeting, 2214-
2218. 
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LARGE-SIZED DIGITAL BILLBOARDS HAZARD 

K. DOMKE1• K. WANDACHO\VICZ 1• M. ZALES1NSKA1• S. MROCZKO\VSKA1 & p SKRZYPCZAK2 

1Poznan University of Technology, Jnst.it11t.e of Electrical Engineering and Electronics. Poland. 
2City Road Administration Poznai1, Poland. 

ABSTRACT 
Various kinds of media are used for outdoor advertising purposes. One such medium comprises large electronic 
billboards with light-emitting diodes (LED) as the source of light. Such novel advertising devices' photometric 
parameters are different than in the media used so far and consequently impact road traffic participants in a 
different manner. Digital billboards with electroluminescent diodes are large, have high luminance, and dis
play dynamically changing images. Billboards localed near streets are a potential threat to traffic safety. The 
paper presents requirements for such billboards, the results and analysis of measurements of selected billboards 
located in Poznaft, Poland, as well as conclusions and recommendations for large-sized billboards -.,vith LED 
located in the vicinity of roads and mtersections. 
Kevwords: Digital billboards, light engineering, road safety. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Large-sized billboards have been in operation for a long time, dating back to 1900 in United States. 
At first, these were simply large bi11boards covered with paper advertisements. To provide better 
visibility, also at night, external lighting sources projecting light onto the billboards have been used, 
and when the advertisement's can-ier is replaced -..vith fabric or PVC, backlighthas been used. These 
are the most common billboards seen and operated in cities and highly populated areas. The 
employed lighting sources include lamps with fluorescent, halogen, metal halide, and LED light 
sources. The surface (up to 5 m2) of such a billboard illuminates transmitted or reflected light with 
relatively low illuminance (05---5 lx). 

Similarly to many developed countries all over the world, large-sized (12···72 m2) [ l] electroni
cally controlled billboards with LED diodes as the main source of light have appeared in Polish 
cities, towns, and other populated areas. Compared to traditionally illuminated billboards, these 
feature much higher brightness values (light intensity or luminance). 

The dramatic increase of the number of such billboards (55 in 2009, 213 in 2010, in Poland) [l] 
may pose direct danger to road traffic participants, not to mention the unappealing visual disorder 
due to overcrowding of such advertising devices. 

One of the factors increasing such risk is improperly operated, excessively bright electronic bill
boards (Fig. 3). 

With the development of the technology of LED, large-sized billboards with electroluminescent 
diodes have come to the towns of Poland. These billboards are usually large, have high luminance, 
and show dynamically changing images. Car, bus, and rail vehicle drivers complain that glaring 
billboards located in their field of vision are uncomfortable to look at and interfere with normal driv
ing tasks, especially in the evening and at night. Billboards located near streets are a potential threat 
to traffic safety. 

The use of a high quantity of LEDs and an electronic control system makes such devices similar 
to TV screens, which gives the use novel, previously unavailable functionalities, with photometric 
parameters unlike the previous ones. Given their large area, such bi11boards feature very high bright
ness - much higher than traditional billboards. In addition, the presented content may feature 
brightness of various levels and dynamically changing images (video, animation). At nighttime and 
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Figure 1: Small bi11boards (cityboards) on tram stop. 

Figure 2: Large-sized digital billboards on city roundabout. 

in poor atmospheric conditions during the day (e.g. cloudy sky, fog, rain) such billboards may 
uncomfortably impair the drivers' vision and hinder their ability to normally drive cars. A great 
majority of them are a potential source of glare and distraction among the drivers. By displaying 
content that resembles road traffics signs, such billboards often mislead the drivers. 

Aiming to reach as many potential content viewers as possible, billboard owners install them 
mostly in places with intensive vehicle and pedestrian traffic, such as main traffic routes, intersec
tions, traffic circles, and close to heavily used roads and pedestrian crossings, thus putting traffic 
participants in dimger. The lack of explicit legal regulations for operating such devices makes the 
situation only more evident. 

The problem of negative impact of large-sized billboards on the drives has been acknowledged 
and partially examined, and authorities at various levels (local, state, sometimes even national) have 
been trying to specify pem1issible operating conditions for such billboards. 

Legal regulations applicable in other countries are far from coherent: from complete prohibition 
of use across the entire country (Spain), through coru1try-specific (Holland, South Africa, Brazil) or 
local partial restrictions on selected parameters in force in specific states (Queensland, Victoria, New 
South Wales in Australia, New York, Virginia in USA) through specific cities (San Antonio, Oakdale 
in USA) to no legal regulations \vhatsoever (numerous countries in Asia and Middle East). 
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Figure 3: Billboards placed too low and with high brightness. 

The fo11owing are examples of requirements that apply to such billboards, accepted by local self· 
governments, states, and government bodies in countries that have already acknowledged the 
problem of outdoor billboards. Also, results of measurements of photometric and geometric param
eters of selected billboards located in Poznm1, Poland, have been presented, and recommendations 
for the operation of large-sized billboards with LEDs have been formulated. 

2 EXAMINATION OF BILLBOARDS AND THEIR IMPACT ON DRIVERS 
All over the world numerous and continued research projects have been completed, aiming at estab
lishing the impact of large-sized LED billboards on road traffic safety and formulating requirements 
and recommendations regulating the principles of installation imd operation of such devices. The 
great majority of research projects were devoted to the topic of distracting the drivers due to the man
ner and type of the displayed advertising content [2-9]. Among others, the researchers examined the 
impact of animated images and video, information presented in advertisements (website addresses, 
text message details, phone numbers, etc.), the legibility of advertisements, the element of novelty 
achieved by displaying the advertisements in specific sequences, and the impact of the effect of 
attracting the drivers' vision by very bright surfaces in their field of vision on their distraction. Only 
a few pr~jects actually focused on the billboards' photometric properties (lruninance). Rather, the 
literature makes an attempt at adapting the results of examinations on traditional advertisements to 
LED billboards [ 10]. Also. attempts are made to adapt the results of research on light that distracts 
residents in relation to the evaluation of photometric properties of electronic billboards [ 11]. 

In 2010, the Poznan University of Technology conducted the first examination of the basic photo
metric properties of electronic billboards in Poland. Measurements of properties of LED billboards 
were taken for a selected group of advertisements located in Poznan. The most significant factors 
derived from the analyzed billboards impacting the drivers' vision conditions have been analyzed 
and isolated. A proprietary measurement procedure has been created. The description of the research, 
the measurement procedure, and the results are presented in p 2,13]. The results permitted the eval
uation of photometric parameters of typical bill boards located in Poznan and confirmed the necessity 
to introduce specific requirements and legal regulations that would render the installation and opera
tion of such objects impossible. 
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3 CURRENT LEGAL SITUATION IN POLAND 
The Polish lighting standards related to the lighting of work places located outdoors [ 14] and road 
lighting [15] do not specify requirements for large-sized billboards with LEDs as objects impacting 
road traffic safety. The standard [ 14] consists of requirements on the limitation of interfering lighting 
and only address the reduction of inconvenience for people, animals, and plants. The stipulations of 
the standard fail to address requirements related to driving (drivers of vehicles present in the road). 
Only maximum luminance and luminous intensity values of signs, including billboards emitting 
light (or iJJuminated ones) are specified. Unfortunately, the location of the billboard toward the 
observer, its angular diameter, distance from the main direction of observation, and dynamic change 
of luminance (brightness) related to displayed images are not taken into account. 

The Polish standard's [15] requirements related to glare limitation only apply to situations where 
small-sized light sources (luminaires) are present in the road. The evaluation of glare is carried out 
on the basis of the increase of the threshold value (TI). Consequently, such requirements may not be 
used when evaluating glare caused by large-sized billboards with LEDs. 

The cun-ently valid ordinance of the Polish Ministry ofinfrastructure [16] (point 79 applying to 
Art. 293 Para. (6) provides requirements for lighting devices, including billboards located outdoors 
or in the vicinity of buildings that may be inconvenient for pedestrians and drivers. Still, these 
requirements are not accurate and are no grounds to evaluate the level of inconvenience caused by 
biJJboards, especially for drivers. The ordinance specifies requirements on the illuminance of white 
light (5 lx) and color light (3 lx), but there is no description of the method of can-ying out measure
ments in relation to both the location and external factors (impact of lighting in the road instaJJation). 
Although the ordinance talks about drivers, these requirements seem to be applicable only to those 
lights causing inconvenience to residents. 

The Polish Outdoor Advertising Chamber, whose members are mainly owners of such billboards, 
has issued recommendations on digital advertisements that only comprise generic statements on the 
obligation to operate billboards which are 'not arduous for residents in the area of their effect and 
not arduous to road traffic participants' and to ensure that there is a distance of at least 50 m between 
intersections and bi11boards displaying images that change more frequently than one in 5 s. [17] 
Unfortunately, these recommendations are not obeyed in many cases. 

4 REVIEW OF REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE 
TO LARGE-SIZED BILLBOARD WITH LEDS 

Numerous countries carry out research on the impact of roadside biJJboards on reduced concentra
tion of drivers. To a large extent, the research applies to traditional advertisement media, but there 
are in fact several papers on electronic advertisement [ 18]. Generally speaking, the results of all 
research projects indicate that billboards distract drivers. Several cmmtries have implemented guide
lines for issuing permits for installation of roadside billboards on the basis of results of such research 
projects, \vhich were carried out mostly at the request of governmental bodies or road authorities. 

1n general, the current requirements and limitations applying to digital billboards fall into three 
groups: 

" Limitations of photometric parameters and location, 
" Recommendations on graphical effects, 
" Recommendations on the adve1tisements' content. 

Among the recommended limitations in the first &,>roup the one which seem most important are 
related to photometric parameters (brightness, luminance, and illuminance). Brightness is subjective, 
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hence cannot be objectively measured. Electronic billboards seem less bright during the day than at 
night. Billboards seen at night, in city centers, seem less bright than the same billboards observed in 
dark, tmoccupied sun-om1dings. Electronic billboards made from electrolUlllinescent diodes are orit,>i
nal sources emitting light by themselves, hence luminance should be used to describe their properties. 

Generally, there is no need to limit the luminance of billboards during the day, but there is no 
doubt such limits should be imposed for billboards at night. The so-called moth effect, described as 
unintentional directing of one's eyesight to the brightest objects in the field of vie\v. Consequently, 
the brighter the surface of the billboard, the higher the danger it poses with regard to distracting the 
driver and leading their eyesight off the road [3]. 

The lUlllinance of billboard surfaces may not be specified explicitly, as brightness (a subjective 
sensation) depends on the area of the billboard and the luminance of the smwundings. In general, all 
literature sources specify the billboard's luminance as the only value affecting the billboard's bright
ness. Only Outdoor Advertising Association of America (OAAA), an association of manufacturers 
of advertising media, specifies requirements for illuminance [ 19, 10]. 

A document titled 'Technical Memorandum: Evaluation of Billboard Sign Luminances' was 
drawn up in 2008 by the Lighting Research Center, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute at the request of 
the New Yixk State Department of Transportation. The memorandum describes three stages of 
research: a review of recommendations for luminance calculation (on the basis of the paper by 
IESNA), measurements of luminance of existing billboards, and a computer simulation of an elec
tronic biJJboard. According to IESNA recommendations, the illuminance in the surface of an 
electronic biJJboard should be 1000 lx for bright surroundings and 500 lx for dark surroundings. 
Assuming that the billboard surface coefficient of reflection of the light stream is 0.8, its corresponds 
to hmlinance is 250 cd/m2 and 130 cd/m2. The authors confin11 that these assUlllptions are followed 
by billboard manufacturers. The authors have also measured existing billboards: six backlit bill
boards and four electronic billboards. The memonmdum authors' own research lead them to 
a conclusion that the luminance of a backlit bi11board should not exceed 280 cd/m2 at night. 

A document [20] listing requirements for roadside billboards has been developed at the request 
of the Traffic Engineering and Road Safety section of the Queensland (Australia) Government's 
Department of Main Roads. The document's characteristic feature is the listing of several defini
tions. For example, roadside billboards are divided into four categories depending on their size 
and placement in relation to the road. Attachment D discusses the billboards' brightness and 
quotes a paper [2 l] on backlit billboards. The paper claims that 'the brightness of backlit roadside 
billboards should be limited under any conditions'. The authors emphasize the difference between 
the concepts of brightness and luminance. Luminance is used for assessing the properties of 
a billboard as a device for displaying images. Luminance may be different in the billboard's sur
face (luminance distribution) and depending on the angle of observation. The highest luminance 
occurs when observing the billboard from straight ahead and is reduced as the angle of observa
tion increases. Brightness is a subjective visual sensation, whose intensity depends on the 
luminance of the billboard's surface (luminance distribution), the size of the billboard, the contrast 
(in relation to background luminance), the observer's position, and the observer's adaptation. The 
document presents the maximum permissible, average luminance of the billboard's surface for 
three areas (Table 1). 

The reduction of the billboard's surface luminance is not required at night only but also in certain 
situations during the day. In case of a fog, bright billboard surfaces may hamper the drivers' vision. 
To ensure lUlllinance is reduced during fog, it may not be enough to equip billboards with photode
tection devices reducing their hmlinance at night. Other dedicated requirements for such situations 
may have to be implemented. 
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Table l: Pennissible luminance values of billboards' surfaces according to [22]. 

Area number 

l 

2 

3 

Description 

Area with high level of lighting, not 
caused by road lighting system, e.g. 
city centers. 
Area with average level of lighting, not 
caused by road lighting system, e.g. 
suburban industrial areas, filling sta
tions, parking lots, etc. 
Area with low level of lighting, not 
caused by road lighting system, e.g. 
rural areas, residential areas. 

Pem1issible luminance value 

500 cd/m2 

350 cd/m2 

300 cd/m2 

Table 2: Minimum distances of building structures from the external edge of the roadway for various 
classes of roads [25]. 

No. Road class Built-up area Outside built-up area 

National road !Om 25m 
2 Regional road 8m 20 m 
3 District road 8m 20m 
4 Local road 6m 15m 

Another important factor is the billboard's location: authors of numerous publications 
agree that electronic billboards distract drivers, thus becoming a potential source of danger for 
the safety of road traffic participants. Such billboards should not be located in the direct vicin
ity of intersections, road junctions, and in places where drivers are required to pay special 
attention (e.g. near pedestrian crossings). Jt is often suggested to only place billboards perpen
dicularly to the axis of the road [23,24]. Minimum distances between a billboard and an 
intersection within towns are specified to be between about l 0 m up and about 50 m. In Poland, 
the recommended minimum distance from the billboard's side (its closest edge) to the edge of 
the road should be, for every road class, according to the public road law [25]. Table 2 presents 
minimum distances of building structures from the external edge of the roadway for various 
classes of roads. 

The billboard's surface should be positioned to have the least negative impact on the drivers' 
vision process. Some authors suggest, that the billboard's surface should be situated \vithin angles 
90"-o- 180° in relation to the edge of the roadway (in relation to the edge of the roadway) and illumi
nation directions should be opposite to sites with elevated collision (accident) risk, for example, 
opposite to intersections or traffic circles. Figure 4 shows the billboard's permitted position and 
illumination direction [26]. 

In addition, a large-sized billboard should be positioned so as not to block the view of equipment 
critical for road traffic safety, exit from a minor road or a parking (it is sometimes observed - see 
Figs. 5 and 6), or a fire escape route or its designation signs [27,24]. 
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Figure 4: Permitted and forbidden position for billboard at the intersection [26]. 

Figure 5: Wrong location - billboard as the backgrnund for the traffic sign. 

Figure 6: Wrong location - billboard at exit from a minor road. 
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The second group of limitations includes the ones regulating the mmmer of use of the displayed 
image's graphical elements. 

Moving images (video clips) are forbidden. The issue of displaying moving images is well cov
ered by world literature [25,6,28]. Displaying moving images (animation, video) is explicitly 
forbidden. Electronic billboards may only display permanent images. 

Also minimum billboard display time is limited. This issue raises disputes between billboard 
owners and road traffic safety specialists. A billboard owners' agenda is to present as many adver
tisements in a given time W1it as possible, provided the display time is long enough for the 
advertisements to be read and comprehended. There is no information on research projects aiming 
at evaluation of the impact of operation of billboards on distracting drivers. Different sources quote 
different times, but the data is not substimtiated with empirical research. OAAA, an association of 
manufacturers of advertising media, quotes a time of 4 s [29]. The Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) operating in United States recommends a time of 8 s [28]. Recommendations implemented 
in 41 states in North America specify a time from 4 to 10 s [28]. The necessity to specify the mini
mum time of displaying advertisements comes as a consequence of the so-called Zeigamik effect 
occun-ing in case of sequentially appearing advertising messages, provoking the observer to observe 
the remaining part of the message, leading to a much worse concentration of the driver. This is to be 
prevented by a requirement saying that the observer (driver) is not supposed to observe changing 
images in the billboard but rather is supposed to see the same still advertisement in the device [30]. 
The minimal time t of displaying an advert should therefore be connected with the distance d at 
which the advertisement is being observed and the speed limit v introduced for the road in the vicin
ity of which the biJJboard is located. The analyzed literature suggests the foJJowing recommendation 
is applied in eqn. (1): 

d 
t=v' (l) 

where r---minimum advert display time [s], d----distance from the billboard [m], v--- speed limit [m/s]. 
Visual effects and interval between consecutive images. Generally, all available publications 

W1animously claim that there should be no delay between the changing images of consecutive adver
tisements. Also, no visual effects should be used between the changing images. Images must not be 
dimmed, brightened, overlapping, and animated [28]. 

Also, amount of displayed information is limited. The longer the time the driver is forced to 
read an advert.isement, the higher the threat to traffic safety. Research has proven [6] that drivers 
stmt reading advertising texts located at a distance of 250 m if the letters of the text are 45 cm 
high. Reading speed is assumed at one word per second, which gives a maximum number of eight 
words at the speed of 90 km/h, seven words at 100 km/h, and six words at 115 km/h. The number 
of words should be lower in unfavorable conditions (lower letters, reduced contrast). No specific 
recommendations have been specified, with this regard. Still, it is known that the amount of infor
mation in the billboard should depend on the speed limit in the area and the distance to the 
billboard. 

Sequential messages (text that appears on consecutively displayed advertising messages) are for
bidden [20]. 

Images whose shape or color resemble road traffic signs [20,24] or officially used emergency 
signals or traffic light signals [31] are forbidden. Unfortunately, such billboards are still in use 
(Fig. 5). 
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Figure 7: Billboards with infom1ation to memorize: addresses, phone numbers. 

The third group of limitations specifies the type of displayed information. Billboards should 
not display website addresses, phone numbers, and text message details. This kind of content 
requires special attention of the driver to memorize it (write it down) consequently distracting the 
driver (Fig. 7) [23]. 

Jt is also forbidden to display controversial content (sex, violence, religious symbols) [23]. 
Permits. Authorities issuing permits should be able to analyze ammally the impact of electronic bill

boards on road traffic safety in a given location. Also, the billboard's properties may alter when its 
elements or software are changed. Ultimately, new requirements may be accepted (on the basis of newly 
conducted research), which may lead to the change of, for example, billboards' luminances. It is recom
mended [28] to follow the method used by Oakdale, Minnesota, authorities [32]. The billboard's investor 
( O\vner, operator) obtains a 1-year permit to operate the billboard and is required to renew it annua Hy. 

5 RESEARCH OF LARGE-SIZED BILLBOARDS WITH LEDS IN POZNAN, POLAND 
ln the summer of 2010, over 30 large-sized billboards with LEDs have been located in the adminis
trative territory of the big polish town of Poznan. These billboards are usually large, very bright, and 
show dynamically changing images whose brightness varies greatly (videos, animated images), 
especially at night. Figure 8 shows an example of a ve1y bright billboard with LEDs. 

Billboards with LEDs are usually installed in places where the daily traffic is ve1y high (city 
centers, high streets, intersections, rmmdabouts), and thus significantly impact the drivers' vision 
conditions, leading to reduced concentration and even glare. Thus, they are a potential threat to road 
traffic safety. Figure 9 shows an example of location of a billboard near an intersection. 

Measurements of properties of large-sized billboards with LEDs have been carried out for 
18 billboards located in PoznafL The measurements have been carried out after sunset, as bill
boards impact drivers' vision the most at night. All examined billboards have been located in the 
drivers' fields of view, 1.5 m to 13 m above ground. All billboards were large and showed dynam
ically changing images, except for a single billboard showing still images. The surface of the 
largest billboard was approximately 30 m2, and approximately 5 m2 for the smallest one. Table 3 
shows the highest and lowest values of the measured geometric parameters and average values for 
all billboards. 

A site plan showing the location of the measurement point, main observation directions, and the 
location of the billboard in relation to the road has been drawn up during the measurements. The 
main directions of observation of the surface of the billboard \Vere selected follO\ving the analysis 
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Figure 8: View of a very bright billboards at night. 

Figure 9: A billboard located in a place where daily traffic is high (as seen during the day and 
at night) [26]. 

Table 3: Highest and lowest values of the measured geometric parameters and average values for 
examined billboards. 

Billboard's geometric Average value for Highest of Lowest of 
parameter all billboards measured values measured values 

height [mJ 3.1 4.8 1.2 
width [m] 4.9 63 2.9 
surface [m2] 15.2 30.1 5.4 

of the location of the billboard in relation to the layout of the street and the traffic system (one-way 
streets, no tum or tum only signs). The location of measurement points was based on the assumed 
division of angles, for which the billboard's luminance was measured and possibilities of taking 
practical measurements were assessed. Figure JO shO\vs examples of site plans of two measurement 
points. 

The measurement of photometric parameters included the measurement of the luminance of the 
billboard's central point the luminance of the surface of the road as the adaptive surface for road 
users and the luminance of the billboard's background. The luminance of the billboard's central 
point was measured in plane perpendicular to the surface of the billboard's measurement point. 
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Figure l 0: Street layout indicating the examined billboard and locations of measurement points for 
angles 0°, 20°, 40°, 60° and main directions (marked with arrows in traffic lanes) [26]. 

Table 4: List of measured luminance values. 

Average value for Highest of Lowest of 
Luminance [cd/m2] all bi11boards measured values measured values 

Maximum for billboard's central point 1983 7953 377 
Billboard surroundings 9.3 108 0.9 
Horizon 1.8 6.5 0.2 

Road surface 3.1 4.6 u 

The billboard's maximum and minimum luminance in this point was measured. The change of 
luminance in the billboard's central point depending on four different angles of observation in 
relation to the plane perpendicular to the surface of the billboard was measured. The road surface 
average luminance was measured for the lane of traffic moving toward the billboard. The bill
board's background luminance was measured for surfaces located in its closest vicinity and for the 
horizon in the back of the observed billboard. 

Table 4 presents the summary of luminance measurements, and a selected distribution of lumi
nance in the billboard's surroundings is shown in Fig. 11. 

6 ANALYSIS OF OBTAINED RESULTS 
The measurements of properties oflarge-sized billboards \vith LEDs confirmed the existence of high 
values ofluminance of billboard surfaces at low values of luminance of the vicinity of the biJJboards. 
Jf a value of 500 cd/m2 suggested in p 2,21] and presented in Table 1 is assumed as a criterion of 
evaluation of pennissible values of luminance for high illuminance surfaces, then only 2 out of the 
examined 18 billboards meet this requirement. The two billboards had maximW11 luminance of 3 77 
cd/m2 and 388 cd/m2. The remaining billboards luminance was from 554 cd/m2 to 814 cd/m2 

(6 billboards) and over 1000 cd/m2 --- from 1051 cd/m2 to 7953 cd/m2 (10 billboards). The average 
luminance of the surface of all examined billboards was 1983 cd/m2, given the average background 
luminance below 10 cd/m2 and average road surface luminance, namely adaptive luminance, of 
approximately 3 cd/m2 Almost a11 examined billboards featured highly variable parameters and high 
luminance contrasts of the displayed images. The highest value of luminance contrast, defined as the 
relation of the luminance of the object to the luminance of the background, was over 4000. 
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Figure 11: Distribution of luminance ( cd/m2) in the sun-oundings of the billboard from Fig. 3 [26]. 

Figure 12: Billboards with too big luminance are illegible. 

In such cases, the obsenred loss of the ability to read the displayed content of the advertising because 
of its too much brightness and too much contrast with the sun-oundings. Figure 12 illustrates this case. 

The obtained results show it is necessary to impose limits for billboard luminance values at night. 

7 CONCLUSIONS 
The completed measurements and their analysis have shown the negative impact oflarge-sized bill
boards with LEDs on drivers' vision conditions, especially at night. 

Factors resulting in negative impacts of such bi11boards may be divided into three categories: 

" Photometric parameters of billboards (high luminance at low background value, high contrast of 
images) can dazzle drivers. 

" Special character of images (dynamic changes, flashing, contents for memorization) disrupted the 
process of seeing the road. 

" Inappropriate location (near intersections, roundabouts, road vicinity, at low heights, before road 
traffic si&,'Ils). 

On the basis of research results, experience, and the analysis of recommendations discussed in 
other papers, the authors suggest requirements and limits related to large-sized billboards: 
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.. Maximum luminance of billboard surface: at night 400 cd/m2, during the day 5000 cd/m2, 

.. Billboard location: 90°+ 180° in relation to road surface border, without emission of light toward 
locations with higher risk of road collisions, outside intersections. 

.. Unacceptable form of images: moving images, visual effects, interval between consecutive im
ages, infomrntion for memorize (addresses, websites, emails, phone numbers, text message in
structions). 

• Minimum advertisement display time: 10 s. 
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Instructions to Panel 1\iiembers 

This project was conducted at the request of the AASHTO Subcommittee on Traffic 
Engineering as part ofNCHRP Project 20-07. The report did not go through the usual 
rigorous review process established and monitored by the Transportation Research Board 
Executive Committee or the Governing Board of the National Research Council, and 
should not be described as a "TRB Report". It should be described as a contractor's 
repmi conducted for the AASHTO Subcommittee on Traffic Engineering with funding 
provided through the National Cooperative Highway Research Program Project 20-07. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

In July 2007, the Highways Subcommittee on Traffic Operations (SCOTE) of the 
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) issued a proposed 
policy resolution on outdoor advertising. This document recognized that inattentive 
driving was a major contributor to highway crashes, and that new technologies were 
enabling the outdoor advertising industry to display more attention-getting messages that 
were likely to cause drivers to be less attentive to the driving task. The document further 
noted that national interest and concern about the safety implications of these advanced 
outdoor advertising displays had been expressed by FH\VA and TRB as well as by State 
and local government agencies. Because the subcommittee recognized the potential 
safety implications of such signs and the lack of "substantiating evidence" for 
determining appropriate guidelines for their control, SCOTE resolved to support the 
undertaking of research as quickly as possible into the safety and operational effects of 
these technologies and to forward its resolution to the AASHTO Standing Committee on 
Highways to be considered a high priority project for consideration by the Standing 
Committee on Research of the National Cooperative Highway Research Program 
(NCHRP). The SCOTE resolution became a Research Problem Statement [(NCHRP 20-7 
(256)], which led to the undertaking of this work in February 2008. 

The specific objective of the study was to develop guidance for State Departments of 
Transportation and other highway operating agencies with respect to the safety 
implications of digital display technology being increasingly used for outdoor adve11ising 
signs. The objective was to be achieved through the conduct of a critical literature review 
of existing guidelines and research results, including, separately, research undertaken and 
published by the outdoor advertising industry; an identification of the human factors 
elements related to the operational characteristics of such signs; a review of the 
experiences of other countries with this outdoor advertising sign technology; and the 
preparation of a final, peer reviewed, report documenting the work conducted and 
including recommended guidance related to the safety aspects of digital display 
technology for outdoor advertising signs. 

Earlier reports published by FHW.A in 1980 and 2001 had extensively reviewed the 
research literature in the field of outdoor adve11ising, and an FHWA study that ran 
concurrently with this project also included a review of the more recent research 
literature. The goals of the FHWA study, however, were quite different than those of the 
project reported here. Whereas this study had as its objective the development of 
guidelines that State and local government agencies could adopt immediately, the FHWA 
study sought to identify unmet research needs with regard to the potential impact of these 
signs on driver attention and distraction, and to propose a research strategy to fill these 
knowledge gaps. Thus, the two studies, conducted concurrently, were complementary -
this one seeking to develop readily useable guidelines that could be implemented at the 
State and local level based on our existing knowledge base, and the other seeking a more 
comprehensive understanding of the safety implications of these signs that might lead to 
guidance and/or regulation at the Federal level. 
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Because the technologies used in the signs of interest in this report are relatively recent, 
and because these technologies have advanced quickly in key performance characteristics 
(e.g. brightness, resolution, off-axis viewing) and have become much more affordable in 
recent years, research, too, has increased dramatically since the 2001 FHW A report. 
Indeed, of the 150 references cited in this report, more than 20 represent original, 
empirical research, conducted roughly within the past decade, that directly or indirectly 
address the potential for driver distraction from outdoor advertising signs. Ironically, and 
consistent with the research studies cited in the prior FHWA reports, the technology 
continues to lead both policy and research, and only a small number of these studies 
actually dealt with these advanced digital display technologies. Such research was, 
however, sponsored by government agencies as well as industry, in the laboratory and in 
the field, using controlled experimental techniques as well as statistical analysis of crash 
summaries. In addition to research conducted in the US, the report reviews studies 
performed in England, Scotland, Finland, Australia, Canada, South Africa, Brazil and 
The Netherlands. Because of the complexity of the issue, the number of variables present 
in every real-world situation, and the diff1culties of statistical and methodological control 
in the conduct of such research, we have attempted to make our review of the literature 
critical as well as comprehensive. 

Several conclusions can be drawn from the extensive literature on this topic. First, there 
are strong theoretical underpinnings in the psychology of cognition, perception, 
psychophysics, and human factors, to suggest why stimuli such as roadside digital 
billboards can capture and hold a person's attention, even at the expense of primary task 
performance. Second, it is difficult to perform a study in this domain that does not suffer, 
at some level, from weaknesses that may affect the strength or generalizability of its 
findings. Third, the research sponsored by the outdoor advertising industry generally 
concludes that there are no adverse impacts from roadside digital billboards, even when, 
in one case, the actual findings of such research indicate otherwise. Conversely, the 
conclusions reached in research sponsored by government agencies, insurance 
companies, and auto safety organizations, especially in those studies performed in the 
past decade, regularly demonstrate that the presence of roadside advertising signs such as 
digital billboards, contributes to driver distraction at levels that adversely affect safe 
driving performance. Fourth, the recommendations from research, and the existence of 
guidelines or regulations that stem from that research, are quite consistent, although not 
fully so, both in the areas in which digital billboards are suggested for control (e.g. 
brightness, message duration and message change interval, and billboard location with 
regard to official traffic control devices, roadway geometry, and vehicle maneuver 
requirements at interchanges, lane drops, merges and diverges), and with regard to the 
specific constraints that should be placed on such signs' placement and operation. Several 
countries have developed comprehensive, thoughtful policies for control of roadside 
advertising, and their efforts can serve as models for State and local governments within 
the US. A number of US counties and cities, too, have developed policies and ref_,JUlations 
for the control of digital outdoor advertising that comport with the research. In some 
cases, such local regulations are forward looking, in that they address technologies, or 
applications of technology, that are not yet in widespread use. 
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During the course of this project, we identified several recent extensions of digital 
advertising technologies that may add further to the distraction potential of these 
displays. The growing use of LED technology for advertising in on-premise applications 
is of concern because such signs may be larger than traditional billboards, closer to the 
right-of-way and to roadway sections with high task demands, and may include 
animation and full motion video. At least one State is considering the use of its official 
changeable message sign network for the display of digital advertising. And an unknown 
number of private or toll-road operators are also contemplating the sale of advertising 
within their rights-of-way. In addition, we are seeing the deployment of LED displays, 
often featuring video, on vehicles moving in the traffic stream. Vehicles as diverse as 
small trucks and vans, public transit buses, and large, over-the-road trailers, are now 
being outfitted with LED advertising, and the potential for driver distraction grows with 
each such installation. Our review suggests that, with few exceptions, government 
agencies have no regulations or guidelines in place to address these new uses. The newest 
digital billboards are also increasingly capable of "interacting" with approaching drivers. 
In some cases, the Radio Frequency Identification Device (RFID) embedded in a 
vehicle's key or on-board computer system, can trigger a personalized message on a 
digital billboard; in other cases, the billboard can display a message tailored to the radio 
frequency of passing vehicles. Still other billboards encourage drivers to interact with the 
sign by texting a message or calling a number displayed on the billboard. A patent that 
incorporates cameras mounted to billboards, together with eye-movement recording 
devices, claims to be able to capture images of drivers, and their eye movements, as they 
approach the billboard. Our review has not identified any government agencies, in the US 
or abroad, that have addressed these new technologies or their applications. 

The rep011 consists of ten parts. After an introduction and background presentation in 
Section l, the literature in the field is comprehensively and critically reviewed. General 
research is discussed in Section 2, and research sponsored by the outdoor advertising 
industry is presented in Section 3. The key human factors issues that inform the potential 
response of drivers to digital roadside billboards are summarized in Section 4. Section 5 
of the report reviews a representative sample of guidelines and regulations that currently 
exist in a number of foreign countries as well as in several jurisdictions within the US. 
This is followed by a series of recommendations for potential regulations and guidance in 
Section 6. These recommendations are those that (a) have worked elsewhere, and (b) are 
based on sound research or science, and therefore might have practical applications for 
those jurisdictions seeking guidance to inform their own decision-making. Section 7 
addresses issues of digital advertising on-premise and on right-of-way. Section 8 
discusses some of the newest roadway-related applications of computer-controlled LED 
advertising that have begun to appear on and adjacent to public roads in the US and 
abroad, and for which little policy has yet been considered. Section 9 summarizes the 
report's conclusions, and Section lO presents the list of references cited in the body of the 
report. 
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SECTION 1. 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

Nearly 30 years ago, the Federal Highway Administration (FHW A) published the 
first comprehensive review of the literature on the safety impacts of electronic billboards. 
FH\VA, through the Highway Beautification Act, had, and still has, the authority to 
regulate off- premise advertising signs (billboards) adjacent to Federal Aid Highways, 
and these regulations prohibited, in part, any signs that utilized "flashing, intermittent, or 
moving lights" (Wachtel and Netherton, 1980, p. 16-17). In the late 1970s, the sign 
display technology in common use permitted little more than digitally displayed time and 
temperature information, although some signs could display several lines of text and 
crude, cartoon-like graphic images. Even then it was possible to change the displayed 
sign messages simply and quickly in real time, and it was possible for these signs to 
display a number of different visual effects, such as fade, dissolve, flash, and others. The 
billboard industry took the position that signs using this technology did not present any of 
the visual characteristics prohibited in the FH\VA regulations, and, therefore, should be 
permitted under the existing regulations. Because the manufacturers of such signs and 
their potential users saw a bright future for this technology, and because of FHWA's 
concern about their potential to distract drivers, the industry presented its case to the U.S. 
Congress. As a result, the FH\VA Office of Research was asked by the agency's Office of 
Right-of-Way to investigate what was known about such signage when used for roadside 
advertising, in anticipation of a possible update to the agency's regulations. The product 
of this effort was a comprehensive and critical review of all available literature in the 
field, some dating back 30 years or more. \Vachtel and Netherton termed these new signs 
"commercial electronic variable message signs," or "CEVNIS." Because this technology 
was so new, the authors found little research that had been done with such signs, and 
therefore had to rely on research that had been conducted with traditional, fixed, 
billboards. As a result, although they were able to identify specific safety issues and 
concerns raised by CEVMS, especially when combined with their review of accepted 
psychological principles of attention, the authors suggested that additional research was 
needed, and recommended a specific program to accomplish this. Unfortunately, the 
proposed research was not pursued. 

In 2001, with outdoor advertising signs using newer, more powerful technologies, and 
capable of much higher fidelity displays with higher luminance levels and immediate 
wireless display and message updates transmitted remotely, FHWA undertook a follow
on project to bring its understanding of the state-of-the-art and ----practice up to date, and 
to again propose a direction for research. Although this study did not undertake a critical 
review of the literature, it brought to bear recent research and psychological constructs on 
inattention and distraction. The product of that work (Farbry, et al., 2001), in conjunction 
with the earlier document, became the basis for a preliminary, scoping, research study by 
FH\VA (Molino, et al., 2009), and a follow-on research study that was recently initiated. 

The 1980 project reported that several of the identified research studies had identified a 
relationship (correlation) between the presence of billboards and crashes, whereas several 
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other cited studies found no such relationship. Wachtel and Netherton, with the assistance 
of an FHW A statistician who reanalyzed the data reported in a number of these early 
research studies (Weiner, 1979) concluded that those research studies that had been more 
rigorously designed, controlled, conducted, and analyzed, seemed to suggest that a 
relationship between roadside billboards and traffic safety was present, and that safety 
was adversely affected by such billboards. The findings pointed to an adverse effect when 
billboards were bright, close to the roadway, and visible to approaching drivers for 
considerable distances; and when they were located near intersections, interchanges, or 
horizontal curves. Further, when the driver's task demands were elevated, as might be the 
case in heavy traffic, adverse weather, or with challenging traffic movements (lane drops, 
merges, etc.), the more robust research seemed to show the potential for adverse safety 
impacts from roadside billboards. 

During the 20 year gap between the publication of the first two FHW A studies, as well as 
more recently, a number of other researchers have reviewed the same early studies (along 
with more recent studies that have since become available), and reached essentially the 
same conclusions. (See, for example, Bergeron [l996a], \Vallace [2003]). In fact, only 
one researcher (Andreassen, 1984) is known to have reviewed this literature and reached 
the conclusion that there is no linkage between roadside billboards and traffic safety, and 
his colleagues at the Australian Road Research Board (now A.RRB Transport Research) 
(Cairney and Gunatillake, 2000) have expressed strong disagreements with his 
conclusions. 

The latest LED technology enables roadside billboards (and on-premise signs using the 
same technology), to (a) present images, symbols and characters that are extremely bright 
(such that they can be easily viewed in full sunlight), (b) with visual fidelity on a par with 
broadcast video, (c) on displays that can be changed instantly and kept on the screen for 
as long (or short) as desired, and ( d) on signs that can be much larger than traditional 14 
ft. by 48 ft. billboards. 1 As a result, the question has again arisen as to whether and how 
these signs should be regulated in the US. Presently, the States are asking FHW.A for 
guidance. While it proceeds with its current research project FHWA has issued interim 
guidance that addresses characteristics of CEVMS including: message duration, transition 
time, brightness, spacing, and allowable locations (Shepherd, 2007). Unfortunately, these 
guidelines are based on little sound empirical data, and, in several cases, are so subjective 
as to be open to multiple interpretations. 

As suggested above, the potential impact from these latest technologies goes far beyond a 
simple replacement of traditional, static billboards. On-premise advertising signs, 
traditionally given much more freedom by FH\VA and local authorities, are increasingly 
using the same LED technology now appearing on billboards. Shopping centers, auto 
malls, and many other local businesses are finding that such signs are affordable, and that 
the display capabilities they offer are unprecedented in their attention-getting power. In 
addition, these technologies are now beginning to appear on moving vehicles, and some 
LED billboards can tailor a "personalized" message to approaching traffic by "reading" 

1 One on-premise sign in New York City measures 90 n. by 65 ft. and is mounted 165 feet above grade 
where ii is visible for two miles from the adjacent Interstate highway (Business Wire, 2002). 
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the digital signal produced by in-vehicle ente11ainment systems, RFID keys, and other 
devices. Our research suggests that such alternative, increasingly powerful and 
compelling uses of the newest technologies for outdoor advertising to the traveling public 
will continue to evolve at a rapid pace, and that regulators must be prepared to deal with 
these developments. This paper, however, is limited to a discussion of traditional 
billboards along the roadside, albeit those with the latest technological capabilities. 
Although some such signs use scrolling characters across a screen, and others use rotating 
panels (called Tri-Vision or Roller-Bar signs), it is the LED technology that has the 
greatest potential for capturing attention, and therefore, distracting the driver. Whether 
such signs are called digital billboards (DBBs), electronic billboards (EBBs) or CEVMS, 
they refer to the same types of signs. 

Because of the pressures being put on State and local Governments to issue permits for 
DBBs, and because of the threat of litigation should such permits be denied or revoked, 
the States have asked for an update about the state of knowledge that results from the 
latest research. In addition, the States would like to know what guidelines and/or 
regulations exist in other jurisdictions with regard to DBBs, and have asked for 
recommendations for appropriate, realistic, data driven guidelines that they might 
consider adopting for their own streets and highways, and pending updated guidance 
from FHWA. 

The present report, therefore, represents a comprehensive, critical review of the most 
recent research literature in this field. To a large extent, the research discussed herein has 
been conducted since the most recent (2001) FHW A report was published. Several earlier 
studies are discussed, however, either because they were not captured in the two FH\V A 
repm1s, or because their methods and findings are directly relevant to the questions now 
being asked. A number of these studies have not been widely reported or are controlled, 
internal documents. We are grateful to their authors for making them available to us. 

After the critical literature review in Section 2, subsequent sections of this report address: 
research performed on behalf of the outdoor advertising industry, human factors 
considerations relevant to driver response to these technologies, guidelines and 
regulations in place or under consideration in other jurisdictions, recommendations for 
guidance that States and local governments might adopt in the near term, and new 
technologies and applications for outdoor advertising. After a brief summary, the final 
report section identifies the references cited in this study. 
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SECTION 2. 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE. 

The review and critique of the studies below are presented in chronological order. 
As requested in the Research Problem Statement that led to this study, research 
undertaken and published by the outdoor advertising industry is treated separately. These 
studies are discussed in Section 3, Industry Sponsored Research. 

Perception Research Services, 1983. 
This paper is discussed in Section 3, "Industry Sponsored Research." 

Cole and Hughes, 1984 
The authors conducted a series of experiments in which 50 participants drove a 

vehicle along a predetermined route in Melbourne, Australia. Prior to the data collection, 
the authors placed a series of 3 5 disc targets along the route. These discs were of three 
different sizes and three different retlectances. They were positioned where typical traffic 
signs would be likely to occur. The participants were divided into two different groups at 
random; each group was given slightly different instrnctions. Group A received 
instrnctions oriented toward attention conspicuity, whereas Group B received instrnctions 
oriented toward search compicuity. 2 Results showed that the hit rate, the frequency with 
which the disc targets were reported, was three times higher in Group B than in Group A, 
demonstrating the benefits of directed search. It was also found, however, that directed 
search produced its greatest benefits when the targets had low attention conspicuity, and 
showed the least gains for targets with high attention conspicuity. Although early efforts 
to define conspicuity tended to consider it to be strictly a quality of the object, more 
recent work, such as this study, have demonstrated that conspicuity cannot be measured 
independently of the observer's state of attention. 

Several other findings from this study are relevant to our present project. The first is that 
the angle of eccentricity of the object to the viewer's line of sight is an important factor in 
its conspicuity; more so than the object's size or reflectivity. Second, the authors found 
that the visual environment in which the target was located was an important contributor 
to its conspicuity. They suggest a thought experiment to demonstrate that the 
predominant location factor that affects conspicuity is visual clutter. In the case of 
attention conspicuity, for an object in the periphery of the visual field to command 
attention, it will first provide a stimulus to the eye that is strong enough to arouse the 
viewer's attention and generate an eye movement toward the object to move the object 
into central (or foveal) vision, where it is fixated. This action, which the authors describe 

2
Cole and Hughes define attention conspicuity as the capacity of an object to attract attention when the 

object is unexpected; and search conspicuity as the prope1iy of an object that enables it to be quickly and 
reliably located by search. 
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as a quasi-reflex(ive) response, is known as an optically elicited eye movement. The 
authors argue that visual clutter adversely affects both search and attention conspicuity 
equally, because the clutter causes a loss of prominence of the target object, thereby 
reducing both the attention-getting quality of the object and its accessibility to visual 
search. 

What is the relevance of these findings to our present concern with DBBs? First, since 
billboards are most likely identified through the process of attentional rather than search 
conspicuity, it suggests that it is this semi-reflexive behavior of the optically elicited eye 
movement that first brings a billboard into a driver's visual attention, and that the owner 
of a billboard would prefer to locate it in an area that is otherwise low in visual clutter. 
Second, it suggests that billboard designers are likely to design their messages in such a 
way as to make them as conspicuous as possible, both to stand out from their competitors 
and to successfully trigger this reflexive eye movement to move the image or message on 
the billboard into a driver's foveal vision. Third, it is understood that billboards are, by 
definition, contributors to visual clutter in the driving environment, and, as such, they are 
likely to contribute to a degradation of search conspicuity of official traffic signs, signals 
and markings, as well as other traffic, obstacles, and hazards, which become conspicuous 
to drivers as a result of such directed search. Finally, the reported finding that the degree 
of eccentricity of an object to the driver's line of sight is an important contributor to its 
conspicuity lead Cole and Hughes to suggest that: "in order to achieve conspicuity, the 
designer is better advised to locate the target where it will have a small eccentricity to the 
observer's line of sight .... " Small angles of eccentricity are afforded by minimizing 
lateral offset and by ensuring a long observation distance" (p. 310). An understanding of 
this concept may contribute, along with other factors, to the desire of the billboard owner 
to locate such signs as close to the road edge as possible, and along horizontal curves and 
tangent sections that afford potentially longer sight distances for approaching drivers. 

Young, E. 1984. 
This paper is reviewed in Section 3, "Industry Sponsored Research." 

Pottier, A. 1988. 
The impetus for this research study was a series of findings from three prior 

studies that demonstrated that the conspicuity of road signs depends on the visual 
environment in which they are located. Pottier notes that road signs are frequently located 
in settings that make them less conspicuous due to extraneous elements that she calls 
"static visual noise." She defines visual noise as "constant background noise derived 
from a multitude of cues, interfering with or preventing the driver from processing the 
information from the cue significant to him" (p. 581 ). She considers "billboard 
advertisements" to be a type of visual noise. 

Pottier evaluated the abilities of twelve participants to detect the shape and location of a 
number of official traffic signs, as quickly as possible, under four different test 
conditions. These conditions included: (a) a simple or complex visual environment; (b) 
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different shapes (three) and sizes (three) of the signs; ( c) different degrees (three) of 
eccentricity from the central point of fixation; and ( d) different time periods (three) in 
which the signs were visible. Eye movements were recorded as well. Some of the 
findings of this study were as expected ···· specifically, that longer observation time 
improves detection performance, larger signs are more easily detected than smaller ones, 
and certain shapes (circle and triangle) are more easily detected than others (rectangle). 

For our present purposes, the most relevant findings were related to the visual angle from 
which road signs were most easily detected. Pottier found that, when there was no visual 
noise in the (simulated) environment, the optimal detection zone was located between 
zero and ten degrees (0°- 10°) from the participant's central point of fixation; however, in 
the presence of visual noise, this optimal detection zone shrunk to zero to four degrees (0° 
- 4°) from the fixation point, regardless of the time available for observation. A related 
finding was that, when a road sign is "superimposed" on a component of visual noise, 
"the latter prevents the former from being detected" (p. 582), and the greater the distance 
between the visual noise and the highway sign, the greater the conspicuity of the sign. 
The author's conclusion is that ''visual noise reduces the functional field inducing a kind 
of 'tunnel vision' for the driver" (p. 582). Pottier's work foreshadows more recent 
research in visual clutter (see, for example, Edquist, 2009) which demonstrates that 
relevant targets (such as official traffic control devices) take longer to find, and that 
responses to such signs are more effor-prone, when visual clutter is high. 

Transportation Environment Consultants (TEC), 1989 
This ''Review of Roadside Advertising Signs" was prepared for the Roads and 

Traffic Authority (KIA) of New South Wales, Australia. At the time this project was 
begun, the RTA did not "encourage" advertising signs within the "road reserve" of 
"classified roads." The Authority had been repeatedly approached by the advertising 
industry, which submitted proposals for "well designed modern technology advertising 
sign displays" on road reserve locations and buildings on property owned by the 
Authority. Because of the potential for such signs to generate revenue for RTA programs, 
TEC was engaged to investigate the appropriateness of the RTA allowing or supporting 
such signs in the future. A multi-part study was unde11aken, which addressed many 
aspects of outdoor advertising, including environmental design, aesthetics, town 
planning, tourism, revenue potential, marketing of road safety promotions, and others. 
This review will address only the safety and human factors aspects of the project 

The authors briefly reviewed nine studies that dealt with the safety aspects of outdoor 
advertising signs, and quoted extensively from the early FHWA report on this subject 
(Wachtel and Netherton, 1980). In addition, they conducted interviews with members of 
the outdoor advertising industry and experts from the Australian Road Research Board 
(ARRB). 

Their conclusions from these activities include the following: 

Research confirms the limited processor capacity of a driver. 
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It is important that management of stimuli to the driver, both inherent to the 
primary task of driving and external to it (distraction) must clearly aim not to 
exceed the optimum rate for safe and efficient driver performance. 
\Vhen these external stimuli fall significantly below optimum, driver 
performance may decrease (boredom), and additional external stimuli could 
benefit driver response. 
Additional attentional loading by advertising signs may impair driving 
performance when high levels of attention and decision making are required. 
Advertisements not associated with navigational and services information 
needs can, subject to relevant safety controls, be pennitted at roadside 
locations where the driving task does not heavily load the attentional capacity 
of the driver. 

Interestingly, they reported from their interview with a Dr. S. Jenkins of the A.RRB, his 
recommendation that "changeable message signs could be used in roadside 
advertisements providing each message is 'static for about S minutes' (i.e. the message 
on-time) and the changeover period between messages 'does not exceed about 2 
seconds'" (p. 39). 

In a later chapter of the rep011, the authors provide a series of "definitions and 
technology" (p. 49) to describe the different types of advertising signs that might be 
considered, and how they might be used. In a section on "internally illuminated signs" the 
authors provide a table showing what they consider to be the maximum luminance levels 
of advertising signs of different sizes which may be located in different driving 
environments. These data are based on recommendations from the Public Lighting 
Engineers in the U.K. With regard to "electronic variable-message signs" the authors 
devote several pages to defining terminology and identifying "factors" that should be 
taken into account when considering their impact (pp. 56-60). This discussion is taken 
directly from the \Vachtel and Nethe11on (1980) report (pp. 68-74), and need not be 
repeated here. 

Brown, 1989 
After a brief but useful review of the relevant literature, Brown describes the 

purpose of his study as: "to assess the momentary distractive effects of electronic 
billboards on driving performance" (p.3). He used a laboratory setting in which the 
driving task was represented by a tracking task in which the participant had to move a 
joystick to track a target spot which moved in pseudorandom fashion within a constrained 
area on the screen. This task was superimposed on a continuous video image of a moving 
road scene. The distracters were a series of white on black "advertising signs" presented 
in the lower left area of the screen, overlapping the road and shoulder, and directly 
adjacent to the screen area used for the tracking task. Sixty different signs were each 
displayed for two seconds, at a rate of one sign every six seconds. Three different 
experiments were conducted under the same basic conditions, in which a secondary task 
(response to a red signal) was present or absent, and in which the advertising signs 
appeared in a fixed position or were "scrolled" onto the screen. The author found no 
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effect of the presence of the advertising sign alone on tracking performance, but did 
observe a negative effect on performance when a secondary task was required. 

In discussing possible reasons why the advertising signs alone did not distract the drivers 
and impair their perforniance, Brown suggests that, as demonstrated in prior research 
(Gasson and Peters, 1965), concentration on a central task can lead to an effective 
reduction in the size of the visual field. In other words, because the principal tracking 
task in this study required a higher level of concentration than that of a normal driving 
situation, it might have led to a reduction in the participants' awareness of the images 
presented in their peripheral vision (i.e. the simulated digital billboard), leading to a 
failure to notice them. This postulation is similar to the recent findings of Chan et aL 
(2008), where the authors reported that objects that are not fixated or attended to receive 
little cognitive processing, and that reduced attention to such objects impairs the speed of 
identification. 

Although this argument can be used to explain why, when a driver concentrates on the 
driving task by attending to the forward roadway view, he or she may not be distracted by 
a billboard, the reverse may also be true. That is, a highly attention getting billboard, or 
one conveying a message of high salience to a driver, may assume a degree of primacy 
for that driver such that the billboard, and not the road and traffic ahead, becomes the 
central focus. With a driver now attending to a visual object in the periphery, the forward 
view may temporarily assume the periphery position, and attention to it may be delayed. 

There were a number of limitations to this study, several of which are identified by the 
author. One stated weakness was that the motion in the video scene and sign presentation 
was not linked to the tracking task, and thus could be ignored by participants. 
Additionally, we have concerns that the appearance of the "electronic billboards" which 
were represented in the simulation by simple white on black text presentations is quite 
different than the bright, dynamic properties inherent in real-world DBBs. Also, the 
distracter signs were located in the paiiicipants' field of view directly adjacent to the 
target tracking task and at the road edge, thus not requiring the driver to look away in 
order to observe these signs. The fact that the study pmiicipants could visually observe 
the billboards and the forvvard view simultaneously could account for the negative 
findings. 

Rahimi, Briggs, and Thom, 1990 
These authors were concerned primarily with the over involvement of 

motorcycles in fatal crashes with automobiles, and with the results of prior research 
showing that the predominant cause of such crashes was the car driver's violation of the 
motorcycle's right-of-way. Further, one driving situation accounts for the majority of 
such crashes; that is, where the car driver executes a left turn directly across the path of 
an oncoming motorcyclist. In many of these cases, the car driver claims not to have seen 
the motorcycle. The authors wanted to investigate the hypothesis that left turns at "busy" 
intersections would heighten the likelihood of such crashes compared to left turns at 
"quiet" intersections. In addition, they wanted to test the viability of a new eye/head 
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movement data collection system that they had developed. A full explanation of this data 
recording and analysis system is beyond the scope of the present paper. In brief, however, 
their approach involves the simultaneous recording and time synchronization of drivers' 
head and eye movements with the visual scene presented to the driver, which is recorded 
with a separate camera. In the laboratory, the eye/head movement recordings are 
embedded into the scene video, enabling the researchers to know with precision the 
driver's head and eye position throughout the drive. Because this was a pilot study, only 
one test subject was used, and this male, 33 year old driver with 20/20 vision drove a 
vehicle through a sequence of 40 left turns, alternating between previously selected quiet 
and busy intersections. The principal differences between the two intersections were in 
the number of dynamic and static distracters. The pattern of head and eye movements 
differed significantly at the two intersections. At all 20 trials at the busy intersection, 
head movements were identified as "straight ahead toward left (SA.TL)" and at 17 of the 
20 quiet intersections, head movements were categorized as "left-right-left (LRL)." 
Although the driver's head position remained consistent across intersection types, eye 
movement frequency at the busy intersection was nearly twice as high (significant at the 
.004 level) as at the quiet intersection. The authors conclude that the two different types 
of intersections place different constraints on driver behavior. At the quiet intersection, 
the environment is searched systematically with a combination of head and eye 
movements. At the busy intersection, however, a stationary head position occurs with 
frequent and rapid eye movement activity to identify targets and distracters. Their 
analysis indicated that "the busy intersection contains potential for infonnation overload" 
(p. 273), and they imply, although do not state, that "busy" intersections, such as those 
with environmental targets and distracters, may contribute to a greater percentage of 
automobile-motorcycle intersection crashes due to driver distraction than "quiet" 
intersections. Although we can't fault the study methods used since this was a pilot study 
to test a new data recording system, the findings, based as they are on only one 
participant, should not be generalized beyond the immediate circumstances of this study. 
Nonetheless, conclusions that demonstrate a correlation between numerous distracters at 
intersections and poorer driver performance have been shown in several other studies 
(see, for example, Holahan, et al., 1979). 

Wisconsin Department of Transportation District 2, Freeway 
Operations Unit (1994). 

This study tabulated and analyzed crash rates for eastbound and westbound 
segments of I-94 in the vicinity of County Stadium (since demolished) near Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin. An electronic billboard began operation on April 13, 1984. Crash rate data 
was collected for approximately three years prior to sign operation (from 1/1 /81) until 
three years after operation began (12/31/87). Effects were broken down by type of crash 
(side-swipe, rear-end). Data were analyzed for the one year after the sign became 
operational, to analyze any novelty effect, as well as for the three year periods before and 
after the sign became operational. Crash rate was calculated as number of crashes per 
million vehicle miles of travel (VMT). 
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The sign is described as a variable message sign that changed images on average 12 
frames per minute. This suggests that each image was displayed on the sign for five 
seconds. No infonnation is provided as to the sign's display technology, brightness, or 
method of change. It is not known, for example, whether message changes occurred 
instantly, or whether some visual special effects, such as wipe, dissolve, etc., were 
employed. Neither the size of the sign nor its height above grade is specified. The sign is 
obviously two-sided since it is visible to both eastbound and westbound traffic. It is 
located adjacent to the westbound traffic lanes. 

The study used the crash rate in the three years prior to the sign's operational date as the 
baseline. Findings showed that for eastbound traffic, total crashes increased by 43%i in 
the first year, and 36% over the three year post-operational period when compared to the 
baseline condition. In the same periods, side-swipe crashes increased 80% and 8%, and 
rear-end crashes increased 60~~ and 21 %. For westbound traffic, total crashes decreased 
by 12% in the first year, but increased by 21 % over the three year post-operational 
period. Sideswipe crashes increased 123°10 in the first year, and 35% over the three year 
interval, whereas rear-end crashes decreased 29% in the first year, and then increased by 
35% over three years. 

The author posits two reasons why westbound crashes were generally lower than those 
for eastbound motorists. First he describes a merge area for westbound drivers caused by 
northbound and southbound traffic on US-41 merging onto westbound I-94, and states 
that the roadway configuration causes this traffic to slow as it enters the area, thus 
reducing congestion through what he describes as ''metering." Second, the author 
indicates that the sign was more readable to eastbound than to westbound traffic. 

The author concludes that "it is obvious that the variable message sign has had an effect 
on traffic, most notably in the increase of the side-swipe rate,'' and suggests that "it may 
be beneficial to introduce traffic responsible variable message signs into the area. Signs 
could function at rates proportional to traffic flow and density in the viewing area." 

This study has the strengths of a typical crash rate analysis. Although it cannot address 
questions of crash causation, the study can be used to determine that there were 
corTelations between the operation of the advertising sign and the increase in crash rates 
in areas where the sign was visible. 

Apparently five types of crashes were coded from the accident reports: rear-end, 
sideswipe, fixed object, other, and unknown. The report reviews only the data for the first 
two crash types, and this is appropriate. Both side-swipe and rear-end crashes are 
indicative of driver inattention or distraction, although this roadway section includes a 
complex interchange where merges and lane changes are likely. Poor signage and 
markings, difficult geometry, lane drops and other roadway characteristics could have 
been present (these roadway and traffic characteristics are not described) which might 
suggest elevated crash rates of these types. 
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When the goal is to determine whether a particular object or feature (in this case an 
electronic changeable message sign) caused crashes to occur, or caused the overall crash 
rate to increase, a study that is limited to an analysis of crash rates cannot answer this 
question. This is because the study is limited to post-hoc statistical tabulations. The study 
does not address, and clearly did not control for, the possibility that other changes took 
place in the roadway section studied in addition to the operation of the billboard. For 
example, changes to speed limits, police enforcement activities, reporting methods, use 
patterns, construction, development adjacent to the roadway, and many other factors, 
might have been present, and might have contributed to changes in crash rates. There was 
apparently no attempt made to identify whether any such factors may have occurred 
during the study period. In addition, the study apparently did not utilize a control section 
of roadway that might have overcome some of these potential weaknesses. Had the 
authors chosen a similar section of 1-94 in the same general vicinity as the study section, 
but in which no advertising sign was introduced, they might have been able to compare 
before-and-after crash rates for the same period, but without the presence of the sign. 
This would have strengthened their ability to demonstrate that it was the presence of the 
sign, rather than some other factor, that related to the elevated crash rates. 

The author states that the study areas included "all places where the variable message 
sign can be viewed by a motorist .... " Since the precise billboard location is not identified 
on the site maps included with the report, it is not possible to determine whether all 
crashes occurred at locations where drivers would have had a clear view of the billboard 
prior to the crash. 

Although the study evaluated crash rates before and after the introduction of an electronic 
variable message billboard with a message change interval of approximately every five 
seconds, no additional information is provided to enable the reviewer to determine the 
type of sign, the display technology, or the operational characteristics. As stated above, 
although crash rate data can supply valuable information relative to overall traffic safety 
in an area, it is not possible to identify a cause and effect relationship without far greater 
control of other, possibly relevant, variables - something that is quite difficult to do in a 
real world environment and with a post-hoc analysis of police accident reports. 

Akagi, Seo, Motoda, 1996 
These authors believe that, because of a combination of limited land, intense land 

use, and weak regulations, billboards are more prevalent along roadsides in Japan than 
they are in Europe and the U.S. They set out to study whether official road signs are more 
difficult to recognize when they are "hidden" among commercial signs and other roadside 
clutter such as buildings, utility poles, etc. To perform their analysis, they developed a 
visual noise ratio, defined as the ratio of the area of noise in a visual environment to a 
driver's field of view. They determined field of view from prevailing driving speed, e.g. 
75° at 65 km/h, the speed limit on the road they studied. Their target sign was a typical 
national highway route marker, and they instructed their nine subjects (5 male, 4 female, 
and age range 21-66) merely to report as soon as they were able to confirm the route 
number. Eye movements were recorded from a point 400 meters upstream of each of six 
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signs that appeared along the route, within predefined sections. The visual noise ratio was 
measured at intervals of 20 m throughout each section. The authors found a statistically 
significant decrease in the detection distance of the sign as the visual noise level 
increased along the 400m approach to that sign. They further found that older drivers 
were significantly more adversely affected by the visual noise, and that males were more 
adversely affected than females. The authors conclude that visual noise along highways 
can be dangerous because it reduces the detection distance of important roadside 
information. While this study provides a unique approach to assessing the impact on 
driver performance of roadside distracters, and visual clutter, it suffers from several 
limitations. First, the number of subjects was quite small, and the distinction between 
older drivers and others is not defined. (There were only two subjects above the age of 
60, for example). The definition of visual noise was somewhat vague, and the 
methodology used for measuring eye glances was unclear. Nonetheless, this is a novel, 
real-world approach to measuring the impact of roadside visual clutter, with a dependent 
measure (identifying the route number as early as possible) that is natural and reasonable. 

Bergeron, J. 1996a 
Bergeron undertook this study at the request of the Government of Quebec, which 

was considering whether to grant a permit for an electronic adve11ising sign adjacent to 
an expressway in Montreal. This project was not a research study; rather it reviewed the 
published literature in the field and applied the author's understanding of accepted 
theories and principles of psychology to address issues of driver visual perception and 
attention, and their role in traffic safety. 

The majority of the studies reported on were those previously reviewed by Wachtel and 
Netherton (1980), and many ofBergeron's statements and conclusions parallel those of 
the earlier study. However, Bergeron (reporting 16 years after the Wachtel and Netherton 
study was published) also cites a small number of newer studies, and includes reviews of 
one study published in France that was not included in the earlier report. Further, 
Bergeron discusses some of the published literature in the field of driver performance in 
general, and with regard to official highway signs and other traffic control devices, and 
he applies the understanding gleaned from these studies to his interpretations about the 
role of advertising signs. The author reexamines the applicability to this issue of some of 
the key theories of attention and perception as previously discussed by \Vachtel and 
Netherton, and expands upon this discussion. In addition, he cites the work of Wickens 
and others, and explains clearly the applicability of these theoretical constmcts to issues 
of driver attention and distraction. 

Although the report title suggests that the focus is on advertising signs in general, the 
principal interest is electronic signs, which Bergeron calls variable message signs, or 
Vl'vIS. 

Bergeron's findings largely reflect those of other psychologists, cognitive scientists and 
traffic engineers who have addressed these issues. His primary conclusions are: 
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- Attentional resources needed for the driving task are diverted by the irrelevant 
information presented on advertising signs. This is an impact attributable to the 
"nature of the information" that is conveyed on such signs. This distraction leads 
to degradation in oculomotor performance that adversely atTects reaction time and 
vehicle control capability. 

- When the driving task imposes substantial attentional demands such as might 
occur on a heavily traveled, high speed urban freeway, billboards can create an 
attentional overload that can have an impact on micro- and macro-perfomrnnce 
requirements of the driving task. In other words, the impact of the distraction 
varies according to the complexity of the driving task. The greater the driving task 
demands, the more obvious are the adverse effects of the distraction on driving 
performance. 

- The difficulty of the driving task can vary in several ways. Those that relate to 
the physical environment (e.g. weather, roadway geometry, road conditions) are 
unavoidable, and drivers must adjust to them (unless they take an alternate route 
or wait for better conditions} Necessary sensory information adds to the workload 
of the driving task, but is, of course, needed to perform safely. In addition, road 
signs and signals that communicate complex but necessary information contribute 
to the overall workload of driving. In this case, however, years of study have been 
directed toward making this information as clear and as easily accessible as 
possible. 

- To some extent, the level of mental workload that impacts driving occurs at a 
pre-processing level. Bergeron cites, as an example, a complex or cluttered visual 
environment. In this case, the attentional etfort that drivers expend in searching 
for target objects (e.g. signs and signals) will be more laborious, demand more 
resources, and lead to declines in performance levels. 

- The presence of a billboard increases the confusion of the visual (back)ground 
and may lead to conflict with road signs and signals. 

- Situational factors that are likely to create a heavy mental workload include: 
complex geometry, heavy traffic, high speeds, areas of merging and diverging 
traffic, areas with road signs where drivers must make decisions, roadways in 
poor repair, areas of reduced visibility, and adverse weather conditions. 

- The very characteristics of billboards that their designers employ to enable them 
to draw attention are those that have the greatest impact on what Bergeron calls 
attentional diversion. 

- Drivers must constantly carry out the work of recognizing stimuli that may not 
be immediately meaningful to them. This task requires time and mental resources, 
both of which are in limited supply. 
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- Attention directs perception, and vice versa. In other words, when we are 
looking for something, our sensory system places itself at the service of our 
attention. But it is also possible for a sensation to attract the attention of drivers 
because it may represent something that is of potential importance. For example, 
authorities put flashing lights on emergency vehicles because they want drivers to 
attend to them. 

At some levels, this paper seems simply to restate many of the points already raised in 
other review articles on this topic. But Bergeron goes to greater lengths than several other 
authors to apply the theoretical underpinnings of attention, sensation, perception, and 
distraction, to the conclusions, however flawed, of many of the statistical, on-road, or 
laboratory studies undertaken over the past 50 years on the impacts on traffic safety of 
roadside advertising. These analyses are useful and appropriate, and provide a fuller 
picture of the concerns with traffic safety from the roadside use of DBBs than other 
studies. On the other hand, his writing suggests a clear bias against roadside advertising, 
and it appears that his dismissal of certain studies and his complementary reviews of 
others are affected by this bias. One minor concern is that he sometimes shifts his focus 
from billboards to official VTvISs without affording the reader a clear understanding of 
this shift, thus leading to some confusion in interpretation. Bergeron provides no 
photographs or detailed descriptions of the types ofDBBs that he studied. Thus, we do 
not know how similar the signs that he addresses are to those that are of principal interest 
in the present report. At one point, he describes VMSs as: "attractive, colourful, dynamic, 
sequential, and (able) to meet the needs of several merchants at the same time" (p.19). 
Clearly, these sign characteristics seem to fit those of digital billboards, but further 
comparisons are not possible. Despite these shortcomings, this thought paper is a useful 
contribution to our knowledge in this field. 

Bergeron, 1996b 
\Vhereas the Bergeron paper discussed above (1996a) is a thought paper that 

applies relevant psychological theories and concepts to the findings of research about the 
relationship of outdoor advertising to road safety, this paper reports on the author's 
analysis of two DBBs proposed for a specific location in Montreal, Quebec, Canada. 

Arter a first-hand review of the site, the adjacent expressway, and architectural and 
engineering drawings for the proposed signs, Bergeron recommends that permits not be 
issued. He describes the site as possessing many of the characteristics that he, and others, 
have suggested would be inadvisable for the placement of billboard: 

... complex geometry of the road environment, heavy traffic, high speed of traffic, 
merging and diverging traffic, areas with road signs and signals where vehicle 
operators are required to make decisions. Given these situational factors, we must 
avoid creating confusion in the visual field. In these conditions, road signs and 
signals must be clear and the nature of the information communicated must only 
serve to assist drivers in their task of driving. In like conditions, outdoor 
advertising signs can represent a threat to the safety of road users. 
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Bergeron suggests that billboards at this location can have adverse impacts on driving 
safety from several standpoints. 

- .At a perceptual level, they can make the response to official traffic control 
devices more difficult by adding to visual complexity. 

- At an attentional level, they can lead to driver distraction; in a road situation 
such as that present at this site, the level of mental loading is already substantial, 
and the billboards would generate an unnecessary demand on a driver's limited 
attentional resources. 

- The billboards could add to the drivers' mental workload, which, in turn, can 
lead to declines in selective, shared, and sustained attention, decision-making, and 
motor activities. 

- Drivers who are unfamiliar with this location may have the added burden of time 
sensitive decisions that may be necessary to move into the appropriate lane for 
exiting or merging. 

- Because this expressway section is elevated, the demands on the driver are 
further increased because there is little or no space to pull over in the event of 
mechanical or other failure, and because bridge structures are known to contribute 
to feelings of insecurity among drivers. 

Schieber and Goodspeed IV, 1997 
This study addressed the nighttime conspicuity (i.e. detection) of official highway 

signs under two different conditions of sign brightness. Although concerned only with 
official, not commercial, signage, there are valuable points made by these authors that are 
relevant to the discussion of DBBs. Using a specialized, in-house apparatus that was 
capable of reproducing most of the dynamic range of roadside environment visual 
stimulus luminance values, the authors compared "bright" and "ultrabright" signs under 
three different conditions of environmental (background) complexity: low 
(representative of a 2-lane rural highway); moderate (depicting a typical commercial 
street in a small city); and high (simulating a downtown street in an urban area with many 
businesses and illuminated commercial signs). The principal hypotheses were confirmed. 
That is, although enhanced sign brightness offered no advantage either for response time 
or accuracy in the low complexity background, it was significantly better than the lower 
brightness sign in both categories under moderate or high complexity environments. The 
results also confirmed that older drivers may be more susceptible to the interfering effects 
of higher levels of background complexity when they are looking for information on 
highway signs. The results suggest two concerns about DBBs. First, these signs tend to 
be located in complex visual environments, and public complaints have suggested they 
are often too bright. Second, in an effort to stand out from this complex background, i.e. 
make them more conspicuous; DBB operators often believe that, the brighter the sign, the 
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better. Our concern is that an excessively bright DBB in a visually complex, typically 
urban environment will succeed in drawing attention to itself and away from other signs 
in the environment, including official signs. Third, as this study, and others, have 
demonstrated, older drivers have a particularly difficult time detecting official highway 
signs in complex environments. Unfortunately, the trend in the U.S. is to increasingly 
more complex environments, which does not augur well for our aging society. 

Theeuwes, et al., 1998, 1999 
In a series of related laboratory studies, Theeuwes and his colleagues have 

demonstrated behaviors that may help to explain why the human eye may be drawn to a 
DBB at the expense of the driving task even when a driver has no intention, or desire to 
look at the billboard, and how this unintentional response can delay one's reaction time to 
time-critical on-road events. Their experiments also shed light on the finding that their 
pm1icipants were unaware that their eyes had been drawn to the distracter at the expense 
of the object that was their task. 

In summarizing the relevant literature, the researchers describe findings that show that 
the human visual system is sensitive to events that exhibit sudden change; that a visual 
object presented with a transient luminance change captures attention automatically and 
reflexively. Even when observers have no intention to look for what Theeuwes call an 
onset, such an abrupt onset, when visible among other visual elements in the scene is 
processed first. Thus, it has been argued, sudden luminance changes (and this 
characterizes all DBBs at the point of message change) capture attention in what is 
known as a "stimulus-driven" manner, as opposed to being attentionally driven. 

The studies reported here were conducted to determine whether such an abrupt-onset 
object that was inelevant to the task being performed, would also capture the eye 
movement of the participant. 

The experiment required paiiicipants to view a display containing six gray circles. After a 
set time, five of the circles changed to red (one remained gray), and all six 
simultaneously displayed a letter in their center. Pm1icipants were instructed that, as soon 
as the colors of the circles changed, they were to direct their gaze as quickly and 
accurately as they could toward the one circle whose color did not change, and push a 
button to identify the letter that appeared in that circle. (The five other circles displayed 
randomly chosen distracter letters which were never the same as the letter in the ''target" 
circle). Eight participants performed 64 practice and 256 experimental trials. In half of 
the trials, a new red circle was added to the display at the same moment that the others 
changed and the letters were revealed. This new circle could appear at one of four 
possible locations within the display. This new circle was the "onset" or distracter. 

The results showed that, when no new object was added to the display (the control 
condition), the participants were able to move their eyes directly to the target; however, 
in those trials where the new object was introduced (the experimental condition), 
participants' eyes often went toward the new object, stopped briefly, and then went on to 
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the target. In other words, with the new target present, two different eye movements were 
made, the first to the new, irrelevant target, and the second to the target that was the 
object of the task. Reaction time to the task (the identification of the letter inside the gray 
circle) was significantly slowed when the new, irrelevant target was present. The authors 
note that the task irrelevant stimulus attracted this initial eye glance even when it 
appeared in the direction opposite the target. At the end of the experiment, the researchers 
explicitly asked the participants whether they were aware that the new object affected 
their eye movements. The answers were that they were sure that their eye movements 
were not affected by the onset object. Their conclusion from this first experiment was: 
"Both the goal directed allocation of attention and the movement of the eyes to a clearly 
defined target can be disrupted by the appearance of a new but task-irrelevant object in 
the visual field, even when this object appears quite distant from the target" (Theeuwes, 
et al., 1998, p. 381). 

In a second study using a similar paradigm, the researchers found that the attentional 
capture effects by the appearance of the task-irrelevant onset could be overcome when 
observers had sufficient time in advance to attend and program an eye movement to the 
location of a subsequent target stimulus. In other words, the distracting effect of the 
novel, task-irrelevant object can be offset when a person can, in advance of that 
distraction, focus on and attend to the principal target. 

Cairney and Gunatillake, 2()()() 
On behalf of the Royal .Automobile Club of Victoria (R.ACV - the approximate 

equivalent of the .AAA in the U.S.), Cairney and Gunatillake of ARRB Transport 
Research (fonnerly the Australian Road Research Board) undertook a review of the 
literature with the goal of generating recommendations for guidelines for the control of 
outdoor advertising in the Australian state of Victoria and its local jurisdictions. 

The authors cited two prior, comprehensive reviews, one by \Vachtel and Netherton 
(1980) in the U.S. and one in Australia on behalf of the ARRB by Andreassen (1984). 
Their search of three databases (INROADS in Australia, IRRD in Europe, and TRIS in 
the U.S.) uncovered no new studies in this field. What had changed since the two cited 
reviews, however, was the technology used for the display of roadside advertising, as 
well as the presence of more potential distracters within the vehicle itself. In addition, the 
authors report that some jurisdictions have made progress in the development of 
regulations "which are acceptable to advertisers while avoiding obvious distraction 
problems for drivers ... " (p.2). They explain that, although these guidelines are not 
generally based on empirical evidence, they are based on solid human factors data and 
practical experience. 

The authors identify, and briefly describe, six different types of signs, and suggest that 
different guidance or regulation is needed for each. Only two of the sign-types, the 
variable message and tri-vision signs, are relevant to our current study. They further 
discuss illuminated signs, and the types of motion or apparent motion that can be 
achieved by such signs, including: flashing, chasing, scintillating, etc., and they discuss 
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the appropriateness of restrictions on dazzling or glare impacts on motorists, and on 
maximum luminance (brightness) levels that should be appropriate for the ambient 
roadside environment. Finally, they suggest that the lighting color displayed on such 
signs should never mimic that of official traffic control devices, although they say 
nothing about the shape of images displayed. For all signs, Cairney and Gunatillake 
concluded that the common concern is the effect that a sign may have on a driver's 
visibility of other road users, the roadway, and traffic control devices, and that 
appropriate regulations generally prohibit signage in areas near where the demand for 
driver concentration is high, "such as intersections, interchanges, and level crossings'' 
(p.3). 

Although this report is not primarily concerned with recommendations of research 
methodology that might be used to study the effect of roadside advertising signs on traffic 
flow and safety, they mention three different types of investigative approaches that might 
be followed, and point out certain difficulties and disadvantages of each. 

The case-study approach involves the review and analysis of accident 
investigation reports. The lack of results from such studies does not, they believe, 
demonstrate that distraction from roadside advertising is not an issue, because 
drivers may be reluctant to admit that they were distracted or may not have been 
aware of being distracted. Further, distraction has not traditionally been an issue 
that accident investigators have drawn attention to, and thus it is likely that it is 
underreported. 

The site investigation approach involves the examination of crash rates; 
particularly crash rates of the types of crashes that might be expected to be related 
to distraction such as rear-end crashes, along different road sections distinguished 
by advertising sign presence or density. The authors point out that the major 
difficulty with this approach is that high advertising density tends to be correlated 
with other factors that might contribute to a high accident rate - i.e. a more 
demanding driving environment. Not stated is that such studies are typically 
unable to identify or control for variables that are outside the scope of the actual 
study, such as police enforcement, road construction, or weather conditions. 

The laboratory simulation approach enjoys the benefits of complete control over 
the experimental design, but presents the difficulty of generalizing from the 
simulated, m1ificial task in the laboratory to performance in the real world. In 
addition, although not discussed in this report, there is the difficulty of recreating 
the legibility, brightness and contrast of today's sophisticated advertising signs in 
simulation. 

Other research approaches, such as naturalistic studies, controlled-course studies, 
and unobtrnsive observation, among others, are not mentioned. 

The authors state that the majority of their review of the literature is based heavily on the 
\Vachtel and Netherton ( 1980) study. Indeed, of the 14 studies reviewed by Caimey and 
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Gunatillake, all had been previously analyzed by Wachtel and Netherton. Accordingly, 
these re-reviews will not be discussed here. The conclusions of Cairney and Gunatillake, 
having re-reviewed these studies with the benefit of 20 years of hindsight, is that the 
conclusions reached by Wachtel and Netherton were appropriate, and still relevant to the 
development of guidelines in Australia in 2000. Among their specific conclusions are 
these: 

The best of the studies reviewed to date (Weiner, 1979) demonstrates that, when 
all confounding variables are controlled statistically, sites with advertising signs 
have higher crash rates than sites without. Indeed, the number of billboards did 
have a significant effect, and the number of crashes increased in proportion to the 
number of billboards. The effect size, however, is modest. 

Because the effect size is small, this suggests that large, well-controlled studies 
will be required to detect significant effects. "There is a risk that small studies 
will not produce sufficient effects and be misinterpreted as showing that there is 
no significant effect when the proper conclusion is that there is insufficient data to 
reach a conclusion" (p.9). 

Changeable message signs may have a more direct bearing on crash rate than 
static signs. 

The outcome of the laboratory studies complements those of the (on-road) 
coJTelational studies. Although drivers are resistant to distraction, simulated 
advertising has a small but consistent, and adverse, effect on performance, 
particularly where task demands are high, and on peripheral tasks. Further, 
advertising material that is similar in appearance to traffic control devices, or that 
is proximal to such TCDs in the driver's visual field, may be particularly 
troubling. 

In summary Caimey and Gunatillake believe that the cited findings suggest that 
unregulated roadside advertising has the capacity to create a significant safety problem. 
Interestingly, they state that their results "run directly counter to Andreassen' s ( 1984) 
conclusion that 'There is no cuJTent evidence to say that advertising signs, in general, are 
causing accidents"' (p. 9). 

The remainder of this study addresses the existence of guidelines and regulations, and 
puts fonvard recommendations for future controls. This will be addressed in Section 5 of 
the present report. 

Farbry, et al., 2001 
This report, by the Federal Highway Administration's (FH\VA's) Human 

Centered Systems Team, reviewed the literature related to the safety implications of 
electronic billboards (EBBs ), presented findings, and recommended a research plan to 
address knowledge gaps. It was a follow-up to an earlier FH\VA report (Wachtel and 
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Netherton, 1980), and it complemented contemporaneous driver distraction studies that 
addressed in-vehicle displays. The project included tri-vision signs within the broader 
category of EBBs. 

The literature review included: an assessment of state billboard regulations and policies 
relevant to EBBs and tri-vision signs; billboard-related crash analyses and potential 
safety factors such as distraction, conspicuity, and legibility; and driver and roadway 
characteristics. Because there was a limited amount of available research on external (to 
the vehicle) distraction, the review included an assessment of studies of in-vehicle 
distracters as a surrogate to understand how potential distraction may affect the driver. 

The knowledge gaps were categorized into three areas: roadway geometry, sign 
characteristics, and driver characteristics. Each of these areas was reviewed and 
preliminary research plans were proposed, including goals and research questions. The 
roadway characteristics identified for future research included horizontal and vertical 
curves, intersections, work zones, and EBB and tri-vision sign spacing. Sign 
characteristics for needed study included content and comprehensibility, exposure time, 
motion, and sign maintenance. Driver characteristics related to age and route familiarity. 

The authors describe the capabilities of EBBs, both complex and simple, and state that 
the simpler technologies used in some EBBs are similar to those employed in changeable 
message signs (CMS) used by roadway authorities in both permanent and portable 
installations to communicate official traffic information to motorists. The report notes 
that such signs may also be called variable message signs (VJVIS) or dynamic message 
signs (DMS). Tri-vision signs are described as more limited in capability, but of interest 
because of: (a) the rotation (movement) of their cylinders to present three different 
messages, (b) the presentation of two partial messages simultaneously (during the change 
interval), and (c) potential variations in light reflected back to the driver as the panels 
rotate. 

A review of State practices concerning regulation of EBBs demonstrates that, unlike with 
static (fixed) billboards, there is little consistency from one jurisdiction to the next. 

The literature review, while updating that in FHWA's 1980 study, differed from the 
earlier study in three ways. First, the newer study did not review the literature critically as 
did the previous study; and second, the newer study reviewed a subset of the literature 
whereas the earlier study attempted a comprehensive review of the extant literature. On 
the other hand, the newer study synthesized the prior research in a manner that the 
analytical and chronological approach of the earlier study did not. The 200 l study 
grouped the reviewed work into common topics areas, permitting the reader to more 
easily grasp the multifaceted nature of DBB issues, and to better appreciate the existing 
knowledge gaps with regard to the safety implications of these devices. 

The authors identified relevant research in other aspects of road safety that might not, at 
first, seem to relate to the possible safety implications of roadside electronic billboards. 
Areas of research interest such as older and younger drivers, distraction due to in-vehicle 
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technology, and display and lighting characteristics of changeable message signs used for 
official purposes, are all discussed. Clearly, these areas of research are relevant to DBBs, 
as will be discussed below. 

Specific attention is given to other technologies (such as in-vehicle distracters) as they 
may be relevant to the potential threat of distraction from electronic billboards. For 
example, the study summarizes work by Wierwille and Tijerina ( 1998) that calculated the 
total number and average duration of eye glances required to operate specific in-vehicle 
devices (such as climate controls, HVAC, mirrnrs, and others). "Exposure" was defined 
as the number of glances multiplied by the time per glance, and the researchers found that 
there was a linear relationship between exposure and number of crashes. The FHW A 
authors suggest that a similar approach might be undertaken to assess the maximum 
amount of time that a driver could attend to a distraction source outside the vehicle. 
Similarly, the authors review several studies that examined the relationship between 
cellular telephone use and crashes, and they divide such phone-related distraction into 
three categories: manual manipulation of the phone; glancing at the phone (which 
requires looking away from the roadway), and engaging in conversation (which may 
disrupt concentration on the driving task). They conclude that the latter two contributors 
to distraction due to the use of cell phones may have parallels with distraction from 
roadside electronic billboards. 

They also identify research methodologies used in other applications that may be 
applicable to studying the impacts ofEBBs. For example Olsson and Bums (2000) 
developed a "peripheral detection task" designed to measure visual distraction and mental 
workload; with appropriate modifications this approach might be useful for the study of 
distraction and workload effects of roadside electronic billboards, along with classical 
driver performance measures oflane deviation and speed maintenance. 

A number of the conclusions reached, while highly relevant, might be seen even more 
strongly in light of the observations made by other researchers. For example, the authors 
appropriately suggest that there may be lessons from studies into the legibility and 
conspicuity of official changeable message signs that could be applied to DBBs. They 
further discuss the fact that low levels of illumination on official signs could lead to 
reduced conspicuity and, hence, reduced legibility. This difficulty might be exacerbated 
because DBBs typically have very high luminance levels, often leading to complaints by 
the traveling public as well as regulators. These high luminance levels may increase the 
conspicuity of the DBBs at the expense of official signs. Similarly, the authors discuss 
differences in response to signs by familiar vs. unfamiliar drivers, since it is understood 
that motorists who pass the same signs regularly become acclimated to their presence and 
may ignore them. Of course, one of the defining characteristics ofDBBs is their ability to 
display a new message every few seconds, thus, in effect, presenting displays that are 
always new and therefore unfamiliar to all drivers. 

One of the principal purposes of this project was to identify needed research and propose 
approaches to conduct such studies. The authors describe the goal of such research as 
determining whether there are conditions under which EBBs are a safety concern as 
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demonstrated by crashes or other types of degraded driver performance. They identify 
research.findings, information that is available in an area that may be relevant to studies 
of EBB safety, and research questions, goals of research still needed. They appropriately 
note that, because findings from some otherwise relevant prior research studies did not 
directly address EBBs, it may still be necessary to replicate some of the earlier work with 
these newer billboank The authors identify relevant characteristics of the roadway 
environment, sign design and operation, and driver-related issues, and identify the 
research needs in each area. This section of the report ends with a brief overview of four 
research methods that the authors suggest might be appropriate for future research. These 
include: documentation analysis (accident analyses of EBB locations with controls); field 
studies (data collection by observers in the field); test track studies; and simulation. 
Because this was intended only as an overview of the four methods, they are not 
described in sufficient detail for the reader to understand the advantages and limitations 
of each method for studies of this complex real-world issue. 

Beijer, 2002 
Beijer undertook a comprehensive, on-road investigation with 25 participants who 

had their eye movements recorded while driving along a heavily traveled expressway in 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Adve11ising signs visible to drivers were evaluated for the 
number and duration of eye glances made to each. The signs varied in size, distance from 
road, and side of road. Signs using four different display technologies were included: 
conventional billboard, scroller, roller-bar, and video. There were apparently no signs 
studied featuring the technology of most interest to the present rep011, DBBs or CEVMS. 
Because much has been written about the likelihood of different driver response to 
outdoor advertisements based on temporal driving demands, Beijer operationally defined 
demand in a simple, effective, and naturalistic, although somewhat limited, manner. 
Specifically, he identified the distance between a participant's car and the vehicle 
immediately ahead of it in its lane. If that distance covered one skip line and space, he 
considered the task demand on the pai1icipant to be high; two skip lines and spaces was 
called medium; three skip lines and spaces was deemed low; and anything beyond three 
skip lines and spaces was defined as no demand. Although Beijer recorded this data for 
all three lanes of traffic moving in the same direction as the pm1icipant, he analyzed only 
the same-lane data. As stated above, while this operational definition is somewhat cmde 
and doesn't account, for example, for the demands imposed by traffic immediately 
behind and/or adjacent to the participant's car, or for demands created by changing traffic 
speeds or roadway geometry, it has the advantage of being easily measured and 
naturalistic. 

As background for his study, the author reviewed earlier eye-movement research that 
addressed visual demand on drivers. He cites work by Rockwell ( 1988) and Wikman et 
al. (1998) each of whom suggested that, when drivers have spare visual capacity, one 
second was about the maximum for safe non-driving related glances. Separately, he cites 
work by Zwahlen (1988) and the same paper by Rockwell that suggest that two seconds 
is a practical maximum, because glances longer than this are associated with lane
keeping errors. Since the presence of other vehicles in the traffic stream increases 
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demand, Beijer suggests that, in heavy traffic, "glances at (advertising) signs may be 
inappropriate (p.3), and the measurement of such glances was one of the key objectives 
of this project. 

One concern with Beijer's adoption of the "two-second mle" (p. 14) is his reliance on the 
Rockwell study that suggested that drivers' visual glances are affected by four factors, 
one of which is the sampling of in-car electronic devices. Beijer's assumption that 
glances at roadside adve11ising is similar, and therefore should produce quite comparable 
results to, the in-car displays studied by Rockwell, is overly simplistic, given that the eye 
and head movements required may be quite different, that in-vehicle displays can be 
viewed at any time, whereas a compelling roadside advertising sign can be viewed only 
while the sign is being approached, and given the understanding, as expressed by Chan et 
al. (2008) that drivers looking down at in-vehicle displays know that they cannot see the 
road ahead and thus may be motivated to return their gaze to the forward roadway view 
as quickly as possible, whereas drivers looking at roadside advertising signs, particularly 
signs close to their line of sight, are likely to still have the forward roadway view in their 
peripheral vision, and thus may feel less need to return their gaze quickly to the foveal 
v1ew. 

Again citing Rockwell (1988) Beij er distinguishes between two measures of eye gaze. 
The mean number of glances (l'vfNCi) is sensitive to demand, and increases with the 
complexity of the task, whereas the average glance duration (AGD), in Rockwell's work, 
was relatively insensitive to changes in demand. Rockwell reported that, as traffic 
conditions become more demanding, drivers increase the MNG while shortening the 
AGD, although the total off-road viewing time remains nearly the same. This suggests 
that drivers are able to modulate their glances as task demands build, so as to better 
"time-share" these off-road glances with attention to the forward visual field as 
necessary. Conversely, one might expect that drivers who engage in long AGD behavior 
even when confronted with high task demands are less willing or able to devote the 
appropriate visual resources to the driving task. 

Beijer tested two basic hypotheses: 

1. The most distracting signs will be those that are larger, active rather than 
passive, closer to central vision, and on the right side of the roadway. 

2. Signs located in an area with a low density of other signs, and with less 
demanding traffic, would receive more attention. (He states: "Signs that receive 
attention despite a heavy traffic density or a demanding route are referred to as 
receiving 'inappropriate attention' [p. 28]). 

The 25 participants in this study drove a 6 km section of the Gardiner Expressway, and 
passed a total of 61 commercial signs. These included 24 small and 18 large billboards 
(sizes were not specified), 5 video, 12 scrolling text, and 2 roller bar signs. The signs 
were equally divided (30 left and 31 right) on both sides of the highway. 
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Based upon the related work of Smiley and her colleagues (Smiley, Smahel & Eizenman, 
2004; Beijer, Smiley & Eizenman, 2004) Beijer defined "long glances" as any glances of 
duration greater than 0.75 second. Overall, he found that 22 (88%) of his participants 
made long glances at one or more signs; and five (20%) made glances of longer than two 
seconds to one or more of the advertising signs. The longest recorded glance was 2.07 
seconds .. As expected, the "active" signs commanded more, and longer glances per sign 
than did the "passive" signs (large and small conventional billboards). Scrolling text 
signs amounted to 20~~ of the total, but commanded 42°/o of all glances, and 40% of all 
long glances. Roller-bar signs represented only 3% of the total, but captured 6% of all 
glances and 61% oflong glances. Video signs represented 8% of the total, and captured 
19% of all glances, and 31% oflong glances. Small and large (static) billboards 
combined represented 69% of the total, but captured only 32% of all glances and 23% of 
long glances. In essence, these findings demonstrate that static signs captured a 
percentage of glances and of long glances amounting to about half of their representation 
on the road, whereas all three types of active signs attracted a percentage of glances and 
oflong glances approximately equal to at least twice their representation on the road. 

In terms of statistical significance, the roller-bar and video signs received significantly 
more long glances per sign than did the billboard or scrolling text signs. Beijer expresses 
some surprise that the roller-bar signs would capture as many glances (and long glances) 
as the video signs because, "unless a subject actually catches the Roller Bar sign during a 
change, it could very well be mistaken for a Billboard" (p. 71 ). He suggests, however, 
that "anecdotal evidence points to some people (saying) they anticipate and watch (the 
Roller-Bar sign) for the change to a new message/advertisement" (p. 71). 

When task demands increased, the author found that the number of glances made per sign 
decreased significantly; average and maximum glance durations appeared to decrease, 
but not significantly. 

Beijer finds that his results differ from earlier studies, particularly those of Andreassen 
(1984) and Hughes and Cole (1986), and attributes this to the differences in sign 
technology. He states: "Certain signs are much more distracting than those studied in 
previous experiments" (p. 68). 

One ofBeijer's main hypotheses - that signs on the right side of the road would receive 
more glances than those on the left - was not confirmed. In fact, the two signs (of 61 in 
the study) that were the most frequently viewed were both on the left side of the road. 
The author believes that this may have been attributable to sign placement - both of these 
signs were positioned close to the drivers' line of sight. Conversely, the signs on the right 
side of the road, particularly the active signs, were not typically placed as close to the 
road as those on the left, and were farther from the drivers' central line of sight. This 
finding of more views for signs on the left is not only counter to what the author expected 
at the start of the study, it is contrary to data found in previous studies (e.g. Mourant and 
Rockwell, 1970), that found that drivers tend to concentrate their glances on the right 
portion of the road. Beijer suggests that this somewhat surprising finding may be because 
modem day drivers are more used to looking at official signs that are mounted overhead 
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above the travel lanes vs. older signs that were typically mounted on the right. Of course, 
it is also possible that the signs on the left were simply more distracting, and more 
capable of attracting the drivers' attention than those on the right. 

A finding of safety concern is that, although higher levels of task demand were associated 
with a reduction in the number of glances made to the signs, the average and maximum 
duration of these glances was not reduced as task demands increased. As the author 
states: "This would seem to indicate that drivers are comfortable turning their attention 
away from the road for a set period of time, regardless of the demands of the driving task 
(i.e. traffic conditions)" (p. 76). 

Of the 926 total glances made by the 25 participants in this study, 198 of them (21.4%i) 
were 0.75 seconds or longer, and 10 were longer than two seconds. Since these very long 
glances were made by five different participants, and the long glances were made by 22 
out of 25 of the participants, the author concludes: " ... distraction (from advertising 
signs) is not just an isolated incidence by one or two participants" (p. 77). 

When only long glances were considered, the differences between sign types became 
highly significant. The video signs received more than five times as many long glances as 
the large static billboards. In fact, one of the five video signs received the majority of the 
long glances. This sign was positioned close to the drivers' field of view, where it could 
be seen for a considerable distance, and where there was very little visual clutter, 
enabling the sign to dominate the visual space. The author concludes that sign placement 
within an approaching driver's field of view may be more important than the sign's 
lateral distance from the road edge. Signs in the center of the field of view tend to receive 
more glances, regardless of distance, than those farther in the periphery. Beijer notes that 
cmTent policies regarding the distance of commercial signage from the road does not 
distinguish between straight sections and curves and does not account for the sign's 
location within the line of sight. He suggests using line of sight, or angle from the center 
of the lane. 

Young and Regan, 2003 
Although this paper is concerned only with in-vehicle distraction, it is addressed 

briefly here because of its clear explanation of driver distraction and inattention, and its 
potential consequences. The authors cite Stutts et al. (2001) who define distraction as 
occurring "when a driver is delayed in the recognition of information needed to safely 
accomplish the driving task because some event, activity, object or person within or 
outside the vehicle compelled or tended to induce the driver's shifting attention away 
from the driving task." It is the required presence of this triggering event or activity that 
distinguishes distraction from the broader category of driver inattention. There are 
generally four types of driver distraction that are considered: visual, auditory, 
biomechanical, and cognitive. When considering the potential distraction due to roadside 
billboards, we are talking about visual distraction. The authors summarize their short 
paper by recognizing that converging evidence suggests that driver distraction contributes 
to crashes, and that the prevalence of distraction as a risk factor is likely to increase as 
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new technologies are brought to market. Although they are addressing in-vehicle 
distractions, their statements can apply to external distraction, including DBBs, as well. 

Wallace, B., 2003a, b 
\Vallace describes this paper as a literature review and meta-analysis, based on 

research that he carried out for the Scottish Executive's Central Research Unit. The goal 
of this study was to answer the question: Is there a serious risk to safe driving caused by 
features in the external environment (focusing on billboards) and, if so, what can be done 
about it? 

The author states that this subject has been under-researched, but that there is evidence 
that, in certain cases, "over complex visual fields can distract drivers" and that it is 
unlikely that current guidelines or regulations are adequate to deal with this concern. 

\Vall ace cites a number of the early lJ.S. accident analyses, most perfonned in the 1950s 
and 1960s, which generally showed that higher road complexity, especially that related to 
intersections, curves, and roadside development, was associated (c(melated) with higher 
accident rates. He interprets and groups the conclusions of several of these studies to 
suggest that the presence of billboards adjacent to such roads, especially when the 
billboards were located at or near curves or intersections, contributed to these higher 
accident rates. 

After reviewing seven on-road and statistical studies and two laboratory studies, the 
author concludes that, despite certain weaknesses in each study, they "start to tell a 
story," which is, as Wallace puts it, that when drivers are looking for something (i.e. a 
traffic sign or signal) their reaction times will be slowed by the presence of distracting 
advertisements." This conclusion is supported by the more recent work of Crundall and 
his colleagues (2006), discussed later in the present report. 

After summarizing his conclusions from these studies and experiments, \Vallace turns to 
theories that might help explain these findings. His interpretation is that theories of 
attention and perception suggest that drivers may be susceptible to distraction from their 
driving task at any time, but that this is most likely to occur when such drivers are 
searching for something, and especially when they do not know what they are searching 
for and when there is a great deal of clutter in their visual field. He interprets the Holahan 
(1978) and Johnston and Cole (1976) laboratory studies as demonstrating this effect, and 
the field studies as further supporting these predictions by finding higher correlations 
between billboards and accidents at intersections. Further, he cites the Ady (1967) study 
for actually demonstrating that an advertising sign with bright lights, positioned at a 
curve in the road, was shown to have caused accidents. He believes that this finding 
supp01is Berlyne's theories of the orientation reaction, where the human brain functions 
in a manner to modulate arousal levels. In the case of the one billboard (out of three) 
found by Ady to have caused accidents, Wallace describes the situation as being a stretch 
of road where drivers were operating in conditions of low arousal, where they might have 
succumbed to "highway hypnosis." The sign, according to \Vallace's interpretation, 
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might have caused these drivers to experience phototaxis (also called the "fascination 
phenomenon") in which the large, bright billboard captured their attention to such an 
extent after a long, monotonous stretch of road, that drivers became "absorbed" in the 
sign, and simply failed to notice or respond to the curve in the road where the sign was 
located. 

Wallace's review of early accident studies is open to challenge for several reasons. He 
finds fault with the fact that these studies demonstrated only correlations between 
advertising and accidents, rather than proving a cause-and-effect relationship. While it is 
true that correlation cannot prove causation, it is wrong to think of this as a weakness in 
the research. The flaw, if any, is in the misinterpretation or misuse of this data. Further, 
\Vall ace seems to attribute certain methodological weaknesses in some of these studies 
(e.g. not controlling for traffic flow or roadside development) to the fact that these studies 
were correlational by design. In trnth, because a study undertakes a correlational rather 
than causation analysis is independent of whether its methodology is flawed. The types of 
statistical oversights that \Vall ace attributes to these studies are real, but they are not a 
result of the researchers' choice to undertake correlational analyses only. 

It is of forther concern that Wallace's review of these earlier studies, and his critique of 
previous reviews of them, seems intent on demonstrating his main point, which is that 
outdoor advertising signs at intersections are a problem that wan-ants attention. If a study, 
or a critique of a study, did not support this argument, then \Vallace tends to be 
dismissive of it This is not to say that his point is wrong; it is simply to suggest that his 
reviews seem colored by an effort to reinforce his conclusion, and his critiques are 
selective as a result. 

\Vall ace dismisses con-elational studies, apparently because he believes that only studies 
that can prove causation have merit. By extension, he dismisses on-road studies because 
it is difficult, if not impossible, to undertake such a study with the degree of experimental 
control that might support findings of causation. In this same vein, he praises 
"experiments" (i.e. controlled laboratory studies) for their ability to demonstrate 
causation. He does, however, recognize that, with their abstraction from reality, it may be 
difficult to generalize findings from such experiments to the real world. As Wallace states 
it, such experiments lack ecological validity, i.e. the degree to which they reflect real 
world driver behavior. 

Despite these criticisms, Wallace does a reasonable job of bringing together the 
predictions that come from theory, and the findings of laboratory studies and accident 
analyses to support his major thesis; that roadside billboards can be a major threat to road 
safety under certain, situationally specific, conditions. 

In summary, his major conclusions are: 

a. The adverse effect of billboards is real, but situation specific. 
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b. Too much visual clutter at or near intersections can interfere with drivers' 
visual search and lead to accidents. 

c. It is "probable" that isolated, illuminated billboards in an otherwise boring 
section of highway can create distraction through phototaxis. 

The principal points made by Wallace, both in his summaries of past research and in his 
interpretation of psychological theories of attention and distraction, are that outdoor 
advertising signs are likely to create dangerous levels of distraction for drivers when they 
are placed at complex or challenging road locations such as intersections or curves, or 
when they exist in the midst of otherwise understirnulating sections of roadway. 

While there has been little research into the possible role of phototaxis on driver 
performance, there is broad agreement by researchers that billboards, in general, can 
create inappropriate levels of distraction when placed in areas of high driver task 
demands. Wallace identifies two such areas --- intersections and curves. Other conditions 
and circumstances, such as merges, lane drops, and decision points, have been cited by 
others. 

Although this study was silent on billboard technologies, the text suggests that Wallace 
was principally concerned with traditional fixed billboards (with the exception of his 
citations of prior research). And, while digital billboards are not explicitly discussed, it is 
reasonable to assume that the situation specific conditions addressed in this study would 
apply equally, if not more strongly, to these newer technologies. 

CTC & Associates, 2003 
Prepared at the request of the Wisconsin Department of Transportation 

(WisDOT), Transportation Synthesis Reports (TSRs) serve as brief summaries of 
cmTently available information on topics of interest to the WisDOT technical staff The 
reports are compiled from sources such as NCHRP, TRB, AASHTO, other state DOTs, 
and related academic and industry research. The impetus for this particular report was a 
concern raised about the predicted safety impacts of outdoor electronic advertising signs, 
called electronic billboards (EBBs) in this report, as well as tri-vision signs. 

The report summarizes a highly selective set of studies in several areas. These are 
identified as: Overview, State and Local Studies, Driver Distraction, and Avenues for 
Research. In addition, a brief summary is provided of pertinent Wisconsin regulations 
that address two types of electronic outdoor advertising, "multiple message signs" (tri
vision) and "variable message signs" (electronic billboards or EBBs). 

In the Overview section, the report references the Federal Highway Administration's 
(FHW A) Office of Real Estate Services (ORES) website for a detailed history of the 
federal outdoor advertising control program, and the ORES 1996 and 1998 policy 
statements on changeable message signs. 
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Summaries are also provided of the FHWA 2001 report titled "Research Review of 
Potential Safety Effects of Electronic Billboards on Driver Attention and Distraction" 
(Farbry et al., 2001). Among the key findings of this report were that: (a) determining the 
effect of roadside billboards on safety is difficult due to both theoretical and 
methodological reasons; (b) there does not seem to be an effective method appropriate for 
evaluating the safety effects ofEBBs on driver attention or distraction; (c) the legibility 
requirements used for official changeable message signs may be relevant to the design of 
EBBs; (d) there is potential in the use of methods to assess distraction from in-vehicle 
information systems for EBBs; (e) although the 42 states surveyed have generally 
consistent regulations for traditional (static) billboards, there are no common guidelines 
governing EBBs and tri-vision signs across states; and (f) few states even define the term 
"electronic billboard." 

Based on the FH\V A survey of states, the rep011 identifies issues that may pertain to 
EBBs. These include: red, flashing, intermittent or moving lights; glare; use of traffic 
control device symbols or words; illumination or sign placement that might interfere with 
a traffic control device; spacing and timinR 

The rep011 summarizes a study performed for the South African National Roads Agency 
Limited (SANRAL) (Coetzee, Undated) that looked at the content of outdoor advertising 
"based on driver characteristics," and it discusses a number of the articles previously 
reviewed in the FH\VA report of 1980. In addition, the report discusses a 1999 survey 
conducted by the National Alliance of Highway Beautification Agencies (NAHB.A), 
which reviewed state regulations regarding tri-vision signs, and which included a 
discussion of the Minimum Exposure Dwell Time and the Maximum Transition Twirl 
Time boundaries contained within the policies of several of these states. 

In the section on Driver Distraction, the authors quote from the 2001 FHWA study and 
the website of the Outdoor .Adve11ising Association of .America (OAAA), both of which 
describe the intention of outdoor advertising to catch the eye and draw attention. The 
quotations from OAAA go further, and describe newer technologies that permit such 
signs to "talk to you," and include other interactive features. 

The report then reviews several studies of driver distraction, some of which employed 
accident analyses from Federal databases and others which employed actual on-road 
research using a variety of methods to measure distraction. The American Association of 
Automotive Medicine (AAAlvl, 2001) analyzed crash data from the national 
Crashworthiness Data System (CDS) from 1995-99, and determined that 12.9 percent of 
drivers were distracted at the time of their crash, and that 29.4 percent of those drivers 
cited "persons, objects or events outside the vehicle" as the source. Other studies are 
cited, with differing results reported. 

Other studies were reviewed that analyzed driver eye and head movements, and showed 
that greater visual complexity associated with a high volume intersection required drivers 
to search the environment more than at lower volume intersections. The authors, citing 
the 2001 FHWA study, state: "it can be conjectured that additional visual stimuli such as 
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billboards, may add additional demand to driver workload in high-volume intersections" 
(p.6)." 

Although still in the section on Driver Distraction, the authors next discuss several 
studies that dealt with information processing demands for reading dynamic message 
signs with unfamiliar messages. Human factors research carried out by FHWA is cited 
that found that the 851

h percentile driver on a low-volume highway could read signs with 
word messages at the rate of one major word per second. Interpretations are made (it is 
unclear whether these belong to CTC or to the original study authors) to suggest how 
many words or symbols could be read by drivers approaching signs under different 
conditions (e.g. day vs. night; 100 vs. 80 km/h speed; perfect vs. degraded vision; 14 vs. 
6 inch letter height). The authors list other factors, including driver workload, message 
familiarity, and message format, that can affect the time needed to read a sign message, 
and conclude this discussion by citing another study, which states: "it is important that 
the message must be legible at a distance that allows sufficient exposure time for drivers 
to attend to the complex driving situation and glance at the sign a sufficient number of 
times to read and comprehend the message" (p.6). 

Brief mention is made of a number of states that have attempted to identify a relationship 
benveen EBBs and safety using traffic conditions "as a surrogate measure" (although it is 
not clear what this means in the context of this report). States variously reported no 
evidence of increased traffic problems, or an inability to identify a relationship between 
crashes and EBBs. However, no information is provided as to how this information was 
obtained, or whether any actual research or analysis was conducted to address these 
questions. Again, it is not clear whether these statements are those of the authors of this 
rep011 or the cited study. 

Finally, in a section titled "Avenues for Research," the authors return to the 2001 FHWA 
study, which suggests several needed studies. A study conducted in 2000, using a 
methodology called a peripheral detection task to measure visual distraction and mental 
workload is cited as a promising approach. The authors suggest that this approach might 
be useful in addressing distraction due to in-vehicle systems and, if so, "it may also be 
applicable to stimuli external to the vehicle such as EBB and tri-vision signs" ( p.7). 
The authors note that research is needed about the effects of EBBs in highway work 
zones. Since work zones are known to be high accident locations due to many factors, it 
is reasonable to assume that these are very high driving demand environments where 
safety challenges could be exacerbated by additional sources of visual distraction. But the 
rep011 merges a discussion of work zone demands with those of other complex highway 
environments including horizontal and vertical curves, and interchanges and 
intersections. Thus, the focus of the suggested research is unclear. "Changeable message 
signs" (CMSs) are discussed next, and although not stated, it seems clear from the 
context that these are official highway signs rather than billboards. A number of research 
studies are cited that address the legibility requirements of such signs, including issues 
such as character font, number of characters per line of text, number of lines, luminous 
contrast, positive contrast orientation, etc. 
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Because this paper does not represent original research, there is no criticism of the 
methods used or the assumptions made. It is unfortunate that the authors seem to use 
multiple terms when referring to the same technology····· terms including electronic 
billboards (EBBs), variable message signs (VNIS), dynamic message signs (DMS), and 
CMS (which, although not defined, presumably refers to changeable message signs). 
Another source of some confusion for the reader is that it is often not possible to know 
whether statements made in the report are those of the authors of the studies under 
review, or those of the reviewers who prepared this report. 

Lansdown, 2004 
Following a similar thread to the earlier work by Cole and Hughes (1984), 

Lansdown suggests that the significance of information presented by roadway signage 
should be explicitly linked to a hierarchy of priorities. Safety information should have the 
highest priority for signage, followed closely by regulatory information and then travel 
efficiency. Sign design should meet the conspicuity needs of the driver, as, by example, 
safety and warning signs possessing high attentional conspicuity (i.e. they are 
conspicuous to all drivers whether or not they are expected, and whether or not the driver 
is looking for them), whereas signs conveying navigational information need only meet 
the lower standard of search conspicuity, in that they contain information that is only 
relevant to the subset of drivers that is looking for it. Lansdown suggests that irrelevant 
information such as advertising signs should be treated as low-priority information and 
"constrained in its attention-demanding capacity'' (p. 76). 

Finnish Road Administration, 2004 
This two-part study was conducted on behalf of the Finnish Road Administration 

(VTT) to provide background material for policies about roadside advertisements. The 
goal of the project was to conduct a general assessment of prior studies on the effects of 
roadside advertisements on safety, and to determine whether advertisements are the cause 
of fatal accidents. 

The first part of the study was performed by Docent Juha Luoma of VTT Building and 
Transp011, and consisted of a critical summary of existing research, an assessment of the 
need for policies, and a discussion of the problems related to studying the safety effects 
of roadside advertisements. The second part of the project was an extract of a previous 
project performed for VTT by the Helsinki University of Technology. This earlier work 
reviewed the accident investigation committee reports of fatal accidents that occurred in 
2000-01, the objective of which was to determine if there was evidence that 
adve11isements were partial causes of the investigated accidents. 

The effects of roadside advertisements (billboards) have been previously studied in 
Finland in the 1970s by Lehtimaki and in the 1980s by Luoma. In a 1984 article, Luoma 
summarized the findings as follows: 
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- In general, the number of accidents near roadside advertisements has not been 
observed to be higher than at reference sites (those without advertisements). 

- The negative effects of advertisements are visible in accident statistics if they 
are focused on intersections. 

- The effects of advertisements are apparent in driver behavior, but the effects 
measured under normal traffic conditions are small. 

- Advertisements distract the detection of traffic signs and possibly also other 
objects relevant to the driver's task. 

The last conclusion above was based on similar results obtained from both real world 
observation (under normal traffic conditions) and a simulation study (under high 
workload conditions). The authors surmise that "small effects visible in a normal 
situation may in exceptional situations become significant from the standpoint of safety 
(p.11), but Luoma predicted that the similar outcomes from these two studies would not 
be accepted as sufficiently conclusive that it would lead to clear-cut measures of control. 

In a later study, Luoma (1988) studied drivers' eye movements and responses to a survey 
in the vicinity of different kinds of observed objects. The results indicated that "drivers 
looked at roadside advertisements for a long time compared to traffic signs" (p.10). These 
results suggested that the information presented in the advertisements could not be 
perceived quickly or easily. 

The authors reviewed a small number of other studies, and summarized them as follows: 

The Federal Highway Administration study of2001(FHWA,2001) "did not 
include clear conclusions on the effects of roadside advertisements on road 
safety" (p. n ). 

A study by Boersema et al. (1989) found that, at a railway station, "object 
recognition slowed as the number of advertisements increased" (p. 11 ). 

A study by Lee et al. (2003) concluded that roadside advertisements do not 
change driver behavior. "However, their conclusion is contradictory to the 
results, since there were differences between the results near the 
advertisements and the reference sites." In addition, "the test setup apparently 
was unsuitable and insensitive ... and the analysis of eye movements 
compared average focusing of vision to the right, centre and left, which hardly 
indicates the effects of advertisements situated on different sides of the road" 
(p.11). 

From their review of earlier work in this field the authors suggest research strategies that 
might be most successful in the future. They believe that accident studies, driver 
interviews and questionnaires are not sufficiently sensitive to measure the possible effects 
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of billboards on road safety. They also dismiss laboratory tests and simulator studies 
because they doubt that such studies will produce stronger evidence than those that have 
been previously undertaken. Another approach, involving experimental field research 
with test drivers is not recommended, in part because data collection is time-consuming 
and expensive. Instead, these authors believe that the most promising research 
methodology for studying the potential impact of roadside advertising on traffic safety is 
by measuring the behavior of normal traffic without interfering with the traffic in any 
way. (This is what we would call unobtrusive observation). They believe that the most 
difficult challenge will be to find appropriate measures of driver behavior. 

The second phase of this project analyzed fatal accidents at intersections. We will address 
this only briefly. Apparently, the research team reviewed the reports of the ''accident 
investigation committee" of fatal accidents that occurred in 2000 and 2001. (It is not 
known whether this committee reviewed only fatal accidents or whether the researchers 
chose to examine only that subset of the committee's work that reviewed only fatals). Of 
405 fatal accidents identified by the committee and reviewed by this research team, six 
were identified in which it was concluded that advertisements were a partial cause. In 
those six accidents, there were nine fatalities and two injuries. In four of the six cases, it 
was found that the advertisement obstrncted the visibility of traffic on the cross road; in 
one case it was concluded that an advertisement distracted the driver's attention away 
from the road; and in the final case it was found that both factors were present. \Ve are 
unable to evaluate the efficacy of this part of the study, since we do not know how the 
studied accidents were selected, how the reviews were conducted, or how the conclusions 
were reached. 

Smiley, Smahel, and Eizenman, 2004 
This study was performed on downtown streets and an urban expressway in 

Toronto, Ontario, Canada. The researchers studied 16 drivers, all drawn from the age 
group (25-50 years) with the lowest accident rate. Eye movements were recorded as the 
participants approached and passed four sites with video advertising signs (three on local 
streets and one on the expressway) and, with the exception of the expressway location, 
the same sites in the opposite direction, where the video signs were not visible. 

The authors found that 76% of all glances captured were made looking ahead at traffic, 
whereas drivers glanced at the video signs on 45% of the occasions when such signs were 
present. Glances at outdoor advertising signs, including the video signs, amounted to only 
1.2% of total glances. The mean glance durations were generally benveen 1/5 and 3/5 
seconds. The distributions of glances and glance durations were similar for the video sign 
and non-sign approaches. Approximately one-fourth of the glances at video signs were 
greater in duration than 0.75 seconds, a value which the authors consider to be of concern 
because this represents the minimum required perception-reaction time (PRT) to a 
slowing vehicle ahead. Although some glances at video signs were made with short 
headways to the vehicle ahead (one second or less), at large angles (up to 31°) off the line 
of sight, and for long durations (as long as 1.47 seconds) there was no evidence that these 
glances compromised the drivers' recognition of potential conflicts with pedestrians or 
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bicyclists, and no evidence that the glances at the video signs reduced the proportion of 
glances at traffic signs or signals. 

The authors caution that only a small number of subjects participated in the study, that 
these subjects were drawn from the safest age range of drivers, and that the subjects knew 
they were being observed and their glances recorded. In addition, the four video signs 
differed from each other in characteristics such as size, height above grade, proximity to 
the road edge, sight and legibility distance, and the complexity (or clutter) of the visual 
environment in which they were located. Although the signs' sizes are not presented, the 
figures in the report suggest that the video signs were quite small in comparison to others 
that are in growing use. Finally, the authors refer to an earlier study that found that a 
video sign in the drivers' line of sight and visible for an extended period was "very 
distracting" (p.83). That study (Beijer, 2002) is discussed above. 

Beijer, Smiley, & Eizenman, M., 2004 
This study evaluated eye glances toward four different types of roadside 

advertising signs through the use of eye movement recordings as subjects drove along an 
urban expressway in Toronto, Ontario, Canada. The road was a six lane elevated 
expressway in downtown Toronto with a speed limit of 80 km/h and a prevailing traffic 
speed of 90-95 km/h. The study was conducted between l 0 Mi and 2 PM, when traffic 
flows were described as "medium to light." Drivers were exposed to 37 outdoor 
advertising signs, on both sides of the road. A total of 25 drivers participated, and ranged 
in age from 25-50 with a minimum of five years of driving experience. Subjects were 
classified as familiar or unfamiliar based on their prior frequency of using this route. 
Three dependent measures were analyzed based upon a review of the real-time 
videotapes of the drives with eye glance data superimposed - average glance duration, 
maximum glance duration, and number of glances. Each of these measures was 
calculated for each of the 3 7 signs. 

Four types of signs were present among the 37 encountered. These included: fixed 
billboards (N=l8); Video signs (N=5), Roller Bar signs (apparently similar to Tri-vision 
[N=2]), and Scrolling Text signs (apparently lamp matrix signs, some inset within larger 
fixed billboard faces and some independent [N= 12]). From these descriptions, it seems 
that there were no LED-driven digital signs in this study, the type of sign increasingly 
common in the U.S., and of principal interest in the present report. 

As an indication of just how important it is to take note of individual differences, the 
authors reported that one subject made a total of three glances for all 3 7 signs, and 
another made 87 such glances. 

The active (all but billboard) signs consistently received longer glance durations and a 
greater than average percentage of total and long glances, whereas the billboard signs 
received fewer than average such glances. And, although there were no significant 
differences in either average glance duration or maximum glance duration for the 
different sign types, the billboards received significantly fewer glances than any of the 
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other three sign types. This suggests that drivers attended to the active signs longer, 
possibly in anticipation of the next message to be presented. With a fixed billboard, of 
course, the message will not change as a driver approaches it. 

\Vhen only long-duration glances were considered (those longer than 0. 75 second), the 
authors found that 22%i of the total glances were in this category. Of these 194 cases, five 
(20%) lasted for longer than two seconds. The authors express concern that long glances 
can pose a serious hazard in close following situations. Since 22 of the 25 subjects made 
at least one long glance at an advertising sign, the authors conclude that "distraction ... 
was not just an isolated incidence." 

The authors compared their findings to several past studies that found that distraction 
from advertising signs was no greater than other roadside distracters studied, and they 
conclude that these other studies did not consider active signs as a separate category. The 
authors suggest that their results demonstrate that active signs may result in greater 
distraction than past studies of the effects of commercial signing might indicate. 

The number of glances per sign per subject showed the greatest sensitivity to sign 
characteristics. The three active sign types received significantly more glances per sign 
than did the fixed (billboard) signs. The authors attribute this finding to the knowledge 
that "human visual systems have evolved to be sensitive to movement in the periphery'' 
(p.6). They postulate that another possible cause of this finding is that the fixed 
billboards, being an older and cheaper technology, may have been located in less 
prominent locations than the active signs. In their efforts to explain why roller bar signs 
captured so many glances when they are essentially fixed signs that are active only during 
the period of transition from one message to the next, the authors cite anecdotal data from 
individuals who "say they anticipate and watch for the change to a new 
message/advertisement" (p.7) on such signs. 

The authors' analysis of the angle of glance data indicates that proximity to the central 
axis of a driver's vision, rather than actual distance from the driver's eye, was a major 
factor affecting the attention given to a sign. 

From the photographs accompanying the published article, it appears as if the 
measurement of angular displacement from the driver's line of sight understates the true 
angle. Whereas one would expect zero degrees to be aligned straight ahead of the driver 
and within the vehicle's lane of travel, the viewing angle designated as zero degrees 
appears to actually shift out of the driver's lane to the side of the road. This would have 
the effect of understating the actual angular deviation from line of sight to a given sign. 

The authors stated that the signs studied "were all of a similar size when viewed and 
measured in a video taken prior to the study." Figure 1, however, suggests that this was 
not the case. Further, some signs were considerably closer to the road edge than others, 
suggesting that perceived size also must have differed. To the extent that size of a sign 
(and the consequent size of the largest images or characters that may be displayed on it) 
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might relate to the number and duration of glances made to it, further explanation would 
be needed. 

The authors did not identify or measure brightness, color, or contrast of the different 
signs, or indicate how the fidelity of the displayed images compared. While these 
characteristics might be considered more important at night or in inclement weather, and 
this study was conducted only during daylight hours, such sign characteristics 
nonetheless might have contributed to observed differences in glance response. 

As discussed above, the authors found that longer glances were consistently made to the 
three types of "active" signs than to the fixed billboards. This suggests that the study 
paiiicipants were distracted by such signs for longer periods, possibly due to anticipation 
of the next message to be presented, a condition that does not exist with fixed billboards. 
The implication for digital signs is that the shorter the period of time for which a given 
message is presented, and thus the more likely it is that a given approaching driver will 
see one or more message changes, the more likely it is that a driver will glance at such a 
sign for a longer period in anticipation of the next message to be displayed. Further, 
digital billboards display some characteristics of both fixed, traditional billboards and the 
types of active signs examined here. For example, a digital billboard may display a fixed 
image to any particular approaching driver, but depending upon its message cycle time, a 
driver may see one or more different displays. In this way, it is not unlike the roller signs 
discussed in this study, and, depending upon the display duration and change interval, 
digital signs may attract the same kind of attention expressed by some of the respondents 
in this study. Finally, a digital billboard is likely to possess image brightness, color, 
contrast, and image fidelity far higher than that achieved by any of the four sign types 
examined by the authors in this study. While the implications of these technological 
advances suggest that digital billboards would be more effective at capturing attention, 
this remains an empirical question. 

Smiley, A., Persaud, B., Bahar, G., Mollett, C., Lyon, C., Smahel, 
T., & Kelman, W.L., 2005 

After a previous study raised concerns about the number and duration of glances 
made to video advertising signs along an expressway in Toronto, Ontario, Canada, the 
City government requested this follow-up study. It included five components: 

1. Drivers' eye movements were recorded as they drove past video advertising 
signs at three downtown intersections and along an urban expressway. Several 
questions were addressed, including: Do drivers look at video advertising signs; if 
so how often and for how long? Do these glances come at the expense of glances 
at traffic related targets? 

2. Traffic conflicts were analyzed at two of the intersections, comparing the 
approach where video signs were visible to the approach where they were not. 
The question addressed was: Is there an increase in conflicts (that might indicate a 
lower level of safety) on approaches where video signs were visible? 
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J. Traffic speeds and headways were measured on the urban expressway before 
and after the installation of the video sign and on a control section in which no 
video sign existed. This addressed the question of whether speed variance and 
short headways increased in the presence of the video sign. 

4. Crash data were collected at the three intersections and one expressway 
location before and after the installation of the video sign to address the question 
of whether the presence of the video sign was correlated with changes in crash 
patterns. 

5. The public was surveyed at the three downtown intersections to learn about 
public perception of video signs' effect on traffic safety. 

Sixteen test subjects, aged 25-50 years, participated in Study l. The study was conducted 
in the summer months, during dry, daytime conditions, between 1-4 PM. Data included 
recordings from 69 intersection approaches and 14 freeway approaches. The overall 
findings are as follows: 

1. Eye Fixations. All of the video signs attracted attention; the probability of a driver's 
looking at such a sign upon approach to it was nearly 50%. (This compares to 
percentages of time looking at official traffic signs (76°10), traffic signals and streets signs 
(7%i), and pedestrians who did not threaten conflict (6~'1i). The average glance duration 
was 0.5 second, similar to glance lengths for official traffic signs, although one-fifth of 
the video sign glances lasted longer than 0.75 second, and some lasted as long as 1.47 
seconds. Since the generally recognized range of minimum perception-reacting time 
(PRT) of a driver to slowing traffic ahead is 0.75 to 1.5 seconds, glances of 0.75 seconds 
or longer were considered by the authors to be unsafe. About 38% of glances at the video 
billboards were made when headways were one second or less and 25%i took place when 
the signs were more than 20° off the line-of-sight; these, too, were considered to be 
unsafe acts. The authors note, however, that glances at static billboards and bus shelter 
ads were made at even greater angles and shorter headways. No evidence was found that 
glances at the video signs reduced the proportion of glances at traffic control devices, 
although this data is not reported. 

The authors discuss the one intersection video sign that was the most distracting as 
measured both by the percentage of subjects who looked at it and the total number of 
glances made to it. Surprisingly, this sign was visible for less time than the others studied, 
was smaller than the other intersection signs, was mounted lower (closer to the driver's 
line of sight), and was in a less cluttered environment, making it more conspicuous. It 
was also farther from the driver's line of sight than the other intersection signs. The 
authors describe it as having "less entertaining" content, although they do not discuss any 
of the characteristics of its imagery such as its brightness, resolution or contrast. One 
possible explanation for this seeming inconsistency can best be explained by a 
comparison of the distracting effects of in-vehicle devices (e.g. entertainment systems) to 
external-to-vehicle sources (such as the DBBs of interest in this paper). As discussed 
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elsewhere in the present report, one key difference between these two types of distracters 
is that, to a large extent, a driver may choose when to divert his attention from the 
roadside to engage with in-vehicle devices, but can attend to the external distracters only 
when these are visible to him. In other words, if the momentary task demands on a driver 
are high, that driver may postpone (or cease, if already begun) his interaction with the 
non-essential in-vehicle technology. But a billboard, electronic or not, is in a fixed 
position and, like a call to a driver's mobile phone, the distraction occurs independent of 
the momentary degree of demand on the driver as the sign is approached. If that billboard 
is highly attention getting or highly salient to a driver, that driver does not have the 
luxury of postponing his gaze at the sign; the window of opportunity to view the sign is, 
in essence, ''now or neveL" And, as reported by Smiley and her colleagues (2004), some 
drivers will divert their attention from the road for long periods of time de,\pite the task 
demands that they may be facing. Applying this analogy to the unexpected results found 
for this pm1icular video sign, it is possible that drivers paid more attention to this sign 
precisely because it was visible to them for less time than the other video signs studied, 
and therefore provided approaching drivers with a shorter window of opportunity to 
attend to it once it had captured their attention. 

2. Conflicts. The authors looked at the video approaches to two of the intersections to 
evaluate whether traffic conflicts increased. Conflicts may be seen as indicators of 
potential crashes, and are increasingly used by traffic safety researchers as surrogates for 
actual crashes. Conflicts typically examine the kinds of behaviors that are thought to 
contribute to crashes. In this study, the authors looked at: braking without cause, 
unwarranted lane deviations, and delayed start-up on green. For five of the six sets of 
observations (three types of conflicts x two different intersections), no significant 
differences were found between the video and non-video approaches. However, at one of 
the intersections, the authors reported a statistically significant increase of drivers who 
applied their brakes without cause on the video approach. Since the authors chose 
intersections that had comparable speeds, geometries, and pedestrian activity for the two 
approaches, they state: "the only reason that could be found for increased braking ... was 
the presence of the video sign" (p. 108). 

3. Headway and Speed. Headways and speeds were assessed for the single video sign 
located on the freeway. Data for these measures was captured from in-road traffic 
detectors in both northbound (sign visible) and southbound (sign not visible) directions. 
The results were inconsistent and inconclusive. 

4. Crashes. For the three urban intersections, total crashes, injury crashes, and rear-end 
crashes were studied. Crashes were studied before and after the video signs were erected, 
and in both the sign visible and sign not visible directions. In the aggregate, there was a 
non-significant increase in injury crashes and rear-end crashes in the video approaches, as 
well as a negligible increase in total crashes. When the three intersections were evaluated 
individually, two demonstrated increases in both total and rear-end crashes; the third 
showed a non-significant decrease in such crashes. The authors state that the lack of 
statistical significance may be due to the small numbers of crashes identified. For the 
freeway environment, crash data on the video approach were compared to crash data for 
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three different non-video approaches, one of which was deemed the most comparable 
segment. On this comparison, the authors report a negligible increase in injury collision 
crash frequencies on the video approach. 

5. Public surveys. A total of 152 persons were surveyed at the three studied intersections. 
65% of the respondents felt that video advertising signs had a negative effect; 59% said 
that, as a driver, their attention is drawn to such signs, and 49% of those felt that such 
signs had a negative effect on traffic safety. The authors were surprised to learn that a 
large number (9 out of the 152 respondents) stated that they personally had experienced 
near-crashes, and two had experienced actual rear-end crashes that they associated with 
video advertising signs. 86% of the respondents suggested that restrictions should be 
placed on such signs; especially location restrictions (not on highways and not at 
intersections) and restrictions on brightness levels at night. 

In discussing their results, the authors point to an earlier study (Beijer, 2002), discussed 
earlier in this section, that evaluated a video advertising sign along a different highway in 
Toronto, and produced dramatically different results. The earlier study found five times 
the number of glances per subject than did the present study, and three times the glance 
duration. The authors attribute these differences to the longer sight distance available for 
the sign previously studied, the uninterrupted view, and the location of this sign on a 
curve so that it appeared close to the center of an approaching driver's line of sight. 

From the single figure included with the report, it appears that the video signs at the three 
urban intersections were rather small and inconspicuous (sign sizes and dimensional 
relationships to the roadway are not given). Even given the constraints of image 
reproduction in the published paper, the exemplar video sign shown was difficult to 
identify without a circle drawn around it by the authors. In fact, several much larger and 
more prominent advertising signs were visible in the photograph --- signs that were not 
included in the study. It is not known whether the subject video sign shown in the 
photograph, and the complex urban environment in which it appears, was representative 
of all three intersections studied, but at this intersection, at least, it is possible that the 
presence oflarger and more distracting signs might have competed with the studied video 
sign for an approaching driver's attention. 

The single freeway sign studied is described as the only commercial sign visible to 
northbound traffic. It is further stated that the driver's view of this sign is intermittently 
obstructed by buildings and overpasses, and that the best visibility occurs during a 5-7 
second period before the driver passes the sign. Although data is provided to indicate 
visibility and legibility distances to each sign, no indication or operational definition is 
provided as to how these distances were determined. (Given the continuously changing 
nature of images on a video display, legibility distance would likely vary with changes in 
the displayed font and letter sizes). In addition, the visibility and legibility distances for 
the freeway sign excluded times when the sign was obscured from view upon approach, 
thus suggesting that these distances were discontinuous. It is not known how this 
discontinuity might have impacted drivers' efforts to view and read the sign as they 
approached and passed it. 
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The authors selected their three urban intersections to be similar in speeds, pedestrian 
activities, and geometry for the video and non-video approach to each. However, this 
study was conducted in an urban area, and if Figure I is representative of the types of 
intersections studied, there were likely many more potential differences in the built 
environment that might have contributed to different driver behavior (at the detailed 
performance levels measured) independent of whether such drivers could or could not see 
video signs as they approached the studied intersections. This serves as an indication that 
caution is required when collecting performance data in the real world, because it is 
rarely possible to recognize, no less control, all possible variables that could have a 
meaningful effect on performance. 

The choice of traffic conflict measures to study is always somewhat subjective. Of the 
three measures used by these authors, one might question whether other behaviors might 
have proven more sensitive, or whether the measures chosen might have been 
confounded by factors unrelated to the video signs under study but more related to 
characteristics of the urban environment. 

Regarding crashes, although statistical significance was achieved in only one measure 
(rear-end crashes at two of the three intersections in the video approach), seven out of the 
nine measures taken demonstrated higher numbers of crashes for the video than for the 
non-video approaches. While these data may point to the contribution of such crashes by 
the presence of video signs (the lack of significance was attributed by the authors to small 
data sample sizes), they also point to the difficulty of using crash statistics to study 
causation. There are many reasons for this. For example, the authors provide no 
information about how the crash data were reported, obtained, or analyzed. They indicate 
that they reevaluated one of the intersections because they believed that, due to the 
placement of the video sign on this one approach, drivers might have seen it earlier than 
in other cases, and the authors felt that they needed to adjust the location at which they 
began to collect crash data. \Vhile this did not change the results, it suggests just how 
many subtle and non-controllable factors may influence crash data analysis. Similarly, for 
the freeway crash analysis, the authors found it difficult to identify comparable sections 
for the video and non-video approaches. Differences in roadway geometries, driver task 
demands, and other factors all contribute to the difficulty in interpretation of their 
findings. 

Although the authors provide little information about the actual questions asked, the 
results of their public survey suggest that drivers and pedestrians are concerned about the 
safety impacts of video advertising signs, particularly at intersections and on highways, 
and about excessive brightness at night. Although such findings are clearly subjective, a 
more complete description of the questions and responses would have assisted the reader 
in gaining more insight into the respondents' opinions. 

The authors, during a brief discussion of the results of an earlier study conducted with a 
different video sign on a different Toronto area highway, highlight the difficulties facing 
researchers' abilities to conduct definitive studies of this subject. They state: "Clearly, 
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some video signs are more distracting than others." While this would appear obvious, it 
carries with it the concern that there can be no "one size fits all" solution with regard to 
sign design or operation or with the regulation and control of such signs. It does remind 
us, however, that there are certain characteristics of sign design, operation, and placement 
that can be generally understood to contribute to greater distraction and inattention, and 
that sign operators as well as highway authorities should concentrate on these factors in 
their eff011s to ensure the highest levels of traffic safety in the presence of roadside 
advertising signs. 

It bears repeating that this study evaluated signs that display full-motion, real-time video, 
something that is prohibited on most billboards in the U.S. although, not, significantly, on 
on-premise signs. \Vhereas video advertising might be expected, a priori, to be more 
distracting than fixed message signs, the many variables involved in sign design, 
operation, and location, make this an empirical question. 

The conduct of well controlled, objective studies in this field is notably difficult; 1t 1s 
nearly impossible to find any published study without methodological, analytical or 
statistical flaws, and devoid of the kinds of real-world variability that makes each sign 
location different, and contributes to the challenge of conducting definitive research. This 
study is notable because it includes several different research approaches, including: 
driver eye movements, traffic flow as measured by speed and headway data, conflicts and 
crashes, and public opinion. Nonetheless the authors identify several aspects of their 
study that, because of sample size limitations, roadway geometry incompatibilities, urban 
environment differences, and even sign size, placement and display prope11ies, made 
comparisons difficult. 

Even though non-video digital billboards were not studied or addressed, several of the 
findings suggest issues to consider when addressing the potential safety implications of 
such DBBs. Long sight distances, horizontal curves, and proximity to the road shoulder 
all suggest higher levels of concern for safety, as do signs at intersections and those that 
are bright at night. These findings are consistent with results obtained in studies dating 
back more than 50 years. 

This study, as is true for most such investigations, took place during dry weather in 
daylight conditions, in which driving task demands are likely to be lower than might have 
been found in the same settings at night or in inclement weather. During daylight 
conditions, even the brightest signs do not "stand out" from their surroundings as the 
same signs might do at night and in poor visibility conditions. Since many of the 
complaints about digital billboards concern their night-time brightness levels (especially 
when compared to their surroundings), and since inclement weather adds to the driver's 
cognitive demands, it would be worthwhile to conduct research into the safety aspects of 
these signs under such "worst case' conditions, since that is what highway designers, 
traffic engineers, and human factors experts, must design for. 
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Klauer, Neale, Dingus, Ramsey, & Sudweeks, 2005 
This paper, one of several to emerge from the large-scale project kn own as the 

"100-Car Naturalistic Driving Study," provides preliminary information about the role of 
driver inattention in crashes and near-crashes. 

The authors discuss the generic limitations of most human factors and traffic safety 
research that rely upon epidemiological (crash) data or experimental approaches (e.g. 
simulation, instrumented vehicles); specifically that such studies cannot provide a direct 
linkage between the types and extent of distraction and a resultant crash or near-crash. 
Epidemiological studies are constrained by the limited extent and detail of information 
contained in post-hoc police accident reports which, in turn, are limited by the 
truthfulness or recall of an involved driver, and by constraints of police time, training, 
and departmental policies; whereas experimental studies are often limited by restricted 
sample sizes, an inability to control for extraneous variables, and a necessary reliance on 
smTogate measures of crash risk, such as speed and lane variation, hard braking, and 
steering reversals. The 100-Car Study, in contrast, equipped that number of vehicles with 
sophisticated and unobtmsive instrumentation packages, and placed them in the hands of 
volunteer drivers for months at a time. These drivers were to use the vehicles however, 
whenever, and wherever they wished, without constraints and without the presence of an 
investigator or observer in the vehicle at any time. Data captured by the vehicle's hidden 
instruments was uploaded periodically to remote computers when the vehicle was parked. 
With these controls in place, the 100-Car Study met the researchers' operational 
definition of naturalistic: "Unobtmsive observation. Observation of behavior taking place 
in its natural setting" (Klauer, et. al., 2006a, p.xv). Of course, this naturalistic method has 
disadvantages of its own; primary among them is the inability of the researcher to control 
potentially important variables that may influence the behavior of the participants. As one 
example, it is unlikely that all participants will pass the same billboard under similar 
road, traffic, and weather conditions, or that such drivers will be in a similar state of 
health or alertness at the time. 

The results of this phase of the larger study showed that 781% of all crashes and 65% of 
all near crashes listed driver inattention/distraction as a contributing factor, a much larger 
contributor, by a factor of three, than previous research had suggested. (Crash database 
research, for example, suggests that distraction is a factor in approximately 26% of 
crashes). The authors conclude that the 100-Car Study provides the first direct link (i.e. 
without reliance on surrogate measures) between distraction/inattention and crash 
causation. Because of the enormous volume of data from the study, it will be left to 
future analysis to determine the types of inattention most highly associated with crash 
risk, as well as specific characteristics of inattention events such as long glance durations, 
following too closely, environmental factors, etc. 

Klauer, S.G., Dingus, T.A., Neale, V.L. 1 Sudweeks, J.D. & 
Ramsey, D.J.1 2006a. 

This is one report of several that have been presented and/or published from the 
"100 car naturalistic driving study." This seminal study, and the data that it has 
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generated, has become a landmark in the assessment of road safety and driver behavior, 
made possible by advanced, miniaturized data recording technologies that have only 
recently become widely available. (As this is written, preparation is undervvay for a 
greatly expanded follow-up study using this methodology). The authors describe a 
naturalistic study generally as one of unobtrusive observation of drivers in vehicles, in 
which their behavior is observed (by video cameras) and recorded (by multiple 
instruments) as they drive normally over an extended period of time. Although the 
cameras and recording devices were discretely mounted within each of the 100 vehicles 
driven, these studies are not completely "unobtrusive'' in the classical definition of 
behavioral studies, because the volunteer drivers were aware of their existence. 
Nonetheless, the study participants used these vehicles daily for their normal routines, 
over a period of 18 months, and clearly paid little attention to the presence of the on board 
recording equipment over time. 

This particular project report focused exclusively on driver inattention and its 
contribution to incidents including crashes, near-crashes and conflicts. Data from crashes 
and near-crashes were grouped together because it was found that the "kinematic 
signatures" of each were similar, and using both served to increase the statistical power 
of the analysis. The data used for analysis was taken directly from the measurement of 
driver inattention in the five second period immediately prior to a crash or near-crash. 
For purposes of this study, the authors defined driver inattention as one of four different 
behaviors: (a) driver involvement in secondary tasks (i.e. tasks irrelevant to the primary 
driving task); (b) drowsiness; (c) driving-related inattention to the forward roadway; and 
(d) non-specific eye glance away from the forward roadway. \Ve have some concerns 
with the authors' operational definition of inattention, for several reasons. First, their 
definition differs somewhat from definitions of inattention used in other studies. For 
example, there is no behavior identified here that might be considered "daydreaming" 
(difficult as that might be to identify), yet this activity is often considered to be a type of 
inattention. On the other hand, most definitions of distraction identify it as a type of 
inattention that is triggered by some specific event or activity- thus the involvement in 
secondary tasks, considered inattention here, might be considered distraction elsewhere. 
Finally, the behavior called "driving-related inattention to the forward roadway," is often 
considered to be a positive, or appropriate behavior, as discussed below. We also note 
that some of the same authors, in another report from the 100 car study, use the term 
distraction interchangeably with inattention (Klauer, et al, 2005). 

Among the principal findings were that driving while drowsy increased a driver's near
crash/crash risk by four to six times over the baseline, and engaging in secondary tasks 
increased this risk by two times for "moderate" secondary tasks, and by three times for 
"complex" secondary tasks. These findings, of course, are not directly relevant to a study 
of distraction from roadside billboards, but are reported here because they are 
representative of behaviors often associated with driver distraction. The study further 
found that "driving-related inattention to the fonvard roadway" was safer than normal 
driving - but when this behavior is defined, this finding becomes more plausible. This 
behavior was characterized by the experimenters as including actions such as checking 
the rear-view mirror, side view minors, vehicle instruments, and other traffic through the 
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vehicle's side windows or the sides of the windshield. As the authors state: "drivers who 
are checking their rear-view mirrors are generally alert and engaging in environmental 
scanning behavior" (p.x). Thus, it is somewhat puzzling that the authors chose to include 
these behaviors together with other distracters. 

Little discussion is provided for the category of most interest to the question of roadside 
billboards as sources of distraction. Indeed, in their comprehensive listing of all sources 
of distraction that were categorized in the study (all identified under "secondary tasks" in 
Appendix A), there are five behaviors identified under the heading of "external 
distraction." These include specific items (presumably easily identified from the video 
logs) such as looking at a previous crash or highway incident, looking at a pedestrian or 
animal outside the vehicle, or looking at a constmction zone. There is only one, non
specific, behavior included in this category that might include roadside billboards. This is 
described as: "driver is looking out of the vehicle at an object of interest that may or may 
not pose a safety hazard. Objects may or may not be in the forward roadway" (p.134). No 
further description is provided for this fourth category of distracters. 

The findings demonstrated that drowsy driving was a contributing factor in 22-24 percent 
of crashes and near-crashes during the study, and that secondary-task distraction 
contributed to more than 22 percent of all crashes and near-crashes. In total, the study 
found that inattention contributes to more than 45 percent of all crashes and near-crashes 
that occur in an urban environment. Specific findings for individual secondary task types 
identified the following categories as indicating a "higher individual near-crash/crash risk 
when a driver engages in these activities." These specific secondary task types were: 
"reaching for a moving object, looking at an external object (i.e., long glance), reading, 
applying makeup, dialing a hand-held device, and eating" (p.34). 

This report, part of a much larger study, is comprehensive and data rich. It provides a 
breakthrough in research methodology that overcomes many of the limitations of 
previous research. It is, however, time consuming and expensive to conduct, necessarily 
limited in the number of subjects who can participate because of the costs and 
commitments involved, and it presents an enormous amount of data that can provide 
nuanced results but can be difficult and time consuming to reduce and evaluate. 

With regard to the potential for distraction from DBBs, the authors report one finding of 
direct relevance. They state: 

The analysis of eyeglance behavior indicates that total eyes-off-road durations of 
greater than 2 seconds significantly increased individual near-crash/crash risk 
whereas eyeglance durations less than 2 seconds did not significantly increase risk 
relative to nornial, baseline driving. The purpose behind an eyeglance away from 
the roadway is important to consideL An eyeglance directed at a rear-view mirror 
is a safety-enhancing activity in the larger context of driving while eyeglances at 
objects inside the vehicle are not safety-enhancing. It is important to remember 
that scanning the driving environment is an activity that enhances safety as long 
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as it is systematic and the drivers' eyes return to the fonvard view in under 2 
seconds (p. xi). 

If we substitute the term digital billboards· for the term objects inside the vehicle in the 
quote immediately above, we can readily see the concern about the potential attention 
getting properties ofDBBs. In addition, if we bring to bear \Vienville's empirically 
derived limit of 1.6 seconds eyes-off-road time (Wienville, 1993), reported in Horrey and 
Wickens (2007), we begin to identify the upper limit of a tolerable level of distraction 
when looking at DBBs. Adding in the eyes-off-road value of 0.75 second proposed by 
Smiley and her colleagues (Smiley, Smahel, & Eizenman, 2004; Beijer, Smiley, & 
Eizenman, 2004) we have perhaps identified the lower and upper bounds of acceptable 
limits of driver distraction from their principal task. When we couple this range of values 
with a statistical approach that looks at the tails of the distribution instead of, or in 
addition to, the means, as suggested by Horrey and Wickens (2007), and discussed 
below, we may now have, subject to validation, both a criterion measure of driver 
distraction to DBBs and an approach to analyzing empirical data against this criterion. 

SWOV Institute for Road Safety Research, 2006 
The impetus for this study was a controversy in the Dutch town of Ede. In 2002, 

seven "life-size" advertising billboards were attached to the fw;;ade of a cinema building 
adjacent to a motorway in this town. The Directorate General for Public Works and 
\Vater Management determined that these billboards distracted passing drivers and thus 
could have an adverse effect on road safety. Thus, the agency asked the town to prohibit 
them .. At the request of both the town and the agency, the research organization TNO 
investigated the distraction. Four experts concluded that seven billboards were too many, 
and that drivers had to look away from the road to observe them. They also opined that 
drivers could choose to ignore the billboards. TNO advised the town to allow a maximum 
of two billboards, each containing limited information. However, the town granted a 
pern1it for all seven. Because this was not an isolated example of questions posed to 
S\VOV about the distracting effect of billboards, the organization undertook this effort to 
examine the issues and report the results. 

The authors begin by stating that the answer to the distraction question is not 
straightforward, and that it is made more complex because even official roadway 
information signs can distract motorists from their driving task and thus negatively 
influence road safety - even though such signs exist to give drivers information intended 
to improve road safety. The authors write that both advertising and information along the 
road are intended to draw the attention of passing drivers, thus leading them to shift their 
attention away from the road and traffic. The difference between these two types of 
distracters, however, is that roadside information (official traffic signs and signals) 
"guides the drivers' attention to traffic relevant matters" whereas advertising does not. 
Therefore, they conclude, it is logical to expect advertising billboards to increase the 
crash rate. 
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The report reviews the work of several recent authors, including Wallace (2003), Smiley 
and her colleagues (2005), and Tantala & Tantala (2005). They summarize these studies 
by saying that the first two studies found a negative effect of advertising signs at busy 
intersections and at places where advertising signs might have a similar design or color to 
traffic control devices; the latter two studies found no causal relationship between the 
signs studied and crashes. Their review of a study by Cmndall, et al. (2006) indicated that 
billboards at eye level captured the attention of drivers both longer and more frequently 
than billboards elevated three meters above the road surface, particularly for drivers who 
were given the task of identifying dangerous situations. The SWOV conclusion was: 
"Precisely in a dangerous situation it is important for the driver to have his attention on 
the road; an advertising billboard can slow the driver's reaction time, which increases the 
chance of a crash" (p.2). 

They further cite work in Dutch by Wildervanck (1989) who looked at the alerting effect 
of billboards when placed along a straight and deserted motorway in a monotonous 
environment, where the driving task is boring and understimulating. Here, according to 
\Vildervanck, the distraction caused by a billboard may have the effect of increasing 
arousal. 

The authors summarize the Dutch regulations on outdoor advertising control. In essence, 
the Ministry of Transport has authority to regulate billboards only within the national 
road network. In other cases, complete authority rests with the cognizant province or 
municipality. After providing examples of the codes and ref_,JUlations in representative 
areas of the country, the report suggests future research that may be undertaken. 

If crash studies are performed, they should be of large-scale and long duration since such 
studies are very complicated methodologically. They suggest several possible ways to 
caITy out observational and behavioral research: One is to present two groups of subjects 
with photographs of the roadside, some with, and some without, billboards. These 
subjects would be tasked with finding something relevant to traffic. Measurements of 
reaction time would give an indication of the degree of distraction. A second type of 
study would show moving images in a driving simulator; the benefit here, the authors 
report, is that actual changes in driving behavior could be measured. Finally, field 
experiments could be conducted using instrumented vehicles. 

In conclusion, the authors restate that both advertising and information billboards along 
the road are intended to draw the driver's attention, and this could cause diminished 
attention to the driving task. This diminished attention could result in more crashes near 
such billboards. The difference between these two types of billboards is that advertising 
is irrelevant to the driving task whereas information signs are not. Previous studies have 
suffered from methodological problems, thus preventing them from reaching reliable 
(valid) conclusions. It is therefore advisable to do additional research. 

They suggest, based upon the strongest findings from past research, that it is better not to 
place billboards at busy traffic spots, and that billboards should not resemble traffic signs 
or other traffic indicators. Further, blinking and moving objects have proven to be 
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difficult to ignore, and thus dynamic billboards are ill-advised. In the past, different levels 
of government have employed their own guidelines for the placement of billboards along 
the roadside; unambiguous guidelines are advisable. 

This report summarizes and extrapolates from prior research, most of which has been 
discussed in greater detail elsewhere. As might be expected from such a summary, the 
rep011 reinforces some of the stronger, more consistent points made in several studies -
billboards should not be placed near challenging road settings, especially at or near 
intersections, and should not resemble official traffic signs in pattern or color. Further, 
dynamic signs which display motion or include moving parts should not be permitted. 

However, while it acknowledges the weaknesses of past accident studies and recognizes 
the difficulties of conducting such studies in the future, the repm1 makes some 
questionable suggestions about methods for performing future research. The three types 
of studies suggested have all been attempted in the past, some with greater success than 
others, but all suffering from some degree of methodological weakness that causes 
concern about the validity of their findings. By following the suggestions for future 
research contained in this report, it is possible that some of these past weaknesses will be 
repeated. 

Because this was primarily a report to summarize and interpret the results of other 
research and to apply it to the Dutch experience the relevance of this study to our concern 
about DBBs in the United States is somewhat low. For example, there is no discussion of 
brightness, display technologies, or message change intervals, and so it offers little 
applicability to issues related to digital billboards. Nonetheless, this repm1 reaches similar 
conclusions to other studies in its recommendations to avoid placing billboards near 
intersections or what the authors call "busy traffic spots," to avoid dynamic or moving 
billboards, and to prohibit billboards that may be confused with official traffic signs or 
signals. One principal contribution of this report is its discussion of the billboard 
regulatory policies in The Netherlands, which may be useful for comparison with policies 
in other countries and their local jurisdictions. 

Road Safety Committee, 2006 
In 2005, the Road Safety Committee of the Parliament of Victoria, Australia was 

tasked with investigating all aspects of driver distraction and producing a series of 
recommendations to the Parliament for dealing with this growing concern. Their 
comprehensive report was published in 2006. The rep011 addressed: methods to define 
and measure distraction, sources of distraction, laws and enforcement issues, vehicles of 
the future, and long range approaches to address the problem. One chapter addressed 
"road signs and advertising," and that is the focus of this review. It should be noted that 
this was not a research project, but rather a compilation of knowledge obtained from 
numerous sources (research, Government reports, focus groups, specific submissions to 
the committee's inquiries, etc.) world-wide. The reporting of these reviewed sources was 
not critical or comprehensive, but was well focused on the specific topics of concern. 
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The report made mention of outdoor advertising in many forms - including signs on 
moving vehicles such as those "whose sole purpose is to carry a mobile sign or billboard" 
(p. l 08). In their summary reviews of several studies, and from con-espondence with a 
number of individuals, the Committee concluded: 

The above evidence illustrates a lack of clear and consistent scientifically-based 
conclusions with respect to the effect of billboards on driver performance. This 
may be due to methodological deficiencies, lack of sufficiently large or 
adequately recorded crash circumstances, or unsuitable experimental 
environments (p. 109). 

In a separate subsection, the Committee addressed ''video signs/electronic billboards." 
Although in the U.S. we have traditionally distinguished between electronic billboards 
(which we may refer to as CEVMS, DBBs or EBBs) and video signs, the Committee 
considered video signs and electronic billboards together. During its inquiry, the 
Committee received a presentation from ITS Australia about one particular such sign, and 
noted that the Committee itself was aware of at least two other large video-style screens. 
Their conclusion was that "these screens (are at) the high end of potential visual 
distraction and accordingly, present a risk to drivers" (p. 110). 

The committee received a presentation from the Manager of Road User Behavior of 
VicRoads, who stated, in part: 

\Vhat we do know is when there is movement involved, such as flicker or 
movement in the visual periphery, that this is more likely to capture a driver's 
attention. We actually are hard-wired as human beings to movement, so 
particularly moving screens and infonnation that scrolls at intersections and in 
highly complex driving situations --- these are risky, and in particular researchers 
have been most concerned about those sorts of advertising materials (p. 110). 

The repm1 provided an extensive summary of hvo Canadian studies (Beijer, et al., 2004; 
Smiley, et al., 2004), and reported that, as a result of the findings of these studies, the 
Toronto City Council Works Committee introduced interim guidelines for commercial 
advertising next to expressways and placed a moratorium on new video installations. 
These two studies are reviewed elsewhere in the present document 

At the conclusion of this section of the report, the authors note that the use of eye-glance 
technology is enabling new research on the possible distracting effect of road signs and 
advertising devices, and suggests that "further conclusive studies should be carried out to 
develop definitive scientific conclusions" (p. 111 ). They note, however, that some policy 
implications are already evident, including: (a) the need for separate assessment of sign 
installations depending on location, (b) that VicRoads and other governmental agencies at 
the municipal level (should) "develop a more consistent and stringent approach to the 
installation, use and content of scrolling, moving and video-style advertising within and 
adjacent to road reserves," and (c) that any such advertising sign installations should be 
monitored for their effect on safety. 
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Finally, the report includes an extensive discussion about guidelines and practices for 
advertising signs. This will be discussed in our separate review of guidelines in Section S 
of this report. 

Klauer, Sudweeks, Hickman, & Neale, 2006b 
This variant of the l 00-Car Study concentrated on specific unsafe driving 

behaviors. The authors provide a succinct and highly readable overview of the 
assumptions, equipment, methods and measures of the l 00-Car Study, and then report, in 
detail, about the four specific unsafe behaviors that were found to contribute to crashes 
and near-crashes. These behaviors were: driving at inappropriate speeds, driving while 
drowsy, driving aggressively, and, the factor of greatest interest to the current study, 
inattentionidistraction, as measured by the driver's eyes off the roadway for greater than 
two seconds. Under these conditions, the odds of a crash or near-crash were nearly twice 
those when the driver attended to the forward roadway. 

Highlighting some of the limitations of previous research approaches (particularly post
hoc, epidemiological crash studies and in-vehicle human factors studies) the authors 
presented several interesting findings. For example, whereas previous studies tended to 
show that distractioniinattention was a factor in approximately 20~~ (Treat, et. al., [ 1979]) 
to 23 1% (Hendricks, et. al., [1999]) of crashes, the 100-Car study (Klauer, et al, [2006a]) 
found that inattention and secondary task engagement (grouped together for analysis) 
contributed to nearly 60~'1> of crashes. There are two inteJTelated reasons why these 
differences were found. First, the 100-Car Study demonstrated that the "kinematics" of 
crashes and near-crashes were similar; i.e. they involved comparable levels of driver 
emergency actions such as swerving and hard braking. And second, of the 69 crashes 
recorded in the l 00-Car Study, S7, or 83%, were not reported to the police. Thus, 
research studies that analyze crash data are likely to substantially underreport the 
percentage of crashes attributed to inattention/distraction, both because they are unable to 
obtain data on near-crashes (sometimes called near misses or traffic conflicts), and 
because those crashes that do occur are reported to police less than 20% of the time. This 
characteristic also suggests that studies that examine near-crashes as surrogates for actual 
crashes can be useful in studies of distraction and inattention. As the authors explain: 
"The primary difference between a crash and a near-crash is a successful evasive 
maneuver. Thus, crashes lead to property damage, injury, and possibly death, but near
crashes do not, even though they have similar properties. Including both ... greatly 
improves the statistical precision of the estimates, and appears to be a promising 
technique for use in future research" (p.11). 

Interestingly, despite demonstrating a level of contribution to crashes from distraction at 
rates only about one-third as high as the 100-Car Study, both Treat and Hendricks and 
their respective colleagues found that driver distractioniinattention was the most
frequently cited contributing factor to such crashes. 
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Restating one of the key findings of this study, (and the one most relevant to the present 
prqject), the authors explained that looking away from the forward roadway for greater 
than two seconds was associated with a near doubling of the odds of being in a crash or 
near-crash, and Klauer, et. al. [2006a]) concluded that there is increasing evidence that 
"tasks requiring longer and more frequent glances are detrimental to safe driving" (p.72). 
Citing Stutts, et al. (2003), the authors state: ''Driving a vehicle is a psychomotor task, 
and continually monitoring the roadway and anticipating the actions of other drivers are 
critical for operating a motor vehicle safely. A distracted or inattentive driver is likely to 
have delayed recognition or no recognition of information necessary for safe driving" 
(pp 16-17). 

Crundall, Van Loon, and Underwood, 2006 
This English laboratory study addressed a type of outdoor advertising that is not 

directly related to the DBBs that are the subject of the present study. Specifically, 
Crundall and his colleagues looked at fixed posters mounted either at street level ("street
level advertisements," or SLAs) such as those on bus shelters, newsstands, or telephone 
kiosks, and posters located above ground on poles or streetlights ("raised level 
advertisements," or RLAs). The size of the advertising posters studied was 1.8m x 1.2m 
(approximately 6ft. x 4 ft.) in a vertical format. As such, these advertising signs were 
more representative of signs that might be seen in urban environments in the U.S., rather 
than the typical 14ft. x 48ft. size digital billboards that are the subject of the present 
study. Nonetheless, the hypotheses made by these authors offer a different perspective 
than those that have generally been adopted by researchers in this field, and their 
conclusions shed new light on the issue of roadside advertising and driver distraction. 

The authors discuss the potentially detrimental effects of roadside advertising in a manner 
similar to other researchers. As they describe it, in undemanding situations drivers have 
"spare attentional capacity" that they can use to permit their eyes to wander to objects in 
the visual field, including those, such as advertisements, that are irrelevant to their 
driving task; however when the cognitive demands imposed on the driver (such as from 
traffic, weather, roadway geometry, vehicle performance or personal factors such as 
fatigue) become greater, this spare capacity diminishes, and eye movements must focus 
on the task at hand. If an advertisement within the driver's visual field attracts visual 
fixations under these conditions, sufficient spare capacity may not be available to attend 
to it, and thus the advertisement draws from the limited attentional capacity that is needed 
to safely perform the task. Thus, although the authors initially suggest that roadside 
advertisements are intended to attract a driver's spare capacity, they go on to describe the 
interest that adve11isers have in placing their signs in locations where the driving task 
demands may be high. They cite (as have others) the 1967 before-and-after study by Ady, 
who found that an "eye-catching" billboard at the apex of a curve led to more accidents 
than similar signs in control locations. 

The authors suggest that, because it is possible to identify fixed roadside "hazards" (such 
as dangerous curves, complex interchanges, etc.), it is therefore possible to ensure that 
roadside advertisements are not located in such areas. Their greater concern, however, is 
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with what they call transient hazards, such as changes in traffic density, path intrusion 
from another vehicle, or a pedestrian crossing the driver's path from between parked cars. 
Transient hazards cannot be predicted in time or location. Because such unforeseen 
events can directly influence a driver's probability of an accident, "if attention is 
distracted by an advertisement during the onset of a sudden (transient) hazard, the chance 
of an accident occurring will increase" (p.672). Knowing that roadside advertisements do 
attract driver's attention (as per Hughes and Cole, 1986, and others) and that drivers' 
glances at such adve11isements may be made under unsafe conditions such as short 
headways (as per Smiley at al., 2004), the authors set out to determine whether SLAs or 
RLAs tend to attract more attention when drivers are looking for hazards. 

The most relevant environmental (including traffic and roadway) information important 
to hazard detection is distributed primarily along a horizontal plane, with the straight
ahead view (the focus of expansion) at the center of this distribution. As a result, as the 
authors have demonstrated in prior research (Chapman and Underwood, 1998), the 
majority of visual fixations will fall within a horizontal window when the driver is 
looking for driving-relevant information, including potential hazards. 

These earlier findings lead to their belief that, if an advertisement is located within this 
"horizontal window of inspection" it will receive more fixations than will other 
advertisements. Although such fixations on the advertisement may be immaterial to 
safety when the driver has spare attentional capacity, those fixations that occur during a 
visual search for hazards and other driving-relevant information are likely to be 
unintentional and may distract the driver and serve to interrupt this critical visual search 
activity. 

The principal research hypotheses tested, therefore, were that, during high demand 
conditions, when drivers were primed to look for hazards, SLAs would receive the most 
attention, whereas during periods of reduced demands, when spare capacity was greater, 
the attention given to RLAs would increase. 

The study was conducted in a laboratory, where participants viewed video clips that had 
been previously recorded from the dashboard of a moving car. Of 34 clips created, half 
included SLAs and half depicted RLAs. All were essentially equal in size ( l.8m x 1.2m), 
and all were filmed during daylight. The clips ranged from 42 to 61 seconds in duration, 
and the time when an advertisement first appeared within each clip was randomized. The 
clips were projected onto a screen 2m in front of the participant and subtended a visual 
angle of 33° x 27° horizontal. Pai1icipants' eye movements were recorded and 
superimposed on the video for analysis. Two different test conditions were established 
via the instructions given to the participants. In the "hazard group" the participants were 
instructed to concentrate on the hazardous nature of each video clip. In the 
"adve11isement group" participants had less emphasis placed on the hazard perception 
task and, in addition, were told to watch out for advertisements that they might pass. The 
intent of the instructional set was to create differences in the task demands during visual 
search --- high demand when scanning for hazards; lower demand when still looking for 
hazards but also attending to irrelevant stimuli. 
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Results showed significant differences between the two groups in several areas. SLAs 
were fixated earlier, received more fixations, and received a greater total gaze duration 
compared to RLAs. In addition, the mean length of advertisement fixations was greater 
than the mean length of fixations for the entire clip, with one exception. Fixations on the 
RLAs were lower than the clip averages for the hazard group, suggesting that, as had 
been found previously, the scanning for hazards takes place essentially within the 
horizontal plane in front of the driver. A post-drive hazard rating showed that clips with 
SLAs were judged more hazardous than clips with RLAs. 

Our review raised a number of questions about the methods and protocols used in this 
study, and about their possible effects on the findings. For example, the authors do not 
provide the text of the actual instmctions given to the participants; as a result it is unclear 
just what the task was for those in the "advertisement" group. There is no description of 
any of the visual information (except the advertisements) within any of the clips shown, 
and thus one does not know the implications of the finding that the SLAs were fixated to 
a greater degree than the clip average, a potentially important observation. Further, with 
clip durations of one minute or less, the presence of advertisements within the scene may 
have become expected during the course of the trials, despite their randomized placement 
within each clip. Finally, as discussed elsewhere in the present report, it might have been 
useful to have comparisons between values in the tails of the distribution (e.g. the longest 
glances) in addition to the means. 

Despite our uncertainty about some of the details of this study, one relevant finding in 
particular is a cause for concern regarding the potential effect of roadside advertising on 
traffic safety. The authors describe, based on their prior research (Chapman and 
Underwood, 1998, Crundall et al, 1999) hazard perception searches in visually cluttered 
environments as displaying higher sampling rates and shorter fixation durations than in 
less complex environments, until a hazard is detected, at which point the fixation 
durations of the hazard itself increase. The findings of this study suggest that the SLAs 
showed "similar effects on fixation durations as an actual hazard, stopping search for 
other hazards, and potentially reducing peripheral attention, as increased resources are 
devoted to the fixated stimulus" (p.675). In other words, when scanning the environment 
for hazards, drivers in this study unintentionally attended to a roadside advertisement that 
was within their scanning window, and then increased the duration of their glances at the 
advertisement to the same extent that they would have done to an actual hazard, and at 
the expense of their continued scanning for hazards, even when they were instructed to 
search for the hazards. This finding is quite similar to that expressed by Beijer (2002), 
who reported that, although higher levels of task demand were associated with a 
reduction in the number of glances made to the signs, the average and maximum duration 
of these glances was not reduced as task demands increased. As Beijer states: "This 
would seem to indicate that drivers are comfortable turning their attention away from the 
road for a set period of time, regardless of the demands of the driving task" (p. 76). 

Another finding from Crundall, et al. also raises concern. The authors cite a study by 
Boersma (1989) that suggests that visual clutter in the observed environment tends to 
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increase the visual search time for a target of interest, and studies by Eriksen and Eriksen 
(1974) and Logan (1996) that demonstrated that the proximity of distracters to a target 
increases the amount of time required to respond to the target Crundall, et al. conclude 
that the embedded nature of SLAs within a complex scene may produce the same result, 
i.e. increasing the time required for a driver engaged in proper scanning behavior to 
locate and respond to a real hazard that may be present 

If the hvo findings of this study can be replicated in other research more germane to the 
U.S. roadway network and to the type, size, and location of typical DBBs, then the 
implication is that such signs can attract and hold drivers' attention, even unintentionally, 
at the expense of their need to scan the environment for immediately relevant hazards, 
and that the mere presence of a DBB in the visual environment can increase the time 
required to identify and respond to a present hazard. 

Horrey and Wickens, 2007 
This paper does not address billboards of any kind; rather it discusses the duration 

of glances to irrelevant stimuli inside the vehicle. It is reported here because it proposes a 
novel statistical methodology that is highly relevant to future studies of the potential 
impact of roadside DBBs. In fact, hvo of the relevant studies discussed in the present 
report make use of this analysis technique (Lee, et al., 2007, Chan, et al., 2008). 

The assumption underlying the authors' approach is simple and logical. Motor vehicle 
crashes are rare events, in part because the unsafe circumstances or conditions that lead to 
a crash do not usually lie at the mean (or center) of a given statistical distribution; rather 
at the extremes, or tails. In other words, many crashes are a result of unusual or 
unexpected conditions, not conditions that we would think of as normative. The authors 
cite, as one example, that it may be the unusually slow response time to a traffic obstacle, 
not the average response, which results in a crash. And they discuss a recommendation 
from a consortium of automobile manufacturers that in-vehicle ''infotainment" systems 
not require a driver's glance duration that exceeds two secomk In short, our concerns in 
road safety are typically with "upper limits" of the metrics used to describe behaviors -
we are generally not interested in mean following distances, or mean reaction time to 
hazards, or mean BAC levels of drivers. In all these cases, and many others, we are 
interested in cut points that enable us to distinguish the safe from the unsafe --- and these 
are typically found in the upper limits of a distribution. The authors find it puzzling, 
therefore, that many research studies continue to report on the average response, rather 
than the extreme. In sh011, it is often the slowest response, or the longest glance, that 
enables us to reach meaningful conclusions about safety related concerns. 

In this study, the authors collected data in a driving simulator to study glance durations to 
an in-vehicle display. They then set out to show how an analysis of the average or mean 
glance duration could produce results, and therefore lead to conclusions and 
recommendations, that were quite different than using the same experimental data but 
analyzing the tails or extremes of the data. Their results showed that analysis of the mean 
glance duration did not clearly distinguish between tasks of varying difficulty. When 
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analyzing the tails of the distribution for the same experimental data, however, the 
authors found very large differences, and these differences had implications for hazard 
response time and, therefore, crash potential. As a result of their findings, the authors 
revised a crash risk model that they had previously proposed. The revised model has not 
yet been validated due to a lack of data, but the results from this study demonstrate its 
viability. 

With regard to our interest in the potentially distracting effects of DBBs, this revised 
model bears direct relevance. Based on the findings of recent studies (Smiley, et al., 
2004; \Vierwille, 1993; Klauer, et al., 2006a) we have reason to believe that when a 
driver takes his eyes off the road for a certain extended period (0. 75 second, 1.6 seconds, 
or 2.0 seconds, respectively), he has a much higher crash likelihood than would be 
expected from distractions of shorter duration. Thus, in future studies of driver response 
to DBBs, we should be looking, not only for mean values of the number and duration of 
glances at such signs, but at the greatest number and longest duration glances, values 
which are found at the tails of the data distributions. As stated above, the recent study by 
Chan and her colleagues (2008), discussed below, has made use of this methodology. 
And the industry-sponsored study by Lee et aL (2007), discussed in Section 3 of the 
present report, recommended this approach to data analysis, and collected data that 
supported such an analysis, but did not actually perform this tails analysis on maximum 
glance duration, a key measure in the understanding of distraction from DBBs .. 

Clark and Davies, 2007 
The purpose of this study was to investigate how a driver's reaction time to 

driving relevant infonnation was affected by different levels of out-of-vehicle distraction, 
and whether these impacts were related to a driver's level of expertise. 

The study was a laboratory simulation in which participants (54 college students, half 
male and half female, with three different levels of driving experience) responded to 
official road signs in the presence and absence of distracter signs. There were four types 
of each sign. The principal driving task was to use the simulator's steering wheel to keep 
a crosshair in the center of a target that followed the road curvature. The response task 
was to tap the brake pedal as quickly as possible in response to the appearance of one of 
the official road signs, which were selected from the UK Highway Code website 
(http://\vww.higlnvavcode.gov.uk). 

We had a number of concerns with the design and execution of this study, most of which 
are acknowledged by the authors. One concern that was not addressed is that the road 
sign stimuli could appear in any one of 10 different positions on the display screen, a far 
different case than exists in the real world. A second concern is that each stimulus (both 
road sign and distracter) appeared suddenly on the screen and remained visible for 
exactly two seconds. In the real world, signs appear in the distance, often before they can 
be read, and become clearer and larger as they are approached. In this study, the sudden 
"on" and "off" appearance of signs of interest might well have influenced participant 
behavior in ways that would not occur on the road. Further, in the four "load'' conditions 
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(no load featuring no distracters, low load with three, high load with six, and "overload" 
with ten), all of the distracter signs, as well as the target official sign, were presented at 
the same time, around the perimeter of the display. Responses to this rather unrealistic 
display might not translate very well to the real world in which signs appear in fairly 
limited and well defined locations, and in which they appear at different times and for 
different intervals. Nonetheless, the study produced some interesting findings; findings 
which are quite consistent with the results of other studies employing very different 
methodological approaches, and discussed elsewhere in the present report. Whereas 
driving expertise had no influence on response (reaction time to the simulated road 
stimuli), the number of distracters did. Specifically, a significant increase in reaction time 
was found between the no distracter condition and the two highest distracter conditions, 
although there was no significant difference between the no-load and low-load 
conditions. There was, however, a consistent increase in reaction time to the road signs as 
load from distracting stimuli increased, suggesting that the higher loading driving tasks 
(as represented by the number of advertisements visible) were "detrimental to road 
safety." The implications of this study are that advertisements should be kept to a 
minimum at busy junctions and areas where drivers need to concentrate" (unpaginated). 

Lee, McElheny, & Gibbons (2007). 
This paper is discussed in Section 3, "Industry sponsored research." 

Perception Research Services (2007) 
This paper is discussed in Section 3, "Industry sponsored research." 

Shinar, 2007 
In his recently published, comprehensive book on the human factors of traffic 

safety, Shinar devotes a chapter to distraction, its definitions, causes, and effects, and a 
section within this chapter on distraction from road signs and billboards. 

The author poses a paradox that has confronted researchers in this field for many years. 
Because roadside commercial billboards, particularly the latest digital billboards, are 
specifically designed to attract a driver's attention (and billboard owners and operators 
tout their success at doing so in their promotions to potential customers), we would 
expect them to be a significant source of distraction. Indeed, as discussed elsewhere in 
the present report, numerous studies have shown that drivers do direct their gaze to 
billboards as they drive. Yet several studies have demonstrated that despite drivers' 
glances toward billboards, there has been little observed adverse impact on driving 
performance. In an effort to better understand this paradox, Shinar and his colleagues 
conducted an on-road study using 16 experienced drivers and an instrumented vehicle. 
The route took the participants past a large, attention-getting billboard in one direction 
and then followed the same roads in the opposite direction from which the billboard was 
not visible. A camera hidden below the vehicle's rear-view miJTor recorded the 
participants' direction of gaze. Results showed that drivers looked to the right (in the 
general direction of the billboard) 23% of the time when the billboard could be seen, but 
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only 10% of the time when the billboard was not visible to them. Drivers' time spent 
looking forward at the road and traffic was effectively the same regardless of whether or 
not the billboard was visible. Shinar believes that the billboard attracted the drivers' spare 
attentional capacity that might otherwise have been spent looking at other objects equally 
irrelevant to the driving task He concludes: "Thus, drivers were able to allocate a 
significant amount of their attention to the sign but they did not do that at the expense of 
the attention that they allocated to monitoring the road and traffic" (p. 528). 

Shinar' s discussion suggests that drivers are willing and able to devote their attention to 
billboards when their task demands are low, and when the billboard provides greater 
interest than other roadside objects, but that, as their cognitive demands increase, drivers 
will devote less attention to these roadside distracters. Other studies, and the billboard 
industry, have suggested the same thing. And this may well be the case for some drivers, 
some of the time. But this begs the real question. Because of the considerable expense of 
new, digital billboards, they tend to be placed only in areas with high traffic volumes. In 
addition, because advertising space (and, with digital billboards, time) is sold to 
advertisers based on the number of eyes that will pass the billboard each hour or each 
day, such billboards tend to be located where they can be seen by the greatest possible 
number of drivers. This explains why billboards are often placed near highway 
interchanges and along horizontal curves where they can appear directly within the cone 
of vision of approaching drivers for extended distances. Thus, DBBs tend to be located in 
areas where task demands are likely to be high, and, billboard owners claim, (and present 
data to show), they attract the gaze oflarge numbers of drivers. 

Conducting the kind of research that would be necessary to prove that drivers attend to 
billboards when they have spare capacity, and concentrate on the road when they do not, 
is a challenge that, to our knowledge, has not yet been undertaken. We do know, 
however, that several recent studies (e.g. Smiley, et al. 2005; Lee, et al. 2007; and Chan, 
et al., 2008) have produced data showing that some drivers attend to billboards for 
extended glance durations that have been shown, in other studies (e.g. Klauer, et al., 
2006a) to be unsafe. To date, however, only the Chan, et al., study controlled for and 
reported on the task demands that their participants faced while engaging in these glances 
toward external distracters. Further, we know of only one study (Lee, et al., 2007) that 
collected data on drivers passing DBBs at night, when such signs can be most 
conspicuous (because of their location, size, and brightness), and may be most likely to 
cause high levels of distraction. Although their data was preliminary and based on only a 
few participants, Lee and her colleagues showed that DBBs, as might have been 
predicted, captured more and longer glances at night than other roadside distracters, and 
they have suggested that, had a full study (rather than the pilot study that they performed) 
been conducted, these differences might have reached statistical significance. 

Also, we must recognize that not all drivers are willing or able to safely switch their 
attention from roadside distracters to the driving task itself when needed. In particular, 
younger drivers, not yet sufficiently skilled to understand risky situations, and older 
drivers who may be more easily distracted and who are typically poorer than their 
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younger cohort at quickly shifting attention, may be particularly at risk under such 
circumstances. 

Finally, although accidents are (thankfully) rare events, they are, by definition, 
unexpected. As Shinar states: "One way to reduce the effort involved in driving, is to 
estimate the amount of attention that is required and then allocate to the driving a portion 
of our capacity that is somewhere between the minimum required and the maximum we 
have .... The problem we encounter in driving is our inability to anticipate many of the 
rapid changes in the amount required---- as when a driver ahead of us suddenly and 
unexpectedly brakes" (p. 518). It is precisely this difficulty that leads traffic safety 
experts to be concerned about the compelling power to distract a driver when it is always 
possible that such distraction cannot be tolerated at the moment it occurs. 

Tantala & Tantala (2007). 
This paper is discussed in Section 3, "Industry sponsored research." 

Young, M.S., & Mahfoud, J.M., 2007 
This well controlled, well documented study includes excellent summary of the 

literature, and particularly the most recent literature. It employed a fixed-base, interactive 
driving simulator with a 60° fo1ward field of view (FOY) horizontal, and a 40° FOY 
vertical. Forty-eight participants drove three simulated routes in either the presence or 
absence of four roadside billboards. The routes consisted of 3 .0 miles of urban driving, 
5.7 miles of motorway driving, and 2.8 miles of rural driving. All participants 
experienced all six conditions, the order of which was counterbalanced across 
participants. Pm1icipants were not told the purpose of the study, but were asked to drive 
as they normally would, and to maintain the posted speed as closely as possible. The 
typical run lasted between five and six minutes. 

The independent variable was the presence or absence of billboards. Billboards were 
fixed (static) signs, three on the left side of the road and one on the right. The billboards 
were placed into the route at semi-random locations, ensuring that they were spaced apart 
at relatively equal distances, and that they did not cover, nor were covered by, other road 
signs. Since it appears as if all runs were conducted under simulated daylight conditions, 
lighting of the billboards was not considered. 

Dependent variables included those to evaluate driver performance and attentional 
factors. Longitudinal control was assessed by time to contact (TIC). Lateral control was 
assessed by the number of lane excursions, and time out oflane; the metric used for this 
determination was not specified. Only left edge excursions were recorded and analyzed, 
since right lane excursions could have been indicative of intentional passing maneuvers. 
(The study was conducted in the UK, where vehicles drive on the left). Total crashes 
were also recorded. 
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Driver attention was assessed in several ways. Mental workload (MWL) was measured 
through the NASA-TLX scale, given to each participant at the end of each run. 
Participants were also asked to recall the last road sign that they passed, and, when 
present, the last billboard. Driver eye movements were also recorded, and provided data 
on number of glances and glance durations. 

The study found that the presence of billboards adversely affected driving performance in 
terms of lateral control and crashes. Longitudinal control was not adversely affected. 
These findings would suggest an increase in side-swipe crashes vs. rear-end crashes, but 
no information is provided as to the types of crashes found. The presence of billboards 
also had an adverse impact on driver attention in terms of the number of glances made at 
billboards. This finding is consistent with earlier work by \Vierwille who noted that 
drivers respond to the demands of in-car tasks by altering their attention such that they 
made more sh011 glances. The presence of billboards was also associated with higher 
subjective mental workload. In addition, the recall of road signs was adversely affected 
by billboards on the motorway and rural routes. The authors interpreted this finding to 
mean that drivers were attending to billboards instead of relevant road signs under these 
conditions. 

The authors conclude with a "persuasive overall conclusion that adve11ising has adverse 
effects on driving performance and driver attention" (p.18). 

Because this was a simulator study, it represents the expected strengths (full control over 
independent variables, assurance that all participants experienced the same conditions, 
etc.) and weaknesses (artificiality of the visual environment, two-dimensional 
representation of three-dimensional space, etc.) of this technology. Simulator limitations 
may be of particular concern when studying DBBs because the signs being investigated 
require high visual fidelity of both the stimuli and the environment in which they are 
located. In addition, the simulator used in this study was limited to a 60° horizontal and a 
40° vertical field of view. It is possible that a wider field of view would have yielded 
different results, in that the field of view might have better represented a driver's 
scanning behavior while driving. 

Although the report depicted examples of the official signs and billboards used, it would 
have been helpful for the authors to have included a chai1 showing all signs that were 
used together with more details about their sizes and placements. As written, important 
issues such as sign and billboard size, distance from the road edge, and elevation, are 
unknown. Although the authors kept track of crashes that occurred (they did not perform 
any statistical analysis of crashes due to low absolute numbers [8]), they did not indicate 
whether or not the crash characteristics were consistent with driver distraction or 
inattention. Thus, it is not possible to know whether crash types were correlated with the 
findings oflateral and longitudinal control. 

The study examined only traditional, fixed, billboards; electronic or digital billboards 
were not analyzed. Thus, the direct relevance of its findings to DBBs cannot be assessed. 
As suggested above, we believe that simulation may not be the ideal methodology to 
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study EBBs because it is difficult, if not impossible, to faithfully reproduce the visual 
characteristics of such signs (brightness, depth and fidelity of the graphic image) in the 
simulation environment due to limitations on the graphics processing capability of most 
simulation systems. Indeed, even in today's most sophisticated driving simulators, it is 
necessary to design signs that are oversized in order to realistically represent sight 
distances at which the messages on such signs can be read in the real world, and the 
complexity of the real world visual environments in which DBBs are most likely to be 
found remains a challenging task to recreate in simulation. 

Chan, Pradhan, Knodler, Pollatsek and Fisher, 2008 
In an important new study on this issue, Chan and her colleagues review the 

literature on driver distraction caused by both in-vehicle and external-to-the-vehicle 
events, and report that distraction has increasingly been shown to be a particular problem 
among young, novice drivers. They cite a recent Finnish study (Wikman, et al., 1998) 
which found that, although the average duration of distraction episodes did not differ 
between experienced and inexperienced drivers, the distribution of such glance behavior 
differed significantly between these groups. Only 13~'1> of experienced drivers had 
distraction episodes of at least 2.5 seconds, vs. 46% of the inexperienced drivers. 
Similarly, none of the experienced drivers had distraction episodes of 3 seconds or 
longer, whereas 29°/o of the inexperienced drivers did (p. 8). 

The purpose of their study was to compare the distribution of distraction episodes of 
newly licensed and experienced drivers specifically for distracters external to the vehicle. 
The authors were particularly concerned with the behavior of newly-licensed (16-17 year 
old) drivers because this cohort presents greatly elevated crash risk, and because 
extended episodes of distraction were thought likely to further degrade their 
demonstrated poor hazard anticipation skills. And, although there is considerable 
literature that addresses distraction of younger drivers from sources and activities inside 
the vehicle, there is no comparable literature for external to the vehicle distraction. The 
authors theorize that the data for external distraction may well be different from findings 
of internal distraction. They believe that this may occur, in part, because when drivers are 
looking within the vehicle, it should be obvious to them that they are not processing 
relevant roadway information; whereas, when a driver is looking at sources outside the 
vehicle, whether an advertising sign, a street sign, or some other scene or object, it is 
likely that the forward roadway is still somewhere within the driver's field of view, and 
thus it may not be obvious to him (particularly if inexperienced) that this important 
information is not being fully processed since it is peripheral, unattended, or both. 

The authors review the extensive literature that demonstrates that objects that are not 
fixated or attended to receive little cognitive processing, and that reduced attention 
impairs the speed of identification of an object or even an event such as a change in 
brightness. They cite a study by Muttart, et al. (2007) that demonstrated that drivers are 
slow to respond to a car ahead of them that has stopped slowly when they are performing 
a simulated cell phone task, even when that task does not require any visual processing. 
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In the present study, a total of 24 participants, half male and half female, were divided 
into a younger, inexperienced group (newly licensed drivers or those with learner's 
permits) and an older, more experienced group (at least five years of driving experience). 
They drove a high-fidelity driving simulator along a five mile route that included both 
urban and rural sections. Five in-vehicle and 18 out-of-vehicle tasks were used as 
distracters. The latter consisted of a target search in which the participants had to search 
for and indicate the presence or absence of a target letter in a 5x5 letter grid that appeared 
on the side of the road. The grid simulated a sign 10 feet wide by 10 feet high, located 
eight feet from the left or right road edge. \Vhen driving at the posted speed limit, a 
participant would have been able to view the sign for 4.5 seconds. 

Since the authors were primarily interested in the longest glances away from the forward 
roadway (since these have been implicated in prior studies [see, for example, Harrey and 
Wickens, 2007] as major contributors to crashes), they used as their dependent measure 
the maximum time that drivers spent continuously looking away from the fonvard 
roadway during a specific distraction task. They used the mean length of these maximum 
episodes to compare their experienced and inexperienced drivers on the in-vehicle and 
out of vehicle distraction tasks. The results were enlightening and somewhat surprising. 

For the in-vehicle distracters they found, as they had anticipated, that there were 
significant ditTerences between the experienced (1.63 seconds) and inexperienced (2.76 
seconds) drivers. None of the experienced drivers had average distraction durations of 
more than 2.3 seconds, but eight of the inexperienced drivers did. They also looked for 
patterns in these distributions and found that the inexperienced drivers showed a 
consistent pattern of looking away from the roadway for longer periods of time than the 
experienced drivers. Finally, when looking at episodes of distraction lasting longer than 
two seconds (the threshold of concern in some prior studies), they found substantial 
differences. A highly significant difference of 20% of scenarios in which experienced 
drivers looked away from the roadway for more than 2 seconds vs. 57% of scenarios for 
inexperienced drivers added to the confirmation of their hypothesis. 

For distraction external to the vehicle, the topic of most interest in the present report, the 
data was very different, and very informative. The two most important differences from 
the in-vehicle glance behavior were that: (a) there was very little difference in the 
duration of distraction episodes between the experienced (3.41 seconds) and 
inexperienced (3.67 seconds) drivers on the outside-the vehicle distraction tasks, and (b) 
the maximum episode distraction durations were significantly longer for the out-of
vehicle tasks (3.54 seconds) than for the in-vehicle tasks (2.19 seconds). The two 
experience cohorts also showed few differences in the percentage of distraction episodes 
longer than 2, 2.5, and 3 seconds, in all cases longer for the external than for the in
vehicle distracters. These findings, the authors conclude, demonstrate that "drivers are 
more willing to make extended glances external to the vehicle than internal to the 
vehicle" (p. 17). 

In discussing their results, Chan and her colleagues compare their findings to those of 
\Vikman et al. who performed their analysis on-road. The data from the two studies is in 
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strong agreement, and provides evidence to support the viability of using a driving 
simulator to study driver viewing behavior. In reviewing their data on external distraction 
and relating it to the earlier work of Klauer et al. (2006a), Muttart et al. (2007), and 
others, these authors express concern that "it is likely that our out-of-vehicle tasks (which 
not only engage attention but also draw the eyes and visual attention away from in front 
of the vehicle) would have quite significant detrimental effects on processing the 
roadway in front of the vehicle (p. 22)." 

lazarus,2008 
As a result of the erection of four DBBs on major arterial roadways in Salem, 

Oregon, one of which was visible to traffic on I-5, the Oregon Department of 
Transportation (ODOT) and the City of Salem unde1iook a literature review to better 
understand national perspectives on the issue and to assist local and State officials to 
detennine future actions that they might take. This review (Lazarus, 2008) was issued in 
June, 2008. The concern that prompted the report is based on the premise that newer, 
larger DBBs are clearer from greater distances than older billboards, and that their intent, 
to relay advertising messages to the consumer, places them ''in direct competition for the 
attention needed to operate a motor vehicle" (p. 2). Lazarus expresses concern that, in 
certain cases, DBBs installed in a city and intended for city arterials are also visible to 
drivers on other nearby highways. This raises questions of the applicability of billboard 
control laws governing different roads and operating under different jurisdictions. 
Because these signs are larger and brighter than previous advertising devices, questions 
are also raised about a driver's line of sight to the sign, and about the potential for 
distraction. 

Lazarus briefly reviews some of the relevant research in areas of traffic safety and current 
regulations and guidance, He cites a web log which discusses some of the diverse 
billboard laws and guidelines, and points out the lack of uniformity in controls that exist 
from State to State (\Vebpavement WebBlog, 2005, cited in Lazarus, 2008). 

Speirs, Winmill & Kazi, 2008 
On behalf of the Highways Agency (HA) of the United Kingdom, WSP 

Development and Transportation prepared a report which addressed the relationship 
between billboards and driver distraction (Speirs, Winmill & Kazi, 2008). The report 
included a discussion of, but was not limited to, DBBs, and investigated the issue from 
multiple directions: 

A review of policies and guidelines on outdoor advertising in place at various 
local and national agencies 
A review of published research on driver distraction and roadside advertising, 
with a focus on work performed in the 1.JK 
A review of decisions by the body (The Planning Inspectorate) that decides 
"to either grant or refute express consent to display roadside advertisements" 
(p. 24). 
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An investigation of the relationship between outdoor advertising clusters and 
accidents at two specific locations 
Interviews with diverse stakeholders, and 
An exploration of public opinion through a series of three focus groups and an 
on-line survey. 

Although much of the content of this study is outside the scope of interest for our report 
(e.g. considerable attention is paid to illegal roadside billboards painted on the side of 
trailers in farm fields), there are numerous insights gained, largely from focus groups and 
surveys, that add to our knowledge. 

The report begins with a useful discussion of the concept of driver distraction, and an 
excerpt from a statement by the Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents (RoSP A) 
that 

distracted drivers underestimate the effects that distraction has on them and do not 
perceive their reduced awareness or ability to spot hazards. Distracted drivers also 
have difficulty controlling their speed and their distance from the vehicle in front, 
and their lane position can vary drastically .... The more complex or involved a 
driver becomes with a distraction, the more detrimental the distraction is to his or 
her ability to make observations and control the vehicle safely (p. 5-6). 

This language is not dissimilar to hypotheses described by Chan, et al (2008) in their 
recent simulator-based study. The discussion of distraction further references the work by 
Crundall, et al, 2006) who found that drivers become distracted because of their 
compulsion to stare at something due to the psychological difficulty in abandoning a task 
which has not been completed. (This is known as the Zeigamik Effect, and is further 
discussed in Section 3 of this report. The authors also discuss a study by Theeuwes, et aL 
(1998), who found, in a laboratory study, that participants did not have voluntary control 
over distraction; that even when they were tasked with concentrating on one colored 
shape while ignoring shapes of other colors, "they were unable to ignore the 'distracters' 
regardless of their effort to do so" (p. 3 79). These findings, if generalizable to the real 
world, suggest that drivers may not be as able to ignore the messages on attention-getting 
billboards as some have claimed. Recent work by Wallace (2003a, 2003b) is also 
discussed, specifically with regard to personal factors such as driver age, level of fatigue, 
and alcohol consumption, all of which are believed to play a role in distraction. Finally, 
the authors cite current work by the UK Depm1ment for Transit (Dfr), which is 
attempting to identify gaps in existing research on distraction and will initially involve 
the development of an operational definition of the term driver distraction. 

\Vithin a brief discussion of internal- and external-to-the-vehicle distraction, the authors 
discuss the growing concern with cognitive overload- which \Vallace (2003b) suggests 
can occur when too much information is presented in certain situations, leaving the driver 
with insufficient time to process the available infonnation and make time-critical 
decisions. Such decisions, which may involve maneuvering for exits, merges, or lane 
drops, also include what Crundall, et aL (2005) have called "transient hazards" such as a 
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pedestrian or bicyclist suddenly entering the road, or a vehicle failing to yield the right of 
way. Wallace believes that visual clutter, which contributes to cognitive overload, is 
growing worse, with an increasing number of billboards, on-premise signs, and, as well, 
official highway signs. 

Of course it has long been known that official signs can distract drivers and add to their 
cognitive workload if they are poorly designed, improperly located, unnecessary, 
redundant, or irrelevant. This can be a particular problem with official changeable 
message signs (CMS), which are often reported to cause drivers to slow to read their 
message if too much information is conveyed or undue attention is drawn to the sign. 
Despite the fact that official signs (including CMS) have benefited from decades of 
human factors research to ensure that their design and operation is optimized for the 
driver's needs, distraction remains a concern, and to an increasing extent with the growih 
of CMS installations. 

Wallace, and others, believe that driver distraction, as much of a concern as it is, is likely 
underreported. This may be because, he suggests, the distraction may be unconscious, or 
because social and legal pressures may contribute to a driver's unwillingness to admit 
distraction for fear of consequences such as increased insurance rates, penalty points on 
their driver's license, or being found responsible for an accident. For these reasons, 
Wallace believes that it will be difficult to find empirical evidence for the contribution of 
distraction by a roadside billboard to an accident. Although this is a key reason to 
question the use of accident data to assess the relationship betvveen DBBs and crashes, 
there are many others, discussed later in the report by Speirs and her colleagues, and 
elsewhere in the current report. 

The report next discusses the range of planning policy and guidance regarding roadside 
advertising in the UK. Although of relatively minor relevance to regulations and 
guidance in the U.S. because of the highly localized nature of such guidance in the UK, 
we do find that many of the same principles have been applied. For example, roadside 
adve11ising signs may be discouraged at locations such as: complex road sections, 
intersections, pedestrian crossings, or locations where the cognitive demands on the 
driver may be high. In addition, a Circular (DCLG, 2007) that provides guidance on the 
control of advertisements suggests that outdoor advertising signs that may pose a danger 
to the public include those which: 

because of their size or siting, would obstruct or confuse a road-user's view, or 
reduce the clarity or effectiveness of a traffic sign or signal, or would be likely to 
distract road users because of their unusual nature (and) (t)hose illuminated signs 
(incorporating either flashing or static lights) which, because of their size or 
brightness, could result in glare and dazzle, or distract road users, particularly in 
mi sty or wet weathec 

The Circular is apparently based, in part, on findings from a study conducted by the 
Privilege Insurance Company, which found that 83% of drivers responding to a survey 
had admitted being distracted by roadside advertisements, with 23% of those reporting 
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that they had veered out of their lane as a result of the distraction. (Privilege Insurance, 
2005). 

Numerous other regulatory and guidance documents are cited in this section of the report. 
Although many of these make reference to traffic safety concerns, none of them provide 
objective definitions of key terms sufficient for regulators to act to control roadside 
billboards. One such document, for example, requires that local planning authorities must 
"consider such matters as the likely behaviour of drivers of vehicles who will see the 
advertisement" and states that "the vital consideration ... is whether the advertisement 
itself: or the exact location proposed for its display, is likely to be so distracting, or so 
confusing, that it creates a hazard to, or endangers, people in the vicinity who are taking 
reasonable care for their own and others' safety" (PPG, 1992). 

In line with the discussion above, it is useful to note that one of the documents cited in 
this section of the report deals exclusively with official signs, and provides guidance to 
roadway authorities on the proper use of such signs throughout the UK (DIT, 2003 ). This 
document, known as the Traffic Signs Manual, explicitly recognizes that official traffic 
control devices (TCDs) can also serve to distract drivers if they are used inappropriately 
or to excess. Among other guidance, the manual suggests that information signs should 
not be permitted in constmction zones, and that roadway authorities should ensure that 
signs are limited to those that are considered necessary, because such signs can cause 
overload and lead to distraction. 

Speirs and her colleagues reviewed the decisions of The Planning Inspectorate in 11 
cases. Although their summary and discussion of these decisions makes for interesting 
reading, there is little consistency from one decision to another, and the diversity of 
issues on which decisions were based (size, illumination, viewing time and change cycle, 
content, and location, among others) provides little basis to extract principles that might 
be applicable in the United States. Of the 11 cases cited, however, one billboard was 
allowed, two were allowed with certain restrictions, and eight were disallowed. 

The authors' efforts to review accident data to determine the presence or absence of a 
relationship between billboard locations and accident occurrences proved to be largely 
fruitless, for reasons discussed elsewhere in the present report. Some of the key 
arguments against the use of accident data cited by Speirs and her colleagues are: 

There could be other unknown variables that could have led to the reported 
accidents. 
There are many opportunities for enor or omission in data entry in police 
accident reporting forms. 
In minor accidents, the involved vehicles may move away from the POR to 
clear traffic lanes, thus further degrading the potential accuracy of identifying 
the true location. 
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The point of rest (POR) of the involved vehicle(s) (which is what is 
commonly identified in police reports) may have little relationship to the point 
of distraction that was the proximal cause of the crash3 

Accidents, particularly minor accidents, are underreported. 
Accident data considers only those incidents that result in an actual collision. 
But there are likely many more incidences of distraction that result in driver 
error (such as late braking, lane exceedances) without consequence, and others 
that result in "near misses" that might have resulted in a crash but for the 
evasive actions of another driver. "As no data on 'near misses" is available, it 
is not possible to quantify the full effect of distraction" (p. 35). 

For these reasons, and others, the authors recommend against the future use of accident 
data "as an area for fm1her research due to these practical and statistical issues that would 
cast doubt over any apparent relationship ... " (p. 35). 

The authors briefly discuss the potential for the use of CCTV data recorded from fixed 
locations along the highway network in close proximity to roadside advertising signs. 
This data, it is suggested, would allow the observation of vehicle braking movements, 
lane deviations, and other losses of vehicle control, although there is no way to know, 
from such recordings, whether other causes of distraction were present as contributors. 
They suggest that, in order for this methodology to be feasible, it would be necessary to 
collect data along road sections both with and without the presence of roadside 
advertisements. 4 

The authors conducted interviews with representatives of various stakeholders. These 
organization types included, but were not limited to, the following: 

Road User (iroups, e.g. Automobile Association, RAC Foundation 
Road Safety Groups, e.g. Parliamentary Advisory Council for Transport 
Safety (PACTS), Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents (RoSPA) 

3 This weakness in the use of accident statistics should not be it,'Ilored. Unless an accident involves major 
property damage, serious injury or death, police in the US will rarely endeavor to find the "root cause,'' 
which would include the point at which an involved driver first lost control and/or was first distracted. The 
vehicle of a driver who crashes as a result of distraction by a roadside billboard may not come to rest for a 
considerable distance after the distraction occurs. but it is the point of rest that is most likely to be 
(erroneously) identified in the Traffic Collision Report as the actual accident location. The use of such 
information will lead to an miificial reduction in any correlation since it captures an accident data point and 
associates it with a road location that is not coincident with a billboard. As pointed out in the study by 
Klauer, et al. (2006b), discussed earlier in this Section, accidents may be underrep01ied by 8fY% or more. 

4 We have suggested, in other contexts, the potential for the use of roadway CCTV data in billboard 
distraction studies because of the growing number of CCTV locations coupled with the potential for 
cooperation from DBB owners, through which signs might be turned on and off, and their displays varied 
in the key parameters of brightness and message display interval in accordance with a carefully developed 
experimental design. Specific recommendations along these lines were made to researchers in the City of 
San Antonio, Texas, which has a comprehensive system of CCTV cameras as pmt of iis traffic monitoring 
network, and which is engaged in a project to monitor the safety impacts of recently erected DBBs. 
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Local Authorities, e.g. Local Authority Road Safety Officer Association 
(LARSOA) 
Planning Officers, e.g. London Borough of\Vandsworth (LB\V) 
Central Government Departments, e.g. the Department for Transport (DfT) 
Highways Agency 
Amenity Groups, e.g. Campaign to Protect Rural England (CPRE) 
Advertising Industry, e.g. Outdoor Advertising Association, Outdoor 
Advertising Council, Advertising Standards Authority 
Research Community, e.g. Brunel University 
Motonvay Operators, e.g. Midland Expressway Ltd. 

Summarizing the results of these many discussions, the authors identified the following 
broad conclusions: 

Although it is accepted that drivers are responsible for attending to the driving 
task, "visual clutter is liable to overload or distract drivers" (p. 63). 
The stakeholders could not provide statistical evidence to demonstrate the 
presence or absence of a correlation between roadside advertising and 
accidents. 
There is no desire for an outright ban on roadside advertising, but there is 
general agreement about the need for more guidance or regulation to control 
the type, location and content of such advertising. 
There is a need for additional governmental powers to remove unauthorized 
advertising, and there is a need to make enforcement a greater priority. 

The focus group discussions provided much information of relevance, summarized 
below. Three groups were assembled, each including a balance of males and females, and 
a mix of urban and rural residents. The first group included young, less experienced 
drivers (ages 17-25) with little motorway driving experience; the second included 
experienced drivers aged 50 and above who did not regularly use the motonvay; and the 
third included regular motonvay users (100 or more miles per week) aged 35-55. Each 
group included eight participants who were told that the sessions were to discuss sources 
of driver distraction, without initial mention of a specific focus on outdoor advertising. 

Relevant examples of the key points made during the focus group sessions include: 

The younger drivers found motonvay driving boring, and felt quite relaxed. 
The older drivers, despite much greater exposure to motorway driving, found 
it to be stressful and sometimes dangerous, primarily because other drivers 
take too many risks. 
When asked how long they thought they took their eyes off the road to look at 
the surrounding environment, the young drivers estimated "several seconds," 
although they also agreed that this was probably longer than they should. 
When asked what they would consider "too long" a period to take their eyes 
off the road, the regular motonvay users replied" 1-2 seconds.'' 
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Several members of the younger driver group described situations in which 
they had been distracted by something external to the vehicle while driving on 
the motorway and found their vehicle moving out of its lane and/or having to 
brake suddenly. 
Some participants in each of the other groups also reported having made 
driving errors while distracted by something either inside or outside the 
vehicle. 
One regular motmway user reported several occasions in which he had a near 
miss as a result oflooking away for "too long." 

After the initial discussions, highlighted above, the focus group facilitators directed the 
discussions toward roadside advertisements, and showed photographs of particular 
installations. Highlights of the discussions that followed are presented below: 

Regular motorway users felt that it was not appropriate to have certain types 
of advertisements close to the roadway, given the prevailing speed of traffic. 
These users felt that outdoor advertising could pose a distraction to younger, 
less experienced drivers, although not to themselves. 
Younger drivers, on the other hand, felt that, although outdoor advertising 
could potentially cause a crash, their effect was no greater than other sources 
of driver distraction. 
Most of the participants agreed that they did notice and look at roadside 
advertisements. 
Most of the regular motorway users stated that they tended to look at 
advertisements when they were waiting in a traffic queue, but confirmed that 
they read these advertisements even in free-flowing traffic conditions. 
One regular motonvay driver felt that it took 2-3 seconds to read an 
advertisement, but some of the younger drivers felt that ads could be absorbed 
more quickly (in a ''split second"). 
Although drivers agreed that they tended to look at every advertisement, they 
could rarely recall the specifics. 
Drivers in all three groups believed that the decision to look at a roadside 
advertisement was not made consciously. 
Younger drivers expressed the view that it was inappropriate to have 
advertisements within a driver's line of sight when he should be paying 
attention to traffic. 
Most participants across all groups agreed that the potential for distraction 
from an advertisement was dependent on its size, content, location, and type 
of display. In addition, bright colors, and "sexual undertones'' were thought to 
attract more attention. 
Younger drivers in particular said that they spent longer looking at 
advertisements for products or services in which they were interested, or if the 
advertisement featured something that was new or unusual. 
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Younger drivers commented that adve11ising campaigns which told a story 
that extended over a period of time or a series of billboards attracted more 
attention. 5 

Regular motonvay users were concerned that advertisements with a lot of 
detail posed more of a risk because it was more difficult and time consuming 
for drivers to absorb all of their content; specific questions were raised about 
the wisdom of including details such as telephone numbers. 
Electronic billboards were considered more of a potential distraction than 
fixed displays. Younger drivers, in particular, stated that they looked out 
specifically for these displays and that they waited for the subsequent 
advertisement in the cycle to appear. 
One participant in the older group expressed a view that was representative of 
his group: "When they're about to change, you want to see what they are 
changing to. It's strange ... you might not be interested in the adverts, but 
when things are changing, you watch it... and they'll distract you ... But if it's 
fixed, and you can see that from half a mile away ... , I'm not going to be that 
distracted by it. It's not drawing my attention because I can see from a 
distance what it is" (p. 80). 
Regular motorway users felt that an important issue was clutter, caused by a 
proliferation of roadside adve11isements in close proximity. They believed that 
such a situation, especially when combined with a lot of information from 
road signs, can cause information overload and result in confusion. 
Younger drivers in pai1icular, but with the agreement of those in other groups, 
felt that internal distractions (such as mobile phones, navigation systems, 
maps, or adjusting vehicle controls) were, overall, more distracting than 
roadside advertisements. 
Younger drivers expressed the view that it is the driver's responsibility to pay 
attention while driving. 
Pa11icipants in all three groups agreed that "few drivers would ever admit to 
being distracted by an advert and therefore felt that any such incidents are 
likely to be under-reported" (p. 84). 
The commonly held view was that roadside advertising is not necessary, and 
should not be seen to be part of the motorway network. (Interestingly, the 
older drivers tended to believe that roadside advertising provided a source of 
revenue to the government and that revenues raised should be directed toward 
highway improvement} 
"Overall, it was felt that roadside advertising might well be distracting to 
some drivers, but not personally to those who participated in the focus 
groups" (p. 85). 
\Vith regard to the imposition of control or regulation, regular motonvay users 
suggested that the amount of detail in an advertisement is of concern, and 
suggested imposing a limit on the number of words allowed; a limit of 4-6 
was deemed appropriate. 

5 This is the issue of "sequential" advertisements discussed elsewhere in the present report: the 
phenomenon that describes how one's interest is held during such a sequence is known as ihe Zeigamik 
effect, discussed in Section . 
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Similarly, older drivers and regular motorway users expressed the greatest 
concern about electronic advertisements, and felt that it was inappropriate to 
permit this kind of advertisement on the highway network. 
Regular motorway users as well as older drivers believed that roadside 
advertisements should be located only within the view of queued traffic, and 
not in the vicinity of free-flowing traffic. 
There was support for regulation on the spacing of advertisements, in terms of 
a minimum distance between advertising signs, as well as a minimum distance 
away from highway signs so that "they do not detract from the information 
which is provided for the driver's safety" (p. 87). 
Participants in the older driver group felt that roadside adve1iising should not 
be permitted on the motonvay unless it provides directions or information of 
use to the driver; in addition the presence of advertising along motorway 
sections that require concentration by drivers was seen to be at odds with road 
safety. 
Some females called for the removal of all roadside advertising; others 
accepted that it was unlikely that all could be removed, but supp01ied greater 
regulation of advertising signs in general, including brightness, spacing, and 
content Electronic billboards were singled out as a key concern due to their 
ability to distract (p. 88-9). 
Regular motonvay users felt that the driving environment would be safer 
without advertisements, but believed that simple ads that could be quickly 
absorbed, when placed along uncluttered roads, did not pose a safety issue. 

In addition to the three concentrated focus groups, the authors conducted an on-line 
survey, hosted on the HA website. The survey was designed to examine respondents' 
views on potential sources of in-vehicle and external-to-vehicle distraction, followed by a 
more specific focus on roadside advertising. Because of a large sample size (1371 
responses) the authors were able to report a sampling error of only+/- 2.65%} at the 95% 
confidence leveL In other words, if 50% of the survey respondents gave the same answer 
to a question, the authors could be 95~~ confident that, if the survey had been conducted 
with the entire population, the responses to that question would fall within the range of 
47.3% and 52.7%. This degree of accuracy is even greater when a larger or smaller 
percentage of the respondents has given a particular response, but 50% is used as a 
benchmark because it has the greatest sampling error. 

Demographically, the respondents tended to be male, and between the ages of 25 and 59. 
They drove between 10,000 and 25,000 miles per year, and used the motorway more than 
five times per week. 

At the outset of the survey, respondents were given a list of 14 possible sources of 
distraction (both within and outside the vehicle) and asked to select those which they 
considered to be most distracting. The top five identified sources, and the percentages of 
respondents who provided those answers were: Rubbernecking at accidents (75%), child 
passengers in their vehicle (68%), hands-free mobile phone use (67°10), roadside 
billboards 61 % ), and roadwork (50%). When asked about the single greatest source of 
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distraction, 24% said mobile phones, 18% reported other passengers, 13°/o said 
rubbernecking at accidents, and 9% selected roadside billboards. No other distracters 
were considered the most important by more than 5% of the respondents (in-car 
navigation systems and actions by other vehicles). 

Once the topic of outdoor advertising was introduced, a series of questions sought to 
examine whether some types of roadside advertising were considered to be more 
distracting than others. Participants were asked to select the types of adve11ising, if any, 
that they had found to be personally distracting while driving, and then to identify the 
single most distracting type of roadside advertising. The results are shown below: 

Billboards with changing images (DBBs) were reported to have distracted 
72% of all respondents; 53% of the respondents found DBBs most distracting. 

Conventional billboards had distracted 61 % of the respondents, and 17% 
found these to be the most distracting. 

Advertisements on vehicles had distracted 38%} of respondents, but only 3% 
found these to be the most distracting. 

Advertisements on bus shelters had distracted 24% of the respondents; 9% 
found these to be the most distracting. 

Seven percent of the respondents found none of the advertising types to be distracting, 
and 11 % mentioned other types of advertisements (such as ads on street furniture, on
premise signs, and small temporary roadside signs) as having been a source of distraction 
to them. 

Roadside advertising characteristics that contributed to distraction were: location (59%), 
size (49%), content (39~'1>), changing images (29%), color and information provided (25% 
each), and lighting (16~~). 

Respondents were given the opportunity to include nanative statements to highlight their 
answers. The authors summarized these statements, and reported more than twice as 
many comments expressing concerns about DBBs (9) than for any other aspect of 
roadside advertising - content (3), location ( 4), and size (1 ). Representative quotes about 
DBBs included: 

"Changing signs draw attention to themselves; they are not part of the traffic and 
amount to a serious distraction. I cannot understand why they are allowed!" 

"Those with images that change over a period of time tend to attract a longer spell 
of attention whilst waiting for the next image. If one's vehicle is actually moving 
at the time this has the effect of driving blind while watching the particular sign." 
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"You can look quickly at a static board and take in a fair amount of information, 
however, if you know the image will change you are tempted to keep looking 
until it does which means taking your eyes off the road for longer.'' 

"A quick glance is enough to know it is an image changing billboard but then the 
temptation is to keep looking to see what it changes to" (p. 102). 

Respondents were next asked to rate the extent of distraction that they believed was due 
to different aspects of the "content'' of roadside advertisements. Ratings were to be made 
on a five-point Likkert-type scale from 1 ("not at all distracting") to 5 ("very 
distracting"). Advertisements with changing images were rated by 56% of the 
respondents as very distracting. Those with complex graphic images were rated very 
distracting by 42~~ of the respondents, ads with small text by 28%, ads with lots of details 
(e.g. telephone numbers) by 26°/o, and those with more than 10 words by 20%. Of equal 
interest to Speirs and her colleagues was the difference between those who found each 
type of content distracting or very distracting, compared to those who rated the same type 
of contact as "not distracting" or "nor at all distracting." This difference was largest for 
DBBs; 79% found such signs distracting or very distracting, whereas only 8% found 
them to be not or not at all distracting - a difference of 71 %. The equivalent differences 
were 67% for signs with complex images, 32% for those with small text, 31 % for signs 
with more than 10 words, and 271% for ads with lots of details. 

In order to evaluate the effects, if any, of roadside billboards on general driver 
performance, a series of statements were presented to the participants, who were asked to 
state whether they thought each statement was true or false. The statements, and the 
levels of truth assigned to them, were as follows: 

Can be confusing in urban environments (83%) 
Can be detrimental to overall driving performance (82~'1>) 
Electronic ads with changing images are more distracting than static ads 
(82%) 
ls an unwelcome distraction to the driver (75%) 
A driver may steer slightly out of lane to read a roadside ad (58 1%) 
A driver may brake to read a roadside ad (53%) 
Keeps drivers ale1i (14%) 
Is not distracting in rural environments (12%) 
ls not distracting in urban environments ( 11 % ) 
Improves a driver's concentration (4%) 

When asked whether their own driving performance had been adversely affected by 
roadside advertising signs, 17%} (201 respondents) said that their performance had 
definitely been affected, 29% felt that it had probably been affected, 34% stated that it 
had possibly been affected, and 20% believed that it had not been affected. 

For those 913 respondents who stated that their driving performance had been affected by 
roadside advertising, they were presented with a series of seven statements and asked to 
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indicate whether they felt each was tme or false. The statements, and the level of tmth 
assigned to them, were as follows: 

Distracted my visual attention whilst driving (96%) 
Occasionally been detrimental to my driving performance (72%) 
Affected my speed whilst driving (42%) 
Affected my steering whilst driving (33°/o) 
Made me more alert whilst driving (7%) 
Have, at times, made me a better driver (5%) 
Have never impacted upon my driving performance (4%) 

In summarizing the survey, Speirs et al expressed surprise at the dominance of the 
reported views that roadside advertising has a negative impact on driver performance; 
prior to conducting the survey, they expected to find highly polarized opinions. Their key 
findings were described as: 801% (926 individuals) admitted that their own performance is 
likely to have been affected by roadside advertisements; 76% of all respondents (878 
individuals) admitted that they took their eyes off the road to read such advertisements; 
and 30% (347 respondents) had deliberately slowed down to look at advertisements. In 
pm1icular, "electronic/digital billboards with a series of rotating images are considered to 
be particularly distracting" (p. 115). 

In short, the authors conclude that this survey, with its large sample size and resultant 
small sampling eJTor, suggests that there is cause for concern when the responses of the 
study pai1icipants are projected to the UK population at large. 

We have spent considerable time discussing this report, in part because it is so 
comprehensive and current, and in part because it is the first study of which we are aware 
that has engaged in large scale sampling of the public's views of roadside advertising, 
including DBBs, and, specifically, the public's perception of how such outdoor 
advertisements have adversely affected their own driving behavior. It will be recalled that 
one reason why accident data is thought to be of relatively little value in studies of driver 
distraction is that it is widely accepted that, for several reasons, drivers will be reluctant 
to admit their own distraction when it is connected to possible crash involvement. In this 
survey, on the other hand, where responses were anonymous and there was no risk to the 
respondent, the answers can be considered to be more objective and truthful. 

Among their principal conclusions, Speirs and her colleagues suggest that current 
guidance and policy is insufficiently detailed to address the different types and 
characteristics of outdoor advertising devices, particularly DBBs. As a result, further 
research is needed to quantify the level and significance of the risk. They believe that 
post-hoc accident studies would not be useful to pursue unless the researchers had direct 
access to the involved drivers in near-real time. They point to the most recent research 
studies that they reviewed, those by Young and Mahfoud (2007) and Clark and Davies 
(2007) as producing "statistically significant results which suggest that the level of 
distraction caused by advertising does present a genuine road safety concern" (p. 117). 
These studies, however, have been criticized by some stakeholders as being "unrealistic" 
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in that they were simulator based and thus their applicability to the real world may be 
compromised. Nonetheless, the authors recommend that further research build on Young 
and Mahfoud's work "to explore and quantify the effect of different characteristics of 
advertisements on levels of driver distraction'' (p. 122). They argue that a future study, if 
properly funded and conducted on an advanced driving simulator, should be able to 
overcome some of the limitations of this earlier work - small sample size, limited number 
of variables, stimulus material not folly representative of actual billboards, and a 
simulator of somewhat limited flexibility and fidelity. The authors review three UK
based driving simulators, and recommend that future work be undertaken at the 
University of Leeds Driving Simulator (UoLDS). In their discussion of the strengths and 
weakness of a driving simulator study, the authors argue that simulators permit the 
different types and sizes of billboards of interest to be studied to examine the effects on 
drivers, a task that would be more complex in a test track or on-road study. Finally, the 
authors present a suggested approach for the conduct of a driving simulator study. 

Although it is beyond the scope of the current project to recommend future research (the 
reader is referred to the recently published FHW A report [Molino, et al. 2009] for this 
discussion), we respectfully disagree with recommendations put forth by Speirs and her 
colleagues. It is our opinion that, when studying critical issues of roadside billboards, 
particularly DBBs, that even today's most sophisticated simulators are incapable of 
rendering the key characteristics of such signs at a level of visual fidelity sufficient to 
lead to findings that can be generalized to the field with confidence. This is because the 
levels of brightness of which today's DBBs are capable exceed the capacity of the display 
systems used in simulators. Thus, because DBB brightness has been hypothesized to be a 
key contributor to possible driver distraction, this is of concern. A second concern, one 
that is touched on by Speirs, et al., is that of the naturalistic aspects of the driving task 
encountered by participants in the experiment. For several reasons, including visual 
fatigue and the risk of simulator sickness, experimenters tend to keep scenarios relatively 
brief In order to expose the participants to a reasonable number of experimental variables 
(in this case, variants of DBB displays), it then becomes necessary to incorporate an 
unusually large number of such variables into these brief scenarios. But, because the 
impacts of DBBs on driver distraction, if they exist, are likely to be highly context 
sensitive, the inclusion of several such signs into relatively brief scenarios is likely to 
create an unrealistic visual environment which may lead to driver responses that are not 
representative of those that might occur in the real world. It is this author's opinion that 
initial studies, if funded, should be done in the field, with carefully selected and 
controlled sites in which before and after comparisons can be made, and in which 
matched roadway sections with and without DBBs may be studied. If differences in 
distraction are found, we believe that it would then be appropriate to move to a driving 
simulator to study the impact on driver performance of different levels of display cycle 
times, sign size, proximity and angle to the traveled way, etc.). 

Dudek, C., 2008 
Dudek (2008) reviewed the state-of-the-practice for the use of official, 

permanently mounted changeable message signs (CMSs) during "non-incident, non-
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roadwork" periods. Practices relating to the display of AlvIBER (America's Missing: 
Broadcast Emergency Response) alert messages were included, The report was based on 
a review of the literature and a survey of State DOT traffic management centers (TMCs) 
and agencies that operate toll roads. Overall, responses were received from 40 States and 
six toll road agencies with a total of 100 TMCs operating 3,023 urban and 821 rural 
CMSs. 

In principle, the study of practices regarding official CMSs is somewhat removed from a 
review of commercial DBBs; yet there are important areas of overlap between the two 
uses of this technology that bears discussion. 

Dudek describes the primary applications for CMSs as serving to notify motorists of: 

Non-recurrent problems caused by random, unpredictable incidents such as 
crashes, stalls, or spills; and temporary, preplanned activities such as 
construction or maintenance. 
Environmental issues such as fog, floods, snow, or ice. 
Traffic problems caused by special events, such as parades or sports events. 
Special roadway operations such as reversible, high occupancy, or contraflow 
lanes; or certain design features such as drawbridges. 
AMBER alerts. 

His review was undertaken because, although guidelines are available for the design and 
operation of CMSs when used for their principal purposes, there are no guidelines 
available, and little understanding of existing practice, for the use of these signs under 
non-incident, non-roadwork conditions. The primary purpose of this synthesis of practice 
was to identify those practices that have proven effective and ineffective, and to serve as 
a guide to State and other operating agencies in the more effective use of their CMSs, as a 
first step toward the possible development of guidelines for such uses. 

Guidelines for the design and operation of CMS were initially developed in 1978, and 
have been refined several times over the past 30 years. Because CMSs are part of the 
official highway information system, they must communicate a meaningful message that 
can be quickly read and understood by drivers. It is well understood that the design of 
effective messages requires the application of proven principles for each of the following 
display features: 

Message content 
Message length 
Message load; units of information 
Message format 
Message splitting 

Although traditionally left blank when not in use for their intended purpose, there has 
been an increase in the use of these signs by transportation agencies over the past 10 
years to display messages when the signs are not otherwise needed. Such messages have 
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been predominantly those that indicate travel time, and these are recommended by 
FHW A. However, other, non-essential messages have seen growing use, including 
information about congestion, speed, traffic ordinances, safety campaigns, and public 
service announcements (PSAs). 

Examples cited of safety campaign messages included (dashes indicate line breaks): 

CLICK IT - OR TICKET 
BUCKLE UP FOR---- SAFETY---- IT'S THE LAW 
U DRINK ---- lJ DRIVE --- lJ LOSE 

Examples cited of PSAs included (ellipses indicate more to the message than shown): 

REPORT DWI _ .. 
AIR QUALITY ALERT ... 
BLOOD DRIVE ... 
BURN BAN IN EFFECT ... 

The rationale for leaving CMSs blank when not in use for their primary purpose is that, 
when essential information is presented on the sign, it will be more attention-getting, 
drivers will be more likely to notice it, and the message will be more effective. The 
question always raised about this traditional practice, however, has been whether drivers 
will question the sign's functionality. In addition, Dudek found that some agencies 
experienced negative public opinion from those who felt that the expensive investment in 
this technology was being underutilized. 

Dudek notes (p. 3) that the FHWA discourages the display of PSAs on these signs. Two 
important concerns about this use of CMSs have been that the signs lose credibility with 
motorists when used for other than their intended purposes, and the risk of ''change 
blindness," the potential that a motorist will fail to see that the message on the CMS has 
changed from something that is non-essential to something that is highly relevant and, 
perhaps, time critical. 

The author cites the experience of Caltrans, which posted transportation-oriented PSAs 
(e.g. "RELIEVE CONGESTION-RIDESHARE") on CMSs in the Los .Angeles area so as 
to avoid leaving the signs blank. Public reaction was "quite negative" (p. 15), and the 
agency's traffic operations personnel believed that using the signs to display messages 
that were irrelevant to freeway operations led the public to disregard the signs, thus 
reducing their effectiveness when they were most needed. 

The display of safety messages on CMSs falls into a middle ground - not discouraged by 
FHW.A, but allowable under specific circumstances. If used, agency respondents say, 
such messages should be current, and displayed for only a limited time. 
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One unfortunate consequence reported by agencies that displayed safety messages and/or 
PSAs was that these practices led to a proliferation of requests from other agencies and 
organizations to display their own non-traffic-related messages. 

Although the present study addresses commercial advertising signs, specifically DBBs 
located off the right-of-way, there are lessons to be learned and applied from Dudek's 
review of official CMSs located within the right-of-way. He says: 

If CMSs distract drivers from more critical tasks while traveling at prevailing 
speeds, or if the messages are enoneous or outdated, then driver acceptance can 
be compromised. In addition, if the messages are too long, complex, and/or 
confusing to read and comprehend, drivers may reduce speed to read the 
messages and this could result in a potential safety problem (p. J). 

\Vhile all of these concerns have relevance to the design and operation ofDBBs, they 
convey a special precaution for the potential future use of official CMSs for the display 
of commercial advertising messages when not in use for the primary purposes (see 
Section 7 of this report for a fuller discussion of this issue). If transportation agencies 
have reported to Dudek that the use of CMSs for the display of safety campaigns and 
public service messages can have negative safety consequences in terms of change 
blindness or CMS credibility, and if FH\VA discourages the use of CMSs for the display 
of PSAs, one must question the reasonableness of the cmTent consideration being given 
for the use of these signs to display commercial advertising. 

Dudek asked his respondents about their experiences with public reaction to leaving 
CMSs blank when not in use for their principal purpose. Thirty-nine percent of the TM Cs 
responding received "somewhat" to "very" favorable responses from the public; twenty
four percent received a neutral response, and none received unfavorable responses. 
(Thirty-seven percent had insufficient information). Favorable comments about their 
experiences included (p.17-18): 

Drivers pay more attention when a message is displayed, messages are more 
effective when displayed, frequent display of non-essential messages results in 
drivers ignoring important messages (1 S respondents) 
The conspicuity and message urgency of the CMS is preserved (l response) 
Credibility of the message is the key to success (1 response) 
Relevant, timely information enhances driver respect (1 response) 
Displaying messages unrelated to motorist's travel could increase disregard 
for the CMS when messages are relevant (1 response) 

He also asked about experiences with safety campaign messages on CMSs. Twenty-nine 
percent of the reporting TM Cs received ''somewhat" to "very" favorable responses from 
the public; eighteen percent received a neutral response, and two percent received 
unfavorable responses. (Fifty-one percent had insufficient information). Comments 
about their experiences included (p.34-35): 
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Messages should be displayed for a sh011 time, and not often (18 responses) 
We get negative feedback from the public (8 responses) 
They should be displayed only for well-organized statewide safety campaigns 
(7 responses) 
The public is generally receptive to the messages (6 responses) 
They open the door to other requests that are not transportation related, and 
denying such requests is a problem ( 6 responses) 
Messages should be kept simple and easy to understand ( 4 responses) 
Post such messages only off-peak (or in the off-peak direction) to minimize 
unintended congestion (2 responses). 
Display only safety-related or agency-supported messages (2 responses) 
Make sure message is not distracting to motorists (2 responses) 
Make sure there is value in the message to the public (1 response) 
We receive and deny requests for advertising messages (1 response) 
Message must have broad public impact (l response) 

One expressed concern, for both safety campaign messages and PSAs, was that the 
decision to display such messages was overwhelmingly due to administrative/upper 
management requests (93% in the case of PSAs, 99°/o for safety campaign messages), 
occasionally against the judgment of operations personnel, and with little or no supp011 
from research. 

With regard to AMBER alert messages, Dudek reports (p. 41) that 84~'1> of those TMCs 
that display such messages exceed the maximum recommended (four) units of 
infonnation on a CMS. As a result, "the majority of motorists will not be able to read and 
comprehend the messages while traveling at typical freeway speeds" (p. 41-42), and 
"those drivers who attempt to read the messages before passing the CMS may reduce 
speed" (p. 40). This is simply because the type of information typically displayed on a 
CMS-based AMBER ale11 message may include a license plate number (equivalent to 
more than three units of information) and a 10-digit telephone number (equivalent to 
more than three units of information). He cites two previous studies (Ullman, et al. 
[2005] and Dudek, et al. [2007]) that found the average reading times for AJ\!IBER alert 
messages containing a license plate number or a 10-digit telephone number were 
significantly longer than the reading times for signs without this information. 

There are several lessons to be learned from this study that have direct relevance to 
DBBs. Long messages containing information such as telephone numbers take longer to 
read and may cause drivers to slow in an effort to read the message. The amount of 
information on signs should be strictly limited to minimize its distraction potential. Even 
official traffic signs can overload drivers. In addition, there are specific lessons that can 
inform projects currently being considered that would allow commercial advertising to be 
displayed on official CMSs within the right-of-way. Messages that are irrelevant to traffic 
safety or flow that are broadcast on official CMSs are strongly opposed by motorists, and 
the decisions to accept such messages (including safety campaign messages and PSAs) 
are generally imposed by senior administrators or managers regardless of the concerns of 
operations personnel. There is concern about change blindness --- that motorists will not 
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notice a sign whose message has changed from something irrelevant to something of 
importance to them. And there is considerable concern about the loss of credibility of 
official CMSs when they display messages that the public believes are not timely and not 
related to traffic safety and flow. 

Edquist, J., 2009a, 2009b 
For her recent doctoral dissertation, Edquist (2009b) performed a study using a 

high fidelity driving simulator to assess the effect on driver response to road signs and to 
vehicles ahead of them when in the presence of ambient visual environments that 
represented different degrees of clutter. Edqui st describes three types of cl utter that are 
present to different degrees in different driving settings. Built clutter is clutter caused by 
the complexity of the man-made environment- buildings, wires, bridges, storefronts, 
billboards, utility poles, etc.); designed clutter is clutter created by road authorities 
through the number, size, placement, and diversity of traffic control devices (signs, 
signals and markings); and situational clutter is caused by the number and mix of 
vehicles in the traffic stream, the number oflanes of travel, weather, etc. While holding 
situational clutter constant in the simulator, Edquist varied the extent of built and 
designed clutter, and measured the changes in the participants' responses to traffic 
control devices and to the behaviors of vehicles in the traffic stream. Four types of 
vehicle changes were presented: the car directly in front of the participant moved closer 
or farther away, and vehicles in adjacent lanes appeared or disappeared from view. She 
found that high levels of designed clutter slowed the participants' detection of changes to 
official signs. In other words, it was more difficult and time consuming to identify and 
respond to the relevant traffic control device when there were many such TCDs 
competing for the driver's attention. Conversely, she found that high levels of built 
(environmental) clutter delayed the participant-driver's detection of changes in both signs 
and other vehicles. Because the changes to these other vehicles were highly visible, 
relevant to the participants' driving task, and "not minor" Edquist found that the adverse 
impact caused by additional built clutter to be of concern. 

Edquist summarized the literature about older drivers that showed that this cohort has 
difficulty with divided attention and rapid task switching both of which are important for 
safe driving. These concerns are exacerbated under conditions of high workload. In 
comparing older to young, novice drivers (those with probationary licenses), she found 
that in the presence of high visual clutter the older drivers had more difficulty both 
finding and responding to official road signs, and in detecting changes to nearby vehicles 
in the traffic stream. The novice drivers did not experience these difficulties to the same 
extent. 

In a simulator-based driving study performed to try to confirm or refute an earlier study 
using still photographs, Edquist found that, when billboards were present, participants 
drove more slowly, took longer to change lanes in response to direction to do so by road 
signs, made more errors when changing lanes, and spent more time looking at the 
roadside and less at the road ahead of them. Older drivers in particular made more errors 
when changing lanes when billboards were present. The author notes that, due to 
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limitations in the simulator platform, her scenarios depicted relatively low complexity 
environments. In addition, there was not enough traffic in the simulated road scenes to 
create elevated levels of driver workload, and the billboards depicted were simpler than 
those typically found on actual roads. Thus, she concludes, her experiment likely 
underestimated the adverse effects of billboards on driver response to traffic conditions. 
The author notes that there are often questions about the extent to which simulator results 
can be generalized to the real world; however, in this case, since both the visual and 
cognitive workloads in the simulator were lower than they would be in the real world, she 
believes that the real effects of these distracters are probably larger than what she 
observed. Edquist summarizes her study by stating that visual clutter adversely affects 
where drivers look, what they see and how quickly they see it, and negatively impacts 
their driving performance in terms of speed maintenance and response to traffic signs. 

Fisher, D., 2009 
Fisher (2009) reported on work conducted in his laboratory regarding the effects 

of external distractions on novice drivers. Using their high fidelity driving simulator, 
Fisher and his colleagues measured glance durations to such distracters, vehicle 
behaviors, attention to the forward roadway, and attractiveness of the distractors. 

When comparing the maximum glance duration toward the distracter (the simulated 
billboard or the in-vehicle infotainment device) for older and younger drivers, Fisher 
found that younger drivers were considerably worse (i.e. a larger percentage of them took 
long glances toward the distracter) than older drivers. However, when the distracter took 
the form of an external distracter (the billboard), the performance of both younger and 
older drivers deteriorated. Specifically, using the two second target value identified in the 
100- car study, Fisher found the following: 

Percentage of Drivers Making Glances Longer Older Younger 
Than 2.0 Seconds to: Drivers Drivers 
Distracters Inside the Vehicle (Infotainment Devices) 22% 55°/o 
Distracters External to the Vehicle (Billboards) 80% 80% 

In analyzing the longest glances toward the distraction source, Fisher found the 
following: 

Percentage of Drivers Making GI ances Longer Older Younger 
Than 5.0 Seconds to: Drivers Drivers 
Distracters Inside the Vehicle (Infotainment Devices) 4% l1% 
Distracters External to the Vehicle (Billboards) 17% 27% 

These findings suggests, of course, that older drivers are less likely to be distracted by 
inside the vehicle sources than are younger drivers, but, when the distracter is a billboard, 
older drivers are just as likely to be distracted as younger drivers, and the percentage of 
drivers who engage in excessively long glances to such billboards is substantially higher 
for external than for inside-the-vehicle distracters. Fisher hypothesizes that drivers 
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looking inside their vehicle at a navigation system, ente11ainment device, etc., are aware 
that their eyes are off the road, but when the distracter is outside the vehicle, along the 
roadside, drivers may be able to observe the forward view including traffic in their 
peripheral vision and therefore believe that they are attentive to the driving task. This will 
be a subject for future research. 

Martens, M.1 2009 
As pm1 of an effort to develop guidelines for the control of visual distracters 

adjacent to the roadside for the Dutch Ministry of Transport, Martens and her colleagues 
at TNO performed a literature review of the human factors principles to be followed. She 
summarized the key findings of this review as follows: 

1. Visual information processing can be of two types -
a. Central processing in which the object being viewed is fixated, and 
b. Peripheral processing, in which the object is not fixated 

2. In order to read the object being viewed, the object must be fixated. 

J. Elements such as color, shape, movement, lighting, can be identified without fixations. 

4. Attention precedes an eye fixation on an object; first attention is drawn, then the eye 
follows 

5. During saccades (the quick movement of the eye between objects) the eye is ''blind" 

6. In measuring eye movements and fixations, we can measure the "fixation" but we 
cannot know with the focus of attention---- i.e. what the person is attending to. 

7. Part of the driving task (e.g. lane keeping) can be done with peripheral vision. 

9. Our attention can be drawn to an object through a "top down" process, i.e. where we 
have chosen to attend to it because of personal interest ; or via a "bottom up" process, 
where the object itself attracts our attention via its inherent properties such as brightness, 
conspicuity, or movement. 

10. In driving, ''bottom up" distracters should be avoided. 

The recommended guidelines that the TNO personnel developed from these core 
principles are discussed in Section 5 of this report. 

Molino, Wachtel, Farbry, Hermosillo & Granda (2009). 
This report reviews recent research about the possible effects on driver safety of 

roadside DBBs. The rep011 updates earlier work, reviews potentially applicable research 
methods, and recommends an approach to future research. The study examined a range of 
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DBB-related independent variables that might affect a driver's response to such signs, 
and a range of dependent variables that might serve as measures of driver distraction or 
inattention. The potential research methods and the independent and dependent variables 
were weighted and integrated into a matrix to produce a set of alternative future research 
approaches. For a proposed initial study, three candidate methodologies were compared: 
an on-road study using an instrumented vehicle; a naturalistic study; and a study using 
unobtrusive observation. The on-road study was determined to be the best choice for the 
proposed initial study. 

It should be noted that this project was performed essentially in parallel with the present 
study. Although both looked at the recent literature that addressed driver behavior and 
performance in the presence of DBBs, the two studies had different goals and took 
different approaches. The study by Molino and his colleagues was intended to identify 
gaps in our current knowledge and design a research strategy to begin to fill those gaps, 
with the ultimate goal of providing the FHWA Office of Real Estate Services with a 
sufficient empirical basis from which to develop or revise, if appropriate, guidance and/or 
regulation for the use ofDBBs along the Federal Aid Highway System. These goals 
differed considerably from the present study, whose purpose was to review, not only the 
recent research literature, but also existing guidelines and/or regulations that have been 
developed in the U.S. and abroad to address DBBs. Finally, the ultimate goal of the 
present study was to take what is known from the research, combine this knowledge with 
what has worked for regulatory authorities, and recommend new guidelines and/or 
regulations that could be enacted by State and local governments, and private and toll 
road authorities, without the need or the ability to wait for the completion of additional 
research. The FHWA study had no such objective. 
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SECTION 3. 

RESEARCH UNDERTAKEN OR PUBLISHED BY THE 
OUTDOOR ADVERTISING INDUSTRY 

Over a period of many years, the outdoor advertising industry has commissioned 
a number of research studies from universities and private consulting organizations. To a 
large extent these studies, their methods and results, are not released to the public. 
Occasionally, or upon request, the O.A.A.A will release the report of a commissioned 
study. In addition, internet research occasionally identifies excerpts of such work or 
information provided by manufacturers or sellers of space on billboards oriented to 
potential clients. Finally, patent searches occasionally identify new technologies of 
relevance in the field. 

The on-premise sign industry, through its representative organizations such as the 
International Sign Association (ISA) and the United States Sign Council (USSC), has 
also sponsored research, some of which is available to the public for a fee through the 
organizations' web sites. The lJSSC website currently lists 15 documents available for 
purchase by the general public. Examples of such studies include those by Garvey, 
Thompson-Kuhn & Pietrucha, (1995), Garvey (1996), and Kuhn (1999). In addition, the 
ISA publishes a periodical called Signline, which reports on new developments, and often 
highlights legal challenges to on-premise signage. 

Perception Research Services (1983), Young (1984). 
A series of studies conducted by Perception Research Services (1983), and 

separately reported by its President (Young, 1984) was intended to "observe the 
attention-getting ability of outdoor boards from the perspective of the individual in an 
automobile (Young, 1984, p. 19). This work measured the eyegaze behavior of 200 
licensed drivers who viewed a 27 minute video of a drive through three metropolitan 
areas to "observe the stopping power of outdoor" (p. 19). Although insufficient detail was 
presented in the published reports to independently review the research, the results are 
illuminating. First, the author suggests that recall scores (based on questioning of the 
participants immediately after the simulated drive) ''grossly (understates) the tme impact 
of outdoor advertising ... that outdoor is generating approximately two and one-half 
times as much attention as recall scores would ever indicate" (Young, p. 20). Second, the 
research found that "outdoor advertising located near highway signage tends to generate 
greater attention. We hypothesize that the highway signage tends to wake up the driver; 
his state of ale1iness increases and his attention to advertising and signage in the 
immediate area tends to get enhanced" (Young, p. 21 ). Finally, the research found that 
outdoor advertising attracts attention regardless of whether the displayed message is of 
interest/relevance to the driver or not. These findings, and particularly the last, obviously 
intended for an audience within the billboard industry, provide a useful comparison to the 
findings of several of the studies discussed in Section 2 of this report. In particular, 
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Young's finding that billboards attract a driver's attention whether or not the message is 
of interest or relevance, is quite similar to the findings of Crnndall, et al. ( 1999), and 
Theeuwes, et al. ( 1998, 1999), both of whom showed that drivers do not, and cannot, 
ignore such irrelevant stimulation, even during the performance of a high priority task. 
Interestingly, Young's findings nm directly counter to arf_,JUments routinely made by 
industry representatives in discussions with regulators - that there is no adverse safety 
consequence of billboards because, when a driver is engaged in a demanding task, he 
simply ignores the advertisement. An updated version of this report was issued in 2000, 
but has not been made public. 

In addition to Perception Research Services, there are an unknown number of 
organizations that offer testing and assessment services to the billboard industry, or 
provide technologies to assist in such testing. Numerous technologies have been 
developed to perform such analysis, including simulator studies (PreTesting Company, 
Undated) billboard-mounted eye-tracking devices (Skeen, 2007), and others. 

\Ve are aware of only two billboard industry sponsored research studies that have 
addressed DBBs empirically. These studies have been comprehensively reviewed 
previously by Wachtel (2007), and the full details of those reviews are not repeated here. 
The interested reader can examine the full reviews at: 
h_t_t_p_/hy_~y-~y_. __ ~h_g_5_t_;;l_t_~ _ _._1_n_g _ _._tJ_~/J)_p_4_g_t_;;_~_FQIPr01)_~_r_tyQ\'JJW-1_·_~/q_q_t§{Q_tJJ~l_q_q_r:_~;_1gr_i_5fJ:JNALREPQ 
RT10-18-GJA-JW.pdf _Below, we have summarized the concerns that were discussed in 
the earlier reviews, as well as the comments of other independent peer reviewers. Overall, 
the reviewers have found serious weaknesses in both studies; weaknesses that call their 
findings into question. Conversely, in one of the two studies, data was collected but not 
fully analyzed or reported that should have led the researchers to conclude that there 
were, indeed, adverse safety consequences of roadside digital advertising signs. 

Tantala & Tantala (2007) 
This study was performed for the Foundation of Outdoor Advertising Research 

and Education (FOARE), an arm of the Outdoor Advertising Association of America 
(OAAA). The authors performed a post-hoc accident analysis study in which they 
reviewed statistical summaries of traffic collision reports, the originals of which had been 
prepared by investigating police officers. There are serious, inherent weaknesses in the 
use of this technique; such weaknesses have been understood and well documented for 
many years (see, for example, \Vachtel and Netherton, 1980; Klauer, et al., 2006b, Speirs, 
et al., 2008). The use of this approach to relate crashes to driver distraction from DBBs, 
however, raises additional concerns. These issues are discussed below. 

Limitations of Post-Hoc Accident Analysis. 
Any post-hoc accident study, in which researchers review statistical summaries of 

traffic collision reports (TCRs) is limited, not only by the detail and accuracy of the 
original reports, but also by the inherent simplifications imposed by the coding system 
used to summarize the data in the first place. When a third party excerpts this summary 
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data for inclusion in a statistical data base, as is the case here, the level of detail and 
specificity that may have originally been present is further compromised. When such 
summary data are used to relate crashes to driver distraction that may or may not have 
been caused by the location and operation of DBBs, the interpretation of crash data is 
subject to further limitations, discussed below. 

In addition to the general methodological concerns discussed above, there are several 
other important limitations to the viability of post-hoc accident analyses. These include: 

It has long been known that the majority of traffic collisions are never 
reported to, nor investigated by, the police. However, it was not until the 
conduct of the 100-car study (see, for example, Klauer, et al. 2006b) that 
researchers developed a "real world" understanding of the magnitude of this 
issue. The study documented 69 crashes that occurred to participants while 
driving their instrumented cars. Of these, 57, or 83%, were not reported to the 
police. If this statistic is applicable to the driving population at large in the 
U.S., then the fact that less than 20% of all crashes are reported to the 
authorities suggests that post-hoc crash studies are underreporting crashes by a 
factor of five. We believe that this problem is likely to be exacerbated with 
distraction accidents, for reasons to be discussed below. 

Unless a reported crash involves major property damage, serious injuries, or 
fatalities, any police investigation is likely to be cursory. In most States, only 
a serious crash requires a specialized investigative team to examine the 
precursors to the accident (evidence such as skid marks, debris fields, etc.) 
and to prepare a supplemental report. For the vast majority of police 
investigated accidents, no in-depth investigation is performed. 

As a result of the typical limited investigation, the crash location is generally 
identified as the point of rest (POR) of the involved vehicle(s) after the impact 
rather than the upstream location where the driver or drivers initially lost 
control or failed to pay attention. For a study of driver distraction or 
inattention, what matters is the location where the inattention or distraction 
occun-ed. The POR of the involved vehicle(s) is meaningless. In fact, since the 
POR may be a considerable distance downstream from the "distraction 
location," not only will the TCR (and its statistical summary) fail to provide 
the relevant information needed, but this summary data may lead to an 
artificial understatement of the relationship benveen the source of the 
distraction and the accident, should one exist. This is because more crashes 
will be coded as having occurred at a roadway location that is not related to 
the source of the distraction. 

Drivers who are involved in crashes as a result of their inattention or 
distraction are unlikely to willingly report their pre-crash behavior to an 
investigating officer (\Vallace, 2003b, Speirs, et al. 2008), due to concerns 
about legal liability, insurance surcharges, or points on a driver's license. 
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Indeed, the driver may not even be aware of having been distracted or 
inattentive. 

As a result of a driver's inability or unwillingness to recognize distraction as a 
potential factor, an investigating officer is likely to check a box on the TCR 
such as "failure to yield right-of-way," or "following too closely" for 
expedience. 

For these reasons, it is likely that the traffic collision summaries evaluated in this study 
represent a substantial underreporting of the true total number of crashes that occurred on 
the road sections studied within the analysis period. Further, it is likely that the 
classification scheme (using vehicle point of rest as the accident location) artificially 
reduces any true correlation between DBB distraction and driver errors that result in loss 
of control, and, at the same time, artificially increases correlations shown to be unrelated 
toDBBs. 

Erroneous Underlying Assumptions. 
The roadway sections for which data (accident report summary statistics) were 

collected for this study rest on two basic underlying assumptions made by the authors. 
The first assumption rests, in tum, on their determination of the distance from which a 
DBB could be seen by an approaching driver. The second rests on the researchers' 
decision to exclude from their data analysis those crashes that resulted from what they 
called "data bias" or "intersection bias." We believe that these determinations, and the 
assumptions based upon them, were seriously flawed. Each will be discussed in turn. 

Assumptions about the Visibility Distance to DBBs. 

The authors, justifiably, intended to analyze those crashes that occurred in the 
vicinity ofDBBs, i.e. those roadway sections in which an approaching driver could first 
see, and subsequently read the message on such billboards. In other words, the crashes of 
interest would be those that were initiated (i.e. where a driver first lost control or first 
failed to attend to the driving task) during the time and within the road section that a 
DBB was within the visibility or legibility range of an approaching driver. We would 
want to compare such crashes to those that occurred on comparable roadway sections 
where no DBBs were visible or legible. 

It is imperative, therefore, that the researchers identify, in advance of data collection, 
those roadway sections which were, and those which were not, within the visibility and 
legibility ranges of the seven DBBs that they studied. To support their determination of 
these locations, the authors provide the reader with five different tenns, none of which 
are clearly defined in the report. These terms are: "visible range from route," "viewer 
reaction zone," "viewer reaction distance (VRD)," ''viewer reaction distance zone", and 
"viewer reaction time (VRT)." The only one of these terms that is given a definition is 
this tautological and confusing description of VRD: ". . . Vi ewer Reaction Di stance (is) 
how far from a billboard that the driver is potentially within the 'influence' of the 
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billboard" (p. 45, 79). In other words, viewer reaction distance is the distance in which 
the viewer can react to the DBB. Instead of providing a meaningful or operational 
definition of this key term, the authors explain that "reasonable values for VRD were 
previously determined in previous studies, and are a function of the driver's speed." But 
no such previous studies are cited, and no other basis for the VRD formula is offered. 
Regardless of the basis for the determination of"VRD, however, the researchers' 
statement that it is a fonction of speed is simply wrong. Clearly, the distance at which a 
driver can first see, and then read, any sign (DBBs included) is independent of speed; it is 
only viewer reaction time that would be affected by speed. This is a critical error, because 
this false assumption led the authors to identify those road sections upstream of each 
DBB for which they would collect and review the accident summary data. If these 
roadway sections were inappropriately truncated, and we will show below that this was 
the case, potential billboard-related crashes would be missed, and the identified 
correlation coefficients would be artificially and incorrectly reduced. 

But the consequences of this error are even greater because of other mi stakes made by the 
authors. 

They report that, at 65 ~1PH, the VRD is approximately 0.2 miles with a VRT of 10 
seconds (p. 79). But calculation demonstrates that, at 65 mph (95 ft/sec), 0.2 miles is 
traversed in 11 seconds, not 10. In addition, if the actual speed limit was 60 mph (88 
tt/sec) and not 65 mph (see below), 0.2 mi requires 12 sec to travel. Thus, reviewing only 
those crashes that occurred within a 10 second VRT window would exclude an unknown 
number of crashes that might have occurred when a DBB was visible to an approaching 
driver. Further, the accuracy of the authors' selected VRD is further reduced because they 
made no allowance for the fact that billboards on the opposite side of the roadway from 
the driver's direction of travel (what they termed "left readers'') have a longer viewing 
time than those on the near side, and by their commingling of VRD with their 
measurement of "distance to the nearest billboard" (pp. 45-46) - a term which they do not 
define. 

But their error in relating VRD to speed exacerbates this problem. Although Table 2-3 (p. 
15), "Visible Range of Billboards Along Interstate Routes;" is never discussed in the 
report, a review of its content sheds light on the issue. The table shows the "visible 
range," in miles and feet, for each of the seven DBBs in the study. Although never 
defined, visible range appears to represent the maximum distance at which each of the 
seven DBBs studied could be seen by an approaching driver; these distances range from a 
low of 0.28 to a high of 2.15 mi upstream of the sign. Translating these distances to time 
at 65 mi/hr, the DBB with the shortest visible range (#4) would be within an approaching 
driver's visual range for 15.6 seconds, and the billboard with the longest visible range 
(#5) would be visible for 118.9 seconds, nearly two minutes. Thus, the researchers' 
decision to review only those crashes within 10 seconds upstream of any billboard is 
insufficient even to assess the potential influence of billboard #4, the one with the 
shortest visible range - no less any of the other six, all of which were visible for greater 
distances, in one case more than ten times the limit chosen for data collection. 
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In summary, the consequences for compromising the validity of the data of this study are 
potentially high because the researchers' erroneous assumptions, even in light of their 
own documented sight distances, led them to exclude all crashes that might have been 
initiated in roadway segments further upstream from each of the billboards than they 
chose to study, but well within the visibility range of those billboards. 

In addition to issues of sight distance, it should be obvious that every visible DBB along 
the route will have a different VRD and VRT depending upon numerous other factors, for 
example, sign location, elevation, angle toward the driver's eye, brightness, size of 
characters, roadway geometry, etc. None of these factors are addressed in the report. 

If we look at legibility distance rather than visibility distance, the problem with the 
researchers' assumptions is similarly problematic. To take one example, if we assume 
(based on accepted industry practice) that 1 in of character height on a sign permits a 
legibility distance of 40 ft, and that a 14 ft tall billboard face (as were all seven in this 
study) with a character height of 75% of the available height or 10 ft 6 in (a reasonable 
assumption based on scaling the DBB images in Figures 2-4 and 2-8 of the report), then 
the legibility distance of such a sign would be 5040 ft (0.95 mi), nearly.five times the 
VRD assumed by the authors. 

So, if even the legibili~y distance of some of the DBBs studied is greater than the 
visibility distance accepted for analysis by the authors, there is a serious problem with the 
data that forms the basis of their conclusions. Further, given the size, brightness, and 
frequently changing imagery on DBBs, it is reasonable to assume that crashes initiated 
within a given sign's visibility distance must be considered, well beyond the legibility 
distance. In short, it is reasonable to assume that the gaze of an approaching driver might 
be attracted to, and that such a driver might be capable of reading, a DBB at far greater 
distances and for far longer periods of time, than the authors chose to evaluate in this 
study. It is reasonable to conclude, therefore, that the crash data accepted for inclusion in 
this study, based on the researchers' artificially constrained assumptions of VRD, has 
resulted in a substantial understatement of the trne number of crashes that have occurred 
within the visibility and legibility range of the DBBs studied. 

Finally, because Viewer Reaction Zone is never satisfactorily defined, the results 
reported in Tables 4-1 to 4-4 cannot be verified. Similarly, because the Visible Range is 
not defined, the results reported in Fif.,JUres 4-2 to 4-9 must also be questioned. 

"Data Bias" And "Intersection Bias" 
One of the more troubling decisions made by Tantala and Tantala was to exclude 

from analysis any reported crashes that were attributed in the accident summaries to what 
they called "data bias." The reader cannot know exactly which such biases were 
excluded, because they are never clearly defined and because the descriptions of them 
change throughout the report. Indeed, as shown below, some of the stated biases are 
listed in certain rep011 tables but not others. Their "data biases" included: 

Deer hits (sometimes called animal related)6 

6 Discussed in Tables 4-5, 4-6, pp. 45, 49, 77 
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Driving under the influence of drugs or alcohol 7 

Adverse weather8 

S d
. 9 

pee 1ng 
Senior related 10 

While it might be argued that deer hits, speeding, and DUI-related crashes were 
appropriately excluded from the data analysis, it is understood that most crashes have 
multiple causes, and it is possible that driver distraction may have played a role in some 
or all such crashes as secondary factors even if it had not been identified as the primary 
cause in the original TCR. On the other hand, it is recognized that adverse weather 
conditions place higher perceptual and cognitive demands upon the driver, the very kinds 
of increased workload for which researchers, traffic safety experts, and regulatory 
authorities express the greatest concern about the potential distracting effects of DBBs. In 
addition, older drivers (as well as young, novice drivers) may be at higher risk for 
distraction-related crashes, particularly when driving demands are high (see, for example, 
Chan, et al., 2008, Speirs, et al., 2008, Fisher, 2009). Thus, the exclusion of such "data 
bias" from their analysis raises additional questions about the basis for the researchers' 
underlying assumptions. The authors' supporting statement that: "A more fair and 
unbiased comparison of accident data would exclude accidents from known causes" (p. 
63) is neither explained nor justified. 

But it is their decision to exclude accidents in the vicinity of interchanges, called 
"interchange bias" (pp. 49, 77), that is particularly troubling. In their own words, the 
authors excluded interchange-related crashes because interchanges are where "drivers 
undertake additional tasks such as changing lanes, accelerating/decelerating, negotiating 
directions, and attention to others undertaking these additional tasks" (p. 78). It seems 
obvious that such driver demands associated with intersections are the very types of 
challenges that are of concern to the traffic safety community, and because interchange 
areas are among the prime locations for high visibility billboards, their elimination from 
this study is a cause for concern. If there is one issue about which all of the research 
about billboard distraction and all of the published guidelines and regulations agree, it is 
that billboards, and particularly DBBs, should not be located near interchanges, precisely 
for the reasons that Tantala and Tantala excluded such accidents from their analysis. 
Indeed, the Farbry, et al., (2001) study forFHWA specifically noted that intersections 
and interchanges were highly demanding road locations, and that such locations should 
be included in any study of electronic billboards. Thus, the authors' decision to ignore all 
such data is of concern. 

Although the decision to exclude crashes in the vicinity of interchanges is problematic for 
the "temporal" (before-and-after) study that the authors conducted, it is more harmful in 
that section of the report that deals with "spatial" factors. One concern is that the reader 
cannot know which accidents were excluded due to "interchange bias" because the 

7 Discussed in Tables 4-5, 4-6, pp. 45, 49, 77 
8 Discussed in Table 4-5, pp. 49, 77 ("snowfall" and "icy roads" on pp. 49, 77) 
9 Discussed in Table 4-6 
10 Discussed in Table 4-6 (age 65 and above) 
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authors describe this exclusion zone in two conflicting ways within the same sentence. 
They state, in part, that they excluded "those accidents and billboards on interchanges 
(entrances/exits) within one mile (1/4 mile on each side of an interchange)" (p. 78). 
Regardless of whether they actually excluded accidents within ~'2, l, or 2 miles from 
interchanges, any resulting findings are confounded by the fact that at least three of the 
seven billboards chosen for study (#3, Fif.,JUre 2-8; #4, Figure 2-10; #7, Figure 2-16) 
appear, from photographs, to be in close proximity to interchanges. Thus, given that some 
percentage of accidents in the vicinity of these DBBs was excluded due to the signs' 
proximity to the nearby interchanges, this artificially lowers the true number of crashes 
that may have been contributed by driver distraction due to these DBBs. As a result, the 
data for "bias adjusted" crashes in Tables 4-7 through 4-10, and in Figures 4-11 through 
4-17 must be questioned. 

Figure l below, taken from the ClearChannelOutdoor website, shows the researchers' 
Billboard Number 3 and its proximity to an I-90 interchange. As discussed above, 
Billboards 4 and 7 are also close to interchanges. This leads to the rhetorical question ····if 
accidents in the vicinity of interchanges are excluded due to ''interchange bias," and if 
DBBs are very close to interchanges, how can one capture and analyze accidents that 
occur close to the billboard? (Note that the authors provide no information about the 
proximity of any of the DBBs studied to the nearest interchange). 

Figure l. Proximity of DBB #3 to an interchange. This same DBB is shown in Figure 2-
8, p. 16, of the Tantala study. It is also Site# 22 from the Lee, et al (2007) study, 
discussed in detail below. 
(Source: http://www.clearchanneloutdoor.com/products/digital/don/cleveland/index.htm) 

Decades of research into driver distraction has shown that ale11, experienced drivers can 
tolerate some distraction when their task demands are not high, but that all drivers have 
upper limits on their cognitive capacities, and that there are certain road, traffic, and 
environmental conditions that may increase cognitive demands to the extent that 
additional sources of distraction should be avoided. Thus, the exclusion from analysis of 
some of the very types of crashes that might be expected to occur in the vicinity of DBBs 
is troubling, and, as with the decision to artificially truncate the data collection in road 
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sections upstream of DBBs, results in a likely substantial understatement of the actual 
crash statistics that took place in road sections where drivers were able to observe these 
DBBs. Taken together, the choice of crash types to exclude is a serious weakness of this 
study, given that some of the very kinds of crashes excluded are those that would be of 
direct relevance to the potential for distraction caused by billboards. 

In summary, the authors' decision to exclude from study crashes that may have been 
affected by certain "biases" is critically flawed because it overlooks a basic 
understanding of traffic crashes····· that they are frequently multi-causal···· and it is 
precisely when such multiple factors are at play···· adverse weather, older drivers, 
complex interchanges, speeding - that cognitive demands on the driver are increased and 
that iJTelevant distraction cannot be tolerated. In other words, one should not exclude 
such factors because they cause "bias" - these are exactly the factors that interact to 
increase the likelihood of a crash when other factors such as inattention or distraction are 
present, and they must be investigated. 

Inappropriate Statistical Methods, Assumptions, Analyses. 
A key concern, raised by peer reviewers, about the findings of this study is that 

because of the limited before-and-after data collection periods (24 months) the sample 
sizes obtained are too small to conduct a meaningful statistical analysis. In addition to 
this concern, however, there remain others about the appropriateness of the research 
methods used and the results reported. 

The analysis performed in this study is based on what the authors call "commonly 
accepted scenarios relating accident density to billboard density, to 'viewer reaction 
distance,' and to billboard proximity (how far the accident is from the nearest billboard)." 
But none of these terms is defined, no references to prior research are provided, and the 
conceptual drawing used to explain these assumptions in Figure 4-1 (p. 46) provides 
nothing more than a visual illustration of the authors' narrative statement. Thus, it is not 
possible for a reader to form an independent opinion of what was actually done, what 
assumptions were made, and how the data was collected and analyzed. 

There are numerous examples of the eJToneous use of statistics, both in terms of 
assumptions made, errors in application, and misuse of findings. 

For example, the researchers define annual average daily traffic (AA.DT) as "the total 
volume of traffic in both directions of a highway or a road for one year divided by 365 
days" (p. 33). But in their calculation of accident rates at "digital-billboard locations'' (a 
term that they do not define), they fail to account for the fact that the seven DBBs studied 
were single-sided (i.e. they faced only one direction of travel). Thus, the authors have 
overstated the actual AADT by a factor of two, and the actual accident rate is therefore 
twice as high as reported. 

In a section of the report titled "Accident Density and Billboard Density,'' it is clear that 
the researchers have inappropriately commingled DBBs with traditional billboards along 
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the route. By including all billboards in their metric for billboard density, they nullify 
both their ability to compare digital with conventional billboards, as well as their 
opportunity to compare digital billboards with the absence of billboards (an expressly 
stated objective of the study). This weakness is exacerbated because of their failure to 
control for the roadside environment (geometry, interchanges, presence of other objects 
in the roadside environment that might attract a driver's attention, etc.) in areas where 
billboards were present from those where they were not. For these reasons their statement 
that: "If a noticeable correlation between billboards and accidents exists, then one would 
expect a significantly larger number of accidents in areas with relatively high billboards 
densities" (p. 78) is unsupportable. 

As part of their statistical treatment of the data, the authors invent meaningless terms 
such as "noticeable correlation" (p. 78). Further, despite their correct understanding that 
correlation does not imply causation, they suggest otherwise on several occasions (see, 
for example, pp. 2, 98). Further, they inappropriately suggest that no correlation less than 
1.00 is indicative of any relationship. For example, they state: "Statistically, a correlation 
coefficient of 0. 7 or smaller is considered to indicate 'weak' correlation, at best, and does 
not indicate much difference from correlation coefficients of zero" (p. 81). Quite to the 
contrary, results from traffic safety research in the real world would typically consider 
correlation coefficients of 0.7 to be quite high. 

The researchers undertook both a "spatial analysis," discussed above, and a "temporal 
analysis" to examine the incidence of crashes at locations where billboards had 
undergone conversion from traditional (fixed) to digital display. Data was collected for 
18 and 24 months prior to, and after, the conversion. Although this before-and-after 
analysis is a necessary component of such an analysis, it is not sufficient. There is, in 
fact, an essential weakness to the temporal analysis performed in this study. That is that 
the researchers failed to compare the data at the billboard conversion sites to data at 
comparable locations at which there were either no billboards present, or billboards that 
were present but not converted to digital. It is possible that crash rates remained 
essentially the same in road sections featuring converted billboards (as these authors 
reported), but actually decreased in sections that included non-converted billboards, or at 
non-billboard locations, during the same before-and-atter study period. This very result 
has been found in an earlier study of a single digital billboard near Boston (Massachusetts 
Outdoor Advertising Board, 1976), and led directly to the order that the sign be removed. 

This failure of the temporal analysis underlies the authors' inability to answer the 
question that they posed early in the report: " ... what is the statistical relationship 
between digital billboards and traffic safety?" (p. 4). This question is the one that should 
have guided this research. However, the next sentence, also posed in the form of a 
question, asks: "Are accidents more, less, or equally likely to occur near digital billboards 
compared to conventional billboards?" Unfortunately, it was this second question that 
guided the research, not the first. In other words, this study was not designed to 
investigate the potential impact on crashes of digital billboards compared to the absence 
of billboards; rather, it made the unjustified and unstated assumption that conventional 
billboards were the acceptable baseline for comparison with DBBs. As a result of this 
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assumption, the research methodology did not include trne comparison sites where 
billboards were absent, and thus any assessment of the contribution to crashes from 
DBBs against a trne baseline were impossible. 

The announcement of the availability of this report on the website of the OAAA stated 
that this study "offers conclusive evidence that traffic accidents are no more likely to 
happen in the presence of digital billboards than in their absence." Clearly, since the 
researchers made no comparisons between crashes in the presence and absence of DBBs, 
this claim is unsupportable. 

Oversights, Omissions, and Evidence of Bias. 
As discussed above, the metrics that the authors used to define the roadway 

sections for which accident report summaries were analyzed were called "viewer reaction 
distance" and "viewer reaction time". Obviously, each of these values is determined, in 
paii, on the posted speed limit or on prevailing speeds. The authors claim that they used 
speed limit as their determinant, and that the posted limit was 65 MPH in all cases (p. 
79). But this is incorrect. Figure 2 below clearly shows the posted Speed Limit to be 60 
MPH. Although the reader cannot know whether this speed was in effect at all of the 
studied sites, it was clearly the case for DBB #4. The significance of this error would 
differ for each site, depending upon the sight distance for drivers approaching the 
billboard in question. At 60 MPH, a driver approaching a DBB will be able to see and 
read the billboard for a longer period of time than would be the case at 65 ~fPH, thus 
requiring data to be collected and analyzed for a longer roadway section upstream of the 
billboard, and far longer than any section that the authors chose to use. In other words, 
possible driver distraction from a DBB might well have occurred earlier than the authors 
reported, and, as a result, possible distraction-related crashes were artificially excluded 
from the database. 
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Figure 2. Image showing DBB #4 adjacent to posted Speed Limit signs. This image 
shows the same DBB depicted in Figure 2-10, p. 17 of the Tantala study. Interchange 
signs can clearly be seen, as can an additional billboard in the driver's view. This is the 
same sign represented as Site No. 42 in the Lee, et al. report discussed below. (Source: 
http://v,/\V\v.clearcharmeloutdoor.com/products/diu.ital/don/develand/index.htm) 

The authors fill their report with information irrelevant to the study, while ignoring 
information of interest. For example, on pages 23-27 and in Tables 3-1 and 3-2, they 
describe in detail the total number of miles of interstate highways in the state and county, 
the tenninus of each roadway, and the base and surface type of all pavements. On pages 
29-31, they provide cursory information about the location of each of the studied 
billboards - again providing data on road surface and previous state work projects, and 
repeating, verbatim, information already presented on pages 10-11. However, no 
information is given about relevant concerns such as horizontal and vertical curvature, 
merges or lane drops, presence of official signage, proximity of DBBs to interchanges, 
multiple billboards within a driver's line of sight simultaneously, or intersection 
characteristics such as entrances, exits, gores, etc., either for the system as a whole or 
within the vicinity of the studied DBBs. 

Bias is evident throughout the report. For example, the authors' state that their numbering 
system for the billboards studied was "arbitrary" (p. 10), but a review of the website of 
the billboard owner, ClearChannelOutdoor, shows that this information was supplied by 
them. Several figures and tables in the report are taken directly from the ClearChannel 
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website, and a ClearChannel executive was quoted as saying that his company had 
"hired" the researchers to perform the study (Slobodzian, 2007). 

It is typical in a research study such as this for the authors to identify prior research and 
other sources that have informed their assumptions, methods, and conclusions. However, 
despite listing 17 references, none are actually cited in the text. In addition, references 
made within the report of prior research are not accompanied by citations; thus it is not 
possible for the reader to verify the basis of the authors' claims. 

Author Response. 
One of the two authors of the paper, in a letter sent to the Director ofRight-of

Way for the Texas Department of Transportation (Tantala, 2007) responded to the 
previous Wachtel (2007) review and took issue with a number of statements made in that 
review. This section discusses the Tantala response, and our conclusions based on a 
review of the response and a resultant re-review of the paper and our comments to it. 

The Tantala letter takes issue with two major criticisms that were included in the Wachtel 
report (and are discussed in detail above). First, Tantala argues that the Wachtel criticism 
of the report's exclusion of accident analyses beyond the VRD (approximately 0.2 miles 
upstream of the DBBs at 65 mi/hr) "misrepresents our analysis, because we did not 
exclude larger ranges. In fact, our analysis compiled statistics for a wide range of 
vicinities" (p. 1} A review of the Tantala letter and a re-review of the original report 
reinforce our original criticism. The key phrase in the Tantala letter is: " ... we examined 
accident data and statistics ... " While that may be true, any such data and statistics were 
not analyzed, and no supportable conclusions could be drawn from them. Indeed, the 
Tantala letter refers the reader to two report Tab! es (2-3 and 4-11) and two Figures ( 4-24 
and 4-25) in support of his arguments. Our re-review of Table 2-3 (p. 11) confirms that 
this table merely identifies the "visible range" for each of the seven DBBs. Table 4-11 (p. 
84) shows "correlation coefficients of various comparisons," and the one of relevance 
here, accident density vs. VRD, simply reaffirms our criticism. Finally, the two cited 
figures (pp. 90, 91) present nothing more than summary statistics (raw accident counts) 
without analysis. 

The second point made in the ·wachtel review with which Tantala takes issue is that ''the 
review opines that our analyses should not exclude 'bias' factors because accidents are 
often multi-causal and those are the very factors that increase the likelihood of accidents" 
(p. 2). Tantala expresses his agreement with Wachtel's opinion, and states "we did 
include this in part of our study. In fact, we performed an analysis that included all data 
collected and compiled by the State of Ohio .... This robust, comprehensive and all
inclusive data-set includes the very multi-causal accidents that the review references" (p. 
2)." But the Tantala letter provides no link or reference to any pages, tables, or figures in 
the report where a reader might find these all-inclusive analyses (those in which the 
stated biases were included in the analyses). Indeed, our re-review of the paper, 
undertaken as a result of the Tantala letter, finds no such analyses. In fact, only Table 4-5 
(p. 54) addresses the all-inclusive vs. bias-adjusted accidents, and it merely presents the 
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summary statistics of raw accident counts and accident rates with no accompanying 
analysis. In contrast, after stating: "A more fair and unbiased comparison of accident data 
would exclude accidents from known causes" (p. 63), the report presents a series of four 
tables (4-7 through 4-10) and seven figures (4-11through4-17) that present "the number 
of accidents with statistical bias events excluded within the visible range" (p. 63). If there 
was any comparable presentation of the all-inclusive data within the report, this reviewer 
could not find it. 

In summary, Tantalus's letter defending the study against Wachtel's criticisms does 
nothing to challenge the points made in the review and, as a result, reinforces the original 
concerns raised by WachteL 

Lee, McElheny, & Gibbons (2007). 
As is the case for the Tantala and Tantala study discussed above, this study was 

performed for the Foundation for Outdoor Advertising Research and Education 
(FOARE), an arm of the Outdoor Advertising Association of America (OAAA). It, too, 
has been previously reviewed (Wachtel, 2007), and the complete report can be accessed 
at: 
h_t_t_p_/hy_~y-~y_. __ ~h_g_5_t_;;l_t_~ _ _._1_n_g _ _._tJ_~/J)_p_4_g_t_;;_~_FQIPr01)_~_r_tyQ\'JJW-1_·_~/q_q_t§{Q_tJJ~l_q_q_r:_~;_1gr_i_5fJ:JNALREPQ 
RT10-18-GJA-JW.pdf _Below we will review the major reported findings of the Lee, et 
al., study, and discuss our principal concerns about the efficacy of this work. 

The approach to this study was completely different from that of Tantala and Tantala, 
although the two studies used the same DBBs. In this study, an instrumented car was 
driven along a prescribed route by a volunteer sample of drivers, and some of their 
driving behaviors and eye glances were recorded as they passed previously identified and 
defined locations. 

Study Overview. 
In the main study, 36 participants drove an instrumented vehicle along a pre

determined 50-mile route on surface streets and interstate highways in the Cleveland, 
Ohio area. During the drive, the participants passed a number of DBBs, conventional 
billboards, "comparison" and "baseline" sites. In the final 8 sec of their approach to each 
of these sites or "events,'' the direction of their eye glances was recorded, along with their 
lane keeping and speed maintenance performance. A subset of 12 participants also drove 
a similar, but shortened, route at night. 

Methodological Concerns. 

E7ye Glance Recording. 
Eye movement recording and analysis is a time-proven method for detern1ining 

where drivers are looking as they drive. Until recently, however, it has not been possible 
to obtain precise eye glance data (with a precision of 1 deg or better) without the use of 
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highly intrusive, head mounted equipment. The trade-off is to use recording equipment 
that is mounted on the dashboard or other interior vehicle structure, but the weakness of 
this less intrusive system is that eye glance information can then be obtained only for 
more gross directions of gaze. In other words, while it is possible to record the general 
direction in which a person is looking, it is not possible to know with confidence the 
exact object (no less an image within that object) being viewed, or the distance from the 
eye at which that object is located. Because this study employed such vehicle-mounted 
equipment, the researchers could report only on the general direction of gaze and could 
not identify if, or when, a participant was looking at a specific object (such as a DBB) in 
the visual field. 

Eye movement recording equipment must be calibrated separately for each participant, 
and this calibration should be performed both before and after each participant's drive. 
This is because eyeglance recording equipment can "drift" over time, vehicle vibration 
during the drive could have changed the mounting position of one or more cameras, or 
the driver could have adjusted the seat or otherwise shifted his or her position while 
driving. Unfortunately, the authors calibrated the equipment only after each participant 
had driven the route, and thus could not know whether the eye glances that they captured 
were accurate and reliable. 

Lack of control over site variables 
The authors conducted their on-road studies on ''interstate, downtown, and 

residential road segments" (p. 27). Given that all five DBBs (study sites) were on 
interstate highways, the decision to include some of the control sites (baseline, 
conventional billboards, comparison sites) on roads other than interstates confounded the 
data collection and made meaningful comparisons across sites impossible. When 
conducting field research, the goal must be to reduce, wherever possible, extraneous 
sources of variability. In this study, the decision to include study sites (DBBs) on 
interstates and some control sites (the reader is not told which or how many) on surface 
streets leads to additional uncontrolled sources of variability. Some of the significant 
differences between these two types of roadways, any or all of which may have affected 
the data, are: traffic speeds and flow; illumination levels; sight distances; access control; 
at grade vs. grade separated intersections; presence or absence of trat1ic signals; and 
divided vs. undivided traffic. 

Even for the five DBBs that were the principal focus of this research, the authors seem to 
have made no attempt to identify, no less control, extraneous variables such as traffic 
speeds and volume, horizontal and vertical curvature, or other roadway and traffic 
characteristics that might have interacted with the variables of interest. Further, the 
distance between adjacent study sites was often very short. For example, using the 
Haversine formula, we calculated the distance between Site 37, a DBB, and Site 36, a 
baseline site, as less than l .2km. Other studied sites might have been even closer to one 
another. Thus it is likely that the visibility ranges for adjacent sites overlapped, 
confounding eye gaze and vehicle performance measurements and comparisons. 
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The researchers selected some study sites on the right side of the road and some on the 
left, then recorded and analyzed whether drivers glanced in the direction of these sites as 
they approached and passed them. In some cases they found examples of participants 
looking in the direction opposite to the site being studied. When such behavior occurred 
in the presence of billboard sites, they interpreted this to mean that the billboard did not 
draw the driver's attention. But there is no evidence to suggest that they sought to 
identify or control for the possible presence of billboards or other attention-getting targets 
that may have existed opposite from their study sites or otherwise within the driver's field 
of view simultaneously. In other words, when they selected a study site on the right, 
there is no indication that they made sure that there was nothing on the left that might 
capture the driver's attention. If, in fact, they did not identify and control for such 
opposing sites, then the eye glance data that they captured are suspect. Since they do not 
report any efforts to evaluate and control for such conditions, one must assume that they 
did not do so. In short, it is entirely possible that glances to the left when a billboard was 
on the right (or conversely) were made because there was a competing, perhaps more 
compelling, site across the road from the study site that was neither controlled nor 
evaluated. Figure 1, for example, shows the DBB that served as Site# 22 on the right side 
of the road n But the figure also shows a large billboard on the left side of the road that 
appears in the center of the image. If the researchers captured eye glances straight ahead 
or to the left at this location, they might have been due to the participant looking at this 
uncontrolled billboard. A similar concern exists for uncontrolled sites that might exist on 
the same side of the road as a site of interest and within a driver's field of view as he or 
she approached that site. Given the lack of precision of the eye gaze data obtained, there 
was no way for the researchers to know whether a particular paiiicipant was looking at 
the study site or an unidentified site visible simultaneously for which they did not control. 

Although the five DBBs studied were all of the same size, the reader is given little 
information about other important characteristics of these signs; characteristics that could 
have had a direct impact on their attention-getting qualities, such as their height, angle to 
the drivers' line of sight, and proximity to the road. Further, the reader is told little about 
roadway geometry, prevailing traffic speeds and volume, etc. Any of these factors may 
have affected the comparability of sites. Even though all five DBBs were 14' high and 
48' wide, they were mounted at very different heights relative to the road surface. 
Further, there was no consistency of sizing of conventional billboards or signs on the 
comparison sites. Indeed, the researchers state that conventional billboards included a 
"few" that were of other sizes, including ''standard poster, junior paint, and 1O'6" x 36' 
bulletins" (p. 21). Since the size of a billboard or other sign, and thus the size of the 
characters that can be displayed on it, likely has a direct relationship to the distance from 
which it can be seen and read, this failure to control for sign size and other characteristics 
relative to a sign's visibility and legibility range is an important oversight. In our 
opinion, without any effort to control these basic site and sign characteristics, it is 
difficult for the researchers to defend any interpretations they may have made from their 
data in comparing driver responses to DBBs against responses in other locations. 

11 Note - this figure was taken from the ClearChannelOutdoor website - ii was not shown in either of the 
two studies discussed herein although we have confirmed that it is the study location cited in the reports. 
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Confounding qf data collection sites. 

The researchers selected four types of "events" or "sites" at which to collect data. 
For the main (daytime) portion of this study, there were 5 DBB locations, which we have 
called study sites, and three other types of locations, which we have called control sites. 
The latter included 15 "conventional billboards," 12 "baseline sites," and 12 "comparison 
sites." Because the report provides no images or drawings of any of the 44 locations, and 
because the descriptions and definitions of the site characteristics, particularly for the 
baseline and comparison sites, are vague and inconsistent, it is not possible for the reader 
to determine just how these site types compared to one another. For example, at one 
point, the authors state that baseline sites contained no signs of any kind (p. 6). At 
another, the reader is told that some baseline sites (the authors do not state how many) in 
fact, did contain signs. A more serious concern, however, is with the multiple, conflicting 
definitions and descriptions of the comparison sites. The reader is first told that 
comparison sites are "similar to items you might encounter in everyday driving" (p. 8). 
On page 21, these sites are described as "areas with visual elements other than 
billboards." Later on the same page the reader is told that some of these sites included on
premise signs, variable message signs, and "digital components." Finally, Table 2 (p. 22) 
describes one comparison site as a "tri-vision billboard" and three others as "on premise 
LED billboard(s)." To the average motorist, and from the perspective of driver distraction 
potential, the distinction between an on-premise and an off-premise digital sign display is 
meaningless. One must conclude that at least some of the comparison sites may have 
been just as visually compelling and distracting, if not more so, than the DBB sites that 
were the principle focus of the study. Clearly, this intentional confounding of study and 
control sites (the researchers selected each of the sites to study) would artificially reduce 
any adverse findings from DBBs by showing them to be no worse than existing sources 
of distraction present at the comparison sites. 

As expected, the study's findings bear out this concern in that, for many measures, the 
DBB and comparison sites elicited similar results, and these results ditTered, often 
significantly, from those obtained at conventional billboard or baseline sites. The 
problem for the researchers is how to treat these findings given their a priori 
inappropriate site selection decisions; the problem for the reader is how to interpret them. 
In our opinion the approach adopted by the researchers is seriously flawed. It takes the 
clear evidence found in this study that roadside digital advertisements (whether on- or 
otT-premise) are associated with adverse driver performance, and manipulates this 
evidence to suggest that there is no problem with digital billboards because drivers are 
equally distracted by other "comparison" sites. In short, the authors' false assumption that 
their chosen comparison sites were appropriate control locations against which to 
compare the effects of DBBs enables them to slant their findings to suggest that, because 
driver performance in the presence of digital billboards is similar to their performance in 
the presence of these equally distracting "comparison'' sites, there is no cause for concern 
about the safety of DBBs. We believe that the data suggests otherwise, as discussed 
below. 
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The choice qf an 8-second data recording interval. 

The researchers chose a time period of 8-sec in advance (upstream) of each site 
during which to record driver performance and eye glances. This data recording period 
ended when the instrumented vehicle passed each event The assumption that 8 sec was a 
reasonable data capture interval, and the researchers' ability to define and measure this 
interval, raises several methodological concerns. 

At 65 mi/hr, the presumed speed on the freeways studied, a vehicle travels approximately 
95 fi:/sec. Thus, during an 8-second interval, a vehicle will travel 760 ft. The accepted 
practice for highway signs is that 1 in ofletter height can be read from approximately 40 
ft. So, for a billboard with 24 in high characters, the sign can be read from approximately 
960 ft. Indeed, several of the billboards used in this study likely included characters much 
larger than 24 in and thus could be read at even greater distances (given clear sight lines 
upon approach). Figure 3, enlarged from Figure 2-4 (p. 13) of the Tantala and Tantala 
study, depicts characters approximately 84 in high (the DBB face is 14 ft tall). These 
characters are theoretically legible (no less visible) from a distance of 3,360 ft At 65 
mph, this sign could be read for approximately 35 sec, more than four times the data 
collection interval used in this study. In addition, because of the brightness, contrast, and 
image quality of digital billboards, and the fact that (in Cleveland) their messages change 
every 8-seconds, it is apparent that driver attention to the billboard may be initially 
attracted at far greater distances than those at which the message can actually be read. As 
a result, the choice of an 8-sec data recording interval is likely to result in a substantial 
understatement of the distracting effects of digital billboards compared to other roadside 
sites including more traditional billboards and on-premise signs. 

Figure 3. An enlargement of the DBB that served in both the Tantala & Tantala and Lee, 
et al. studies. Scaled measurement shows the numerals to be approximately 84 in. high. 
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The authors state that they chose an 8-sec data collection period because the "digital 
billboards were programmed to change messages instantaneously once every 8 seconds; 
an event length of 8 seconds thus made it highly likely that a message change would be 
captured during the event" (p. 21 ). This argument is flawed for several reasons. First, as 
described above, the sight distance and legibility distance, coupled with the size of the 
signs studied and their character height, demonstrates that digital billboards can be seen 
and read far earlier than 8 sec in advance of the sign, thus suggesting that the data 
recording interval should have been much longer. Second, had the researchers selected 
any data recording interval longer than 8 sec, it, too, would have pennitted them to 
capture a message change during each driver's approach to the event. Finally, despite 
their understanding of the potential importance of a driver observing a message change 
during his or her approach to the DBB, the researchers never actually reviewed or 
analyzed any data related to this message change, and therefore had no way to evaluate 
any possible driver response to it. 

Some signs are located perpendicular to the driver's direction of travel. Others, such as 
some two-sided billboards and many on-premise signs, may be located at other angles, 
including parallel to the driver's direction of travel (such as when mounted on a building 
fai;ade). In addition, the lateral distance of each sign from the driver's line of sight varies 
greatly as a result of factors such as: lateral distance from the road edge, and the number 
and width of lanes, medians, and shoulders. If the same 8-sec point for passing a sign was 
applied regardless of sign angle and lateral distance, then some signs would be visible to 
drivers for less time than others, thus rendering the 8-sec recording interval inconsistent 
across the studied sites. 

In summary, the researchers' choice of an 8-sec data recording interval was inappropriate 
for several reasons, and resulted in unequal exposure to signs of interest across sites. A 
more appropriate way to determine the data collection interval would have been to 
identify the point at which a billboard or other sign of interest fell outside a 
predetermined angle of view from the driver's line of sight along the road axis, and to 
define the data recording interval upstream from that point. This would have assured a 
more equitable, and comparable, identification of sight distance and would not have had 
the effect of artificially reducing the available glance times and control measurements 
made for the signs of interest in this study. 

A1easurement of nighttime luminance levels. 
The authors measured the luminance levels of different sites at night. They took 

these measurements from the participant-driver's eye position, a decision which masked 
and minimized the actual brightness differences between the DBBs and the other sites. A 
more appropriate comparison would have been from measurements taken directly in front 
of each of the signs of interest (as recommended in, for example, TERS, 2002; NYDOT 
2008a) so that the authors could be sure that they were comparing sign against sign 
without the contribution of the general ambient environment. Several other weaknesses 
affected this measurement approach. First, taking measurements from the driver's 
position would have yielded non-comparable readings even if every sign had the same 
luminance, merely because the signs were positioned at different angles to the driver, and 
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were located at different horizontal and vertical distances from the driver's eye. Second, 
the authors do not state whether some of the (non-DBB) sites measured at night were 
those on surface streets and whether there were fixed luminaires within the range of the 
luminance meter at such sites. The presence of fixed lighting would also have reduced the 
actual luminance differences between DBBs and other sign sites. Third, since the DBB 
displays changed every 8 sec, the luminance levels on these signs changed accordingly. 
Thus, unless the researchers measured each DBB with the identical display (highly 
unlikely), they would have no way to compare the light output of the different DBBs. 
They would not know, for example, whether measured differences between DBBs were 
due to actual sign output, different brightness settings, or differences between displayed 
messages. Despite these limitations in measurement strategy, however, and despite the 
fact that the digital billboards were automatically dimmed at night, the authors recorded 
nighttime luminance levels at the driver's eye position that were, on average, 10 times 
greater for the DBBs than for baseline sites, approximately 3 times brighter than sites 
with conventional billboards, and approximately 2.5 times brighter than comparison sites. 
The authors' state: "this probably explains some of the driver performance findings in the 
presence of the digital billboards" (p. 68). 

Inappropriate and inconsistent Statistical Treatment. 

Eye glance recording and long duration eye glances. 
One of the greatest weaknesses of this study is the authors' failure to follow their 

own recommendations as expressed in their review of the work by Wierwille (1993), 
Horrey and Wickens (2006), and the "100 car study," (Dingus, et al., 2006). This error is 
compounded by their questionable decision to analyze and present only selected data that 
they collected, choosing not to report their own findings that might have undermined 
their conclusions. These actions require some explanation. 

The authors collected and recorded four types of eye glance behavior at each of the four 
types of sites: glance frequency, glance duration, average duration per glance, and total 
eyes-off-road time. Of these four measures, those that deal with the duration of eye 
glances off the road are of the greatest relevance because long duration eye glances at 
distracting stimuli have been implicated as predictive of crash risk in several prior 
studies, including those by \Vierwille (1993), Smiley, et al., (2005), Horrey and \Vickens 
(2006), and Klauer, et al., (2006a). Lee and her colleagues are clearly aware of this work, 
as they state as early as the study abstract: "Various researchers have proposed that 
glance lengths of 1.6 seconds, 2.0 seconds, and longer may pose a safety hazard" (p. 6). 
The authors follow this statement with an overview of their own results, in which they 
claim to have found no pattern of longer glances to the digital billboard sites: ".An 
examination oflonger individual glances showed no differences in distribution oflonger 
glances between the four event types" (p. 6); and: "An analysis of glances lasting longer 
than 1.6 seconds showed no obvious differences in the distribution of these longer 
glances across event types" (p. 9). These two statements are misleading, and wrong, as 
discussed below. 
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In their introductory description of eyeglance results (p. 52) the authors list the seven 
questions that they sought to answer with the eyeglance data collected. The seventh 
question was: "Are longer glances (longer than 1.6 s) associated more with any of the 
event types?" This is, of course, a key question, because of recent research that identifies 
such "longer glances" as being associated with a higher crash risk. After listing the seven 
questions, Lee and her colleaf.,'1leS present a summary and analysis of their findings 
relative to each. For six of the seven questions, they pe1formed an analysis of variance 
(ANOV A) to analyze the data, and they report their tests of statistical significance in both 
graphical and narrative form (see Figures 17-22, pp. 53-58). It is only for the key 
Question 7, the one that addresses longer glance durations that the authors apparently 
performed no such analysis and offered no test of statistical significance (see Figure 23, 
p. 59). The reader might ask why, but the authors provide no explanation. After restating 
Wierwille's recommendation that l.6s be used as a criterion representing a long glance 
away from the roadway, and after again explaining that their approach in analyzing this 
data followed that recommended by Horrey and Wickens, "who suggest analyzing the 
tails of the distributions whenever eyeglance analysis is performed'' (p. 59), Lee and her 
colleagues failed to perform this analysis. Instead, it appears that they performed nothing 
more than a visual inspection of the data presented in their Fif.,JUre 23 (p. 59), the figure 
that depicts the distribution of glance durations for the four different event types. Perhaps 
as a result of performing only this visual inspection, they state: "As shown in Figure 23, 
the distributions of glance duration were similar across all event types, and there was no 
obvious pattern of longer glances being associated with any of the event types" (p. 59). 
This statement is wrong, as discussed below. 

This failure to report key findings is even more surprising because of the results that the 
researchers obtained in response to their Questions 5 and 6. These two questions asked 
whether the "mean single glance time'' varied according to the type of event. Question 5 
asked this question for events on the left side of the road; Question 6 addressed events on 
the right side of the road. In both cases, the Lee and her colleagues found that digital 
billboards and comparison events had statistically longer mean single glance times than 
did baseline or conventional billboard events (F3.73 = 3.59,p = 0.0176 left, and (F3,77 = 
3.73, 0.0147 right), and that the DBB and comparison sites did not statistically differ 
from one another. In addition, in an effort to "increase power and verify the above 
findings" (p. 60) the researchers aggregated the left and right eyeglance data. This 
combined analysis confirmed with statistical significance (F3,91 = 4.98, p = 0.0030) that 
"digital billboards and comparison sites did not differ from one another, but each differed 
from conventional billboards and baseline events" (p. 60). 

These findings alone should have led the researchers to statistically evaluate the longest 
such glances, the tails of the distribution, as they said they would in posing Question 7, 
and as they did for every other question .. But they did not do so. 

Figure 4, below, reproduces the authors' Figure 23 (p. 59) together with its original 
caption. 
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Figure 4_ A reproduction, in original size, of the authors' Figure 23 (p. 59), together with 
its original caption. 

The authors do not provide sufficient information about these measured glance durations 
to permit the reader to perform an independent analysis of their data. However, an 
inspection of enlargements of these four charts enables a non-statistical independent 
review of their findings. Using the tails analysis as recommended (but not performed) by 
the authors (following Horrey and Wickens), and using both 1.6 sec (the Wienville 
criterion) and 2.0 sec (the 100-car study cut-point), we find the following: 

Approximately 5.5%i of baseline sites and 7.5~'1i of conventional billboard sites 
captured glances of 1.6 sec or longer compared to 13%i ofDBBs and 16% of 
comparison sites. 

Approximately 2% of baseline sites and 4SYo of conventional billboard sites 
captured glances of 2.0 sec or longer, compared to 7°/o of DBBs and 8% of 
comparison sites. 

No glances longer than 3.0 sec were made to either the baseline or conventional 
sites, but glances of 3 .0 sec or longer were made to both DBBs and comparison 
sites. 

In summary, this visual inspection of the researchers' data suggests that long glances 
occur two-to-three times more often with DBBs and comparison sites than they do with 
baseline or conventional sites, and that the longest glances (3.0 sec or longer) occur only 
with these sites. These results suggest important differences for the longest glances, the 
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ones that highway safety experts are most concerned with. One must ask why the authors 
chose not to perform a statistical analysis of this data, particularly when they did so for 
every other set of eyeglance data, and why they reported that their visual inspection of 
these data suggested that there was "no obvious pattern oflonger glances being 
associated with any of the event types" (p. 59). The report offers no explanation. 

Misleading and Inconsistent Reporting and Evidence of Bias. 
Throughout the report, there are conflicting and inconsistent statements, and 

evidence of bias. 

FVas this a ''naturalistic'' study? 
Although described by the authors as a "naturalistic study," and modeled 

superficially upon the much larger, 100-car study perfonned at the same institution ---
(Dingus, et al, 2006; Klauer, et al. 2006a,b ), this study exhibits few of the characteristics 
of a true naturalistic study (Hanowski, 2009). 

Although they used an instrumented vehicle with on-board cameras, and although their 
participants drove the route without a researcher present in the vehicle, this study differs 
significantly from the I 00 car study in several key ways. First, the four on-board cameras 
used to record views of the road and of the drivers' glances were not unobtrusive as they 
were in the 100 car study. Rather, they were prominently located on the driver's side .A
pillar and adjacent to the rear view mirror. These camera locations are shown in Fif_,JUres 
8-10 of the report (pp. 32-33). Second, the duration of the present study was less than two 
hours per participant, whereas, in the 100 car study, participants kept their instrumented 
vehicles in their possession and used them daily for several months. Third, participants in 
the present study had to follow a prescribed route (to ensure that they would pass the 
DBBs and other events that were the subject of the study), using a set of printed 
instmctions taped to the dashboard, whereas in the 100 car study, participants were free 
to drive when and where they chose in the course of performing their daily activities. In 
short, whereas the participants in the 100 car study may well have become acclimated to 
their test vehicles over time and ignored the fact that they were participating in a research 
study, the participants in the current study were fully aware that their performance and 
behavior was being monitored and recorded - thus their behavior could not reasonably be 
described as ''naturalistic." 

Literature Revfe·w. 
The authors' approach to their literature review is illustrative of the bias shown 

throughout the report. There is a long history of published literature examining the 
relationship of roadside billboards to crashes and to driver behavior. Relevant studies 
dating as far back as 1934 have been identified and reviewed by others; and research 
continues to be conducted and reported to the present day. The authors chose to discuss 
only a small, highly selective subset of these studies. As will be seen below, it is clear 
that the studies reported, particularly the early work in this field, were selected because 
they were supportive of the authors' position. When they cite studies that reported 
findings at odds with their position, the authors dismiss them as poorly done or irrelevant; 
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conversely, studies that report findings consonant with these authors' views are praised 
with descriptors such as "rigorous." 

Their reporting about two early epidemiological studies is illustrative of their approach to 
the literature. The authors cite an aiiicle by Rykken (1951), a tvvo-page interim progress 
report on a roadside study conducted in Minnesota. They quote from Rykken: '' ... no 
apparent relationship was found between accident occurrence and advertising sign type or 
location" (p. 12). What they fail to say, however, is that Rykken called his result "a very 
preliminary study of approximately 170 mi. of the 500 mi. study segment (p. 42). 
Significantly, Lee, et al. fail to cite the final report of the subject study (Minnesota 
Department of Highways, 1951) which concluded, in part: ".An increase in the number of 
advertising signs per mile will be accompanied by a corresponding increase in accident 
rate" (p. 31), and "intersections at which four or more (advertising) signs were located 
had an average accident rate of approximately three times that for intersections having no 
such signs." This final report has been extensively cited and reviewed by previous 
researchers. \Vachtel and Netherton (1980), in particular, discussed it at length. It is 
puzzling, therefore, why these authors cited the interim progress report and ignored the 
final document. 

Lee and her colleagues followed the same approach in their review of a parallel study 
conducted in Michigan. They cite an interim study report by McMonagle ( 1951) that 
looked at only partial findings (p. 12), and ignored the study's final report (Michigan 
State Highway Department, 1952) which found that illuminated advertising signs showed 
"an appreciable association with accident locations" (p. 6). 

In a confusing discussion about a study by Rusch (1951) which analyzed crash reports on 
Federal and State highways in Iowa, the authors fail to report on Rusch's own published 
results, and offer no evaluation of his actual study. Instead, they cite a brief review by 
Andreassen (1985) (ignoring all other published reviews of the Rusch work) which 
stated, in part: "the greatest number of inattention accidents occtmed on the sections 
where business and advertising predominated as the roadside property usage, but this 
does not prove anything about the effect of advertising signs on accident occurrence" (p. 
13). Given that Rusch' s actual findings, despite methodological weaknesses that often 
affected these early field studies, demonstrated that the number of accidents was more 
than double in the study section (where 90 percent of the businesses and roadside 
advertising signs were located) than in either of the two control sections, given that 
"inattention" accidents predominated over both "business" and "other" accident 
categories in this study section, and given that the results were confirmed after statistical 
correction for mileage per segment, the researchers' treatment of this study is puzzling. 

O~fuscation <~{Study Purpose and Intentional Cor{f'ounding <~lStudy Sites 

The stated purpose of this study was to "assess the effects, if any, of digital 
billboards on driver behavior and performance" (p. 8), not, as suggested in the Abstract, 
to ascertain whether driving performance in the presence of digital billboards was similar 
to performance in the presence of other, primarily on-premise, digital signs. As discussed 
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above, the researchers clearly found that DBBs did have an adverse impact on driving 
performance, and the fact that this adverse impact was similar to the adverse impact from 
similarly distracting signs that might have been on- rather than otT-premise does not 
diminish this finding nor make it acceptable. The authors admit that "there are 
measurable changes in driver performance in the presence of digital billboards" (p. 6), 
and, as demonstrated in the body of their report, these changes are adverse and 
statistically significant. It is inappropriate to suggest that such adverse impacts are 
deemed acceptable (or "safety neutral" in the authors' coinage) merely because they "are 
on a par" with the adverse effects of other digital signs that happen to be other than 
billboards because they may be located on the premises of roadside businesses. 

Baseline sites should have been, as stated in the abstract, "sites with no signs." But, as 
described elsewhere in the report, an unidentified number of them did contain signs, thus 
diminishing their potential to serve as true control sites and, likely, minimizing the 
differences in glance behavior between DBBs and tme baseline sites. 

In direct conflict with a statement in the Abstract, and as discussed in detail above, longer 
individual glance patterns (greater than 1.6 and 2.0 seconds) did show differences 
(actually, rather dramatic differences) between the event types. In fact, per the authors' 
own statements elsewhere in the report, and as shown by several other researchers, these 
differences at the tails of the distributions for glance duration may be critically important 
in assessing the true impact of digital billboards on driver performance and behavior. 
Similar misstatements are made throughout the Executive Summary, and will not be 
repeated here. However, the expressed ''finding" that: ".An analysis of glances lasting 
longer than 1.6 seconds indicated that these longer glances were distributed evenly across 
the digital billboards, conventional billboards, comparison events, and baseline events 
during the daytime" (p. 7) is clearly inaccurate. Critically, the data discussed in this 
"finding" was not analyzed by the researchers in accordance with their own data analysis 
recommendations, nor was such data even collected for the abbreviated nighttime study, 
when we would have expected such findings to be even more dramatic than they were in 
the daytime study. 

The authors identified five DBBs for study. These are identified by latitude, longitude, 
route number, and side of road in Table 2 (p. 22), and shown graphically on a map in 
Figure 2 (p. 23). \Vi th this information, that reader can view images of these DBBs from 
either the Tantala report or from the website of Cl earChannel Outdoor, at 
http_;//1,y',y',y,_g_Ig_<J1_:gh.<1n_1_1_g_I_m1Jg_qq_1_:s91_1_1/p_i:_g_g_µs:J~/4_i_g_i __ t.<1V~J-9n/~:_lgygJ.<1n_;I/i_n_;I_g:0J1-tm_ . 
Examination of Figures l and 2 in our report may lead the reader to question the accuracy 
of the authors' statement that: "The Cleveland digital billboards ... were located off to the 
side of the roadway in straight-away sections of interstate with no interference from hills, 
curves, or intersections" (p. 19). 

The authors provide voluminous data for irrelevant issues (e.g. 124, 740 video frames 
analyzed, 96,228 data points collected, 8,678 eye glances identified, etc.) but offer no 
information useful to readers who might want to know what was actually studied. For 
example, there are no images of any of the billboards or other sites studied, there is no 
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indication of the precision with which eye gaze was captured, etc.). It appears as if the 
researchers intended to ovenvhelm the reader with useless information in an attempt to 
avoid questions about the real issues. 

There are numerous statements throughout the report that, on the one hand, are irrelevant 
to the study, and, on the other, demonstrate a clear pro-billboard attitude. Some 
examples: 

"The lead author of this report recently participated on an expert panel charged 
with providing recommendations for a minimal data set to be included on police 
accident reports; billboard were never raised as a possible distraction ... " (p. 1 l). 

"After a long gap in research, there were a few additional studies in the 1960's 
through the 1980's, none of which demonstrated that billboards were unsafe." (p. 
11) 

"The national crash databases do not mention billboards in their list of driver 
distractions." (p. 14) 

Findings that DBBs are "51-?fety Neutral. " 
The authors invented the tenn safety neutral (p. l 0) to describe their conclusions 

about the impact of DBBs on driver distraction and performance. They state: "Although 
there are measurable changes in driver performance in the presence of digital billboards, 
in many cases these differences are on a par with those associated with everyday driving, 
such as the on-premise signs located at businesses" (p. 6). In other words, the authors say, 
because other roadside distractions such as their "comparison sites" (which, they note 
elsewhere, contained multiple signs, changeable message signs, and digital, flashing, and 
video displays) are also associated with difficulties in speed and lane maintenance and 
excessively long glances away from the forward roadway, DBBs should be considered 
sqfety neutral because their adverse effects on driver performance are similar to the 
effects from these other digital advertising signs .. 

The authors are able to reach this conclusion because of their intentional confounding of 
the DBB and comparison sites. The intentionality of this confound is demonstrated by the 
fact that the researchers had complete freedom to select the (50-mile long) study route 
and to choose the test sites anywhere along that route. That they chose "comparison sites" 
which often included digital signs, changeable message signs, and flashing and video 
signs, made it highly likely, even prior to data collection, that they would find similar 
results from these "control'' sites and from the DBB sites, and that they would thus be 
unable to demonstrate whether the DBBs were more or less distracting to their participant 
drivers. 

As expected, the researchers found quite similar driver performance and behaviors at 
these two types of sites, and these performance and behavior variables differed, in the 
critical area of eyeglance behaviors, from the two other types of sites studied 
(conventional billboards and baseline sites). The clear lesson, had the researchers chosen 
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to accept it, was that sites containing digital imagery with changing messages (whether 
on- or off-premise) were more demanding and more distracting than sites devoid of such 
sign characteristics. Yet, the authors took this obvious conclusion and twisted it in favor 
of their biases by reporting that DBBs were "safety neutral'' because the adverse, and 
potentially unsafe, driver behaviors that they observed at such sites were generally 
similar to the behaviors that they observed at the comparison sites. This conclusion, 
accompanied by the authors' contrived term "safety neutral" seems to reflect obvious 
bias, and flies in the face of efforts to promote highway safety by reducing, not 
increasing, the number of irrelevant, distracting, roadside stimuli. 

Correlation and causation. 
Throughout the report, the authors confuse the terms correlation and causation. 

Although it is clear that they understand the important differences between these two 
types of statistical analysis, they often slip into the erroneous mode of citing a study 
whose sole purpose was to measure correlation, and criticize that study because it failed 
to prove causation. These fallacious comments are in line with a long tradition in the 
outdoor advertising industry of suggesting that there can be no relationship between 
billboards and traffic safety because billboards have never been shown to cause 
accidents. 

Nighttime data collection. 
Digital billboards are of particular concern to traffic safety experts at night, due to 

their ability to achieve high brightness and contrast levels, their high resolution imagery, 
and their visually compelling message changes, all of which can act to capture the 
attention of the driver at the expense of other targets in the visual scene (such as official 
signs and signals, pavement markings, and other vehicles). Because of the recent 
emphasis on the tails of the distribution in research studies and the long-standing practice 
of road safety considerations for the 35th (or higher) percentile, it is increasingly 
recommended to researchers that they examine the "high risk" or "worst case" scenarios 
in their studies, particularly when time, budget, or logistical constraints limit the number 
of participants. We question, therefore, why Lee and her colleagues chose to perform 
only a limited night-time study, one which included, by design, too few participants to 
enable the researchers to analyze their data statistically. This decision is particularly 
troubling because, as might have been hypothesized, the researchers found indications of 
greater distraction by digital billboards vs. control sites at night. In fact, unlike the 
daytime study, they found that all four of their eyeglance measures showed that DBBs 
and comparison sites were more distracting and attention-getting than the conventional 
billboard and baseline sites (pp. 64-66), and, they believed, at least some of these findings 
"would show statistical significance" in a larger study (p. 64). 
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SECTION 4. 

HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES 

As shown by the diversity of the published literature in this field, concerns about 
the potential impact of DBBs on road safety are based on a number of human factors 
concepts and principles. Much of the discussion about human factors issues is captured 
in the reviews of research and the development of, and recommendations for, guidelines 
and regulations ofDBBs that appear in other Sections of this report. This section presents 
a brief overview of these key human factors issues. 

Con'>picuity is often defined as the ability of a stimulus to stand out from its 
background. Traffic engineers want to ensure that official traffic control 
devices (signs, signals, and markings) are sufficiently conspicuous, day and 
night and in all weather conditions, that they communicate their message to 
the driver unambiguously, reliably, and in a timely manner. But the large size 
of roadside billboards (typically 14 ft by 48 ft), the placement of some such 
billboards close to, or directly within, the driver's line of sight, frequently 
changing messages and images that can appear to be flashing, and extremely 
high levels of illumination, tend to make such billboards highly conspicuous, 
particularly at night. As a result, the conspicuity of official traffic control 
devices and of other visual signals required for safe movement (e.g. vehicle 
reflectors, brake lights and turn signals as well as the vehicles themselves) 
may be reduced, with a consequential reduction of safety. 

Distraction and inattention. It is important to distinguish between these two 
terms, which are often confused. Inattention involves the failure of a driver to 
concentrate on the driving task for any reason, or for no known reason at all. It 
is distinguished from distraction in that it may have no known cause, and 
possibly no remediation. Conversely, distraction is a failure of concentration 
on the driving task that is a direct result of some activity or stimulus that 
triggers this failure to concentrate. Distraction may be due factors internal to 
the driver, such as fatigue, medication, illness, alcohol, or a focus on unrelated 
issues. It may be external to the driver but internal to the vehicle, such as 
mobile telephone use, adjusting the vehicle's controls or non-safety-related 
equipment (e.g. radio, navigation system, heating or air conditioning), 
conversations with passengers, or other non-driving related behaviors such as 
reading, grooming, or singing. Finally, distraction may be due to factors that 
are external to the vehicle, including vehicular, pedestrian or bicycle traffic, 
buildings, scenic vistas, roadside businesses, or advertising signs, including 
billboards. Whereas it may be impossible to control for the inattention that 
affects all drivers from time to time, many of the causes of distraction can be 
controlled. 
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l1?formation processing. One reason why official traffic control devices are 
designed as they are is to ensure that they meet certain basic human factors 
requirements. These requirements are described in the MUTCD, in Section 
lA.02, as: 

A. Fulfill a need; 
B. Command attention; 
C. Convey a clear, simple meaning; 
D. Command respect from road users; and 
E. Give adequate time for proper response. 

The ~'fUTCD implicitly recognizes that information contained on official 
signs will be ineffective, and thus, possibly ignored, if the message demands 
too much time or effort by the road user to read, understand, and act. To this 
end, the Manual specifies the language for standardized word messages on 
signs, prohibits the display of Internet addresses and recommends, for 
example, the avoidance of phone numbers with more than four characters. 
The only exceptions to this Standard and its associated guidance are for signs 
that are intended for viewing only by pedestrians, bicyclists, occupants of 
parked vehicles, and "drivers of vehicles on low-speed roadways where 
engineering judgment indicates that drivers can reasonably stop out of the 
traffic flow to read the message" (p. 2A-2). The requirements and guidance in 
this section of the Manual also apply specifically to Changeable Message 
Signs and to logo panels on specific service signs. The demands on a driver's 
information processing capabilities are addressed in the MUTCD, not only for 
the content of individual signs, but for the placement and spacing of signs as 
well. For example, the manual recommends that signs should be located only 
on the right side of the roadway (with certain exceptions) "where they are 
easily recognized and understood by road users" (p. 2A-8), and, because of 
increases in traffic volumes, a priority for sign installation locations should be 
established. Such a priority suggests that regulatory and warning signs whose 
location is critical, should be displayed in preference to guide signs where 
conflicts may occur. Less critical information, such as that on guide signs, 
should be moved to less critical locations or omitted, because "overloading 
road users with too much information is not desirable" (p. 2A-1 l). The 
Manual also requires that signs requiring different decisions by road users "be 
spaced sufficiently far apart for the required decisions to be made reasonably 
safely" (p. 2A-8), and recommends that, with specific exceptions, signs should 
be individually located on separate posts or mountings. Yet billboards are 
often placed on the left side of the road, frequently are placed in dose 
proximity to one another, often on the same mounting, are do not generally 
adhere to good human factors practice that suggests restrictions to the amount 
of information conveyed on the sign. 

The Zeigamik liffect. In 1927, Russian psychologist Bluma Zeigarnik 
demonstrated that tasks that have been initiated by humans but, for whatever 
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reason, interrnpted before they could be completed, lead to feelings of anxiety 
and a desire to complete the task. In the years since the original demonstration 
of what we now call the Zeigamik Effect, it has been shown that the 
discomfort related to task interrnption has broad implications. For example, it 
is thought that it is this phenomenon that causes drivers to continue looking at 
the changing messages on DBBs o learn what comes next; and it is the basis 
of the technique used in advertising in which a complete message is 
"sequenced" across several different signs or multiple message changes of a 
single sign. 

Brightness and glare. Brightness is the subjective impression of the luminance 
of a sign, and glare is a physiological response. The majority of public 
complaints about DBBs concern their excessive brightness, pm1icularly at 
night, to the extent that they become the most conspicuous item in the visual 
field, and draw the eye away from other objects that need to be seen. The 
photograph shown in Figure 5 was taken by the author of a DBB from a 
distance of six miles. The photograph was taken at 7:52 AM, and has not been 
altered in any way. 

Figure 5. Unaltered photograph of a DBB from a distance of six miles 

Legibility and readabili~y. Signs, to efficiently communicate a message, must 
be legible and readable. Specific design characteristics of official traffic signs 
such as font, letter size, color and contrast between figure and background, 
etc., have been specifically selected and mandated after years of empirical 
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testing to be optimized for legibility and readability under all conditions so 
that they can communicate their messages quickly and unambiguously. As 
one example among many, the MUTCD suggests that "word messages should 
be as brief as possible and the lettering should be large enough to provide the 
necessary legibility distance. A minimum specific ratio, such as 25 mm (1 in) 
of letter height per 12 m (40 ft) oflegibility distance, should be used" (p. 2A-
7). Conversely, billboards may display no such properties. Instead, they tend 
to exploit the same human factors characteristics discussed above to ensure 
that the signs take more time to read, demand multiple glances to 
communicate the intended message, etc. Indeed, billboards often mix multiple 
font designs and sizes, multiple colors of figure as well as background, even 
text written sideways or upside down on the sign, to achieve an impact that is 
quite the opposite of that for which official signs strive. 

Novelty. In human factors, it is known that a novel stimulus, one that a driver 
has not encountered previously, is likely to capture attention and lead to a 
response merely because of its novelty. Hence, when new safety treatments 
are applied to the roadside environment, the research that is performed to test 
the effectiveness of such treatments is typically postponed until the "novelty 
effect" has passed. When traditional, static billboards display the same 
message to drivers for weeks or months at a time, it is widely believed that 
drivers begin to ignore the signs. However, DBBs present a new and different 
image every few seconds, and because such images can be immediately 
downloaded to such signs from remote locations, the signs have the capability 
of presenting a unique, novel image and message to a driver every time the 
sign is approached. 

Sign Design, Coding, Redundancy. As discussed above, the key design 
features of official traffic control devices include size, shape, color, 
composition, lighting (or retroreflection), contrast, legibility, and simplicity 
and reasonableness of message. These features are intended to be used, in 
varying combinations, to draw attention to the devices, to produce a clear 
meaning, to permit adequate time for response, and to command respect from 
the road user. TCDs are designed to be uniform, unmistakable, placed and 
operated uniformly and consistently, and removed if they are unnecessary. 
"Uniformity of devices simplifies the task of the road user because it aids in 
recognition and understanding, thereby reducing perceptionireaction time" (p. 
lA-2). DBBs, on the other hand, follow none of these principles of uniformity 
or consistency. 

Visual attention. Our attention may be drawn to, or captured by, an object 
such as a billboard either because we make a conscious effort to attend to it 
("top down") or because some characteristic of the object (e.g. size, 
placement, brightness, etc.) captures our attention without volitional intent 
("bottom up"). The first type of visual attention is also refened to as "search 
conspicuity," whereas the second is known as "attention conspicuity.'' Road 
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and traffic safety experts take advantage of bottom up visual attention capture 
by: employing unique colors for traffic control devices when challenging 
conditions are present (e.g. the use of orange for construction and work 
zones), outfitting emergency response vehicles with flashing lights and sirens, 
and by using flashing beacons and/or flashing messages on road signs when 
urgent safety warnings must be communicated. DBBs, more than any previous 
technology used for roadside adve11ising, are capable of commanding drivers' 
attention by employing extremely high luminance levels, bright, rich colors, 
and a pattern of message display that may appear to flash. 12 

Positive Guidance. Positive Guidance is an analytical tool developed by 
FHW.A in the early 1970s based upon the pioneering work of Alexander and 
Lunenfeld (1972). The tool is based on the premise that drivers can be given 
sufficient information about road hazards when and where they need it, and in 
a fonn that they can use to enable them to avoid error that might result in a 
crash. The tool integrates knowledge from both human factors and highway 
engineering to produce an inforniation system that is matched both to the 
characteristics of specific roadway locations and the capabilities of drivers. 
Alexander and Lunenfeld developed operational definitions of the driving task 
and driver "expectancy," the primacy of needed information and the manner 
in which that information should be presented, the concept of decision sight 
distance, and the consequences of system failure. The Positive Guidance tool 
has been used, nation-wide and internationally, for more than 30 years. 

The }vfoth F;flect. Green (2006) reviewed research that suggests that there is a 
"moth effect" that may cause drivers to not only look in the direction of a 
bright light source on the side of the road, but inadvertently steer in that 
direction as well. Perhaps more appropriately seen as a variant of the 
physiological mechanisms of phototropism or phototaxis, in which the eye is 
drawn to the brightest objects in the field of view, the moth effect has been 
described by some as causing crashes as a result of a driver's loss of lane 
maintenance due to a combination of reduced optic flow and an "intense 
attentional fixation on a roadside target" (p. 18). 

12 For more than 25 years, a debate has raged between the outdoor advertising industry and the road and 
traffic safety community over the issue of whether changeable message billboards present "flashing'' 
messages. Most regulatory documents, throughout the U.S. and abroad, specifically prohibit signs that use 
flashing lights or messages. And the billboard industry has routinely defended DBB technology by stating 
that such signs do not flash. The MUTCD defines "flashing" as ·'an operation in which a signal indication 
is turned on and off repetitively" (p. lA-11). The U.S. Coast Guard publishes a "Light List" (USCG, 2006) 
in which it describes different "characte1istics oflights" used in lighthouses and lighted buoys. Two of 
these light characteristics could be used to define the operation of most DBBs. An "alternating" light is one 
which shows different colors alternately; an "occulting" light is one "in which the total duration of light in 
a period is longer than the total duration of darkness and the intervals of darkness (eclipses) are usually of 
equal duration." Note that the duration of a displayed image and the duration of any dark or blank display 
between successive images, is not considered in any of these three definitions. Accordingly, if one were to 
apply any of these technical definitions rather than a more common dictionary definition DBBs would 
likely be classified as flashing signs. 
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SECTION 5. 

CURRENT AND PROPOSED GUIDELINES AND 
REGULATIONS 

In Section 2 of this report we reviewed recent research about the safety aspects of digital 
billboards prepared by authors in six countries in addition to the United States. It is 
instmctive to note that, of these countries in which the greatest amount of research has 
been conducted, we are aware of five of them have developed and implemented 
guidelines under which such signs may be placed and operated. In addition, many States 
and local jurisdictions in the US have promulgated guidelines or regulations of their own, 
or have issued moratoria under which they will evaluate proposed guidance or 
regulations. 

Below we have attempted to cite and explain all of the guidelines and/or regulations that 
we have found in countries outside the US. Because of the large and growing number of 
such regulatory documents in cities and counties in the US, however (we understand, for 
example, that 45 cities and counties in Texas alone have issued or are currently 
considering regulations on the control or prohibition of DBBs [Lloyd, 2008]), it is 
possible only to report on representative examples and, for these, to summarize only their 
most salient sections. 

International Guidelines and Regulations 

Queensland, Australia 
Of all of the policy documents reviewed for this report, the most comprehensive 

was that prepared by the Traffic Engineering and Road Safety section of the Queensland 
(Australia) Government's Department of Main Roads. The purpose of this "Guide to the 
Management of Roadside Advertising" (TERS, 2002) is to assist the Department of Main 
Roads and local government agencies in their evaluation of proposals for roadside 
advertising, to assist in the development of roadside advertising management plans, and 
to provide information to advertisers to enable them to achieve their goals with a minimal 
adverse effect on traffic safety and movement. 

Unique to the TERS document are a number of operational definitions that serve as a 
basis for the analysis which resulted in the guidelines and regulations promulgated. For 
example, four categories of roadside advertising are defined in the report. Given our 
focus on DBBs, we are concerned only with category 1, which includes "large free
standing devices" such as billboards and trivision signs. 

Other key definitions include: 
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Advertisements are considered to directly distract drivers if they convey 
information that is contrary to or in competition with information conveyed by 
important official traffic control devices. 

Important official trqffic control devices are major regulatory, warning, or guide 
signs. For example, an initial regulatory speed sign is considered important, 
whereas repeater signs are not. The decision as to whether specific TCDs are or 
are not important is to be made by Main Roads district officers. 

Advertisements should not distract drivers in the proximity of designated trqffic 
situations, such as "areas in which merging, diverging and weaving traffic 
maneuvers take place, 'open' railway level crossings, road intersection driver 
decision-making points in the vicinity of important official traffic signs, and 
reading and interpreting official traffic signs" (p. C-2). 

Appendix C to the document, titled "Driver Distraction Potential," provides a specific 
and comprehensive series of flow charts (decision trees) and tables that enable an 
inspector to determine exactly what types and operational characteristics of advertising 
signs are permissible under different road and speed conditions. The identification of 
driver distraction potential and the resultant regulations is based on extensive human 
factors research, experience, and engineering judgment. The stated goal of these 
regulations is "to ensure that a high level of safety for the road user is maintained by 
managing competition for drivers' attention in locations where driving demands are great 
or where the road authority needs to convey important information to motorists on 
official traffic signs" (p. C-2). 

Different categories of roads are described, with correspondingly different restrictions on 
advertising signage. For advertising devices beyond the right-of-way but visible from 
"motorways, freeways, or roads of similar standard," only non-illuminated signs or non
rotating static illuminated signs are permitted (p. 6-4). Where an advertising device is 
permitted on State-controlled roads, the same restrictions apply. Further, "variable 
message signs and trivision signs are not permitted on State-controlled roads" (p. 6-5). 
For those advertising devices that are permitted, a clear chart is provided (labeled Figure 
C6) that provides graphic depictions of the "device restriction area" (p. C-12). 

In Australia, official signs are placed in accordance with a specific methodology 
described in the Austroads Guide to Traffic Engineering (AUSTROADS, 1988) which 
takes into account travel speed, sign content, and legend height. Accordingly, the TERS 
report identifies "longitudinal exclusion zones," roadside areas in the vicinity of official 
TCDs in which advertising devices are not permitted. The length of these exclusion zones 
is typically 1.2v on local streets, and 2.5v on multi-lane freeways (where v =speed), and 
increases to 5.0v in advance of on-ramps and 7.5v in advance of exit ramps. The report 
provides specific justification for each recommendation, and that given for ramps is 
typical: 
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Estimating the speed of entering traffic on a high speed road is a complex task 
which requires a fair amount of preview free from extraneous information. The 
5V requirement will provide a motorist travelling at 100 km/h with 18 seconds 
preview time in which to identify an on-ramp and change lanes if necessary. The 
downstream 2.5V separation distance allows for traffic to stabilize following the 
merge (p. C-3). 

Although not every description is quite so comprehensive, the reader can, nonetheless, 
understand both the guidelines proposed and the rationale for them. 

Sign brightness is discussed in detail in Appendix D, and the rationale for the 
development of guidelines is based, in part, on the work of Johnson and Cole (1976) who 
reported that "brightness from illuminated Advertising Devices directed at road traffic 
should be minimized under all conditions" (p. 20, reported in TERS, 2002). 

The authors provide a clear distinction between two often confused key terms -
luminance and brightness. Luminance is described as a characteristic of the adve1iising 
device itself that is independent of the environment in the vicinity of the sign. Luminance 
levels may vary across the face of the sign and the direction from which the sign is 
viewed. It is at a maximum when viewed from a direct frontal position, and falls off 
(diminishes) as the viewing angle becomes more oblique. Brightness, on the other hand, 
is a visual sensation experienced by the observer, which is affected by the sign's 
luminance (and the uniformity of that luminance across the sign face), as well as by its 
size, contrast, the viewing position of the observer, and characteristics of the observer 
him/herself (such as the effect ofphototropism [the involuntary movement of the eye 
toward the brightest points in the field of view]). Since brightness is a subjective value, it 
cannot serve as a basis for regulation. 

The report identifies three different "Lighting Environment Zones," and Table Dl 
identifies the maximum average sign luminance permitted in each zone for advertising 
signs visible from State-controlled roads. The authors state that the maximum levels were 
established following field investigations in two different areas of the State. 

These maximum permitted luminance levels are 

In Lighting Environment Zone 1, 500 cd/m2 

In Lighting Environment Zone 2, 350 cd/m2 

In Lighting Environment Zone 3, 300 cd/m2 

for advertising signs of all sizes. Zone 1 is defined as an area with generally very high 
off-street ambient lighting such as central city locations. Zone 2 means an area with 
generally medium-high off-street ambient lighting such as major suburban business 
centers, entertainment districts, and industrial and/or community centers (which may 
include, for example, large gasoline service stations, parking lots or garages, etc.). Zone 3 
is defined as an area with generally low levels of off-street ambient lighting, such as rural 
and residential areas. 
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TERS provides a specific methodology for the measurement of luminance against this 
standard. This methodology is summarized in Section 6 of the present report. 

In addressing the characteristics of billboards that may be permitted, the report considers 
three different location categories: 

1. Advertising outside the boundaries of, but visible from, State-controlled roads 
(except motonvays ), 
2. Advertising visible from motorways, and 
3. Adve1iising within the boundaries of State-controlled roads. 

In Category 1, TERS provides an extensive discussion of DBBs, which it refers to as 
"electronic displays." It states: "Because electronic displays are conspicuous by design 
and have the greatest potential to distract motorists, the objective is to limit this potential" 
(p. 6-3). To achieve this objective, TERS requires that such signs may be installed only 
where: 

- There is adequate advanced visibility to read the sign; 
- The environment is free from driver distraction points and there is no 
competition with official signs 
- The speed limit is 80km/h or less 
- The device is not a moving sign (defined elsewhere in the document) 

TERS further describes acceptable characteristics for signs that display predominantly 
graphics, with or without text: 

- Long duration display periods are preferred in order to minimize driver 
distraction and reduce the amount of perceived movement. Each screen should 
have a minimum display period of 8 seconds. 
- The time taken for consecutive displays to change should be within 0.1 seconds 
- The complete screen display should change instantly 
- Sequential message sets are not permitted 
- The time limits will be reviewed periodically 

Finally, TERS addresses DBBs that contain only text, as follows: 

- The number of sequential messages ... may range from one to a maximum of 
three; in locations with high traffic volume or a high demand on driver 
concentration, the number of sequential messages should be limited to two. 
- Where a display is part of a sequential message set, the display duration should 
be between 2.5 to 3.5 seconds for a corresponding message length of three to six 
familiar words. 
- The number and complexity of words used ... should be consistent with the 
display duration. 
- The time taken for consecutive displays to change should be within 0.1 seconds. 
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- The complete screen display should change instantaneously. 
- In a text-only display, the background color should be unifonn and non-
consp1 cuous. 

Advertising Devices beyond the boundaries of, but visible from motorways "are limited 
to non-rotating static illuminated and non-rotating non-illuminated formats" (p. 6-4). In 
other words, TERS does not permit changeable message signs, flashing signs, or DBBs of 
any type if such devices would be visible by motorists traveling on motorways. In 
addition, no advertising signs of any type (including those that are static, whether 
illuminated or not) are permitted within the restriction distances discussed above. TERS 
states: "In addition to the restriction areas ... further restrictions may apply where Main 
Roads demonstrates that the traffic conditions require additional driver attention and 
decision making" (p. 6-4). 

Finally, where advertising devices are permitted within the boundaries of State
controlled roads, such signs must be non-rotating static illuminated and non-rotating non
illuminated signs. Neither variable-message signs nor trivision signs are permitted on 
State-controlled roads. 

It is with regard to the flash rate permitted for advertising signs that the TERs report 
differs most significantly from the prevailing guidance and regulations in the US. The 
authors explain that flashing illuminated advertising signs have the potential to distract 
drivers, and that the effects of such flashing signs are described by the Broca Sulzer 
Effect and the Bartley f.:'ffect. The former states that, at high luminance levels, the 
momentary luminosity shortly after the onset of a flash appears higher than the 
luminosity of a steady light of the same luminance. The latter states that, if a light is 
repetitively flashed, for example between four and ten times per second, the apparent 
brilliance of the light increases by as much as four to five times the actual luminance. 

As a result of their understanding of these two phenomena, the TERS report pern1its a 
maximum flash rate of two flashes per second for devices visible from State-controlled 
roads in Lighting Environment Zones 1 and 2, but prohibits any flashing lights on 
advertising devices visible to motorists on State-controlled roads in Lighting 
Environment Zone 3. Flashing signs, or signs with flashing lights, are not permitted 
within the boundaries of State-controlled roads, nor within or outside the boundaries of 
motonvays, freeways, or roads of similar character if they would be visible to motorists 
traveling on such roads. 

In light of recent proposals from the States of California (Kempton, 2008) and Nevada 
(Martinovich, 2008) to consider public-private partnerships that might result in 
advertising on State-controlled roads, the TERS report provides useful guidance for 
"advertising devices provided as part of sponsorship arrangements" (Appendix A} The 
report describes a program in which "the Department may permit the erection of 
Advertising Devices for a defined period in exchange for ... private sector sponsorship of 
road infrastructure and/or works (p. A-2). Examples of such projects include construction 
of a pedestrian footbridge over the roadway, roadside landscaping and tree planting, and 
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rubbish removal including removal of illegal Advertising Devices. Project sponsorship 
must be based on foll and open competition, and the pr~ject must be warranted in its own 
right. For sponsorship of "major infrastructure such as pedestrian overpasses," the 
Department may pennit: "third party advertising on the sponsored structure, on free 
standing advertising devices, or on existing overhead transport structures within the 
vicinity of the sponsored infrastmcture;" in the case of roadside cleaning and/or 
landscaping, the Depm1ment may permit: "the erection of signs, which contain the 
sponsor's corporate logo, designating the start and end of the sponsored section of road" 
(p. A-3). Graphic examples are provided which depict a fixed sign displaying a corporate 
name on a pedestrian overpass, and four examples of signs depicting sponsorship of 
cleaning or landscaping projects, which are quite similar to FHW.A' s "acknowledgement 
signs" (D-14-1, 2 and 3) proposed for the next edition of the MUTCD (Capka, 2005). 

The TERS document has also anticipated the growing use of vehicle-based advertising. 
Traffic Regulation 1962 s. 126 states, in part: "A person shall not, in respect of a vehicle 
on which or alongside of which an advertisement is being displayed····· drive, or permit to 
be driven, that vehicle on a road or cause or permit that vehicle to stop on a road in such 
circumstances that the primary purpose for which the vehicle is being driven or stopped 
at the material time is business advertising, unless the person is the holder of a permit 
issued by (the Government)" (p. 3-4, 3-5). 

In an effort to minimize driver distraction from billboards which contain lengthy or 
difficult to read messages, TERS suggests that designers of Advertising Devices consider 
the relationship between legend height, sign content (i.e. number of words) and speed 
environment that are used in the design of worded traffic signs and that are contained in 
the AUSTROADS document. TERS states that the applicant's use of such design 
guidance "may, in certain circumstances, be considered by the Department in the 
assessment process'' (p. 5-7). 

South Africa. 
Of the guidelines and regulations identified for the control of outdoor advertising 

for this report, we found those in South Africa to be quite comprehensive, specific, and, 
perhaps, the most unusual. Based on a review of practice elsewhere, and reliant to a 
considerable extent on the work of du Toit and Coetzee (2001) and Coetzee (Undated), 
the South African National Roads Agency Limited (SANRA.L) first issued its 
"Regulations on Advertising On or Visible From National Roads, 2000" (SANRAL, 
2000) to deal with on-premise as well as billboard advertising, and included specific 
components that address DBBs. The regulations were first issued in July 2000, and were 
updated and re-promulgated in December of the same year. 

SANRAL' s terminology is somewhat different than that in the US, and it is important to 
understand these differences to ensure that the regulations are not misinterpreted. A 
"billboard," for example, may include "variable messages,'' and an "electronic billboard" 
has an "electronically controlled, illuminated display surface which allows all or a 
p011ion of the advertisement to be changed, animated or illuminated in different ways" 
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(p. 4). The term "animated" is used to mean that "the visibility or message of an 
advertisement is enhanced by means of moving units, flashing lights or similar devices, 
or that an advertisement contains a variable message" (p. 3) The regulations also 
distinguish "small" from "large" billboards. For both fixed and electronic displays, any 
billboard that exceeds 18 square meters in area is considered large. Thus, the majority of 
roadside billboards in the US would meet SANRAL's criterion for large (a typical US 
roadside billboard measures 14 ft x 48 ft, or 672 sq. ft, approximately 62.4 sq. meters. 
South Africa uses the term "road reserve" to mean essentially the same as "right-of-way" 
in the lJS. 

Part B of the regulations contains provisions that are applicable to all advertisements. 
Section 6, Subsection 1 of this Part (excerpted below) identifies outright prohibitions on 
the grounds of "road safety and traffic considerations" by stating that no advertisement 
may: 

Be so placed as to distract, or contain an element that distracts, the attention of 
drivers of vehicles in a manner likely to lead to unsafe driving conditions 
Be illuminated to the extent that it causes discomfort to or inhibits the vision 
of approaching pedestrians or drivers of vehicles 
Be attached to traffic signs, combined with traffic signs, ... obscure traffic 
signs, create confusion with traffic signs, interfere with the functioning of 
traffic signs, or create road safety hazards 
Obscure the view of pedestrians or drivers, or obscure road or rail vehicles 
and road, railway or sidewalk features such as junctions, bends, and changes 
in width 
Be erected in the vicinity of signalized intersections which display the colours 
red, yellow or green if such colours will constitute a road safety hazard 
Have light sources that are visible to vehicles traveling in either direction (p. 
12). 

Subsection 2 provides guidance for the reviewing agency to use when reviewing 
applications for advertisements that will face a national road. The Agency must consider 
each of the following 13 points to determine whether: 

The size of the advertisement, together with other advertisements in the area, 
if any, will affect the conspicuousness of road traffic signs by virtue of 
potential visual clutter 
the size of the adve11isement, or any portion thereof by way of its colours, 
letter size, symbol, logo, graphics or illumination, will result in the 
advertisement having a distracting effect on the attention of drivers of vehicles 
to the task of driving and lead to unsafe driving conditions 
the number of road traffic signs and advertisements in any area constitute a 
driving hazard, due to the attention of drivers of vehicles being deviated from 
the task of driving and leading to unsafe driving conditions 
the colour, or combination of colours, contained in the advertisement 
conespond with the colours or combinations of colours specified for road 
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traffic signs in the regulations promulgated under the National Road Traffic 
Act 
the speed limit, and the measure of the traffic's adherence thereto, the traffic 
volume, the average following headway and accident history of the road 
demand more stringent control of outdoor advertising 
the amount of information contained in the adve1iisement, measured in bits, is 
within prescribed limits 
the advertisement is suitably positioned and orientated 
the position of the advertisement will negatively affect the visibility of, sight 
distance to or efficiency of any road traffic sign, or series of such signs 
the advertisement could be mistaken to represent a road traffic sign 
the illumination of advertisements is likely to distract drivers' attention from 
road traffic signs which are not illuminated 
the position of an advertisement would disrnpt the flow of information from 
road traffic signs to drivers who encounter a series of road traffic signs 
intended for traffic regulation, warning or guidance, in cases where the 
applicable speed limit on the road exceeds 60 km per hour 
the position of any advertisement would potentially distract drivers' attention 
at places where traffic turns, negotiates curves, merges or diverges, or in the 
area of intersections or interchanges, or where drivers' uninterrupted attention 
to the driving task is important for road safety 
The distance of any advertisement before any road traffic sign, an 
advertisement's position in between road traffic signs or an advertisement's 
distance behind any road traffic sign is of such a nature as to distract a driver's 
attention from any road traffic sign (p. 12-13). 

Many of these requirements and review criteria in the two categories discussed above are 
also used in other jurisdictions. In our opinion, some, including some of those in broad 
use, are somewhat vague and might be subject to differing interpretations. A third group 
category of SANRAL regulations, however, provides a unique and potentially useful 
approach to DBB guidance or regulation in the lJS. Specifically, those requirements that 
address the ''flow of information from road traffic signs to drivers" and the "amount of 
information ... measured in bits" contained within an advertisement have direct relevance 
to traffic safety and are firmly grounded in human factors research. 

The Agency is given additional authority to "increase the minimum spacing between 
advertisements or place further restriction on the position, size and content of any 
advertisement it considers necessary, in the interest of road safety" (p. 13). 

Where SANRAL's safety review criteria break new ground, however, is in two key areas 
that focus on the driver's information processing demands and limitations. Specifically, 
two of the review criteria above address the placement and content of the advertisement 
in terms of the amount (bits) of information contained on the sign, and the potential for 
the sign to cause disruption of the flow of information to the driver. 
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From a regulatory perspective these two evaluation criteria are unique. They are 
explained below. 

Part B, Section 6, Subsection (f) requires that "the amount of infonnation contained in the 
advertisement, measured in bits, is within prescribed limits" (p. 13). These limits are 
defined in Section 8, "Advertisement to be concise," which states, on page 14, that an 
advertisement visible from a national road must be concise and legible and comply with 
the following requirements: 

(a) No advertisement displaying a single message may exceed six bits of 
information in a visual zone and 10 bits on a road other than a freeway; 
(b) No combination sign, or any other adve1iisement displaying more than one 
advertisement or message, may contain more than six bits of information per 
enterprise, service or prope1iy, or per individual advertisement or message 
displayed on a combination sign; 
(c) Numbers longer than eight digits are not allowed; 
(d) A street number indicating specific premises must have a minimum size of 
150 millimeters and a maximum size of 350 millimeters; 
(e) No message may be spread across more than one advertisement. 

With the exception of item (d), which refers only to address numbers, and item (e), which 
relates to what we have called message sequencing and is discussed elsewhere in the 
present report, each of the requirements above impose an upper limit on the number and 
length of words, numbers, symbols, etc., that can be displayed on a roadside 
advertisement. 

A "bit" of information is defined in Part A, Section l of the regulations as "the basic unit 
for measuring the length of advertising messages and may consist ofletters, digits, 
symbols, logos, graphics, or abbreviations" (p. 4). Bits are operationally defined in 
accordance with the following table: 

Information on Billboard Number of bits 

---~;y~~~~~ __ g_f_~1_p_ __ !~---~---1-~!!~~~-------------------- ____ L_Q ___________________________________________ _ 
\Vords of more than 8 letters 2.0 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Numbers of up to 4 digits 0.5 
Numbers of 5 to 8 digits 1.0 
Symbol or abbreviation 0.5 
Large logo and graphics 2.0 

The term "bit," a contraction of the words binary digit, was first used in the 1930s in a 
paper describing information storage for early computers. In the decades since, it has also 
been widely used in the science of information processing and human cognition. A 
further discussion of the term "bit" is beyond the scope of this paper. 
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In addition to its regulatory control on the amount of information that can be displayed on 
billboards, SANRA.L also controls the placement of billboards with regard to official 
signs, in a manner that goes beyond other (iovernment agencies. Specifically, Regulation 
6(2)(k) states: 

In considering applications for approval ... the Agency must evaluate whether ... 
the position of an advertisement would disrnpt the flow of information from road 
traffic signs to drivers who encounter a series of road traffic signs intended for 
traffic regulation, warning, or guidance ... (p. 13). 

In essence, this regulation recognizes that there are categories of official signs in which 
the information on two sequential signs was linked, and that this information link must 
not be disrupted. An example given by du Tait and Coetzee is the link between an 
advance warning sign at an interchange and the actual off ramp. Other examples might 
include advanced signs for changes in speed limit or for the presence of a Stop sign or 
traffic signal. Although the South African Road Traffic Signs Manual (SARTSM) 
recognizes that a 200 m spacing is between two sequential road signs for l 20 km/h roads 
in general, it requires 360m as a minimum distance on such a road for a motorist to react 
to a warning or information sign in advance of an interchange where lane changes and 
weaving may be necessary. SANRAL determined that the presence of a billboard 
between the advanced (lkm) interchange signs and the off ramp would reduce this 
distance below acceptable limits. As a result, the requirement was established that no 
billboards would be permitted betvveen the 1km advance sign and the gore of the 
subsequent interchange. This would permit the motorist to safely read and react to the 
500m off ramp sign. In addition, because a freeway road sign is typically readable at 
200m before the sign, the regulations prohibit billboards closer than 1.2km upstream of 
the interchange. In short, no billboards are permitted within 1.2km of an interchange, thus 
preserving sufficient time for motorists to read and respond to advanced warning or 
information signs (located 1 km in advance of the gore), and ensuring that the flow of 
information between the advanced sign and the actual interchange sign, whose function is 
linked, is not disrupted. 

During their evaluation of the efficacy of the regulations, du Toit and Coetzee (2001) 
reviewed billboard applications for 248 signs. (Each face of a two-face sign counted as 
one). Of the 86.7~'1> of the signs that were rejected, 40.8% (the largest category) were 
rejected for being too close to existing official road signs, 20%i were rejected for 
disrnption of the flow of information to the driver, and 7.5% were rejected because they 
were too close to a ramp gore. 

Victoria, Australia. 
The State of Victoria specifies a "ten-point road safety checklist" which describes 

conditions under which it may consider any roadside advertising to be a road safety 
hazard. These ten points, which are broadly in use elsewhere, defines an advertisement as 
a road safety hazard if it: 
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1. obstmcts a driver's line of sight at an intersection, curve or point of egress from 
adjacent prope11y 

2. obstructs a drivers view of a traffic control device, or is likely to create a 
confusing or dominating background which might reduce the clarity or 
effectiveness of a traffic control device 

3. could dazzle or distract drivers due to its size, design or colouring, or it being 
illuminated, reflective, animated or flashing 

4. is at a location where particular concentration is required (e.g. high pedestrian 
volume intersection) 

5. is likely to be mistaken for a traffic control device, for example, because it 
contains red, green, or yellow lighting, or has red circles, octagons, crosses or 
triangles, or arrows 

6. requires close study from a moving or stationary vehicle in a location where the 
vehicle would be unprotected from passing traffic 

7. invites drivers to tum where there is fast moving traffic or the sign is so close to 
the turning point that there is not time to signal and turn safely 

8. is within 100 metres of a rural railway crossing 
9. has insufficient clearance from vehicles on the carriageway 
10. could mislead drivers or be mistaken as an instruction to drivers 

As discussed by the Road Safety Committee of the Parliament of Victoria (2006), only 
one of the items in this checklist includes numerical criteria, "making the application of 
the other criteria wholly subjective" (p. 113). 

Of greater specificity, and of more direct relevance to the current project, the State also 
includes "operational requirements for the installation of Variable Adve11ising Message 
Signs" (VicRoads, 2005, cited in Road Safety Committee (2006). These requirements 
state that such a sign must: 

- Not display animated or moving images, or flashing or intermittent lights 
- Not be brighter than 0.25 candela per square metre 
- Remain unchanged for a minimum of 30 seconds 
- Not be visible from a freeway 
- Satisfy the ten point checklist 

The regulations in place in Victoria are also based, to some extent, on the work of 
Caimey and Gunatillake (2000), who reviewed the literature and made recommendations 
for policy, on behalf of the Royal Automobile Club of Victoria (RACY). 

New South Wales (NSW), Australia. 
In its rep011 for the Government of New South Wales, Transportation 

Environment Consultants (TEC, 1989) prepared a series of suggested guidelines for the 
control of roadside advertising signs located within the road reserve. The principal 
recommendations for electronic variable message signs on conventional roads and on 
freeways are shown in the table below: 
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i Standard Roadside -
Urban 

Roadside - I Overpass I Freeways 

I Rural I I 
I Minimum message on-time 2 minutes 2 minutes I 2 minutes I 2 minutes 
i Minimum message off-time 2 minutes 2 minutes I 2 minutes I 2 minutes I 

ll~~~~~~~~°:~"f :~~i~;:~~l +1~SeC i~sOC 1~1~'eC 1%\~eC I 
I official traffic sign, ramp, merge I I I 
j Minimum distance to another 7m l Orn I 20m i 150m 

1 

[ ___ ~-~Y~I!i __ ~_i_i:i_g __ ~_~yi __ ~~----------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------- ______________________________________________ J _______________________________________ J ____________________________________________ ____j 

The TEC report also provided guidance for the maximum luminance levels of illuminated 
advertising devices; their recommendations were based on a report by the Public Lighting 
Engineers in the UK (1981, cited in TEC, 1989). 

Four lighting zones were classified, generally as follows: 

Zone 1: areas with very high off-street ambient lighting, e.g. central city locations 
Zone 2: areas with medium-high off-street ambient lighting such as 
shopping/commercial/industrial/community centers, car sales yards, car parks, 
larger petrol stations, etc_ 
Zone 3: areas with low-medium off-street ambient lighting, e.g. areas with rather 
isolated small shopping/commercial/industrial/community centres. 
Zone 4: areas with low levels of off-street ambient lighting; e.g. most rural areas, 
many residential areas. 

For advertising signs with an illuminated area of more than 10 square meters, the 
maximum recommended lighting levels (expressed as cd/m2

), are 1200 in Zone 2, 800 in 
Zone 3, and 400 in Zone 4. There is no limit in Zone 1. Note that the most common 
billboard size in the US is 14 ft. x 48 ft., which, at 672 sq. ft. places US billboards into 
the largest sign category cited in these guidelines. 

The Netherlands. 
TNO was recently asked to develop guidelines and "decision criteria" to be used 

by the Dutch Ministry of Transport, for visual distracters that presented "non-driving 
related information" (Martens, 2009). Distracters to be considered might be any types of 
roadside objects, including, but not limited to, billboards_ The guidelines were to be 
developed using existing human factors knowledge and principles (i.e. no new research 
was to be conducted). The guidelines will be initially applied to motorways, with later 
extension to other roads in The Netherlands. 

The initial work has led to the following recommendations: 
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There should be no information that actively attracts attention; this includes 
no moving objects, no LCD or LED screens, and no moving or changing 
pictures or images. 

Non-driving related information should not appear within the driver's central 
field-of-view (less than l 0 deg from straight ahead). Based upon an 
assumption of JOOm sight distance, traversed at+/ .... 9 sec, this results in a 
prohibition of such signs within SOm of the road edge. Any sign within that 
boundary must be "extremely simple'' and no billboards are permitted. 

Assuming a lSOm legibility distance, and a maximum permitted sign reading 
time of 4 sec (presuming multiple glances may be needed) the guidelines 
suggest that signs contain a maximum of five "items" (letters, numbers, 
symbols, etc.). This is based on application of the following "reading time 
fommla:'' 

T = N/3 +2, where T = sign reading time, and N =number of items 

No distractions should be pennitted at merges, exits and entrances, close to 
road signs or in curves (specific constraints will follow) 

No telephone numbers will be permitted 

No fluorescent colors are permitted 

No ambiguity is permitted 

No controversial information is permitted; examples include sex, violence, 
religion, nudity 

No mixture of real and fake words is permitted. 

Commercial signs must be 90 deg to the road to minimize head turning 

No signs will be pern1itted that mimic road signs in color or layout 

The rules will be contained in a decision tree format, and specific rules will apply to 
different categories of roadside distracters, including such diverse features as: buildings, 
objects of art, wind turbines, information signs and safety campaigns, billboards and 
other advertisements, tunnels, bridges and walls, airfields, skydive centers and heli 
platforms. The guidelines are expected to be ready for field testing and validation by mid-
2009. Once adopted, software will be developed that will simply take an inspector 
through the decision process. 
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Brazil. 
GueJTa and Braga (1998) address the need for guidance and regulation to control 

the use of advertising signs within the road reserve. The necessity for such action is 
brought about by a financial crisis that affects road infrastrncture with consequential low 
levels of service, lack of maintenance, and high accident rates. The authors state that their 
aim is to assist public agencies since existing laws either do not adequately deal with this 
subject or prohibit adve1iising outright. They state: ''if suitable regulation is not adopted 
advertising signs within the road reserve (ASWRR) might bring about undesirable 
consequences such as accidents" (p. 128). In other words, the authors believe that 
permitting advertising within the road reserve could raise much needed revenue, but 
express concern that such revenue should not come at the cost of traffic safety. 

The authors review regulations and guidance in other countries, but focus on Brazil. They 
point out that some states (within Brazil) take no position on the issue, whereas others 
(such as Sao Paulo) explicitly prohibit AS\VRR, and still others (e.g. Rio Grande de Sul) 
pennit such advertising. They also discuss the conflict between regulations and practice, 
suggesting that advertising signs may be present in certain locations despite prohibitions 
on their use. 

Guerra and Braga review existing advertising signs in Brazil, and point out a number of 
traffic safety concerns, including: 

Visual intrnsion at complex junctions from back-lit signs 
Brightness of the advertising signs reduces the conspicuousness of traffic 
signals at night 
Confusion with traffic signs 
Lack of control over the predominant colors of the advertising signs 
Insufficient time for drivers to read messages on changeable message signs 

The authors express particular concern with the message change interval for changeable 
message signs, noting that, for example, signs in Australia must have a minimum display 
time of 200 sat 60 km/h, an interval which is'' 100 times longer than the 2 s one finds in 
Rio" (p. 131). A related concern is the risk of the Zeigarnik Effect since a motorist 
traveling at 60 km/h with a sight distance to a sign of 200 m could see four distinct 
messages and four changes. 

Based on earlier work by the senior author, Guena and Braga propose a series of 
guidelines for AS\VRR, in five categories: 

Physical protection of highways and road users 
Choice of display sites 
Physical characteristics of signs 
Characteristics of messages and images displayed 
Products being advertised 
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Of potential relevance for guidance or regulation in the U.S., the authors propose the 
following: 

Advertising signs should be located at a tangent to approaching drivers 
Advertising signs should be no closer than 1000 m from one another on the 
same side of the road, and no closer than 500 m from the nearest advertising 
sign on the opposite side of the road. 
The display time of each image on a variable message sign should be long 
enough to appear static to 95% of drivers approaching it at highway speed 
The message change interval should not exceed 2 s 
The displayed image should remain static from the moment it first appears 
until the moment it is changed 
No animation, flashing or moving lights should be allowed. 
No message or image that could be mistaken for a traffic control signal should 
be displayed. 
Messages should be simple and concise. 

United States. 

New York State. 
On April 11, 2008 the New York Department of Transportation (NYDOT) issued 

for public comment a set of "proposed criteria for regulating off-premise changeable 
electronic variable message signs (CEVl\JS)" within the State (NYDOT, 2008a). The 
proposed criteria were developed "in consultation with the New York Division of the 
Federal Highway Administration (FHW A)," (Marocco, 2008a) and were based on the 
provisions of 17 NYCRR Part 150, including Part 150.8 (b ). Sections of the proposed 
criteria that addressed issues of CEVMS lighting and illumination issues were based on a 
study performed by the Lighting Research Center of the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
(RPI, 2008). 

The proposed criteria were based on the State's position that, whereas "the premise of 
advertising to motorists conflicts directly with highway safety," the State's goal was to 
"minimize the effects posed by the unique attributes of (CEVMS)" which were described 
as having the ability to "constantly convey different information to motorists, thereby 
increasing driver curiosity; attract attention through their brightness; and attract attention 
through their temporal changes oflight" (p. 1 ). 

The proposed criteria included four key elements and a list of prohibited locations, each 
of which was presented with its underlying rationale. These are summarized below. 

1. Minimum Message Duration of 62 Seconds. This value was based on the 
State's opinion that it would be best that no motorist be able to see more than one 
message change as he or she approached any particular CEVMS, while 
recognizing that the ideal circumstance of seeing no message change was 
impossible to achieve. Making simple calculations of typical billboard size, letter 
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height, and posted speed limits on State highways resulted in the conclusion that 
the average billboard would be legible 13 for 5,040 feet, a distance which could be 
traversed in 62 seconds. 

2. Message Transition Time should be Instantaneous. Given that the State 
believes that the change of message is "one of the elements (that) can lead to 
motorist distraction, especially among older drivers" (p. 2), and given the 
capability of the technology, an instantaneous message change would minimize 
such distraction. 

3. Minimum Spacing between CE\t1vfS of 5,000 feet. Given the State's position 
that a message change may be unsafe because it contributes to distraction, it 
believes that motorists should not be able to view more than one CE VMS at a 
given time. 

4. Maximum CEVMS Brightness of 5,000 cd/m2 in Daylight and 280 cd/m 2 at 
Night. The State believes that CE\t1vfS brightness can have two separate adverse 
impacts on drivers - that it attracts attention to the sign, and that it can 
compromise dark adaptation. Thus, it believes that CEVMS brightness should be 
limited such that the signs do not appear brighter to drivers than existing static 
billboards. The RPI Lighting Research Center (LRC) was engaged to perform 
comparison measurements of existing conventional billboards and CEVMS; in 
addition, the State reviewed publicly available billboard industry data as well as 
sign codes from numerous municipalities to aiTive at its recommended maximum 
brightness levels. 

S. Prohibited Locations. Citing studies by the University of North Carolina 
Highway Safety Research Center (lJNC-HSRC) and the National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) the State summarizes the reported risks 
to drivers due to distraction or inattention occurring within three seconds prior to 
a crash or near-crash, and the elevated risk of distraction by objects or events 
outside the vehicle to drivers over age 65. Using such findings, and relying on 
proposed changes to the MlJTCD for the placement of official changeable 
message signs (CMS), the State recommends that CEVMS be prohibited at the 
locations shown below, because these are locations that ''already place high 
demands upon driver attention" (p. 4). These proposed prohibited locations 
include: 

Interstate and Controlled Access Highwavs 

\Vithin 1,100 feet of: 
- An interchange 
- An at-grade intersection 
- A toll plaza 

13 Using legibility disi.ance as a criterion for message duration is a less si.ringent criterion than the use of 
visibility distance. given that without sight obsi.ructlons, digital billboards may be visible for several miles. 
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- A signed curve 
- A lane merge/weave area 

Within 5, 000 feet of: 
- .Another CEVl\!f S 
- An official traffic device that has changeable messages 

Primary Highways 

\Vi thin l, 100 feet of 
- An entrance to or exit from a controlled access highway 
- .A signed curve 
- A lane merge/weave area 

\Vithin 5,000 feet of 
- Another CEVNIS 
- .An official traffic device that has changeable messages 

Although the State provided no specific citations to research other than the two studies 
mentioned above and the study by RPI that it commissioned, the criteria presented in the 
State's draft guidelines closely comport with the recommendations of others, and are 
based on reasonable underlying human factors assumptions. 

On July 18, 2008, the State promulgated revised criteria (NYSDOT, 2008a), which it 
described as "less restrictive" than those of the draft proposed criteria in the areas of 
message duration, sign spacing, and prohibited locations. The State's letter transmitting 
the revised criteria indicates that FHW A concuTTed with the modifications (Marocco, 
2008b). 

Although the requirement for an instantaneous message transition and the maximum 
pennitted CEVMS brightness levels did not change, the other requirements did, as 
follows: 

L Minimum message duration was reduced from 62 seconds to 6 seconds. 
2. Minimum spacing requirements of 5,000 feet were deleted and replaced with 
the statement that ''only one CEVJVIS sign face would be visible to the driver at 
one time on either side of the highway." 
J. The comprehensive and specific list of prohibited locations for CE VMS was 
eliminated, and replaced with the following guidelines: 

- CE\t1vfS should not be located within an interchange. 
- CEVl'vIS should not be positioned at locations where the information 
load on drivers is already high because of guide signs and other types of 
information. 
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- CEVMS should not be located in areas where drivers frequently perform 
lane changing maneuvers in response to static guide sign information, or 
because of merging or weaving conditions. 

City of San Antonio, Texas. 
Although CEVMS are prohibited within San Antonio, the City promulgated a set 

of regulations for "off-premise digital signs'' under a trial that will pennit fifteen such 
sign permits to be issued for the City's evaluation .. Although the regulations, contained at 
Section 28-125 of the City's sign code, contain restrictions on CEVl\JS that include 
provisions for sign conversion and eminent domain, the summary below addresses only 
those aspects of the code that address the possible safety and traffic flow implications of 
such signs. These include: 

1. The dwell time (message duration) shall be at least ten (10) seconds. 
2. The change interval shall be accomplished within one (1) second or less. 
3. The sign shall contain a default mechanism that will freeze the sign in one 
position if a malfunction occurs. 
4. The sign may not display light of "excessive intensity or brilliance", which, for 
a full color display is defined as a maximum intensity of 7,000nits 14 during 
daytime and 2,500 nits at nighttime. 
5 .. A sign applicant shall certify that the sign's light intensity has been factory pre
set not to exceed 7,000 nits, and that the intensity level is protected from end-user 
manipulation. 
6. The sign shall not resemble a warning or danger signal or cause a driver to 
mistake the sign for such a signal. 
7. Sign faces may have dimensions up to 300 square feet, or up to 672 square feet 
in accordance with specified conversion values (not included herein). 
8. The sign must not resemble or simulate any lights or official signage used to 
control traffic in accordance with the MUTCD. 
9. A sign must be equipped with both a dimmer control and a photocell which will 
automatically adjust the display intensity according to natural ambient light 
conditions. 
10. A digital sign may not be within 2,000 feet of another off-premise digital sign 
facing the same traveled way, and an off-premise digital sign shall not be in a line 
of sight with another off-premise digital sign. (Spacing requirements in relation to 
other sign classifications are addressed elsewhere in the regulations). 
l l. Sign heights are addressed elsewhere in the regulations. 
12. The city may require emergency information to be displayed, within the 
appropriate message rotation, on off-premise digital signs. Such information 
includes: "Amber Alert emergency information or emergency inforniation 
regarding terrorist attacks, or natural disasters." Such emergency information 
messages are to remain in rotation according to the designated issuing agencies' 
protocols. 

14 The term '·nits" is the accepted equivalent to the older term ''candela per square meter," abbreviated as 
cd/m2

. 
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It was the city's stated intent to undertake an assessment of the effectiveness and efficacy 
of its regulations (Simpson, 2008) in a program lasting one year. The one-year pilot 
program ended on December 16, 2008. Recently, the city decided to extend the program 
through October 2009 (Sculley, 2009). 

City of Flowery Branch, Georgia. 
After a moratorium period, the Flowery Branch (Georgia) City Council, on June 

4, 2008, amended A1iicle 24 ("Signs") of its Zoning Ordinance (Ordinance No. 348-7) to 
define and regulate CEVMS. Based on its review of the literature (several articles were 
cited), the language of the ordinance, in Section 1, offered the City's rationale for its 
actions, described as its findings. Those findings read, in part: 

Changeable electronic variable message signs, (CE VMS) ... have been shown to 
create possible threats to public safety. Such signs are erected for the purpose of 
trying to hold the attention of motorists by changing messages and pictures for 
short durations using a series of bright, colorful images produced mainly via LED 
(light emitting diode) technologies. Brightly lit signs that change messages every 
few seconds compel motorists to notice them, and they lure the attention of 
motorists away from what is happening on the road and onto the sign. Such signs 
pose safety threats because if they attract a motorist's attention, the motorist will 
look at the sign and not at the road. (CEVNIS) are also a threat to public safety 
because of their brightness, making them visible from great distances. Due to their 
nature of brightness and changing displays, changeable electronic variable 
message signs are more distracting than signs which do not vary the message .... 
Unless otherwise regulated, such displays can be extremely bright since they are 
designed to be visible in bright sunlight and at night. Furthermore, the human eye 
is drawn to them far more strongly than to traditional illuminated signs. Such 
electronic LED displays can be seen from as far away as six-tenths of a mile, 
making them distracting. It takes a minimum of six seconds to comprehend the 
message on an electronic sign, which is three times the safe period for driver 
distraction. 

The ordinance, in Section 24.33, "Changeable Electronic Variable Message Signs," 
includes commonly seen constraints regarding sign dimensions, separation, and location 
within zoning classifications. Further, the ordinance establishes permit requirements, and 
prohibits flashing signs or those with "variation of light intensity of an individual 
message," both of which it considers to constitute an "animated sign." 

Aspects of the ordinance that are unique to CE VMS and of interest for the purpose of this 
report include the following: 

Duration of Message - "Each multiple message shall remain fixed for at least the amount 
of time that would result in one (1) message per mile at the highest speed limit posted 
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within the 5000 feet approaching the sign for the road from which the sign is to be 
viewed." 

Transition Time---- "When a message is changed, it shall be accomplished in less than 
one-tenth (1/Wth) of a second and shall not use fading, swiping, or other animated 
transition methods." 

Illumination and Brightness - "No such sign shall be illuminated at an intensity of 
greater than twelve (12) foot-candles or (sic) illumination, measured from the nearest 
point of any highway or public road. _ .. All such signs shall be equipped with a dimmer 
control and a photo cell which shall constantly monitor ambient light conditions and 
adjust sign brightness accordingly." 

Freeze of Display When Malfonction Occurs - "Such signs shall include a default 
designed to freeze a display in one still position if a malfunction occurs." 

Sequencing of Messages Prohibited - "Using two or more successive screens to convey a 
message that will not fit on one (1) screen shall be prohibited." 

City of Oakdale, Minnesota. 
On June 10, 2008, the Oakdale City Council unanimously passed an amended 

sign ordinance that includes regulation of digital billboards within the city. This 
ordinance is codified in Article 19, Chapter 25 of the City of Oakdale Zoning Code, at 
Section 25-181to25-200. Digital billboards, which the Ordinance calls 
Electronic/Dynamic Display, are addressed in Section 25-l 85(b ). 

In 2007, the city had passed a one-year moratorium to study such signs and their safety 
issues, and to draft the revised ordinance. 

After Clear Channel Outdoor had installed two digital billboards in Minnetonka, 
Minnesota without pennission, the League of Minnesota Cities commissioned a research 
study from SRF Engineering. Based on the study results, which stated, in part: 
"billboards can tend to distract drivers, dynamic features contribute to the distraction, and 
even short distractions can increase the risk of accidents,'' and based on concerns by state 
troopers and police chiefs around the (Minneapolis-St. Paul) metro area that the signs 
were safety hazards (Zillmer, 2008), the city adopted the ordinance in July 2008. 

As is common with many other billboard ordinances, this ordinance prohibits any DBB 
that, "by reason of position, shape, movement or color, interferes with the proper 
functioning of a traffic sign, signal, or which constitutes a traffic hazard." 

To address concerns of excessive brightness, the ordinance sets a limit of 2,500 Nits 
during daylight ("between the hours of civil sunrise and civil sunset"), and 500 Nits at 
nighttime ("between the hours of civil sunset and civil sunrise"), measured from the face 
of the sign. In addition, signs must have installed ambient light monitors which adjust the 
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brightness of the sign based on (ambient) light conditions. Further, the sign must have a 
system that automatically shuts the sign off when the display "deteriorates, in any 
fashion, 5°10 or greater until the ... sign has been repaired to its fully functional factory 
specifications." At the time of permit application, the sign owner is required to specify 
the lamp wattage and luminance level in Nits, and state that the sign will be operated in 
accordance with City Codes at all times. 

With regard to message duration, imagery, and change interval, the ordinance requires 
that the minimum display duration shall be 60 seconds, that all messages shall contain 
only static images, and that the message change be instantaneous "without any special 
effects, through dissolve or fade transitions, or with the use of other subtle transitions that 
do not have the appearance of moving text or images" (Sec. 125-85(b)(3). 

One uncommon feature of the Oakdale ordinance is the requirement that owners ofDBBs 
must apply for an annual license to operate the signs. This contrasts with the situation in 
most jurisdictions where a permit is granted, and, once in place, exempts the sign owner 
from compliance with any future ref_,JUlations or modifications to the ordinance that may 
be promulgated. The Oakdale city council took this unusual step because of the rapid 
changes in digital billboard technology, and to provide the city with the ability to respond 
to public concerns or new research that may become available. Zillow quoted Bob 
Streeter, the City's Community Development Director, as saying: "To operate a dynamic 
sign is not a right, it is a privilege. Because technology changes so fast, we want the 
ability to respond." 

St. Croix County, Wisconsin. 
The Sign Regulations of St. Croix County, issued on July 1, 2007 (St. Croix 

County Planning and Zoning Department, 2007) permit, with one exception, only static 
signs, for both on-premise and off-premise applications. Additionally, such permitted 
signs constitute a "customary use of signage" for reasons explained below. 

Under the ordinance at§ 17.65 (C)(3)(f), signs with "external and uncolored" illumination 
are permitted. In addition to typical prohibitions against flashing, moving, traveling, or 
animated signs or sign elements, the following prohibitions apply to all signs with 
internal illumination: 

No illuminated off-premises sign which changes in color or intensity of 
artificial light at any time while the sign is illuminated shall be permitted. 

No illuminated on-premise sign which changes in color or intensity of 
artificial light at any time when the sign is illuminated shall be permitted, 
except one for which the changes are necessary for the purpose of correcting 
hour-and-minute, date, or temperature information. 

A sign that regularly or automatically ceases illumination for the purpose of 
causing the color or intensity to have changed when illumination resumes (are 
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prohibited) 

The scope of 3.f's prohibitions include, but are not limited to, any sign face 
that includes a video display, LED lights that change in color or intensity, 
'digital ink,' and any other method or technology that causes the sign face to 
present a series of two or more images or displays. 

The County's findings regarding "customary use" have been interpreted as causing "non
customary use" signs adjacent to federal-aid highways to violate the Highway 
Beautification Act, even if they are in a commercial or industrial zone, per 
23USC§ 131 (d): ''.Whenever a bona fide State, county, or local zoning authority has made 
a determination of customary use, such determination will be accepted in lieu of controls 
by agreement in the zoned commercial and industrial areas within the geographical 
jurisdiction of such authority." 

Two uncommon but increasingly seen restrictions prohibit signs "which emit any odor, 
noise, or visible matter other than light" (§ 17.65B.6.a.8) and "A vehicle used as a sign or 
as the base for a sign where the primary purpose of the vehicle in that location is its use 
as a sign" (§17.65B.6.a.18). 

St. Johns County, Florida. 
On May 11, 1999, the Board of County Commissioners of St Johns County 

passed Ordinance No. 99-35, a revised sign ordinance providing for the regulation of 
both billboards and on-premise signs within the County. Although much of the ordinance 
contains language quite similar to other ordinances examined for this report, including 
provisions for spacing requirements, two provisions of the ordinance are unusual, and of 
direct relevance to this project. 

First, the ordinance defines, at Exhibit D, an "automatic changeable message device" as 
"any Sign which through a mechanical, solar, electrical or other power system is capable 
of delivering two or more various advertising messages which do, or appear to, rotate, 
change or move at any time in any way, including Tri-Vision, or any Multi-Prism Faces." 

Under the ordinance's "General Requirements," Section 3E, ''Movement," provides the 
following statement: "No Billboard shall be Erected, or any existing Billboard modified 
or operated, that incorporates Flashing, Scintillating, Beacon or Running lights, Animated 
Copy, or any Automatic Changeable Message Device." 

Section XIV, Prohibited Signs, states: "The following signs are prohibited in the 
jurisdiction governed by this Ordinance and said prohibition shall supersede any 
conflicting provision of this or other County ordinances. Subsection 19 reads: "Automatic 
Changeable Message Devices" (p. 27). 

Second, the ordinance places specific prohibitions on vehicle mounted advertising. 
"Signs on vehicles" are prohibited (Section XIV, Subsection 10, p. 26-27) with specific 
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exceptions such as those for parked vehicles not visible from the street, licensed or 
certified common carrier vehicles such as buses and taxicabs, vehicles temporarily 
traveling through the county, or vehicles on which signs are placed that identify the 
business or its principal product(s) if said vehicle is used during the operating hours of 
the business, provided that the vehicle is not repeatedly parked in a location where it 
serves as additional signage. 

City of Tucson, Arizona. 
By Ordinance Number 10481, the City of Tucson's revised sign code became 

effective January 14, 2008. While broadly reflecting sign codes in many other US 
jurisdictions, the Tucson code banned DBBs, signs on vehicles, and signs that provided 
other than visual stimulation. The relevant sections of the code are summarized below. 

Section 3-53 is titled: "Prohibited signs enumerated." In addition to specific prohibitions 
against ''intensely lighted signs" and those that are "animated by any means, including 
flashing, scintillating, blinking, or traveling lights, or any other means not providing 
constant illumination" (Sec. 3-53, §A. 1, A.2), this section restricts Electronic Message 
Center signs, which it defines as: 

"An electronic or electronically controlled message board, where scrolling or 
moving copy changes are shown on the same message board or any sign which 
changes the text of its copy electronically or by electronic control more than once 
per hour" (Sec. 3-53, §B, p. 23). 

Also prohibited in this section are any advertising signs or devices that emit "audible 
sound, odor, or visible matter'' (§H, p. 23), and "signs mounted upon, painted upon, or 
otherwise erected on tmcks, cars, boats, trailers or other motorized vehicles or 
equipment" (unless specifically allowed in another section of the ordinance) (§I, p. 23). 

Billboards are addressed in Section 3-58. The relevant text reads: 

"Notwithstanding any other provision of the Tucson Sign Code, billboards may 
not change advertising copy by any type of electronic process or by use of vertical 
or horizontal rotating panels having two or more sides whereby advertising copy 
is changed by the rotation of one or more panels" (p. 26). 

Outdoor Advertising Industry 
The OAAA has, from time-to-time, posted certain guidelines for DBBs on its 

website or in documents distributed in other ways. As this is written, the organization 
makes available a publication titled "Regulating Digital Billboards" (OAAA, Undated a). 
In a section of the report titled "Suggested State Language" the document suggests that 
DBBs conform to the following: 

A displayed message appears for no less than four seconds 
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Others 

The transition from one message to the next requires at least one second. 
Has spacing between billboards that are consistent with state requirements 
Does not include animated, flashing, scrolling, intermittent or video elements 
\Vill appropriately adjust display brightness as ambient light levels change 

During the course of preparing this Section of the present report, we became 
aware of a growing number of cities and other local jurisdictions that were addressing 
DBBs. Some were in the discussion stage, some had issued moratoria on new DBBs or 
DBB conversions while they considered the issues, some were conducting research, 
holding workshops or other public fomms, and some were in various stages of 
developing or issuing guidelines or regulations. Despite our efforts to include in this 
report all of the new regulatory documents that we could find, this task became 
impossible, and we resorted to reviewing and summarizing a sample. To provide a frame 
of reference for the interest that DBBs have generated at the local policy level, the list 
below documents, from news media, the activities of city agencies within the State of 
Texas between April and December 2008 (Lloyd, 2008). 

Cities enacting moratoria on LED billboards or DBBs in general---- 6 
Cities with DBBs under discussion at city council level -14 
Cities imposing restrictions, but not prohibitions on LED billboards or DBBs - 2 
Cities enacting total prohibitions on LED billboards or DBBs - 23 

The Outdoor Advertising Association of America (OAAA, Undated b) has periodically 
issued and updated a document called the "State Changeable Message Chart." This 
document summarizes the regulations and guidelines in the various States as they affect 
"changeable message signs" including those with ''tri-action" and those with "digital 
technology." Summarizing the information contained in this document, one can see that 
regulations for "dwell time" (the minimum length of time that a static message must 
appear on the sign before changing) range from 4 s to 10 s, those for "twirl time" (also 
known as the message change interval) range from "instantaneous" to a maximum of 4 s, 
with four States apparently having no upper limit; and required minimum spacing 
distance between signs ranging from ''traditional 500 ff' to 5000 ft. According to the 
document, three states (North Dakota, New Hampshire, and Wyoming) prohibit all 
changeable message signs (CMS), five (Maryland, Massachusetts, Oregon, Texas, and 
Washington) pennit tri-action signs only, and 38 others permit CMS with digital 
technology. 

Recently, the OAAA (Undated c) posted on its website a list of ''Brightness Criteria" for 
digital billboards, which, it noted, was based on a report submitted to the organization in 
March, 2008 by Dr. Ian Lewin of Scottsdale, Arizona. Our request for a copy of this 
report or the underlying analyses that led to the stated criteria was refosed by OAAA on 
the grounds that the author did not want his data to be made publicly available since his 
had been submitted for publication. 
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Key provisions of the stated criteria are: 

Light produced by a digital billboard should not exceed 0.3 Footcandles (fc) 
over ambient light levels. 
Measurement should be taken utilizing a Footcandle (fc) meter from the 
following distances (perpendicular to the face of the digital billboard): 
o Posters: 150 feet 
o 10'6x36' Bulletins: 200 feet 
o 14'x48' Bulletins: 250 feet 
o 20'x60' Bulletins: 350 feet 
A digital billboard must be able to automatically adjust as ambient light levels 
change. An automatic light sensing device (such as a photocell or similar 
technology) should be utilized for adjusting the digital billboard's brightness. 
Sunset-sunrise tables and manual methods of controlling brightness are not 
acceptable as a primary means of controlling brightness. 
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SECTION 6. 

RECOMMENDATONS FOR GUIDELINES 

Based on the knowledge gained from the research reviewed in this project, as well 
as research conducted earlier and reviewed previously, good human factors practice, and 
guidelines or regulations developed or under consideration in jurisdictions throughout the 
US and world-wide, we have prepared a set of recommendations that State and local 
government agencies as well as private roadway operating authorities may wish to 
consider for use. We recognize that there are not yet comprehensive research-based 
answers to fully inform such guidance or regulation, and, given the complexity of the 
issue and the number of factors involved, it may be years before such results are 
available. Nonetheless, we have found, through the work undertaken for this project, that 
the research conducted within roughly the past ten years has quite consistently 
demonstrated empirical concern about driver distraction from roadside billboards, and 
has identified a number of DBB location and operational characteristics that seem to 
exacerbate the risk and/or consequences of such distraction, that the need for guidelines 
and/or regulations can be met within our current degree of knowledge. Indeed, of those 
research studies that have addressed driver distraction and roadside billboards, nearly 
every empirical study undertaken since 1995, including that by Lee et al., and sponsored 
by the outdoor advertising industry, have demonstrated that there is an adverse 
relationship between distraction and digital billboards. 

MINIMUM MESSAGE DISPLAY DURATION (MESSAGE ON-TIME). 
Perhaps the most contentious issue to be addressed in guidelines or regulations 

can be found in debates about the minimum duration of a message displayed on a DBB. 
For it is here that the goals of the DBB owner and those of the highway safety specialist 
are most at odds. Since roadside outdoor advertising is sold, to a large extent, on the 
number of drivers that pass the sign on a daily or hourly basis, and since certain times of 
day (e.g. rush hour) provide a larger audience, it is clearly to the sign operator's benefit to 
minimize the time for which any given message is presented so as to be able to offer 
more messages per unit time. There is, perhaps, a minimum display time below which 
both advertisers and regulators may agree that message display is unreasonable --- for the 
advertiser because the time interval is too brief for a message to be read; for the traffic 
safety expert because the display obviously appears to ''flash," and flashing signs are 
almost universally prohibited. 

We are not aware of any research that has been conducted on the effects on distraction of 
the duration of time that a message on a DBB remains visible before changing to the next 
message. The OAAA (Undated a) has, periodically, issued guidance to its members on 
minimum display duration. It recommends 4 s. The FHWA (Shepherd, 2007) has 
recommended a minimum 8 s duration, and the OAAA (Undated b) reports that 41 States 
have enacted message display minima, ranging from 4 to 10 s. To our knowledge there is 
no empirical basis for any of these recommended or required display intervals. Indeed, as 
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discussed below, good human factors practice would suggest that minimum display 
duration should differ with sight distance, prevailing speeds, and other factors. 

Without the benefit of research, we must rely on human factors principles when 
attempting to develop a meaningful standard for minimum message duration. There are 
two human factors concerns that help to inform the analysis for this issue. First, it is 
widely understood that bright lights and visual change can draw the eye to a stimulus that 
is brighter than the surroundings, and/or exhibits movement or apparent movement. 
DBBs possess these properties, particularly at night and when they can be seen from 
considerable distances. In addition, the Zeigamik Effect suggests that drivers will be 
attracted to attend longer to a display whose message changes as they approach it, in an 
effort to "complete" the viewing experience; in other words, to be able to look at a 
changeable message sign until he or she has seen the "complete" message. The simple 
way to minimize both of these potentially distracting effects of DBBs is to reduce to a 
minimum the likelihood that any given driver will observe an actual message change or 
to see more than a single displayed image. Given that any driver may come upon a given 
DBB at the moment of message change, regardless of the message duration, this 
objective cannot be met. However, it is not unreasonable to place a lower limit on 
message display duration to ensure that it is highly likely that motorists will be unable to 
see more than two successive messages (which would, by definition, include one message 
change). This can be accomplished by determining the sight distance and the prevailing 
speed (or the posted speed limit) for a road on which such a DBB appears, calculating the 
time for which a given DBB will be within the view of approaching drivers, and setting 
the minimum message duration at that interval or greater. Several jurisdictions have 
adopted this approach (see, for example, TEC, 1989; TERS, 2007). This is also the 
approach that was followed by the New York State Department of Transportation during 
the development of its draft regulations (NYSDOT, 2008a). The result of this analysis in 
New York was a proposed requirement for a minimum message display time of 61 s. 
(This proposed requirement was substantially reduced after a public comment period 
[NYSDOT, 2008b ]). Of course, for different sight distances and different prevailing 
speeds, this minimum message duration would be different. Although a case-by-case 
process of setting minimum display durations would be optimum for traffic safety, it is 
likely that for both regulatory and enforcement purposes and for the ability of sign 
owners to establish standardized display intervals (and, hence, standardized advertising 
rates), it would be more practical for a road authority to establish only a small number of 
display duration minima, based on roads within their jurisdiction that operate with 
different speed limits and traffic characteristics. 

Recommendation. 
It is recommended that the following fornmla be used for calculating a minimum 

acceptable DBB display duration: 

Sight distance to the DBB (ft) I Speed Limit (ft/sec)= Minimum display duration (sec). 
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INTERVAL BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE DISPLAYS. 
There is little disagreement between those roadway authorities which have 

promulgated guidance or regulations concerning the interval between successive displays. 
It is clear and consistent that this time interval should be as close to zero as possible. 
Some jurisdictions define the change interval as "instantaneous," others describe it as 0. 1 
s or less. The reason for this position is simple. Given that it is a combination of 
brightness and motion (real or apparent) that attracts a viewer's gaze to a DBB, a 
perceptible dark or blank interval between successive displays will increase the sense of 
apparent motion (i.e. bright-dark-bright is more visually compelling than bright-bright). 

Recommendation: 
Regardless of how it is operationally defined, the interval between successive 

displays should be essentially zero, such that an approaching driver cannot perceive any 
blanking of the display screen. 

VISUAL EFFECTS BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE DISPLAYS. 
Even more so than the case for the display interval, regulatory authorities are in 

complete agreement that there should be no visual ''special effects" of any kind during 
the transition between successive messages. It is clear that the screen should transition 
from one message to the next with no perceptible dimming or blanking of the display, 
and with no visible effects such as fade, dissolve, or animation. Different jurisdictions 
have described such prohibited effects differently, but the purpose is the same ... a 
seamless, imperceptible transition from one image to the next 

Recommendation. 
No special visual effects of any kind should be permitted to accompany the 

transition between any two successive messages. (Of course, it is assumed that no special 
visual effects are pern1itted during the time that any message is displayed on the screen). 

MESSAGE SEQUENCING. 
Message sequencing is a term used to describe a single thought, idea, concept, 

message, or advertisement for a product or service that is divided into segments and 
presented over two or more successive display phases of a single DBB or across two or 
more individual DBBs. Like the old ''Burma Shave" signs that lined the country's 
roadways beginning in the 1920s (Vossler, 1997), the use of roadside advertising signs to 
communicate a message in segments is based on the premise of capturing and holding the 
driver's attention throughout the time or distance chosen to present the complete 
message. This premise is, in turn, based on the understanding of the Zeigarnik EtTect; or, 
as described in the Wikipedia entry, the signs were effective for "drawing the attention 
(of) passers-by who were curious to discover the punchline" (Wikipedia contributors, 
2009). 
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We believe that sequencing should be prohibited, whether on a single sign or multiple 
signs. This can be effectively accomplished by establishing minimum longitudinal 
distances between DBBs, or by ensuring that the minimum message display time is 
sufficiently long that a driver cannot view more than two such messages on a given 
passage, or by a combination of both. Even more simply, restrictions can follow those 
promulgated by SANRAL, which state: succinctly: "no message may be spread across 
more than one advertisement" (SANRA.L, 2000). 

Recommendation. 
Message sequencing should be prohibited. 

AMOUNT OF INFORMATION DISPLAYED. 
Other factors held constant, the more information that is presented on a DBB, the 

longer it will take an observer to read the message, and as shown in studies of official 
CMS, the more likely it will be that drivers will slow to read the message, adversely 
affecting traffic flow and safety. This concern is exacerbated in situations when a driver 
might want to memorize or memorialize part or all of a message displayed on a DBB. 
Dudek (2008), in discussing official CMSs using the latest LED technology, reports that 
about 85% of drivers can begin reading a message about 800 ft upstream of the sign if the 
sign uses character heights of l8 in. At a reading speed of one word per second 
(demonstrated in numerous studies), this translates to maximum message lengths of eight 
words at 55 mph, seven at 65 mph, and six at 70 mph (p. 9). One must keep in mind, 
however, that these message lengths assume a message optimized for legibility and 
readability. To the extent that message fonts, typefaces, colors, color contrast, and other 
factors detract from readability, these message lengths must be reduced. 

To our knowledge, no US jurisdiction places restrictions on the amount of information 
that may be presented on billboards, including DBBs. As stated above, the amount of 
information on official traffic signs is controlled as a result of years of human factors 
research. Both the outdoor (OAAA) and on-premise sign industries (International Sign 
Association [ISA]) have, from time to time, provided guidance to their members about 
the relationship between the effectiveness of a sign and the amount of information 
presented on it. 

Several government agencies outside the US have promulgated regulations or guidance 
that addresses this issue from the perspective of driver workload. Some limit the number 
of words or characters permitted on a sign; others restrict the number of bits of 
information that a sign may contain. Lengthy strings of numbers and/or letters, such as 
telephone or license plates numbers, or internet addresses, have come under scrutiny in a 
number of jurisdictions because of the demands that they may place on the driver. 

There remains, however, a clear distinction between the efforts of highway and traffic 
safety experts on the one hand and the creators of outdoor advertising sign content on the 
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other, in the approach that they have followed to the design of messages meant to be read 
by drivers. The MUTCD and the research on which it relies recognize that road signs are 
something of a "necessary evil." They are required to communicate warnings, 
regulations, guidance and other information to road users. But, because even official 
signs draw the driver's eyes away from the principal task, such signs are designed 
communicate their message quickly, clearly, and consistently. Advertisers, on the other 
hand, have demonstrated little predilection to follow these principles; rather, their goal is 
to attract the driver's attention, and hold it long enough to communicate their message. 
For this reason, as well as others including brand identification and the need to compete 
with other signs for attention, billboards, including DBBs, tend to rely on bright colors, 
bold graphics, attention-getting images, and clever phrases to perform their job. \Vonis 
and phrases may be presented anywhere on the sign face, including sideways and upside 
down, depicted in multiple fonts and typefaces that may be difficult and time-consuming 
to read. Color and contrast may draw attention to the sign and yet prove to be a challenge 
to the driver to read the message in the time available for it to be seen. 

\Vhile it is not be within the power of any government agency or road operating authority 
in the US to dictate the type or nature of display content or presentation, we believe that it 
is reasonable for such authorities to impose limits on the amount of information that can 
be presented. Precedent for guidelines on information content can be found in the work of 
duToit and Coetzee (200 l) in South Africa, Martens (2009) in The Netherlands, and 
Dudek (2008) in the lJS. The basis for such control as used on official signs is presented 
in the MUTCD (2003) at Section 2E.21 (p. 2E-20). 

Recommendations. 
Specific upper limits on the amount of infonnation that might be permitted on 

DBBs should differ depending upon sight distance, speed limits (or prevailing speeds), 
and driver task demands imposed by the design and operation of the roadway. ·without 
specific research it would be premature to recommend such limits in this report. 
However, reasonable guidance based on relevant human factors research, as discussed in 
Section 5 of the present report, has been developed by SANRAL (2000) and for the 
highway authorities in The Netherlands (Martens, 2009), and might prove to be a useful 
starting point for interested agencies. Further, the work by Dudek (2008) and his 
colleagues provides valuable insights, although this research is targeted at official CMS. 

It should be noted that the use of telephone numbers, internet addresses, text message 
instructions, etc., is potentially hannful to traffic safety because drivers may slow to read, 
record, or even copy such information while in traffic. Evidence of such traffic slowing 
has been shown by Dudek, et al. (2007) with regard to AMBER Alert messages on 
official changeable message signs. Figure 6 shows a DBB displaying a commercial 
message that includes a number of these elements. 
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Figure 6. A DBB adjacent to an interstate highway in California. The sign includes an 
internet address, text messaging instructions, characters in multiple colors, sizes and 
typefaces, poor figure-ground contrast, and several graphic elements too small to read. 

INFORMATION PRESENTATION. 
As discussed immediately above, considerable research in both the US and abroad 

has produced clear and consistent recommendations for display presentation 
characteristics that facilitate speed and ease of reading and rapid, unambiguous message 
interpretation. These recommendations, through years of development and constant 
refinement have resulted in uniform standards for official signs. The lessons learned from 
this research, and the adoption of the spirit of such standards by the outdoor advertising 
industry could produce DBBs that facilitate rapid, error-free reading of roadside 
advertisements with lower levels of driver attentional demand and distraction. Typeface, 
font, color and contrast of figure and background, character size, etc., all play a role in 
the legibility and readability of a display. Figure 6, above, shows the potential difficulty 
of reading a message presented on a DBB with several display features that are less than 
optimum for readability by approaching drivers. 

Recommendations. 
Specific recommendations for the design of DBB advertisements are beyond the 

scope of this report, and, possibly, outside the authority of regulators. This is an area, 
however, where considerable guidance is available to advertisers and DBB owners from 
sources inside the outdoor advertising industry as well as human factors and traffic safety 
experts, and the MUTCD itself Stronger industry guidance and self-regulation regarding 
the design of information presentation on DBBs could go a long way toward reducing 
their potential for driver distraction. 
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DBB Size. 
The larger the size of the DBB, the larger the images and characters that can be 

displayed on it, the brighter it can appear to be, and the greater the distance from which it 
can be seen and read. 

In the US, the majority of DBBs erected to date, and, to the best of our knowledge, the 
majority of those contemplated in the near term, are one-to-one replacements for, or the 
same size as, existing conventional billboards. The most common size for such billboards 
adjacent to roadways is 14 ft by 48 ft in a horizontal format. 

Regulations governing DBB size may be based on factors other than sight distance or 
legibility, such as zoning, land use, strnctural constraints, etc., and are beyond the scope 
of this report. 

On-premise and vehicle-mounted digital (and video) signs, do not necessarily conform to 
these standards. The issue ofDBB size is this context is briefly discussed in Section 6. 

Recommendations. 
Since the principal focus of this report is off-premise DBBs, recommendations for 

maximum sign sizes are inappropriate. 

BRIGHTNESS, LUMINANCE AND ILLUMINANCE. 
The issue of brightness, luminance, and illuminance is at once the most 

contentious, the most important, the most "public," and the least well understood aspect 
of DBB operation and its potential for adverse impacts on approaching drivers. And yet, 
it is the issue that may be the most amendable to a solution that is satisfactory to DBB 
owners and operators, traffic safety experts and regulators, and the traveling public. 

Brightness is a measure of the perceived intensity of a source oflight. As described by 
Halsted (1993), "brightness is a subjective attribute oflight to which humans assign a 
label between very dim and very bright (brilliant). Brightness is perceived, not 
measured ... The response is non-linear and complex. The sensitivity of the eye decreases 
as the magnitude of the light increases" (p. 2). A DBB is constrncted of thousands of 
Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) that operate together to produce the myriad colors and 
levels of light that we see when we view such a sign. Thus, we may consider a DBB to be 
a source of light, although, in actuality, it is built of many individual sources. Ifwe were 
to set a DBB to its maximum output and observe the sign in full sunlight, it would appear 
less bright to the human observer than it would if we viewed the same sign, at the same 
setting, at night. Similarly, if we viewed the sign at the same setting at night in a bright 
urban landscape it would appear less bright than if we viewed it in a dark rnral 
environment. Accordingly, when trying to develop guidelines or requirements for the 
"brightness" ofDBBs, what we really mean is that we need to establish objective, 
measurable limits on the amount of light that such billboards actually emit, and set 
different upper bounds for different environmental and ambient conditions. Such 
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conditions might include daylight in sun or clouds, dusk and dawn, adverse weather such 
as rain or fog, and nighttime conditions in urban, suburban, or rural settings. In sh011, 
"brightness" cannot be used as a criterion to regulate or provide guidance for the output 
ofDBBs. 

Whereas brightness measures the subjective, human perception of the DBB's intensity, 
two objective measures are available for the actual measurement and establishment of 
limits. !!luminance describes the amount of light coming from a light source that lands on 
a surface. Horizontal illuminance describes the amount of light landing on a horizontal 
surface, such as the light reaching the surface of a desk or table from a lighting fixture 
mounted overhead. Vertical illuminance describes the amount of light landing on a 
ve11ical surface. For example, a light shining on a wall, or a vehicle's headlights shining 
on a non-illuminated road sign. llluminance is measured in.fbotcandles (fc) or lux (Ix). 
Luminance describes the amount of light leaving a smface in a pm1icular direction, or 
reflected off that surface, and can be thought of as the measured brightness of a surface as 
seen by the eye. Luminance is measured in candelas per square meter (cd/m2

), also 
referred to as the nits (one nit= one candela per square meter). A typical LCD computer 
monitor, for example, has a luminance of 300 nits or higher. 

We might think of illuminance as the lighting of an object, and luminance as the light 
coming.from an object. In the case of a traditional, static billboard that is illuminated at 
night by floodlights, as well as in the case of a DBB which uses LED technology that is 
often described as "self-luminous," we are concerned with luminance, the light being 
emitted from the billboard rather than illuminance. Through a simple example, we can 
demonstrate how these two different measurement principles work, and why luminance is 
preferred for our application. If we shine a light onto a white wall, and shine the same 
light onto a dark grey wall from the same distance, the illuminance (the light falling on 
the wall) will be identical, but the luminance will be much lower for the grey wall, 
because it reflects back to the observer's eye much less of the light striking it. 

Both the Illuminating Engineering Society of North America (IESNA) in its standard RP-
19-01, and the Commission Internationale de L'Eclairage (CIE), in its publication 111-
1994 (both cited in Andersen, 2008a), discuss luminance values for road signs···· 
externally and internally lighted signs in the first case, and changeable message signs in 
the second. In its discussion of sign brightness, the 3M Corporation says: "luminance is 
the best measure available to judge relative sign brightness" (3M, 2005). 

With an important exception discussed below, the luminance of a DBB is relatively 
unimportant during a sunny day. However, it is precisely because a DBB must have a 
very high luminance capability to be visible in bright sunlight, that its output must be 
reduced at night, at dawn or dusk, or in inclement weather. 

Through what some have called the "moth effect" (see, for example, Green, 2006) but 
may be more appropriately seen as a variant of the physiological mechanisms of 
phototropism or phototaxis, the eye is drawn to the brightest objects in the field of view. 
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Thus, other things equal, a brighter billboard will attract a driver's gaze earlier and, 
potentially, longer, than other visual stimuli in the environment that appear less bright. 

At night, dawn or dusk, or in inclement weather such as rain or fog, where visibility 
conditions are poorer than in daylight, a bright sign can draw attention away from the 
road, official TCDs, and other vehicles, and can render signs lighted to a lesser degree 
more difficult to discern, pm1icularly when the billboard and the official signs must be 
viewed at the same time. Similarly, vehicle rear lighting can become more difficult to 
see, and less conspicuous, if it is to be viewed at the same time, and within the same field 
of view, as a brightly lit DBB. 

There is no single luminance level that can be established as a reasonable criterion 
because brightness (although not actual luminance) is dependent upon the surrounding 
environment in the context of which a pm1icular DBB is viewed. Thus, for example, a 
DBB of the same size and luminance will appear to the driver to be much brighter if it is 
located in a rural area or along an unlit roadway, than it would if it was in a brightly lit 
urban environment or adjacent to a illuminated freeway. 

All of the research identified in this report, and all of the identified regulatory authorities 
that have imposed billboard, including DBB, brightness limits, use luminance as their 
measurement approach. On the other hand, the OAAA uses illuminance. The discussion 
below highlights these differences and explains the implications of them for the setting of 
regulations or guidance. 

On behalf of the New York State Department of Transportation, the Lighting Research 
Center of the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (Bullough and Skinner, 2008) prepared a 
document titled: "Technical Memorandum: Evaluation of Billboard Sign Luminance." 
The principal purpose of RPI's work was to provide NYSDOT with estimates of the 
luminance levels of existing, static, externally-illuminated billboards adjacent to State 
highways so that the State could make an informed decision about maximum luminance 
levels that might be permitted for DBBs using "self-luminous light sources such as light
emitting diodes (LEDs)" (p. 1). The work consisted of three steps - a review of 
recommendations and methods to calculate luminances from IESNA and industry 
sources; field measurements of the luminances of several billboards in situ; and a 
computer simulation of a billboard lighting installation based on industry 
recommendations. 

The rep011 describes the IESNA recommendations (Rea, 2000) for "illuminated billboard 
signs and other large advertising panels'' (i.e. the dedicated, fixed lighting shining on the 
billboard to illuminate it at night) and identifies two factors that must be considered when 
applying these values. The first is the degree of reflectivity of the billboard itself- a 
dark-colored sign will reflect less light than will a light-colored sign (assuming that the 
lighting sources are equal). The second is the surrounding location - whether the 
billboard is located in a bright, typically urban, setting, or in a dark, typically mral 
setting. The IESNA values for billboards in bright suffoundings is 1000 lux (abbreviated 
lx), and for dark surroundings, 500 lx. Assuming that a billboard had a white sign face 
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with a reflectance of 0.8, the luminance (L) of such a billboard (the amount of light 
reflected back from the sign) would be 250 candela per square meter (cd/m2

) in the bright 
environment, and 130 cd/m2 in the dark setting. The authors then reviewed product 
information supplied by two billboard manufacturers and concluded that industry 
recommendations were in close accord with those recommended by the IESNA. 

The researchers then recorded the luminance values for six conventional billboard faces 
and four LED billboard faces using a Minolta LS-100 luminance meter. Their 
measurement methods are well described in their report and won't be repeated here. They 
found that the LED billboards ranged from 160-320 cd/m2 at night, with a mean value of 
225 cd/m2

. The conventional billboards (excluding two faces that were apparently not 
illuminated) ranged from 150-240 cd/m2 with a mean of 182.5 cd/m2

. 

Bullough and Skinner next created a computer simulation model to determine whether 
they could reproduce their field measurements. Their model consisted of a 14 ft. by 48 ft. 
fixed, illuminated billboard with a white (0.8 reflectance) sign face and a 40 ft. tall 
mounting pole with reflectance of 0.25. Their virtual billboard installation was created in 
a simulated dark nighttime setting. They found that the luminance values of the billboard 
signs were generally consistent across their three tests, and they concluded that "it is 
probably reasonable to expect that the luminance of a conventional billboard would not 
be likely to exceed about 280 cd/m2 during the nighttime" (p. 4). 

When discussing luminance measurements for DBBs, the authors make several 
recommendations: 

Luminance measurements should be made directly in front of a sign. 

Because LEDs have higher light output at lower temperatures, measurements 
should be made within predefined, and consistent ambient temperature ranges. 

A luminance meter aperture of 1 deg or less should be used. 

Because LED billboards are composed of arrays of LEDs, their surfaces are 
not uniform. If viewed from very close distances, they will appear as an array 
of bright points against a dark background. Thus, a viewing distance of 
approximately 50 ft is suggested, since a 1-deg meter aperture would subtend 
approximately l 0 in at this distance, sufficient to ensure uniformity of the 
display. 

Since light from the ambient environment adds to the recorded luminance, 
measurements should not be taken at distances greater than that suggested 
above. 

Measurements should be made while the sign display is white to present the 
maximum luminance values. 
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In its draft regulations, the State recognized that DBBs at night, if excessively bright, 
could not only cause distraction, but also could compromise dark adaptation, pm1icularly 
for older drivers. (The potential for discomfort or disability glare was not discussed in the 
State's proposal, but was briefly addressed in the RPI report). Based on RPI' s work and 
as a result of the State's review of the billboard industrv's own published literature, the 
State initially recommended a "maximum brightness" f~r DBBs at night of 280 cd/m2

. 

This upper limit remained in force when the State issued its final regulations. 

On behalf of the government of Queensland, Australia, TERS (2002) also described a 
specific measurement technique using luminance, and identified specific constraints for 
nighttime luminance levels .. Appendix D to their report cites, as a basis for their 
guidelines, the research results from Johnson and Cole (1976) that ''brightness from 
illuminated Advertising Devices directed at road traffic should be minimized under all 
conditions" (p. 20). 

Similar to the work by RPI for NYSDOT, these authors indicate that the surroundings in 
which the billboard is located is a major factor that affects its brightness, given a 
particular luminance level. They have defined three "Lighting Environment Zones" 

The maximum recommended luminance levels for billboards of all sizes, measured in 
cd/m2

, are as shown below: 

I Lighting Environment Lighting Environment Lighting Environment 
I Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 
i 500 cdlm2 350 cd/m2 300 cdlm2 

TERS describes its luminance measurement methodology as summarized below: 

Allow the billboard to "burn in" for at least 100 hours. 

Use a luminance meter with a field of view of 2 degrees. 

Ensure that no ambient background area or spurious light source beyond the 
billboard is included in the field of view of the luminance meter. 

Take the measurement with the operator standing at the edge of the traveled 
way, in a direct line, and at a longitudinal distance from the billboard 
determined by a formula shown as: 

x = 28a meters 

where xis the longitudinal distance from the billboard and a is the short 
dimension of the billboard. Thus, for a billboard that measures 14 ft. ( 4.3 m) 
in its shortest dimension, the measurement would be made from 120.4 meters 
(395 ft.) away. 
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If the longer axis of the billboard is greater than 1.5 times the shorter axis, 
take a series of measurements and average the results to determine a mean 
luminance level for the entire sign face. 

Although the luminance measurement distance recommended by TERS is greater than 
that proposed by RTI, there is a simple explanation for this apparent discrepancy. First, 
the measurement technique presented by TERS is for use with conventional billboards, 
and recognizes that there may be wide variations in luminance at different positions 
across the sign face. Thus, their measurement technique places the luminance meter 
sufficiently far from the billboard to take in the overall sign face without also including 
nearby ambient lighting sources. If the TERS measurement methodology were to be 
applied to a DBB, and if the measurements were to be made with a uniform white sign 
face, as proposed by RPI, then it is likely that the proposed measurement distances would 
be closer, recognizing that TERS suggests a 2 deg field of view and RPI suggests 1 deg. 

Recommendations. 
The measurement ofluminance is reasonably straightforward, and, although there 

are some technical disagreements on how this measurement should be made, these 
differences are minor. Both New York State (Bullough and Skinner, 2008) and the 
Queensland (Australia) government (TERS, 2002) use equivalent methods, which are 
similar to the approach recommended by an FH\VA expert in this field (Andersen, 
2008b). 

These methods can be adopted for use by any jurisdiction, with two caveats. First, 
although Queensland has explicitly recognized the need for different maximum billboard 
luminance levels depending upon different roadway environments, such ambient lighting 
conditions in the U.S. may differ from those in Australia, and State and local jurisdictions 
may wish to define their environmental surroundings to be in closer accord with local 
conditions "on the ground." Second, given that luminance standards must establish 
maximum acceptable levels, it is important that the any measurement of DBBs in the 
field be done with the signs set to their maximum output, i.e. displaying a completely 
white screen. Because digital billboards can display an essentially infinite variety of 
colors and patterns, it is not appropriate to take field measurements of signs di splaying 
actual messages, since, at any given time, such messages may not represent the maximum 
luminance values of which the sign is capable. (Figure 6 shows a DBB which, because of 
its color, may be representative of a low luminance level). 

The OAAA, in its "Code of Principles on Digital Billboards" (OAAA, 2008) makes the 
following statement with regard to DBB luminance: 

We are committed to ensuring that the ambient light conditions associates with 
standard-size digital billboards are monitored by a light sensing device at all times 
and that display brightness will be appropriately adjusted as ambient light levels 
change. 
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Although not included within its code of principles, the OAAA (2008) states: 

The outdoor advertising industry has established guidelines after commissioning 
research by Dr. Ian Lewin, a former chairman of the Illuminating Engineering 
Society of North America (IE SN A} Digital billboards, according to the standards, 
should have lighting levels no more than 0.3 foot candles (fc) above the level of 
surrounding ambient light conditions." 

Unfortunately, this research study is not available on the OAAA website, and OAAA 
officials refused our request for access to Dr. Levin's research. The language reported by 
the organization on its website, however, suggests two problems with their approach. 
First, they used illuminance as their measurement technique, whereas other organizations 
used luminance. Second, the OAAA expert apparently recommended that DBBs be 
controlled such that their maximum display output is capped at a fixed amount (O.J fc) 
greater than the surrounding environment. This specification may be inappropriate 
because illumination levels do not increase in linear fashion. Thus, a DBB with an output 
that is 0.3 fc higher than the ambient illumination in an urban environment (where the 
majority of DBBs are likely to be located) will appear to the driver to be much brighter 
than official TCDs and other traffic, whereas a DBB with an output that is 0.3 fc higher 
than that of a suburban or rural environment may not appear to be so extremely bright, 
and may be less likely to overwhelm important safety targets and signals oflower 
luminance. 

There is one ambient lighting/weather condition that suggests a need for an exception to 
the recommendations that DBB luminance controls are unnecessary in daylight. This 
exception occurs during daytime fog. In daytime fog, the ambient lighting conditions may 
be described as high brightness and low contrast. The water vapor in the atmosphere 
scatters light sources and may cause glare. In dense fog, drivers may have difficulty 
seeing vehicles ahead of them, even when these vehicles have their lights on. Multi
vehicle crashes are not infrequent in dense fog, and this is often attributed to drivers 
being unable to see vehicles ahead of them in sufficient time and distance to stop. The 
very high luminance levels of which modem DBBs are capable, and to which they are 
typically set during daylight so as to be visible in full sunlight, may have a potentially 
deleterious effect in fog, especially if the DBB is placed so that it is close to the center of 
the driver's focal vision upon approach, such as might be the case on a horizontal curve 

As recommended by the OAAA, DBBs should be equipped with sensors that measure 
ambient brightness, and dimmers that can control the sign output to predetermined levels. 
Although necessary, this is not sufficient. These predetermined levels should be 
established by the means suggested above. Further, if the onboard sensors cannot detect 
daylight fog and adjust the sign's output accordingly, jurisdictions should develop their 
own output limitations for these conditions. 

The good news is that regulatory bodies and billboard companies seem to reach similar 
conclusions about the maximum luminance values that billboards should not exceed 
under defined conditions. If these two stakeholder groups can agree upon measurement 
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methods, environmental descriptors, and means for ensuring that limits are not exceeded, 
one of the key concerns about the distraction potential ofDBBs could be close to 
resolution. 

DISPLAY LUMINANCE IN THE EVENT OF FAILURE. 
There are a number of failure modes that can affect the luminance of a DBB, and 

there have been reported cases of failures in which the display luminance defaulted to a 
level far higher than intended or permitted. 

Although, as discussed above, the OAAA provides guidance on its website and in 
periodic reports about suggested upper limits on display luminance (which it calls 
brightness, and suggests that DBBs include a device to automatically control the sign 
brightness relative to the ambient environment, the organization is silent on the issue of 
luminance control in the event of system or subsystem failure. 

Recommendations. 
Roadway authorities should incorporate into their guidelines verifiable 

requirements that, in the event of any failure or combination of failures that affect DBB 
luminance, the display will default to an output level no higher than that which has been 
independently determined to be the acceptable maximum under normal operation. If this 
cannot be achieved, then the display should be required to default to an ''off" position 
until the problem can be resolved. 

LONGITUDINAL SPACING BETWEEN DIGITAL BILLBOARDS. 
As noted by the OAAA, different States have widely varying longitudinal spacing 

requirements for billboards in general and DBBs in particular. These requirements are 
typically described by the distance in feet that the nearest billboards must be spaced from 
one another. Often there is a different spacing requirement for billboards on opposite 
sides of the road. From the perspective of potential driver distraction, however, 
longitudinal billboard spacing should not be based on absolute distance, but upon 
whether two or more such billboards are within the driver's field of view at the same 
time, and, consequently, whether the unsynchronized changing messages on such 
billboards can distract by conveying the appearance of flashing. Accordingly, 
longitudinal spacing minima may vary depending upon prevailing travel speeds, sight 
distance, and topography, and thus may vary considerably from one location to another, 
even within the same jurisdiction. 

Recommendations. 
Governments or roadway operating authorities should establish minimum 

longitudinal spacing requirements for DBBs such that an approaching driver is not faced 
with two or more DBB displays within his field of view at the same time. This minimizes 
the risk of distraction and ensures that a flashing effect (that may be caused by two [or 
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more] different signs cycling through messages on different programs) will not occur. 
Any such longitudinal spacing requirements should address signs on both sides of the 
roadway. If a consistent spacing requirement is appropriate or necessary within any 
particular jurisdiction, then the most conservative spacing consistent with the above 
requirements should be established. 

DBB PLACEMENT WITH RELATION TO TRAFFIC CONTROL 
DEVICES AND DRIVER DECISION AND ACTION POINTS. 

Beyond the design and operational characteristics of DBBs themselves 
(brightness, display duration, etc.) perhaps the most important DBB characteristic with 
impact on traffic safety is the placement of such signs in relation to driver decision and 
action points, and to the traffic control devices (signs, signals and markings) that aid 
drivers in these decisions and guide them in these actions. Specifically, it is understood 
that the cognitive demands on drivers is greatest (other factors held constant) when they 
must position themselves to take an exit, enter a freeway, reduce or drop lanes, merge 
with other traffic, change route, etc .. 

The independent research reviewed for this report recognizes the importance of such 
constraints almost without exception, and the many jurisdictions, in the U.S. and abroad, 
that have published guidance and/or regulations nearly all address these concerns. And 
although these guidelines and restrictions are not fully consistent across regulatory 
agencies, they are remarkably similar. Although some published guidance and regulation 
is too vague to be useful in tern1s of enforcement potential or proven safety benefits. 
Others may well serve as a model that State and local governments, and other roadway 
authorities might adopt. 

We believe that the adoption of objective constraints for DBB placement in relation to 
official TCDs, to intersections and interchanges, and to decision and action points is 
firmly justified because, to a great extent, the design and placement of TCDs themselves 
is the result of empirical research that has led to nationwide standards. Similarly, the 
design of intersections and interchanges, and of roadway design for safe and efficient 
traffic movements, is based on long-standing, well-researched, thoroughly documented 
principles. Accordingly, we believe that prohibitions against the placement of distracting 
irrelevant stimuli in roadway settings where drivers must make decisions and take actions 
should be imposed. 

Recommendations. 
The guidance provided by the government of Queensland, Australia is particularly 

well researched and documented, and might serve as a basis for US highway agencies. 
Similarly, the recommendations promulgated in New South Wales, Australia, are 
relevant, as is the guidance developed in South Africa, with specific regard to the 
placement of DBBs relative to official traffic signs. 
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ANNUAL OPERA TING PERMITS. 
There are several reasons why a Government agency or toll road or other roadway 

operating agency might want to rescind the operating pern1it for a DBB after initial 
approval. For example, traffic delays, crashes, or other operational difficulties may 
increase and the authority may attribute such difficulties to the presence or operation of 
the sign. New technologies may become available and used on the sign that the 
authorities find inappropriate. The sign may experience frequent failures or 
misoperation. The road abutting the sign may need to handle increasing traffic, or may 
need to be upgraded with additional lanes, interchanges, or signage, placing the DBB, 
after the fact, in a location that the authorities believe to be unsafe. 

The City of Oakdale, Minnesota, as discussed in Section 5, grants annual permits to 
operate DBBs; the permits must be renewed each year. This allows the City to maintain 
oversight of sign operation, and facilitates updates to controlling legislation should new 
technologies emerge or should new operational data or research findings suggest needed 
changes to sign location or operation. \Vithout such a process, a permitted sign may 
continue to operate unchecked, regardless of whether new information would suggest 
modifications to placement or operation. 

Recommendation. 
Government agencies and roadway operating authorities might consider the 

practice adopted in Oakdale, Minnesota, whereby owners of DBBs are granted a permit 
to operate a sign for a year, and must renew the permit annually. 
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SECTION 7. 

DIGITAL BILLBOARDS ON-PREMISE AND ON THE 
RIGHT-OF-WAY 

Digital Billboards as On-Premise Signs. 
On-premise signs, those that advertise products or services that are available on 

the property on which the sign is located, have been a mainstay in the US for generations. 
The objectives of the current project were to "develop guidance for state DOTs and other 
highway operating agencies with respect to the safety implications of the digital display 
technology for outdoor advertising signs.'' Traditionally, outdoor advertising signs refer 
to billboards, also known as off-premise signs. As such, on-premise signs are outside the 
scope of this report. However, to the average motorist, the difference between billboards 
and on-premise signs is transparent. In addition, as the cost of LED display technology 
comes down, and as the power of this technology grows, it becomes more likely that 
roadside businesses, particularly those with multiple users such as shopping centers, auto 
malls, sports complexes, and entertainment venues, will increasingly install large digital 
advertising signs on their property. 

Generally, despite the fact that such displays may use the same technologies as 
billboards, the owners/operators of these signs are represented by different organizations, 
and they have been regulated quite differently than have roadside billboards. On-premise 
sign regulation is typically accomplished through local zoning codes, and may, in 
general, be far more variable and likely less stringent with regard to the means of the 
display, display characteristics, or the size of the sign than comparable controls on 
billboards. Many such codes have changed little in recent years, despite the growth of 
digital technology for on-premise displays. 

From the traffic safety perspective, it is possible that the risk of driver inattention and 
distraction is higher for some on-premise signs than for some DBBs, because on-premise 
signs may be larger and closer to the road, mounted at elevations closer to the 
approaching driver's eye level, and placed at angles that may require excessive head 
movements, In addition, many such signs may display animation, full motion video, 
sound, and other stimuli. 

To our knowledge, the largest digital advertising sign in the world is an on-premise sign, 
mounted on the roof of a grocery warehouse and store in New York City. This sign, 
shown in Figure 7, is 90 ft tall by 65 ft wide 15

, and is mounted on a 165 ft tall steel post 
on the roof of the warehouse, adjacent to a major interstate highway. The sign, claimed to 
be visible for over two miles, was recently used during a five-month period to present a 
rotating series of 19 animated spots for a local magazine. The animation took advantage 
of the ''billboard's ability to display high-impact full motion video and graphics." The 
president of the company that created the commercials said: "It's really a blast to be 

15 The face of this sign measures 5,850 sq ft, nearly nine times the size of a typical roadside DBB. 
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driving around the city and suddenly see your work looming over all of this traffic 
entering and leaving the city" (Black Hammer, Undated). 

Figure 7. The world's largest LED sign; an on-premise sign in New York City. The sign 
measures 90 ft tall by 65 ft wide and is mounted on a 165 ft tall steel post on the roof of 
building. 

For transportation agencies and traffic safety organizations concerned about the risks of 
driver distraction, digital on-premise signs should not be overlooked as a potentially 
important near-term concern. 

Strictly from the perspective of driver safety, agencies might want to consider restrictions 
for on-premise sign operations at least as rigorous as those for billboards, as well as 
restrictions on size, height, proximity to the right-of-way, and angular placement with 
regard to the oncoming driver's line of sight. Of all of the guidelines proposed in this 
report for DBBs, there may well be an equal or greater need to consider similar controls 
for on-premise signs. In addition, consideration must also be given to such signs' 
capacity for animation, flashing lights or other special effects, and full motion video. 

DIGITAL BILLBOARDS WITHIN THE RIGHT-OF-WAY 
On October 10, 2008, Nevada Director of Transp011ation, Susan Mm1inovich, 

transmitted an SEP-15 prqject application to FHWA's Nevada Division Administrator, 
Susan Klekar, titled: "Auctioning Rights to Constmct Enhancements on and within 
Roadway Interchanges'' (Martinovich, 2008). 
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The heart of the proposed program is the "enhancement" of selected interchanges by 
private partners that have submitted the highest or best value bids to the State. The 
application suggests that these enhancements may include landscaping, "architectural 
facades such as archways, public art or other aesthetic features" (p. 2). In exchange for 
developing and constructing these enhancements (and, it is suggested, removing them at 
the end of the lease tern1) the winning bidder "would be allowed to advertise within the 
interchange right of way limits" (p. 2). Although the application places no restrictions on 
the type of advertising that might be considered, the State suggests that this advertising 
might likely take the form of"incorporating the private partner's trade name, trademark, 
logo or other similar device into the design of the proposed enhancements" (p. 2). 

The application States: "No design or enhancement would be accepted that would create 
a safety issue for motorists or pedestrians" (p. 2), and "safety will be foremost. No design 
will be allowed that will compromise safety" (p. 5). Given that the State proposes no a 
priori assessment of potential safety impacts, that the installations will be in place for l 0 
or more years, and that the only suggested safety analysis would be an undefined 
comparison of accidents; it is difficult to understand how this commitment to safety could 
be fulfilled. 

Further, although the State's application does not mention that any of the potential 
enhancements will involve electronic signage, neither are such displays foreclosed. In 
fact, the final paragraph of the application states: "The tourism based economy of Nevada 
relies on spectacular displays, be they man-made or natural. Such exceptions (sic) of 
grandeur make this program an ideal match" (p. 9). When the recognition of man-made 
spectacular displays is associated, as this proposal is, with "context sensitive design," the 
potential for the types of enhancements that are associated with Las Vegas and Reno 
cannot be discounted. 

On August 27, 2008, the Director of the California Department of Transportation 
(Caltrans) wrote to the Secretary of the US Department of Transportation seeking support 
for the expansion of its efforts "to integrate private sector participation in the provision of 
infrastrncture, service, and ongoing maintenance of the State's transportation system" 
(Kempton, 2008). One of the "potential opportunities" for such partnership was described 
as follows: 

The Department's system of changeable message signs could be enhanced 
through private sector participation. In exchange for use of the space on the signs 
for commercial purposes, businesses could enhance the level of graphics, provide 
a steady income source, and use state-of-the-art technology to increase the quality 
of transportation and safety-related messages that are relayed to the signs. 

At the time of the Caltrans request, the popular press (see, for example, McGreevy, 2008, 
Miranda, 2008) reported that the initiative was proposed by Clear Channel Outdoor, one 
of the country's largest providers of DBBs. The Caltrans proposal has raised numerous 
concerns within the highway safety community. A significant concern is that this 
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initiative, if it went forward, would be in direct violation of several key sections of the 
Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD, 2003). Examples include: 

Traffic control devices or their supports shall not bear any advertising 
message or any other message that is not related to traffic control" (p. 1 A-l). 16 

Changeable message signs shall display pertinent traffic operational and 
guidance information, not advertising" (p. 2E-20). 

When a changeable message sign is used to display a safety or transportation 
related message, the display format shall not be of a type that could be 
considered similar to advertising displays. The display format shall not 
include animation, rapid flashing, or other dynamic elements that are 
characteristic of sports scoreboards or advertising displays (p. 2A-3). 

Other sections of the MlJTCD, including those that address sign age that might be 
considered closer to messages that are commercial in nature, nonetheless prohibit 
advertising. For example: 

The content of the legend on each panel (of a Tourist-Oriented Directional 
Sign) shall be limited to the business identification and directional information 
for not more than one eligible business, service or activity facility. The 
legends shall not include promotional advertising" (p. 2G-1). 

Indeed, in official interpretations of the MUTCD and its purposes over the years, the 
FHW A has consistently taken a strong position in opposition to advertising within the 
right-of-way, and has supported its views with the legal opinion of its chief counsel. 

For example, in 2001, in a policy memorandum addressing the purpose of" Adopt-a
Highway" signs and their treatment in the MUTCD, then FHWA Deputy Executive 
Director Vincent F. Schimmoller stated, in part: 

Recently, it has come to our attention that there are a significant number of 
Adopt-a-Highway signs throughout the country displaying commercial trade 
logos, slogans, telephone numbers, Internet addresses, and similar forms of 
commercial promotion ... These signs are clearly intended for advertising to the 
passing motorists rather than acknowledging the litter pickup service of an 
organization for which the program was intended ... These actions concern us and 
we would like to clarify Federal Highway Administration's (FHWA) position on 
this subject. 

Adopt-A-Highway signs displaying commercial trade logos, slogans, telephone 
numbers, Internet addresses, and similar forms of commercial promotion are not 
in conformance with the 2000 MUTCD. 

16 Note that this ''Standard" is the ve1y first requirement specified in the MUTCD and is included in Section 
lA.01. titled: "Purpose of Traffic Control Devices." 
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Fm1her, the placement of commercial advertisement within the roadway rights-of
way is a violation of Federal law and regulation .... Allowing the use of 
commercial advertising signs along the roadway is a disservice to the traveling 
motorist who is relying on roadside signs for regulatory, warning, and guiding 
information. The Specific Sign Logo program and the Tourist Oriented 
Destination Sign programs, which are in compliance with the MUTCD, have been 
developed to provide guidance information to the traveling motorist. 

This memorandum was supported by an attached legal opinion from the FHWA Chief 
Counsel (Malone, 1996). This document stated, in part: 

Signs erected solely as advertising signs do not fit any of the accepted categories 
of the MUTCD. They certainly do not regulate or warn motorists. Nor do they 
"give such information as will help them [motorists] along their way in the most 
simple, direct manner possible" ... They are not concerned with promoting "the 
safe and efficient utilization of the highways" ... Advertising signs on the right-of
way therefore are not approved signs under the MUTCD. 

It would be ludicrous to suggest that Congress, while mandating the States to 
control advertising along thousands of miles oflnterstate and Federal-aid primary 
highways, would also allow the States to erect billboards on the rights-of-way of 
those same thousands of miles of highway. 

In closing, the Chief Counsel expressed his belief that "FHW A clearly has the authority 
to withhold funds from a State that allows the erection of billboards on the rights-of-way, 
an act which constitutes a failure to comply with Title 23 requirements." 

More recently, Federal Highway .Administrator Peters (2003) issued in interim policy on 
Acknowledgment Signs on rights-of-way. She said, in pai1: 

The FHW A recognizes a distinction benveen signing intended as advertising 
and signing intended as an acknowledgment for services provided. 

\Vith regards to advertising signs within the highway right-of-way, the FH\V A 
reaffirms its long held position that advertising is not permitted on highway 
rights-of-way. 

Generally speaking, an advertisement has little if any relationship to a 
highway service provided. The advertiser wants to get its recognizable 
company emblem or logo before the motoring public, and, if possible, 
information on how or where to purchase the company products or service. If 
the acknowledgment sign goes beyond recognizing the company's 
contribution to a particular part of the highway and includes phone numbers or 
Internet addresses, the sign would more properly be termed an advertising 
sign. 
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Even in her recognition of the acceptable role of acknowledgment signs in specific 
applications, Peters stated that "a compelling responsibility for public safety" leads the 
FH\VA to find certain locations inappropriate for such signs, including "on the front, 
back or around the perimeter of any traffic control devices, including but not limited to: 

Traffic signal heads and supports, 

Any regulatory, guide or warning sign, 

Changeable message sign, 

Traffic control device posts or structures 

Bridge piers 

At any site where the acknowledgement sign would obscure the ability of a 
driver to detect and understand existing traffic control devices." 

Further, she stated that such signs would be "inappropriate and not allowed on public 
highways ... at key decision points where a driver's attention is more appropriately 
focused on traffic control devices or traffic conditions. These locations include, but are 
not limited to: 

Exit and entrance ramps and other lane-weaving areas 

Highway-rail grade crossings 

Work zones 

Areas of limited sight distance 

In short, FHWA's ongoing policy, and its interpretation of the MUTCD and the 
legislation at 23 lJ.S.C. § 402(a) and§ 109(d) under which the MUTCD was 
promulgated, have clearly expressed opposition to advertising of any kind within the 
right-of-way. Regardless of any benefits from the public-private partnerships that 
California and Nevada have suggested, and regardless of any State budgetary difficulties 
that might be eased by revenue from such partnerships, FHWA's position against 
advertising on the right-of-way has been consistently and, we believe, appropriately, 
based on its interpretation of the Federal Highway Administrator's authority to decide 
which signs "promote the safe and efficient utilization of the highways" (Malone, 1996). 

Other highway and toll road operating authorities have been approached by advertising 
companies (see, for example, Dudek, 2008, p. 35), or have independently considered the 
use of outdoor advertising on new or existing signage within their rights-of-way (see, for 
example, The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey (PANY, 2006). There can be 
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little doubt that an official acceptance by FHW A of the ideas promulgated by California 
or Nevada in their recent SEP-15 initiatives would have important ramifications 
nationwide. Indeed, there is concern that some roadway operating authorities may not 
wait for FHWA action and may consider taking steps to approve advertising on their 
rights-of-way regardless ofFHW.A's position. The FHW A legal opinion discussed above 
(Malone, 1996) came in response to "a decision by the New Jersey Turnpike Authority to 
erect 12 double-sided billboards in the right-of-way of the New Jersey Turnpike ... " And 
the P ANY Request for Proposal advised proposers that "for the purpose of this analysis, 
the Consultant shall assume that the Authority is exempt from local, State, and Federal 
regulations, including FHWA policy" (Attachment A, Page 1). 

\Vhether the placement and operation of DBBs within the right-of-way is a safety 
concern is an issue that is central to the present report. In addition, the precedent that 
would be set by the installation of such signs has important ramifications for the nation's 
highway system, and for the continued role of the MUTCD as the national standard for 
the design and use of official traffic control devices on streets and highways. Although a 
discussion of the history, development, and impact of the I\!fUTCD is beyond the scope of 
this report, it bears comment that the document is unambiguous when it comes to the 
potential for commercial messages to be displayed on official signs. 

It is the opinion of this author that permitting California to study its proposed exceptions 
to the requirements of the MUTCD and existing Federal law would bring about several 
adverse consequences: 

It would undermine decades of human factors research and application that 
ensures that information imp011ant to the driving task is conveyed to the 
motorist in the most clear, concise, succinct and unambiguous manner 
possible. 

It would set a dangerous precedent that would lead to similar actions by State 
and local governments, toll roads, and other private road operators 
nationwide. 

It would open to challenge the entire basis of the MUTCD, and erode 
confidence in and respect for the country's only standard for the proper use of 
traffic control devices on streets and highways. 

And, most significantly, it would likely diminish safety and traffic flow on our streets and 
highways through a direct and immediate increase in driver inattention and distraction. 
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SECTION 8. 

NEW TECHNOLOGY, NEW APPLICATIONS, NEW 
CHALLENGES. 

This project has been focused on the impact of commercial electronic (digital) 
roadside signs on traffic flow and safety. Such signs, known as billboards in some 
jurisdictions and off-premise signs in others, are typically located outside the right-of
way, on private property, and they advertise products that are not sold, or services that are 
not performed on the property on which the sign is located. Billboards, regardless of the 
technology used to present and change the display, differ from on-premise signs in that 
the latter must be, generally, located on the premises at which the advertised service is 
performed, or product sold. 

During the course of our research for this project, we learned of the growing use of new 
applications that increase the power and/or functionality of these digital, predominantly 
LED signs. These new applications have begun to appear on billboards in the US and 
abroad, on mobile (vehicle-mounted) displays, and on on-premise signs. Although some 
of these applications fall outside the charter of this project, this report would be 
incomplete without mention of them. 

In most cases these new technologies and new applications are not addressed in Federal 
or local regulations and guidance; in some, regulations have already been imposed to 
address them. In a third category, some new developments appear to be in direct conflict 
with existing regulations or guidance. This chapter, although not contemplated when this 
project was initiated, will provide a brief overview of these new technologies and 
appl i cations. 

Billboard Audio and Other Stimuli. 
Digital outdoor advertisements are already in use in some US locations that 

broadcast audio along with their visual messages. It is not unreasonable to assume that 
audio, and perhaps other attention-getting stimuli, may appear in the future. 
Internationally, we are aware that the SANRAL (2000) regulations recognize this 
potential, and prohibit it. Part B, Subsection 4 states: "No advertisement will be allowed 
that emits a noise, sound, smoke, smell or odours'' (p. 13). In the U.S., both St. Croix 
County, Wisconsin, and the city of Tucson, Arizona, have similar requirements. 

Digital Billboards on Moving Vehicles. 
Vehicles in the traffic stream, primarily commercial trucks, have long borne 

advertisements for the truck owner or for the products being carried. One might think of 
these as mobile "on-premise" signs. In some cases, "supergraphics" (although, not, to our 
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knowledge, digital) have been demonstrated that can convert trucks or large, over-the
road trailers into dramatic mobile visual images. One example is shown in Figure 8. 

Figure 8. An over-the-road trailer featuring "supergraphic" imagery. 

Urban and suburban taxicabs, buses, and rail transit vehicles may also display 
advertisements, and increasingly, these advertisements feature LED signage. These are 
the equivalent of mobile "off-premise" ads in that they advertise a product or service that 
has nothing to do with the vehicle displaying the ad. 

For example, as part of its "Prepare Bay Area," earthquake preparedness campaign, the 
(San Francisco) Bay Area Chapter of the American Red Cross faced a truck with a two
sided artist's rendering of what downtown San Francisco might look like after the next 
eaiihquake. The tmck drove around the city to attract attention, then parked at a location 
where the billboard lined up perfectly with the existing streetscape, as shown in Figures 
9a and 9b. 
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Figure 9a. A mobile billboard from the (San Francisco) Bay Area Chapter of the 
American Red Cross parked in front of a building, depicting what might happen to that 

building after an earthquake. 

Figure 9b. The same mobile billboard shown in Figure Sa looking in the opposite 
direction. 

In the past few years, a number of products have become available that take advantage of 
the latest technologies to incorporate LED billboards onto the sides and rear of 
commercial trucks. In many cases, the sole purpose of such vehicles is to serve as a 
rolling advertisement; in others, the truck may display advertising while in transit, then 
park at a specific location to use its large-screen display in supp011 of a concert, sporting 
event, parade, or other special function. In the latest advances, these signs can be raised 
electrically or hydraulically above the roof level of the truck; in some cases they can also 
rotate 360°. One company, named Go Vision, advertises that its vehicles can display full 
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motion video while in moving traffic. Indeed, news reports indicate that this occurred 
recently in Boston. On its website (w\vw.govision.com) the company describes two 
products, a 40 ft trailer with a 9 ft high by 16 ft wide LED screen, and a 48 ft trailer 
equipped with a 627 sq ft, high definition video (720p resolution) wide LED screen. 17 

The smaller vehicle, with its LED screen blank, is shown in Figure 10. 

Describing this "moving television" product, the company suggests these uses: 

Get stuck in morning traffic playing a breakfast products commercial 
Drive around a sporting event's traffic promoting the new high powered SUV 
Add GoBig to your Xmas parade playing the latest holiday movie clips 

Figure 10. A 40 ft trailer with an integral LED video screen measuring 9xl6 ft. The 
screen shows full motion video while the tmck is moving in traffic, and can be raised to a 
height of 25 ft for viewing while parked. 

In other, less dramatic examples, several urban and suburban commuter bus and rail 
systems have begun to integrate digital billboards onto the sides of their vehicles. Figure 
11 shows an urban transit bus displaying a digital advertisement. 

1 7 A si.andard size highway billboard, conventional or digital, measures 672 sq ft. 
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Figure 11. An urban transit bus displaying an LED billboard in traffic. 

Although we are unaware of any research that has been conducted to evaluate these 
mobile display units, it would seem that the potential for driver distraction from the use 
of this technology within the traffic stream is quite high, not only because the changeable 
(and video) signs are in physical motion, but also because the presence of the advertising 
signage at extremely close lateral distances may require an extreme eye andior head 
movement for the sign to be seen. 18 

As discussed earlier in this report, several jurisdictions have recognized or anticipated the 
risk of vehicle-based advertising, and have imposed restrictions on its use. In some cases, 
these controls are also directed at such vehicles when they are in operation while parked 
adjacent to roads visible to passing drivers within the jurisdiction's control. See, for 
example, the ordinances of St. Johns County, Florida, and Tucson, Arizona, discussed in 
Section 5. 

18 It is noted that digital display techno106'Y using LEDs is also being marketed to the general public as a 
mechanism both for '"personalizing" a vehicle, or for "marketing," '"while providing automobile owners 
with an opportunity to profit from driving their vehicle." (See, for example. LED Wheels, 2004). Although 
there is clear potential for driver distraction from such vehicle-mounted digital imagery, it is beyond the 
scope of this project to detennine whether such applications would constitute commercial advertising and 
thus be subject to the controls in place in certain jw-isdici.iom and which may be considered for adoption in 
others. 
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"Personalized" And Interactive Billboards. 
Interactive billboards, those that permit, support, or encourage personalized 

communications with the driver in real-time, have begun to appear on US roads, although 
this technology seems to be more progressing more quickly in Europe. Made possible by 
newer and ever more sophisticated technologies include cellular phones, text messaging, 
RFID, infra-red cameras, and others, these DBBs may take several different forms. These 
are briefly discussed below. 

a. Signs that convey a personal / • .,rreeting to the driver. 
The popular Mini Cooper automobile, owned by BMW Corporation, has 

introduced a series of billboards in major US cities that display a static image of the 
automobile, along with a one line digital display that is normally blank. However, if the 
owner of a Mini Cooper has "opted in" by expressing an interest in the program, the 
sign's digital display will present a "personal greeting" to the approaching driver. Figure 
12 illustrates one of these billboards in use in New York City. 

Figure 12. Personalized Mini Cooper billboard. 

b. Signs that interact with the driver in real time. 
In Paris, a trial has begun in which cell phone users who have agreed to 

paiiicipate will receive phone calls from billboards (Christensen, 2006; Crampton, 2006). 
These calls will offer additional product information, promotions, etc., that are keyed to 
the users' location-enabled cell phones. The enabling technology was originally 
developed by the French National Institute for Research in Computer Science and 
Control to provide assistance to disabled people. According to the outdoor advertising 
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company that is mnning the project: "With this project, we are really starting to create the 
personalized digital city ... We eventually will see a rich dialogue mnning between 
mobile phone and what are now uncommunicative objects." 

In Belgium, as a driver approaches the digital billboard shown in Figure 13 the 
sign displays a series of codes. The driver chooses one, and sends a text message to an 
indicated number. The billboard responds by sending a return message containing a 
question. The driver then texts his answer to the question. The answer, in turn, triggers 
the DBB to respond like a pinball machine. A correct answer causes the sign to light up, 
and the driver is entered into a drawing (in this case, for the pictured car); a wrong 
answer causes the sign to ''tilt" 

Figure 13. Interactive billboard in Belgium. See text for details of the sign's operation. 

c. Signs that unobtrusively obtain ir{f'ormationfrom drivers and vehicles. 
Adjacent to an exit ramp along US 99 in Turlock, California, a "smart" 20 ft by 

30 ft high-definition DBB (Figure 14) monitors the passive "local oscillator" signals 
emitted by the FM radios of passing vehicles. These signals reflect the frequencies to 
which the radios are tuned. The system compiles the statistical data, merges it with a 
media audit database that contains detailed consumer demographic and purchasing 
pattern information coded by radio station format, and enables the sign to post ads 
targeted to that demographic. "Smart Signs could inform passing motorists about special 
offers to shoppers as they approach stores or malls. A Smart Sign could entice consumers 
to respond via text message to a question posed by the sign. Information can even be 
pulled off the internet and displayed" (Christensen, 2007). 
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Figure 14. A "smart" DBB in Turlock, California 

Many digital billboards have been equipped with video cameras that can record 
approaching traffic. A recent service aimed at the outdoor advertising industry permits an 
inconspicuous billboard-mounted camera, supplemented with an infra-red surround 
lighting device, to record the eye-movements of drivers approaching the sign (Skeen, 
2007). Although this service is currently offered as a means to demonstrate to sign 
owners the amount of driver attention being given to their sign and its specific messages, 
it is a small technological step to combine these eye movement recordings with other 
demographic or personal infonnation to target personalized messages or provide other 
"services." 

088 Hacking. 
One concern about DBBs, unlike any other in this report, is the potential for 

computer "hackers" to break into the control or communications system for these 
displays and change the messages and images displayed. For many years, loosely 
organized groups like the Billboard Liberation Front have made commercial billboards 
their targets for mischief The type of technology that wirelessly controls DBBs has 
proven vulnerable to such vandalism, although reports of such hacking have been 
disputed. 

Related technologies, such as those used for official portable changeable message signs 
(PCMS) have been successfully hacked in different jurisdictions on several occasions. 
Just before this report was finalized, the popular news media reported on a series of such 
hacks at a construction zone in Austin, Texas (Miller, 2009). Figure 15 shows one PCMS 
that was affected by this activity. At the same time, several websites published detailed 
instructions on how to perform such hacks (see, for example, Wojdyla, 2009). Although 
this latest example of vandals hacking into digital signs was quickly fixed by the sign 
manufacturer, the fact remains that roadside digital control technology is susceptible to 
being taken over by criminals or pranksters intent on changing the messages and images 
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displayed on the signs for their own amusement, political or social purposes, or for other 
reasons. DBB owners and operators should be ale11 to these challenges, and should 
design, develop and implement corrective actions. Government agencies responsible for 
the regulation and oversight of such signs should ensure that any potential vulnerabilities 
are protected against. 

Figure 15. A portable changeable message sign (PCMS) that was "hacked." 
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SECTION 9. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This project has focused on three overlapping pillars of support in its effort to 
develop suggested guidelines for the control of DBBs: (a) human factors practices and 
principles; (b) guidelines and regulations currently in place in the US and abroad; and (c) 
the research literature. 

Human factors principles have been developed over many years through empirical 
research, and have seen applications in practice regarding road safety throughout the 
developed world. Such principles and practices are codified in standards such as the 
MUTCD and SARTSM, to name but two, which were reviewed for this report. The 
wisdom of such human factors practices and principles is tested daily on streets and 
highways, and they are constantly being modified or supplemented when a ''better 
mousetrap" is developed through research (recent examples include the development and 
implementation of the Clearview font for road signs, and the growing use of wider 
pavement markings to accommodate our ageing driver population). 

And, in the guidelines and regulations that we reviewed, it was rewarding to learn that 
many of them, too, come from a solid research base. Examples of these empirically 
grounded guidelines include those in South Africa, Queensland, Australia, and The 
Netherlands (currently under development). Of course, some guidelines and regulations, 
even though based on sound research, either don't get enforced, or don't make it out of 
the draft stage. Thus, one of our goals has been to seek out the best supported and most 
practical guidelines that have been promulgated, review them based on their grounding in 
research and/or sound human factors practice, and hold them out as candidates that might 
serve as models for others to consider. 

Our comprehensive and critical review of the literature focused on studies undertaken 
since the FH\VA report of 2001, with the addition of several earlier studies that were 
included because of their relevance and because they were not previously given in-depth 
consideration in this context. As required by the program Statement of Work, we also 
separately reviewed research undertaken by or on behalf of the outdoor advertising 
industry. 

Unfortunately, this issue is enormously difficult to study. This is because every billboard, 
road, and driver is ditTerent. A study evaluating a four-second message display interval 
might obtain quite different results from one using eight-seconds .. A study in daylight will 
almost certainly find different driver responses than the identical study conducted at 
night. And a study conducted with free-flowing traffic may have a different outcome than 
one that examines the same road and the same billboard when traffic demands are 
greater. In addition, the key selling point of DBBs is that they can change messages every 
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few seconds, and it is technically possible for them not to repeat the same message during 
a several hour cycle. Thus, studying such billboards in situ confronts the researcher with 
the added problem that it may be difficult to compare the experiences of any two (or 
more) drivers as they pass the DBBs under study for the simple reason that these drivers 
will, in all likelihood, experience signs with different content, different brightness levels, 
different graphics, and different font styles and sizes. This suggests that laboratory 
studies, despite what we believe to be important limitations, may permit better control 
over these inherent sign design and operational variables. Another alternative, not yet 
attempted with DBBs to our knowledge, involves a cooperative effort between researcher 
and sign operator in a field setting, so that the many relevant variables can be controlled 
and systematically presented to drivers, thus maintaining the validity of the field setting 
with some of the experimental control more commonly available only in the laboratory. 
Nonetheless, it is difficult if not impossible to design and conduct a research study whose 
results can be applied with confidence to DBBs as a whole. 

In the recently published FHW A study, Molino and his colleagues (2009) 
comprehensively assessed the strengths and weaknesses of different research methods 
that might be applied to this challenge. When combined with the daunting number of 
DEB-related factors 19 (and levels within each factor), as well as the many measures that 
might be addressed to provide a complete answer to this research question, we believe 
that it is unlikely that any agency, private organization, or public-private partnership will 
have the resources available in the foreseeable future to undertake such a study. At best, 
future studies may be able to answer questions such as: 

19 A subset of the number ofDBB-related factors that must be studied to fully answer 
questions about DBBs and traffic safety. 

Message change interval 
Duration of message change 
Sign luminance at night 
Sign dimensions 
Distance of DBB to traveled lanes 
Angle of sign orientation to the approaching driver 
Proximity of DBB to official signs, or on-premise advertising signs 
Number and width of lanes of travel 
Roadway geometry ····vertical and horizontal curvature 
Speed limits and prevailing speeds 
Traffic volume 
Traffic mix (e.g. percentage of large trucks, buses) 
Proximity of DBB to exit or entrance ramps, gores, lane drops, route divides 
Familiarity of the motorist with the roadway 
Weather conditions 
Environment in which DBB is located (e.g. urban, suburban, rural) 
Amount of information presented on a DBB 
Inforniation presentation (color, contrast, font, etc.). 
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ls a DBB that changes its message every eight seconds more distracting than 
one whose message is fixed for 60 seconds or longer? 
ls a sign of night luminance X more distracting than one ofluminance Y? 
Do DBBs within certain defined distances of entrance or exit ramps contribute 
to more erratic or delayed vehicle movements than DBBs at greater distances? 

In short, the issue of the role of DBBs in traffic safety is extremely complex, and there is 
no single research study approach that can provide answers to all of the many questions 
that must be raised in looking at this issue. When we recognize that not every study is 
designed well or conducted rigorously, or where inappropriate assumptions are made or 
questions asked, there should be little wonder why research has not yet been able to fully 
"resolve" this issue. 

Adding to the challenges of developing empirical answers that will satisfy the criteria for 
the development of guidelines or regulations is the fact that DBB technology and 
applications are evolving quickly. As costs come down and capabilities increase, new 
applications will be found for this technology. What will be the benefit of research that 
addresses the distracting effects ofDBBs when on-premise LED signs will soon be 
proliferating - signs that may be larger, brighter, closer to the road, and displaying 
animation and full-motion video? Regulations promulgated for off-premise DBBs may 
seem quaint almost as soon as they are written. Potential research, even now, is years 
behind the implementation of the types of signs that are the subject of the research. How 
will we address the questions posed by roadside digital advertising that interact with the 
driver in real time by sending personalized messages to mobile phones, and requesting 
real-time responses by text messaging? And how will (or should) we address issues 
raised by digital signs that record potentially personal information about drivers passing 
such signs? 

These are not questions that can be resolved in this report. There is hopeful news, 
however, about progress that has been made in forming and responding to key research 
questions. Almost without exception, the research studies discussed in this report have 
made dramatic advances in methodological sophistication, statistical power, and control 
of extraneous variables compared to those studies discussed in earlier research reviews. 
As a result, these more recent studies (primarily those completed within the past ten 
years) typically produce results and conclusions that are more reliable and valid than 
those of which their predecessors were capable. And, tellingly, the results of the most 
recent research are remarkably consistent. 

A small number of important research studies, all published (or to be published) within 
the past several years, may have opened the door to a solution to the long-standing 
question of whether unsafe levels of driver distraction can occur from roadside 
billboards. The first, by Hon-ey and \Vickens (2007) demonstrated that when making 
decisions that may result in road safety guidelines or regulations, we should be 
concerned, not with mean performance but rather with the poorest performances, those in 
the "tails" of the distribution. Of course, in many ways highway, traffic, and human 
factors engineers have been designing our vehicles and roadways in this manner for many 
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years. Human factors professionals speak of designing systems to accommodate the 951
h 

percentile operator, (e.g. FHW A, 1998), roadway geometric design is often established 
based upon 85th percentile speeds (e.g. Schurr, et al., 2005), the size ofletters on highway 
signs and the width of pavement markings are being increased to accommodate the older 
driver's deteriorating visual acuity, and even the duration of push-button actuations for 
pedestrian crossing signals is now based on research that focuses on the tails of the 
distribution (Noyce & Bentzen, 2005). Horrey's and Wickens' arguments were made in 
the context of a study that evaluated eyes-off-road time for interacting with in-vehicle 
technology, but the implications should be the same for external distracters such as 
DBBs, and have been so demonstrated by Chan et al. (2008). 

The second study, a breakthrough known as the 100 car naturalistic driving study, has 
produced a number of separate reports (for example, Klauer, et al., 2005, Klauer, et al., 
2006a, Klauer, et al., 2006b). Although "naturalistic" driving studies had been conducted 
on a small scale previously, Klauer and her colleagues at Virginia Tech Transportation 
Institute (VTTI) were the first to employ this methodology on a large scale. As discussed 
earlier in the present paper, these researchers placed 100 highly (but unobtrusively) 
instmmented cars in the hands of 100 people and allowed them full use of these vehicles 
for 18 months. There were no experimenters present in the vehicles, data was collected 
without any interference to the driver and was downloaded remotely, and the pm1icipants 
were free to drive these vehicles in any way they wished, as if they were their own. One 
finding from this work that is of particular interest in our discussion ofDBBs is that a 
driver's eyes-off-road time due to external-to-the-vehicle distraction or inattention was 
estimated to cause more than 23%} of all crashes and near crashes that occurred. 

The third study of relevance here (Chan, et al., 2008), also discussed earlier in the present 
report, used a driving simulator to study the tails of the distribution when participants 
drove a five mile route while performing a series of in-vehicle and external-to-the-vehicle 
distracting tasks. The authors found, as they expected, that younger drivers, when dealing 
with the in-vehicle task, took their eyes off the road for a significantly longer time than 
did the older drivers (2.76 seconds vs. 1.63 seconds, respectively, when the measure was 
the mean length of the maximum episode of continuous inattention). Quite to the 
researchers' surprise however, were their findings that: (a) the maximum episode 
durations were much longer for the out-of-vehicle tasks than for the in-vehicle tasks, and 
(b) that the difference between the older and younger drivers in the out-of-vehicle tasks 
was small (pp. 16-17). Specifically, they found that the average maximum duration for 
the out-of-vehicle tasks (for all participants) was 3.54 seconds, vs. that for the in-vehicle 
tasks of l.35 seconds, a highly significant difference. The difference in average 
maximum duration for out-of-vehicle tasks between the older and younger drivers, 
however, was 3.41 vs. 3.67 seconds, an insignificant difference. The authors' conclusion 
is that younger and older drivers are "equally bad" in being distracted by external stimuli, 
in that neither age/experience group has "learned to limit the durations of their glances 
off to the side of the vehicle" (p.22). Finally, even a study sponsored by the outdoor 
advertising industry (Lee, McElheny, & Gibbons, 2007), despite an experimental design 
that sought to minimize the differences between DBBs and other roadside stimuli, has 
produced results showing significantly longer average glance durations to roadside digital 
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signs than to "baseline" sites and to traditional (fixed) billboards, and, the researchers 
suggest, all measures of visual glances indicative of driver distraction would prove to be 
significantly worse in the presence of digital signs if a full study was to be conducted at 
night. 

In short, we have made substantial progress in our understanding of the impacts on driver 
distraction from external-to-vehicle sources since the late 1990s. We now know that 
extended episodes (two seconds or longer) in which a driver's eyes are not attending to 
the driving task greatly increases (by 3.7 times) the likelihood of a crash (Klauer, et al., 
2006a). Other researchers have suggested that the upper limit for an acceptable 
distraction episode may be 0.75 second (Beijer, et al., 2004, Smiley, et al., 2005) or l.6 
seconds (Wien.ville and Tijerina, 1998) .. And, as shown both by Beijer (2002) in an on
road study, and by Chan and her colleagues (2008), in a simulator study, there is growing 
evidence that billboards can attract and hold a driver's attention for the extended periods 
of time that we now know to be unsafe. As stated succinctly by Beijer, his findings seem 
to show that "drivers are comfortable turning their attention away from the road for a set 
period of time, regardless of the demands of the driving task" (p. 76). And, as Chan, et 
al., describe it: "These data ... indicate that it is likely that our out-of-vehicle tasks 
(which not only engage attention but also draw the eyes and visual attention away from in 
front of the vehicle) would have quite significant detrimental effects on processing the 
roadway in front of the vehicle" (p.22). 

We al so have data to show, despite a lack of analysis by the researchers, that an on-road 
study (Lee, et al., 2007) using an instrumented vehicle found many more such long 
glances made to DBBs and similar "comparison sites" consisting of (among other things) 
on-premise digital signs, than there were to sites containing traditional, static billboards, 
or sites with no obvious visual elements. Indeed, the mean values for these long glance 
durations proved to be significantly greater for the sites with digital signs than for the 
others. From the same study, we have evidence expressed by the researchers that if we 
were to conduct our research at night we would find that all measures of eye glance 
behavior would demonstrate significantly greater amounts of distraction to digital 
advertisements than to fixed billboards or to the natural roadside environment, and that 
driver vehicle control behaviors such as lane-keeping and speed maintenance would also 
suffer in the presence of these digital signs. Because the design of this study minimized 
the differences between the characteristics of DBB sites and the others, and did not report 
all of the pertinent data collected, it seems reasonable to believe that the differences 
found might be more pronounced in a more rigorous experiment. 

\Vhen we add the results of these recent, applied research studies, to the earlier theoretical 
work by Theeuwes and his colleagues (1998, 1999), in which they demonstrated that our 
attention and our eye gaze is reflexively drawn to an object of different luminance in the 
visual field, that this occurs even when we are engaged in a primary task, and regardless 
of whether we have any interest in this irrelevant stimulus, and that we may have no 
recollection of having been attracted to it, we have a growing, and consistent picture of 
the adverse impact of irrelevant, outside-the-vehicle distracters such as DBBs on driver 
performance. 
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Beyond the issues of research, however, we also face what we might call a "criterion 
problem." States and local jurisdictions must ask themselves this question: What level of 
knowledge and what degree of certainty must we have before we can be confident in the 
issuance of f.,JUidelines or regulations about DBBs? For example, must we have 
demonstrable proof that DBBs cause crashes? This is the argument raised by the outdoor 
advertising industry whenever it challenges a local code or ordinance, or goes to court to 
overturn a permit denial. If crash causation is the standard that must be met, we may 
never get there. This is not necessarily because DBBs are not a causative factor in 
crashes; it is, as most researchers believe, more likely that our research methods are not 
sufficiently sensitive to identify this linkage. This, in turn, is a result of the substantial 
difficulties involved in conducting post-hoc statistical analyses of crash summaries for an 
issue that is so profoundly complex. When we know that more than 80% of accidents are 
not reported to the police, that drivers would not likely admit crashing as a result of such 
distraction, and that research has clearly shown that our attention as well as our eyes are 
reflexively drawn to objects such as DBBs even when we have no interest in them and 
have a more imp01iant task to perforn1, and that we may well be unaware of attending to 
them at all, it is little wonder that such epidemiological studies may simply be incapable 
of adding to our knowledge of the traffic safety impacts of DBBs. 

Then again, we have rarely required proof of actual crash causation prior to setting speed 
limits, restricting in-vehicle mobile telephone use, or even developing cun-ent billboard 
operational and location restrictions. The argument against the control of DBBs because 
studies to date have not proven a cause and effect relationship between DBBs and crashes 
is simply spurious. It would seem sufficient to initiate action based on a level of 
consistency achieved in research. And such consistency is now being achieved. 

It is likely that those who feel that no guidance or regulations can be promulgated until 
we have clear proof of causality will continue to argue that there is insufficient 
information to take any action in this regard regarding roadside DBBs. But those who 
think that their job is to do what they can to enhance safety for the traveling public based 
upon the best available information, now have, in our opinion, access to a strong and 
growing body of evidence, including evidence from industry supported research, that 
roadside digital advertising, attract drivers' eyes away from the road for extended, 
demonstrably unsafe periods of time. 

States and local jurisdictions faced with permit applications or challenges to denied 
pennits need to have a sound basis for their decisions. The research underway by FHW A 
as this is written may begin to provide specific, directed answers to assist these officials 
in their work. In the interim, these governmental agencies and toll road operators, faced 
with the need to make such decisions now have, in our opinion, a sufficient and sound 
basis for doing so. 
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Preliminary Investigation 
Caltrans Division of Research and Innovation Produced by CTC & Associates LLC 

Effects of Outdoor ,Advertising Displays on Driver Safety 

Requested by 
Suzy N amba, Caltrnns Division of Design 

October 11, 2012 

The Caltrans Division o/Research and Innovation (DR!) receives and evaluates numerous research problem 
statementsfor.Jimding eve1y year. DR/ conducts Preliminary Investigations on these problem statements to better 
scope and prioritize the proposed research in light of existing credible tvork on the topics national~v and 
internationally. Online and print sources.for Preliminary investigations include the National Cooperative Highway 
Research Program (NCH RP) and other Transportation Research Board (TR.BJ programs, the American .Association 
of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), the research and practices of other transportation 
agencies, and related academic and industry research. The views and conclusions in cited ·works, ·while generallv 
peer reviewed or published by authoritative sources, mav not be accepted without qualification by all experts in the 
.field. 

Executive Summarv 

Background 
Digital and oth'"r outdoor advertising di:-;plays at\c' becoming mot\c' common along Califomia·s highways. and 
Callrans is considering generating inconk' with adv1.C,rtickTnenls on changeabk me:-;sage signs and outdoor advertising 
display:-; on state-owned rights of way outside of tl1'" operational highway. Local ag1.C,ncies, commercial bu:-;inessl.';s 
and private landownl.';r:-; are also loobng al digital displays as a way to g'"nernk inconk'. 

However.. the technology for digital display:-; is relati vdy new .. and there has lk''-''n littk accou.nt taken or tll'"ir dfocls 
on driver safety Further, there are no regulations regarding their font size or complexity. Caltrans needed more data 
t.o determine whether digital displays and other fonTis of outdoor adve1iising constitute a safety hazard t.o drivers. 

To conduct this investigation, CIC carried out a literature search to: 
~ Identify existing or in-progress research about the drJver safety in1pacts of static signs., digital billboards 

and other displays. including the effects of brightness/illumination, font size and visual complexity of the 
signs. 

~ T~e"'i/Je\v research on botb on-pren1Jse and off-prenJJse sJgnage as \vell as the broader aspects of hovv guide 
signs given in the California J\,famrnl on Uniform Traffic Control Devices) affect safety. 

~ hrvestJgate ho\v other states are regulating the use of digital displays. 

Summary of Findings 
We gathered information in three topic areas: 

" Federal Guidance on Digital Displays 
• Related R_esearch 

o The Wachtel Repo1t and Pre-2009 Literature on Outdoor Advertising Safety 
o Literature on Outdoor Advertising Safety Since the 2009 Wachtel Report 
o Luminance Criteria and Other Human Factors for Sign Design 

" State Regulations 

Following is a summary of findings by topic area. 
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Federal Guidance on Digital Displays 
A 2007 Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) memo makes recommendations for changeable 
message sign message duration (8 seconds), transition time (l to 4 seconds), brightness, spacing and 
locations. 

Related Research 
The most thorough review of the literature to date on digital display safety is the 2009 report Safety 
[mpacts of the Emerging Digital Display Technology for Outdoor Advertising Signs by Jerry Wachtel. 
Wachtel has been the president of The V cridian Group, a California human factors research consulting 
firm, for 22 years and has published numerous studies on outdoor advertising safety. 

We give a summary of this report and include a selection of the references cited for studies in or before 
2009. (We found no relevant studies for this period not included in Wachtel' s report, which covers both 
digital and nondigital outdoor advertising.) In a separate section, we discuss literature on outdoor 
advertising safety that has been published since Wachtel' s report. 

The Wachtel Report and Pre-2009 Literature on Outdoor Advertising Safety 
Based on the literature review, Wachtel concludes that: 

• Studies regularly demonstrate that roadside advertising, including digital billboards, contributes 
to driver distraction at levels that adversely affect safe driving performance. 

'" There are consistent research recommendations regarding brightness, message duration and 
change interval, and other factors. 

Wachtel also gives a thorough survey of national and international guidelines and regulations for digital 
billboards, and based on these (along with the literature review) makes recommendations for digital 
billboard guidelines, including: 

• Message duration: A minimum display duration of sight distance to the digital billboard 
(feet)ispeed limit (feetisecond). 

• lvfessage interval: An interval between successive displays that is close to instantaneous as 
possible. 

• Display brightness: Brightness, luminance and illuminance limits based on the ambient lighting 
conditions of digital billboards. 

• Digital billboard spacing: Spacing between digital billboards that does not face a driver with two 
or more displays within his field of view at the same time. 

'" Other: The prohibition of visual effects, message sequencing, and the placement of digital 
billboards near traffic control devices and driver decision and action points. 

Wachtel concludes that there is growing evidence that digital billboards distract drivers because these 
signs increase driver glance duration and the driver's gaze is reflexively drmvn to objects of different 
luminance in the visual field. 

Findings from the literature support the argument that while there is no definitive research shmving 
increased crashes due to the presence of billboards or digital billboards, there is an increased crash risk 
based on research on the effects of billboards on driver attention and the effects of driver distraction on 
safety: 

• Billboards can have a significant effect on driver speed, lateral control, mental workload, ability 
to follow road signs, and eye movements and fixations, with older drivers particularly affected. 
(171e Effects of Visual Clutter on Driving Pe1jbrmance and Driven to Distraction, An Evaluation 
of the Influence of Roadside Advertising on Road Safety, and Review o..fRoadside Advertising 
S'igns). And visual clutter generally can distract drivers (Driver Distraction by Advertising). 

• Digital billboards attract more attention than ret,'Ular billboards, \vith larger number of glances 
and longer glances (Driving Perfimnance and Digital Billboards and Observed Driver Glance 
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Behavior at Roadside Advertising S'igns). Wachtel notes that the implication is that the shorter the 
message duration, the longer the driver's glance in anticipation of the next message. 

'" Drivers engaging in visually demanding tasks have a crash risk three times higher than attentive 
drivers: while brief glances do not increase risk, glances of more than two seconds at least double 
crash risk (The Impact ofDriver Inattention on Near-Crash/Crash Risk). 

"' While studies have not been able to establish a statistical relationship between the presence of 
billboards and traffic safety, these studies have been flawed in design, and the use of accident 
data in evaluating the impacts of billboard is ill-advised (The Impact ofRoadside Advertising on 
Driver Distraction, A Study of the Relationship between Digital Billboards and Traffic Safety in 
Cuyahoga County, Ohio, Driving Perfhrmance and Digital Billboard>, and Driving Performance 
in the Presence and Absence of Billboards, Effects ofRoadside Advertisemems on Road Safety). 

'" More research is needed. A 2009 FHWA study on the effects of commercial electronic variable 
message signs on driver attention and safety (of which Wachtel is a co-author) proposes a three
stage program of research: an on-road instrumented vehicle study, a naturalistic driving study and 
an unobtrusive observation study (The Effects of Commercial Electronic Variable 1vfessage S'igns 
(CEVMS) on Driver Attention and Distraction). 

Literature on Outdoor Advertising Safety Since the 2009 Wachtel Report 
We found a number of studies on outdoor advertising safety that have been published since the Wachtel 
report; but only three on digital billboard safety specifically. These studies reaffirm the negative effects of 
billboards on driver attention, despite the fact that no correlation can be found between the presence of 
billboards and increased crash rates: 

" Advertising billboards affect driver's ability to detect changes in road scenes, especially when the 
roadway background is more cluttered (Advertising Billboards Impair Change Detection in Road 
Scenes). In general they affect lateral control and mental workload (Conjlicrs of Interest), and 
change drivers' pattern of visual attention, increasing the amount of time needed for drivers to 
respond to road signs and increasing driving errors (Effects of Advertising Billboards during 
S'imulated Driving). A 2010 study concludes that among distractions external to vehicles, 
roadside advertisements have the strongest correlation to collision frequency (Quanti/j;ing 
External Vehicle Distractions and Their Impacts al S'ignalized Intersections). 

'" A 2011 FHW A study scans outdoor advertising control practices in Australia, Europe and Japan 
(Outdoor Advertising Control Practices in Australia. Europe, and Japan). 

" A 2010 Transport Research Laboratory study concludes that video billboards draw longer and 
more frequent glances from drivers than static advertisements, with drivers showing greater 
variation in lateral lane position, driving more slowly and braking harder (Investigating Driver 
Distraction). A 2011 study shows that video billboards also lead to more rear-end collisions when 
there is a hard-braking lead vehicle (External Distractions: The Ji~.fJects of Video Billboards and 
Windfarms on Driving Perfimnance). 

"' A 2010 study showed no impact on driver performance after the installation of a digital billboard 
(The Impact of Sacramento State's Electronic Billboard on Traffic and S'afety), and a 2009 study 
shows no correlation between hazardous intersection and the presence of digital billboards in Los 
Angeles (Digital Billboard Safety amongst lvfotorists in Los Angeles). 

"' Preventing distraction by digital billboards requires controlling lighting at nighttime, lengthening 
message duration time, simplifying message information and prohibiting message sequencing 
(Digital Billboards, Distracted Drivers). 

LiJm.iD_~nc;;~ ___ O:il~x_i_~--~nd __ Qth~_i:__HJJm~_D_X~~lQrn __ fQLSign_J)~_~_i_gn 
We also include a number of studies on human factors for the design of sit,>ns in general (including guide 
signs). Topics include congruent visual infomrntion, legibility, message design for variable message signs 
and luminance criteria for digital billboards. A 2010 study by Arizona State University (Digital LED 
Billboard Luminance Recommendations) suggests that: 
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... drivers should be subjected to brightness levels of no greater than l 0 to 40 times the brightness 
level to which their eyes are adapted for the critical driving task. As roadway lighting and 
automobile headlights provide lighting levels of about one nit this implies signage should appear no 
brighter than about 40 nits. 

State ReguJations 
.. An undated chart from the Outdoor Advertising Association of America summarizes state 

regulations on changeable message advertising signs. Generally minimum message duration is 
between 4 and l 0 seconds, with 6 and 8 seconds most common; the maximum interval between 
messages is l to 4 seconds; and spacing is most commonly 500 feet. A review of state practices is 
also included in Appendices Band C of the 2001 FHWA study, Research Review of Potential 
Safety Effects of Electronic Billboards on Driver Attention and Distraction in Related Research. 

• We survey the digital advertising display regulations of 12 states. Of note are Massachusetts and 
Tennessee, which are currently updating regulations to specifically address digital billboards. 

Gaps in :Findings 
.. While there is a significant amount of research on the effects of outdoor advertising on driver 

distraction, there is little research definitively showing that outdoor advertising affects crash rates, 
and there are a limited number of studies on digital billboards specifically. 

'" We found little research justifying common regulations and design recommendations for digital 
billboards, including brightness/illumination, font size and visual complexity. Recommendations 
are typically based on common state practices. 

.. We found little research on the safety effects of signage in general, including guide signs. 
'" We did not find research in progress for any areas of inquiry. 

Next Steps 
" Caltrans may be able to gather additional information about cun-ent practice and regulations by 

surveying the other state DOTs. 
" Caltrans could consider launching a multi-year research study, either by itself or with other states, 

aimed at measuring changes in crash rates after installation of digital displays. 
'" Cal trans could follmv up \Vi th the Outdoor Advertising Association of America to determine the 

sources and dates of the data presented in their State Changeable l\ilessage Chart:. OAAA may 
also have other unpublished research of interest 
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Federal Guidance on Digital Displays 

Guidance on Off-Premise Changeable Message Signs, Federal Highway Administration, September 
2007. 
http://www.ihwa.doL~:'.ov/r~:al~:statdoffprmsi?,sn1,wid.hlm 

Guidance from this memorandum is as follows: 
" Duration of message: Bet\veen 4 and 10 seconds; 8 seconds is recommended. 
" Transition time bet\.veen messages: 1 to 4 seconds. 
" Brightness: Adjust brightness in response to changes in light levels so that signs are not 

unreasonably bright for the safety of the motoring public. 
" Spacing: Not less than minimum spacing requirements for signs under the federal/state agreement 

(FSA), or greater if determined appropriate to ensure the safety of the motoring public. 
" Locations: As where allowed by the FSA except where such locations are determined to be 

unsafe. 

Outdoor Advertising ControL Federal Highway Administration, January 3, 2012. 
http:! /www. ihwa.doL ~:'.ov/r~:al~:statdout ad.htni 
This web page provides a series of links to related topics, including a history and overview of the federal 
outdoor advertising control program, the possible effects of commercial electronic variable message signs 
on driving safety, and research about the potential safety effects of electronic billboards on driver 
attention and distraction. 

Related Research 

Studies below that are industry sponsored are preceded by an asterisk and include an indication of the sponsor. 

The \Vachtel Report and Pre-2009 Literature on Outdoor Advertising Safety 

Safety Impacts of the Emerging Digital Display Technology for Outdoor Advertising Signs, Jerry 
Wachtel, NCHRP Project 20-7 (256), Final Report, April 2009. 
http://www.annarr.f:ov/Docuinmts/pdt/cms.resource!NCHRP Di~:dtal Billboard Rqiorl.702.16.pdf 

Sections 2 and 3 of this report include the most thorough review to date of the literature on the use of 
digital displays for outdoor advertising signs. Smnmaries of a selection of the studies referenced in the 
report are provided on the following pages, along with Wachtel· s comments on these studies, where 
relevant. ([n the citations for this section, all references to "Wachtel" are to the 2009 report) 

Summaries of the following sections of the report are also provided: 
" Conclusions from the literature. 
'" Section 4: Human Factors Issues. 
• Section 5: Current and Proposed Guidelines and Regulations. 
" Section 6: Recommendations for Guidelines. 
• Section 7: Digital Billboards On-Premise and on the Right-Of-Way. 
• Section 8: New Technology, New Applications, New Challenges. 
• Section 9: Summary and Conclusions. 
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CQ11~lJJ_§i_Q11~ __ frn_m_Jh~ __ L_iJ~rnt_iJrn 
This report gives an exhaustive review of the literature (Sections 2 and 3) and concludes broadly (pages 5 
and 6 of the report) that: 

'" Studies ret,'Ularly demonstrate that the presence of roadside advertising sit,>ns such as digital 
billboards contributes to driver distraction at levels that adversely affect safe driving 
performance. 

• There is consistency in research recommendations regarding brightness, message duration and 
change interval, and billboard location with regard to official traffic control devices, roadway 
geometry and vehicle maneuver requirements at interchanges, lane drops, merges and diverges, as 
well as regarding constraints that should be placed on such signs' placement and operation_ 

Section 4: Human Factor Issues: 
Beginning on page 115 of the report, Wachtel summarizes human factors issues related to digital 
billboards as follows: 

.. Conspicuity: Billboards with high levels of illumination and frequent changes can reduce the 
visibility of traffic control devices and other visual signs required for safety (vehicle brake lights, 
reflectors, etc.). 

" Distraction and inattention: Inattention involves the failure of a driver to concentrate on the 
driving task for any reason, or for no known reason at alL 1t is distinguished from distraction in 
that it may have no knmvn cause and possibly no remediation. 

• lnj(Jrmation processing.· Billboards are often placed in ways that do not adhere to good human 
factors practice restricting the amount of information conveyed by signs_ 

• l!ie Zeigarnik Effect: Discomfort related to task interruption may lead drivers to continue looking 
at changing messages on digital billboards to learn what comes next 

• Brightness and glare: The nutjority of public complaints about digital billboards concern their 
excessive brightness, particularly at night, to the extent that they become the most conspicuous 
item in the visual field and dnnv the eye away from other objects that need to be seen. 

• Legibility and readability: Billboards may not adhere to Manual on Uniform Traffic Control 
Devices (MUTCD) guidelines on legibility, including font, letter size and color. Often they take 
more time to read than guidelines prescribe, taking multiple glances to communicate the intended 
message. 

'" Novelty: Novel stimuli make a greater demand on driver attention, and where drivers get used to 
static billboards, digital billboards have the ability to present new images to drivers every time the 
sign is approached. 

• Sign design, coding. redundancy: Digital billboards lack the consistent design of traffic control 
devices, which is intended to assist recognition and decrease reaction time. 

• Visual attention: Digital billboards, more than any previous technology used for roadside 
advertising, are capable of commanding drivers' attention by employing extremely high 
luminance levels; bright, rich colors; and a pattern of message display that may appear to flash. 

• Positive Guidance: Drivers can be given sufficient information about road hazards when and 
where they need it, and in a fonn that enables them to avoid error that might result in a crash. 

• The lvfoth Effect: Drivers may have the tendency to inadvertently steer in the direction of bright 
lights, leading to lane departures and crashes_ 

SS!_~JiQll __ ~_; ___ C_m:i:_~_Dl_iJlld __ PrnpQ~~g __ GJJidS!hll~~--~nslJ~S!g_nl~_tiQD_§ 
This section reviews national and international guidelines and regulations for digital billboards. 

Queensland, Australia 
Queensland had the most comprehensive regulations, including flmvcharts and tables that enable an 
inspector to determine exactly what types and operational characteristics of advertising signs are 
permissible under different road and speed conditions. Page 121 of the report describes different levels of 
restriction for different road categories: 
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For advertising devices beyond the right-of-\vay but visible from "motorways, freeways, or roads 
of similar standard,'' only non-illuminated signs or non-rotating static illuminated signs are 
pennitted (p. 6-4). Where an advertising device is pennitted on State-controlled roads, the same 
restrictions apply. Further, '·variable message signs and trivision signs are not permitted on State
controlled roads" (p. 6-5). For those advertising devices that are permitted, a clear chart is 
provided (labeled Figure C6) that provides graphic depictions of the "device restriction area" (p. 
C-12). 

Guidelines also establish maximum average sign luminance for zones with differing ambient street 
lighting. To limit the distracting potential of electronic billboards, Australia requires that digital billboards 
outside the boundaries of but visible from state-controlled roads (except motorways) (Category I) be 
installed only where: 

• There is adequate advanced visibility to read the sign. 
.. The environment is free from driver distraction points and there is no competition with official 

signs. 
'" The speed limit is 80km/h or less. 
'" The device is not a moving sign (defined elsewhere in the document). 

For Category l digital billboards that display predominantly graphics: 
'" Long duration display periods are preferred in order to minimize driver distraction and reduce the 

amount of perceived movement. Each screen should have a minimum display period of 8 
seconds. 

.. The time taken for consecutive displays to change should be within 0.1 seconds. 

.. The complete screen display should change instantly. 
'" Sequential message sets are not permitted. 
'" The time limits will be reviewed periodically. 

For Category I digital billboards that display predominantly text: 
'" The number of sequential messages ... may range from one to a maximum of three; in locations 

with high traffic volume or a high demand on driver concentration, the number of sequential 
messages should be limited to two. 

• Where a display is part of a sequential message set, the display duration should be between 2.5 to 
3. 5 seconds for a corresponding message length of three to six familiar words. 

'" The number and complexity of words used ... should be consistent with the display duration. 
'" The time taken for consecutive displays to change should be within 0.1 seconds. 
• The complete screen display should change instantaneously. 
.. Jn a text-only display, the background color should be uniform and nonconspicuous. 

Australia's regulations do not allow changeable message signs, flashing signs or digital billboards of any 
type if such devices \vould be visible by motorists traveling on motonvays (Category 2). Where 
advertising devices are permitted within the boundaries of state-controlled roads (Category 3), such signs 
must be nonrotating static illuminated and nonrotating, nonilluminated signs. Neither variable message 
signs nor trivision signs are pem1itted on state-controlled roads. 

SouthAjNca 
On page 126 of the report, Wachtel describes South Africa's regulations, which require that no 
advertisement may: 

'" Be so placed as to distract, or contain an element that distracts, the attention of drivers of vehicles 
in a manner likely to lead to unsafe driving conditions. 

• Be illuminated to the extent that it causes discomfort to or inhibits the vision of approaching 
pedestrians or drivers of vehicles. 
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.. Be attached to traffic signs, combined with traffic signs, ... obscure traffic signs, create confusion 
\vith traffic signs, interfere with the functioning of traffic signs, or create road safety hazards. 

.. Obscure the view of pedestrians or drivers, or obscure road or rail vehicles and road, railway or 
sidewalk features such as junctions, bends, and changes in width. 

• Be erected in the vicinity of signalized intersections which display the colours red, ye1lmv or 
green if such colours will constitute a road safety hazard. 

.. Have light sources that are visible to vehicles traveling in either direction (p. 12). 

Regulations provide guidance on advertisement size, colors, number of advertisements in the area, speed 
limit, quantity of infon11ation in the advertisement (measured in bits), illumination level and other factors. 

Victoria, Australia 
Regulations define the conditions under which an advertisement is a road safely hazard, including 
position and potential for distraction because of color or illumination. From page 130 of the report, signs 
must: 

• Not display animated or moving images, or flashing or intennittent lights. 
• Not be brighter than 0.25 candela per square metre. 
'" Remain unchanged for a minimum of 30 seconds. 
• Not be visible from a freeway. 
• Satisfy the ten point checklist. 

New S'outh Wales, Australia 
Guidelines include recommendations for variable message signs on conventional roads, including 
message on- and off-time, changeover time, maximum distance to traffic signal, and minimum distances 
to other advertising devices or to official traffic devices. It also restricts the maximum luminance levels of 
advertising devices based on levels of ambient off-street lighting. 

l!ie Netherlands 
The Netherlands has guidelines for visual distracters (including but not limited to billboards) that contain 
nondriving related information. Recommendations include (from page 132 of the report): 

• There should be no information that actively attracts attention; this includes no moving objects, 
no LCD or LED screens, and no moving or changing pictures or images. 

• Non-driving related information should not appear within the driver's central field-of-view (less 
than 10 deg from straight ahead). 

• Signs should contain a maximum of five "items" (letters, numbers, symbols, etc.). 
• No distractions should be permitted at merges, exits and entrances, close to road signs or in 

curves (specific constraints will follow). 
• No telephone numbers will be permitted. 
• No fluorescent colors are pennitted. 
• No ambiguity is pen11itted. 
'" No controversial infonnation is permitted: examples include sex, violence, religion, nudity. 
• No mixture of real and fake words is permitted. 
• Commercial signs must be 90 deg to the road to minimize head turning. 
• No signs will be pennitted that mimic road signs in color or layout. 

Brazil 
A 1998 study proposes the following regulations (from page 134 of the report): 

• Advertising signs should be located at a tangent to approaching drivers. 
• Advertising signs should be no closer than l 000 m from one another on the same side of the road, 

and no closer than 500 m from the nearest advertising sign on the opposite side of the road. 
• The display time of each image on a variable message sign should be long enough to appear static 

to 95%1 of drivers approaching it at highway speeds. 
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.. The message change interval should not exceed 2 s. 
• The displayed image should remain static from the moment it first appears until the moment it is 

changed. 
'" No animation, flashing or moving lights should be allowed. 
• No message or image that could be mistaken for a traffic control signal should be displayed. 
• Messages should be simple and concise. 

United States 

N.~1y ___ YQi;k__S1~t~ 
Regulations proposed in 2008 include: 

• Minimum message duration of 62 seconds, so that no motorist would be able to see more than 
one message change as he or she approached any particular changeable electronic variable 
message sign. 

• Message transition time should be instantaneous to minimize distraction. 
• Minimum spacing between changeable electronic variable message sign is 5,000 feet. 
• Maximum changeable electronic variable message sign brightness of 5,000 cd/m2 in daylight and 

280 cd/m2 at night. 
" Prohibited locations: 

o On interstate and controlled access highvvays: Within 1,100 feet of an interchange, at-grade 
intersection, toll plaza, signed curve or lane merge/weave area; within 5,000 feet of 
another changeable electronic variable message sign or official traffic device that has 
changeable messages. 

o On primary highways: Within L 100 feet of an entrance or exit from a controlled access 
highway, a signed curve or a lane/merge area; within 5,000 feet of another changeable 
electronic variable message sign or official traffic control device \.vith changeable 
messages. 

Revised criteria made these requirements less restrictive, reducing message duration from 62 to 6 seconds 
and changing spacing requirements and prohibited locations. The requirements for instantaneous message 
transition and maximum brightness did not change. 

San Antonio, TX 
Regulations for a trial evaluation of 15 off-premise digital signs included a message duration time of 10 
seconds; change intervals of one second or less; brightness less than or equal to 7,000 nits during the day 
and 2,500 nits at night and various other regulations. (One nit= one candela per square meter.) 

Efo1y~;ry ___ B.r.m:i.~h,_ __ QA 
Regulations in this community begin on page 138 of the report and include: 

.. Minimum message duration: to the amount of time that would result in one message per mile at 
the highest speed limit posted within the 5000 feet approaching the sign for the road from which 
the sign is to be viewed. 

• Transition time: less than one-tenth of a second. with no animated transitions. 
• Illumination and brightness: not greater than 12 foot-candles from the nearest point of the road. 
• Freezing of the display on malfunction. 
'" Prohibition of message sequencing. 

Oakdale. MN 
Brightness is limited to 2,500 nits during the day and 500 nits at night, with adjustments for ambient light 
conditions and a minimum display duration of 60 seconds. 
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S_t ___ CIQl2', __ C9-JJn1J:_, __ ViJ 
From page 140 of the reporL sit,>ns with "external and uncolored" illumination are permitted. In addition 
to typical prohibitions against flashing, moving, traveling, or animated signs or sign elements, the 
follmving prohibitions apply to all signs with internal illumination: 

• No illuminated off-premises sign which changes in color or intensity of artificial light at any time 
while the sign is illuminated shall be permitted. 

• No illuminated on-premise sign which changes in color or intensity of artificial light at any time 
when the sign is illuminated shall be permitted, except one for which the changes are necessary 
for the purpose of correcting hour-and-minute, date or temperature information. 

• A sign that regularly or automatically ceases illumination for the purpose of causing the color or 
intensity to have changed when illumination resumes (are prohibited). 

• The scope of the ordinance's prohibitions include, but are not limited to, any sign face that 
includes a video display, LED lights that change in color or intensity, '·digital ink." and any other 
method or technology that causes the sign face to present a series of tv10 or more images or 
displays. 

Q_ntg99_r__A_dy~_1Ji_~_ingJD_d_n~tIY 
The Outdoor Advertising Association of America (OAAA) publication Regulating Digital Billboards 
suggests that digital billboards: 

" Display a message that appears for no less than four seconds. 
• Have message transitions of at least one second. 
• Have spacing consistent with state requirements. 
• Do not include animated, flashing, scrol1ing, intem1ittent or video elements. 
• Appropriately adjust display brightness as ambient light levels change. 

Section 6: Recommendations for Guidelines 
Wachtel makes recommendations for guidelines based on the revievv of literature and international, 
national, state and local regulations (despite the fact that "there are not yet comprehensive research-based 
answers to fully inform such guidance and regulation"): 

• Minimum message display duration: The FHWA recommends 6 seconds, the OAAA 
recommends 4 seconds, and the OAAA reports that 41 states have set display minimums ranging 
from 4 seconds to 10 seconds. Wachtel is not aware of any research on this issue to support such 
guidelines, and notes that "good human factors practice would suggest that minimum display 
duration should differ with sight distance, prevailing speeds. and other factors." The author 
recommends the following formula to minimize the chance that a motorist will see more than two 
successive messages: 

Sight distance to the digital billboards (ft) I Speed limit (ft/sec)= Minimum display 
duration (sec) 

'" Interval between successive displays: This interval should be as close to instantaneous as possible 
so that a driver cannot perceive any blanking of the display screen. 

• Visual effects between successive displays: Visual effects should be prohibited. 
• Message sequencing: Sequencing should be prohibited. 
• Amount of information displayed: To the author's knowledge, no U.S. jurisdiction places 

restrictions on the amount of information that may be presented on billboards. including digital 
billboards (although some agencies outside the United States do). There is not enough research to 
make recommendations, although a good starting point are guidelines for South Africa and the 
Netherlands (which limit information based on how much a driver can read at a given speed and 
while the sign is visible). 

• Information presentation: Considerable guidance is available to advertisers and digital billboard 
owners from sources inside the outdoor advertising industry as well as human factors and traffic 
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safety experts, and the MUTCD itself. Digital billboards should facilitate rapid, error-free reading 
of roadside advertisements with lower levels of driver attentional demand and distraction. 
Typeface, font, color and contrast of figure and background, character size, etc., all play a role in 
the legibility and readability of a display. 

• Digital billboard size: Recommendations for size limitations are beyond the scope of the report. 
The most common size for billboards of any kind is 14 feet high by 48 feet wide. 

• Brightness, luminance and illuminance: Since perceived brightness can change depending on 
ambient light conditions, it is necessary to establish objective, measurable limits on the amount of 
light that such billboards actually emiL and set different upper bounds for different environmental 
and ambient conditions. 

• Display luminance in the event of failure: Roadway authorities should incorporate into their 
guidelines verifiable requirements that, in the event of any failure or combination of failures that 
affect DBB luminance, the display will default to an output level no higher than that which has 
been independently determined to be the acceptable maximum under normal operation. 

• Longitudinal spacing between billboards: An approaching driver should not be faced with two or 
more digital billboard displays within his field of view at the same time. 

• Digital billboard placement with relation to traffic control devices and driver decision and action 
points: Prohibitions against the placement of distracting irrelevant stimuli in roadway settings 
where drivers must make decisions and take actions should be imposed. The guidance for 
Queensland, Australia, might serve as a model. 

• Annual operating permits: Crovemment agencies and roadway operating authorities might 
consider the practice adopted in Oakdale, MN, where owners of digital billboards are granted a 
permit to operate a sign for a year and must renew the permit annually. 

Section 7: Digital Billboards On-Premise and on the Right-Of-Way 

On-Premise Signs 
From page 161 of the report: 

... On-premise sign regulation is typically accomplished through local zoning codes, and may, in 
general, be far more variable and likely less stringent with regard to the means of the display, display 
characteristics, or the size of the sign than comparable controls on billboards. Many such codes have 
changed little in recent years, despite the grmvth of digital technology for on-premise displays. 

From the traffic safety perspective, it is possible that the risk of driver inattention and distraction is 
higher for some on-premise signs than for some [digital billboards], because on-premise signs may 
be larger and closer to the road, mounted at elevations closer to the approaching driver's eye level, 
and placed at angles that may require excessive head movements, In addition, many such signs may 
display animation, full motion video, sound, and other stimuli . 

. . . Agencies might want to consider restrictions for on-premise sign operations at least as rigorous as 
those for billboards, as \ve11 as restrictions on size, height, proximity to the right-of-way, and angular 
placement with regard to the oncoming driver's line of sight. Of al I of the guidelines proposed in this 
report for [digital bi11boards], there may \ve11 be an equal or greater need to consider similar controls 
for on-premise signs. In addition, consideration must also be given to such signs' capacity for 
animation, flashing lights or other special effects, and full motion video. 

Digital Billboards within the Right-of-Way 
The FHW A opposes advertising of any kind within the right of way (despite proposals for public-private 
partnerships in California and Nevada). 
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Wachtel concludes that permitting California to study its proposed exceptions to the requirements of the 
MUTCD and existing federal law would bring about several adverse consequences, including 
undermining decades of human factors research, setting a dangerous precedent and opening to challenge 
the entire basis of the MUTCD. 

S_~c;;1_i_9n_ __ ~; ___ N_~~y __ I~-~_b_n91_9gy_, ___ NS!_yy __ A1wh~_!Jti911~, __ N_~_~y ___ Ch~_U~ng~_§ 
The potential for driver distraction displaying billboards (electronic and otherwise) on moving vehicles is 
high, as it is for personalized and interactive billboards. 

S_~c;;1_i_9n_ __ 2; ___ S_nmm~IY---iJnd __ C_9ns;JJJ_§_i_9n_§ 
From page l 79 of the report: 

In short the issue of the role of [digital billboards (DBBs)] in traffic safety is extremely compleK 
and there is no single research study approach that can provide answers to all of the many questions 
that must be raised in looking at this issue ... _ A small number of important research studies, all 
published (or to be published) within the past several years, may have opened the door to a solution 
to the long-standing question of whether unsafe levels of driver distraction can occur from roadside 
billboards .... [One study found] that a driver's eyes-off-road time due to external-to-the-vehicle 
distraction or inattention was estimated to cause more than 23% of all crashes and near crashes that 
occmTed .... [Another study shows] significantly longer average glance durations to roadside digital 
signs than to ''baseline" sites and to traditional (fixed) billboards, and the researchers suggest, all 
measures of visual glances indicative of driver distraction would prove to be significantly worse in 
the presence of digital signs if a full study was to be conducted at night. ... [T]here is growing 
evidence that billboards can attract and hold a driver's attention for the extended periods of time that 
\Ve now know to be unsafe . 

. . . [A ]non-road study (Lee, et al., 2007) using an instrumented vehicle found many more such long 
glances made to DBBs and similar ''comparison sites" consisting of (among other things) on-premise 
digital signs, than there were to sites containing traditional, static billboards, or sites with no obvious 
visual elements .... From the same study, we have evidence expressed by the researchers that if we 
were to conduct our research at night we would find that all measures of eye glance behavior would 
demonstrate sit,>nificantly greater amounts of distraction to digital advertisements than to fixed 
billboards or to the natural roadside environment, and that driver vehicle control behaviors such as 
lane-keeping and speed maintenance would also suffer in the presence of these digital signs . 

. . . When we add the results of these recent, applied research studies, to the earlier theoretical work 
by Theemves and his colleagues ( 1998, 1999), in v1hich they demonstrated that our attention and our 
eye gaze is reflexively drawn to an object of different luminance in the visual field, that this occurs 
even when we are engaged in a primary task, and regardless of whether we have any interest in this 
irrelevant stimulus, and that we may have no recollection of having been attracted to it, we have a 
growing. and consistent picture of the adverse impact of irrelevant, outside-the-vehicle distracters 
such as DBBs on driver performance. 

Note: In the citations that fo1lmv, all references to "Wachtel" are from the 2009 report citation given on 
page 4 of this report. 
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The Effects of Commercial Electronic Variable Message Signs (CE VMS) on Driver Attention and 
Distraction: An Update, Federal Highway Administration, Report No. FHWA-HRT-09-018, February 
2009. 
http:! /1nv 1v. flrwa.dol. 2.ov/realestale/cevms. pd f 
From the abstract: The present report reviews research concerning the possible effects of Commercial 
Electronic Variable Message Signs (CEVMS) used for outdoor advertising on driver safety. Such 
CEVMS displays are alternatively known as Electronic Billboards (EBB) and Digital Billboards (DBB). 
The report consists of an update of earlier published work, a review of applicable research methods and 
techniques, recommendations for future research, and an extensive bibliography. The literature review 
update covers recent post-hoc crash studies, field investigations, laboratory investigations, previous 
literature reviews, and reviews of practice. The present report also examines the key factors or 
independent variables that might affect a driver's response to CEVMS, as well as the key measures or 
dependent variables which may serve as indicators of driver safety, especially those that might reflect 
attention or distraction. These key factors and measures were selected, combined, and integrated into a set 
of alternative research strategies. Based on these strategies, as well as on the review of the literature, a 
proposed three stage program of research has been developed to address the problem. The present report 
also addresses CE VMS programmatic and research study approaches. Jn terms of an initial research 
study, three candidate methodologies are discussed and compared. These are: (1) an on-road instrumented 
vehicle study, (2) a naturalistic driving study, and (3) an unobtrusive observation study. An analysis of the 
relative advantages and disadvantages of each study approach indicated that the on-road instrumented 
vehicle approach was the best choice for ansv1ering the research question at the first stage. 

Wachtel notes: 
It should be noted that this project was performed essentially in parallel with the present study. 
Although both looked at the recent literature that addressed driver behavior and perfonnance in the 
presence of DBBs, the two studies had different goals and took different approaches. The study by 
J'vfolino and his colleagues \Vas intended to identify gaps in our cmTent knowledge and design a 
research strategy to begin to fill those gaps, with the ultimate goal of providing the FHW A Office of 
Real Estate Services with a sufficient empirical basis from which to develop or revise, if appropriate, 
guidance and/or regulation for the use of DBBs along the Federal Aid Highway System. These goals 
differed considerably from the present study, whose purpose was to review, not only the recent 
research literature, but also existing guidelines and/or regulations that have been developed in the 
U.S. and abroad to address DBBs. Finally, the ultimate goal of the present study was to take what is 
known from the research, combine this knowledge with what has \vorked for regulatory authorities, 
and recommend nevi guidelines and/or regulations that could be enacted by State and local 
governments, and private and toll road authorities, without the need or the ability to wait for the 
completion of additional research. The FHWA study had no such objective. 

The Effects of Visual Clutter on Driving Performance, Jessica Edquist, Accident Research Centre. 
Monash University, February 24, 2009. 
http://www.tmLon!,/lef:al pdf/Billboard-studv-arbc!e.pdf 
From the abstract: Driving a motor vehicle is a comple"- activity, and errors in performing the driving 
task can result in crashes which cause property damage, injuries, and sometimes death. rt is important that 
the road environment supports drivers in safe performance of the driving task At present increasing 
amounts of visual information from sources such as roadside advertising create visual clutter in the road 
environment. There has been little research on the effoct of this visual clutter on driving performance, 
pmticularly i()r vulnerable groups such as novice and older drivers. The present work aims to fill this gap. 
Literature from a variety of relevant disciplines was surveyed and integrated, and a model of the 
mechanisms by vvhich visual clutter could affect performance of the driving task was developed. To 
detem1ine potential sources of clutter, focus groups with drivers were held and two studies involving 
subjective ratings of visual clutter in photographs and video clips of road environments were carried out. 
This resulted in a taxonomy of visual clutter in the road environment: '"situational clutter'·, including 
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vehicles and other road users with whom drivers interact; '"designed clutter", including road signs, 
signals, and markings used by traffic authorities to communicate with users; and ''built clutter'', including 
roadside development and any signage not originating from a road authority. The taxonomy of visual 
clutter \Vas tested using the change detection paradigm. Drivers \Vere slower to detect changes in 
photographs of road scenes with high levels of visual clutter than with low levels, and slower for road 
scenes including advertising billboards than road scenes without billboards. Finally, the effects of 
billboard presence and lead vehicles on vehicle control, eye movements and responses to traffic signs and 
signals were tested using a driving simulator. The number of vehicles included appeared to be insufficient 
to create situational clutter. Hmvever billboards had significant effects on driver speed (slower), ability to 
follow directions on road signs (slower with more errors), and eye movements (increased amount of time 
fixating on roadsides at the expense of scanning the road ahead). Older drivers were particularly affected 
by visual clutter in both the change detection and simulated driving tasks. Results are discussed in terms 
of implications for future research and for road safety practitioners. Visual clutter can affect driver 
>vorkload as well as purely visual aspects of the driving task (such as hazard perception and search for 
road signs). When driver workload is increased past a certain point other driving tasks will also be 
performed less well (such as speed rnaintenance) Advertising billboards in particular cause visual 
distraction, and should be considered at a similar level of potential danger as visual distraction from in
vehicle devices. The consequences of roadside visual clutter are more severe for the grmving 
demographic of older drivers. Currently, road environments do not support drivers (particularly older 
drivers) as \vell as they could. Based on the results, guidance is given for road authorities to improve this 
status when designing and location road signage and approving roadside advertising. 

The Impact of Roadside Advertising on Driver Distraction: Final Report, WSP Development and 
Transportation, June 2008. 
h t.tp:/lwww .higlnv avs. iwv. uk/k now J~:drr~: compendiuni/assets/docmn~:nts/Portfo! io/Tld;;)20i n1pact')S.?.Oof 
~1;1!'.QrQ?cJ§id~0~:,2Q;:1~l~'t::Di5;:igg~'.,JQqp';'02Q1h~%2Dtrn~:~JJipg~1;1!'.Qp1Jhli~~i~Q~%IQK~pqrG_<);Q~~1;1!'.QJJQ'.irslf 
This report argues against the use of accident data in evaluating the impacts of billboards. Wachtel 
summarizes these arguments as fo1lmvs: 

.. There could be other ru1known variables that could have led to the reported accidents. 
• There are many opportunities for error or omission in data entry in police accident reporting 

forms. 
'" In minor accidents, the involved vehicles may move away from the point of rest (POR) to clear 

traffic lanes, thus further degrading the potential accuracy of identifying the true location. The 
POR of the involved vehicle(s) (which is what is commonly identified in police reports) may 
have little relationship to the point of distraction that was the proximal cause of the crash. 

• Accidents, particularly minor accidents, are underreported. 
• Accident data considers only those incidents that result in an actual collision. But there are likely 

many more incidences of distraction that result in driver en-or (such as late braking, lane 
exceedances) without consequence, and others that result in ''near misses" that might have 
resulted in a crash but for the evasive actions of another driver. '"As no data on 'near misses' is 
available, it is not possible to quantify the full effect of distraction" (p. 35). 

Wachtel also summarizes the reports broad conclusions as follows: 
• Although it is accepted that drivers are responsible for attending to the driving task, "visual 

clutter is liable to overload or distract drivers" (p. 63). 
'" The stakeholders could not provide statistical evidence to demonstrate the presence or absence of 

a correlation between roadside advertising and accidents. 
• There is no desire for an outright ban on roadside advertising, but there is general agreement 

about the need for more guidance or regulation to control the type, location and content of such 
advertising. 

• There is a need for additional governmental powers to remove unauthorized advertising, and there 
is a need to make enforcement a greater priority. 
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"'A Study of the Relationship between Digital BiHboards and Traffic Safety in Cuyahoga County, 
Ohio, Tantala Associates, sponsored by the OAAA, July 2007. 
Citation at http//trid.trb.on:/vie,vi2007/l\!1/1154756 
This study sponsored by the Outdoor Advertising Association of America uses police reports to examine 
the statistical relationship between certain digital billboards and traffic safety for seven locations in 
Cuyahoga County. Results shovv no statistical relationship betvveen the presence of digital billboards and 
accidents. 

\Vachtel notes: 
The authors performed a post-hoc accident analysis study in which they reviev1ed statistical 
summaries of traffic collision reports, the originals of which had been prepared by investigating 
police officers. There are serious, inherent weaknesses in the use of this technique; such \veaknesses 
have been understood and well documented for many years (see, for example, Wachtel and 
Netherton, 1980; Klauer, et aL 2006b: Speirs, et al., 2008). The use of this approach to relate 
crashes to driver distraction from DBBs, hmvever, raises additional concerns. 

Wachtel goes on to give an extensive critique of this study (pages 89 to 101), reprising his criticisms in 
the follmving review: 

A Critical, Comprehensive Review of Two Studies Recently Released by the Outdoor 
Advertising Association of America, Jerry Wachtel, The Veridian Group, October 18, 2007. 
htm!l~xw~x ::;:Q~nii::nrn!.:;;tQi;:;:1gg/i:Jq~wnq1t5/\Y;;i(;btt::L .\t<:tr.Yl<:1nd x~~:i~wp~iJ 
From the report: Jn July 2007, the Outdoor Advertising Association of America (OAAA) announced 
on its website the issuance of two "ground-breaking studies" that addressed the human factors and 
driver performance issues associated \.vith real-world digital (or electronic) billboards (EBBs), and 
the impact of such billboards on traffic accidents (Outdoor Advertising Association of America, 
2007) .... As a result of the issuance of these two studies and the claims made for them, and because 
of the need to address this technology by Government agencies nationwide, the Maryland State 
Highway Administration (MDSHA) asked this reviewer to perform an independent peer review of 
each of the two studies. This report represents the results of that review .... Having completed this 
peer revievv, it is our opinion that acceptance of these reports as valid is inappropriate and 
unsupported by scientific data, and that ordinance or code changes based on their findings is ill 
advised. 

*Driving Performance and Digital Billboards, Suzanne E. Lee, Melinda J. McElheny, Ronald Gibbons, 
Center for Automotive Safety Research, Virginia Tech Transportation Institute, sponsored by the OAAA. 
March 22, 2007. 
hl.tp:/lwww .oaaa .ordU serFiles/File/L:g:isfo ti ve/Di fd tal/6 .3. 9b0/i.20 Ori ver(l/,20 Behavior(l/,20 Res~: arch .pdf 
From the abstract: Thirty-six drivers dron~ an instrumented Yehicle on a 50-mile loop route in the 
daytime along some of the interstates and surface streets in Cleveland [OH] ... The overall conclusion, 
supported by both the eyeglance results and the questionnaire results. is that the digital billboards seem to 
attract more attention than the conventional billboards and baseline sites. Because of the lack of crash 
causation data, no conclusions can be dravvn regarding the ultimate safety of digital billboards. Although 
there are measurable changes in driver performance in the presence of digital billboards, in many cases 
these differences are on a par with those associated with everyday driving, such as the on-prernises signs 
located at businesses. 
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Driven to Distraction: Determining the Effects of Roadside Advertising on Driver Attention, Mark 
S. Young, Janina M. Mahfoud, Brunel University, 2007. 
htt11Fh11r"1Jn:w1t5J;11:oiJ}Jbit~tE:'m:i/2A~i~!222WJ!Bv,i9:-;i9s,{:";12D;tii>Jr,1i;tiS1n~·;,,,2Qfo:wt',,2QrmNrt%2Q%20!2n1 
nel%29.pdf 
From the abstract: There is grmving concern that roadside advertising presents a real risk to driving 
safety, with conservative estimates putting external distractors responsible for up to 10% of all accidents. 
In this report, we present a simulator study quantifying the effocts of billboards on driver attention, 
mental workload and performance in Urban, Motorway and Rural environments. The results demonstrate 
that roadside advertising has a dear detrimental effect on lateral controL increases mental workload and 
eye fixations, and on some roads can draw attention away from more relevant road signage. Detailed 
analysis of the data suggests that the effects of billboards may in fact be more consequential in scenarios 
which are monotonous or of lmver workload. Nevertheless, the overriding conclusion is that prudence 
should be exercised when authorising or placing roadside advertising. The findings are discussed with 
respect to governmental policy and guidelines. 

Wachtel gives an extensive critique of the methodolot,'Y for this industry-sponsored study (pages 10 l to 
114). 

The Impact of Driver Inattention on Near-Crash/Crash Risi-.: An Analysis Using the 100-Car 
Naturalistic Driving Study Data, S.G. Klauer, T.A. Dingus, V.L. Neale, J.D. Sudweeks, DJ. Ranisey, 
Virginia Tech Transportation institute, April 2006. 
http/(:-yw:-Y,nht~0,_gq,'/_l)Ql/NH.IS1VN.KP/l'>Jultin1Q;foJ/El)f~!Cr0:-;h%2QA:-qig,m;:i,J2Q(l6/l)n''~TAl10tt~:ntiq 
gps]f 
From the abstmcr: The purpose of this report \Vas to conduct in-depth analyses of driver inattention using 
the driving data collected in the 100-Car Naturalistic Driving Study An additional database of baseline 
epochs vvas reduced from the raw data and used in conjunction with the crash and near-crash data 
identified as part of the original 100-Car Study to account for exposure and establish near-crashicrnsh 
risk. The analyses presented in this report are able to establish direct relationships between driving 
behavior and crash and near-crash invokement. Risk was calculated (odds ratios) using both crash and 
near-crash data as vvdl as normal baseline driving data for various sources of inattention. The 
con-esponding population attributable risk percentages were also calculated to estimate the percentage of 
crashes and near-crashes occun-ing in the population resulting frorn inattention. Additional analyses 
involved driver willingness to engage in distracting tasks or driving while drovvsy: analyses \vith survey 
and test battery responses; and the impact of driver's eyes being off of the forward roadway. The results 
indicated that driving vvhile drovvsy results in a four- to six-times higher near-crash/crash risk relative to 
alert drivers. Drivers engaging in visually and/or manually complex tasks have a three-times higher near
crash/crash risk than drivers \V ho are attentive. There are specific environmental conditions in which 
engaging in secondary tasks or driving while drowsy is more dangerous, including intersections, wet 
roadways, and areas of high traffic density. Short, brief glances away from the forward roadway for the 
purpose of scanning the driving environment are safo and actually decrease near-crash/crash risk. Even in 
the cases of secondary task engagement, if the task is simple and requires a single short glance, the risk is 
elevated only slightly" if at all. However, glances totaling more than 2 seconds for any purpose increase 
near-crash/crash risk by at least two times that of nrnmal, baseline driving. 

Driving Performance in the Presence and Absence of Billboards, Suzanne E. Lee, Erik C.B. Olsen, 
Maryanne C. DeHart, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, February 29, 2004. 
Citation at ]JLtp!/trid.Li;:hqi;:g/yiQ:-\:DQQ,.YTuV8UQ7~ 
From the abstract: The current project \Vas undertaken to determine whether there is any change in 
driving behavior in the presence or absence of billboards. Several measures of eye glance location were 
used as prirnary measures of driver visual performance. Additional measures \Vere included to provide 
further insight into driving performance-these included speed variation and lane deviation. The overall 
conclusion from this study is that there is no measurable evidence that billboards cause changes in driver 
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behavior, in terms of visual behavior, speed maintenance, and lane keeping. A rigorous examination of 
individual billboards that could be considered to be the most visually attention-getting demonstrated no 
measurable relationship between glance location and billboard location. Driving perfrmnance measures in 
the presence of these specific billboards generally showed less speed variation and lane deviation. Thus, 
even in the presence of the most visually attention-getting billboards, neither visual performance nor 
driving performance changes measurably. Participants in this study drove a vehicle equipped vvith 
cameras in order to capture the forvvard view and tvvo views of the driver's fi1ce and eyes. The vehicle \Vas 
also equipped with a data collection system that would capture vehicle information such as speed, lane 
deviation, GPS location, and other measures of driving perfonmmce. Thirty-six drivers participated in the 
study, diiving a 35-mile loop route in Charlotte, North Carolina. A total of 30 billboard sites along the 
route were selected, along with six cornparison sites and six baseline sites. Several measures were used to 
examine driving performance during the 7-seconds preceding the billboard or other type of site. These 
included measures of driver visual perfonnance (forward, kit and right glances) and rneasures of driving 
performance (lane deviation and speed variation) With 36 participants and 42 sites, there •.vere L512 
events available for analysis. A small amount of data was lost due to sensor outages, sun angle, and lane 
changes, leaving ] ,481 events for eye glance analysis and L394 events for speed and lane position 
analysis. Altogether, 103,6 70 video frames were analyzed and 10JN5 glances were identified. There were 
97,580 data points in the speed and lane position data set The visual performance results indicate that 
billboards do not differ measurably from comparison sites such as logo boards, on-premises 
advertisements, and other roadside items. No measurable differences were found for visual behavior in 
terms of side of road. age, or familiarity, while there was one difference for gender. Not surprisingly, 
there were significant differences for road type, with surface streets showing a more active glance pattern 
than interstates. There \Vere also no measurable differences in speed variability or lane deviation in the 
presence of billboards as compared to baseline or comparison sites. An analysis of specific, high 
attention-getting billboards showed that sorne sites show a more active glance pattern than other sites, but 
the glance locations did not necessarily corTespond to the side of the road where the billboards were 
situated. The active glance patterns are probably due rnore to the road type than to the billboard itself 
One major finding was that significantly more time was spent vvith the eyes looking forward (eyes on 
road) for billboard and comparison sites as compared to baseline sites, providing a clue that billboards 
may actually improve driver visual behavior. Taken as a whole, these analyses support the overall 
conclusion that driving performance does not change measurably in the presence or absence of billboards. 

Effects of Roadside Advertisements on Road Safety, Finnish Road Administration, 2004. 
h t.tp :! I a! k. ti ch all into. fi/iulkaisut/pdf! 40004 2 3c-vc ffec tso fro ads i de. pd f 
From the abstract: The effects of roadside advertisements on road safoty have been studied using various 
methods. The topic was studied in Finland especially in the 1970s and 1980s. The results of those studies 
can be summarised thusly: 

.. ln general, the number of accidents occurring near roadside advertisements has not been observed 
to be higher than at reference sites. 

'" The negative effects of advertisements are, however, visible in accident statistics if they are 
focused on limited conditions Gunctions). 

• The effects of advertisements arc apparent in driver behaviour, but the effects measured in normal 
traffic are small. 

'" Advertisements along main roads distract the detection of traffic signs and possibly also other 
objects relevant to the driver's task 
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"Observed Driver Glance Behavior at Roadside Advertising Signs," Transportation Research Record 
1899.2004: 96-103. 
Citation at http;/{L1;:ig,trbDrnfyji;w!2DQA/C!Z42faZZ 
From the abstract: This study focused on the glance behavior of 25 drivers at various advertising signs 
along an expressway in Toronto, Ontario, Canach The average duration of the glances for the subjects 
was 0.57 s [standard deviation (SD)= 0.41], and in total there was an average of 35.6 glances per sul~ject 
(SD= 26.4). Active signs that contained movable displays or components made up 51% of the signs and 
received significantly more glances (69'% of all glances and 78% of long glances). The number of glances 
was significantly lower for passive signs (0.64 glances per subject per sign) than for active signs (greater 
than 1.31 glances per subject per sign). The number of long glances was also greater for active signs than 
for passive signs. Sign placement in the visual field may be critical to a sign being noticed or not. 
Empirical information is provided to assist regulatory agencies in setting policy on commercial signing. 

Wachtel notes: 
The implication for digital signs is that the sho1ter the period of time for which a given message is 
presented, and thus the more likely it is that a given approaching driver will see one or more 
message changes, the more likely it is that a driver will glance at such a sign for a longer period in 
anticipation of the next message to be displayed. Further, digital billboards display some 
characteristics of both fixed, traditional billboards and the types of active signs examined here. For 
example, a digital billboard may display a fixed image to any particular approaching driver, but 
depending upon its message cycle time, a driver may see one or more different displays. In this way, 
it is not unlike the roller signs discussed in this study, and, depending upon the display duration and 
change interval, digital signs may attract the same kind of attention expressed by some of the 
respondents in this study. Finally, a digital billboard is likely to possess image brightness, color, 
contrast, and image fidelity far higher than that achieved by any of the four sign types examined by 
the authors in this study. While the implications of these technological advances suggest that digital 
billboards would be more effective at capturing attention, this remains an empirical question. 

"Driver Distraction by Advertising: Genuine Risk or lJrban Myth?" Brendan VVallace, Proceedings 
olthe Institution o/Civil Engineers, ?vfunicipal Engineer, Vol 156, Issue 3, September 2003: 185-190. 
Citation at http/{L1;:ig,tfQQrg{yjgwf2DQ~~!CHi0~Q83 
From the abstract: Drivers operate in an increasingly complex visual enviromnent, and yd there has been 
little recent research on the effects this might have on driving ability and accident rates. This paper is 
based on research carried out for the Scottish Executive's Central Research Unit on the subject of 
external-to-vehicle driver distraction. A literature revievdmeta-analysis •vas carried out \vith a vievv to 
answering the following questions: is there a serious risk to safe driving caused by features in the external 
environment. and if there is, >vhat can be done about it? Review of the existing literature suggests that, 
although the subject is under-researched, there is evidence that in some cases overcomplex visual fields 
can distract drivers and that it is unlikely that existing guidelines and legislation adequately regulate this. 
Theoretical explanations for the phenomenon are offered and areas for future research highlighted. 

\Vachtel summarizes the major conclusions as follows: 
.. The adverse effect of billboards is real, but situation specific. 
" Too much visual clutter at or near intersections can interfere with drivers' visual search and lead 

to accidents. 
" It is "probable" that isolated, illuminated billboards in an otherwise boring section of highway 

can create distraction through phototaxis. 
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Research Revie'w of Potential Safety Effects of Electronic Billboards on Driver Attention and 
Distraction, Federal Highway Administration, September] 1, 2001 
http/(:-yw:-;,:Jbw0,IJqJgqy/j/rn1JJQ;;;L1JtQ/i;J~;J2hrlJ/di;'5hhnlplJJ 
This report reviews the literature on electronic billboards (vvith a focus on implications for safety) from 
1980 to 200 l. Based on the literature review. it identifies knovvledge gaps and potential research 
questions categorized by rnadvvay characteristics such as curves, interchanges and work zones: electronic 
billboard characteristics such as exposure time, motion and legibility: and driver characteristics such as 
familiarity and age. Related research findings on the legibility of changeable message signs are also 
included. 

Wachtel gives the following overview of the report ·s conclusions: 
A number of the conclusions reached, while highly relevant, might be seen even more strongly in 
light of the observations made by other researchers. For example, the authors appropriately suggest 
that there may be lessons from studies into the legibility and conspicuity of official changeable 
message signs that could be applied to [digital billboards (DBBs)]. They further discuss the fact that 
low levels of illumination on official signs could lead to reduced conspicuity and. hence, reduced 
legibility. This difficulty might be exacerbated because DBBs typically have very high luminance 
levels. often leading to complaints by the traveling public as well as regulators. These high 
luminance levels may increase the conspicuity of the DBBs at the expense of official signs. 
Similarly, the authors discuss differences in response to signs by familiar vs. unfamiliar drivers, 
since it is understood that motorists \vho pass the same signs regularly become acclimated to their 
presence and may ignore them. Of course, one of the defining characteristics of DBBs is their ability 
to display a new message every few seconds, thus, in effect, presenting displays that are always new 
and therefore unfamiliar to all drivers. 

The report also gives an overview of state regulations and practices as of 2001 (pages 5-9 and Appendices 
B and C) of 42 states: 

• Thirty-six states had prohibitions on signs with red, flashing, intermittent or moving lights. 
.. Twenty-nine states prohibited signs that were so illuminated as to obscure or interfere with traffic 

control devices. 
'" Twenty-nine states prohibited signs located on Interstate or primary highway outside of the 

zoning authority of incorporated cities within 500 feet of an interchange or intersection at grade 
or safety roadside area. 

"An Evaluation of the Influence of Roadside Advertising on Road Safety in the Greater Montreal 
Region," J. Bergeron, Proceedings ofrhe 1997 Conjerence ofthe Northeast Association of State 
Transportation q(/lcials, 1997: 527. 

Citation at ]JLJp://tri;LLi;:bqi;_g/yin'l!l297(C!:'>.}2Q~J 
Wachtel summarizes this report's conclusions as follmvs: 

'" Attentional resources needed for the driving task are diverted by the irrelevant infon11ation 
presented on advertising signs. This is an impact attributable to the "nature of the infonnation" 
that is conveyed on such signs. This distraction leads to degradation in oculomotor performance 
that adversely affects reaction time and vehicle control capability. 

" When the driving task imposes substantial attentional demands such as might occur on a heavily 
traveled, high speed urban freeway, billboards can create an attentional overload that can have an 
impact on micro- and macro-perfonnance requirements of the driving task. In other words, the 
impact of the distraction varies according to the complexity of the driving task. The greater the 
driving task demands, the more obvious are the adverse effects of the distraction on driving 
performance. 

'" The difficulty of the driving task can vary in several ways. Those that relate to the physical 
environment (e.g., weather, roadv1ay geometry, road conditions) are unavoidable, and drivers 
must aqjust to them (unless they take an alternate route or wait for better conditions). Necessary 
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sensory information adds to the workload of the driving task, but is, of course, needed to perform 
safely. In addition, road signs and signals that communicate complex but necessary information 
contribute to the overall workload of driving. In this case, however, years of study have been 
directed tmvard making this information as clear and as easily accessible as possible. 

• To some extent, the level of mental workload that impacts driving occurs at a pre-processing 
level. Bergeron cites, as an example, a complex or cluttered visual environment. In this case, the 
attentional effort that drivers expend in searching for target objects (e.g., signs and signals) will 
be more laborious, demand more resources, and lead to declines in performance levels. 

'" The presence of a billboard increases the confusion of the visual (back) ground and may lead to 
conflict with road signs and signals. 

• Situational factors that are likely to create a heavy mental workload include: complex geometry, 
heavy traffic, high speeds, areas of merging and diverging traffic, areas with road signs where 
drivers must make decisions, roadways in poor repaiL areas of reduced visibility, and adverse 
weather conditions. 

• The very characteristics of billboards that their designers employ to enable them to draw attention 
are those that have the greatest impact on what Bergeron calls attentional diversion. 

• Drivers must constantly carry out the work of recognizing stimuli that may not be immediately 
meaningful to them. This task requires time and mental resources, both of \vhich are in limited 
supply. 

• Attention directs perception, and vice versa. In other words, when we are looking for something, 
our sensory system places itself at the service of our attention. But it is also possible for a 
sensation to attract the attention of drivers because it may represent something that is of potential 
importance. For example, authorities put flashing lights on emergency vehicles because they \Vant 
drivers to attend to them. 

Review of Roadside Advertising Signs, Transportation Environment Consultants, Roads and Traffic 
Authority, August 1989. 
citation at ht19!/tridtrb,qgj~,it;;}},;l,5;:Qi'/ht35Q:uz 
F!mn the o.bstracr: Some of the main findings are: l) The review study did not identify any factor or 
experience which vvould substantiate, on safety grounds, the long standing policy of prohibiting the 
erection of advertising signs within the road reserves of declared roads, including freeways. In fact, the 
literature survey, embracing over 40 publications including a comprehensive safety survey as recently as 
1985, did not iclenti!'.v any evidence to say that. in generaL advertising signs are causing traffic accidents. 
2) Human factors research confirms the principle of the limited processor capacity of the driver. 
Management of stimuli to the driver, both inherent to the driving task and from external (distractions) 
sources, requires scrutiny as driving performance deteriorates when high len~ls of attention and decision 
making are involved. 3) Motorists information needs systems comprise a 'navigationar and a 'services 
information' component. There is a strong cmTelation between these needs and the adequacy of display of 
such infonmttion by traditional forms of advertising. 4) Changing values of aesthetics and amenity have 
resulted from community concerns with the disorder and clutter of traditional roadside advertising: 5) 
Subject to specified control conditions, advertising signs rnay be pennitted within the road reserve of 
declared roads, including freeways. Desirably such signs should provide directionaL tourist, services and 
locational information. 

Wachtel summarizes the report's conclusions as follows: 
• Research confirms the limited processor capacity of a driver. 
• It is important that management of stimuli to the driver, both inherent to the primary task of 

driving and external to it (distraction) must clearly aim not to exceed the optirnurn rate for safe 
and efficient driver performance. 

'" ·when these external stimuli foll significantly below optimum, driver performance may decrease 
(boredom), and additional external stimuli could benefit driver response. 
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.. Additional attentional loading by advertising signs may impair driving perfomrnnce when high 
levels of attention and decision making are required. 

" Advertisernents not associated with navigational and services infom1ation needs can, subject to 
relevant safety controls, be permitted at roadside locations where the driving task does not 
heavily load the attentional capacity of the driver 

interestingly, they reported from their interview with a Dr. S. Jenkins of the ARRH, his 
recommendation that '·changeable message signs could be used in roadside advertisements providing 
each message is 'static for about 5 minutes' (i.e., the rnessage on-time) and the changeover period 
betvveen messages 'does not exceed about 2 seconds'" (p. 39). 

1n a later chapter of the report, the authors provide a series of ''definitions and technology" (p. 49) to 
describe the different types of advertising signs that might be considered. and how they might be 
used. ln a section on "internally illuminated signs'' the authors provide a table shovving what they 
consider to be the maximum luminance levels of advertising signs of different sizes which may be 
located in different driving environments. These data are based on recommendations from the Public 
Lighting Engineers in the lJ. K. With regard to "'electronic variable-message signs" the authors devote 
several pages to defining terminology and identifying ''factors" that should be taken into account 
when considering their impact (pp. 56-60). This discussion is taken directly from the Wachtel and 
Netherton (I 980) report (pp, 68-7 4 ), and need not be repeated here. 

Literature on Outdoor Advertising Safety Since the 2009 \Vachtel Report 

''Advertising Billboards Impair Change Detection in Road Scenes,'' J. Edquist, T. Horbeny, S. 
Hosking, I. Johnston, Proceedings of the Australasian Road .Safety Research. Policing and Education 
Conference, November 6-9, 2011. 
htm!l~;:i§r,;;irJ~L;i,his:~d11;:iu/r5;:r/!~SRIDJ!L·!Ce;i,ni;;r0~:,;QJ(~(~';~()~QEt:Jg1d§tpr:lJ 
From the abstract: The present experiment used the 'change detection' paradigm to examine how 
billboards affect visual search and situation awareness in road scenes. In a controlled experiment, 
inexperienced, older, and comparison drivers searched for changes to road signs and vehicle locations in 
static photographs of road scenes. On average, participants took longer to detect changes in road scenes 
that contained advertising billboards. This finding v1as especially tme when the roadway background was 
more cluttered, when the change was to a road sign, and for older drivers. The results are consistent with 
the small yet growing body of evidence suggesting that roadside advertising billboards impair aspects of 
driving performance such as visual search and the detection of hazards, and therefore should be more 
precisely regulated in order to ensure a safe road system. 

"Are Roadside Electronic Static Displays a Threat to Safety?" Rena Friswell, Elia Vecellio, Raphael 
Gnebieta, Julie Hatfield, Lori Mooren, Murray Cleaver, Michael De Roos, Proceedings o/rhe 
Australasian Road /5afety Research, Policing and Education Conference, November 6-9, 20 I 1. 
lnm!/~;:i§r;;irJ~fohis:~d11;:iu/r5;:r/!~SRIDJ!L·!Ce0nt::r%2DJZ2%~Qrri)w~Urslf 
This study reviews the literature from 2001 to 2010 on the effects of electronic static displays (ESDs) on 
driver distraction, driving performance and safoty, and discusses the implications of the findings for 
research and policy. Researchers found only 11 studies that bear directly on ESDs. and created tvvo tables 
sunnnarizing them (pages 5-8). Over half of the studies were conducted by Tantala and Tantala and were 
commissioned by the U.S. Outdoor Adveitising Association of America, and most examined crash data 
before and after installation of ESDs. Five of the eight crash data studies reported no adverse effect of 
ESD installation on crashes" but both of the studies that compared post-installation cm shes with the rates 
predicted by the trend in pre-installation crashes found statistically significant evidence of increased 
crashes follovving installation. Studies using measures other than crashes reported mixed findings. Gaze 
\Yas directed toward the sign stimuli in the simulator and on-road studies, dual task reaction time was 
slmved in the presence of the sign stimuli in the laboratory experiment, and lane keeping \Vas impaired in 
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the simulator study but reductions in lane keeping only approached significance on-road and there was no 
evidence of speed disruption on-road. Researchers conclude that while the research designs for these 
studies are vveak, there does seem to be eYidence that ESDs can haYe a negafrve impact on attention, 
driving performance and safety. 

Outdoor Advertising Control Practices in Australia, Europe, and Japan, Federal Highway 
AdministratirnL May 2011. 
http/(nttht;; gqy/lib/42Q(lQ/422QQ/42240fFH.WA=r~~JJ~Q2J1H1f 
This study scanned practices in Australia, Sweden, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom to learn how 
they regulate outdoor advertising both inside and outside the roadway right of way, and also includes a 
desk scan of outdoor advertising practices in Japan. 

General similarities bet\veen practices in the countries visited and those of the United States include 
(pages 1-2): 

.. Inconsistent enforcement and mixed success in developing more objective criteria for decision 
makers. 

" Interest in growing commercial advertising in transportation corridors. 
" Interest in generating revenue inside the right of way and removing some of the restrictions to 

commercial use of the right of way. 
'" Common interest in regulating new technologies to minimize driver distraction, such as use of 

and mks to govern commercial electronic variable message signs (CEVIVIS). The major focus is 
reducing crashes and fatalities. 

" Prohibitions of signs that resemble official signs. 
" Interest in reliable research on the safety impacts of outdoor advertising and CEVJ'v1S. 

Differences (from pages 2-3 of the report) include: 
" 'Where outdoor advertising is allowed in the countries visited, state and federal responsibility is 

limited to high-level and national routes. 
" For pennitting purposes, on-premise and off-premise signs are regulated. 
'" The national/federal government has a lesser role in the state's administration and program 

compliance. 
" Sign businesses, site mvners, and sign mvners can incur penalties for noncompliance. 
" Agencies in the countries visited rely more on safety factors and the relationship between the sign 

and the road environment for pem1itting decisions than agencies in the United States. 
" Agencies have some control over message frnmatting, such as specitYing font size and 

prohibiting phone numbers and e-mail addresses, to reduce driver distraction and reading time. 
" Local planning authorities had more regulatory involvement in and control of sign permits in all 

countries Yisited because all areas were under some control, designation, or zoning. There were 
fo\v mizoned areas because of more rigorous, cornprehensive local planning and land use 
management. 

" Use of the right- of- way for commercial billboards is limited, but more prevalent in locally 
controlled urban jurisdictions. One Australian state generated AU$ l5 million with advertising 
inside the right- of- way, but most countries visited are waiting until more conclusive research is 
done on driver distraction. Sweden is beginning a pilot. 

" Signs may be removed after permitted if safety is a concern. 
" In all of the countries visited, traffic and public safety play a more critical role in the pennitting 

process than in the United States. 
'" All of the countries have developed criteria to identify unacceptable signs. such as those that 

resemble traffic control devices, could direct traffic. or could distract or confuse drivers. 
" The safety evaluation process is more comprehensive, both in the documentation and burden of 

proof applicants must provide that a sign \vill not create a safety hazard and the review process 
after an application is submitted. 
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Based on this scan, researchers suggest the following steps to enhance safety (from page 4 of the report) 
'" Develop criteria to evaluate permit applications to identity signs that are unacceptable from a 

safety perspective because they resemble traffic control devices or could distract or confuse 
drivers. 

" Update the assessment criteria used to review pem1it applications to reflect design, planning, 
environmentaL and public and traffic safety criteria used by several countries visited. 

" Update pennitting requirements to include an analysis of the technical feasibility, benefits, safety 
impacts, and other effects of a proposed outdoor advertising installation. 

" Conduct research on the safety irnpacts of outdoor advertising, and possibly require applicants to 
conduct a safety analysis to demonstrate the design and safety feasibility of proposed 
installations. Assess whether existing traffic data from intelligent transportation systems or traffic 
control centers could be used to track traffic patterns and establish the potential impacts of 
commercial electronic variable message signs on traffic 11ovv. 

" Study the effects of full-motion video on driver attention. 

"Effects of Advertising Billboards During Simulated Driving,'' Jessica Edquist, Tim Horberry, Simon 
Hosking, Ian Johnston Applied Ergonomics, Vol. 42, Issue 4, Jv[ay 2011: 619-626. 
Citation at ht19!/tridtrb,qg_;hj<::}}/]QJFC!JJQQ)}1J 
From the abstmcr: The driving simulator experirnent presented here exaniines the effects of billboards on 
drivers. including older and inexperienced drivers \vho may be more vulnerable to distractions. The 
presence of billboards changed drivers· patterns of visual attention, increased the amount of time needed 
for drivers to respond to road signs, and increased the number of errnrs in this driving task 

"Digital Billboards, Distracted Drivers," Jeny Wachtel, Planning, Vol 77, issue 3, lVlarch 201 l: 25-27. 
Citation at btJp/{Li;:ig,trl;iqrg/yjQw/?DLVC/UQ§~n 
From the abstract.' This article discusses the negative consequences of billboards, especially those that 
employ digital technology .... An industry study has slmvvn that drivers take their eyes off the road for 
two seconds or longer twice as often when they are looking at digital advertising signs than when they are 
looking at traditional billboards. . . The author has identified four factors that could reduce the distraction 
caused by digital billboards: control the lighting at nighttime: lengthen the dwell time of messages: 
simplify the rnessage by limiting the number and types of words and symbols; and prohibit rnessage 
sequencing (ie., the digital equivalent of Bumm Shave-type signs). 

"External Distractions: The Effects of Video Billboards and \Vindfarms on Driving Performance," 
Handbook of Driving ,Simulation few Engineering, Medicine and Psychology, CRC Press, 2011: 16-1 ---
16- l 4. 
Citation at ]JLtp!/tr}q.Li;:hqi;:g/yig}\:/2QU/COJ1471-Li 
This study used a driving sirnulator to study driver reactions to the braking of a lead vehicle in the 
presence of wind turbines and digital video billboard. While perception response time was not affected. by 
the presence of wind turbines, significantly more rear-end collisions occurred to the hard lead-vehicle 
braking event in the presence of video billboards than conventional billboard and control conditions. 

*"An Examination ofthe Relationship between Digital Billboards and Traffic Safety in Reading, 
Pennsylvania, Using Empirical Bayes Analyses," Moving Toward Zero: 201 l JlE Technical 
Conference and Exhibit, sponsored by the Institute of Transportation Engineers, 20] I 
Ci ta ti on at hLtp//tricl.trJ19rgj'lig\\:/?()J lJQJJQJ~§2 
From the abstmcr: This paper examines the statistical relationship between advertising digital billboards 
and traffic safety using Empirical Bayes Method analyses. Specifically, this paper analyzes traffic and 
accident data near 26 existing, non-accessory, advertising digital billboards along routes with periods of 
comparison as long as 8 years in the greater Reading area, Berks County. Pennsylvania. These studied 
digital billboards are one type of commercial electronic variable message signs (CEVl\!fS) which display 
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static messages, include no animation, fiashing lights, scrolling, or tl.111-motion Yideo, and haYe duration 
tirnes of 6, 8, or HJ seconds. Temporal (when and hmv frequently) and spatial (where and how far) 
statistics are summarized within multiple vicinity ranges as large as one mile near billboards. The study 
uses the Empirical Bayes (EB) rnethod to predict the '·expected" range of accidents at locations assuming 
that no digital billboard technology \Vas introduced. The method analyzes data near 26 billboard locations, 
incorporates data using 51 non-digital comparison sites, and establishes a multivariate Crash Estimation 
Model (CEM) with a negative binomial distribution to estimate expected numbers of crashes near 
locations. Predicfrve methods in the AASHTO Highvvay Safety Manual are used with the Pennsylvania 
Departrnent of Transportation (PennDOT) highway, geometric, and crash data. 

Investigating Driver Distraction: The Effects of Video and Static Advertising, TRL Published Project 
Report, Transport Research Laboratory, 2010. 
Citation at http//trid.trb.on:!vk:w/201 O/IvU9196.?.0 
From the abstract: Roadside advertising is a common sight on urban roads. Previous research suggests 
the presence of advertising increases mental workload and changes the profile of eye fixations, drawing 
attention away from the driving task. This study vvas conducted using a driving simulator and integrated 
eye-tracking system to compare driving behaviour across a number of experimental adYe1tising 
conditions. Forty eight participants took part in this trial, with three factors examined; Advert type, 
position of adverts and exposure duration to adverts. The results indicated that when passing advert 
positions, drivers: spent longer looking at video adverts: glanced at video adverts more frequently; tended 
to show greater variation in lateral lane position \vith video adverts; braked harder on approach to video 
adverts: drove more slowly past video adverts. The findings indicate that Yideo adveits caused 
significantly greater impairment to driving performance when compared to static adverts. Questionnaire 
results support the findings of the data recorded in the driving simulator, with participants being aware 
their driving vvas more impaired by the presence of video adverts. Through analysis of the experimental 
data, this study has provided the most detailed insight yet into the effects of roadside billboard advertising 
on driver behaviour. 

*"Quantifying External Vehicle Distractions and Their Impacts at Signalized Intersections," 
Raheem Dilgir, Cory Wilson. !TE 2010 Annual Meeting and Exhibit, sponsored by the institute of 
Transportation Engineers, 2010. 
http//www.ite.on:!amiualmcetirnr/com1x:ndimn IO/pdUAB l OH3702.pdf 
This study investigated the safety impacts of visual distractions for vehicles at 28 signalized intersections 
in greater Vancouver, British Columbia, and Calgary, Alberta. Site visits were conducted to assess each 
intersection, and three years of collision data and traffic volumes \Vere provided by road agencies. The 
results indicated a positive relationship between distraction score and collision rate as well as between 
distraction score and collision frequency Analysis of individual distraction criteria revealed that the 
strongest con-elation exists between roadside advertising and safety. No other specific element was 
significantly more influential than another regarding safety performance, suggesting that the combined 
effect of various distraction features is correlated to safety performance. 

The Impact of Sacramento State's Electronic Billboard on Traffic and Safety. Mahesh Pandey, 
California State University, Sacramento, Summer 2010. 
http/!i;5t1~~1J5p0;:~:1:xJ~t0J~:&&lt!/h~t?tri;,m1/hmJ~tJ~!J02JJW~82J);gjQi;t%2QBspqrtJ01JP~tf??~m1~1;isQ'.'.'.'.J 
This student project evaluated the traffic and safety impact of a new electronic billboard near Sacramento 
State adjacent to Highway 50 by analyzing traffic flow parameters on upstream portions of dectronic 
billboards on both directions of the highway before and atler the installation. Data came from the 
California Freeway Perfonnance l\foasurernent System (PelV!S) database for changes in cornmon traffic 
flmv parameters (speed, flow rate and lane occupancy) over a two-month period before and after the 
installation of the electronic billboard. This project also analyzed crash and collision data from PdviS for 
changes in noninjury, injury and fatal crashes over a one-year period before and a one-year period afler 
the installation of the electronic billboard. 
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Results showed that the presence of the electronic billboard near Sacramento State does not appear to 
have a significant negafrve impact in traffic perfrnmance (t1ow, speed and lane occupancy) or incidents in 
the study section of the free\vay. Because many of the road users at this segment are probably commuters, 
they may be familiar with the electronic billboard, and it does not appear to affect their driving. Even 
though electronic billboards are capable of displaying multiple messages/commercials at different times, 
the advertisements do not appear to be a major distraction to drivers at this location. No changes in 
measurable impact on road safety after the installation of the electronic billboard were observed. At the 
same time, a public opinion survey indicated that more than two-thirds of self .. identified drivers through 
the study area who were surveyed believed that this electronic billboard does not pose a safety risk to 
traffic. 

"Conflicts of Interest: The Implications of Roadside A.dvertising for Driver Attention," 
Transportation Research Pan F: Tm/lie Psychology and Behaviour, Vol. 12, Issue 5, September 2009 
381-388. 
Citation at hl.tp:l/trid.trborg/view/.?.009/C/90.?.985 
From the abstract: There is growing concern that roadside advertising presents a real risk to driving 
safety, with conservative estirnates putting e:-;temal distractors responsible for up to I 0'% of all road traffic 
ace idents. ln this report \Ve present a simulator study quanti!'.v i ng the effects of billboards on driver 
attention, mental workload and perfom1ance in urban, motorway and rural environments. The results 
demonstrate that roadside advertising has clear adverse effects on lateral control and driver attention, in 
terms of mental workload. VVhilst the methodological limitations of the study are acknowledged .. the 
overriding conclusion is that prudence should be exercised when authorizing or placing roadside 
advertising. The findings are discussed vvith respect to governmental policy and guidelines. 

Digital Billboard Safety Amongst Motorists in Los Angeles, Steven Clark Henson, California State 
University Northridge, Spring 2009. 
1nm11~xw~x <:'.§>AA 1::r:l/ll=:t>r::h(~Q?2D/G~qg +2n YAYf;Rnt:lJ 
The paper discusses the impact of digital billboards and driver safety in Los Angeles via a review of 
literature, driver behavior surveys and a spatial analysis of high traffic collision intersections and digital 
billboard locations. Of 76 intersections with digital billboards, only three ( 4 percent) were hazardous 
intersections (as defined by The 2008 California 5 Percent Report and driver surveys). However, 80 
percent of drivers surveyed said they \Vere more likely to glance at a digital billboard as opposed to a 
standard billboard, 42.8 percent said that digital billboards inhibited the ability of motorists to concentrate 
on the road, and all but two respondents said their glances are longer than t\vo seconds. 

Luminance Criteria and Other Human :Factors for Sign Design 
Tn the following studies, ''luminance'' refers to luminous intensity per unity area, measured in candela per square 
meter (cd/m2

, or "nit"). Luminance differs from brightness, which measures the subjective perception caused by an 
object's luminance, and can differ in various contexts for an object of the same luminance. 

"Congruent Visual Information Improves Traffic Signage," '[ransporrarion Research Part F frafjlc 
Psychology nnd Behaviour, Vol. 15, Issue 4, 2012: 438-444. 
Abstract at: bttn:/hri9Jrhsir.g(yi~~x!2QJ2/(/lJ:-!J2ZQ 
From the abstmcr: This study investigated the interference effect produced by the position of the sign 
elements in traffic signage on response accuracy and reaction time. Sixteen drivers performed a Danker 
interference reaction time task. Incongruent graphical/space solutions, actually used for the airport stack
type sig1L [ledj to increased reaction time and a reduction in the proportion of correct answers. These 
results suggest that incongruent visual information should be avoided, as this might impair drivers' 
performance. These findings provide important infonnation for the specification of future signage design 
guidelines and for improving road safety. 
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"A Study on Guide Sign Validity in Driving Simulator," Wei Zhonghua, Gong Ming, Guo Ruili, Rong 
Jian, Transporwtion ResMrch Board 9 lst Annua!Afeeting Compendium o/Papers DVD, Paper #12-
1983, sponsored by Trnnsportation Research Board, 2012. 
Citation at http//trid.trb.on:!vk:w/2012./C/1129560 
This project used a driving simulator to study guide sign legibility distance. Results indicated that 
legibility distance was inversely related to speed and posifrvely related to the text height of the guide sign. 
When the speed is 20km/h, 30km/h or 40km/h, the magnifying pmver of text height is 4.3, 4.1or3.8. 
respectively. 

"Luminance Criteria and Measurement Considerations for Light-Emitting Diode Billboards," John 
Bullough, Nicholas Skinner, Transportation Research Board 90rh .Annual lvfeeting Compendium lf 
Papers DVD. Paper #11-0659, sponsored by Transportation Research Board, 201 l. 

From the abstract: The present paper summarizes luminance measurements and calculations for 
advertising billboard signs located adjacent to highvvays. The primary purpose of the present information 
is to provide preliminary estimates of conventional externally-illuminated billboard panel luminances in 
the driving environment. These estimates could form a partial basis for maximum luminance requirements 
for electronic billboards adjacent to highways using self-luminous light sources such as light-emitting 
diodes. Also discussed are considerations when making lurnimmce measurements of billboard signs in the 
field. 

Table l on page 3 has a summary of luminance measurements: 
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Digital LED Billboard Luminance Recommendations: How Bright is Bright Enough'! Christian B. 
LuginbuhL Howard Israel, Paul Scowen, Jennifer and Tom Polakis, Arizona State University, November 
9, 2010. 
http/(:-yw:-\:jJJinPii>Jightingqi;:g!rg,-.;91µ;:(,:t;'.;/l)igH0J~iffbQiJIQLt!lIJ}lJiJl1£QRt;~Ql}Jl}Jf::!}Q(llfo[LYt::JZmtf 
From the abstract: Careful and sensible control of the nighttime brightness of digital LED signage is 
critical. Unlike previous technologies, these signs are designed to produce brightness levels that are 
visible during the daytime; should too large a fraction of this brightness be used at night serious 
consequences for driver visibility and safety are possible. A review of the lighting professional literature 
indicates that drivers should be subjected to brightness levels of no greater than l 0 to 40 times the 
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brightness level to which their eyes are adapted for the critical driving task. As roadway lighting and 
automobile headlights provide lighting levels of about one nit, this implies signage should appear no 
brighter than about 40 nits. Standard industry practice with previous technologies for floodlit billboards 
averages less than 60 nits, and rarely exceeds l 00 nits. It is recommended that the new technologies 
should not exceed 100 nits. 

"Effect of Luminance and Text Size on Information Acquisition Time from Traffic Signs (With 
Discussion and Closure)," Transporrarion Research Record 2122, 2009: 52-62. 
Citation at http/ /trid trb.on?/v ie\v i2009/C/881884 
From the o.bstracr: This study investigated the effect of (legend) luminance and letter size on the 
information acquisition time and transfer accuracy from simulated traffic signs. Luminances ranged from 
3.2 cd/m 2 to 80 cd/m 2 on positive~contrast textual traffic sign stimuli vvith contrast ratios of 6: land 10 L. 
positioned at 33 ft/in. and 40 ft/in. legibility indices, and viewed under conditions simulating a nighttime 
driving environment The findings suggest that increasing the sign luminance significantly reduces the 
time to acquire information. Similarly, increasing the sign size (or reducing the legibility ind.ex) also 
reduces the information acquisition tirne. These findings suggest that larger and brighter signs are rnore 
efficient in transfeiTing their message to the driver by reducing information acquisition time, or 
alternatively, by increasing the transfer accuracy. [n return, reduced sign vie,ving durations and increased 
reading accuracy are likely to improve roadway safety. 

Note: the '·legibility index" is: 

... a numerical value representing the distance in feet at which a sign may be read for every inch of 
capital letter height. For example, a sign with a Legibility Index of 30 means that it should be legible 
at 30 feet with one inch capital letters, or legible at 300 feet vvith ten inch capital letters. (See 
http/hYYV~Ytl~~;Jq~m&!-1tAQlJ,Qig/IJ~SGS~g1;iJ,Qg;_K11~~:5Jl;rnn1b1H1D 

Driver Comprehension of Diagrammatic Freeway Guide Signs. Susan T. Chrysler, Alicia A. 
Williams, Dillon S. Funkhouser, Andrew J. Holick, Marcus A. Brewer, Texas Transportation Institute, 
February 2007. 
htJp/ftti t&1m;1 q_:!g/IJ9Q,yii;;;11J?/0=514ZJ pf!f 
From the abstract: This report contains the results of a three-phase human factors study vvhich tested 
driver comprehension of diagrammatic freeway guide signs and their text alternatives. Four different 
interchange types were tested: left optional exit, left lane drop, freevvay to freeway split vvith optional 
center lane, and two lane right exits with optional lanes. Three phases of the project tested comprehension 
by using digitally edited photographs of advance guide signs in freeway scenes. Participants viewed a 
computer slideshow in which slides were shown for only three seconds to simulate a single driver eye 
glance at a sign. All signs were mounted overhead. in the photographs. Participants were provided a route 
number and cily name as a destination that could be reached either by the through route or the exit route. 
They indicated which lane or lanes they would choose to reach the given destination. The fourth phase of 
the study used a fixed-base driving simulator which presented foll sign sequences consisting of two 
advance guides and one exit direction sign. Performance measures were distance from the gore at \.vhich 
required lane changes were made and number of unnecessary lane changes made. Results showed that for 
the left exits the standard text-only signs perfom1ed equal to or better than the diagrammatic signs. This 
performance was true for left lane drops also. For the right exit with optional lane, the standard. text signs 
did well, as did the diagrammatic signs. For freeway-to-freeway splits, standard text signs with two 
arrows over the optional lane performed better than either style of diagrammatic sign. This report also 
contains an extensive literature review of previous vvork in the area, a discussion of testing methodology, 
and suggestions for future research. 
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Enhancing Driving Safety through Proper Message Design on Variable Message Signs, Jyh-Hone 
\Vang, Charles E. Collyer, Chun-Ming Yang, University of Rhode island, Kingston, September 2005. 
Ci ta ti on at 1JtJp/(tri9 tlJLmg(yi~?YY/?QQ::l/IYi/72:3)§? 
From the abstract: This report presents a study that assessed drivers' responses to and comprehension of 
variable message sign (VMS) messages displayed in different vvays vvith the intent to help enhance 
message display on Vl'v!Ss. Firstly, a review ofliterntures and current practices regarding the design and 
display of VMS messages is presented. Secondly, the study incorporates three approaches in the 
assessment. Questionnaire surveys were designed to iiwestigate the preferences of highway drivers in 
regards to si:-; message display settings, they were: mmiber of message frarnes, flashing effect, color, color 
combinations, wording, and use of abbreviations. Lab experiments were developed to assess drivers· 
responses to a variety of VMS messages in a simulated driving environment. T\vo groups of factors, 
vvithin-subject and between-subject factors, were considered in the design of e:-;.periment Within-subject 
factors included message flashing and color combination. Bet\veen-subject factors \Vere age and gender. 
To help validate results found from lab e:-;.periments, field studies were set up to study drivers' response to 
VMS in real driving emironment. Thirty-six su~jects, from three age populations (20-40, 40-60, above 60 
years old) vvith balanced genders, were recruited to participate in both questionnaire surveys and lab 
experiments while eighteen of them participated in field studies on a voluntarily basis. The study findings 
suggest a specific set of VIvfS features that might help traffic engineers and high\vay managernent design 
VMS signs that could be noticed, understood and responded to in a more timely fashion. Safer and more 
proactive driving experiences could be achieved by adopting these suggested VMS features. 
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State Regulations 

State and Local Regulation Summaries 

State Changeable Message Chart, Outdoor Advertising Association of America, undated. 
http/l~Y>:Y~Y ~tm~:di;i9u~qi;3j_gn;9m/lQ;h1JQ;fo;1/St1Jtt::.,,fJJ'lll.§giJQJQ,,,,\JQ,-.;,-.;;ig~ mtf (or see !\1m~:m1iz.,:!\). 
This chart summarizes changeable message advertising sign regulations for 46 states: 

.. Three states (New Hampshire, No1th Dakota and Wyoming) do not allow these signs. 

.. Five states (Maryland, J'vfassachusetts, Oregon, Texas and Washington) allmv tri-action signs 
only. 

'" Thirty-eight states allow changeable message signs. Of these, 19 states (California, Colorado, 
Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, [ndiana, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New 
Jersey, New York, Ohio, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia and Wisconsin) have statutes; 10 
states (Arkansas, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Louisiana, Nebraska, Nevada, North Carolina, South 
Carolina and West Virginia) have regulations; seven states (Alaska, Arizona, Kentucky, Montana, 
New Mexico, Rhode Island and South Dakota) have interpretations of the federal/state 
agreement; and two states (Mississippi and Pennsylvania) have policy memoranda. 

The document categorizes each of these states by regulations for minimum message duration (''dwell 
time"-generally from 4 to 10 seconds, with 6 or 8 seconds most common): maximum interval between 
messages (typically from l to 4 seconds), and spacing (500 feet is most common). It is tmclear how up-to
date these regulations are: we were unable to determine the date for this chart or obtain the latest 
information from the OAAA \vhich requires paid registration for access. 

The Regulation of Signage: Guidelines for Local Regulation of Digital On-Premise Signs, J'v1enelaos 
Triantafillou, Alan C. Weinstein, National Signage Research and Education Conference, 2010. 
hLtp//ww>:Yll;w~igi;rngi;fo~mlJ0tim1,9rg(Lii1kCli;:J;;;1mz.,:'Uiktid<t:t~~ii11::%2ff:yi;:pfl~%~1J&t<ihi;t=~2&mil:!~4~i 
8 
From the report: Based on a recent survey of numerous jurisdictions by one of the authors, the most 
common regulatory provisions applicable to digital on-premise signs appear below: 

" Require that the sign display remain static for a minimum of 5-8 seconds and require 
"instantaneous" change of the display; i.e., no "fading" in/out of the message. 

'" Prohibit scrolling and animation outside of unique-and mostly pedestrian-oriented-locations. 
'" Limit brightness to 5,000 nits during daylight and 500 nits at night. 
" Require automatic brightness control keyed to ambient light levels. 
.. Require display to go dark if there is a malfunction. 
.. Speci(y distancing requirements from areas zoned for residential use and/or prohibit orientation 

of s sign face towards an area zoned for residential use. 

See also Appendices Band C in Research Reviev1 of Potential Safety Effects of Electronic Billboards on 
Driver Attention and Distraction in Related Research for an overview of state regulations and practices 
as of 2001. 
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Survey of Current State Regulations 

We found digital display regulations for l2 states. These regulations are sllmmarized in the following table and then detailed by state. 

FL 6s 

Mm:t ap:prc>prrn1:c1y 
adjtJst display 
brightness as ambient 
light levds change. 

Lighting which causes 
glare or impairs the 
vis ion of the driver of 
any inotor vehicle, or 
which otherwise 
interferes with any 
driver's operation of a 
motor vehicle is 
prohibited, A sign m_ay 
not be illuminated so 
that it interferes with 
the effectiveness oL or 
obscures, an official 
traffic s]g:n, signal or 
devicec Lighting mny 
not be added to or 
]ncreased on a 
nonconforming sign. 

sign that ntie1npts or 
appears to attempt to 
direct the movement 
of traffic or which 
contains \Vording, 
color, shapes, or 
likenesses of official 
traffic control devices 
is prohibited. 

Not specified. 

or display •my 
lights. effocts. or 
inessages that 
flash, move, 
appear to be 
animated or to 
move, soroH, or 
change in 
]ntens ity durlng 
the fixed display 
period 

Flashing~ 

intermittent, 
rotating~ or 
moving lights are 
prohibited. 

Instantaneous 
transition for 
entire sign fiwe 
required. 

30 

Not 
specified. 

another VMS oflhe edge of the 
right-of-vvay of any 

>500fl from a interstate or foderal-
static sign aid primary highway. 

·. 1,000ft from an 
interchange, inkrsiate 
.1u11ction of merging or 
diverging traffic, or an 
at-grade inierseo6on. 

l\fay not be placed 
along designaied 
Delavvare byv<ays. 

Not specifiect Not specified. 

specified. 

Nol 
specified. 
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GA 10s 3s Mllst be effectively Not specified. ?vfay not contain Not >5,00llft from Not specifiecl Noi 
shidded so as to flashing, specified. another specified. 
prevent beams or rays intermittent, or multiple 
of light from being moving light or message sign, 
directed at any p01iion lights except those 
of the traveled way, giving public 
Yvhich beams or rays are sen'Joe 
of sllch intensity or infomi.aiion such 
brilliance as to cause as time, date, 
glare or to impnir the temperature, 
vision of the driver of vveaiher. 
any motor vehlo1e or 
vvhich othen.rvise 
interfere with the 
operation of a motor 
vehicle. 

Must not obo:cure or 
interfere with the 
effectiveness of an 
official traffic sign, 
device, or signal. 

IA 8s ls The intensity of the Not specified. No traveling No >501lft from Not specifiecl Noi 
illumination inay not rno;;ssages (e.g., segmented another LED specified. 
cause glare or impair rnovlng messages, messages display facing 
the vision of the driver animated allowect the same way 
of any n1oior vo;;hiole or inessages, full- in cities. 
othenvise inte1f'eres motion video, or 
\Vith any driver's scrolling te~t >lOOOfl in 
operation of a moior messages) or rural nreas. 
vehiolo;;. segmented 

messnges nre 
allowed. 

KS 8s 2s Must be effectively Not specified. Cannoi contnin or Not > l OllOft from Not specifiecl Noi 
shielded so as to Jisplay flashing, specified. another CMS. specified. 
prevent beams or rays intern• iiteni or 
oflight from being inoving lights, 
directed at 
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MA lOs Os 

of the traveled way of 
any interstate or 
pr]rnary high\vay and 
are of such intensity or 
brilliance as to cause 
glare or to impair the 
vision of the driver of 
any motor vefocie or to 
otherwise interfere vvith 
any driver's opern6on 
of a motor vehicle. 

Must not be so 
illuminated that they 
obscure any official 
traffic sign. device or 
signal, or in1itate or 
may be confused with 
any official trnffic sign, 
devioe or signal. 
Musi automatically Noi specified. 
adjust the inknsity of 
its display according to 
natural ainbient light 
conditions. 

~1ay not cause beains or 
rays oflight from being 
directed ai any poriion 
of the traveled way, 
which bo;;ams or rays are 
of such intensity or 
brilliance as to cause 
glare or to impa]r the 
vision of the driver of 
any motor vehicle or 
otherwise interfere with 
the operation of a motor 

animated or 
scrolling 
advertising. 

May noi contain 
flashing, 
inknnitient, or 
moving lights; or 
display animated, 
mov]ng video, 
scrolling 
adve1tislng~ or 
consist of a stat]c 
]mage projected 
upon a stationary 
object. 

May not display 
illumination thai 
moves, appears to 
move or changes 
in ]ntensity dur]ng 

32 

Noi 
specified. 

> 5 OOtl from N oi specified. Not 
specified. any sign. 

>2000ft from 
another off 
premise 
electronic 
sign on the 
same s]de of 
the highway. 

> l OOOft from 
another off 
prern ise 
electronic 
sign 011 the 
oppm:ite side 
of ihe 
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NY 6s 3s 

OH 8s Js 

OR 8s 2s 

rviay not obscure or 
interfere with the 
effeoiiveness of an 
official traffic sign. 
device or signaL or 
cause an undue 
distraction to the 

Not specified. 

!\fast operate at an 
intensity level of not 
more than CU foot
candlo;;s over ambient 
light as measured by the 
distance to the sign 

Not specified. 

Not specified. 

the static display 
period. This does 
not include 
changes to a 
display for time, 
date and 
temperature. 

A mllliiple 
inessage or 
variable message 
advertis]ng dev]ce 
shall not be 
illuminated by 
flasfong. 
intermittent, or 
moving lights. No 
multiple message 
or variable 
message 
advertising device 
inay inolude any 
illumination 
which is flashing. 
intermittent, or 
mov]ng \vhen the 
sign face ]s ]n a 
fixed position. 
No Hashing or 
varylng in tens Jty 
hght; oannoi 
create the 
appearance of 
movem_enL 

3"' -' 

higlnvny. 

Not 1'.fot :Not 
specified. specified. 
Not > l OOOft from Not specified. Not 
specified. another specified. 

MMS. 

Not Not specified. Not specified. Not 
specified. o:pecified. 
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TN 8s 

ws A single 
message 
or a 
message 
segment 
must have 
a static 
display 
time of at 
least two 
seconds 
after 
movmg 
onto the 
signboard, 
with all 
segments 
of the 
total 
message 
to be 
displayed 
within ten 
seconds. 

2s 

4s 

depending upon its size 
(150 foet ifthe display 
surface of the o:ign is 12 
foei by 25 foet, 200 foei 
ifthe display surface is 
10.5 by 36 feet and 250 
feet if the dio:play 
sutface is 14 by 48 

No lamp 
may be illuminated to a 
degree of brightness 
that is greater than 
necessary for adequate 
visibility. In no case 
may the brightness 
exceed 8.000 nits or 
equivalent candelas 
during daylight hours, 
or 1,000 nits or 
equivalent candelas 
between dusk and 
dawn. Signs found to be 
too bright shall be 
adjusted as directed by 
the depar1.menL 

Not 
o:pecified. 

Not 
travel hori2onially specified. 
or scroll vertically 
onto electronic 
signboards, but 
must hold in a 
static pos]6o:n for 
iwo seconds after 
completing the 
travel or scroll. 

Displays shall not 
appear to flash, 
undulate, or pulse, 
or portray 
e:,.;p]osions~ 

fire\:vorks, flashes 
oflight, or 
blinking or 
chasing lighis, 
Dis plays shall not 
appear to move 
tov<ard or away 
from the 

34 

another CMS. 

]'.fot 

Not 
specified. 

Not 
specified. 
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A one-
segment 
message 
may 
ren1mn 
staiio on 
the 
signboard 
vvithno 
duration 
limit. 

'VI 6s ls No variable message 
sign lamp may be 
illuminated to a degree 
of brightness that is 
greater than necessary 
for adequate visibility. 

Not specified. 

expand or 
contract, bounce, 
rotate, spin, b,vist, 
or oihenvise 
p01irny graphics 
or animation as it 
moves onto, is 
displayed on, or 
leaves the 
signboard, 

No flnshing, 
intermittent or 
rn ovlng ] ig ht. 
Traveling 
messages 
prohibited. 

35 

Not 
specified. 

Not specified. Not specified. Nol 
specified. 
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Delaware 

§ H 10. Delaware Byways Program, Chapter 11: Regulation of Outdoor Advertising, Title 17: 
Highways, Delaware Code, State of Delaware, 2012. 
http//dekod~:.ddaware.~:'.ov/tttk17/cO 11/scO l/ind~xshtml# I 110 
From the code: 

(3) Lighting. -- Signs may be illuminated, subject to the following restrictions. 

a. Signs which contain, include, or are illuminated by any flashing, intermittent, or moving light or 
lights are prohibited, except those giving public service information such as time, date, temperature, 
weather, or traffic conditions, or as defined in paragraph (3)e. of this section. 

e. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs (b)(3)a. through d. of this section, signs commonly 
knmvn as variable message signs may be changed at intervals by electronic or mechanical process or 
remote control, and are permitted within 660 feet of the edge of the right-of-way of any interstate or 
federal-aid primary highway so designated as of June L 1991, and of the National Highway System. 
These variable message signs are permitted, except as prohibited by local ordinance or zoning 
regulation or by the Delaware federal-state outdoor advertising agreement of May l, 1968, and are 
not considered to be in violation of flashing, intermittent, or moving lights criteria provided that: 

1. Each message remains fixed for a minimum of at least l 0 seconds. 

2. When the message is changed, it must be accomplished in l second or less, with all moving parts 
or illumination changing simultaneously and in unison. 

3. A variable message sign along the same roadway and facing in the same direction of travel may 
not be placed, as measured along the centerline of the roadway, within 2,500 feet of another variable 
message sign, or within 500 feet of a static billboard sign regulated by this section, or within LOOO 
feet of an interchange, interstate junction of merging or diverging traffic, or an at-grade intersection. 

4. A variable message sign must contain a default design that will freeze the sign in 1 position if a 
malfunction occurs or, in the alternative, that will shut down. 

5. A variable message sign may not contain or display any lights, effects, or messages that flash, 
move, appear to be animated or to move, scrolL or change in intensity during the fixed display 
period. A variable message sign must appropriately adjust display brightness as ambient light levels 
change. 

6. A sign that attempts or appears to attempt to direct the movement of traffic or which contains 
\vording, color, shapes, or likenesses of official traffic control devices is prohibited. 

7. A sign may not be placed along designated Delaware byvvays. 

Florida 

Outdoor Advertising Sign Regulation and Highway Beautification Program, Florida Administrative 
Weekly & Florida Administrative Code, Florida Department of Transportation, October 3, 2010. 
https/ /www.flrulcs.or~d~:'.atcwa1/chapterhome.asp?chapt.er= 14-10 
From the code: 

14-10.004 Permit. 
(3) Changeable messages -A pennit shall be granted for an automatic changeable facing provided: 
(a) The static display time for each message is at least six seconds; 
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(b) The time to completely change from one message to the next is a maximum of two seconds; 
( c) The change of message occurs simultaneously for the entire sign face; and 
(d) The application meets all other permitting requirements. 
( e) All signs with changeable messages shall contain a default design that will ensure no flashing, 
intermittent message, or any other apparent movement is displayed should a malfunction occur. 

Guide to Outdoor Advertising, Florida Department of Transportation, 201L 
http/(~y1:y~yqql.§l1JtQ.[l,µ5/lJgl;JJQf>:';1yf;fo<,;t!lJlt:nt§/Q~1igQtqQQApdf 
From page 15 of the guide: 

Multiple messages: Your sign may display multiple messages, provided you do not have more than 
two sign faces for each direction the sign is facing. Mechanically changeable and digital display 
panels are allowed on conforming signs, provided the static display time is at least 6 seconds, and the 
time to change from one message to another is no great than 2 seconds. Scrolling or animated images 
are prohibited. 

Georgia 

1. Flashing, intermittent, rotating, or moving lights are prohibited. 
2. Lighting which causes glare or impairs the vision of the driver of any motor vehicle, or 
which otherwise interferes with any driver's operation of a motor vehicle is prohibited. 
3. A sign may not be illuminated so that it interfores with the effectiveness of: or obscures, 
an official traffic sign, sit,>nal or device. 
4. Lighting may not be added to or increased on a nonconforming sign. 

Article 3. Control of Signs and Signals, Chapter 6: Regulation of Maintenance and Use of Public Roads 
Generally, Title 32: Highways, Bridges, and Ferries, Georgia Code, State of Georgia, 2008. 
bttp;/(qgqg}A~lh?JJi9€::JAAA~§/dq~trnwnt::;D2~(l(hWJPQL:\QY~rti::;[ngSt;i,t~L?Y-LPQf 
From page 7 of the report: 

32-6-75. Restrictions on outdoor advertising authorized by Code Sections 32-6-72 and 32-6-73; 
multiple message signs on interstate system, primary highways, and other highways. 

(a) No sign authorized by paragraphs ( 4) through (6) of Code Section 32-6-72 and paragraph ( 4) of 
Code Section 32-6-73 shall be erected or maintained which: 

(8) If illuminated, contains, includes, or is illuminated by any flashing, intermittent, or 
moving light or lights except those giving public service information such as time. date, 
temperature, weather, or other similar information except as expressly permitted under 
subsection ( c) of this Code section. The illumination of mechanical multiple message signs 
is not illumination by flashing, intennittent, or moving light or lights, except that no multiple 
message sign may include any illumination which is flashing, intennittent or moving when 
the sign is in a fixed position; 

(9) If illuminated, is not effectively shielded so as to prevent beams or rays of light from 
being directed at any portion of the traveled way, which beams or rays are of such intensity 
or brilliance as to cause glare or to impair the vision of the driver of any motor vehicle or 
which othenvise interfore with the operation of a motor vehicle; 

(10) If illuminated, is illuminated so that it obscures or interferes with the effectiveness of an 
official traffic sign, device, or signal; 

(c) (1) Multiple message signs shall be permitted on the interstate system, primary highways, and 
other highways under the following conditions: 

"7 ·'' 
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Iowa 

(A) Each multiple message sign shall remain fixed for at least ten seconds: 

(B) When a message is changed mechanically, it shall be accomplished in three seconds or 
less: 

(C) No such multiple message sign shall be placed within 5,000 feet of another mechanical 
multiple message sign on the same side of the highway: 

(D) Any such sign shall contain a default design that will freeze the sign in one position if a 
malftmction occurs: 

(E) Any maximum size limitations shall apply independently to each side of a multiple 
message sign; and 

(F) Nonmechanical electronic multiple message signs that are othenvise in compliance with 
this subsection and are illuminated entirely by the use of light emitting diodes, back lighting, 
or any other light source shall be pennitted under the following circumstances: (i) Each 
transitional change occurs within two seconds; (ii) If the department finds an electronic sign 
or any display or effect thereon to cause glare or to impair the vision of the driver of any 
motor vehicle or to otherwise interfere with the safe operation of a motor vehicle, then, upon 
the department's request the owner of the sign shall promptly and within not more than 48 
hours reduce the intensity of the sign to a level acceptable to the department; and (iii) The 
owner of any existing or nonconforming electronic sign shall have until October 3 I, 2006, to 
bring the electronic sign in compliance with this subparagraph and to request a permit from 
the department. 

Guide to Iowa Outdoor Advertising Regulations for Interstate Highways, iowa Department of 
Transportation, April 2009. 
bttp;/(w~xw,lQ:>:~;;ir:lnJ g2~:/iQ:>:~;;iFl<:1~t::;:igJ:;/GAAir1~ JQ Q1Jtd00r At:l~:~ni:>iDg focJPt~r§t0J<::§p~iJ 
From page 7 of the guide: 
Light emitting diode (LED) displays 
LED displays are permitted under the following conditions: 

" Adding this type of technology for an existing billboard constitutes a billboard "modification" 
under Iowa law. Therefore, a new permit application is required. 

" Each change of message must be accomplished in one second or less. 
• Each message must remain in a fixed position for at least eight seconds. 
" No traveling messages (e.g., moving messages, animated messages, full-motion video, or 

scrolling text messages) or segmented messages are presented. 
'" The intensity of the illumination does not cause glare or impair the vision of the driver of any 

motor vehicle or otherwise interferes with any driver's operation of a motor vehicle. 
" LED displays must be located a minimum of 500 feet from any other LED display facing the 

same direction within cities. LED displays must be located a minimum of l 000 feet from any 
other LED display facing the same direction in rural areas. 
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Kansas 

Section 68-2234. Highway Advertising Control; Sign Standards; Zoning Requirements, Article 22, 
Highway Beautification Highway Advertising Control Act of 1972 - Revised 2006, Kansas Department 
of Transportation, 2006. 
hHp//www.ksdot.on:!burrow/b~:aut/KH/\Ci\R~:v6.pdf 

From page 5 of the report: 
( d) Lighting. 

(l) Signs shall not be erected which contain, include or are illuminated by any flashing, 
intermittent, revolving or moving light, except those giving public service information 
such as, but not limited to, time, date, temperature, weather or nev1s; steadily burning 
lights in configuration of letters or pictures are not prohibited; 

(2) signs shall not be erected or maintained which are not effectively shielded so as to 
prevent beams or rays of light from being directed at any portion of the traveled way of 
any interstate or primary highway and are of such intensity or brilliance as to cause glare 
or to impair the vision of the driver of any motor vehicle or to othenvise interfere with 
any driver's operation of a motor vehicle; and 

(3) signs shall not be erected or maintained which are so illuminated that they obscure any 
official traffic sign, device or signal, or imitate or may be confused with any official 
traffic sign, device or signal. 

(e) Automatic changeable facing sit,>ns. 
(l) Automatic changeable facing signs shall be pem1itted \.vithin adjacent or controlled areas 

under the following conditions: 
(A) The sign does not contain or display flashing, intennittent or moving lights, 

including animated or scrolling advertising; 
(B) the changeable facing remains in a fixed position for at least eight seconds; 
(C) if a message is changed electronically, it must be accomplished within an interval 

of two seconds or less: 
(D) the sign is not placed within 1,000 feet of another automatic changeable facing 

sit,'11 on the same side of the highway, \.vith the distance being measured along the 
nearest edge of the pavement and between points directly opposite the signs along 
each side of the highway; 

(E) if the sign is a legal conforming structure it may be modified to an automatic 
changeable facing sign upon compliance with these standards and approval by the 
department. A nonconforming structure shall not be modified to create an 
automatic changeable facing sign; 

(F) if the sign contains a default design that will freeze the sign in one position if a 
malfunction occurs; and 

(G) if the sign application meets all other permitting requirements. 
(2) The outdoor advertising license shall be revoked for failure to comply with any provision 

in this subsection. 

I\'fassachusetts 

Outdoor Advertising, Office of Outdoor Advertising, Highway Division, Massachusetts Department of 
Transportation, 2012. 
httpF~Y>:Y~Ym0:.;:.;IJqL~t,1t~:m11,u~fhigl;is1m/l)gpm;tn1q;iJ;;(Qutf!qqrl\~hQrtii>ing'ii>J1;'5 
On June 5, 2012, the Massachusetts Department of Transportation conducted a public hearing for 
proposed regulation changes that include provisions for electronic billboards. 
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Drajt of Proposed Revisions to 711 OHR 3. 00 
hl.tp://www .massdot.state.ma. us/Ponals!8/docs!ooa/71 I Cf'v1R3 rcvisions.pdf 

3.17: Requirements for Electronic Sign Permits 
(1) Pennits for Electronic Signs require the prior approval of the municipality wherein the proposed 
sign will be located unless otherwise exempted by State law. 

(2) Except as othenvise prohibited by Federal or Massachusetts law and regulations, or local 
ordinances or zoning regulations, permits for Electronic Signs may be issued provided such sit,>n 
complies with all of the following: 

(a) Has a static display lasting at least 10 seconds. 
(b) Achieves an instant message change. 
( c) Does not display illumination that moves, appears to move or changes in intensity during 

the static display period. This does not include changes to a display for time, date and 
temperature. 

(d) Automatically adjusts the intensity of its display according to natural ambient light 
conditions. 

(3) A pennit issued pursuant to this section shall indicate that it is for an Electronic Sign. Any such 
permit is determined to not be prohibited by any agreement between the Department and the 
Secretary of Transportation of the United States. All regulations provided by 700 CMR 3.00 ct. seq. 
are applicable to Electronic Signs. ln the event a provision of this section conflicts with another 
section of 700 CMR, this section controls. 

(4) A legally conforming sign or site may be modified to an Electronic Sign if a ne\v permit for the 
Electronic Sign is obtained by the Department. 

(5) Electronic Signs shall not: 
(a) Emit or utilize in any manner any sound capable of being detected on a main traveled 

way by a person with nonnal hearing; 
(b) Cause beams or rays of light from being directed at any po1tion of the traveled way, 

which beams or rays are of such intensity or brilliance as to cause glare or to impair the 
vision of the driver of any motor vehicle or othcnvise interfere with the operation of a 
motor vehicle; 

(c) Obscure or interfere with the effectiveness of an official traffic sign, device or signal, or 
cause an undue distraction to the traveling public: 

(d) Contain more than one face visible from the same direction on the traveled way; 
(e) Be located so as to obscure or otherwise interfere with a motor vehicle operator's view of 

approaching, merging or intersecting traffic; 
(f) Be within 500 feet of any type of permitted sign: 
(g) Be within 2000 feet of another off premise permitted Electronic Sign on the same side of 

the traveled way; 
(h) Be within I 000 feet of another off premise permitted Electronic Sign on the opposite 

side of the traveled way; 
(i) Face more than one direction of travel; 
(j) Contain flashing, intermittent, or moving lights; or display animated, moving video, 

scrolling advertising: or consist of a static image projected upon a stationary object. 

(6) Any such sign shall contain a default design that will freeze the sign in one position if a 
malfunction occurs. 
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(7) If the Depmtment finds an Electronic Sign or any display or effect thereon to cause glare or to 
impair the vision of the driver of any motor vehicle or to otherwise interfere with the safe operation 
of a motor vehicle, upon request, the pen11it holder shall promptly and within not more than 24 hours 
reduce the intensity of the sign to a level acceptable to the Department. 

(8) Jn addition to any municipal requirement the Department may impose any restriction as to the 
hours of operation for each Electronic Sign. 

(9) The permit holder of an Electronic Sign shall coordinate with governmental authorities, through 
the Department's Division of Highways, to display, when appropriate, emergency infon11ation 
important to the traveling public, such as Amber Alerts or alerts concerning terrorist attacks, or 
natural disasters. Emergency information messages shall remain in the advertising rotation according 
to the protocols of the agency that issues the information, or protocols established by the 
Department's Division of Highways. 

(10) The permit holder shall provide the Director \vith contact information for a person who is 
available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to turn off the Electronic Sign promptly if a malfunction 
occurs. The sign shall contain a default mechanism that freezes the sit,'11 in one display in the event of 
a sign malfunction. 

( 11) The permit holder shall designate a minimum of 25 hours per month of total advertisement time 
per permit to the Depmtment for Public Service Announcement (PSA) purposes. Said time shall be 
equally distributed throughout the hours of operation of the Electronic Sign. The permit holder shall 
submit a detailed proof of play report each month to the Director to verify that PSA 's are being 
displayed. The Director shall determine the total number of PSA's to be aired each month and will 
coordinate with the permit holder for their sign. Detailed Proof of Play (POP) Reports are due by the 
5th day of each month for the prior month of play. Failure to submit a POP report or failure to adhere 
to the minimum PSA requirement may result in a fine or revocation of permit/s. 

Criticism 
These regulations have been criticized for not being strong enough: 

New Rules Would Mean More Billboard Blight for Massachusetts, Scenic America, 2012. 
h l.tp: I /w \vw. sc~:nic. on:!1l J rn!,/ 144-nc\v-ruks-w ou !d-mea n-m ore-bill board-blight- for-massachusetts 
From the web site: A proposed set of new regulations on outdoor advertising v1ould sec 
Massachusetts go from having some of the strongest billboard controls in the country to some of 
the weakest, and result in a proliferation of signs all over the state. 

Massachusetts: Coming Billboard Regulations= Complete Deregulation, Daily Kos 
Network, May 30, 2012. 
http I /www .dai hkos. com/storv/.?.O 12105/30/ l 0%048/-1\/lassach usctts-Coming:-B iHboard
E,~gtJ[;J,~AQK15;:=(QAAAPA~ti;;~J!~t:~gAAA?lisin 
From the web site: The strong Massachusetts billboard regulation legacy will come to a swift end 
if proposed new regulations by the Massachusetts Department of Transportation's Office of 
Outdoor Advertising (the "OOA", not to be confused with the OAAA, the Outdoor Advertising 
Association of America, the billboard industry lobby) are enacted. 
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New York 

N.Y. HAY. LAW§ 88: NY Code - Section 88: Control of Outdoor Advertising, FindLaw, 2012. 
btlp;/(~QQ~§JpfiggJ<:w'L(;QDJ/ny(;QcJ~lIJ/\.Y/'J/~~ 
From the web site: 

Provided that, nothing in this section shall be construed to prohibit the erection or maintenance of 
outdoor advertising signs, displays and devices which include the steady illumination of sign faces, 
panels or slats that rotate or change to different messages in a fixed position, commonly known and 
referred to as changeable or multiple message signs, provided the change of one sign face to another 
is not more frequent than once every six seconds and the actual change process is accomplished in 
three seconds or less, when such signs, displays and devices are permitted or authorized pursuant to 
this section and by the agreement ratified and approved by this section. 

Ohio 

"Chapter 5501 :2-2 - Ohio Administrative Code (OAC)," Ohio Revised Code and Administrative 
Code for Advertising Device Control, Ohio Department of Transportation, November 2011. 
hltp//>:Y~Y\:Y gqt,§titlt; qh.~11)/.l)jyj§j911§/(qptr;1(;J;\q1;i;i}J;J/Cm1tr(l(,:J§/l\.PC/A.t:!C,,J~gg~QQJqH1f 
From the report: 

5501 :2-2-02 General provisions for the erection and control of outdoor advertising. 
(A) ( 4) (b) A multiple message or variable message advertising device shall not be illuminated by 
nashing, intermittent, or moving lights. No multiple message or variable message advertising device 
may include any illumination which is flashing, intermittent, or moving when the sign face is in a 
fixed position. 

(B) Multiple message and variable message advertising devices: such advertising devices may be 
permitted on the interstate system or the primary system under the following conditions: (I) Each 
message or copy shall remain fixed for at least eight seconds; (2) When a message or copy changes 
by remote control or electronic process, it shall be accomplished in three seconds or less; (3) No such 
advertising device shall be placed within one thousand feet of another multiple message or variable 
message advertising device on the same side of the highway visible in the same direction of 
travel;( 4) Such advertising devices shall contain a default design that will freeze the device in one 
position if a malfunction occurs; (5) Any maximum size limitations shall apply independently to 
each face of a multiple message or variable message advertising device; and (6) Only one multiple 
message advertising device shall be permitted at a single location facing the same direction. 

Oregon 

Chapter 377-Highway Beautification; Motorist Information Signs, Oregon Revised Statutes, 2011 
edition. 
http//www.lcgstit~:.or.us/orsn77.html 

From the web site: 
377.753 Permits for outdoor advertising signs; rules. (1) Notwithstanding the provisions of ORS 
377. 715, 3 77. 725 and 377. 770, the Department of Transportation may issue permits for outdoor 
advertising signs placed on benches or shelters erected or maintained for use by customers of a mass 
transit district, a transportation district or other public transportation agency. 

(2) The department shall determine by rule the fees and criteria for the number, size, and 
location of such signs but the department may not issue a pennit for a sign that is visible from an 
interstate highway. [2007 c.199 §3] 
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Division 60: Signs, Department of Transpo1tation, Highway Division, Oregon Administrative Rules, July 
13, 2012. 
http/liJn::\\~Q§Qi),,-.;J;1tQ,QL1J:-;/p,lgg::;/DJJ~::;{QiJitL ?QQ{QIJL]J4/Z~H Q9QJ1Ji;nJ 
From the web site: 

Digital lliHboard Procedures 
(l) This rule describes the process for applying for a permit for a digital billboard. 
(2) Definitions for the purposes of this rule: 

(a) ·'Sign" means the sign structure, the display surfaces of the sign, and all other component 
parts of the sign. 
(b) ''Retire'' means to use a relocation credit such that it no longer exists or to remove an 
existing sign. 
(c) "Bulletin" means an outdoor advertising sign with a display surface that is 14 feet by 48 
feet. 
(d) "Poster" means an outdoor advertising sign with a display surface that is 12 feet by 25 
feet. 
( e) ''Digital Billboard" means an outdoor advertising sign that is static and changes messages 
by any electronic process or remote control, provided that the change from one message to 
another message is no more frequent than once every eight seconds and the actual change 
process is accomplished in two seconds or less. 

(3) Qualifications for receiving a digital billboard state sign permit: 
(a) The proposed site and digital billboard must meet all requirements of the OMlA 
including, but not limited to, the following: 

(A) the digital billboard is not illuminated by a Hashing or varying intensity light. 
(B) the display surface of the digital billboard does not create the appearance of 
movement. 
(C) the digital billboard must operate at an intensity level of not more than 03 foot

candles over ambient light as measured by the distance to the sign depending 
upon its size. 

(D) The distance measurement for ambient light is: 150 feet if the display surface of 
the sign is 12 feet by 25 feet, 200 feet ifthe display surface is 10.5 by 36 feet, 
and 250 feet ifthe display surface is 14 by 48 feet. 

(b) Applicant must submit a completed application for a digital billboard state sign permit 
using the approved form that may be obtained by one of the following methods: 

(A) Requesting from Sign Program Staff by phone at 503-986-3656; 
(B) Email: OutdoorAdvertisingr{.z}odot.state.or.us; 
(C) Website 
http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/HWY/SIGNPROGRAM/contact_us.shtml 

(c) The Depmtment shall confirm that any existing permitted Outdoor Advertising Sign or 
relocation credit being retired for the purpose of receiving a new digital billboard state sign 
pen11it has been removed within the 180 days allowed to constmct the new permitted sign. 
The Department will not charge a Banking Pennit Fee for the cancellation of state sign 
permits retired for the purpose of receiving a new digital billboard permit. 

( 4) This section sets forth the criteria for determining the required relocation credits or existing 
permitted signs that an applicant shall retire to receive one new digital billboard state sign permit: 

(a) Applicants who own l 0% or less of all active relocation credits at the time the 
application is submitted shall either remove one existing state permitted outdoor advertising 
sign with a display area of at least 250 square feet or provide one active relocation credit of 
at least 250 square feet and retire that permit. Applicants meeting these criteria are not 
limited to either "Bulletin" or ''Poster" billboards. 
(b) Applicants who own more than 10% of all active relocations credits shall apply for a new 
digital billboard state sign pem1it as follows: 
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(A) For a digital billboard that is intended to be a bulletin, the applicant has three 
options: 

(i) Remove two existing bulletins, retire the permits for those signs, and retire 
three relocation credits: or 

(ii) Remove one existing bulletin and two existing posters, retire those permits 
and retire three active relocation credits: or 

(iii) Remove four existing posters, retire the permits for those signs, and retire 
three relocation credits. 

(B) For a digital billboard that is intended to be a poster, the applicant has tvvo 
options: 

(i) Remove two existing posters, retire the permits for those signs, and retire 
three relocation credits; 

(ii) Remove one existing bulletin, retire the pennit for that sign, and retire three 
relocation credits. 

(c) For an active relocation credit to be eligible it must be at least 250 square feet. All 
permits and relocation credits submitted under these procedures will be pennanently 
cancelled and are not eligible for renewal. 
( d) Any state sign permits submitted for retirement must include the written statement 
notifying the Department that the "lease has been lost or cancelled.'' 

(5) The Department will determine the percentage of relocation credits owned by an applicant by 
dividing the total number of unused relocation credits by the total number of unused relocation 
credits owned by the applicant on the day the application is received. 
(6) Two digital billboard state sign permits are required for any back to back or V-type digital sign. 
A separate application is required for each digital sign face. 
(7) The first time a digital billboard is pennitted it is not subject to the 100-mile rule in ORS 
377.767(4). The site of the newly pem1itted billboard will become the established location for future 
reference. 
(8) Relocation of permitted digital billboards. The Department will issue one digital relocation credit 
for each permitted digital sign that is removed. The digital relocation credit issued will be for the 
same square footage as the pennitted digital sign that was removed. A digital relocation credit can 
only be used to relocate a digital billboard. A pen11itted digital sign can only be reconstructed as a 
digital billboard. 
(9) Use of renewable energy resource. The applicant must provide a statement with the application 
that clarifies \vhat, if any, renewable energy resources are available at the site and are being utilized. 
If none, then a notarized statement to that effect must be included with the application. 
(10) All permitted digital billboards must have the capacity to either freeze in a static position or 
display a black screen in the event of a malfunction. 

(a) The applicant must provide emergency contact infon11ation that has the ability and 
authority to make modifications to the display and lighting levels in the event of 
emergencies or a malfunction. 
(b) The Department will notify the sign owner of a malfunction that has been confinned by 
ODOT in the follmving instances: 

(A) The light impairs the vision of a driver of any motor vehicle; or 
(B) The message is in violation of ORS 377.710(6) or 377.720(3)(d). 

(11) All digital billboard signs must comply with the light intensity and sensor requirements of ORS 
377.720(3)(d). 

(a) The Depmtment will take measurements of the permitted digital billboard when notified 
that the sign has been constructed and the permit plate has been installed. 
(b) The Department will use an approved luminance meter designed for use in measuring the 
amount of light emitted from digital billboards using the industry standard for size and 
distance as follows: 

(A) 150 feet for 12'x 25.' 
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Tennessee 

(B) 200 feet for l0.5'x 36'. 
(C) 250 feet for 14'x 48'. 

Control of Outdoor Advertising, Chapter 1680-2-3, Rules of Tennessee Department of Transportation 
Maintenance Division, Tennessee Department of Transportation, February 2003. 

Current regulations do not include electronic billboards: 
http I /www. tdoL state. lri. us/environ mcnt/b~:au ti fie at ion/pdi/I 680-02-03 .pdf. 

However, proposed revisions are under review that include guidance on digital displays: 
http://www. ldot .stat~:. tu. us/environmen l!bcauti fication!docs/Rev ised-0 Di\-Rules-Red! inc. pd f. 
From the web site: 

1680-10-01-.03 CRITERIA FOR THE CONTROL OF OUTDOOR ADVERTISING 
DEVICES. 
4. Spacing 
(i) (IV) The minimum spacing for changeable message signs with a digital display is two thousand 
(2,000) feet, except as follows: 

L An outdoor advertising device that uses a digital display which docs not exceed one hundred 
(100) square feet in total area to give public information such as time, date, temperature, or 
weather, or to provide the price of a product, the amount of a lottery prize or similar 
numerical information supplementing the content of a message otherwise displayed on the 
sign face shall not be subject to the two thousand (2,000) feet minimum spacing requirement 
in this item (IV} 

5. Changeable Message Signs 
Changeable message signs are permissible, subject to the following restrictions: (i) The message 
display time shall remain static for a minimum of eight (8) seconds with a maximum change time of 
two (2) seconds. (ii) Video, animation, and continuous scrolling messages are prohibited. (iii) Non
conforming devices shall not be converted to a changeable message sign. (iv) The changeable 
message sign shall contain a default design that will freeze the sign face to one position if a 
malfunction occurs. (v) The structure for a changeable message sign may contain sign faces that are 
in a double-faced, back-to-back, or V-typc configuration. (vi) The minimum spacing for changeable 
message signs with a digital display is as provided in Rule 1680-10-.03(1)(a)4.(i)(IV). 

\Vashington 

Highway Advertising Control, M22-95, Washington State Department of Transportation, March 2011. 
http I /www. wsdot. w a. rwv/publicationshnmurn !s/fullte:-;l/M 2.?.-95/Hig:hwav Advcrli siiiy(\mtrol. pd f 
From the report: 

468-66-050 Sign classifications and specific provisions 
(3) Type 3 - On-premise signs. 

(b) Type 3(b) --- Business complex on-premise sign. A Type 3(b) business complex on-premise 
sign may display the name of a shopping center, mall, or business combination. 
(i) Where a business complex erects a Type 3(b) on-premise sign, the sign structure may 

display additional individual business signs identi(ying each of the businesses conducted on 
the premises. A Type 3(b) on-premise sign structure may also have attached a display area, 
such as a manually changeable copy panel, reader board, or electronically changeable 
message center, for advertising on-premise activities and/or presenting public service 
information. 
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(g) Electronic signs may be used only as Type 3 on-premise signs and/or to present public service 
information, as follmvs: 
(i) Advertising messages on electronic signboards may contain words, phrases, sentences, 

symbols, trademarks, and logos. A single message or a message segment must have a static 
display time of at least two seconds aft.er moving onto the signboard, with all segments of 
the total message to be displayed within ten seconds. A one-segment message may remain 
static on the signboard with no duration limit. 

(ii) Displays may travel horizontally or scroll vertically onto electronic signboards, but must 
hold in a static position for two seconds after completing the travel or scroll. 

(iii) Displays shall not appear to flash, undulate, or pulse, or portray explosions, fireworks, 
flashes of light, or blinking or chasing lights. Displays shall not appear to move toward or 
av1ay from the viewer, expand or contract, bounce, rotate, spin, twist, or otherwise portray 
graphics or animation as it moves onto, is displayed on, or leaves the signboard. 

(iv) Electronic signs requiring more than four seconds to change from one single message 
display to another shall be turned off during the change interval. 

(v) No electronic sign lamp may be illuminated to a degree of brightness that is greater than 
necessary for adequate visibility. Jn no case may the brightness exceed 8,000 nits or 
equivalent candelas during daylight hours, or 1,000 nits or equivalent candelas between 
dusk and dawn. Signs found to be too bright shall be adjusted as directed by the 
department. 

(h) The act does not regulate Type 3(a), 3(b), 3(c), and 3(d) on-premise signs located along 
primary system highways inside an incorporated city or town or a commercial or industrial 
area. 

Wisconsin 

Control of Outdoor Advertising Along and Visible from Highways on the Interstate and Federal
Aid Primary Systems, Chapter Trans 201, Wisconsin Administrative Code, February 2005. 
]JLtp//f!q;'.;JQgi;;wi5(;9JJ'.lingQy/(,:q~t~i01JmiiLsS1f!i;/tr'l!J::;/2QJ.mtf 
From the web site: 

Trans 201.15 - Electronic signs 
(3) Variable Message Signs. 

(c) No message may be displayed for less than one-half second. 
(d) No message may be repeated at intervals of less than 2 seconds. 
(e) No set,'111ented message may last longer than 10 seconds. 
(t) No traveling message may travel at a rate slower than 16 light columns per second or foster 

than 32 columns per second. 
(g) No variable message sign lamp may be illuminated to a degree of brightness that is greater 

than necessary for adequate visibility. 

(4) Multiple Message Signs. 
(a) The louver rotation time to change a message shall be one second or less. 
(b) The time a message remains in a fixed position shall be 6 seconds or more. 

84.30 Regulation of Outdoor Advertising. Wisconsin Legislative Documents, 2012. 
http I /docs. b!is. w isconsi n .gov !statutes/stat utcs/84/30 
From the web site: 

(3)(c)(l) Signs that contain, include or are illuminated by any flashing, intermittent or moving light 
or lights are prohibited, except electronic signs permitted by rule of the department. 
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( 4 )(bm) Signs may contain multiple or variable messages, including messages on louvers that are 
rotated and messages formed solely by use of lights or other electronic or digital displays, that may 
be changed by any electronic process, subject to all of the following restrictions: 

l. Each change of message shall be accomplished in one second or less. 
2. Each message shall remain in a fixed position for at least 6 seconds. 
3. The use of traveling messages or segmented messages is prohibited. 
4. The department, by rule, may prohibit or establish restrictions on the illumination of 

messages to a degree of brightness that is greater than necessary for adequate visibility. 
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No changeable 
message 
signs allowed: 

(3 STATES) 
ND, NH, WY 

APPENDIX A 

State Changeable Message Chart 
(Source: OAAA State Statute Matrix) 

Tri- action Only 

(5 STATES) 
MD, MA, OR, 
TX,WA, 

Changeable Message 
/Digital Technology 

(38 STATES) 
AL,AR,AZ,CA,CO,CT 
DE, FL, GA, ID, IL, IA, IN, 
KS, KY, LA, Ml, MN, MO, 
MS, MT, NE, NV, NJ, NM, 
NY, NC, OH, OK, PA, RI, 
SC, SD, TN, UT, VA, WV, WI 

State-by-state breakdown of the 38 states allowing Changeable Message/Digital 
technology 

• States which have statutes (19): 

CA, CO, CT, DE, FL 
GA, IN, KS, M!, MO 
MN, NJ, NY, OH 
OK, UT, TN, VA, WI 

• Regulations (10): 

AR, ID, IL, IA*, LA, NE, 
NV, NC, SC, VW 

• States with interpretations of the federal/state agreement (7): 

AL, AZ, KY, MT, 
NM, RI, SD 

• Policy memoranda (2): 

MS approved a policy DOT memorandum 
PA approved the technology through an internal PENNDOT memorandum (2002) 
IA* regulations are undergoing a comment period 
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OAAA Changeable Message Criteria 
Dwell Time Sequence - By State 

Dwell Time (Static Message) 

4 seconds 

5 seconds 

6 seconds 

8 seconds 

10 seconds 

Other/State-Company 
Discretion 

State 

CA, CO, IA, VA 

Nl\if, PA 

AL, AZ, CT, FL, GA, IA, l\U, lVIN, 
NV, NY, SD, \VI, RI (average) 

AR, ID, IN, KS, LA, lVIO, lVIS, N.J, 
NC, OH, OK, OR, SC, TN, UT, 
\VV, WA 

DE, IL, NE, lVID, TX 

KY, MA, MT 

Dwell and Twirl Times for message changes and spacing criteria 

State 

AL 

AR 

States Allowing Changeable lVIessage/Digital Technology 

Dwell time 

6 seconds 

8 seconds or more 

Twirl time 

2 seconds or less 

Spacing 
*traditional 500 fl 

1500 feet 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

AZ 6 seconds t second * 

CA 4 seconds 4 seconds 1000 feet 

co 4 seconds 1 second 1000 feet 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CT 6 seconds 3 seconds * 

DE 10 seconds 1 second 2500 feet 

6 seconds 2 seconds 1000 to 1500 feet 

GA t 0 seconds 2 seconds 5000 feet 
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Dwell and Twirl Times for message changes and spacing criteria (cont'd) 

States Allowing Changeable -.Message lndu.ding Electronics 

State Dwell time Twirl time Spacing 

ID 8 seconds 2 seconds * 

IL 10 seconds 3 seconds * 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IN 8 seconds 2 seconds * 

IA 6 seconds 1 second * 

KS 8 seconds 2 seconds 1000 feet 

KY 
At discretion of state DOT 

LA 8 seconds 4 seconds * 

M] 6 seconds 1 second * 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

.MN 6 seconds none * 

lVIS 8 seconds instantaneous * 

1\110 8 seconds 2 seconds 1400 feet 

MT 
At discretion of state DOT 

NE 10 seconds 2 seconds 5000 feet 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NV 6 seconds 3 seconds * 

*N.J 8 seconds 1 second 3000 feet 
(regulatmy chang~ 

pending·---------------------------~ 
5 seconds 1-2 seconds * 

£;;wirn_~ny __ ~1§_q~tjg_rr ______________________ _ 
:NY 6 seconds 3 seconds * 

NC 8 seconds 2 seconds 1000 feet 

OH 8 seconds 3 seconds 1000 feet 

OK 8 seconds 4 seconds * 
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Dwell and Twirl Times for message changes and spacing criteria (cont'd) 

States Allowing Changeable -.Message lndu.ding Electronics 

State Dwell time Twirl time Spacing 

PA 5 seconds t second * 

RI 5-7 seconds 2-3 seconds * 
Con1pan v discretion HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHmH 

SD 6 seconds none * 

SC 8 seconds 2-3 seconds * 

TN 8 seconds 2 seconds 2000 feet 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

lJT 8 seconds 3 seconds * 

VA 4 seconds none * 

WV 8 seconds 2 seconds 1500 feet 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

\VI 6 seconds t second * 

States Allowing Changeable l\'lessage lndu.ding Electronics 

Tri-action Only 

State Dwell time l'wirl time Spacing 

MD to seconds 4 seconds * 

MA none none * 

OR 8 seconds 4 seconds 1000 feet 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TX 10 seconds 2 seconds * 
R11rajI{QacisQ11ly _______________________ _ 

WA 8 seconds 4 seconds * 
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Pictures taken April, 2020 

Century at La Brea 
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1-405 Southbound 
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La Cienega & 1-405 Northbound 
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Arbor Vitae Northbound 
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CITY OF !NGLEWOOD 
PLANNING COMMISSION AGENDA REPORT 

._D_a_t_e_~····--~---~.i·;·;·-:~·;·:···;·~-;~·····················································--1~~~;~;;; ~~;;;;,-;;; ~~ =-~] 

Case Numbers: Sign Adjustment No. 2019-009 (SA-2019-009) · 

Type of Actions: Public Hearing (SA-2019-009) 
···-·················! 

! 

Request A request to consider ao appeal of the denial of a Sign Adjustment to i 
1 legaHze a previously installed approximately 35 square.-foot internally~H!uminated bi* ' 
1 

faced. L,ED .sign {~t.t.b.t? ... tjJ~p_l~.Y. .. .9.f .. 9~!.:.?.:!t.~ ... !ill9.Y..~.1}i~J.D.£l..9.TlJY..'. ................................................................. _. ___ ~... 
Applicant: Cole Feyijimi 
--···-·····-············---------------~---------·-····-········ 

Project Address: 532 \/\/est Manchester Boulevard j Council District: 3 

Legal Description: The north 84 feet of Lot 2 of Trad No. 626 (AIN 4018-014-004 

General Pian Designation: Commercial 

Zoning: C-2A (Airport Commercial) 

Associated Cases: SA-2019-009 

Surrounding Land Uses: 
North-Commercia I 
South- Residential 
East - Commercial 
West - Commercial 

Public Notification: On Weckiesd.ay, Thursday April 2, 2020 notices were malled to al! 
owners of abutting properties of the s.ubject site and applicant as required. by the 
Inglewood Municipal Code. 

RECOMMENDATION 
Consider the staff report and the pub!lc testimony and make a determination. lf the 
Planning Commission determines to approve the request, it is recommended to: 

1) Affirm Notice of Exemption EA-CE-2019-122, and 
2) Adopt the attached resolution upholding the Director's denial of SA-2019-009. 

If the Planning Commission determines to overturn the denial, it is recommended that the 
Commission affirm the previously prepared Notice of Exemption and make the 
appropriate findings. 
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Appeal of the Denial of Sign Adjustment No. 2019M009 (SA-2019~009} 
532 West Manchester Boulevard 
Page 2 of 4 

REQUEST 

April 13, 2020 

The applicant has requested that the Planning Cornmlsslon overturn the denJa! of a sign 
acljustmenfper.Section 12-SB. 1 ofthe IMC toJE?gaUzea previows!yinst1*!!ledapproxlmt:r1tely 
3$ $quare;;,foot !ntetn?lly-i!!urn!natf:ld bi-faoed LEO sign on ta C:-2A (Airport Commercial) 
zoned property for the display of on"site.· advertising· ofl!y. 

BACKGROUND 
Section 12-98.9 of Article 26. 1 of the Inglewood Municipal Code (!MC) contains the 
procedure for filing an appeal of a decision on a Sign Adjustment On November 20, 
2019 an administrative public hearing was conducted in the Planning Conference Room. 
Notice of the time and place of the hearing were given as required by !aw and a!! 
interested persons had the opportunity to be heard and submit testimony or evidence for 
or against the environmental determination and the sign adjustment The applicant was 
in attendance at the meeting and no other members of the public. No written 
correspondence was submitted. 

On January 9, 2020, Sign Adjustment No. 2019"009 (SA~.2019:-009) to legalize a 
previou$1y insfa'lll.ed .. ·approxifflately 36 sqwarewfoot.·intemal!y .. nluminaJed b\.:.faced· LED sign 
fqr th~ display of on-site qdverti$Jng only ws;s denied by the Qomm11nity Development 
Department Director (Director) and notice of the den la I was provided to the appi!cant and 
abutting property owners as required by the Inglewood Municipal Code. On January 27, 
2020, the Planning Division received an appeal letter and fee from Cole Feyijimi. The 
appeal indicated thafthe existing slgn(:lge is not visible on Manchesterand fhatdueto the 
bµHding siz;e f)Js busines$ Is not ea(S!!y recqgrdz.~ci from the stre.et Pursuant to Section 
12-98.9, appeals of the Director's decision on the Zone Adjustment must be heard by the 
Planning Commission. The P!annI!ig Cornmissioh's decision is finaL 

The project site is zoned C-2A (Airport Commercla!) and is developed with a one-story 
commercial office building. The surrounding properties to the north, east and west are 
zoned C-2A and developed with Commercial uses. Properties located south of the subject 
site are zoned P-1 and are developed with residential uses. 

Discussion 
Artlcle23 ofthe !MC pn.:Nide:s minimwrn standarcisto safeguard !!fe:, he~lth, property, and 
the pqbHc welfare !?y reguhJltlng and coniro.llir;g th!S design, qva!lty o.f materla!s, 
coristructionr size, height. illumination, lot%)fion, and t"hairitenance of a!! sighs1 stgn 
structures, anti other exterior advertising devices. The Inglewood MUnJc.ipaI Code 
proh.ibi.ts LED signage unless Sigh Adjustmentapprova! is granted, 

The January 9\ 20;20.; ctecis!qn !e.t.terqcH"!t21lneg findingsthRMhepropose.d PtlSlf1€l$SqS. au 
ptopertie$, have i:trr opportunity to provkie .sigrtage. a$ set forth !n $.)ection 12"76 of the 
IMC:L The subject property and use do not have special circumstances that are different 
from other surrounding properties and businesses, Ihe applicant has. available fo them 
ste:Jndard$se'tforth in Section 14:..70ofthelMCforwaU and pole s!gnage; These standan:h~ 
ensµre thaf buslness!$s provide vlsq0Hy appealing signage and are unifonnly applied 
throughout the City. The denial of a sign adjustment for this request does not 
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Appeal ofthe Denial of Sign Adjustment No. 2019«009 {SA-2019-009} 
532 West Manchester Boulevard 
Page 3 of 4 

April 13, 2020 

unreasonably deprive the app!!cant of the use or enjoyment of the property, The approval 
of the sigh adjustmetirto aHow the installation of an approximately 35 square .. fdot bl~faced 
LED sign will be detrltnenta! to the buslbess neighborhood in that aHawing foe .electronic 
signs win establish a precedent 'that cannot be unlform!y app!led throvghout thet Clty, 
Although the IMC pGnrdfo minor mod(flcatlons to the sign regulatk,;ns, the modif\cqfion 
must rneetthe required findlngs, As findlngs 1<3 a~ove cannotbe met; this adjustment Is 
not con.sisteMt·with the legJslathte Intent of the Genera! P!an·.and the.Zoning. Code. 

The applicant has requested that the Planning Commission overturn the denia! of a sign 
adjustment per Section 12-98.1 of the !MC to !ega!ize a previously insta!!ed approximately 
35 square-foot internally-illuminated bi-faced LED sign on a C-2A (Airport Commercial) 
zoned property for the display of on-site advertising only. (eg: services provided, social 
media outlets, hours of operation etc.) 

Sign Permit Required 
!f the Planning Commission elects to overturn the Sign Adjustment and approve the 
request, the applicant will be required to submit plans to the Planning Division for a Sign 
Permit to ensure that the project is developed in conformance with al! app!lcable 
provisions of the ing!ewood Municipal Code. The applicant wi!I be required to comply with 
a!l applicable provisions of the City of Inglewood Municipal Code and obtain final plan 
approval from the Planning Division. Theapp!iq~n1twi!lalsoberequ!rf;:l{ftoqbt~in approvet! 
for the signage from the Bui!di11g Safety DiVi$1oh~ and otb?r applicable CltY Departme.ni$. 

Public Comments 
As of the preparation of this report, no public comments in favor or against this project 
have been received_ 

Genera! Plan Consistency 
The proposed project is consistent with the Commerclal/Resident!a! !and use designation 
of the General Plan in that it ensures the availability of commercia! goods and services for 
the needs of the residents and businesses in the community. 

Environrru2nJa! Determination 
A Notlt):a of Exemption. {EA~OEM201ft'"t22) has been prepared by staff stating that the 
proposed project will have no significant adverse impact on the environment, a copy of 
which has been ;t:lV4i!able for review in the. Planning Division office located on the fourth 
floor of Qity H61!L An electronic copy ls avai!ab!e by email request at 
bmccrumby@cityofinglewood.org_ 
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Appeal of the Denial of Sign Adjustment No. 2019N009 {SA·2019N009) 
532 West Manchester Boulevard 
Page 4 of4 

Reviewed by 

~" 
1Ber.~ard McCrun::iJ;;_,) 
p la n'ne"("' _,,,,.mw•-'WW 

! 

fJJ!~m C/u hA 
Eddy !kemetfina 
Senior Planner 

Attachments 
Attachment 1 - Reduced Plans 
Attachment 2 - Aerial photo 
Attachment 3 - Notice of Intent 
Attachment 4 - Notice of Exemption 
Attachment 5 - Appeal Letter 
Attachment 6 - Draft Resolution 

April 13, 2020 

Submitted by , 
< /! "\P _,,7,lii,vMz vzit{~ 

f ,_ I 
Mindy Wilc~1_;,CP ! 

Planning Manager 
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SA .. 2019 .. 009 

Reduced Plans 

Attachment Nom 1 
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532 VV, t!1anchester B!vtL, lngelwood, CA 90301 
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SA .. 2019 .. 009 

Aerial of Site 

Attachment No. 2 
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SA-2018-008 
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SA .. 2019 .. 009 
Notice of intent 

Attachment No~ 3 
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CITY OF I GLEWOOD 
E:C()l\0.l\:IIC AND COTVIi\IlJNITY DEVELOPI\lENT DEPART!\iET:\T 

C n r ~ ~ t ~= rt :;.; T .E . J .; c k ::: o ;; . S ( 
D ~ :· (:t: <" :· 

January 9, 2020 

Pianning Division 

;;_1 i :-c d / W ii t :~ ;.._, .At C P 
r } ;;: ~; D ~ fi r .M ~ ~i :; :~'. t: r 

NOTICE OF INTENTION TO DENY SIGN ADJUSTMENT NO, 2019e009 (SA~2019~009) 
for 532 WEST MANCHESTER BOULEVARDi INGLEWOOD~ CA 

Dear Property Owners: 

Notice is hereby given that Cole Feyijimi, representing Action Investment Realty, has 
requested an adjustment from the zoning rules and regulations per Article 26.1 of the 
Inglewood Municipal Code (IMC) for C-2A (Airport Commercial) zoned property located 
at 532 West Manchester Boulevard, and legally described as The North 74 feet of Lot 2 
(AIN 4018-014-004). 

On November 20, 2019, an administrative public hearing was conducted in the Planning 
Conference Room, Fourth Floor, City Hall, beginning at the hour of 9:30 a.m. Notice of 
the time and place of the hearing were given as required by !aw and a!! interested persons 
had the opportunity to be heard and submit testimony or evidence for or against the 
environmental determination and granting of the sign adjustment. The applicant was in 
attendance at the meeting and no other members of the public. The applicant submitted 
a letter of justification at the hearing. No otherwrltten statements were submitted. 

The applicant has requested approval of a sign adjustment per Section 12-98. 1 of the 
!MC to install an approximately 35 square-foot bi-faced LED sign on a C-2A (Airport 
Commercial) zoned property for the display of on-site advertising of services provided, 
social media platforms and examples of the types of properties they offer for sale only. 
Based upon information supplied by the applicant, and information gained by the 
investigation of the request, the City of Inglewood nowflnds as foHows: 

1. That there are no special circumstances pertaining to the property or the 
use thereon to allow an approximately 35 square~foot bi*faced LED sign. 
Al! properties have an opportunity to provide signage as set forth in Section 12-
76 of the IMC. The subject property and use does not have a special 
circumstance that is different than any other surrounding property or business. 

2. That the applicant wm not be unreasonably deprived of the proper use or 
enjoyment of the property by not allowing the 35 square~foot bi@faced LED 
sign. The applicant has available to them standards set forth in Section 12-76 
of the !MC for wall and pole slgnage. These standards ensure that businesses 
provide visually appealing signage and are uniformly applied throughout the 
City, The denial of a sign adjustment for this request does not unreasonably 
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Sign adjustment No. 2019-009 (SA-2019-009) 
532 West. Manchester Boulevard 
Januaiy 20, 2020 

deprive the appHcant of the use or enjoyment of the property. 

2 of 3 

3. That an adjustment to allow a 35 square~foot bi~faced LED sign wm be 
detrimental to the neighborhood in which the property is located. The 
approval of the sign adjustment to allow the installation of the approximately 35 
square-foot intemally-i!luminated LED signs wi!! be detrimental to the business 
neighborhood ln that allowing the electronic signs w!H establish a precedent 
that cannot be uniformly app!led throughout the City. 

4. That the approval of a sign adjustment to allow a 35 square~foot bi-faced 
LED sign is not cbnsistent with the legislative Intent of the zoning and 
development standards of Chapter 12 of the IMC that pertain to the 
subject property. Although the !MC permits minor modifications to the sign 
regulations, the modification must meet the required findings. As findings 1-3 
above cannot be met, this adjustment is not consistent with the !egls!ative intent 
of the General Plan and the Zoning Code. 

The request for Sign Adjustment No. 2019-009 (SA-2019-009) to allow an 

approximately 35 square-foot bi-faced interna!!y-i!!umlnated LED signs on a C-2A (Airport 
Commercial) zoned property at 532 Manchester Boulevard is denied. 

As provided in the Inglewood Municipal Code, a 10-working day appeal period 
commencing with the date of this letter is allowed to permit the filing of a written appeal 
by any Interested person to the Planning Division. The written appeal must be 
accompanied by an appeal fee of $370.00 (three hundred seventy dollars). !fan appeal 
is received, the entire matter wl!! be transmitted to the Planning Commission for their 
consideration. 

if no appeal is filed, the decision of the Planning Manager becomes final at the end of the 
10-working day appeal period. The last day to file an appeal is January 27, 2020, if you 
have any questions please contact Bernard McCrumby, Planner, at (310) 412-5230 or via 
email at bmccrumby@dtyofinglewood.org. 

DATED IN INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA THIS 9th DAY OF JANUARY 2020. 

Sincerely, 

C"---/j/, ,,.- t) f -·--\ // '~-j· 
/ v L,tt~) /\~: i ( J/,, 

Mindy Wilcox, AICP 
Planning Manager 

!f you challenge this sign adjustment (SA-2019-009) in court, you may be limited to raising 
only those issues you or someone else raised at an administrative public hearing 
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Sign adjustrnent No. 2019-009 (SA-2019-009) 
532 West Manchester Boulevard 
January 20, 2020 

3 of3 

described in this notice, or !n written correspondence delivered to the Planning Division 
at, or prior to, the public hearing (if held). 

!f you are no longer the owner of the subject property, please forvvard this notice for SA~ 
2019-009 to the new property owner. 

"Si no entiende esta noticia o si necesita mas informacion1 favor de ilamar a este 
numero (310) 412~5230,0 
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SA .. 2019~009 
Notice of E.xemption 

Attachment No~ 4 
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CITY 0 I G··L· 
' 

fngkwootl 

ECONOIVilC ANH C'Oi\1TV1UNI'TY DE\'ELOPi\TE.NT DEFARTl\AENT 

:•,' ;; :' ~ :!. ·:. 0 :> ·~: :;.~ :• r Ci .:~ ~; }:. :•: :"} re • :.) { \·~ ~ :~ ~~ ): ~~/ ~] ..:. :·: .. \ ] (.' ~~ 

D ·i r ~~- !.'.- ~ (: r r~ i ;~ :~ :~: c: ~;: \·1 ;~ :·c ~·: ~-. ~·- t 

NOT!CE OF EXEMPTION 

Prepared in accordance with Ca!lfomia Environmental Quality Act (CEQ,i\} Section No. 
i 5300, and the Inglewood Municipal Code, the following Notice of Exemption ls made, 

Project Title: 

CEQA Case No.: 

Location: 

Zoning: 

Project Sponsor: 

Address: 

Agency Contact: 

Telephone: 

Proiect Description: 

Sign Adjustment No, 2019-009 

EA-CE-2019-i 22 

532 VVest Manchester Boulevard 

Genera! Commercial ( C-2} 

Cole Feyijimi 

532 W, Manchester 

Bernard McCrurnby. Planner 

(3i 0) 412-5230 

Slgn Adjustment to allow an approximately 35 square-foot bi-faced LED sign on a 3,500 
square--foot property, 

Exempt Status: 
Class 1 i: Accessory Structures - Section i 53 i 1 (a} 

Reasons for Exemption: 
CEQA exempts construction, or placement of minor structures accessory to (appurtenant to} 
existing comrnercia!, industrial, or institutional facilities, including but not limited to on premise 
signs. 

Sig11atu re: 

Title: 
Date: 

4/c l/ 

{it l ht f.A, "' .:, 
. dy lkemefqpa 

Senior Planner 
November 7, 2019 



SA .. 2019 .. 009 
Appeal letter 

Attachment No. 5 
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reguest 

Project: 532 W. Manchester Blvd. I wm like to Appeal 

SA 2019-009 dated 1/27 /2020. 

My name is Cole Feyijimi, a Real Estate Broker and owner of 

Action investment Rea tty. l have been in real estate since 1985. 

l moved my business to the city of Inglewood in 1989 and I have 

called Inglewood as my home since. In 2000 I moved to my 

current location from La Cienega I Centi nela Ave. My office is 

not affiliated with any Franchise company. I am a small 

business minority-owned. I have seen constant changes in our 

business and community. I have complied with the dty 

requirements regarding this LED sign and stm open to your 

suggestions for this approval. 

In 2003 when my current sign was approved1 no one 

anticipated today's digital technology of Led sign. My current 

sign is outdated and ineffective. lt1s very hard for anyone to 

locate my office and the my current sign is not efficient for 

outdoor advertising. Often some of our clients want to drive by 
business locations before doing business in real estate. I have 

painted my office address on both sides of the building in white 

or Blue color for visibility and is stm hard. Without this ted sign 

is very difficult for my business. 
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Outdoor signage that is up to date with todayt s technology is 

more than essential for my business in today1s economy. 

It is extremely difficult to compete, needlessly to survive 

without constant advertising on TV and all other media outlets. 

I don't have the funds. i am a small business owner, It's been a 

struggle since last year to keep my door open for business and 

it wrn be more difficult this year without this led sign. 

! am asking you to please give me that opportunity to 

continuing doing my business, approve my led sign. I don1t 

have any intention to use rny Led sign for oft-sites vendors 

advertisement whatsoever. 
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532 W. Manchester Blvd. 

Display Ads on LED Sign: 

(1) All of our media addresses such as Website, Facebook 

and tnstagram display. 
(2) Action Investment Realty Logo 

(3} Site Messages. 

(4) Our Phone number, and Email Address 

(5) Contact information 

Tt}_a,nk YQ-U· 
t::iir{.J._ ' ' µ' 

Action 1nWment Realty. 
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SA .. 2011 .. 009 
Draft Resoh.ltion 

Attachment No. 6 
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1 

4 

G 

7 

8 

10 

11 

1.2 

14 

15 

16 

17 

RESOLUTION NO. 

A RESOLUTION OF THE PLANNING CO:MMISSION OF THE 
CITY OF INGLEWOOD, CALIFOR:t>.l1A, UPHOLDING THE 
DENIAL OF A CERTAIN SIGN ADJUSTMENT REQUEST TO 
LEGALIZE A PREVIOUSLY INSTALLED APPROXIMATELY 35 
SQUARE-FOOT INTERNALLY-ILLUMINATED BI-FACED LED 
SIGN FOR THE DISPLAY OF ON-SITE ADVERTISING ONLY ON 
APPROXIMATELY 3,700 SQUARE-FOOT C·2A (AIRPORT 
COMlvIERICALl ZONED PROPERTY AT 532 \VEST 
MANCHESTER BOULEVARD. 

(Case No. SA·2019·009) 

WHEREAS, on the f)th day of September 20HL Cole Feyijimi, filed an 

application for a Sign Adjustment to legalize a previously installed approximately 

;}5 squarcfoot internaUy·il1urninated bi-faced led sign for the display of on-site 

advertising onl~' on approximately 3, 700 square·foot C·2A (Airport Commercial) 

zoned property at 532 \Vest Manchester Boulevard, legally described as: 

The north 84 feet of Lot 2 of Tract No. 626 

and, 

18 I \VHEREAS~ on November 20, 2019 an Administrative Public Hearing was 

19 1 I held and; 

20 I \VHEREAS, on ,January 9, 2020, the Director of the Economic and 
i' 

21. 11 Community Development Department of the City of lnglevvood, California denied 
1' 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

.I 
[i 

11 

SA·2019-009 and; 

WHEREAS; on ,January 27, 2020, an appeal of the Director's denial of SA· 

201EHK)B \Vas submitted to the Planning Division, who then scheduled a public 

hearing for April 13, 2020: and, 

WHEREAS, notice of time and place of the hearing was given in the, form 

and manner required by law: and, 

WHEREAS, on ,<'\pril LJ, 2020, the Planning Commission conducted. the 
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l public hearing to consider the appeal of the denial of SA·20UHJ09 at the given 

2 time and place, in a form and manner required by law, and afforded all persons 

3 interested in the matter of the Sign Adjustment appeaL or in any matter or 

4 subject re.lated thereto, an opportunity to appear before the Planning Commission 

5 and be heard. and to suhrnit any testimony or f:vidence in favor of or against the 

G Sign Adjustment appeal; and, 

7 WHEREASY the Planning Co.mrn.ission has carefully considered an 

8 testimony and evidence pn~sBnted at the hearing; and, 

9 WHEREAS, following public testimony and at the conclusion of 

10 deliberations, the Planning Commission voted to uphold the denial of SA·20H3·009 

11 by the Director based on the following findings: 

12 L 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 2. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

2G 

27 

28 

That there are no special circumstances pertaining to the property or 

the use thereon to a11ow an approximately 35 square·foot bi·foct>d 

LED sign. All properties have an opportunity to provide signage as 

set forth in Section 12·7G of the IMC The proposed LED signage is 

prohibited per Section 12·75 (A) of the IMC. The subject property 

and use do not have a special circumstance that is different than any 

other surrounding properties and businesses. 

That the applicant will not be unreasonably deprived of the proper 

use or enjoyment of the property. The applicant has available to them 

standards set forth in Section 12·76 of the IMC for wall and pole 

signage. These standards ensure that businesses provide visually 

appealing signage nnd are uniformly applied throughout the City. 

The denial of a sign adjustment for this request does not 

unreasonably dr:prive the applicant of the use or enjoyment of the 

property. 

That the adjustment will be detrimental to the neighborhood in 

which the property is located. The approval of the sign adjustment to 
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Photos Taken April 14, 2020 

The Billboard Project Sign Construction on S. Prairie St. 
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The Silverstein Law Firm, APC 
June 16, 2020 

Objections to IBEC Project, DEIR and FEIR; 
State Clearinghouse No. 2018021056 
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l\tB Draft 3/31 /20 
Prelin1hui.ry - For Negotiation Purposes 

fHSPOSITlON A.ND DE'\7ELOP\1ENT .AGREEJ\IENT 

by and bet\veen 

and 

IV!FRPHY'S BO\VL LLC, 

Dcvelopec 
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ATTACHMENT NO 

l\tB Draft 3/31 /20 
Prelin1hui.ry - For Negotiation Purposes 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

ATTACHMENTS 

DEPICTION OF PROJECT srrE 

ATTACHi'vlENT NCI ! A-! DEPICTJOl\ OF A.RENA SJTE 

ATT/tCHMENT NO. ! A-2 DEPICTION Of \VEST PA.RKING CiARi\.GE SITE 

ATTi\CHl\JENT NO. ! !\-3 DEPICTION Of EAST TRA.NSPORTATION SITE 

ATTACHMENT NO. lA-4 DEPICTION OF llOTEL SITE 

ATTACHJ\tENT NO. li\-5 DEPICTION OF \VELL RELOC/\TION SITE 

ATTACHhtENT NO. l.B CITY PARCELS LEGAL DESCRIPTION 

A.TTACIJhtENT NO. l.B-! RIGHT-OF-WAY AREAS LEGAL DESCRIPTION 

ATTACHMENT NO. lB-2 POTENTIAL PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE AJRSPACE LEGAL 
DESCRIPTION 

ATT/\CHMENT NO. ! C POTENTl/\LL''{ PARTICIPATING PARCELS LECiAL 
DESCRIPTION 

/\ TTACHl\JENT NO. l D HOTEL SJTE LEG· AL DESCRIPTION 

/\TTACHJdENT NO. 2 PROJECT BUDGET 

ATTACHMENT NO. 3 SCHEDULE OF FERFORJvlANCE 

ATTA.CHMENT NO. 4 SCOPE OF DEVELOPiVlENT 

ATTA •. CHMENT NCI 5 B.ASJC SITE PLAN DRA\VINGS 

ATTACHMENT NO 6A FORM OF GRANT DEED FOR ARENA SlTE 

ATTA.CHMENT NO. 6B FORivt OF GRANT DEED FOR V/EST PARKINCr GARA(iE 
SITE, EAST TRANSPORTATION SITE .AND HOTEL SITE 

/\ TTACHfvlENT NO. 7 EivlPLOYI'vlENT AND TRAININC3 AGREE\.IENT 
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i\TTACH?vfENT NO. 8 

l\tB Draft 3/31 /20 
Prelin1hui.ry - For Negotiation Purposes 

PERfvHTTED ENCUI'vIBRANCES 

/\TTACHJdENT NO. 9/\-l A.RENA SITE USE AGREEMENT (CITY PARCELS) 

A. TTACH?vlENT NO. 9/\.-2 /\RENA. SITE USE AGREEMENT (POTENTf ALL'{ 
P/\RTICIP ATING PARCELS) 

[ P AG·E' \ * ~ ··r c Rcr.;·r·oR"' .. ~ AT J .. r\ · ... ~ , j_V ·J.-.:... .Ja..-.·:,- . .' : .l\.t.i'\ .. 
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l\tB Draft 3/31 /20 
Prelin1hui.ry - For Negotiation Purposes 

DISPOSI'I'ION A.ND DE\7ELOPMENT .AGREETuiENT 

THIS DISPOSITION /\XD DEVELOPIVIENT AGREElVIENT (the ''Agreement") is 
entered into by and bet\veen the CITY OF IN(iLE\VOOD, a 1mmicipal corporation (the HCity'1

) 

nnd \'IURPH':tS BOWL LLC, a De!av:are Iirnited liability con1pany (the "Developer") This 
Agreement is dated as of the date the City executes this A.greement (the Wf:.ffective Hate") The 
City and Developer agree as frJilmvs: 

/Recitals ta be further developed tmd .made consistent across documents} 

; USTNl.JIVl OutlineDenm!t\! :'. l The City, the City of Ing!ev,:ood as Successor 
Agency to the lngiev,>'ood Rcdeveloprnent Agency, a public body, corporate and politic (the 
"Successor .Agency"), and the lnglnvood Parking ,:\uthority, a public body, corporate and politic 
{the "Authority') are parties to that certain Amended and Restated Exclusive Negotiation 
Agreement dated as of August 15, 2017 (the ''ENA") '.Vith respect te the proposed disposition 
and developrnent of certain real property described in the ENA.[ USTNUM Out!ineDefn:ult\l 2 l 

The subject matter of this Agreement are those cena.in real properties referred to in this 
Agreernent coUectivdy as the ''Project Sitt~'' and generally depicted on the ''Depktkm. of the 
Overall Site'' attu:.:hcd hereto as Attachment No. 1. The ''Projf.~d Site" !s comprised of the 
1
' Arena Site'1 as genernll y ckpk:ted on the "lle1>kth:m of the i\reua Site'' attached hereto as 
Attachment No. Vt~l, the '\Vest Parking Garage Site" as generally depicted on the 
"Depiction of the West Parking Garage Shell attached hereto as Attachment No.. lA-2, the 
"East Transportation She'' as generally depicted on tbe "Depictim1 of the East 
Transportation Site'' attached hereto as Attad:m1ent No. LA-3, and the "Hotel Site" as 
generally depicted on the ''Depiction of the Ifotd Si.te'' attached hereto as Attadnnent No, lA-
4. 

[ us·rNUM OutlineDefault\12] The City mvns certain real properties Wltilrn the 
Project Site vvhich are reforred to cnHectively as the "City Parcels" and more particularly 
identified and legally described in the 1'City Patceb Legal Descriptimf'' attached hereto as 
Attachment No. l.R Certain right-of·\vay areas •.vithin the Proiect Site are O'wned by the City 
and various individual owners (the !'Private (hvners'') which are referred to collectively as the 
"Higbt-Of-\Vay Areas" and more particularly identified and legally described in the "Right-Of
'\:Vay A.rNts Legal Descri.ptionn attached hereto as Attad1n1ent No. Ul-l. Certain airspace 
parcels \vithin the Project Site an;~ owned by the City and Private Ovvncrs whicb arc referred to 
coHectively as the "Potential Pedestrian Bridge Airspace'' and more partk:ular!y identified and 
legally described in the ''Potential Pedestrian Bddgc Afrsrwce Legal Description'' attached 
hereto as Attachment No.. LB-2. 

[ lJSTNlJl\if OutlineDefoult\1 2 ! Private 0\Nners 0'0,;n certain real properties \vithin 
the Arena Site ·which are referred to collectively as tbe "Potentially Pnrtidimting Parcels" and 
more particularly identified and legally described in the "Potentially Participating Pnn~ds 
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Legal nescripti.on'' attached hereto as .AttadmH•nt No. IC In this Agreement, the tenn 
"Potentially Participating Parcels" also indudes any leasehold or other possessory interest or 
right of acquisition of a Private Oviner that hereafter Is found to exist in a City Parcel by a 
governmental authority with jurisdictioL Developer has, prior to the Effective Date, made good 
faith efforts to directly acquire each of the Potentially Participating Parcels. None of the 
Potentially Participating Parcels conta.in dmrches or occupied residences. 

!: USTNt.Jfvi OutlineDefau!t\! 2 l The City has long pursued con1prehensive plan of 
economic rndeveloprnent of the City Parnels, which have remained undeveloped fi.x L25?J 
years. In furtherance of its redevelopment efforts, the City has entered into Lx"? J negotiations 
throughout such period, but such redevelopment .efforts ha,ie never come to fruition, other than a 
portion of the City Parcels being underutilized as a private parking lot from 2013<2017. The 
City has continuously invested in the beautification of and redevelopment along Century 
Boulevard as a nir\jor arterial through Inglewood. The City desires to continue those efforts by 
providing for the redeveloprnent of the Project Site, as a key pa.rt of a cohesive plan of econmnic 
development and in a manner that generates jobs and brings businesses and fricilities to 
Inglewood that. \Vill grmv the City;s General Fund in order to support and deliver better services 
to its residents. {Expand and con.f!u-rn to fiscal impact mu1{vsis, :dtfflreport, etc,/ 

[ UST'NUfvi OutlineDefault\l 2] The Prqject Site has significant use constraints, as it 
lies directly under the Los Angeles International /\.irport flight path and is materially affected by 
aircraft noise,. and the City, the U.S Federal A:viation Administration and the Los Angeles \Vorld 
Airports each have policies discouraging residential of other incornpatihle uses on the Project 
Site, requires the remediation of certain hazardous materials in connection \vith such 
redevelopment, and must be compatible \Vith other commercial uses along the frontage of 
Century Boulevard. 

I LiSTNll!\'J OutlineDefrrnlt\i 2 ] [A.dd Recital re« Successor Agem:v transfer, 
LRPMP, C!m1pe11sation Agreemef1.t.'i1 FA.A/LA W4 grants, etc,] 

[ r l crl"'hfj ff<,l ()i1J·l:!l1'"l-) 0 t .. ',,,,llt\l?] ,.l"l1" /' , .. ,.,.11'·1 Sit'"" ·r·1·1e \l;-,, .. ,t ·u,,_;k,;no G'<>r'lP"' S'r't<> tl1'·' , .·' ~::> ... l ~ '~·· .:.·\ 1 ~ ~. . . . v .. - 1'....· . . ~·~-~-· . ·: ......... . . """ . "".,:. ~, ~ :..._.. ~ ~'~:- . ,,.c \'~ fl/,'j J. :(1.i. ~ b :'.".t ' Ct.,,,__. ~~ -~'-~ . v 

East Transportation Site and the Hotel Site am each proposed to be conveyed to and developed 
Developer (other than the Hotel Site, \.Vhich is anticipated to be developed by a third party) 

sul~ject to and in accordance i,vith the terms and conditions of this Agreement (such development 
is co!lectivdy referred to as the 'Project"), including as described in the Scope of Devdopinent 
and the Basic Site Plan Dra\:vings /Theft;llowing descriptianv t~(the Pn?Ject to be rei'l'ied um! 
nuu!e consistent across all documents/ 

! USTNUI\J OutlineDefault\! 2 l The Arena Site is proposed to be used for 18,000-
tixed~seat arena suitable for National Basketball .Association ("NBA") games, \vith up to 500 
additional temporary seats for other sports or entertaim11ent events., comprised of approxirnately 
915,000 sf of space induding the main perfCirmance and seating bo'<vl, restaurant food service 
and retail space, and concourse areas. The Arerm Site would include an integrated approximately 
85,000 team practice and training facility, an approximately 25,.000 sf sports rnedicine clinic, 
and approximately 71,000 sf of space that would accommodate the Los Angeles {LA) Clippers 
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[ UST'NUfvi OutlineDefault\l 2] The V1/est Parking Garage Site is proposed to be 
used tbr a six-story, 3, 110-space parking garage v/ith entrances and exits on \Vest Century 
Bcukvard and South Prairie Avenue, including a nev: pub!idy accessible access mad that v/mdd 
connect West 101st Street and \Vest Century Boulevard on the western property boundary of the 
vVest Parking Garage Site, 

[ USTNUI\1 OutlineDefault\l 2 ] The East Transportation Site is proposed to be used 
for '~ thr"'e-;;torv srw-~rire ''JD the ;;<:wth ;[de '.')f IVe;t C"r'*ur" Brwl0va<Yl ''>'l~'t '."f th"' AF·n.11 Site ,_.::; ( •. {;:'.,,,. '"'"'··'./ , .... >,\...:... t. ·"· ,_,_,,_..,,,_ <. ,,,.\. ~ ,.,, .,C.~., .. } .) .. h~"'--' ·v )t:.ab \) .. "'.,.,<'...: e.,..,.<. , 

The first level of this structure \Vould serve as a transportation hub, with bus staging for 
coach/1:mses, mini buses,, and car spaces fbr Transponation Network Company (TNC) drop
off/pick-up and queuing.. The second and third levels of the structure »vould provide 365 parking 
spaces for arena and retail visitors and employees, 

[ USTNU:~,A OutlineDefault\l 2] The Hotel Site is proposed to be used for an up to 
l 50-room limited service hotel and associated parking 

[ I.JSTNUl\/l OutlineDefou!t\! 1 ] The Prqject seeks no public funding, 1,v1tn 
Developer Incurring all costs of site assembly, development and construction, /Add n~(erem:e to 
other costs .incurred by Developer~ litigation costs., FE!R; C'ity reimbursements, etc} 
Completion of the Project '"vi!! solidify Inglevmod's position as a major destination in Califbrnia 
by extending the Los Angeles Stadium Entertainment District to the south \vith a powerful and 
complementary NRA. arena, The combined e\l<;nt days in the district \Vil.l rnake for a much more 
sustainable base for local businesses and employment opportunities /Review mu! revise as 
requiretfj Jn addition to the significant public benefits induded in the Devdopmtmt Agreement 
(as described below), the Project vv!ll materially increase property tax, ticket tax and sales tax 
revenues to the City,, as \veH as cm.ate highly skilled jobs that pay preva.iling \vages and frving 
vmges and \,\'ill employ a skilled and trained \Vorkforce, 

!: LISTNUI\•f OutlineDefau!t\! 2 l The Project \Vil! incorporate environmental 
sustainability objectives, including achieving LEED Gold certification, a nnet zern 1 greenhouse 
gas emission standard for development of the Prc~ject, and taking other rneasures to benefit the 
environment, improve energy efficiency, and enhance the health and vvd!~bdng of building 
occupants and users. [Review mu! revixe as required, ttdd reference to l1B987/Design 
Guidelines] 

! USTNUM Out!ineDefault\l 2 l On , at a duly noticed public 
hearing, the City Council of the City of Inglewood, serving as the lead agency for purposes of 
the California Enviromnental Qua1ity Act of 1970, as amended from tirne to tirne (Califrnnia 
Public Resources Code, Section 2 l 00 et :wc«r, hereinafrer referred to as "CEQAn), reviewed and 
considered the Ingle»vood Basketbal.l and Entertaimnent Center Envirnnrnental Irnpact Report for 
the Pro.iect (the ''FEIR") and the Planning Cornmission's recommendations related thereto, 
Thereafter, the City Council certified the FEIR as adequate and complete and made findings in 
connection there-with pursuant to Resolution No. The FEIR required mitigation 
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ffieasures as pan of a rnmgation rnonitoring and reporting p!an (the "1\lMRP'} which \Vas 
adopted by the City Council under Resolution No. . The FFIR has served as the 
environmental documenrnrion for the City's consideration and approval of this Agreement and 
the transactions contemplated by this Agreement. 

[ LlSTNUivl OutlineDefault\l 2 ! City and Developer intend to enter into a certain 
developm.ent agreement relating to the Project Site (the "Devefopment Agreement") which 
establishes certain development rights in the Site for the benefit of Developer and provides for 
certain >,1ested rights The Deve1oprnent Agreement also provides for substa.ntial public benefits 
beyond the public benefits which could be expected from the Project in absence of the 
Development Agreement, including, but not limited to those described in Exhibit C to the 
Development /\greement {Co;~f'orm to D/fj 

[ LISTNU\J OutlineDefau!t\! 2] The City has adopted certain conf(irming General 
Plan amendments, the Overlay District, a Development Agreement and Design Guidelines, and 
other documents to implement the Project \Vhich, together 1,vith approval of other on-site 
ilnprovements conternplated thereby, as they may later be further refined, mnended, enhanced, or 
modified, are 1nore particularly defined in the Develnpinent Agreement, constitute the "Project 
.Approvals". 

! LJSTNU\J OutlineDefau!t\l 2 ! jAdditimw! Recilu!s to be added as necessary/ 

! USTNUI\J OutlineDefault\! 2 l The City and Developer no\v ,,vish to enter into this 
Agreement for the disposition of the Project Site to Developer for the developn1ent of the 
Prcject, subject to and in accordance 1,vith the tenns nnd conditions of this Agreement. 

NO\V,. THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants and 
promises contained herein, the City and Developer agree as follmvs· 

rn 100:1 SlJBJECT OF AGREE\\TENT 

Puq)ose of this Ay:reernent 

The purpose of this Agreement is to provide for a comprehensive program of econornk: 
develop1nent fbr the Project Site through the sale of the City Parcels to Developer,. along 'With the 
transfer of the Potential!v Particioatirn.r Parcels \vithin the Arena Site (subject to and in 

~ ¥ v . ~· 

nccordance with the provisions of Section 202, et seq), to provide for the development of the 
Project Site by Developer. Developer intends to construct certain irnprovements in connection 
1.vith the Pn::;ject (the '0 in:1provementsn) on the Project Site, as weH as ce11ain improvements off 
the Project Site (the 'Public lnfrast:rm:;ture"} The sale and development of the Project Site 
pursuant to this A.greernent, and the fulfillment generally of this Agreement are in the vital and 
best interest of the City and the health, safety, and welhne of its residents, and in accord with the 

bl . d ' ' ,, ·1· b.! p·· j l ,..., ·1' ·1 l ,.:! ' pu 1c purposes an provisions ot app ica ~ c et1era , State, anc ioca .a1;vs anu reqrnrements 
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/\s described in Recital B abo\·e, the Project Site is comprised of the Arena Site (\vhich 
indudes the Potentially Participating Parcels).. the \Vest Parking Garage Site, the East 
Transportation Site and the Hotel Site. The entire Project Site is located 'ivithin the City of 
lnglev;oocL It is expressly understood and agreed by the parties hereto that as of the Effective 
Date, the City does not hold legal or equitable title to the Potentially Participating Parcels 
described on Attadnnent No, lB, \Vbich are a portion of the Arena Site. Subject to the 
provisions of Section 202, el seq, the Chy shall attempt to acquire fee simple absolute title to 
and all possessory rights, induding hut not hrnited to nny leasehold or possessory Interest or 
right of acquisition (purchase option), in the Potentially Participating Parcels by negotiated 
purchase, or in its sole and absolute discretion, elect to acquire such parce!s by exerdse of its 
pmver of eminent domain, recognizing that all of the Potentially Participating Parcels are \vi thin 
the Arena Site and the none of the Potentially Participating Parcels contain churches or occupied 
residences. 

c [§ !OJJ 

[§ 104] 

The City is a municipal corporation, organized and existing pursuant to the Constitution 
and l a1v.s of the State of California, 

[§ 105] 

Developer is fvRTRPHY'S BO\VL LLC, a Delav,,;are Limited IiabiUty company. ·wherever 
the term "De,veloper" is used herein, such term shall include any permitted nominee, assignee or 
successor in interest as herein provided. 

D. [§ \06] 

Developer represents and agrees that its acquisition of the Project Site and its other 
undertakings pursuant to this Agreement are for the purpose of development of the Project Site 
and not for speculation in land holding. 

The qualifications and identities of Developer and its ovmers are of particular concern to 
the City. It is because of those unique qualifications and identities that the City \.Vill enter into 
this Agree1nen1 vvith Developer and impose certain restrictions on any Transfer or Change of 
Control of Developer until the City issues a Release of Construction Covenants as to each of the 
Arena Site, the \Vest Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation Site and the Hotel Site 
Accordingly, no voluntary or involuntary successor in interest to Developer shall acquire any 
rights or pmvers in the Prqicct Site or under this Agreement CKcept as expressly set fonh herein. 

Prior to the issuance of a Release of Construction Ccncnants, Developer shall not 
Transfer the Arena Site, the West Parking Garage Site, the East Inmsportation She, the ffotel 
Site (subject to the provisions of Section 322), or any portion thereof, or any interest therein, or 
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',,,' ,, '~1! ' ' ,. "'"" f "'l '' At' , ''*'t +n ' tJ, --{ ~' 't' t, "T" ''f» ,,,r<\ ,'th··, t ti ~, d.S::>!,~,D ,,, '-ff an) pan o, i11s :".,e1een1e,1, n, d 1Uh 1"a1) \d .nrns~He .J v.i ,,ou, 1e pdor 
\vritten approval of the City, \vhich such approval shall be given 'IVithin five (5) business days if, 
in the reasonable determination of the City, the proposed Transferee has the qualifications of a 
developer (including experience, character and financ!a! capability) necessary to develop that 
portion of the Pro.iect Site \.Vhlch ls proposed to be Transferred. However, nohvithstanding the 
fbregoing, the City's consent shall not be required for any assignment of this A.greement (a) 
\vhere Developer, or an Affiliate of Developer, is the controlling shareholder, general pariner or 
JTianaging member O'ivning at least a fifty-one percent (5 P?.<i) share or interest in the proposed 
Transferee or (b) to any Person who is a successor to LA Clippers LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company ("LA CH.ppers LLf:w) by merger, consolidation or the purchase of al! or 
substantially all of LA Clippers LLC's assets or equity interests, Not'withstanding anything to the 
contrary in this Agreement, in the event of the death or incapacity of any individual \vho directly 
or indirectly controls Developer prior to the recordation of the last Reiease of Construction 
Covenants periaining to the Prc~iect Site, all times for perfonnance by Developer hereunder,, 
including the times for Developer's performance set forth in the ScheduJc of Performance, may 
be extended at the sole discretion of Developer upon notice to the City for a period of up to hvo 
(2) years, 

'I" ,, '! , \ ,,, ., ,.,.i, t' ,, 1 '!'I 'l ,, · 'Or purposes ot tms / greement, (1) , i r.ims,101· sJa mean any sa e, transtcr, ass1gnrnent, 
conveyance, gift, bypotheca:tion, or the like of the Project Site or Developer or any portion 
thereof or a,ny interest therein or of this Agreement; not\vithstanding the foregoing, from and 
after the con\."eyance of the Prq_ject Site to Developer, "Tnmsfer'' shall ex.press!y exdude: (a) 
grants of leases, licenses or other occupancy rights for buildings or other improvonents \Vhich 
v<'!ll be part of the Project; (b} grants of easements or other similar rights granted ln connection 
v/ith the development or operation of the Project or Project Site; (c) the placement of m011gages 
or deeds of trust on the Project Site:. (d) the exercise of anv remedies of anv lender holding a .,. ' . ' ~ ~ ~ .. , 
rnortgage or deed of trust on the Project Site;, or {e) the removal of a general partner or rnanaging 
member by the exercise of rernedies under any forn1 of operating or partnership agreement, (ii) 
"Affiliate" shal! mean, as to any individual, corporation, association, partnership (genera! or 
limited),joint venture, trust, estate, limited liability company or other legal entity or organization 
(each, a "Person"), any other Person that directly or indirectly controls, Js controlled by, or is 
under cmmnon control \Vith, such Person,, (iii) "control" shall rnean, directly or indirectly, and 
either indlvidual!y or in concert 'with any lnrmediate Family Men1bers, (a) the mvnership of more 
than fifty percent (5(Jl}i:i) of the voting securities or other voting interests of any Person, or (b) the 
possession, directly or indirectly, of the power to direct or cause the direction of the management 
and policies of such Person, \.Vhether through ovinershlp of voting securities, by contract or 
othenvise, and (iv) '"lmrnedhHe Family Members" shall mean, and be limited to, with respect to 
aJly individual, (a) such natural person's then-current spouse, children, grandchildren and other 
linea1 descendants of such naturnI person, (b) any trust or estate of 'Which the pri1mrry 
heneficiaries include such natural person and/or one or more of the persons described in the 
friregoing dause (iv)(a), or (c) any corporation, partnership, limited liability coJTipany or other 
entity that is 100~,;, mvned by one or more of the Persons described in the foregoing clauses 
(i\')(a) and (iv}(b), 
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If, in violation of this Agreernent, Developer (i) Transfers this A.green1ent or any of the 
·'o,ht"' h.,.,,' ~ 'l' /'.'). T, f, ,, th" ;\ '"'' S'h fl'·' \V ,.t P 'k\ n L' ., o' '''v, l ' E' ·t uh s Ut.J1., u ~u r,rns Cfo '· t· """'1d ,~-1 •. x, ,c cs. a.i L1h td.l30 C <''.'.11.v., tic ... a~. 
Transpo1iation Site, the lintel Sim, any portion thereof or any interest therein, prior to the 
issuance of the Release of Construction Covenants for such Transferred portion of the Project 
Site. the Citv shall be entitled to the Excess Purchase Price resultina, from such Transfer. The ' ..... ~ .... · 

''Excess Purchase Price" shall be the amount that the consideration paid to Developer for such 
property transferred exceeds (a) the amount of the Purchase Price anciior Acquisition Costs paid 
by De«ieloper for such property transferred and {b) the cost of the Irnpnrvernents developed 
thereon (and any related PubHc Infrastructure), induding applicable carrying charges and all 
costs reLated thereto If Developer is required to pay an Excess Pu.rchase Price to the City and 
such Excess Purchase Price bas not been paid to the City •;vithin ten (10) business days follo>vving 
such transfer, the City shall have a lien on the Prr~iect Site for the entire amount of the Excess 
Purchase Price. Any such lien shall be subordinate and subject to mortgages, deeds of trust or 
other security instruments executed for the sole purpose of obtaining funds to acquire the Site 
and/or constrnct the Improvements and Public Infrastructure as authorized herein, 

Except for Transfers duly executed and deem.ed approved by the City as provided above, 
Developer covenants and agrees that prior to issuance by the City of the last Release of 
Construction Covenants pertaining to the Project Site there shall be no Change in Control of 
Developer by any method or means (except as tbe result of death or incapacity), without the prior 
VJritten approval of the City,, provided, hmvevec, such approval shall be gi\'en v/ithin five (5) 
business days if~ in the reasonable detem1.ination of the City, the Developer after the Change in 
Control \Vill have the qualifications of a developer (including experience, character and financial 
capability) necessary to develop the i\rena Site, the West Parking Garage Sire, the E.ast 
Transportation Site, or the HDtel Site, as applicable. 

Developer shall promptly notify the City of any proposed Change in ContrnL This 
Agreement may terminated by the City lf there is any Change in Control (voluntary or 
involuntary, except as the result of death or incapacity) of Developer in violation of this 
Anreement J)rior to the issuance of the last Release of Construction Covenants ·pertaining to the 
~ ~ 

Project Site , 

For purposes of this AsTeement, "(:trnnge in ()mtroi'' shall 1nean the issuance or 
Transfer of mvnership interests in Developer, ~vhen, as a result of such issuance or Transfer, 
either (i) one or more Persons other than Steven ;\, Ballmer, Connie E, Ball.mer, any of their 
children, grandchildren or other lineal descendants, or any Afflliates of any of the foregoing 
individuals becomes the direct or indirect owner of more than a ccmtroHing mvnership interest in 
Developer~ or (ii) Steven A. BaHrner,. Connie E Balhner, any of their children, grandchildren or 
other lineal descendants, or any Affiliates of any of the foregoing individuals no longer holds a 
controlling ownership interest in Developer. 

/\ny permitted or approved Transfer shall relieve Developer from any obligations under 
this Agreement arising fro·rn and after such Transfer, and City shall acknov:ledge in );Vriting the 
foregoing release, 
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( ' ' ' ' h ' ' f' ~, ' '>') '" ,, ' ' f'' ,, ' 0 ' ' ')f j l l ons1stent i,vith t e prov1s10ns o :sectrnn ·'""u, tne restnctions o this 0ect10n H ,) s 1a 
tenninate upon issuance by the City ofa Release of Construction Covenants as to the Arena Site, 
the West Parking Garage Site, the East Inmsportation Site or the u:otel Site, as applicable_ 

This i\greernent sha!l not be assigned by the Chy without the prior yvritten consent of 
Developer. The City shall not voluntarily transfer, lease, license and/or encumber any portion of 
the Proiect Site durinu the term of this Aurecment to anv Person, 

,$c '-r,/ ,,.._,. N 

E. [§ [07] 

The City represents, warrants and covenants to Developer as frii!o\vs: 

(i) The City is a municipal corporation opernting in accordance with the la'>vs 
of the State of California and is authorized and qualified to 01,vn the City Parcels. 
Further, the City (x) has complete and fuH authority to execute this Agreement and to 
agree to convey to Developer good and marketable fi:e simple title to the City Parcels as 
and "vhen required under the terms and conditions of this /\greernent, {y) will execute and 
deliver such other documents,. instruments, agreements, induding (but not limited to) 
affidavits and certificates, as are necessary to effectuate the transaction contemplated by 
this .Agreernent, and (z) \Vill take an such additional. action reasonably necessary or 
appropriate to effect and facilitate tltt; transaction contemplated by this Agreement. The 
City further represents and i,varrants that the persons signing this Agreement on behalf of 
the City are duly qualified and appointed representatives of the City and have all requisite 
pov/Cr and authority on behalf of the City to cause the City to enter into this ;\greement 
as a valid, binding and enfrifceab!e obligation of the City. 

{ii) The City has not received any notice of, and has no kncPNledge of; any 
pending or threatened taking or condemnation of the City Parcels or any portion thereof 

(liil Unnn the date scheduled for convevance to Deveiop,er ln the Schedule of . / J </ 

Performance, the Project Site vtill be, free of any leasehold interest, right of possession or 
right of acquisition or clairn of right of possession or right of acquisition of any party 
other than the City, and all mortgages, encumbrances, hens (whether statutory or 
othen,vise), security interests or other security devices or arrangements of any kind or 
1i;:itqre wh<>t,;"lever Tlie Citv v/Jll ncit sell efl'~'!.trnlY'r cm':''Y' assian nl'.'(loe leas'' or .. :..,..:...:...:... . (..,~_ .. _,L ,..,. . . ;:. · _,.. ·] .... .., ~ ~ , :, ~:... .. C. !' \. . \: c., > it, ... ,_ ~--·jv -~ 1.>. C *f:j > . ~ .. C . 

contract to sell,. convey, assign, pledge, encmnber or lease all or any part of the City 
Parcels (or the Potentially Participating Parcels, if and v/11en acquired by the City) after 
the Effective Date and prior to the date of conveyance to Developer. 

(l\') Neither the entry into this A.greernent nor consumrn&t.ion of the 
transactions contemplated hereby 1,vil! constitute or result in a violation or breach by the 
City of any judgment, order, ivrit, injunction or decree issued against or imposed upon it, 
or any agreement or other instrument to which the City is a party or by which the City or 
any of its respective properties are bound, or \:viU result in a violation of any applicable 
hnv, order, rule or regulation of any govermnental authority 
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(i) Developer is a fonited liability cornpany, duly organized and in existence 
in accordance \vith the Jaws of the State nf Dela\vare, and is in good standing under the 
laws of the State of California, and is authorized and qualified to mvn and develop the 
Project Site in accordance w·ith this Agreement Further, Developer (x) has complete and 
foll authority to execute this Agreem.ent and to accept conveyance from the City and 
develop the Prqject Site in accordance ·with the terms and conditions of this Agreement, 
(y) \:vil1 execute a.nd deliver such other documents,. lns:trurnents, agreements, including 
(but not lirnited to) affidavits and certificates.. as are necessary to eilectuate the 
transaction contemplated by this Agreement, and (z) ~viU take aH such additional action 
reasonably necessary or appropriate to effect and facilitate the transaction contemplated 

this Agreement Dev doper further represents and 'varrnnts that the person signing this 
Agreement on behalf of the Developer is a duly qualified and appointed representative of 
Developer and has all requisite pcnver and authority on behalf of Developer to cause 
Develoner to enter into this /\greement as a valid, binding and enforceable ob!iuation of ::: ~... . ;..,., .;,../ 

Developer. 

(ii) Neither the entry into this Agreernent nor consummation of the 
transactions contemplated hereby 'Nill constitute or result in a violation or breach by 
Developer of any judgrnent, order, \vrit, injunction or decree issued rngainst or in1posed 
upon it,. or any agreement or other instrument to vA1!ch Developer is a party or by which 
Developer or any ofits respective properties arc bound. 

(iii) Developer does not have any contingent obligations or any contractual 
agreements which could materially adversely affect the ability of Developer to carry out 
its obligations hereundeL 

'•' 

(iv) To the best of Developer's knov.,dedge, no attachments, executron 
proceedings, assignments for tbe benefit of creditors, insolvency, bankruptcy,. 
reorganization, receivership or other sirnilar proceedings are pending or threatened 
against Developer, nor are any of such proceedings conternpiated by Developer 

[§ 109] Special Limited Ob1igations 

/\ny obligation of the City herei.:mder sha1l be a special !irnited obligation, vvhich is not 
and shall not be a 11ledu:e of or an obliuation na-vab!e throuvh the Citv s neneral fund. and arrv ,.,.,. ...,... J </ .;,,,/ .... ,.,,,.,· .· .,. 

recovery against the City in connection with this .A.greement or the tnmsactions contemplated by 
this Ag:rnernent shall be being limited to the Cit•/s interest in the City Parcels and the proceeds 
therefrom, Accordinulv. nothinu in this Ag,reerncnt shaH reri.uire or be deemed to rcpufre the .,,...... ~' ' . ~ ' ~i: '"l 

City to expend or commit to expend monies from its general fund to satisfy any of the 
obligations set forth in this Agreement, subject to the City's obligation to expend monies 
provided the Developer for the specific purposes hereunder and under such other agreements 
v:ith the City (e.g., the Acquisition Deposit) 
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/\JI attachments to this Agreement, or agreernents entered into by the City and Developer 
substantially in the form of such attachments, as nmv existing and as the same may from tirne to 
time he nimlifred by agreement of the City Ivfanager and De'leioper, are incorporated herein by 
this reference, 

DlSPOSTIJON (IF THE PROJECT SlTE 

Sale and Purcl1ase of Cit\' Parcels 

ln accordance \Nttn and subject to all the temis .. covenants, and conditions of this 
Agreernent, the City agrees to se!! to Developer and Developer agrees to purchase the City 
Parcels. Developer shall pay to the City as the purchase price for the City Parcels a Purchase 

Price of L."""''"""''"""''"""''"""''"""''"""''"""''"""''"""''"""''" ($"""""",000)] (the 
1
'Purchase Price"). The sale of the City 

Parcels shat! be sut'.[ect to satisfaction of all conditions precedent as set forth in this Agreement 
and sh.ail be ·within the applicable time frame set forth in the "Schedule of Performmu:e'', 
attached hereto as Attachment No, 3. 

The City has detennined that the Purchase Price is equal to the appraised fair market 
"-i'lll"" r..f~···J·1e: (".:1't•' P""'"."~·I«: f .. i"'·'' 'i"':i-:-J!l".(l ;,l ('' .. •>lt'f'--,)f'"I,'"'· ("_:r,,1e n.f'(''1',:il '>i·ocl"'i'llf'' ''.'Cl'.l''.''" l'?r;·-.·~ ;_'!(''")] ~.{.,):; ·*-~ U' l..,.,. .... ,_";- . {:U.\,.~~ ... ·$!.., (.L) ~ ""-'" . .,. ,(;_ ~ -~~ . .. 0 ..... l. U ;t,~ .. ~-· ~ \;- _,.. "l: ~ f' ~- ........ v\. . C ~.JC:,.... l;.;-U f~._. ... J ·"· ;;,.,,.:.) 

/ "'· ~ , . 

pursuant to an independent third party appraisal, vvithout taking into account the cost of any 
remediation of Hazardous Materials, and does not include the significant economic and other 
public benefits that \.ViH re.suit from the completion of the Project If the Closing Date occurs 
more than one (1) :year following the Effective Date but less than hvo (2) years following the 
Effective Date, then the Purchase Price shall he increased to 
($~~'000)] /103% t.~f' existing Purchase Price/ If the Closing Date occurs tvvo (2) years or 
more foU01,ving the Effecfrvc Date:, the City and Developer shall agree upon the appraisal 
instructions for an updated appraisal, ea.ch select a suitably qwdified independent appraiser, such 
two appraisers shall select a third suitably qualified Independent apprni ser, and the Purchase 
Price shall be the average of the three appraisals submitted by such appraisers, \.Vhich 
determination shall be rnade not less than sixty (60) days prior to the Closing Date. fAppruised 
wdue t.tl the E'tisting fVefl S'ite to he di:w0ounted by Developer's actual cost ()f dem()fition mu! 
relocation to .the l\le·w .Well Site:., address in same manner as remediation CtJsts?j 

Not\vithstanding the foregoing, the Purchase Price shall be subject to reduction to the 
extent of any costs associated with any remediation of Hazardous Materials required for the City 
Parcels actually paid by Developer, in accordance with the terms and conditions of this 
Agreement and in compliance with applicable laws,. statutes, rules and regulations and such 
reasonable procedures established by the City (the i'Remedintion (7ost 1\djustmeut"} ln order 
to irnp!ernent the provisions of this paragraph, and ~Nithout limiting the duties of Developer 'With 
resi)ect t''l H1'7'Jr-:fnu" Vhteri 01l-- r'ur--·uant h> thi--· ·\nreen1-~pt th-" De0 -eloqer .slnH rrcnvJtlv . ,.,,,_ :' . .c .. a. ... ~-<. ~ \> . . ~ ... It. ""· <. ~ .) .. ~ ~ . . ~ . . ~ ). .:::-> . ~c. ~ ...... , .:;.. e ... ""'" ...... ,_ t· . ~- <.. e > *" ~·· 

fr)!!owing the Effective Date, perform such envirnnrnental site assessm.ents to detemiine whether 
any remediation ofHazardous l\Iaterials required for the City Parcels, as \Veil an assessrnent of 
the cleanup methods, costs and logistics of such remediation (the ''Ren1edfa.tion Pianr} The 
Remediation Plan shall be subject to the revie\v and approval of the City Manager. Tbe City and 
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Developer shall include in the escrow instructions provisions for the holdback from the Purchase 
Price of the estimated Rernediation Cost Adjustment {plus a ten percent (I O''.'zi) contingency), as 
set fonh in the Remediation P!arL Such escrov; instructions shall fiJrther require that any balance 
of the holdback amount remaining after completion by Developer of any required Hazardous 
f\.Jaterials rernedi.atlon required by this Agreement f:ar the City Parcels be paid to the City; \Nith 
the Developer being solely responsible for all costs of any remediation of Hazardous l\tlateria!s 
for the City Parcels in excess of the Remediation Cost ,Adjustment and ten percent { l0%) 
contingency. 

Acouisition of Potentiall.v Particinatinu Parcels ·····-------•1'-·--·-···•--•--·•·---·•--·-----•----···---·-···----•--•-·-·•---·-•·•v•----------·-··--·-···-----t-"'. ...... _._ _______ ,,,.,..._._ ____ . ___ ,.,_.,_, ___ , ___ ._ •. 

L [§ 203] Election to Acquire bv Erninent Domain1f 

Prior to the Effective Date, Developer utilized reasonable good frtiih efforts to negotiate 
v.'ith the Private Ovniers and occupants nf the Potentially Participating Parcels 'Within the Arena 
Site in order to acquire the Potentially Panicipating Parcels. Despite such efforts, Developer has 
been unable to either acquin:: the Potentially Participating Parcels or to enter into a contract for 
the acquisition of the Potentially Participating Partels, In the City's sole and. absolute discretion, 
the City may obtain appraisals ·of the Potentially Participating Parcels, attempt in good faith to 

negotiate the voluntary acquisition of the Potentially Participating Parcels pursuant to California 
Government Code Section 7260 et s.:q., and,. if such negotiations are unsuccessful, may schedule, 
notice and hold a public hearing at 1,:vhich the City may consider the adoption of one or more 
resolutions of necessity to consider authorizing the acquisition of the Potentially Participating 
Parcels by eminent domain, Folimving such public hearing, the City wlH determine in the City's 
sole and absolute discretion vvhether or not to adopt resolutions of necessity and to proceed 1-vith 
eminent domain to acquire the Potentially Participating Parcels, Developer expressly 
acknmvledges,, understands and agrees that the City undertakes no obligation to adopt any 
resolution of necessity, and the City makes no cornmitment to Developer regarding the findings 
and determinations the City may make in connection there,.vith In the event that the City does 
not acquire the Potentia!!y Panicipafrng Parcels by negotiated purchase and does not elect to 
acquire such parcels by exercise of its power of eminent domain within the frme period set forth 
in the Schedule of Perfixmance, neither the City nor Developer shall be in defhuh under this 
Agreement but Developer shall have the right to tenninate this Agreement pursuant to Section 
5 IO, 

Acquisition bv Eminent Domain 

ff the City approves one or 1nore resolutions of necessity and elects to exercise its power 
of eminent dmnain to acquire any Potentially Participating Parcels, any such eminent domain 
proceedings shaH be filed 'ivithin the time set forth in the Schedule ofPerforrnance, and the City 
shall dihgent!y exercise reasonable efforts to prosecute any such eminent dommin actions to 
completion and obtain fee simple absolute title to the affocted Potentially Participating Parcels 
v<ilth1n the frme set frnth In the Schedule of Performance_ 

If the City exercises its pm-ver of eminent domain to ac:quirc1, at the earliest practkabk'. 
time, any Potentially Participating Parcel, the City sbail (!) exercise reasonable efforts to apply 
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frw and obtain a judicial order or orders (the "Orders of Prejudgm.ent Possession') authorizing 
the City, given the irnmediate need to conmience construction of the Project and the potential 
hardship to the City if the Prqject Yvere delayed, to take prejudgment posst.ssion of the 
Potentially Participating Parcels prior to entry of final judgments and orders of condemnation 
(the Bfi:fud Ordern'1), {ii) coinply \:vith all applicable provisions of the Califrwnia Relocation 
.Assistance Lnv (California Crovernment Code Section 7260 et seq.), al! State and local 
, , } ·1, t',, , 0•l ·~ , ·t: "' ···· ,. 'l· 1''· ··, ,,, ·t , li J·I • '" l' ,, 1 I ,. l' .,. .. , ·"' l ''{' ,.,1,,1: "'~· f,., 'l ···'*, ·'·I··, tcgu a .iuns rn1 1 .• 1;.mcn 1n6 ,-,be 1 i{!\.\, (<i°l1. d. o.1cr 1.1pp JCdJ c . aw:-; dll( r1;~6u1(uo1.1.~ \d)i c,.nvc y 
"Rdoeati.nn Lavrs!!); and (\ii) to relocate or cause to be relocated, in accordance with such 
Relocation Lav/s any ''displaced person", as defined in California Government Code Section 
72.60(c)(1)), occupying the Potentially Participating Parce!s. /\ny and all eligible expenses 
incmTed in accordance ·with California Goven1ment Code Section 7262, relating to the 
disr.2!.acement and/or relocation of any disniaced persons from the Potentially Partlci·r)ating t ~ * .. . . ~...-

Parcels, and any reasonable costs incurred by the City in retaining a relocation consultant, shall 
paid by DevtJoper. Upon obtaining the Orders of Pn~iudgrnent Possession, the City shall, 

h t' [) l d , . < ,. f~ .l . l ' l. 4 ' , ' upon t e request o eve oper, process an s1gn any requffed ma parce anc suou1v1mon maps, 
lot line adjustments, and/or mergers,. in its capacity as deemed record title owner of the property 
pursuant to Califzxnia Government Code Section 66465. 

Not\.vithstanding any other provision of this Agreement to the contrnty Developer may 
elect, in its sole discretion upon v1ritten notice to the City, to accept from the City the 
conveyance of (a) the City1s rights of possession under an Order of Pr~judgment Possession prior 
to the Chis acquisition of foe simple absolute tide and the entry of a Final Order as to a 
Potentially Participating Parcel or (b) foe simple absolute title frorn the City after the fl ling of a 
Final Order. Tf Developer elects to accept conveyance of the City's rights of possession under an 
Order of Prejudgment Possession, the City shall deliver possession of such Potentially 
Participating Parcel to Developer on the Closing Date, the City shall diligently proceed 'lvhh such 
eminent domain proceedings to obtain tbe Final Order,. and upon the City's acquisition of fee 
simple absolute title and the recording of a Final Order as to a Potentially Participating Pared, 
tnmsfor foe simple absolute tide of such PotentiaHy Participating Parcel to Developer, vA1ich 
obligations shall survive closing. 

Pavment ·Of i\cquisition Costs 

I') l h ti· i ·1 ·1 l ·1 · . j ' 1' ..:! ' l l " . eve opcr s a pay ai reason.a) e urect anc rnr. trect costs anu expenses mcurrer. ;y tne 
City in connection \vi th the a\:quisition of the Potentially Participating Parcels, their conveyance 
to Developer, and the relocation of and displaced person (co!lectively, the "A.tquisition Costsi.), 
including, Yvithout limitation: 

(a) appraisal foes, title reports and any required environmental assessments: 

{b) preparation of documents for public hearing on resolutions of necessity, 
including «vithout limitation, attorneys foes and cost of publishing notice; 

{c) fhe total arnount paid to mNners and occupants of the Potentially 
Participating Parcels, including the price paid to acquire any and all interests in the Potentially 
Participating Parcels including vvithout limitation amounts paid, if any, for the fee interest in the 
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land and irnprovernents, !easeho!ds, tenant improvernents, fornishings, fixtures and equiptT1ent 
leasehold bonus value and loss of business guodvvill, 

(d) relocation assistance a:nd benefits to any displaced person as required by 
Relocation Laws., and the City's payr:nents to its relocation consultant; 

(e) cou1t costs and foes required to prosecute eminent dormdn proceedings, if 
any, and to defend actions if any,, ti led in cross~comp!ai nt to any eminent dornain proceedings, or 
as st1parate actions by cnvners, occupants or other interested parties in response to the eminent 
domain proceedings, and any monies paid in settlement thereof or pursuant to a judgment In such 
proceedings; 

(I) costs of litigation and trial incurred in prosecuting such eminent domain 
proceedings, including \vithout limitation, docmnent prepanrtion, appraisers' fees, expert 'Witness 
fees, court costs and attorneys' fees; and 

(<J).· ''scr·,,v· fees. f'.'CPrdJpo fe.''S title inq1rnrce f·~f'S litio»tinr rruar'mte.,.,, aPd .t!:•. <::.... L V · :....'.·-':'1 C.·:..,..' > . .:.5 ·"· ... c, ~ .... , .. ..,~')~. . ~ · .t.:"'.,,;, "!- •• ·~;-::..,,._.,.,_ -·· ,. E:· . <. . t\),, ~ . .:. ... 

all other costs incurred in connection tvith the acquisition of the Potentially Participating Parcels 
by the City and the conveyance of the Potentially Participating Parcels to Developer 

4 \ ' ' > ·o > l n hcqu1s1tton . epo.s1t anc ravinents 

Within ten (10) days after the Effective Date, Developer shall deposit '0,;ith the City the 
sum of[$ C'Acquishion Deposit') \vhich the City shaH be authorized to dnrw 
upon to pay costs and expenses the City reasonably incurs in connection '>vith acquisition of the 
Potentially Participating Parcels and relocation of the occupants thereof If at any tirne the 
Acquisition Deposit is insufficient to cover reasonably anticipated expenses, the City shall notify 
i)evdoper in 1,vriting, and Developer shall deposit the necessary additional funds \Vhhin ten (10) 
(lei~{S. 

The City shall hold the Acquisition Deposit in a separate interest~bearing account Any 
unused portion of the 1\cquisitlon Deposit shall he prornptly refunded to Developer follo\Ning 
conveyance of title of the Potentially Participating Parcels to Developer. The City shall prepare 
and rnaintain an account! ng of the costs and expenses that the City has reasonably incurred and 
that the City anticipates incurring in connection »vith acquisition of the PotenfraHy Participating 
Parcels and relocation of the occupants thereof, and shall provide such information to Developer 
no less frequently than quarterly, and such accouming shall be provided together ivlth each 
request the City 1m1kes fi.Jr additional funds or upon Developer''s request Developer and/or 
Developer's consultants shall be entitled tn audit the City's honks and records relating to the 
Acquisition Costs, to determine \\.<hether such Acquisition Costs were properly reiff1bursable 
' d· ti'<: "n·,,~,·~• d .. :, . .,- .n· 'l!·,,,-,.,.<:L,, ~, .. ,. 1 t~ 1 l , .. · n··t·J,,,.,,.~ '"{"·)·!·,,,'.~, .. ,.,f,·--" ttn t.r, 1L; h.,::;Jd:.JLC!a, U!hle lLJ111ii. )i,L:i,hl1;,S.:i uum::> dl!(i 01 Ow!l10 ,1 Cd,)1 t!v,, .··'. )iJ.:'.'>ILt.::>S ~ dj;:, 

prior notice. The City shall reasonably cooperate vihh Developer to the extent required in 
connection with such audit, including, \Vithout !imitation, providing copies of all Invoices and 
other back-un information_ 

' 
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The City expressly reserves the right to suspend or abandon any condernnation action if 
Developer fails to make a required deposit of funds in accordance 'iVith this A.greemem within 
thiay (30) days after receipt of a notice from the City of such failure. In such event, Developer 
shall pay any and all damages, claims or sanctions resulting from the City's suspension of such 
1,n,,'eC'iiiHF )q"hdini' \Vltl:r'ut Jimit<>tioP attoniev·' fees Jit)gqticn ey~)ePs"'s 'lnd dap1;.rPs •vhich t' ,t..,., S.. . :)..,..,'~"}.,.;:. .t....,..,. l ~e;. . ,,_ ~} .. ~ .,_:;:.s:.,_ -··.:. ...• , .. ~ . . } ~ . • ... '1- .:. ~ .... ~- ·6 .> (,S- . ..,,_ "'""~ <.. . ,. r;_, ,, .:.,.:,CC .... "' 

rnay be atvHrded in favor of a condemnee. 

Developer shall have the right to approve or disapprove of any settlement ·with Private 
Owners and occupants. fJrior to finalization of any such settlernent, regarding the aCf}_ uisition of 

;:; .· ~ ~.... ~,., 

Potentially Panidpating Parcels. The City shall keep Developer apprised of negotiations with 
the Private Owners and occupants of the Potentially Participating Parcels and shall consult -.,vith 
Developer during the course of negotiations and any eminent domain proceedings, particularly 
\Vlth regard to any negotiated settlement of any eminent domain proceeding. The City shall 
promptly provide Developer with any proposed settlement offers, for Developer's approvaL If a 
proposed settleinent offer is not approved by Developer, tbe City shall reject (or not propose, as 
the case tnay be) the settlement offer and shall prosecute -.,:vith the eminent dornaln proceeding, 
subject to the provisions of Section 208. The City agrees to consult vvith, and obtain the 
approval of, Developer prior to engaging counsel, approving fee budgets or making any other 
comrnhment for costs for which Developer \.ViH be responsible as Acquisition Costs, including, 
v/ithout limitation,, any Final Offers of Compensation delivered to the Private Ovvners and 
occu1)arlts of the Pntentia!lv Partici1xttinu Parcels . 

• ~ >., • ..-

[§ 208] Termination of the Action 

Once an eminent domain proceeding is filed, the City shall not fonnaHy abandon that 
proceeding with respect to the Potentially Participating Parcels -;,vitbout Developer's consent At 
any time, Developer may request that the City may n·xmally abandon any eminent domain 
proceeding filed vvith respect to the Potentially Participating Parcels, If Developer 1nakes such 
request, Developer shall remain responsible for all i\cquisition Costs incurred up to the City's 
receipt of such request, including, without limitation, any award of the condernnee's litigation 
expenses and any rcmitining Acquisition Deposit after the City has paid all such costs v/ill be 
promptly refunded to Developer_ ln the City's sole discretion, tbe City may continue to 
prosecute the proceeding, but any such continuation aHer Developer's requested tennination shall 
he at the City's sole expense as to any and all direct and indirect costs incurred thereafter in 
connection 'ivith such continuation, induding 1;;ithout hlnitation Acquisition Costs. In addition, to 
the extent and cross~cornplaints or separate actions arising from the erninent dornain proceeding 
remain pending after De\ieloper's request that the City abandon that proceeding, Devt1!oper shall 
not be responsible for cost incurred in connection with defending such cross~complaints or 
separate actions 

7 
'' [ F. ?09] ~ -·-'· Contact \VJ th Private Chvners 

Nothing in this agreen1em shaH prevent Developer from seeking to reach a settlement 
V/ith Private Ov,n1ers of Potentially Paitic!pating Parcds. During the period commencing upon 
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the Effecfrve Date through the earlier of the termination of this Agreernent or the Cityis 
conveyance ·Of title to the Potentially Participating Parcels to Developer, Developer shall keep 
the City apprised of negotiations Viith the Private 0'>vners and occupants of the Potentially 
Participating Parcels, particularly with regard to any negotiated acquisition by Developer of the 
Potentially Participating Parcels. In the event that Developer reaches a settlement 'with any 
Private Owner that obviates the need for an eminent domain proceeding, such proceeding shall 
be dismissed and Developer shall not be responsible for litigation costs incurrz;d in any dispute 
with such Prooertv (hvner after the dosing of the settlement 

:.; ~f ...,. 

c 
The City and Developer agree to open an escro\v account with [Fidelity National Title 

CornpanyJ (the wfi'.scrmv Agent') 1;vithin the times provided in the Schedule of Performance. 
This A.greeJTient shall constitute the joint escn)\V instructions of the City and Developer, and a 
duplicate original of this Agreement shall be delivered to the Escro\V Agent upon the opening of 
the escrm.v account frir the conveyance. The City and De,,..,eloper shall provide such additional 
escrn\v instructions consistent vvith this Agreernent as shall be necessary for such conveyance. 
The Escrm.v 1\gent hereby is ernpowered to act under such instructions, and upon indicating its 
acceptance thereof In writing delivered to the City and to Developer 'iVithin five {.5) days after 
opening of such escrow account, the Escro»'v Agent shall carry out its duties as Escrmv Agent 
hereunder for such conveyance. 

Upon delivery of the Grant Deed for each of the .Arena Site, the West Parking Garage 
Sitt\ the East Trnnsprntation Site and the Hotel Site to the Escrow Agent by the Chy pursuant to 
Section 2 l 7 of this ;\greement, the Escrc'J\v Agent shaH record each Grant Deed in accordanct~ 
\Viti: these esc:ro\v instructions for each such conveyance, provided that title to the entire Project 
Site can be vested in Develooer in accordance \vith the tenns and provisions of this Arrreement I ~ 

Th"' Escf<\Vi i\-:;f"nt -<vd! 'llS'' dhdO''f" .wqd rirovide Devekywr \Vlth q]j riertinent docu.menhr->' .. ~ .d.. ~~} "i- •• ·oV .. ~· ... '.:'H •. '\.p: >,. .. \-~~ • ..,. ,)....., .. ip.. ~~. . '. i"....... . .x ~ ·. ~- . .... . . ~ . . .;.. .x· .. :~~·AJ 

transfer tax information and costs prior to the dose of escrow for each such conveyance. Any 
insurance policies governing the Pn::;ject Site are not to be transfc·rred. 

n)f" ,_ l .. ,,"P"' ,;, 'll l ! ~ :t '•"t t*"f" · ., .. , n1~' l~':t*" tl · r:: "' OP' A ~ t b· t-<~ ' ···j' ./ · ,-·, '11 f0 ' v .. ve Oj},d Sdd, (JeJ,-CSl ld 0 ,d., e~<J", ,, ,,-.! .d 1e LS<wf~. ,,- ' gen. ,ie \,,rel,;: >;)Sino d.' .,es, 

charges and costs necessary for the acquisition and conveyance of the Arena Site, the West 
Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation Site and the flotd Site to Developer that are 
chargeable to Developer hereunder, promptly after the Escrmv Agent has notified Developer of 
the 01mop1Jt of ;;;uch re~~-,. ch'1rr•es 'm ·'1 costs fiy the ,~"-'TOV' 'l'''Cowlt Sid1 fe··~s. cJy1p.:ns. "tnd ""·o-:·t' . <. .... ...:::v. .. ··- . . ..:. ..... ""'-'.':>~ .... <.. C ~ :C. (.. -'~ '·· , .• :::. ·~- :t;:,_,L. J v :C"'..J _, .~ .. , :-.._, ,_. t....., t'.,_,-:: . i:; . .;Jt:: .. , (. "'.,.,.: .. l ~ 

shall indude, 'ivithout limitatkm: 

( ! ) One half of the escn:rw fee; 

(2) All prerniurns for tit!e insurance required by Developer in excess of a Califbrnia 
Land Title Association C'(:LTA'i) title insurance policy~ and 

(3) All notary fees required of the Developer. 
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D ·· "l ... , -~ .,! ,. !l ·~h· · ,i , .,· ~ t.1""' P·· ···J , • · p· , ,., · " ,i , , ·. rt' ··f' th·' 1i ,, · •· , ,:t' .. ,,, c· ··t·. eve ope" :::;1d. '''"'o ..iep,Jsh .. 1 .... tiri;1.:ise. n.,_e a1k1 dH) po. ion u ,ii:: ,,,,..,,,quisi lod ... os.s 
not previously paid 'IVith the Escro1,v Agent at the sarne tirne in accordance with the provisions of 
Section 218 of this Agreement. 

vVith the exception of payment by the City of (i) one half of the escrcn.v foe, (ii) the costs 
attributed to the CLTA title insurance pofrcy for the conveyance, {iii) notary foes required of the 
City, and (iv) any State, County or City documentary or transfer tax, unless othenvise set forth 
herein, the City shall not be required to pay any costs, fees or charges in connection \vith the 
conveyance of the Arena Site, the \Vest Parking fiarage Site. the East Transportation Site and the 
Hotel Site and in no event shall. the Cityis costs exceed the net amount of the Purchas.:: Price 
actually received by the City after repayment ·Of ail applicable obligations to the FAA and 
LA \VA, and any applicable taxing entities with regard to those City Pan.::ds formerly m.vned by 
the Successor Agency, Unless othenvise specified in this Agreement, each party shall be 
responsible for the payment of its mvn legal foes 

The Chy shall timely and properly execute, acknowledge and deliver the Grant De.ed 
conveying to Developer title to each of the Arena Site, the West Parking Garage Site, the East 
Transnortation Site and the Hotel Site in accordance \vith the renuirements of Section 2 ! 3, ::. ::: 

together ·with an estoppel certificate V/ith regard to Developer and the obligations under this 
Agreement certifying;: (i) that this Agreement is in fol! force and effect, (ii} tlrnt this Agreement 
has not been amended or modified, or if this Agreement has been amended or modified, 
identi(ying the amendments or modifications and stating their date and providing a copy or 
referring to the recording infonnation, (iii) that the City is not aw-rrre of any default by Developet 
hereunder, or the occurrence of an event that \Viih notice or the passage of tir:ne or both ·would be 
default by Developer hereunder if not cured (or if there is a default, a description of the nature of 
such defauh), rnnd (iv) such other reasonable matters as may be requested. In addition, the City 
agrees to, from time to time, execute and deliver to any lender or prospective lender of 
Developer, or other applicable third-party, \:Vithin ten (10) business days after the request is 
rnade, such an estoppe! certificate. 

Upon the dosing of escrow, the Escrov1 Agent is authorized to.: 

0) Pay, and charge Developer for any foes, charges and costs oavabk uncer £his 
Section 2 ! 0. Before such payments are made, the Escrcnv Agent shaH notif}> the 
City and Developer of the fees, charges and costs necessary to dear title and close 
escro\v. 

(2) Disburse funds and deliver each Grant Deed and other documents to the parties 
entitled thereto \Vhen the conditions of the escro\V have been fulfilled by the City 
and Developer The Purchase Price shall not be disbursed by the Escn:nv ,<\gent 
unless and until it has recorded a Grant Deed for each of the Arena Site, the West 
Parking Garage Sitt;, the East Transportation Site and the Hotel Site and has 
delivered to Devctor)er a title insurance r1olicv insurinu title and conforming to the . v - Q -

requirernents of Section 2 I 9 of this Agreement. 
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(3) Record any instrurnents delivered through this escrmv if necessary or proper to 
vest title in Developer in accordance '<Vith the terms and provisions of this 
Agreement, including the FAA Restrictions. 

All fonds received in escrmv shall be deposited by the Escrnv/ Agent in a separnte 
interest-earning escnYw account v/ith any state or national bank doing business in the State of 
California and reasonably approved by Developer and the Chy. AH interest earned on the fonds 
shall be payable or credited 10 Developer vvith all interest adjustments rnade on the basis of a 
thirty (30) day montlL A.ny payinent of interest to Developet shall be nrnde by check by the 
Escrow .Agent. Developer sha!! also be foUy responsible for an:y and all costs required to 
establish and/or maintain the separate interest-earning account 

lf escrow is not in a position to close on or hefore the Closing Date, any pmiy v>/110 then 
shall have fully performed the acts to be performed before the conveyance of title to the Prcriect 
Site to Developer may, In 'Writing, demand the return of its money, papers, or documents from 
the Escrow Agent. No demand frff return sha!l be recognized until five (5) days after the Escrow 
Agent (or the party nrnking such denrnnd) shall have rna\led copies of such dernand to the other 
1v,~tv er 1xirties 'lf th'" ~lddre~v nf it·· J"rinci1vt1 nh'''C nf bu-.,;nC''" Ob1'ecti011" 'Jn'' sh')II h" tJ::.'.4;:; ~/ ) :' .. '~ {.:!: .......... c. ,_4 ... ,,') •... ~. ~ .::i .:J . ,.it. J {. .\,,,.: ' ... J J ,.~·.:.. .;),_,, ,__. . ' ' • '"'":! { ... } "1' ..... {.;,,.,, ,_, c. 

raised by written notice to the Escrow· Agent and to the other party within such five (5) day 
period, in which event the Escrow Agent is authorized to hold al! money, papers, and documents 
with respect to the Prqject Site until instructed by mutual agreement of the parties or, upon 
failure thereof, by a court of competent jurisdiction_ If no such demands are made, the escro\v 
shall be closed as soon as possible. 

lf objections are raised as above provided for, the Escrow Agent shall not be obligated to 
return any such money, papers, or documents except upon the written instructions of the City and 
Developer, or until the party entitled thereto has been detennined by a final decisfrm of a court of 
competent jurisdiction. If no such objections are made within such five (5) day period the 
Escruw Agent shall immediately return the demanded money, papers, or documents. 

Any amendnient to the escrow instructions shall be in 1,vriting and signed by the City and 
Developer. At the time of any arnendrnent the Escrow Agent shall agree to cany out its duties as 
Escrmv Agent under such amendment. 

All cornrnunications from the Escrow Agent to the City or Developer shall be directed to 
the addresses and in the manner established in Section 60 l of this Agreen1ent frK notices, 
demands, and communications behveen the City and Developer_ 

[§211] 

Conveyance to Developer of title to the Arena Site, the \Vest Parking G:arage Site, the 
East Transportation Site and the Hotel Site in accordance '>vi th the provisions of this A.greement 
shall be completed on or prior to the date spedfied in the Schedule of Performance or such 
J 'l d , ' , , ' (~· \1 d. D J ,. , d , z1ate mutual y agree to ui \:vntrng !Jy tile 1ty .•. , anager an . , eve oper ana crnnmumcate~ 1n 
t\Titing to the Escnrw ,Agent (the ''{]osiug Date''), 
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r::..- 'f" t '"'., )1·1 .. 0- :,-0'"' ... \/-·l· l lN.- . ;. . v·'i i·,' .... ,,,. ,., .. ,"' ... ,, .. '\t'tlN.- " ,. ~rt t''"0 nr. < J .. ,l\ C..,p, <t5 C .d ..,n.~ 1.:..., t· Tl,.L h et1 uered1, ea!; L51'\• e j~OS:::;eS0l Od '·' . ue /"'>Xena ,., 1 e, .d.., n e,. t 
Parking (iarage Site, the East Transportation Site and the Hotel Site shall be delivered to 
i)evdoper by the City concurrently \Vhh each such con\\:::yance of title I>evdoper shall accept 
title and possession to the Arena Site, the \Vest Parking Garage Site, the East Transp011afron Site 
and the Hotel Site on the Closinu: Date,, subiect to satisfaction of the conditions of closing set ....... . ,.,.. v 

fbrth in this ,Agreement 

!§ 212] 

The City shall convey to Developer title to the Project Site in tbe condition required in 
this /\ureernent lYv a ''Grant Deed 1

' substantiallv in the form attached hereto as Attndnnent 
..,.._,, « ··' 

No. 6A as to the Arena Site, and substantially in the fbnn attached hereto as Attachment No. 6B 
as to each of the \Vest Parking Garage Site, the East Tnmsportation Site and the Hotel Site The 
City shall \.Vi thin the time frame set fo1th in the Schedule of Performance, approve and record rt 

lot line adjustment and merger to create the ffotel Site as a separate legal parcel, Vihlc.h can be 
conveyed to Developer at closing, 

F, [§213] 

The City shall convey to Developer fee simple title to the Arena Site, the \Vest Parking 
Garage Site, the East Transpoiiation Site and the Hotel Site free and clear of all rights of 
possession (including blHboard leases or agreements), liens, bonds, encumbrances, assessments, 
easements, leases and taxes,. and any r1gbts of acquisition by any party;, except those covenants 
included in each Grant Deed, the A.rena Site Use Agreement (City Parcels), the Arena Site IJse 
Agreernent (PotentiaI!y Participating Parcels), the FA .. A Restrictions, and e.xcept those permitted 
cncunibrances set forth on Attachment No. 8; provided hov;cver that nu covenants, conditions, 
restrictions or equitable servitudes shaH prohibit or limit the development permitted by the Scope 
of Development 

(i 

Certain City Parcels '\Vere acquired the City or Successor Agency 'with grant fi.mds 
from the US Federal /\:viation Administration C'FAA") and Los Angeles World Airports 
("LA '\VA. 'l Tbe City shall be solely responsible for compliance ·with and satisfaction of the 
tenns and conditions of anv rrrant aureernents \vii:h FAA and LA \VA, includinrr, \.Vitbout 

~ V ~ V• 

limitation, repay1nent to FAA. and L\ \VA, as may be required under such grant agreements and 
confinning the termination of all ongoing obligations under such grant agreements. The City 
and Developer shaU, promptly follmving the Effective Date, draft, negotiate and finalize the form 

of the restrictive covenants related to compatible uses required under such grant agreements v1ith 
FAA and. LAWA (the ''FAA. Restrictions''} within the r!me frame set forth in the Schedule of 
Pe1formance. The FAJ\ Restrictions shall be subject to the approvaI of Developer in its sole 
'iiscr,,,1inn qnd sh·1H be rer·ordecl ·1"ai1Yt 'lnd encurnber the 1qnlJc1ble Citv P'lf"".eis 1t rbslw• t.... ~,... """'-;.. -··~Jo; · ~ '- {.__ - · "'.,.,.: J • .::: i:.:. ,e,i:.:. ~ .. :)-:: ;t. ·,,,. • · ~ · J ·> ·:... .:::.,t·.tJ <. · J •·· - ··"" ;t,. <..,.,..,. ~ . .:..,.,_ "'.,.,.: .\>) ... - O' 

l:L Street Vacation 

ln order to accommodate fix the development of the A.rena Site and the West Parking 
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Garage Site, the City wiU determine in its sole and absolute discretion v/hether or not to vacate 
and abandon as a public street and right of 1,v11y the Right-Clf-\Vay Areas rnore particularly 
identified and legally described in .Attachment lH-L The City shall make such determination 
v/ithin the time frame set frnth in the Schedule of Perfbrmance, and if it elects to vacate and 
abandon such parcels, adopt such required resolutions of necessity, and complete such vacations 
and abandonments f(and the vacation and abandonment of any in-place utilities)J \Vitbin the tirne 
frames set forth in the Schedule .ofPerformance and in any event prior to the Closing Date The 
City shall reasonably cooperate with Developer to the ex.tent required in connection 'ivith the 
relocation of any in-place utilities, 

l. [§ 2 l 6] Pedestrian Bridge\ s) 

Jn order to provide additional pedestrian access to the Arena Site and the West Parking 
Garage Site, the City will. determine in !ts sole and absolute disc:retion whether or not to vacate 
and abandon any air space rights the Potential Pedestrian Bridge Airspace more particularly 
',l ,.~ '' J j lj d ·t ' ' & ~ 1 In> "f Tj (''' j !j ' t ' ' ' H:ientltlec anu egai ':/ escrwec in i"l-ttHcdment u.r:.., i 1e · Jty s 1a1 mat:e suc11 cetenrn.natron 
"vithin the tilne frarne set forth in the Schedule of Perfrmnance;\ and if it elects to vacate and 
abandon such parcels, adopt such required resoh1tions of necessity, and complete such vacations 
and ahandonn1ents 'Within the time frmTies set forth in the Schedule of Perfo.nmmce and in any 
event prior to the Closing Date. The City shall reasonably cooperate 1sith Developer to the 
extent required in connection 1,vith obtaining an rights to construct the pedestrian bridge(s) In the 
Airspace Parcels, including, as necessary, reasonably cooperating •;.vith Developer in negotiations 
het\veen Developer and any Private O'.vners or govermnental agencies, 

[§ 217] Time For and Place For l)ehverv of the Grant Deeds 

The City shall deposit each of the Grant Deeds vihh the Escrcnv Agent on or before the 
date set forth in the Schedule of Performiwce, 

K 

Developer shall prmnptly deposit the Purchase Price {and any portion of the Acquisition 
Costs not previously paid) Viith the Escrnv; Agent upon or prior to the scheduled Closing Dme, 
provided that the Escrmv Agent shall have notified Developer in writing that each Grant Deed 
for the conveyance, properly executed and acknrnvledged by the City has been delivered to the 
Escnrw /\gent and that title to and the right to possession of the Arena Site, the West Parking 
(iarage Site, the East Transportation Site and the Hotel Site are each in condition to he conveyed 
to Developer in conforn1ity 'ivith the pm«..'isions of this Agreement The Escrow Agent shall 
deliver the Purcbase Price (and any portion of the Acquisition Costs not previously paid) to the 
City immediately foJ!o1,:ving the delivery to Developer of the Title Policy in confrm11ity 1,.vlth this 
Agreement and the recording of all of the (irant Deeds among the land records in the Office of 
the County Recorder f\)r Los /\ngeles County, 
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Concurrently with recordation of the Grant Deeds, [Fidelity National Title] (''Tide 
Company") shall provide and deliver to Developer a CLTA coverage o»'vner's title insurance 
policy or policies issued by Tide Company insuring that the title to each of the .A.rena Site, the 
West Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation Site and the Hotel Site are vested in 
Developer in the condition required by this Agreement, along Yvlth any special endorsements 
v/l'\ich Developer reasonably requests. At the sole election and cost of De\lelopec. De\leloper 
may obtain m1 ALTA. survey of each of the Arena She, the West Parking Garage Site, the East 
Transportation Site and the Hotel Site nnd cause the Title Company to issue a ALT,:\ o'ivner's 
tide insurance policy or policies The title insurance policy shall be in the amount of the 
combination of the Purchase Price and the A.cqu!sition Costs (colkx~dvely the "Total Site Cosf') 
or in such greater amount as Developer may specif): as hereinafter provided, 

Concurrently with the issuance of the title policy or policies for the Project Site (the 
''Title Policy''}, the Title Company shaH, if requested by Developer, provide Devdopcr \Vith an 
endorsement to insure the arnount of Developer's estimated construction costs of the 
hnprovemcnts to be constmcted thereon and any lendels interest therein 

D·,,.eJnqe~· •·11'1.I[ ~)av f;:.>r 'l.I[ iwemiums 'ltUihut']bJe t') 'lfl" exterHi·>d '''.c>V"'f'lne or S]J"'cJ'll ,.. c. v , ... t· :::. ·"' . ::.:~ ~ ~-- ./ J ::.:~ ~ •• ~ ,,,, • ,, • • • <. "' . .... . .:t . , .,..\ < . ~r :1,; • .., ,... c. .... "'.,.,; J """' • it. 5 -'" c .. ""'-' ~-

endotsern entS 'Which it requests above and beyond a. CLTA title insurance policy. 

M. !§ 220] ~faxes and Assessments 

Ad valorem taxes and assessments, if any, on the Prqiect Site, and taxes upon this 
:\ fft'e··~m"~·f•t ··,r '''fl" ·;·int1tc l·1e·r'~l''lA'~" ·le·.v1' "'c"1 a.'.'"'~";e'.rl n~· 1'1.,,,1~''.·•;e·.,·1 fc).f' '''fl"' ·p'"J+'.·vl cc1.1i;1·rr1e·r1cr'1·1g ,.-·1.C t_: ~~ .~ .. ~- U. J . ~:::>i. ,~·!J .. ...,. "'.,.,; n~ .\...h.,.1~ ":- v 'l:..,.· J': !::. ~":G-C:l'"'...;~·>.·-' "- '·· ~- . ~. e~},_, ::_J_ .~. _. ~.t J W. ~\)"\. ~ _. ~. . . .. ~-' 

prior to the conveyance of title of the Project Site shall be bonse by the City. Ad valorem taxes 
and assessments, if any, on the Project Site, and taxes upon this Agreement or any rights 
hereunder, levied, assessed or imposed for any period cornmencing after conveyance of title of 
the Prniect Site shall be borne by Developer. 

"'r i. \~. Occupants of the Project Site 

The City agrees that title to each of the Arena Site, the \Vest Parking Garage Site, the 
East Transportation Site and the Hotel Site shall be conveyed free of any possession, right of 
possession or right of acquisition. 

0 Zoning of the Proiect Site 

As described in Recital 0, the City granted the Project Approvals Subject to the 
provisions ot: and as described in, the Development l\.greetTient and the Scope of Developrnent, 
prior to the Closing Date, Developer shall take such actions as are necessary to procure or to 
obtain those future approvals and actions by the City that \v!ll lK1 approved after the Effoctive 
Date,. including discretionary and rninisteria! actions by the City (as defined in the Devdopinent 
Agreement, the 1'Subsequent Approval.!/'), \:vhich may include but are not limited to, v,;hkh rnay 
indude but are not limited to, demolition perrnits, deterrninations of consistency \Vith the Design 
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Guidelines adopted as part of the Project Apprnval.s, grading permits, hui!ding permits, final 
pared and subdivision maps, lot line adjustments, and mergers The City shall provide al! proper 
and reasonable assistance and cooperation to Developer in connection thereivith, and shaH use Its 
good faith and best efforts in coopernting '1.vith and facilitating Developer's efforts to obtain all of 
the necessary Subsequent Approvals and/or any other permits required f()f the development of 
the Project Site,. in accordance \vith, and as described in,. the Developrnent Agreernent and the 
Desiun Guidelines. ,;.,,.,/ 

P. Plwsical Condition of the Project Site 

Th"- Prni -~ct Sit"' r;h 01U h~" r'.onvev·"d in an 1101s ls'' '1hvsi 7tl condithn vdth in vr1JT'mlv .. """' '-J<;: ....... ...... '.;."'.,..; ,_, {. J"'"'-" "'.,..; . ... .. c ... . 1;._.., {.,_, ·'·- ili-·· ,-'·\..it. .-..., ..... C:. '.:- ). '· ..,_\. { .. ~<. •. ,·> 

express or irnplied by the City as to the condition of the soil, \VHter, or presence of Hazardous 
rviateria!s (as defined herein}, the Project Sites geology, or the presence of kno1;vn or unkncnvn 
faults. In this regard, the City, at the written request of Developer, shall nrnke available to 
Developer aH documents i;Vithin the City's possession or control pertinent to the physical 
condition of the She, including any repons related to the presence of fiazardous Materials on the 
Site, ·within fifteen (l 5} business days of the request lt shall be the sole responsibility of 
Developer, at Deveioper~s sole cost .and expense, to investigate and detennine the soil and s,vater 
conditions of the Site and the suitability of the Site for the construction of the Improvernents by 
Developer, and to pay for the demolition and clearance of improvements on, in or under the Site 
as necessary for the i::fovelopment of the Site, {Discuss potential stadium 1mrldng iJ.11res, City 
restoration obligutiontt to deliver Pn~ject Site deur f~l all ctmstruction materials/debrh bused 
on rm.going use r>,f the Prrlject Site/ 

Developer shall be solely' responsible for all necessary testing of the Prqject Site fr;r 
Hazardous fvfa:ter1als pursuant to an applicable lmvs, statutes, rules and regulations. Upon the 
acrinisitinn ("ftfr" /\ren.~ Sit·, th~" \V"'s1 P"rkintr (Jqpg.'' Site the East Tr0msn(>rtatix1 Site 'Hl'1 tlY'' 1;.,.,. . ' '·- ·~'I,.)" J . t:: ·' . . ~ :-._, ~ t:::~, .. "'"'-" c... . . -~···'-to . .., ~ .. ~ . ~}.,,.-<:;:: ...... . ~ . "· _ _,1; ......... <... .... t"' J • • -~- • .....,,. ( • ""- '. ~ 

1·f·'it · 1 S't·P. DP. , .. l ·· · .,. ''l ,~1 1 'l .,,i b· · ., 1) ''bl - .,.,. · · ,,;, ' v ~1 · · P .. );·"'···t· c.t· "blF< f'-·· 0 *! r. '•-- e.1 •• L .. ·, _,..,'Ve ope, ,'.)1,,H a:>·~- .• e 1e;:;p .• 1EL e d)l nh,,-,_Jn,:, t1e H.:,p .• i.;, ,):c.e us.i.1., . o, ,.1e 

proposed development as a result of any conditions including, 1;vithout !imitation, flood zones, 
A!quist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act, and similar matters, and, subject only to thE~ 
Remediation Cost Adjustment, subsequent to Developer's acquisition of the Project Site, 
Developer shall he responsible for any costs associated 1xith any required remediation of 
Hazardous lVlaterials which is necessary for the Pn?ject Site and fiJr perfonning a!l vvork required 
in connection there\vith For purposes of this A.green1ent, "Hazardous )Vfoterials" shall rnean 
any substance, material or \Vaste wfoch is or becomes regulated by any local governmental 
authority, the State California and/or the United States Government, including, but not limited 
to asbestos: polychlorinated biphenyls (\vhether or not highly chlorinated); radon gas: radioactive 
rnateria!s, explosives; chemicals knmvn to cause cancer or reproductive toxicity; hazardous 
v1ast"' t,·,vi.,·· ''ub··t,,w·.es (V' reht'"'l 1nateriqJ, .. i)ettoleum Twi nettolenm 1xodn".ts. in,·+wiiq'' but ... ·~ .... "'.,..;,, J}.-:x~\,..; {~. ~ .... .::: ...... . t...., ...... ,_. ·--~ ,. <- .t:::~ .. ~-1; •• i::.. ~-.:- .·-- .. ., -·· • .i::.,. <-. t r.-- . ,.., , __ ., .... . _, ~ \,._, ----.:- . "'.,._;.,. :t... ~ ·B1' . 

not limitt:d to, gasoline and diesel. fuel: those substances defined as a ''Hazardous Substance", as 
defined by Section 960 l of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Cornpensation and 
·L:'~t 'Jit' /, '~t '1~ [Q\1('1 /i-') J ·r ·(: (' fJ(''"'1'! Jf ,.,,. *' Hf.L _j ~ '1' '+ .. "' '>•' d-•fv* _,;j b' QC>.r•t.' ' .·IZL?l ,. j i-\1,,. \} .. n ~, ... g.,'" u .<:>. ·, .. )\.,,, ( ,H .. q., O, as uJ..zaruOU~ n as,C , •. '.:> e L1fL } ,;e.,.dOL 

6903 of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 IJ.S.C 6901,. et seq., an 'Extremely 
Haz1rd'.Jus \\last"' '1 a 11 HT"ard0ns W•lste1

' or a ''R'*"tricte,·J Haz'Trd"JU~ VVaste n as define"] h" The .• _,,{. __ ,. \ . '·· ·~ ,.._"'.,._;':' 1; .• it. f_d,. '--·~·-- it.).. ·'· ~ .. t,:3_') . ...... ..,.(. __ i-; . .._.(, ,_ (:_ . '·· 1; ~ .'lo '· ~ ..... . ..,.(. ''··.) .. 

Hazardous V/aste Control Lmv under Section 25! l 5, 25117 or 25 ! 22. 7 of the California Hea!tb 
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and Safety Code, or is listed or identified pursuant to Section 25140 of the California Health and 
Safety Code: a "Hazardous \iateria!", 1'Hazardous Substance," "Hazardous \Vaste'' or wroxic Air 
Contaminant'' as defined by the California Hazardous Substance Account Act, !<nvs pertaining to 
the underground storage of hazardous substances, hazardous materials release response plans, or 
the California Clean Air Act under Sections 253 l 6, 2528 L, 25 50 ! , 2550 U nr 3965 5 of the 
California Health and Safety Code; ''Oil'' or a "Hazardous Substance'' listed or identified 
pursuant to the Federal \Nater Pollution Control Act, 33 USC 1321: a "Hazardous \Vaste,'' 
"Extremely Hazardous Waste' or an ''A.cutely Hazardous \Vaste' listed or defined pursuant to 
Chapter I J of Titre 22 of the CaHfornia Code of Regulations Sections 66261.1 through 
6626! .126; chemicals listed by the State of California under Proposition 65 Safe Drinking \Vatcr 
and Toxic Enforce1nent Act of 1986 as a chemical kno\VH by the State to cause cancer or 
reproductive toxicity pursuant to Section 25249 8 of the California. Hca.lth and Safety Code; a 
nuiteriaI 'ivhich due to its dmracteristics or interaction with one or more other ':Ribstances, 
che1nica! compounds, or mixtures, materially darnages or threatens to rnaterially damage, health, 
safety, or the environment, or is required by any Imv or public agency to be remediated, 
including remediation \.vhich such law or government agency requires in order for the Site to be 
put to the purpose proposed by this J\gree1nent; any material v;hose presence \voukl require 
remediation pursuant to the guidelines set forth in the State of Califrnnia Leaking Underground 
Fuel Tank Fidd I'vtanua!, v,xhether or not the presence of such n1ater!al resulted from a leaking 
underground foe! tank; pesticides regulated under the Federal Insecticide, fungicide and 
Rodenticide Act, 7 US.C 136 et seq; asbestos, PCBs, and other substances regulated under the 
Toxic Substances Control Act, IS US C 260 I et seq,; any radioactive materiJJ including, 
"'vithout limitation, any ''source material," ''special nuclear material," ''by-product rnateria!," 
"lmv-level \vastes.,'' "high-level radioactive 'waste." "snent nuclear fueJH or "transuranic \vaste'' 

~ ' ¥ 

and any other radioacth/e materials or radioactive wastes, hmvever produced, regulated under the 
Atomic Energy Act 42 USC. 20! l et seq., the Nudear \Vaste Policy Act, 42 USC. JO! O l et 
seq., or pursuant to the California Radiation Control Law, Callfr)rnia fkalth and Safo~ry Code, 
Sections 25800 er seq,; hazardous substances regulated under the Occupational Safety and 
Health Act, 29 U .S.C 651 et sett,, or the California Occupational Safety and Health /\ct, 
California Labor Code, Sections 6300 et seq., and/or regulated under the Clean Air Act 42 
USC 740 l ct seq. or pursuant to The California Clean Air Act, Sections 3900 et setr of the 
California Ff.eat th and Safety Code. Any studies and reports generated by Developer's testing for 
Hazardous Materials shall be made available to the City upon the City's request. 

Q Relationship of the City and Developer 

Nothing contained in this Agreement or in any other document or instrument made in 
connection with this Agreement shall be deemed or construed to create a partnership, tenancy in 
common, joint tenancy, joint venture or co-ovn1ership by or hehveen the City and Developer_ 

0 Prelirninarv \Vork bv Develoocr 

Prior to the conveyance of title to the Arena Site., the \Vest Parking (iarage Site, the East 
T ,, '''"O t'~t', · "'t ,.,., itL .. rL~·I S't· · • P.'P. ;.,,,.',,." 'f'";·,,·l·"'P. +·)·! l' "tL .. 'c+t · 4', '{" '"' 1<-tnsp,.s ,, h)n <Jl. e ,1d( ue rH . .J<e, ,.,1 e, re; .. r .... s,,,nh,dves o . .1.,ev<; op.x S>kL 1,n,e ue nz:::»! o~ d.c .... es ... 
to and entry upon the City Parcels (and the Potentially Participating Parcels, if and when 
acquired by the City) at all reasonable times frJr the purpose of inspecting the Projec:t Site, 
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obtaining data and making surveys and tests necessary to carry out this Agreement. Developer 
agrees to detl:nd, indemnify- and hold the City,. and its officers, employees, contractors and 
agents, hann!ess for any and al! claims, liability, loss, damage, costs, or expenses (including 
reasonable attorneys' foes and court costs) arising out of work or activity of Developer, its 
olTicers, einployees, contractors a_nd agents, perrnitted ptrrsuant to this Section 225, except to the 
extent arising out of the gross negligence or vi/illful misconduct of the City, and/or its off1cers, 
staff~ employees, contractors or agents or relating to the discovery of any Hazardous \iateria!s on 
the Project Site Developer shaU not cornrnence any activities under this Section 225 vvithout 
first providing the City with satisfactory evidence of insurance meeting the requirements of this 
Agreement, and the provision of adequate restoration of the Project Site to its condition prior to 
the cominencernent of any activities under this Section 225 \vitb the exception of any Hazardous 
l\'.lateria!s condition discovered on the Citv Parcels r;rior to Closirn2, Date; the remediation of . ~ 

which shalJ be dealt with the provisions of Section 201 relating to the R.effiediation Cost 
Adjustment 

P. Submission of Evidence of Financinu 

\Vithln the times established respectively theref(Jr in the Schedule of PerfiJrmance, 
Developer shalJ submit to the City evidence reasonabry satisfactory· to the City that Developer 
has sufficient equity capital and/or has obtained comn1itments for financing necessary to pay fix 
al! costs related to Developer's purchase and development of the Project Site, including, '>vithout 
limitation, the costs for the construction of the Improvements (the "Development Costs'), in 
accordance 1,vith this Aureernent 

"' 

Developer's submission of such evidence of financing shall include: 

l. A project budget, estimated as of the Closing Date, setting forth al! anticipated 
Development Costs, or a certification by Developer that the applicable portion of 
the Project Budget attached hernto as Attachment No. 2 reinains accurate. The 
Project Budget shail be maintained as a sources and uses budget, \Vhich shal! be 
based upon a financial pro,/orma that has been reasonably approved by the City, 
nnd a feasible rnethod of finandng, reasonably demonstrating to the City the 
availability of all funds needed to complete the proposed development of the 
Pn~ject Site_ 

2. If applicable, a copy of any commitment or commitments obtained by Developer 
for morigage loan or loans or other debt financing for construction financing 
to finance all or portions of the Total Site Costs and Development Costs, certified 
b:v Developer to be a tnte and correct f..'{.i]YV or copies thereof The commitment or 
cornmitments for financing shall be in such form and content reasonably 
acceptable to the City, or in such a fonn and with such content as typically issued 

an institutional lender (subject to customary conditions). 

3 Documentary evidence reasonably satisfactory to the City of sources of equity 
capita! suflidem to demonstrate that Developer has adequate fonds committed to 
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cover the difference, if any, between the Total Site Costs and Development Costs 
and the proposed rnortgage loan or loans. 

The City 1'\'.!anager shall approve or disapprove ea.ch such submission of evidence of 
f. , , h' l , b''' ', ' c 1 cl l f'P ,,. I., l t~,- i' rnancing 1N1t&n ne tnnes esta.J1shed i.n t.ne .:'.ic1e·u e o · ermrmance .. t ti.e .1ty (JSapproves 
anv such e·vidence of financinu:, the Citv shall do so bv timelv ·written notice to Dcvelooer statinc 

.~ "-"·•'• ,) .. ,) ~ ..,__., 

\.Vlth specificity the reasons for such d.isapprO'val lf the City gives Developer such tinH.Jy \\'dtten 
notice, Developer shaH prornptly, but in any event prior to the date required fbr subrnission of 
evidence of financin;;: in the Schedule of Perfonnance, obtain and submit to the Citv ne\v 

~ c 

evidence of financing. The City ivfanager shall approve or disapprove such ne;,v evidence of 
financing in the same manner and \vithin the same time period established in the Schedule of 
Perfonnance for the approval or disapproval of the evidence of financing initially submitted to 
the City. 

As referenced in Recital 0, the City Council certified the FEIR as adequate and complete 
and made findings in connection therevlith for the development of the Project by Developer All 
costs and expenses associated with further environmental clearance and/or documentation 
required Ex the development of the Prr~ject as contemplated by this Agreement shall be the sole 
responsibility of Deve!opec 

!.K "'"18.j 
-~' 4,~ . .Brokers 

Neither party shall be liable in any manner for any real estate commission or brokerage 
fees which may arise fi·om the transactions conten1plated by this "\greernent, other than any 
broker,. agent, or finder engaged in \.vriting by such party. Each party hereto agrees to indenrnify 
and hold the other party hannless from any claim by any broker, agent, or finder retained by the 
i ndem.ni tYi ng party 

m. DEVELOP!vfENT OF THE PROJECT SITE 

/\, [§30l] Responsibilities for Development of the Project Site 

Devtlloper shad be solely responsible for developing the Project Site and constructing the 
ln1prnvements thereon in accordance with the requirements of this /\greement and the 
Development .Agreement, induding, but not limited to the development of the .Arena S.ite for use 
as an arena suitable for sports, entertainment and civic events and activities rdated thereto, 
including ofrwr uses reasonably related to or incidental to such arena uses, including, \.Vithout 
limitation, restaurant, food service and retail uses,. philanthropic activities, ancillary and 
adq1in1'''tr"1ti':e '."ITice P"''" c·,ncours'" 'lf"'a u«.-~ .. IWT''tic" 'lfl"i tF1iqinn fil·'iiitic ,. Sj)(Wt·c· 1recE'".;H," ~ . .:. . . "·' .:-:,. .. <. .. \ '.:J . ...,. hbt:.:: ~'),, l;- . . . ..... t::: ii'.. "'..It ~~')CS~, :', it. .t,; . t;:; < . . ~ .. t . . .:. . . b it . . L . . . ::'5:. 0i. '· _ , __ .., ~"> . ~ .:..~ \.....:::: t;: 

clinic and parking uses (the "Arena Use''} fCmtform dtfinition as necessu1:vl 
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Each of the Arena Site, the \Vest Parking Garage Site. the East Transportation Site and 
the Hotel Site shall be developed in accordance v,;-ith and within the !imitations established in the 
''Scope of Development'' \\'i:dch is attached hereto as .Att~u.·hntt•nt No. 4. The Scope of 
Development includes the approximate square footage of the Project, Prqject Site 
mergerlparcehzation requirements, and other genend design elements such as building height, 
access and circulation, on-site and off-site improvernents, infrnstructure and parking. 

The City has adopted those certain Sports and Entertainment Overlay Design and 
Development Standards and Guidelines {the ''Design f;u:iddines'') ftjulate references as 
required/. in implementing the Sports & Entertaimnent Overlay Zone (Overlay Zone) The 
Design Guidelines to establish the development standards, guidelines, and procedures for 
development of the Project Site, 

Developer shafl deliver to the City vlhatever inforn1ation shaH be reasonably requested by 
the Citys Planning Director concerning the drawings and architectural renderings for the 
development of tbe Project Site. The drm:vings and architectural renderings required by this 
Agreement shall include a vvell~deflned architectural concept, sho1,ving vehicular circulation and 
access points, arnounts and location of parking, location and size of all buildings (including 
height and perimeter dirnensions)., pedestrian circulation, landscaping and architectural character. 
Ho1,vever, no such drawings or architectural renderings shall he deerned final until the City's 
Economic & Connnunity Development Director has approved the Draviings {as defined below). 

c. Basic Site P!an Drn.\vings 
-·----------·-------··--------·------------·-··------------------------------~* ....... 

Develooer bas prerJared those certain Basic Site Plan Dnnvin;z,s a:ttached hereto as ;_ "' t '-~· 

Attadnnt~n.t No. 5 for the public portions of each of the Arena Site, the \:Vest Parking Garage 
S., l r:· .T , S' l'! 11 !~,-, Tl (""''· ! l , '' l '! B. s· ue, ue x.:,ast • rnnsportation '" 1te ani.J ne : ote .:-:ine . 1e "tty 1as ( etennrnen uat ne '. asic , lte 
Plan Drawings conform to the requirements of the Scope of Development, the Design Guidelines 
and the Prqject .Approvals fl.'onsider treutnumt r~lllt>tef Site in this Article 300/ 

D, [§ 304] 

vVithin the time established in the Schedule of Perfornrnnce, Developer shaU prepare and 
submit to the City's Economic &: Community Development Director for revic\v and \VTitten 
approval, construction dra\vings and related documents fo:r the public portions ofthe Project Site 
and final landscaping plans and finish grading plans, including aH applicable off-site public 
improvernents, for each of the A.rena Site, the \Vest Parking (iarage Site, the East Transportation 
Site and the Hotel Site {as n-rny be updated from time to time, collectively ca!kd the 
"Uravrings"). The City's Econon1ic & Community Developrnent Director's review shall he 
limited to a determination \vhether Dra\vings are materially consistent \Vltb the Basic Site Flan 
Dra\vings, the Design Guidelines, and any previously approved Drawings. 

During the preparation of the Dravvlngs, the City and Developer shall, at the request of 
the City's Economic & Community Devel.opment Dilirector, hold regular progress meetings to 
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coordinate the preparation of~ suhrnission to, and re'vie';v of the Drnwings by the City's Economic 
& Cornrnunity Development Director The City and Developer shall communicate and consult 
informally as frequenfry as is necessary to ensure that the formal submittal of any documents to 
the City can receive prompt and speedy considerntion. 

Developer shall at the request of the City's Economic 8~ Community Development 
Director be available for and shaH partkipate in any presentations that are necessary or desirable 
to be nrnde to the community or any department, board or corn mission of the City. 

If any revisions or corrections of the Dn:rvV'lngs approved by the City's Economic & 
Cornmunity Development Director shall be required by any govermnent official., agency, 
departrnent, or bureau having jurisdiction over the development of the Site, Developer and the 
City shall cooperate in efforts (i) to revise or correct the Dn:nvings in order to comply with the 
required revision or correction of such government official, agency, departrnent, or bureau, (ii) to 
obtain a 'ivaiver of such requirements, or (iii) to develop a mutually acceptable alternative, Any 
such changes shaH be within the limitations of the Scope of Development, the Design Guklelines 
and the Project Approvals. 

E. [s '.\Q')j ;;,. ~' -~· . ~'itv Approval of the Drawing.?, 

Subject to the terms of this Agreement and the Dn,elopment Agreement, the CityS 
Economic & Community Development Director's sole purpose of review of the Drm.vings shall 
be fonited to a determination whether Drns,vings are rnateriaUy consistent \Vi th the Basic Site Plan 
Dra'Nings, the Design Guidelines, and any previously approved DnvNings., including any 
proposed changes therein or thereto. The Cityis Economic & Comnnm!ty Deveioprnent Director 
shall approve or disapprcrve the Dra\:vings 1,vithin the times established in the Schedule of 
PerfCirmance, Any disapproval shaH state in \\Thing 1,vith specificity the reasons for disapproval 
and any changes \vhlch the City's Economic & Community Development Director requests to be 
nYvie Sn".h ~'f'''Fnns qnd ''uch "'h<>qn."'s mPst be ''''Jnsl,,t-~nt \vith th"' B·~tsic Site Phn Dr'1v 1irws . <.. "- • :-.._, ..... \... .. .., ~ .... <. .:)\...- ... i:: .•. ,. ,') . . L . a~ -~"'""' n. .> .... L\ ,,. .. ,'J .t: . v. . . "'.,,; • ;t: ;_. i. • . . :t. . . <. v . .V'- ) 

Scope of Development, the Design Cruidelines and the Project Approvals and such approval shall 
not be withheld if such changes logically evolve fhyn the Basic Site Plan Dra'ivings or any 
previously approved Drmvings. Developer, upon receipt of a disapproval based upon pmvers 
reserved by the City's Economic & Community Development Director hereunder, shall promptly 
revise tbe Drm.vings, and resubmit the Drawings to the City's Economic & Community 
Devdopinent Director as soon as reasonably possible after receipt of the notice of disapproval. 

~~ost of Construction 

All costs of developing the Prqject, and constructing the Improvements on each of the 
Arena She, the West Parking Garnge Site, the East Transportation Site and the Hotel Site, as \.VeH 
as the Public Infrnstructure, shall be borne by the Devdoper. 

[§ 307] Schedule of Perform"4L1£Q 

lt is the intention of the City and Developer that the disposition and de'velopment of the 
Site be completed in a timely and an expeditious manner. Accordingly, the Schedule of 
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Perf(lm:wnce encompasses appropriate and necessary benchrnarks to be met by the appropriate 
party, together 'IVith required conditions precedent forthe conveyance of the Arena Site, the \Vest 
Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation Site and the Hotel Site. The City agrees to assign 
the appropriate planning, engineering, building, safety and other staff to enable the parties to 
meet the tirnellnes in the Schedule of Performance. 

After the conveyance of tide to and possession of each of the Arena Site, the West 
Parking (iarage Site, the East Transportation Site and the Hotel Site, De\/doper shaH promptly 
begin and thereafter diligently prosecute to completion the construction of the hnprovements 
thereon, and the development thereof as prnvi ded in the Scope of Development Developer shall 
use commercially reasonable efforts to begin and complete the construction of the lmpnyvements 
on each of the Arena Site, the \Vest Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation Site and the 
Hotel Site v1ithin the times specified in the Schedule of Performance. The Schedule of 
Performance is subject to revision from time to time as mutually agreed upon in \:vr:iting by the 
City I'vianager and Developer or pursuant to Section 605 hereof 

During per1ods of construction, Developer shall submit to the City a \Vritten report of the 
progress of the construction when and as reasonably requested by the City,, bnt in no event shall 
Developer be required to submit any such report more often than month1;r The report shall. be in 
such fonn and detail as may be reasonabl,y required by the City and shall include a reasonable 
number of construction photographs (if requested) taken since the last report by Devc!opec 

J_i::g1_~1:nni.fi.g9Ji9n..Jt1J_ri_i1gJ::Cm1?.trnfti_2g.~.J~miLlyJgimy_JimLPr2p_9ny 
Damaoe Insurance .................... io:>... ................................... . 

During the period comrnenci ng \\cith the conveyance of title to and possession of each of 
the /\rena Site, the \Vest Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation Site and the Hotel Site to 
Developer and continuing until such time as the City has issued a Release of Construction 
Covenants as to each of the Arena Site,, the West Parking (3-arage Site, the East Transportation 
Site and the Hotel Site, respectively, Developer agrees to and shall defend, indemnify and hold 
the City and its officers, employees, contractors and agents harrnless frorn and against all 
liability, loss, da1nage, costs, or expenses (including rea::;onable attorneys' fees and court costs) 
arising from or as a result of the death of any person or any accident, injury, loss, or damage 
\.vhatsoever caused to any person or to the prope11y of any person which sball occur on or 
adjacent to the i\rena Site, the West Parking (}arnge Site, the East Transportation Site and the 
Hotel Site and \Nhich shall be directly or indirectly caused by any acts done thereon or any crrnrs 
or omissions of Developer or its otficers, employees, contractors or agents, with the exception of 
the acts, errors or c:irni ssions of the City, and/or its officers, staff, employees, contractors or 
agents, 

During the period cormmencing with any preliminary 'ivork on the Site by Developer 
under Section 225 and ending on the date when a Release of Construction Covenants has been 
issued \vith respect to each of frw l\.rena She, the \Vest Parking Garage Site, the East 
Transportation Site and the Hotel Site,. Developer shall famish or cause to be fornished to the 
City,, duplicate originals or appropriate certificates of bodily injm~y and property damage 
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insurance policies in the amount of at least [$5,000,000] in combined single Iirnit liability, and 
nan1ing the City, and its officers, employees, contractors and agents as additional insureds. 

I. Antidiscrirnination during Construction 

Devel oner aurees th al in the construction nf the hn1Jrovements on the Site as provided for ::: .;,.,/ 

by this A.greernent Developer \.Vill. not discriminate against any ernp!oyee or applicant fbr 
ernployment because of sex, rnarital status, rnce, color,, creed, religion, national origin, or 
ancestry. 

J. [§ 31 O] 

Developer shall carry out the construction of the Irnpmvements on the Site in conforrnity 
\vith applicable la\vs, statutt~s, rules and regulations (taking into account the terms of the 
Developrnent Agreement, if approved), including all app!icabk Federal and State labor 
standards, Developer shall carry out development, construction (as defined by applicable !:n,v) 
and Oj)eration nf the improvements on the Pro1' ect Site, includinu:, without fonitation, anv and all '" ;. . ...,..... ,. 

public 'Works (as defined by applicable lmv), in conformity \.Vith an applicable local, Stn:te and 
Federal lav-ls, including, vlithout limitation, all applicable Federal and State labor la\VS 
(including., without Ernitation, the requirement to pay state prevailing \va.ges to the extent 
applicable} Developer hereby expressly acknmv!edges and agrees that the City has not 
affirmatively represented to Developer or its contractor(s) for the constmction or development of 
tile Ifl'n_f'(l''<"J·J.-c'"'!·'·,j-., J, ~) Hif'i tJ' w) rr (1J. ('>t}l"'l"" 'J, ''<'> ; ll '> <'~<) ! {'<·)'f' l~l, <d'-' ''<f' ntj·><>y'<C'-'j, . .,e t1l''1 j·tle Ui<\j'l ... tn t)e t. iy· . . .:- "J.· ........ . :..:W .:::~~-~· :::. ~~-:..: * .. ~ .-.!- ~·;:,.,,,,,. '}.'\ ;:'!!;>,,,,,., .~ M '!..-·'"-*;.: :.:\ (.,1 ~-~· \_; '\/'V, !'>,,.• ~·'I.~ ''.: J M~ -:.{ ' ~'):'), __ , K "'·' ' 

".ff,"'r··'i t'v thi-· /vrr'·ement i'· nr j-- no1 s 1'q11f11l.<'' V''Xk '1 as r!c·fin ··'} in Cqlif()pfr~ I '1hnr C'."F!e t.... ,_ .. \ c. t::t... .) '«
1 

• ~ ,. 
0 

e : ~ . . ... .-} .... D .. , . ..:... <-. fil-· !'., ~ \.... v \ .... , ,, ~. '1.,. e . et.. . "· ,. __ i::.. ~ . .:. .. G. ~ ... { .. ,_ .. ~.) .-· \J'i.,. 

Section l 720 Developer hereby agree.::; that Developer shall have the obligation to provide any 
and all disclosures or identifications required by California Labor Code Section 178!,. as the 
same may be enacted, adopted or amended from time to time, or any other similar to the 
extent applicable to Developer; provided, hmvever, nothing herein shall be deemed an agreement 
or adinission bv Develo12er that Deve101)ef and/or the Proiect or any j)Orfion of the Prniect is a . .,;. .. .,;. 

"public \Vork", Developer shall indemnify, protect, defend and hold harmless the City and its 
officers, employees, contractors and agents, with counsel reasonably acceptable to the City, from 
and against any and nll loss, fotbility, damage, claim, cost, expense and/or "increased costs" 
(induding reasonable attorneys' foes, court and litigation costs, and fees of c<.pert vlitnesses) 
\vhich, in connection Vlith the development, constmction (as defined by appEcabk hnv) and/or 
operation of the Improvernents, results or arises in any \Vay frrnn any of the fblkrwing: (1) the 
noncompliance by Developer of any applicable local, State and/or Federal Ja\.v, including, 
without liinitation, any applicable Federal and/or State labor laws (including, without lin1itation, 
any requirernent to pay State prevailing wages); (2) the imp!ernentation of California Senate Bill 
No. 966; (3) the implementation of California Labor Code Section 178 l, as the same may be 
enacted, adopted or amended from time to time, or any other similar lww; and/or (4) failure by 
Developer to provide any required disdosure or identification as rnay be required by California 
Labor Code Section 178 L as the sa1ne may be enacted, adopted or arnended from time to time, 
or any other similar la'iv. It is rnutualiy agreed by the parties that, in connection );Vifh the 
development, construction (as defined by apphc:i.ble law) and operation of the Improvements, 
incluc!ing, vlithout limitation, any public "vorks (as defined by applicable law) to be constructed 
as part of the Imprnvt:ments, Developer shall bear all risks of payment and/or non-payment of 
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State prevailing \Nages and/or the in1piementation of California Senate Bil! No .. 966 and/or 
California Labor Code Section ! 78 l, as the sarne may be enacted, adopted or amended from tin1e 
to time, and/or any other similar la1.v. ''ln<Teased costs 1

' as used in this Section 310 shaH have 
the meaning ascribed to it in California Labor Code Section J 781, as the same may be enacted, 
adopted or amended from time to time The foregoing indemnity shall survive termination of 
this /\e,rreement and shall continue afler co1npietion of the construction and developn1ent of the 
hnprovements by Devdoper. Ncitwithstanding, the foregoing, the parties agree and ackno,viedge 
the City Parcds are being con«..'eyed at a purchase price representing the fajr market price of the 
City Parcels established pursuant to an independent third party appraisal. 

K [§ 31 l] City and Other Governmental /\gencv Permits 

Before cornmencement of construction of the improvements upon each of the Arena Site, 
the West Parking Garage Site, the Ea.st Trnnsportation Site and the Hotel Site, Developer, \Vith 
the City's assistance \vhcre reasonably necessary and appropriate, shall secure or cause to be 
secured, any and a!l permits \.Vhich may, under applicable laws, statutes, rn!es and regulations 
required by the City or any other govermnenta! agency having jurisdiction over such 
constructi OIL 

[§ 312] ·R1' Pl1·t· nf ,~ ""''ecc: >;;<• • M., .. ,·'j."'I,.; ,.,,, 

Prior to the issuance of a Release of Construction Covenants for the Arena Site, the \-'Vest 
Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation Site and the Hotel Site, as app!icabk\ 
rep,resentatives of the Citv shall haven reasonable right of access to the a1;j)licabJ.e ·portion of the 

«" ":-./ .I: 

P , · S' · (-,·- ' , · 1 ' · , , · , , f:) '' · , h ! rq.Ject '" ite, upon two ."-} ousmess {1ays pnor 1,vntten notice re . eve1oper, \VJL,out c rnrges or 
fees, during nonna! construction hours for the purposes of inspection of the •xork being 
pett\xmed in constrncting the Improvements. !Iov/ever, no such notice shall be required in the 
event of an emergency involving the Prqject Site or any portion thereof 

Representatives of the City shall be tbose who are so Identified in writing by the City 
Iv1anager of the City (or his/her designee) necessary for such construction inspection purposes. 
Such representafrves sha1l also be responsible for providing any required tvritten tH)tice to 
Developer_ .AU activities perf(xmed on the Project Site by the City's representatives shall 
done in cornpiia.nce with nH applicable lai,vs, statutes, rules and regulations, and any written 
safety procedures, rules and regulations of Developer and and/or its contractors, and shall not 
unreasonably interfere Vlith the constmctlon of the Improvements or the transaction 
contemplated by th! s Agreement. 

M. 

The City shal! not be responsible for perfonning any work specified in the Scope of 
Development[, other than the decommissioning and relocation of the City-o\vned and operated 
potable v1ater well in accordance vlith the provisions of Section 702, at Developer's sole cost and 
expensel {Include restoration ohligatiott,'S: in the time periods in the Schedule <?(Pe1:fornumce 
(no later thun closing} for potential siadiumJHirldng and City restoration obligations to deliver 
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Prr~ject Site dear (~lull ct.m.wruction ma.terirt!sidebris based on ongoing use t~f the Prr~jec.t Site, 
Confirm 110 other C'ity obligations,] 

N. [,, ' 14·] 3 _') .··_ T' A c b 'I' i axes ""'ssessments .. c .. ncu.m ranees ana .A ens 

Developer shall pay \vhen due all real estate taxes and assessn1ents assessed and levied on 
or against the Project Site and all portions thereof~ subsequent to the Closing Date. Developer 
shall not place, or alknv to be placed on the Project Site or any portion thereof any mortgage, 
trust deed, encumbrance or Hen not authorized by or pursuant to this Agreement or not otbenvise 
authorized by the City. Developer shall renmve, or shall hm1e removecL. any levy or attachment 
made on the Project Site or any portion thereoC or shall assure the satisfaction thereof \vithin a 
reasonable ti1ne but in any event prior to a sale thereunder. Nothing herein contained shal! be 
deemed to prohibit Developer frorn contesting the validity or amount of any tax assessment, 
encurnbnmce or lien, nor to limit the remedies available to Developer in respect thereto. The 
covenants of Developer set forth in this Section 3 l 4 relating to the placement of any 
unauthorized mortgage, tmst deed, encumbrance, or lien, shall n:m1ain in effect only until a 
Release of Construction Covenants has been recorded ·with respect to the Arena Site, the \Vest 
Parking Garage She, the East Transportation Site or the Hotel Site, as applicable 

[§ 315] No Encumbrances except Mortgages, Deeds of Tn1£.L 
Convevam::es and Leasebacks or Other Convevance for Financ.Jng 
for Develooment 

After conveyance of title and possession of the Arena Site, the \Vest Parking (Jarage Site, 
the East Transportation Site or the Hotel. Site to Developer, rnrn.igages, deeds of trust, 
conveyances and leasebacks, or any other form of conveyance required for any reasonable 
method of financing are permitted i,vith respect to the Project Site at any time, prior to the 
recordation of the Release of Construction Covenants for the Arena Site, the West Parking 
Garage She, the East Transportation Site or the Hotel She, as applicable, but y for the pm1)ose 
of securing loans and fonds to be used for financing the acquisition of the Pn.aject, or portion 
thereof as applicable, the constrnction of the Improvements on the Prc~ject Site, and any other 
PX''"Jf-'"d· 1'tl"""'% J1"'''f''Z'''·'.""' 'll1"4 ''PP''Op0 l"'t.P t·n (~e\'"'L~j" fh" nr.n·l"'''t qJ' !!()J4,l'V~ tl1"'ff'""if··· ''% ")!j"l;,,"blP .,.,. i· '-''·" ... # "¥ ....... .., ..... ~u,,y (. .,; <-• . ; . ; .q, . ., .. ,_. '.I n.·hJ J ·""" r '-')"""'--' '" 1.- _ 1. ·'--" - ·'-' ,,,,. '"· u _. J '~'"''-'· J ... -, 

pursuant to the terms of this Agreement. Developer sha!.l notify the City in advance of any 
mortgage, deed of trust, conveyanH1 and leaseback, or other fCJrm of conveyance for financing if 
Developer proposes to enter into tbe same before tbe recordation of the Release of Construction 
Covenants_ 

Th"' V''JCfa ''m 'Th.rJlrre' aid "(!eerl of trwt' as use"l herein in'.'hrh "'11 other a1v1r0qri;:it<> .W ~\ !....,_, . t_} ,,._._,i:.;.t),.,,. '··v .. \.. ~9,:,._.-o!,. ........ ~. ,"). '··~ ,, __ ,..,.l .v·::; v .. ~·.l--·'-t'. {4v '··"'· . '···'1-· '·•f:·• .,,_.,.,_W 

modes of financing real estate acquisition, construction, and land devdoprnent,. including .. 
-.,vithout limitation, mezzanine financing 

Holder Not Oblirrated to Construct frnnrovenwnts 

The bolder of any mortgage, deed of trust or other security interest authorized by this 
Agreement shall in no \Vay be obligated by tbe provisions of this Agreement to construct or 
cornplete the Improvements or Public lnfrastn.Kture or to guarantee such construction or 
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completion; nor shall. any covenants or any other provision in a Grant Deed be so construed as to 
so obligate such holder. Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed or construed to permit, or 
authorize any such holder to devote the Project Site to any uses, or to construct any 
improvements thereon, otber than tbose uses or improvements provided for or authorized by this 
Agreement. 

Q. [§ 317] Notice of Default to i\fortgage, Deed of Trust or Other Secudtv 
Interest Holders: Riuht to Cure ~,.,.._,,.~,.·~·-~-···,.~,. .. ,..~.,.,. .. b;_,,.,_,_,,.~,.·-· 

Whenever the City shall deliver an:y notice or demand to Developer \;vith respect to any 
hrev··h rr ,·1 ·~fault lv · Develo1v"1· th"' Cit" ~l,qJ1 '11th" sqr1e tinP clHi''"Y t-i eT'h hf'lcler nf f'"cord '.')f ~-- ,(.-c,,.;.,. -~ \. t: . . .Y... y"'"'·"~ .. """' •.·· } ~j. H .. ,, ( ' . .., .. c. ~ ~.-.. .:.. •} .. .:.C .:.C ... "t.-t: J . ..... {.\... "· .· -~ .:. ' .• .. ""'"' ... _,_. \. 

any mortgage, deed of trust or other security interest authorized by this Agreement a copy of 
such notice or demand. Each such holder shall (insofar as the rights of the City are concerned) 
have the right at its option (but without any obligation} within the later of ninety (90) days after 
the receipt of the notice or thirty (JO) days follmving any applicable cure period accorded to 
Developer, to cure or remedy, or commence to cure or remedy, any such default and to add the 
cost thereof to the security interest debt and the hen of its security interest~ provided, hovvever., 
that in the case of a default \vhich cannot di!ir:entlv be remedied or cured, or the remedv or cure 

~ ,.. ' ~· 

of which cannot be commenced within such 90-day or 30-day peri(xL such holder shall have 
such additional time as reasonably necessary to remedy or cure such default with diligence and 
continuity_ If such default shall be a default \.Vhkh can only be remedied or cured by such holder 
upon obtaining possession of the property or other asset subject to the applicable mortgage, deed 
'.'Jf tn1"t or ·-~·th-~r Se'Ttrltv interest ?nthoriz·,ri bv this ,\ureenv~nt 'Yd such hcli"ier has elect"'i to <:.. .•..• ~.;:,.. -'" C ... <: . ........ C:.. . -~ .. :,..,." ~·-- ,_;,;.,_. .. __ t;;;. ~ 1 ~--'··..: 0 ~-""'"'~ ~ <.. l. , __ , . ., ,_l ~-t.~ .t:::\. _, 

remedy or cure such default, such holder shal.! seek to obtain possession of the applicable 
property or other asset with diligence and continuity through foredosure, deed in lieu of 
frweclosure or such other procedure as the holder may elect, and shall remedy or cure such 
default \vithin one hundred and twenty (120} days after obtaining possession; provided, however,. 
that in the case of a default which cannot diligently be remedied or cured, or the remedy or cure 
of \Vhich cannot be commenced \Vithin such !20-day period, such holder shall have such 
additional time as reasonablv necessarv to rernedv or cure such default with diforence and ..... .,' .,.. .;.,../ 

continuity Nothing contained in this Agreement shaI! be deemed to permit or authorize such 
holder to undertake or continue the construction or completion of the rmprovernents (beyond the 
extent necessary to conserve or protect the Improvements or construction already made) \:vithout 
first having ex.pressiy assurned Developer's obligations to the City by •vritten agreement 
reasonablv satisfactorv to the Citv; i)rovided, ho\vever, such holder shall no! be bound by any "" / ., . 1" . . ~ •< 

amendment impieinentation, or modification to this Agree1nent to which such lender has not 
given its prior written consent for Developer to enter into i\ny such holder that has so assumed 
Developer's obligations to the City shall not be required to rernedy or cure any default of 
Developer that is not susceptib!e of being cured by such holder, Any such holder that has so 
assumed De·ve!oper's obligations to the City must agree to complete, in the manner provided in 
this Agreement the hnprovernents to \Vhich the lien or title of such holder related, and submit 
'":;rlen,-·e C"ctsonqblv s<>ti·--Fv··tcrv t"'' th·~ Cit•' th'lt it (y '~ (leveknment nrn11quer ret'lined by· such c.\ ,,...._ . \.,; , c-:t. , ___ ,_ ..,i:: .. .> . .;r • a.,_ ~ <- ~-.~- -~ } u . t ... . ,_} <- -~ ,_ ,, ( .. :....:. , •.• *... . ... ..,~.-e ,. ,... -<- . · •. , __ 

holder, has the qualifications and/or financial responsibiI!ty necessaJy to perf"hnn such 
obligations. Any such holder properly completing such frnprovernents shall be entitled, upon 
v.-ritten request made to the City, to a Release of Construction Covenants as to the Arena Site, the 
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\Vest Parking <::larage Site, the East Transportation Site and the Hotel Site, as appl!cahk from 
the City For purposes of this Section 3 i 7, the term "holder" shall be deemed to include any 
deslgnee, nominee or affiHate of such holder as v1eH as any other foreclosure e purchaser or 
any purchaser taking title directly from such holder, designee, nominee or affl!iate fbllcn.ving 
foreclosure. 

R. [§ 318] Right of Citv to Cure tvlortgage, Deed of Trust or Other Security 
!n:t,~n;)'flJ2:rJµuh 

In the event of a default or breach Developer of a mongage, deed of trust or otber 
security interest \vith respect to the Project Site prior to the issuance of a Release of Construction 
Covenants as to the Arena Site, the West Parking (iarnge Site., the East Transportation Site and 
the Hotel Site, as applicable, by the City, and the holder has not exercised its option to complete 
the Irnpmvernents thereon, the City rnay cure any rnonetary default prior to completion of any 
foreclosure In such event, the City shaH be entitled to reimbursement from Developer of all 
costs and expenses incurred by the City h1 curing the default The City shall also be entitled to a 
.lien upon the Project Site to the e;;dent of such costs and disburse1nents,. \Vhich lien sbaH be 
subordinate to anv such mortn;rme, deed of trust or other securitv interest 

~· ~ ... · ~ .,' 

Notvdthstandinu the nreceding j)araura1)h, Developer hereby acknov/ledrres that the Citv ..,,..- J }.,.· . i..,., . ., •. -:.;./ .... 

shall be under no obligation pursuant to this Section 318 to cure any such default. 

S. Bight of the Citv to Satisfv Other Liens on tbe PrQpert_y after Title 
Passes 

Prior to the recordation of a Release of Constmction Covenants as to the i\rena Site,. the 
'¥Vest Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation Site and the Hotel Site, as applicable, if 
Developer, after a thirty (30) day period foU01,ving its receipt of notice of the existence of any 
such liens or encumbrance:::;, has failed to challenge, cure or satist:r· any such 'Liens or 
encumbrances on the Project Site (or the applicable portion thereof), the City shall have the right 
to satisfy any such liens or encumbrances: provided, however, that nothing in this Agreement 
shall require Developer to pay or nrnke provisions for the pay1nent of any tax, assessment, lien or 
charge so long as Developer in good fahh contests the validity nr amount thereof, and so long as 
such delay in payment shall not subject the Pnaject Site (or the applicable portion thereof) to 
forfeiture or sale 

T. Release of Construction Covenants 

Pr"•Jln)tb "<fter C'JlH)leti(>n nf t\p a1v1lic~hle Im1wov'.'PF~;11s ·:r "":iifon·«'.:1) h~, foytJ L. ;:;l . ) {.:,.. ' ..... u. ··1 J. •.. ~ .c. ;;._,:t··. <. .. }., . .:·•V ,_ C.;:; .W? . . ,.. i:.:..~ C:~.:...... ~ .:..,..:. ).,/ . "~· 

inspection apprnva!s by the City, the City .sha1l furnish Developer with a Release of Construction 
Covenants as to each of the Arena Site, the \Vest Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation 
\;,;'. I ·1 I l . J s·, ·i, •t I . ,, o·~~ I i' %'' . ' %'' .. ") , t ' . ,,ize ant ue ·· ote ,.Jte, as appdca '.le (eacn a nelease 01 l .. onstrncnon l.,.ovemmts , vnti.un ten 
0 0) business days upon vvritten recruest therefor Devdoper. Such Release of Construction 
Crnew1nts slr1ll be 'rnd ;h'1ll '>·f' st"v~ ·''.'Jff''lusiv'~ ·"iet·"rn1i1nthn of .:·'lfr·f'V"iPrv cPnv1letion ·"if th~ .•.. \ . :i.. ~- ,__ 11.. :· {. . •• (. . ···- .> ~ ... {..,.·lo."'""> t.:A. t...:.. ,_. """' ..... e .. .., . 11.. . <:. ,_ ~:>:::;:;..,_ ~ .... <. ~ ,_ ,; ..... .> . :t·· . . ,_., . :c... ..., .c 

construction required by this /\greernent upon each of the Arena Site, the \Vest Parking (}arage 
Site, the East Transportation Site and the Hotel Site, as applicable, in substantial compliance 
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Viith the Drzn.vings, and of foll cornphance v:ith the tenns hereof W'ith respect to the construction 
of the hnprovements upon such portion of the Project Site. After the recordation of the Release 
of Construction Covenants viith regard to the Arena Site, the \Vest Parking Garage Site, the E.ast 
Transportation Site and tbe Hotel Site, as applicable, any party then owning or therea11er 
purdwsing, leasing, or othenvise acquiring any interest therein shall not (because of such 
O\VtH~rship, purchase,. lease or acquisition) incur any obligation or liability under this Agreernent 
except that such party shall be bound any covenants contained in applicable Grant Deed for 
the Arena Site, the West Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation Site or the Hotel Site. 
Neither the City nor any other person, after the recordation of the Release of Construction 
Covenants, shaH have any rights, remedies or controls that it \.vou!d othenvise have or be entitled 
to exercise under this Agreement \Vith respect to the Arena Site, the Vi/est Parking Garage Site, 
the East Transportation Site and the Hotel Site, as applicable, as a result of a default in or breach 
of any provision of this /\greement, and the respective rights and obligations of the parties with 
reference to the Prqjcct Site (or portion thereof) shall be limited thereafter to those set forth in 
the applicable Grant Deed. The parties shall take such actions and execute such documents as 
may be necessary or advisable to memorialize the termination of this Agreement as to the Arena 
Site, the West Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation Site and the Hotel Site., as applicable 
,prornpdy upon the reconlation of a Release of Construction Covenants. 

Each Release of Construction Covenants shall be in such form as to permit it to be 
recorded in the Office of the Recorder of Los /\nge!es County 

If the City refmes or fa.iis to furnish a Release of Constrnction Covenants after 'Nrltten 
request from Developer, the City shall, vvithin ten (IO) business days of the 'ivritten request, 
provide Developer with a ,,:vritten statement vvhich describes with specificity Developer's failure 
to construct the applicable Irnprovernents pursuant to this .A.green1ent and explains the reasonable 
reasons the City ref\Jsed or failed to furnish a Release of Construction Cov'l:nants. The statement 
shaH also contain the City's opinion of the action Developer rnust take to obtain a Release of 
Construction Covenants. If the reasons fbr such refusal are confined to the irnmediate 
unavailabilitv of sr1ecific items or materials for landscaninu, the Cit\1 'will issue its Release of ., .:: v. ) 

Construction Covenants upon the posting of a bond by Developer vvith the City in an amount 
representing a fair value of the >vork not yet completed Jf the City shall lrnve failed to provide 
such -rvritten statement within said ten ( 10) business day period, Developer shall be deemed 
entitled to the Release of Construction Covenants. 

A Release of Construction Covenants shall not constitute evidence of compliance v,;ith or 
, f'' ' f t l' ' " .[) j h •,.; ~ < " sails action o any no tgation or . eve oper to any . 01uer ot a mortgage, or any msurcr or a 

rnortgage securing 1noney loaned to finance the Improve1nents, nor any part thereof A Rdease 
of Construction Covenants is not a Notice of Completion as reforred to in Section 3093 of the 
California Civil Code. 

U, !§ 32jj Project Identification Sign 

Prior to conmiencement of any construction on the Project Site, up until the issuance of a 
Release of Construction Covenants by the City for the .t\rena Site, Developer shall prepare and 
install, at its cost and expense, a f.m~ect identification sign at one location a!ong the street 
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frontage of the Prc~ject Site. The sign shaU be at least [eighteen (!8) square feet] in size and 
visible to passing pedestrian and vehicular traffic. The design of the sign as 1;veil as its proposed 
location shaH be submitted to the City for revievi and approval, Vihlch approval shall be given or 
reasonably svithheld within five (5) business days prior to installation. The sign shall,. at a 
minimum, include: 

Development name: lng!mvood Basketball and Entenainment Center 

Developer: IvlURPH'ltS BO\VL LLC 

Mayor 
Council members: 

Jaffies T Butts, Jr. 
George \V. Dotson,. lst District 
Alex Padiila, 2nd District 
Elroy Morales, Jr., 
Ralph L. Franklin, 

3rd Di strict 
4th District 

Estimated Completion Date·~~~~~~~' 202A 
For information call 

~------

Developer sha!l obtain a current roster of tbe City's officials before signs are printed. 

The City acknowfodges that Developer currently intends to 'Transfer the Hotel Site to a 
third~party developer for the development and constmction of a hotel and that the Scope of 
Development does not address the construction of such hotel. /C'onjirm not addressing Hi;tel in 
Scope t?( Development- to be provided by thinl-par{v developer upon cotWf!JYUu:ef Provided 
th 't th· T·' ·f'"· · f' f!'P< I·J 1t··j C<'t··· '•· t··l f 1 n ... ·"' · ·f 't'' Af'"t.~l;,.t· ., +! ·· (~"t·,,l,, .d .. e .1r.tns er u ,i., ... ice ,.,1 e is l.. l .h ~,r on ... •> t ,,,, .n ... 1 Ht e:::;., ~.1e · .. 1./ ·"' 

consent shall not be required; provided, !10\:vever, Developer shall obtain the Cit;/s consent, if 
required under Section J 06, for a Trnnsfor to an:y other Person. Notv•iithstanding the f()regoing, 
in connection v/iH1 any TrnnsftT of Hotel Site, the Transferee shall assume Developers 
obligations under this Agreement as to the Hotel Site (which obligations may be arnended and 
restated bet\veen the Transferee and the City, as the City rnay reasonably require} and De\leloper 
shall be released from all obligations hereunder as to the Hotel Site Any Transferee of the Hate! 
Site shall he solely responsibfe for obtaining all land use entitlements and permits required for 
the development and construction on the Hotel Site. 

JV. USE OF THE PROJECT S !TE 

[§ 401] Use of the i\rena Site 

As more particularly set forth in the Arena Site Use Agreen1en1 (City Parcels) attached 
hereto as A.ttadunent No. 9A.-l, Developer CO'</enants and agrees that for a period of twenty (20) 
years fol!o1,ving the reconfation of the Release of Construction Covenants fo.r the Arena Site, 
Developer not shal! utilize the Asena She for any other use, other than the Arena Use i,vithout the 
prior V/rltten consent of the City. ff Developer utilizes the Arena Site for any other use, other 
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than the Arena Use, the City rnay serve written notice of such breach upon DevdopeL If 
Developer fails to cease such unpermitted use within thirty (30) days after receipt of a notice 
from the City, then the City may thereafter (but not before, unless necessary to prevent 
immediate harrn), as the City's sok remedy, commence an action for specific perfbrrnance or 
prohibitory in.iunction 'with respect to such unpennitted use. The Arena Site Use Agreement 
(City Parcels) shall be recorded upon transfer fee sirnple absolute title to Developer for each City 
Parcel in the Arena Site. 

:\,. HF)fe q'u\i,··nh.rl" S"t fn.rth in th'~ Ar-~na Site Use ,'\,Feement (Potenti·11J·: P<1rli"i1yHinn' > ..•. :) . v \ ' :t·· {4.:. ~ "'.,..,.: ·~ . (. .:. ) ~ <:;:. \,._:. . ~ . ""'-' ,. ""-"" _i; :... . _, '· .l ,e.,::; ,..,. . . . .•. . ' ~ -~- {. ) ~ •. \.. .. l :(;:;.,,_ . . b 

Parcels) attached hereto as .Attachment No. 9Aw2., Developer sha!I further agree (in addition to 
the covenant set forth in the previous paragraph) that if Developer utilizes any Potentially 
Participating Pared acquired by the City through filing of a Fina! Order for any other use, other 
than the Arena Use during such twenty (20) year period, the City may serve written notice of 
such breach upon Developer. If Developer fails to cease such unpennitted use \vithin six (6} 
moths a.Her receipt of a. second notice frorn the City (delivered not less than 30 days follo~Ning 
il , . .<". "t·1 t' ,,\ 11 > ti ··.,(~'·f,. ':th"''"-f1"' ''1h·'f''· :'<• ,., jex '>""-'! tt' ,d'l't' 1 . tl '·' ·'>· · '.,j' ,1(llL<:> LO.ICt1, ,1(11 ;}<;,,!,]may' t:ltd ,!Vl,dS ,.( ,,lt) ,)::,Oxl(JL\;,{,) \rna (!J(hltO 1,,lCl1kC) 

set forth in the previous paragraph), cotT1mence an action to tenninate and revest in the City such 
Potentially Participating Parcel com1eyed to Developer. The Arena Site Use Agreement 
(PotemlaHy Participating Parcels) shaH be n:::corded upon transfer fee simple absolute title to 
Developer for each Potentia.fry Participating Parcel acquired by the City through filing of a Final 
Order a.s to such Potentially Participating ParceL 

r& .. 402.I l. ~- . Ivlaintenance of the Proiect Site 

From the date of this Agreement until Closing, the City au.rees to continue hs 
maintenance of the Project Site in the same rnanner as \Vas conducted in the ordinary course of 
business prior to the elate of this Agreement /Discuss potential stadium parking issues. City 
restoration obligations ta deliver Pndect Site clear t~l all cotu.«tnu:tion .materia!.<;/debris based 
on ongoing utw:: <?r the Pndect Site, other obligations related to Cizv 's continued use of the 
Pr£~ject Sitej During constmction of the Improvements, Developer shall maintain Project Site in 
a good and professional manner, keep the Prc~ect Site reasonably free from graffiti and any 
accumulation of debris or waste materials and perfr!f1n its construction ncti vi ties in coinpliance 
\.Vith al! applicable equal opportunity standards established by Federal, State and local 

!§ 403] 

Deve!oper covenants and agrees that (!) there shall be no discrimination against or 
segregation of any person,, or group of persons, on account of sex, marital status .. race .. color, 
creed. religion,. national origin or ancestry in the sale, lease,, sublease, transfer, use, occupancy,. 
tenure or en.ioyn1ent of the Project Site and (ii) neither Developer nor any person claiming under 
or through it shall establish or permit any such practice or practices of discrimination or 
segregation vvith reference to the selection, location, numbec. use or occupancy of tenants, 
lessees, subtenants, subkssees, or vendees of the Pn~ject Site. 
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[§ 404] 

Developer shall refrain from restriding the rental, sale or lease of the Project Site on the 
basis of sex, marital status, race, color, creed, religion, ancestry or national origin of any person. 
Ali deeds, leases or contracts shall contain or be subject to substantia!Iy the foilcn.ving 
nondiscrimination or nonsegregation clauses. 

Jn deeds: "The grantee here! n covenants by and for itseH: its successors and 
assigns, and all persons claiming under or through them, that there shaH be no 
discri.mination against or segregation of any person or group of persons on 
account of sex, nrnrital status, race, color, creed, religion, national origin or 
ancestry in the sale, lease, sublease, transfer, use, occupancy, tenure or enjoy1nent 
of the land herein conveyed, nor shall the grnntte itself or any person dain1ing 
under or through it establish or permit any such practice or practices of 
discri.mination or segregation \.Vith reference to the selection, location,. number,, 
use or occupancy of tenants, lessees, subtenants, sublessees, or vendees in the 
land herein conveyed, The foregoing covenants shall run \Vith the land.'' 

ln !eases. "The lessee herein covenants by and for itself, its successors and 
assimis, and all rJersons claiming under or thrrn1rr11 them, and this lease is made w t ~ ~ 

and accepted upon and subject to the fcjlknving conditions: 

''That there shall be no discrimination against or segregation of any person or 
-PTn~'tP of r)ersow, nn accnunt pf se'' *H''ff't·1l ~"/Mus nlce "olnr crc~rJ r··li>7i --,n C.-.~!'..· .·.v. :' '· ,,.., .• .., ... ;)'., •... ·" 1 .... ,.,.. X.l' .. -~ -.. ,\.~ "·· { .. 6 .(. .... :;..,_ ...... , •• '·".: .:;it .. ') t.,,. .•.• ;:;"-..1 '} ,$"..,.(,. ".: . t.._.. {:;s·\}.) 

qJ·',-1,'jn'r(? )''· ,, 't ,;, +! l.,,;_tJ ·'sb] ,.,' <~ -· t·' <' f'- ,.,t''.,-.'t,·r ,_ n,*dd1d ,_,n,=);1 U .:!B<:e::d) xrl de e<:!Al:10 , SL ed.5111,=,, ren 111,?, L'!H~.e~rL10, Use, 
occupanc:i;, tenure or enjoyment of the land herein leased, nor shall lessee itself, 
or any person damming under or through it, establish or permit such practice or 
practices of discrimination or segregation with reference to the selection, location, 
.,1.llfl"Jt)el"' ll'"C: <"'f "'l"Cl'j")"'flC"" n.f t 1"J.l'H'tS. ]""""''C's. '"l '.h[··,~ser:w ''l't',t"1·v11·1t· '' n" ';"lH1ee·" 3 . .. t '· ".: .. ~ \.;; \.J\... ..... . ~. ·;t.=.. } \.;; ........... (.-,:::3. ''·'') . ~ .... ""5~;-C. :....~ .. ~ ..... ~·!>.. t ............ ..... .......-.:),, .:) .d;; c .. ... ~. ..:),, OJ[ ..,, c .. .,.,_J .,.,,.~ 

in the !and herein leased.'' 

3. In contracts; 'There shall be no discrimination against or segregation of any 
person or group of persons on account of sex, marital status., race, color,, religion, 
creed, nation.a! origin or ancestry in the sa!e, lease, sublease, transfer, use, 
occupancy, tenure or enjoyment of the land, nor shall the transferee itself or any 
person claiming under or through it, establish or permit any such practice or 
practices of discrimination or segregation vvith reference to the selection, location, 
number, use or occupancy of tenants, lessees, subtenants, sublessees., or vendees 
of the !and." 

[§ 4051 

The covenants established in this Agreement shaH, without regard to technical 
classification and desiunation. be bindinu on Develoner f(x the benefit and in favor of the Cit\/ 

<.;,/ . ..,_,,. .:: .: 

Any covenants, conditions or restrictions that are intended to smvive the recordation of the 
Release of Construction Covenants by the City shall he contained in a Grant Deed, the Arena 
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S', f' ' ,,..,, p j ,, -! ,\ S~" lJ t (T) ' j'' p ' ' " , ne use .Agreernent (City , . an:e S) or me hrena '" ite ;, se 11greernent r otentuuy . nrticipmmg 
Parcels) and shall rernain in effect for the period specified therein {Only contemplate cqvemmts 
in Section 4fJ4 to survive the Release tf (:fms.truction Covemmts- :reparate lh;e .4greements to 
be recorded against the Area Site/ The parties expressly acknov,dedge and agree that certain 
benefits set forth ln the Development A.greernenl, if entered into by the parties, are intended to, 
and wdL survive the recordation of the Release of Construction Covenants in accordance 'With 
the tenns of the Development Agreement Covenants,, conditions and restrictions in this 
Agreernent not expressly set forth in a Grant Deed, the Arena Site Use Agreement (City Parcels) 
or tbe Arena Site Use Agreement (Potentially Participating Parcels) shall terminate upon the 
issuance of a Release of Construction Covenants. 

\/, [§ 500] DEF/\ULTS, REiVIEDlES AND TERiVHNA'TION 

[§50 !] 

Subject to the extensions of time set forth in Section 605 and the notice and cure periods 
provided in Se~Jions 507-5 l2 hereof, any n1aterial failure or delay by any party to perform any 
term or provision of this Agreernent shall constitute a default under this /\greement The party 
v1ho fails or delays must promptly commence to cure,, correct or remedy such failure or delay 
and continue to take all steps necessary to completely cure, correct or remedy such failure or 
de!ay \Vith reasonable diligence, JC:rmsider clurijJ-ing that a "Deff.1ult" on(v occurs t4tt!r notice 
and an apporitmi~r to cure, use of /<default" bt!fore notice und cure is not consistent with euclt 
party 1s ohligatitms/(:ure rights/ 

'Tl"'' ' "' l ' 't'' "'! ''li u; ,, P' 'tt'0 ,, nt'{" yf,,l, t;,, lt t'n th· Y rt";,. l, t'~ dt " ,,.,,'f;: J t!'0 , 1.,,, lrlJUleU pr.H )' .:.1d 0 ,:ve ,,r; ,.,,n 11,., J,.,.e Lx ~ eAU, ,,,, ,,e pd, j Xl ise .d,L,, ,:.pevt yrng ,,!,., 

default complained of by the injured party Failure or delay in giving such notice shall not 
constitute a \:vaiver of any default Except as othenvise expressly provided in this Agreement, 
any fatilures or delays by any p1u1y in asserting any of Its rights and remedies as to any default 
shall not or;erate as a ,waiver of anv default or of anv such rirrhts or rernedies, Dclavs bv anv 

~· ·' <.,, .. • ..... ~ ~ 

party in asserting any of its rights and rernedies shall not deprive an:y party of its right to institute 
and maintain any actions or proceedings \Vhich it may deem necessary to protect, assert or 
enforce any such rights or remedies provided such actions or proceedings are initiated prior to 
the default being cured by the defaulting party, 

[~ 502] Legal Actions 

l Institution of Legal Actions: Venue 

Subject to the tenns of this Agreernent, any party rnay institute legal acuon to cure, 
correct or remedy any default, to recover dmmiges tbr any default, or to obtain any other remedy 
consistent v;ith the terms of this ,Agreement The parties hereby agree that in the event of 
litigation benveen the parties, venue fix litigation brought in any State court shall lie exclusively 
in the County of Los Angeles, Superior Court, Southwest District located at 825 Maple Avenue, 
Torrance, California. 90503-5058, and venue for any litigation brought in any Federal court shall 
lie exclusively in the Centrnl District of California, Los Angeles, 
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The hnvs of the State of California shaH g{rvern the interrretation and enforcernent of this 
Agreement and the legal relations between the parties. 

3. Acceptance of Service of Process 

If 'Tn" l"ual '1ctinn i ,, c.nnvnenred bv Develnr'er 'H•'linst the Citu s<>P:ir·e 0f !1f(Y'ess ''Jn the .... <. / "'°'b ::::.,, ,::;o ... ):._...\...- "· ·"""'-'' --·,:r ~o.> .... ;;..,.C{,,;.,,. ,,.., ..,.::;.}>'·.v::;\,,"'.,.,.: '·· fil-··~t.. , .. ~ti.. .,, 

City shall be 1nade by personal service upon the City !vTanager, fff in such other manner as may 
be orovided bv la\:v. ::; ..,, 

ff anv Je2,al action is commenced bv the Citv ar::alnst Developer. service of r;rocess on .. ~.... . .,. .....,· ., .· l 

D<"velo11er sh1Ji he l'fnde lr 1Jers01vl servic0 p~nn :"'"!" offker nr z"w11pa)nu m<"tnber of . ""'" . , :.-. .... . xl x .._.. :.-.. { . ,'f , ., .... . .. ~-:, · . . ""'. .,~t' \... · .. -:.:;:-:. ,.'f .. ""' '-' :,. ~ ·· ,~·c· ·,":}:; . .:-. ~ . .:-.·. · · 

Developer and shaH valid \Vhether made within or 1,vithout the State of California, or in such 
manner as may be provided by Jm.v, 

c [§ 506] 

Except \vith respect to rights and remedies expressly dedased to be e>rn!usive in this 
Agreement, the rights and remedies of the parties are curnulative, and the exercise by any party 
of one or rnore of such rights or remedies shall not preclude the exercise by it at the same or 
different times, of any other rights or remedies for the same defrruit or any other default by any 
other party. 

D, [§ 507] Damages 

The panics have determined that, except in connection \:vhh a party's default of its 
express monetary payment or reimbursement obligations under this Agreement kl{, the 
indemnity obligations under Sections 220, 223, or 307 or those payrnent obligations under 
Section 205), monetary damages are an inappropriate rernedy for any default hereunder. If any 
party is in default Yvith regard to any of the provisions of this Agreernent relating to monetary 
pnyments or reirnbursements due by such party, the non-defaulting party shaH serve written 
notice of such defa.ult upon the defaulting party. If the default is not cured by the defaulting 
party \Vithin thirty (30) days after receipt of a notice of default, then the non-defaulting party 
may thereafter (but not befrffe) conunence an action fbr darnages against the defaulting party 
·with respect to such default Notwithstnnding the frffegoing, Developer and the City would not 
have entered into this .AgreeJT1ent if they could be hable for indirect or consequential, p1.m!tive, or 
special damages Accordingly, Developer and the City each waive any costs, dairns, damages or 
liabilities against, and C.(J\:errnnt not to sue, the other pany for indirect, consequential, punitive, or 
special damages, including loss of profit, loss of business opprntunity, or damage to goodwHL 

E ! s .;r 8] .~· ., u . 

ln addition to the rights and remedies set forth in Section 507 hereof if any party ts rn 
default \Vith regard to any of the provisions of this Agreement, the non"defaulting party shall 
serve •Nrltten notice of such default upon the defaulting party. If the default is not cured by the 
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defaulting party within thirty (30) days after receipt of a notice of default, then the non
defaulting party may thereafter (but not before, unless necessary to prevent irnmediate harrn) 
commence an action far specific performance of the terms of this Agreement with respect to 
such default However, if the default is the type in vvhich the defaulting party is Incapable of 
curing \:vithln the thirty (30) day cure period, then if the defaulting party fails to commence the 
necessarv actions to cure the default vvithin the rcQuisite thirtv (30) davs and fails to continuouslv 

·" )I_ .~ •• • •• -.~ 

and diligently cure the subject default 'within a reasonable period of tirne after cornmencement, 
then the non-defaulting party may thereafter {but not before, unless necessary to prevent 
immediate harm) commence an action fbr specific perfonmrnce of the terms of this Agreement 
against the defaulting party \,vith respect to such default 

F. 

! . 

[f prior to the conveyance of title and possession of the Prt~\!ect Site to Developer 
pursuant to the provisions of this A.greernent 

a. Developer is unable, despite using cornrnercialiy reasonable ettorts, to 
obtain any of the Subsequent .Approvals: or 

b. Developer is unable, despite using comm.ercially reasonable efforts, to 
obtain financing consistent with this Agreement fax the acquisition of the 
Project Site and construction of the lmprovernents and to deliver to the 
City any submission of evidence of such financing ·within the times set 
forth in the Schedu.le of Perforrnance; or 

c. there bas occurred a material change to the condition of the Project Site or 
title to the Project Site (including, 'ivitbout !imitation, entry of judgment 
affecting title or the right of the City to deliver possession of any City 
ParceL the !rnposition of any assessffient district which has not been 
consented to Developer) since the Effective Date or an erninent domain 
action is initiated against aH or any portion of the Prqiect Site (other than 
an eminent domain action initiated by the City as to the Potentially 
Participating Parcels); or 

d. there has occurred a material change in the market and/or local, State or 
national economy \Vhich, in the 'WTitten and reasonable opinion of 
Developer, negatively impacts the ability of Developer to develop, finance 
and/or lease the Prc~ject; or 

e. the City is unable, despite using cmrunercially reasonable efi(nts, to tender 
conveyance of title to all City Parcels and the complete and absolutt right 
to possession thereof without lis pendens to Developer in the rnanner and 
condition, and v;ithin the established time therefor in the Schedule of 
Pe1fcmnance; or 
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f the City is unable to acquire fee simple absolute title to the Potentially 
Participating Parcels (other than those Pcitentially Participating Parcels 
acquired directly by Developer) by purchase, exchange, gift, eminent 
domain proceedings or any other method avai.lable to the City under 
Federal or State Ia;;v (recounlzinu that the institution of eininent domain 

·, ~/ ........ 

proceedings shall be at the sole discretion of the City) and to tender 
conveyance of title to the Potentially Participating Parcels and the 
complete and absolute right to possession thereof to Developer in the 
manner and condition, and ·within the established time therefor in the 
Schedule of Performance, recognizing that Developer may elect, pursua.nt 
to Section 204,. to accept from the City the conveyance of the City's rights 
of possession under an Order ofPrejudgn1ent Possession prior to the City's 
ai:::quisithm of title and the filing of a Final Order as to a Potentially 
Participating Parcel, and have the City transfer fee simple absolute title to 
the Potential!y Participating Pan::els upon the filing of the Final Order; or 

g. the City fails to elect to vacate and abandon the R.ight-Of·Way Areas and 
the Potential Pedestrian Bridge Airspace v1ithin the established time 
therefor in the Schedule of Performance (recognizing that such vacation 
proceedings shall be at tbe so!e discretion of the City) or is thereafter 
unable to tender convevance of title to the Rittht-Of-\Vav Areas and the .. ..,.,... ,.' 

Potential Pedestrian Bridge Airspace and the complete and absolute right 
to possession to Devdoper in the manner and condition, and within the 
established time therefor in the Schedule of Performance; or 

h. the Title Company is unwil.ling or unable to issue the Title Policy at 
closing, or 

if Developer fails to approve the FAA Restrictions on or before the date 
'd :l ,. ' , .,. S' I ,.J l ''P ,, pmvt · e(. meretor 1 n me , c 1euu e or •. errormance, or 

l if any Challenge is filed relating to this Agreement, including any 
challenge to the validity of this Agreement or any of its provisions, or if a 
referendum petition relating to this AgreenHmt is timely and duly 
circulated,. filed, and certified as valid, or 

k City fails to timely perform any material obligation required of City under 
this Agreement, or 

L if Developer reasonably concludes that Developer \VHI be unable, despite 
using cornrnerciaJ!y reasonable efforts, to complete construction of the 
·r~.f"''J'er·t· ;,.,, o.·11·1:·1·~1,~iei>t t:n·i·~ tn •d;]he th"' "."'''.lF'. i:-,,..~. PJ'')i''.'e,:''"in1~''•l h'l'"\"'*["P]I ~_,.~· ~ ~:t...11: a·>. . \...~. ~·'· 3 ... 1'...,. ... ;i,,._i. tn.:..l ~~-"" . w <:13.C. ~~~ ~-.h S-' _, ,.,.):'3 ... ·::-~oe.._i. .~G. ,_, .{.S,;-L."'°'.:.. J<.3 .. 

games for the 2024-2025 NBA season (including typical pre-season use), 

and, if any such defau!t(s) or failure(s) referred to in subdivision (a) through (J) of this Section 
5 IO is susceptible to cure by the City and shall not be cured within thirty (30) days after the date 
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of written dernand therefor by Developer,, then this Agreernent and any rights of the City in this 
Agreement, may., at the option of Developer., be terminated \vith respect to the Site 1,vritten 
notice thereof to the City, and neither Developer, nor any assignee or transferee of Developer, 
shall have any further rights against or liability to the City under this Agreement with respect to 
the Site. 

[§511] Termination bv Cit-v 

A. First, if prior to the conveyance of title and possession of the Site to Developer 
pursuant to the provisions of this Agreement: 

Developer shall fail to deliver to the City any submission of evidence of 
equity and, if applicable, financing commitnH:'.ntS \Vith respect to the Site 
\Vlihin the times s,et forth in tbe Schedule of Perhmmmce; or 

Developer, in violation of the provisions of this Agreement, Transfers or 
attcmrHs to Transfer this Agreement or m1v riu,ht herein, or in the Project 

~ / ~~ ~ 

Site (or portion thereof), or 

there is a Change in Control m the o\vnership of Developer, or with 
res1)ect to the idemitv of the r;arties in control of DcvdorJeL or the dea_ree 

~ # v 

thereof contrary to the pruvisions of Section 106, in violation of the 
provisions of this Agreement:, or 

Developer does not deliver the Drwwings 1,vithin the times set forth in the 
Schedule of PerhffnHince without the advance ;,vritten consent of the City; 
or 

5 Developer does ncrt pay the Total Site Costs and take title and possession 
to the Project Site by the date provided therefor in the Schedule of 
Performance, under a tender of conveyance by the City pursuant to this 
Agreement other than as a result of a prior tennination of this Agreement 
or a default by the City; or 

6. Developer fails to approve the FAA Restrictions on or befbre the date 
provided therefZJr in the Schedule of Performance" or 

7. Developer fails to timely perfonn aJ1y other material obligation of the 
developtnent of the Site as required under this Agreenient, 

R Secondly,, if the City serves Developer \Vitb a 'Written dernand specif\'ing with 
particularity Developer's failure under subdivisions 1) through 8) of the foregoing 
part .A of this Section 5! l, and such failure is not cured 'iNithin thirty (30) days 
after the date of such written demand by the City, or if the failure is the type in 
which Developer is incapable of curing \Vtthin the thb1y (30) day period, then if 
Developer fails to commence the necessary actions to cure the faHure within the 
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requisite thirty (30) days and fai!s to continuously and di!igendy cure the failure 
viithin a reasonable period .of time after comrnencen1ent, 

then this Agreement and any rights of Devel op er in this .Agreement., or arising therefrom with 
respect to the City nwy, at the option of the City, be terminated \Vlth respect to the Project Site 

vvritten notice of the City given to De,veloper speciJ:'.ying such termination, and thereafter 
neither the City nor Developer, nor any assignee or transferee of Developer, shall have any 
further rights against or liability to the other under this Agreement vvith respect to the Site. 

Right of Re~Entrv 

The Gty shall have the right at its sole option, to reenter and take possession of each of 
the Arena Site, the \Vest Parking Garage She, the East Transportation Site and the Hotel Site, as 
applicable, and all Improvements thereon, and to tenninate and revest in the City the estate 
'Ylq\!.'~\''~(1 n n'~ve]on,~r if ··1ft·y convevqnce ')f title 'lfKl j')(J<''-;C%J(!J1 to th"' /\SCJ1'l Site th"' \Nest !..,. •.. ~ . "'....<' .... c .::: \ "'.,,,, . l~ "'.,.,, . ) . it.. .:t: ... v ./ J:., . ..... . \. ,,_. .. (. . - •.• ~')._, ,_ ,__ ~ . ·' . "'.,.,; ' . . (.:,.. .,_ ,,_ ') .... "'.,._; ..,, '·· 

P, k-·' Fr', 'F·· c:t. 'l r.;· .. ·r· 1°'·" , .. +·1' ~ S't· ,..,." 1 'l .cr,..,.,,i <.;''t·"" ',., ,,. ··"]',._,• !· ' "i ,.·,, t" dJ 111,s "-.. idrd.,se ,>~ e, de r:dS,. ~drLpoJ .,.d.,JLH '"' 1 ,e ctd(t de no'"'~ ,:.l ,,,, t.b ''P!J iedQ e, a,n~ pdor o 

therecordation of the Release of Construction Covenants pertaining to the Arena Site, the West 
Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation Site or the fimel Site, Developer shall· 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

fail. to cornmence construction of the Irnprovements (which shaH include any 
grading or other site preparation activities perfonmxl on the Arena Site,. the \Vest 
Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation Site or the I:lotei Site, as applicable, 
by· Developer fo!Jo,.,ving conveyance) in accordance \Vith the Schedule of 
Perforrnance and '1-vhhin thirty (30) days foliovving delivery of \:vritten notice of 
such failure by the City to Developer, provided that Developer has not obtained 
an extension or postponement of time pursuant to Section 605; or 

abandon or substantially suspend construction of the Irnprnvernents on the Arena 
Site, the \Vest Parking Garage Site, the East Tnmsportation Site or the Hotel Site, 
as applicnb!e, for a period of nine (9) consecutive months and \.Vithin thirty (30) 
days fo!lmving delivery of foHowing \.Vritten notice of such abandonment or 
suspension bas been given by the City to Developer, provided Developer has not 
obtained an extension or postponement of time pursuant to Section 605; or 

Transfer or atten11.Jt to Transfer this Agreernent, or aJlV rights herein, or suffer any J ... ,,,, .,,. ... ,,,, . 

involuntary transfer of the .Arena Site,. the West Parking Chwage Site, the East 
Transportation Site or the Hotd Site, in violation of this Agreement, and such 
violation shaU not be cured within thirty (30) days following delivery of written 
notice of such failure by the Gty to Developer. 

Such right to re~enter, rz~possess, terminate, and revest shall be subject to and be litnited 
by and shall not defoat, render invalid, or limit 

(i) any mortgage, deed of trust, or other security interests pennitted by this 
Agreement with respect to the Arena Site, the West Parking Garnge Site, the East 
Transportation Site and/or the Hotel She, as applicable; or 
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(ii) any rights or interests provided in this Agreement for the protection of the hol.ders 
of such niortgages, deeds of trust, or other security interests. 

The rights established in this Section 512 shall not apply to the Arena Site, the \-Vest Parking 
Garage Site, the East Transpo1tation Site or the Hotel She, on which any Iniprovements to be 
constructed thereon have been completed in accordance ·~v!th this Agreement and for \.Vh!ch a 
Release of Construction Covenants has been recorded therefor as provided in Section 320. 

The Grant Deeds to the /\rena She, the \Vest Parking Garage Site, the East Transpor1ation 
Site and the Hotel Site shall contain appropriate reference and provision to give effect to the 
City's right, as set forth in this Section 512 under specified ci rcurnstances prior to the recordation 
of the applicable Release of Construction Covenants, to re-enter and possession of the 
Arena Sitt\ the \Vest Parking Garage Sitt, the East Transportation Site or the Hotel Site, as 
applicable, \vi.th aH Improvements thereon, and to tenT1irw.te and reve.st in the City the estate 
conveyed to Developer and the terms of such Grant Deeds shall control over any inconsistent 
provisions of this Agreement 

Subject to the rights of the holders of security interests as stated in su.bparagraphs (i) and 
(ii) above, upon the revesting in the City of title to the Arena Site, the West Parking Garage Site, 
the East Transportation Site or the Hotel Site, as applicable, as provided in this Section 512,. the 
City shall use corninercially reasonable effbrts to resell the Arena Site, the West Parking ("Jarage 
Site, the East Transportation Site or the Hotel Sitt\ as applicable, as soon and in such 1na1mer as 
l ,--. ' h j ,, ,~ 1 " 'bl , ' , ] 1 . ., ! , t• l i 'bl ne '·· tty s AL\ n nc reas1 ... e to rnaxurn z.e the va ue t lereot to a qua t Je{ am responsi , e party or 

pa:ties (as determined by the City in its reasonable discretion), who will develop the Arena Site, 
the \Vest Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation Site and/or the Hotel Site, as applicable, 
and not re,.seH the Arena Site, the West Parking Crarage Site, the East Transportation Site and/or 
the Hotel She .. as applicable, prior to such developrnent or hold the Arena Site, the \Vest Parking 
G,, ,.;; s't·· th· i:;,.,,,t··r.-· ·" nrt't',.. '2't., fl"th·· r..1,,t·l S"t· ,,,,, ~-"'\l',,b;"' t·'~·"1 c,J,,,+'· · "" dXdc<e .... J e, _,,e J.".~<J..,:>. · !d,H,:>p,,, .<:lll...lH ,;,Le drli.,01 .xe i.h,, e ,_ J e, "''.> r,tj.1plCd,,,;v, .Cl .:>["ev!.H,xdOn h! 

land 

Upon such resale of the Arena Site, the \Vest Parking Garage Site, the East 
Transportation Site and/or the JJotd Site, as applicable, or any part thereot~ the proceeds thereof 
shall be applied: 

(y) first, to reimburse the City, for all reasonable costs and expenses incurred by the 
City arising from and after such revesting in the City, including but not Emited to 
fees of consultants engaged in connection 'Nith the recapture, management, and 
resale of the /\rena She. the \\/est Parkim.r G·arane SitE\. the East Trans1·_)(fftation ' ~-/ ..,.,.. , 

Site and/or the .Hotel Site, as applicable (but less any income derived by the City 
frorn the sale of the Arena Site, the \Vest Parking Garage Site, the East 
Transportation Site and/or the Hotel Site, as applicable, in connection \Vith such 
management); all taxes, assessments and water and sevver charges V/ith respect to 
the Arena Site, the \Vest Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation Site and/or 
tbe Hotel Site,. ws applicable (or, in the event the Arena Site, the West Parking 
(·~"l"'ln'~ c.i't'" '·]>e i:;.,,<'t. ··1-·r·a·i><·r~z,•rt·"··t·1'(>ll ci'·t··~· "''r· the .H.<>t·"'l S'r'te .,,~, "1·)c1l1'c,,!1l" 1'" -~i:;,t .. { 0-Q;,./ :...1 ·'<, .. •";. l.. ~ , .L,;1.,h"'il .. i:; .. v~? J .> .. O. '. ~"'.) .. ~ .... 'fl..} .:::l • . -'' .-Q;.,,.t. ~- ') ~-~'!I ;;_.t .. :'k'. ,.,.{L .• t:'.'., ~~ 

exempt from taxation or assessmenJ or such charges during the period of City 
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mvnership, then such taxes, assessments, or charges, as i,vould have been payabie 
if the Arena Site, the \Vest Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation Site or 
the IIotd Site, as applicable was not so exempt}; any payments made or necessary 
to he made to discharge or prevent from attaching or being made any subsequent 
encurnhrar~es 'Jr Jieq" d't·"' h> oblirrrthns r!efaults Pr T·'ts pf Devetoi)er 'H1'i 'lrlY' . ., . .., .. 1-.., ;;.. ;:;\.., .... ,.. C:. ., ;:; .. :) . -;.... v . , _. ., p:t· .. \ .... ~ "'- ... ,_,__"'= .> it .. L ,__ > . .. .. :-· , ~ {.:;; .... \.. :t. • 

amounts othenvise crwing to the City by Deve\opet; and 

{z) second, to reimbmse Developer up to the amount equal to ( 1) the sunl of the 
Purchase Price for the /\rena Site, the West Parking Garage Site, the East 
Transportation Site and/or the Hotel Site, as applicable and the Acquisition Costs 
for the Arena Site paid to the City by Developer; and (2) the hard and soft costs 
reasonably incurred for the construction of the frnprovements and development of 
the Arena Site, the \Vest Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation She or the 
Hotel Site, as applicable, less (3) any gain or incmne \Vithdra-wn or 1nade by 
Develooer therefrom or frorn the inmrovements thereon attributable to the Arena *- ,:, 

Site, the \Vest Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation Site or the Hotel Site, 
as applicable, or applicable part thereof 

Any balance remaining after such reirnbursements shall be retained b_y the City as its 
property 

For avoidance of doubt, the City's exercise of rights under this Section 512 shaH be its 
sole and exclusive remedy for the conditions described in the foregoing subparts (a)"~ (c). To the 
extent that the ril1ht established in this Section 512 involves a forfeiture, it must be strictlv 

~ . ~ 

interpreted against the Chy, the party for Vihose benefit it is created, The rights established in 
this Section 512 are to be interpreted in light of the fact that the City 'Will convey the Arena Site, 
the \Ii/est Parkimr Garage Site,, the East Trans1Jnrtation Site and the Hotel Site to Develoner for v ~ . . ¥ 

development and not for speculation in undeveloped land. 

VL !§ 600] GENERAL PROVISIONS 

.A. !§ 6011 

Notices, demands, and communications behveen tbe City and Developer shall be suffic!ently 
i,;,,·~n if dis1ntch '~··} tYv rel'isJer"'d f'f .. ,,,rtifiPd r:rnil p·ost'lPP ·1)C'JY1id r"'turr1 re"eii)t f"'O't"' .. teri nr bv C.\.t: ·'··-'-· .,... tl . .,,. "£:,..,,.,. ""'-' ... .>LC ... ..,·"'""· -.. -~"-·~.cc"'-'.· G;,i::. .... :, v..... t..,,,...,. :-'~ ""'-'Jt.v~. "-· -·· >~,· 

reputable overnight service that rnaintains delivery receipts {e.g, Federal Express) to the 
principal offices of the City and Developer, as set forth below All notices, demands, and 
communications under this A.greement i,vill be deemed given, received, made, or communicated 
on the delivery date or attempted delivery date shov/11 on the return receipt Such written notices, 
demands and communications mav be sent in the same manner to such other addresses as either ~ . . . 

party may fium time to tirne designate by mail as provided in this Section 60 ! . The respective 
mailing addresses of the parties a.re,, until changed as provided herein,, the follo\ving: 
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City: 

Vii th a copy 10: 

Vii th a copy 10: 

(and shall not constitute 
notice to City) 

Developer: 

with a copy to: 
(and shall not constitute 
notice to Developer) 

'lvith a copy to: 
(and shall not constitute 
notice to Developer) 

'lvith a copy to: 
(and shall not constitute 
notice to Developer) 
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City of lJJgkwood 
Cine Manchester Boulevard 
fnglnvood, CA 90301 
Attention: City fdanager 

Office of the City Attorney 
Cine Manchester Boulevard 
Inglewoo&, CA 9030 l 
Attention: City Attorney 

Kane, Ballmer & Berkrmu1 
s ! ~ S Firrrer·l'l Stc'et Suit·· 18"0 ~·· . ...,_,· ~- . : . ~:, _.,; '· t <. . ,.._. c. ·~. ~- .e x ..., __ , . 

Los .A.ngeies., CA 90071 
Attention: Royce lC Jones 

ivlurphy's Bmv! LLC 
PO Box 1553 
Bellevue, vV.A 98009-1558 
Attention: Brandt A. \laughan 

\Vilson f\Aeany 
Four Embarcadero Center, Suite 3330 
San Francisco, CA 94 l l ! 
1\ttention: Chris Meany 

Helsell Fetterrn an L LP 
JOOl Fourth Avenue, Suite 4200 
Seattle, \VA 98154 
i\·t·telift' 0).). f\i1 ,.,fJ, Di S.J' ~]ff ,_ . ·: ,.,.,_ ..... ·"' 1 i:t.it. }>,_ l?~., ... ~ ·c 

Coblentz Patch Duffy & Hass LLP 
One !Vkmtgornery Street, Suite :.woo 
San Francisco, CA 94 l 04 
Attention: t\ilatrhevi Bove 

[ ,, '"O"'.] g \)' .~ Confiicts of Interest 

No member, official or ernployee of the City shall have any personal interest, direct or 
indirect, in this Agreement nor shall any such member, official or employee panidpate in any 
decision relating to this A.greement which affects his or her persona! .interests or the interests of 
mw "Ofj)('ifatlr-n )Hrtners.hlq ··1r 'lS''··ci·ltion in vi*1i ··h he Pr s.he is riir·~.,··t[y· nr iwlJr·e,··tlv intereste-:l .,, . .., ""'° t..,_, ,_ .., :-' ~ . :c:. - .. _:, ".! :-· J;;... . ,..,. ,_, .. g- l.> .:;.:.:;;~ .. :)\} <... . . ::. .. L. .> ,_, . ,..,. ~ ). "'- . t:\.....:.,_ .. • .•. .., l ~ ""-"·-- -~ > .., ,.., ~ . S.. , 
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DI!' "j ... , !!'~ " • ,.,,"t<; ~! 't 'th' '. ~t y· • 1 ., ,.,· .'" ' .. j v/jl' ···I' ' ' ""'"' _,-y'," ' 'tL;. l '" t' . ..,ve op ... " \\dJr,. . .d ,_, uld. l. >dS nc \ .. dH. or bn-en, dHh ,,-1 _., no, pd) (h 0 i •ie, dl1} H~rc- 1,idJ .y 
any money or other consideration for obtaining this Agreement frorn the City, other than brokers, 
1t any. 

c. 

No rnember, official, employee or consultant of the City shall be personaUy liable to 
Developer in the event -of any default or breach by the City or for any amount w'hich may 
become due to Developer, or on any obligations under the terms of this Agreement. 

[§ 604] 

1'., ' d' f'i-" l f' [) ,. t~" l' I' 1'<10 memoec nector, o .iJcer, partner, emp. oyee, or agent o ... eveioper or any a 11 i.ate Ch 

Developer shall be personalty iable to the City in the event of any default or breach by 
Developer or for any amount v.:h!ch may become due to the City or on any obligations under the 
terms of this Agreement. 

[§ 605] 

ln addition to specific provisions of this Agreernent, th(: tirne period for performance by 
either pmty herrn.mder shall be extended \.Vhere delays an:1 due to or resulting from any cause 
beyond a party's reasonable control, including but not limited to vhTr, insurrectioiL. strikes, lock~ 
outs, riots, floods, earthquakes, fires,, casualties, acts of God, acts of the public enemy, 
epidemics, quarantine restrictions, freight e1nbargoes, lack of transportation, governrnental 
restrictions or priority, litigation, unusually severe weather, inability to secure necessary labor, 
n"'"ter:,.,h, <w *'~(-~)•' di!<)»\'··· ')f., 'll1" C()'1tf'-'""'\" '' 1 'b"(~J1tr· 'lCt()J' nr ''''j"'P1l.I!''' '"'"'t&: r"}f'' the· qt1~e1· rpft·,, '~ '"" ..• h#-~- ,,_,., n.; if '"'" ,,,-.«., . .-.~ '~ . r. j , .. -«'-'"'-'', ~·~ .. \..if ... H., ., ~- :."'-''r.11 . ..,.-_,, «\.. .... -... _, ,_, H 1. 1H -/, u 

failure of the National Basketball Association to grant a required approval "l.vhich is not caused 
by a failure or default of Developer, acts or failure to act of the City or any other public or 
govemrnentai agency or entity (otber than an act or failure to act of the City svhich shall give rise 
to the delaying act described above), or an administrative appeal, judicial challenge, or filing a_n 
npplication for reforendurn relating to this A.greernent or frw any Pr<~ect A.pprnval or Subsequent 
Approval, even if development or constmction activities are not stayed, er\ioined, or othenvise 
prohibited (collectively a r'Cimlleng0ll) until the ChaJhmge is finally resolved on tern1s 
satisfactory to Developer or the City or -waived each in their sole discretion. An extension of 
tirne f("Jr anv such cause shaH be fen- the neriod of the delay and shall cornrnence to run from the 

·' ~ . 
time of the cornmencernent of the cause, if notice by the party claiming such extension is sent to 
the other party -..vithi n thirty (30) days of kno1,;vledge of the cornrnencement -of the cause. Times 
of performance under this Agreement, inchrding all of the provisions of the Schedule of 
Performance, may also be extended in writing by the City IVfanager and Developer, and a party's 
consent to such extension shaH not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed. 

\Vherever this AgreenH:mt refers to performance by a specific time, or in accordance Vlith 
the Schedule of Performance, such times shall include any extensions pursuant to this Section 
t:;rv; 'll[.'J""'Ct· t<> th1''" .;;;_.,,,,.l1· 0;1 1')fl "i _ t; r1·1 e 1''" '.'·J' ff·"""' '.'"" ,,;, ~e- H ···1' r·l1 ""'''~'ert· t '."' "'a-cil J"f'''' "'l' ,. ,· 011 ,.,.c t h1· '" ............. ,.. . ~-' . l;~ 1'i.,, • ·""J . .') :-..1 'l:v·"W . ,_ ;:; ........... , .. -:: . 3. . .') \_..J. .,_U.w <:: .. :~.-:l'C? 3-.\... v·~ . l C:,"'3-fl' . .,.,,,.. . .Ci.; w ....... 1 ) \} ¥ .. :) '· v • c;._.,.1 ... ,., 

Agreement 
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Prior to the issuance by the City of a Release of Construction Covenants for the 
development of the entire Site as con tern plated by this A.grcement, the City shall have the right at 
alJ reasonable times upon five (5) business days' yvritten notice to inspect the books and records 
of De,veloper pertaining to the Site as pertinent to the purposes of this Agreement when needed 
by the City to: (1) deterrnine the fins:! Remediation Cost Adjustment to the Purchase Price, (2) 
establish the evidence of financing rderred to in Section 226;, (3) detennine the Excess Purchase 
Price, if any; and (3) determine an1ounts necessary to cure under Sect.ion 318 and 3 l9. 

rn 007:1 Approvals 

Except 1,vhere this Agreement expressly provide$ for an approval of either party in its solo 
discretion, approvals required of the City or Developer shall not be urneasonably withheld, 
conditioned or delavecL 

/ 

rn 6os:i No Third Partv Beneficiaries 

This Agreement is made and entered into for the sole protection and benefit of the City 
and Developer, and no other Person shall have any rights or cm.Jses of action against either the 
City or Developer hereon cw hereunder nor shall any third party beneficiaries be established in 
any Yvay by this Agreement. The City and Developer expressly acknowledge and agree they do 
not intend, by their execution of th! s Agreement, to benefit any Persons not signatory ro this 
Agreement, including, without limitation, any brokers that may represent the panics to this 
trnnsactwn, 

L 

If any litigation is commenced between the parties to this Agreement concerning any 
provision of this Agreement, including all attachments hereto, or the rights and obligations of 
any party, the parties to this Agreement hereby agree that the prevailing party in such litigation 
shall be entitled, in addition to such other relief as mav be granted bv the court, to a reasonable 

.• "' :>.,., • 

sum as and for its attorneys fees in that litigation which sha11 be determined by the court in that 
litigation or in a separate action brought for that purpose. 

rn 010:1 Counterna.rts 

This Agreernent may be executed in counterparts, each of vihich tvhen so executed shall 
be dee1ned an original,. and all of \vhich, together, shall constitute one and the same instrmnent 

K !§6llJ 

Except as is otherwise specifically provided for in any Development Agreement entered 
into hetvveen the City and Developer, the invalidation of any provision of this Agreement, or of 
its application to either party, by judgrnent or court order shal! not affect any other provision of 
this Agreerncnt or its app! ication to any party or circumstance, and the remaining portions of this 
Agreernent shall continue im foll force and effect, unless enforcement of this Agreem.ent as 
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invalidated '1.vou!d be unreasonable or grossly inequitable under all the d.rcurnstances or '1.vou!d 
frustrate the fundamental purposes of this Agreement. 

VII. [§ 700] SPECl/d PROVISHJNS 

Emplovment and Training Agreement 

Not\vithstanding anything contained in this /\greernent to the contrary, Developer hereby 
agrees to comply and/or cause the coITipliance vvith the contracting as well as ernploynH::nt and 
training requirements set forth in the Employrnent and Training i\greernenC '>:vhich is attached to 
this Agreement as .Attachment No. 7 

f('oordinttte with Development A.greemenv:Puhlic lJemtfit provision,<s} 

[§ 7021 Relocation ofCitv Well 

City shaH relocate the City-ovnied and operated potable water 1,.vell frorn its ex1s.trng 
location on the City Parcels as set forth on Attachment No. 1 (the ''Existing \Vell SHeH), to its 
new location, off of the City Parcels, also as set forth on .AttachnH~nt No. 1 (the "New \Veil 
Site"), at Developer's sole cost and expense. The construction of such new 1,ve!l improvements 
shaH be in substantial accordance with plans, spedfrcations and budget prepared by the City and 
approved by Developer. The City acknovvledges and agrees that the decommissioning of the 
Existing \Veil Site shall occur prior to Closing and shall be completed by the City vii thin the tirne 
period &et forth in the Schedule of Perfonnance, so that Developer 1mry cornplete the demolition 
of the Existing Vv'ell Site after Closing within the time period set forth in th(: Schedule of 
Perf(lm:wnce. The City shaH cornpiete the constn.tction of the ne;,v \Vel1 irnprovernents on the 
New \Vdl Site shall occur after Closing within the time period set forth in the Schedule of 
Pe1fcirmance. The City shail terminate al! agreements relating to the Existing Well Site ivithin 
the time period set fbrth in the Schedule of Perfonnance, including, \Vithout limitation, all 
agreements \vith \Vest Basin Ivlunidpal \Vater District relating to the Existing \Vell Site. 
fC01rlirnt decmnmis'Sioni.ngldemolitionlctmtp!efi.on timing. Separate reimlmrw?mcnt agreement 
fi:n' these costs?/ 

c Point of Sale 

To the extent 1em1l1v nennissible" Develor>er shall designate, and shall use commerciaHy ~...... ,,.. l . . ~..... .· . . . 

. ,. ' ., ' bl .. f:V 4 ' t. . . ., '. , i'' .. , . · + ,. "t . . ' ,. kn ., t ''" .·,t" .. , ' . 1 ., ' · d .. , ~! , t*' , ' 1 ,,.,1< ''' '1 ' ! eA".:>OHd . e e d)l tS .. o cause 1 ,:. con,uv .ors, scu,,,on J"c 01 :::;, \,en< O.h <i..n l.J< 1e1 dlro fH., 1e,:. un"1e1 

its control or with whom it enjoys privity of contract to designate the City of Inglewood as the 
point of sale for California sales and use tax purposes (to the extent the payment of sales and use 
tax is required by applicable la\v), for all purchases of materials, fixtures, furniture, machinery,, 
eoninn1"ret qn(1 .. T!\Jplies fnr the ,.i .. '\'·"'J.q.rirrent '."f tlJF' Prni' e·'t Sit·, d,ir;nu '''."nstrrcti'''fl ther"'of -~·---_e- .... C ..... ,_ i:: .. :.....:: ~--.· . ~ ..... • ... ,,.,,. \.E Vv\.-' .... .:. ··"''· <:J ··"'""' .. . ..,...,,L ..... e ..... ::. .. e L<:J '··" h .... },,.)' ...... "'.,..,; 

/Further revien'.lrevision requin:tlJ 
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ENTIRE A<::IREE1VfENT, \:V.AIVER.S AND AlVIEND!vfENTS 

This 1\greement shall be executed in five (5) duplicate originals each ohvhich is deenwd 
to be an original This Agreement includes pages and [_ 
(_)] attachments »vhich constitute the entire understanding and agreernenl of the parties. 

This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement of the parties hereto with respect to the 
disposition of the :Prqject Site to Developer and integrates alJ of the terms and conditions 
mentioned herein or incidental hereto, and all agreements or understandings or representations 
behveen the parties. This Agreement supersedes the ENA and all negotiations or prevrnus 
agreements between the parties related to the ENA. 

None of the terms, covenants, agreements or conditions set forth in this /\greement shall 
be dee1ned to be rnerged \Vith the Grant Deed and this Agreement shall continue in full force and ....._. (.._.• 

effect 'Nith respect to the Project Site from the date on \vhich this A.greernent is executed by the 
City until. a Release of Constnsct!on Covenants is recorded for the Arena Site, the \Vest Parking 
(rarage Site, the East Transportation Site or the Hotel Site, as applicable 

All waivers of the provisions of this Agreement must be in writing and signed by the 
appropriate authorities of the City or Developer, and all amendments hereto must be in writing 
and signed by the appropriate authorities of the City and DevelopcL 

This A •. grcement and any provisions hereofrnay be amended by mutual 'ATitten agreement 
Developer and the City and such amendtncnt shall not require the consent of any other fee 

O\Vner,. tenant, lessee, easernent holder, licensee, or any other person or entity hav'ing an interest 
in the Project Site. The City f\'.lanager and Developer may approve minor amendments to this 
Agteement (vvhich shall not include changes rda:ted to monetary contcibutions or payments by 
Developer) hy ~vritten agreement without a public hearing to the extent permitted by applicable 
laws, statutes, rules and regulations, incl.uding \Vlthout limitation Govemrnent Code Section 
65868, provided however, the City Manager shall have the discretion to seek such approval by 
the City CounciL 

IX [§ 900] TirvfE FOR "\CCEPT/\NCE OF AGREEtvlENT BY THE CITY; DATE 
OF AGREEfv!ENT 

This Agreement, v/hen executed by Developer and delivered to the City, must be 
authorized, executed and defrvered by the City to Developer within thirty CW) days after this 
Agreeinent is signed by Developer, or the offer 10 enter into this Agreernent nrny be revoked by 
Develo1.,er on written notice to the Cit'v. This Ar:reernent shall be effective as of the Effective l <" .;,,. .. • 

Date. 
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TJIE CITY: 

CITY OF INGLEWOOD, 
a municipal corporation 

By: 
Jarrws 'L Butts, Jr, 
tvlayor 

l\fURPHY'S BO\VL LLC, 
a Dela\~'are limited liabHJty company 

By: 
Narne: . 
Its· 

APPH.OVEl) AS TO FORiVi .AND LEGAUTY! 

KENNETH R. CAJ'v1POS 
City Attorney 

By: 
Kenneth R. Campos, Esq 

APPROVED:. 

KANE, BALLMER AND BERK1\1AN 
City Special Counsel 

By: 
Royce K Jones, Esq. 
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\'VONNE LlORTON 
City Clerk 

By: ··----

Yvonne Horton 

l\tB Draft 3/31 /20 
Prelin1hui.ry - For Negotiation Purposes 
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DISPOSITION AND DEVELOPMENT AGTiEE!\fE.NT 

by and behveen 

THE C!T\7 OF INGLE\:VOOD, 

City, 

and 

Developer. 
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DISrosrnoN AND DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT 

THIS DISPOSITION AND DE\lELOPTVIENT AGREETvlENT (the "Agreement'') is 
entered into by and between the CIT''.{ OF INC;LESVOOD, a municipal corporation (the 'lCity') 
and rvlURPRY'S BO\VL LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (the "Developer"). T'his 
Agreement is dated as of the date the City executes this Agreement (the '0 Effective Onte 10

), The 
City and Developer agree as fbllov1s: 

[ UST'NUM OutlineDcfault\l 2] The City, the City of lngle\vood as Successor 
Agency to the Ingfovmod Redevelopment Agency, a public body, corporate and politic (the 
"Successor Agencyjj), and the Inglewood Parking Authority, a public body, corporate and politic 
(the ''Authority") are parties to that certain Amended and Restated Exclusive Negotiation 
Agreement dated as of August 15, 2017 (the ''E:NA"J \vith respect to the proposed disposition 
and development of certain real property described in the ENA 

[ LISTNUM OutlineDefault\1 2] The subject matter of this Agreement are those 
certain rerd properties referred to in this /\greernent coHectively as the ''Project Site'' and 
generally depicted on the *'Depiction of the Project Site" attached hereto as Attadrment No, 1. 
The "Project Site'' is comprised of the ''A.rerm Site'', the ''\Vest Parking Garage S.ite", the 
"East Transportation Site" and the "Hotel Site", each of \Vhich are generally depicted on 
Attachment No. L[FTX ATT/\CHl\lENT ONE] 

[ USTNUM OutlineDefauh\l 2 ] The City mvns certain reaJ properties 1,v1mm the 
Prcject Site \vhich are referred to collectively as the "City Parcels" and more particularly 
identified and legally described in the ·~city Parcels Legal f.leseriptfon'' attached hereto as 
/Htachment No, 2-A. Certttin right-of-\vay areas within the Project Site axe also O\Vned by the 
City and various private property o;;vners (the "Private Otvners") which are referred to 
co!!ecti\.'dy as the i'.Right-Of-\Vay Areas'' and more particularly identified and legally described 
in the "RiglH~Of~Wny Areas Legal Description" attached hereto as /\Haehment No. 2~R 
Cen.ain airspace narcels within the Proiect She are m.vned bv the Chv and Private (hvners which . f" <~ -.' r 

are referred to collectively as the "Pedestrian Bridge Airspace" and rnore particularly identified 
and legally described in the "Pedestdan Bridge Aitspace Legal Deseription'' attached hereto 
as Attadrn:ient No. 2-C For the purposes of this .Agreement, the City Parcels shall include all 
of the City's right, title and interest in the Right-of-\Vay Areas and the Pedestrian Bridge 
Airspace. 
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identified and legally described in the ''Private Parcels Legal Desn·iption'' attached hereto as 
A.ttachment No. 2-D. None of the Private Parcels contain churches or occupied residenctJS. 

[ I.JSTNU\i[ OutlineDefau!t\! 2] The City has kmg pursued a comprehensive plan of 
economic redevelopment of the City Parcels. Despite such effort, the City Parcels have remained 
undeveloped. The City has continuously invested in the beautification of and redevelopment 
along Century Boulevard. and desires to continue those efforts by providing access to recreation 
to its residents in the form of spectator sports,. specifically basketball. The i\rena Site is 
calculated to promote the recreation and enjoyment of the public. 

! LlSTNt.Jivl OutlineDefauh\! 2 ! The Arena Site, the West Parking Garnge Site, the 
East Tnmsportation Site and the Hotel Site are each proposed to be conveyed to Developer. 
However, it is antioipated that the Hotel Site will be developed by a third party and the other 
sites developed by Developer, subject to and in accordance »vith the terms and conditions of this 
Agreement (such deve!opn1ent is collectively referred to as the "Project"), including as 
described in the Scope of Develop1nent and the Basic Site Plan Drn»vings. 

[ USTNU:tvl OutlineDcfault\12] The Arena Site is proposed to be used for an 
l8 (l(i!J-fiyed-selt 'lreJF' s.uita*1le fi."r 1\frtlhwll B'J''k''•tfv{ll •\sS'.'riati·,,n fBNBA''') '"trPes 1 vith W} to l '1 .J ._,. v. t , ,..... ~. ,{. . ~ . ~ -'-' . .·L . :::. }. .. -Q: it. . {. (.. . . (. _.'."). t,.. . .-'it. . . ...: ~. ~ \ .c,,.; ~ _,,_ l} . \ ·' . .. . .• £:•t ::; ·~ :. v . t· . '·• 

500 additional tempo1ary seats fbr other sports or entertainment events, The /\rena Site is also 
cornprised of approximately 9 l 5,000 sf of space including. the main perfonnance and seating 
bowL as weH as and1lary and incidental uses such as restaurant food service and retail. space, and 
concourse areas. The Arena Site \vould include an inteu.rated team ornctke and trninirw. fadlitv 

::...- ~ ...,_, ~J 

t., "',, " ., t' J,, o.;, fJ'{)('' "t·'· "· -" t" o.d'~: 'i'• nl' ·~ f" "*", '" ., "~ J,. •"!;, f){)f) -f" '" d 1 " 0 <qJproxm,a (>/ {).,', '· J s ' ,~, ::;!A)r 5 ffil;;. l\.Uh:.· .-..1lfll(; 0 '~+1ptOAil..1b,d:,;/ ,,;,,,, •., '., S.' ,,,,1 A)S 

i\ngeles (LA) Clippers team offices and other philanthropic activities of approxirnatdy 71,000 sf 
of S\)acc A.lso on the Arena Site \vould be a 6SO-s1A1ce oarking garage for oremium ticket . . f ~ ~ ~ t 

holders, VIPs, and certain tean-i personnel 

[ USTNt.Jl\J OutlineDefau!t\! 2 l The West Parking Ciarage Site is proposed to be 
used fbr a six-story, 3,. 1l0-space parking gasage \viJh entrances and exits on \Vest Century 
Boulevard and South Prnirie Avenue, including a nev/ pubhdy accessible access road that ·would 
connect \Vest l() 1st Street and West Century Boulevard on the \.Ve.stern property boundary of the 
\V .-~st P'"J'kJ. t'g} ·('1' "'f'" or' S; t''' ""' ..... :;., t:t :,..~ ' {,)~:, (.~c::i ............... ::: <l:v. 

[ USTNUM OutlineDefault\l 2] The East Tnmsportation Site is proposed to be used 
for a three-story structure on the south side of \Vest Century Boulevard,. east of the Arena Site. 
The first level of this structure \Nould serve as a transportatinn hub, 'lvhh bus staging for 
coadv1mses, rnini buses, and car spaces fr.n- Transportation Network Company (TNC) drop
off!pick-up and queuing. The second and third levels of the structure would provide 365 parking 
spaces for arena and retail visitors and employees. 

[ I.JSTNUIVI OutlineDefau!t\! 2] The Hotel Site is proposed to be used for an up to 
l 50-roorn !irn ited service hotel and associated parking. 
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[ US1'NUM OutlineDefault\l 2] The Project seeks no public funding, 1,vith 
i)evdoper im::urring all costs of site assembly, devdopment and consrmction_ Completion of the 
Prcject v,;i!J solidify fagle•vood's position as a major destination in California by extending the 
Los Angeles Stadium Entertaimnent District to the south vvlth a powerful and compleinentary 
NBA arena Moreover, the cornbined event days in the district \Nill m.ake fr.ff a much rnore 
sustainable base for local businesses and employment opportunities In addition to the 
significant public benefits included in the Development Agreernent (as described bekwl), the 
Prcject ·will materially increase property tax, ticket tax and sales tax revenues to the City, as \veil 
as create highly skilled jobs that pay prevailing \vages and living '>vagcs and will employ a skHJed 
and trained workforce, Therefr,re, by accmnp!ishi ng all of these actions, the Project is calculated 
to promote recreation and enjoyment for the public in the forrn of spectator sports, specifically 
basketbal I, 

! LlSTNUivl OutlineDefauh\! 2 ! The Prqject 'Nill incorporate environmental 
sustainability objectives, including achieving LEED Gold certification, a !!net zero' greenhouse 
gas emission standard for development of the Prq,iect, and taking other rneasures to benefit the 
environment, improve energy efficiency, and enhance the health and wel!~being of building 
occupants and users, 

[ LISTNlJ\if OutlineDefau!t\! 2] On _, __ at a duty noticed pubhc 
hearing, the City Council of the City of lnglevvood, as the lead agency· fbr purposes of the 
California Environmental Quality Act of J 970, as amended from time to time (Caiifrimia Public 
Resources Code, Section 2 lOO el seq., hereinafter referred to as "CEQA"), revie'ived and 
considered the Inglevv"ood Basketball and Entertainment Center Environmental hnpact Report for 
the Project (the "FElR'') and the Pfaxming Cornrnission's recomn1endations related thereto 
Thereafter, the City Council certified the FEIR as adequate and complete and made findings in 
connection then:n.vith pursuant to Resolution No_ ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,: The FElR required mitigation 
measures as part of a mitigation monitoring and reporting plan (the "MMRP''), which was 
adopted by the City Council under Resolution No, The FEIR has served as the 
environn1ental docmnentation fiJr the City\ consideration and approval of this Agreernent and 
the transactions contemplated this Agreernent 

[ USTNUM OutlineDefault\l 2] The City and Developer desire to enter into a 
certain developrnent agreement relating to the Project Site (the "Development Agreement") 
w'hich establishes certain developrnent rights in the Site for the benefit of Developer and 
provides for ccnain vested rights. The Development /\greement also provides frir substantial 
public benefits to the City beyond those it could expect from the Project in the absence of the 
Development l\greeinenL Such public benefits can be found and are .rnore specifically described 
in Exhibit C to the Devdoprnent Agreement 

! USTNUI\J OutlineDefault\! 2 l The City bas adopted certain confbrming General 
Plan and Specific Plan aJnendments, the Overlay District, and the SEC Development Guidelines, 
nnd other documents to implen1ent the Pr(~iect '>Vhich, together \vith approval of other on-site 
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improvements contemplated thereby, and more particularly defined in the Devdopnient 
Agreement (""Project i\pprovals") .. 

[ I.JSTNU\i[ OutlineDefau!t\! 2 ] The City and Developer no\\/ \Vish to enter into this 
Agreement for the disposition and development of the Project Site, subject to and in accordance 
\.Vlth the terms and conditions of this Agreement 

NOV/, TITEREFORE, in consideration of the frKegoing and the mutual covenants and 
promises contained herein, the City and Developer agree as follov1s: 

L [ S 100] 0· . SUBJECT OF AGREEMENT 

A. [§ lOl] Purpose ot this Anreernent 

The purpose of this Agreement is to provide for the proposed devdoprnent of an arena on 
the Arena Site few the use, recreation,, and enjoyment of the pub!ic, as wd! as certain ancil.lary 
uses on the Project Site (the "'hnprovements.'') The development proposal consists of the sale 
of the City Parcel.s, along \.Vhh the potenria! acquisition and ssJe of the Private Parce!s 1.vithin the 
.Arena Site (subject to and in accordance \vitb the provisions of Section 202, et seq.). Developer 
proposes to construct the hnprovements, as \veH as certain off-site improvements (the 'Publk 
hlfrastrm:ture''). The sale and developm.ent of the Project Site pursuant to this Agreernent, and 
the fulfillment generally of this Agreernent promotes the use, recreation, and enjoyment. of the 
Prqject Site by the public, are in the vital and best interest of the City and the health, safety, and 
V/elfare of its residents, and in accord \vith the public purposes and provisions of applicable 
Federal, State, and local la1Ns and requirements. 

[§ l02] Project Site 

As described in fRecita! B?1 above, the Proiect Site is corn prised of the Arena Site twhich . .._ J . ) . ' 

includes the Private Parcels), the \Vest Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation Site and the 
Hotel She. The entire Project Site is located '0.·ithin the City of lng!ev/ood. It is expressly 
understood and agreed by the parties hereto that as of the Effective Date, the City does not hold 
legal or equitable title to the Private Parcels described on Attachment No. 2-D, -,,:vhich are a 
portion of the Arena Site. Subject to the provisions of Section 202, et seq., the City shall attempt 
to acquire fee simple absolute title to and all possessory rights, including but not limited to any 
leasehold or possessory interest or right of acquisition (purchase option), in the Private Parcels 
by negotiated purchase, or in its sole and absolute discretion, elect to acquire such parcels by 
exercise of its po\ver of eminent domain, recognizing that all of the Private Parcels are •Nithin the 
Arena Site and none of the Private Parcels contain churches or occupied residences. However, 
not'withstanding any provision contained in this Agreement to the contrary, the City shall not 
have any obligation to acquire any Private Parce!s_ 
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Parties to this Agree1nent 

Developer 

Developer is l\H.JRPI·TY'S BOYVL LLC, a Ddavvare fonited liability cornpany. \Vherever 
the term nneveloj)er*' is used herein, such term shall include an_v oennitted noininee, assignee or / t . ~ 

successor in interest as herein provided. 

°' [§ 106] Prohibition A.gainst Transfer and Chanee in Control of Developer 

Developer represents and agrees that its acquisition of the Project Site and its other 
undertakings pursuant to this Agreement are for the purpose of developrnent of the Project Site 
and not for speculation in !and holding. 

The qualifications and identities of Developer and its o·wners are of particular concern to 
the City. It is because of those unique qualifications and identities that the City will enter into 
this Agreement 'Nith Developer and !rnpose certain restrictions on any Transfer or Change of 
Control of Developer until the City issues a Release Construction Covenants as to each the 
Arena She, the West Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation She and the llotel Site, 
respectively. Accordingly, no voluntary or involuntary successor in interest to Developer shall 
acriuire anv ri<rb•s ''lf 110\vers in the Prn1'ect Site (V' under thi"' i\.trp~eirenf evcel)t 'F' e''!•resslv .. ,et '·.,.... . • i'; . ~ <>" i?:' ;:; ii-. •. , ( - ,__ . '·· . ' . "" ··• ,.... ).._,;:; . '·· ~ ,.,,. . . ::i ). ~ ""-' . " ~ ,_ , :Ii. J . {.:!: _,,. ...... ,\. ·'" ··"·· ~/ ~ ..... 

frwth herein .. 

Prior to the issuance of a Release of Construction Covenants, Developer shall not 
Transfer the Arena Site, the \Vest Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation Site, the Hotel 
Site (subject to the provi s!ons of Section 322), or any portion thereof, or any interest therein, or 
assign aH or any pait of this Agreement, to a third party (a "Transferee''} without the prior 
1.vritten approval of the City, which such approval shall be given 1,vithin fifteen (15) City-business 
days if, in the reasonable detennination of the City, the proposed Transferee has the 
qualifications of a developer (including experience, character and financial capability) necessary 
to develop that portion of the Project Site ;.vh!ch is proposed to be Transfoned. Hmvever, 
nohvithstanding the foregoing, the City's consent shall not be required for any assigrnnent of this 
Agreement (a) where Developer, or an Affiliate of Developer, is the controlHng shareholder, 
general partner or managing member mvning at least a fifty~one percent (5 J ri,~) share or interest 
in th·" qron'"S''''i TFm .. ,feree er ('bl t·) 'Wi" P"•f"''."fl ;.vh-i is " "lFC"'ssnr t·-i IA Clif'P-H'' I IC " ... t::: i-····t·\J...t:::.. .it. ~,,, -> , ... / .t .. {4~-..:r .. e .. ,.\J c _,__ (;;,;.. ~,~\.. ...... e.~->---·· t ,.,,. ....... ,. ..... _ .... _,..~.a 

Delas,.vare fonited liability company (''LA (]ippers LLC') by rnerger, consolidation or the 
purchase of all or substantially aH of LA Ch ppers LLC's assets or equity interests. 
Not»vithstanding anything to the contrary !n this Agrne1nent., in the event of the death or 
incapacity of any individual who directly Cff indirectly controls Developer prior to the 
recordation of the last Rd ease of Construction Covenants pertaining to the Project Site, all times 
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for performance by Developer hereunder, including the times for Developer's perfonnance set 
fr:irrh in the Schedule of Performance, may be extended at the sole discretion of I)e;,:eloper upon 
v,.,-ritten notice to the City for a period of up to hvo (2) years 

For purposes of this Agreement, (i) "Transfer" shall mean any sale, transfer, assignment, 
conveyance, gift, hypothecatlon, or the like of the Project Site or Developer or any portion 
thereof or any interest therein or of this Agreement; not'withstanding the foregoing, from and 
after the conveyance of the Project Site to Developer, "Transfer'' shall expressly exclude: (a) 
grants nf leases, licenses nr nther occupancy rights for buildings or other improvernents 'ivhich 
v:iJ! be part of the Project; (b) grants of easernents or other similar rights granted in connection 
\.Vlth the development or operation of the Prqject or Project Site; (c) the placement of mortgages 
or deeds nf trust on the Project Site except as spec!ficaHy and otben.,.,,,ise required by this 
Anreernent, (dl the exercise of anv reine<lies of anv lender holding a mortgaue or deed of trust on ,.,.,. . ·, .• "" .... }.,.- ~... ~ .... 

the Pn~ect Site; or {e) the removal of a general partner or rnanaging 1nember by the exercise of 
remedies under any fonn of operating or paitnership agreement, (ii) "Affiliate'; shall rnean, as to 

' l' 'l ! ' ' ' l' . l )' ' l' ' ' any mt1lVHJll<:l.1, corporntrnn, association, partners 11p {genera. or 1 m1te{1}, J 01nt venture, trust, 
estate, limited liability company or other legal entity or organization (each, a "Person"), any 
other Person that dln::1ct!y or indirectly controls, is controlled by, or is under common control 
\\'ith, such Person, (iii) 'control" shall rneaJ\ directly or indirectly, and either individually or in 
concert s,,-vith any Immediate Family J\ternbers, (a) the o\vnership of morn than fifty percent 
{Sor~;:)) of the voting securities or other voting interests of any Person, or (b) the possession, 
directly or indirectly, of the pov,;er to direct or cause the direction of the rnanagenient and 
policies of such Person, whether through ovd1ership of voting securities, by contract or 
othcnvise, and (iv) 'Immediate Family Menll1ers" shall mean, and be limited to, \,vith respect to 
any individuaL (a) such natural person's then-current spouse, children, grandchildren and other 
lineal descendants of such natural person, (b) any trust or estate of 'Which the primary 
' ,. ' ' , l ' l l i ' ,., l d . , l J , h oenet1crnnes me uoe suc1 natura person an{ :or one or more ot ue persons escn xx~ rn t e 
friregoing dause (iv)(a), or (c) any corporation., partnership, l.irnited liabi!ity coffipany or other 
entity that is 1 OQl;,;, owned by one or more of tbe Persons described in tbe foregoing clauses 
(iv)(a) and (iv)(b). 

11 in \dolation of this Agreement, Developer (i) Transfers this /\greement or any of the 
rights herein or (ii) Transfers the Arena Site, the West Parking Garage Site, the East 
Transportation Site, the Hotel Site, any portion thereof or any interest therein, prior to the 
issuance of the Release of Construction Covenants fix such Transferred portion of the Project 
Site, the City shall be entitled to the Excess Purchase Price resulting from such Transfer. The 
''Excess Pm:'drnse Price;' shaH be the arnount that the consideration paid to Developer for such 
property transferred exceeds (a) the amount of the Purchase Price and/or Acquisition Costs paid 
by Developer rz)r such prnpe11y transferred and (b) the cost of the Improvements developed 
thereon (and any related Public Infrastructure), including applicable carrying charges and all 
costs related thereto If Developer is required to pay an Excess Purchase Price to the City and 
such Excess Purchase Price has not been paid to the City 'ivithin ten { ! 0) business days foHowing 
such transfer, the City shall have a lien on the Prcject Site for the entire arnount of the Excess 
Purchase Price Any such Hen shall be subordinate and subject to mongages, deeds of trust or 
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other security instnmients executed for the sole purpose of obtaining funds to acquire the Site 
and/or construct the Improvements and Public Infrastructure as authorized herein, 

Except for Transfers duly executed and deemed npproved by the City as provided ahove, 
Developer covenants and agrees that prior to issuance by the City of the last Release of 
Construction Covenants pertaining to the Project Site there shaU be no Change in Control of 
Developer by any method or means (except as the result of death or incapacity), 'Without the prior 
'Written approval of the City,, providecL hm:vevec, such approval shall be given v/ithin five (5) 
business days if in the reasonable determination of the City,. Developer after the Change in 
Control will have the qualifications of a developer (including experience, character and financial 
capability) necessary to develop the /\rena Site, the West Parking Garage Site, the East 
Transportation Site, or the Hotel Site, as applicable. 

Developer shall promptly notify the City of any proposed Change in ContrnL This 
Agreement may be terminated by the City as to the affected portion of the Project Site If there is 
any Change in Control (voluntary or involuntary, except as the result of death or incapacity) of 
Developer in violation of this Agreement prior to the issuance of the applicable Release of 
Construction Covenants. 

For purposes of this A,greernent, "(:tumge in ()mtrnl'' shall mean the issuance or 
Transfer of O\vnership interests in Developer, when, as a result of such issuance or ·rransfer, 
either (i) one or rnore Persons other than Steven ,:\. Ballmer, Connie E Ball.rner, any of their 
children, grandchHdren or other lineal descendants, or any Affiliates of any of the foregoing 
individuals becomes the direct or indirect owner of more than a controHing cnvnership interest in 
Developer, or (ii) Steven A, Ballmer,. Connie E. Balhner, any of their children,. grandchildren or 
'."ther liW'"l d-'sc~nd'1flt"" or 'm'' :\ffiliTtes nf '1ll\" nf tfr" fonn·Jil'l" itrfr,,idinls no l '"ntry ho>h ':1 <:J .. ,,.,, .. t;i::.'J..~ ... C~ t:: 11. . •• ")-;; . <..} '·· .. <. .. ,,.,,, __ . <t . . "' -··"·. t::: ,_,t::,:}--~·c.., l. ~ .. (. ~ .~ .\J ~:t: ·'·""-'"· f 

controlling ownership interest in Developer, 

Any pennitted or approved Transfer shall relieve Developer fr-on1 any obligations under 
this Agreement arising frorn and after such Transfer, and City shall acknowledge in \Vriting the 
friregoing release, 

Consistent with the provisions of Section 320, the restrictions of this Section 106 shall 
terminate upon issm1nce by the City ofa Rd ease of Construction Covenants as to the Arena Site, 
the West Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation Site or the Hotel Site, as appHcahl.e. 

This Agreernent shall not be assigned by the City \V.ithout the prior 'ivritten consent of 
Developer. Tbe City shall not voluntarily trnnsfor, lease, license and/or encumber any portion of 
the Prqject Site during the tenn of this Agreement many Person, 

[§ [07] Citv Representations 
··········¥············· .·········································· 

The City represent&, \varrants and covenants to Developer as h:J!!ows: 
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(i) The City is a rnunicipa! corporation operating in accordance with the laws 
of the State of California and is authorized and qualified to O\vn the City Parcels. 
Further, the City (x) bas complete and foll authority to execute this Agreement and agrees 
to use good faith efforts to convev to Developer rrood and rnarketable fee sinr.r1le title to 

~ ... , ~- ..,..,,, 

the City .Parcels as and vvhen required under the terms and conditions of this 1\[:>TeemenL 
(y) \viU execute and deliver such other documents, instrurnents, agreements, including 
(but not liffiited to) affidavits and certificates, as are necessary to effectuate the 
transaction contemplated by this Agreement, and (z) will take all such additional action 
reasonably necessary or appropriate to effect and fadlitare the transaction conternplmed 
by this Agreernent The City further represents and warrnnts that the persons signing this 
Agreement on behalf of the City a.re duly qualified and appointed representafrves of the 
City and have aU requisite po'iver and authority on behalf of the City to cause the City to 
enter into this Agreement as a valid., binding and enforceable obligation of the City, 

(ii) The City has not received any notice of_ and has no kno1,vlcdge of, any 
pending or threatened taking or condemrw.tion of the City Parcels or any portion thereof. 

(iii) Upon the date scheduled for conveyance to Devdoper in the Schedule of 
Perf'orrnance, the City Parcels and any Private Parcels acquired in fee by the City will be 
free of any leasehold interest right of possession or right of acquisition or claim of right 
of possession or right of acquisition of any piu1y other than the City,, and aH mortgages, 
encun1brances, liens (vd1ether statutory or otherwise), security interests or other security 
devices or arrnngernents of any kind or nature whatsoever. The City wdJ not se!J, 
encumber, convey, assigp, pledge, lease or contract to sell, convey, assign, pledge, 
encumber or lease aH or any part of the City Parcels (or the Private Parcels., if and when 
possession ls obtained or acquinx! in fo'.e by the City, as applicable) after the Effective 
Date and prior to the date of conveyance to Developer. 

(iv) Neither the entry into this /\greement nor consummation of the 
transactions contemolated herebv 1.vil! constitute or result in a violation or breach bv the 

~ ~· .. · 
City of any judgment, order. writ, injunction or decree issued against or imposed upon it, 
or any agreeinent or other instrument to v,:liich the City is a party or by 'Which the City or 
any of its respective properties are bound, or 1;vil! result in a violation of any applicable 
la\v, order_ or regulation of any governmental authority 

[S ·1 CR) ~. ,k 

Developer represents, 'ivarrants and covenants to the City as fo!lo>vvs, 

{i) Developer is a limited liability cmnpany, duly organized and in existence 
in .accordance with the Jaws of the State of Delavvare, and is in good standing under the 
laws of the State of Cahfornia, and is authorized <md qualified to mvn and devebp the 
Project Site in accordance \Vith this Agreernent. Further, Developer (x) has complete and 
foH authority to eKecute this Agreement and to accept conveyance from the City and 
develop the Prqject Site in accordance 'With the terms and conditions of this Agreement, 
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(y) \viU execute and deliver such other doc1mients., instrnrnents, agreements, including 
(but not limited to) afildavits and certificates, as are necessary to effectuate the 
. ' . 
transaction contemplated by this Agreement, and (z) will take all such additional action 
reasonably necessary or appropriate to effect and facilitate the transaction contemplated 
by this Agreement. Developer further represents and vvanants that the person signing this 
Agreement on behalf of Developer is a duly qualified and appointed representative of 
Developer and has all requisite pmver and authority on behalf of Developer to cause 
Developer to enter into this Agreement as a valid, binding and enforceable obligation of 
Developer. The Developer shall be responsible terr performing its due diHgence \vith 
respect to the ti tie con di ti on of the Project Site, 

(ii) Neither the entry into this Agreement nor consummation of the 
trn.nsactlons conteinplated hereby v1ill constitute or result in a violation or breach by 
Developer of any judgment order, \vrit, injunction or decree issued against or imposed 
upon it, or any agreement or other instrument to 'Nhich Developer is a party or by wfoch 
Developer or any of its respective properties are bound. 

(iii) Developer does not have any contingent obligations or any contractual 
agreements which could materially adversely affect the ability of Developer to cany out 
its ob!igarions hereunder_ 

(iv) To the best of Developer\ kno»viedge, no attachments, execution 
proceedings, assignments for the benefit ·of creditors, insolvency, bankruptcy, 
reorganization, receivership or other similar proceedings arc pending or threatened 
against Developer, nor are any of such proceedings conternplated by Developer 

! g_'.· •t ro· c·1 -~ )'. )3pecia!. Limited Obligations 

Any obligation of the City hereunder shall be a special limited obligation, which is not 
and shall not be a pledge of or an obligation payable through the City's general fimd, and any 
recoverv against the Citv in connection vvith this Agreement or the transactions contenmlated bv 

•' ....... •• .:._...• lC :.• 

this l\.u:reernent shall limited to the Citv's interest in the Citv Parcels and the ·proceeds 
..,.,, </ ~ 

therefrorn. Accordingly, nothing in this .Agreernent sha.!I require or be deen1ed to require the 
City to expend or commit to expend monies from its general fund to satisfy any of the 
obligations set forth in this Agreement, subject to the City's obligation to expend monies 
provided by Developer for the specific purposes hereunder and under such other agreements ··vi th 
the Citv fe ~· t11e i\C(]Uis.itioP Dej)O"tt) h.~.· •. r _'X-~c-··~ -~·- . -- -_ ··-· ... _,.;:; .... - , __ ,') -.. 

ll [§ l 10] Attachments Incorporated 

Aii attachments to this Agreement, or agreements entered into by the City and Developer 
substantially in the ibrm of such attachments, as nmv existing and as the same may from time-to
tirne be rnodified by agreement of the City and Developer, are incorporated herein by this 
reference. 
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DISPOSITION OF THE PROJECT SITE 

Sale and Purchase of Citv Parcels 

In nccordance vvith and subject to all the terms,, covenants, and conditions of this 
A.greernent, the City agrees to sen to Developer and Developer agrees to purchase the City 
Parcels. Developer shall pay to the City as the purchase price for the City Parcels a Purchase 
Price of L. ......................................................................................... {S ........... _,000)] (the 1'Purchase Pricel!). The sale of the City 
Parcels shall be subject to satisfaction of all conditions precedent as set forth in this Agreement 
and shall be \vlthin the appiicabte time frame set forth in the "Schedule nf Perfo.rmarH'e", 
attached hereto as Attachment No. 4. Hov/ever, nothvvithstanding the foregoing, the parties 
acknowledge and agree that the Purchase Price shall he subject to the approval rights and 
requirements of the FAA and LAvVA, and the disposition requirnrnents few the forrner Successor 
Agency properties as provided for in tbe California redevelopment dissolution law (the "Public 
A.pprovnt Process"} 

The City has determined that the Purchase Price represents the appraised fair market 
value of the City Parcels [confirm~ CONFlRivIED (as defined in California Code of Civil 
Procedure Section l'.263.320)] pursuant to m1 independent third party appraisaL. \Vithout taking 
into account the cost of any remediation of Hazardous Materials.. If the Closing Date occurs 
after August 3 l, 202 ! and on or before August 31, 2022, then the Purcbase Price shall be 
increased to [ ($_.,000)] {103% (~r existing Purc!utse Price/ (the 
"i\djusted Purchase Price"), subject to the Public Approval Process ff the Closing Date occurs 
after /\ugust 3 l, 2022, the Chy and Developer shall agree upon the appraisal instructions for an 
updated appraisal, each shall select a suitably qualified independent appnt!ser,, such two 
appraisers shall select a third suitably qualified independent appraiser, and the Purchase Price 
shall be the average of the three appraisals submitted by such appndsern (the "Revised Pun:l:u1se 
n.·' '') ·.CJ ·~1 ·1 "t" :, ' { 1 ''h' l1 J "' '"1 "' t l ,,,,th' ,.: "t· ·· ,.·(i(f). ']' ., ' ~·,' "*.n ti'·' (''J ,,' ,,. • nre , \\1ilH;1 cc crrrnrldJCn .::; d.1 Dv mdot, no. e.,~s ,_ d.n SL\. y \ . .,,., td}'S J,-llOs ""' ,-11;, ... · O::;U\s 

Date. The Revised Purchase Price shall also be subject to thE~ Public Approval Process. 

Nonvithstanding the foregoing, the Purchase Price, as determined in accordance with the 
the Public Approval Process, sbaH be subject to reduction to the extent of any reasonable costs 
associated \Vith any n:.~mediation of Ilazardous iVlaterials requ.ired for the City Parcels ncma!Iy 
paid by Devdoper, in accordance \vith the ternis and conditions of this Agreement and in 
"o~npliaT'e \Mith 'J11pii"'1ble hsv,, ''l'ltutes rules 'ind renplaticns 'lfKl such f'."1smqble r'rno"d~•1c's !..,. .... ~. > .. i:; .. ~ _i:..,.,...,, >::: . <-.1J . t..,.,l,. , .<.. Y .0:1' .,') <. . .. ) . • . ·~. < . '5 > .. :::i-; .,_ } . .. (. . ,__ C·:l.. , __ -'" n; .. .>. > _. ""'"'· ..... I'. C .. 

established by the City (the ''Remediation Cost Adjust1nent") In order to imp!ernent the 
provisions of this paragraph, and without lirniting the duties ·Of Developer v;ith respect to 
Hazardous Materials pursuant to this /\greement, Developer shall promptly follmving the 
Effective Date, perform such environrnental site assessments to determine whether any 
·i·~rl'ledi' 'a.r·•;' >"IJ'l rif '.H'"Z' '''f··O' »")!l'" .,, ;j. '1h"\.'l' a· l''' ·r·e"j_l•<l"'.'(! f'')r·· t' .. l,1·~· ·(·'.:i'tv ·r}·:>.f"''·"'I;. '"f; VN"ll ,.,.., ~··'""'''f;J')V"ll'.; '.',·j'.' r·1·1"' . . ~..:.,; . "· _..__. . "<>.,:::. .. {.l .A-ll. ". .. -:~ ..... ::.'..:!:.,."'.,.,,. i:; •• ) • '\... ,h~ :t. C .... .... :f... . ~.... ..... } ~J:. \..:."'../::: '"'': {.t_._, y·lf y.:. {~3.Jl ::.'..&C).:.H,,....;'),_, . ~C: ~ ,_ \.;- . ~ 

cleanup rnethods, costs and logistics of such remediation (the ''Rer:netiiation Pfau"), The 
Remediation Plan shall be subject to the revievv and approval of the City Manager. The City and 
Developer shall include in the escrow instructions provisions for the holdbn.ck from the Purchase 
Price of the estimated Remediation Cost Adjustment (plus a ten percent (!O~·c) contingency), as 
set forth in the Remediation Plan. Such escrmv instructions shall further require that any balancE~ 
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of the holdback amount remaining after cornplction by Developer of any required Hazardous 
tv1ateriJJs remediation required by this Agreement for the City Parcels be paid to the City; \Vtth 
Developer being solely responsible for all costs any remediation of f-fozardous \'iaterials for 
the City Parcels in excess of the Remediation Cost Adjustment and ten percent {lO'~--u) 

con tirwen cv. 0 ,~ 

!§ 202] 

Prior to the Effective Date, Developer utilized reasonable good faith efforts to acqulr-e the 
·r~r·1·,:·~'.te P· ~ru"ls ·o,,,q1i't·e ~-·~·c-!·1. ef1:·'.·"·t.s_ r1e,•---<>[")!Y'r· !·1··,s i·)e·~.., t·1·1('.h·l·e. t'."' •"'i'tl.·v"r ,,.~ni"1·r·-e ti,l'"' ·r}1·1·--,.,a-t·' . \~1 . .. (.:::.,...w.:... .• ·"'C .. ·'}···"' ,3u ·" ... \H '··"':: .L,,.,,"1,-'~·~-·-•C . .. 1H., __ t::u .t.u .... . \;- v ...... ~ (.3t..,.,_~,~~- ,J .. v .., \i-; .. C 

Parcels or to enter into a contract for the acquisition of the Private Parcels. The City may in its 
sole and absolute discretion attempt to acquire the Private Parcels and shall comply \:vith all 
statutory and legal requirernents applicable to the City's acquisition of the Private Parcels. 

Upon the City's voluntary acquisition of any of the Private Parcels, the City shall. 
promptly close escrow the applicable Private Parcd(s) and record its title to such parcel in the 
property records of the Los Angeles County Recorde(s Offo:t:1 and, contingent upon Developer's 
satisfaction of the conditions precedent contained herein, the applicable Private Parce!(s) shall be 
conveyed to Developer by (inmt Deed, in the form attached tn this A.greernent as /\ttadnnent 
No. 7~Jl. subject to Code of Civil Procedure section 1245.245, The conveyance of the applicable 
Private Parcel(s) shall take place at the same time and in the sarne manner as the City Parcels as 
set Carth in this Agreement. 

! . 

if the Cit_v's s:ood faith negotiations are unsuccessful as to anv of the Private Parcel so the 
.' ~~·· '"~- .. ' 

City may' in its sole and absolute discretion, schedule, notice and hold a public hearing at v,xhich 
the City may consider the adoption of one or rnore resolutions of necessity (a "Resoh1thm of 
Necessity''') authorizing the acquisitionby eminent domain of any of the Private Parcels not 
voluntarily acquired (the ''No.nvohmtary Pm·teis") Follmving such public hearing, the City v.,:Hl 
determine in its sole and absolute discretion vll1ether or not to adopt Resolutions of Necessity 
and to proceed \.vith en1inent dornain to acquire the Nonvoluntary Parcels. Developer expressly 
ackno\.v!edges, understands and agrees that the City undertakes no obligation to a.dopt any 
Resolution of Necessity, and the City makes no commitment to De..,cloper regarding any 
findings and determinations the City may need to make in connection therewith. If the City docs 
not acquire all of the Private Parcels by negotiated purchase and does not adopt, in its sole and 
abs'.'Jlut" dl'""Telhn Res0h1thrrn .-,f f\i'.'ce-'·sitv fbr 'lil 0f the Pt·iv'}t." P':ircels \.vithin Jfour 14>1 (;_ ~ C:.. C. · ,'):c...,..,,..,. · \ '1 ._,..,., __ , __ .., · · C... ,_. \} · '" .. C.· .... i:.), __ .o;. . ./ :(. · --- ·· "· ·.Jo. {:;;.:;.v ·· <- · :-....' ~ · .,_ " 1 · '· If 

months foHowing the Effective Date or as reasonably possible'?, neither tbe City nor 
Developer shall be in default under this Agreement, but Developer shall have the right to 
tenninate this /\.greernent. pursuant to Section 510 

2. [§ 204] 

lf the City approves one or more Resolutions of Necessity and e!ects to exercise its power 
of eminent domain to acquire any Private Parcels, any such eminent dornain proceedings shall be 
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promptly filed following the approval of a Resolution of Necessity, and the City shall diligently 
exercise reasonable effons to prosecute any such eminent domain proceedings(s) to completion 
and obtain fee simple absolute title to tbe subject Private Parcels. 

If the City exercises its power of eminent domain it shall (i} exercise reasonable efforts 
to apply for and obtain, at the earliest practicable time, a judicla! on:foror orders authorizing the 
City to take prejudgrnent possession of the Private Parcels (tbe "Ordcr(s) of Prejudgment 
PosH•ssifm~'J prior to entry of Final Judgments in Condemnation {the 1'Final .fudgment(s)") and 
Final Order(s) of Condernnation {the ''Final Order(s}"); and (ii) comply with all apphceble 
provisions of the California Relocation Assistance Law \California Government Code Section 
7260 et seq.), all State and local regulations implementing such law, and all other applicable 
relocation laws and regulations (collectively "Relocation Laws"), Any and all eligible expenses 
incurred in accordance \vith Cafrfon1ia Govemrnent Code Section 7262, relating to the 
disphtcement and/or relocation of any ''displaced persons" (as defined in California Govermnent 
Code Section 7260(c)C! )) from the :Private Parcels, and any reasonable costs incurred by the City 
in retaining a relocation consultant she!! be paid by Developer. 

Upon obtaining any Orders of Prejudgment Possession, the City shalL upon the written 
request of .Developer, process and sign any required final pa:rcd and subdivision maps, lot line 
adjustments, and/or mergers, in its capacity as deemed record title owner of the Private Parcel 
pursuant to California Government Code Section 66465. 

lf the City obtains possession of a Private Paree! pursuant to an Order for Prejudgment 
Possession, [subject to al! other conditions of closing?], thE~ City agrees to grant to Developer, 
and Developer shall accept, possession of such Private Parcel under the Orders of Prejudgxnent 
Possession ("Prejudgment Prm;ession 1

') on the Closing Date pursuant to a (ira.nt Deed 
substantialiy in the fbrm attached hereto as Attathment No, 7-Il as JT1ay be reasonably rnodified 
to reflect the conveyance of Prejudgrnent Possession and shall be subject to Code of Civil 
Procedure Section 1245245. The City shall also dHigently proceed \.Vith such eminent domain 
proceedings to obtain the applicable Final Jw::lgment(s) and Final Order(s}, Upon obtaining and 
recording the Final Order(s), the City shall transfer to Developer, .and Developer shall accept, fee 
simp1e absolute title to the subject Private Pan::el(s) pursuant to a Grant Deed substantially in the 
fonn attached hereto as Attachment No, 7-H, as referenced al:wve~ as rnay be 1Yasonably 
.modified to reflect fee title. If the City, despite such diligent efforts, is unable to obtain a Final 
Order for any of the Private Parcels J:Cir \Vhich an Order of Prejudgment Possession has been 
issued, Developer shall nonetheless be responsible for the i\.cquisition Costs related to such 
Private Parcel(s) and Developer shall \Naive any clain1s against the City arising frmn the City's 
inability to obtain a Fina! Order for such Private Parcel(s), 

Pavrnent of /\.cquisition Costs 

"[) l I ll ,, ( .. ,, ,.l b' :i' d , r · d , eve oper s 1a . pay to me .. tty a! reason a 1e c trect an . 1ntllt'cc1 costs an expenses 
iw:.:mTi:xl by the City in connection s,:vith the acquisition of the Private Parcels, conveyance to 
·r)''':AJrw_"l"J'_ "l""d1 '''fl"" ·::>1·101 >1P ·;·-"'·10"'"t·i' , .. ,n C"'"t'' •::>t·r1·ibnto1'il"e tn c11r<11 '"""(!!"']' ~1'11"ot1" (',.,,,,ll•N"t·1'\iel\1 tl1-"' .i. c. \ "' '~y X....v ": i:;,t .. v ,J o.. 1 ~~. . .,.., .... l . ~..:..;1 ·-·· \_.,11:.t .. \;- ..... \}~"!I .:') u ... ~ 't;..~ .. ~d;- ' .~)" ~·h <..,.,,.:.., • a.t.' 1 ..... ~ .~:".I ' '·'.., ... ) 'lo,, . ..\./ "v j ~' . """" 

"Acquisition Costs"} The Acquisition Costs shal.l include, viithout Umitation: 
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{a) appraisal fees, litigation guarantees, right-of .. way and consultant fees, title 
reports and any costs related to any environmental assessment activity indm:frng any reports 
and property access costs; 

fb) preparation of documents for public hearing on Resolutions of Necessity, 
including ivithout limitation, attorneys' foes and cost of publishing notice: 

(c) the deposit of probable compensation to the extent necessary; 

{d) the total amount paid to owners and occupants of the Private Parcels, 
including the price paid to acquire any and aH interests in the Private Parcels including Yvithout 
limitation amounts paid, if any, for the fee interest in the land and improvements, leaseholds, 
tenant improvements, furnishings,. fixtures and equiprnent, leasehold bonus value, 
nrecnndernnation danrnges~ and loss of business gondwi!L r ~ , ~ . 

(d) reloc1tion 'F"ist'Hl" ,~ 'lfd b ,~nefits tp '1nv rlisqJa.'''Cd i)ersriP as ff~"mired bv ,_. {. . :;.:.,,:)_') ~ .. ,_{<a .t....J:~ {. l. ;-t . -~ .:,.. .> (. . ..,.. <.. ~ 8-· ... \,.; · _, , __ -···.:. ~ , . ..... t"1 · . .> ~'· 

Relocation Laws, and the City's payments to its relocation consultant; 

(e) court costs and fi~es required to prosecute eininent domain proceedings, if 
aJly, including any cross-complaints or separate actions filed in response to the eminent domain 
proceedings, and any monies paid in settlernent thereof or pursuant to a judgrnent in such 
proceed.in gs; 

(t) costs of litigation and trial incurred in prosecuting such erninem dor.nain 
proceedings, including without limitation, preparation of pleadings, administrative record and 
any other required documentation, appraisers' fees, expert «vitness foes, court costs and attorneys' 
foes: and 

(g) escroiv fees, recording foes, title insurance foes, and all other costs 
incurred in connection ;vi th the acquisition of the Private Parcels by the City and conveyance to 

Developer_ 

[§ 206] Acquisition Deposit and Pavments 

\Vhhin ten (10) days after the Effective Date, Developer shall deposit with the City the 
sum of[$ J f'Aequisitio:n Deposftl') which the City shall be authorized to dnnv 
upon to pay A.cquisition Costs If at any time the Acquisition Deposit is insufficient to Cff\/et 

reasonably anticipated future expenses, the City sha1l notd~: Developer in vvriting, m1d Developer 
shall deposit the necessary additional funds within ten (! 0) business (can this he shortened?) 
days. 

The City shall hold the Acquisition Deposit in a separate interest-bearing account A.ny 
unused portion of the Acquisition Deposit shall be promptly refunded to Developer follo1,ving 
conveyance of foe title of the Private Parcels to Developer_ The City shall prepare and maintain 
an accounting of the Acquisition Costs Incurred and anticipatt;d in connection vii th acquisition of 
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the Private Parcels and shall provide such information to Developer no less frequently than 
quanerJy, and such accounting and estimate shall be provided together with each request the City 
makes for additional funds or upon Developer's written request; provided ho\vever, such request 
shall not be nrnde more frequently than quarterly, Developer and/or Developer's consultants 
(identified in writing} shall be entitled to audit the City's books and records relating to the 
Acquisition Costs during nonnal business hours and following at least five (5) business days' 
prior v:ritten notice. The City shall reasonably cooperate with Dev·doper to the extent required 
in connection svith such audit, induding, without limitation, providing copies of all invoices and 
other back~up information \.Vitbin its possession. 

The City expressly reserves the right to suspend or abandon any condemnation 
proceeding if Developer falls to tl.me!y make a recp..ilnxl deposit of frmds in accordance \vi th this 
Agreement vvithin ten (JO) business [can this be sho1iened?] days after receipt of a notice from 
the City of such fai!me In such event, Developer shall pay any and all damages, claims or 
sanctions tesulting from the City's suspension of such proceedings, including 1;vithout limitation 
attorneys' fees, litigation expenses and dan1ages which may be rnvarded in favor of a condemnee 
or payable to a condemnee pursuant to a court-approved settlernent 

Consultation 

Developer shall have the right to approve or disapprove any proposed settlement 
behveen the City and any Private Ov;ner(s) and occupant(sJ, prior to finaiizat!on of any such 
settlement, regarding the acquisition of any Private Parce!(s). The City shall keep Developer 
apprised of all negotiations with Private Owners and occupants nfthe Private Parcels particularly 
\Viti: regard to any negotiated settlement of any erninent dornain proceeding, The City shall 
proT1ptly provide Developer v/ith any proposed settlement offers, for Developer's approval 
consideration ff a proposed settlernent offer is not approved by Developer, the City shall reject 
(or not propose, as the case may be) the settforn.ent offer and shall prosecute the eminent domain 
proceeding, subject to the provisions of Section 208_ The Cit:y agrees to consult with, and obtain 
the approval of, Developer prior to approving foe budgets or making any other commitment for 
costs for ·which Developer \:vill be responsible as A.cquisition Costs, including, without 
limitation, any Final Offers of Compensation delivered to the Private 0\vners and occupants of 
the Pnvate Parcels. 

[§ 208] Tennination of the Proceedinz 

Once an en1inent don1ain proceeding is filed, the City shall not fonnally abandon the 
proceeding ·without Developer's consent At any time, Developer may request in writing that the 
City formally abandon any filed eminent domain proceeding. If Developer makes such a 
request, Developer shaI! remain responsible for aU Acquisition Costs arising from such request 
up to the date of City's receipt of such request and the formal filing of an abandonmentnotice by 
the City, including, -.,:vithout !imitation, any m .. vard of the condemnee's litigation expenses (the 
'''fennimttion Costs''). Any remaining anmunt of the Acquisition Deposit after the City has 
paid all such Terrnination Costs \.vi!I prornptly refunded to Developer. In the City's sole 
discretion, the City may contirme to prosecute the proceeding after receipt of Developer's request 
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to abandon. In such event, Developer shall not be responsible for any Acquisition Costs incurred 
after receipt of Developer's request to abandon the proceeding . 

7. [ >:, '.)()9] ':! ·-· .. 

Developer agrees that after the Ef:l:ective Date, Developer shall not directly or indirectly 
contact any Private Owner of a Private Parcel. If any Private Owner of a Private Pared contacts 
Developer, Developer shall promptly direct such Private 0\vner(s} to contact the City 

8. Escrow 

The City and Developer agree to open an escrcrx account V/ith Fidelity National Title 
Company (the ''Escrmv Agent") within the times provided in the Schedule Gf Perfonrnmcc. This 
Agreernent shall constitute the joint escrm-v instmctions of the City and Developer, and a 
duplicate original of this Agreement shall be delivered to tbc Escrov/ Agent upon the opening of 
the escrow account for the conveyance. The City and Developer shall provide s.uch additional 
escrn'iv instructions consistent with this Agreement as shall be necessary for such conveyance. 
The Escrow Agent hereby is empowered to act under such instructions, and upon indicating its 
acceptance thereof in writing delivered to the City and to Developer within five (5) days after 
opening of such escrow account, the EsctO\V Agent shall carry out its duties as Escrow A.gent 
hcweunder for such conveyance. 

Upon defrvcry of the Grant Deeds for the Arena Site, and the Grant Deeds frK each of the 
\Vest Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation Site and the Hotel Site (collectively, the 
"Andiiary Development Site~/') to the Escrow Agent by the City pursua.nt to Section 2 I 7 of this 
Agteement. the Escrovv ,Agent shall record each Grant Deed in accordance 'With these escn:rw 
instructions for each such conveyance, prcrvided that title to the entire Project Site (other than 
those parcels for vvhich possession has been conveyed pursuant to an order for Prejudgment 
Possession) can be vested in Developer in accordance with the terms and provisions of this 
Agreernent The Escmw Agent shall also disclose and provide Developer Yvith all pertinent 
docmnentary transfer tax infbnmrtion and costs prior tu the dose of escrow for each such 
conve\'ance, :\ny insurance nolicies eovernimr the Prniect Site arc not to be transferred. 

« . ::: .......... ~· J 

Develoner shall dej)Osit into the escn:nv vvith the Escro\v /\gent before the Closirm Date ::: ~..... \.;./ 

all fees, charges and costs necessary for the acquisition and conveyance of the A.rena Site and the 
Ancillary Developrnent Sites to Devdoper that are chargeable to Developer hereunder, pron1pt!y 
after the Escnw/ Agent has notified Developer of the amount of such fees, charges and costs for 
the escrow account. Such fees, charges and costs shaH include, vvithout !imitation: 

(I) One half of the escrow fee: 

(2) All premiun1s for title insurance required by Developer in excess of a Califbrnia 
Land Title .A . .ssociation (''CLTA'!) title insurance policy; and 

(3) i\11 nc,tary fees reqt1ire<i of f)e'\'elflper, 
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Developer shall also deposit the Purclmse Price and any portion of the Acquisition Costs 
not previously paid \Vhh the Escrcnv Agent at the same time in accordance \",lith the provisions of 
Section 218 of this Agreement 

With the exception of payment by the City of (i) one half of the escrov/ fee, (ii) the costs 
attributed to the CLIA title insurance policy for the cmrveyance, (ih) notary foes required of the 
City, and (iv) any State, County or City docurnentary or transfer tax, unless otherwise set fi:Jrth 
h,,,~-ein the Cit'' "hall not be reciuired f'."J fl'l'' '10" ccst" f"'e" or '.'.l1arne'' ir "Dnn,~ct!Pr1 \rith th"' . """'::: ~ ,,_ ...... j ~. ,.::: •. . .• . . ... ' ,:,._\ 1"'{. / {. J ..... }~ ,_'}~ . ·""-' ·~ .. \,., ... ~ {:) .;) . ~ !..,.. '· v •• ""-'' ... .> v ,,_ ..... C. 

conveyance of the Arena Site and the Ancillary Developn1ent Sites and in no event shall the 
City's costs exceed the net amount of the Purchase Price actually received by the City after 
roxrvrnent of al! an1:ilicable obhuations to the Fi\/\ and LA\\l/\. and anv apnEcabk tax:itut t .,,. x . ,,,,_,. ' ~' . :.;; ......,. 

entities «vith regard to those City Parcels formerly owned by the Successor Agency Unless 
otherwise specified in this Agreement, each party shall be responsible Ex the payment of its 0'0,;n 
legal fees. 

The City shall tilnely and properly execute, acknmvledge and deliver the Chant Deeds 
conve\ilng to Develoi)t:X title and/or 1Jossession (as aoniicable) to each of the JXtrcels cornmising 

.« ...,._/ .t . r.::: ' ::: :>.,., 

the A.rena Site andtitle to the A.ncil.lary Developrnent Sites in accordance »vith the requirements 
of Section 213,. together with an estoppel certificate 1,vith regard to Developer and the obligations 
under this Agreement certifying: (i) that this Agreement is in foJl force and effect (ii) that this 
Agreement has not been amended or modified,, or if this Agreement has been amended or 
modified, identifying the amendments or modifications and stating their date and providing a 
copy or referring to the recording infbrrn.ation, (iii) that the City is not invare of any default by 
Developer hereunder, or the occurrence of an event that with notice or the passage of time or 
both W\mld be default by Developer hereunder if not cured (or there is a defhult, a description 
of the nature of such default), and (iv) such other reasonable matters as may, be requested, ln 
addition, the City agrees to, from. frme to tirne, execute and deliver to any lender or prospecfrve 
lender of Developer, or other applicable third-party, tvithin ten (10) business days after a \\Titten 
request is made, such an estoppel certificate, 

Pay, and charge Developer for any foes, charges and costs payable under this 
Section 2 !O, Before such payments are made,. the Escrov~· Agent shall notify the 
Citv and DeveJoiJer of the fees, duuU,es and costs necessarv to dear title ensure 

J I ~ • 

nny applicable possessory interests acquired pursuant to an order for PrejudgJTient 
Possession and dose escrov:. 

{2) Disburse funds and deliver each Grant Deed and other documents to the parties 
entitled thereto \Vhen the conditions of the escn:nv have been fulfilled by the City 
and DcvelopeL The Purchase Price shaH not be disbursed by the Escro\.v A.gent 
unless and until it has recorded a Grant Deed for each of the Arena She and the 
Ancillary Deve!oprnent Parcels and has delivered to Developer a title insurance 
policy insuring title and/or possession (as applicable} conforming to the 
require111ents of Section 219 of this Agreement, 
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(3) Record any instruments delivered through this escrov,; if necessary or proper to 
vest title and/or possession (as applicable) ln Developer in accordance with the 
terms and provisions of this Agreement, [the Arena Site Use Agreement (City 
Parcels), the Arena Site Use Agreement (Private Parcels)] and the FAA 
Restrictions, 

/\JI fi.:mds received in esCIU\V shall be deposited by the Escrov,' Agent in a separnte 
interest-earninr: escruv/ account \vith anv state or national bank doins:: business in the State of 

~ . ~ 

California and reasonably approved by De'leloper and the City .. A.ny interest earned on the funds 
shall he payabk or credited to Devdoper \vith al! interest adjustrnents rnade on the basis of a 
thirty (30) day month, Any payrnent of interest to Developer shall be made by check by the 
Escrovv Agent Developer shall also be folly responsible for any and al! costs required to 
establish and/or rnaintain the separate interest-earning account 

If escro\.v Is not in a positi.on to close on or before the Closing Date, any party \.Vho then 
shall have fuHy perfrmned the acts required to be perfbnned before the conveyance of title andor 
possession (as applicable)to the Project Site to Developer may, in \v1'lting, demand the return of 
its nwney, papers, or docun1ents frorn the Escrow /\gent. No dernand for return sha!l be 
recognized until five (5) days after the Escrmv Agent (or the party making such demand) shall 
have mailed copies of such demand to the other party or parties at the address of its principal 
place of business. Objections, if any, shall be raised by written notice to the Escmw Agent and 
to the other pariy 'within such i}ve (5) day period, in 'which event the Escrmv A.gent is authorized 
to hold a!! money, papers, and docmnents s,.vith respect to the Project Site until instructed by 

' · ., · h .. .., , I l .. , t I' · , , r , ·1"' mutuaJ agreement ot t e parties or, upon tu ure t 1ereot, :.y a court o competent JUD%1ct1011. J 
no such demands are made, the escros,v shall he closed as soon as possible_ 

If objections are raised ns above provided for, the .Escrow Agent shall not be obligated to 
return any such money, papers, or documents except upon the Vlrittcn instructions of the City and 
Developer, or until the party entitled thereto has been determined by a final decision of a court of 
competent jurisdiction. If no such objections are made within such five (5) day period the 
F:.;crm~' :\o."'111 shall irnmedhtelv relvq1 the 'fom'1nded nnne" P''lpeF or "locurrents ·"<- .... y ,_. ·c""'-'". '··· ~t ~ . ... . :t .. . ,,.,, .;: . ,..,. . ...:..:. .... ,_ \. . <.. ..... .... <... ... r ,, -><. ~')., . l _,,... .... .:. .......... , 

Any amendment to the escrO\.V instmctions shaIJ be in vldting and signed by the City and 
Developer. .At the time of any amendment the Escrow Agent shall agree to carry out its duties as 
Escrmv Agent under such ainendment 

All communications from the Escrntv J\gem to the Citv or Develo11er shall be directed to 
}.,.' </ 

the addresses and in the rnarmer established in Section 601 of this Agreernent for rHJtices,. 
demands, and communications bet1,.veen the City and Developer 

c_ [§ 21!] Convevance of Title and Deliverv of Possession 

Conveyance to Developer of title w the Arena Site and the ,\ncillasy Develnprnent Sites 
in accordance with the provisions of this Agreenient shall be cornpleted on or prior to the date 
specified in the Schedule ·Of Performance or such date mutually agreed to in v/riting by the 
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{~,-*'' , ·~· l r·), ··,I ! ,, .. ,, ,.i •. , ·~., .• "t'"'i , · 't; _., ·t· t1 ,, ·c· ... , •• , · '' ·), t ttJ· , "('·~." ·m) t ""' [ ,l t./ dL{ . Cv C O;)<:J dl1d <...OnJJl nlnH.d .. t:1, ll1 WH d\;:;, 0 il<:. r:.~Cl uW I'\.);:,t: .. n I lC .~osu1g .m a .e /· 
pro-vided, hoivcvcr, Developer may extend the Closing Date set forth in the Schedule of 
Performance for up to hvclve (12) months upon \vritten notice to the City~ review schedule of 
1Jerformance. l t .~· 

Except as othenvise provided herein, title and/or possession (as applicable) of the /\rena 
Site and title to the /\ncdlary Developrnent Sites shall be deli\'ered to Developer by the City 
"011"tH""'-"1·11··j,,, \~i1't·J·1 ~·""l·I "·L1 1··l1 """'·'P.'ia·~l"~ [J'"'\'""l··lj·)~r· :·-1,1,,ll ,.,,..,"ent t;q~, '""'J(lo·;· 1)('>·"s.e·s.p1',._,., fa·"' \,.,,.v_\..,h::;.l:w. ··) >. ~...:.,;<.ll...,.~. <> w. \,_,~,3v3.<J-c.,...J;;_.~.\..,$...:..·" ~ ~.L -~...:.,; .t)l.a.. :i..t~\... l'°' .,_3..L""-' u~ ... ... , J.'.),_, ... ,:.._.,bu\ ~"'3' 

applicab!e)to the Arena Site , and the .Ancillary Developn1ent Sites on the Closing Date, subject 
. f . " ' j' • ., I , ' h. I, to satls action ct tnc conc1t1ons ot c osrng set tort in t11s Agreement. 

D. Forms of Deed 

The City shall convey to Developer title andor possession (as applicable) to the Pro.iect 
Site in the condition required in this Agreement by those certain "Grant needs'' substantially in 
the forrn attadied hereto as Attachment No. 7-A as to the City Parcels vvithin the Arena Site, 
and subst;:mtiall;· in the form attached hereto as Attaeh1nent No. 7-H as to the Privat{1 Parcels 
v1ithln the Arena Site refiecting the conveyance of Prejudgment Possession, applicable), and 
substantially in the fonn attached hereto as Attadanent No .. 7-C as to each of the other 
i\ncillary Development Sites. \Vithin the time frame set fbrth in the Schedule of Pe.rfrmnance, 
the Developer shall submit to the City for review and approval-consideration an application for a 
Lot Line Adjustment and Lot \Jerger to create the Hotel Site, as legally described in 
Attachment No. 2~E, as a separate parcel, vvhich can be conveyed to Developer on the 
Closing Date. 

[§ 213] 

The City shall conv·ey to Developer fee simple title andor ex.elusive possession (as 
applicable) to the Arena Sitcandfoc title the Ancillary Development Sites free and dear of all 
rights of possession (including bHJboard leases or agreements), Hens, bonds, encumbrances, 
assess1nents, easeinents, leases and taxes, and any rights of acquisition by any party; provided, 
however, such conveyance shali be subject to the covenants included in each Grant Deedfor the 
Arena Site 'ivhich shall include the requirements of the Code of Civil Procedure Section 
l245.245, the ), the FAA Restrictions, and those permitted encumbrances set forth in 
A.ttnchment No. 9j?j, Hmvever, no such covenants, conditions, restrictions or equitable 
servitudes shall probibit or limit the development ofthe Project Site as permitted by the Scope of 
Development and this Agreement 

[§ 214] Acquisition Fundinu of Citv Parcels and Related Restrictions 

Certain Chy Parcels were acquired by the City, Successor Agency or the former 
lnglev./ood Redevelopment Agency (the "Agency") with grant funds from the U.S. Federal 
•, , 'i·,' , . ("t:'At,-t") 1 . \ J ·n" ·!'.J \' . ··wr A1'1i·.~ ·d J " .,., /\Vtation /'!.C nHrustratmn . · [;nh ,, LOS / ng:e es dono J irpons l · .Ln.. n'r~, arL ue "'g:ency. J 

The City sha1l be solely responsible for co.mpliance 'ivitb and satisfaction of the terms and 
conditions of any grant agreernents v/ith FAi\ and LA\.VA, including, v/ithout !imitation, 
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repayment to FAA and LA\VA as rnay be required under such grant agreernents and confinning 
tl1 '" t•"j'·'11!. "1"<tj' ')J1 ,·,f' -<1[ "'-t'Ot't·j· f1g'J ,.-.,:bl' <-iP. !ti' 0" ~ lll~·d*''r "'lJf'•11 ,,.,.1f'·t ~" .. '1"4 'flV"'f'Z" T}1'" ('1''tv af'·d r)'<"\'C•! •<n·'"" \.....' ...... :e.. .~ ~~;:::...."' .. -.:..;. !:,.~,::: ~ ... i:.nc·,;- ::. . ,_, :::o ........ :.n.:-." .::: ,..., .. J "'".::: .. t:::~ ~::. .:::·~ ""~b ~ .. /v. ;:_\_,· :.~·~:;,- l. 'J:....- ..... ) .ii:. :;: .L -c.,,.- .' -c.:...-:i:,_,~·-"\....''t, 

shall, promptly follo\vrng the Effective Date, draft, negotiate and finalize the form of the 
restrictive covenants related to cornixitible uses rer1uired under such zrant agreements \vlth F/\/\ . v ~ 

and LA \VA (the ''FAA Restrictions"} ·within the time frame set forth in the Schedule of 
Performance The FAA Restrictions shall be recorded against, and encumber, the applicable 
City Parcels at dosing. 

T1 ( "r' .L, lJ L.· ... ··). j' ., ... ., •'bl .. f'' ... ,. ..... ' l', .. , .. ,.'t·J·' '1 "t"·t·;. .... ,t;." . .,f''rj t· '' ··1 1e .hy Sud .. 1.1e su. e y respo,i;jt ·' G >:.Ji i_;,)111p uni.:e \d .. 1 sn~i Sd '"::; "ti.; a.in o "le .errns ,in( 
conditions applicable to the disposition of the City Parcels previously ov.,med by the Successor 
Agency and/or Agency. Such responsibility shaH include, Vllthout limitation, any payment 
obligation to the applicable taxing entities pursuant to the Redevelopment Dissolution Lavv 
tC,1W!:irni·1 He-11th & Safet'1 Cr,de S·~cti.,·,ns 34Pfi et V"'' 1 \ •• :(. • '!>. • It, . . :(. . . ' -. •• I:; .~. } •• _.I -.. C w t_i. ~ '• ) .,/ '· t;,{.!. / • 

[§ 215] Street Vacation 

ln order to accommodate the development of the /\rena Site and the West Parking Garage 
Sitt\ the City will determine in its sole and absolute discretion whether or not to vacate and 
abandon the Right-Of-\Vay Areas more particularly identified and legally described in 
!\tt·H:hment ?~B in ''CCC>nJ"'Fe v·'th Califrrr;,, Streets "''!d Hirrh~M''"'S Cc,de S"'ctic,n 81?4 A. .{. " · ' - ''r~ " '•'' '"-ld: ~ ' :c'" X .-· . ::i ,;...;;·.._t "· 'Y · ~. .,,_id: . b· ·~~ ,._,:;.. r \. ,, . .,,. f..., :;;,:.. ·X •'' '~ -... ..,_ <:• 

9 .. '."4· ['' 1 ry··1 r1·12 ] !+'ti"' (~''t,, ! )·'" ,,, · l .·. ; :t., ··· l" d' '"''": ·'"'''',,! ,.- ·~' t .. , ' ~- t' '· 1"' ,., ''}f'" o,),J .. L\ J '"' ' .:>l\;~ ~·L.} ( (,(..:::; nu1 d,(,OpL, ,n LS soc lS>.. .. ,e . .tion, !I;>\<,,! thtO!iS 0 vac;d .l(!l1 ,l/ vd(·.(M.v 

· ·d· , b' l · ti-· R: 'rrJ · t")f' t:V,,,. '1 ... , ··• [ :ti~; [f"· ,,, (A\1: .,~ tl , f'···JL .. ; p tl · r::1·f" 't' , .. [ht' d.n d .. armon dC t,~ 1.r-"" -v 'd/ n.iea:::; \.\l .ud1 . OL( '·tn l1h"11. x1:::;. U;H)\:vmc 1.e r .... ec rve ... ,.,,e ,_. 

CHECK WITH LOUlS - - concern about compensation to private owners prior to 
condemnation], neither the City nor Developer shaH be in default under this Agreement, but 
Developer shall have the right to terminate this Agreement pursuant to Section 510. lf the City 
a(lo·.r1t· .... q •r.J1 1·"'··-oll1·t·1' '."r1s. 01·~ , :<>c"tt' ")l'. 1ti ... , Ci'tv :::l·F,l.l "''.'"""'l!·J·'"t.'" , .. l,,···l1 v,, ".~•ti' "'"''S "l'l"i. ~·b'"fl'i.01111'1 ·~n·t"".· ~. ,.. ~ .·::'5 ~·;i.'>.,.~"'""~ . . ~ ~'- ..... \; '·· ,_ ~ u. {;;,;..,.. ~-·. ~:. .J t; ,.... ) ~'} ... i:.~- . LC..;-u. :' ... "'.,.;.,_c <> . v. v :0.\,.·t.~- .. \;-u .... (. '- :.,,_ i:;.~. _..._.t. ~ ,_ "·.. :S:.. ... u -~·;i. 

(and the vacation and abandonment of any in-place utilities) on or before the Closing Date. The 
City shall reasonably cooperate \vith Developer to the extent required in connection with the 
relocation of anv in-n!ace utilities at no cost to the Citv. ' t: , 

.H .. [§ 2 !6] 

[ln order to provide additional pedestrian access to the Arena Site and the \Vest Parking 
Ciarage Site,. the City Yvill determine in its sole and absolute discretion whether or not to vacate 
and abandon any air space rights frff the Pedestrian Bridge Airspace more particularly identified 
and lega!ly described in Attachment 2~(~ in accordance with California Streets and Higlnvays 
Code Section 8324- CHECK \VITH LOUIS J. ff the City does not adopt, in its sole discretion, 
resolutions of vacation to vacate and abandon the Pedestrian Bridge Airspace vvithin [frmr (4}l 
months following the Effective Date. .. neither the City nor Developer shall be in default under this 
Agreement, but Developer shall have the right to tern1inate this Agreement pursuant to Section 
510. If the City adopts such resolutions of vacation, the City shaH complete such vacations and 
abandonments on or before the Closing Date, The City shall reasonably cooperate with 
Developer to the extent required in connection vvith obtaining afl rights to construct the 
n.,,,d'.>strian r'r)cku>(").· in th" P.-"'destri'm Br)rjn·~ l\lrS[Y'>CC Jq"lwJinf' ·1;;, w,c,,;s'lrv 1·e'J'" .. 'JYtblv tJw ..... C ... . ,_ .<... .> .:::c"'""'-:..~. . .:... e .. "'""''" ..... :;.. .G.. . 6 ...._ .:-:->t: ·' ..... J,_.,, '.' . .:. _\..,.:. . ( .. "C~' <. .. _, . w t:'.,.,:.. it. ,..· '.' .., <. .. :'ll) . t . •? 

coo1:ierating \Vitb Devdo1Jer in nem>tiations with anv govem1uenta! agencies 
~- - ~ - ~· 
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Time For and Place For Ddive1::y of the Grant Deeds 

The City shall use its good faith efforts to deposit each of the Grant Deeds with the 
Escrow i\gent on or before the date set forth in the Schedule of Performance. 

J. [§ 218] 

Developer shall prmnptly deposit the Purchase Price {and any portion of the .1\cquisition 
Costs not previously paid) with the Escro1,v Agent upon or prior to the scheduled Closing Date, 

... ,,: ··{· l t1N,' · <! ·E, .,,,,,., .. 'f ' "··r · >'! "]I l ' .. · t;t" ri DP •··j" 1"'" ', .. ' ' 't" er <! 't ·~··j {-' "' t [) · p·4 pn.i,·h ei. . .idt ,.1e .... ~"""(IA z1>.6ent .~ 1it 1.,1ve no .. < ;e, .. .,.o/t: OJ .. ,A l.d ~,1,r1 rn0 , Id e,,i.;1 .. 11an ... e ... b 

for the conveyance, properly executed and acknowledged by the City has been delivered to the 
Escn::nv Agent and that title to andor possession (as applicable) of tbe Arena She and title to the 
A.nci!lary Development Sites are each in condition to be conveyed to Developer in confonnity 
vJith the ·.1Jrovisions of this Aureeinent. The Escrmv ,\gent shall deliver the Purchase Price (.and 

t - -
any portion of the Acquisition Costs not previously paid) to the City immediately fol.lowing the 
delivery to Developer of the Title Policy in conformity with this Agreement and the recording of 
all of the Grant Deeds in the property records of the Los Angeles County Recorder's Office 

K. [§ 219] 

Concurrently with recordation of the Gnmt Deeds, Fidelity Nat.iomiJ Title (''Tide 
Cmupany") shall provide and deliver to Developer a CL.TA coverage owner's title insurance 
policy or policies issued by Title Company insuring that the title and.or possession (as applicable) 
to each parcel comprising the Arena Site andtitk to the Ancillary Development Sites are vested 
in Developer in the condition required by this Agreernent., along \vith any special endorsements 
"vhicb Developer reasonably requests requested by the Title Company, the City shall deliver 
to the Title Company an uwTier's affidavit in comrnercially reasonable form. At the sole election 
and cost of Developer, Developer rnay obtain an ALTA survey of each of the A.rena Site and the 
Ancillary Development Shes and cause the Title Company to issue a ALTA mvner's title 
insurance policy or policies, The title insurance policy shall be in the amount of the combination 
of the Purchase Price and the Acquisition Costs (collectively the "Total Site f:ost") or in such 
greater an1nu11t as Developer may specify as hereinaller provided. 

Concurrently with the issuance of the title policy or policies for the Prq.iect Site {the 
''Title Policy''}, the Title Cornpany shall, if requested by Developer, provide Developer 1,vith an 
endorsement to insure the ainount of Developer's estimated construction costs of the 
Irnprovem.ents to be constructed thereon and any lender's interest therein. 

Developer shall pay for al! premiums attributable to any extended coverage or special 
J . , . l , ' .j b J C'l"T "' "I ' l' cncorsenwnts wn1c 1 rt requests a1xrve ano eyonc a , .. u..,. Ht c insurance po 1c.y. 

L. faxes and Assessrnents 

Ad va1orem taxes and assessments, if any., on the Project Site, and taxes upon this 
Agreernent or any rights hereunder, !evied, assessed or imposed fix any period, commencing 
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prior to the conveyance of title and/or possession ·Of the Project Site shall be borne by the City. 
Ad valorem taxes and assessments, if any, on the Project Site, and taxes upon this Agreement or 
any rights hereunder, levied,. assessed or imposed for any period commencing after conveyance 
''Jf title andf·x posse'·"ioq cf the PrP1' e"t Site "h'lll !v" tnn1"' bv D·,v.,,,lf'f'··y \ . ...: 1,. ~ .. ~ (_ .> -· .... ,_' c':>,., •-·::. . .> . . . J'" ~', .._·. · •. , (. · 'L '"""' .. \. . '"w -·.} ·- t;;: "'.,....~ -~ ;-·t; , 

[§ 221] Occupants of the Prol ect She 

N Zoning of the Proiect Site 

Subject to the provisions of~ and as described in, the Developim::mt Agreement and the 
Scope of Development, prior to the Closing Date, Developer shall take such actions as are 
necessar.v to i)rocure or to obtain those future anprovals and actions of the Citv that .rna-v be ··' . J .,.,. .,,. 

approved after the Effective Date, induding discretionary and rninisterial actions by the City (as 
'i'"i·~!''-"J ,·,, tl ··' ., .. ,,,,, ,-,J~,.,.1 '"1·t' .''nr'·"_,.l~'·'·~f 111" "S k•'<>n ·"'·•t .1. .. P""' '<>~"'")' ·vh'c'l101',.,;1''l <! 0 'J t '"J,,1;,,_.Li .. .1e.J-. .. \e.cj,.L1ei ,'."\.,::;.<:.,,J,t;;Jq., ,.,, .. ,,.Uu.~ ... , 1u .. .1. Mt!~ ••v\···~" ,\ .. J, .d-1 d.-..·lh,,. .. tU 

are not lirnited to, demolition permits, detenTlirmtions of consistency '<Vith the SEC Development 
Guidelines adopted as part of the Project Approvals, grading permits, building permits,. final 
parcel and subdivision maps, lot line adjustments, and mergers. The City shall provide all proper 
and reasonable assistBnce and cooperation to Developer in connection there\vith, and shall use its 
r,-y-~d fTit!1 "Wi be~t Pff·'fts in "OC•[v~r1tin" •vith Trd f\y,;lit'>ftJFJ D·,,,elor:v~13" eff·fft" n obt~in 'lll '.'·f CC.... o · . <.. ,::: .. :;.:.z.., .\.. _:, ,__ . "'....; ..... \} ... . t.... . ... J. J "'...- ... {. . v ·-::;:. v . . <.. l .. :s.<. \...;6 ,_.(. .... ,_ . E;, {;:, 'Y , ·. °'w'v . •. , . \ .-;..._, \ ... ,,_.av {. \) 

the necessary Subsequent Approvals and/or any other permits required frff the developrnent of 
the Prqject Site, in accordance with,, and as described in, the Development Agreement and the 
SEC Development (iuidelines. 

(), [ .>::.·. "JT'] y .W,,,.,,..,y) 

The Project Site shall be conveyed in an "as is" physical condition, \.Vith no \Vananty, 
express or implied by the City as to the condition of the soi!, Vhlter., or presence of Hazardous 
Materinh (as defined herein), the Project Sit.e's geology, or the presence of known or unknown 
faults, In this regard, the City, at the 'written request of Developer, shall make available to 

Developer aH documents vihhin the Ch'.'/s possession or control peninent to the physical 
condition of the Site, including any reports related to the presence of Hazardous l'vfateria1s on the 
Project Site, within fifteen f J 5) business davs of the reouest. H shall the sole resnonslbilitv of 

~· .· ' / .,. :s :~ •' 

Developer, at Developer's sole cost and expense, to investigate and determine the soil and water 
conditions of the Pr(:ject Site and the suitability of the Prciject Site for the construction of the 
Improvements by Developer, and to pay for the demoiition and dearance of Improvements on, in 
or under the Project Site as necessary for the development of the Project Site. 

Developer shall be solely responsible for al! necessary testing of the Project She for 
Hazardous l"vfaterials pursuant to all applicable laws, statutes, rules and regulations. Upon the 
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acqrnstt!on of the Arena Site and the Ancillary Development Sites, Developer shall also be 
responsible for making the Project Site usable for the proposed development as a result of any 
conditions including, 'without Limitation, flood zones, At.::i:uist»Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning 
Act, and sirnilar matters, and, subject only to the Remediation Cost Adjustment, subsequent to 
Developer's acquisition of the Pn.tject Site, Developer shall be responsible f(Jr any costs 
associated \vith any required rernediation of Hazardous Materials -..vhich is necessary for the 
Pn~ject Site and for performing all work required in connection therewith, For purposes of this 
Agreement, ":Hazardous Materials" shall mean any substance, material or \vaste whicb is or 
becotm.15 regulated by any local governn1ental authority, the State of CaHfrwnia and/or the United 
States Governrnent,. including, but not limited to asbestos; po!ychlorfrrn:ted biphenyls {\vhether or 
not highly chlorinated): radon gas; radioactive materials; explosives; chemicals kno\:vn to cause 
cancer or reproductive toxicity: hazardous \Vaste. toxic substances or related rnateria!s; petroleum 
and petro!eurn products, including, but not limited to, gasoline and diesel fhel: those substances 
defined as a ''Hazardous Substance'', as defined by Section 960 l of the Comprehensive 
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980, 42 USJ~> 960 l, el seir,. or as 
"Hazardous \Vaste" as defined bv Section 6903 of the Resource Conservation and Recoverv /\ct 

/ •' . 

42 USC. 690!, et seq.; an "Extremely Hazardous \Vaste," a ''Hazardous \Vaste" or a ''Restricted 
Hazardous \A/aste," as defined The Hazardous \Vaste Control La'A' under Section 251l5,. 
25 l l. 7 or 25122. 7 of the Cal\tbrnia Heahh and Safety Code, or is listed or identified pursuant to 
Section 25 l 40 of the California Health and Safety Code:. n "Flazardous Material",. 'Tlazardous 
Substance, 1' "liazardous Waste'' or ''Toxic Air Contaminant'' as defined by the California 
.Hazardous Substance Account Act, laws pertaining to the underground storage of hazardous 
substances, hazardous materials release response plans, or the California Clean Air /\ct under 
Sections 25316, 2528l,25501, 2550 J, l or 39655 of the California Heahh and Safety Code; 'Th!" 
or a "Hazardous Substance" listed or identified pursuant to the Federal \Vater Pollution Control 
Act, 33 lJS.C 1321, a nrtazardous Waste,'' ''Extremely Hazardous \Vaste'1 or an "Acutely 
Hazardous Waste" listed or defined pursuant to Chapter 1 l of Title 22 of the California Code of 
Regulations Sections 66261 l thrmmh 6626L l26: chemicals listed by the State of California ....... . ....... , .... 

under Proposition 65 Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986 as a chemical 
known by the State to cause caricer or reproductive toxicity pursuant to Section 25249. 8 of the 
California Health and Safoty Code; a material '>Vhich due to its characteristics or interaction \.vith 
one or more otIKT substances, chemical compounds, or mixtures, materiaHy damages or threatens 
to materially darnage, health, safety, or the environment, or is required by any lzn.v or public: 
agency to be remediated,. including remediation 'vVbich such !av,' or govenmrnnt agency requires 
in order for the Project Site to be put to the purpose proposed by this i\&i:reenrnnt;. any material 
\Vhose presence vlfou!d require remediation pursuant to the guidelines set forth in the State of 
California Leaking Underground Fuel Tank Field !'vfanual, whether or not the presence of such 
rnateda1 resulted from a leaking underground fuel tank; pesticides regulated under the Federal 
insecticide, Fungicide and Rodentidde Act, 7 USC 136 er seq; asbestos, PCBs, and other 
,,.ll[,"'.f'lt'"e'.<' f'"lTlil'~'i·f:~I1 111··F1er' t11·> "r'oyr'r, Si·11;:;t··c'D"'·'~<: ·(''oPtr·.'c'l l\c·t q s ('' )f)i)I ,·>f .\'<>.(,.' a·l'l'i ::>.l;~'5 .... 4,,.~_t..,_, :.."ii. ~c· ;t:t.,,,,."'-1 ..,~ .. .J .. ~_<:;:. i , .. l"i·. ,.,_... :-..., ..... ~:!>. ••. ,.it:t. ~Ge> .......... ,,3. \.)' , . > \ ..•• :.. ••.. ~ .......... <... ....... x..., .... -~·\>) ~- ") 

radioactive rnaterial including, \Vitbout !imitation, any ''source rnateri " "special nuclear 
material," "by-product material," ''lmv-level wastes," "high-level radioactive \Vaste, 1

' 
1'spent 

nuclea.r fuel" or ''transuranic »vaste" and any other radioactive rnateriaJs or radioactive »vastes, 
however produced, regulated under the Atomic Energy Act, 42 USC 201 l el seq., the Nuclear 
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\Vaste Policy Act, 42 U.SC !OlOl et seq,, or pursuant to the California Radiation Control L;nv, 
California lfoalth and Safety Code, Sections 25800 et seq; hazardous substances regulated under 
the Occupational Safety and Fleahh Act, 29 USC 651 et seq,, or the California Occupational 
Safety and Health /\ct, Califixnia Labor Code, Sections 6300 et seq.: .and/or regulated under the 
Clean Air Act, 42 USC 7401 et seq, or pursuant to The California Clean ,Air Act, Sections 
3900 et s1:HJ'- of the California Health and Safety Code. Any studies and reports generated by 
Developer's testing for Hazardous l\fateriais shall be made available to the City upon the City\:. 
request 

P. Relationship of the Cit'\/ and Developer 

Nothing contained in this Agreement or in any other document or instrument made in 
connection 'With this A.greement shall be deemed or construed to create a pmtnership, tenancy in 
common, joint tenancy, joint venture or CO*OV/nership by or bet\veen the City and DevelopeL 

0. Prelin1inar:y \Vork by Developer 

Prior to the conveyance of title to the Arena Site and the Ancillary Development Sites 
representat.ives of Developer shall have the right of access to and entry upon the City Parcels 
(and the Private Parcels, if and vvhen possession is obtained by the City) at all reasonable times 
fbr the purpose of inspecting the Project She, obtaining data and making surveys and tests 
necessary to cany out this Agreement. Developer agrees to defend, indemnif)' and hold the City, 
and it'' nffic-"'~·s em1)l'.v.re1~'· cnntFt''t"'fS qnd sr•"'nts h'1rn1le;· for "*1V 'Trd qJI chin"' fr~hilitv ~-.~,.. <'° _ . ..,_ :....'"""-"~~.-; . :·~\.} "'""b;; \;- . .,it.L \} ,.. ~ ..... G.C-C.....- . .... ~ {. ··"· ~--'~ -.~. ::.'..S.~ .. ,..- {. :f.. i:: .• .., {. ..,.:)-.: .• G.-. • .., ..... ? 

loss, damage, costs, or expenses (induding reasonable attorneys1 fees and court costJ) arising out 
of \Vork or activity of Developer, its officers, employees, contractors and agents, permitted 
ixirsuant to this Section 225, except to the extent adsina. out of the uross neg!iuence or willful t . . ....... , . ,,.,.,. ~ ,,,,.,, 

misconduct of the City, and/or its officers, staff, employees, contractors or agents or relating to 

the discovery of any Hazardous ivfateri.als on the Prc~ect Site. Developer shall not cornmence 
any activities under this Section 225 vdthout first providing the City \vith satisfactory evidence 
of insurance meeting the requirements of this Agreement, and the provision of adequate 

, t' l P . S' . l' . . l · · f' , . , ~ restoratwn o ne . ro.iect dte to its com i.non pnor to tne comrnence1nent o. any activities urn.1er 
this Section 225 with the exception of any Tfazarcious Materials condition discovered on the City 
Parcels prior to Closing Date; the remediation of \Vhich shall be dealt vlith the provisions of 
Section 20 l relating to the Remediation Cost A.djustment 

P, _submission of Evidence of Financing 

Within the time established therefor in the Schedule of Performance, Developer shall 
submit to the City evidence reasonably satisfactory to the City that Developer has sufficient 
equity capital and/or has obtained coinmitments fix financing necessary to pay fbr all costs 
related to Developer's purchase and development of the Project Site, including,, \.vithou.t 
lirnitation, the costs for the construction of the Improvements (the ''Develop.ngmt Costs"), in 
accordance with this Agrecrnent. 

Developer's submission of such evidence of financing shall include: 
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l A project budget, estimated as of the Closing Date, setting forth all anticipated 
Development Costs, or a certification by Developer that the applk:able portion of 
the Project Budget attached hereto as Attachment No. 3 remains accurate, The 
Project Budget .shall be maintained as a sources and uses budget, v;hich shall be 
based upon a financial projbrma that has been reasonably approved by the City, 
and a feasible method ·Of flnancing, reasonably denionstrating to the City the 
avail.abi!ity of all fonds needed to complete the proposed development of the 
Prqject Site. 

2 ff applicable, a copy of any cornmitment or commitrnents obtained by Developer 
for any mongage loan or loans or other debt financing for construction financing 
to finance all or portions of the Total Site Costs and Development Costs,. certified 
by Developer to be a true and correct copy or copies thereof The commitment or 
commitments for financing shall be in sucb fonn and content reasonably 
acceptable to the City, or in such a form and \vith such content as typically issued 
by an institutional lender (subject to customary conditions), 

3. Do(.:tUT1entary evidence reasonably satisfhctory to the City of .:::iources of equity 
capital sufl1cient to demonstrate that Developer has adequate funds committed to 
cover the difference, if any, between the Total She Costs and Development Costs 
and the proposed mortgage loan or loans. 

[The City rvlmrnger shall approve or disapprove each submission ·of ev·idence of financing 
1.vithin five (5) business days following submission · revievl Schedule of Pert(mmmce,] ff the 
City disapproves anysuch evidence of financing, the City shaH do so by "vritten notice to 
Developer [\vi thin .such five { 5) business day period ···· revimv Schedule of Performance] stating 
\Vlth specificity the reasons for such disapprnvrd. If the Chy gives Developer such timely written 
notice, Developer shall promptly, but in any event prior to the date required for submission of 
evklence of financing in the Schedule of Performance, obtain and submit to the City new 
evidence of finandnK [The City Manager shall approve or disapprove such nev/ evidence of 
financing in the same manner and '>vithin five (5) business days follov;ing re-submission···· revte\v 
Schedule of Perfbnnancel, 

As referenced In [Recital NJ, the City Council certified the FElR as adequate and 
complete and made findings in connection thereviith for the developn1ent of the Project by 
Developer. All costs and expenses associated vvith further enviromnental cJearnrH.:e and/or 
documentation required for the development of the Project as contemplated by this Agreement 
shall be the sole responsibility of Developer. Developer \.Vi!! comply with aH 1nitigation 
measures applicable to the Prqject; the Implementation of \Vhlch, Is identified in the :t'vJMRP as 
the responsibility of the "cnvner'' or the "prqject sponsor," exc:foding any mitigation measures 
that are expressl:v identified as the responsibility of a different Person in the MivfRP. In addition,. 
·r)P.'1:"']"W.'>"'J' ,,L,,li {'Ot11f'·J'i ~p·1'tl1 the c;1,e·'~nh">1S.e ('r'H' cl.'l'J' s-0inni:: Crn1::!;tinr1c' nt'' l\f''f)f'<'V''''l <~t·t·"tC'.!)»(1t·o .i. "'-' '- '\.J,tJX....~ /.'lolJ.(.j . ...,,_,,_ . .., . .>:; Y''° .• :::l, .-..1'. ·o:..- \ .. ~l."~<- _ ::::.S~.l' .f.-.:,_ ..,j __ ,_.<~~X.l' >..'5 ,__. '··" ·"'-· 3. . ..,.\)' ~'5 "-.)'.,. .> .. ..__.>(it.It. ::::.S.i.. {. .......... .., ·"'-'.::; ., .• 

the Development Agreement as Exhibit H, vlhich by this reference is incorporated herein .. 
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Neither party shall be liable in any manner for a:ny real estate commission or brokerage 
foes v.-hk:h may arise from the transactions contemplated by this Agreernent, other than any 
brokec, agent, or finder engaged in writing by such pany, Each party hereto agrees to indemnify 
and hold the other party harmless from any daim by any broker, agent or finder retained by the 
indemnifying party 

nt [§100] DEVELOF?vlENT OF THE PROJECT SITE 

[§10JI 

Developer shall be solely responsible for developing the Project Site and constructing the 
lmprovernents thereon in accordance \Vtth the requirements of this Agreement and the 
Development Agreement, including, but not limited to the development of the Arena Site vvbich, 
at no cost to the City,. shali promote and provide its residents 'with access to recreation in the 
hxm of spectator sports, specifically basketball The Arena Site shaU spedficany include the 
development and accommodation ofother spectator sports, entertainment and civic events and 
activities related thereto as vveH as other uses reasonably rei!ated and incidental. to arena uses, 
including, \vithout limitation, restaurant, food service and retaH uses, philanthropic activities, 
ancillary and administrative omce uses, concourse area uses, practice and training facilities, a 
sports rnedidne clinic and parking uses (the 'Arena Use"). The deve!oprnent of the Arena Site is 
calculated to fJfornote the recreation and eniovrnent of the j)ubik 

.,;-· ~-

!& 302] Scope of Development; SEC Development Guidelines //VTD;· 
Sections 302-305 to be corf/hrmed to final design guidelines
('heck with C'hris & Afindy/j 

The A.rena Site, the \Vest Parking c;:arage Site and the Ea.st Transportation Site shall each 
be developed in accordance with and 'ivithin the !imitations established in the "Si'.OjH:: of 
Devdopmcnt" \vhich is attached hereto as Attacl:unent No, 5. The Scope of Development 
includes the approximate square footage of the Project, Project Site merger/parceEzation 
requirements, and other general design elements such as building height, access and c!rcu!ation, 
on-site and off,site improvernents, infrastructure and parking. The Hotel Site shall he developed 
in accordance \Vitb and \vithin the lirnita:tions established in a separate scope of developrnent 
\vhich shall be subject to the approval of the City 

The City has adopted those certain Sports and Entertainment Complex Development 
Guidelines (the "SEC Developnu~nt Guiddi1H~s"), for the Arena Site, the West Parking Garage 
Site and the East Transportation Site (*'SEC D0sign Review") and for review ·Of the 
infrastn.icture improvements CSEC lnfrnstn.1cture Ptlm Review") required to serve such areas 
\vithin the Sports and Entenairnnent Overlay Zone ("SE Overlay Zone"}, adopted by Ordinance 
No. . and as establlshed in Anicle 17.5 of the Tn2le1,vood Municinal Code. . ~ . 
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Developer shall deliver to the City 1,vhatever information shall be reasonably requested by 
the City's Economic & Community Development Director concerning the drawings and 
architectural renderings fortbe development the Arena Site, the \Vest Parking Garage Site and 
the East Transportation Site. The dra\,vrngs and architectural renderings required by this 
Agreement (the ''SEC Design .Drawings") shall be consistent \Vith the requirernents of the SEC 
Development Guidelines, and include a '<veil-defined architectural concept, sho\ving vehicular 
circulation and access points, amounts and location of parking, location and size of all buildings 
(including height and perimeter dimensions), pedestrian circulation, and architectural character, 
as weI! as landscape plans, shm.ving the location and design of landscaped areas and the varieties 
and sizes of plant rnateriaJs to be planted tbereirt and other landscape features. 

Developer shaH also ddiver to the City whatever information shall be reasonably 
requested by the Cityis Departinent nf Public Works Director concerning the dra\vings for the 
infrastructure improveirients {\vet and dry utilities, fire safety and street right of 'vVay 
irnprovernents) required to serve the Arena Site, the \Vest Parking Garage Site and the East 
·y ,, 'Onrt':t' ""')t' ;;;:'t . if! . "~ii('. l . . ._,.,, • t !Of, ·0'. ' . ,• ey ,,,.) .1 dH!\r· ~- d lex! ,4l e 1. ,fie ,.,. l.. ~mproH;.nu.n . ~.-~an vr,1vHneos .. 

c. [§ 303] 

Devtlloper has prepared those certain Basic Site Plan Dra'ivings attached hereto as 
Attad1ment No, 6 for the publicaHy accessible portions of Arena Site, the \Vest Parking Garage 
Site a.nd the East Transportation She. The City has determined that the Basic Site Plan Drawings 
are consistent with the Scope -of Development 

D. [ " ·-, i).4· ·] ~1 _)\ Apglications for SEC Design Revie-,;v and SEC Infrastructure Flan 
R~YAg\y 

n 7'·tl ' tl · t'·· · s · st" bl' -h "'l ; th· 5,+ ·1• ! · '~t·' Pf'<. -t·'n · ' '' ·o. 'I?<.)'' - ,, h, .. l i ,,., ·· """ !"<. ' ·1 n".1.ln 1e .d11.e~ e~ .. ~LdS .... tx ,n ... e,";.,!eusJC<,.; .. ,..l.vffl1.dl1.<...e, .. e\,,.,_.pe; ,-,, iL t-1eptr .. <ll1J; 

submit an application for each of SEC Design Review and SEC Infrastructure Plan Revievt to the 
City in accordance with the requirements of the SEC Development Guldelinc:s. 

During the preparation of the SEC Design Dn.tviings and SEC Improvement Plan 
Drn\vings, the City and Devdoper shall, at the request of the City, hold regular progress 
"11"'"'ft'1·1qc t(> Cf)Qf(litl''fP t·l·1<> j")l""'P''l"~'t;nrl nf' s'"1•[1r1·1is.c-i' '."'0 1"\ "'1'"1 ·;··~·" .. l.0'": "'f'ttie·. e·1··-)1 ·:'J.'l)lt' ,..,~,tr' ')l1• t..\: 3. \.....:""-'.,.. ·e~..:$1. J ._,,_.., .(..~ (.l.,_.;,,.,.. . """'" •. w. a.i:.:.~ .. ~'U ·~..- ., ~:..J. J .~---~'5.~./ L": {l3. d .'lo,.,."t.- ·¥) t.} . . ,.i {..\..:.. i:.:.~.) ... -:. v.:d.!o,. 'l;, •... v u~,· 

the City, The City and Developer shall conununicate and consult inforrnall:y as frequently as is 
necessary to ensure that the formal submittal of the applications to the City can receive prornpt 
a.nd speedy consideration. 

Citv Re'liew and A1)qroval 
--·-·-·---,~---·-·-·-"·'·"-------·----··-···-··--··--··--··---·. -·t--------···--·-----

The City's review and approval of the applications SEC Design Revie\V and SEC 
Infrastructure Flan Review shall be in accordance w·ith the requirernents of the SEC 
Development Guidelines. The City's review shaU consist of a determination that the SEC Design 
Drn•.vings or SEC Improvement Pian Drnv.1ings are not materially inconsistent \VJth the Project 
Approvals, the SEC Development Gulddines, the Basic Site Plan Dn±viings, any proposed 
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changes to the Project Approvals or SEC Developrnent Guidelines, or if any revisions or 
corrections of the Dra\vings previously approved by the City shaH be required by any 
government official, agency, department, or bureau having jurisdiction over tbe development of 
the Project Site, Developer and the City shall cooperate in efforts (i) to revise or correct the 
Dnnvings in order to co1nply 'With the required revision or correction of such goven1ment 
, f't·~,,·, ·1 , , ... ,. , , ·i .·~ rt '·'"'+ ''" · * · "" r·;,\ t, .. , . .,b·t' ;, ,, .. ;, »,,,,, .. , . .,t··· • ·I ""'" · · .. ,, • t · ,~ r;") t' 0 .ll . ...ld , dif/JlCy., ( Cj,«1 .. 111<::.J,,., "" aurvaU, \L l ,J ll .. dd1 .(,, '\hill HJ ll. sue 1 J t •. quu (..men$, "ff \,!U l,) 

develop a mutually acceptable alternative. A.ny such changes shaI! be 'ivithin the Iirnitations of 
the Scope of Development, the SEC Development Guide! ines, the Basic Site Plan Dra\vings, the 
SEC Improvement Plans Drmvings, the SEC Infrastrncture Plan Revie1v, SEC Design Dra\vings 
and the Project /\pprovals 

F. [§ 306] 

All costs of developing the Project Site, and constructing tl:w ln1provements thereon, as 
\.vell as the Public lnfrastru.cti.ffe, shall be borne bv Develooer. . . ·' .,/ ;.; 

It is the intention of the City and Developer that the disposition and developrnent of the 
Project Site be completed in a tirnely and an expeditious nrnnner. Accordingly, the Schedule of 
Performance encompasses appropriate and necessary benchmarks to be met by the appropriate 
pa:ty, together v.lith required conditions precedent for the conveyance of the Arena Site and the 
:\n'·'.;ll•1rv D"'V''l'.Jprnent Sit''S Tlvx Citv •Frte'~S tf' <>s;irrn t]p •1n;·'rn1wiqt'' nlru1nlnn -~r11rineerinr; > •.•. t..;~ it.. / • """'"" C. !:.. . . . . '· ... "'.,.,;~ , .. "'"-' -~ ·,,,. ;t. b: C.. . .) .::J;~ .,. <--./. ~ . ""'-'" ;t, 1,.;J } . ... _, ~ ~ .. <:;.: 1-. ~, ~-~.. b':: t: ~ . ~ ,.,,. [:,~ 

building, safety and other staff to enable the parties to rneet the time!ines in the Schedule of 
Performance, 

After the conveyance of title to andor possession (as applicable) of the parcels 
cornpris!ne:i;the Arena Site Developer shall promptly begin and thereafter diligently prosecute to 
cornpletion the construction of the Improvements (recognizing that co1nmencement of 
con,stmction shaH include any grading or other she preparation activities} on the Arena She, and 
the development thereof as provided in the Scope ofDeveloprnenL Within the times specified in 
the Schedule of PerFJrmance, Developer shall begin and thereafter diligently prosecute to 
cornpletion the construction of the hnprn\1e1nents (recognizing that cornmencernent of 
construction shall indude any grading or other site preparation activities) on the ~Nest Parking 
Garage Site and the East Transportation Site, Developer shall use comrnercially reasonable 
efforts to begin and complete the construction oftbe Improvements on each of the Arena Site the 
\Vest Parking Garage Site and the East Transportation She Vihhin the times specified in the 
Schedule of Perfrwrnance, The Hotel Site shall be developed in accordance '.Vi th and v/ithin the 
times established in a separate schedule nf perfonnance, vvhich shall be subject to the approval of 
the City. The Schedule of Perfr1nTu1nce is subject to revision .from tirne to time as rnutually 
agreed upon in writing by the City and Developer or pursuant to Section 605 hereof 
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During periods of construction., Developer shall sub1nit to the City a Yvritten report of the 
progress of the constrnction 1,vhen and as reasonably requested by the City, but in no event shall 
Developer be required to submit any such report more oi1en than monthly, The report shall be in 
such form a_nd detail as mav be reasonablv nx1uired bv the Citv and shall include a reasonable ·' ,.,.,. . .,,. 

number of construction photographs (if requested) taken since the 1ast report by Developer_ 

H !§ 308] lm;lsJim!.fisiWS?XL~!1n.i1_1g C'm:uHI1tcti cm; .. J:;~ggi1yJxuJJ1··L11111.tJ:rs2u;;x!Y 
Danrnge Insurance 

During the period comrnendng \vith the conveyance of title to and/or possession of each 
of the Arena Site and the Ancillary Develop1nent Sites to Developer and continuing until such 
time as the City has issued a Release of Constn1ttion Covenants as to each .of the Arena Site, the 
\ ;l, '+ P' ]··' .. , r', ,,.,. ·· S't, t1" · F-- ''t I'· ., ,, .,,,.,.,,·. · '"''t., " '1 tl · cr,~t·l ""·' .,~, ,,,-,,.1,, '~ e~h ar,m.s '\.,1dTd;ge .... ! e, de .:d~ r,mspohctd•)l:l ,:)l .e aJk1 Je .nt, e ,:)lte, res1Jecd ve y, 

Developer agrees to and shall defend, indemnify and hold the City and its officers, employees, 
contractors and agents harmless from and against an liability, loss, damage, costs, or expenses 
(indu:ding reasonable attorneys' foes and court costs} arising from or as a result of the death of 
aiw nerso11 '.Y arv: ao··irlent iniur\' lo'·r; or +1rrno·e wh'Hsoever "qused n anv 1)N'S(>n er tr tip ;,_ . .:,~)' f> • ~ --~ \_ !;;. v) · "'.,.;.;."-. "). ·.}. ~· ":! ~ ,_'),_,":! .•. l.( It,.~ {., ''··'·· · ..,. \,_,~ ... ~ ' .\ , "·.,,- .t """'.;,~ J.. .) } . .:, .c. 

property of any person »vhich sha!l occur on or adjacent to the Arena Site, the \Vest Parking 
Garage Site, the East Transportation Site and/or the Hotel Site, respectively\ and \vhich shall be 
directiv or indirectlv caused bv anu acts done thereon Of anv errors or omissions of Develoner Of 

.,.'• r • N _J -'' X 

its officers, employees, contractors or agents, 'Nith the exception of the acts, errors or omissions 
'..,.ct·h,;, Cit".". ··'rl"ifr,r ;,." '."t·1·~1· c-er;_ r:f<>,iT_ errinln\-""~'~'· .. ,,,,•1tr'·•r·.tn.rr; ,,r·· '"1T'•1·1t· ... · \;-l w ....... ~'f-:: itt ~, b ll .. :~ <.J.i. \,_,,.,, '·'"':: ... ""}.,_.{t ·"·"':: .... t'~u~ t:C,)~ \,;\_.>A. . .,(l""-"'·-~.> ... , -·· {l~~- ~-

During the period commencing \.Vitb any preliminary \.vork on the Pn<iect Site by 
Developer under Section 225 and ending on the date ·when a Release of Construction Covenants 
has been issued ·with respect to each of the A.rena Site, the \Vest Parking Garage Site, the East 
Transportation Site and the Hotel Site, Developer shall furnish or cause to be furnished to the 
City, duplicate originals or appropriate certificates of bodily injury and property damage 
insurance policies in the amount of at !east [$5,000,000] in combined single Emit liability, and 
naming the City, and its officers, employees, contractors and agents as additional insureds. 

L ! g_'.· "fl(''! -~ ~~ v )'. 

Developer agrees that in the constmction of the improvements on the Prc~iect Site as 
provided for by this i\greement, Developer i,vill not discrirninate against any employee or 
applicant for employment because of sex,. sexual orientation, marital status, race, color,. creed, 
relif'[·-1n 11ati·'1l'll orioin '.')( arcer;lf"' ,.,, . c c . . > ~. 1, .... u . :t. ~ ;::.:- > C;.. . ~ . __ , .. ) ' 

[§ 310] Loc:aL State and Federal Laws 

Developer shall carry out the construction of the lmpn:.wements on the Pn:~ject Site in 
conformity with applicable lmvs, statutes, rules and regulations (taking in1o account the terms of 
the Develorm1ent Agree1nent, if apr)rovedl including all apr;licahle Federal and State labor ...... ~ ~' 

standards. Developer shall carry out development, construction (as defined by applicable L:nv) 
and operation of the irnprovenwnts on the Project Site, including, \vithout !imitation, any and all 
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public works (as defined by applicable la1,v), in conformity 'with all applicable !cica!, State and 
Federal la\VS, including, without limitation, all applicable Federal and State labor laws 
(including, \vrthout limitation, the requirement to pay state prevail! ng ·wages to the extent 
applicable) Developer hereby expressly ackncn:vledges and agrees that the City has not 
affirmatively represented to Developer or its contractor(s} for the construction or development of 
the Improvements in writing or otherwise, in a call for bids or othen:vise, that the 1,vork to be 
covered by this Agreernent is or is not a ''public \Vork, ,; as defined in California Labor Code 
Section 1720, Devdoper hereby agrees that Developer shall have the obligation to provide any 
and a!i disclosures or identifications required by California Labor Code Section l78 L as the 
sarne may be enacteil adopted or amended from time to time, or any other sin1ilar Lnv to the 
extent applicable to Developer; provided, hmvevec. nothing herein shall be deeined an agreement 
or admission by Developer that Developer <md/or the Prc~ect or any portion oft.he Project is a 
;'public 1,vork". Developer shall indenrni(v,. protect, defend and hold harmless the City and its 
officers, employees, contractors and agents, ivith counsel reasonably acceptable to the City, from 
and against any and all loss, !!ability, damage, claim, cost, expense and/or "increased costs'' 
(including reasonable attorneys' fees, court and litigation costs, and fees of expert witnesses) 
\.Vhicb, in connection with the development, construction (as defined by applicable ]av,:) and/or 
operation of the Improvernents, results or arises in any \vay from any of the folknving: ( 1) the 
noncompliance by Developer of any applicable local, State and/or FedernI Ia'iv, induding, 
V/ithout limitation, any applicable Federal and/or State labor laws (including, without limitation,, 
any requirement to pay State prevailing\vages); (2) the implementation of California Senate Bill 
No. 966; (3) the implementation of Califbrnia Labor Code Section ! 781, as the same 1mry be 
enacted, adopted or amended fron1 time to time, or any other similar la1,N; and/or (4) failure by 
Developer to provide any required disdosme or identification as m.ay be required by California 
Labor Code Section l 781, as the same rnay be enacted, adopted or amended from tfrne to time, 
or any other similar Jaw_ 1t is mutuaHy agreed by the parties that, in connection with the 
development, construction (as defined by applicable lav{) and operation of the Im:provements, 
including, 'Without limitation, any public works (as defined by applicable lavv) to be constructed 
as part of the Improvements, Developer shall bear all risks of payment and/or non-payment of 
St.ate prevailing vlages and/or the imp!ernentation of California Senate Bill No. 966 and/or 
California Labor Code Section l. 78 ! , as the same JT1ay be enacted, adopted or arnended from time 
to time, and/or any other similar la•N, ''increased eosts' as used in this Section 310 shall have 
the meaning ascribed to it in California Labor Code Section 1781, as the same may be enacted, 
adopted or amended from time to time. The frnegoing indemnity shall survive tennimrtion of 
this ;\greenrnnt and shall continue after completion of the construction and development of the 
Improvernents by Devdoper. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the parties agree and ackncr1N!edge 
the City Parcds are being conveyed at a purdmse price representing the fair market price of the 
City Parcel.s established pursuant to an independent third party appraisaL 

K [§ 3 I ! ] 

Befbre conuTiencement of construction of the Imprnvernents upon each of the Arena Site,, 
the West Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation Site and the Hotel Site, respectively, 
i)evdoper, \:Vtth the City's assistance 1vhere reasonably necessary and appropriate, shall secure or 
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cause to be secured, any and aH permits which may, under applicable laws, statutes, rules and 
regulations be required by the City or any other governmental agency having jurisdiction over 
such construction. 

L Rioht of Access ........ i;, ......................................... . 

Prior to the issuance of a Rd ease of Constrnction Covenants for the Arena Site, the \Vest 
Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation Site and the fiotel Site, as applicable, 
representatives of the City shall have a reasonable right of access to the applicable portion of the 
Project Site, upon hvo (2) business days' prior \vritten notice to Developer, \vithout charges or 
fees, during nonnal construction hours for the purposes of inspection of the work being 
performed in constructing the lrnprnvernents. Ho~vever, no such notice shall be required in the 
event of an emergency involving the Project Site or any portion thereof 

Representatives of the City shaU be those who are so identified in 'Nriting by the City 
>\, ·r ·• t ,~, · · (. l · 'l J · ) ~ ·1 · · · · 1.v anager ot t11e Lrty or 11s/ 1er cesignee necessary tor suc.1 constructwn mspecnon purposes. 
Such representatives shaIJ also be responsible for providing any required \:vrhten notice to 
Developer. All activities performed on the Prqject Site by the City's representatives shall be 
J,·,ne in COFlfJliarice v/ith '>fl 'l~)nlic:ible h.ws. ''i'ltl'*"'c· rules ·1r.d c><Yuhtiow aNi 'Ul'' n/ritten t,.. ,_.. · · •·· · ,, · , ~ :,...' ~ · · ::.'..:!.:~ :;.:,,f·} it:· , .<. ""''I' . .-'..'1- .t >~· .... "'..,;·."):: . . ... <. l C.t;, .<.. ,_ . .., .. :)'I' . ::: .... (. } ,,,. . . . ~ 

safety procedures, rules and regulations of Developer and and/or its contractors, and shall not 
unreasonably interfere with the construction of the Improvements or the transaction 
conten1pLated by this Agreei.11ent. 

M. 

The City shall not be responsible for perfi1rrning any 'Work specified in the Scope of 
Development However, City shall decoinmi ssion and relocate the City-owned and operated 
potable vvater v;1ell in accordance ;,vi th the provisions of Section 702, at Developer's sole cost and 
e,'<.pcnse 

"'r i. \~. Taxes, Assessnients, Encumbrances and Liens 

Developer shall pay when due all real estate taxes and assessments assessed and levied on 
or against the Project Site and all portions thereof~ subsequent to the Closing Date. Developer 
shall not place, or a!lmv to be placed on the Project Site or any portion thereot~ any mortgage, 
trust deed, encumbrance or lfon not authorized by or pursuant to this Agreement or not otherwise 
authorized by the City, Deveioper shall remove, or shall have removed, any levy or attachrnent 
made on the Pro1' ect Site or anv 11ortion thereof or shall assure the satisfaction thereof >;vithin a 

.,. "" . , 

reasonable tiJTie but in any event prior to a sale thereunder. Nothing herein contained shall. be 
deemed to prohibit Developer from contesting the validity or amount of any tax assessment, 
encumbrance or lien, nor to Emit the remedies available to Developer in respect thereto, The 
covenants of Developer set fonh in this Section 314 relating to the placement of any 
unauthorized mongaze. trust deed, encumbrance,, or lien, shall remain in effecl onlv until a 

~' ~,' .· , , ,/ 

Release of Construction Covenants has been recorded 'With respect to the Arena Site.. tbe West 
Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation Site and the Hotel Site, as applicable 
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No Encumbrances excent tvlortp:ages, Deeds of Trust, 
CPHY~T4flGG.~ 0ndJ,,{'.fl$~h<'.1.Gk~ QLQJh~rCPnY~T4flGG fi::nJJJ)§IWing 
foy Devdoom9nt 

After conveyance of title and possession of the Arena Site and the 
Ancillary Development Sites to DeveJop{tr, mortgages, deeds of trust, cmrveyances and 
leasebacks, or any other form of conveyance required hx any reasonable rnetbod of financing are 
pennitted \vith respect to the Pro.ject Site at any time, prior to the recordation of the Release of 
Construction Coverwmts for the Asena Site, the \Vest Parking Garage Site, the East 
Transportation Site and. the Hotel Site, as applicable, but only for the purpose of securing loans 
and funds to be used for financing the acquisition of the Prqject Site, or po11ion thereof as 
applicable, the construction of the Improvements on the Project Site,. and any other expenditures 
necessary and appropriate to develop the Project Site or portion thereof as applicable, pursuant to 
the terrns of this A.greement Developer shall notify the City in advance of any rnortgage, deed 
of trust, conveyance and leaseback, or other form of conveyance for financing for City written 
approval, if Developer proposes to enter into the same before the recordation of the Release of 
Construction Covenants. 

The v;ords "mortgage'' and "deed of trust'' as used herein include all other appropriate 
modes of financing real estate acquisition, constmction, and land development, including, 
v/ithout limitation, mezzanine financing. 

P. [§ 316] 

The holder of any mortgage, deed of trust or other security interest authorized. by this 
Agreement shall in no i,vay be obligated by the provisions of this Agreement to constrnct or 
complete the Improvements or Public Infrastructure or to guarantee such construction or 
completion; nor shall any co\enants or any other provision in a Cira.nt Deed be so construed as to 
so obligate such holder, Nothing in this Agreement shaH be deemed or construed to perrnit, or 
authorize any such holder to (i) devote or use the Arena Site for any use, other than the Arena 
Use, and (ii} devote or use the A.nci!!ary Development Sites in a manner not provided fi:w or 
authorized by this Agreement. 

Q. [ :.:. ·~ , .~I] 
'~; .) ) Notice of Default to Mortgage. Deed of Trust or Other Securi(y 

TtE~W§?tUql~Ji;r?~ RightJ!/ C~irn 

\iVhene'ler the City shall deliver any notice or demand to Developer vvith respect to any 
breach or default by Developer, the City shall at the same time deliver to each holder of record of 
any mortgage, deed of trust or other security interest authorized by this Agreement a copy of 
such notice or dernand. Each such holder shall {insofar as the rights of the City are concerned) 
have the right at its option (hut 'without any obligation) within the later of ninety (90) days after 
the receipt of the notice or thirty (30) days following any applicable cure period accorded to 
Developer, ro cure or remedy, or con1rnencc to cure or rernedy, any such default and to add the 
cost thereof to the security interest debt and the lhm of its security interest; provided, however, 
that In the cnse of a default "vhich cannot diligently be remedied or cured, or the remedy or cure 
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of which cannot be comrnenced viithin such 90Nday or 30-day period,. such holder shall have 
such additional tirne as reasonably necessary to remedy or cure such default \.vith diligence and 
continuity, ff such default shall be a default whicb can only be remedied or cured by such holder 
upon obtaining j)Ossession of the nropertv or other asset sub1' ect to the rmi)Ecable mortgage, deed 

~~ l ~ ~ t· ~ ~ 

of trust or other security interest authorized by this Agreernent, and such holder has elected to 
remedy or cure such default, such holder shall seek to obtain possession of the applicable 
property or other asset with diligence and continuity through foreclosure, deed in heu of 
foreclosure or such other procedure as the holder may elect, and shall remedy or cure such 
default 1.vithin one hundred and tvrnmy (l :W) days after obtaining possession; pn:ivided, however, 
that in the case of a default tvhich cannot difotent!v be remedied or cured, or the rernedv or cure 

~~ .. ~ 

of v:hich cannot be commenced viithin such 120-day period, such holder shall have such 
additional time as reasonably necessary to rernedy or cure such default with diligence and 
continuity. Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be deemed to permit or authorize such 
holder to undertake or continue the constnrcdon or completion of the Improvements (beyond the 
e:<tent necessary to conserve or protect the Improvements or construction already made) \vithout 
first having e.xpress!y assumed Developer's obligations to the City by vvritten agreement 
reasonably satisfactory to the City; provided,. hovlever, such bolder shall not be bound by any 
amendment, implementation, or modification to this Agree1nent to vA1ich such lender has not 
given its prior 'ivritten consent frff Developer to enter into. Any such hokier that has so assLm1ed 
Developer's obligations to the City shall not be required to remedy or cure any default of 
Developer that is not susceptible of being cured by such holder. Any such holder that has so 
assumed Developer's obligations to the City nrust agree tu cornplete, in the manner provided in 
this Ar::reemenL the hn.orovements to v1hich the lien or title of such holder related ... and submit 

>..,.,· ·' t" 

evidence reasonably satisfactory to the City that it, or a developrnent manager retained by such 
holder, bas the qualifications and/or financial responsibility necessary to perform such 
obligations Any such hokier properly completing such Improvemtmts shaH be entitled, upon 
\\'ritten request made to the City, to a Release of Construction Covenants as to the Arena Site 
andhr the !\n".ilhrv D·~v-~hpmem Sites a-" 'lPf'licable frpm t11e Citv Fer qiipns.es. pf this i:;_. v"'" l. , .. .., . . t.... ... :t ... } . C C. \. ~-. ~ ... ;:. ~ <. -'· . i:;_ " > ..... _, . .~.. .. ,i . . . _:, S-· !;_ t· \ ,_, :....'.·.. _:, .. ... 

Agreement the term "holder'' shan be deerned to include any designee,, noininee or affiliate of 
l ·1 j 1 J' ·h f~ I I ! l k' . ' .r l sue 1 .10i.uer as we. I as any ot er orec osure sa e pure 1aser or any pure rnser ta ·mg Ht!e uirnct y 

frorn such hokier, designee, nondnee or affiliate folkrwing foreclosure. 

R Right f.2f(:CitYJQ Cttrs: MPrtgm£i;;,JJ~ydpfinP:>tqrQ1ht::rS~Pwirx 
Interest Default 

ln the event of a default or breach Developer of a mortgage, deed of tmst or other 
security interest with respect to the Project Site prim to the issuance of a Rdease of Construction 
Covenants as 10 the Arena Site, the West Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation Site and 
the fiorel She, as applicable, by the City, and the holder has not exercised its option to complete 
the Improvements thereon, the City may cure any monetary default prior to cmnpletion of any 
foreclosure. In such event, the City shall be entitled to reimbursernent from Developer of all 
costs and expenses incurred by the City in curing the default The City shall aiso be entitled to a 
lien upon the Project Site to the extent of such costs and disbursements, which lien shall he 
.subordinate to any such mortgage, deed of trust or other security Interest 
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Notwithstanding the preceding paragraph, Developer hereby ackntf'.vledges that the City 
t 11 b d 1 l' ' ' > s > "·1 ·; h ' ,, .l Sr1a .. e un er no OG 1ga11on pursuant to tt11s .. ·ecnon J. b to cure any sue . oetau t 

S. B:igh.t.9f.th.~ ... Ci.tyJQ .. .$mi.~fY. .. Qth.~r..LL~nI .. rm.Jh~ .. Prt}E~Xt.Y. . .K.!l~r.Iit!.~ 
.P.0.1?.$.t;.(?. 

Prior to the recordation of a Release of Construction Covenants as to the Arena Site, the 
West Parking Garage Site, the East Transponation Site and the Hotel She, as apphcab!e, 
Developer, after a tb!rty (JO) day period follmving its receipt of notice of tbe existence of any 
''u··h li,,,·n·;;; ·x ·~ncumbn11c"" lH:J<: f1iled to chall"''lJP."' rnre or ""*i .. f\.· qnv r;uch li .. ,nr; or ::i-.L. ·"""'·"····· t t::: ·-'-~ .. ,.,,.e.~,,, .t~$ ~. _, ~t ~""'-'·"··::;::.""'-'> "'.,,,.: ..... , __ .. 1{..,_.1_~·"'·} ~-·".,.. '"',.,,. .. t:..,_, '·· 

encumbnmces on the Project Site (or the applicable portion thereof}, the City shall have the right 
. .., ·1 l' l , ·1 ·1 ' l . l , . .. , ,, to sausty any sue 1 .1ens or encurn Jrnnces; prov1c ec ,, tio1;vever, t 1at not 1rng rn U11s Agreement 

shall require Developer to pny or rnake provisions for the payment of any tax, assessment, lien or 
charge so long as Developer in good faith contests the validity or amount thereof, and so long as 
such delay in payment shaH not subject the Project Site (or the applicable portion thereof) to 
fbrfeiture or sale. 

Release of Construction Covenants 

Promptly after completion of the applicable Improvements as evidenced by final 
inspection approvals by the City, the City .shall fomish Developer with a Rekmse of Constmction 
Covenants as to each of the Arena Site, the West Parking C1arage Site,. the East Trnnsportn:tion 
Site and the Hotel Site, as applicable, (each a "Release of r:rmstn:u:tirm Covenants") 1,,vithin ten 
(10) business days upon 'ivritten request therefor by Developer. Each such Release of 
Construction Covenants shall be, and shall so state, conclusive determination of satisfactory 
completion of the constmction n:1quired by this Agreement upon the /\rena Site, the West 
Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation Site or the 1-lote! Site, as applicable, in substantial 
compliance 1,,vith the SEC Design Dra\vings, and of full cornptiance Yvith the terms hereof VJith 
respect to the construction of the Jmproven1ents upon such portion of the Project Site. /\fl.er the 
recordation of the Release of Construction Covenants upon sud1 portion of the Prc~ject Site, any 
pa1ty then owning or thereafter purchasing, !easing, or otherv:ise acquiring any interest therein 
shall not (because of such crwnership, purchase, lease or acquisition) incur any obligation or 
liability under this Agreernent except tbat such patiy shaU be bound by any covenants contained 
in the applicable finmt Deed fbr each of the Arena Site, tbe \Vest Parking Ciarage Site, the East 
Transportation Site or the Hotel Site. Except as specificaHy provided for in the applicable Chant 
Deed, neither the City nor any other person, after the recordation of a Release of Construction 
Covenants, shaH have any rights, remedies or controls that it \.vould othen.vise have or be entitled 
to exercise under this Agreement \.Vith respect to the Arena Site and the Ancillary Development 
Sites, as applicable. Any default in or breach of any provision of this Agreement and the 
respective rights and obligations of the parties vvith reference to the Project Site (or portion 
thereof) shall be limited thereafter to those set forth in the applicable (irnnt Deed, The parties 
shall take such actions and execute such documents as may be necessary or advisable to 
ffien1orialize the termination of this Agreement as to the .Arena Site, the West Parking Garage 
Site. the East Transportation Site and the Hotd Site, as applicable, promptly upon the 
recordation ofa Release of Construction Covenants. 
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Each Release of Construction Covenants shall be in such fonn as to permit it to be 
recorded in the propeny records of the Los /\ngdes County Recon::kls Office. 

If the City refoses or fails to hm1ish a Release of Construction Covenants after written 
request from Developer, the City shall, \vi thin ten {10) business days of the written request, 
provide Developer \vith a \:\Titten staternent which describes with specificity De\:eloper's failure 
to construct the applicable Improvements pursuant to this A.greernent and explains the reasonable 
reasons the Chy refl1sed or failed to fon1ish a Release of Construction Covenants. The statement 
shall also contain the City"s opinion of the action Developer nmst take to obtain a .Release of 
Construction Covenants ff the reasons for such refusal are confined to the immediate 
unavaHability of specific items or materials for landscaping, the City wi!J Issue its Release of 
Construction Covenants upon the posting of a bond by Developer \.vith the City in an amount 
representing a fair value of the \vork not yet cnmpletecL If the City shall have foiled to prnvide 
such -written state1nent vvitbin said ten (10} business day period, Developer shall be deemed 
entitled to the Release of Construction Covenants 

A Release of Construction Covenants shall not constitute evidence of compliance vvith of 
satisfaction of any obligation of Developer to any hokier of a mortgage, or any insurer of a 
mortgage securing money loaned to finance the Improvements, nor any part thereof A Release 

f~ f' ·· , ""' · · N " ·" <~' l ·, f" I , s· , . ., c·c" ··· · 1 o ,;onsn1Jctlon Covenants ts nm a'· once 01 _;omp enon as re errec tom ,_ection .) NJ ot ne 
California Civil Code. 

[§ 32]J 

Prior to commencunent of any construction on the Project Site, up until the issuance of a 
Release of Construction Covenants the City for the Arcma Site, Devdoper shall prepare and 
install, at its cost and expense, a project identifi.cation sign at one location along the street 
frontage of the Prc~ect Site The sign shall be at !east eighteen { l 8) square feet in size and visible 
to passing pedestrian and vehicular traffic. The design of the si&,'T! as \vdl as its proposed 
location shall be subrnitted to the City for reviev,,; and approval, which approval shall be given or 
reasonably \Vithheid 'ivithin five (5) business days pnor to instaUation. The sign shalt at a 
minimum, include: 

Development narne: Inglev:ood Basketball and Entertainment Center 

Developer ivIURPHY'S BO\VL LLC 

Ivlaynr: 
Council members: 

James T Butts, Jr. 
George W. Dotson, 
Alex Padilla, 
L!roy Morales, Jc, 
Ralph L FrnnkEn, 

! st District 
2nd District 
3rd Distrk:t 
4th District 

Estimated Compietion Date ,, 2024. 
For infCmnation call 
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Developer shail obtain a current roster of the City's officials before signs are printed 

V. Development of Hotel Site 

The City acknmvledges that Developer currently intends to Transfer the Hotel Site to a 
third-party developer fix the deveioprnent and constn.rction of a hotel and that the Scope of 
Development and Schedule of Pcrfonmmcc does not address the construction of such hotel. 
Provided that the Transfer of the Hotel Site is to[Needsto be compfotedJ, or one of its Affiliates, 
the City's consent shall not be required; provided, ho«ve'ver,. Developer shall obtain the City's 
consent, if required under Section t06, for a Transfer to any other Person. Nonxithstanding the 
fbregoing, in connection "vith any Transfer of the Hotel Site, the Transferee shall assurne in 
,, .. t')Q' I"), '"'l.n ·" •·, b··l;r"t' ''' '' ,.l,.w ti·,,~,,,.,,,., ";.' · t 'l'-' H'·,t"l i;;:·*'" i-vl' •h ,; i·,,.,t.'l ' \,l!JLC:< l. (..\>t:vpe..rs 0 o,sd.JO(Lj Lil\ld ,llS I'\f')Cv&Cni dS 0 uC .•.).(.. •Jhv \\:,11c. l,),)lli:<dJU1S 

n1ay be am.en{fod and restated bet'l.veen the Trnnsforee and the City, as the City may reasonably 
require) and Developer shall be released from ail obligations hereunder as to the ffotel Site upon 
the written assumption of the fiote1 She development obligations by the Transferee, /\ny 
Transferee of the Hotel Site shaH be solely responsible for obtaining all land use entit!einents and 
pennits required for the deveioprnent and construction on the Hotel Site. Nnt·0tlthstanding the 
frwegoing provisions, Developer may elect to retain and develop the Hotel Site as a hotel, or for 
such other uses permitted under the Prc~jcct Approvals, and upon such election, shall submit for 
the City's approval a Scope of Development and Schedule of Peli'orrnance relating to the hotel 
proposed to be constructed by Developer on the Hotel Site. 

IV. r·f? 4001 USE OF TH.E PROJECT SITE 

[§ 401] Use of the i\rena Site 

As more particularly set forth in the Grant Deed(s) for the Arena Site attached hereto as 
.A.ttachn1ent Nos. 7-A. and 7-B. and in accordance 'INith Code of Civil Procedure, Section 
l245.245, Developer covenants and agrees that it shall only use the Arena Site as the Arena Use 
1.vhich shaH promote the enjoyment and recreational use of the public. No other use shall be 
pennitted or maintained on the Arena Site. If Developer discontinues the Arena Use on the 
Arena Site in violation of this Public Use Grant Deed the Public lJse Restrictions .. City shall 
serve \.Vritten notice to the Developer of such breach. If Developer fa.ils to resume the Arena lJse 
on the A.rena Site 'ivithin thirty (30) days after receipt of notice from the City, then the 
Developer shaH promptly, but in no event later than three (3) months from said v.-ritten notice, 
take all necessary actions to revest title and possession of the Arena Site (with all improvements 
thereon) in the City Developer ackno\.vledges and agrees that this revesting of title and 
possession to City is a required reservation and restriction to preserve the public use (i.e. the 
Arena Use) on the Arena Site in compliance with the requirements of Code of Civil Procedure 
section 1245.245 

B. [(:· /l 'V'l1 9 ... (.;,; .. " 

Fron: the date of this A.greement until the Closing Date (or earlier termination of this 
Agreement} the City agrees to continue its maintenance of the Project Site in the same manner 
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as 1,vas conducted in the ordinary course of business prior to the Effective Date. During 
conBtmction of the Improvements, Developer sha!I maintain the Project Site in a good and 
professional manner, keep the Project Site reasonably free from graffiti and any accumulation of 
debris or tvaste materials. 

c [§ 403] Obllgation to Refrain from Discrimination 

[Rr.:,'\!f. er.; ·1··c "["N'("'"[ "I f!")T.: "Nf[.",'"\li {2'"[' /< TJ r··1··c··R· v I" ,i ·N:(~'f; 1"-(~'f."<"] f") ,, '"'1<'1 ~·:>. ~ ". , t··~ '·d .. i.;;. .· ,·JL . ct . . .. , .) , i.;;. .) ..• , 'Y •.J. ,·\ I U. J; l L'·'- J\.,-,·\ J ~· L C\ (.,\,pd vOvenJ.11 .':> aL 

agrees that (i) there shall be no discrimination against or segregation of any person, or group of 

! ~'~"'")·i·1& i:v1 '""C"'"'l1·>t .. ,f.'~-ev_ "'"'X· 'll'' 1 or;e1·1r·ar·1',..,1·1. ·111"wi·t··"•[ •·1·,,t.l'"" ,,.~,~"' ""-'''[,..,,r 'w"'e.··'1. ''el;f'l,')1·1 """t·1'ox1a·l· .l"'-'-· ~·5' . •-'~ ---~. {.3.\,..,,...'lc.·~ . .... t.}.t. ~'},,,./:!<.~ ,_,w, . (.j}. '· .... ~ '. -~ . . <..I.~ . <.u.~ .o. ,') .(.j. ·-~~., ll:'.J:-V"'.,.;) """''}.'Cc.· ".:" ~lC,,.,,.l ': , . ..., -~c "·'· ~:. l'-{l .. ····' ... 

origin or ancestry in the !ease, sublease,. transfer, use, occupancy., tenure or enjoyment of 
the Project Site and (ii) neither Developer nor any person claiming under or through it shall 
establish or permit any such practice or practices of discrimination or segregation \.vith reference 
to the sdection, location, number, use or occupancy of tenants, lessees, subtenants,. sublessees, or 
vendees of the Project Site. 

D. [§ 404] 

! . Developer covenants and agrees for itse!( its successors, its assigns, and an persons 
claiming under or through them that there sha!I be no discrimination against or 
segregation of any person or group of persons on account uf sex, sexual orientation, 
marital status, race, color, cret1d, religion, national origin or ancestry in the sale, !ease, 
sublease, transfer, use, occupancy, tenure, or enjoyment of the Project Site,. nor shall 
Developer itself or any person claiming under or through it, establish or permit any such 
practice or practices of discrirnination or segregation with reference to the selection, 
location, m.nTiber, use or occupancy of the Project Site by, for, or \vith any tenants. 
lessees, sublessees,. subtenants, or vendees on or about the Project Site. The foregoing 
covenants shall run 1;vith the land. 

2. I\11 d·ee<.is".. leases {)f contracts made relatfcve t{) the Prqject Site~ in'1pro·vern.ents there(}n> t)f 

any part thereof, sha!I contain or be subject to substantially the follo\ving 
1.l{''f){'i1' "'"T;.l.lJI, >H>.tinf) ()~' '>('IJ·lf;;Pff"''.l'Y'~>.thfl r1 .'''l'"·~<' .. . .> ,->"""~ ~. ~~i:.:.~ ~.;i..;-. ,_.:. ~~ ~ . ... ,vc3.C.f.-,i:.:~ . .,\;-. vlu .. ~.::'H.:h:i. 

a. In deeds. ''The Developer herein covenants by and fbr hirnself or herself, his or 
her heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns, and all persons claiming under or 
through them, that there sh.all be no discrimination against or segregation of: any 
person or group of persons on account of any basis listed in subdivision (a) or (d) 

Section 12955 of the Government Cede, as those bases are defined in Sections 
! 2926, 12926.1, subdivisiun \rn) and paragraph ( l) of subdivision (p) -of Section 
12955, and Section 12955.2 of the Government Code, in the sale, lease, sublease, 
transfer, use, occupancy,. tenure,. or enjoyn1t::mt of the prernises herein conveyed, 
nor shall the Developer or any person claiming under or through him or her,. 
establish or permit any practice or practices of discrin1inatlon or segregation \vith 
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reference to the selection, location., nurnbec use or occupancy of tenants .. lessees, 
subtenants, sublessees, or vendees in the premises herein conveyed The foregoing 
covenants shall run "'vith the land.'' 

Notvvithstanding the preceding paragraph, the prov1smns relating to 
discrimination on the basis of familial status shall not be construed to apply to 
housing for older persons, as defined in Section 12.955 .9 of the Government Code 
nor be construed to affect Sections 5 ! 2, 5 L3, 5 L4, 51. W, 5l.!1, and 709.5 oftbe 
Civil Code, relating to housing for senior citizens. Subdivision (d) of Section 51 
and Section l 360 of the Civil Code and subdivisions (n)., (o), and (p} of Section 
l.2955 of the Government Code shall also apply to the preceding paragraph, 

b. In leases.- "The lessee herein covenants by and for himself or herself, his or her 
heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns, and an persons claiming under or 
through him or her, and this lease is rnade and accepted upon and subject to the 
following conditions: 

That there shaH be no discrirnination against or segregation of any person or 
group of persons, on account of any basis listed in subdivision {a) or (d) of 
Section I 2955 of the Government Code, as those bases are defined in Sections 
12926, 12926_ 1, subdivision (m) and paragraph (1) of subdivision (p) .of Section 
l.2955, and Section l.2955,2 of the Governrnent Code, in the !easing, subleasing, 
transferring, use, occupancy, tenure, or enjoyment of the premises herein leased 
nor shall the lessee himself or herself, or any person clairning under or through 
him or her, establish or permit any such practice or practices of discrimination or 
segregation vvith reference to the selection, location, nmnber, use, or occupancy, 
of tenants, lessees, sublcssees, subtenants, or vcndces in the premises herein 
leased." 

Nohvithstanding the preceding paragraph, the provrsmns relating to 
discrimination on the basis of familial status shall not be construed to apply to 
housing fC:r older persons, as defined In Section 12955.9 of the Crovernment Code 
nor be construed to affect Sections 512, 5 [ 5 L4, 5 !. iO, 5 l.! 1, and 7995 of the 
Civil Code, relating to housing for senior citizens. Subdivision (d) of Section 51 
and Section U60 of the Civil Code and subdivisions (n)., (o), and (p) of Section 
l.2955 of the <::lovemment Code shall also apply to the preceding paragraph. 

c fo contracts: ''There shall be no discrirnination against or segregation of any 
person or group of persons, on account of any basis listed in subdivision (a) or (d) 
of Section 12955 of the Government Code, as those brnses are defined in Sections 
12926, 12926.1, subdivision (m} and paragraph (1) of subdivision (p) of Section 
12955, and Section 12955.2 of the Government Code, in the sale, lease, sublease, 
transfer, use, occupancy, temire, or enjoyment of the !and, nor shaH the transfo~ret~ 
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itself or any person clairning i.:mder or through him Of her, establish Of permit any 
such practice or practices of discrimination or segregation \vith reference to the 
selection, location, number, use, or occupancy, of tenants, lessees, wblessees, 
subtenants, or vendees of the hmd. The aforesaid statutes are in arnplifrcatkm and 
do not restrict or diminish the requirement for Developer to encourage such leases 
and contracts in furtherance of the Agreement, including the City of Inglewood 
Employrnent and Training Agreement and Requirements (/\ttachment No. 8) 
\vhich rnust promote the local economy by encouraging local business 
enterprise(s) within the City of Ing!evvood to make bids and proposals in leasing 
and contracting concerningthe use, operation, and maintenance of the Project Site 
and by providing preference to local contractors in procurements in t.he use, 
operation, and maintenance of the Project Site,'' 

3. Aii conditions, covenants and restrictions contained m this /\greernent and the 
corresponding Grant Deeds related hereto shall be covenants running \Vith the hmd, and 
shall,. in any event, and vvithout regard to technical classification or designation, legal or 
otherwise, be,, to the fullest extent permitted by lrnv and equity,, binding for the benefit 
and in favor of~ and enfbrceable by City, its successors and assigns, and the City of 
Ingletvood and its successors and assigns, against Developer,. its successors and assigns, 
to or of the Project Site con'veyed herein or any portion thereof or any interest therein, 
and any party in possession or occupancy of said Project Site or portion thereof 

4 The CO\'enants against discrimination set forth In Section 404, Paragraphs 1 and 2 of this 
Agreement and the respective Grant Deeds incident thereo shalt remain in effect in 
perpetuity, 

5, In amplification and not in restnctmn of the provisions set fi:!fth herelnabovc, it is 
intended and af)Teed that City shall be deerned a beneficiary of the agreements and covenants 
provided hereinabove both for and in its own right and also for the puq:ioses ·Of protecting the 
interests of the City of Inglevv·ood community. All covenants without regnrd to technical 
classification or designation shall be binding for the benefit of the City of lnglevvood, Its 
successor or assigns, and such covenants shaH run in favor of the City of Inglewood, its 
successor or assigns, for the entire period during which such covenants shall be in force and 
effect, without regard to \vhether Developer is or rernains rm ovfller of any land or interest therein 
to which such covenants relate. The City of Ing!e1uood, its successor or assigns, shaU each have 
the right, in the event of any breach of any such agreement or covenant, to exercise all the rights 
and remedies, and to maintain any actions at Jmv or suit in equity or other proper proceedings to 
enforce the curing of such breach of agreement or covenant 

[§ 405] Effe.ct and Duration ofCcrv:::.mants 

The covenants established in this Agreement shaH, \Vithout regard to technical 
classification and desiu.nat!on. be bindimz on Dcvelooer for the benefit and in favor of the Cihl . .... ~. ~ .:... .. ·· ~ ~~ 
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Any covenants, conditions or restnctwns that are intended to survive the recordation of the 
Release of Construction Covenants by the City shaJ! be contained in the Grant Deeds for the 
Arena Site and the AndHary Development Sites and shall remain in effect for the period 
specified thereir:t The narties exmessh' ackno1,Nledrre and agree that certain benefits set forth in 

~ l .,.. \.;./ ~ ..... ' 

the Development Agreement, entered into by the parties, are intended to, and will, survive the 
recordation of the Release of Construction Covenants in accordance with the tenns of the 
Developrnent Agreernent. Except as othenvise provided in this A.greernent covenants, 
conditions and restrictions in this Agreement not expressly set forth in the Grant Deeds for the 
Arena Site and the Anci!L:uy Development Sites shall terminate upon the issuance of a Release 
of Construction Covenants frw the applicable portion of the Prqject Site (ie each of the Arena 
Site, the West Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation Site and the Hotel Site, respectively) 

\/ rn soo:i DEF/\ ULTS, REMEDIES /\ND TERMINATION 

A, [§501] Defaults - General 

Subject to the extensions of time set forth in Section 605 and the notice and cun:1 periods 
provided in Sections 507-512 hereof, any material failure or delay by arry party to perfCirm any 
term or provision of this Agreement shall constitute a defriult under this Agreement The party 
\Vho fails or delays must promptly co1nrnence to cure, correct or remedy such fo.ilure or delay 

1 .• L II ·1 ·1 i ·i "' .. ! a11c connnue to t<:!i<e a steps necessary to comp etc y cure, correct or rerneuy suc.1 mt ure or 
delay \Vlth reasonable diligence. 

'Tl"'· ' "' l ' 't'" ,.·!,·ii u; ,. p: 'tt·0 ·· nt'c· yf,·{· t;" lt t·n th· Y ft'";,· l. t\ dt " ····'f' ,; J ti'0 . 1.,. .. JrlJUlCU pr.H) ,:.1<'!1 0 ,.'\<C ,,r; , . .,,l1 J1,., J,...e Lx ~ C.d.l .•.. ,,e pd.) Xl ise .<lL,, ,:.pevl. y"ng .,!.., 

default complained of by the injured party Failure or delay in giving such notice shall not 
constitute a \:vaiver of any default Except as othenvise expressly provided in this Agreement, 
any fatilures or delays by any p1u1y in asserting any of Its rights and remedies as to any default 
shall not or;erate as a \v.aiver of anv default or of anv such rirrhts or re1nedies. Dela.vs bv anv 

~· ·' <.,, .. • ..... ~ ~ 

party in asserting any of its rights and rernedies shall not deprive an:y party of its right to institute 
and maintain any actions or proceedings \Vhich it may deem necessary to protect, assert or 
enforce any such rights or remedies provided such actions or proceedings are initiated prior to 
the default being cured by the defaulting party. 

[~ 502] Legal Actions 

l Institution of Legal Actions: Venue 

Subject to the tenns of this Agreernent, any party rnay institute legal action to cure, 
correct or remedy any default, to recover dmnages tbr any default, or to obtain any other remedy 
consistent \vith the terms of this i\greement The parties hereby agree that in the event of 
litigation benveen the parties, venue fix litigation brought in any State court shall lie exclusively 
in the County of Los Angeles, Superior Court, Southwest District located at 825 Maple Avenue, 
Torrance, California. 90503-5058, and venue for any litigation brought in any Federal court shall 
lie exclusively in the Central District of California, Los Angeles, 
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'"!-'l l " ' '" ., (' l'"' , l ll l , , .J " '' l , . 1e av:s ot the state ot Al norma s1a. govern tie rnterpretahon anu entorcement 01 t1ts 

Agreernent and the lega! relations betvveen the parties 

3. 

If any legal action is coITirnenced by Developer against the City, service of process on the 
City shall be made by personal service upon the City i'v!anaggr, or in such other manner as may 
be provided by hnv. 

If any legal action is commenced by the City against Developer, service of process on 
Developer shall be rnade by persona! ser-vice upon any officer or managing member of 
Developer and shalt he valid \vhether made within or i,vithout the State of California, or in such 
manner as may be provided by law_ 

[§ 506] 

Except \Vith respect to rights and temedies expressly declared to be exclusive in this 
Agreement, the rights and remedies of the parties are cumu.Jative, and the exercise by any party 
of one or more of such rights or remedies shall not preclude the exercise by It, at the same or 
different times, of any other rights or remedies for the sa.rne defimlt or any other default by any 
other party, 

D, rs t;07 J l. ~ ._. $. 

The parties have determined that, except rn connection with a party's default of its 
express monetary pay1nent or reimbursernent obligations under this /\grecment (e,g., the 
indenrnity obfigations under Sections 220,. 223, or 308 or those payrnent obligations under 
Section 205), monetary damages are an inappropriate remedy for any default hereunder rf any 
pmiy is in default v:ith regnrd to any of the provisions of this A.greement relating to monetary 
payments or reimbursements due b:y such party, the non-defaulting party shall serve written 
notice of such default upon the defauhing party. lf the default is not cured by the defaulting 
party \Vithin thirty (30} days after receipt of a notice of default, then the non-defaulting party 
may thereafter (but not before) co1nmence an action for darnages against the defaulting party 
\Vith respect to such defauk Notwithstanding the foregoing, Developer and the City \vouki not 
have entered into this Agreement if they could be liable for indirect or consequential, punitive, or 
special damages_ /\.ccordingly, Developer and the City each '-'laive any costs, dairns, damages or 
liabilities against, and covenant not to sue, the other party for indirect, consequential, punitive,, or 
special damages, including loss of profit loss of business opportunity, nr damage to goodwill. 

E. fu-:_ecific Performance 

In addition to the rights and rernedies set frffth in Section 507 hereof if any party is in 
default vvith regard to any of the provisions of this Agreement, the non~dcfaulting party shall 
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serve \vritten notice of such defamlt upon the defaulting party If the default is not cured by the 
defaulting parry within thirry (30) days after receipt of a notice of default, then the non~ 
defaulting party may thereafter (but nut before, unless necessary to prevent immediate harm) 
commence an action for specific perfonnance of the terms of this Agreernent •.vith respect to 
such default. Hmvever, if the default is the type in \Vhicb the defaulting party is incapable of 
curing within the thirty (30) day cure period, then if the defaulting party fails to commence the 
necessary actions to cure the def.'udt within the requisite thirty (30) days and fa.iis to continuously 
and diligently cure the subject defimlt •vithin a reasonable period of time after commencement,. 
then the notH!efau.Jting party may thereafter (but not before, unless necessary m prevent 
imrnediate hann) comrnence an action fr.ff specific perfbnnance of the tenns of this Agreernent 
against the defaultinrr oartv \vith resi)ect to such default 

~-- -:. .• / f. ,.' 

rn so9:1 Remedies and Ri2hts of Termination 

[§510] Termination h\' Developer 

ff prior to deiivmy of tide and/or possession (as applicable) to the Arena Site and delivery 
of title and possession to the Ancillary Development Sites to Developer pursuant to the 
provisions of this Agreement: 

i:L Developer is unable, despite usmg commercially reasonable efforts, to 
obtain any of the Subsequent Approvals;. or 

b, Developer is unable, despite using commercially reasonable effons, to 

obtain fi.iiancing consistent with this Agreement for the acz1uisition of the 
.;,,. :>._.., 

Project Site and construction of the Improvements and to deliver to the 
City any submission of evidence of such financing \vithin the tirnes set 
forth in the Schedule of Performance; or 

c. there has occurred a material change to the condition of the Pn.~ject Site or 
title to the Pr(~ject Site (including, without lirnitation, entry of judgment 
affecting title or the right of the City to deliver possession of any Chy 
Pared, the imposition of any assessment district whicb has not been 
consented to by Developer) since the Effective Date or an enrinenl domain 
action is initiated against aU or any portion of the Project Site (other than 
an eminent domain action initiated by the City as to the Private Parcels); 
or 

d. there has occurred a material change in the market and/or local, State or 
national economy vA1ich, in the v:ritten and reasonable opinion of 
Developer, negatively impacts the ability of Developer to develop, finance 
and/or lease the Pro.iect or 

e. the City is unable, despite using commercially reasonable efforts, to tender 
conveyance of title to aH Chy Parcels and the complete and absolute right 
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to possession thereof '<Vithout !is peudens to Developer in the manner and 
conditkm, and within the c:stablished time therefor in the Schedule of 
Performance; or 

f the date [four (4)! months f()llo•Ning the Effective Date, the 
Development Agreement or any of the Pn~ject Approvals are not effective; 

g, by the date [four {4)] months foHowing the Effective Date, the City, \.vith 
respect to each Private Parc<i:I, has not (i) acquired fee simple absolute 
title, or (ii) adopted a Resolution of Necessity and co1nn1enced erninent 
donrnin proceedings as described in Section 203 (recognizing that 
adoption of any Resolution of Necessity shall be at the sde and absolute 
discretion of the City); 

h. the City is unable to: (i) acquire fee si1nple absolute title to the Private 
Parcels by purchase, exchange, ,gift, eminent domain proceedings (i e 
Final Order of Condemnation) or any other method available to the City 
under Federal or State Law trecoRniz!na that the institution of anv eminent \ ..._,,,, '-~' ., 

J 

domain nroceedirrns shaH be at the sole and absolute discretion of the ::: ~ .. / 

City); (ii) tender conveyance of fee title of the Private Pan .. '.els to 
Developer; and (iii) obtain and tender possession of the Private Parcels to 
Developer in the rmanner and condition set forth in this A.greement nnd 
vvithin the established time therefor in the Schedule of Performance: or 

by the date ,J months following the Effb:.:tive Date, the City has 
not adopted a resolution of \/acation pursuant to California Streets and 
Higln-vays Code Section 8324 [J THTNK 'YOU HA VE fllE WRONG 
SECTION! vacatinu and abandoninR the Ri2ht-Of-\.Va-v A.reas and the ,;.. >._.,· ..,.,. ..,.., <;/ 

Pedestrian Bridge A.icspace Easement ['}l (recognizing that the institution 
of any vacation proceedings sha! l be at the sole scretion of the City), or 
fo!!ovving any such election, is unable thereafter to tender conveyance of 
title to the Rlght«Of'..Way Areas and the Pedestrian Bridge Airspace 
EasenKmt in the manner and condition in the manner and condition set 
fbrth in this Agreement, and 'within the established tilne thereibr in the 
Schedule of Performance; or 

the Title CmnrJrmv is umviHing or unable to rnsue the Title Policv., at 
~, . ..,_, 

dosing, or 

k if Developer fails: to approve the FAA. Restrictions on or before the date 
provided theref()r in the Schedule of Performance, or 

1. if any Challenge is filed relating to this Agreement, including any 
challenge to the validity of tbis Agreenient or any of its provisions, or , a 
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reforendurn pett1011 relating to this Agreenient is timely and duly 
circulated, filed, and certified as valid, or 

ffl. City fails to rirndy perfom1 any, material obligation required of City under 
this Agreement or 

n if Developer reasonably concludes that Developer V<'ill be unable, despite 
using commerciaHy reasonable efforts, to complete construction of thE~ 
PrcJect In sufficient time to utilize the arena for professional basketball 
gan1es for the 2024-2025 NRA season (including pre-season gaines), 

and, if any such default(s) or failu.rn(s) referred to in subdivision (a) through (n) of this Section 
510 is susceptible to cure by the City and shaH not be cured by the City >;vitbin thirty {30) days 
after the date of vvritten demand therefor by Developer, then this /\greernent and any rights of the 
City in thi::; Agreem.ent, may, at the option of Developer, be terminated with respect to the 
Prcject Site by written notice thereof to the City, and neither Developer., nor any assignee or 
transforee of Developer, shall have any further rights against or liability to the City under this 
Agreement •Nith respect to the Project Site, 

[§51 JJ 

A. First, if prior to delivery of title and/or possession (as applicable) to the Arena 
Site and delivery of title and possession m the /\nc:Hlary Developn1ent Sites to Developer 
pursuant to the provisions of this Agreement: 

L Developer shall fall to timely deliver to the City any submission of 
evidence of equity and, if applicable, financing commitments v1itb respect 
to the Site ·within the tirnes set forth in the Schedule of Perf(.,nmmce; or 

2- Developer, in violation of the provisions of this Agreement, Transfers or 
attempts to Transfer this Agreement or anv right herein, or in the Pro1'ect 

}.,' ·>' -...~ ... 

Site (or portion thereof), or 

], there is a Change in Control rn the ownership of De\lelopec or vvith 
resr.Ject to the identitv of the r;arties in control of Deve!or)eL or the deuree t .i I , v 

thereof contrary to the provisions of Section 106, in violation of the 
provisions of this Agreement or 

4. Developer does not tilncly deliver the SEC Design Dravvings, and any of 
the other deliverables required by this Agreernent, within the times set 
forth in tbe Schedule of Performance without the advance \.vritten consent 
of the Chy; or 

5, Developer does not pay the Total Site Costs and take title and/or 
possession to the Arena Site (as applicable) and title and possession to the 
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Ancillary Developrnent Sites by the date provided therefor in the Schedule 
of Performance, under a tender of conveyance by the Chy pursuant to this 
Agreement other than as a result of a prior termination of this Agreement 
or a default bv the Citv: or 

,/ ,,' •' 

6, Developer t~ai!s to approve the F:\A Restrictions on or before the date 
provided therefor in the Schedule of Performance, or 

7. Developer fails to timely perform any other material obligation of the 
development of the Project She as required under this i\green1ent, 

Secondly, the City serves Developer v.iith a written demand specifying vvith particularity 
Developer's failure under subdivisions l} through 7) of the foregoing part A of this Section 51 l, 
and such failure is not cured \:vithin thirty (30) days after the date of such \Nritten demand by the 
City, or if the failure is the type in which Developer is incapable of curing within the thirty (JO) 
day period, and Developer fails to commence and perfonn the necessary actions to cure the 
failure -vihhin a reasonable period of time after commencement, then this Agreen1tmt and any 
rights of Developer in this Agreement, or arising therefrom with respect to the City may, at the 
option of the City, be tenninated vvith respect to the Project Site by wTitten notice of the City 
given to Developer specifying such tennination, and thereafter neither the City nor Developer, 
nor any assignee or transferee of Developer, shall have any f\rther rights against or liability to 
the other under this Agreement \Vith respect to the Project Site. 

[§512] Riuht of Re~Entrv "'-----Z'."-------·---------------------------------"','"· 

The City shall have the right, at its sole option, vJhich must be exercised, if at all, prior to 
the cure, ro reenter and take possession of each of the Arena Site, the \Vest Parking Garage Site:. 
the East Transportation Site or the Hotel Site, as apphcable, and all Improven1ents thereon, and 
to terminate and rcvest in the City the estate conveyed to Developer, if ailer conveyance of title 
and possession to the /umm Site, the \Vest Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation Site and 
the Hotd Site, cespec11vely, and prior to the recordation of the Release of Construction 
Covenants pertaining to the Arena Site, the \Vest Parking Garage Site,, the East Transportation 
Site or the Hotel Site, respectively, Developer shall.: 

(a) fail to comrnence construction of the Improvements (recogmzmg that 
commencement of construction shall include any grading or other site preparation 
activities performed on the Arena Site, the \-Vest Parking Garage Site, the East 
Transportation Site or the ffotel Site, as applicable, by Developer folh:n:ving 
conveyance) in accordance with the Schedule of Performance and v.iithin thirty 
{30) days foHosving delivery of svritten notice of such failure by the City to 
Developer, provided that Developer has not obtained an extension or 
postponeffient of time pursuant to Section 605; or 

(b) abandon or substantially suspend construction of the Imprnve1T1ents on tbe Arena 
Site, the \Vest Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation Site or the Hotel Site, 
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as applicable, for a period of nine (9) consecutive rnonths and viithin thirty (30) 
days foHowing deli\'l:Xy of written notice of such abandonment or suspension has 
been given by the City to Developer, provided Developer has not obtained an 
e'd'~P"!. ''11' ,._., ·.1~nst~)'.''l1"'ITl"~1·1t ').,~ tr'1·1·le q1wq'l.'>1·1·t· t(> cert·1· C"P r<1) .,·,1· z.(,.~.c~3.~) ~-··· v C:.n .. J;;..>, .. l \.): v . ~ ... 'l ·} .. ~ t--~:u.,')!i-.. a. . ~ :...) w ,3~3. ,..> ..>...,.;. .> 

(c) Transfer or attempt to Transfer this AgreenH:mt, or any rights herein, or suffer any 
involuntary tntnsfer of the Project Site or any portion thereof in violation of this 
Agreement, and such violation shall not cured \.vithin thirty (30) days following 
delivery nf \Nritten notice of such failure by the City to Developer. 

Such right to re-enter~ repossess, tenninate, and revest shall be subject to and be limited 
by and shall not defeat render invalid, or lirnit 

(i) any mortgage, deed of trust, or other security interests permitted by this 
.Agreernent 1,vith respect to the .A.rena Site, the \Vest Parking Garage Site, the East 
Transportation Site and/or the Hotel Site, as applicable~ or 

{ii) any rights or interests provided in this Agreement for the protection of the holders 
of such mortgages1 deeds of trust, or other secmi ty interests. 

The rights established in this Section 5!2 shall not apply to the Arena Site, the West 
Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation Site or the Hotel Site, on »vhich any Improvements 
to be constructed thereon have been completed in accordance with this Agreement and for which 
a Release of Construction Covenants has been recorded therefor as provided in Section 320, 

The Grant Deeds to the Arena Site, the \Nest Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation 
Site and the Hotel Site sha!I contain appropriate reference and provision to give effect to the 
City's t.ight, as set fbrth in this Section 5 I 2 under specified ci rcurnstances prior to the recordati on 
of the applicable Release of Construction Covenants, to re-enter and take possession of the 
A.rena Site, the \Vest Parking Garage Site. the East Transportation Site or the Hotel Site, as 
applicable, with al! Improvements thereon, and to terminate and revest in the City the estate 
com\:::yed to Developer and the terms of such Cirant Deeds shaH control over any inconsistent 
provisions of this Agreement 

SuL~ject to the rights of the holders of security Interests as stated in subparagrnphs {i) and 
{ii) above, upon the revesting in the City of title to the /\rena She, the West Parking Garage Site, 
the East Transportation Site or the Hotel Site, as applicable,, as provided in this Section 5 ! 2, the 
City shall use crnmnercially reasonable effrnts to resell the Arena SitL, the \\lest Parking Garage 
Site, the East Transportation Site or the Hotel Site, as applicable, as soon and in such rrrnxmer as 
the City shall find feasible to maxirnize the value thereuf to a qualified and. responsibk party or 
parties {as determined by the City in its reasonable discretion), who '>-Vin develop the Arena Site, 
the West Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation Site and/or the Hotel Site, as applicabk, 

i ·u F t \ ,. ,. \V ·. P ' , · C · S' l E T · , ,,,, anc \:Vl not re-se I t 1e l rena ,,de, me · .. ,est .·. arking mrnge -~tie, Ue ·Jtst ransportatmn Kite 

and/or the Hotel Site, as applicable, and \Vil! not prior to such deveioprnent or ho!d the Arena 
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Site, the \Vest Parking (iarage Site, the East Transportation Site and/or the Hotel Site, as 
applicable, for speculation in land. 

Upon such resale of the Arena Site, the \Vest Parking Gara.ge Site, the East 
Transportation Site and/or the Hotel Site, as applicable, or any part thereof, and satisfaction of 
obligations owed to the holder of any n1ortgage, deed of trust or other security interest authorize1d 
by this Agreernent, the proceeds thereof shall be applied: 

(y) 

{ ). v 

first, to reimburse the City, for all reasonable costs and expenses incurred by the 
Citv arisinn from and after such revestinu in the Chv, including but not limited to 

.,.., >.,.,· >.,.,· / '"~ 

foes of consultants engaged in connection »vith the recapture,. rnanagement, and 
resale of the Arena Site, the \Vest Parking Garage Site, the East Transportation 
Site and/or the Hotel Site, as applicable (but l.ess any income derived by the City 
from the sale of the Arena Site, the West Parking Garage Site, the East 
Transportation Site and/or the Iiotel Site, as applicable, in connection \Vlth such 
rnanagenient); all ta:xes, assessrnents and vvater and se\ver charges 'With respect to 
the i\ren~ Sit-~ th'~ w'~st fhtfl'iJVl' C"1F1rre Site the East Tr'lOSj)(V'tati .-,,n Site 'Tn Vor ...: . :e.., :-.._, •. t::: ~' .. ""-' w~ . 11.. >.... E;• J {. . 11.. p "- .). .. ..... ..... ~ .... ,_ . <. ·. ,__ , __ ~ .~, . L . ... <. . l ~ . 

the Hotel Site, as applicable (or, in the ev~nt the Arena Site, the \Vest Parking 
Garage Site, the Fast 1'rnnsportation Site or the Hotel Site, as applicable, is 
exempt from taxation or assessment or such charges during the period of City 
ovvnership, then such taxes, assessments,. or charges, as \VOuld have been payable 
> r t " c > ' n' p l ' n c > , L 1' ' S'''. r1 tiie tt.rena ,irte, me vie.st .·. ar(rng t:tarage ,ilte, tne 1..~ast rnnsportat1on , ne or 
the Hotel Site, a:s applicable vvas not so exempt); any payments nrnde or necessary 
to be made to discharge or prevent from attaching or being made any subsequent 
encumbrances or liens due to obligations, defaults, or acts of Developer; nnd any 
amounts othenvise ovving to the City by Developer; and 

second, to reimburse Developer up to the amount equal to (!) the sum of the 
Purchase Price for the Arena Site, the \Vest Parking Garage Site, the East 
Transportation Site and/or the Hotel Site, as applicable, and the Acquisition Costs 
for the Private Parcels paid to the City hy Developer, if applicable; and (2) the 
hard and soft costs reasonablv incurred for the construction of the hnorovernents ,. * 
and deve!op1nent of the A.rena Site, the \Vest Parking Garage Site, the East 
Transportation Site or the Hotel Site, as applicable, less (3) any gain or income 
;,vithdraYvn or made by Developer therefrom or from the improvements thereon 
attributable to the Arena Site, the West Parking Garage Site, the East 
Transportation Site or the Hotel Site,, as applicable. 

i\ny balance remaining afier such reimbursements shall be retained by the City as its 
property. 

For avoidance of doubt, the City's exercise of its rights under this Section 512 shall be its 
sole and exc!usi ve rernedy f(Jr the conditions described in the foregoing subparts (a) ···· ( c) and 
such reverter rinhts shall only he f:lJ)O!icable to the snecific fJOrtion of the Proiect Site (/J'' '· the 

>._..,· .,. f. ::: .... . ' 

A o• ' ·s··"' th· ~V·· .. ;. p. ,, +··' "·('.,.,,..., ~ S~''t· tl. c, 't T 0 ' ' •. ..y,.,.,,',, .. S't· i t1 ., Lfnt· J s:·t· ., t··· 1en<.t ,, IL, .,,e n es, . ai.,,'1n,;:; Jm.ige '" t e, Je .c<ts HmspiJ1 u1ch)n , 1 e er ,1e i. "' .e , , .e) .u 
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\vhich such breach relates To the extent that the right established in this Section 5 l2 involves a 
frnfeiture, it rnust be strictly interpreted against the City, the party for \vhnse benefit it is created. 
The rights established in this Section 512 are to be interpreted in light of the fact that the City 
\Mill convey the Arena Site, the \:Vest Parking Ciarage Site, the East Transportation Site and the 
Hotel Site to Developer for development and not for speculation in undeveloped lantL 

VI. GENERAL PROVISIONS 

[s 6011 ~- . . Notices, Demands an·;l Communications bef\veen the Parties 

Notices, demands, and communications between the City and Developer shall be 
sufficiently given if dispatched by registered or certified mail, postage prepaid, return receipt 
requested or by reputable overnight secvice that nrnintains delivery receipts (e.g., Federal 
Express) to the principal offices of the City and Developer.. as set f()Jth below. All notice:" 
demands, and communications under this /\.greeffient \ViI! be deemed given, received, made, or 
con1rnunicated on the delivery date or attempted defr-v·ery date shown on the return receipt. Such 
\.vritten notices, demands and communications may be sent in the san1e manner to such other 
addresses as either party may from time to time designate by mall as provided in this Section 
M"l! ··r-il"" 1·e.~'I'"~·c·,·t·1"·:e rr1·0,_1'lr'1·1q ,-,--Jcir-;'"''"e·~' .. ,,., ·•·J·1e.- P'". ·;-tr'""" --.1-e· ·r11·1ti 1 "'l1'H1F"'d. "'" n1-o':;,-i,,,,i ·11-"'''""·1·11. t·l-1"' . ....... ~ ...... .. I.~.) . ,~ .J~...... ~ · . u .... ·f:, ol .. w.:':'h::'3 ,:-s L.t r. <.i .... ~.);~ .;:....,.., "" , . . .,l L. u ... ·c-...., 1u,.):-:< .!"'" _,\ ... d~t.. .. v::;~..:..: . . ., . ;;.,,... 

fb!lo1Ning: 

City: 

\vith a copy to: 

\vith a copy to: 
(and shall not constitute 
notice to City) 

Developer· 

City of lngle'l..vood 
One tvlanchester Boulevard 
Inglewood, CA. 9030 l 
Attention: City !\iJanager 

Office of the City Attorney 
One tvlanchester Boulevard 
Ingle\vood, CA 90301 
Attention: City Attorney 

Kane, Ballmer & Berkman 
515 S. Figueroa Street Suite 1850 
Los Angeles, CA 9007 ! 
Attention: Roy·ce K. Jones 

fvforphy's Bov,·l LLC 
PO Box l558 
Bellevue, WA 98009-1558 
Attention: Brandt /\ Vaughan 
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with a copy to 
(and shaU not constitute 
notice to Developer) 

with a copy to 
(and shall not constitute 
notice to Developer) 

vvith a copy to: 
(and shall not constitute 
notice to l)eveloper) 

[§ 602] 
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\Vil son l\iJ eany 
Four Emban::adero Center, Suite 3330 
San Francisco, CA 94111 
Attention: Chrl s Meany 

Helsell Fetterman LLP 
!001 Fourth A\,erme, Suite 4200 
Seattle, \VA 98154 
Attention: fV!ark Rising 

Coblentz Patch Duffv & Bass LLP ,, 

One \lontgonH;ry' Street, Suite 3000 
San Francisco, CA 94 l 04 
Attention: fV!atthe1v Bove 

No member, official or employee of the City shall have any personal interest, direct or 
indirect, in this ,Agreement nor shall any such member, offida! or employee participate in any 
decision relating to this Agreement 1vhich affects his or her personal interests or the interests of 
any corporation, partnership or association in \vhich he or she is, directly or indirectly, interested. 

Developer \varrams that it has not paid or gi,/en, and \Vil! not pay or give, any third-party 
any rnoney or other consideration frir obtaining this Agreement frorn the City, other than brokers, 
if any. 

Nonliabilitv of Citv Officials and Emp!uyees 

No mernber, official, employee or consultant of the City shaH be personally liable to 
Developer in the event of any default or breach by the City or fbr any anwunt vvhich may 
becon1e due to Developer, or on any obligations under the terms of this Agreement 

[§ 604] Nonliability of Developer tvfombers and Employees 

No member, director, officer, partner, employee, or agent of Developer or any affiliate of 
Developer shall be personally liable to the City in the event of any defitu!t or breach by 
Developer or fhr any amount 'which rnay become due to the City or on any obligations under the 
terrns of this A.greement 

Force Maieure; Extension ofTirne of Perfonnance 

In addition to specific provisions of this Agreernent, the tinie period for perfrnmance by 
"lther P'Jrtv h ~r"'wl'ier ·"h 01ll be "'xtend·-~d v-her"' r!ehvs_ ·1r"' 'ilP to er resultinn fr·'n' ~nv C'llF'"' (:_,. <. ...... . L -...._.,H_\. .. ~.( ~ -....,.,,_ .t;.._ -y.,,,, "'.,..; "- .<...,.., .. ,ii;. -.....,~ .. tj .... .> ~ . . O 0 . .., ~"-.,. .. (;>,;,_..,)"'.,,, 

beyond a party's reasonable control, including but not limited to v;:nr, insurrection, strikes, lock-
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outs, riots, floods, earthquakes, fires, casualties, acts of God, acts of the public enemy, 
epidemics, quarantine restrictions, freight embargoes, lack of transportation, governmental 
restrictions or priority, litigation, unusual!y severe weather, inability 10 secure necessary labor, 
materials or tools, delays of any contractor,, subcontractor or supplies, acts of the other party, a 
failure of the National Basketba1l Association to grant a required approval \Vhich is not caused 
by a frli1ure or default of Developer, acts or failure to act of the City or any other public or 
govenm1ental agency or entity (other than an act or failure to act of the City which shall. give rise 
to the delaying act described above), or an administrative appeal, judicial challenge, or filing an 
application frff referendum relating to this Agreement or frn any Project i\pproval or Subsequent 
.Approval, even if development or construction activities are not stayed, enjoined,. or othenvise 
prohibited {collectively a ''(]udienge") w:1ti1 the Challenge is finally resolved on terms 
satisfactory t.o Dev·eloper or the City or waived each in their sole discretioR .An extension of 
time fbr any such cause shall be for the period of the delay and shall cornmence to nm frrnn the 
time ofthe cmnmenc{mlent of the cause, if notice by the party claiming such extension is sent w 
the other party within thirty (30) days of knov.fodge of the commencement of the cause. Times 
of performance under this i\green1ent, including all of the prnvJsions of the Schedule of 
Perfbrmance, rnay also be extended in 'Writing by the City Manager and Deve.!oper, and a party\ 
consent to such extension shall not he unreasonably 'N'ithhdd, conditioned or delayed. 

\Vherever this Agreernent refers to performance by a specific time, or in accordance \vith 
the Schedule of Pe1formance, such times shall indude any extensions pursuant to this Section 
605 Subject to this Section 605, time is of the essence '<Vith respect to each provision of this 
Agreement. 

F. [§ 606] 

Prior to the issuance by the City of a Release of Construction Covenants fbr each of the 
Arena Site, the West Parking Garage Site, the East Tnrnsportation Site and the Hotel Site, as 
contemplated by this Agreement, the City shall have the right at an reasonabk~ times upon five 
(5) business days' \vritten notice to inspect the books and records of Developer pertaining to the 
Project Site as pertinent to the purposes of this "\green1ent •xhen needed by the City to: (!) 
detennine the final Reinediation Cost Adjustment to the Purchase Price, (2) establish the 
evidence of financing referred to in Section 226; (3) determine the Excess Purchase Price, if any; 
and (3) determine amounts necessary to cure under Section 3 !8 and 319. 

[§ 607] 

Except \Vhere this Agreement expressly prO\iides for an approval of either party in its sole 
discretion, approvals required of the City or Developer shall not be unreasonably withheld, 
conditioned or delayed. 

This Agreernent is 1nade and entered into fbr the sole protection and benefit of the City 
and Developer, and no other Person shall have any rights or causes of action against either the 
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City or Developer hereon or hereunder nor shall any third party beneficiaries be established in 
any \.Vay by this Agreement. The City and Developer expressly acknowledge and agree they do 
not intend, by their execution of this Agreement, to benefit any Persons not signatory to this 
Agreement, including, without llnritatlon, any brokers that may represent the parties to this 
tnmsaction, 

L !§ 609] 

If any litigation is commenced behveen the panics to tb!s Agreement concerning any 
pro-vision of this Agreement, including all attachments hereto, or the rights and obligations of 
any party, the parties to this Agreement hereby agree that the prevailing party in such litigation 
shall be entitled, in addition to such other relief as may be granted by the court, to a reasonable 
sum as and for its attorneys; foes in that l.itigation vA1ich shall be determined by the comi in that 
litigation or in a separate action brought for that purpose. 

J [ ,, .. · l f'] s 0 ~} Counteroarts 

This Agreement rnay be executed in counterparts, each of vil1ich •Nhen so executed shall 
be deemed an original, and all of\vhich, together, shall constitute one and the same instrument. 

K [§ 61 l] 

Except as is othervvise specifically provided for in any Development Agreernent entered 
, b . l (" d I") l ·1 , l" i ' ., . ' ., ·1 . A f' Into "'ehveen ue Ay an . eveoper, t1e rnva ioatwn ot any provision ot t11s ""greement, or o 
its application to either party, by judgnwnt or court order shaH not affect any other provision of 
this Agreement or its application to any party or circumstance, and the remaining ponions of this 
Agreement shaH continue in foH force and effect, unless enforcement of this Agreement as 
invalidated 'Would be unreasonable or grossly inequitable under all tbe circumstances or 'Would 
frustrnt'~ th'" finvhineni'll qucn"e" of thi" /\<rf"'~emenl , .,_ i:; .C .. <....... ,... • "'-· <.. it. *.. !" !:.. ,_, ,_, _, ... .. "" ,_, ·' tf:" t::: . .. 

vn. SPECIAL PROVISIONS 

;\, [§ 701] Employment and Training Agreement 

Not'>-vithstand1ng anything contained in this Agreement to the contrmy, Developer hereby 
agrees to comply and/or cause the compliance \V!th the contracting as well as employment and 
trnini1Hr, reciuire1nents set forth in the Ern]Jlovment and Training /\greeinent, 'which is attached to 

~.... . . . .. ~ ..... · ..,.,; 

this Agteen1ent as Attachment No. 8. 

!§ 702] 

City shall relocate the City~ov/ned and operated potable water \veil from Its musting 
location on the City Parcels as set forth on Att:tchme1l1 No. 1 (the ''Existing Well SiteH), to hs 
nev; location of-site location, as set forth on Attachment No. t (the ''New '\VeH Site'} AH such 
expenses attributable to the well relocation and ne\v 1;veil construction shall be at Developer's 
sole cost and expense and in accordance with a budget prepared by the City and appro«,.'ed by 
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Developer The ne'lv 'Ivel! i1nprovernents shall be constructed substantially in accordance with 
plans and specifications approved by the City and Developec The City shall (i) decommission 
and destroy the existing well in accordance vvith all applicable lavvs, orders, rnles or regulations 
of any governmental authority (including, but not fonited to California Department of \Vater 
Resources Bulletins 74-8 l and 74-90), (ii) re1nove any portions of the existing improve1nents or 
equiprnent on the Existing \Vell Site as the City desires; (iii) terminate electric pmver service to 
the Existing \Vell Site; and (iv) seal the valve that cuts the exiting weU off from the City's 'ivell 
v,.,-ater transmission main, each within the time period set fbrth in the Schec!uk of Performance, 
sn that Developer may complete the denmEtion of the Existing Well Site aft.er the Closing Date 
The City shall complete the construction of the rn:\v tvell improvements on the New \Vel! Site 
after the Closing Date \:vi thin the time period set forth in the Schedule of PerfiY1nance The City 
shall terrninate all agreem.ents relating to the Existing We!! Site within the time period set forth 
in the Schedule of Perfonnance,. including, 'IVithout limitation, [all ag;reernents with \Vest Basin 

~· . -
·i.1 , , ' ' 1'' ·r~· . ' . I ' ·1 1' , . \",. j'' ·'"'· f'Il.E'r'·K' \Fl'I··i·i L (')l'l"' ' N umcipa! n!ater Jismct re ating to ue :,xistmg -ve ! .:sne ;, ··. '" ,.,, .r1 , 1 s ; 
BOYTRESEj. 

[§ 703] 

To the extent legally permissible, Developer shall designate, and shall use conmierciaJly 
lj •'<<" . >. . ' d d l ' ',! < ,J reasonao e etrnrts to cause Its contractors, sunc:ontractors, ven ors an otr1er tmru pames unuer 

its control or with vA10m it enjoys privity of contract to designate the City of lngle•;vood as the 
point of sale for California sales and use tax purposes (to the extent the payment of sales and use 
tax is required by applicable las,:v), for all purchases of rnateria!s, fixtures, furniture, machinery, 
equipment and supplies for the development of the Prcject Site in excess of .Dollars 
($ __ )during construction thereof. 

\rm. [§ 800] ENTIRE ACIREE1VIENT, \V.AIVERS A ND AJVl:END!YIENTS 

This Agreement shall be executed in five (5) duplicate originah each of \vhich is deeined 
to be an original This Agreement includes pages and [___ __ 
(_ ___ j] attachments »vhich constitute the entire understanding and agreement of the parties. 

This Agree111ent constitutes the entire agreement of the parties hereto with respect to the 
disposition of the Pn,~ject Site to Developer and integrates all of the terms and conditions 
mentioned herein or incidental hereto, and all agreements or understandings or representations 
bet1,-veen the parfa:s. This Agreement supersedes the ENA and all negotiations or previous 
agreements beh,veen the panics related to the ENA __ 

None of the terms, covenants, agreements or conditions set forth in this /\.grecment shaU 
be dee1ned to be rnerged s,vith any of the Grant Deeds prcrviding for the conveyance of the Project 
Site and this Agreement shall continue in full force and effect \vith resi)ect to the Pro1' ect Site 

- . > 

from the date on »vhich this Agreernent is e.xecmed by the City unti1 a Rel.ease of Construction 
Covenants is recorded for the Prqiect Site as applicable 
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All \vaivers of the provisions of this Agreement must be in writing and signed the 
appropriate authcdties of the City or i)evdoper, and a!l amendments hereto must be in vvriting 
and signed by the appropriate authorities of the City and Developer 

This Agreement and any provisions hereof may be amended by mutual written agreement 
bv De-vekiner and the Citv and such amendment shall not require the consent of anv other foe ,..· t .... .,/ 

ov/ner, tenant, lessee, easernent holder, licensee, or any other person or entity having an interest 
in the Project She, The City !\tanager iv'<'ithout any obligation to do so} and Developer 1nay 
approve ffiinor amendments to this Agreement (which shall not indu:de changes related to 
monetary contributions or payments by Developer) by written agreement \vithout a public 
hearing to the extent permitted by apphcab!e lm:vs, statures, rules and regulations, including 
\vithout limitation California Government Code Section 65868; provided ho•vever, the City 
Ivlanag:er shall have the sole discretion to seek such flJ)}Woval bv the Citv CoundL 

>.,.,· / •·' 

IX [§ 900] Til\iE FOR i\CCEPTi\NCE OF AGREHv1ENT BY THE CITY; DATE 
OF AGREEfvJENT 

This Agreement, v1hen executed by Developer and delivered to the City, must be 
authorized,, executed and delivered by the City to Developer within thirty (30) days after this 
i\greement is signed by Developer, or the offer to enter into this Agreement may be revoked hy 
Developer on written notice to the City. This Agreernent shall be effective as of the Eff'ective 
Date. 

Dated: . 

THE CITY: 

CITY OF lNGLEWOOD, 
a rmmidpa! corporation 

By: 
James T Hutts., Jr 
Iv1ayor 
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DEVELOPER: 

1v1URPI1Y'S BOWL LLC, 
a Dela\vare limited liability company 

By: 
Name: .. 
lts: 

APPROVED A,S TO FORM AND LEGAU'fY: 

KENNETH R C Af\!WOS 
City Attorney 

Bv: 
·' 

K ., n (' E . ermetn J\,.. arnpos, ·.'>Sq 

APPH.OVED: 

KANE, BALLl'vIER AND BERK?"'iAl\ 
City Special Counsel 

By: 
Royce K. Jones, Esq. 

'Y'VONNE HORTON 
City Clerk 

By: 
Yvonne Horton 
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The Silverstein Law Firm, APC 
June 16, 2020 

Objections to IBEC Project, DEIR and FEIR; 
State Clearinghouse No. 2018021056 

EXHIBIT 40 



THE SILVERSTEIN LAW FIR11 
A Professiona[ Corporation 

April 13, 2020 

VIA El\t1AIL fljackson(ll)dtyofinglewood.org; 
mwHcox(G1cityofinglewood.org 

Fred Jackson, Senior Planner 
Tvfindy Wilcox, AICP, Planning l\rfanager 
City of Inglewood, Planning Division 
1 West Ivfanchester Boulevard, 4th Floor 
Inglewood, CA 90301 

215 NrnnH MARENGO AVENUE, 3RD FLOOR 

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 91101-1504 

PHONE: (626) 449-4200 FAX: (626) 449-4205 

ROBERT@ROBERTSILVERSTEINLAW.COM 

W\VW.ROBERTSILVERSTEINLA\V.COM 

Re: Advance Notice Request and Comments and Objections to Notices of 
Exemption for, and of General Plan Amendment GPA-2020-01 and GPA-
2020-02; CEQA Case Nos. EA-CE-2020-036 and EA-CE-2020-037 

Dear Mr. Jackson and Ms. \tVilcox: 

I. INTRODUCTION AND ADVANCE NOTICE REQUEST. 

This firm and the undersigned represent Kenneth and Dawn Baines, owners of the 
property located at 10212 S. Fraire Ave., Inglewood. Please keep this office on the list of 
interested persons to receive timely notice of all hearings and determinations related to 
the proposed approval/adoption of the General Plan Amendments and Categorical 
Exemptions listed above ("Project(s)"). 

Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21167(£) and all applicable rules and 
regulations,. please provide a copy of each and every Notice of Determination issued by 
the City in connection with these Projects. \Ve incmvorate by reference an Project 
objections raised by others with regard to both the present Notices of Exemption and 
amendments/adoption of General Plan Elements. To the extent the Projects are pmt of or 
intenelated with the Clippers IBEC project. we incorporate by reference aU public 
comments/objections to the IBEC project as wen as its Draft EIR. 1

,
2

,
3

. 

See httv://ihecprojectcom/ 

2 \Ve specifically request that all the hyperlinks in this letter be downloaded and 
printed out, submitted to the agency,. and be included in the City's control file and record 
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for the Project, as duly provided by applicable case law. 

3 See http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190201-
AB900 _1BEC_Community _letters_l.pdf, ht1}J://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/2019020 l-
AB900 __ ___IBEC _____ Community __ _Jetters ____ 2.pdf, http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190204-
AB900 _IBEC _Ing1ewood_ Residents_ Against_ Takings_ Evictions_ Comments.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190204-
AB900 _IBEC_ fv1SG _Forum_ AB _987 _Comment_ Letter_ without_ Exhibits.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190204-
AB900 _IBEC _MSG _Forum _AB _987 _Comment_ Letter_ EXHIBITS_ l-4.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190204-
AB900 _1BEC _ I\1SG _Forum _AB _987 _Comment_ Letter_ EXHIBIT_5.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190204-
AB900 ____ IBEC __ }v1SG ____ Forum ___ AB _____ 987 ____ Comment ____ Letter ____ EXHIBITS ____ 6-7.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190204-
AB900 _IBEC_ fv1SG _Forum_ AB _987 _Comment_ Letter_ EXHIBITS_ 8-10.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190222-
AB900 _____ IBEC _____ Comment ____ Climate ____ Resolve.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190304-AB900 _IBEC _ NRDC.pdf, 
ht1JJ://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190422-
AB900 _ IBEC_ fv1SG _Supp_ Lette _re _IBEC _App _Tracking_ No-2018021056.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190422-
AB900 _IBEC _MSG _Supp_ Lette_re_IBEC_ App_ Tracking_ No-2018021056.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190621-
IBEC _Comment_ NRDC _Clippers _response _6-21-19.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190628-
AB900 _ Ing1ewood _Comment_ Opposition _to_ Supp1emental_ Application.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190628-
AB900 _Inglewood_ Comment _resident_ letters. pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190628-
AB900 _Inglewood_ Comment_ Resident_ Letters_ 1.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190628-
AB900 _lnglewood_ Comment_ Resident_ Letters_ 2.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ ceqa/ docs/ ab900/20190628-F inal ___ Ingkwood ____ Community ___ Letters. pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190628-
MSG _AB _987 _ Letter_re _Supplemental_ Application_ with_ exhibits.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190628-1BEC.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190729-
Pubhc _____ Counsel __ ___letter _____ RE ____ A B ____ 98 7 ____ Ing1 ewood ____ Arena _____ Project. pdf: 
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This letter is also an Advance Notice Request that the City of Inglewood 
Depaitment of City Planning, the City Clerk's office, and all other commissions, bodies 
and offices, provide this office with advance written notice of any and all meetings, 
hearings and votes in any way related to the above-referenced proposed Projects and any 
projects/entitlements/actions related to any and all events or actions involving these 
Projects. 

Your obligation to add this office to the email and other notification lists includes, 
but is not limited to, all notice requirements found in the Public Resources Code and 
Inglewood l'vfonicipal Code. Some code sections that may be relevant include Public 
Resources Code Sections 21092 and 21092.2. 

This Advance Notice Request is also based on Government Code§ 54954.1 and 
any other applicable laws, and is a formal request to be notified in writing regarding the 
Projects, any invoked or proposed CEQA exemptions, any public hearings related to the 
Draft or Final EIR for the IBEC project, together with a copy of the agenda, or a copy of 
all the documents constituting the agenda packet, of any meeting of an advisory or 
legislative body, by email and mail to our office address listed herein. \Ve further request 
that such advance notice also be provided to us via email specifically at: 
Robe1t(t]RobertSilversteinLaw.com; Esther@Robe1tSilverstei11Law.com; 
Naira(i{)RobertSilversteinLaw.cmn; and Veronica(iil,RobertSilversteinLaw.cmn. 

http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190903-AB900 _IBEC _Community_ Letters.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190903-
AB900 _1BEC_lnglewood_Community _ Letters-2.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190909-
AB900 _ IBEC _MSG_ OPR _Letter_ September_ 2019 _with_ exhibits.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/201911] 2-
AB900 _IBEC_AB987 _lnglewood _Residents _Against_Takings _and_ Evictions%20.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20191114-
Barbara _Boxer_ GHG _Emissions_ Commitment_ Letter.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20191] 27-
AB900 _1BEC _ AB987 _Resident_ Letters_ Supplement_to _ GHG _Emissions_ Commitment 
.pdf: http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20191127-
AB900 __ JBEC ____ AB987 ____ Resident ___ Letters ____ Supp1ement ____ to ____ GHG ____ Emissions ____ Commitment 
_ 2.pdf, http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20191127-
AB900 _IBEC_AB987 _ I\1SG _Forum_ Supplement_to _ GHG _Emissions_ Commitment.pd 
f. http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20191205-
AB987 __ ___IBEC _____ Comment ___ }vISG _____ Forum.pdf. 
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Finally, to the extent that an advance written request is required for any and all 
City hearings regarding the above-referenced project to be recorded and/or transcribed, 
this letter shall constitute that advance written request. Please include this letter in the 
record for this matter. 

Please, acknowledge receipt of the Advance Notice Request above. 

Please also provide a current time line of all scheduled and anticipated events, 
including hearings or approvals of any type, related to the Projects. 

H. OBJECTIONS TO THE LACK OF ADEQUATE AND CONSISTENT 
NOTICE AND REQUEST TO RESCHEDULE THE APRIL 13, 2020 
HEARING. 

On April 13, 2020, our office came across the City's special meeting agenda for 
the Planning Commission's Special !vieeting on April 13, 2020, at 7:00 p.m. The agenda 
included Items 5( d) and 5( e) related to the Projects ---- i.e., amendments to the Genera] 
Plan. 

Based on information we have obtained, the City of Inglewood ("City") is closed 
for COVID-19 reasons effective April 13 through April 27, 2020. Yet we were informed 
at approximately 6:00 p.m. tonight that despite the shutdown of City Hall, this Planning 
Commission hearing is proceeding nonetheless. That is an outrage to the concept of 
transparency and public participation. 

\Ve hereby object to the City's short imposed deadlines, special meetings, 
inadequate and inconsistent notices, and particularly, to the notice of the special meeting 
on April 13, 2020 during this time of the COVID-19 crisis. Ivfoving forward with the 
Projects would also be in violation of the Brown Act's open meetings requirements and 
any decision taken today will be invalid. 

We therefore request that the City reschedule the Special !vieeting of April 13, 
2020 and properly circulate the notice and all documents related to the Projects, including 
but not limited to the drafts of the Land Use and Environmental Justice Elements, to 
afford meaningful opportunity to the public and public agencies to comment on the 
proposed amendments to the General Plan - prior to any approval. The City's failure to 
reschedule and duly circulate the documents prior to the respective approvals of the 
Projects will constitute an abuse of discretion and failure to proceed in a manner required 
bv law. _, 
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We also request that the City postpone any action or hearing on General plan 
amendments until and unless 90 days after the stay-at-home orders have been lifted by 
the California Governor. State and Planning and Zoning laws necessitate public 
participation for all actions, whereas the presently-utilized remote participation is often 
disrupted because of connection problems. The City should not take advantage of these 
unfmtunate times, where people are fighting against the virus and some people are 
fighting for their lives, to rush through projects of such magnitude as amendments to the 
City's General Plan. 

\Ve also object to the City's imposition of strict deadlines for non-essential 
projects during the COVID-19 crisis given that - as evidenced by the recent letter of the 
League of California Cities to the Governor asking for toning of all deadlines - city 
staffing shortages affect the efficiency of their work. We request that the City toll and 
extend its deadlines for public comment period on aU environmental documents, 
including the Notices of Exemption for the Projects, until after the COVID-19 crisis is 
contained and the Governor lifts stay-at-home orders. 

Ill. LACK OF lVlEANING~'UL OPPORTUNI"fY :FOR PUBLIC 
PARTICIPATION PARTICULARLY FOR COVID-19 REASONS. 

The City cam1ot approve the Projects or Notices of Exemption or related findings 
because it cannot make a finding that those are consistent with the City's General Plan,. as 
the City has not duly circulated the documents for the public to review and comment 
upon. 

Further, the City may not be able to satisfy the public participation requirement 
under Cal. Gov't Code§ 65351, which provides: ''During the preparation or amendment 
of the general plan, the planning agency shall provide opportunities for the involvement 
of citizens, public agencies, public utility companies, and civic, education, and other 
community groups, through public hearings and any other means the city or county 
deems appropriate." 

To the extent that the Projects, specifically, the General Plan amendments, are also 
interrelated with and being piecemealed from the IBEC project and its DEIR, the Projects 
win unavoidably facilitate or be used in furtherance of the IBEC project. In turn, the City 
may not rely on Categorical Exemptions to approve the Projects because doing so would 
facilitate the IBEC project, which project will have significant, unmitigable impacts. In 
other words, the use of Categorical Exemptions is facially improper because the Projects 
are being used to facilitate and expedite approval of the IBEC project and its DEIR. 
Accordingly, the approval of the instant Projects will cause or contribute to direct or 
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indirect physical impacts to the environment. Piecemealing the Projects out of the IBEC 
project and its review is independently a violation of CEQA. 

IV. THE PROPOSED LAND USE AND ENVIRONI\1ENTAL JUSTICE 
ELEMENTS ARE lNTERRELA TED \VITH THE IBEC PRO.JECT AND 
THEREF'ORE ARE ILLEGALLY PlECEl\'lEALED f'ROI\1 IT. 

These rushed proposed General Plan amendments come at a time when the 
Clippers IBEC project is being processed and promoted. The IBEC project itself requires 
zoning changes and amendments to the General Plan's Land Use Element. 

The IBEC project has been severely criticized for its 42 environmental adverse 
impacts, including GHG emissions by bringing in millions of cars, causing severe traffic 
impacts, and adversely impacting the disadvantaged community of Inglewood, including 
their health and safety. 

The IBEC project has been criticized for its conflicts with environmental justice 
principles. 

Therefore, it appears that the City's efforts to amend the General Plan and include 
Land Use Element Amendments and the Adoption of an Environmental Justice Element 
on such a rushed basis, without adequate process for the public, and with zero 
environmental review in an obvious effort to piecemeal this issue away from where it 
should be analyzed as pmt of the IBEC project CEQA review, aims to fmther the IBEC 
project without properly and timely disclosing that purpose to the public. 

V. THE LAND USE ELETVIENT ATVIENDI\1ENT NIA Y NOT BE ADOPTED 
DUE TO LACK OF A CIRCULATED DOCUlVlENT FOR PUBLIC 
REVIEW AND COI\1MENT. 

The draft Land Use Element amendment was not available online or was not 
locatable in a place on the City's website that the public would easily or logically 
identify. Therefore,. it was impossible for the public to see the amendments to be able 
meaningfully to comment on them. The proposed amendments may not be adopted on 
this additional ground. 
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VI. CEQA EXEJVIPTIONS ARE INAPPLICABLE FOR THE GENERAL PLAN 
AMENDI\1ENTS AND THE CITY HAS NOT MET ITS BURDEN TO 
INVOKE THE EXEI\1PTION. 

The City's invoked Exemptions for the proposed Projects - i.e., general plan 
amendments and adoption of the elements ---- are in error. Pursuant to the Notices, the 
City invokes Categorical Exemptions under CEQA Guidelines Sections l 506 l (b )(3) and 
15060( c)(2), by claiming a ''common sense" exemption. 

Guidelines Section 1506l(b)(3) reads: 

"(3) The activity is covered by the general rule that CEQA applies 
only to projects which have the potential for causing a significant 
effect on the environment. \Vhere it can be seen with certainty that 
there is no possibility that the activity in question may have a 
significant effect on the environment, the activity is not subject to 
CEQA." (Emphasis added.) 

Based on the quoted language, CEQA requires certainty that there is no possibility 
that the activity in question may have a significant effect on the enviromnent. There 
cannot be such certainty where the proposal is to "clarify" the densities in the Land Use 
Element, where the draft Land Use Element amendment was never properly circulated to 
the public, and where - in the case of the common sense exemption - it is the duty and 
burden of the agency to prove with certainty that the Projects will have no environmental 
impacts. 

Moreover, to the extent the Projects here are interrelated to the IBEC project and 
facilitate it or its components, as clearly appears to be the case, the Projects may not 
invoke any common sense exemption at all 

The Projects cannot be approved using categorical exemptions since it is 
impossible for the City to demonstrate the "certainty" of no potential environmental 
impacts. Exemptions from CEQA's requirements are to be construed narrowly in order 
to further CEQA's goals of environmental protection. See Azusa Land Reclamation Co. 
v. Jvfain San Gabriel Basin \Vatermaster (1997) 52 Cal.App.4th 1165, 1220. Projects may 
be exempted from CEQA only when it is indisputably clear that the cited exemption 
applies. See Save Our Carmel River v. \!fonterev Peninsula Water J\if anagement Dist. 
(2006) 141 Cal.App.4th 677, 697. 
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vn. CONCLUSION. 

\Ve respectfully request that the City cancel the Planning Commission of April ] 3, 
2020 related to the Projects, duly circulate the draft amendments to the public for public 
comment, conduct meaningful environmental review, including as part of a recirculated 
IBEC project Draft EIR, and not further process the subject Projects as stand-alone 
approvals, much less based upon categorical exemptions under CEQA. 

RPS:vl 

Very truly yours, 

Robert Silverstein 

ROBERT P. SILVERSTEIN 
FOR 

THE SILVERSTEIN LA \V FIRivf, APC 
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THE SILVERSTEIN LAW FIR11 
A Professiona[ Corporation 

J\;fay 26, 2020 

VIA EI\1AIL fliackson(aJcityofinglewood.org; 
mwikox@cityofinglewood.org 

Fred Jackson, Senior Planner 
fv1indy vVilcox, AICP, Planning Ivfanager 
City of Inglewood, Planning Division 
l West Ivlanchester Boulevard, 4th Floor 
Inglewood, CA 90301 

215 NrnnH MARENGO AVENUE, 3RD FLOOR 

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 91101-1504 

PHONE: (626) 449-4200 FAX: (626) 449-4205 

ROBERT@ROBERTSILVERSTEINLAW.COM 

W\VW.ROBERTSILVERSTEINLA\V.COM 

Re: Objections to General Plan Amendments and Notices of Exemption for, 
and of General Plan Amendment GPA-2020-01 and GPA-2020-02; CEQA 
Case Nos. EA-CE-2020-036 and EA-CE-2020-037 

Dear l\!ir. Jackson and fv1s. Wilcox: 

Please include this letter in the administrative record for both the above
referenced matters and the Inglewood Basketball and Ente1taimnent Center (IBEC) SCH 
No. 2018021056. 

I. INTRODUCTION. 

This firm and the undersigned represent Kenneth and Dawn Baines, owners of the 
property located at 10212 S. Prairie Ave., Inglewood. Please keep this office on the list 
of interested persons to receive timely notice of all hearings and determinations related to 
the City's proposed adoption of the General Plan Amendments for the Land Use Element 
and adoption of the Environmental Justice (EJ) Element ("Project(s)") and their 
Categorical Exemptions. 

This is a further follow up to our April ] 3, 2020 objection letter about the Projects. 
(Exh. 1 [April 13, 2020 Objections to GP Amendments].) 

Please provide a current time line of aU scheduled and anticipated events, 
including hearings or approvals of any type, related to the Projects. 
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U. PIECEMEALING AND PIECEl\1EAL APPROVAL OF THE GENERAL 
PLAN Al\'lENDMENl' O.F THE LAND USE ELEl\1ENT VIOLA"fES CEQA 
AND STATE PLANNING AND ZONING LA \VS. 

The Land Use Element amendment is proposed both as: (A) an approval action 
for the IBEC Project at Section 2.6 (DEIR, p. 2-88 [Exh. 2]{ 2, and (B) an alleged stand
alone action outside of the IBEC Project, presented on April l, 2020 -after the close of 
the IBEC DETR's public comment period of I\farch 24, 2020. The IBEC DEIR does not 
provide any detail as to land use amendments, including the density or setbacks in 
proposed zone changes. (DEIR, p. 2-88 [Exh. 2].)3 The stand-alone Land Use 
amendment supplies those details. 

For the IBEC DEIR, see https://saoprceqapOOl .blob.core.windows.net/60191-
3/attachment/a
wQrPYfgqX6rH7PlozmRPEvEaRCdDy9wtEOIK6Lkzx9y2kI\15Y76yA2pvLOhlNhm4o 
1xu79V9PavU-kkO (Exh. 2[IBEC DEIR, Section 2.6].) 

2 We specifically request that all the hyperlinks in this letter be downloaded and 
printed out, submitted to the agency, and be included in the City's control file and 
administrative record for the Project and for the IBEC Project. 

3 Long after the release of the DEIR on December 27, 2019 and the close of the 
public review period on I\1arch 24, 2020, the Project Applicant presented its own draft of 
the proposed amendments to the land use, circulation, and safety elements on !vfay 4, 
2020 (also the date of close of escrow between \!Iurphy's Bowl and \!ISG Forum). See 
details at http://ibecproject.com/IBECEIR 031888.pdf. (Exh. 3 [May 4, 2020 Draft of GP 
Amendments].) Not surprisingly, the IBEC Applicant repeatedly inserted the respective 
language for a new land use of the sports complex into the industTial zoning-allowed 
uses, goals,. and policies in the Land Use Element. The Applicant also removed the 
designation of 102nd Street as a ''collector street" (i.e., requiring a specific width and not 
subject to closure) from the Circulation Element, to allow its vacation. Both changes 
demonstrate that the Project is inconsistent with the existing General Plan and Land Use 
& Circulation Elements,. contrary to the DETR's finding of consistency. And both 
changes are illegal since it is the Project that must be consistent with the General Plan, 
not the opposite. Finally, the after-the-fact presentation of the (ieneral Plan amendments 
rather than incorporating those in the IBEC DEIR makes the IBEC DEIR fatally flawed, 
including because these omissions impaired informed meaningful public comment and 
informed public paiiicipation. 
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The review of both actions shows that they are interrelated and complementary 
parts of a single coordinated endeavor to achieve increased density and intensity to 
further, first and foremost, the IBEC Project currently proposed for City approval. 4 

A. Residential Density Increases. 

At the outset. we object to the City's labeling of the proposed amendments as 
"clarifications," which misinforms and downplays the scope and impact of the 
amendments. 

The Land Use Element amendments add a number of people for each dwelling 
unit and, for that purpose, use the California Department of Finance's 3.02 multiplier. 
The 3. 02 multiplier is not suppmted by substantial evidence, since the majority of new 
projects are comprised of primarily single and one-bedroom units for a maximum two 
occupants. I\foreover, the City could choose lower multipliers, such as the 2. 7 multiplier 
from SCAG. 5 The City's choice of a bigger multiplier leads to a higher alloH'ahle 
density, which, in turn, will lead to more impacts (e.g., traffic increase, GHG increase, 
utility usage, need for public services, and open space). 

Specifically, the density of the major mixed-use projects in the amendments 
furthers the IBEC Project's proposed hotel, for which the IBEC DEIR did not provide 
any detail beyond the approximate number of "up to 150 rooms." The new standard will 
aUow the Project to enlarge and modify the IBEC DEIR's vague, and legally non
comp1iant project description. 

4 The City's agenda for the Public Hearing on IVJ:ay 6, 2020, included three items,. 
two of which are the General Plan amendments described here, and the third is listed as 
related to parking districts to accommodate major event patrons. Although the issue has 
been pulled out from the PC agenda, it was agendized for the City Council agenda of 
l\fay 5, 2020. The staff report for the \.fay 5, 2020 agenda on the issue shows the parking 
districts are associated with the IBEC project. 

5 Other jurisdictions have been using SCAG's more conservative 2.7 multiplier 
(e.g., City of Glendale, South Glendale Community Plan, see 
https://w'lv'w.glenda1eca.gov/home/showdocument?id=42160). 
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B. Building Intensitv Increases: Industrial Zone. 

The Land Use Element amendments also propose "building intensity" increases, 
which specifically intensifies the industrial land use designation. 

Based on the table in the Resolution, the industrial use is provided at 1380% 
building intensity. Notably, the IBEC Project proposes to redesignate commercial lots 
into industrial. (DEIR, p. 2-88.) The stand-alone amendment will qualify the IBEC lots 
for the maximum 1380% building intensity. Apart from the Resolution, the staff report 
mentions that those intensity parameters are related to the setbacks and landscaping. The 
IBEC Project has been criticized for its inadequate setbacks and landscaping. The 
proposed amendments will further the IBEC Project by purportedly making it consistent 
with the General Plan, again implicating clear piecemealing violations in and from the 
IBEC DEIR 

\Ve further object to the City's failure to explain in the proposed stand-alone Land 
Use Element amendment what the proposed percentage intensities practical~y mean, to 
allow infmmed decisionmaking and comment. 

C. Building Intensity: I\1edical Office Uses. 

The proposed amendments include a separate intensity for hospital-
medi cal/residential land use designation set at 390%. This is applicable to the 25,000 sq. 
ft. "Sports Medicine Clinic," included in the project. (DEIR, p. S-4). \Ve similarly 
object to the City's failure to explain the practical meaning of the proposed intensities, 
and to the obvious piecemealing violations in and from the IBEC DEIR. 

:0. Lack of Baseline :Oisdosure to Enable l\'leaningful Informed Public 
Comment. 

Neither the IBEC DEIR nor the recently published Resolution for General Plan 
Land Use Element density/intensity provides the existing density/intensity, therefore 
depriving the public - and decisionmakers - from setting the baseline conditions and 
consequently assessing the scope of the increases in density/intensity. CEQA requires 
setting the correct baseline for any project in order to begin/enable any environmental 
rev1ew. 
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E. The Invoked CEQA Exempticms Are Improper. 

The City's invoked nvo CEQA exemptions under Guidelines§§ 1506l(b)(3) and 
15060( c )(2) are improper as both require a finding that the project may not have an 
environmental impact. Such finding cam1ot be made in this case. As shown above and 
with the example of the IBEC Project. the proposed amendments have the potential to 
impact the environment directly or indirectly. I\foreover, in the staff report only, the City 
appears to invoke an exemption under CEQA Guidelines § ] 5305 for "minor alterations" 
related to less than 20% slope. The exemption is inapplicable since it applies to "minor" 
alterations and it is for specific physical development projects. 

To comply with CEQA, the IBEC DEIR must be recirculated to include the 
proposed General Plan amendments, and provide opportunities for public review and 
comment. The proposed General Plan amendments of the Land Use Element - whether 
together with the IBEC Project or separate from it ---- cannot proceed without CEQA 
review and should incorporate all the missing information about the scope of practical 
changes, their impacts, and the baseline assumptions, as indicated above. 

HI. PlECEl\1EALING OF THE GENERAL PLAN AMENDl\'lENT: 
CIRCULATION E:LElWENT. 

The City's Land Use Element amendment was improperly adopted because of the 
lack of corresponding amendments to the Circulation Element of the General Plan, as 
mandated by the correlation requirement under Govt. Code§ 65302. The City may not 
allow more people per unit and more intensity per commercial/industrial/medical 
structure, yet piecemeal the issue of related traffic/pedes1Tian circulation and adopt those 
separately. 

The IBEC Project includes amendments to the Circulation Element, but those are 
purportedly narrow and limited to "Updating Circulation Element maps and text to reflect 
vacation of portions of\Vest 101st Street and \Vest 102nd Street and to show the location 
of the Proposed Project" (DEIR, p. 2-88; pdf p. 228.) 

The limited General Plan amendments of the Circulation element disclosed in the 
IBEC DEIR violate CEQA's mandate of good faith disclosure. Also, the IBEC DEIR's 
limited Circulation element amendment and the lack of the Circulation Element 
Amendment to support the actual land use changes of the IBEC Project and the 
Density/Intensity of the General Plan Land Use Element amendments violate the 
correlation requirement under Govt. Code § 65302. 
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IV. PIECEMEALING OF THE GENERAL PLAN AMENDJVIENT AND 
PIECEMEAL ADOPTION 0}~ THE ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE 
ELETVlENT, LACK OF PROPER NOTICE, NON-CONCURRENT 
ADOPTION, lVHS:LEADING INFORTVlATION, .AND If\1PROPER USE OF 
EXElVlPTIONS. 

A. The IBEC DEIR }'ailed to Disclose EJ Element Adoption. 

The IBEC DEIR downplayed EJ (DEIR, p. 3.12-16; pdfp. 1010 [Exh. 4]). It did 
not disclose the need for adoption of the EJ Element despite Section 2.6 (Approval 
Actions) amendments to three elements of the General Plan, necessitating an EJ Element 
concurrent adoption under Govt. Code § 65302(h)(2). \Ve raised objections to the City's 
EJ piecemealing on April 13, 2020, which we incorporate by reference herein. 

B. Lack of Proper Notice. 

We object to the City's inadequate notice of the adoption of the EJ Element, 
especially in these COVID-19 critical times. The City published a Notice of Exemption 
on April l, 2020,. included it in two Planning Commission agendas, and yet produced the 
link to the actual text of the Draft EJ element only in the agenda packet for its May 6, 
2020 hearing. 6 The City provided limited time and possibility for the public to find out 
about the text of the EJ Element and to review it prior to any amendments. 

That workshops were conducted with the public on the EJ Element is irrelevant. 
During the workshops, the public was merely surveyed about concerns and had no chance 
to see the actual amendments and thus to participate "during the preparation" of the 
amendments. Gov't Code § 6535 l. 

C. TVHsleading Information in the EJ Element and its Prior Outreach. 

The City's EJ Element, as well as the workshops leading to it, have strayed from 
the EJ Element principles to ensure the health of the disadvantaged communities, as 
contemplated and mandated by the State Planning and Zoning Laws. The EJ workshops 
were reportedly focused on affordable housing. (Exh. 6 [AJ.ticle re EJ Workshop].) 

6 Based on our office's continuous searches for the agenda packet for the May 6, 
2020 hearing, it was not posted on the City's website until April 30, 2020 at 8:05 pm. 
(Exh. 5 p. 10 [City Agendas page printout on I\rfay l, 2020].) 
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The City's EJ Element acknowledges that the majority of Inglewood's population 
constitutes a disadvantaged community; yet, it focuses on additional.funding Inglewood 
is eligible for, instead of proposing practical development policies to avoid air pollution 
and to protect the health of the population. (Exh. 7 p. 5 [EJ Element].) 7 

I\foreover, the City's EJ Element does nothing more than propose what is already 
guaranteed; e.g., "no net loss of affordable housing" (EJ Element, p. 23) is guaranteed 
under AB 2222 in 2014, 8 "compliance with state and federal environmental regulations in 
project approvals" (EJ Element, p. 16).9 Other policies in the provision of housing 
simply reiterate mpirational rather than mandatory policies (EJ Element, pp. 22-23). 

The majority of EJ policies promote Developer-favored and community 
disfavored transit-oriented development (TOD) - i.e., higher density and reduced or no 
parking, which should be re-evaluated in view COVID-19' s social distancing rules and 
long-term behavioral changes, resulting in the underlying assumptions undergirding the 
City's analysis being called into question. 

TvforeoveL. the EJ Element proposes vague measures to improve connectivity, with 
their own potential impacts. For example, the EJ Element does not explain what the EJ's 
"traffic calming measures" or "promote pedestrian movement" mean. Typically, one of 
the commonly known "traffic calming" methods is merging/removing lanes on arterial 
streets with heavy traffic and widening the sidewalks instead, to reduce the fiow of cars 
and improve pedestrian walking experience. Assuming that is among the unidentified 
traffic-calming measures, such measure may have its own impacts, such as shifting the 
traffic from central s1Teets onto the adjacent narrower streets and resulting in more traffic 

7 https://www.cityofinglewood.org/DocumentCenter/View/14211/Environmental
Justice-Element 

8 

https://leginfo. legislature.ca.gov/faces/bil1NavClient.xhtml?bi1l id=201320] 40AB 
2222 

9 Also, the City's incorporation of "compliance" with state and federal regulations 
for GHG emissions violates the "additionality" principle, as such compliance is included 
in the baseline assumptions of eve1y project. Seep. 32 at ht1JJ://www.capcoa.org/wp
content/uploads/2010/l l/CAPCOA-Quantification-Report-9-14-FinaLpdf (Exh. 8 
[Additionahty].) 
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gridlock and associated delays in response times of emergency, fire, and police services, 
and/or pedestrian safety issues. AH such issues should have been disclosed, analyzed and 
mitigated. They were not, thus constituting additional violations of law. 

Last, the drafted EJ Element ignored numerous concerns raised by the public, 
including danger to bike riders, constrained parking,. unsafe buses (EJ Element. Appendix 
A, p. l ); more police patrols needed in the City (EJ Element, Appendix A, p. 2); "the 
Clipper's arena and Forum area have huge increases in traffic and pollution from traffic. 
Rents are also skyrocketing", more bike lanes needed, "overcrowdings is also an issue 
and there is an increase in the spread of diseases due to overcrowding, rents are 
increasing the most near the stadiums." (Appendix A p. 4, EJ Element.) 

In sum, the drafted EJ Element sets low and vague standards for EJ and will 
thereby induce and rnbberstamp any large-scale residential or commercial transit-oriented 
developments,. and particularly the IBEC Project, relying on illusmy mitigation measures, 
such as mass transit, unspecified traffic calming methods, vacation of streets or merging 
of lanes, and reduced parking. The IBEC Project has been repeatedly criticized for its 
environmental inequity. 10 With the EJ element as proposed, the IBEC Project will evade 
the EJ mandates under state laws meant to ensure the health of Inglewood's 
disadvantaged population and such population's genuine involvement in the land use 
decisions prior to any large scale project approval, particularly the IBEC Project 
approvals. As a reasonably foreseeable consequence of the proposed lower standards, the 
proposed EJ Element will fail to identify and mitigate EJ violations when projects---- and 
particularly the IBEC Project - severely impact human life and safety, which is a CEQA 
concern. 

10 See e.g, NRDC's comment ("project that has little or no social utility for the 
residents of Inglewood who will bear the brunt of these impacts - including more air 
pollution in an already heavily-polluted area - and who are not the target audience for 
expensive professional basketball ticket") 
http://ibecproject.com/IBECEIR 029924.pdf; or public community comments ("project 
wiU have a very damaging impact on our environment in terms of air quality as wen 
as noise, traffic and more. Can you please think about all the cars spewing emissions 
in our community? What are the real impacts to our children and our older people?") 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/2019020l-AB900 IBEC Community letters 1.pdf 
(Exh. 9 [NRDC and Public Comments].) 
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D. The E.J Element Adoption ls Not Exempt from CEQA, Due to Its 
Potential to Cause Environmental Impacts. 

The City's invoking of the common sense exemption for the adoption of the EJ 
Element is inappropriate in view of the Element's potential to cause environmental 
impacts and potential to allow large scale projects, such as the IBEC Project, to evade 
mitigation of health and other environmental impacts on the population. The absence of 
an accurate, stable and finite project description, as well as the vagueness of the proposed 
measures (e.g., traffic calming, promoting pedestrian flows) makes the proposed EJ 
policies further capable of causing unmitigated environmental impacts. 

The analysis of the inapplicability of CEQA exemptions in the Land ~Use Element 
section, supra, applies here as well; we incorporate it by reference. 

V. CONCLUSION. 

We respectfully request that the City Council reject the proposed Land Use 
Element amendments and Environmental Justice Element and require staff to supplement 
the missing information and comply with the law as detailed above. We also request that 
the City review the proposed amendments to the General Plan and their impacts in 
conjunction >rvith the IBEC Project, and to fully disclose, evaluate and mitigate those in 
the IBEC DEIR, as either part l'.lthe IBEC Project or - at a minimum - cumulatively as 
related projects. Finally, we object to the City's use of categorical exemptions, and 
request meaningful CEQA review of impacts of both Projects. 

RPS:vl 
En els. 

Very truly yours, 

Robert Silverstein 
ROBERT P. SILVERSTEIN 

FOR 
THE SILVERSTEIN LAW FIRM, APC 
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THE SILVERSTEIN LAW FIR11 
A Professiona[ Corporation 

April 13, 2020 

VIA El\t1AIL fljackson(ll)dtyofinglewood.org; 
mwHcox(G1cityofinglewood.org 

Fred Jackson, Senior Planner 
Tvfindy Wilcox, AICP, Planning l\rfanager 
City of Inglewood, Planning Division 
1 West Ivfanchester Boulevard, 4th Floor 
Inglewood, CA 90301 

215 NrnnH MARENGO AVENUE, 3RD FLOOR 

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 91101-1504 

PHONE: (626) 449-4200 FAX: (626) 449-4205 

ROBERT@ROBERTSILVERSTEINLAW.COM 

W\VW.ROBERTSILVERSTEINLA\V.COM 

Re: Advance Notice Request and Comments and Objections to Notices of 
Exemption for, and of General Plan Amendment GPA-2020-01 and GPA-
2020-02; CEQA Case Nos. EA-CE-2020-036 and EA-CE-2020-037 

Dear Mr. Jackson and Ms. \tVilcox: 

I. INTRODUCTION AND ADVANCE NOTICE REQUEST. 

This firm and the undersigned represent Kenneth and Dawn Baines, owners of the 
property located at 10212 S. Fraire Ave., Inglewood. Please keep this office on the list of 
interested persons to receive timely notice of all hearings and determinations related to 
the proposed approval/adoption of the General Plan Amendments and Categorical 
Exemptions listed above ("Project(s)"). 

Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21167(£) and all applicable rules and 
regulations,. please provide a copy of each and every Notice of Determination issued by 
the City in connection with these Projects. \Ve incmvorate by reference an Project 
objections raised by others with regard to both the present Notices of Exemption and 
amendments/adoption of General Plan Elements. To the extent the Projects are pmt of or 
intenelated with the Clippers IBEC project. we incorporate by reference aU public 
comments/objections to the IBEC project as wen as its Draft EIR. 1

,
2

,
3

. 

See httv://ihecprojectcom/ 

2 \Ve specifically request that all the hyperlinks in this letter be downloaded and 
printed out, submitted to the agency,. and be included in the City's control file and record 
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for the Project, as duly provided by applicable case law. 

3 See http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190201-
AB900 _1BEC_Community _letters_l.pdf, ht1}J://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/2019020 l-
AB900 __ ___IBEC _____ Community __ _Jetters ____ 2.pdf, http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190204-
AB900 _IBEC _Ing1ewood_ Residents_ Against_ Takings_ Evictions_ Comments.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190204-
AB900 _IBEC_ fv1SG _Forum_ AB _987 _Comment_ Letter_ without_ Exhibits.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190204-
AB900 _IBEC _MSG _Forum _AB _987 _Comment_ Letter_ EXHIBITS_ l-4.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190204-
AB900 _1BEC _ I\1SG _Forum _AB _987 _Comment_ Letter_ EXHIBIT_5.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190204-
AB900 ____ IBEC __ }v1SG ____ Forum ___ AB _____ 987 ____ Comment ____ Letter ____ EXHIBITS ____ 6-7.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190204-
AB900 _IBEC_ fv1SG _Forum_ AB _987 _Comment_ Letter_ EXHIBITS_ 8-10.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190222-
AB900 _____ IBEC _____ Comment ____ Climate ____ Resolve.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190304-AB900 _IBEC _ NRDC.pdf, 
ht1JJ://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190422-
AB900 _ IBEC_ fv1SG _Supp_ Lette _re _IBEC _App _Tracking_ No-2018021056.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190422-
AB900 _IBEC _MSG _Supp_ Lette_re_IBEC_ App_ Tracking_ No-2018021056.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190621-
IBEC _Comment_ NRDC _Clippers _response _6-21-19.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190628-
AB900 _ Ing1ewood _Comment_ Opposition _to_ Supp1emental_ Application.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190628-
AB900 _Inglewood_ Comment _resident_ letters. pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190628-
AB900 _Inglewood_ Comment_ Resident_ Letters_ 1.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190628-
AB900 _lnglewood_ Comment_ Resident_ Letters_ 2.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ ceqa/ docs/ ab900/20190628-F inal ___ Ingkwood ____ Community ___ Letters. pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190628-
MSG _AB _987 _ Letter_re _Supplemental_ Application_ with_ exhibits.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190628-1BEC.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190729-
Pubhc _____ Counsel __ ___letter _____ RE ____ A B ____ 98 7 ____ Ing1 ewood ____ Arena _____ Project. pdf: 
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This letter is also an Advance Notice Request that the City of Inglewood 
Depaitment of City Planning, the City Clerk's office, and all other commissions, bodies 
and offices, provide this office with advance written notice of any and all meetings, 
hearings and votes in any way related to the above-referenced proposed Projects and any 
projects/entitlements/actions related to any and all events or actions involving these 
Projects. 

Your obligation to add this office to the email and other notification lists includes, 
but is not limited to, all notice requirements found in the Public Resources Code and 
Inglewood l'vfonicipal Code. Some code sections that may be relevant include Public 
Resources Code Sections 21092 and 21092.2. 

This Advance Notice Request is also based on Government Code§ 54954.1 and 
any other applicable laws, and is a formal request to be notified in writing regarding the 
Projects, any invoked or proposed CEQA exemptions, any public hearings related to the 
Draft or Final EIR for the IBEC project, together with a copy of the agenda, or a copy of 
all the documents constituting the agenda packet, of any meeting of an advisory or 
legislative body, by email and mail to our office address listed herein. \Ve further request 
that such advance notice also be provided to us via email specifically at: 
Robe1t(t]RobertSilversteinLaw.com; Esther@Robe1tSilverstei11Law.com; 
Naira(i{)RobertSilversteinLaw.cmn; and Veronica(iil,RobertSilversteinLaw.cmn. 

http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190903-AB900 _IBEC _Community_ Letters.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190903-
AB900 _1BEC_lnglewood_Community _ Letters-2.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190909-
AB900 _ IBEC _MSG_ OPR _Letter_ September_ 2019 _with_ exhibits.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/201911] 2-
AB900 _IBEC_AB987 _lnglewood _Residents _Against_Takings _and_ Evictions%20.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20191114-
Barbara _Boxer_ GHG _Emissions_ Commitment_ Letter.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20191] 27-
AB900 _1BEC _ AB987 _Resident_ Letters_ Supplement_to _ GHG _Emissions_ Commitment 
.pdf: http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20191127-
AB900 __ JBEC ____ AB987 ____ Resident ___ Letters ____ Supp1ement ____ to ____ GHG ____ Emissions ____ Commitment 
_ 2.pdf, http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20191127-
AB900 _IBEC_AB987 _ I\1SG _Forum_ Supplement_to _ GHG _Emissions_ Commitment.pd 
f. http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20191205-
AB987 __ ___IBEC _____ Comment ___ }vISG _____ Forum.pdf. 
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Finally, to the extent that an advance written request is required for any and all 
City hearings regarding the above-referenced project to be recorded and/or transcribed, 
this letter shall constitute that advance written request. Please include this letter in the 
record for this matter. 

Please, acknowledge receipt of the Advance Notice Request above. 

Please also provide a current time line of all scheduled and anticipated events, 
including hearings or approvals of any type, related to the Projects. 

H. OBJECTIONS TO THE LACK OF ADEQUATE AND CONSISTENT 
NOTICE AND REQUEST TO RESCHEDULE THE APRIL 13, 2020 
HEARING. 

On April 13, 2020, our office came across the City's special meeting agenda for 
the Planning Commission's Special !vieeting on April 13, 2020, at 7:00 p.m. The agenda 
included Items 5( d) and 5( e) related to the Projects ---- i.e., amendments to the Genera] 
Plan. 

Based on information we have obtained, the City of Inglewood ("City") is closed 
for COVID-19 reasons effective April 13 through April 27, 2020. Yet we were informed 
at approximately 6:00 p.m. tonight that despite the shutdown of City Hall, this Planning 
Commission hearing is proceeding nonetheless. That is an outrage to the concept of 
transparency and public participation. 

\Ve hereby object to the City's short imposed deadlines, special meetings, 
inadequate and inconsistent notices, and particularly, to the notice of the special meeting 
on April 13, 2020 during this time of the COVID-19 crisis. Ivfoving forward with the 
Projects would also be in violation of the Brown Act's open meetings requirements and 
any decision taken today will be invalid. 

We therefore request that the City reschedule the Special !vieeting of April 13, 
2020 and properly circulate the notice and all documents related to the Projects, including 
but not limited to the drafts of the Land Use and Environmental Justice Elements, to 
afford meaningful opportunity to the public and public agencies to comment on the 
proposed amendments to the General Plan - prior to any approval. The City's failure to 
reschedule and duly circulate the documents prior to the respective approvals of the 
Projects will constitute an abuse of discretion and failure to proceed in a manner required 
bv law. _, 
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We also request that the City postpone any action or hearing on General plan 
amendments until and unless 90 days after the stay-at-home orders have been lifted by 
the California Governor. State and Planning and Zoning laws necessitate public 
participation for all actions, whereas the presently-utilized remote participation is often 
disrupted because of connection problems. The City should not take advantage of these 
unfmtunate times, where people are fighting against the virus and some people are 
fighting for their lives, to rush through projects of such magnitude as amendments to the 
City's General Plan. 

\Ve also object to the City's imposition of strict deadlines for non-essential 
projects during the COVID-19 crisis given that - as evidenced by the recent letter of the 
League of California Cities to the Governor asking for toning of all deadlines - city 
staffing shortages affect the efficiency of their work. We request that the City toll and 
extend its deadlines for public comment period on aU environmental documents, 
including the Notices of Exemption for the Projects, until after the COVID-19 crisis is 
contained and the Governor lifts stay-at-home orders. 

Ill. LACK OF lVlEANING~'UL OPPORTUNI"fY :FOR PUBLIC 
PARTICIPATION PARTICULARLY FOR COVID-19 REASONS. 

The City cam1ot approve the Projects or Notices of Exemption or related findings 
because it cannot make a finding that those are consistent with the City's General Plan,. as 
the City has not duly circulated the documents for the public to review and comment 
upon. 

Further, the City may not be able to satisfy the public participation requirement 
under Cal. Gov't Code§ 65351, which provides: ''During the preparation or amendment 
of the general plan, the planning agency shall provide opportunities for the involvement 
of citizens, public agencies, public utility companies, and civic, education, and other 
community groups, through public hearings and any other means the city or county 
deems appropriate." 

To the extent that the Projects, specifically, the General Plan amendments, are also 
interrelated with and being piecemealed from the IBEC project and its DEIR, the Projects 
win unavoidably facilitate or be used in furtherance of the IBEC project. In turn, the City 
may not rely on Categorical Exemptions to approve the Projects because doing so would 
facilitate the IBEC project, which project will have significant, unmitigable impacts. In 
other words, the use of Categorical Exemptions is facially improper because the Projects 
are being used to facilitate and expedite approval of the IBEC project and its DEIR. 
Accordingly, the approval of the instant Projects will cause or contribute to direct or 
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indirect physical impacts to the environment. Piecemealing the Projects out of the IBEC 
project and its review is independently a violation of CEQA. 

IV. THE PROPOSED LAND USE AND ENVIRONI\1ENTAL JUSTICE 
ELEMENTS ARE lNTERRELA TED \VITH THE IBEC PRO.JECT AND 
THEREF'ORE ARE ILLEGALLY PlECEl\'lEALED f'ROI\1 IT. 

These rushed proposed General Plan amendments come at a time when the 
Clippers IBEC project is being processed and promoted. The IBEC project itself requires 
zoning changes and amendments to the General Plan's Land Use Element. 

The IBEC project has been severely criticized for its 42 environmental adverse 
impacts, including GHG emissions by bringing in millions of cars, causing severe traffic 
impacts, and adversely impacting the disadvantaged community of Inglewood, including 
their health and safety. 

The IBEC project has been criticized for its conflicts with environmental justice 
principles. 

Therefore, it appears that the City's efforts to amend the General Plan and include 
Land Use Element Amendments and the Adoption of an Environmental Justice Element 
on such a rushed basis, without adequate process for the public, and with zero 
environmental review in an obvious effort to piecemeal this issue away from where it 
should be analyzed as pmt of the IBEC project CEQA review, aims to fmther the IBEC 
project without properly and timely disclosing that purpose to the public. 

V. THE LAND USE ELETVIENT ATVIENDI\1ENT NIA Y NOT BE ADOPTED 
DUE TO LACK OF A CIRCULATED DOCUlVlENT FOR PUBLIC 
REVIEW AND COI\1MENT. 

The draft Land Use Element amendment was not available online or was not 
locatable in a place on the City's website that the public would easily or logically 
identify. Therefore,. it was impossible for the public to see the amendments to be able 
meaningfully to comment on them. The proposed amendments may not be adopted on 
this additional ground. 
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VI. CEQA EXEJVIPTIONS ARE INAPPLICABLE FOR THE GENERAL PLAN 
AMENDI\1ENTS AND THE CITY HAS NOT MET ITS BURDEN TO 
INVOKE THE EXEI\1PTION. 

The City's invoked Exemptions for the proposed Projects - i.e., general plan 
amendments and adoption of the elements ---- are in error. Pursuant to the Notices, the 
City invokes Categorical Exemptions under CEQA Guidelines Sections l 506 l (b )(3) and 
15060( c)(2), by claiming a ''common sense" exemption. 

Guidelines Section 1506l(b)(3) reads: 

"(3) The activity is covered by the general rule that CEQA applies 
only to projects which have the potential for causing a significant 
effect on the environment. \Vhere it can be seen with certainty that 
there is no possibility that the activity in question may have a 
significant effect on the environment, the activity is not subject to 
CEQA." (Emphasis added.) 

Based on the quoted language, CEQA requires certainty that there is no possibility 
that the activity in question may have a significant effect on the enviromnent. There 
cannot be such certainty where the proposal is to "clarify" the densities in the Land Use 
Element, where the draft Land Use Element amendment was never properly circulated to 
the public, and where - in the case of the common sense exemption - it is the duty and 
burden of the agency to prove with certainty that the Projects will have no environmental 
impacts. 

Moreover, to the extent the Projects here are interrelated to the IBEC project and 
facilitate it or its components, as clearly appears to be the case, the Projects may not 
invoke any common sense exemption at all 

The Projects cannot be approved using categorical exemptions since it is 
impossible for the City to demonstrate the "certainty" of no potential environmental 
impacts. Exemptions from CEQA's requirements are to be construed narrowly in order 
to further CEQA's goals of environmental protection. See Azusa Land Reclamation Co. 
v. Jvfain San Gabriel Basin \Vatermaster (1997) 52 Cal.App.4th 1165, 1220. Projects may 
be exempted from CEQA only when it is indisputably clear that the cited exemption 
applies. See Save Our Carmel River v. \!fonterev Peninsula Water J\if anagement Dist. 
(2006) 141 Cal.App.4th 677, 697. 
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vn. CONCLUSION. 

\Ve respectfully request that the City cancel the Planning Commission of April ] 3, 
2020 related to the Projects, duly circulate the draft amendments to the public for public 
comment, conduct meaningful environmental review, including as part of a recirculated 
IBEC project Draft EIR, and not further process the subject Projects as stand-alone 
approvals, much less based upon categorical exemptions under CEQA. 

RPS:vl 

Very truly yours, 

Robert Silverstein 

ROBERT P. SILVERSTEIN 
FOR 

THE SILVERSTEIN LA \V FIRivf, APC 
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2. Project Description 

111e direction of outbound truck trips would be determined by the destination of the truck, 

especia11y during demolition when trucks would be transp01ting demolition materials to recycling 

facilities or landfills. Outbound trucks hauling construction trash would be traveling to Gardena, 

metal iron and scrap would be transported to Los Angeles, and concrete and asphalt would be 

transported to Irwindale. 

Construction Employment 

Construction-related jobs generated by the Proposed Project would likely be filled by employees 

within the construction industry within the City of Inglewood and the greater Los Angeles County 

region. Construction industry jobs generally have no regular place of business and many 

construction workers are highly specialized (i.e., crane operators, steel workers, masons, etc.). 

'I1ms, construction workers commute to job sites throughout the region that may change several 

times a year dictated by the demand for their specific skills. The work requirements of most 

construction projects are also highly specialized and workers are employed on a job site only as 

long as their skills are needed to complete a particular phase of the construction process. 

During construction activities, there would be a minimum of 35 construction workers on the 

Pr~ject Site at any one time, with a maximum number of l, 175 construction workers on the 

Project Site at any one time. Throughout Project construction, the number of construction 

workers on site would ebb and flow to match the intensity of each stage of construction. 

2.6 Actions 
Implementation of the Proposed Project is anticipated to require, but may not be limited to, the 

following actions by the City of Inglewood: 

• Certification of the EIR to dete1mine that the EIR was completed in compliance with the 
requirements of CEQA, that the decision-making body has reviewed and considered the 
information in the EIR and that the EIR reflects the independent judgment of the City of 
Inglewood. 

• Adoption of a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan, which specifies the methods for 
monitoring mitigation measures required to eliminate or reduce the Proposed Project's 
significant effects on the environment. 

• Adoption of CEQA findings of fact, and for any environmental impacts detennined to be 
significant and unavoidable, a Statement of Overriding Considerations. 

• Approval of amendments to the General Plan's Land Use and Circulation Elements, with 
confonning map and text changes to reflect the plan for the Proposed Project, including: 

Redesignation of certain properties in the Land Use Element from Commercial to 
Industrial: 

Addition of specific reference to integrated sports and entertainment facilities and related 
and ancillary uses on properties in the Industrial land use designation text; 

Updating Circulation Element maps and te~i to reflect vacation of portions of West 10 l st 
Street and West 102nd Street and to show the location of the Proposed Project; and 

lnglev\KJod Basketball and Entertainment Center 
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Updating Safoty Element map to reflect the relocation of the municipal water well and 
related infrastructure. 

• Approval of a Specific Plan Amendment to the lnglewood International Business Park 
Specific Plan to exclude properties within the Project Site from the Specific Plan Area. 

• Approval of amendments to Chapter 12 and Chapter 5 of the Inglewood Municipal Code, 
including: 

Text amendments to create an overlay zone establishing development standards including 
standards for height, setbacks and lot size, pern1itted uses, signage regulations, noise 
regulations, parking regulations, public art requirements, site plan and design review 
processes, and other land use controls: and 

Conforming Zoning Map amendments applying the overlay zone to the Project Site or 
portions thereof. 

• Approval of the vacation of portions of West 10lst Street and West l02nd Street, and 
adoption of findings in connection with that approval. 

• Approval of right-of-way to encroach on City streets. 

• Approval of a Disposition and Development Agreement (DD A) by the City of Inglewood 
governing ten11s of disposition and development of property. 

• Approval of a Development Agreement (DA) addressing community benefits, vesting 
entitlements for the Proposed Project, and establishing IBEC Project-specific Design 
Guidelines to address ce1tain design elements, including building orientation, massing, design 
and materials, plaza treatments, landscaping and lighting design, parking and loading design, 
pedestrian circulation, signage and graphics, walls, fonces and screening, and similar 
elements. 

• Approval of subdivision map(s) or lot line adjustments to consolidate properties and/or adjust 
property boundaries within the Project Site. 

• Approval of conditions of approval with respect to the requirements of Assembly Bill 987. 

• Approval of any other conditions of approval deemed necessary and appropriate by the City. 

• Any additional actions or permits deemed necessary to implement the Proposed Project 
including demolition, grading, foundation, and building permits, any permits or approvals 
required for extended construction hours, tree removal permits, and other additional 
ministerial actions, permits, or approvals from the City oflnglewood that may be required. 

Additionally, ifthe project applicant is unable to acquire privately-owned, non-residential parcels 

within the Project Site, the City, in its sole discretion, may consider the use of eminent domain to 

acquire any such parcels, subject to applicable law, and the imposition of adequate controls 

necessary to ensure that the public purpose and use for which they were acquired are protected. 

In addition to approvals by the City ofinglewood, approvals or actions by other agencies or 

entities would include, but not be limited to, the following: 

• Determination of consistency with the LAX Airport Land Use Plan by the Los Angeles 
County Airport Land Use Commission. 

lnglev\KJod Basketball and Entertainment Center 
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• Issuance of pennits to allow for municipal water well relocation by the Los Angeles County 
Department of Public Health. 

• Review of the Proposed Project by the FAA under 14 Code of Federal Regulations Part 77 
for issuance of a Determination of No Hazard. 

Additional approvals or permits may also be required from federal, State, regional, or local 

agencies, including but not limited to the following: 

• Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board; 

• South Coast Air Quality l\fanagement District; 

• Los Angeles County Fire Department; 

• Los Angeles County Metro; and 

• California Department of Transportation. 

lnglev\KJod Basketball and Entertainment Center 
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ILXHIBrr A 

TEXT A.TVtENDMENTS TO 
THE INGLEWOOD GENERAL PLi\N 

Added text is shmvn in bold underline; renmved text is sbo\.vn in i:1okl--str-ik«R-rH-ngl1. 

Section l. 

Land Use Element ·-'Section II ···· Statement of Objectives" for "Industrial" in Subsection 

Don pages 7 through 8 is amended to read as follm-vs: 

D. Industrial 

- Provide a diversified industrial base for the City Continue to improve the existing 

industrial districts. upgrading the necessary infrastructure and by eliminating incompatible 

and/or bliuhted uses through the redevelonment ]Jrocess 
~ ~ I 

- Continue the redevelopm.ent of Inglev/ood by promoting the expanswn of existing 

industrial firms and actively seek the addition of new firms that are environmentally non» 

polluting, 

- Increase the industrial ernployment opportunities for the city's residents. 

- Promote the development of sports and entertaimnrut facilities and related uses on 

La.nd Use Element '-'Section VI Future Land Uses" for "Industrial Land Use" 1n 

Subsection C on pages 7! through 74 is amended to read as fo!lcfl.vs: 

C Industrial Land Use 

Usually there are three factors involved in the location of industrial land. infrastructure, 

compatibility of use, and proximity to an adequate labor force 

! i1·1·t·e-."'"'">1•i' [)fr r· evt 1' l"'-fi-""11. "l"'-<-'l'i·' v •'>J"lll'l.t''(fj ::; .. ~-:> ·v:.. .. """' ....... ~:1-.. . ::;: ... ·w.;;3. ~3 ~t:.i: .. · '4' \} :.. •. C.:...t . v ~ . 

Industry shoukl be con1patible with surrounding hmd uses. Compact industrial locations 

[ P •('' r:; . /"\ JL l\fERGEFORiVlAT] 
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such as an "industrial park'' place industries adjacent to other industries, thereby m!nirnizing 

conflict vvith residential and cornmercia! areas, ln some cases, industrial uses may placed 

VJhere residential or commercial land uses are not desirable,, such as the area 1,,vhich is under the 

eastern end of the flight path of Los Angeles International Airport. The E!ernent proposes that 

the area in the City of Inglewood generally bounded by Crenshav/ on the east, La Cienega on the 

'\;vest Century on the north and I 04th Street on the south be designated as industrial from the 

present rnsidentiaJ and comn1en:ial This area is an extremely undesirable 1ocetion for residential 

usage because it is severely impacted by jet aircraft noise. The area should be developed vvith 

industrial park, commercial, arul/or office park ~, and/or SJ:HWts nnd entertainment 

facilities, and related uses~ utilizing planned assembly district guidelines •. 01\ in tiH• case of 

sports and entet'faimneut facilities and related uses, protect-specific design guidelines .in 

lieu of the planned assemblv district guidelines, to insure both the quality of the development 

and to encourage its compatibility \Vtth surrounding uses. 

[intervening text intentionally omitted] 

Century will likely be developed for industrial/commercial/office uses~ or sports and 

entertaimnent facilities and related uses. 

! i1·1·t·Dr'""'~1: ri .:r t"'"d 1· i·,.t ''111·1· ''1·' (111 •, ··l1·1·': '·t ··cf) ~ . .~· > ·v~' .3. ......, .<. ..... ~.(, :,_ . ::. :~;C:.. . ~-.!. h. :.. ~ l. . ::. 3. l .C. ;,,. . w , . 

. As the construction of the Century Free'>vay along the City's southern boundary 

progresses, the highly noise impacted area bet\·Veen Century and 104th v.1hich is \Vest of 

Crenshaw should be recvcled from its present residential uses to more appmpnate 

industrlaUcommerdal/office uses, or sports and entertainment f'adHties and related uses. 

Irrespective of market forces, the City must promote and assist in upgrading of existing industrial 

Section 2. 

Circulation Element Section on "Street Classification Collectors" (vJithin '''Part Ttvo · 

Circulation Plan" in Subpart 4 on pages 20 through 21) is amended to mad as follo•;.vs: 

[ P •('' r:; . /'\ JL l\fERGEFORiVlAT] 
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04 3 5. 104th Street 

++ 36. 108th Street (Prairie Avenue to Crenshaw Boulevard) 

Circulation Element Section on "Traffic Generators'' vvithin "Part Tvvo ~ Circulation 

Plan" on J.Jage 22 is amended to read as follows: -.. 

Certain facilities or areas In and near ln~!lewood can be Identified as being the destination 
~ 0 

of siunificant nu1nbers of vehicles: 
<,.' 

[Nos. ! ··· 7 intentionaHy omitted] 

8. htgiewood Basketball and Entertainment c:enter. The sports and entertainment 

Circulation Elen1ent Section on '·'Trnck .Routes" within "Part T»vo ·w Circulation Plan" on 

page 28 is amended to read as foHmvs: 

The purpose of designated tmck routes is to restrict heavy 1,ve!ght vehicles to streets 

constructed to carry such ·~veight, in addition to keeping large vehides-«with their potentially 

an~nving' l'~v,,,Js of noi r.:e, vibr,,1tic,n and furnes-Nfrom residential neirr.hbnrhnods. W'ith the '::: .\ , .. · .. ~ ... - . """' """'~ '·• ·' .:::. .... ~...-

exception of tsvo routes, rnU designated truck routes are along rnrterial streets. One exception is 

East Hyde Park Boulevard and Hyde Park Place which have street •;vidths too narro1.v to be 

commerdrn! businesses located in northeast Inglewood. The second e.xception is l02nd Street 

[ P •('' r:; . /'\ JL l\fERGEFORiVlAT] 
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(bet\.veen FH1ir-i~-Dotv Avenue and Yukon Avenue) which serves the nmv manufacturing and air 

freight businesses being developed in the Century Redevelopment Project area. 

l\fERGEFORIVlAT] 
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EX H.1 BlT B-l 

IVL\P AfdENDl\JENT TO THE LAND USE ELE\\lENT 
or THE INGLE\VOOD GENERAL PLA.N 

Land Use Element ''Land Use Ivlap" is amended in its entirety (as depicted bc!mv) to 

sho\v that certain ~NN-acre area located adjacent to fL Prairie /\venue, just south of \N Century 

Boulevaxd, cornprised of Parcels~-~ [insert APNsj to be designated as '''IndustriaJ'. 

[image of amended map] 
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EXH.IBlT B-2 

MAP AtvfENDrvlENTS TO THE CIRCULATION ELHvfENT 
OF THE INGLE\VOOD GENERAL PLA.N 

Section l. 

The Circulation Element '·Street Classification" TVlap on page l 7 is ainended in its 

entirety (as depicted beh:nv) to remove the vacated portions of ! 0 l st and I 02nd Streets as 

foilO\VS: 

[image ofm11ended.map] 

1~] C' j , r:! T 'V ,~ . ": ll r "" , . ' ' , , , 1e .trc1.u1t10n r; ement"" . ratitc 'denerntors :viap on page ..:.J ts amennen m its entJrety 

(as depicted below) to add the location of the Project site as follows 

[image of amt;nded n1ap] 

Section 3. 

The Circulation Element "Designated Truck Routes" Map on page 29 is amended in Its 

[image of amended map] 
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fv!AP A.!\ifENDl\1ENT TO THE SAFETY ELE\lENT 
OF THE INGLEWOOD GENERAL PLAN 

Safotv Elen1ent Water Distribution System Ma!J on ·paue 37 is sur;r)lernented (as deJJicted 
</ . •• . ..... , ' 

belovi) to show the relocation of a ;,vater \vell and accornpany1ng pipelines as fbllm.vs: 

[frn.age ofsuppJenrentaJ map] 
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3. Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Miligation Measures 
3.12 Population, Employment, and Housing 

units necessitating the construction of replacement housing elsewhere. 23 Therefore, this impact is 

considered less than significant. 

Indirect Displacement 
Several comments on the Notice of Preparation requested that the City consider the potential for 

the Proposed Project to indirectly cause displacement of housing and residents as a result of it 

causing the process of gentrification. The City undertook a study to detem1ine if there is evidence 

to suggest that gentrification and indirect housing displacement are foreseeable socioeconomic 

effects pursuantto development of the Proposed Project (see Appendix S). 24 

As described above, in general CEQA does not require analysis of socioeconomic issues such as 

gentrification, displacement, environmental justice, or effects on "community character.'' The 

CEQA Guidelines state, however, that while the economic or social effects of a project are not 

appropriately treated as significant effects on the environment, it is proper for an EIR to examine 

potential links from a Proposed Project to physical effects as a result of anticipated economic or 

social changes. 

Gentrification is a widely studied and discussed process. Although there is no single definition for 

the term, the process of gentrification is commonly perceived to be an influx of new, higher

income residents, into a traditionally low-income neighborhood. Displacement has been defined 

as the process that occurs ''when any household is forced to move from its residence by 

conditions that affect the dwelling or immediate s1moundings, and which: 

1. Are beyond the household's reasonable ability to control or prevent: 

2. Occur despite the household's having met all previously-imposed conditions of occupancy; and 

3. l\fake continued occupancy by that household impossible, hazardous or unaffordable. "25 

Academic studies conclude that the process of gentrification frequently has both positive and 

negative effects depending on specific neighborhood characteristics. These studies also show that 

the link between the process of gentrification and the displacement of existing residents is 

tenuous and difficult to demonstrate. 

In considering the potential for gentrification and displacement effects associated with the Proposed 

Project, it is notable that a series ofland use changes have been occurring in lnglewood, set in 

motion as many as 10 years ago in 2009. Some of these changes, especially the HPSP and Transit 

Oriented Development plans, are indicative of City expectations and desires for grovvth and new 

development. These plans and investments have been pursued because they are perceived as having 

an overa11 benefit on the City. There is a concern that such plans and investments may result in 

23 For additional discussion related to gro\vth-inducing effects or urban decay, refer to Chapter 4, ()ther CE(~A 
Required Considerations. 

24 A LH Urban & Regional Econonucs, Inglewood Sports and Entertainmenl Venue Disp!acemenl Study, July 2019. 
25 Jviiriam ZuL Ariel H. Bierbaum, Karen Chapple, Karolina Gorska, and Anastasia Loukaitou-Sideris, 

''Gentrification, Displacement, and the Role of Public Investment. 'Available: https://joumals.sagepub.corn/ 
doi/abs/l 0.1177/0885412217716439. Published in Journal of Planning Literature, 2018, 33(I). 
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Jul {JU!Y.) 11, 2019 
July 2019 

Jun {June)~, 2019 
June 19, 2019 

MaY.JMaY.L.1§, 2019 
May 15, 2019 

f!RrJf!Rril) 11, 2019 
April 17, 2019 

Mar {March) 20, 2019 
March 20, 2019 

Feb (Februarv..) 20, 2019 
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Jan (Januarv..) 16, 2019 
January 16, 2019 

V Aviation Commission 

Agenda 

Se~_{SeRtember). 20, 2017 
Aviation Commission 

Aug_(August) 16, 2011 
Aviation Commission Agenda 

Jul (JUIY.} 19, 2011 
Aviation Commission Agenda 

Jun (June)_lj_, 2011 
Aviation Commission Meeting 

MaY.JMayJ 11, 2011 
Aviation Commission Agenda 

8RrJ8Rril) 19, 2011 
Aviation Commission Agenda 

Mar {March) 15, 2011 
Aviation Commission Agenda 

Feb (Februarv..) 15, 2011 
Aviation Commission Agenda 

Jan (Januarv..) 18, 2011 
Aviation Commission Agenda 

https://www.cityofinglewood.org/ AgendaCenter 

Minutes 

It 

Minutes 

It 

Download 

2011 

Download 
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V Citizen Police Oversight Commission 

Agenda 

Mar (MarchL.11, 2020 - Posted Mar (March) 9, 2020 4:19 PM 

Meeting Canceled 

Feb {Februa[Y) 12, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februa[Y.)._12_, 2020 2:58 PM 

Meeting Canceled 

Jan (JanuaryJJ~, 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y.)_§., 2020 7:25 AM 

Meeting Canceled 

V City Council 

Agenda 

8RrJ8P-ril) 28, 2020 - Posted ARL(6Rril) 24, 2020 11 :36 AM 

4-28-20 City Council Agenda (No Meeting) 

8P-rJ8P-ril}_l1, 2020 - Posted AQ.C_(612ril) 16, 2020 9:01 PM 

04-21-20 City Council Agenda 

8ru:J8P-ril) 14, 2020 - Posted ARf_(6Rril}J_Q, 2020 4:58 PM 

4-14-20 City Council Agenda (No Meeting) 

8RrJ8P-ril)_I, 2020 - Posted ARf_(6Rril)_l, 2020 7:23 PM 

04-07-20 City Council Agenda 

8P-rJ8Rril}_I, 2020 -Posted ARf_(6Rfill..§, 2020 2:13 PM 

04-07-2020 City Council Agenda (Special Meeting) 

Mar {March) 31, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)2L 2020 4:03 PM 

03-31-20 City Council Agenda (No Meeting) 

Mar (March) 27, 2020 - Posted Mar (March} 26, 2020 9:58 AM 

03-27-2020 City Council Agenda (Special Meeting) 

Mar (March) 24, 2020 - Posted Mar (March).1..Q, 2020 9:36 PM 

03-24-20 City Council Agenda 

Mar (March) 11, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)J.;i, 2020 8:38 PM 

03-17-20 City Council Agenda 

Mar (March) 10, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)...§., 2020 5:51 PM 

03-10-20 City Council Agenda 

Mar {March}_A, 2020 -Posted Mar (March)_1, 2020 2:14 PM 

03-04-2020 City Council Agenda (Special Meeting) 

Mar (March)~, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februa[Y.} 28, 2020 5: 15 PM 

03-3-2020 City Council Agenda (No Meeting) 

https://www.cityofinglewood.org/ AgendaCenter 

2020 2019 2018 View More -- -- --

Minutes Download 

2020 2019 2018 View More 

Minutes Download 
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Feb (Februarv.) 25, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februa[Y.)2.1, 2020 11 :32 AM 

02-25-20 City Council Agenda 

Feb {Februarv.} 18, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februaty)_H, 2020 6:41 PM 

02-18-2020 City Council Agenda (No Meeting) 

Feb (Februarv.L.11, 2020 -Posted Feb (February.)_§., 2020 8:13 PM 

02-11-20 City Council Agenda 

Feb (Februarv.)_1, 2020 - Posted Jan (Januaty)..l1, 2020 6: 19 PM 

02-04-20 City Council Agenda 

Jan (Januarv.), 28, 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y.) 23, 2020 7:37 PM 

01-28-20 City Council Agenda 

Jan (Januarv.L~.1, 2020 - Posted Jan (Januar:y)_1l, 2020 5:16 PM 

01-21-2020 City Council Agenda (No Meeting) 

Jan (Januarv.) 14, 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y.)J!, 2020 10:05 PM 

01-14-20 City Council Agenda 

Jan (JanuaryJ,_l, 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y.).1_, 2020 5:00 PM 

01-07-2020 City Council Agenda (No Meeting) 

T Civil Service Board of Review 

Agenda 

Feb {Februarv.} 16, 2011 
Civil Service Board of Review Regular Meeting Agenda (PDF) 

Feb (Februarv.) 15, 2011 

Civil Service Board of Review Regular Meeting Agenda (PDF) 

T Claims Review Committee 

Agenda 

May:_(May.)_A, 2020 -Posted AQr (6Qril) 29, 2020 10:12 AM 

Claims Review Committee Meeting 

8P-rJ8P-ril}_lZ, 2020 - Posted AQ.C_(612ril).11_, 2020 9:47 AM 

Claims Review Committee Meeting 

8ru:JAP-ril)_§, 2020 - Posted AQ.C_(6Rril)~, 2020 9:58 AM 

Claims Review Committee Meeting 

Mar (March) 23, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)JJt, 2020 9:35 PM 

Claims Review Committee Meeting 

https://www.cityofinglewood.org/ AgendaCenter 

Minutes Download 

It 

Minutes Download 

Minutes Download 
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Mar (March)~, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februa[Y.). 27, 2020 9:34 PM 

Claims Review Committee Meeting 

Feb {Februa[_Y} 24, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februaty).£1, 2020 11 :25 AM 

Claims Review Committee Meeting 

Feb (FebruarY..) 10, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februa[Y.}_§, 2020 6:33 PM 

Claims Review Committee Meeting 

Feb (Februa[_Y)~, 2020 - Posted Jan (Januaty), 30, 2020 4:49 PM 

Claims Review Committee Meeting 

Jan (Jam.1arY..), 27, 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y.) 24, 2020 8:29 AM 

Claims Review Committee Meeting 

Jan (JanuarY..}Jl., 2020 - Posted Jan (Januaty)...£, 2020 6:40 AM 

Claims Review Committee Meeting 

V Council District 1 

Agenda 

8RrJ8Rril) 26, 2014 
Council District 1 Town Half Meeting Agenda (PDF) 

V Council District 2 

Agenda 

May:_(MayJ,~, 2014 

Council District 2 Town Haff Meeting Agenda (PDF) 

V Council District 4 

https://www.cityofinglewood.org/ AgendaCenter 

Minutes Download 

It 

Minutes Download 

2014 

Minutes Download 

2018 2017 2016 View More -- -- --

Agenda Minutes Media Download 

5of12 

Jan (JanuarY..) 24, 2018 

Council District 4 Town Ha!! Meeting Video (No Agenda) 

V Finance Authority 

Agenda 

Mar {March} 17, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)n, 2020 8:42 PM 
03-17-20 Finance Authority Agenda 

2020 2019 2018 View More 

Minutes Download 
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Feb (Februarv.) 25, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februa[Y.)2.1, 2020 11 :49 AM 

02-25-20 Finance Authority Agenda 

Feb {Februarv.L11, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februa[Y.)_§_, 2020 8:34 PM 

02-11-20 Finance Authority Agenda 

Jan (January:), 28, 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y.) 23, 2020 7:54 PM 

01-28-20 Finance Authority Agenda 

Jan (Januarv.) 14, 2020 - Posted Jan (January.)JZ., 2020 10:23 PM 

01-14-20 Finance Authority Agenda 

V Housing Authority 

Agenda 

8RrJ8Rril}_l1, 2020 - Posted AQ.C_(612ril) 16, 2020 9: 17 PM 

04-21-20 Housing Authority Agenda 

8RrJ8Rril)_I, 2020 - Posted AQ.C_(6Rril).1_, 2020 7:35 PM 

04-07-20 Housing Authority Agenda 

8RrJ8Rril)_I, 2020 - Posted AQ.C_(6Rril)_§, 2020 2:27 PM 

04-07-2020 Housing Authority Agenda SPECIAL MEETING 

Mar (March) 24, 2020 - Posted Mar (March).1..Q, 2020 9:57 PM 

03-24-20 Housing Authority Agenda 

Mar {March) 17, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)n, 2020 8:48 PM 

03-17-20 Housing Authority Agenda 

Mar (March) 10, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)2_, 2020 5:57 PM 

03-10-20 Housing Authority Agenda 

Mar (March)_A, 2020 -Posted Mar (March)~, 2020 2:14 PM 

03-04-2020 Housing Authority Agenda SPECIAL MEETING 

Feb {Februarv.) 25, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februa[Y.}..f.1, 2020 11 :46 AM 

02-25-20 Housing Authority Agenda 

Feb (Februarv.L.11, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februa[Y.)_§, 2020 8:18 PM 

02-11-20 Housing Authority Agenda 

Feb {Februarv.}_A, 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y.}_Ql, 2020 6:23 PM 

02-04-20 Housing Authority Agenda 

Jan (January:), 28, 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y.) 23, 2020 7:47 PM 

01-28-20 Housing Authority Agenda 

Jan (Januarv.) 14, 2020 - Posted Jan (January.)JZ., 2020 10:18 PM 

01-14-20 Housing Authority Agenda 

https://www.cityofinglewood.org/ AgendaCenter 

Minutes Download 

It 

2020 2019 2018 View More 

Minutes Download 

It 

It 
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V Joint Powers Authority 

Agenda 

Mar (March) 24, 2020 - Posted Mar (March).1..Q, 2020 9:38 PM 

03-24-20 Joint Powers Authority Agenda 

Mar {March} 17, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)n, 2020 8:45 PM 

03-17-20 Joint Powers Authority Agenda 

Feb (FebruarY..) 25, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februa[Y.}21, 2020 11 :54 AM 

02-25-20 Joint Powers Authority Agenda 

Feb (FebrwirY..L11, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februa[Y.}_§., 2020 8:38 PM 

02-11-20 Joint Powers Authority Agenda 

Jan (Jam.1arY..) 28, 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y.) 23, 2020 7:40 PM 

01-28-20 Joint Powers Authority Agenda 

Jan (JanuarY..) 14, 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y.)_Jt, 2020 10:20 PM 

01-14-20 Joint Powers Authority Agenda 

V library Board 

Agenda 

Feb {FebruarY..} 26, 2020 

February 26, 2020 

Jan (JanuarY..) 22, 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y.)_11, 2020 9:14 AM 

January 22, 2020 

V Oversight Board 

Agenda 

Aug_(August) 21, 2018 - Posted Aug_(August) 16, 2018 12:45 PM 

Oversight Board Agenda August 21, 2018 

Jun (June) 27, 2018 

Notice to Public of Proposed Action 

Jun {June). 27, 2018 

0612712018 Special Meeting Agency Oversight Board 

Jan (JanuarY..) 31, 2018 

Oversight Board Agenda January 31, 2018 

V Park & Recreation Commission 

https://www.cityofinglewood.org/ AgendaCenter 

2020 2019 ----

Minutes Download 

It 

2020 2019 2018 View More -- -- --

Minutes Download 

2018 2017 2016 View More -- -- --

Minutes Download 

2019 2018 2017 View More ----
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Oct (October)~, 2019 - Posted Oct (October).11, 2019 10:45 AM 

October 3, 2019 

Oct (October)_]_, 2019 - Posted Oct (October)2.j_, 2019 10:26 AM 

101312019 

Se1:~JSe?-tember).~, 2019 - Posted SeR._(Se12tember}.2.§., 2019 11 :31 AM 

September 5, 2019 - No Meeting 

Aug_(August}_1, 2019 
August 1, 2019 

Jul (July:)_A, 2019 - Posted SegjSeQtember). 25, 2019 11 :33 AM 

July 4, 2019 - No Meeting 

Jun (June)_§, 2019 
June 6, 2019 

May:_( May.)~, 2019 - Posted SeR._(Se12tember) 25, 2019 11 :33 AM 

May 2, 2019 - No Meeting 

8P-rJ8P-ril)_A, 2019 
April 4, 2019 

Mar (March)_I, 2019 
March 7, 2019 

Feb (Februani:.)_I, 2019 
February 7, 2019 

Jan (Januani:.)_~, 2019 -Amended Feb (Februa[Y.) 25, 2019 3:20 PM 

January 3, 2019 

V' Parking & Traffic Commission 

Agenda 

Jun (June), 26, 2019 -Posted Jun_(June}jl, 2019 3:00 PM 

Meeting Cancelled 

May.JMayJ 22, 2019 - Posted Ma,1._(May) 20, 2019 9:23 AM 

Parking and Traffic Commission Meeting Agenda 

8P-IJ8P-ril) 24, 2019 - Posted ARf_(6Rril).n_, 2019 11 :07 AM 

04124119 Parking and Traffic Commission Meeting 

Mar (March) 27, 2019 -Posted Mar (March).2.§., 2019 4:05 PM 

Parking and Traffic Commission Agenda 

Feb (Februani:.) 27, 2019 - Posted Feb (Februa[Y.} 25, 2019 3:40 PM 

Parking and Traffic Commission Agenda 

https://www.cityofinglewood.org/ AgendaCenter 

Minutes Download 

IWt 

It 

2019 2018 2017 View More 

Minutes Download 
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Jan (January.) 23, 2019 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y.) 16, 2019 8:07 AM 

Parking and Traffic Commission Meeting Agenda 

V Parking Authority 

Agenda 

Mar (March) 24, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)_lQ, 2020 9:50 PM 

03-24-20 Parking Authority Agenda 

Mar (March) 17, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)n, 2020 8:40 PM 
03-17-20 Parking Authority Agenda 

Feb (Februa[_Y) 25, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februaty).£1, 2020 11 :57 AM 
02-25-20 Parking Authority Agenda 

Feb (Februa[.'Y.)_11, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februaty)_§., 2020 8:29 PM 
02-11-20 Parking Authority Agenda 

Jan (Janua[_Y) 28, 2020 - Posted Jan (January.) 23, 2020 7:57 PM 
01-28-20 Parking Authority Agenda 

Jan (Janua[_Y),_j_A, 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y.)~, 2020 10: 15 PM 
01-14-20 Parking Authority Agenda 

V Permits & License Committee 

Agenda 

8P-rJ8f2ril)J!, 2020 - Posted AQ!:_(6Rril)_§., 2020 11 :41 AM 
Permits & License Committee Meeting 

8f2rJ8P-ril)J!, 2020 - Posted AQ!:_(6Rril)~, 2020 1 :08 PM 
Permits & License Committee Special Meeting 

Mar (March) 26, 2020 - Posted Mar (March) 24, 2020 9:20 AM 

Permits & License Committee Meeting 

Mar (March) 12, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)Jt, 2020 3:47 PM 

Permits & License Committee Meeting 

Mar (March) 12, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)J1, 2020 10:50 AM 

Permits & License Committee Special Meeting 

Feb (Februa[_Y) 27, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februaty) 24, 2020 9:45 AM 

Permits & License Committee Meeting 

Feb (Februa[_Y) 13, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februaty),jQ, 2020 2:52 PM 

Permits & License Committee Meeting 

https://www.cityofinglewood.org/ AgendaCenter 

Minutes Download 

2020 2019 2018 View More -- -- --

Minutes Download 

It 

2020 2019 2018 

Minutes Download 
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Feb (Februarv.L§., 2020 - Posted Feb (Februa[Y.)._.Q, 2020 12:23 PM 

Permits & License Committee Meeting 

Jan (Jam.1arv.) 23, 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y.)2.j_, 2020 8:48 AM 

Permits & License Committee Meeting 

Jan (January.:),~, 2020 - Posted Dec (December)J_I, 2019 1 :45 PM 

Permits & License Committee Meeting 

T Planning Commission 

Agenda 

May:_(MayJ~, 2020 - Posted AR£_(6Qril) 30, 2020 6:25 PM 

2020 05 06 May PC Agenda Page 

May_(May)_§, 2020 - Posted AQr (6Qril) 30, 2020 8:05 PM 

2020 05 06 May PC Agenda Packet 

8P-rJ8Rril) 13, 2020 - Posted AR£_(6Qril)Jt., 2020 6:42 PM 

2020 04 13 April Special PC Agenda Page 

8RrJ8P-ril) 13, 2020 - Posted AR£_(6Rril)J!, 2020 6:44 PM 

2020 04 13 April Special PC Agenda Packet 

8~rJ8~ril)_1, 2020 - Posted AR£_(6Q[[))J_, 2020 2:47 PM 

No Planning Commission Meeting 

Mar {March)_jj_, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)_§., 2020 6:05 PM 

2020 03 11 March PC Agenda Packet 

Mar (March)_.1, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februa[Y.} 28, 20204:11 PM 

No Planning Commission Meeting ... 

Feb (Februarv.L§., 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y.}_;u, 2020 6:03 PM 

2020 02 05 February PC Agenda Page 

Feb {Februarv.)...§, 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y._}_;u, 2020 6:56 PM 

2020 02 05 Feb PC Agenda Packet 

Jan (Januarv.) 15, 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y._)_§., 2020 4:22 PM 

2020 01 15 Special Planning Commission Meeting Cancelled 

T Senior Center Advisory Committee 

Agenda 

Feb (Februarv.) 13, 2017 

February 2017 

https://www.cityofinglewood.org/ AgendaCenter 

Minutes Download 

2020 2019 2018 View More 

Minutes Download 

Minutes 

2017 2016 2015 -- -- --

Download 
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V South Bay Cities Service Council 

Agenda 

Mar (March) 13, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)~, 2020 12:40 PM 

South Bay Cities Service Council Regular Meeting Agenda (PDF) 

Feb {FebruarY.L4, 2020 - Posted Jan (Januaf:Y..) 29, 2020 1 :51 PM 

South Bay Cities Service Council Regular Meeting Agenda (PDF) 

Jan (JanuaryJ,j_Q, 2020 - Posted Jan (Januaf:Y..)_§, 2020 9:24 AM 

South Bay Cities Service Council Regular Meeting Agenda (PDF) 

V SuccessorAgency 

Agenda 

8RrJ8Rril) 21, 2020 -Posted ARL(6Rril) 16, 2020 9:15 PM 
04-21-20 Successor Agency Agenda 

8P-rJ8P-ril}_l, 2020 - Posted AQL(6Q[fil2_, 2020 7:31 PM 
04-07-20 Successor Agency Agenda 

Mar (March) 24, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)-2.Q, 2020 10:06 PM 
03-24-20 Successor Agency Agenda 

Mar {March) 17, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)n, 2020 8:51 PM 
03-17-20 Successor Agency Agenda 

Mar (March) 10, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)J2., 2020 5:54 PM 
03-10-20 Successor Agency Agenda 

Feb {Februa[Y) 25, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februaty).£1, 2020 11 :43 AM 
02-25-20 Successor Agency Agenda 

Feb (Februa(Y.)_11, 2020 - Posted Feb (February,.)_§, 2020 8:21 PM 

02-11-20 Successor Agency Agenda 

Feb (Februa['Y.)_1, 2020 - Posted Jan (Januaty}~, 2020 6:21 PM 

02-04-20 Successor Agency Agenda 

Jan (Janua[Y). 28, 2020 - Posted Jan (Januaf:Y..) 23, 2020 7:44 PM 
01-28-20 Successor Agency Agenda 

Jan (Janua[Y) 14, 2020 - Posted Jan (Januaty)JZ., 2020 10:07 PM 
01-14-20 Successor Agency Agenda 

V Youth Commission 

Agenda 

https://www.cityofinglewood.org/ AgendaCenter 

2020 2019 2018 View More -- -- --

Minutes Download 

2020 2019 2018 View More 

Minutes Download 

Minutes 

It 

Download 
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Aug_(August) 17, 2017 
August 2017 

Jul (July)_g_Q, 2017 
July 2017 

Jun (June}~, 2017 
June 2017 

MaY.JMayJ 18, 2017 
May 2017 

8RrJAP-ril) 20, 2017 
April 2017 

Mar (March) 16, 2017 
March 2017 

Feb {Februa[Y} 16, 2017 
February 2017 

Jan (JanuaryJ,_13!, 2017 
January 2017 

Inglewood CAABOUT THE 

CITY 
§~l_(:;_gt_~_<::lnQ_[j_<::IQC:'l !__What's New 

Community_ 

https://www.cityofinglewood.org/ AgendaCenter 

Minutes Download 

It 

BUSINESS HElPfUl UNKSUSING THIS 
SITE 

Services Contact Us Accessibility_ 

How Do I... Readers & Viewers Co12yl.[ght Notices 

Site MaQ 
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Inglewood seeks to improve air quality, housing -

0 Friday, April IO, 2020 

Los Angeles Wave, founded in 1912) the leading source of \iveddy !oca! news, entertainrnent1 

businessi style and sports news< 

sss= sss= sss= 

Home > Local Edltion > 

Inglewood seeks to lrnprove alr quaJlty1 housing 

Lead Story West Edit ion 

Inglewood Seeks To Improve Air Quality~ Housing 

http://wavenewspapers.com/inglewood-seeks-to-improve-air-quality-housing/ 
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Inglewood seeks to improve air quality, housing -

Vi/liter ® 1795 Views 

INGLEWOOD ·····Affordable housing, good air quaJity and better trarispmtation options are 

arnong the focal points in a new city initiative designed to im.prove the quality of life for local 

residents into the 21st century. 

The prograrn is designed to irnprove the future the city and lts residents by ensuring that 

new developrnent and rnajor city Initiatives address key areas such as health) housing1 air 

quality and transportation 1 officials sakL 

The new initiative 

plan1 officials said. 

becom.e part of an environrnental justice elernent in the city) s rri.aster 

The dty1s genera! plan has not been updated since a wave of development swept lnto 

Inglewood fol!owlng the announcen1ent the nmltJ-biHion doJiar LA. Rarns and Chargers 

Sta.di urn and E"ntertainnH:•nt District at HoUywood Park arid the proposed Los /\ngeks 

Clippers Arena next to the recently renovated ForunL 

u\Vhen they made the general plan last time) they didn)t have these in mincL The goals 

were rnuch rnore modest,)) Mayor jam es T, Butts Jr, said. ((\Ve as a cornnmnity have rnuch 

greater aspirations and we wm also not Jet anyone deterrnine how big 1.,ve can be We 

detennine thaLn 

Fm Inglewood resident Julie LaBeach1 the new focus is well tim.ecL As an Inglewood renter1 

LaBeach said she was recently hit with a proposed rent increase of more than 100 percent, 

''I)ve lived in Inglewood for 20 years. I work nearby ... and we don't want to Ieave 1 we like Jt 

here/) La.Beach said. 

La Beach was one of a handful of residents whose rent rnore than douh!ed before Butts 

intervened ·······when the increase 1.,vent v1ra! un11ne ·······and negotiated the irH.Tease down to a 

30 percenL 

u I am so thankful that the mayor has taken notice,)) LaBeach said. 

The goaI of environrnenta! justice is to provlde equal access to a healthy envlronment for aU 

resldents a cornmunlty. Officials say they are cornrnltted to developing policies and 

prograrns that positively affect cnvironrnents where city residents work and play. 
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Inglewood seeks to improve air quality, housing -

Residents attended a puh!ic \ivorkshop recently wherein they discussed how cnvironrnentaI 

justice affects InglewoocL After nearly an hour of brainstonning) residents agreed that rnore 

affordable housing for worklng 

the city1 stop priority, 

residents and not just low~ incorne housing shou be 

Other residents suggested launching a weekly farn11::r)s rnarket to increase access to healthy 

food options. Others suggested that city officials start a text alert program intended to 

improve community engagement, 

City planners said the environmental Justice progrmn wiH set goals) pohcies and objectives to 

ensure that new development and nMjor initiatives take a dlversity of oplnlons into account 

and cuns1der the effect of rninorhy and disadvantaged populations. 

Officials said they wiU cuntinue to n11::et wHh residents and cunduct social rnedia outreach to 

get more public input before preparing a final environmental justice elernent draft this 

sun1n1eL 

we)re doing [and] we 1re very proud of the cmnmunlty support 

that we have because we Gn1 1t do this a!onE:\n said Councihn<:n1Alex Padilla) who represents 

Inglewood)s 2nd district. 

LaBeach said she 1s pleased that the city is reaching out to residents) but said she believes 

environmental Justice comes down to one thing: protecting the people, 

nmnber one concern is rent control))) she sals:t very proud th ls city, vVe vvant to 

stay here. \Ve want to benefit fron1 the fruits of the irnproven11::nts that are obviously 

corning, n 

W Tweet on twitter G Sham on google+ 

® Pin to pinteresl (':,,> 

~Tagged Mayor jarnes 'L Butts Jr_ 

http://wavenewspapers.com/inglewood-seeks-to-improve-air-quality-housing/ 
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General Plan 

Environmental Justice Element 

April 2020 
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Environmental Justice Element Section I : Introduction 

S t .. 1· I t d' t . ..... ecr1on .•: .n•••.ro/•uc··•••1on 
The State of California defines Environmental Justice as "the fair treatment of people of all races, cultures, 

and incomes with respect to the development, adoption, implementation, and enforcement of 

environmental laws, regulations, and policies" (California Government Code §65040.12.e). In practice, 

environmental justice seeks to minimize pollution and its effects on all communities, including disadvantaged 

communities, and ensure that residents have a say in decisions that affect their quality of life. 

In 2016, the State of California passed Senate Bill 1000 (SB 1000) requiring cities and counties to address 
environmental justice in their general plans - their master plans for how the community will grow and 

develop over time. Cities and counties may choose to adopt a separate standalone Environmental Justice 

Element or address environmental policies throughout the General Plan. The City of Inglewood has decided 

to proactively adopt an Environmental Justice Element ahead of state-mandated deadlines to address 

important land use and equity issues throughout the City. The Element includes a comprehensive set of goals 

and policies aimed at increasing the influence of target populations in the public decision-making process and 

reducing their exposure to environmental hazards. The Element will be used by the Inglewood City Council 

and the Planning Commission, other boards, commissions and agencies, developers, and the public in 

planning for the physical development of the City. As a General Plan element, the Environmental Justice 

Element is closely linked to the remainder of the General Plan and carries equal weight with the other 

General Plan elements. 

But other than being required by state law, why should we plan for environmental justice? As outlined in the 

SB 1000 Implementation Toolkit (2017), planning for environmental justice can help correct some of the 

negative impacts that years of planning and environmental policies have had on disadvantaged communities. 
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Also, as environmental justice and land use planning are closely related, it is important to consider equity 

issues when planning for the future growth and development of the City. And finally, environmental justice

based planning can help position the City to receive federal, state, and philanthropic resources that in turn 

can be used to benefit disadvantaged communities. 

Public input was critical to the development of this Environmental Justice Element. The City conducted 

several outreach sessions to gain public input on environmental justice issues in the City and how they should 

be addressed. On January 17, 2019, a Community Workshop was conducted with more than 40 residents and 

other interested stakeholders in attendance. Additional input was provided at two Focus Group meetings 

conducted in English and Spanish on February 26, 2019. Participants provided valuable discussion on a 

variety of environmental equity topics including responses on the following key questions: 

1. What would help disadvantaged persons in the City of Inglewood get engaged in the 
public decision-making process? 

2. What areas of the City have pollution and how could they be improved? 

3. What barriers to mobility exist in the City and how could these be improved? 

4. Is affordable and healthy food readily available? if not, how could it be improved? 

5. What are the major issues regarding safe and affordable housing in the City? 

6. What public facf!ities and programs are needed in underserved areas of the City? 

Further input was received through 
the City's website and at booths set up 

at the 2019 Martin Luther King Jr. 

Celebration and the 2019 Earth Day 

Festival. Appendices A and B include 

notes from the Workshop and Focus 

Group meetings. 

The pages that follow provide a 

background on what environmental 

justice is, a summary of equity issues 
in the City of Inglewood, and the City's 

goals and policies related to achieving 

environmental justice. 

Inglewood Environmental Justice Community lil/orksiwp, January 20.1.9 
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Environmental Justice Element Section II : Backg,·ound 

Section II: Background 

A. Environmental Justice 
As outlined in Section I, environmental justice relates to the fair treatment of all people with respect to 

environmental laws, regulations, and policies. Environmental justice has also been described as the right for 

people to live, work, and play in a community free of environmental hazards. According to the U.S. EPA, 

environmental justice can be achieved when people have: 1) equal access to the public decision-making 

process, and 2) equal protection from environmental hazards. Access to the public decision-making process 

relates to whether all residents are aware of, and know how to participate in, decisions that affect their 

environment, such as a City Council hearing on a new industrial plant. Some members of the community may 

be very familiar with how to find out when an issue of importance will be considered by the City Council and 

how to present their opinions to the Council. However, other residents might not be aware how the City 

Council operates or know how to present their opinions. There may also be other barriers to their 

participation, such as not being fluent in English, or needing childcare to attend a City Council meeting at 

night. Environmental justice seeks to "level the playing field" and allow all members of the community to 

participate in decisions that affect their environment. 

The second objective to achieving environmental justice involves everyone having the same level of 

protection from environmental hazards. In many communities, there are areas that have a clean 

environment and high quality of life compared to other areas that may face environmental pollution and lack 

beneficial resources, such as parks and sidewalks. The second types of areas are often occupied by low

income residents who may lack resources and the ability to influence their environment. These areas are 

called "disadvantaged communities" and are required to be addressed in the general plan. 

B. Disadvantaged Communities 
According to the California Environmental Protection Agency (Cal EPA), disadvantaged communities are those 

disproportionally burdened by multiple sources of pollution and with population characteristics that make 

them more sensitive to pollution. As a result, they are more likely to suffer from a lower quality of life and 

increased health problems than more affluent areas. Because disadvantaged communities are often subject 

to disproportionate environmental burdens, SB 1000 requires that a city or county general plan include all of 

the following. 

A. Objectives and policies to reduce the unique or compounded health risks in disadvantaged 
communities by means that include, but are not limited to, the reduction of pollution exposure 
including the improvement of air quality, and the promotion of public facilities, food access, safe 
and sanitary homes, and physical activity. (Goals and Policies Sections 2, 3, 4 & 6} 

B. Objectives and policies to promote civil engagement in the public decision-making process. 
(Goals and Policies Section 1) 

C. Objectives and policies that prioritize improvements and programs that address the needs of 
disadvantaged communities. (Goals and Policies Sections 3 & 6} 
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Disadvantaged communities are eligible for state funding through the Cap-and-Trade Program, which limits 

emissions by major industries that contribute to greenhouse gas emissions and enables them to buy and sell 

allowances for emitting small amounts of pollution. State proceeds from the Cap-and-Trade Program are 

then used to fund California Climate Investments, an initiative that works to further reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions around the state. Two state laws, Senate Bill 535 (the California Global Warming Solutions Act of 

2012) and Assembly Bill 1550 (the Greenhouse Gases Investment Plan of 2016) require that 25% of California 

Climate Investments be directed to disadvantaged communities with an additional 10% dedicated to low

income areas. Some of the proceeds go to benefit the public health, quality of life and economic 

opportunities of disadvantaged and low-income communities while other funding is directed to reduce 

pollution overall. Funding can be used for a variety of investments including affordable housing, public 

transportation and environmental restoration. 

To identify disadvantaged communities within a city or county, Cal EPA encourages the use of the 

CalEnviroScreen 3.0 Model. CalEnviroScreen is a computer-mapping tool published by the Office of 

Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) that identifies communities that are most affected by 

pollution and are especially vulnerable to its adverse effects. CalEnviroScreen uses several factors, called 

"indicators" that have been shown to determine whether a community is disadvantaged and 

disproportionately affected by pollution. These indicators fall into two main categories labeled "pollution 

burden" and "population characteristics." Pollution burden indicators include exposure indicators that 

measure different types of pollution that residents may be exposed to, and the proximity of environmental 

hazards to a community. Population characteristics represent characteristics of the community that can 

make them more susceptible to environmental hazards. A summary of the CalEnviroScreen indicators and 

how they relate to environmental justice is outlined in Table 1. 

Table 1 CalEnviroScreen 3.0 Environmental Justice Factors (Indicators) . . . Rationale 
Pollution Burden • Air Quality - Ozone Exposure to hazardous substances can 

• Air Quality - Fine Particulate Matter (PM2.s) cause and/or worsen certain health 

• Air Quality - Diesel Particulate Matter (PM10) conditions. Children, the sick and elderly 

• Drinking Water Contaminants are particularly vulnerable to the effects of 

• Pesticide Use pollution. 

• Toxic Releases from Facilities 

• Traffic Density 

• Cleanup Sites 

• Groundwater Threats 

• Hazardous Waste Generators and Facilities 

• Impaired Water Bodies 

• Solid Waste Sites and Facilities 

Population • Educational Attainment People with lower income levels, 
Characteristics • Housing Burden educational attainment and fluency in 

• Linguistic Isolation English tend live in areas that are more 

• Poverty affected by air pollution and other 

• Li nem ployment environmental toxins. In addition, certain 

• Asthma health conditions may be caused or 

• Cardiovascular Disease worsened by toxins in the environment. 

• Low Birth Weight Infants 
Source: Ca!EPA/OEHHA, Ca!EnviroScreen 3.0 
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Using data from a variety of sources, CalEnviroScreen 3.0 ranks census tracts for each of the indicators 

outlined above and converts these scores to percentiles that can be compared with other areas throughout 

the state. The combined CalEnviroScreen map for the City of Inglewood is outlined in Figure 1. 

CalEnviroScreen ranks several census tracts in the City of Inglewood in the top 25% of census tracts in 

California with the highest pollution burden and socioeconomic vulnerabilities. Census tracts in the City of 

Inglewood range in percentile from 49% to 98% with a City average of 79%. Lower scores tend to be located 

in the northern and eastern limits of the community, while higher scores are located to the west, southwest, 

and south. While some of the numbers and the City average may be at the higher end of the range, it is 

important to note that Inglewood is not unique in the region. Many other cities in the metropolitan Los 

Angeles area and the South Bay have a similar pollution burden and vulnerability because they have similar 

conditions to Inglewood. The important point is to acknowledge the factors that influence environmental 

justice and take proactive measures to address them. 

Cal EPA also uses CalEnviroScreen 3.0 to map disadvantaged communities under SB 535. Disadvantaged 

communities include those census tracts with CalEnviroScreen percentiles of 75% to 100% compared to other 

areas of the state. Figure 2 illustrates the census tracts in Inglewood that had a CalEnviroScreen score of 75% 

or above in 2019 and thus are considered disadvantaged by the state. 

As shown on Figure 2, much of the City of Inglewood is considered disadvantaged based on the City's 

combined CalEnviroScreen 3.0 scores. As a result, much of the City of Inglewood is eligible for the state's 

SB 535 and AB 1550 set aside funding, which can be used for projects that benefit these communities. 

CalEnviroScreen 3.0 is a useful tool to document and illustrate environmental equity issues in a given area. 

However, as conditions change over time, users are encouraged to utilize the latest maps and data available 

at the time. In addition, OEHHA periodically provides new updates to the model that further improve the 

science behind the model and can contain new and/or refined environmental justice indicators. The 

CalEnviroScreen website can be found at https://oehha.ca.gov/calenviroscreen. 
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Figure 1 CalEnviroScreen 3,0 Map, Inglewood, 2018 
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Figure 2 SB 535 Disadvantaged Communities, Inglewood, 2018 
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Source: EPA/OEl-/1-IA, Ca!EnviroScreen 3.0 
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As outlined in Section II, the burden of pollution is not equally shared. Minority and low-income populations 

often face a greater exposure to pollution and may also experience a greater response to pollution. The 

paragraphs below outline the primary sources of pollution affecting the City of Inglewood. In addition, they 

address housing affordability and displacement, which are also related to environmental justice. Finally, they 

outline some of the population characteristics that make the areas particularly vulnerable to pollution in the 

environment. 

A. Population Characteristics 
As previously identified, certain population characteristics can make an area more vulnerable to the negative 

effects of pollution. The paragraphs below describe some of the population characteristics in the City of 

Inglewood related to environmental justice. 

Ethnicity /Race 

In 2018, the City of Inglewood had a population of 113,559, representing 1.1% of the population of the 

County of Los Angeles. The City is a majority-minority area, meaning that one or more racial and/or ethnic 

minorities make up a majority of the population. In 2018, Hispanic and Latino residents made up 51.4% of 

the population and Black residents made up 40.9% of the population. Between 2000 and 2018, the City's 

share of Hispanic and Latino residents increased from 46.0% to 51.4%, while the share of Black residents 

decreased from 46.4% to 40.9%. Figure 3 below illustrates the racial and ethnic breakdown of the City in 

2018. 

Figure 3 Inglewood Race/Ethnicity, 2018 

51.4% 

Source: SCAG, Profile of the City of Inglewood, 20:19 
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Linguistic Isolation 

Linguistic isolation refers to people and households who do not speak English at home and/or do not speak 

English very well. Linguistically isolated residents may have difficulty accessing daily activities, social services, 

and health care. As such, they may not get the care and services they need, which may result in poorer 

health outcomes. In addition, linguistically isolated households may not hear or understand emergency 

announcements and thus may suffer negative consequences as a result. According to the American 

Community Survey (2017), 22.7% of Inglewood residents over age 5 speak English less than very well and are 

considered linguistically isolated. 

income/Poverty Levels 

Income levels are an important socioeconomic factor related to environmental justice, because poor 

communities are more likely to be exposed to pollution. In addition, poor communities tend to be more 

susceptible to environmental pollution and suffer from greater health effects. In 2018, the median household 

income in the City of Inglewood was $46,389, which is below the median household income of Los Angeles 

County of $61,015. In addition, 20% of households fell below the poverty level in 2017 (U.S. Census Bureau). 

The poverty level is determined by the U.S. Census Bureau and varies based on household size. For a family 

of four on an annual basis, the 2017 federal poverty level was $24,600. 

Unemployment 

Rates of unemployment also contribute to whether a community is disadvantaged in terms of environmental 

justice. According to OEHHA, adults without jobs may lack health care and insurance, and poor health can 

make it harder to find a job and stay employed. In addition, poor health can be a source of financial and 

emotional stress, which in turn can cause or worsen health conditions. In 2017, the unemployment rate in 

the City of Inglewood 1Nas 6.4X) (Los Angeles Almanac, 2017). 

Educational Attainment 

Educational attainment measures the highest level of education that an individual has completed. For the 

purposes of environmental justice, people with more educational attainment tend to have better health, live 

longer, and live in areas that are less affected by air pollution and other environmental toxins (OEHHA). In 

the City of Inglewood, 74.4% of the population 25 years of age or older have a high school diploma or 

equivalent, and 19.2% have a bachelor's degree or higher. Figure 4 below provides a summary of educational 

attainment in the City of Inglewood. 

Figure 4 Educational Attainment in Inglewood (2013-2017) 

L0ss th0:1 St~1 grade ._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._.._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._.._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._·_·:::.·.·:.} 

9th to 12th greide, no diplon-1<'1 ·······································································y 

High schonl gi-;.1dual~o1' or eq1.;~v<'1i211t ········································································································································} 

So :-n ~:: co! i (:g (.'., 0 o d r-: gr~::~:: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·::::::::: f 
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Source: American Community Survey, 2013-2017 
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Housing Burden 

According to SCAG, there were 37,018 total households in the City of Inglewood in 2018. Housing burden 

relates to households severely burdened by housing costs and is one of the factors used to identify 

disadvantaged communities in the City of Inglewood. Households experiencing severe housing burden 
include low-income households that spend over 50% of their household income on housing and utilities 

(CalEnviroScreen 3.0). Spending a greater amount on housing means that these households have fewer 

resources available for non-housing goods and may suffer from "housing-induced poverty." According to the 

Community Health Profile prepared by Los Angeles, 30% of households in the City of Inglewood experienced 
a severe housing burden from 2011-2015. 

Sensitive Populations 

The CalEnviroScreen 3.0 Sensitive Population Indicators include rates of asthma, heart disease, and low birth 
weight infants. Asthma can be triggered or worsened by air pollution, and people with asthrna may be more 
prone to other respiratory diseases, such as the flu and pneumonia. Similarly, people with heart disease may 
be particularly sensitive to pollution, which may worsen cardiovascular conditions. Finally, low birth weight 
infants are those who weigh 55 pounds or less at birth. Low birth weight has been linked to disadvantaged 
communities 1.vhere pollution levels may be higher and health care may not be readily available. In addition, 
low birth weight infants may be more susceptible to other health and developmental conditions later in life. 
Rates for asthma, heart disease, and low birth weight infants in the City of Inglewood and Los Angeles County 
are outlined below'. 

Figure 5 Sensitive Populations in Inglewood and Los Angeles County 

Share of Population with 
Chronic 2019 
(18 years and older) 

15.1% 

lLO% 

5.6% 

4.0% 

Source: SCAG, Profile Report of the City of Inglewood, 2019 
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B. Pollution Exposure 

Air Quality 

Air quality is an important environmental justice issue under SB 1000. Poor air quality can contribute to 

serious health problems including respiratory issues, worsening of asthma and cardiovascular disease, 

hospitalization and even premature death (California Air Resources Board, 2016). Disadvantaged 

communities are often disproportionately subjected to adverse air quality due to proximity to pollution 

generators such as industrial plants and freeways, and are also more likely to have underlying medical 

conditions that may be worsened by pollution. 

The City of Inglewood is located in the South Coast Air Basin. The primary source of air pollution in the basin 

is mobile source emissions from cars and trucks traveling on local freeways and roadways. Levels of air 

pollution in the air basin have improved over the past few decades, primarily due to stricter emissions 

standards and cleaner fuels. However, the basin still remains one of the nation's most polluted. In 2018, the 

basin was in nonattainment for Ozone (1-hour and 8-hour), Particulate Matter (PM10 and PM2.s), and Lead, 

meaning that the basin did not meet federal and/or state standards for those pollutants (SCAG, 2016). Fuel 

combustion associated with motor vehicles, planes and ships is one of the primary sources of pollution in the 

basin. 

Although air quality is generally regarded as a regional issue, there are also local contributors to air pollution 

in and near the City of Inglewood. The City straddles a portion of Interstate 405 (1-405) and borders Interstate 

105 (1-105), both of which carry more than 250,000 vehicles per day in the vicinity of Inglewood. In addition, 

the City includes several major arterial roads, including Manchester Boulevard, La Cienega Boulevard, and 

Century Boulevard, which also carry high volumes of daily traffic. As outlined in the California Air Resources 

Handbook, higher levels of air pollution are present in proximity to high traffic roadways and can cause 

negative health effects within about 1,000 feet. In addition to vehicular air pollution, airplanes landing at Los 

Angeles International Airport fly over Inglewood and may be contributing to adverse air pollution in the City. 

A study published in the American Chemical Society's Environmental Science and Technology Journal (2014) 

found higher pollution levels within 9 square miles of the airport compared to other parts of Los Angeles. 

Despite the presence of air pollution in the City, there are reasons to be optimistic. A greater awareness and 

emphasis on the health effects of various forms of pollution have led to more and improved rules and laws 

governing standards, emissions, and containment. In addition, and as outlined in the 2016 South Coast Air 

Quality Management Plan, improved technology continues to reduce pollution levels in the area. 

Noise 

Noise consists of unwanted or disturbing sounds. The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 

(HUD) establishes noise standards to "protect citizens against excessive noise in their communities and 

places of residence." For residential areas, exterior noise levels are considered generally acceptable if they do 

not exceed a 65-decibel day-night average sound level (dB DNL). Interior residential noise levels should 

generally not exceed 45 dB DNL. 

The City of Inglewood is affected by two primary sources of noise: airport operations and vehicular traffic. In 

terms of airport noise, two of the Los Angeles International Airport's landing paths travel directly over the 

City of Inglewood generating sound that affects area residents. For the past several decades the Federal 
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Airport Administration (FAA) and Los Angeles International Airports have given the City over $400 million to 

purchase, demolish, or soundproof hundreds of homes. As of September 2019, 7,690 homes have been 

soundproofed. Soundproofing generally includes the installation of solid-core wood doors, double paned 

windows, as well as the installation of new air conditioning and heating systems. The City's Residential Sound 

Insulation Department administers these efforts. In addition, residents are encouraged to contact Los 

Angeles World Airports Noise Management to report excessive aircraft noise, short turns, low flying and after 

hour arrivals (midnight - 6:30 a.m.). 

Roadways also increase levels of noise pollution within the City of Inglewood. In general, higher traffic 

volumes, higher speeds, and a higher percentage of trucks increase noise generated from a roadway. 

According to the Federal Highway Administration, highway noise levels may cause a noise problem for 

residents within approximately 500 feet from a highway, and the same is true within approximately 100 to 

200 feet from less traveled roadways. Many homes in the City of Inglewood are located in close proximity to 

1-405, 1-105, and other roadways that fall within these limits and may be affected by roadway noise. 

Other Sources of Pollution 

Based on CalEnviroScreen 3.0, the City of Inglewood has relatively low (good) percentile scores related to 

Drinking Water Contaminants, Pesticide Use, Clean-up Sites, Groundwater Threats, Hazardous Waste 

Generators and Facilities, Impaired Water Bodies and Solid Waste Sites and Facilities. This means that these 

pollutants are not a major source of concern in the City of Inglewood. However, the City has a combined 

Toxic Releases from Facilities percentile of 76, which means that it scores 76% higher for this indicator than 

other areas throughout California. This indicator is based on the U.S. Toxics Release Inventory (TRI), which 

tracks the management of certain toxic chemicals that can adversely affect health and the environment. 

Certain industries must report how each chemical is managed and/or released into the environment. The TRI 

data do not provide information on the public's exposure to these chemicals; rather, it reflects 

concentrations of modeled chemicals in the air over time. Due to the vast number of facilities using the 

identified chemicals throughout the metropolitan Los Angeles area, percentiles for this indicator are 

relatively high throughout the region. 

C. Housing Affordability and Displacement 
Housing displacement can occur when affordable housing is demolished to make way for new development 

and when communities with lower property values are converted into communities with higher values. 

Displacement can have positive and negative effects. Positive effects occur when physical and economic 

infrastructure improves the community as a whole, while negative outcomes occur when affordable housing 

is lost or unaffordable. Displacement is an environmental justice issue in that disadvantaged populations are 

particularly vulnerable and more likely to suffer its negative effects. 

During the Community Workshop and Focus Group Meetings on the Environmental Justice Element in 

January and February of 2019, several residents indicated concern that rising property values and rents were 

forcing low-income and working class residents out of the community. However, in March 2019 the City of 

Inglewood adopted a Housing Protection Initiative to regulate rent increases and just cause evictions for 

certain covered residential rental units. Initially adopted as an interim emergency ordinance and later made 
permanent, the Initiative caps rent increases and provides relocation assistance for "no-fault" evictions. 
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Section IV: Goals and Policies 
As the City's master plan for growth and development, the Inglewood General Plan is a broad policy 

document that sets forward how the City should evolve over time. It contains several elements, or chapters, 

that provide direction for land use and development decisions. Each element includes goals and policies 

related to specific topic areas. Goals are general statements outlining the City's values or intent for particular 

topics and are open-ended visionary expressions. Policies are statements that help guide the City's actions. 

The Inglewood General Plan Environmental Justice Element sets forward goals and policies related to 

ensuring environmental justice in the City, particularly for disadvantaged communities. In adopting the 

Environmental Justice Element, the City has made a significant step forward in ensuring that decisions 

related to land use and development are made in an equitable manner and take into consideration the 

health and well-being of our most vulnerable populations. 

The pages below outline the City's vision for key environmental justice topic areas. Each section includes an 

introduction to the topic, outlines key issues, and reviews the City of Inglewood's goals and policies related 

to that subject. The following topics are addressed: 

1: Meaningful Public Engagement 
2: land Use and the Environment 
3: Mobiffty and Active living 
4: Access to Healthy Food 
5: Healthy and Affordable Housing 
6: Public Facilities 

The involvement of the public in decisions that affect their 

environment and quality of life is critical to any discussion 

of environmental justice. Residents and other stakeholders 

need to be aware of actions undertaken in a City that may 

have a lasting effect on them. In many cities, a small 

number of people are engaged in the City decision-making 

process with a large number not participating, because 

they were unaware of the issues, or lack the skills or 

abilities to be involved in a meaningful way. Environmental 

justice seeks to promote fairness in the public decision

making process by ensuring that all people, regardless of 

race, ethnicity, income, national origin or educational level, 

are informed and have the opportunity to express their viewpoints and influence environmental decisions. 

As outlined in Section II, much of the City of Inglewood is considered disadvantaged due to a variety of 

socioeconomic and environmental factors. Disadvantaged populations are often disproportionately under-
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represented in the decision-making process. Capacity building addresses the obstacles that some populations 

face in fully participating in decisions about environmental health. Disadvantaged populations in particular 

often lack the ability to effectively participate in environmental policy decisions. Some of the strategies 

available to build capacity include providing training to enable populations to access critical information and 

technical assistance to provide the skills to participate effectively. 

During the Community Workshop and Focus Group meetings held on the Environmental Justice Element, 

residents were asked how the City can help disadvantaged persons become more engaged in the public 

decision-making process. Residents suggested a variety of methods including direct outreach, more and 

better use of technology and social media applications, as well as providing childcare at public hearings and 

other community events. Residents also indicated that greater effort should be made to involve the youth in 

civic affairs through outreach at schools, libraries, and colleges and other venues. 

The City of Inglewood is committed to ensuring that all persons have the opportunity to participate in 

decisions that affect their environment, have their concerns considered in the process, and have the ability 

to influence decision making. In addition, the City is committed to taking appropriate actions to involve those 

affected by decisions. The City's overarching goal for Meaningful Public Engagement is as follows. 

Goal: Residents and stakeholders who are aware of~ and effectively participate 
in, decisions that affect their environment and quality of life. 

Poli des 

Governance 

EJ-1.1 
EJ-1.2 

EJ-1.3 
EJ-1.4 

EJ-1.5 
EJ-1.6 

EJ-1.7 

EJ-1.8 

Ensure that all City activities are conducted in a fair, predictable, and transparent manner. 
Provide for clear development standards, rules and procedures consistent with the General 
Plan and the City's vision for its future. 
Conduct open meetings on issues affecting land use and the environment. 
Proactively engage the community in planning decisions that affect their health and well
being. 
Prioritize decisions that provide long-term community benefits. 
Periodically evaluate the City's progress in involving the broader community in decisions 
affecting the environment and quality of life. 
Coordinate outreach efforts between City Departments to avoid duplication and ensure 
that Inglewood community stakeholders receive notification and information. 
Educate decision makers and the public on principles of environmental justice. 

Participation and Collaboration 

EJ-1.9 Promote capacity-building efforts to educate and involve traditionally underrepresented 
populations in the public decision-making process. 

EJ-1.10 Be aware of, and take measures to address, cultural considerations affecting involvement 
in the public realm. 

EJ-1.11 Conduct broad outreach on public hearings that affect the environment in languages used 
by the community. 

EJ-1.12 Inform the public on decisions that affect their environment using multiple communication 
methods, including traditional and online forms of communication. 
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EJ-1.13 Provide written notices and other announcements regarding key land use and 
development issues in English and Spanish where feasible. For all other materials, note 
that verbal translation assistance is available. 

EJ-1.14 Offer interpretation services at key meetings and workshops on issues affecting the 
environment. 

EJ-1.15 Consider offering childcare at key meetings and workshops on environmental issues 
affecting entire neighborhoods and the City as a whole. 

EJ-1.16 Consider varying the time and date of key meetings and workshops, or holding multiple 
meetings and workshops, in order to ensure broad participation. 

EJ-1.17 Seek feedback on public decisions through traditional and online forms of communication, 
such as website, email, mobile phone apps, online forums, and podcasts. 

EJ-1.18 Partner with community-based organizations that have relationships, trust, and cultural 
competency with target communities to outreach on local initiatives and issues. 

21: Lani# tlse anl tie Environment 

The key to quality of life is the ability to live in a 

healthful environment with clean air, potable water, 

nutritious food, and a safe place to live. However, the 

urban environment often brings environmental perils 

that can adversely affect our health. Environmental 

pollution has a major effect on the healthfulness of a 

community. Exposure to pollution occurs when 

people come into contact with contaminated air, 

food, water and soil, as well as incompatible noise 

levels. While it is important to reduce pollution in the 

environment for all residents, disadvantaged 

populations have traditionally borne a greater 

pollution burden than other communities. Likewise, 

sensitive populations within and around 

disadvantaged communities are more vulnerable to 

the effect of pollution than other populations. 

During public meetings on the Environmental Justice Element, residents identified air pollution in general and 

noise associated with Los Angeles International Airport as being the most critical pollution issues facing 

Inglewood today. Other issues identified included air pollution caused by motor vehicles, dust emissions from 

construction sites, a proliferation of trash in the neighborhoods, and light pollution from digital signs. The 

City seeks to reduce the pollution burden faced by disadvantaged population and all sectors of the 

community as outlined in the following goal: 
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Goa!: The community's exposure to pollution in the environment is minimized 
through sound planning and public decision making. 

Policies 

Genera! Environmental Health 

EJ-2.1 Incorporate compliance with state and federal environmental regulations in project 
approvals. 

EJ-2.2 Work with other agencies to minimize exposure to air pollution and other hazards in the 
environment. 

EJ-2.3 Ensure compliance with rules regarding remediation of contaminated sites prior to 
occupancy of new development. 

EJ-2.4 Create land use patterns and public amenities that encourage people to walk, bicycle and 
use public transit. 

EJ-2.5 Concentrate medium to high density residential development in mixed-use and 
commercial zones that can be served by transit. 

EJ-2.6 Ensure that zoning and other development regulations require adequate buffering 
between residential and industrial land uses. 

EJ-2.7 Regularly update IMC Chapter 12 Transportation Demand Management requirements to 
reflect current transportation technologies in support of alternative modes of 
transportation. 

EJ-2.8 Encourage new development to reduce vehicle miles traveled to reduce pollutant 
emissions. 

EJ-2.9 Work with the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD), the Los Angeles 
International Airport (LAX) and other appropriate agencies to monitor and improve air 
quality in the City of Inglewood. 

EJ-2.10 Implement and periodically update the City's Energy and Climate Action Plan to improve 
air quality and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 

EJ-2.11 Continue to enforce the City's Noise Ordinance to ensure compliance with noise standards. 
EJ-2.12 Place adequate conditions on large construction projects to ensure they do not create 

noise, dust or other impacts on the community to the extent feasible. 
EJ-2.13 Continue to reduce pollution entering the storm drain system through the incorporation of 

best management practices. 
EJ-2.14 Encourage smoke-free workplaces, multifamily housing, parks and other community 

spaces in order to reduce exposure to second-hand smoke. 

Residential Uses and Other Sensitive Receptors 

EJ-2.15 Ensure that new development with sensitive uses minimizes potential health risks. 
EJ-2.16 Ensure that new development with sensitive land uses is buffered from stationary sources 

and mitigated from non-stationary sources of pollution. 
EJ-2.17 Require that proposals for new sensitive land uses minimize exposure to unhealthful air 

and other toxins through setbacks, barriers and other measures. 
EJ-2.18 Work with the Inglewood Unified School District to minimize environmental hazards in and 

around educational facilities. 
EJ-2.19 Educate residential property owners to retrofit their residential properties affected by 

adverse air quality or other toxins with air filters, ventilation systems, landscaping and/or 
other measures. 
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Industrial and Commercial f aci!ities 

EJ-2.20 Work with significant stationary pollutant generators to minimize the generation of 
pollution through all available technologies. 

EJ-2.21 Consider the effects on sensitive populations when building new roads, designating City
wide truck routes and siting industrial stationary sources. 

EJ-2.22 Work with industry to reduce emissions through the use of all available technologies. 
EJ-2.23 Work with companies that generate stationary source emissions to relocate or incorporate 

measures and techniques to reduce emissions. 
EJ-2.24 Encourage the use of low emission vehicles in City and transit fleets. 
EJ-2.25 Periodically review the City's truck routes to ensure they adequately direct trucks away 

from residential areas and other areas with sensitive receptors. 
EJ-2.26 Ensure that truck-dependent commercial and industrial uses incorporate the latest 

technologies to reduce diesel emissions. 
EJ-2.27 Enforce the state's 5-minute maximum idling limitation for sleeper diesel trucks and trucks 

with a gross vehicle weight rating over 10,000 pounds. 

Opportunities for physical activity are critical for bringing equity to disadvantaged communities. The built 

environment plays a large role in determining whether communities have opportunities for physical activity, 

which in turn have an extremely large impact on health. People can develop a range of health issues without 

places to walk, play, and exercise, and disadvantaged communities can be impacted by fewer public 

investments in such facilities and infrastructure. This means there are often less opportunities for formal and 

informal recreation. A high level of physical activity in a community is directly related to the built 

environment through having places that encourage walking, biking and other forms of exercise such as parks, 

trails, open space, urban green spaces, and active transportation networks. Increased mobility options, green 

spaces, and recreational facilities will provide critical links and opportunities for active living in Inglewood. 

At the Community Workshop and Focus Group Meetings held 

during the preparation of this Element, Inglewood residents 

noted that while the City is improving in bicycle and pedestrian 

friendly infrastructure, there is a need for far more safe places 

and to bike and walk. Residents identified concerns regarding 

bicycle lanes due to the close proximity of heavy, faster moving 

traffic, and in certain areas of the City sidewalks are torn up 

from tree roots and other damage, and in some areas, 

particularly on the east side of the City, there is a lack of 

sidewalks. More investment is needed in pedestrian and 

bicycle infrastructure. Implementation of the City of 

Inglewood's First/Last Mile Plan (2019) and Active 

Transportation & Safe Routes to School Plan will provide a bike 

boulevard and the addition of more bicycle lanes citywide 
where there is adequate right-of-way space. 
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In addition, residents identified a lack of public facilities and parks for athletics, including baseball/softball 

fields, track fields and other active recreational facilities. Many go outside the community to access active 

recreation and play fields. According to the Inglewood Health Profile prepared by Los Angeles County in 

2018, Inglewood's available recreational space is less than one acre per 1,000 residents, which is far less than 

Los Angeles County, which is 8.10 acres per 1,000 residents. The best performing community in Los Angeles 

County provides over 50 acres of recreational space per 1,000 residents. The stark difference plays a critical 

role in the health and wellness of Inglewood's residents, and the City will continue to explore active 

recreation opportunities within the City, including the acquisition of additional property for parks, open 

space, and recreation centers, as well as joint use opportunities with schools. 

Finally, urban greening can significantly contribute to the promotion of physical activity through the 

beautification of existing streets, trails, and walkways, and through new infrastructure, such as community 

gardens. Separate from traditional recreational facilities, urban green spaces allow areas for informal and 

formal recreation. Urban greening also has environmental benefits by reducing heat absorption, providing 
storm water management, and improving air quality. There are community-based planning efforts that have 

occurred and are underway that identify specific corridors in Inglewood for increased tree canopy and 

specific sites in the City for passive open spaces and community gardens. Increasing partnerships with these 

community groups and making these planning efforts part of the City's implementation priorities will further 

urban greening in Inglewood. 

Goa!: A community that promotes physical activity and opportunities for 
active living. 

Policies 

Access and Connectivity 

EJ-3.1 

EJ-3.2 

EJ-3.3 

EJ-3.4 
EJ-3.5 

EJ-3.6 

EJ-3.7 

EJ-3.8 

Support walking and bicycling by encouraging Complete Streets (bike lanes, traffic-calming 
measures, sidewalks separated from the roadway with tree planted landscaping), where 
feasible in the right-of-way, particularly in neighborhoods, Downtown, in transit-oriented 
districts. 
Facilitate pedestrian and bicycle access to parks and open space through infrastructure 
investments and improvements. 
Partner with the Inglewood Unified School District and non-profit organizations to improve 
access to bicycles, helmets, and related equipment for lower income families. 
Require the provision of on-site bicycle facilities in new large-scale development projects. 
Partner with transit agencies to ensure that parks and recreational facilities are accessible 
to low-income and minority populations. 
Provide safe, interesting and convenient environments for pedestrians and bicyclists, 
including inviting and adequately lit streetscapes, networks of trails, paths and parks and 
open spaces located near residences, to encourage regular exercise and reduce vehicular 
emissions. 
Encourage new specific plans and development projects be designed to promote 
pedestrian movement through direct, safe, and pleasant routes that connect destinations 
inside and outside the plan or project area. 
Support implementation of the City's Active Transportation Plan to create a network of 
safe, accessible and appealing pedestrian and bicycle facilities and environments. 
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EJ-3.9 Employ appropriate traffic calming measures in areas where pedestrian travel is desirable 
but is unappealing due to traffic conditions. 

Urban Greening 

EJ-3.10 Identify and implement specific green infrastructure projects in Inglewood. 
EJ-3.11 Encourage the planting of street trees and other landscaping in the public right-of-way and 

other public spaces. 
EJ-3.12 Identify vacant lots and underutilized public land that can be used for neighborhood-run 

community gardens. 

Goal: Heahhy, affordable and cuhura!!y appropriat"e food is readily available 
to all members of the community. 

To ensure the health and well-being of a community, it is essential that all community members have access 

to healthy food. This means having proximity and ability to travel to a food source that offers affordable, 

nutritionally adequate, and culturally appropriate food. Ensuring adequate food access is challenging in many 

communities in California. low-income areas often lack supermarkets with a large selection of healthy foods. 

As a result, many residents in California, including Inglewood, do not have access to nutritional foods, which 

in turn exacerbates public health challenges. 

During the outreach conducted as part of 

the planning process for this Element, 

members of the Inglewood community 

communicated their thoughts and 

concerns about food access. Participants 

felt that healthy and affordable food was 

not easily accessible in Inglewood - it 

exists but is not easily found. Many 

regularly travel to neighboring cities 

(Manhattan Beach, Westchester, 

Torrance, and Culver City) to get to a 

market they like. There are areas of the 

City, particularly in the east side of the 

City, that lack markets or grocers with 

fresh produce. According to the 

Inglewood Health Profile prepared by Los 

Angeles County in 2018, only 64% of residents live close to a grocery store (within one-half mile or less). 

Workshop participants explained that there are some small, local grocers who provide fresh food with 

organic options, but they are not well known, nor well-advertised. Others expressed that fresh food options 
are simply not affordable, which further facilitates residents' choices to eat at the abundance of low-cost fast 

food restaurants in the community. Overall, there is a need for more affordable, fresh food within 

convenient walking distance to the residents of Inglewood. Participants feel that the City is lacking in grocery 
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stores that offer healthy choices, including organic and non-GMO food, and markets that accept Cal Fresh and 

EBT cards. 

For several years, a monthly certified Farmers Market was held in Downtown Inglewood on Market Street 

and Manchester Boulevard that was organized and facilitated by a community organization and the City of 

Inglewood. This market closed in 2017. Many residents expressed the need for a local farmers market similar 
to those in Torrance and Culver City. Local farmers' markets provide fresh produce to community residents, 

support small farmers, serve as community gathering places, and revitalize community centers and 

downtown areas. Local governments can promote healthy eating and active living in their communities by 

supporting local farmers' markets. Land use policies and supportive regulations can help create opportunities 

for one or more farmers' markets to return to Inglewood and ensure their long-term viability. In an effort to 

further facilitate farmers markets, in 2013 the City adopted a code amendment to allow farmers markets in 

the Civic Center zone, by right. 

Goal: Healthy, affordable and culturally appropriate food is readily available 
t"o all members of the community. 

Policies 

Affordable and Nutritious Food 

EJ-4.1 Address whether zoning allows providers of fresh produce (grocery stores, farmers 
markets, produce stands) to locate within three-quarters of a mile of all residences in the 
City. 

EJ-4.2 Encourage the development of healthy food establishments in areas with a high 
concentration of fast food establishments, convenience stores, and liquor stores. For 
example, through updated Zoning regulations, tailor use requirements to encourage 
quality, sit down restaurants, in areas that lack them. 

EJ-4.3 Encourage healthy food options at all municipal buildings and at City events where food is 
made available by the City. 

EJ-4.4 Maximize multimodal access to fresh food by encouraging grocery stores, healthy corner 
stores, and outdoor markets at key transit nodes and within new transit-oriented 
development projects. 

EJ-4.5 Allow farmers' markets to operate in the City where appropriate. 
EJ-4.6 Encourage existing liquor stores, convenience stores, and ethnic markets located in or 

within one-half mile of residences to stock fresh produce and other healthy foods. 
EJ-4.7 Promote the use of food assistance programs at farmers' markets. 
EJ-4.8 Further study and address the location and amount of fast food restaurants in the City and 

develop land use regulations that limit fast food retailers where there is an 
overabundance. 

EJ-4.9 Promote city-wide messaging about healthy eating habits and food choices. 
EJ-4.10 Review applications for off-sale alcohol licenses to ensure that over concentrations of off

sale alcohol do not occur in or near residential areas. 
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Urban Agriculture 

EJ-4.11 Encourage and simplify the process of developing community gardens within or adjacent 
to neighborhoods and housing development sites. 

EJ-4.12 Through updated zoning regulations, allow community gardens as an amenity in required 
open space areas of new multifamily and mixed-use development projects. 

EJ-4.13 Explore opportunities for community-supported agriculture within the community. 
EJ-4.14 Identify properties, vacant and developed, that are suitable for community gardens, and 

work with landowners to determine interest and availability. 
EJ-4.15 Facilitate the installation of community gardens at senior centers, particularly those that 

provide meals to seniors. 
EJ-4.16 Educate the public on how to grow and maintain a private or community edible garden. 

Housing affordability is a major concern for many Los Angeles County residents. Housing constitutes the 

single largest monthly expense for most people, and among homeowners, their homes are often their largest 

financial assets. Given the high cost of housing in Los Angeles County, many residents spend a sizable portion 

of their incomes on housing. 

As outlined in Section Ill, the term "severe housing burden" is defined as housing expenses totaling 50% or 

more of monthly income, and housing burden disproportionately affects low-income individuals, renters, and 

disadvantaged communities. Housing burden can negatively impact health by causing significant stress and 

limiting the amount of money people have available to spend on other necessities, such as food, healthcare 

or recreation. The City of Inglewood has a history of supporting and providing affordable housing for 

Inglewood residents, nonetheless rental rates in Los Angeles County are continuing to rise and although the 

City of Inglewood still has lower rents than comparably sized cities in the region, the ability of some residents 

to pay is decreasing significantly. According to the Inglewood Health Profile prepared by Los Angeles County 

in 2018, 65% of Inglewood residents rent their homes, compared to only 56% county-wide. In addition, 30% 

of households in Inglewood experience a severe housing burden, which is also more than the Los Angeles 

County average. 

At the Community Workshop and Focus Group Meetings 

held for this planning process, increasing rents and housing 

burden was the most critical issue, and residents are 

increasingly being priced out of Inglewood. Providing 

protections for low-income renters, particularly as property 

values and rents in Inglewood continue to increase, is a top 

priority for the City. As such, in 2019 the City implemented 

rent stabilization and just cause eviction ordinance. 

The high cost of housing can also affect health by limiting 

housing choices for lower income residents to less healthful 

units. Living in poor quality housing can increase exposure 

to environmental hazards, such as lead, molds, and vermin. 

lead exposure during childhood is a particular concern as it can adversely impact brain development. 
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Exposure to molds and cockroaches can worsen underlying respiratory conditions, such as asthma in 

children. In addition, much of the housing in Inglewood may be next to or near sources of pollution, such as 

the 1-105 and 1-405 freeways and the Los Angeles International Airport, further impacting air quality and 

producing high noise levels. 

Goal: A City with safe and sanitary housing conditions and affordable housing 
options. 

Policies 

Housing Conditions 

EJ-5.1 

EJ-5.2 

EJ-5.3 

EJ-5.4 

EJ-5.5 
EJ-5.6 

EJ-5.7 

EJ-5.8 

EJ-5.9 

Investigate incorporating a healthy homes inspection into existing code enforcement 
inspection procedures to identify and require remedy of pollutants. 
Ensure new residential building and site design provides good moisture control through 
proper site drainage, roof drainage, natural ventilation (and mechanical where necessary), 
and sound plumbing systems. 
Identify funding for education and remediation of lead and other housing hazards to 
benefit low-income families. 
In addition to the requirements of the Building Code, encourage the use of green, healthy 
building materials that are toxin free in residential construction. 
Raise awareness about how to minimize risks associated with lead-based paint. 
Educate and/or provide resources for weatherization measures that can improve housing 
conditions and reduce mold. 
Support collaborations between public health professionals, environmental health 
inspectors, and building departments to connect clients with professionals who can assess 
and address multiple aspects of housing that affect health and safety. 
Promote efficient public outreach programs to enhance the rehabilitation of substandard 
housing. 
Utilize federal, state, local and private funding programs offering low interest loans or 
grants, and private equity for the rehabilitation of rental properties for lower income 
households. 

Housing Affordability and Displacement 

EJ-5.10 Encourage the retention of rent stabilization and just cause eviction policies in the City. 
EJ-5.11 Promote equitable transit-oriented development that includes both affordable and market 

rate housing. 
EJ-5.12 Support the development of housing to meet the needs of large households. 
EJ-5.13 Support programs to prevent against violation of tenants' rights through education and 

outreach. 
EJ-5.14 Study and assess the efficacy of a variety of additional anti-displacement strategies, and 

implement selected strategies, to maintain and increase the availability of affordable 
housing: 
a. lnclusionary zoning - create requirements to promote the construction of affordable 

housing in conjunction with market-rate development. 
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b. No net loss of affordable housing (within one-half mile of Metro light Rail Stations -
both income restricted and existing affordable housing based on 2020 Inglewood rental 
levels). 

c. Jobs-housing linkage fees. 
d. Value capture strategies - create a fund that leverages developer fees and other fees to 

fund new affordable housing projects. 
e. Developments dedicated to affordable and workforce housing, including limited-equity 

housing cooperatives, community land trusts, nonprofit-run housing, or city-owned 
lands that provide affordable housing. 

6: Ru/Bile Eacllltles 

State law defines "public facilities" as public improvements, services and community amenities that benefit 

the community. They include facilities such as streets and roads, government buildings, schools, and public 

open space. Public improvements and programs also benefit the community and include amenities such as 

new development projects, recreation programs, and streetscape improvements. Public facilities are often 

directed to more affluent areas of the community where residents typically have a greater say in decisions 

that affect their environment. Disadvantaged communities have traditionally had fewer public investments in 

their neighborhoods, and also less access to public decision makers who decide where new facilities are 

placed. 

At the Community Workshop and Focus Group meetings held for the Environmental Justice Element, 

residents indicated that there aren't enough parks, community centers and active recreation centers, 

particularly those that are free of charge and with restroom facilities. In fact, some residents stated they 

frequent community centers in nearby cities. In addition, residents addressed programming needs and 

identified the need for more and better youth programs, affordable daycare and mentorship programs. 

Finally, residents identified the need for facilities outside the direct control of the City, such as hospitals and 

better schools. 

SB 1000 calls for cities and counties to develop policies and programs that prioritize facilities that benefit 

disadvantaged communities. In evaluating a new public facility, the jurisdiction should ensure it has a 

measurable benefit to the community and address whether it is particularly advantageous to disadvantaged 
communities. As such, the City of Inglewood's goal related to Public Facilities is as follows. 

Goal: Adequate ond equitably distributed public facilities ore available in the 
community. 

Policies 

EJ-6.1 

EJ-6.2 

EJ-6.3 
EJ-6.4 

Ensure the City provides equitable public improvements and community amenities to all 
areas of the City. 
Prioritize the City's capital improvement program to address the needs of disadvantaged 
communities. 
Plan for the future public improvement and service needs of underserved communities. 
Provide a park system that provides all residents with access to parks, community centers, 
sports fields, trails and other amenities. 
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EJ-6.5 Acquire additional property for active recreational activities (e.g., sports fields, tracks) for 
use by Inglewood residents. 

EJ-6.6 Provide ongoing infrastructure maintenance in existing residential neighborhoods through 
the capital improvement program. 

EJ-6. 7 Require that new development pays all applicable development fees to ensure it pays its 
fair share of public facilities and service costs. 

EJ-6.8 Ensure that new public facilities are well designed, energy efficient and compatible with 
adjacent land uses. 

EJ-6.9 Work with the Inglewood Unified School District to analyze joint use agreements at local 
schools to enable recreational fields to be used by the community after school hours. 

EJ-6.10 Coordinate with the Inglewood Unified School District, transit agencies and other public 
agencies to provide adequate public facilities, improvements and programs to the City of 
Inglewood. 
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Group 1 

City of Inglewood 
Environmental Justice Element 

Community Workshop - Small Group Meeting Notes and Sign-In Sheets 
January 17, 2019, 6:00 - 8:00 PM 

Inglewood City Hall, 1st Floor Community Meeting Room 

Facilitator: Eneida Talieda, T& T Public Relations 

: f{efer-criccs 

1. What would help disadvantaged persons in the City of Inglewood get engaged in the public decision
making process? 
• Make presentations at Senior Centers. 

• Reach out to youth at schools and libraries. 

• Reach out better to younger generations. 

• Outreach to schools and at schools and colleges. 

• Peer-to-peer outreach and training. 

• Use technology more for communications. 

• Use Nextdoor app. 

• Put notifications in grocery stores, schools. 

• This group heard about this community meeting mostly from utility bill inserts, but also from Eye on 
Inglewood, City website, Nextdoor.com, Council member newsletters, and emails. 

2. What areas of the City have pollution and how could this be improved? 
• Flight path is affected by diesel pollution and noise. The City needs to expand sound insulation area 

and adhere to time restrictions for air traffic. 

• Air pollution from traffic is bad and getting worse. 

• Low quality appliances in apartment complexes. 

3. What barriers to mobility exist in the City and how could these be improved? 
• Sidewalks are torn up from tree roots and other damage. 

• Dangerous to ride bikes because of cars. Educate drivers about bicyclists on billboards. 

• Look at Disneyland for potential mobility solutions. 

• Use police trainees to enforce traffic laws and calm traffic. 

• Have a bus or shuttle system that takes residents to specific destinations. 

• Parking is constrained. 

• Carshare program (Blue LA) is a potential solution. 

• Buses in the City are not safe. 

• The City needs its own transit system. 
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4. is affordable and healthy food readily available in the City of Inglewood? If not, how could it be improved? 

• Fresh food is not within convenient walking distance. 

• Fresh food options are not affordable. 

• We need a farmer's market. 

• We need to go outside Inglewood for a quality market. 

• Inglewood needs a Trader Joe's, Fresh and Easy, and/or Whole Foods Market. 

• There should be a fresh food program for schools which could feature Harvest of the Month, for 
example. 

5. What are the major issues regarding safe and affordable housing in the City of Inglewood? 

• Rapidly increasing rent is causing people to leave, especially the younger people, they're just not 
staying. 

• Bring back the first-time homebuyer program and give priority to existing Inglewood residents. 
Create a "legacy ownership" program for residents and their direct descendants/family members. 

• The City needs rent control. 

• The City needs more police patrols. 

• We need better quality appliances in multi-family apartments. 

• Wiring in the right-of-way appears dangerous. 

6. What public facilities, improvements or programs are needed in underserved areas of the City? 

• Parks need improvement and more youth programs. 

• Inglewood needs more hospitals. 

• The City needs a special event information center so residents can see what's coming up and avoid 
high-traffic areas - website posting, hotline, app with notification to phone, etc. 

• Affordable daycare is needed. 

• The community needs a bowling alley and entertainment. 

• Trash needs clean-up. There is a lot of trash in the city. 

• We need better schools. 

• Traffic calming is needed, such as speed bumps on Kelso Street and Eucalyptus Avenue. 

Group 1 Ranking of Issues: 

1. Mobility 
2. Pollution - including trash around the city 
3. Housing 
4. Public engagement and Facilities (tied) 
5. Food 
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Group 2 
Facilitator: Jean Ward, Civic Solutions 

1. What would help disadvantaged persons in the City of Inglewood get engaged in the public decision
making process? 
• Getting on email lists for City Council members is best way to receive information in the City. 

• Local newspapers and Council newsletter provide a lot of information. 

• Non-profit organizations and churches also provide information. 

• As a resident, you should reach and get yourself involved. 

• Information from the City is shared well, but when the community vision does not align with the 
City's, dissenting groups are not heard. 

• The City needs to do more door-to-door reaching out so people aren't intimidated to speak up; the 
Council should get out into the community more. 

• The Mayor's Facebook questionnaire (reached by a link on the City's website) about rent increases of 
25% or more is a great way to reach out. However, there were few who responded. 

• This group heard about this community meeting from Eye on Inglewood, Council member 
newsletters, and Uplift Inglewood. 

2. What areas of the City have pollution and how could this be improved? 
• The Clipper's arena and Forum area have a huge increase in traffic and pollution from traffic. Rents 

are also skyrocketing. 

3. What barriers to mobility exist in the City and how could these be improved? 
• The City needs more bicycle infrastructure. It's not very safe everywhere. More bike lanes are 

needed. 

• Traffic problems are a major issue to mobility in the City. 

4. Is affordable and healthy food readily available in the City of Inglewood? If not, how could it be improved? 
• No concerns with access to healthy food. 

5. What are the major issues regarding safe and affordable housing in the City of Inglewood? 
• The City needs rent control. People are unaware of their rights as renters. 

• Rent control is a huge issue citywide, but speculation arounds the Rams stadium is a major problem 
with corporate buyouts of apartment buildings and rents increasing by over 100%. 

• The City needs policies in place to stop corporate speculation. 

• This issue of housing and rent stabilization will change the face of Inglewood and we need an 
ordinance to cap rent increases. 

• People are leaving Inglewood due to rent increases. 

• Because of the housing issue, people in Inglewood have less and less disposable income, and are 
therefore spending less money on food, recreation, doctors, exercise, etc., which dramatically affects 
their health. 

• Overcrowding is also an issue, and there is an increase in the spread of diseases due to overcrowding. 

• Rents are increasing the most near the stadium. 

• Developers of new projects needs to pay their fair share, including providing low income housing in 
new projects and providing other community amenities and benefits. 

• The City needs to stand up for just-cause eviction and invest in more affordable housing. 
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6. What public facilities, improvements or programs are needed in underserved areas of the City? 
• The community needs a mentorship program for inner-city youth. This program would focus on study 

skills, making good life choices, entrepreneurship, provide field trips to other communities to expand 
ideas and see other ways of living. This could be provided through the City's Parks and Recreation 
Department. People are ready to start these programs. 

• Gangs are still part of this community. More youth diversion programs are needed. The Social Justice 
Learning Institute (SJLI) has such programs, but more are needed. 

• The City should require large development projects to fund these programs through community 
development agreements. 

• Many public facilities in the community are "pay to play". Community centers are free to residents, 
but there is no free track for youth track groups. The community needs a track, more active 
recreational facilities, and more community centers. 

• The senior centers in the City are good, as well as transportation for seniors (shuttles, etc.). 

• The City needs to create a position for a "Healthy Fitness Commissioner," who could oversee new 
programs. 

Group 2 Ranking of Issues: 
1. Housing - Rent control 
2. Facilities and Programs - Recreational facilities, especially a running track, a mentorship programs for 

inner-city youth, and a Healthy Fitness Commissioner 
3. Pollution -Traffic, especially near the major improvements (i.e., Forum and stadium) 
4. Mobility - More bike lanes and connections are needed 
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Group 3 
Facilitator: Phyllis Tucker, T&. T Public Relations 

1. What would help disadvantaged persons in the City of Inglewood get engaged in the public decision
making process? 
• Get more information to people on how they can get engaged - commissions, utility bill inserts. 

• Create more access points and go to where people are. 

• Provide child care for disadvantaged, such as opening the library while parents are at meetings. 

• Offer giveaways such as incentives, prizes, food, etc. 

• Go to the people instead of them coming to you, such as going out to community centers and making 
announcement in local churches. 

• Work through school districts and organizations that work with students and children. 

• Work with senior centers and places that work with seniors. 

2. What areas of the City have pollution and how could this be improved? 
• lncentivize block clubs to get involved in clean up in their neighborhoods. 

• Increase in tourism is likely to result in more trash and exacerbate noise and traffic. 

• The City needs stronger enforcement or better regulations governing where pets are allowed to be. 
For example, allowing pets to sit in shopping carts in the supermarket is unhealthy and could lead to 
serious health concerns for other people. 

• We need increased greenspace and more access to open space, such as parks, more trees, etc. 

• The airport is a major source of pollution with the noise and jet exhaust, which causes paint on cars 
to peel. 

• Noise is an environmental problem for people who have kids. It interrupts sleep patterns and makes 
people angry. 

• The City needs more trach cans. There is trash and litter at bus stops. 

• Retail owners (supermarkets, restaurants, etc.) need to clean up and provide more landscaping and 
trash bins. There should be more code enforcement. 

3. What barriers to mobility exist in the City and how could these be improved? 
• We need more public transportation and a greater reliance on public transit (shuttle, metro). 

• The City needs to double down on "First/Last Mile" strategies and provide more access to transit (bus 
and rail), encourage walking and fewer car trips. 

• Everything costs money and transportation in all forms is too costly. Government doesn't always 
have money; however, funds are available through cap and trade and grants that are earmarked for 
transit. 

• Automobile drivers do not like bicycles and this is a disincentive for bike riding. Drivers make it 
dangerous for bicyclists to use the road. The City needs to invest in bike infrastructure. 

• Choices are limited for making basic decisions about getting from place to place such as what mode 
of transportation to take for daily activities, availability of options, convenience, routes, wait times. If 
a person wanted to walk or take transit to the grocery store, it would be a huge inconvenience 
because of cost and time. 

• Many streets are not walkable. Crosswalks are limited and can be dangerous to cross, uneven 
sidewalks need repair, and cars go way too fast. 
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4. is affordable and healthy food readily available in the City of Inglewood? If not, how could it be improved? 

• There is a need to increase programs like Meals on Wheels. 

• We should have more community gardens, rooftop and urban gardens. 

• Educate the public on what we can do, such as how to grow and maintain a community garden. 

• Educate people about health risks such as diabetes, that they are more likely to incur due to poor 
eating habits 

• More funds should be dedicated to promoting more events similar to what the Social Justice 
Learning Institute (SJLI) is doing. 

• The City needs more grocery stores that offer choices, including organic and non-GMO food, and that 
accept Cal Fresh and EBT cards. 

• The City needs more choices of food and grocery stores overall. 

5. What are the major issues regarding safe and affordable housing in the City of Inglewood? 

• There is too little affordable housing. 

• Low income families are being pushed out through gentrification. 

• The City needs more safe shelters for the homeless population. 

• The City needs rent control. 

• Without affordable housing and rent control, the homeless population increases. 

6. What public facilities, improvements or programs are needed in underserved areas of the City? 

• We need more community centers like the Inglewood Senior Center, and something for every 
demographic. 

• We need more youth facilities in every district. 

• The City needs improved police facilities. 

• We need better trash pickup. 

• The City needs more parking. 

Group 3 Ranking of Issues: 

1. Pollution 
2. Safe and affordable housing 
3. Barriers to mobility, affordability and healthy food, public facilities (tied) 
4. Engagement 
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Group 4 
Facilitator: Mary Wright, Civic Solutions 

1. What would help disadvantaged persons in the City of Inglewood get engaged in the public decision
making process? 
• Not having to work two jobs. 

• The majority of disadvantaged people don't have seat at table. 

• 200 Block Clubs - present information to Block Club - they share information. 

• Block captains have meetings in districts - all districts should have them. 

• District 4 formed a separate group. Neighborhood association (her Block Club just has a few 
apartments in it but the neighborhood association does well and they share information) (Century 
Heights). 

• Council "Town Hall Meetings" are good. 

• Use social media for engagement. 

• Want other vehicles to get it out -want central location so all are clued in to what's going on. City 
needs to take responsibility to do this. 

• The City should do Public Service Announcements (PSAs) on digital billboards, and publish in the 
newspaper too. 

• City Council meetings are now on video to watch on the computer. 

• City Council meetings not conducive to public input. The time for speakers is short and they don't 
input into City business. 

• This group heard about this community meeting from water bill inserts, district newsletter, and 
Inglewood news on Facebook. 

2. What areas of the City have pollution and how could this be improved? 
• There is pollution around the stadium. There is dust from the stadium and watering doesn't work. 

The Air Quality Management District (AQMD) needs to conduct a site visit. 

• Good Neighborhood Program - a couple areas around stadium construction site are given resources 
to clean homes/cars but it's limited. 

• There should be gift cards for local residents to buy air filters, get car washes, and get the vents 
cleaned. 

• There is also dust from Metro construction and are cracks in buildings from Metro construction. 

• Apartments in South Inglewood, which is mostly apartments, have smaller setbacks and less 
landscaping. 

• There is noise pollution from the airport. 

• Air pollution going to get worse from extra traffic from events at the new venues. 

• The Playa Vista development will incur traffic and decrease air quality too. 

3. What barriers to mobility exist in the City and how could these be improved? 
• Major changes in infrastructure are needed for bicycle and pedestrian improvements. 

• The City needs more bicycle infrastructure, curb cuts, etc. 

• There should be areas where no cars are allowed, such as Market Street. 

• We want electrical scooters and rental bikes. The City should proactively allow scooters. 

• There are State restrictions on biofuels (vegetable oil). The City should take the lead and lessen 
restrictions for personal use. 
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• There are few curb cuts for bike, strollers, and wheelchairs. 

• There is a lack of sidewalks from La Tijera Boulevard to Sepulveda Boulevard, and no sidewalk by 7-
Eleven. 

• You can't walk to the Hendry Metro stop (Crenshaw line southwest bound). 

• There needs to be a way to the airport (three-quarters of a mile are not connected but a people 
mover is coming). 

4. Is affordable and healthy food readily available in the City of Inglewood? if not, how could it be improved? 

• Food access is better in the last ten years, but it could be better. 

• Inglewood lost the farmer's market, and we want a new one (maybe at Market Street or at the 
Forum). 

• People like Torrance and Culver City farmers markets. 

• Farmers markets need community support! 

• Have community gardens at places such as Hyde Park Library and La Tijera School. 

• We don't have CO-OP community garden, and have to be careful about soils for community gardens 
as there was a lot of former oil. 

• 63% of people in Inglewood live in apartments, and should have access to crates for community 
gardens. 

5. What are the major issues regarding safe and affordable housing in the City of Inglewood? 
• Rents are too high! 

• The City needs rent control. 

• Rents (residential and business) are increasing exponentially. 

• Property values and rents are going up, and incrementally added taxes add up. 

• Lots of investors are buying up buildings on the same block. 

• A lot of owners are fixing up their places for Airbnb, but Inglewood just implemented new 
restrictions. 

• Rentals should be earthquake safe and have other safety measures; many apartments need to 
standard. 

6. What public facilities, improvements or programs are needed in underserved areas of the City? 
• District 4 has no community room. 

• Inglewood needs a community center (people go to the Carson or Lawndale community centers). 

• We do not have enough libraries and community centers. 

• The amphitheater was upgraded, but it needs shade. 

• The Fox Theatre should be renovated. The owner is holding off for the best offer. 

• The City needs to support and help the homeless. Do we have winter shelters? There are a lot of 
homeless at Darby Park and the police keep order. 

• Public safety is important too! 
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Group 4 Ranking of Issues: 

1. Affordable housing 
2. Pollution - Dust from stadium and Metro creating problems 
3. Mobility - Make rail accessible and provide infrastructure for biking and walking and street calming 
4. Community engagement - Use billboards to get the word out; we keep meeting and nothing gets done 
5. Public facilities - Need more green places and a greening plan 
6. Healthy food - Bring back a farmer's market 
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Group 5 
Facilitator: Wanda Flagg, T& T Public Relations 

1. What would help disadvantaged persons in the City of Inglewood get engaged in the public decision
making process? 
• Need real job training programs as well as financial literacy training for youth and families. 
• The community is uniformed and misinformed. The City should do better to disseminate information. 
• The majority of the City is renters, but information doesn't flow to renters as it does to property 

owners in utility bills. 
• Inglewood renters can access information on Eye on Inglewood, if they are set up on Facebook. 
• Sources of information are also Inglewood Today magazine and City text alerts if residents know how 

to sign up for them. 
• There should be mobile council meetings and civics lessons taught in schools. 
• There needs to be community benefit agreements for all large corporations that do business in 

Inglewood - "fee" not tax on every ticket or a "good neighbor agreement". 

2. What areas of the City have pollution and how could this be improved? 
• Expand the noise pollution abatement program to the north and south of current area 
• There is air pollution and overabundance of particulates from the airport. 
• Need vehicle emissions solutions and better ways to get across the City- maybe electric trams on 

main corridors. 
• There is light pollution and digital distractions. New over-sized billboards are not good additions. 
• Knowledge of trash collection rules/practices is a serious issue in neighborhoods with large numbers 

of apartment complexes, especially for large item pick-up. 

• Screens on storm drains are not cleared causing water and debris to back up. 

3. What barriers to mobility exist in the City and how could these be improved? 
• Poor street conditions - a lot of pot holes cause damage to cars and lead to traffic accidents. 
• There is a lack of lighting and issues with visibility and safety. 
• Parking restrictions need to be enforced. 
• There needs to be better traffic flow management, especially during construction and events. 
• The City needs sidewalk improvements for pedestrians, such as repairs due to tree roots. 
• The City needs low cost and low/no emissions transportation in all areas, not just downtown. 
• The City needs better and repainted parking spaces. 
• There needs to be sensitivity to wheelchair access. 

4. is affordable and healthy food readily available in the City of Inglewood? If not, how could it be improved? 
• Healthy and affordable food is not easily available. 
• We need a community garden with a farmer's market attached. 
• The City should encourage health conscious food establishments (locally owned if possible). 
• There are areas of the City that don't have markets - we need markets in every district and better 

access to fresh produce. 
• Encourage minority-owned businesses to join forces to establish a co-op with City incentives (from 

"good neighbor policy"). 

• Have area restaurants conduct cooking classes and teach life skills. 
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5. What are the major issues regarding safe and affordable housing in the City of Inglewood? 
• There is not enough affordable housing for working-class residents, who are not low income. 

• The City needs rent stabilization. We need to look out for "Mom & Pop" landlords, not outside 
influencers. 

• Promote affordable housing and development with new product to incentivize rent stabilization 
(both residential and commercial). 

• Diversify the housing stock to give people stepping stones to ownership. 

• Expand current TOD housing so TOD is not specific to one corridor and develop incentives. 

• Make sure new development is in sync with the aesthetics of the area. 

• Starting with corporate buyers, City must establish a quantity of units required to be affordable. 

• Better parking is needed overall. 

• First-time homeowners' program for long-time residents are needed. 

6. What public facilities, improvements or programs are needed in underserved areas of the City? 
• Youth engagement programs and community centers are needed, as existed in years past. 

• There are no softball programs for girls! 

• Professional teams should be required to adopt schools. 

• All the playing fields at city parks need to be redone and improved (lighting, etc.). 

• Teachers and counselors at in IUSD deserve/need equitable pay 

• There should be etiquette and self-esteem programs. 

• Pocket parks with bathroom facilities are needed. 

• Council meetings should be in the evening only, with mobile meetings in neighborhoods. 

• Reinstate the mobile assistance program (tires, battery jump). 

• What is the long-term plan for expansion of LAX? 

• Establish a performing arts venue and programs. 

• Educate the communities through outreach on civic engagement and opportunities. 

• We should have more movies in the park. 

• Engage more residents in communal activities, i.e. working together on the City of Inglewood Rose 
Parade Float. 

• We need free Wi-Fi citywide. 

• With new hotel development, establish hospitality training so residents can be equipped to fill those 
new jobs. 

Group 5 Ranking of Issues: 
1. Housing 
2. Public Facilities and Programs 
3. Other issues tied 
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Meeting Notes 

February 26, 2019 

City of Inglewood 
Environmental Justice Element 

Focus Groups Summary Report 

Inglewood City Hall, 1st Floor Community Meeting Room 
Focus Group 1- English-language Group I 4:00 - 6:00 PM 
Facilitator: Phyllis Tucker, T&. T Public Relations 

Participants: 

: f{efer-criccs 

Name Rent or Own Years in Inglewood Inglewood District 
________________________________ A1_f!l~ _______________________________ J _________________________________ Q_\11/'i:7 _________________________________ -------------------------------------~_g ___________________________________________________________________________ t_ ____________________________________ i 

Sabra i Rent 3 4 ! 

________________________ B_~_s:b_~_Q_~-~----------------------J _______________________________ gl;'v'I! _____________________________________________________________________ ?Q _________________________________________________________________________ J _______________________________________ j 
Adissa i Own 20 1 i 

----------------------------~~-~-t-~_i~ __________________________ J ________________________________ 9-\11/'i:7 ______________________________________________________________________ ?_Q __________________________________________________________________________ i ___________________________________ ___j 

Philistia i Own 55 4 i 
Diane Own 39 1 
Amber Own 35 2 
Juanita Own 40 4 

General Questions 
7. What changes have you seen in your community over the past 5 or 10 years? How about just the last 2 

years? 

• More dogs (more dog feces on streets), more trash on street. 

• A lot more wildlife - possums, racoons, coyotes. 

• A lot more parking issues. Before you could park anywhere and now lots of people living in their cars 
on the streets. 

• A lot more homeless people. 

• Wildlife coming from all of the construction and tearing down of buildings. 

• Crime issue has gone down in District 2. Close to Don lee Farms (food production). They are good 
about working with neighbors about adjacency issues - improvements with trees, lights, safety 
issues. 

• One of the changes is a result of personal involvement in the community and neighborhood. 

• Get to know your Council members. 

• A lot more cars on the residential blocks. Everyone parks on the street. Parking is really bad. Nobody 
uses their garages. 
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• Why are there so many 99 cent stores? Why does Inglewood have only crummy stores instead of 
nice stores? More and more bad stores have been coming. There is no nice market. Retail 
development is less desirable in Inglewood. 

• Once the stadium is built, there are going to be nice stores and a nice hotel. 

• Folks need dollar stores but still would like to have nice stores as well. 

• Fixing the streets has improved, but a lot more traffic coming down neighborhood streets. Traffic has 
gotten worse. Homelessness has gotten worse. 

• Parking is terrible. Families are double and triple parked on dead-end streets. These are renters, not 
owners. 

• Many people buying homes or moving out and renting them out for special needs. Many homes for 
foster kids, and recovery facilities (alcohol and drugs), which is sometimes scary since you don't know 
them, and they are on medication and recovering. Folks move out and rent their houses for mentally 
ill, drug addiction recovery, etc. Halfway houses. This isn't necessarily a good change. We don't take 
walks like we used to because you don't know how safe it is. 

8. How do you feel about living in this community? Why? 

• All love living in Inglewood. 

• Its centrally located. 

• It's becoming Culver City with the redevelopment. 

• We're going back to where we need to be - a vibrant City like when it was founded in the 1920's. 

• It is more affordable than the rest of Los Angeles. 

• It has the best weather with the ocean so close. 

9. What do you like best about Jiving in Inglewood? 

• My neighbors! Everyone has been here a long time and raised children together. 

• I like the community we've built. 

• It is a true community. 

• In Inglewood, Council members are accessible, and you can talk to them. 

• Availability of City Hall and Council members. 

10. What would make Inglewood a better place to five? 

• Constant improvement and keep making better parks, better streets, better development. 

• Ribbon cutting for Girl Scout Headquarters was amazing - this is an example of positive new 
development coming to Inglewood. 

• People need to keep positivity. Change is good. Open up and embrace the change. It's a good thing. 

• Small improvements to quality of life issues can make a big change - trash pick-up, street cleaning, 
enforcement of trespassing, tree trimming, enforcement of loitering, speeding enforcement, parking 
enforcement. Pay more attention to the little things! That will greatly improve quality of life. 

• Most of the City's problems are from people passing through. On street like Manchester and 9oth 
people speed through the City. People also stop and drink and trash up the City. 

11. What do you think are the biggest problems or challenges the residents of Inglewood face every day? 

• Rent control. We are losing good residents because rents are creeping up too high. 

• Homelessness is a big problem too. 

• People are moving out to other areas or becoming homeless. 
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• Rents are doubling - from $700/month to $1,500/month. 

• There are problems with multi-generational living in one house. This adds to the parking problem. 
Young adults move back in with their parents and then have kids of their own. This puts a strain on 
the City and on the older generation. The younger generation has different values. 

• District 2 has always been diverse. Asian, Hispanic, black, white all within a two-block area. It's 
wonderful. 

• Everyone gets along in the diverse neighborhoods. Everyone loves their neighbors. 

• The City is getting more diverse - it used to be just black and Hispanic. Now it's Caucasian and Asian 
too. 

• Owners of apartment buildings need to be involved and set rules. This will help neighbors in 
apartments treat each with respect. The owners need to be involved. Their involvement makes for a 
good condo/apartment complex. 

• The recent influx of investors makes everyone digress because they are not personally involved; they 
are just in it for the money. 

12. Where do you get information about services and programs that help Inglewood residents? 

• City website. 

• Call City Hall. 

• The book that City sends out - called "Inglewood". It's a seasonal magazine in Spanish and English 
about what's going on in the community and where to get information. 

• Community centers. 

• Senior center. 

• Inglewood Next Door. 

Environmental Justice Topics 

7. As an Inglewood resident, are you regularly involved in the public decision-making process? Yes or No? 

• Three say yes, six say no. 

8. What would help you be more involved in the public decision-making process? 

• If we knew when the meetings were. Parking Commission, City Council, Code Enforcement. When are 
these meetings? We would go if we know when and where. 

• A lot of people don't use the City website. 

• A mailer would be helpful. 

• Mailers from Council Districts and in water bills. 

• Mailers always work - go back to old school! 

• Council district newsletter comes our every Thursday as an email. This is great. 

• As a renter, you get information from your management company. 

• A lot of renters don't know that they have just as much right to come to City Hall and participate. 

9. What about disadvantaged persons in the City of Inglewood - what would help get them engaged in the 
public decision-making process? 

• Convincing them to be involved - disadvantaged persons don't necessarily think they have as much 
right to participate and be involved. Don't be afraid and encourage everyone to participate. 

• Mailers help. Many disadvantaged people do not go online for information. 
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Environmental Justice Element : f{efer-crices 

• We need to help those who don't know how to participate by educating them. 

• Someone from the City should visit churches, etc. to explain how to get involved. 

• The main things is communicating. 

• Give out flyers at Vons or 99 cents stores. Or poster boards/information boards at these locations. 
This way people see the information when they enter the market. It should be a big poster at eye 
level so everyone reads it, and in multiple languages. 

• The digital boards with City information are hard to read when driving 

• A lot of people don't have time to participate in the City. What about people who work all day? Need 
meetings after 6:00 pm. 

• We need to get back to old-fashioned Block Clubs. This is where information is disseminated best. 
The Block Clubs meet regularly and vote on issues. Inglewood used to have lots of Block Clubs with 
very active neighbors. There are less now. We need to organize ourselves through Block Clubs. 

• Information flyers that you could pick up in the grocery store or laundromat would be helpful. 

10. What areas of the City have pollution? What types of pollution does Inglewood have? 

• Air and noise pollution from factories. 

• It makes people cough and sneeze. 

• Air pollution has always been a problem in Inglewood. 

• Airplanes going overhead are a huge problem. It sometimes shakes the house. And it's so noisy. 

• They need to re-evaluate the flight path. New windows and insulation are offered for those in the 
flight path, but it is not enough. Those just outside the flight path have noise pollution as well. 

• You can count the planes overhead, there are so many. It's constant. 

11. How could pollution be improved? 
• Trash - we need more street sweeping. Not the machines, but the guys with the blowers. They do 

Market Street and La Brea, but we need more in the City to effectively get rid of the trash. 

• Metro crew cleans bus stops. We need that. 

12. What barriers to mobility exist in the City? When! say "mobility" I mean being able to move or travel 
around the City easily. 

• Parking! A lot of cars park at the curb where people in wheelchairs need to cross the street, so 
people can't cross easily. 

• There will be a new train system coming through so that will be great. 

• More bike lanes have been coming as well. 

• People are walking more and more. 

• Dogs are a problem. It's difficult to walk sometimes. 
13. Is affordable and healthy food readily available in the City of Inglewood? 

• No. We have too many fast food restaurants. 

• You have to look for the healthy food. Look for the superior grocers who have organic and healthier 
options. Many people travel to Vons and Ralphs in Venice and Torrance. You have to search for it 
within Inglewood. We have it, but you have to look for it. 

• There is a Famers Market as well but it's tiny. 

• We need more healthy food store and markets. 
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14. What are the major issues regarding safe and affordable housing in the City of Inglewood? 
• Not enough affordable housing. 

• Need rent control! 

• Need better code enforcement. 

• Illegal additions are not up to code, it's dangerous for everyone. 

15. What public facilities are needed in underserved areas of the City? 
• Homeless resources. 

• Call 211 for things like homeless resources. They will direct you. 

• 211 has a lot of information on all topics. 

• More police patrol. Never seen a police car go around the community just to patrol. You see them 
policing the area (giving tickets, picking people up), but not patrolling. They need to be around more 
just to make their presence known. 

• Police don't cite loiterers, which is problem because they are drinking, etc. They sit on vacant lots 
and charge people going to the Forum to park their car, and it's not their lot. 

16. Lastly, I'd like for you to rate the topics we just discussed based on what you think is the most important 
or most urgent topic in Inglewood. 
• See ranking sheet results below. 

El Topic: 

5_a[e_anij_Afjor_d_ab_fefl_oysin_i;L 

.P.9!'1!~i9()/E_r:i1~~C91!1?.11"".~t:l/.!~~1!'!~ .... 
Pybljrfqcilitie_s, qty lrr.1proyf!.fTlf?_f1ts1 {'r<J9rqrn.sforJie_sfrje_11ts 

G_e(tinfl_[Jisa_d_van_ta9e_d_f'_e_op!e_£_()9ag_e_d_in[)ecisio_():f!.ia_kin_fl_f'!~f?_SS, 

Mobility/Getting A round Town 

....... , ....... , ....... , ...... , ....... , ....... , 
s 3 4 si1i4is 
4·4·3·61515141 
6 6 6 4 4 6 6 

TOTAL AVG. 

17 

25 

27 

32 

39 

49 

l.89 

2.78 

3.00 

3 . .56 

4.33 

5 .. 44 

17. Using just one or two words, how would you describe your attitude about life in Inglewood? 
• Excellent. 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Improving . 

Good . 

Satisfied . 

Great . 

Good . 

Common . 

Comfortable . 

Great . 
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Question: 

• Are there any regulations that make sure industrial uses are doing everything they can do to pollute 
less? There is a lot of industry next to residential neighborhoods Inglewood. 

Answer: 

• Industrial uses have to get an air quality permit through the Air Quality District. They are regularly 
monitoring the air pollution. 
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Environmental Justice Element 

Meeting Notes 

February 26, 2019 
Inglewood City Hall, 1st Floor Community Meeting Room 
Focus Group 2 - Spanish-language Group I 6:00 - 8:00 PM 
Facilitator: Eneida Talleda, T& T Public Relations 

Participants: 

: f{efer-crices 

Name Rent or Own Years in Inglewood Inglewood District 
1. Claudia Rent 30 1 
2. Mariah Rent 21 1 

................ ~.: ...... .fl_':lE':l .................................... ; ................................. ~~-'-1.L .................................................................. ?.Q ....................................•........................................ 4···········································< 
4. Amalea i Own 21 1 
5. Angelina Rent 15 1 
6. Miguel Own 35 2 
7. Bertha Own 35 2 
8. Marco Rent 35 2 
9. Kenya Rent 25 2 

............. J . .Q.: ... M.1:1.i:!i.r.i .............................. J ................................ .9.\t\/~! ..................................................................... -1.Q ......................................................................... .? ...................................... i 
11 . Maria i Own 25 2 ! 

(Poncho)* i i 
··························rJ\.rno!CiT*························T························· .. ···················································· ················································································ ················································································1 

* Did not RSVP, however they sat in and occasionally contributed to the discussion. 

General Questions 

1. What changes have you seen in your community over the past 5 or 10 years? How about just the last 2 
years? 
5 years: 

• More traffic and construction. Also more air pollution as a result of all the construction. 

• Improved parks (Vincent Park etc.). 

• The stadium will improve the city overall. 

• The traffic is bad but good for the economy overall. 
2 years: 

• The improved parks are great for families and the community in general. 

• Poor road conditions (partially due to construction). 

• The water is more contaminated in Inglewood in comparison to other Los Angeles communities. 
You cannot drink the tap water. 

• The rent has gone up significantly. 
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2. How do you feel about living in this community? Why? 

• Insecure - Residents living in District 4 complained of being too scared to go outside for walks, even 
in the daytime. 

• Residents living in District 2 in comparison said they feel safe and secure walking around in their 
neighborhoods 

3. What do you like best about living in Inglewood? 

• There are many stores nearby. 

• Beautiful park (In reference to Vincent Park). 

• Hospitals, banks and markets are close and accessible. 

• Great climate. 

• Near the ocean. 

4. What would make Inglewood a better place to live? 

• Cheaper rent. 

• Rent Control. 

• Better schools and teachers. 

• More police. 

• Train/subway stops for Inglewood. 

• More restaurants and markets (higher quality and more variety of options). 

• Improve quality of water. 

• Improve parking and road conditions. 

5. What do you think are the biggest problems or challenges the residents of Inglewood face every day? 

• Higher tax rates for homeowners. 

• Increases in rent. 

• Construction and Traffic. 

6. Where do you get information about services and programs that help Inglewood residents? 

• Alex Padilla/Ramon mailing list. 

• Flyers in the mail. 

• Inglewood magazine. (Contains list of events in Inglewood, released bi-annually). 

• WhatsApp with neighbors. 

• Neighborhood Watch. 

• City Hall. 

• Police station. 

• Inglewood website. 

• More active on social media (Twitter, Facebook). 

• LA Care. 
• St. Margaret center. 

• LA Times. 

• School Newsletters. 
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Environmental Justice Topics 

1. As an Inglewood resident, are you regularly involved in the public decision-making process? Yes or No? 

• Two said yes, eleven say no. 

2. What would help you be more involved in the public decision-making process? 

• People don't know when the meetings are. 

• Was not sure if you could attend without being a homeowner. 

• Send Flyers in the mail. 

• Put events in local papers. It would be better if the events were clearly labeled so residents could 
attend events they are interested in learning about. 

• Discounted parking for city hall so that people can attend the events without worrying about parking 
prices. 

• Phone Calls. 

• Post flyers in public places (Schools, Markets, etc.) 

• Post city events on YouTube live streaming. 

3. What about disadvantaged persons in the City of Inglewood - what would help get them engaged in the 
public decision-making process? 

• Motivation. Neighbors can help by inviting disadvantaged neighbors to city and local community 
events. 

• Free transportation to city events for disadvantaged residents. 

• A daycare service or some form of service to watch children for disadvantaged neighbors. 

4. What areas of the City have pollution? What types of pollution does Inglewood have? 

• There is trash near parks and contaminated water in some of the park lakes. It can smell bad 
sometimes. 

• Wildlife like cockroaches are more present in neighborhoods. Likely due to amount of construction 
occurring in Inglewood. 

• Air pollution from airplanes and airport. 

• Buses driving in the city and at LAX airport. 

• Noise pollution from airplanes and construction. 

• How could pollution be improved? 

• The city can pick up trash around neighborhoods/communities. 

• Change the fixtures for the water to improve the water conditions. 

• Plant more trees to help with air quality. 

• Trash services should come to remove large trash (Couches, Sofas, etc.) two times a year. 

• Inform/fine residents to avoid littering in the city. 
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5. What barriers to mobility exist in the City? When I say "mobility" I mean being able to move or travel 
around the City easily. 
• It is better to walk in the city because traffic is so congested. Buses move slower than walking locally. 

• How could mobility be improved? 
• More bike lanes. 

• Small buses for local city transportation. 

• Train/Subway stops. 

6. is affordable and healthy food readily available in the City of Inglewood? 
• No. People travel to cities outside of Inglewood like Culver City, Westchester and Manhattan Beach. 

• If not, how could this be improved? 
• More markets. Not sure if Trader Joes and Whole Foods will come to Inglewood. 

• Excited about Aldi's recently opening 

• Community Gardens 

• Farmers Markets 

7. What are the major issues regarding safe and affordable housing in the City of Inglewood? 

• Rent 

• Taxes 

• How can this be improved? 
• Don't raise taxes. 

• Rent control. 

8. What public facilities are needed in underserved areas of the City? 
• Hospitals. 

• Improved roads. 

• Movie theatres. 

• New housing/apartments. 

• More police stations 
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9. Lastly, I'd like for you to rate the topics we just discussed based on what you think is the most important 
or most urgent topic in Inglewood. 
• See ranking sheet results below. 

DDDDDDDBnmmmm•Mf4MM\@Q 
Safe and Affordable Housing 1 5 6 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 4 6 1 

Py~li~[[Jciliti~s, qty lfr1P~Cl~~rrle0ts, P~ClwarrisfClr ~f!~id~ents 2 4 4 1 2 1 4 1 4 4 1 3 2 

Pollution/Environmental Issues • 4 • 2 • 1 • 4 • 1 ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Mobility/Getting Around Town • 3 3 3 5 
................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Cie.t.Yn.JJ.P!5.Cl~~~0 t.Cl!lf!ci.. P.f!c:iplf! ~0!J.Clf!~~i r1 P.~~is.ic:in.~ "!!9.k.!02 P.r.CIC.£!~5. 5 2 6 5 3 

3 5 

6 3 

5 2 

2 

2 

2 

5 6 3 1 3 

3 3 6 2 6 

2 1 5 5 5 

A~~~s~ t[I f1£!alt~y~()« )\tf o~«~~leJc:iCI~ • 6 • 1 • 2 • 6 • 2 . 4 . 6 1 6 5 2 • 4 • 4 • 

10. Using just one or two words, how would you describe your attitude about life in Inglewood? 

• Insecure 

• Insecure 

• Insecure 

• Happy 

• Positive 

• Mad 

• Content 

• Good and Favorable 

• Very Happy 

• Positive 

• Happy 

• Happy 

• Happy 

33 

33 

40 

45 

48 

49 

2.54 

2.54 

3.08 

3.46 

3.69 

3.77 
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Quantifying 
Greenhouse Gas 
Mitigation Measures 

Additionality 

In order for a project or measure that reduces emissions to count as mitigation of 
impacts, the reductions have to be "additionaL" Greenhouse gas emission reductions 
that are otherwise required by law or regulation would appropriately be considered part 
of the existing baseline. Thus, any resulting emission reduction cannot be construed as 
appropriate (or additional) for purposes of mitigation under CEQA. For example, in the 
draft regulation for cap-and-trade, ARB specifies that in order to be eligible for offset 
credit, "emission reductions must be in addition to any greenhouse gas reduction, 
avoidance or sequestration otherwise required by law or regulation, or any greenhouse 
gas reduction, avoidance or sequestration that would otherwise occur."6 What this 
means in practice is that if there is a rule that requires, for example, increased energy 
efficiency in a new building, the project proponent cannot count that increased efficiency 
as a mitigation or credit unless the project goes beyond what the rule requires; and in 
that case, only the efficiency that is in excess of what is required can be counted. It 
also means that if there is a rule that requires a boiler to be replaced with one that 
releases fewer smog-forming pollutants, and the new boiler is more efficient and also 
releases less C02, the reduced C02 can't be counted as mitigation or credit, because 
the reductions were going to happen anyway. But if the boiler were replaced with a 
solar-powered water heater, the difference in emissions between a typical new boiler 
and the solar water heater could be counted. 

From a practical standpoint, any reductions that are not additional have to be either 
included in the baseline or subtracted from the project, whichever is more appropriate. 
In preparing this Report, CAPCOA made determinations about requirements to include 
in or exclude from the baseline. A more complete discussion of those determinations is 
included in Appendix B. 

Verification 

Verification is the process by which we demonstrate that the emission reductions we 
have quantified for a project actually occurred. While not important for purely voluntary 
projects, verification in some form is a necessary step in most other circumstances. 
Verification is an important component in establishing the value of reductions that are 
made. It allows others to have confidence in the quality of the reductions. If the 
reductions are being made to satisfy an obligation to mitigate impacts, the agency with 
jurisdiction should be consulted to determine what standard of verification is needed. In 
some cases, independent, third-party verification is required. Not all regulatory 
programs specify third-party verification, however. For example, the U.S. EPA's 
Mandatory Reporting Rule relies instead on routine compliance verification through a 
perm it system. 

6 ARB: ''Preliminary Draft Regulation for a California Cap-and-Trade Program," Section 95802 (a)(4), Dec .. 2009; 
page 6. 
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1\Iarch 24~ 2020 

Mindy VVilcox1 / 1JCP1 Planning f\1anager 
Citv of lnzlewood, Planning Division 

¢ ~ . ~) 

One Vv'est Manchester Boulevard 1 4th Floor 
Tng1ev:ood, A 90301 
Tbecproject@Jci tyofl ng1e\vood .org 

Re: Cornr:nents on the Draft Enviromnental Irnpact Report for the Inglmvood 
Basketball and Entertainrnent Center CIBECJ, SCH 2018021056 

Dear I'vls. \:Vilccx: 

On behalf of the Natural Resources Defense Council and our :rnembers in Inglevvood and 
tl rl 1 p·! ~ it(,,., 1ifr ~ 1 l ··'> ' l"• .. ··t th'• fr1L"'·.: P- --.~"t " ··" t r tl1·f' I) '·ft 1·~ '-" ,: ·".\. t'" 1 1, J,\:>.1UL .,aL .Jf,1 . .a, /Vt. SU ,1,.Ul .e .J ,._,1,Vl.Hn Cd .. 11.11.iCH S JD. ,~ . ra. r.nl1f0HD.1t.n d .. 

Impact Report (DEIR) prepared for the basketball arena project proposed by applicant 
'1>·f,· '! ,,•' n .... 1! ··.., ·1 ··I' lf' f··ti.., ... (~' 1 ' "'" ... B·: .;l"otb·: 1l t ... , (th0 ''P'' · '"'") n'. drp.ay s nuv. oh )L,Jd.i. o. u.e ,11pecrs .. Mi:iAc ... al ed111 .. ,.. .1.0Jeet . 

Introduction 

As a preliminary matter, we note that the Project is materially different from that 
ap1Jrnved hv CAJZB under }'ill 487. "flus is so because the nrotected GHG emissions for 

,._, ~- , ~ ,,,1 

the Prcdect are much higher and there is less in the way of mitigation proposed. In 
S11')1''t I1°t i')1"'"'I'"t1'r1cr (""·H· lq •"'P'1<l's 0 1' "'·f'S i'r·,--r·:'.>":><::.01.1 1)'" h.>yf)/ .f'(Jn1n'"'t'~1·1g. tl}'"' l'F·nR t.o ti}'"' ,Af.l ,,.! ,,, . , .. ,,, ,,, }'IL. Cl, ... b .. J .. J >, ..... H , i':l. \,,< i> <-v ~,..<~,,,,,«,l [., J V <.) .. 0 v. . .!.""·. L .. '"· ,,, ... L.!.. -., '"· ,, .. i"\, .) 

987, to 496,745 1VITC02e frorn ;304,('i83 MTC02e~ \vhile proposed mitigation tneasures 
are not as robust 1\ccordinglyj the timing and other project proponent benefits of AB 
"8,...,., ... ,tl" .,, i]d ·r1nt· ·:" l"Jf<'1 t·n ·tl'l6 . P· ·r,.)·i ·::, .. , .. !. j{, tit.,) •.. , '"'. >J ... 1J. .. J u . •~, l../ ... L .. 

In acklition, the Project relies heavily on statements of overriding considerations to 
mask the 41 significant adverse enviromnental impacts that ostensibly cannot be 
mitigated tci insignificance. 'l11is is ludicrous in cor1nection vrith a project that has little 
or no social utility for the residents Inglcvr"ood who vviU bear the brunt of these 
. , 1 d' < 11 , , ' d ' '1 11 d d ., 1mpacts --··me lL mg tnore air po ut10n man alfea. y neav1 y-po .ute" area ..... an, \v!1o 
"'r'"' t1rit tl1'"' ta~'cr0t "•11·.:J1' '"'!11"'0 f"e.t' CX']!C11 '<1'·qo n1··l"f"."'5d('-1.1":>) '-y:, ~ls- 0t1·y>1J t1' ")rof 0 a ,,.. . ,,. . . '·' ·< ·'· h'" u ... u ,,... '-·'-· j .. ~" ,. ·~ .. "".' e l" . d.u, .. i'.').o. j .. (, ... l ~,,;, ... e .l u . "·· \,; .. \.<v .. ,,,. 
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Inadequacies in the llElR 

A., Failure To Address Enufrunmental Justice Impacts, 

There is no analysis of environmental justice throughout entire DEIR1 except for tvvo 
passages c1aiming that no analysis is needed: DElR 3.2-J.6: "'As described above, in 
genetal CEQA does not require analysis socioeconomic issues such as gentrification1 

displacement) envirom11t:mtal justice1 or effects on ''comnumity character." .A.nd ;J.L:J-56: 
"There are no applicable federal regulations that apply directly to the Proposed Project. 
Hmvcver, federal regulations relating to the Arnericans vdth Disabilities i\ct, Title VT, 
and E:nv1ronmental ,Justice relate to transit service:' 

This is incorrect because~ anmng other things,. there is a significant federal approval 
needed for the Project in the form of an Fit.i\, appruval because of the Project's proximity 
to Los Angeles Internatic.rna1 A.irport. Moreover, the California 1.\ttorney· Genera1 has 
opined that local governments have a role umler CEQA in furthering environmental 
Justice; see 
11th~":•/ / '''-''>(} '~'.' "'''«:I "''t'"P / 'ill /f'.'ll'"P / ''hTHrC·'·b /rr1fP / 0 11'ij, t'Oll.fi1C'·l1t /PJ, 1''.;:t"* Nl}PPt n ,;Ji~· ("''''''''"<:;"'"''1 
1..,,. t:w,..)..:J,.~ i \J<:~0 ... ~.)~~5<.:_..,f.., l >..."-<:A t.;,.)'{ <::..,, , t.;,.)'{ <::x0 »°¥ i );;;.~~-.. J ;_;)', ~,:. c ~~ .. ,,,_, J -.....,__ <.. t.,,is ~ '-'·'"· .,.~l1,, · <..t\..·<;,....$,_,,,....._,.>.;:i\.,...,tJ 

11 1· l ) ~f'l d ,, h' f., '1 ' ' '' , f' lYnR h ' 1 ::1 fr arc 1 20, 2020 . 1e reme, y tor t 1s m ure is recffcrnatwn o a . , r •. 1 t .at inc lK es an 
, ' ' . 1 , env1ronmenta1 JUStlee ana ys1s, 

B. LZ;,;;e Qf'Irnproper GHG Baseline 

I. 't ' ' .. · t·: 'l ,, ... ,,.,l' ' t' ') ., 'J ,. • '" ·1" ,. {},,_, t·1'· · n ' l • 't· ,, ,..,.,.., ) · · t ~ tt .,., ' ·it ·:i· ·~· ') ' ',, ' · l·i "' .n1sm11a .JfJi..·IC&Kntff1(e1.n.)9o/, 1£.1,ICJeC frL,.i..<Cnen.d. bJ4 et ,c1ncreasei,1~, 
GHG CEQA baseline by ass1mting that the venues from which events would move to the 
Project "vould remain tmused forever on the dates of the transferred events. Alter 
nush1vwl· fr.rq1 CARB 'md etlPrs in,,+1.rlinq NRDC thP Proj'ect pronOIY'Ilt at-1,,rdofl.P"'i t-· > "'(... ,,.,... .:,..,, ,_J"" J;, ·..i.. i.... - ,,_) t:. -....:~ & ""'t .. -""" .<;,,.. .y_, ~~ ,,,._, , ~ ......_, •• _ t". \_.-, c L<'.~ __., . .\. ..... ......_ . ...,,.~. 

But the original them')' has resurfaced in the DEIR. Having obtained the benefits of AB 
q87 h•> '.lYUl"'lrJO its inifr1l ft'l1lUfitifir>d) r)nsitinp tb ·' Pre 1' ect f"Y" P<Cll ''·'lJ t slniil -j qc t P'1'Y _ .. z ,, . .,.._,;. y t. , {... .. 6 . ·e( .... . . "' \ .. Ji. .J ..... ...,.,, .... . ~ ....... ..;:;. ... ~~ ... t:. . . J.. ...... .~/~:.. ·-d~ ... J e . , . {, ....... . t.. A. . J . ~t.. "" 

•; ·::. '1.l]PVl'~(:l tn t"'X'/Pf'·t ·t{·'i th,1t ·ne ·-·.1' t1' r·;r1 ir'\ nr,_,J ·::er tP r·~c i'sp ti'\'',\ C''E•. [\/\ l''';ts:>->11'11"·' '•r<d rPAt·'· ,,.,,, i' t···. l t, rt.: ....• ln-~ ..... ~ .... . ··.> t.\..,,,. ... '>..-..::..i:.<. '>,..· t..>~Jti x ~ ~ .. .::- ..._..) (H .. ,,...:.. ....J ~ .. J ..._ .c.......- l.:i..t.~- ....$\..f.r\ ._..(!';;._::-.J..,,.. t. >...;o ... *' ~~u l).C'5...... ti 

GHG mitigation requirement. 

C F'oilure To Properly Analyze And ltiiti9ate G.HG And Air ()uality Impacts 

The South Coast air basin is in extre:me non attainment for ozone1 1.vith a 2024 

attainment dead1ine. Failure to rnect the attainment deadline can 1ead to federa1 
sanctions that vvm effectively shut dovvn the local economy. The South Coast AQl\ID 

2 
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plan to reach ozone attainment relies on an enormous level of reductions in oxides cJf 
nitrogen (NOx), mostly from mobile sources such as cars and trucks. But the Project's 
projected emissions go i.n the opposite direction and the DETR fai1s to require sufficient 
mitigation. 

The DEIR adrnits this. For example, 

Irnpact 3.2-5: Construction and operation of the Proposed Project, in 
·•1)113··u11et'1 c i·i .. ~/1 tt1 c,·tl1eJ' ,. ... u,n· ·11l,c1 t t" '"" d· e''"'l ·'lnt11"'"1·t· "!l'.)'1.ld· t'es"lt· J· 1-i C....... . ~~,·. ) . . ')i' • .!. ,J ... 'v L .. ·µ ~,...,. "\.·'-"' _,,'>,.t::'. l'_t-··-"··'-"J.. .. ·~ '):f( 1... .. ·~- ~--~-· ... 

inconsistencies with impkmentation of applicable air quality plans. 

In addition, the DEIR bases its calculations of criteria pollutants from motor ·vehicles on 
tl1"' 1711,1·,.·'/'-(~ '.F)1'7 r; .. ~ri,ir'l ,::iPit'"1<Jp,,.•d ·~11.d P1~1'1t1t,:.in'•d l'>» tL1•" (~·1l'1frir1·~·1·::i i\lf' R1"'S<J11r,~·"'s .. c r.n. r .. :·• .. -'· .,. ·'·"· '·-~ u .. , "· .. e<... ~· ... 1.. ..•. u,, ·'· .o., .. \:.,<..- ,,,.} .• .! "· .~, ·'· . , ~. ·'· ·'· . '"'· , ,. • • ..t., 

Board (CARB). But EJ\lFAC 2017 is now obsolete because the federal government has 
purported to rescind the EPA vvaiver for CaJifornia's zero-emission vehicle programj and 
that program's effects are baked into EIVIFAC 2017- The result is that EI\·IFAC 'NiH 
tmderreport err1issions. That probicrn 'WiJl be exacerbated when, as expected, NHTSA 
'WP • h· t ·'fr· <;;, •• ·~,.fr :i S '\FF '' 10 ''l ' I ,,'!} •0·lc ~ ti 0 ·~') "'" '· t .. , ,,. · a '' l l"" ,Jt'Xl.L116d es . ,e ,JJ-•".d. el.. ~.c ... , hl ,., 'h .. 1lC .. 1 'lid.1 t """ UCe 1,.. '"·df.10td .e avera0 e ille 

el1·11'ss1' e,'1 (C"' AJ«'l:<'.'1 ~·t'l•fl•<':l'1•rds i11 ·("\~l1'1··~, •. ,,,.n1' '~ 't11d· l}'dir<l)'Mlt:ie ··1"·11•s ,~h'<•n·•q"" ,,-rl11'{>1~1l'."'11()t , :... :... ~, • .,,..,::, •• ·..1.-""1.. D·j .:..Jr <..:.. .,i.:,;,,1(..>; .... .-. >M...>:. ~'·"'~ M. (. .;.:.. .(,~.·.;,.,,;.•f.-f. Pl'-.>:.-•-.: '"" ..&.(..., :.,,.... • .;;.<..': J:.~':)~~ Pl..>.- v..f 1.."') _, 

reflected in EIV1FAC 2017, vlil1 make the projections in the DEIR substantially too loh', 

This problem is true for transportation-:related GHG emissions as wdl because the zero
einission 'Naiver revocation and lmver Hect mileage requirement v1,i11l result in more 
GHGs from cars and trucks than the DETR and EMFAC 2017 assume. Thus 1 DEIR 
underreports projected criterial pollutant and GHG emissions, and that problem vdll get 
worse over time 

Even if the DEIR air quality and GHG projections were accurate, which they are not, the 
mitigation measures in the DEIR are inadequ;:tte, especially given the number of 

,, 1 , < 11 < ostensm y unrmt1gata :i e In1pacts, 
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Shuttle buses should be zero-ernission vehicles, starting on Day .L ZE buses are 
available today fron1 a number of vendors~ including HYD in Los Angeles County. 

Aspirational mitigation measures and "incentives'' to reduce e:missions NOx 
should be replaced with rnandatory measures. The DEIR adopts J\iitigation l\ieasure 
3,2-1(d), requiring the Project provide "[i]ncentives fcff 'Fendors and n1ater1al delivery 
trucks to use ZE or NZE trucks during operation." (DETR1 p. ;3.2-7L) Similarly, 
Mitigation I'vleasure 3.,2-{c}(3) only requires the Project to '' shall strive to use zero
emission (ZE) or near-zero-emission (NZE} heavy-duty haul trucks du.ring construction, 
such as trucks v>fith natural gas engines that rneet CARB's adopted optional NOX 
e.missions standard CL02 g/bhphr." (DElR, p, 3,2-88,) In contrast~ IV1itigation 
Measure 3.2-2(c) specifies that use ofTier 4 off-road diesel-po'>vered equipment rated at 
50 horsepovrer or greater "shall be included in applicable bid documents, and the 
successful contractor(s) shaH be required to demonstrate the ability to supply compliant 
equipment prior to the comn1encement of any construction activities," (DETRJ p. 3,2-
88,) 'fhere is no shcrNing in the DETR that making Measures 4,3-1(d) and 3,2(c)(3) is 
infeasible, Given the significant impact on the AQivIP, either such a sh(Yvving of 
1'1·11·'p:><01't.Jl'litv JYl.l'S't h"'. fll";{lt .. > ''·JVd '°Ltr<f'Jnf'l'''.·'·:l 1YV <xp}·'"°t'll·lti::.ll i::•'!l, f:1>·'f1(.'P nfn tt1•··' 11.l'·":·lS.LlY'P<O 11.lU'····t· •. ....._.,i,;.,.j._.,3 t, * ~/ .. 4, ~-:-... ~.)"'i-..... • u .... J . ......_. v. .. *' ).; 'J:·-'.t ~~.f. !'..-$ ..... ~ ..... L~.r -~~..._.s .... h..J l:, *"" i...,.,'1:. ~ .. J..,,,.""' ·"-"::e .. ...) l-:--.,,, """""--:.. .. ..:.. .......... ..::::e i; 

be rnade rnandatory. 

Electric vehicle parking for the Project must be provided. The electric vehicle 
parking needs to conform vvith applicable building code requirements in place at the 
time of construction. Electric vehicle charging stations must be included in the 
project design to aUm;•/ for charging capacity adequate to service a11 electric vehicles that 
,.,...,:-::i:11 1"' ........ .:t.f'.1rs 0 r1·'.>b1"\' y >~ ·:-J:. '"'X'f)l."' n.tt_."") -~ t" '1t1>r1·· Y'.'(f ....... _:c ·tl"1· s dit~'k ~el ·11 ....... ~~· ,...,:1<1":-·t \J~ ... ~·<' <J. <> J bt t; 'k <C .,;.U .U t, .i . .'A .... i .. , .. ,;,V.;.. Ckl.u.1.1:: .. i. • 

Each building shottld indude photuvoltaic solar panels. 

'·1···1 f> ,.I.,· ., ' ·1 ·•,. t' ,,. .. , ·1·,; · ·' 1 11. .. f.: •. '· rr ··· · t ''l'l) lV) i • ·ic w " .,. h ·· •· ·· ./ 0 ·1 t· · . 1~ .. ian.spcl vl .!u;.l ... emdllU J.VJ .•. d..at,emen t .... l .l PtCild.m l.dtbt ! .. <e l('\l.fk.c .0 

quantify the criterial pollutant and. GHG reductions expected from the TDfvf measures. 

The GHG reduction plan also must be revised so as not to defer development of 
n11tigation measures, and to quantify the measures selected, 

4 
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Purchase and use of GHG offsets must meet CA.RB standards for cap and trade 
ft.. 'rL 1 .. } 1·~·1·R' ' ::l · ·· t' l · · 1 '·· , ' o sets, .1. ne .:r .fa .. · .. s en Ure c escnpt10n o . t 11s pfJtent1a mmgat1on measure 18: 

CadJon offset credits. The project applicant rnay purchase carbon offset 
·>·~·nd1' t ., tll'll ·p-·jppt tl> ·.·:, ·~'f.>Ol rir'f~r11··.<11f <.< nf i-1·11' <: l.,j:; f">cff"'P1·1 (~C:jI'l}f' r1 "'jfi"H.>t .,1··e>d1'ts ClvU s .~, •. ,.vv ;.t:~vY.'-•·· •. e. ""''''·"-'.:·a ~•;:;,.ael· "· ... d .• \., ""' c u.' 

t]·1•1 ·'t he "e·· .,. '1·fi•e··d· ·1.-,.'-:' a:• .. "' a;. i')J''fC ... ·,pci rc.zr; >< ~-1"'' -1 r ~J l'rP,·l""''·"e··d ''""";"'tr"· 1· "- a11 ""·i1·t··1' hi .... 1.. :~·.., L~.,., '\. s. . . t-. ~)..) .-3-.. t · .t" J .)\..;,.,-..,. xtift).J..~...-~- )" &:'l.k.S.1~- .~..,t-· l-~o;, · ·"-·'-·;::,.t-. ..;t< . ..) )..,, ';;;. v;.: .. t.) 

approved by Cl\RB to act as an ;'offset project registry" to help administer 
parts of the Compliance Offset Program under Ci\.RB's Cap and Trade 
Regulation, Carbon offset credits shall be permanent~ additional) 
q)J'"'"'t1'f'"1)1':'.> ''>*"'>d i:>1·~t',._,v'(""-1"'l~, \.. '· n.u . . .ta .. c ~ <,.u , .;; .. 1 . U.!. \..'. .:..(t Ji.>;;., 

Ifaving a CARB-arrqroved registry is not the same thing. as rec1uiring CARB-ar}p. roved 
~-' - J:' ....... ,, '"" ..... ~-' '. 

nfl\;el en'~ fr\s ' +1i .,h 'll'C Jlrz1it · . .,·l iP s'.TIF' 'HJ ·l stri ·,flv l"'c0 uht:.>A TlY' r·'<Si'Jents ··1f ,, . ·'·., .. t "'· ~ A. C. ~. .• , t.C • ,,.1_ J t. c .C .... (.,,.,, 1.b .,J "'"'' . .., t.,. c._ , c. 

Inglevvood. should not be subjected to a h:'.'.Sser standard. 

AdditionaJ local1 direct measures that shculd be required before offsets are used 
include the follo\ving:: 

L Urban tree planting thrcrughout Ingle1vood, 
2. 1\fass transit extensions. 
3, Subsidies for weatherization of hmnes throughout InglevvoocL 
4, Incentives for carpooling throughout Ingle~Nornl 

I.t·· r···"11tiv 0 s· for ntll".'.tl:;tS>·' .()V the n11';l1' "'. (··/ lny' ·::•r1·11' s.s1' P<f) Vf'l11' ···lr.>s ~)" lvt. ~ ~:-.. J .... ~ t" . ~ .... 1 ,.,,. :-.. ...,,,,. ... ' ·~..::..i: ....... t'' t .::., ~ ......... J ,..;, '\> t,*· . .:,., :-..,• .... .... .> . . ......- , .C.:;:_...,,,,. ..... ~ 

6, .Free or subsidized parking for electric vehicles throughout Ingle\voot..l 
7. Solar and '-Vind pov.Ter additions to Project and public buildi11gs1 i,.vith subsidies 
for additions to private buildings throughout Ingievlood. 
8. Subsidies for home and businesses for conversion from gas to electric throughout 
Tne:1cv:ood. 

io:..../ 
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9, 
10. 

H. 

R f•_n1">.P(~n1'"I1·t .rf CP;t<' vra.-te~· ll'''""l'''r"' 1"'11 l1c111PS' t!11'nt·•cfl'01 it I11"'l"''"'O"'-d ~'....-t.'' <..t ""'....- t. ,),,,, ~1(<. 0· y\ ~ S,,...a S,,.., O . J ......_" ·;,..,,. ,,,; .!.~( A ,,., . .,. ,f; l. i.'l' ,,.,f ~ 

( ,, <· _, f"'>' :i 1 l } . < h h f ' ' vTCatwn Ot 2 I Ort aJ e .10Usmg Umts t fOUg OUt 1ng1evVOOCL 
Promotion of anti-displacement measures thn::mghout Ingle1.vood. 

,-1···1 0 0 ~1 r,-, ,_, ., · 't' ,.;.t -· · ii,~- '1 ~ ,t-1 " l -~-; "'. Y ·"t'' · ,~ t "--} 1y1 ~-1 0 ]) , __ • -. 't \ :11 . L ,,.c)n"}.a.ctc ac I\-,} afo .• 01 )A .. 1.m.c lk.t16 i.mp:i."' ;,. C.H:\1.el.. t} t 1,_, lUJec AI .. 

foreseeahly result in displacement of current residents '~vhile rents increase and rental 
tmits are taken off the market to be put to alternative uses. However, the DEIR denies 
that indirect displacement '""ill occur. (DEIR 3,12-16 to -17.) 

CaHt~::wnia courts have acknovdedged the human health impacts of proposed actions 
"i' b" t' l' .,, '-t '-" .,,_., -, ' t -' · fl"rl- ·>~'<,'h«>/ "f (~''070 ,,,.,. f!vr J "" r Cr-1 f-r"' ., ' (~':h "'•f' lUUfL e d \J:,11111 _(; dL~,(.!lL1 -i Lf,!. _ L.>,Li ·v 1.~,._c • .Ai_t,_,Lh,".>,, "' AAJU ___ .,,},1.., Ul. L •. /L.;,;/ I.; .• 

Bnl,,,.,,,_.r;.oft·i·' t')''('4") "'>4-- C"' .. _,1 i'Iw' 4' ·t1·1' 11°4-- ·1•:.-1c_">-1: '>'1·()' "''"'" ,.,/<::o C,Efl} 1"-'t-11·,:1e"11'1-1•"'S 8 vJ\..vs ~f to> ... ,~ \_..,.:;.,.~.)t ""'~ ..J.-.:· (..{ ,. .. ti. _:..tJ... .l .·. (). ) --~ '7 ~-4. .. > .._, . ..,., . ..,_, \..~-~(·.· ··· ... l.,.,··1 \ .. J ~ .. J <.,,..} ..• ~Jo 

15126.2 subd. {a) [EIR .must identi(y ''relevant sped.fies of ... health and safety problerns 
caused by the physical changes.'']), Human hea1th impacts from. displace.ment are real 
and. are not merely speculation or social impacts. There have been m.m1erous cases 
v<here health effects to people 1-vere inadequately analyzed. (Corrmrunitiesfor a Better 
Environment v. City qfRidmwnd (2010) 184 CaLApp4th 70~ 81~ 89 [EIR inadequately 
addressed healt11 risks of refinery upgrade to members of surrounding cornrnunity]; 
Baken::;field CStizensfor Local Control, supra, i24 CaLAppAth at i219----1220 [EIR was 
inadequate because it failed to discuss adverse health effects of increased air poliution]. 
Here) the DEIR needs to address the effects on the environrnent and hurnan health 
reasonably forseeable as results of construction and operation of the Project 

Conclusion 

The DEIR nmst be revised and recirculated to account for its many deficiencies. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

D;;rvid Pettit 
SeP1' nr' "'ttr11''f}.Pi,r ~ ..... - ·.>'.<l_ ,_,) J'.!,_ "-....• '-·~} 

Natural Resources Defense Council 
1;314 2nd Street 
Santa IVI.onica, California 90401 
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Aug 15 00 06:53a WE CAN FOUNDATION 3232931253 p, 1 

Re No. 2018021056 

Dear Sir or Madam. 

lf I were a teacher, l would mark the AB987 application for the Inglewood Basketball 
and Entertainment Center as INCOMPLETE. 

I was surprised to see how HtUe information is included in the application. What will (t 
look like? How large will it be? Is it 500,000 square feet or 2 million square feet? How 
tall is It? How many cars can park there? How rrluch lighting will it create? How much 
greenhouse gas wm it generate? How will the noise be handled? How do we know it 
will be emrironrnenta!ly friendly? The answer to all of these questions is: we don't 
know! Certain'y no one from the community knows. 

I am not an expert, but I can tell that the Clippers have provided an incomplete 
application. Not only that, the team refuses to speak with the community. They have 
not sl1ared the \nformatkm that we deserve to have. Please do not approve this 
application until the Clippers share a lot more Information about thelr plans, We need 
time to study a complete application. 

Thank you. 
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Aug 15 00 06:53a WE CAN FOUNDATIO~J 

Dear sir or madam, 

3232931253 ') p,._ 

I am very disappointed by the CIIppers' plan to build a new basketball arena 1 

labeled on the Office of Planning and Research website as \'2018021056 -
Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center." 

They are not providing any new long-term jobs. One of the basic th~ngs we 
were told In the law is that the project creates new high wage, highiy skilled 
jobs that pay a Hving wage. These are intended to be permanent jobs that 
help support our familles and healthy communities. 

However1 it is dear that the Clippers will not create ''riew1
' jobs for our 

community or really for anyone. They will just move jobs that already exist 
from the Staples Center to Inglewood. These are part-time jobs for usher·s, 
concession workers, ticket takers, deaning people and other roles These are 
low-paying jobs that do not meet the standard of being high wage or highly 
skilled. Mr. Ballmer earns more in one day than I can earn in a year selling 
Popcorn · ",," •·L." -~ ~-,1 - ---:::-:- -- ~·-:--_,;...,,.., h-,.,...r •.-. hi"" hnh:::.I nr t::\!lli:!>"""ninn i"'l'"\P 

· dL I H. Dcillllit::I;:, 011::::1,0 VI -...c;;11 y1111;:1 '-''-'';:II-"'""''"".,_,..,_,,_,.,,., -··-~r···;;;r -··-

flOOfS ln his buildings. 

r believe this project has been sold to the pyj}}(cf"t.mder a set of lies. There 
are no real jobs paying re~JLw~:es to supportfamilles. Please turn down thls 
application and say o.c:rt1i"earena projeti 

<~/""" .. / / 
S. ~ -~ff" -;> / .• / / 

~ ln~_r~--··.-2::__::::_./L,,:. .~ ,,t:> ,.6 .. ·""1. 

·-·~ ... -
''•·, .. 
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Aug 15 00 06:53a WE CAN FOUNDATION 3232931253 p.3 

To \Vhom it may concern, 

Anyone \;i.'ho has spent serious time in Inglewood knows how the streets here get jammed with 
thousands of cars. Traffic when the Forum has a big concert is awfuL Imagine what it \Vill be 
when the Forum has a concert and the Rarns and Chargers are playing. Aud the whole 
HoHy\~lood Park project is built And that is before the Clippers big project is built. It will be full 
stop traffic. I can only imag]ne what the impact will be of a new 18,000 seat sports arena and the 
thousands of ne'v cars it wm add to our cormmmity, To put it simply, it will be more than 
Inglev,.rood can bear. J-''or this reason, I ask you to reject application 2018021056 for the 
Inglewood BasketbaH and Entertainment Center, 

The Clippers like to say that public transit win help reduce the impact of additional traffic) but 
the Clippers and city representatives admitted many times th.at the near train station .is stiH far 
away. 'T'he idea of putting thousands of people on buses to get them to the arena is stupid, 
especially when you think about the Formn and the new NFL stadium and an the traffic it will 
create. Imagine trying to get on a bus from the rail lines a mile or more away when the streets 
are already jam packed. The city itself already admits that traffic is a mess. 

And who is going to drive an that way to the train, get on the train to come to Inglewood, then 
get on a bus to t:et to the new arena? ·nla.t is a fantasv. Downtown had hundreds of thousands of ... ,..,., ~ 

people 1,.vorking nearby and tens of thousands of apartments and condos. And aH kinds of transit. 
Inglewood has none of that. There is no real transit plan, This is all pretend so a really rich man 
can get what he wants. 

The details of the Clippers transportation program are missing and there is no way to make sure 
they \Vill even do it. The team is creating a major problem for our community and doing very 
little to solve iL Please say no to this application and this project 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, ~ 
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Aug 15 00 OG:53a V'·/E CAN FOU~~DATION 322·2931253 

HeHo, 

I am opposed to the Clippers arena project, listed as No. 2018021056, and 
believe their request for streamlining should be denied. It doesn't seem to me 
that the Clippers are trying to mitigate the impacts that a massive project will 
tiave on the city of Inglewood and on our neighborhood. 

p.4 

The application makes some promises for reducing local emlssions 1 but only the 
bare minimum. This means much less in the way of economic, employment and 
health benefits for Inglewood. 

The Clippers could have made a real commitment to our community. They chose 
. not to. You can now make it happen. Make them go back. and start over. Make 

them work with the community, then come back with a real application. 

Please deny their application until the Clippers offer something better to for our 
community. 

Thank you. 
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Aug 15 00 06:54a V\IE CN~ FOUNDATION 3.23 29:312 53 p.5 

Good day, 

I am submitting this comment as a concerned n1ember of the public. I oppose the 

"Inglewood Basketball and Entertainn1ent Center" (#2018021056) and think the 

application should be denied by the Governorjs Office of Planning and Research. 

It does not seem to me that the Clippers are prioritizing the needs of Inglewood in their 

application. They are trying to get away with reducing greenhouse gas emissions 

outside of lnglevvood instead of reducing them in the community of Inglewood and in 

our neighborhood. They are doing the absolute least they can~ which offends me since 

this project will have a very damaging impact on our environment in terms of air quality 

as l"l'Cll as noise~ traffic and more. Can you please thiuk about all the cars spe\'l.ing 

emissions in our conununity? What are the real impacts to our chEdren and our older 

people? 

I do not think the Clippers should be rewarded for taking the cheap way out The 

Governor needs to demand the Clippers do m.ore to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 

here in the community before their application for streamlining is approved. And how 

about involving us. Everyo.ne prornises to involve the community but we are the last to 

be involved. No one has talked to us, We have no idea what this project is, No idea how 

big it is. No 'idea how many cars are coming. It is 1,vrong for the Clippers to put in an. 

application to get it done faster when they have ignored the con1munity. 

Thank you. 
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THE SILVERSTEIN LAW FIRM 
A Professional Corporation 

June 9, 2020 

VIA E"JAIL fljackson!ti~cityofinglewood.org; 
mwikox@citvofingJewood.org 

Fred Jackson. Senior Planner 
fv1indy Wilcox, AICP, Planning Ivfanager 
City of Inglewood, Planning Division 
l \Vest Manchester Boulevard, 4th Floor 
Inglewood, CA 90301 

215 NORTH ]Vf.ARENGO AVENUE, ]RD FLOOR 

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 91101-1504 

PHONE: (626) 449-4200 E'\X: (626) 449-4205 

RoBmn@RoBERTSILVERSTElNLAw.co:M 

WWW .ROBERrSU.v10RSTEINLAW .COM 

Re: Further Objections to General Plan Amendments and Notices of Exemption 
for, and of General Plan Amendment GPA-2020-01 and GPA-2020-02; 
CEQA Case Nos. EA-CE-2020-036 and EA-CE-2020-037 

Dear fvfr. Jackson and Ivis. \Vilcox: 

Please include this letter in the administrative record for both the above
referenced matters and the Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center (IBEC) SCH 
No. 2018021056. This letter applies to Q_9-th June 9, 2020 City Council hearing Agenda 
Items PH-l and PH-2. 

I. INTRODUCTION. 

This firm and the undersigned represent Kenneth and Dawn Baines, owners of the 
property located at 10212 S. Prairie Ave., Inglewood. Please keep this office on the list 
of interested persons to receive timely notice of all hearings and dete1minations related to 
the City's proposed adoption of the General Plan Amendments for the Land Use Element 
and adoption of the Environmental Justice (EJ) Element ("Project( s )") and their 
Categorical Exemptions. 

Please also provide us timely notice of any filing of the Notice of Exemption or 
Notice of Detennination under Pub. Res. Code§ 2l 167(f) for Q_QJb_ the amendment of the 
Land Use Element and the adoption of the Environmental Justice Element 
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City of Inglewood Planning Division 
June 9, 2020 
Page 2 

This is a fmther follow up to om April 13, 2020 and l\!iay 26, 2020 objection 
letters about the Projects. (Exh. l [\fay 26, 2020 Objections to GP Amendments, which 
includes April 13, 2020 Objection as an Exhibit].) 

II. THE CITY'S PROPOSED Al\1ENDMENTS/ADOP1'ION O.F LAND USE 
AND ENVIRONI\1ENTAL JUSTICE ELEI\1ENTS VIOLATE CEQA'S 
l\1ANDATE :FOR AN ACCURATE, STABLE, AND f'INITE PROJECT 
DESCRIPTION. 

CEQA's standard for a project description is well-settled: 

"'An accurate project desc1iption is necessary for an intelligent 
evaluation of the potential environmental effects of a proposed 
activity.' (Cit. omit.) A narrow view of a project could result in the 
fallacy of division, that is, overlooking its cumulative impact by 
separately focusing on isolated parts of the whole. (Id., at p. 1144, 
249 Cal.Rptr. 439.) An accurate, stable and finite project 
description is the sine qua non of an informative and legally 
sufficient EIR; the defined project and not some different project 
must be the EIR's bona fide subject. (Cit. omit.) 'CEQA compels 
an interactive process of assessment of environmental impacts and 
responsive project modification which must be genuine. It must be 
open to the public, premised upon a fuH and meaningful disclosure 
of the scope, purposes, and effect of a consistently described project, 
with flexibiHty to respond to unforeseen insights that emerge from 
the process.' (Cit. omit.)" Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena Airport 
!~J!tb.QrjJ;y__y,_J:f.i::n~1~I (1991) 233 CaLApp.3d 577,, 592. (Emph. 
added.) 

The Court's statement pertaining to the EIR' s need for an "accurate, stable and 
finite" and "bona fide" project description applies to aU projects under CEQA. The 
City's project descriptions in both Land Use and Environmental Justice Element 
amendments/adoption do not pass muster under these standards. 

A. Land Use Element Amendment. 

The Land lJ se Element project description is flawed, including because of: 
(1) piecemealing from the IBEC Project; and (2) vague or incomplete Project description. 
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It is settled that "the selection of a narrow project as the launching pad for a vastly 
wider proposal frustrate[s] CEQA's public information aims ... [The] calculated 
selection of its truncated project concept [is] not an abstract violation of CEQA." Countv 
of Inyo v. City of Los Angeles (1977) 71 Cal.App.3d 185, 199-200; Pub. Res. Code§ 
21168.5. The City here has used a narrmv project description - Land Use Element 
amendment or even worse "clarification" ---- to avoid disclosure of the accurate project 
description of the planned amendments. Only in conjunction with the IBEC Project can 
some of the proposed density and building intensity changes be fully comprehended and 
evaluated. 

For example, the IBEC DEIR discloses only cursory information about the hotel 
planned on the IBEC site: "An up to 150-room limited service hotel and associated 
parking would be developed east of the Parking and Transportation Hub Structure." 
IBEC DEIR, p. S-6. (Exh. 2 [IBEC DEIR].) Later, on l\fay 7, 2020 ----through the IBEC 
Project Applicant's proposed Overlay Zone proposals included in the IBEC 
administrative record and unannounced to the unwitting public - it became clear that the 
hotel will have at least two types of rooms: 

"(C) Hotel. Two (2) parking spaces, plus one (1) parking space for 
each bedroom or other room that can be used for sleeping purposes 
up to ninety (90) rooms, plus one (1) parking space for each 
additional two (2) bedrooms or other rooms that can be used for 
sleeping purposes in excess of ninety (90) rooms." (E:xh. 3,. pdf p. 
9 [SE Overlay Zone Proposals, May 7, 2020], emph. added.) 

Thus, the proposed Land Use Element density clarifications allowing the highest 
density of up to 85 units per acre for mixed-use residential projects will enable the IBEC 
Project to build a hotel of up to 150 rooms accommodating much more population than 
before and still be in alleged substantial conformance with the General Plan's neH1 Land 
Use Element density. 

Also, the IBEC Project Overlay Zone proposal - if adopted - indicates that any lot 
line adjustments of the adjoining parcels to the current IBEC Project will be allowed and 
will require only a ministerial approval. Put differently, if the vaguely described hotel 
site in the IBEC DEIR needs a lot line adjustment and expands into the adjoining parcels,. 
then such expansion will automatically be covered by the new intensity/density in the 
Land Use Element. (Exh. 3, pdf p. 14 [SE Overlay Zone].) 
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Another example of inadequate project description in the Land Use Element 
Amendments is the vague building intensity of the industrial and commercial zones. In 
particular, the proposed ] 380% building intensity for industrial obtains practical 
significance and clarification only in conjunction with the IBEC Project. Thus, as 
disclosed by the IBEC Project Applicant's own draft of the Overlay Zone on the site, the 
IBEC arena wiU have no setbacks: 

"Section 12-38.95.2 Front Yard, Side Yard, and Rear Yard Setbacks 

(A) Spmis and Entertainment Complex. No front yard,. side yard, or 
rear yard shall be required, except as provided in the SEC Design 
Guidelines. 

(B) Hotel. Front yard, side yards, and rear yards shall conform to 
the requirements of Section 12-16.l of this Chapter." (Exh. 3 pdfp. 
8 [SE Overlay Zone].) 

The "Sports and Entertainment Complex" is what includes aU IBEC Project 
components (e.g., retail, medical office, arena),. other than the hotel site. Thus,. the 
elimination of setbacks in the IBEC Project sheds light onto the otherwise vague building 
intensity percentages in the proposed Land Use Element amendments. 

The IBEC Project proposes a Land Use Element map and text amendment to add 
the IBEC Project and its proposed uses in the specified location and strikes from the 
General Plan everything that may hinder the Project, such as the collector street, 102nd 
Street, from the Circulation Element. (Exh. 4 [IBEC Project's Applicant !viu1vhy's 
Bowrs Proposed General Plan Amendments in IBEC Project].) Also, the IBEC's 
proposed land use amendments indicate that there are other unident?Jied uses, such as 
"complementmy transportation and circulation facilities," "in addition to" parking 
serving the arena and related uses for approximately 4,125 vehicles. (Id. at pdf p. 3.) 

Thus, the Land Use Element amendments - because of piecemealing from the 
actual projects pending before the City and pmiicularly the IBEC Project, as well as their 
inaccurate and vague description - provide a narrow and curtailed project description in 
violation of CEQA. The inadequate description further deprives the public and the 
decisionmakers of the ability to properly comprehend and evaluate the full scope and the 
"environmental price tag" of the proposed Land -use Amendments, and subve1is CEQA's 
environmental protection mandates. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. v. City of 
1_,_Q_§ _ __l~J1_g_i;:_l_~_§ (2002) 103 Cal.App.4th 268, 271. 
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The City also violates CEQA's accurate project description mandate by labeling 
the Land Use Amendments as "clarifications." "\Vhere the agency provides an 
inconsistent description portraying the Project as having "no increase" while at the same 
time allowing for substantial changes in the existing conditions, [it] fails to adequately 
apprise all interested parties of the 1n1e scope and magnitude of the project, amounting to 
prejudicial abuse of discretion for failure to provide a stable and consistent project 
description." San Joaquin Raptor Rescue Center v. Countv of Merced (2007) ] 49 
Cal.App.4th 645, 657. "By giving such conflicting signals to decisionmakers and the 
public about the nature and scope of the activity being proposed, the Project description 
[is] fundamentally inadequate and misleading." I~t at 655-657. A conflicting project 
description results in understated impact analysis. Id. at 672. 

The City's project description is misleading and inaccurate, and violates CEQA. 

B. Inadequate Pm ject Description of the Environmental .Justice Element. 

"Where the agency uses an erroneous or entirely speculative project description as 
justification for its approval of the Project, but never intended to actually proceed with 
that project, such a situation would constitute much more insidious conduct than a failure 
to comply with CEQA. CEQA contemplates serious and not superficial or proforma 
consideration of the potential enviromnental consequences of a project." Burbank
Glendale-Pasadena Airpmt Authority v. Hensler (1991) 233 Cal.App.3d 577, 593 
(internal quotes marks om.). Such is the situation with the Environmental Justice (EJ) 
Element's project description, rendering it inadequate. 

\Vhile the Project description claims to ensure enviromnental justice to 
Inglewood's disadvantaged community, the proposed measures---- which solely require 
compliance with the existing state mandates in place or further bless transit-oriented 
development and completely ignore public concerns about the bus, street, or bicycling 
safety and lack of parking, as well as air pollution, traffic, and rent increases due to 
bigger projects, such as the stadiums---- mislead the public about the proposed 
"safeguards." The proposed EJ Element fails to safeguard against health impacts or 
promote public participation. 

The City's drafted EJ Element constitutes not only a CEQA violation for its 
inaccurate project description, but "more insidious conduct" for its misleading and empty 
assurances to the disadvantaged population. 
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HI. THE CITY'S RESPONSES TO OUR OBJECTIONS ARE UNAVAILING 
AND LACK GOOD :FAITH. 

General Plan amendments under both CEQA and state planning and zoning laws 
require meaningful public participation, which includes meaningful good faith responses 
to public comments. The State of California requires citizen participation in the 
preparation of the General Plan. Gov't Code § 65351 provides: "During the preparation 
or amendment of the general plan, the planning agency shall provide opportunities for the 
involvement of citizens, public agencies, public utility companies, and civic, education, 
and other community groups, through public hearings and any other means the city or 
county deems appropriate." (Emphasis added.) 

CEQA requires "good faith reasoned" responses as well. "The requirement of a 
detailed statement helps insure the integrity of the process of decision by precluding 
stubborn problems or serious criticism from being swept under the rug." Sutter Sensible 
Pl'!TI.ning,Jp_g_, ___ y, __ J~_Q§J:g ___ Q[SJJJ!.t::.rYi~Q_rn (1981) 122 Cal.App.3d 813, 820-821. 

The City's responses to our May 26, 2020 comment letter did not evince good 
faith, as detailed below. 

A. Neither the Land Use Element Amendment nor the E.J Element 
Adoption Qualifies for a Common Sense Exemption. 

The City's arguments in support of its categorical exemptions and particularly 
including the common sense exemption are unsupported, especially given that the City is 
rewriting ---- and increasing ---- the density and intensity of aU City zones to accommodate 
first and foremost the IBEC project pending before the City, and similar large scale 
projects 1. First, substantial evidence is not argument or speculation, but facts or a 
reasonable inference supported by facts. Guidelines § 15064(1)(5). 

Second, the City's reliance on Davidon in the June 9, 2020 Staff report for the EJ 
Element Adoption for the proper judicial review standard applied for categorical 
exemptions and the common sense exemptions is misplaced. Davidon distinguishes the 

The City does not respond to our objection of IBEC Project piecemeaJing ---- in both 
Land ·use and EJ Element Amendment cases - short of claiming that the General Plan 
amendments are not a "consequence" of the IBEC Project. Apart from the City's 
misperception of the applicable terms, the City ignores our basic claim that both the Land 
Use and EJ Element were or should have been part of the IBEC Project to legally enable 
the Project, and not its reasonably foreseeable consequence. 
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common sense exemption from other categorical exemptions and attaches no implied 
finding of substantial evidence of no significant impacts: 

"In the case of the common sense exemption, however, the agency's 
exemption determination is not supported by an implied finding by 
the Resources Agency that the project will not have a significant 
environmental impact \tVithout the benefit of such an implied 
finding, the agency must itself provide the support for its decision 
before the burden shifts to the challenger. Imposing the burden on 
members of the public in the first instance to prove a possibility for 
substantial adverse environmental impact would frustrate CEQA' s 
fundamental purpose of ensuring that government officials ''make 
decisions with enviromnental consequences in mind." (Bozung v. 
Local Agency Formation Com. (1975) 13 Cal.3d 263, 283, 118 
Cal.Rptr. 249, 529 P.2d 1017.)" Davidon Homes v. City of San Jose 
(1997) 54 Cal.App.4th 106, 116. 

Finally, the City's arguments for the common sense exemption for both Land Use 
and EJ Elements---- which is essentially a first-tier issue of whether the activity is a project 
under CEQA- is inaccurate in view of well-settled case law: 

"First and foremost, we point out that we are not dealing with an 
abstract problem. Again, this case does not involve---- as the tone of 
some of defendants' arguments suggest - the question whether any 
LAFCO approval of any am1exation to any city may have a 
significant effect on the environment. This is not the case of a 
rancher who feels that his cattle would chew their cuds more 
contentedly in an incorporated pasture. No one makes any bones 
about the fact that the impetus for the Bell Ranch annexation is 
Kaiser's desire to subdivide 677 acres of agricultural land, a project 
apparently destined to go nowhere in the near future as long as the 
ranch remains under county jurisdiction. The city's and Kaiser's 
application to LAFCO shows that this agricultural land is proposed 
to be used for "residential, commercial and recreational" purposes. 
Planning was completed, preliminmy conferences with city agencies 
had progressed "sufficiently" and development in the near future 
was anticipated. In answer to the question whether the proposed 
annexation would result in urban growth, the city answered: "Urban 
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growth will take place in designated areas and only within the 
annexation." 

It therefore seems idle to argue that the particular project here 
involved may not culminate in physical change to the environment." 
_6_QZ:1JBK_Y, __ _l,_Qf~1_!~,g_~_g_gy_ _ _EQ_rrn_fltiQTI_J_;_Q_l]J,_ ( l 97 5) 13 Cal. 3 d 263 ,, 
281. 

And again: 

"Moreover, there is no evidence regarding the possible cumulative 
effect of repetitive tests of this nature in the same area. Finally, it 
cam10t he assumed that activities intended to protect or preserve the 
environment are immune from environmental review. (See,. e.g., 
Dunn----Edwards Corp. v. Bay Area Air Quality Nianagement Dist 
(1992) 9 Cal.App.4th 644, 11 Cal.Rptr.2d 850; Building Code 
Action v. Energy Resources Conservation & Dev. Com. (1980) 102 
Cal.App. 3 d 5 77, 16 2 Cal.Rptr. 73 4. )" Q~,y_i_q9p ___ H_9mg~ ___ y_, ___ (;jJy__9f 
San Jose (1997) 54 Cal.App.4th 106, 118----119. 

The City's arguments that general plan amendments (both EJ and Land Use 
Elements) are not a specific physical project or that those are aimed at eliminating 
environmental impacts (as in case of EJ Element) ignore long-standing legal authority. 

B. :Land. Use Element Amendments. 

The City does not address our Nfay 26, 2020 letter objections and evidence in its 
staff report prepared for the June 9, 2020 Council Hearing and does not even 
acknowledge receipt of such or include it in its staffrepmi. (Staff Report, p. 5.) \Ve 
reiterate our request that our Jvfay 26, 2020 Objection letter be included in the 
administrative record and files of each General Plan case, including the one for the Land 
Use Element. 

At the same time, the City did improperly alter its previously issued Notice of 
Exemption and added another exemption,2 which we have noted in our May 26, 2020 

2 The City's alteration of the Notice of Exemption and yet leaving the notice issue 
date as April l, 2020 may qualify as a criminal violation under Govt. Code§§ 6200-
6203. \Ve note that the City has been previously challenged for altering its records. 
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Objection letter as being added in the I\1ay 26, 2020 staff report but not reflected on the 
Notice of Exemption on April 1,. 2020. The City revised the entire Notice,. added the new 
Guidelines exemption section and purported explanation, signed the Notice again and yet 
back dated the Notice of Exemption leaving it with the initial April 1, 2020 issue date, 
without noting the change to the public. (Exh. 6 [initial Exemption Notice and the 
subsequent altered in the staff report for June 9, 20203

].) 

The City appears to present the Land Use Element amendments as a duty it has 
under Govt. Code § 65302(a), which states: "The land use element shall include a 
statement of the standards of population density and building intensity recommended for 
the various districts and other territory covered by the plan." Yet the City's invocation of 
the statute does not address either our prior objection that the City fails to identify the 
"baseline" to allow the commencement of any enviromnental impact analysis or the 
derivative problem of the City's failure to mitigate any impacts. For example,. the statute 
does not require the City to identify the population density, but rather the "standards" of 
population density. 

Historically, the population standard<; have been expressed through dwelling units 
per acre for residential zones, and floor area ratio for commercial and industrial sites; the 
multiplier for population density does not need to be uniformly applied since low density 
units may have more occupants, whereas newly built units in high-density zoned 
locations might not accommodate more than two people in one unit. (E.g., Exh. 7, pp. L
I and L-3-4 [excerpt from Land Use Element of the Town of Gatos].) Thus,. the City's 
response that it merely attempts to comply with the law and provide "clarifications" does 
not address our concerns about the misuse or misapplication of a high multiplier, where 
there are lower multipliers available (e.g., SCAG multiplier of 2.7). The City's response 
does not explain why the high multiplier is used throughout Inglewood ----regardless of the 
disproportionate distribution of population per units in various residential zones. 

(Exh. 5 [article re City's editing of videos.]) 

3 The City's agenda with the hyperlinked staff reports was published on the City's 
website at 8:28 p.m. on Friday, June 5, 2020. (Exh. 8 [agenda posted time].) The City's 
continuous posting of the City Council hearing agenda after 8 p.m. for a meeting where 
the comments need to be submitted to the City Council at 12 p.m. on Tuesdays, adversely 
affects the public's ability to be apprised of the agenda items and to prepare a meaningful 
written response. 
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The City does not address why it chose to express building intensity in 
percentages rather than in floor area ratios and height restrictions. For example,. the City 
did not address the issue of why it designates 1380% intensity to industlial zoning -
which coincidentally enables the IBEC Project now pending review before the City -
without explaining any setback or height restrictions, or land occupancy, for the public to 
understand how such percentage of building intensity is calculated and what it means in 
reality. 

C. Adoption of the Environmental .Justice (E.J) Element And Hs 
Exemptions. 

The City's responses to our objections to the proposed EJ Element Adoption are 
also unavailing. 

The City's response to our claim that the EJ Element provides no enforceable 
policies is that the General Plan merely provides recommendations and not mandatory 
policies. This position is counter to the long-standing principle that a general plan is a 
"constitution" for future development to which all other land use decisions must conform. 
See Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors (1990) 52 Cal3d 553, 570. 
I\1oreover, it ignores the fact that state law provides special significance to the general 
plan elements by designating those "mandatory." Third,. as stated by the Office of 
Planning and Research---- given the authority by the Legislature to issue general plan 
guidelines - a General Plan may not be a "wish list" or a vague view of the future but 
rather must provide a concrete direction. Office of Planning and Research, State of 
California General Plan Guidelines (1990), p. 5. _S_~-~---(_l_l_~_Q .fm_gj_lj_~~---U:i:i_11frni<lJQ __ J}pb_9_l_g 
Rural El Dorado County v. El Dorado County Bd. of Supervisors (1998) 62 Cal. App. 4th 
1332, 1341 (a land use decision (zoning ordinance) must be deemed inconsistent with a 
general plan if it conflicts with a single, mandatory general plan policy or goal); Govt 
Code§§ 6556l(c) & 65562. 

The City does not address or reject our claim that the EJ Element, as drafted, 
relaxes the standards and will enable the IBEC Project As such, the City's arguments 
about the common sense exemption's alleged applicability are not supportable. See also 
Sec. III(A}. supra. 

Similar to the Land Use Element's later-added exemption in the staff report, which 
we raised in our fv1ay 26, 2020 Objection Letter, the City's June 9, 2020 staff repmt 
includes an additional exemption,. which is not listed on the City's Notice of Exemption 
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even in the June 9, 2020 agenda package.4 \Vithout waiving any objection to the City's 
continuous efforts to end-run CEQA or deprive the public of the opportunity to be fairly 
apprised and challenge the City's CEQA claims, we note that the City's late-inserted 
CEQA exemption for the EJ Element adoption is inapposite. The City invokes the new 
exemption "under the Class 8 (Section 15308) exemption for actions !vfayor and Council 
Tvfembers Public Hearing for GP A-2020-00I (EJ Element) taken by regulatory agencies 
to assure the maintenance, restoration, enhancement, or protection of the environment" 
(June 9, 2020 Council Hearing Staff Report, pp. 7-8, emph. added). The exemption is 
inapplicable since the City is not a regulatory agency, which is described in CEQA 
Guidelines§ 15307. IVJ:oreover, based on Guidelines§ 15308, "constrnction activities 
and relaxation of standards allowing environmental degradation are not included in this 
exemption." The City's EJ element, as explained in our prior letters, is tied to and will 
enable major construction activities, and it weakens the standards of environmental 
justice by providing iHusmy or misleading policies. 

To address our claims of insufficient notice to the public because of not providing 
the hyperlink to the EJ element draft in the Notice or in the Agenda Package itself, the 
City justifies that the EJ element draft has been on line since April 1, 2020. 

The City's cavalier, let-them-use-internet attitude ignores the very real fact, widely 
known to the general public, that many Inglewood disadvantaged communities may not 
have computers or, if they do, may be unable to afford internet access. The libraries 
where they might usually access the internet are closed, making access to both a hard 
copy of the Draft EJ Element and the on line version of it unavailable. The City's 
assertion also ignores our key claim that the public was provided no hyperlink to the draft 
EJ element and was thus required to search for the EJ Element itself on the City's not 
user-friendly website. Unaffordability of access to the internet is particularly and 
painfully true now, when rampant unemployment is making many people choose benveen 
food and rent payments. Assuming that all people can afford both a laptop and internet 
access is arrogant and discriminatory, and impairs or denies the ability to meaningfully 

4 To the extent the new exemptions to both the Land Use and EJ Element approvals 
were added ajter the Planning Commission heard both cases and made its 
recommendations on both the respective approvals and their supporting CEQA 
exemptions, pursuant to the Inglewood Municipal Code, the added exemptions constitute 
modifications and the City Council may not act on the Planning Commission's prior 
recommendations, without first sending the cases back to the Plam1ing Commission to 
consider the added new CEQA exemptions in both cases and issue a new 
recommendation for any approvals. 
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participate in the City's decision-making about the projects, and especially the EJ 
Element for the General Plan. 

This conduct on the City's part does not compmt with both long-standing and 
recent legislation defining environmental justice. Assembly Bill 1628 was signed into 
law by Governor Newsom on September 27, 2019, and took effect this year. The bill's 
Section ] , subd. (b ), provides: 

"It is therefore the intent of the Legislature to ensure that the 
populations and communities dispropmtionately impacted by 
pollution have equitable access to, and can meaningfully contribute 
to, environmental and land use decisionmaking, and can enjoy the 
equitable distribution of enviromnental benefits." (Emphasis added.) 

Arguing that it provided meaningful participation to the public in the course of the 
EJ Element drafting, the City actually refutes its own claims by stating: 

"The comment states that the EJ Element ignores numerous concerns 
raised by the public, including danger to cyclists, constrained 
parking, unsafe buses, and the need for additional police. EJ 
Element, Appendix A includes the topics of discussion from each 
focus group and comments made by participants. There is no legal 
requirement that the City respond to each comment or concern raised 
during the EJ focus groups. Adoption of the EJ Element is a 
legislative decision." (June 9, 2020, Staff Report, p. 13.) 

The City denied meaningful participation to the public and ignored public 
concerns about the lack of parking, rising rents, bus safety, bicycling safety, and instead 
matched the EJ Element to the lucrative transit-oriented development oppmtunities 
favored by major stakeholder developers, including the IBEC. By doing so, the City also 
ignores the fact that those transit-oriented development policies---- i.e., higher density, 
reduced parking, and reliance on transit - have been recently documented as being one of 
the main reasons of spreading COVID-19 especially among disadvantaged communities. 

The City's EJ Element continues to fail in its mandatory purpose of protecting the 
health and meaningful participation of disadvantaged communities in Inglewood, and 
relaxes the EJ standards to allow for more pollution. It does not qualify for any 
exemption, including the common sense exemption or the newly added regulatory agency 
exemption. 
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IV. CONCLUSION. 

We request that the City Council reject the proposed Land Use Element 
amendments and Environmental Justice Element as being illegally piecemealed from the 
IBEC project, and also require staff to provide an accurate Land Use Element description, 
as well as rewrite the EJ Element to provide genuine safeguards for the Inglewood's 
disadvantaged population against air pollution and for responsive public involvement and 
paiiicipation in aU land use decisions. This request is in addition to the requests in our 

. l 5 pn or etters . 

RPS:vl 
Ends. 

Very truly yours, 

Robert Silverstein 
ROBERT P. SILVERSTEIN 

FOR 
THE SILVERSTEIN LAvVFIRM, APC 

5 We also incorporate all other public comments, objecting to the General Plan 
Amendments,. including but not limited to the comments attached hereto. (Exh. 9 
[A11icles re Inglewood's General Plan Amendments.]) 
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CEQA Case Nos. EA-CE-2020-036 and EA-CE-2020-037 
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THE SILVERSTEIN LAW FIR11 
A Professiona[ Corporation 

J\;fay 26, 2020 

VIA EI\1AIL fliackson(aJcityofinglewood.org; 
mwikox@cityofinglewood.org 

Fred Jackson, Senior Planner 
fv1indy vVilcox, AICP, Planning Ivfanager 
City of Inglewood, Planning Division 
l West Ivlanchester Boulevard, 4th Floor 
Inglewood, CA 90301 

215 NrnnH MARENGO AVENUE, 3RD FLOOR 

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 91101-1504 

PHONE: (626) 449-4200 FAX: (626) 449-4205 

ROBERT@ROBERTSILVERSTEINLAW.COM 

W\VW.ROBERTSILVERSTEINLA\V.COM 

Re: Objections to General Plan Amendments and Notices of Exemption for, 
and of General Plan Amendment GPA-2020-01 and GPA-2020-02; CEQA 
Case Nos. EA-CE-2020-036 and EA-CE-2020-037 

Dear l\!ir. Jackson and fv1s. Wilcox: 

Please include this letter in the administrative record for both the above
referenced matters and the Inglewood Basketball and Ente1taimnent Center (IBEC) SCH 
No. 2018021056. 

I. INTRODUCTION. 

This firm and the undersigned represent Kenneth and Dawn Baines, owners of the 
property located at 10212 S. Prairie Ave., Inglewood. Please keep this office on the list 
of interested persons to receive timely notice of all hearings and determinations related to 
the City's proposed adoption of the General Plan Amendments for the Land Use Element 
and adoption of the Environmental Justice (EJ) Element ("Project(s)") and their 
Categorical Exemptions. 

This is a further follow up to our April ] 3, 2020 objection letter about the Projects. 
(Exh. 1 [April 13, 2020 Objections to GP Amendments].) 

Please provide a current time line of aU scheduled and anticipated events, 
including hearings or approvals of any type, related to the Projects. 
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U. PIECEMEALING AND PIECEl\1EAL APPROVAL OF THE GENERAL 
PLAN Al\'lENDMENl' O.F THE LAND USE ELEl\1ENT VIOLA"fES CEQA 
AND STATE PLANNING AND ZONING LA \VS. 

The Land Use Element amendment is proposed both as: (A) an approval action 
for the IBEC Project at Section 2.6 (DEIR, p. 2-88 [Exh. 2]{ 2, and (B) an alleged stand
alone action outside of the IBEC Project, presented on April l, 2020 -after the close of 
the IBEC DETR's public comment period of I\farch 24, 2020. The IBEC DEIR does not 
provide any detail as to land use amendments, including the density or setbacks in 
proposed zone changes. (DEIR, p. 2-88 [Exh. 2].)3 The stand-alone Land Use 
amendment supplies those details. 

For the IBEC DEIR, see https://saoprceqapOOl .blob.core.windows.net/60191-
3/attachment/a
wQrPYfgqX6rH7PlozmRPEvEaRCdDy9wtEOIK6Lkzx9y2kI\15Y76yA2pvLOhlNhm4o 
1xu79V9PavU-kkO (Exh. 2[IBEC DEIR, Section 2.6].) 

2 We specifically request that all the hyperlinks in this letter be downloaded and 
printed out, submitted to the agency, and be included in the City's control file and 
administrative record for the Project and for the IBEC Project. 

3 Long after the release of the DEIR on December 27, 2019 and the close of the 
public review period on I\1arch 24, 2020, the Project Applicant presented its own draft of 
the proposed amendments to the land use, circulation, and safety elements on !vfay 4, 
2020 (also the date of close of escrow between \!Iurphy's Bowl and \!ISG Forum). See 
details at http://ibecproject.com/IBECEIR 031888.pdf. (Exh. 3 [May 4, 2020 Draft of GP 
Amendments].) Not surprisingly, the IBEC Applicant repeatedly inserted the respective 
language for a new land use of the sports complex into the industTial zoning-allowed 
uses, goals,. and policies in the Land Use Element. The Applicant also removed the 
designation of 102nd Street as a ''collector street" (i.e., requiring a specific width and not 
subject to closure) from the Circulation Element, to allow its vacation. Both changes 
demonstrate that the Project is inconsistent with the existing General Plan and Land Use 
& Circulation Elements,. contrary to the DETR's finding of consistency. And both 
changes are illegal since it is the Project that must be consistent with the General Plan, 
not the opposite. Finally, the after-the-fact presentation of the (ieneral Plan amendments 
rather than incorporating those in the IBEC DEIR makes the IBEC DEIR fatally flawed, 
including because these omissions impaired informed meaningful public comment and 
informed public paiiicipation. 
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The review of both actions shows that they are interrelated and complementary 
parts of a single coordinated endeavor to achieve increased density and intensity to 
further, first and foremost, the IBEC Project currently proposed for City approval. 4 

A. Residential Density Increases. 

At the outset. we object to the City's labeling of the proposed amendments as 
"clarifications," which misinforms and downplays the scope and impact of the 
amendments. 

The Land Use Element amendments add a number of people for each dwelling 
unit and, for that purpose, use the California Department of Finance's 3.02 multiplier. 
The 3. 02 multiplier is not suppmted by substantial evidence, since the majority of new 
projects are comprised of primarily single and one-bedroom units for a maximum two 
occupants. I\foreover, the City could choose lower multipliers, such as the 2. 7 multiplier 
from SCAG. 5 The City's choice of a bigger multiplier leads to a higher alloH'ahle 
density, which, in turn, will lead to more impacts (e.g., traffic increase, GHG increase, 
utility usage, need for public services, and open space). 

Specifically, the density of the major mixed-use projects in the amendments 
furthers the IBEC Project's proposed hotel, for which the IBEC DEIR did not provide 
any detail beyond the approximate number of "up to 150 rooms." The new standard will 
aUow the Project to enlarge and modify the IBEC DEIR's vague, and legally non
comp1iant project description. 

4 The City's agenda for the Public Hearing on IVJ:ay 6, 2020, included three items,. 
two of which are the General Plan amendments described here, and the third is listed as 
related to parking districts to accommodate major event patrons. Although the issue has 
been pulled out from the PC agenda, it was agendized for the City Council agenda of 
l\fay 5, 2020. The staff report for the \.fay 5, 2020 agenda on the issue shows the parking 
districts are associated with the IBEC project. 

5 Other jurisdictions have been using SCAG's more conservative 2.7 multiplier 
(e.g., City of Glendale, South Glendale Community Plan, see 
https://w'lv'w.glenda1eca.gov/home/showdocument?id=42160). 
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B. Building Intensitv Increases: Industrial Zone. 

The Land Use Element amendments also propose "building intensity" increases, 
which specifically intensifies the industrial land use designation. 

Based on the table in the Resolution, the industrial use is provided at 1380% 
building intensity. Notably, the IBEC Project proposes to redesignate commercial lots 
into industrial. (DEIR, p. 2-88.) The stand-alone amendment will qualify the IBEC lots 
for the maximum 1380% building intensity. Apart from the Resolution, the staff report 
mentions that those intensity parameters are related to the setbacks and landscaping. The 
IBEC Project has been criticized for its inadequate setbacks and landscaping. The 
proposed amendments will further the IBEC Project by purportedly making it consistent 
with the General Plan, again implicating clear piecemealing violations in and from the 
IBEC DEIR 

\Ve further object to the City's failure to explain in the proposed stand-alone Land 
Use Element amendment what the proposed percentage intensities practical~y mean, to 
allow infmmed decisionmaking and comment. 

C. Building Intensity: I\1edical Office Uses. 

The proposed amendments include a separate intensity for hospital-
medi cal/residential land use designation set at 390%. This is applicable to the 25,000 sq. 
ft. "Sports Medicine Clinic," included in the project. (DEIR, p. S-4). \Ve similarly 
object to the City's failure to explain the practical meaning of the proposed intensities, 
and to the obvious piecemealing violations in and from the IBEC DEIR. 

:0. Lack of Baseline :Oisdosure to Enable l\'leaningful Informed Public 
Comment. 

Neither the IBEC DEIR nor the recently published Resolution for General Plan 
Land Use Element density/intensity provides the existing density/intensity, therefore 
depriving the public - and decisionmakers - from setting the baseline conditions and 
consequently assessing the scope of the increases in density/intensity. CEQA requires 
setting the correct baseline for any project in order to begin/enable any environmental 
rev1ew. 
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E. The Invoked CEQA Exempticms Are Improper. 

The City's invoked nvo CEQA exemptions under Guidelines§§ 1506l(b)(3) and 
15060( c )(2) are improper as both require a finding that the project may not have an 
environmental impact. Such finding cam1ot be made in this case. As shown above and 
with the example of the IBEC Project. the proposed amendments have the potential to 
impact the environment directly or indirectly. I\foreover, in the staff report only, the City 
appears to invoke an exemption under CEQA Guidelines § ] 5305 for "minor alterations" 
related to less than 20% slope. The exemption is inapplicable since it applies to "minor" 
alterations and it is for specific physical development projects. 

To comply with CEQA, the IBEC DEIR must be recirculated to include the 
proposed General Plan amendments, and provide opportunities for public review and 
comment. The proposed General Plan amendments of the Land Use Element - whether 
together with the IBEC Project or separate from it ---- cannot proceed without CEQA 
review and should incorporate all the missing information about the scope of practical 
changes, their impacts, and the baseline assumptions, as indicated above. 

HI. PlECEl\1EALING OF THE GENERAL PLAN AMENDl\'lENT: 
CIRCULATION E:LElWENT. 

The City's Land Use Element amendment was improperly adopted because of the 
lack of corresponding amendments to the Circulation Element of the General Plan, as 
mandated by the correlation requirement under Govt. Code§ 65302. The City may not 
allow more people per unit and more intensity per commercial/industrial/medical 
structure, yet piecemeal the issue of related traffic/pedes1Tian circulation and adopt those 
separately. 

The IBEC Project includes amendments to the Circulation Element, but those are 
purportedly narrow and limited to "Updating Circulation Element maps and text to reflect 
vacation of portions of\Vest 101st Street and \Vest 102nd Street and to show the location 
of the Proposed Project" (DEIR, p. 2-88; pdf p. 228.) 

The limited General Plan amendments of the Circulation element disclosed in the 
IBEC DEIR violate CEQA's mandate of good faith disclosure. Also, the IBEC DEIR's 
limited Circulation element amendment and the lack of the Circulation Element 
Amendment to support the actual land use changes of the IBEC Project and the 
Density/Intensity of the General Plan Land Use Element amendments violate the 
correlation requirement under Govt. Code § 65302. 
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IV. PIECEMEALING OF THE GENERAL PLAN AMENDJVIENT AND 
PIECEMEAL ADOPTION 0}~ THE ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE 
ELETVlENT, LACK OF PROPER NOTICE, NON-CONCURRENT 
ADOPTION, lVHS:LEADING INFORTVlATION, .AND If\1PROPER USE OF 
EXElVlPTIONS. 

A. The IBEC DEIR }'ailed to Disclose EJ Element Adoption. 

The IBEC DEIR downplayed EJ (DEIR, p. 3.12-16; pdfp. 1010 [Exh. 4]). It did 
not disclose the need for adoption of the EJ Element despite Section 2.6 (Approval 
Actions) amendments to three elements of the General Plan, necessitating an EJ Element 
concurrent adoption under Govt. Code § 65302(h)(2). \Ve raised objections to the City's 
EJ piecemealing on April 13, 2020, which we incorporate by reference herein. 

B. Lack of Proper Notice. 

We object to the City's inadequate notice of the adoption of the EJ Element, 
especially in these COVID-19 critical times. The City published a Notice of Exemption 
on April l, 2020,. included it in two Planning Commission agendas, and yet produced the 
link to the actual text of the Draft EJ element only in the agenda packet for its May 6, 
2020 hearing. 6 The City provided limited time and possibility for the public to find out 
about the text of the EJ Element and to review it prior to any amendments. 

That workshops were conducted with the public on the EJ Element is irrelevant. 
During the workshops, the public was merely surveyed about concerns and had no chance 
to see the actual amendments and thus to participate "during the preparation" of the 
amendments. Gov't Code § 6535 l. 

C. TVHsleading Information in the EJ Element and its Prior Outreach. 

The City's EJ Element, as well as the workshops leading to it, have strayed from 
the EJ Element principles to ensure the health of the disadvantaged communities, as 
contemplated and mandated by the State Planning and Zoning Laws. The EJ workshops 
were reportedly focused on affordable housing. (Exh. 6 [AJ.ticle re EJ Workshop].) 

6 Based on our office's continuous searches for the agenda packet for the May 6, 
2020 hearing, it was not posted on the City's website until April 30, 2020 at 8:05 pm. 
(Exh. 5 p. 10 [City Agendas page printout on I\rfay l, 2020].) 
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The City's EJ Element acknowledges that the majority of Inglewood's population 
constitutes a disadvantaged community; yet, it focuses on additional.funding Inglewood 
is eligible for, instead of proposing practical development policies to avoid air pollution 
and to protect the health of the population. (Exh. 7 p. 5 [EJ Element].) 7 

I\foreover, the City's EJ Element does nothing more than propose what is already 
guaranteed; e.g., "no net loss of affordable housing" (EJ Element, p. 23) is guaranteed 
under AB 2222 in 2014, 8 "compliance with state and federal environmental regulations in 
project approvals" (EJ Element, p. 16).9 Other policies in the provision of housing 
simply reiterate mpirational rather than mandatory policies (EJ Element, pp. 22-23). 

The majority of EJ policies promote Developer-favored and community 
disfavored transit-oriented development (TOD) - i.e., higher density and reduced or no 
parking, which should be re-evaluated in view COVID-19' s social distancing rules and 
long-term behavioral changes, resulting in the underlying assumptions undergirding the 
City's analysis being called into question. 

TvforeoveL. the EJ Element proposes vague measures to improve connectivity, with 
their own potential impacts. For example, the EJ Element does not explain what the EJ's 
"traffic calming measures" or "promote pedestrian movement" mean. Typically, one of 
the commonly known "traffic calming" methods is merging/removing lanes on arterial 
streets with heavy traffic and widening the sidewalks instead, to reduce the fiow of cars 
and improve pedestrian walking experience. Assuming that is among the unidentified 
traffic-calming measures, such measure may have its own impacts, such as shifting the 
traffic from central s1Teets onto the adjacent narrower streets and resulting in more traffic 

7 https://www.cityofinglewood.org/DocumentCenter/View/14211/Environmental
Justice-Element 

8 

https://leginfo. legislature.ca.gov/faces/bil1NavClient.xhtml?bi1l id=201320] 40AB 
2222 

9 Also, the City's incorporation of "compliance" with state and federal regulations 
for GHG emissions violates the "additionality" principle, as such compliance is included 
in the baseline assumptions of eve1y project. Seep. 32 at ht1JJ://www.capcoa.org/wp
content/uploads/2010/l l/CAPCOA-Quantification-Report-9-14-FinaLpdf (Exh. 8 
[Additionahty].) 
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gridlock and associated delays in response times of emergency, fire, and police services, 
and/or pedestrian safety issues. AH such issues should have been disclosed, analyzed and 
mitigated. They were not, thus constituting additional violations of law. 

Last, the drafted EJ Element ignored numerous concerns raised by the public, 
including danger to bike riders, constrained parking,. unsafe buses (EJ Element. Appendix 
A, p. l ); more police patrols needed in the City (EJ Element, Appendix A, p. 2); "the 
Clipper's arena and Forum area have huge increases in traffic and pollution from traffic. 
Rents are also skyrocketing", more bike lanes needed, "overcrowdings is also an issue 
and there is an increase in the spread of diseases due to overcrowding, rents are 
increasing the most near the stadiums." (Appendix A p. 4, EJ Element.) 

In sum, the drafted EJ Element sets low and vague standards for EJ and will 
thereby induce and rnbberstamp any large-scale residential or commercial transit-oriented 
developments,. and particularly the IBEC Project, relying on illusmy mitigation measures, 
such as mass transit, unspecified traffic calming methods, vacation of streets or merging 
of lanes, and reduced parking. The IBEC Project has been repeatedly criticized for its 
environmental inequity. 10 With the EJ element as proposed, the IBEC Project will evade 
the EJ mandates under state laws meant to ensure the health of Inglewood's 
disadvantaged population and such population's genuine involvement in the land use 
decisions prior to any large scale project approval, particularly the IBEC Project 
approvals. As a reasonably foreseeable consequence of the proposed lower standards, the 
proposed EJ Element will fail to identify and mitigate EJ violations when projects---- and 
particularly the IBEC Project - severely impact human life and safety, which is a CEQA 
concern. 

10 See e.g, NRDC's comment ("project that has little or no social utility for the 
residents of Inglewood who will bear the brunt of these impacts - including more air 
pollution in an already heavily-polluted area - and who are not the target audience for 
expensive professional basketball ticket") 
http://ibecproject.com/IBECEIR 029924.pdf; or public community comments ("project 
wiU have a very damaging impact on our environment in terms of air quality as wen 
as noise, traffic and more. Can you please think about all the cars spewing emissions 
in our community? What are the real impacts to our children and our older people?") 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/2019020l-AB900 IBEC Community letters 1.pdf 
(Exh. 9 [NRDC and Public Comments].) 
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D. The E.J Element Adoption ls Not Exempt from CEQA, Due to Its 
Potential to Cause Environmental Impacts. 

The City's invoking of the common sense exemption for the adoption of the EJ 
Element is inappropriate in view of the Element's potential to cause environmental 
impacts and potential to allow large scale projects, such as the IBEC Project, to evade 
mitigation of health and other environmental impacts on the population. The absence of 
an accurate, stable and finite project description, as well as the vagueness of the proposed 
measures (e.g., traffic calming, promoting pedestrian flows) makes the proposed EJ 
policies further capable of causing unmitigated environmental impacts. 

The analysis of the inapplicability of CEQA exemptions in the Land ~Use Element 
section, supra, applies here as well; we incorporate it by reference. 

V. CONCLUSION. 

We respectfully request that the City Council reject the proposed Land Use 
Element amendments and Environmental Justice Element and require staff to supplement 
the missing information and comply with the law as detailed above. We also request that 
the City review the proposed amendments to the General Plan and their impacts in 
conjunction >rvith the IBEC Project, and to fully disclose, evaluate and mitigate those in 
the IBEC DEIR, as either part l'.lthe IBEC Project or - at a minimum - cumulatively as 
related projects. Finally, we object to the City's use of categorical exemptions, and 
request meaningful CEQA review of impacts of both Projects. 

RPS:vl 
En els. 

Very truly yours, 

Robert Silverstein 
ROBERT P. SILVERSTEIN 

FOR 
THE SILVERSTEIN LAW FIRM, APC 
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THE SILVERSTEIN LAW FIR11 
A Professiona[ Corporation 

April 13, 2020 

VIA El\t1AIL fljackson(ll)dtyofinglewood.org; 
mwHcox(G1cityofinglewood.org 

Fred Jackson, Senior Planner 
Tvfindy Wilcox, AICP, Planning l\rfanager 
City of Inglewood, Planning Division 
1 West Ivfanchester Boulevard, 4th Floor 
Inglewood, CA 90301 

215 NrnnH MARENGO AVENUE, 3RD FLOOR 

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 91101-1504 

PHONE: (626) 449-4200 FAX: (626) 449-4205 

ROBERT@ROBERTSILVERSTEINLAW.COM 

W\VW.ROBERTSILVERSTEINLA\V.COM 

Re: Advance Notice Request and Comments and Objections to Notices of 
Exemption for, and of General Plan Amendment GPA-2020-01 and GPA-
2020-02; CEQA Case Nos. EA-CE-2020-036 and EA-CE-2020-037 

Dear Mr. Jackson and Ms. \tVilcox: 

I. INTRODUCTION AND ADVANCE NOTICE REQUEST. 

This firm and the undersigned represent Kenneth and Dawn Baines, owners of the 
property located at 10212 S. Fraire Ave., Inglewood. Please keep this office on the list of 
interested persons to receive timely notice of all hearings and determinations related to 
the proposed approval/adoption of the General Plan Amendments and Categorical 
Exemptions listed above ("Project(s)"). 

Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21167(£) and all applicable rules and 
regulations,. please provide a copy of each and every Notice of Determination issued by 
the City in connection with these Projects. \Ve incmvorate by reference an Project 
objections raised by others with regard to both the present Notices of Exemption and 
amendments/adoption of General Plan Elements. To the extent the Projects are pmt of or 
intenelated with the Clippers IBEC project. we incorporate by reference aU public 
comments/objections to the IBEC project as wen as its Draft EIR. 1

,
2

,
3

. 

See httv://ihecprojectcom/ 

2 \Ve specifically request that all the hyperlinks in this letter be downloaded and 
printed out, submitted to the agency,. and be included in the City's control file and record 
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for the Project, as duly provided by applicable case law. 

3 See http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190201-
AB900 _1BEC_Community _letters_l.pdf, ht1}J://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/2019020 l-
AB900 __ ___IBEC _____ Community __ _Jetters ____ 2.pdf, http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190204-
AB900 _IBEC _Ing1ewood_ Residents_ Against_ Takings_ Evictions_ Comments.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190204-
AB900 _IBEC_ fv1SG _Forum_ AB _987 _Comment_ Letter_ without_ Exhibits.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190204-
AB900 _IBEC _MSG _Forum _AB _987 _Comment_ Letter_ EXHIBITS_ l-4.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190204-
AB900 _1BEC _ I\1SG _Forum _AB _987 _Comment_ Letter_ EXHIBIT_5.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190204-
AB900 ____ IBEC __ }v1SG ____ Forum ___ AB _____ 987 ____ Comment ____ Letter ____ EXHIBITS ____ 6-7.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190204-
AB900 _IBEC_ fv1SG _Forum_ AB _987 _Comment_ Letter_ EXHIBITS_ 8-10.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190222-
AB900 _____ IBEC _____ Comment ____ Climate ____ Resolve.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190304-AB900 _IBEC _ NRDC.pdf, 
ht1JJ://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190422-
AB900 _ IBEC_ fv1SG _Supp_ Lette _re _IBEC _App _Tracking_ No-2018021056.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190422-
AB900 _IBEC _MSG _Supp_ Lette_re_IBEC_ App_ Tracking_ No-2018021056.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190621-
IBEC _Comment_ NRDC _Clippers _response _6-21-19.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190628-
AB900 _ Ing1ewood _Comment_ Opposition _to_ Supp1emental_ Application.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190628-
AB900 _Inglewood_ Comment _resident_ letters. pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190628-
AB900 _Inglewood_ Comment_ Resident_ Letters_ 1.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190628-
AB900 _lnglewood_ Comment_ Resident_ Letters_ 2.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ ceqa/ docs/ ab900/20190628-F inal ___ Ingkwood ____ Community ___ Letters. pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190628-
MSG _AB _987 _ Letter_re _Supplemental_ Application_ with_ exhibits.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190628-1BEC.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190729-
Pubhc _____ Counsel __ ___letter _____ RE ____ A B ____ 98 7 ____ Ing1 ewood ____ Arena _____ Project. pdf: 
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This letter is also an Advance Notice Request that the City of Inglewood 
Depaitment of City Planning, the City Clerk's office, and all other commissions, bodies 
and offices, provide this office with advance written notice of any and all meetings, 
hearings and votes in any way related to the above-referenced proposed Projects and any 
projects/entitlements/actions related to any and all events or actions involving these 
Projects. 

Your obligation to add this office to the email and other notification lists includes, 
but is not limited to, all notice requirements found in the Public Resources Code and 
Inglewood l'vfonicipal Code. Some code sections that may be relevant include Public 
Resources Code Sections 21092 and 21092.2. 

This Advance Notice Request is also based on Government Code§ 54954.1 and 
any other applicable laws, and is a formal request to be notified in writing regarding the 
Projects, any invoked or proposed CEQA exemptions, any public hearings related to the 
Draft or Final EIR for the IBEC project, together with a copy of the agenda, or a copy of 
all the documents constituting the agenda packet, of any meeting of an advisory or 
legislative body, by email and mail to our office address listed herein. \Ve further request 
that such advance notice also be provided to us via email specifically at: 
Robe1t(t]RobertSilversteinLaw.com; Esther@Robe1tSilverstei11Law.com; 
Naira(i{)RobertSilversteinLaw.cmn; and Veronica(iil,RobertSilversteinLaw.cmn. 

http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190903-AB900 _IBEC _Community_ Letters.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190903-
AB900 _1BEC_lnglewood_Community _ Letters-2.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20190909-
AB900 _ IBEC _MSG_ OPR _Letter_ September_ 2019 _with_ exhibits.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/201911] 2-
AB900 _IBEC_AB987 _lnglewood _Residents _Against_Takings _and_ Evictions%20.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20191114-
Barbara _Boxer_ GHG _Emissions_ Commitment_ Letter.pdf, 
http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20191] 27-
AB900 _1BEC _ AB987 _Resident_ Letters_ Supplement_to _ GHG _Emissions_ Commitment 
.pdf: http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20191127-
AB900 __ JBEC ____ AB987 ____ Resident ___ Letters ____ Supp1ement ____ to ____ GHG ____ Emissions ____ Commitment 
_ 2.pdf, http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20191127-
AB900 _IBEC_AB987 _ I\1SG _Forum_ Supplement_to _ GHG _Emissions_ Commitment.pd 
f. http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/ab900/20191205-
AB987 __ ___IBEC _____ Comment ___ }vISG _____ Forum.pdf. 
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Finally, to the extent that an advance written request is required for any and all 
City hearings regarding the above-referenced project to be recorded and/or transcribed, 
this letter shall constitute that advance written request. Please include this letter in the 
record for this matter. 

Please, acknowledge receipt of the Advance Notice Request above. 

Please also provide a current time line of all scheduled and anticipated events, 
including hearings or approvals of any type, related to the Projects. 

H. OBJECTIONS TO THE LACK OF ADEQUATE AND CONSISTENT 
NOTICE AND REQUEST TO RESCHEDULE THE APRIL 13, 2020 
HEARING. 

On April 13, 2020, our office came across the City's special meeting agenda for 
the Planning Commission's Special !vieeting on April 13, 2020, at 7:00 p.m. The agenda 
included Items 5( d) and 5( e) related to the Projects ---- i.e., amendments to the Genera] 
Plan. 

Based on information we have obtained, the City of Inglewood ("City") is closed 
for COVID-19 reasons effective April 13 through April 27, 2020. Yet we were informed 
at approximately 6:00 p.m. tonight that despite the shutdown of City Hall, this Planning 
Commission hearing is proceeding nonetheless. That is an outrage to the concept of 
transparency and public participation. 

\Ve hereby object to the City's short imposed deadlines, special meetings, 
inadequate and inconsistent notices, and particularly, to the notice of the special meeting 
on April 13, 2020 during this time of the COVID-19 crisis. Ivfoving forward with the 
Projects would also be in violation of the Brown Act's open meetings requirements and 
any decision taken today will be invalid. 

We therefore request that the City reschedule the Special !vieeting of April 13, 
2020 and properly circulate the notice and all documents related to the Projects, including 
but not limited to the drafts of the Land Use and Environmental Justice Elements, to 
afford meaningful opportunity to the public and public agencies to comment on the 
proposed amendments to the General Plan - prior to any approval. The City's failure to 
reschedule and duly circulate the documents prior to the respective approvals of the 
Projects will constitute an abuse of discretion and failure to proceed in a manner required 
bv law. _, 
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We also request that the City postpone any action or hearing on General plan 
amendments until and unless 90 days after the stay-at-home orders have been lifted by 
the California Governor. State and Planning and Zoning laws necessitate public 
participation for all actions, whereas the presently-utilized remote participation is often 
disrupted because of connection problems. The City should not take advantage of these 
unfmtunate times, where people are fighting against the virus and some people are 
fighting for their lives, to rush through projects of such magnitude as amendments to the 
City's General Plan. 

\Ve also object to the City's imposition of strict deadlines for non-essential 
projects during the COVID-19 crisis given that - as evidenced by the recent letter of the 
League of California Cities to the Governor asking for toning of all deadlines - city 
staffing shortages affect the efficiency of their work. We request that the City toll and 
extend its deadlines for public comment period on aU environmental documents, 
including the Notices of Exemption for the Projects, until after the COVID-19 crisis is 
contained and the Governor lifts stay-at-home orders. 

Ill. LACK OF lVlEANING~'UL OPPORTUNI"fY :FOR PUBLIC 
PARTICIPATION PARTICULARLY FOR COVID-19 REASONS. 

The City cam1ot approve the Projects or Notices of Exemption or related findings 
because it cannot make a finding that those are consistent with the City's General Plan,. as 
the City has not duly circulated the documents for the public to review and comment 
upon. 

Further, the City may not be able to satisfy the public participation requirement 
under Cal. Gov't Code§ 65351, which provides: ''During the preparation or amendment 
of the general plan, the planning agency shall provide opportunities for the involvement 
of citizens, public agencies, public utility companies, and civic, education, and other 
community groups, through public hearings and any other means the city or county 
deems appropriate." 

To the extent that the Projects, specifically, the General Plan amendments, are also 
interrelated with and being piecemealed from the IBEC project and its DEIR, the Projects 
win unavoidably facilitate or be used in furtherance of the IBEC project. In turn, the City 
may not rely on Categorical Exemptions to approve the Projects because doing so would 
facilitate the IBEC project, which project will have significant, unmitigable impacts. In 
other words, the use of Categorical Exemptions is facially improper because the Projects 
are being used to facilitate and expedite approval of the IBEC project and its DEIR. 
Accordingly, the approval of the instant Projects will cause or contribute to direct or 
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indirect physical impacts to the environment. Piecemealing the Projects out of the IBEC 
project and its review is independently a violation of CEQA. 

IV. THE PROPOSED LAND USE AND ENVIRONI\1ENTAL JUSTICE 
ELEMENTS ARE lNTERRELA TED \VITH THE IBEC PRO.JECT AND 
THEREF'ORE ARE ILLEGALLY PlECEl\'lEALED f'ROI\1 IT. 

These rushed proposed General Plan amendments come at a time when the 
Clippers IBEC project is being processed and promoted. The IBEC project itself requires 
zoning changes and amendments to the General Plan's Land Use Element. 

The IBEC project has been severely criticized for its 42 environmental adverse 
impacts, including GHG emissions by bringing in millions of cars, causing severe traffic 
impacts, and adversely impacting the disadvantaged community of Inglewood, including 
their health and safety. 

The IBEC project has been criticized for its conflicts with environmental justice 
principles. 

Therefore, it appears that the City's efforts to amend the General Plan and include 
Land Use Element Amendments and the Adoption of an Environmental Justice Element 
on such a rushed basis, without adequate process for the public, and with zero 
environmental review in an obvious effort to piecemeal this issue away from where it 
should be analyzed as pmt of the IBEC project CEQA review, aims to fmther the IBEC 
project without properly and timely disclosing that purpose to the public. 

V. THE LAND USE ELETVIENT ATVIENDI\1ENT NIA Y NOT BE ADOPTED 
DUE TO LACK OF A CIRCULATED DOCUlVlENT FOR PUBLIC 
REVIEW AND COI\1MENT. 

The draft Land Use Element amendment was not available online or was not 
locatable in a place on the City's website that the public would easily or logically 
identify. Therefore,. it was impossible for the public to see the amendments to be able 
meaningfully to comment on them. The proposed amendments may not be adopted on 
this additional ground. 
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VI. CEQA EXEJVIPTIONS ARE INAPPLICABLE FOR THE GENERAL PLAN 
AMENDI\1ENTS AND THE CITY HAS NOT MET ITS BURDEN TO 
INVOKE THE EXEI\1PTION. 

The City's invoked Exemptions for the proposed Projects - i.e., general plan 
amendments and adoption of the elements ---- are in error. Pursuant to the Notices, the 
City invokes Categorical Exemptions under CEQA Guidelines Sections l 506 l (b )(3) and 
15060( c)(2), by claiming a ''common sense" exemption. 

Guidelines Section 1506l(b)(3) reads: 

"(3) The activity is covered by the general rule that CEQA applies 
only to projects which have the potential for causing a significant 
effect on the environment. \Vhere it can be seen with certainty that 
there is no possibility that the activity in question may have a 
significant effect on the environment, the activity is not subject to 
CEQA." (Emphasis added.) 

Based on the quoted language, CEQA requires certainty that there is no possibility 
that the activity in question may have a significant effect on the enviromnent. There 
cannot be such certainty where the proposal is to "clarify" the densities in the Land Use 
Element, where the draft Land Use Element amendment was never properly circulated to 
the public, and where - in the case of the common sense exemption - it is the duty and 
burden of the agency to prove with certainty that the Projects will have no environmental 
impacts. 

Moreover, to the extent the Projects here are interrelated to the IBEC project and 
facilitate it or its components, as clearly appears to be the case, the Projects may not 
invoke any common sense exemption at all 

The Projects cannot be approved using categorical exemptions since it is 
impossible for the City to demonstrate the "certainty" of no potential environmental 
impacts. Exemptions from CEQA's requirements are to be construed narrowly in order 
to further CEQA's goals of environmental protection. See Azusa Land Reclamation Co. 
v. Jvfain San Gabriel Basin \Vatermaster (1997) 52 Cal.App.4th 1165, 1220. Projects may 
be exempted from CEQA only when it is indisputably clear that the cited exemption 
applies. See Save Our Carmel River v. \!fonterev Peninsula Water J\if anagement Dist. 
(2006) 141 Cal.App.4th 677, 697. 
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vn. CONCLUSION. 

\Ve respectfully request that the City cancel the Planning Commission of April ] 3, 
2020 related to the Projects, duly circulate the draft amendments to the public for public 
comment, conduct meaningful environmental review, including as part of a recirculated 
IBEC project Draft EIR, and not further process the subject Projects as stand-alone 
approvals, much less based upon categorical exemptions under CEQA. 

RPS:vl 

Very truly yours, 

Robert Silverstein 

ROBERT P. SILVERSTEIN 
FOR 

THE SILVERSTEIN LA \V FIRivf, APC 
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2. Project Description 

111e direction of outbound truck trips would be determined by the destination of the truck, 

especia11y during demolition when trucks would be transp01ting demolition materials to recycling 

facilities or landfills. Outbound trucks hauling construction trash would be traveling to Gardena, 

metal iron and scrap would be transported to Los Angeles, and concrete and asphalt would be 

transported to Irwindale. 

Construction Employment 

Construction-related jobs generated by the Proposed Project would likely be filled by employees 

within the construction industry within the City of Inglewood and the greater Los Angeles County 

region. Construction industry jobs generally have no regular place of business and many 

construction workers are highly specialized (i.e., crane operators, steel workers, masons, etc.). 

'I1ms, construction workers commute to job sites throughout the region that may change several 

times a year dictated by the demand for their specific skills. The work requirements of most 

construction projects are also highly specialized and workers are employed on a job site only as 

long as their skills are needed to complete a particular phase of the construction process. 

During construction activities, there would be a minimum of 35 construction workers on the 

Pr~ject Site at any one time, with a maximum number of l, 175 construction workers on the 

Project Site at any one time. Throughout Project construction, the number of construction 

workers on site would ebb and flow to match the intensity of each stage of construction. 

2.6 Actions 
Implementation of the Proposed Project is anticipated to require, but may not be limited to, the 

following actions by the City of Inglewood: 

• Certification of the EIR to dete1mine that the EIR was completed in compliance with the 
requirements of CEQA, that the decision-making body has reviewed and considered the 
information in the EIR and that the EIR reflects the independent judgment of the City of 
Inglewood. 

• Adoption of a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan, which specifies the methods for 
monitoring mitigation measures required to eliminate or reduce the Proposed Project's 
significant effects on the environment. 

• Adoption of CEQA findings of fact, and for any environmental impacts detennined to be 
significant and unavoidable, a Statement of Overriding Considerations. 

• Approval of amendments to the General Plan's Land Use and Circulation Elements, with 
confonning map and text changes to reflect the plan for the Proposed Project, including: 

Redesignation of certain properties in the Land Use Element from Commercial to 
Industrial: 

Addition of specific reference to integrated sports and entertainment facilities and related 
and ancillary uses on properties in the Industrial land use designation text; 

Updating Circulation Element maps and te~i to reflect vacation of portions of West 10 l st 
Street and West 102nd Street and to show the location of the Proposed Project; and 

lnglev\KJod Basketball and Entertainment Center 
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Updating Safoty Element map to reflect the relocation of the municipal water well and 
related infrastructure. 

• Approval of a Specific Plan Amendment to the lnglewood International Business Park 
Specific Plan to exclude properties within the Project Site from the Specific Plan Area. 

• Approval of amendments to Chapter 12 and Chapter 5 of the Inglewood Municipal Code, 
including: 

Text amendments to create an overlay zone establishing development standards including 
standards for height, setbacks and lot size, pern1itted uses, signage regulations, noise 
regulations, parking regulations, public art requirements, site plan and design review 
processes, and other land use controls: and 

Conforming Zoning Map amendments applying the overlay zone to the Project Site or 
portions thereof. 

• Approval of the vacation of portions of West 10lst Street and West l02nd Street, and 
adoption of findings in connection with that approval. 

• Approval of right-of-way to encroach on City streets. 

• Approval of a Disposition and Development Agreement (DD A) by the City of Inglewood 
governing ten11s of disposition and development of property. 

• Approval of a Development Agreement (DA) addressing community benefits, vesting 
entitlements for the Proposed Project, and establishing IBEC Project-specific Design 
Guidelines to address ce1tain design elements, including building orientation, massing, design 
and materials, plaza treatments, landscaping and lighting design, parking and loading design, 
pedestrian circulation, signage and graphics, walls, fonces and screening, and similar 
elements. 

• Approval of subdivision map(s) or lot line adjustments to consolidate properties and/or adjust 
property boundaries within the Project Site. 

• Approval of conditions of approval with respect to the requirements of Assembly Bill 987. 

• Approval of any other conditions of approval deemed necessary and appropriate by the City. 

• Any additional actions or permits deemed necessary to implement the Proposed Project 
including demolition, grading, foundation, and building permits, any permits or approvals 
required for extended construction hours, tree removal permits, and other additional 
ministerial actions, permits, or approvals from the City oflnglewood that may be required. 

Additionally, ifthe project applicant is unable to acquire privately-owned, non-residential parcels 

within the Project Site, the City, in its sole discretion, may consider the use of eminent domain to 

acquire any such parcels, subject to applicable law, and the imposition of adequate controls 

necessary to ensure that the public purpose and use for which they were acquired are protected. 

In addition to approvals by the City ofinglewood, approvals or actions by other agencies or 

entities would include, but not be limited to, the following: 

• Determination of consistency with the LAX Airport Land Use Plan by the Los Angeles 
County Airport Land Use Commission. 
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• Issuance of pennits to allow for municipal water well relocation by the Los Angeles County 
Department of Public Health. 

• Review of the Proposed Project by the FAA under 14 Code of Federal Regulations Part 77 
for issuance of a Determination of No Hazard. 

Additional approvals or permits may also be required from federal, State, regional, or local 

agencies, including but not limited to the following: 

• Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board; 

• South Coast Air Quality l\fanagement District; 

• Los Angeles County Fire Department; 

• Los Angeles County Metro; and 

• California Department of Transportation. 
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ILXHIBrr A 

TEXT A.TVtENDMENTS TO 
THE INGLEWOOD GENERAL PLi\N 

Added text is shmvn in bold underline; renmved text is sbo\.vn in i:1okl--str-ik«R-rH-ngl1. 

Section l. 

Land Use Element ·-'Section II ···· Statement of Objectives" for "Industrial" in Subsection 

Don pages 7 through 8 is amended to read as follm-vs: 

D. Industrial 

- Provide a diversified industrial base for the City Continue to improve the existing 

industrial districts. upgrading the necessary infrastructure and by eliminating incompatible 

and/or bliuhted uses through the redevelonment ]Jrocess 
~ ~ I 

- Continue the redevelopm.ent of Inglev/ood by promoting the expanswn of existing 

industrial firms and actively seek the addition of new firms that are environmentally non» 

polluting, 

- Increase the industrial ernployment opportunities for the city's residents. 

- Promote the development of sports and entertaimnrut facilities and related uses on 

La.nd Use Element '-'Section VI Future Land Uses" for "Industrial Land Use" 1n 

Subsection C on pages 7! through 74 is amended to read as fo!lcfl.vs: 

C Industrial Land Use 

Usually there are three factors involved in the location of industrial land. infrastructure, 

compatibility of use, and proximity to an adequate labor force 

! i1·1·t·e-."'"'">1•i' [)fr r· evt 1' l"'-fi-""11. "l"'-<-'l'i·' v •'>J"lll'l.t''(fj ::; .. ~-:> ·v:.. .. """' ....... ~:1-.. . ::;: ... ·w.;;3. ~3 ~t:.i: .. · '4' \} :.. •. C.:...t . v ~ . 

Industry shoukl be con1patible with surrounding hmd uses. Compact industrial locations 

[ P •('' r:; . /"\ JL l\fERGEFORiVlAT] 
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such as an "industrial park'' place industries adjacent to other industries, thereby m!nirnizing 

conflict vvith residential and cornmercia! areas, ln some cases, industrial uses may placed 

VJhere residential or commercial land uses are not desirable,, such as the area 1,,vhich is under the 

eastern end of the flight path of Los Angeles International Airport. The E!ernent proposes that 

the area in the City of Inglewood generally bounded by Crenshav/ on the east, La Cienega on the 

'\;vest Century on the north and I 04th Street on the south be designated as industrial from the 

present rnsidentiaJ and comn1en:ial This area is an extremely undesirable 1ocetion for residential 

usage because it is severely impacted by jet aircraft noise. The area should be developed vvith 

industrial park, commercial, arul/or office park ~, and/or SJ:HWts nnd entertainment 

facilities, and related uses~ utilizing planned assembly district guidelines •. 01\ in tiH• case of 

sports and entet'faimneut facilities and related uses, protect-specific design guidelines .in 

lieu of the planned assemblv district guidelines, to insure both the quality of the development 

and to encourage its compatibility \Vtth surrounding uses. 

[intervening text intentionally omitted] 

Century will likely be developed for industrial/commercial/office uses~ or sports and 

entertaimnent facilities and related uses. 

! i1·1·t·Dr'""'~1: ri .:r t"'"d 1· i·,.t ''111·1· ''1·' (111 •, ··l1·1·': '·t ··cf) ~ . .~· > ·v~' .3. ......, .<. ..... ~.(, :,_ . ::. :~;C:.. . ~-.!. h. :.. ~ l. . ::. 3. l .C. ;,,. . w , . 

. As the construction of the Century Free'>vay along the City's southern boundary 

progresses, the highly noise impacted area bet\·Veen Century and 104th v.1hich is \Vest of 

Crenshaw should be recvcled from its present residential uses to more appmpnate 

industrlaUcommerdal/office uses, or sports and entertainment f'adHties and related uses. 

Irrespective of market forces, the City must promote and assist in upgrading of existing industrial 

Section 2. 

Circulation Element Section on "Street Classification Collectors" (vJithin '''Part Ttvo · 

Circulation Plan" in Subpart 4 on pages 20 through 21) is amended to mad as follo•;.vs: 
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04 3 5. 104th Street 

++ 36. 108th Street (Prairie Avenue to Crenshaw Boulevard) 

Circulation Element Section on "Traffic Generators'' vvithin "Part Tvvo ~ Circulation 

Plan" on J.Jage 22 is amended to read as follows: -.. 

Certain facilities or areas In and near ln~!lewood can be Identified as being the destination 
~ 0 

of siunificant nu1nbers of vehicles: 
<,.' 

[Nos. ! ··· 7 intentionaHy omitted] 

8. htgiewood Basketball and Entertainment c:enter. The sports and entertainment 

Circulation Elen1ent Section on '·'Trnck .Routes" within "Part T»vo ·w Circulation Plan" on 

page 28 is amended to read as foHmvs: 

The purpose of designated tmck routes is to restrict heavy 1,ve!ght vehicles to streets 

constructed to carry such ·~veight, in addition to keeping large vehides-«with their potentially 

an~nving' l'~v,,,Js of noi r.:e, vibr,,1tic,n and furnes-Nfrom residential neirr.hbnrhnods. W'ith the '::: .\ , .. · .. ~ ... - . """' """'~ '·• ·' .:::. .... ~...-

exception of tsvo routes, rnU designated truck routes are along rnrterial streets. One exception is 

East Hyde Park Boulevard and Hyde Park Place which have street •;vidths too narro1.v to be 

commerdrn! businesses located in northeast Inglewood. The second e.xception is l02nd Street 
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(bet\.veen FH1ir-i~-Dotv Avenue and Yukon Avenue) which serves the nmv manufacturing and air 

freight businesses being developed in the Century Redevelopment Project area. 
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EX H.1 BlT B-l 

IVL\P AfdENDl\JENT TO THE LAND USE ELE\\lENT 
or THE INGLE\VOOD GENERAL PLA.N 

Land Use Element ''Land Use Ivlap" is amended in its entirety (as depicted bc!mv) to 

sho\v that certain ~NN-acre area located adjacent to fL Prairie /\venue, just south of \N Century 

Boulevaxd, cornprised of Parcels~-~ [insert APNsj to be designated as '''IndustriaJ'. 

[image of amended map] 
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EXH.IBlT B-2 

MAP AtvfENDrvlENTS TO THE CIRCULATION ELHvfENT 
OF THE INGLE\VOOD GENERAL PLA.N 

Section l. 

The Circulation Element '·Street Classification" TVlap on page l 7 is ainended in its 

entirety (as depicted beh:nv) to remove the vacated portions of ! 0 l st and I 02nd Streets as 

foilO\VS: 

[image ofm11ended.map] 

1~] C' j , r:! T 'V ,~ . ": ll r "" , . ' ' , , , 1e .trc1.u1t10n r; ement"" . ratitc 'denerntors :viap on page ..:.J ts amennen m its entJrety 

(as depicted below) to add the location of the Project site as follows 

[image of amt;nded n1ap] 

Section 3. 

The Circulation Element "Designated Truck Routes" Map on page 29 is amended in Its 

[image of amended map] 
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fv!AP A.!\ifENDl\1ENT TO THE SAFETY ELE\lENT 
OF THE INGLEWOOD GENERAL PLAN 

Safotv Elen1ent Water Distribution System Ma!J on ·paue 37 is sur;r)lernented (as deJJicted 
</ . •• . ..... , ' 

belovi) to show the relocation of a ;,vater \vell and accornpany1ng pipelines as fbllm.vs: 

[frn.age ofsuppJenrentaJ map] 
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3. Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Miligation Measures 
3.12 Population, Employment, and Housing 

units necessitating the construction of replacement housing elsewhere. 23 Therefore, this impact is 

considered less than significant. 

Indirect Displacement 
Several comments on the Notice of Preparation requested that the City consider the potential for 

the Proposed Project to indirectly cause displacement of housing and residents as a result of it 

causing the process of gentrification. The City undertook a study to detem1ine if there is evidence 

to suggest that gentrification and indirect housing displacement are foreseeable socioeconomic 

effects pursuantto development of the Proposed Project (see Appendix S). 24 

As described above, in general CEQA does not require analysis of socioeconomic issues such as 

gentrification, displacement, environmental justice, or effects on "community character.'' The 

CEQA Guidelines state, however, that while the economic or social effects of a project are not 

appropriately treated as significant effects on the environment, it is proper for an EIR to examine 

potential links from a Proposed Project to physical effects as a result of anticipated economic or 

social changes. 

Gentrification is a widely studied and discussed process. Although there is no single definition for 

the term, the process of gentrification is commonly perceived to be an influx of new, higher

income residents, into a traditionally low-income neighborhood. Displacement has been defined 

as the process that occurs ''when any household is forced to move from its residence by 

conditions that affect the dwelling or immediate s1moundings, and which: 

1. Are beyond the household's reasonable ability to control or prevent: 

2. Occur despite the household's having met all previously-imposed conditions of occupancy; and 

3. l\fake continued occupancy by that household impossible, hazardous or unaffordable. "25 

Academic studies conclude that the process of gentrification frequently has both positive and 

negative effects depending on specific neighborhood characteristics. These studies also show that 

the link between the process of gentrification and the displacement of existing residents is 

tenuous and difficult to demonstrate. 

In considering the potential for gentrification and displacement effects associated with the Proposed 

Project, it is notable that a series ofland use changes have been occurring in lnglewood, set in 

motion as many as 10 years ago in 2009. Some of these changes, especially the HPSP and Transit 

Oriented Development plans, are indicative of City expectations and desires for grovvth and new 

development. These plans and investments have been pursued because they are perceived as having 

an overa11 benefit on the City. There is a concern that such plans and investments may result in 

23 For additional discussion related to gro\vth-inducing effects or urban decay, refer to Chapter 4, ()ther CE(~A 
Required Considerations. 

24 A LH Urban & Regional Econonucs, Inglewood Sports and Entertainmenl Venue Disp!acemenl Study, July 2019. 
25 Jviiriam ZuL Ariel H. Bierbaum, Karen Chapple, Karolina Gorska, and Anastasia Loukaitou-Sideris, 

''Gentrification, Displacement, and the Role of Public Investment. 'Available: https://joumals.sagepub.corn/ 
doi/abs/l 0.1177/0885412217716439. Published in Journal of Planning Literature, 2018, 33(I). 
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Inglewood. CA https://www.cityofinglewood.org/ AgendaCenter 

l of 12 

Tools 

Agenda Center RSS 

View current agendas and minutes for all boards and commissions. Previous 

years' agendas and minutes can be found in the Document Center. Adobe 

Notif\/ Me® 

•:i·>..'\}.)>< ~~ 
Reader may be required to view some documents. ~~1-<t: &if 

V Advisory Committee for Naming or Renaming a Public Facility 

Agenda 

Feb (Februa[Y) 19, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februa[Y.}_11, 2020 6:59 PM 

Advisory Committee Agenda 

V Arts Commission 

Agenda 

Dec (December) 18, 2019 

December 2019 

Nov (November) 20, 2019 

November 20, 2019 

Oct (October) 16, 2019 

October 2019 

SeR_(SeP-tember).~, 2019 
September 18, 2019 

Aug_(August} 15, 2019 

August 15, 2019 

Minutes Download 

2019 2018 2017 View More -- -- --

Minutes 

~··· 

~··· 

Download 
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Agenda 
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Jul {JU!Y.) 11, 2019 
July 2019 

Jun {June)~, 2019 
June 19, 2019 

MaY.JMaY.L.1§, 2019 
May 15, 2019 

f!RrJf!Rril) 11, 2019 
April 17, 2019 

Mar {March) 20, 2019 
March 20, 2019 

Feb (Februarv..) 20, 2019 
February 20, 2019 

Jan (Januarv..) 16, 2019 
January 16, 2019 

V Aviation Commission 

Agenda 

Se~_{SeRtember). 20, 2017 
Aviation Commission 

Aug_(August) 16, 2011 
Aviation Commission Agenda 

Jul (JUIY.} 19, 2011 
Aviation Commission Agenda 

Jun (June)_lj_, 2011 
Aviation Commission Meeting 

MaY.JMayJ 11, 2011 
Aviation Commission Agenda 

8RrJ8Rril) 19, 2011 
Aviation Commission Agenda 

Mar {March) 15, 2011 
Aviation Commission Agenda 

Feb (Februarv..) 15, 2011 
Aviation Commission Agenda 

Jan (Januarv..) 18, 2011 
Aviation Commission Agenda 

https://www.cityofinglewood.org/ AgendaCenter 

Minutes 

It 

Minutes 

It 

Download 

2011 

Download 
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V Citizen Police Oversight Commission 

Agenda 

Mar (MarchL.11, 2020 - Posted Mar (March) 9, 2020 4:19 PM 

Meeting Canceled 

Feb {Februa[Y) 12, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februa[Y.)._12_, 2020 2:58 PM 

Meeting Canceled 

Jan (JanuaryJJ~, 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y.)_§., 2020 7:25 AM 

Meeting Canceled 

V City Council 

Agenda 

8RrJ8P-ril) 28, 2020 - Posted ARL(6Rril) 24, 2020 11 :36 AM 

4-28-20 City Council Agenda (No Meeting) 

8P-rJ8P-ril}_l1, 2020 - Posted AQ.C_(612ril) 16, 2020 9:01 PM 

04-21-20 City Council Agenda 

8ru:J8P-ril) 14, 2020 - Posted ARf_(6Rril}J_Q, 2020 4:58 PM 

4-14-20 City Council Agenda (No Meeting) 

8RrJ8P-ril)_I, 2020 - Posted ARf_(6Rril)_l, 2020 7:23 PM 

04-07-20 City Council Agenda 

8P-rJ8Rril}_I, 2020 -Posted ARf_(6Rfill..§, 2020 2:13 PM 

04-07-2020 City Council Agenda (Special Meeting) 

Mar {March) 31, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)2L 2020 4:03 PM 

03-31-20 City Council Agenda (No Meeting) 

Mar (March) 27, 2020 - Posted Mar (March} 26, 2020 9:58 AM 

03-27-2020 City Council Agenda (Special Meeting) 

Mar (March) 24, 2020 - Posted Mar (March).1..Q, 2020 9:36 PM 

03-24-20 City Council Agenda 

Mar (March) 11, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)J.;i, 2020 8:38 PM 

03-17-20 City Council Agenda 

Mar (March) 10, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)...§., 2020 5:51 PM 

03-10-20 City Council Agenda 

Mar {March}_A, 2020 -Posted Mar (March)_1, 2020 2:14 PM 

03-04-2020 City Council Agenda (Special Meeting) 

Mar (March)~, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februa[Y.} 28, 2020 5: 15 PM 

03-3-2020 City Council Agenda (No Meeting) 

https://www.cityofinglewood.org/ AgendaCenter 

2020 2019 2018 View More -- -- --

Minutes Download 

2020 2019 2018 View More 

Minutes Download 
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Feb (Februarv.) 25, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februa[Y.)2.1, 2020 11 :32 AM 

02-25-20 City Council Agenda 

Feb {Februarv.} 18, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februaty)_H, 2020 6:41 PM 

02-18-2020 City Council Agenda (No Meeting) 

Feb (Februarv.L.11, 2020 -Posted Feb (February.)_§., 2020 8:13 PM 

02-11-20 City Council Agenda 

Feb (Februarv.)_1, 2020 - Posted Jan (Januaty)..l1, 2020 6: 19 PM 

02-04-20 City Council Agenda 

Jan (Januarv.), 28, 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y.) 23, 2020 7:37 PM 

01-28-20 City Council Agenda 

Jan (Januarv.L~.1, 2020 - Posted Jan (Januar:y)_1l, 2020 5:16 PM 

01-21-2020 City Council Agenda (No Meeting) 

Jan (Januarv.) 14, 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y.)J!, 2020 10:05 PM 

01-14-20 City Council Agenda 

Jan (JanuaryJ,_l, 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y.).1_, 2020 5:00 PM 

01-07-2020 City Council Agenda (No Meeting) 

T Civil Service Board of Review 

Agenda 

Feb {Februarv.} 16, 2011 
Civil Service Board of Review Regular Meeting Agenda (PDF) 

Feb (Februarv.) 15, 2011 

Civil Service Board of Review Regular Meeting Agenda (PDF) 

T Claims Review Committee 

Agenda 

May:_(May.)_A, 2020 -Posted AQr (6Qril) 29, 2020 10:12 AM 

Claims Review Committee Meeting 

8P-rJ8P-ril}_lZ, 2020 - Posted AQ.C_(612ril).11_, 2020 9:47 AM 

Claims Review Committee Meeting 

8ru:JAP-ril)_§, 2020 - Posted AQ.C_(6Rril)~, 2020 9:58 AM 

Claims Review Committee Meeting 

Mar (March) 23, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)JJt, 2020 9:35 PM 

Claims Review Committee Meeting 

https://www.cityofinglewood.org/ AgendaCenter 

Minutes Download 

It 

Minutes Download 

Minutes Download 
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Mar (March)~, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februa[Y.). 27, 2020 9:34 PM 

Claims Review Committee Meeting 

Feb {Februa[_Y} 24, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februaty).£1, 2020 11 :25 AM 

Claims Review Committee Meeting 

Feb (FebruarY..) 10, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februa[Y.}_§, 2020 6:33 PM 

Claims Review Committee Meeting 

Feb (Februa[_Y)~, 2020 - Posted Jan (Januaty), 30, 2020 4:49 PM 

Claims Review Committee Meeting 

Jan (Jam.1arY..), 27, 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y.) 24, 2020 8:29 AM 

Claims Review Committee Meeting 

Jan (JanuarY..}Jl., 2020 - Posted Jan (Januaty)...£, 2020 6:40 AM 

Claims Review Committee Meeting 

V Council District 1 

Agenda 

8RrJ8Rril) 26, 2014 
Council District 1 Town Half Meeting Agenda (PDF) 

V Council District 2 

Agenda 

May:_(MayJ,~, 2014 

Council District 2 Town Haff Meeting Agenda (PDF) 

V Council District 4 

https://www.cityofinglewood.org/ AgendaCenter 

Minutes Download 

It 

Minutes Download 

2014 

Minutes Download 

2018 2017 2016 View More -- -- --

Agenda Minutes Media Download 

5of12 

Jan (JanuarY..) 24, 2018 

Council District 4 Town Ha!! Meeting Video (No Agenda) 

V Finance Authority 

Agenda 

Mar {March} 17, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)n, 2020 8:42 PM 
03-17-20 Finance Authority Agenda 

2020 2019 2018 View More 

Minutes Download 
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Feb (Februarv.) 25, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februa[Y.)2.1, 2020 11 :49 AM 

02-25-20 Finance Authority Agenda 

Feb {Februarv.L11, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februa[Y.)_§_, 2020 8:34 PM 

02-11-20 Finance Authority Agenda 

Jan (January:), 28, 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y.) 23, 2020 7:54 PM 

01-28-20 Finance Authority Agenda 

Jan (Januarv.) 14, 2020 - Posted Jan (January.)JZ., 2020 10:23 PM 

01-14-20 Finance Authority Agenda 

V Housing Authority 

Agenda 

8RrJ8Rril}_l1, 2020 - Posted AQ.C_(612ril) 16, 2020 9: 17 PM 

04-21-20 Housing Authority Agenda 

8RrJ8Rril)_I, 2020 - Posted AQ.C_(6Rril).1_, 2020 7:35 PM 

04-07-20 Housing Authority Agenda 

8RrJ8Rril)_I, 2020 - Posted AQ.C_(6Rril)_§, 2020 2:27 PM 

04-07-2020 Housing Authority Agenda SPECIAL MEETING 

Mar (March) 24, 2020 - Posted Mar (March).1..Q, 2020 9:57 PM 

03-24-20 Housing Authority Agenda 

Mar {March) 17, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)n, 2020 8:48 PM 

03-17-20 Housing Authority Agenda 

Mar (March) 10, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)2_, 2020 5:57 PM 

03-10-20 Housing Authority Agenda 

Mar (March)_A, 2020 -Posted Mar (March)~, 2020 2:14 PM 

03-04-2020 Housing Authority Agenda SPECIAL MEETING 

Feb {Februarv.) 25, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februa[Y.}..f.1, 2020 11 :46 AM 

02-25-20 Housing Authority Agenda 

Feb (Februarv.L.11, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februa[Y.)_§, 2020 8:18 PM 

02-11-20 Housing Authority Agenda 

Feb {Februarv.}_A, 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y.}_Ql, 2020 6:23 PM 

02-04-20 Housing Authority Agenda 

Jan (January:), 28, 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y.) 23, 2020 7:47 PM 

01-28-20 Housing Authority Agenda 

Jan (Januarv.) 14, 2020 - Posted Jan (January.)JZ., 2020 10:18 PM 

01-14-20 Housing Authority Agenda 

https://www.cityofinglewood.org/ AgendaCenter 

Minutes Download 

It 

2020 2019 2018 View More 

Minutes Download 

It 

It 
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V Joint Powers Authority 

Agenda 

Mar (March) 24, 2020 - Posted Mar (March).1..Q, 2020 9:38 PM 

03-24-20 Joint Powers Authority Agenda 

Mar {March} 17, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)n, 2020 8:45 PM 

03-17-20 Joint Powers Authority Agenda 

Feb (FebruarY..) 25, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februa[Y.}21, 2020 11 :54 AM 

02-25-20 Joint Powers Authority Agenda 

Feb (FebrwirY..L11, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februa[Y.}_§., 2020 8:38 PM 

02-11-20 Joint Powers Authority Agenda 

Jan (Jam.1arY..) 28, 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y.) 23, 2020 7:40 PM 

01-28-20 Joint Powers Authority Agenda 

Jan (JanuarY..) 14, 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y.)_Jt, 2020 10:20 PM 

01-14-20 Joint Powers Authority Agenda 

V library Board 

Agenda 

Feb {FebruarY..} 26, 2020 

February 26, 2020 

Jan (JanuarY..) 22, 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y.)_11, 2020 9:14 AM 

January 22, 2020 

V Oversight Board 

Agenda 

Aug_(August) 21, 2018 - Posted Aug_(August) 16, 2018 12:45 PM 

Oversight Board Agenda August 21, 2018 

Jun (June) 27, 2018 

Notice to Public of Proposed Action 

Jun {June). 27, 2018 

0612712018 Special Meeting Agency Oversight Board 

Jan (JanuarY..) 31, 2018 

Oversight Board Agenda January 31, 2018 

V Park & Recreation Commission 

https://www.cityofinglewood.org/ AgendaCenter 

2020 2019 ----

Minutes Download 

It 

2020 2019 2018 View More -- -- --

Minutes Download 

2018 2017 2016 View More -- -- --

Minutes Download 

2019 2018 2017 View More ----
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Oct (October)~, 2019 - Posted Oct (October).11, 2019 10:45 AM 

October 3, 2019 

Oct (October)_]_, 2019 - Posted Oct (October)2.j_, 2019 10:26 AM 

101312019 

Se1:~JSe?-tember).~, 2019 - Posted SeR._(Se12tember}.2.§., 2019 11 :31 AM 

September 5, 2019 - No Meeting 

Aug_(August}_1, 2019 
August 1, 2019 

Jul (July:)_A, 2019 - Posted SegjSeQtember). 25, 2019 11 :33 AM 

July 4, 2019 - No Meeting 

Jun (June)_§, 2019 
June 6, 2019 

May:_( May.)~, 2019 - Posted SeR._(Se12tember) 25, 2019 11 :33 AM 

May 2, 2019 - No Meeting 

8P-rJ8P-ril)_A, 2019 
April 4, 2019 

Mar (March)_I, 2019 
March 7, 2019 

Feb (Februani:.)_I, 2019 
February 7, 2019 

Jan (Januani:.)_~, 2019 -Amended Feb (Februa[Y.) 25, 2019 3:20 PM 

January 3, 2019 

V' Parking & Traffic Commission 

Agenda 

Jun (June), 26, 2019 -Posted Jun_(June}jl, 2019 3:00 PM 

Meeting Cancelled 

May.JMayJ 22, 2019 - Posted Ma,1._(May) 20, 2019 9:23 AM 

Parking and Traffic Commission Meeting Agenda 

8P-IJ8P-ril) 24, 2019 - Posted ARf_(6Rril).n_, 2019 11 :07 AM 

04124119 Parking and Traffic Commission Meeting 

Mar (March) 27, 2019 -Posted Mar (March).2.§., 2019 4:05 PM 

Parking and Traffic Commission Agenda 

Feb (Februani:.) 27, 2019 - Posted Feb (Februa[Y.} 25, 2019 3:40 PM 

Parking and Traffic Commission Agenda 

https://www.cityofinglewood.org/ AgendaCenter 

Minutes Download 

IWt 

It 

2019 2018 2017 View More 

Minutes Download 
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Jan (January.) 23, 2019 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y.) 16, 2019 8:07 AM 

Parking and Traffic Commission Meeting Agenda 

V Parking Authority 

Agenda 

Mar (March) 24, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)_lQ, 2020 9:50 PM 

03-24-20 Parking Authority Agenda 

Mar (March) 17, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)n, 2020 8:40 PM 
03-17-20 Parking Authority Agenda 

Feb (Februa[_Y) 25, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februaty).£1, 2020 11 :57 AM 
02-25-20 Parking Authority Agenda 

Feb (Februa[.'Y.)_11, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februaty)_§., 2020 8:29 PM 
02-11-20 Parking Authority Agenda 

Jan (Janua[_Y) 28, 2020 - Posted Jan (January.) 23, 2020 7:57 PM 
01-28-20 Parking Authority Agenda 

Jan (Janua[_Y),_j_A, 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y.)~, 2020 10: 15 PM 
01-14-20 Parking Authority Agenda 

V Permits & License Committee 

Agenda 

8P-rJ8f2ril)J!, 2020 - Posted AQ!:_(6Rril)_§., 2020 11 :41 AM 
Permits & License Committee Meeting 

8f2rJ8P-ril)J!, 2020 - Posted AQ!:_(6Rril)~, 2020 1 :08 PM 
Permits & License Committee Special Meeting 

Mar (March) 26, 2020 - Posted Mar (March) 24, 2020 9:20 AM 

Permits & License Committee Meeting 

Mar (March) 12, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)Jt, 2020 3:47 PM 

Permits & License Committee Meeting 

Mar (March) 12, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)J1, 2020 10:50 AM 

Permits & License Committee Special Meeting 

Feb (Februa[_Y) 27, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februaty) 24, 2020 9:45 AM 

Permits & License Committee Meeting 

Feb (Februa[_Y) 13, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februaty),jQ, 2020 2:52 PM 

Permits & License Committee Meeting 

https://www.cityofinglewood.org/ AgendaCenter 

Minutes Download 

2020 2019 2018 View More -- -- --

Minutes Download 

It 

2020 2019 2018 

Minutes Download 
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Feb (Februarv.L§., 2020 - Posted Feb (Februa[Y.)._.Q, 2020 12:23 PM 

Permits & License Committee Meeting 

Jan (Jam.1arv.) 23, 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y.)2.j_, 2020 8:48 AM 

Permits & License Committee Meeting 

Jan (January.:),~, 2020 - Posted Dec (December)J_I, 2019 1 :45 PM 

Permits & License Committee Meeting 

T Planning Commission 

Agenda 

May:_(MayJ~, 2020 - Posted AR£_(6Qril) 30, 2020 6:25 PM 

2020 05 06 May PC Agenda Page 

May_(May)_§, 2020 - Posted AQr (6Qril) 30, 2020 8:05 PM 

2020 05 06 May PC Agenda Packet 

8P-rJ8Rril) 13, 2020 - Posted AR£_(6Qril)Jt., 2020 6:42 PM 

2020 04 13 April Special PC Agenda Page 

8RrJ8P-ril) 13, 2020 - Posted AR£_(6Rril)J!, 2020 6:44 PM 

2020 04 13 April Special PC Agenda Packet 

8~rJ8~ril)_1, 2020 - Posted AR£_(6Q[[))J_, 2020 2:47 PM 

No Planning Commission Meeting 

Mar {March)_jj_, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)_§., 2020 6:05 PM 

2020 03 11 March PC Agenda Packet 

Mar (March)_.1, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februa[Y.} 28, 20204:11 PM 

No Planning Commission Meeting ... 

Feb (Februarv.L§., 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y.}_;u, 2020 6:03 PM 

2020 02 05 February PC Agenda Page 

Feb {Februarv.)...§, 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y._}_;u, 2020 6:56 PM 

2020 02 05 Feb PC Agenda Packet 

Jan (Januarv.) 15, 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y._)_§., 2020 4:22 PM 

2020 01 15 Special Planning Commission Meeting Cancelled 

T Senior Center Advisory Committee 

Agenda 

Feb (Februarv.) 13, 2017 

February 2017 

https://www.cityofinglewood.org/ AgendaCenter 

Minutes Download 

2020 2019 2018 View More 

Minutes Download 

Minutes 

2017 2016 2015 -- -- --

Download 
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V South Bay Cities Service Council 

Agenda 

Mar (March) 13, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)~, 2020 12:40 PM 

South Bay Cities Service Council Regular Meeting Agenda (PDF) 

Feb {FebruarY.L4, 2020 - Posted Jan (Januaf:Y..) 29, 2020 1 :51 PM 

South Bay Cities Service Council Regular Meeting Agenda (PDF) 

Jan (JanuaryJ,j_Q, 2020 - Posted Jan (Januaf:Y..)_§, 2020 9:24 AM 

South Bay Cities Service Council Regular Meeting Agenda (PDF) 

V SuccessorAgency 

Agenda 

8RrJ8Rril) 21, 2020 -Posted ARL(6Rril) 16, 2020 9:15 PM 
04-21-20 Successor Agency Agenda 

8P-rJ8P-ril}_l, 2020 - Posted AQL(6Q[fil2_, 2020 7:31 PM 
04-07-20 Successor Agency Agenda 

Mar (March) 24, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)-2.Q, 2020 10:06 PM 
03-24-20 Successor Agency Agenda 

Mar {March) 17, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)n, 2020 8:51 PM 
03-17-20 Successor Agency Agenda 

Mar (March) 10, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)J2., 2020 5:54 PM 
03-10-20 Successor Agency Agenda 

Feb {Februa[Y) 25, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februaty).£1, 2020 11 :43 AM 
02-25-20 Successor Agency Agenda 

Feb (Februa(Y.)_11, 2020 - Posted Feb (February,.)_§, 2020 8:21 PM 

02-11-20 Successor Agency Agenda 

Feb (Februa['Y.)_1, 2020 - Posted Jan (Januaty}~, 2020 6:21 PM 

02-04-20 Successor Agency Agenda 

Jan (Janua[Y). 28, 2020 - Posted Jan (Januaf:Y..) 23, 2020 7:44 PM 
01-28-20 Successor Agency Agenda 

Jan (Janua[Y) 14, 2020 - Posted Jan (Januaty)JZ., 2020 10:07 PM 
01-14-20 Successor Agency Agenda 

V Youth Commission 

Agenda 

https://www.cityofinglewood.org/ AgendaCenter 

2020 2019 2018 View More -- -- --

Minutes Download 

2020 2019 2018 View More 

Minutes Download 

Minutes 

It 

Download 
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Aug_(August) 17, 2017 
August 2017 

Jul (July)_g_Q, 2017 
July 2017 

Jun (June}~, 2017 
June 2017 

MaY.JMayJ 18, 2017 
May 2017 

8RrJAP-ril) 20, 2017 
April 2017 

Mar (March) 16, 2017 
March 2017 

Feb {Februa[Y} 16, 2017 
February 2017 

Jan (JanuaryJ,_13!, 2017 
January 2017 

Inglewood CAABOUT THE 

CITY 
§~l_(:;_gt_~_<::lnQ_[j_<::IQC:'l !__What's New 

Community_ 

https://www.cityofinglewood.org/ AgendaCenter 

Minutes Download 

It 

BUSINESS HElPfUl UNKSUSING THIS 
SITE 

Services Contact Us Accessibility_ 

How Do I... Readers & Viewers Co12yl.[ght Notices 

Site MaQ 
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Inglewood seeks to improve air quality, housing -

0 Friday, April IO, 2020 

Los Angeles Wave, founded in 1912) the leading source of \iveddy !oca! news, entertainrnent1 

businessi style and sports news< 

sss= sss= sss= 

Home > Local Edltion > 

Inglewood seeks to lrnprove alr quaJlty1 housing 

Lead Story West Edit ion 

Inglewood Seeks To Improve Air Quality~ Housing 

http://wavenewspapers.com/inglewood-seeks-to-improve-air-quality-housing/ 
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Inglewood seeks to improve air quality, housing -

Vi/liter ® 1795 Views 

INGLEWOOD ·····Affordable housing, good air quaJity and better trarispmtation options are 

arnong the focal points in a new city initiative designed to im.prove the quality of life for local 

residents into the 21st century. 

The prograrn is designed to irnprove the future the city and lts residents by ensuring that 

new developrnent and rnajor city Initiatives address key areas such as health) housing1 air 

quality and transportation 1 officials sakL 

The new initiative 

plan1 officials said. 

becom.e part of an environrnental justice elernent in the city) s rri.aster 

The dty1s genera! plan has not been updated since a wave of development swept lnto 

Inglewood fol!owlng the announcen1ent the nmltJ-biHion doJiar LA. Rarns and Chargers 

Sta.di urn and E"ntertainnH:•nt District at HoUywood Park arid the proposed Los /\ngeks 

Clippers Arena next to the recently renovated ForunL 

u\Vhen they made the general plan last time) they didn)t have these in mincL The goals 

were rnuch rnore modest,)) Mayor jam es T, Butts Jr, said. ((\Ve as a cornnmnity have rnuch 

greater aspirations and we wm also not Jet anyone deterrnine how big 1.,ve can be We 

detennine thaLn 

Fm Inglewood resident Julie LaBeach1 the new focus is well tim.ecL As an Inglewood renter1 

LaBeach said she was recently hit with a proposed rent increase of more than 100 percent, 

''I)ve lived in Inglewood for 20 years. I work nearby ... and we don't want to Ieave 1 we like Jt 

here/) La.Beach said. 

La Beach was one of a handful of residents whose rent rnore than douh!ed before Butts 

intervened ·······when the increase 1.,vent v1ra! un11ne ·······and negotiated the irH.Tease down to a 

30 percenL 

u I am so thankful that the mayor has taken notice,)) LaBeach said. 

The goaI of environrnenta! justice is to provlde equal access to a healthy envlronment for aU 

resldents a cornmunlty. Officials say they are cornrnltted to developing policies and 

prograrns that positively affect cnvironrnents where city residents work and play. 
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Inglewood seeks to improve air quality, housing -

Residents attended a puh!ic \ivorkshop recently wherein they discussed how cnvironrnentaI 

justice affects InglewoocL After nearly an hour of brainstonning) residents agreed that rnore 

affordable housing for worklng 

the city1 stop priority, 

residents and not just low~ incorne housing shou be 

Other residents suggested launching a weekly farn11::r)s rnarket to increase access to healthy 

food options. Others suggested that city officials start a text alert program intended to 

improve community engagement, 

City planners said the environmental Justice progrmn wiH set goals) pohcies and objectives to 

ensure that new development and nMjor initiatives take a dlversity of oplnlons into account 

and cuns1der the effect of rninorhy and disadvantaged populations. 

Officials said they wiU cuntinue to n11::et wHh residents and cunduct social rnedia outreach to 

get more public input before preparing a final environmental justice elernent draft this 

sun1n1eL 

we)re doing [and] we 1re very proud of the cmnmunlty support 

that we have because we Gn1 1t do this a!onE:\n said Councihn<:n1Alex Padilla) who represents 

Inglewood)s 2nd district. 

LaBeach said she 1s pleased that the city is reaching out to residents) but said she believes 

environmental Justice comes down to one thing: protecting the people, 

nmnber one concern is rent control))) she sals:t very proud th ls city, vVe vvant to 

stay here. \Ve want to benefit fron1 the fruits of the irnproven11::nts that are obviously 

corning, n 

W Tweet on twitter G Sham on google+ 

® Pin to pinteresl (':,,> 

~Tagged Mayor jarnes 'L Butts Jr_ 

http://wavenewspapers.com/inglewood-seeks-to-improve-air-quality-housing/ 
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Environmental Justice Element Section I : Introduction 

S t .. 1· I t d' t . ..... ecr1on .•: .n•••.ro/•uc··•••1on 
The State of California defines Environmental Justice as "the fair treatment of people of all races, cultures, 

and incomes with respect to the development, adoption, implementation, and enforcement of 

environmental laws, regulations, and policies" (California Government Code §65040.12.e). In practice, 

environmental justice seeks to minimize pollution and its effects on all communities, including disadvantaged 

communities, and ensure that residents have a say in decisions that affect their quality of life. 

In 2016, the State of California passed Senate Bill 1000 (SB 1000) requiring cities and counties to address 
environmental justice in their general plans - their master plans for how the community will grow and 

develop over time. Cities and counties may choose to adopt a separate standalone Environmental Justice 

Element or address environmental policies throughout the General Plan. The City of Inglewood has decided 

to proactively adopt an Environmental Justice Element ahead of state-mandated deadlines to address 

important land use and equity issues throughout the City. The Element includes a comprehensive set of goals 

and policies aimed at increasing the influence of target populations in the public decision-making process and 

reducing their exposure to environmental hazards. The Element will be used by the Inglewood City Council 

and the Planning Commission, other boards, commissions and agencies, developers, and the public in 

planning for the physical development of the City. As a General Plan element, the Environmental Justice 

Element is closely linked to the remainder of the General Plan and carries equal weight with the other 

General Plan elements. 

But other than being required by state law, why should we plan for environmental justice? As outlined in the 

SB 1000 Implementation Toolkit (2017), planning for environmental justice can help correct some of the 

negative impacts that years of planning and environmental policies have had on disadvantaged communities. 

City of !ng!ewood Genera! P!an 
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Environmental Justice Element Section I : Introduction 

Also, as environmental justice and land use planning are closely related, it is important to consider equity 

issues when planning for the future growth and development of the City. And finally, environmental justice

based planning can help position the City to receive federal, state, and philanthropic resources that in turn 

can be used to benefit disadvantaged communities. 

Public input was critical to the development of this Environmental Justice Element. The City conducted 

several outreach sessions to gain public input on environmental justice issues in the City and how they should 

be addressed. On January 17, 2019, a Community Workshop was conducted with more than 40 residents and 

other interested stakeholders in attendance. Additional input was provided at two Focus Group meetings 

conducted in English and Spanish on February 26, 2019. Participants provided valuable discussion on a 

variety of environmental equity topics including responses on the following key questions: 

1. What would help disadvantaged persons in the City of Inglewood get engaged in the 
public decision-making process? 

2. What areas of the City have pollution and how could they be improved? 

3. What barriers to mobility exist in the City and how could these be improved? 

4. Is affordable and healthy food readily available? if not, how could it be improved? 

5. What are the major issues regarding safe and affordable housing in the City? 

6. What public facf!ities and programs are needed in underserved areas of the City? 

Further input was received through 
the City's website and at booths set up 

at the 2019 Martin Luther King Jr. 

Celebration and the 2019 Earth Day 

Festival. Appendices A and B include 

notes from the Workshop and Focus 

Group meetings. 

The pages that follow provide a 

background on what environmental 

justice is, a summary of equity issues 
in the City of Inglewood, and the City's 

goals and policies related to achieving 

environmental justice. 

Inglewood Environmental Justice Community lil/orksiwp, January 20.1.9 
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Section II: Background 

A. Environmental Justice 
As outlined in Section I, environmental justice relates to the fair treatment of all people with respect to 

environmental laws, regulations, and policies. Environmental justice has also been described as the right for 

people to live, work, and play in a community free of environmental hazards. According to the U.S. EPA, 

environmental justice can be achieved when people have: 1) equal access to the public decision-making 

process, and 2) equal protection from environmental hazards. Access to the public decision-making process 

relates to whether all residents are aware of, and know how to participate in, decisions that affect their 

environment, such as a City Council hearing on a new industrial plant. Some members of the community may 

be very familiar with how to find out when an issue of importance will be considered by the City Council and 

how to present their opinions to the Council. However, other residents might not be aware how the City 

Council operates or know how to present their opinions. There may also be other barriers to their 

participation, such as not being fluent in English, or needing childcare to attend a City Council meeting at 

night. Environmental justice seeks to "level the playing field" and allow all members of the community to 

participate in decisions that affect their environment. 

The second objective to achieving environmental justice involves everyone having the same level of 

protection from environmental hazards. In many communities, there are areas that have a clean 

environment and high quality of life compared to other areas that may face environmental pollution and lack 

beneficial resources, such as parks and sidewalks. The second types of areas are often occupied by low

income residents who may lack resources and the ability to influence their environment. These areas are 

called "disadvantaged communities" and are required to be addressed in the general plan. 

B. Disadvantaged Communities 
According to the California Environmental Protection Agency (Cal EPA), disadvantaged communities are those 

disproportionally burdened by multiple sources of pollution and with population characteristics that make 

them more sensitive to pollution. As a result, they are more likely to suffer from a lower quality of life and 

increased health problems than more affluent areas. Because disadvantaged communities are often subject 

to disproportionate environmental burdens, SB 1000 requires that a city or county general plan include all of 

the following. 

A. Objectives and policies to reduce the unique or compounded health risks in disadvantaged 
communities by means that include, but are not limited to, the reduction of pollution exposure 
including the improvement of air quality, and the promotion of public facilities, food access, safe 
and sanitary homes, and physical activity. (Goals and Policies Sections 2, 3, 4 & 6} 

B. Objectives and policies to promote civil engagement in the public decision-making process. 
(Goals and Policies Section 1) 

C. Objectives and policies that prioritize improvements and programs that address the needs of 
disadvantaged communities. (Goals and Policies Sections 3 & 6} 
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Disadvantaged communities are eligible for state funding through the Cap-and-Trade Program, which limits 

emissions by major industries that contribute to greenhouse gas emissions and enables them to buy and sell 

allowances for emitting small amounts of pollution. State proceeds from the Cap-and-Trade Program are 

then used to fund California Climate Investments, an initiative that works to further reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions around the state. Two state laws, Senate Bill 535 (the California Global Warming Solutions Act of 

2012) and Assembly Bill 1550 (the Greenhouse Gases Investment Plan of 2016) require that 25% of California 

Climate Investments be directed to disadvantaged communities with an additional 10% dedicated to low

income areas. Some of the proceeds go to benefit the public health, quality of life and economic 

opportunities of disadvantaged and low-income communities while other funding is directed to reduce 

pollution overall. Funding can be used for a variety of investments including affordable housing, public 

transportation and environmental restoration. 

To identify disadvantaged communities within a city or county, Cal EPA encourages the use of the 

CalEnviroScreen 3.0 Model. CalEnviroScreen is a computer-mapping tool published by the Office of 

Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) that identifies communities that are most affected by 

pollution and are especially vulnerable to its adverse effects. CalEnviroScreen uses several factors, called 

"indicators" that have been shown to determine whether a community is disadvantaged and 

disproportionately affected by pollution. These indicators fall into two main categories labeled "pollution 

burden" and "population characteristics." Pollution burden indicators include exposure indicators that 

measure different types of pollution that residents may be exposed to, and the proximity of environmental 

hazards to a community. Population characteristics represent characteristics of the community that can 

make them more susceptible to environmental hazards. A summary of the CalEnviroScreen indicators and 

how they relate to environmental justice is outlined in Table 1. 

Table 1 CalEnviroScreen 3.0 Environmental Justice Factors (Indicators) . . . Rationale 
Pollution Burden • Air Quality - Ozone Exposure to hazardous substances can 

• Air Quality - Fine Particulate Matter (PM2.s) cause and/or worsen certain health 

• Air Quality - Diesel Particulate Matter (PM10) conditions. Children, the sick and elderly 

• Drinking Water Contaminants are particularly vulnerable to the effects of 

• Pesticide Use pollution. 

• Toxic Releases from Facilities 

• Traffic Density 

• Cleanup Sites 

• Groundwater Threats 

• Hazardous Waste Generators and Facilities 

• Impaired Water Bodies 

• Solid Waste Sites and Facilities 

Population • Educational Attainment People with lower income levels, 
Characteristics • Housing Burden educational attainment and fluency in 

• Linguistic Isolation English tend live in areas that are more 

• Poverty affected by air pollution and other 

• Li nem ployment environmental toxins. In addition, certain 

• Asthma health conditions may be caused or 

• Cardiovascular Disease worsened by toxins in the environment. 

• Low Birth Weight Infants 
Source: Ca!EPA/OEHHA, Ca!EnviroScreen 3.0 
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Using data from a variety of sources, CalEnviroScreen 3.0 ranks census tracts for each of the indicators 

outlined above and converts these scores to percentiles that can be compared with other areas throughout 

the state. The combined CalEnviroScreen map for the City of Inglewood is outlined in Figure 1. 

CalEnviroScreen ranks several census tracts in the City of Inglewood in the top 25% of census tracts in 

California with the highest pollution burden and socioeconomic vulnerabilities. Census tracts in the City of 

Inglewood range in percentile from 49% to 98% with a City average of 79%. Lower scores tend to be located 

in the northern and eastern limits of the community, while higher scores are located to the west, southwest, 

and south. While some of the numbers and the City average may be at the higher end of the range, it is 

important to note that Inglewood is not unique in the region. Many other cities in the metropolitan Los 

Angeles area and the South Bay have a similar pollution burden and vulnerability because they have similar 

conditions to Inglewood. The important point is to acknowledge the factors that influence environmental 

justice and take proactive measures to address them. 

Cal EPA also uses CalEnviroScreen 3.0 to map disadvantaged communities under SB 535. Disadvantaged 

communities include those census tracts with CalEnviroScreen percentiles of 75% to 100% compared to other 

areas of the state. Figure 2 illustrates the census tracts in Inglewood that had a CalEnviroScreen score of 75% 

or above in 2019 and thus are considered disadvantaged by the state. 

As shown on Figure 2, much of the City of Inglewood is considered disadvantaged based on the City's 

combined CalEnviroScreen 3.0 scores. As a result, much of the City of Inglewood is eligible for the state's 

SB 535 and AB 1550 set aside funding, which can be used for projects that benefit these communities. 

CalEnviroScreen 3.0 is a useful tool to document and illustrate environmental equity issues in a given area. 

However, as conditions change over time, users are encouraged to utilize the latest maps and data available 

at the time. In addition, OEHHA periodically provides new updates to the model that further improve the 

science behind the model and can contain new and/or refined environmental justice indicators. The 

CalEnviroScreen website can be found at https://oehha.ca.gov/calenviroscreen. 
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Figure 1 CalEnviroScreen 3,0 Map, Inglewood, 2018 
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Figure 2 SB 535 Disadvantaged Communities, Inglewood, 2018 
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Source: EPA/OEl-/1-IA, Ca!EnviroScreen 3.0 
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As outlined in Section II, the burden of pollution is not equally shared. Minority and low-income populations 

often face a greater exposure to pollution and may also experience a greater response to pollution. The 

paragraphs below outline the primary sources of pollution affecting the City of Inglewood. In addition, they 

address housing affordability and displacement, which are also related to environmental justice. Finally, they 

outline some of the population characteristics that make the areas particularly vulnerable to pollution in the 

environment. 

A. Population Characteristics 
As previously identified, certain population characteristics can make an area more vulnerable to the negative 

effects of pollution. The paragraphs below describe some of the population characteristics in the City of 

Inglewood related to environmental justice. 

Ethnicity /Race 

In 2018, the City of Inglewood had a population of 113,559, representing 1.1% of the population of the 

County of Los Angeles. The City is a majority-minority area, meaning that one or more racial and/or ethnic 

minorities make up a majority of the population. In 2018, Hispanic and Latino residents made up 51.4% of 

the population and Black residents made up 40.9% of the population. Between 2000 and 2018, the City's 

share of Hispanic and Latino residents increased from 46.0% to 51.4%, while the share of Black residents 

decreased from 46.4% to 40.9%. Figure 3 below illustrates the racial and ethnic breakdown of the City in 

2018. 

Figure 3 Inglewood Race/Ethnicity, 2018 

51.4% 

Source: SCAG, Profile of the City of Inglewood, 20:19 
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Linguistic Isolation 

Linguistic isolation refers to people and households who do not speak English at home and/or do not speak 

English very well. Linguistically isolated residents may have difficulty accessing daily activities, social services, 

and health care. As such, they may not get the care and services they need, which may result in poorer 

health outcomes. In addition, linguistically isolated households may not hear or understand emergency 

announcements and thus may suffer negative consequences as a result. According to the American 

Community Survey (2017), 22.7% of Inglewood residents over age 5 speak English less than very well and are 

considered linguistically isolated. 

income/Poverty Levels 

Income levels are an important socioeconomic factor related to environmental justice, because poor 

communities are more likely to be exposed to pollution. In addition, poor communities tend to be more 

susceptible to environmental pollution and suffer from greater health effects. In 2018, the median household 

income in the City of Inglewood was $46,389, which is below the median household income of Los Angeles 

County of $61,015. In addition, 20% of households fell below the poverty level in 2017 (U.S. Census Bureau). 

The poverty level is determined by the U.S. Census Bureau and varies based on household size. For a family 

of four on an annual basis, the 2017 federal poverty level was $24,600. 

Unemployment 

Rates of unemployment also contribute to whether a community is disadvantaged in terms of environmental 

justice. According to OEHHA, adults without jobs may lack health care and insurance, and poor health can 

make it harder to find a job and stay employed. In addition, poor health can be a source of financial and 

emotional stress, which in turn can cause or worsen health conditions. In 2017, the unemployment rate in 

the City of Inglewood 1Nas 6.4X) (Los Angeles Almanac, 2017). 

Educational Attainment 

Educational attainment measures the highest level of education that an individual has completed. For the 

purposes of environmental justice, people with more educational attainment tend to have better health, live 

longer, and live in areas that are less affected by air pollution and other environmental toxins (OEHHA). In 

the City of Inglewood, 74.4% of the population 25 years of age or older have a high school diploma or 

equivalent, and 19.2% have a bachelor's degree or higher. Figure 4 below provides a summary of educational 

attainment in the City of Inglewood. 

Figure 4 Educational Attainment in Inglewood (2013-2017) 

L0ss th0:1 St~1 grade ._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._.._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._.._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._·_·:::.·.·:.} 

9th to 12th greide, no diplon-1<'1 ·······································································y 

High schonl gi-;.1dual~o1' or eq1.;~v<'1i211t ········································································································································} 

So :-n ~:: co! i (:g (.'., 0 o d r-: gr~::~:: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·::::::::: f 
As:; o c i a t ~:_: ':; d r-: gr~::~:: ·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:? 
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Source: American Community Survey, 2013-2017 
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Housing Burden 

According to SCAG, there were 37,018 total households in the City of Inglewood in 2018. Housing burden 

relates to households severely burdened by housing costs and is one of the factors used to identify 

disadvantaged communities in the City of Inglewood. Households experiencing severe housing burden 
include low-income households that spend over 50% of their household income on housing and utilities 

(CalEnviroScreen 3.0). Spending a greater amount on housing means that these households have fewer 

resources available for non-housing goods and may suffer from "housing-induced poverty." According to the 

Community Health Profile prepared by Los Angeles, 30% of households in the City of Inglewood experienced 
a severe housing burden from 2011-2015. 

Sensitive Populations 

The CalEnviroScreen 3.0 Sensitive Population Indicators include rates of asthma, heart disease, and low birth 
weight infants. Asthma can be triggered or worsened by air pollution, and people with asthrna may be more 
prone to other respiratory diseases, such as the flu and pneumonia. Similarly, people with heart disease may 
be particularly sensitive to pollution, which may worsen cardiovascular conditions. Finally, low birth weight 
infants are those who weigh 55 pounds or less at birth. Low birth weight has been linked to disadvantaged 
communities 1.vhere pollution levels may be higher and health care may not be readily available. In addition, 
low birth weight infants may be more susceptible to other health and developmental conditions later in life. 
Rates for asthma, heart disease, and low birth weight infants in the City of Inglewood and Los Angeles County 
are outlined below'. 

Figure 5 Sensitive Populations in Inglewood and Los Angeles County 

Share of Population with 
Chronic 2019 
(18 years and older) 

15.1% 

lLO% 

5.6% 

4.0% 

Source: SCAG, Profile Report of the City of Inglewood, 2019 
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B. Pollution Exposure 

Air Quality 

Air quality is an important environmental justice issue under SB 1000. Poor air quality can contribute to 

serious health problems including respiratory issues, worsening of asthma and cardiovascular disease, 

hospitalization and even premature death (California Air Resources Board, 2016). Disadvantaged 

communities are often disproportionately subjected to adverse air quality due to proximity to pollution 

generators such as industrial plants and freeways, and are also more likely to have underlying medical 

conditions that may be worsened by pollution. 

The City of Inglewood is located in the South Coast Air Basin. The primary source of air pollution in the basin 

is mobile source emissions from cars and trucks traveling on local freeways and roadways. Levels of air 

pollution in the air basin have improved over the past few decades, primarily due to stricter emissions 

standards and cleaner fuels. However, the basin still remains one of the nation's most polluted. In 2018, the 

basin was in nonattainment for Ozone (1-hour and 8-hour), Particulate Matter (PM10 and PM2.s), and Lead, 

meaning that the basin did not meet federal and/or state standards for those pollutants (SCAG, 2016). Fuel 

combustion associated with motor vehicles, planes and ships is one of the primary sources of pollution in the 

basin. 

Although air quality is generally regarded as a regional issue, there are also local contributors to air pollution 

in and near the City of Inglewood. The City straddles a portion of Interstate 405 (1-405) and borders Interstate 

105 (1-105), both of which carry more than 250,000 vehicles per day in the vicinity of Inglewood. In addition, 

the City includes several major arterial roads, including Manchester Boulevard, La Cienega Boulevard, and 

Century Boulevard, which also carry high volumes of daily traffic. As outlined in the California Air Resources 

Handbook, higher levels of air pollution are present in proximity to high traffic roadways and can cause 

negative health effects within about 1,000 feet. In addition to vehicular air pollution, airplanes landing at Los 

Angeles International Airport fly over Inglewood and may be contributing to adverse air pollution in the City. 

A study published in the American Chemical Society's Environmental Science and Technology Journal (2014) 

found higher pollution levels within 9 square miles of the airport compared to other parts of Los Angeles. 

Despite the presence of air pollution in the City, there are reasons to be optimistic. A greater awareness and 

emphasis on the health effects of various forms of pollution have led to more and improved rules and laws 

governing standards, emissions, and containment. In addition, and as outlined in the 2016 South Coast Air 

Quality Management Plan, improved technology continues to reduce pollution levels in the area. 

Noise 

Noise consists of unwanted or disturbing sounds. The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 

(HUD) establishes noise standards to "protect citizens against excessive noise in their communities and 

places of residence." For residential areas, exterior noise levels are considered generally acceptable if they do 

not exceed a 65-decibel day-night average sound level (dB DNL). Interior residential noise levels should 

generally not exceed 45 dB DNL. 

The City of Inglewood is affected by two primary sources of noise: airport operations and vehicular traffic. In 

terms of airport noise, two of the Los Angeles International Airport's landing paths travel directly over the 

City of Inglewood generating sound that affects area residents. For the past several decades the Federal 
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Airport Administration (FAA) and Los Angeles International Airports have given the City over $400 million to 

purchase, demolish, or soundproof hundreds of homes. As of September 2019, 7,690 homes have been 

soundproofed. Soundproofing generally includes the installation of solid-core wood doors, double paned 

windows, as well as the installation of new air conditioning and heating systems. The City's Residential Sound 

Insulation Department administers these efforts. In addition, residents are encouraged to contact Los 

Angeles World Airports Noise Management to report excessive aircraft noise, short turns, low flying and after 

hour arrivals (midnight - 6:30 a.m.). 

Roadways also increase levels of noise pollution within the City of Inglewood. In general, higher traffic 

volumes, higher speeds, and a higher percentage of trucks increase noise generated from a roadway. 

According to the Federal Highway Administration, highway noise levels may cause a noise problem for 

residents within approximately 500 feet from a highway, and the same is true within approximately 100 to 

200 feet from less traveled roadways. Many homes in the City of Inglewood are located in close proximity to 

1-405, 1-105, and other roadways that fall within these limits and may be affected by roadway noise. 

Other Sources of Pollution 

Based on CalEnviroScreen 3.0, the City of Inglewood has relatively low (good) percentile scores related to 

Drinking Water Contaminants, Pesticide Use, Clean-up Sites, Groundwater Threats, Hazardous Waste 

Generators and Facilities, Impaired Water Bodies and Solid Waste Sites and Facilities. This means that these 

pollutants are not a major source of concern in the City of Inglewood. However, the City has a combined 

Toxic Releases from Facilities percentile of 76, which means that it scores 76% higher for this indicator than 

other areas throughout California. This indicator is based on the U.S. Toxics Release Inventory (TRI), which 

tracks the management of certain toxic chemicals that can adversely affect health and the environment. 

Certain industries must report how each chemical is managed and/or released into the environment. The TRI 

data do not provide information on the public's exposure to these chemicals; rather, it reflects 

concentrations of modeled chemicals in the air over time. Due to the vast number of facilities using the 

identified chemicals throughout the metropolitan Los Angeles area, percentiles for this indicator are 

relatively high throughout the region. 

C. Housing Affordability and Displacement 
Housing displacement can occur when affordable housing is demolished to make way for new development 

and when communities with lower property values are converted into communities with higher values. 

Displacement can have positive and negative effects. Positive effects occur when physical and economic 

infrastructure improves the community as a whole, while negative outcomes occur when affordable housing 

is lost or unaffordable. Displacement is an environmental justice issue in that disadvantaged populations are 

particularly vulnerable and more likely to suffer its negative effects. 

During the Community Workshop and Focus Group Meetings on the Environmental Justice Element in 

January and February of 2019, several residents indicated concern that rising property values and rents were 

forcing low-income and working class residents out of the community. However, in March 2019 the City of 

Inglewood adopted a Housing Protection Initiative to regulate rent increases and just cause evictions for 

certain covered residential rental units. Initially adopted as an interim emergency ordinance and later made 
permanent, the Initiative caps rent increases and provides relocation assistance for "no-fault" evictions. 
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Section IV: Goals and Policies 
As the City's master plan for growth and development, the Inglewood General Plan is a broad policy 

document that sets forward how the City should evolve over time. It contains several elements, or chapters, 

that provide direction for land use and development decisions. Each element includes goals and policies 

related to specific topic areas. Goals are general statements outlining the City's values or intent for particular 

topics and are open-ended visionary expressions. Policies are statements that help guide the City's actions. 

The Inglewood General Plan Environmental Justice Element sets forward goals and policies related to 

ensuring environmental justice in the City, particularly for disadvantaged communities. In adopting the 

Environmental Justice Element, the City has made a significant step forward in ensuring that decisions 

related to land use and development are made in an equitable manner and take into consideration the 

health and well-being of our most vulnerable populations. 

The pages below outline the City's vision for key environmental justice topic areas. Each section includes an 

introduction to the topic, outlines key issues, and reviews the City of Inglewood's goals and policies related 

to that subject. The following topics are addressed: 

1: Meaningful Public Engagement 
2: land Use and the Environment 
3: Mobiffty and Active living 
4: Access to Healthy Food 
5: Healthy and Affordable Housing 
6: Public Facilities 

The involvement of the public in decisions that affect their 

environment and quality of life is critical to any discussion 

of environmental justice. Residents and other stakeholders 

need to be aware of actions undertaken in a City that may 

have a lasting effect on them. In many cities, a small 

number of people are engaged in the City decision-making 

process with a large number not participating, because 

they were unaware of the issues, or lack the skills or 

abilities to be involved in a meaningful way. Environmental 

justice seeks to promote fairness in the public decision

making process by ensuring that all people, regardless of 

race, ethnicity, income, national origin or educational level, 

are informed and have the opportunity to express their viewpoints and influence environmental decisions. 

As outlined in Section II, much of the City of Inglewood is considered disadvantaged due to a variety of 

socioeconomic and environmental factors. Disadvantaged populations are often disproportionately under-
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represented in the decision-making process. Capacity building addresses the obstacles that some populations 

face in fully participating in decisions about environmental health. Disadvantaged populations in particular 

often lack the ability to effectively participate in environmental policy decisions. Some of the strategies 

available to build capacity include providing training to enable populations to access critical information and 

technical assistance to provide the skills to participate effectively. 

During the Community Workshop and Focus Group meetings held on the Environmental Justice Element, 

residents were asked how the City can help disadvantaged persons become more engaged in the public 

decision-making process. Residents suggested a variety of methods including direct outreach, more and 

better use of technology and social media applications, as well as providing childcare at public hearings and 

other community events. Residents also indicated that greater effort should be made to involve the youth in 

civic affairs through outreach at schools, libraries, and colleges and other venues. 

The City of Inglewood is committed to ensuring that all persons have the opportunity to participate in 

decisions that affect their environment, have their concerns considered in the process, and have the ability 

to influence decision making. In addition, the City is committed to taking appropriate actions to involve those 

affected by decisions. The City's overarching goal for Meaningful Public Engagement is as follows. 

Goal: Residents and stakeholders who are aware of~ and effectively participate 
in, decisions that affect their environment and quality of life. 

Poli des 

Governance 

EJ-1.1 
EJ-1.2 

EJ-1.3 
EJ-1.4 

EJ-1.5 
EJ-1.6 

EJ-1.7 

EJ-1.8 

Ensure that all City activities are conducted in a fair, predictable, and transparent manner. 
Provide for clear development standards, rules and procedures consistent with the General 
Plan and the City's vision for its future. 
Conduct open meetings on issues affecting land use and the environment. 
Proactively engage the community in planning decisions that affect their health and well
being. 
Prioritize decisions that provide long-term community benefits. 
Periodically evaluate the City's progress in involving the broader community in decisions 
affecting the environment and quality of life. 
Coordinate outreach efforts between City Departments to avoid duplication and ensure 
that Inglewood community stakeholders receive notification and information. 
Educate decision makers and the public on principles of environmental justice. 

Participation and Collaboration 

EJ-1.9 Promote capacity-building efforts to educate and involve traditionally underrepresented 
populations in the public decision-making process. 

EJ-1.10 Be aware of, and take measures to address, cultural considerations affecting involvement 
in the public realm. 

EJ-1.11 Conduct broad outreach on public hearings that affect the environment in languages used 
by the community. 

EJ-1.12 Inform the public on decisions that affect their environment using multiple communication 
methods, including traditional and online forms of communication. 
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EJ-1.13 Provide written notices and other announcements regarding key land use and 
development issues in English and Spanish where feasible. For all other materials, note 
that verbal translation assistance is available. 

EJ-1.14 Offer interpretation services at key meetings and workshops on issues affecting the 
environment. 

EJ-1.15 Consider offering childcare at key meetings and workshops on environmental issues 
affecting entire neighborhoods and the City as a whole. 

EJ-1.16 Consider varying the time and date of key meetings and workshops, or holding multiple 
meetings and workshops, in order to ensure broad participation. 

EJ-1.17 Seek feedback on public decisions through traditional and online forms of communication, 
such as website, email, mobile phone apps, online forums, and podcasts. 

EJ-1.18 Partner with community-based organizations that have relationships, trust, and cultural 
competency with target communities to outreach on local initiatives and issues. 

21: Lani# tlse anl tie Environment 

The key to quality of life is the ability to live in a 

healthful environment with clean air, potable water, 

nutritious food, and a safe place to live. However, the 

urban environment often brings environmental perils 

that can adversely affect our health. Environmental 

pollution has a major effect on the healthfulness of a 

community. Exposure to pollution occurs when 

people come into contact with contaminated air, 

food, water and soil, as well as incompatible noise 

levels. While it is important to reduce pollution in the 

environment for all residents, disadvantaged 

populations have traditionally borne a greater 

pollution burden than other communities. Likewise, 

sensitive populations within and around 

disadvantaged communities are more vulnerable to 

the effect of pollution than other populations. 

During public meetings on the Environmental Justice Element, residents identified air pollution in general and 

noise associated with Los Angeles International Airport as being the most critical pollution issues facing 

Inglewood today. Other issues identified included air pollution caused by motor vehicles, dust emissions from 

construction sites, a proliferation of trash in the neighborhoods, and light pollution from digital signs. The 

City seeks to reduce the pollution burden faced by disadvantaged population and all sectors of the 

community as outlined in the following goal: 
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Goa!: The community's exposure to pollution in the environment is minimized 
through sound planning and public decision making. 

Policies 

Genera! Environmental Health 

EJ-2.1 Incorporate compliance with state and federal environmental regulations in project 
approvals. 

EJ-2.2 Work with other agencies to minimize exposure to air pollution and other hazards in the 
environment. 

EJ-2.3 Ensure compliance with rules regarding remediation of contaminated sites prior to 
occupancy of new development. 

EJ-2.4 Create land use patterns and public amenities that encourage people to walk, bicycle and 
use public transit. 

EJ-2.5 Concentrate medium to high density residential development in mixed-use and 
commercial zones that can be served by transit. 

EJ-2.6 Ensure that zoning and other development regulations require adequate buffering 
between residential and industrial land uses. 

EJ-2.7 Regularly update IMC Chapter 12 Transportation Demand Management requirements to 
reflect current transportation technologies in support of alternative modes of 
transportation. 

EJ-2.8 Encourage new development to reduce vehicle miles traveled to reduce pollutant 
emissions. 

EJ-2.9 Work with the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD), the Los Angeles 
International Airport (LAX) and other appropriate agencies to monitor and improve air 
quality in the City of Inglewood. 

EJ-2.10 Implement and periodically update the City's Energy and Climate Action Plan to improve 
air quality and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 

EJ-2.11 Continue to enforce the City's Noise Ordinance to ensure compliance with noise standards. 
EJ-2.12 Place adequate conditions on large construction projects to ensure they do not create 

noise, dust or other impacts on the community to the extent feasible. 
EJ-2.13 Continue to reduce pollution entering the storm drain system through the incorporation of 

best management practices. 
EJ-2.14 Encourage smoke-free workplaces, multifamily housing, parks and other community 

spaces in order to reduce exposure to second-hand smoke. 

Residential Uses and Other Sensitive Receptors 

EJ-2.15 Ensure that new development with sensitive uses minimizes potential health risks. 
EJ-2.16 Ensure that new development with sensitive land uses is buffered from stationary sources 

and mitigated from non-stationary sources of pollution. 
EJ-2.17 Require that proposals for new sensitive land uses minimize exposure to unhealthful air 

and other toxins through setbacks, barriers and other measures. 
EJ-2.18 Work with the Inglewood Unified School District to minimize environmental hazards in and 

around educational facilities. 
EJ-2.19 Educate residential property owners to retrofit their residential properties affected by 

adverse air quality or other toxins with air filters, ventilation systems, landscaping and/or 
other measures. 
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Industrial and Commercial f aci!ities 

EJ-2.20 Work with significant stationary pollutant generators to minimize the generation of 
pollution through all available technologies. 

EJ-2.21 Consider the effects on sensitive populations when building new roads, designating City
wide truck routes and siting industrial stationary sources. 

EJ-2.22 Work with industry to reduce emissions through the use of all available technologies. 
EJ-2.23 Work with companies that generate stationary source emissions to relocate or incorporate 

measures and techniques to reduce emissions. 
EJ-2.24 Encourage the use of low emission vehicles in City and transit fleets. 
EJ-2.25 Periodically review the City's truck routes to ensure they adequately direct trucks away 

from residential areas and other areas with sensitive receptors. 
EJ-2.26 Ensure that truck-dependent commercial and industrial uses incorporate the latest 

technologies to reduce diesel emissions. 
EJ-2.27 Enforce the state's 5-minute maximum idling limitation for sleeper diesel trucks and trucks 

with a gross vehicle weight rating over 10,000 pounds. 

Opportunities for physical activity are critical for bringing equity to disadvantaged communities. The built 

environment plays a large role in determining whether communities have opportunities for physical activity, 

which in turn have an extremely large impact on health. People can develop a range of health issues without 

places to walk, play, and exercise, and disadvantaged communities can be impacted by fewer public 

investments in such facilities and infrastructure. This means there are often less opportunities for formal and 

informal recreation. A high level of physical activity in a community is directly related to the built 

environment through having places that encourage walking, biking and other forms of exercise such as parks, 

trails, open space, urban green spaces, and active transportation networks. Increased mobility options, green 

spaces, and recreational facilities will provide critical links and opportunities for active living in Inglewood. 

At the Community Workshop and Focus Group Meetings held 

during the preparation of this Element, Inglewood residents 

noted that while the City is improving in bicycle and pedestrian 

friendly infrastructure, there is a need for far more safe places 

and to bike and walk. Residents identified concerns regarding 

bicycle lanes due to the close proximity of heavy, faster moving 

traffic, and in certain areas of the City sidewalks are torn up 

from tree roots and other damage, and in some areas, 

particularly on the east side of the City, there is a lack of 

sidewalks. More investment is needed in pedestrian and 

bicycle infrastructure. Implementation of the City of 

Inglewood's First/Last Mile Plan (2019) and Active 

Transportation & Safe Routes to School Plan will provide a bike 

boulevard and the addition of more bicycle lanes citywide 
where there is adequate right-of-way space. 
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In addition, residents identified a lack of public facilities and parks for athletics, including baseball/softball 

fields, track fields and other active recreational facilities. Many go outside the community to access active 

recreation and play fields. According to the Inglewood Health Profile prepared by Los Angeles County in 

2018, Inglewood's available recreational space is less than one acre per 1,000 residents, which is far less than 

Los Angeles County, which is 8.10 acres per 1,000 residents. The best performing community in Los Angeles 

County provides over 50 acres of recreational space per 1,000 residents. The stark difference plays a critical 

role in the health and wellness of Inglewood's residents, and the City will continue to explore active 

recreation opportunities within the City, including the acquisition of additional property for parks, open 

space, and recreation centers, as well as joint use opportunities with schools. 

Finally, urban greening can significantly contribute to the promotion of physical activity through the 

beautification of existing streets, trails, and walkways, and through new infrastructure, such as community 

gardens. Separate from traditional recreational facilities, urban green spaces allow areas for informal and 

formal recreation. Urban greening also has environmental benefits by reducing heat absorption, providing 
storm water management, and improving air quality. There are community-based planning efforts that have 

occurred and are underway that identify specific corridors in Inglewood for increased tree canopy and 

specific sites in the City for passive open spaces and community gardens. Increasing partnerships with these 

community groups and making these planning efforts part of the City's implementation priorities will further 

urban greening in Inglewood. 

Goa!: A community that promotes physical activity and opportunities for 
active living. 

Policies 

Access and Connectivity 

EJ-3.1 

EJ-3.2 

EJ-3.3 

EJ-3.4 
EJ-3.5 

EJ-3.6 

EJ-3.7 

EJ-3.8 

Support walking and bicycling by encouraging Complete Streets (bike lanes, traffic-calming 
measures, sidewalks separated from the roadway with tree planted landscaping), where 
feasible in the right-of-way, particularly in neighborhoods, Downtown, in transit-oriented 
districts. 
Facilitate pedestrian and bicycle access to parks and open space through infrastructure 
investments and improvements. 
Partner with the Inglewood Unified School District and non-profit organizations to improve 
access to bicycles, helmets, and related equipment for lower income families. 
Require the provision of on-site bicycle facilities in new large-scale development projects. 
Partner with transit agencies to ensure that parks and recreational facilities are accessible 
to low-income and minority populations. 
Provide safe, interesting and convenient environments for pedestrians and bicyclists, 
including inviting and adequately lit streetscapes, networks of trails, paths and parks and 
open spaces located near residences, to encourage regular exercise and reduce vehicular 
emissions. 
Encourage new specific plans and development projects be designed to promote 
pedestrian movement through direct, safe, and pleasant routes that connect destinations 
inside and outside the plan or project area. 
Support implementation of the City's Active Transportation Plan to create a network of 
safe, accessible and appealing pedestrian and bicycle facilities and environments. 
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EJ-3.9 Employ appropriate traffic calming measures in areas where pedestrian travel is desirable 
but is unappealing due to traffic conditions. 

Urban Greening 

EJ-3.10 Identify and implement specific green infrastructure projects in Inglewood. 
EJ-3.11 Encourage the planting of street trees and other landscaping in the public right-of-way and 

other public spaces. 
EJ-3.12 Identify vacant lots and underutilized public land that can be used for neighborhood-run 

community gardens. 

Goal: Heahhy, affordable and cuhura!!y appropriat"e food is readily available 
to all members of the community. 

To ensure the health and well-being of a community, it is essential that all community members have access 

to healthy food. This means having proximity and ability to travel to a food source that offers affordable, 

nutritionally adequate, and culturally appropriate food. Ensuring adequate food access is challenging in many 

communities in California. low-income areas often lack supermarkets with a large selection of healthy foods. 

As a result, many residents in California, including Inglewood, do not have access to nutritional foods, which 

in turn exacerbates public health challenges. 

During the outreach conducted as part of 

the planning process for this Element, 

members of the Inglewood community 

communicated their thoughts and 

concerns about food access. Participants 

felt that healthy and affordable food was 

not easily accessible in Inglewood - it 

exists but is not easily found. Many 

regularly travel to neighboring cities 

(Manhattan Beach, Westchester, 

Torrance, and Culver City) to get to a 

market they like. There are areas of the 

City, particularly in the east side of the 

City, that lack markets or grocers with 

fresh produce. According to the 

Inglewood Health Profile prepared by Los 

Angeles County in 2018, only 64% of residents live close to a grocery store (within one-half mile or less). 

Workshop participants explained that there are some small, local grocers who provide fresh food with 

organic options, but they are not well known, nor well-advertised. Others expressed that fresh food options 
are simply not affordable, which further facilitates residents' choices to eat at the abundance of low-cost fast 

food restaurants in the community. Overall, there is a need for more affordable, fresh food within 

convenient walking distance to the residents of Inglewood. Participants feel that the City is lacking in grocery 
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stores that offer healthy choices, including organic and non-GMO food, and markets that accept Cal Fresh and 

EBT cards. 

For several years, a monthly certified Farmers Market was held in Downtown Inglewood on Market Street 

and Manchester Boulevard that was organized and facilitated by a community organization and the City of 

Inglewood. This market closed in 2017. Many residents expressed the need for a local farmers market similar 
to those in Torrance and Culver City. Local farmers' markets provide fresh produce to community residents, 

support small farmers, serve as community gathering places, and revitalize community centers and 

downtown areas. Local governments can promote healthy eating and active living in their communities by 

supporting local farmers' markets. Land use policies and supportive regulations can help create opportunities 

for one or more farmers' markets to return to Inglewood and ensure their long-term viability. In an effort to 

further facilitate farmers markets, in 2013 the City adopted a code amendment to allow farmers markets in 

the Civic Center zone, by right. 

Goal: Healthy, affordable and culturally appropriate food is readily available 
t"o all members of the community. 

Policies 

Affordable and Nutritious Food 

EJ-4.1 Address whether zoning allows providers of fresh produce (grocery stores, farmers 
markets, produce stands) to locate within three-quarters of a mile of all residences in the 
City. 

EJ-4.2 Encourage the development of healthy food establishments in areas with a high 
concentration of fast food establishments, convenience stores, and liquor stores. For 
example, through updated Zoning regulations, tailor use requirements to encourage 
quality, sit down restaurants, in areas that lack them. 

EJ-4.3 Encourage healthy food options at all municipal buildings and at City events where food is 
made available by the City. 

EJ-4.4 Maximize multimodal access to fresh food by encouraging grocery stores, healthy corner 
stores, and outdoor markets at key transit nodes and within new transit-oriented 
development projects. 

EJ-4.5 Allow farmers' markets to operate in the City where appropriate. 
EJ-4.6 Encourage existing liquor stores, convenience stores, and ethnic markets located in or 

within one-half mile of residences to stock fresh produce and other healthy foods. 
EJ-4.7 Promote the use of food assistance programs at farmers' markets. 
EJ-4.8 Further study and address the location and amount of fast food restaurants in the City and 

develop land use regulations that limit fast food retailers where there is an 
overabundance. 

EJ-4.9 Promote city-wide messaging about healthy eating habits and food choices. 
EJ-4.10 Review applications for off-sale alcohol licenses to ensure that over concentrations of off

sale alcohol do not occur in or near residential areas. 
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Urban Agriculture 

EJ-4.11 Encourage and simplify the process of developing community gardens within or adjacent 
to neighborhoods and housing development sites. 

EJ-4.12 Through updated zoning regulations, allow community gardens as an amenity in required 
open space areas of new multifamily and mixed-use development projects. 

EJ-4.13 Explore opportunities for community-supported agriculture within the community. 
EJ-4.14 Identify properties, vacant and developed, that are suitable for community gardens, and 

work with landowners to determine interest and availability. 
EJ-4.15 Facilitate the installation of community gardens at senior centers, particularly those that 

provide meals to seniors. 
EJ-4.16 Educate the public on how to grow and maintain a private or community edible garden. 

Housing affordability is a major concern for many Los Angeles County residents. Housing constitutes the 

single largest monthly expense for most people, and among homeowners, their homes are often their largest 

financial assets. Given the high cost of housing in Los Angeles County, many residents spend a sizable portion 

of their incomes on housing. 

As outlined in Section Ill, the term "severe housing burden" is defined as housing expenses totaling 50% or 

more of monthly income, and housing burden disproportionately affects low-income individuals, renters, and 

disadvantaged communities. Housing burden can negatively impact health by causing significant stress and 

limiting the amount of money people have available to spend on other necessities, such as food, healthcare 

or recreation. The City of Inglewood has a history of supporting and providing affordable housing for 

Inglewood residents, nonetheless rental rates in Los Angeles County are continuing to rise and although the 

City of Inglewood still has lower rents than comparably sized cities in the region, the ability of some residents 

to pay is decreasing significantly. According to the Inglewood Health Profile prepared by Los Angeles County 

in 2018, 65% of Inglewood residents rent their homes, compared to only 56% county-wide. In addition, 30% 

of households in Inglewood experience a severe housing burden, which is also more than the Los Angeles 

County average. 

At the Community Workshop and Focus Group Meetings 

held for this planning process, increasing rents and housing 

burden was the most critical issue, and residents are 

increasingly being priced out of Inglewood. Providing 

protections for low-income renters, particularly as property 

values and rents in Inglewood continue to increase, is a top 

priority for the City. As such, in 2019 the City implemented 

rent stabilization and just cause eviction ordinance. 

The high cost of housing can also affect health by limiting 

housing choices for lower income residents to less healthful 

units. Living in poor quality housing can increase exposure 

to environmental hazards, such as lead, molds, and vermin. 

lead exposure during childhood is a particular concern as it can adversely impact brain development. 
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Exposure to molds and cockroaches can worsen underlying respiratory conditions, such as asthma in 

children. In addition, much of the housing in Inglewood may be next to or near sources of pollution, such as 

the 1-105 and 1-405 freeways and the Los Angeles International Airport, further impacting air quality and 

producing high noise levels. 

Goal: A City with safe and sanitary housing conditions and affordable housing 
options. 

Policies 

Housing Conditions 

EJ-5.1 

EJ-5.2 

EJ-5.3 

EJ-5.4 

EJ-5.5 
EJ-5.6 

EJ-5.7 

EJ-5.8 

EJ-5.9 

Investigate incorporating a healthy homes inspection into existing code enforcement 
inspection procedures to identify and require remedy of pollutants. 
Ensure new residential building and site design provides good moisture control through 
proper site drainage, roof drainage, natural ventilation (and mechanical where necessary), 
and sound plumbing systems. 
Identify funding for education and remediation of lead and other housing hazards to 
benefit low-income families. 
In addition to the requirements of the Building Code, encourage the use of green, healthy 
building materials that are toxin free in residential construction. 
Raise awareness about how to minimize risks associated with lead-based paint. 
Educate and/or provide resources for weatherization measures that can improve housing 
conditions and reduce mold. 
Support collaborations between public health professionals, environmental health 
inspectors, and building departments to connect clients with professionals who can assess 
and address multiple aspects of housing that affect health and safety. 
Promote efficient public outreach programs to enhance the rehabilitation of substandard 
housing. 
Utilize federal, state, local and private funding programs offering low interest loans or 
grants, and private equity for the rehabilitation of rental properties for lower income 
households. 

Housing Affordability and Displacement 

EJ-5.10 Encourage the retention of rent stabilization and just cause eviction policies in the City. 
EJ-5.11 Promote equitable transit-oriented development that includes both affordable and market 

rate housing. 
EJ-5.12 Support the development of housing to meet the needs of large households. 
EJ-5.13 Support programs to prevent against violation of tenants' rights through education and 

outreach. 
EJ-5.14 Study and assess the efficacy of a variety of additional anti-displacement strategies, and 

implement selected strategies, to maintain and increase the availability of affordable 
housing: 
a. lnclusionary zoning - create requirements to promote the construction of affordable 

housing in conjunction with market-rate development. 
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b. No net loss of affordable housing (within one-half mile of Metro light Rail Stations -
both income restricted and existing affordable housing based on 2020 Inglewood rental 
levels). 

c. Jobs-housing linkage fees. 
d. Value capture strategies - create a fund that leverages developer fees and other fees to 

fund new affordable housing projects. 
e. Developments dedicated to affordable and workforce housing, including limited-equity 

housing cooperatives, community land trusts, nonprofit-run housing, or city-owned 
lands that provide affordable housing. 

6: Ru/Bile Eacllltles 

State law defines "public facilities" as public improvements, services and community amenities that benefit 

the community. They include facilities such as streets and roads, government buildings, schools, and public 

open space. Public improvements and programs also benefit the community and include amenities such as 

new development projects, recreation programs, and streetscape improvements. Public facilities are often 

directed to more affluent areas of the community where residents typically have a greater say in decisions 

that affect their environment. Disadvantaged communities have traditionally had fewer public investments in 

their neighborhoods, and also less access to public decision makers who decide where new facilities are 

placed. 

At the Community Workshop and Focus Group meetings held for the Environmental Justice Element, 

residents indicated that there aren't enough parks, community centers and active recreation centers, 

particularly those that are free of charge and with restroom facilities. In fact, some residents stated they 

frequent community centers in nearby cities. In addition, residents addressed programming needs and 

identified the need for more and better youth programs, affordable daycare and mentorship programs. 

Finally, residents identified the need for facilities outside the direct control of the City, such as hospitals and 

better schools. 

SB 1000 calls for cities and counties to develop policies and programs that prioritize facilities that benefit 

disadvantaged communities. In evaluating a new public facility, the jurisdiction should ensure it has a 

measurable benefit to the community and address whether it is particularly advantageous to disadvantaged 
communities. As such, the City of Inglewood's goal related to Public Facilities is as follows. 

Goal: Adequate ond equitably distributed public facilities ore available in the 
community. 

Policies 

EJ-6.1 

EJ-6.2 

EJ-6.3 
EJ-6.4 

Ensure the City provides equitable public improvements and community amenities to all 
areas of the City. 
Prioritize the City's capital improvement program to address the needs of disadvantaged 
communities. 
Plan for the future public improvement and service needs of underserved communities. 
Provide a park system that provides all residents with access to parks, community centers, 
sports fields, trails and other amenities. 
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EJ-6.5 Acquire additional property for active recreational activities (e.g., sports fields, tracks) for 
use by Inglewood residents. 

EJ-6.6 Provide ongoing infrastructure maintenance in existing residential neighborhoods through 
the capital improvement program. 

EJ-6. 7 Require that new development pays all applicable development fees to ensure it pays its 
fair share of public facilities and service costs. 

EJ-6.8 Ensure that new public facilities are well designed, energy efficient and compatible with 
adjacent land uses. 

EJ-6.9 Work with the Inglewood Unified School District to analyze joint use agreements at local 
schools to enable recreational fields to be used by the community after school hours. 

EJ-6.10 Coordinate with the Inglewood Unified School District, transit agencies and other public 
agencies to provide adequate public facilities, improvements and programs to the City of 
Inglewood. 
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Appendix A 

Group 1 

City of Inglewood 
Environmental Justice Element 

Community Workshop - Small Group Meeting Notes and Sign-In Sheets 
January 17, 2019, 6:00 - 8:00 PM 

Inglewood City Hall, 1st Floor Community Meeting Room 

Facilitator: Eneida Talieda, T& T Public Relations 

: f{efer-criccs 

1. What would help disadvantaged persons in the City of Inglewood get engaged in the public decision
making process? 
• Make presentations at Senior Centers. 

• Reach out to youth at schools and libraries. 

• Reach out better to younger generations. 

• Outreach to schools and at schools and colleges. 

• Peer-to-peer outreach and training. 

• Use technology more for communications. 

• Use Nextdoor app. 

• Put notifications in grocery stores, schools. 

• This group heard about this community meeting mostly from utility bill inserts, but also from Eye on 
Inglewood, City website, Nextdoor.com, Council member newsletters, and emails. 

2. What areas of the City have pollution and how could this be improved? 
• Flight path is affected by diesel pollution and noise. The City needs to expand sound insulation area 

and adhere to time restrictions for air traffic. 

• Air pollution from traffic is bad and getting worse. 

• Low quality appliances in apartment complexes. 

3. What barriers to mobility exist in the City and how could these be improved? 
• Sidewalks are torn up from tree roots and other damage. 

• Dangerous to ride bikes because of cars. Educate drivers about bicyclists on billboards. 

• Look at Disneyland for potential mobility solutions. 

• Use police trainees to enforce traffic laws and calm traffic. 

• Have a bus or shuttle system that takes residents to specific destinations. 

• Parking is constrained. 

• Carshare program (Blue LA) is a potential solution. 

• Buses in the City are not safe. 

• The City needs its own transit system. 
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4. is affordable and healthy food readily available in the City of Inglewood? If not, how could it be improved? 

• Fresh food is not within convenient walking distance. 

• Fresh food options are not affordable. 

• We need a farmer's market. 

• We need to go outside Inglewood for a quality market. 

• Inglewood needs a Trader Joe's, Fresh and Easy, and/or Whole Foods Market. 

• There should be a fresh food program for schools which could feature Harvest of the Month, for 
example. 

5. What are the major issues regarding safe and affordable housing in the City of Inglewood? 

• Rapidly increasing rent is causing people to leave, especially the younger people, they're just not 
staying. 

• Bring back the first-time homebuyer program and give priority to existing Inglewood residents. 
Create a "legacy ownership" program for residents and their direct descendants/family members. 

• The City needs rent control. 

• The City needs more police patrols. 

• We need better quality appliances in multi-family apartments. 

• Wiring in the right-of-way appears dangerous. 

6. What public facilities, improvements or programs are needed in underserved areas of the City? 

• Parks need improvement and more youth programs. 

• Inglewood needs more hospitals. 

• The City needs a special event information center so residents can see what's coming up and avoid 
high-traffic areas - website posting, hotline, app with notification to phone, etc. 

• Affordable daycare is needed. 

• The community needs a bowling alley and entertainment. 

• Trash needs clean-up. There is a lot of trash in the city. 

• We need better schools. 

• Traffic calming is needed, such as speed bumps on Kelso Street and Eucalyptus Avenue. 

Group 1 Ranking of Issues: 

1. Mobility 
2. Pollution - including trash around the city 
3. Housing 
4. Public engagement and Facilities (tied) 
5. Food 
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Group 2 
Facilitator: Jean Ward, Civic Solutions 

1. What would help disadvantaged persons in the City of Inglewood get engaged in the public decision
making process? 
• Getting on email lists for City Council members is best way to receive information in the City. 

• Local newspapers and Council newsletter provide a lot of information. 

• Non-profit organizations and churches also provide information. 

• As a resident, you should reach and get yourself involved. 

• Information from the City is shared well, but when the community vision does not align with the 
City's, dissenting groups are not heard. 

• The City needs to do more door-to-door reaching out so people aren't intimidated to speak up; the 
Council should get out into the community more. 

• The Mayor's Facebook questionnaire (reached by a link on the City's website) about rent increases of 
25% or more is a great way to reach out. However, there were few who responded. 

• This group heard about this community meeting from Eye on Inglewood, Council member 
newsletters, and Uplift Inglewood. 

2. What areas of the City have pollution and how could this be improved? 
• The Clipper's arena and Forum area have a huge increase in traffic and pollution from traffic. Rents 

are also skyrocketing. 

3. What barriers to mobility exist in the City and how could these be improved? 
• The City needs more bicycle infrastructure. It's not very safe everywhere. More bike lanes are 

needed. 

• Traffic problems are a major issue to mobility in the City. 

4. Is affordable and healthy food readily available in the City of Inglewood? If not, how could it be improved? 
• No concerns with access to healthy food. 

5. What are the major issues regarding safe and affordable housing in the City of Inglewood? 
• The City needs rent control. People are unaware of their rights as renters. 

• Rent control is a huge issue citywide, but speculation arounds the Rams stadium is a major problem 
with corporate buyouts of apartment buildings and rents increasing by over 100%. 

• The City needs policies in place to stop corporate speculation. 

• This issue of housing and rent stabilization will change the face of Inglewood and we need an 
ordinance to cap rent increases. 

• People are leaving Inglewood due to rent increases. 

• Because of the housing issue, people in Inglewood have less and less disposable income, and are 
therefore spending less money on food, recreation, doctors, exercise, etc., which dramatically affects 
their health. 

• Overcrowding is also an issue, and there is an increase in the spread of diseases due to overcrowding. 

• Rents are increasing the most near the stadium. 

• Developers of new projects needs to pay their fair share, including providing low income housing in 
new projects and providing other community amenities and benefits. 

• The City needs to stand up for just-cause eviction and invest in more affordable housing. 
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6. What public facilities, improvements or programs are needed in underserved areas of the City? 
• The community needs a mentorship program for inner-city youth. This program would focus on study 

skills, making good life choices, entrepreneurship, provide field trips to other communities to expand 
ideas and see other ways of living. This could be provided through the City's Parks and Recreation 
Department. People are ready to start these programs. 

• Gangs are still part of this community. More youth diversion programs are needed. The Social Justice 
Learning Institute (SJLI) has such programs, but more are needed. 

• The City should require large development projects to fund these programs through community 
development agreements. 

• Many public facilities in the community are "pay to play". Community centers are free to residents, 
but there is no free track for youth track groups. The community needs a track, more active 
recreational facilities, and more community centers. 

• The senior centers in the City are good, as well as transportation for seniors (shuttles, etc.). 

• The City needs to create a position for a "Healthy Fitness Commissioner," who could oversee new 
programs. 

Group 2 Ranking of Issues: 
1. Housing - Rent control 
2. Facilities and Programs - Recreational facilities, especially a running track, a mentorship programs for 

inner-city youth, and a Healthy Fitness Commissioner 
3. Pollution -Traffic, especially near the major improvements (i.e., Forum and stadium) 
4. Mobility - More bike lanes and connections are needed 
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Group 3 
Facilitator: Phyllis Tucker, T&. T Public Relations 

1. What would help disadvantaged persons in the City of Inglewood get engaged in the public decision
making process? 
• Get more information to people on how they can get engaged - commissions, utility bill inserts. 

• Create more access points and go to where people are. 

• Provide child care for disadvantaged, such as opening the library while parents are at meetings. 

• Offer giveaways such as incentives, prizes, food, etc. 

• Go to the people instead of them coming to you, such as going out to community centers and making 
announcement in local churches. 

• Work through school districts and organizations that work with students and children. 

• Work with senior centers and places that work with seniors. 

2. What areas of the City have pollution and how could this be improved? 
• lncentivize block clubs to get involved in clean up in their neighborhoods. 

• Increase in tourism is likely to result in more trash and exacerbate noise and traffic. 

• The City needs stronger enforcement or better regulations governing where pets are allowed to be. 
For example, allowing pets to sit in shopping carts in the supermarket is unhealthy and could lead to 
serious health concerns for other people. 

• We need increased greenspace and more access to open space, such as parks, more trees, etc. 

• The airport is a major source of pollution with the noise and jet exhaust, which causes paint on cars 
to peel. 

• Noise is an environmental problem for people who have kids. It interrupts sleep patterns and makes 
people angry. 

• The City needs more trach cans. There is trash and litter at bus stops. 

• Retail owners (supermarkets, restaurants, etc.) need to clean up and provide more landscaping and 
trash bins. There should be more code enforcement. 

3. What barriers to mobility exist in the City and how could these be improved? 
• We need more public transportation and a greater reliance on public transit (shuttle, metro). 

• The City needs to double down on "First/Last Mile" strategies and provide more access to transit (bus 
and rail), encourage walking and fewer car trips. 

• Everything costs money and transportation in all forms is too costly. Government doesn't always 
have money; however, funds are available through cap and trade and grants that are earmarked for 
transit. 

• Automobile drivers do not like bicycles and this is a disincentive for bike riding. Drivers make it 
dangerous for bicyclists to use the road. The City needs to invest in bike infrastructure. 

• Choices are limited for making basic decisions about getting from place to place such as what mode 
of transportation to take for daily activities, availability of options, convenience, routes, wait times. If 
a person wanted to walk or take transit to the grocery store, it would be a huge inconvenience 
because of cost and time. 

• Many streets are not walkable. Crosswalks are limited and can be dangerous to cross, uneven 
sidewalks need repair, and cars go way too fast. 
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4. is affordable and healthy food readily available in the City of Inglewood? If not, how could it be improved? 

• There is a need to increase programs like Meals on Wheels. 

• We should have more community gardens, rooftop and urban gardens. 

• Educate the public on what we can do, such as how to grow and maintain a community garden. 

• Educate people about health risks such as diabetes, that they are more likely to incur due to poor 
eating habits 

• More funds should be dedicated to promoting more events similar to what the Social Justice 
Learning Institute (SJLI) is doing. 

• The City needs more grocery stores that offer choices, including organic and non-GMO food, and that 
accept Cal Fresh and EBT cards. 

• The City needs more choices of food and grocery stores overall. 

5. What are the major issues regarding safe and affordable housing in the City of Inglewood? 

• There is too little affordable housing. 

• Low income families are being pushed out through gentrification. 

• The City needs more safe shelters for the homeless population. 

• The City needs rent control. 

• Without affordable housing and rent control, the homeless population increases. 

6. What public facilities, improvements or programs are needed in underserved areas of the City? 

• We need more community centers like the Inglewood Senior Center, and something for every 
demographic. 

• We need more youth facilities in every district. 

• The City needs improved police facilities. 

• We need better trash pickup. 

• The City needs more parking. 

Group 3 Ranking of Issues: 

1. Pollution 
2. Safe and affordable housing 
3. Barriers to mobility, affordability and healthy food, public facilities (tied) 
4. Engagement 
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Group 4 
Facilitator: Mary Wright, Civic Solutions 

1. What would help disadvantaged persons in the City of Inglewood get engaged in the public decision
making process? 
• Not having to work two jobs. 

• The majority of disadvantaged people don't have seat at table. 

• 200 Block Clubs - present information to Block Club - they share information. 

• Block captains have meetings in districts - all districts should have them. 

• District 4 formed a separate group. Neighborhood association (her Block Club just has a few 
apartments in it but the neighborhood association does well and they share information) (Century 
Heights). 

• Council "Town Hall Meetings" are good. 

• Use social media for engagement. 

• Want other vehicles to get it out -want central location so all are clued in to what's going on. City 
needs to take responsibility to do this. 

• The City should do Public Service Announcements (PSAs) on digital billboards, and publish in the 
newspaper too. 

• City Council meetings are now on video to watch on the computer. 

• City Council meetings not conducive to public input. The time for speakers is short and they don't 
input into City business. 

• This group heard about this community meeting from water bill inserts, district newsletter, and 
Inglewood news on Facebook. 

2. What areas of the City have pollution and how could this be improved? 
• There is pollution around the stadium. There is dust from the stadium and watering doesn't work. 

The Air Quality Management District (AQMD) needs to conduct a site visit. 

• Good Neighborhood Program - a couple areas around stadium construction site are given resources 
to clean homes/cars but it's limited. 

• There should be gift cards for local residents to buy air filters, get car washes, and get the vents 
cleaned. 

• There is also dust from Metro construction and are cracks in buildings from Metro construction. 

• Apartments in South Inglewood, which is mostly apartments, have smaller setbacks and less 
landscaping. 

• There is noise pollution from the airport. 

• Air pollution going to get worse from extra traffic from events at the new venues. 

• The Playa Vista development will incur traffic and decrease air quality too. 

3. What barriers to mobility exist in the City and how could these be improved? 
• Major changes in infrastructure are needed for bicycle and pedestrian improvements. 

• The City needs more bicycle infrastructure, curb cuts, etc. 

• There should be areas where no cars are allowed, such as Market Street. 

• We want electrical scooters and rental bikes. The City should proactively allow scooters. 

• There are State restrictions on biofuels (vegetable oil). The City should take the lead and lessen 
restrictions for personal use. 
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• There are few curb cuts for bike, strollers, and wheelchairs. 

• There is a lack of sidewalks from La Tijera Boulevard to Sepulveda Boulevard, and no sidewalk by 7-
Eleven. 

• You can't walk to the Hendry Metro stop (Crenshaw line southwest bound). 

• There needs to be a way to the airport (three-quarters of a mile are not connected but a people 
mover is coming). 

4. Is affordable and healthy food readily available in the City of Inglewood? if not, how could it be improved? 

• Food access is better in the last ten years, but it could be better. 

• Inglewood lost the farmer's market, and we want a new one (maybe at Market Street or at the 
Forum). 

• People like Torrance and Culver City farmers markets. 

• Farmers markets need community support! 

• Have community gardens at places such as Hyde Park Library and La Tijera School. 

• We don't have CO-OP community garden, and have to be careful about soils for community gardens 
as there was a lot of former oil. 

• 63% of people in Inglewood live in apartments, and should have access to crates for community 
gardens. 

5. What are the major issues regarding safe and affordable housing in the City of Inglewood? 
• Rents are too high! 

• The City needs rent control. 

• Rents (residential and business) are increasing exponentially. 

• Property values and rents are going up, and incrementally added taxes add up. 

• Lots of investors are buying up buildings on the same block. 

• A lot of owners are fixing up their places for Airbnb, but Inglewood just implemented new 
restrictions. 

• Rentals should be earthquake safe and have other safety measures; many apartments need to 
standard. 

6. What public facilities, improvements or programs are needed in underserved areas of the City? 
• District 4 has no community room. 

• Inglewood needs a community center (people go to the Carson or Lawndale community centers). 

• We do not have enough libraries and community centers. 

• The amphitheater was upgraded, but it needs shade. 

• The Fox Theatre should be renovated. The owner is holding off for the best offer. 

• The City needs to support and help the homeless. Do we have winter shelters? There are a lot of 
homeless at Darby Park and the police keep order. 

• Public safety is important too! 
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Group 4 Ranking of Issues: 

1. Affordable housing 
2. Pollution - Dust from stadium and Metro creating problems 
3. Mobility - Make rail accessible and provide infrastructure for biking and walking and street calming 
4. Community engagement - Use billboards to get the word out; we keep meeting and nothing gets done 
5. Public facilities - Need more green places and a greening plan 
6. Healthy food - Bring back a farmer's market 
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Group 5 
Facilitator: Wanda Flagg, T& T Public Relations 

1. What would help disadvantaged persons in the City of Inglewood get engaged in the public decision
making process? 
• Need real job training programs as well as financial literacy training for youth and families. 
• The community is uniformed and misinformed. The City should do better to disseminate information. 
• The majority of the City is renters, but information doesn't flow to renters as it does to property 

owners in utility bills. 
• Inglewood renters can access information on Eye on Inglewood, if they are set up on Facebook. 
• Sources of information are also Inglewood Today magazine and City text alerts if residents know how 

to sign up for them. 
• There should be mobile council meetings and civics lessons taught in schools. 
• There needs to be community benefit agreements for all large corporations that do business in 

Inglewood - "fee" not tax on every ticket or a "good neighbor agreement". 

2. What areas of the City have pollution and how could this be improved? 
• Expand the noise pollution abatement program to the north and south of current area 
• There is air pollution and overabundance of particulates from the airport. 
• Need vehicle emissions solutions and better ways to get across the City- maybe electric trams on 

main corridors. 
• There is light pollution and digital distractions. New over-sized billboards are not good additions. 
• Knowledge of trash collection rules/practices is a serious issue in neighborhoods with large numbers 

of apartment complexes, especially for large item pick-up. 

• Screens on storm drains are not cleared causing water and debris to back up. 

3. What barriers to mobility exist in the City and how could these be improved? 
• Poor street conditions - a lot of pot holes cause damage to cars and lead to traffic accidents. 
• There is a lack of lighting and issues with visibility and safety. 
• Parking restrictions need to be enforced. 
• There needs to be better traffic flow management, especially during construction and events. 
• The City needs sidewalk improvements for pedestrians, such as repairs due to tree roots. 
• The City needs low cost and low/no emissions transportation in all areas, not just downtown. 
• The City needs better and repainted parking spaces. 
• There needs to be sensitivity to wheelchair access. 

4. is affordable and healthy food readily available in the City of Inglewood? If not, how could it be improved? 
• Healthy and affordable food is not easily available. 
• We need a community garden with a farmer's market attached. 
• The City should encourage health conscious food establishments (locally owned if possible). 
• There are areas of the City that don't have markets - we need markets in every district and better 

access to fresh produce. 
• Encourage minority-owned businesses to join forces to establish a co-op with City incentives (from 

"good neighbor policy"). 

• Have area restaurants conduct cooking classes and teach life skills. 
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5. What are the major issues regarding safe and affordable housing in the City of Inglewood? 
• There is not enough affordable housing for working-class residents, who are not low income. 

• The City needs rent stabilization. We need to look out for "Mom & Pop" landlords, not outside 
influencers. 

• Promote affordable housing and development with new product to incentivize rent stabilization 
(both residential and commercial). 

• Diversify the housing stock to give people stepping stones to ownership. 

• Expand current TOD housing so TOD is not specific to one corridor and develop incentives. 

• Make sure new development is in sync with the aesthetics of the area. 

• Starting with corporate buyers, City must establish a quantity of units required to be affordable. 

• Better parking is needed overall. 

• First-time homeowners' program for long-time residents are needed. 

6. What public facilities, improvements or programs are needed in underserved areas of the City? 
• Youth engagement programs and community centers are needed, as existed in years past. 

• There are no softball programs for girls! 

• Professional teams should be required to adopt schools. 

• All the playing fields at city parks need to be redone and improved (lighting, etc.). 

• Teachers and counselors at in IUSD deserve/need equitable pay 

• There should be etiquette and self-esteem programs. 

• Pocket parks with bathroom facilities are needed. 

• Council meetings should be in the evening only, with mobile meetings in neighborhoods. 

• Reinstate the mobile assistance program (tires, battery jump). 

• What is the long-term plan for expansion of LAX? 

• Establish a performing arts venue and programs. 

• Educate the communities through outreach on civic engagement and opportunities. 

• We should have more movies in the park. 

• Engage more residents in communal activities, i.e. working together on the City of Inglewood Rose 
Parade Float. 

• We need free Wi-Fi citywide. 

• With new hotel development, establish hospitality training so residents can be equipped to fill those 
new jobs. 

Group 5 Ranking of Issues: 
1. Housing 
2. Public Facilities and Programs 
3. Other issues tied 
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Meeting Notes 

February 26, 2019 

City of Inglewood 
Environmental Justice Element 

Focus Groups Summary Report 

Inglewood City Hall, 1st Floor Community Meeting Room 
Focus Group 1- English-language Group I 4:00 - 6:00 PM 
Facilitator: Phyllis Tucker, T&. T Public Relations 

Participants: 

: f{efer-criccs 

Name Rent or Own Years in Inglewood Inglewood District 
________________________________ A1_f!l~ _______________________________ J _________________________________ Q_\11/'i:7 _________________________________ -------------------------------------~_g ___________________________________________________________________________ t_ ____________________________________ i 

Sabra i Rent 3 4 ! 

________________________ B_~_s:b_~_Q_~-~----------------------J _______________________________ gl;'v'I! _____________________________________________________________________ ?Q _________________________________________________________________________ J _______________________________________ j 
Adissa i Own 20 1 i 

----------------------------~~-~-t-~_i~ __________________________ J ________________________________ 9-\11/'i:7 ______________________________________________________________________ ?_Q __________________________________________________________________________ i ___________________________________ ___j 

Philistia i Own 55 4 i 
Diane Own 39 1 
Amber Own 35 2 
Juanita Own 40 4 

General Questions 
7. What changes have you seen in your community over the past 5 or 10 years? How about just the last 2 

years? 

• More dogs (more dog feces on streets), more trash on street. 

• A lot more wildlife - possums, racoons, coyotes. 

• A lot more parking issues. Before you could park anywhere and now lots of people living in their cars 
on the streets. 

• A lot more homeless people. 

• Wildlife coming from all of the construction and tearing down of buildings. 

• Crime issue has gone down in District 2. Close to Don lee Farms (food production). They are good 
about working with neighbors about adjacency issues - improvements with trees, lights, safety 
issues. 

• One of the changes is a result of personal involvement in the community and neighborhood. 

• Get to know your Council members. 

• A lot more cars on the residential blocks. Everyone parks on the street. Parking is really bad. Nobody 
uses their garages. 
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• Why are there so many 99 cent stores? Why does Inglewood have only crummy stores instead of 
nice stores? More and more bad stores have been coming. There is no nice market. Retail 
development is less desirable in Inglewood. 

• Once the stadium is built, there are going to be nice stores and a nice hotel. 

• Folks need dollar stores but still would like to have nice stores as well. 

• Fixing the streets has improved, but a lot more traffic coming down neighborhood streets. Traffic has 
gotten worse. Homelessness has gotten worse. 

• Parking is terrible. Families are double and triple parked on dead-end streets. These are renters, not 
owners. 

• Many people buying homes or moving out and renting them out for special needs. Many homes for 
foster kids, and recovery facilities (alcohol and drugs), which is sometimes scary since you don't know 
them, and they are on medication and recovering. Folks move out and rent their houses for mentally 
ill, drug addiction recovery, etc. Halfway houses. This isn't necessarily a good change. We don't take 
walks like we used to because you don't know how safe it is. 

8. How do you feel about living in this community? Why? 

• All love living in Inglewood. 

• Its centrally located. 

• It's becoming Culver City with the redevelopment. 

• We're going back to where we need to be - a vibrant City like when it was founded in the 1920's. 

• It is more affordable than the rest of Los Angeles. 

• It has the best weather with the ocean so close. 

9. What do you like best about Jiving in Inglewood? 

• My neighbors! Everyone has been here a long time and raised children together. 

• I like the community we've built. 

• It is a true community. 

• In Inglewood, Council members are accessible, and you can talk to them. 

• Availability of City Hall and Council members. 

10. What would make Inglewood a better place to five? 

• Constant improvement and keep making better parks, better streets, better development. 

• Ribbon cutting for Girl Scout Headquarters was amazing - this is an example of positive new 
development coming to Inglewood. 

• People need to keep positivity. Change is good. Open up and embrace the change. It's a good thing. 

• Small improvements to quality of life issues can make a big change - trash pick-up, street cleaning, 
enforcement of trespassing, tree trimming, enforcement of loitering, speeding enforcement, parking 
enforcement. Pay more attention to the little things! That will greatly improve quality of life. 

• Most of the City's problems are from people passing through. On street like Manchester and 9oth 
people speed through the City. People also stop and drink and trash up the City. 

11. What do you think are the biggest problems or challenges the residents of Inglewood face every day? 

• Rent control. We are losing good residents because rents are creeping up too high. 

• Homelessness is a big problem too. 

• People are moving out to other areas or becoming homeless. 
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• Rents are doubling - from $700/month to $1,500/month. 

• There are problems with multi-generational living in one house. This adds to the parking problem. 
Young adults move back in with their parents and then have kids of their own. This puts a strain on 
the City and on the older generation. The younger generation has different values. 

• District 2 has always been diverse. Asian, Hispanic, black, white all within a two-block area. It's 
wonderful. 

• Everyone gets along in the diverse neighborhoods. Everyone loves their neighbors. 

• The City is getting more diverse - it used to be just black and Hispanic. Now it's Caucasian and Asian 
too. 

• Owners of apartment buildings need to be involved and set rules. This will help neighbors in 
apartments treat each with respect. The owners need to be involved. Their involvement makes for a 
good condo/apartment complex. 

• The recent influx of investors makes everyone digress because they are not personally involved; they 
are just in it for the money. 

12. Where do you get information about services and programs that help Inglewood residents? 

• City website. 

• Call City Hall. 

• The book that City sends out - called "Inglewood". It's a seasonal magazine in Spanish and English 
about what's going on in the community and where to get information. 

• Community centers. 

• Senior center. 

• Inglewood Next Door. 

Environmental Justice Topics 

7. As an Inglewood resident, are you regularly involved in the public decision-making process? Yes or No? 

• Three say yes, six say no. 

8. What would help you be more involved in the public decision-making process? 

• If we knew when the meetings were. Parking Commission, City Council, Code Enforcement. When are 
these meetings? We would go if we know when and where. 

• A lot of people don't use the City website. 

• A mailer would be helpful. 

• Mailers from Council Districts and in water bills. 

• Mailers always work - go back to old school! 

• Council district newsletter comes our every Thursday as an email. This is great. 

• As a renter, you get information from your management company. 

• A lot of renters don't know that they have just as much right to come to City Hall and participate. 

9. What about disadvantaged persons in the City of Inglewood - what would help get them engaged in the 
public decision-making process? 

• Convincing them to be involved - disadvantaged persons don't necessarily think they have as much 
right to participate and be involved. Don't be afraid and encourage everyone to participate. 

• Mailers help. Many disadvantaged people do not go online for information. 
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Environmental Justice Element : f{efer-crices 

• We need to help those who don't know how to participate by educating them. 

• Someone from the City should visit churches, etc. to explain how to get involved. 

• The main things is communicating. 

• Give out flyers at Vons or 99 cents stores. Or poster boards/information boards at these locations. 
This way people see the information when they enter the market. It should be a big poster at eye 
level so everyone reads it, and in multiple languages. 

• The digital boards with City information are hard to read when driving 

• A lot of people don't have time to participate in the City. What about people who work all day? Need 
meetings after 6:00 pm. 

• We need to get back to old-fashioned Block Clubs. This is where information is disseminated best. 
The Block Clubs meet regularly and vote on issues. Inglewood used to have lots of Block Clubs with 
very active neighbors. There are less now. We need to organize ourselves through Block Clubs. 

• Information flyers that you could pick up in the grocery store or laundromat would be helpful. 

10. What areas of the City have pollution? What types of pollution does Inglewood have? 

• Air and noise pollution from factories. 

• It makes people cough and sneeze. 

• Air pollution has always been a problem in Inglewood. 

• Airplanes going overhead are a huge problem. It sometimes shakes the house. And it's so noisy. 

• They need to re-evaluate the flight path. New windows and insulation are offered for those in the 
flight path, but it is not enough. Those just outside the flight path have noise pollution as well. 

• You can count the planes overhead, there are so many. It's constant. 

11. How could pollution be improved? 
• Trash - we need more street sweeping. Not the machines, but the guys with the blowers. They do 

Market Street and La Brea, but we need more in the City to effectively get rid of the trash. 

• Metro crew cleans bus stops. We need that. 

12. What barriers to mobility exist in the City? When! say "mobility" I mean being able to move or travel 
around the City easily. 

• Parking! A lot of cars park at the curb where people in wheelchairs need to cross the street, so 
people can't cross easily. 

• There will be a new train system coming through so that will be great. 

• More bike lanes have been coming as well. 

• People are walking more and more. 

• Dogs are a problem. It's difficult to walk sometimes. 
13. Is affordable and healthy food readily available in the City of Inglewood? 

• No. We have too many fast food restaurants. 

• You have to look for the healthy food. Look for the superior grocers who have organic and healthier 
options. Many people travel to Vons and Ralphs in Venice and Torrance. You have to search for it 
within Inglewood. We have it, but you have to look for it. 

• There is a Famers Market as well but it's tiny. 

• We need more healthy food store and markets. 
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Environmental Justice Element : f{efer-crices 

14. What are the major issues regarding safe and affordable housing in the City of Inglewood? 
• Not enough affordable housing. 

• Need rent control! 

• Need better code enforcement. 

• Illegal additions are not up to code, it's dangerous for everyone. 

15. What public facilities are needed in underserved areas of the City? 
• Homeless resources. 

• Call 211 for things like homeless resources. They will direct you. 

• 211 has a lot of information on all topics. 

• More police patrol. Never seen a police car go around the community just to patrol. You see them 
policing the area (giving tickets, picking people up), but not patrolling. They need to be around more 
just to make their presence known. 

• Police don't cite loiterers, which is problem because they are drinking, etc. They sit on vacant lots 
and charge people going to the Forum to park their car, and it's not their lot. 

16. Lastly, I'd like for you to rate the topics we just discussed based on what you think is the most important 
or most urgent topic in Inglewood. 
• See ranking sheet results below. 

El Topic: 

5_a[e_anij_Afjor_d_ab_fefl_oysin_i;L 

.P.9!'1!~i9()/E_r:i1~~C91!1?.11"".~t:l/.!~~1!'!~ .... 
Pybljrfqcilitie_s, qty lrr.1proyf!.fTlf?_f1ts1 {'r<J9rqrn.sforJie_sfrje_11ts 

G_e(tinfl_[Jisa_d_van_ta9e_d_f'_e_op!e_£_()9ag_e_d_in[)ecisio_():f!.ia_kin_fl_f'!~f?_SS, 

Mobility/Getting A round Town 

....... , ....... , ....... , ...... , ....... , ....... , 
s 3 4 si1i4is 
4·4·3·61515141 
6 6 6 4 4 6 6 

TOTAL AVG. 

17 

25 

27 

32 

39 

49 

l.89 

2.78 

3.00 

3 . .56 

4.33 

5 .. 44 

17. Using just one or two words, how would you describe your attitude about life in Inglewood? 
• Excellent. 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Improving . 

Good . 

Satisfied . 

Great . 

Good . 

Common . 

Comfortable . 

Great . 
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Environmental Justice Element : f{efer-criccs 

Question: 

• Are there any regulations that make sure industrial uses are doing everything they can do to pollute 
less? There is a lot of industry next to residential neighborhoods Inglewood. 

Answer: 

• Industrial uses have to get an air quality permit through the Air Quality District. They are regularly 
monitoring the air pollution. 
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Environmental Justice Element 

Meeting Notes 

February 26, 2019 
Inglewood City Hall, 1st Floor Community Meeting Room 
Focus Group 2 - Spanish-language Group I 6:00 - 8:00 PM 
Facilitator: Eneida Talleda, T& T Public Relations 

Participants: 

: f{efer-crices 

Name Rent or Own Years in Inglewood Inglewood District 
1. Claudia Rent 30 1 
2. Mariah Rent 21 1 

................ ~.: ...... .fl_':lE':l .................................... ; ................................. ~~-'-1.L .................................................................. ?.Q ....................................•........................................ 4···········································< 
4. Amalea i Own 21 1 
5. Angelina Rent 15 1 
6. Miguel Own 35 2 
7. Bertha Own 35 2 
8. Marco Rent 35 2 
9. Kenya Rent 25 2 

............. J . .Q.: ... M.1:1.i:!i.r.i .............................. J ................................ .9.\t\/~! ..................................................................... -1.Q ......................................................................... .? ...................................... i 
11 . Maria i Own 25 2 ! 

(Poncho)* i i 
··························rJ\.rno!CiT*························T························· .. ···················································· ················································································ ················································································1 

* Did not RSVP, however they sat in and occasionally contributed to the discussion. 

General Questions 

1. What changes have you seen in your community over the past 5 or 10 years? How about just the last 2 
years? 
5 years: 

• More traffic and construction. Also more air pollution as a result of all the construction. 

• Improved parks (Vincent Park etc.). 

• The stadium will improve the city overall. 

• The traffic is bad but good for the economy overall. 
2 years: 

• The improved parks are great for families and the community in general. 

• Poor road conditions (partially due to construction). 

• The water is more contaminated in Inglewood in comparison to other Los Angeles communities. 
You cannot drink the tap water. 

• The rent has gone up significantly. 
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Environmental Justice Element : f{efer-criccs 

2. How do you feel about living in this community? Why? 

• Insecure - Residents living in District 4 complained of being too scared to go outside for walks, even 
in the daytime. 

• Residents living in District 2 in comparison said they feel safe and secure walking around in their 
neighborhoods 

3. What do you like best about living in Inglewood? 

• There are many stores nearby. 

• Beautiful park (In reference to Vincent Park). 

• Hospitals, banks and markets are close and accessible. 

• Great climate. 

• Near the ocean. 

4. What would make Inglewood a better place to live? 

• Cheaper rent. 

• Rent Control. 

• Better schools and teachers. 

• More police. 

• Train/subway stops for Inglewood. 

• More restaurants and markets (higher quality and more variety of options). 

• Improve quality of water. 

• Improve parking and road conditions. 

5. What do you think are the biggest problems or challenges the residents of Inglewood face every day? 

• Higher tax rates for homeowners. 

• Increases in rent. 

• Construction and Traffic. 

6. Where do you get information about services and programs that help Inglewood residents? 

• Alex Padilla/Ramon mailing list. 

• Flyers in the mail. 

• Inglewood magazine. (Contains list of events in Inglewood, released bi-annually). 

• WhatsApp with neighbors. 

• Neighborhood Watch. 

• City Hall. 

• Police station. 

• Inglewood website. 

• More active on social media (Twitter, Facebook). 

• LA Care. 
• St. Margaret center. 

• LA Times. 

• School Newsletters. 
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Environmental Justice Topics 

1. As an Inglewood resident, are you regularly involved in the public decision-making process? Yes or No? 

• Two said yes, eleven say no. 

2. What would help you be more involved in the public decision-making process? 

• People don't know when the meetings are. 

• Was not sure if you could attend without being a homeowner. 

• Send Flyers in the mail. 

• Put events in local papers. It would be better if the events were clearly labeled so residents could 
attend events they are interested in learning about. 

• Discounted parking for city hall so that people can attend the events without worrying about parking 
prices. 

• Phone Calls. 

• Post flyers in public places (Schools, Markets, etc.) 

• Post city events on YouTube live streaming. 

3. What about disadvantaged persons in the City of Inglewood - what would help get them engaged in the 
public decision-making process? 

• Motivation. Neighbors can help by inviting disadvantaged neighbors to city and local community 
events. 

• Free transportation to city events for disadvantaged residents. 

• A daycare service or some form of service to watch children for disadvantaged neighbors. 

4. What areas of the City have pollution? What types of pollution does Inglewood have? 

• There is trash near parks and contaminated water in some of the park lakes. It can smell bad 
sometimes. 

• Wildlife like cockroaches are more present in neighborhoods. Likely due to amount of construction 
occurring in Inglewood. 

• Air pollution from airplanes and airport. 

• Buses driving in the city and at LAX airport. 

• Noise pollution from airplanes and construction. 

• How could pollution be improved? 

• The city can pick up trash around neighborhoods/communities. 

• Change the fixtures for the water to improve the water conditions. 

• Plant more trees to help with air quality. 

• Trash services should come to remove large trash (Couches, Sofas, etc.) two times a year. 

• Inform/fine residents to avoid littering in the city. 
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5. What barriers to mobility exist in the City? When I say "mobility" I mean being able to move or travel 
around the City easily. 
• It is better to walk in the city because traffic is so congested. Buses move slower than walking locally. 

• How could mobility be improved? 
• More bike lanes. 

• Small buses for local city transportation. 

• Train/Subway stops. 

6. is affordable and healthy food readily available in the City of Inglewood? 
• No. People travel to cities outside of Inglewood like Culver City, Westchester and Manhattan Beach. 

• If not, how could this be improved? 
• More markets. Not sure if Trader Joes and Whole Foods will come to Inglewood. 

• Excited about Aldi's recently opening 

• Community Gardens 

• Farmers Markets 

7. What are the major issues regarding safe and affordable housing in the City of Inglewood? 

• Rent 

• Taxes 

• How can this be improved? 
• Don't raise taxes. 

• Rent control. 

8. What public facilities are needed in underserved areas of the City? 
• Hospitals. 

• Improved roads. 

• Movie theatres. 

• New housing/apartments. 

• More police stations 
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9. Lastly, I'd like for you to rate the topics we just discussed based on what you think is the most important 
or most urgent topic in Inglewood. 
• See ranking sheet results below. 

DDDDDDDBnmmmm•Mf4MM\@Q 
Safe and Affordable Housing 1 5 6 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 4 6 1 

Py~li~[[Jciliti~s, qty lfr1P~Cl~~rrle0ts, P~ClwarrisfClr ~f!~id~ents 2 4 4 1 2 1 4 1 4 4 1 3 2 

Pollution/Environmental Issues • 4 • 2 • 1 • 4 • 1 ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Mobility/Getting Around Town • 3 3 3 5 
................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Cie.t.Yn.JJ.P!5.Cl~~~0 t.Cl!lf!ci.. P.f!c:iplf! ~0!J.Clf!~~i r1 P.~~is.ic:in.~ "!!9.k.!02 P.r.CIC.£!~5. 5 2 6 5 3 

3 5 

6 3 

5 2 

2 

2 

2 

5 6 3 1 3 

3 3 6 2 6 

2 1 5 5 5 

A~~~s~ t[I f1£!alt~y~()« )\tf o~«~~leJc:iCI~ • 6 • 1 • 2 • 6 • 2 . 4 . 6 1 6 5 2 • 4 • 4 • 

10. Using just one or two words, how would you describe your attitude about life in Inglewood? 

• Insecure 

• Insecure 

• Insecure 

• Happy 

• Positive 

• Mad 

• Content 

• Good and Favorable 

• Very Happy 

• Positive 

• Happy 

• Happy 

• Happy 

33 

33 

40 

45 

48 

49 

2.54 

2.54 

3.08 

3.46 

3.69 

3.77 
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Quantifying 
Greenhouse Gas 
Mitigation Measures 

Additionality 

In order for a project or measure that reduces emissions to count as mitigation of 
impacts, the reductions have to be "additionaL" Greenhouse gas emission reductions 
that are otherwise required by law or regulation would appropriately be considered part 
of the existing baseline. Thus, any resulting emission reduction cannot be construed as 
appropriate (or additional) for purposes of mitigation under CEQA. For example, in the 
draft regulation for cap-and-trade, ARB specifies that in order to be eligible for offset 
credit, "emission reductions must be in addition to any greenhouse gas reduction, 
avoidance or sequestration otherwise required by law or regulation, or any greenhouse 
gas reduction, avoidance or sequestration that would otherwise occur."6 What this 
means in practice is that if there is a rule that requires, for example, increased energy 
efficiency in a new building, the project proponent cannot count that increased efficiency 
as a mitigation or credit unless the project goes beyond what the rule requires; and in 
that case, only the efficiency that is in excess of what is required can be counted. It 
also means that if there is a rule that requires a boiler to be replaced with one that 
releases fewer smog-forming pollutants, and the new boiler is more efficient and also 
releases less C02, the reduced C02 can't be counted as mitigation or credit, because 
the reductions were going to happen anyway. But if the boiler were replaced with a 
solar-powered water heater, the difference in emissions between a typical new boiler 
and the solar water heater could be counted. 

From a practical standpoint, any reductions that are not additional have to be either 
included in the baseline or subtracted from the project, whichever is more appropriate. 
In preparing this Report, CAPCOA made determinations about requirements to include 
in or exclude from the baseline. A more complete discussion of those determinations is 
included in Appendix B. 

Verification 

Verification is the process by which we demonstrate that the emission reductions we 
have quantified for a project actually occurred. While not important for purely voluntary 
projects, verification in some form is a necessary step in most other circumstances. 
Verification is an important component in establishing the value of reductions that are 
made. It allows others to have confidence in the quality of the reductions. If the 
reductions are being made to satisfy an obligation to mitigate impacts, the agency with 
jurisdiction should be consulted to determine what standard of verification is needed. In 
some cases, independent, third-party verification is required. Not all regulatory 
programs specify third-party verification, however. For example, the U.S. EPA's 
Mandatory Reporting Rule relies instead on routine compliance verification through a 
perm it system. 

6 ARB: ''Preliminary Draft Regulation for a California Cap-and-Trade Program," Section 95802 (a)(4), Dec .. 2009; 
page 6. 
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1\Iarch 24~ 2020 

Mindy VVilcox1 / 1JCP1 Planning f\1anager 
Citv of lnzlewood, Planning Division 

¢ ~ . ~) 

One Vv'est Manchester Boulevard 1 4th Floor 
Tng1ev:ood, A 90301 
Tbecproject@Jci tyofl ng1e\vood .org 

Re: Cornr:nents on the Draft Enviromnental Irnpact Report for the Inglmvood 
Basketball and Entertainrnent Center CIBECJ, SCH 2018021056 

Dear I'vls. \:Vilccx: 

On behalf of the Natural Resources Defense Council and our :rnembers in Inglevvood and 
tl rl 1 p·! ~ it(,,., 1ifr ~ 1 l ··'> ' l"• .. ··t th'• fr1L"'·.: P- --.~"t " ··" t r tl1·f' I) '·ft 1·~ '-" ,: ·".\. t'" 1 1, J,\:>.1UL .,aL .Jf,1 . .a, /Vt. SU ,1,.Ul .e .J ,._,1,Vl.Hn Cd .. 11.11.iCH S JD. ,~ . ra. r.nl1f0HD.1t.n d .. 

Impact Report (DEIR) prepared for the basketball arena project proposed by applicant 
'1>·f,· '! ,,•' n .... 1! ··.., ·1 ··I' lf' f··ti.., ... (~' 1 ' "'" ... B·: .;l"otb·: 1l t ... , (th0 ''P'' · '"'") n'. drp.ay s nuv. oh )L,Jd.i. o. u.e ,11pecrs .. Mi:iAc ... al ed111 .. ,.. .1.0Jeet . 

Introduction 

As a preliminary matter, we note that the Project is materially different from that 
ap1Jrnved hv CAJZB under }'ill 487. "flus is so because the nrotected GHG emissions for 

,._, ~- , ~ ,,,1 

the Prcdect are much higher and there is less in the way of mitigation proposed. In 
S11')1''t I1°t i')1"'"'I'"t1'r1cr (""·H· lq •"'P'1<l's 0 1' "'·f'S i'r·,--r·:'.>":><::.01.1 1)'" h.>yf)/ .f'(Jn1n'"'t'~1·1g. tl}'"' l'F·nR t.o ti}'"' ,Af.l ,,.! ,,, . , .. ,,, ,,, }'IL. Cl, ... b .. J .. J >, ..... H , i':l. \,,< i> <-v ~,..<~,,,,,«,l [., J V <.) .. 0 v. . .!.""·. L .. '"· ,,, ... L.!.. -., '"· ,, .. i"\, .) 

987, to 496,745 1VITC02e frorn ;304,('i83 MTC02e~ \vhile proposed mitigation tneasures 
are not as robust 1\ccordinglyj the timing and other project proponent benefits of AB 
"8,...,., ... ,tl" .,, i]d ·r1nt· ·:" l"Jf<'1 t·n ·tl'l6 . P· ·r,.)·i ·::, .. , .. !. j{, tit.,) •.. , '"'. >J ... 1J. .. J u . •~, l../ ... L .. 

In acklition, the Project relies heavily on statements of overriding considerations to 
mask the 41 significant adverse enviromnental impacts that ostensibly cannot be 
mitigated tci insignificance. 'l11is is ludicrous in cor1nection vrith a project that has little 
or no social utility for the residents Inglcvr"ood who vviU bear the brunt of these 
. , 1 d' < 11 , , ' d ' '1 11 d d ., 1mpacts --··me lL mg tnore air po ut10n man alfea. y neav1 y-po .ute" area ..... an, \v!1o 
"'r'"' t1rit tl1'"' ta~'cr0t "•11·.:J1' '"'!11"'0 f"e.t' CX']!C11 '<1'·qo n1··l"f"."'5d('-1.1":>) '-y:, ~ls- 0t1·y>1J t1' ")rof 0 a ,,.. . ,,. . . '·' ·< ·'· h'" u ... u ,,... '-·'-· j .. ~" ,. ·~ .. "".' e l" . d.u, .. i'.').o. j .. (, ... l ~,,;, ... e .l u . "·· \,; .. \.<v .. ,,,. 
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Inadequacies in the llElR 

A., Failure To Address Enufrunmental Justice Impacts, 

There is no analysis of environmental justice throughout entire DEIR1 except for tvvo 
passages c1aiming that no analysis is needed: DElR 3.2-J.6: "'As described above, in 
genetal CEQA does not require analysis socioeconomic issues such as gentrification1 

displacement) envirom11t:mtal justice1 or effects on ''comnumity character." .A.nd ;J.L:J-56: 
"There are no applicable federal regulations that apply directly to the Proposed Project. 
Hmvcver, federal regulations relating to the Arnericans vdth Disabilities i\ct, Title VT, 
and E:nv1ronmental ,Justice relate to transit service:' 

This is incorrect because~ anmng other things,. there is a significant federal approval 
needed for the Project in the form of an Fit.i\, appruval because of the Project's proximity 
to Los Angeles Internatic.rna1 A.irport. Moreover, the California 1.\ttorney· Genera1 has 
opined that local governments have a role umler CEQA in furthering environmental 
Justice; see 
11th~":•/ / '''-''>(} '~'.' "'''«:I "''t'"P / 'ill /f'.'ll'"P / ''hTHrC·'·b /rr1fP / 0 11'ij, t'Oll.fi1C'·l1t /PJ, 1''.;:t"* Nl}PPt n ,;Ji~· ("''''''''"<:;"'"''1 
1..,,. t:w,..)..:J,.~ i \J<:~0 ... ~.)~~5<.:_..,f.., l >..."-<:A t.;,.)'{ <::..,, , t.;,.)'{ <::x0 »°¥ i );;;.~~-.. J ;_;)', ~,:. c ~~ .. ,,,_, J -.....,__ <.. t.,,is ~ '-'·'"· .,.~l1,, · <..t\..·<;,....$,_,,,....._,.>.;:i\.,...,tJ 

11 1· l ) ~f'l d ,, h' f., '1 ' ' '' , f' lYnR h ' 1 ::1 fr arc 1 20, 2020 . 1e reme, y tor t 1s m ure is recffcrnatwn o a . , r •. 1 t .at inc lK es an 
, ' ' . 1 , env1ronmenta1 JUStlee ana ys1s, 

B. LZ;,;;e Qf'Irnproper GHG Baseline 

I. 't ' ' .. · t·: 'l ,, ... ,,.,l' ' t' ') ., 'J ,. • '" ·1" ,. {},,_, t·1'· · n ' l • 't· ,, ,..,.,.., ) · · t ~ tt .,., ' ·it ·:i· ·~· ') ' ',, ' · l·i "' .n1sm11a .JfJi..·IC&Kntff1(e1.n.)9o/, 1£.1,ICJeC frL,.i..<Cnen.d. bJ4 et ,c1ncreasei,1~, 
GHG CEQA baseline by ass1mting that the venues from which events would move to the 
Project "vould remain tmused forever on the dates of the transferred events. Alter 
nush1vwl· fr.rq1 CARB 'md etlPrs in,,+1.rlinq NRDC thP Proj'ect pronOIY'Ilt at-1,,rdofl.P"'i t-· > "'(... ,,.,... .:,..,, ,_J"" J;, ·..i.. i.... - ,,_) t:. -....:~ & ""'t .. -""" .<;,,.. .y_, ~~ ,,,._, , ~ ......_, •• _ t". \_.-, c L<'.~ __., . .\. ..... ......_ . ...,,.~. 

But the original them')' has resurfaced in the DEIR. Having obtained the benefits of AB 
q87 h•> '.lYUl"'lrJO its inifr1l ft'l1lUfitifir>d) r)nsitinp tb ·' Pre 1' ect f"Y" P<Cll ''·'lJ t slniil -j qc t P'1'Y _ .. z ,, . .,.._,;. y t. , {... .. 6 . ·e( .... . . "' \ .. Ji. .J ..... ...,.,, .... . ~ ....... ..;:;. ... ~~ ... t:. . . J.. ...... .~/~:.. ·-d~ ... J e . , . {, ....... . t.. A. . J . ~t.. "" 

•; ·::. '1.l]PVl'~(:l tn t"'X'/Pf'·t ·t{·'i th,1t ·ne ·-·.1' t1' r·;r1 ir'\ nr,_,J ·::er tP r·~c i'sp ti'\'',\ C''E•. [\/\ l''';ts:>->11'11"·' '•r<d rPAt·'· ,,.,,, i' t···. l t, rt.: ....• ln-~ ..... ~ .... . ··.> t.\..,,,. ... '>..-..::..i:.<. '>,..· t..>~Jti x ~ ~ .. .::- ..._..) (H .. ,,...:.. ....J ~ .. J ..._ .c.......- l.:i..t.~- ....$\..f.r\ ._..(!';;._::-.J..,,.. t. >...;o ... *' ~~u l).C'5...... ti 

GHG mitigation requirement. 

C F'oilure To Properly Analyze And ltiiti9ate G.HG And Air ()uality Impacts 

The South Coast air basin is in extre:me non attainment for ozone1 1.vith a 2024 

attainment dead1ine. Failure to rnect the attainment deadline can 1ead to federa1 
sanctions that vvm effectively shut dovvn the local economy. The South Coast AQl\ID 
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plan to reach ozone attainment relies on an enormous level of reductions in oxides cJf 
nitrogen (NOx), mostly from mobile sources such as cars and trucks. But the Project's 
projected emissions go i.n the opposite direction and the DETR fai1s to require sufficient 
mitigation. 

The DEIR adrnits this. For example, 

Irnpact 3.2-5: Construction and operation of the Proposed Project, in 
·•1)113··u11et'1 c i·i .. ~/1 tt1 c,·tl1eJ' ,. ... u,n· ·11l,c1 t t" '"" d· e''"'l ·'lnt11"'"1·t· "!l'.)'1.ld· t'es"lt· J· 1-i C....... . ~~,·. ) . . ')i' • .!. ,J ... 'v L .. ·µ ~,...,. "\.·'-"' _,,'>,.t::'. l'_t-··-"··'-"J.. .. ·~ '):f( 1... .. ·~- ~--~-· ... 

inconsistencies with impkmentation of applicable air quality plans. 

In addition, the DEIR bases its calculations of criteria pollutants from motor ·vehicles on 
tl1"' 1711,1·,.·'/'-(~ '.F)1'7 r; .. ~ri,ir'l ,::iPit'"1<Jp,,.•d ·~11.d P1~1'1t1t,:.in'•d l'>» tL1•" (~·1l'1frir1·~·1·::i i\lf' R1"'S<J11r,~·"'s .. c r.n. r .. :·• .. -'· .,. ·'·"· '·-~ u .. , "· .. e<... ~· ... 1.. ..•. u,, ·'· .o., .. \:.,<..- ,,,.} .• .! "· .~, ·'· . , ~. ·'· ·'· . '"'· , ,. • • ..t., 

Board (CARB). But EJ\lFAC 2017 is now obsolete because the federal government has 
purported to rescind the EPA vvaiver for CaJifornia's zero-emission vehicle programj and 
that program's effects are baked into EIVIFAC 2017- The result is that EI\·IFAC 'NiH 
tmderreport err1issions. That probicrn 'WiJl be exacerbated when, as expected, NHTSA 
'WP • h· t ·'fr· <;;, •• ·~,.fr :i S '\FF '' 10 ''l ' I ,,'!} •0·lc ~ ti 0 ·~') "'" '· t .. , ,,. · a '' l l"" ,Jt'Xl.L116d es . ,e ,JJ-•".d. el.. ~.c ... , hl ,., 'h .. 1lC .. 1 'lid.1 t """ UCe 1,.. '"·df.10td .e avera0 e ille 

el1·11'ss1' e,'1 (C"' AJ«'l:<'.'1 ~·t'l•fl•<':l'1•rds i11 ·("\~l1'1··~, •. ,,,.n1' '~ 't11d· l}'dir<l)'Mlt:ie ··1"·11•s ,~h'<•n·•q"" ,,-rl11'{>1~1l'."'11()t , :... :... ~, • .,,..,::, •• ·..1.-""1.. D·j .:..Jr <..:.. .,i.:,;,,1(..>; .... .-. >M...>:. ~'·"'~ M. (. .;.:.. .(,~.·.;,.,,;.•f.-f. Pl'-.>:.-•-.: '"" ..&.(..., :.,,.... • .;;.<..': J:.~':)~~ Pl..>.- v..f 1.."') _, 

reflected in EIV1FAC 2017, vlil1 make the projections in the DEIR substantially too loh', 

This problem is true for transportation-:related GHG emissions as wdl because the zero
einission 'Naiver revocation and lmver Hect mileage requirement v1,i11l result in more 
GHGs from cars and trucks than the DETR and EMFAC 2017 assume. Thus 1 DEIR 
underreports projected criterial pollutant and GHG emissions, and that problem vdll get 
worse over time 

Even if the DEIR air quality and GHG projections were accurate, which they are not, the 
mitigation measures in the DEIR are inadequ;:tte, especially given the number of 

,, 1 , < 11 < ostensm y unrmt1gata :i e In1pacts, 
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Shuttle buses should be zero-ernission vehicles, starting on Day .L ZE buses are 
available today fron1 a number of vendors~ including HYD in Los Angeles County. 

Aspirational mitigation measures and "incentives'' to reduce e:missions NOx 
should be replaced with rnandatory measures. The DEIR adopts J\iitigation l\ieasure 
3,2-1(d), requiring the Project provide "[i]ncentives fcff 'Fendors and n1ater1al delivery 
trucks to use ZE or NZE trucks during operation." (DETR1 p. ;3.2-7L) Similarly, 
Mitigation I'vleasure 3.,2-{c}(3) only requires the Project to '' shall strive to use zero
emission (ZE) or near-zero-emission (NZE} heavy-duty haul trucks du.ring construction, 
such as trucks v>fith natural gas engines that rneet CARB's adopted optional NOX 
e.missions standard CL02 g/bhphr." (DElR, p, 3,2-88,) In contrast~ IV1itigation 
Measure 3.2-2(c) specifies that use ofTier 4 off-road diesel-po'>vered equipment rated at 
50 horsepovrer or greater "shall be included in applicable bid documents, and the 
successful contractor(s) shaH be required to demonstrate the ability to supply compliant 
equipment prior to the comn1encement of any construction activities," (DETRJ p. 3,2-
88,) 'fhere is no shcrNing in the DETR that making Measures 4,3-1(d) and 3,2(c)(3) is 
infeasible, Given the significant impact on the AQivIP, either such a sh(Yvving of 
1'1·11·'p:><01't.Jl'litv JYl.l'S't h"'. fll";{lt .. > ''·JVd '°Ltr<f'Jnf'l'''.·'·:l 1YV <xp}·'"°t'll·lti::.ll i::•'!l, f:1>·'f1(.'P nfn tt1•··' 11.l'·":·lS.LlY'P<O 11.lU'····t· •. ....._.,i,;.,.j._.,3 t, * ~/ .. 4, ~-:-... ~.)"'i-..... • u .... J . ......_. v. .. *' ).; 'J:·-'.t ~~.f. !'..-$ ..... ~ ..... L~.r -~~..._.s .... h..J l:, *"" i...,.,'1:. ~ .. J..,,,.""' ·"-"::e .. ...) l-:--.,,, """""--:.. .. ..:.. .......... ..::::e i; 

be rnade rnandatory. 

Electric vehicle parking for the Project must be provided. The electric vehicle 
parking needs to conform vvith applicable building code requirements in place at the 
time of construction. Electric vehicle charging stations must be included in the 
project design to aUm;•/ for charging capacity adequate to service a11 electric vehicles that 
,.,...,:-::i:11 1"' ........ .:t.f'.1rs 0 r1·'.>b1"\' y >~ ·:-J:. '"'X'f)l."' n.tt_."") -~ t" '1t1>r1·· Y'.'(f ....... _:c ·tl"1· s dit~'k ~el ·11 ....... ~~· ,...,:1<1":-·t \J~ ... ~·<' <J. <> J bt t; 'k <C .,;.U .U t, .i . .'A .... i .. , .. ,;,V.;.. Ckl.u.1.1:: .. i. • 

Each building shottld indude photuvoltaic solar panels. 

'·1···1 f> ,.I.,· ., ' ·1 ·•,. t' ,,. .. , ·1·,; · ·' 1 11. .. f.: •. '· rr ··· · t ''l'l) lV) i • ·ic w " .,. h ·· •· ·· ./ 0 ·1 t· · . 1~ .. ian.spcl vl .!u;.l ... emdllU J.VJ .•. d..at,emen t .... l .l PtCild.m l.dtbt ! .. <e l('\l.fk.c .0 

quantify the criterial pollutant and. GHG reductions expected from the TDfvf measures. 

The GHG reduction plan also must be revised so as not to defer development of 
n11tigation measures, and to quantify the measures selected, 
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Purchase and use of GHG offsets must meet CA.RB standards for cap and trade 
ft.. 'rL 1 .. } 1·~·1·R' ' ::l · ·· t' l · · 1 '·· , ' o sets, .1. ne .:r .fa .. · .. s en Ure c escnpt10n o . t 11s pfJtent1a mmgat1on measure 18: 

CadJon offset credits. The project applicant rnay purchase carbon offset 
·>·~·nd1' t ., tll'll ·p-·jppt tl> ·.·:, ·~'f.>Ol rir'f~r11··.<11f <.< nf i-1·11' <: l.,j:; f">cff"'P1·1 (~C:jI'l}f' r1 "'jfi"H.>t .,1··e>d1'ts ClvU s .~, •. ,.vv ;.t:~vY.'-•·· •. e. ""''''·"-'.:·a ~•;:;,.ael· "· ... d .• \., ""' c u.' 

t]·1•1 ·'t he "e·· .,. '1·fi•e··d· ·1.-,.'-:' a:• .. "' a;. i')J''fC ... ·,pci rc.zr; >< ~-1"'' -1 r ~J l'rP,·l""''·"e··d ''""";"'tr"· 1· "- a11 ""·i1·t··1' hi .... 1.. :~·.., L~.,., '\. s. . . t-. ~)..) .-3-.. t · .t" J .)\..;,.,-..,. xtift).J..~...-~- )" &:'l.k.S.1~- .~..,t-· l-~o;, · ·"-·'-·;::,.t-. ..;t< . ..) )..,, ';;;. v;.: .. t.) 

approved by Cl\RB to act as an ;'offset project registry" to help administer 
parts of the Compliance Offset Program under Ci\.RB's Cap and Trade 
Regulation, Carbon offset credits shall be permanent~ additional) 
q)J'"'"'t1'f'"1)1':'.> ''>*"'>d i:>1·~t',._,v'(""-1"'l~, \.. '· n.u . . .ta .. c ~ <,.u , .;; .. 1 . U.!. \..'. .:..(t Ji.>;;., 

Ifaving a CARB-arrqroved registry is not the same thing. as rec1uiring CARB-ar}p. roved 
~-' - J:' ....... ,, '"" ..... ~-' '. 

nfl\;el en'~ fr\s ' +1i .,h 'll'C Jlrz1it · . .,·l iP s'.TIF' 'HJ ·l stri ·,flv l"'c0 uht:.>A TlY' r·'<Si'Jents ··1f ,, . ·'·., .. t "'· ~ A. C. ~. .• , t.C • ,,.1_ J t. c .C .... (.,,.,, 1.b .,J "'"'' . .., t.,. c._ , c. 

Inglevvood. should not be subjected to a h:'.'.Sser standard. 

AdditionaJ local1 direct measures that shculd be required before offsets are used 
include the follo\ving:: 

L Urban tree planting thrcrughout Ingle1vood, 
2. 1\fass transit extensions. 
3, Subsidies for weatherization of hmnes throughout InglevvoocL 
4, Incentives for carpooling throughout Ingle~Nornl 

I.t·· r···"11tiv 0 s· for ntll".'.tl:;tS>·' .()V the n11';l1' "'. (··/ lny' ·::•r1·11' s.s1' P<f) Vf'l11' ···lr.>s ~)" lvt. ~ ~:-.. J .... ~ t" . ~ .... 1 ,.,,. :-.. ...,,,,. ... ' ·~..::..i: ....... t'' t .::., ~ ......... J ,..;, '\> t,*· . .:,., :-..,• .... .... .> . . ......- , .C.:;:_...,,,,. ..... ~ 

6, .Free or subsidized parking for electric vehicles throughout Ingle\voot..l 
7. Solar and '-Vind pov.Ter additions to Project and public buildi11gs1 i,.vith subsidies 
for additions to private buildings throughout Ingievlood. 
8. Subsidies for home and businesses for conversion from gas to electric throughout 
Tne:1cv:ood. 

io:..../ 
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9, 
10. 

H. 

R f•_n1">.P(~n1'"I1·t .rf CP;t<' vra.-te~· ll'''""l'''r"' 1"'11 l1c111PS' t!11'nt·•cfl'01 it I11"'l"''"'O"'-d ~'....-t.'' <..t ""'....- t. ,),,,, ~1(<. 0· y\ ~ S,,...a S,,.., O . J ......_" ·;,..,,. ,,,; .!.~( A ,,., . .,. ,f; l. i.'l' ,,.,f ~ 

( ,, <· _, f"'>' :i 1 l } . < h h f ' ' vTCatwn Ot 2 I Ort aJ e .10Usmg Umts t fOUg OUt 1ng1evVOOCL 
Promotion of anti-displacement measures thn::mghout Ingle1.vood. 

,-1···1 0 0 ~1 r,-, ,_, ., · 't' ,.;.t -· · ii,~- '1 ~ ,t-1 " l -~-; "'. Y ·"t'' · ,~ t "--} 1y1 ~-1 0 ]) , __ • -. 't \ :11 . L ,,.c)n"}.a.ctc ac I\-,} afo .• 01 )A .. 1.m.c lk.t16 i.mp:i."' ;,. C.H:\1.el.. t} t 1,_, lUJec AI .. 

foreseeahly result in displacement of current residents '~vhile rents increase and rental 
tmits are taken off the market to be put to alternative uses. However, the DEIR denies 
that indirect displacement '""ill occur. (DEIR 3,12-16 to -17.) 

CaHt~::wnia courts have acknovdedged the human health impacts of proposed actions 
"i' b" t' l' .,, '-t '-" .,,_., -, ' t -' · fl"rl- ·>~'<,'h«>/ "f (~''070 ,,,.,. f!vr J "" r Cr-1 f-r"' ., ' (~':h "'•f' lUUfL e d \J:,11111 _(; dL~,(.!lL1 -i Lf,!. _ L.>,Li ·v 1.~,._c • .Ai_t,_,Lh,".>,, "' AAJU ___ .,,},1.., Ul. L •. /L.;,;/ I.; .• 

Bnl,,,.,,,_.r;.oft·i·' t')''('4") "'>4-- C"' .. _,1 i'Iw' 4' ·t1·1' 11°4-- ·1•:.-1c_">-1: '>'1·()' "''"'" ,.,/<::o C,Efl} 1"-'t-11·,:1e"11'1-1•"'S 8 vJ\..vs ~f to> ... ,~ \_..,.:;.,.~.)t ""'~ ..J.-.:· (..{ ,. .. ti. _:..tJ... .l .·. (). ) --~ '7 ~-4. .. > .._, . ..,., . ..,_, \..~-~(·.· ··· ... l.,.,··1 \ .. J ~ .. J <.,,..} ..• ~Jo 

15126.2 subd. {a) [EIR .must identi(y ''relevant sped.fies of ... health and safety problerns 
caused by the physical changes.'']), Human hea1th impacts from. displace.ment are real 
and. are not merely speculation or social impacts. There have been m.m1erous cases 
v<here health effects to people 1-vere inadequately analyzed. (Corrmrunitiesfor a Better 
Environment v. City qfRidmwnd (2010) 184 CaLApp4th 70~ 81~ 89 [EIR inadequately 
addressed healt11 risks of refinery upgrade to members of surrounding cornrnunity]; 
Baken::;field CStizensfor Local Control, supra, i24 CaLAppAth at i219----1220 [EIR was 
inadequate because it failed to discuss adverse health effects of increased air poliution]. 
Here) the DEIR needs to address the effects on the environrnent and hurnan health 
reasonably forseeable as results of construction and operation of the Project 

Conclusion 

The DEIR nmst be revised and recirculated to account for its many deficiencies. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

D;;rvid Pettit 
SeP1' nr' "'ttr11''f}.Pi,r ~ ..... - ·.>'.<l_ ,_,) J'.!,_ "-....• '-·~} 

Natural Resources Defense Council 
1;314 2nd Street 
Santa IVI.onica, California 90401 
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Aug 15 00 06:53a WE CAN FOUNDATION 3232931253 p, 1 

Re No. 2018021056 

Dear Sir or Madam. 

lf I were a teacher, l would mark the AB987 application for the Inglewood Basketball 
and Entertainment Center as INCOMPLETE. 

I was surprised to see how HtUe information is included in the application. What will (t 
look like? How large will it be? Is it 500,000 square feet or 2 million square feet? How 
tall is It? How many cars can park there? How rrluch lighting will it create? How much 
greenhouse gas wm it generate? How will the noise be handled? How do we know it 
will be emrironrnenta!ly friendly? The answer to all of these questions is: we don't 
know! Certain'y no one from the community knows. 

I am not an expert, but I can tell that the Clippers have provided an incomplete 
application. Not only that, the team refuses to speak with the community. They have 
not sl1ared the \nformatkm that we deserve to have. Please do not approve this 
application until the Clippers share a lot more Information about thelr plans, We need 
time to study a complete application. 

Thank you. 
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Aug 15 00 06:53a WE CAN FOUNDATIO~J 

Dear sir or madam, 

3232931253 ') p,._ 

I am very disappointed by the CIIppers' plan to build a new basketball arena 1 

labeled on the Office of Planning and Research website as \'2018021056 -
Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center." 

They are not providing any new long-term jobs. One of the basic th~ngs we 
were told In the law is that the project creates new high wage, highiy skilled 
jobs that pay a Hving wage. These are intended to be permanent jobs that 
help support our familles and healthy communities. 

However1 it is dear that the Clippers will not create ''riew1
' jobs for our 

community or really for anyone. They will just move jobs that already exist 
from the Staples Center to Inglewood. These are part-time jobs for usher·s, 
concession workers, ticket takers, deaning people and other roles These are 
low-paying jobs that do not meet the standard of being high wage or highly 
skilled. Mr. Ballmer earns more in one day than I can earn in a year selling 
Popcorn · ",," •·L." -~ ~-,1 - ---:::-:- -- ~·-:--_,;...,,.., h-,.,...r •.-. hi"" hnh:::.I nr t::\!lli:!>"""ninn i"'l'"\P 

· dL I H. Dcillllit::I;:, 011::::1,0 VI -...c;;11 y1111;:1 '-''-'';:II-"'""''"".,_,..,_,,_,.,,., -··-~r···;;;r -··-

flOOfS ln his buildings. 

r believe this project has been sold to the pyj}}(cf"t.mder a set of lies. There 
are no real jobs paying re~JLw~:es to supportfamilles. Please turn down thls 
application and say o.c:rt1i"earena projeti 

<~/""" .. / / 
S. ~ -~ff" -;> / .• / / 

~ ln~_r~--··.-2::__::::_./L,,:. .~ ,,t:> ,.6 .. ·""1. 

·-·~ ... -
''•·, .. 
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Aug 15 00 06:53a WE CAN FOUNDATION 3232931253 p.3 

To \Vhom it may concern, 

Anyone \;i.'ho has spent serious time in Inglewood knows how the streets here get jammed with 
thousands of cars. Traffic when the Forum has a big concert is awfuL Imagine what it \Vill be 
when the Forum has a concert and the Rarns and Chargers are playing. Aud the whole 
HoHy\~lood Park project is built And that is before the Clippers big project is built. It will be full 
stop traffic. I can only imag]ne what the impact will be of a new 18,000 seat sports arena and the 
thousands of ne'v cars it wm add to our cormmmity, To put it simply, it will be more than 
Inglev,.rood can bear. J-''or this reason, I ask you to reject application 2018021056 for the 
Inglewood BasketbaH and Entertainment Center, 

The Clippers like to say that public transit win help reduce the impact of additional traffic) but 
the Clippers and city representatives admitted many times th.at the near train station .is stiH far 
away. 'T'he idea of putting thousands of people on buses to get them to the arena is stupid, 
especially when you think about the Formn and the new NFL stadium and an the traffic it will 
create. Imagine trying to get on a bus from the rail lines a mile or more away when the streets 
are already jam packed. The city itself already admits that traffic is a mess. 

And who is going to drive an that way to the train, get on the train to come to Inglewood, then 
get on a bus to t:et to the new arena? ·nla.t is a fantasv. Downtown had hundreds of thousands of ... ,..,., ~ 

people 1,.vorking nearby and tens of thousands of apartments and condos. And aH kinds of transit. 
Inglewood has none of that. There is no real transit plan, This is all pretend so a really rich man 
can get what he wants. 

The details of the Clippers transportation program are missing and there is no way to make sure 
they \Vill even do it. The team is creating a major problem for our community and doing very 
little to solve iL Please say no to this application and this project 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, ~ 

JJz, 111 1~ crH 11 ;f ~ Jb1f'k Exhibit 40 - 252 of 327 



Aug 15 00 OG:53a V'·/E CAN FOU~~DATION 322·2931253 

HeHo, 

I am opposed to the Clippers arena project, listed as No. 2018021056, and 
believe their request for streamlining should be denied. It doesn't seem to me 
that the Clippers are trying to mitigate the impacts that a massive project will 
tiave on the city of Inglewood and on our neighborhood. 

p.4 

The application makes some promises for reducing local emlssions 1 but only the 
bare minimum. This means much less in the way of economic, employment and 
health benefits for Inglewood. 

The Clippers could have made a real commitment to our community. They chose 
. not to. You can now make it happen. Make them go back. and start over. Make 

them work with the community, then come back with a real application. 

Please deny their application until the Clippers offer something better to for our 
community. 

Thank you. 
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Aug 15 00 06:54a V\IE CN~ FOUNDATION 3.23 29:312 53 p.5 

Good day, 

I am submitting this comment as a concerned n1ember of the public. I oppose the 

"Inglewood Basketball and Entertainn1ent Center" (#2018021056) and think the 

application should be denied by the Governorjs Office of Planning and Research. 

It does not seem to me that the Clippers are prioritizing the needs of Inglewood in their 

application. They are trying to get away with reducing greenhouse gas emissions 

outside of lnglevvood instead of reducing them in the community of Inglewood and in 

our neighborhood. They are doing the absolute least they can~ which offends me since 

this project will have a very damaging impact on our environment in terms of air quality 

as l"l'Cll as noise~ traffic and more. Can you please thiuk about all the cars spe\'l.ing 

emissions in our conununity? What are the real impacts to our chEdren and our older 

people? 

I do not think the Clippers should be rewarded for taking the cheap way out The 

Governor needs to demand the Clippers do m.ore to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 

here in the community before their application for streamlining is approved. And how 

about involving us. Everyo.ne prornises to involve the community but we are the last to 

be involved. No one has talked to us, We have no idea what this project is, No idea how 

big it is. No 'idea how many cars are coming. It is 1,vrong for the Clippers to put in an. 

application to get it done faster when they have ignored the con1munity. 

Thank you. 
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The Silverstein Law Firm, APC 
June 9, 2020 

Further Objections to General Plan Amendments and 
Notices of Exemption for, and of General Plan Amendment 

GPA-2020-01 and GPA-2020-02; 
CEQA Case Nos. EA-CE-2020-036 and EA-CE-2020-037 

EXHIBIT 2 
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SOURCE. TerraSe1ver, 2018; ES.A., 2019. 

ESA 

('.::::::::J Hollywood Park Specific Plan A.rea 

lnglevvood Basketball and Entertainment Center 

Figure S-1 
Project Elements 
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Surnrna1y 

The Arena Structure would be a multi-faceted, ellipsoid structure that would rise no higher 
than 150 feet above ground level. The exterior of the building would be comprised of a grid
like fru;ade and roof that would be highly visible, distinctive, and instantly recognizable due 
to a design unique in the City and the region, especially at night when it would be 
accentuated by distinctive lighting and signage. The fa;ade and roof would be comprised of a 
range of textures and materials, including metal and glass, with integrated solar panels that 
would reduce event day peak loads. 

The Arena Structure would open onto an approximately 1.8-acre plaza that would serve as a 
gathering and pedestrian area for arena attendees. The plaza would include a number oftwo
story structures that would provide 48,000 sf of commercial uses including retail shops, and 
food and drink establishments, and up to 15,000 sf of flexible community space for 
educational and youth-oriented uses. The plaza and plaza structures would be directly 
connected to the West Parking Garage by an elevated pedestrian bridge that would span 
South Prairie Avenue at an elevation of approximately 17 feet from roadway surface to 
bottom of the pedestrian bridge. 

• The West Parking Garage Site includes development of a six-story, 3J IO-space parking 
garage with entrances and exits on West Century Boulevard and South Prairie Avenue. The 
West Parking Garage would include a new publicly accessible access road that would connect 
West lOlst Street and West Century Boulevard on the western property boundaiy of the West 
Parking Garage Site. 

• The East Transportation and Hotel Site includes development of a three-story structure on the 
south side of West Century Boulevard. east of the Arena Site. The first level of this strncture 
would serve as a transportation hub, with bus staging for 20 coacl11buses, 23 mini buses, and 
182 car spaces for Transportation Network Company (TNC) drop-oft/pick-up and queuing. 
The second and third levels of the structure would provide 365 parking spaces for arena and 
retail visitors and employees. An up to 150-room limited service hotel and associated parking 
would be developed east of the Parking and Transportation Hub Structure. 1 

• The Well Relocation Site includes the existing Inglewood Water Well #6, which would be 
removed and replaced with a new Water Well #8 within the Project Site, on a separate parcel 
further to the east along the south side of West 102nd Street. A City-owned and -operated 
potable water well would be developed on this site and would replace the City-owned well 
that currently exists on the Arena Site and would be demolished in order to accommodate the 
development of the Arena Strncture. 

It is projected that the proposed Arena would accommodate as many as 243 event days each year. 

Of these events, it is estimated that 62 of them would attract 10,000 or more attendees, and the 

remainder would be smaller events, with 100 events with attendance of 2,000 or less. 

The Proposed Project would be designed and constructed to meet the US Green Building 

Council's Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED®) Gold certification 

requirements. Some of the sustainable characteristics would be related to the Project Site, and 

others would be related to the project design and construction methods. 

The East Transportation and Hotel Site could acconm1odate pick-ups and drop-offs of employees and attendees 
using private buses, charter buses, microlransil, TNCs, taxis, or other private vehicles. It would not be used as a 
connection point for public wmsportalion options such as Metrn buses. 

lnglev\KJod Basketball and Entertainment Center 
Environmental Impact Report 

S-6 ESA I 1 7123f3 

December 2019 
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ESA 
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Figure S-2 
Conceptual Site Plan 
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The Silverstein Law Firm, APC 
June 9, 2020 

Further Objections to General Plan Amendments and 
Notices of Exemption for, and of General Plan Amendment 

GPA-2020-01 and GPA-2020-02; 
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ORIHNANCE NO. 20-_ 

SECHON 1. The lnglevtood Municipal Code Chapter 12, Planning and Zoning, is hereby 
atntmded by adding Article 175, ''SE'' Sports and Entertainment Overlay Zone, to read as 
fb!fows: 

/\,rtide 17,5. "SE7 Sports and Entertainrnent Ovedav Zone 

Section l 2~38. 90 

The SE Sports and Entertainrnent Overlay Zone (''SE Overfay Zon(;'') is established to 
provide for the orderly development of a Sports and Entertainment Complex in a 
comprehensively planned manner, along \Vi th a hotel of no f{;\:ver than l 00, and no greater than 
l 50, guestrooms, 1,,vithin the boundaries shovn1 on the map adopted by the City Council by 
Onlinance _. ·~· ~·· _, as part of this SE Overlay Zone. 
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Section 12w38. 9 i Definitions 

(/\) '' /\rena" sha.il rnean a sports, entertai1Hnent, and public gathering facility 'with 
indoor seating capacity of no more than 18,500 attendees operated to host events including, but 
not limited to, sporting events, concerts, entertaimnent events, exhibitions, conventions, 

t
, .... , ,.; ~ ~ ) d ~ < ~: ,.; :;; < con erences, meenngs, oanquets, c1v1c an communJty events, soc:ta!, recreanon, or tmsure 

events, celebrations, and other similar events or activities, including the sale of food and drink 
for consumption on-site or off-site and the sale of alcoholic beverages for consumption on-site, 
the sale of merchandise, souvenirs, and novelties and si1nilar items, and other uses, events,. or 
activities as are custornary and usual in connection with the operation of such facility. 

(B) '·'Event Center Structure and Lfses" shall mean a multi-rmr1)ose facilit.v that mav 
/ ·~' 

indude the follo-;ving: 

{ ! ) Arena; 

C2) Professional office; 

(3) Athletic practice and training facilities; 

(4) l'vfodica! office or outpatient clinic and accessory uses; 

(5) Other non-Arena uses that support the Arena and are located in the Event 
Center Structure, 

(C) "Event Center Supporting Structures and lJses'' shall mean any of the foHovving 
uses located within the boundaries of the SE Overlay Zone but not within the Event Center 
structure: 

(!) Retail uses, including, but not Emited to, the sale or renud of products or 
services: 

(2) l)ining uses~ inctudh1g restau.rzn1ts~ bars~ ca.fes;,. catering ser\/icet~'; and 
outdoor eating areas, induding the sale of food and drink fix consumption 
on-site or ofT-site and the sa1e of alcoholic beverages for consumption on
site; 

(3) Cornmunity-serving uses for cultural, exhibition, recreational, or social 
purposes, 
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(D) "Infrastructure and A.ncil!ary Structures and Uses" shall mean any uses or 
structures, temporary or permanent, that are accessory to, reasonably related to, or maintained in 
connection \VJth the operation and conduct of an Event Center Structure and Use or Event Center 
Supporting Structure and lJse, including, \Vithout !imitation, open space and plazas, pedestrian 
"vallnvays and bridges,, transportation and circulation facilities, public or private parking facilities 
(surface, subsurface, or structured), signage, outdoor theaters, broadcast filming, recording, 
tnmsrni.:::rnion, production and comnmnications fad!ities and equipment, and events held outside 
of the Event Center Structure that include, but are nm limited to, sporting events, concerts, 
entertainment events, exhibitions, conventions, conforences, meetings, banquets, civic and 
community events, social, recreation, or leisure events, celebrations, and other similar events or 
activities, 

(E) 
fb!lo1Ning: 

·'Sports and Entertainment Complex'' shaH n1ean a development that includes the 

0) Event Center Structure and Uses; 

(2) Event Center Supporting Structures and Uses; 

{3) Infrastructure and Ancillary Structures and Uses; and 

(4) Any other uses that the Economic and Community Developrnent 
Department Director {"Director!') detennines are sirniJar, related, or 
accessory to the aforementioned uses, 

(F) The "SEC Development Guidelines' shall have the meaning given in Section l2N 
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Section 12w38. 92 Applicability 

(/\) Thi· 1\ni "']"'is 'lfl·j)li .,abl<> t ·-i th"' SE fr:erhv 7 011e ~1rnT~rtv J<>c·i u1r1ted nn the .. ~·- .~ .L."w .,..it.,, .. L ~"'"' .\. ."'.,..;., ... ., _ \ it .. } L .... .:.. :t··--z-C \ ... \.."'..,;.">.zy:t· . ...,, ,_ . ..,_ 

Zoning Map as ·"SE'' after the reference !etter(s) identit}ing the base zoning district nnd aUovvs 
for a SpcHts and Entertainment Cornpiex, and one ( l) hotel of no fevver than 1.00, and no greater 
than 150, guest rooms, in a portion of the City that is proximate to other sports and entertainment 
uses. Ex.cept as otherwise provided in this Article and/or in the SEC Development GuiddineL. 
the ·provisions of the Inulewood Municinal Code, Chaj)ter 12, Flarmirm: and Zoning, shall a1~mly """ .t ~..... "'-,..' . :i: •. 

This Article and the SEC Development Guidelines shall prevail in the event of a conflict \Vith 
other provisions of Chapter 12. 

(B) Ali other devekr.)ment in the SE Overlav Zone sh.ail be uo-verned bv the - t ~ v .J 

applicable provisions of Chapter 12, induding the provisions of the applicable underlying zoning 
district 
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Section 12w38. 93 Permitted Uses 

The foHovving uses shall be permitted in the SE Overlay Zone and sha.ll be exempt from 
the Sped al Use Permit provisions of Article 25 of this Chapter: 

{A} Spons and Entertainment Complex as defmed in Section 12.38.91 

{B) One (i) hotel of no fevn;r than l 00, and no greater than 150, guest rooms 

Section 12-38.93.1 Sales and Service of Akoholic Be\'etages 

The sale, service, and consumption of n!coholic bevernges, including disti!Ied spirits, 
\Vithin the Sports and Entertairnnent Complex is permitted:. subject to the fol!mving 

(/\) Any establishinent or operator \vithin the Sports and Entertainrnent Complex 
serving or selling alcoholic hevernges shaH rnaintain the applicable liccrue frmn the Califr.miia 
Department of Alcohol Beverage Control ('ABC"}. 

(B) Alcoholic beverages may be purchased, served, or consumed within any licensed 
estrtblishment and its designated outdoor areas and any additional licensed designated areas, 
subject to compliance \vith all applicable ABC license conditions. 

(C) Alcoholic beverages may be sold, served, or consumed from frw hours of 6.00 
AJ'v1 to 2:00 AM. 

(D) A.ll persons in the sale or service of alcoholic beverages shall he at !enst 
! 8 years old and nmst successfolly complete a certified training program in rcsponsih!e md.hods 
and skills for serving and selling alcoholic beverages v-ilth recurrent training not less than once 
{:('\/~"}.NJ th.·f;:..':>+~ vf~'1rt:· ""'" . x.·~ J l;. •.• , ... ...... ...., .... ,.....;:,_,,:,o; ... '3. 

(E) .Any areas »vhere alcohol is sold, served or corutmHxf shall be monitored by 
security equiprnent, security personnel or supervisory personnel. 

Section 12-33.93.2 Outdoor Restaurants or Dining Areas 

Outdoor restaurants or dining areas shaU be perniitted within the Sports and 
Entertainment Complex subject to the follov,dng. 

(/\} The i1er:imeter of outdoor dininU. areas of anv establishment selling or servinu: 
~ .... ~ ~· ~..... ..,.,,. 

alcoholic beverages shall be defined by physical barriers. 

(B) Vehide drive-through service, or service \VindO\VS or order pid>up \vindmvs 
alonQ: anv rmblic rhd1t-of-\vay shall be j)rohibited. ........ ~· t ~.... ., 
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Section 12w38. 93.3 Communications Facilities 

Con1nmnlcations systems, facilities, antennas, and any related equipment for the 
fbHo\oving purposes may be installed,. placed, or used \Vi thin the Sports and Entertaimnent 
Cornplex: 

(/\) 
Complex:. 

Broadcasts or transmissions from or related to the Sports and Entertainment 

(ff) Cornmunications v;ith or transmissions to attendees, ernployees, or visitors of the 
Sports and Entertainment Complex; 

(C) Reception and distribution or exhibition of broadcasts or transmissions "'vithin the 
Sports and Entertainment Con1plex; 

(D) Operation of on-site equipment, facilities, strnctures or uses; 

(E) Cormmmications related to events and operations \vithin the Sports and 
Entertainment Complex, 

(F) Emergency services and communications; and 

(G) Ternporary communications ser\:ices, including tdecornm1u1icntions services,, for 
large-scale events hosted v>lithin the Sports and Entertainment Complex_ 
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Section 12~38, 94 Sports :and Entertainment Complex Development Guidelines and 
Review 

(A) Development of a Sports and Entertainrnent Complex \Vi thin the SE Overlay Zone 
shall be subject to the Sports and Entertainment Comp.lex Design Guidelines and Infrastructure 
Plan ("SEC Development Guidelines"), adopted by the City Council by ..................... · 

(B) The SEC Design Guidelines establish specific design and reviev; standards for 
the development of a Sports and Enteaainment Complex \Vi thin the SE Overlay Zone, including, 
vv'ithout Emitation, standards forbuildings and structures, landscaping, signage, and !ighting, and 
shall apply in lieu of any contrary provisions in the lng.lev~uod l\fonicipal Code,. including 
\vithout limhation the Site Plan Revl e1,v process contained in Article l 8.1 of this Chapter, 

(C) The SEC Infrastructure Plan establishes the infrastructure improvements required 
to serve the Spurts and Entertainirient Cornplex "vi thin the SE Overlay Zone and describe tbe 
review and pcrnfrtting process for infrastructure under the Infrastructure Piatt \Vi thin the SE 
Overlay Zone, the pn.n'isions of Section l 1-66 and Sections 11-66 .. 1 through 12-66.5 are waived 
ns to any requirement for a Tentative Parcel \fap prior to the filing of a Pared Map. Tbe 
provisions of Section 12-66.6 requiring a pared map to be filed and recorded prior to certain 
tl .. ,,f-''~'"'''"''; ·''·!"' <>1·1 l··i ; """' '"l1'"'e 0.1·' t)"J, t,l1' f"H"l 1")'-''-·r,·1; ts ;<>s·p ''i1 sn "''.'ll, \'·"'l··i E;'\{ "'e1·)t '"" l.~"''J'.,,,; ded ''ih.'''!"'. '" ($.>:;.,.._'V'w'~:.:~.,(J~7'M. .:::.:..,·h-;~.~(.$. 'W'')..,( t_s,,$..i:!U. *~ti,.,,,·>: Lt-;.,'-r'V:.:W·~i~vJ·v~C:..i'>,,..', ~<--W•. >,..h:-j'.,,$.\v:;: '~·<.J't.,(¥'1y.--,~~ 

parcel map shall be rcvie1,,ved and approved in accordance 1,vith Section ! 2-665. In addition, the 
> ' f' ,,, > 1"" -, lN l' ,, ]' l ' j > > '"' provtswns o. ::sect on . :,,- i. sua \ not oe app. iet.1 to reqmre a parce map pnor to issuance ot 

building permits_ The Infrastructure Plan shall prevail in the event of any conflict between the 
I. f' P' d , , , . "' l "' "> ·" ; , _,l (,., bd' . ' R I ' ' n rastructure rnn a1r any prov1mons rn Amee .... i m tms C 1apter :su 1v1s10n egu ationsr 

(D) Review and Approval. 

(I) i\n application for rev-iew shall be submitted to the Economic and 
Community Development Department in accordance 'Nith the 
requirements established in the SEC Development Guidelines Such 
review and approval shall be required prior to the issuance of any building 
pennit(s) for the development of a Sports and Entertaimnent Comple::c 

(2) The Director sha!I revievv any plans fi)r the development of a Sports and 
Entenaimnent Cornplex .. , including associated public infr·astructure plans, 
.subn1itted in accordance with the provisions of the SEC Developnrnnt 
Guidelines, and shall approve such plans unless materially inconsistent 
-,;vith the applicable standards established in this Artide l 7 5 and the SEC 
Development Guidelines, as more panicularly provided therein_ 

Section i 2-38.95 Devdornnent Standards 

Section lZ-38.95.l Height 
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(A) An Event Center and any appurtenances constructed or erected 'lvithin the SE 
Overlay Zone shall not exceed one hundred fifry ( 150) feet in height and sha!l othenvise be 
consistent \vith the provisions of the SEC Design Guidelines. 

(13) Any building or structure other than an Event Center constructed or erected 'ivithin 
the SE Overlay Zone shall not exceed one hundred foet (! 00) in height and shall otherwise be 
consistent Viith the provisions of the SEC Design Guidelines. 

Section 12~38.95,2 Front Yanf, Side )'ard, and Rear Yard Setbacks 

(A) Sports and Entertainment Cmnplex. No front side yard, or rear yard shall be 
required, except as provided in the SEC Design Guidelines. 

(B) Ifote!. Front yanL side yards, and rear yards shaU conform to the requirements of 
Section 12~16, l of this Chapter_ 

Section 12~38.95.3 t:ses Permitted in Setl:rack Areas 

Consistent vlith the SEC Design Guidelines, the following uses shall be permitted in any 
applicable setback areas for a Sports and Entertainrnent Cornplex. 

(A) Drive\vays, alleyways, private streets, or similar vehicle circulation or access 
areas. 

(H) 

((
Y• 

JI 

(D) 

(E) 

(F) 

Sidcvialks and pedestrian circulation areas and f<l(~ilities 

Landscaping. 

,:,· :l i. ,,, j ,:,1gns am. grap 11c msp ays 

Public An_ 

Section 12-38.95.4 Lot Size and Street Front.age 

Min!nmrn lot size or street frontage requirements shall not apply to the developrnent of 
pennitted uses within the SE Overlay Zont:_ 

Section 12~38.95.5 Development Intensity 

Development of a Sports and Entertainn1ent Complex in the SE Overlay Zone sh.an be 
{,,,.,,,w' '"f"''t ;/t•J tl. < ,. < 'l ·4·· ,,'t '''t'' ,i,, d· ., co·'t' bl"·l l ·,, tl. ST7C D· .:,.f r· 'id' . <,; ,A)d;:,1S·(vx! \d.1 1e 5,ze di1~ uen.:-.1 y ,) dH,1ar ;:, e"' d. ''"'Je\J J.xi .1e '· 1..,. __ esibn 'l..J\Jl(~dne~. 

Section 12-38.96 Parking and lA1adiug 

Section 12-38.96.1 Parking Requirements 
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The aggregate amount of off-street parking spact::s provided and maintained in connection 
\Vi th each of the f{lll.owing uses shall. be not less than the tblio\.v!ng, except as may be reduced 
through the application of shared parking permitted by Section 12-38.962: 

(A) Event Center Structures and Uses. One (l.) parking space for each five (:5) seats in 
the Arena, inclusive of any temporary seating capacity, plus one fl) space for each three hundred 
(300) square feet of gross fl.oor area of Professional offh::e. 

CB) Event Center Supporting Structures and Uses. Sixty (60) parking spaces, plus 
one (1) additional parking space for each additional four hundred (400) square fo'.et of gross floor 
area in excess of frmrteen thousand (14,000) square feet of gross floor area, based on the 

b, ' '1 i' 1l· c (' c , ,.. · d I' com meo gross t1oor area o ·fa r:vent .enter ,:>un1}ortmu Stn1ctures an. ,;ses. ~ . ,, ~ 

(C) H'.'Jt'~l Trvo /'/;' qarkliF• snqc"'·" f'hF Pne (' 1 l ·p'H+inrr s1}<>C~ fw M1Ch tiedr'lOPl ,,,r · .\ .t: , J \.,:.,....: t t ·· · · t-> '--r~ ...... ,)., ) ,~ .. ) .) .· , (._ ~~- · e ... t ~ t: \ """"i::. .) ""' · t ···· ~ · u 

other room that can be used for sleeping purposes up to ninety (90) rooms, plus one ( l} parking 
space for each additional tv10 (2) bedrooms or other roon.15 that can he used for sleeping purposes 
in excess of ninety (90) rooms, 

(D) No additional parking shall be required for any other Event Center Structures and 
Uses described in Section l2-38 9! (H) or any Infrastructure and A.nciHary StnJCtures and Uses 
described in Section 12-38,9l(D), 

Section 12-38.96.2 Shined Parking 

The ffiinirnum off-street parking space requirements for any Event Center Supporting 
Structure and Use may be satisfied by shared parking provided for the Arena use, provided that 
substantial evidence demonstrates that the peak parking demand for such Event Center 
Supporting Structure and Use does not occur during the same period as the peak parking demand 
for the Arena use, or th.at the sarne parking spaces \Vil! be used for n1ultlple Sports and 
Entertainment Co1nplex LJses. 

Section 12-38.963 Location of Parking 

(A) Required parking for aH structures and uses Yvithin a Sports and Enteriainment 
Complex may located on any lot or property Yvithln the SE Overlay Zone. 

(B) The hotel use shall provide and maintain its required on~she parking in a lot 
exclusively for the hotel use based on the calculation described above in Section ! 2.38,96_ I (C). 
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Section 12w38. 96,4 Parking Standards 

In lieu nf tip desinn st~w:l:~1·ds ~,id f''(iniP~ments fi:v· 1yu-kiqn s.rnces aPd facilities ···et fxth . ., .:. . -.-v • ., .c. ·~. ::: 0 ~ . . ,_ . ....,., .. ~. ::.:: ..... ,. ~ ::.::-:.~ .t.... c.,-s·~ . """'".". . ~ ..... .:.. _,~. .:. -~.,- ,_, _ :t. ... '· ::: . i'; ,... . •. ~ ~ ... \ 

in Sections 12-42.l, 12-53, 12-543, 12-54.4, 12-55.2, 12-55.4, and 12-55.5 of A.rtide 19 of this 
Chapter., all parking spaces provided to meet the requirements for the Sports and :Entertainrnent 
( , j i ll ,.. ·1 j d l l' h l . h {'.['·('' ·o ' ,-, 'A ,, ,;omp ex uses sort contorm tone stancar s cstaJ 1s ec mt e ,, ;, ,; . es1gn tJutuetrnes. 

Section 12-38.96.5 Loading 

(A) Event Centec /\minimum of four loading spaces shaU be provided for the Event 
Center Required loading spaces may be provided in a below grnde structure. 

(ff) Event Center Supporting Structures and Uses. A minirnum of one loading space 
per 10,000 square feet of gross floor area, based on the combined gross floor area of all Event 
Center Supporting Structures and Uses, 

(C) In lieu of the design standards and requirements for!oading spaces and facilities 
set forth in Article 19 of this Chapter, a!J loading spaces provided to meet the requirements frir 
the Sports and Entertainment Complex uses shall conform to the standards established in the 
SEC Design Chiidelines, 
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Section 12w38. 97 Signs 

(/\} rn lieu of the standards and fCf}uirements regarding siu,ns set fi.xth in Sections a 
' ~-- }..,., ~ ..... 

!2-75, l.2-76, 12-77 (and subsections thereto), 12-80,. 12-80.5, 12-84, and 11-84 . .5 ofArtk:!e 23 
of this Chapter, signs for a Sports and Entertainment Complex in the S.E Overlay Zone shall be 
sul~iect to this Article 17 5. 

(B) Signs 'ivithin the Sports and Entertainrnent Cornplex shall be pemiitted as set forth 
in the SEC Design Guidelines. 

(C) Prohibited Signs Signs that create the foilmving conditions shall he prohibited· 

{!) Traffic Safety Any sign or device v.;hich by design or location resen1bles 
or conflicts with any traffic control sign or device. 

{2) Safoty I-fazard. Any sign or device that creates a potential safety hazard by 
obstructing vie\VS of pedestrian and vehicular trnffrc at street intersections 
or driveways or by creating gfoxe or other hazardous distraction_ 

(J) Safety Clearance. A.ny sign that is erected \vi thin six feet (6) horizontal.ly 
or twelve {12) feet vertically of any overhead electric conductors 
exceeding seven hundred fifty (750) volts. 

(D) Review and Approval. Director's Design Reviev.,· Approval of an:y sign pursuant 
to the SEC Design Guidelines shall constitute a sign approval and permit from the Planning 
·r)•1' .. \•··1' c:i' ,.,)1·1 f()f' tii1''. ''IJ"'''.''C' "S. cA' S.e· (.tinn .! )_ 7'.) /' «·[1' C}~· 'Y)'· ')·[·' ti,11· c (''j)o.J·lter· .i. . D·.~- . .:.. .. ·~ .. <::'. *3'>. 3.fil"J\;;).t:'.,., ·'·~- ~- .~O . ,....,., ~ ......,.) ,_'"\.3. ,..,. ~,;,,; £.,.; .... '\. .:..l. ,:, ~ ... ~.~ - . ~ 
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Section 12w38. 98 Public Art 

The urovisi.f'ff nf Se'·'.ti .. ,n l ''-4 1 --jqJl not ar)njv t'.'J .-·!e\'·'~lpn1J1'.>pt .cf the Sp ·1rts a Ni . J ~ ~ .. _,, ~--· ''· \...;, __ :f..}. ·""""° ... , ~-'~--~ ··' ~·.-·t'·/ .\ .;._ "'""··>_~-~ .. ~\;::.~.,.. _:, "·"'~- :t__. ·~ .::: .... 

Entertainment Complex. .. The location of any public art to be provided shall be detennined 
through the SEC Design Revie\:v under the SEC Development Guidelines. 
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SECTION 2: The Zoning \4ap .of the City of lngle..,:vood is hereby amended by revising !\'lap 
[ 1 'is fpj I '\\~i« · --~J~ (. ..... ;,. -~ :..\.~ ..,_, 

SECTHJN 3: The lnglevvood l'vhmicipai Code Chapter 12, Planning and Zoning, is hereby 
amended by adding Section l 2N l . 76. 1, and Section I 2-1. l 04. I, to read as folkrws 

Section U-L76J. Sports and Entertainment Com.plex. 

!'Sports and Entertainment Complex'1 shall mean the same as defined in Section l 2-
38.9 l (A). 

Section 12-l.HJ4,L SEC Devdornnent Guide.lines. 

"SEC Development Guidelines' shall mean the same as defined in Section 12-38.91(F}. 

SECHtlN 4: The lngle\vood f\·1unicipal Code Chapter 12, Planning and Zoning, Section 12-2,, 
Zone Classifications Denoted, is hereby amended to read as tC1lio1,vs: 
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SECTION 5: A parking, lot, public parking area, or facility, or any entity providing same, may 
provide off-st.reet parking for the Sports and Entertainrnent Cornpiex., outside the SE Overlay 
Zone, notwithstanding any contrary provisions in Inglewood J\lunicipal Code Chapter 12, 
Planning and Zoning, Article 19 (Parking Regulations). 

SECTlON 6: A.ny adjoining parcels \vithin frw SE Overlay Zone may have their lot lines 
adjusted at the request of the property ovlners, or by City on its own initiative as to Chy ovvi1ed 
1Jf('l1V~rtv f'UrspqJlt t"' tfp nJW'·Whir~s. l!l this s.·~ntinn qn(i lfl 'F'CO~Thnc·" V1ilh the prcvisi .·,ns '.')f t JJ"J"'"-'~ ·, .. · ,, .> . '·· ..... ~.. ,:f._) ., :<:::.. t'. J\,.,...,,l .. t .... _, ., . ~ ,._,t:"'..J .... •.. ., ~ ...... <.,-......; _,:::. {. t; v. • . ., :..,.' _:, ~ .(}. ~ t 

Government Code Section 664 l 2(d)_ Such action shaH be a ministerial approval made by the 
Economic and Conirnunity Development Department Director, or his orher designe1:.\ V•iho shall 
approve a lot line adjustn1ent if he or she finds that (i) the adjusted lot conforms -with the genera! 
plan and the SE Sports and Entertainment Overlay Zone, and (ii) al! owners of an interest in the 
subject real property have consented to the Jot line adjustment No conditions or exactions shaH 
be imposed on the approval of the lot line adjustrnent except to confonn to the general pl art, 
zrninn ,-md b11ildinu ordln<c.q"es tc. r"'q11ire1h-~ f'TC\Jwvm,~nt ofn,~1 pr1nert•' rnve~ ~lf;.,-•rtn the ~---~ .. bit.. . .• ,_ .. ~ '·" ... :d:v .\... >--~ ... _:, "'....;,_: ,_. t: _:, .· 0i.,~ . t:: ,,t:::i:;:. _:, l.-1- } .(; "'(, '~j s-· .~.},,.)' . _, . 

approval of the lot line adjustment, or to fa,cilitate the relocation of existing utilities, 
infrastructure or easements. No ttntative map, pared map or final map shall be required as a 
condition to the approval of a lot line adjustment Upon recordation of the notice of!ot line 
adjustment, the regulations of the SE Sports and Ente11ainment Overlay Zone shall appiy to the 
nPrP''d '.X adicnted lnt or narc·~l <cq-:f the lc>t Jine<' slvlll be s.hnvvn in the n··''.'Jd·~'d ncti "e nf 1ner<nr . t:: }?t:;:: .... C:. e .... J. , __ , ..,o ,_.., z--~ .<::: ~ .:d:v.\. ·"· . J ., .,-1 > ...... x. J ,_, _ ·". ,~ . • t::LC:. \. v .... . .> .?..,.,...,, '··"· ..... pt: 

oflot line adjustment or a certificate of co1npliance. 
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ILXHIBrr A 

TEXT A.TVtENDMENTS TO 
THE INGLEWOOD GENERAL PLi\N 

Added text is shmvn in bold underline; renmved text is sbo\.vn in i:1okl--str-ik«R-rH-ngl1. 

Section l. 

Land Use Element ·-'Section II ···· Statement of Objectives" for "Industrial" in Subsection 

Don pages 7 through 8 is amended to read as follm-vs: 

D. Industrial 

- Provide a diversified industrial base for the City Continue to improve the existing 

industrial districts. upgrading the necessary infrastructure and by eliminating incompatible 

and/or bliuhted uses through the redevelonment ]Jrocess 
~ ~ I 

- Continue the redevelopm.ent of Inglev/ood by promoting the expanswn of existing 

industrial firms and actively seek the addition of new firms that are environmentally non» 

polluting, 

- Increase the industrial ernployment opportunities for the city's residents. 

- Promote the development of sports and entertaimnrut facilities and related uses on 

La.nd Use Element '-'Section VI Future Land Uses" for "Industrial Land Use" 1n 

Subsection C on pages 7! through 74 is amended to read as fo!lcfl.vs: 

C Industrial Land Use 

Usually there are three factors involved in the location of industrial land. infrastructure, 

compatibility of use, and proximity to an adequate labor force 

! i1·1·t·e-."'"'">1•i' [)fr r· evt 1' l"'-fi-""11. "l"'-<-'l'i·' v •'>J"lll'l.t''(fj ::; .. ~-:> ·v:.. .. """' ....... ~:1-.. . ::;: ... ·w.;;3. ~3 ~t:.i: .. · '4' \} :.. •. C.:...t . v ~ . 

Industry shoukl be con1patible with surrounding hmd uses. Compact industrial locations 

[ P •('' r:; . /"\ JL l\fERGEFORiVlAT] 
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such as an "industrial park'' place industries adjacent to other industries, thereby m!nirnizing 

conflict vvith residential and cornmercia! areas, ln some cases, industrial uses may placed 

VJhere residential or commercial land uses are not desirable,, such as the area 1,,vhich is under the 

eastern end of the flight path of Los Angeles International Airport. The E!ernent proposes that 

the area in the City of Inglewood generally bounded by Crenshav/ on the east, La Cienega on the 

'\;vest Century on the north and I 04th Street on the south be designated as industrial from the 

present rnsidentiaJ and comn1en:ial This area is an extremely undesirable 1ocetion for residential 

usage because it is severely impacted by jet aircraft noise. The area should be developed vvith 

industrial park, commercial, arul/or office park ~, and/or SJ:HWts nnd entertainment 

facilities, and related uses~ utilizing planned assembly district guidelines •. 01\ in tiH• case of 

sports and entet'faimneut facilities and related uses, protect-specific design guidelines .in 

lieu of the planned assemblv district guidelines, to insure both the quality of the development 

and to encourage its compatibility \Vtth surrounding uses. 

[intervening text intentionally omitted] 

Century will likely be developed for industrial/commercial/office uses~ or sports and 

entertaimnent facilities and related uses. 

! i1·1·t·Dr'""'~1: ri .:r t"'"d 1· i·,.t ''111·1· ''1·' (111 •, ··l1·1·': '·t ··cf) ~ . .~· > ·v~' .3. ......, .<. ..... ~.(, :,_ . ::. :~;C:.. . ~-.!. h. :.. ~ l. . ::. 3. l .C. ;,,. . w , . 

. As the construction of the Century Free'>vay along the City's southern boundary 

progresses, the highly noise impacted area bet\·Veen Century and 104th v.1hich is \Vest of 

Crenshaw should be recvcled from its present residential uses to more appmpnate 

industrlaUcommerdal/office uses, or sports and entertainment f'adHties and related uses. 

Irrespective of market forces, the City must promote and assist in upgrading of existing industrial 

Section 2. 

Circulation Element Section on "Street Classification Collectors" (vJithin '''Part Ttvo · 

Circulation Plan" in Subpart 4 on pages 20 through 21) is amended to mad as follo•;.vs: 

[ P •('' r:; . /'\ JL l\fERGEFORiVlAT] 
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04 3 5. 104th Street 

++ 36. 108th Street (Prairie Avenue to Crenshaw Boulevard) 

Circulation Element Section on "Traffic Generators'' vvithin "Part Tvvo ~ Circulation 

Plan" on J.Jage 22 is amended to read as follows: -.. 

Certain facilities or areas In and near ln~!lewood can be Identified as being the destination 
~ 0 

of siunificant nu1nbers of vehicles: 
<,.' 

[Nos. ! ··· 7 intentionaHy omitted] 

8. htgiewood Basketball and Entertainment c:enter. The sports and entertainment 

Circulation Elen1ent Section on '·'Trnck .Routes" within "Part T»vo ·w Circulation Plan" on 

page 28 is amended to read as foHmvs: 

The purpose of designated tmck routes is to restrict heavy 1,ve!ght vehicles to streets 

constructed to carry such ·~veight, in addition to keeping large vehides-«with their potentially 

an~nving' l'~v,,,Js of noi r.:e, vibr,,1tic,n and furnes-Nfrom residential neirr.hbnrhnods. W'ith the '::: .\ , .. · .. ~ ... - . """' """'~ '·• ·' .:::. .... ~...-

exception of tsvo routes, rnU designated truck routes are along rnrterial streets. One exception is 

East Hyde Park Boulevard and Hyde Park Place which have street •;vidths too narro1.v to be 

commerdrn! businesses located in northeast Inglewood. The second e.xception is l02nd Street 

[ P •('' r:; . /'\ JL l\fERGEFORiVlAT] 
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(bet\.veen FH1ir-i~-Dotv Avenue and Yukon Avenue) which serves the nmv manufacturing and air 

freight businesses being developed in the Century Redevelopment Project area. 

l\fERGEFORIVlAT] 
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EX H.1 BlT B-l 

IVL\P AfdENDl\JENT TO THE LAND USE ELE\\lENT 
or THE INGLE\VOOD GENERAL PLA.N 

Land Use Element ''Land Use Ivlap" is amended in its entirety (as depicted bc!mv) to 

sho\v that certain ~NN-acre area located adjacent to fL Prairie /\venue, just south of \N Century 

Boulevaxd, cornprised of Parcels~-~ [insert APNsj to be designated as '''IndustriaJ'. 

[image of amended map] 
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EXH.IBlT B-2 

MAP AtvfENDrvlENTS TO THE CIRCULATION ELHvfENT 
OF THE INGLE\VOOD GENERAL PLA.N 

Section l. 

The Circulation Element '·Street Classification" TVlap on page l 7 is ainended in its 

entirety (as depicted beh:nv) to remove the vacated portions of ! 0 l st and I 02nd Streets as 

foilO\VS: 

[image ofm11ended.map] 

1~] C' j , r:! T 'V ,~ . ": ll r "" , . ' ' , , , 1e .trc1.u1t10n r; ement"" . ratitc 'denerntors :viap on page ..:.J ts amennen m its entJrety 

(as depicted below) to add the location of the Project site as follows 

[image of amt;nded n1ap] 

Section 3. 

The Circulation Element "Designated Truck Routes" Map on page 29 is amended in Its 

[image of amended map] 
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fv!AP A.!\ifENDl\1ENT TO THE SAFETY ELE\lENT 
OF THE INGLEWOOD GENERAL PLAN 

Safotv Elen1ent Water Distribution System Ma!J on ·paue 37 is sur;r)lernented (as deJJicted 
</ . •• . ..... , ' 

belovi) to show the relocation of a ;,vater \vell and accornpany1ng pipelines as fbllm.vs: 

[frn.age ofsuppJenrentaJ map] 
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NEWS 

Inglewood mayor accused of 
telJing activist 'go choke 
yourself,' but video evidence 
disappears 

ac~h6~.t tH~1rH1 Santb:rarlu aJ ~.he ck;-s~ of .a ~s.~·{~ent Courn~i! nHftAing. )\nd nu'N 

"/kt-to ct th<.H. 0.c·ntnle0t ihH:t be·e:n de}tted. by 

By JASON HENRY ! jhenry@scng.com ! Pasadena Star News 
PUB! ISHFD: /\ugust 14, 2018 at 6;'13 p,m, i UPDATED: June: 28, 2019 at 12:12 p.m. 
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His time on the ccn1ncll has been marked by success and controversy. Under 

his administration, Inglewood has struggled beneath the weight of large 

budget deficits but the city secured a nevv NFL stadium and is in discussions 

with the Los ,.i\ngeles Clippers for a new arena. 

The city has been sued repeatedly over the Clippers arena, Madison Squarn 

Garden,. the owner of the Forum, named Butts spedflcal!y, a!ieging that he 

tricked executives Into ghiing up land that i.'Vill now be used by the competing 

arena.. 

Butts was the subject of an Investigation by the Los Ange!es County District 

Attorney's Office in 2013, Prosecutors determined it wasn't illegal for Butts to 

ask companies competing for a lucrative trash contract to hire his 

unemployed brother. The company that ;von the $1 CC mll!!on bid did give the 

mayor's brother__ Michael, a job, Michael Butts was the mayor's tenant at the 

time and about a quarter of his monthly paycheck went to the mayor, 

according to bankruptcy documents. 

The city of Inglewood sued Teixeira in 2015, accusing him of violating the 

dty's copyright on City Council videos. A federal judge <:idled the !avvsuit 

"merit-less" and a "serious threat to critical politica! expression," according to 

the Los Angeles Times. The judge av..1arded nearly $'120,000 to Teixeira's 

attorneys. Despite the ruling, Ingle1,ivood still puts copyright notices on its 

YouTube videos, 

Butts is up for re-election in November. 

Newsroom Guidelines 

NtViS Tips 

Contact Us 

Report ari Error 

rrJ The Trust Project 

Stay up to date on the latest Coronavirus coverage in your area, 

Coronavirus Update 

Enter your email to sign up 

SIGN UP 
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Jason Henry I Reporter 
Jason Hemy is an investigative reporter with the Southern California News Group. Rais 

drone pilot 

Join the Conversation 

IJVe invite you to use our commenting platform to engage in 
insightful conversations about issues in our community. Although 
'>ive do not pre~screen comments, we reserve the right at a!! times to 
remove any information or materials that are unlawful, threatening., 

Th 

ilvn 

Sym 
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abusive, libelous, defarnatory, obscene, vulgar, pornographic, 

profane, indecent or other.vise objectionab!e to us, and to disclose 

any information necessary to satisfy the !aw, regu!ation, or 

government request \Ne might perrm.inent!y block any user \Vho 
0bus0s these conditions. 

!f you see comments that you find offensive, please use the "F!ag 

as Inappropriate" feature by hovering over the right side of the post, 

snd pumng dovm on the arrov; that appears. Or, contact our editors 

by ernai!ing modetator@scng.com. 
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CITY. OF I . GLE 

Chti~;tnphe~ E Ja(k~.on~ Sr. 
D~prc:-tmec1t Dir:;;ch_~:-

Planning and Building Department 

NOTICE OF EXEMPTION 

Inglewood 

b*d 

rmr 
2009 

~v1iHdy \V~tco:<, ·,\JCP 
P l rt n n i n g \1 t: n a ~er 

Prepared in accordance with California Environmental Quality Act Section No. 15300, and 
the Inglewood Municipal Code, the following Notice of Exemption is made. 

Project Title: Genera! Plan Amendment GPA-2020-02 

CEQA Case No: EA-CE-2020-037 

Location: Citywide 

Zoning: Al! Zones 

Project Sponsor: City of Inglewood 

Address: One Manchester Boulevard, Inglewood, CA 90301 

Agency Contact: Fred Jackson, Senior Planner 

Telephone: (310) 412-5230 

Project Description 

Genera! Plan Amendment 2020-002 (GPA~2020-002) to amend the land Use Element of 
the City of lng!ewood Genera! Plan to clarify existing population density and building 
intensity allowances for all land use designations .. 

Exempt Status 
Categorical Exemption: Section 15061 (b)(3) and 15060(c)(2 

Reason for Exemption 
The proposed General Plan Amendment qualifies under the "common sense" CEQA 
exemption pursuant to GEQA Guidelines Section 15061(b)(3) and 15060(c)(2), which 
provides that, where it can be seen with certainty that there is no possibility that a project 
may have a significant effect on the environment, the project is not subject to CEQA 
CEQA only applies to projects that have the potential for causing a significant effect on the 
environment - either through a direct impact or reasonably, foreseeable indirect impact. 
The proposed Genera! Plan Amendment wi!! not have a significant impact on the environment 
and because It clarifies existing land use regulations is therefore exempt from the provisions of 
CEQA 

Signature: 
Name: 
Title: 
Date: 

.1 ~--·''~ ~ 
~~~-/ 

.......................... ······--·······························-·-

Fred Jackson 
Senior Planner 
April 1, 2020 

One \:V, Manchester Boulevard• lnglewoml, CA 9H30i • flrnue P:!3Wl412-5230 • B:[3Hl!41Z--5294 
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Ing~c1sond 

Cl y OF I GL \\TOOD 
Planning Division 

2009 

NOTICE OF EXEMPTION 

Prepared in acconJance 'Nith California Errironrnenta! Quality Act SecHon No, 15300, and the 
!nglevvood k1unicipa! Code, the foi!owing Notice of Exemption is rnade, 

Project Title: 

CEQA Case No: 

location: 

Zonlng: 

Project Sponsor: 

Address: 

Agency Contact: 

Telephone: 

Project Descrigtion 

Genera! Pian Amendment GPA-2020-02 

EA-CE-2020-037 

City'<vrde 

/\i! Zones 

City· of !ngiev;ood 

One h11anchester Boulcvard, lngle1,vood, CA 90301 

Fred Jackson, Senior P!annor 

(3i0) 412--6230 

Genera! Plan Amendment 2020-002 (GPA-2020-002) to amend the Land Use E!emsnt of the City 
of lng!ev1ood Genera! Plan to clarify existing population density and building intensity allowances 
for a!! !and use designations,, 

Exemgt Status 
Categorical Exemption: Sections 15061 (b)(3 ), 15060{c)(2) and 15305 

Reason for Exemgtion 

The proposed Gonern! Plan Amendment quaHfies under the "corTirrion sense'' CEQA oxemption 
pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Sections 1506i (b )(3) and '15060(c)(2), which provide that, where it 
can be seen with certainty that there is no possibility that a project rnay have a significant effect on 
the environment the project is not subject to CEQA CEQA only applies to projects that have the 
potential for causing a significant effect on the environrnent " either through a direct impact or 
reasonably, foreseeable indirect impact The proposed Genera! Plan Amendment 'Ni!! not have a 
significant impact on the environment and because it clarifies existing !and use regulations is 
therefore exempt from the provisions of CEQA The proposed General Plan Amendrnen\ also 
qua!if!es for the categorical exemption set forth tn CEQA Guidelines section '15305 as "miner 
alterations in !and use !imitations,,, in that the amendments do not authorize new, different or more 
intense uses as compared to those set forth in the City's existing Genera! Plan, 

Signature: 
Name: 
Title: 
Date: 

t:ft. JJ~. P.\~ ft 
~~-

Fred Jackson 
Senior Pianner 
Apr\! 1 , 2020 
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Tools 

Agenda. Center RSS 

View current agendas and minutes for all boards and commissions. Previous 

years' agendas and minutes can be found in the Document Center. Adobe 

f'.Jotify Me® 

Reader may be required to view some documents. ,,, ~~;2 

T City Council 

Agenda 

Jun (June)~, 2020 - Posted Jun (June)~, 2020 8:28 PM 

06-09-20 City Council Agenda 

Jun (June)_2, 2020 - Posted May_(MayJ2.lt, 2020 10:52 AM 

06-02-20 City Council Agenda (No Meeting) 

MayJMay:)..1§., 2020 - Posted May_(MayJ-22., 2020 8:05 PM 

05-26-20 City Council Agenda 

May_(May:)~, 2020 - Posted May_(May.)Jli, 2020 5:40 PM 

05-19-20 City Council Agenda 

MayJMay)_jl, 2020 - Posted May_(May.)J!, 2020 1 :58 PM 

05-12-20 City Council Agenda 

May_( May)~, 2020 - Posted May_(May.)_2_, 2020 1 :46 PM 

05-05-20 City Council Agenda 

AP-.L{8P-ril)~, 2020 - Posted ARL(8Rril) 24, 2020 11 :36 AM 

4-28-20 City Council Agenda (No Meeting) 

AP-.L(8P-ril)_11, 2020 - Posted ARL(8Rril)--1§, 2020 9:01 PM 
04-21-20 City Council Agenda 

2020 2019 2018 View More 

Minutes Download 
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Agenda 

AP-.L{8P-ril)_H, 2020 - Posted ARL(8Rril)J_Q, 2020 4:58 PM 
4-14-20 City Council Agenda (No Meeting) 

AP-.L(8P-ril)_l, 2020 - Posted ARL(8Rril)2, 2020 7:23 PM 
04-07-20 City Council Agenda 

AP-.L(8?-ril}_l, 2020 - Posted ARL(8Rril)_Q, 2020 2: 13 PM 
04-07-2020 City Council Agenda (Special Meeting) 

Mar (March)--11, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)2Z, 2020 4:03 PM 
03-31-20 City Council Agenda (No Meeting) 

Mar {March)_2_Z, 2020 - Posted Mar (March) 26, 2020 9:58 AM 

03-27-2020 City Council Agenda (Special Meeting) 

Mar (March) 24, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)2Q, 2020 9:36 PM 
03-24-20 City Council Agenda 

Mar (March)-11, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)J..;i, 2020 8:38 PM 
03-17-20 City Council Agenda 

Mar {MarchL1Q, 2020 - Posted Mar (March)-2, 2020 5:51 PM 
03-10-20 City Council Agenda 

Mar (March)_A, 2020 -Posted Mar (March)-1., 2020 2:14 PM 
03-04-2020 City Council Agenda (Special Meeting) 

Mar (March)_1, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februa[Y.)~, 2020 5: 15 PM 
03-3-2020 City Council Agenda (No Meeting) 

Feb (February) 25, 2020 - Posted Feb (FebruafY)-21, 2020 11 :32 AM 
02-25-20 City Council Agenda 

Feb (February)~, 2020 - Posted Feb (Februa(Y.)_H, 2020 6:41 PM 

02-18-2020 City Council Agenda (No Meeting) 

Feb (February)J1, 2020 -Posted Feb (Februa[Y.)_Q, 2020 8:13 PM 
02-11-20 City Council Agenda 

Feb (February)_A, 2020 - Posted Jan (JanuafY)_fil, 20206:19 PM 
02-04-20 City Council Agenda 

Jan {January)~, 2020 - Posted Jan (Janua[Y.)~, 2020 7:37 PM 
01-28-20 City Council Agenda 

Jan (January)__ll, 2020 - Posted Jan (JanuafY)Jl., 2020 5: 16 PM 
01-21-2020 City Council Agenda (No Meeting) 

Jan (January)_H, 2020 - Posted Jan (JanuafY)Ji, 2020 10:05 PM 
01-14-20 City Council Agenda 

Jan (January)_l, 2020 - Posted Jan (January.)_£, 2020 5:00 PM 

01-07-2020 City Council Agenda (No Meeting) 

Minutes Download 
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Town .Sfx!ech 

2.0 LAND USE 

2. 1 INTRODUCTION 

2.2 

The Land Use Element is the framework of the General Pian. It correlates goals 
and policies from all the other mandatory and optional elements into a single 
section. The patterns of development activity and land uses are set forth that will 
support and enhance the character of the Town. Although, in the eyes of the law, 
all General Plan elements are of equal importance, the Land Use Element is the 
most frequently used and referenced section of the General Plan. 

Los Gatos is a ma tu re, predominantly built-out community. Many believe there 
is little room for growth or change in the physical environment. However, land use 
is dynamic and change is constant from within and without. Controlling change in 
an effort to maintain our quality of life is a challenge. Disagreements arise when 
specific development applications are considered or in an overall discussion of 
growth. Reaching a consensus on issues relating to development is difficult at 
best, if not impossible. 

The Land Use section identifies Issues, Goals, Policies and Implementing 
Strategies to be used by citizens, s1aff and decision-makers to ensure that Los 
Gatos remains special. This section incorporates related issues including traffic 
and circulation patterns, growth, development, maintenance of neighborhoods and 
protection of the natural environment. It is not simply a statement of land use 
patterns typically addressed in a Land Use Element of a General Plan, but rather 
an overall statement of the use of land and its effects upon the physical 
environment of the Town of Los Gatos. 

All development must comply fully with the General Plan and applicable Specific 
Plans. 

AUTHORITY FOR THE ELEMENT 

The State of California Government Code Section 65302(a) requires that a 
General Plan include: 

" ... a Land Use Element which designates the proposed general 
distribution and general location and extent of the uses of the land 
for housing, business, industry, open space including agriculture, 
natural resources .. recreation and enjoyment of scenic beauty, 
education, public buildings and grounds, solid and liquid waste 
disposal facilities and other categories of pufJ!ic and private uses of 
land. 
The Land Use Element shall include a statement of the standards 
of population density and building intensity recommended for the 
various districts and other territory covered by the plan." 

The Land Use Element has the broadest scope of any of the State required 
components of the General Plan. In addition to the State's requrements set forth 
in the Government Code, it has also been legally established that, while the 
location of a particular land use may be expressed in general terms, a property 
owner must be able to identify the General Plan designation for his/her parcel from 
the land use diagram contained in the Land Use Element. 

Among the important implementation mechanisms for the Land Use Element are 
specific plans and the Zoning Ordinance. The California Government Code 
requires that the Town's Zoning Ordinance and map be consistentwith its General 
Plan Land Use Element and map, and that all provisions of specific plans adopted 
by the Town must be consistent with the General Plan they implement. 

Land Use July, 2000 
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2.3 RELATIONSHIP OF LAND USE TO OTHER ELEMENTS AND 
OTHER PLANS 

As the framework element of this General Plan, the Land Use Element relates 
directly to all goals and policies of the other elements and unifies the General Plan 
by providing the overall policy context for the other elements. 

The Land Use Element addresses circulation by setting out, in i1s map and 
policies, the location and size of all roadways in the Town coordinated with 
the land uses the roads will serve. It also notes the planned capacities of 
all other infrastructure systems that will be necessary to protect the health 
and welfare ofthe Town's citizens. 

The location. type and density of residential units is a key component of the 
Land Use Element. The Housing Element uses the density ranges specified 
in the Land Use Element to identify sites to meet the Town's housing needs. 

The mandates of the Safety Element are reflected in the designation and 
location of land use, the permitted activities within designated areas,and the 
patterns of land use that support defensible space, the Town's contingency 
plan, and fire and other hazard mitgation. 

The Land Use Element addresses buffers between noise sensitive uses and 
noise sources 

The Town conserves resources through policies for the wise use of land, 
water, and energy. 

0 Air quality is improved by land use patterns that minimize vehicle travel 
internal to the Town. 

0 The Conservation Element goals address protecting and enhancing the 
natural environment. Programs that retain natural features such as tree 
preservation, limited grading and water conservation maintain the natural 
character of Los Gatos. 

The Open Space Element refers to the location, characterand use of parks, 
recreational facilities and preserved, unimproved land. 

Land use designations protect and preserve open spaces. 

0 The Land Use Element reflects the Tow n's high priority for quality design 

Land Use 

Preserving historical buildings, limiting the size of houses and careful 
design of new in-fill developments protect the built-out character of Los 
Gatos. 

California State law requires that all specific plans and zoning regulations be 
consistent with the General Plan. The Hillside Specific P Ian, the North Forty 
Specific Plan, the Redevelopment Plan and other plans that may be adopted 
as deemed necessary from time to time will be consistent with this General 
Plan. 
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HR-1: 1 - 2.5 acres/ dwelling 
HR-2.5: 2.5 - 10 acres/dwelling 
HR-5: 5 - 40 acres/dwelling 
HR-20: 20 - 160 acres/dwelling 
Los Gatos Town Code 

2.4 LAND USE DESIGNATIONS 

The land use designations serve as a guide to land use potential and must be 
considered in conjunction with the goals and policies of this General Plan, adopted 
specific plans, zoning ordinances, development guidelines, regulations and review 
procedures. The following land use designations appear on the Land Use Map. 

2.4. 1. The following definitions pertain to residential land uses as designated on the Land 
Use Plan (Figure 2.2). 

The designated density ranges express the extreme limits of net densities that are 
reasonable and desirable for the various areas within the Town boundaries and 
Sphere of Influence. Determining precise density on any property is a function of 
subsequent implementation There is no guarantee that any ind ividua I project will 
be able to achieve the maximum density. Minimum densities are intended to be 
a floor, except in the event of conflicts with other elements of !he General Plan. 

Population density standards are expressed in terms of persons per acre {i.e. the 
product of the number of dwelling units per acre multiplied by the number of 
persons per dwe I ling unit). Persons per dwelling unit is assumed to be 3 .5 
persons for the Hillside and Low Density Residential designations and 2.0 persons 
for all o!her residential land uses. Since the number of persons per dwelling unit 
varies from household to household and may also change over time, the 
population density standards indicated below must be considered fairly general 
and flexible. 

a. HILLSIDE RESIDENTIAL: 0-1 Dwellings per net acre 
Up to 3.5 persons/acre 

The Hillside Residential designation provides for very low density, rural type, large 
lot or cluster, single-family residential development, and compatible with the 
unique mountainous terrain and its vegetation. 

b. LOW DENSITY RESIDENTIAL: 0-5 Dwellings per net acre 
Up to 17.5 persons/acre 

The Low Density Residential designation provides for single-family residential 
properties located on generally level terrain. It encourages single-familyresidential 
development in either the standard development established by traditional zoning 
or by innovative forms obtained through planned development. 

c. MEDIUM DENSITY RESIDENTIAL: 5 - 12 Dwellings per net acre 
Up to 24 persons/acre 

The Medium Density Residential designation provides for multiple-family 
residential, duplex, and/or small single family homes. 

d. HIGH DENSITY RESIDENTIAL: 12 - 20 Dwellings per net acre 
Up to 40 persons/acre 

The High Density Residential designation provides for more intensive multi-family 
residential development. Its objective is to provide quality housing in close 
proximity to transit or a business area. 

e. MOBILE HOME PARK: 5-12 Dwellings per net acre 
Up to 24 persons/acre 

The Mobile Home Park designation provides for mobile home parks. The intent 
is to provide and preserve Mobile Home Parks as a source of affordable housing. 

Land Use 
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2.4.2. The follovving definitions pertain to non-residential land uses as designated on the 
Land Use Plan {Figure 2.2). 

For non-residential categories, the specific uses mentioned are illustrative only. 
Restrictions on building intensity are indicated by the allowed land coverage or 
floor area ratio (FAR) and them axim um height limit. In addition all non-residential 
land uses are limited by the capacity of the circulation system and available 
parking. In addition, subject to public review, residential development may be 
allowed above or behind commercial uses in most of these designations as long 
as sufficient on-site parking is available for residents without reducing parking 
available for businesses. 

a. OFFICE PROFESSIONAL: Up to 50% land coverage 
35' height limit 

The Office Professional designation provides for professional and general 
business offices. This designation applies to various locations throughout the 
Town, often in close proximity to neighborhood or community oriented commercial 
facilities or as a buff er between commercial and re side ntial uses. The intent of this 
designation is to satisfy the community's need for general business and 
professional services and local employment. 

b. CBD - CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT: .6 FAR 
45' height limit 

The CBD designation applies exclusively to the downtown. This designation: 

0 encourages a mixture of community-oriented commercial goods, services and 
lodging, thatis unique in its accommodation of sma II town style merchants and 
the maintenance of a small town feel and character; 

0 maintains and expands landscaped open spaces and mature tree growth 
without increasing setbacks; 

0 integrates new construction with existing structures of historical or 
architectural significance and emphasizes the importance of the pedestrian. 

c. MIXED USE COMMERCIAL: Up to 50% land coverage 
35' height limit 

The Mixed Use Commercial designation permits a mixture of retail, office, 
residential in a mixed use setting, along with lodging, service, auto related 
businesses, non-manufacturing industrial uses, recreational uses and restaurants. 
Project designs shall maintain the small town, residential scale and natural 
environments of adjacent residential neighborhoods. Projects developed under 
this designation shall be designed to provide prime orientation to the major arterial 
street frontage and proper transitions and buffers to any adjacent residential 
property. This designation should never be interpreted to allow development of 
independent commercial facilities with principal frontage on the side streets. 

d. NEIGHBORHOOD COMMERCIAL: Up to 50% land coverage 
35' height limit 

The Neighborhood Commercial designation provides for necessary day-to-day 
commercial goods and services required by the residents of the adjacent 
neighborhoods. This designation encourages concentrated and coordinated 
commercial development at easily accessible locations. 

Land Use 
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e. SERVICE COMMERCIAL: Up to 50% land coverage 
35' height limit 

The Service Commercial designation provides for service businesses necessary 
for the conduct of households or businesses, such as auto repair, building 
materials sales, paint suppliers, janitorial services. towing businesses, con tractors 
offices and yards, laundry and dry cleaners,, etc. as well as wholesaling and 
warehousing activities. 

f. LIGHT INDUSTRIAL: Up to 50'Yo land coverage 
35' height limit 

The Light Industrial designation provides for large-scale office developments and 
selected, well controlled, research and development, industrial park-type and 
service oriented light ind ustria I uses that are subject to rigid development 
standards. These uses should respond to community or region-wide needs. 

g. PUBLIC 

The Public designation identifies public facilities in the Town such as the Civic 
Center, court house, schools, parks, libraries, hospitals, churches, and fire 
stations. 

h. AGRICULTURE 

The Agricultural designation identifies areas for the production of commercial 
agricultural crops. 

i. OPEN SPACE 

The Open Space designation identifies the location of public parks, open space 
preserves, private preserves and stream corridors. 

2.5 GOALS, POUCIES, IMPLEMENTING STRATEGIES 

ISSUE: 1 

Los Gatos is distinctive. The small town heritage, natural setting and architectural diversity 
make our town unique. Preserving these attributes is important to this community. New 
development should be well-designed to preserve and enhance these attributes. Historic 
buildings should be preserved. 

Goal: 

L.G.1.1 

Policies: 

L.P. 1.1 

L.P. 1.2 

L.P.1.3 

Land Use 

To preserve, promote, and protect the existing small town character and 
quality of life within Los Gatos. 

Development shall be of high qualitydesign and construction, a positive 
addition to and compatible with the Town's ambiance. Development 
shall enhance the character and unique identity of existing commercial 
and/or residential neighborhoods. 

Encourage developers to engage in early discussions regarding the 
nature and scope of the project and possible impacts and mitigation 
requirements. These discussions should occur as early as possible in 
the project planning stage, preferably preceding land acquisition. 

Encourage economic and social activity consistent with a small-scale, 
small town atmosphere and image. 

Town of Los Gatos General Plan 
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L.P.1.4 

L.P.1 .5 

L.P. 1.6 

L.P.1 .7 

L.P.1.8 

L.P.1.9 

L.P.1.10 

L.P.1.11 

L.P.1.12 

L.P.1.13 

L.P.1.14 

L.P.1.15 

Land Use 

Preserve and pro mote existing commercial centers consistent with the 
maintenance of a small-scale, small-town atmosphere and image. 

Preserve existing trees, natural vegetation, natural topography, and 
riparian and wildlife habitats. and promote tasteful, high quality, well 
designed, environmentally conscious and diverse landscaping in new 
and existing developments. 

Encourage mixed use development consisting of residential above or 
behind non-residential uses in commercial areas. 

In-fill projects shall contribute to the further development of the 
surrounding neighborhood (e.g. improve circulation, contribute to or 
provide neighborhood unity, eliminate a blighted area, not detract from 
the existing quality of life). 

In-fill projects shall be designed in context with the neighborhood and 
surrounding zoning with respect to the existing scale and character of 
surrounding structures, and should blend rather than compete with the 
established character of the area. 

Preserve and protect historic structures including those that have been 
designated or are contributors in existing historic districts. Use special 
care in reviewing new buildings or remodels in the vicinity to address 
compatibility issues and potential impacts. 

Continue the Town's careful and proactive historic preservation 
programs, tempered with compassion and understanding of the 
property owners' needs, desires and financial capabilities. 

Encourage private/public funding, development and ope ration of cultural 
amenities, activities and centers consistent with the small town 
character of Los Gatos. 

When the deciding body's decision on a zoning approval is based on 
assumptions derived from the applicant's promises and/or description 
of the proposal, those assumptions should become conditions of the 
approva I. 

Cooperate with the County of San ta Clara to encourage the annexation 
of unincorporated islands into the Town. The Town will not require the 
installation of curbs, gutters, sidewalks, or street lights as a condition of 
annexation nor will these improvements be imposed on annexed areas 
after annexation unless the residents of the area request such 
improvements and are willing to participate in the cost of such 
improvements. This does not prevent the Town from requiring such 
improvements as a condition of approval of any zoning or subdivision 
approval if such conditions are normally made on those items and the 
improvements would be in keeping with the neighborhood. 

Achieve compliance with Town ordinances and regulations through 
education. incentives, and other proactive measures in addition to 
issuing citations, collecting fines or other punitive measures. 

Recognizing that our ability to preserve our small town character is 
somewhat dependent on decisions in surrounding communities, take 
initiative to coordinate and cooperate with other jurisdictions in the 
region with respect to land use, transportation, and hillside 
development. 
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Implementing Strategies: 

L.I.1.1 

l.1.1.2 

L.L1 .3 

l.I.1.4 

l.1.1.5 

l.I.1.6 

L.L1 .7 

l.I.1.8 

Architectural Standards/Design Criteria: Use adopted architectural 
standards and design criteria to review development proposals. 
Periodically review architectural standards and design guidelines and 
update as necessary for completeness. clarity, and effectiveness. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Planning and Deciding Body 

Neighborhood Meetings: Prepare and distribute with project application 
information describing guidelines for conducting neighborhood 
meetings and criteria for reporting the results of neighborhood 
meetings. 

Time Frame: 
Responsible Party: 

On-going 
Planning 

In-fill project/Community Benefit: Applicants for in-fill projects shall 
demonstrate th at the project has a strong community benefit. 

Time Frame: 
Responsible Party: 

On-going 
Planning 

In-fill project/Community Benefit: The deciding body shall make 
specific findings of community benefit before approving any in-fill 
project. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Planning and Deciding Body 

Traffic Impact Policy: Review development applications for 
consistency with the required findings for Traffic Im pact Policy. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Planning, Engineering and Deciding Body 

Code Compliance: Maintain a Code Compliance function to effectively 
enforce the land use regulations in the Town Code. 

Time Frame: 
Responsible Party: 

On-going 
Planning 

Code Compliance: Town staff will identify major violations (illegal 
units, sign violations, illegal uses, tree removals, grading violations, 
etc.) without waiting for public com plaint. Town staff will act on minor 
violations (illegally parked cars, boats, trailers, and campers, etc.) 
based on public complaints. Additional violations that may be 
observed during investigation of a complaint will also be acted upon. 

Time Frame: 
Responsible Party: 

On-going 
Planning 

Community Benefit: Amend the Town Code to include a definition of 
"Community Benefit" that clearly differentiates it from exactions. 

Time Frame: 2000-2005 
Responsible Party: Planning and Town Attorney 

Land Use July, 2000 
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LI.1.9 

LL 1.10 

LI.1 .11 

L!.1.12 

LI.1.13 

L.I.1.14 

U.1.15 

L.I.1. 16 

Land Use 

Historic Preservation: Study amending the Town Code to require 
proposed developments that are otherwise exempt from historic review 
but that might have an impact on sites of designated or suspected 
historic significance, be referred to the Historic Preservation 
Committee for review and opinion. 

Time Frame: 2002-2005 
Responsible Party: Planning and Town Attorney 

Zoning Code Update: Perform an audit of the Zoning Code to 
eliminate outdated sections and insure that all regulations are 
consistent with this General Plan. 

Time Frame: 2000-2002 
Responsible Party: Planning and Town Attorney 

Mixed Use Overlay Zone: Complete a study to analyze a "mixed use" 
zone or overlay that will include a variety of businesses with differing 
activity cycles to provide interest and destination points to the 
residents. 

Time Frame: 2002-2005 
Responsible Party: Planning 

FAR.: Complete a study to analyze whether lot coverage regulations 
in commercial and industrial zones should be replaced or augmented 
with floor area ratios (FAR.). 

Time Frame: 2002-2005 
Responsible Party: Planning 

Community Education: Continue to educate the general comm unity as 
to quality design and planning practices by sponsoring community 
forums with expert speakers, design charrettes and seminars. 

Time Frame: 
Responsible Party: 

On-going 
Planning 

Story Poles: Require the nstallation of story poles prior to the approval 
of new development as required by Town resolution. 

Time Frame: 
Responsible Party: 

On-going 
Planning 

Continue and expand Town participation in planning processes and 
decisions in neighboring jurisdictions and regional bodies in order to 
develop innovative, effective. and coordinated land use, transportation, 
and hillside development plans and standards that will help preserve our 
sma II town character. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Planning and Town Gou ncil 

Complete a study with broad public participation to identify effective 
ways to invite and in crease public participation in the planning process. 

Time Frame: 
Res pan sible Party: 

2001 - 2002 
Planning 

Town of Los Gatos General Plan 
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L.I.1 .17 

L.I.1 .18 

ISSUE 2 

Task Forces: Use task forces, ad hoc committees and other means 
as appropriate to involve residential and commercial interests in Town 
matters. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Planning and Deciding Body 

Planning Information: Place on the Town's web site the General Plan, 
specific plans. the zoning code, the Boulevard Plan. design guidelines 
and other planning documents. 

Time Frame: 
Responsible Party: 

On-going 
Planning 

As land prices have increased, lot sizes have become smaller while house sizes have 
expanded. This intensity of land use gives the impression of a higher density than 
actually exists. 

L.G.2.1 

L.G.2.2 

L.G.2.3 

L.P.2.1 

L.P.2.2 

L.P.2.3 

L.P.2.4 

L.P.2.5 

To limit the intensity of new development to a level consistent with 
surrounding development and with the Town at large. 

To reduce the visual impact that new construction and/or remodeling 
has on our town and its neighborhoods. 

To preserve the quality of the personal open space (yards) throughout 
the town. 

Review all development applications in light of the overall mass and 
scale of the development. 

Balance size and number of units to achieve appropriate (limit) 
intensity. 

Encourage basements and cellars to provide "hidden" sq. ft. In-lieu of 
visible mass. 

Increase building setbacks as mass and height increase. 

Maximize quality usable open space in all new developments 

Implementing Strategies: 

l.I.2.1 

l.I.2.2 

Maximum Floor Area: Set a maximum total floor area for new 
subdivisions and planned developments as part of the approval 
process. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Planning and Deciding Body 

Relate Yards to Building Height: Research increasing yard setback 
regulations to in elude considerations for building height. 

Time Frame: 2000 - 2005 
Responsible Party: Planning 

Land Use July, 2000 
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L.I.2.3 

L.r.2A 

l.L2.5 

L.1.2.6 

L.I.2.7 

ISSUE: 3 

BMP Program: Study amending the BMP program to set the required 
number of units based on the total square footage of a project in 
addition to the requirement based on a percentage of the number of 
units. 

Time Frame: 2000 - 2005 
Responsible Party: Planning 

Maximum House Size: Consider a maximum house size regulation 
that incorporates various methods for limiting house size. 

Time Frame: 2000 - 2005 
Responsible Party: Planning 

Open Space: Consider specifying the type and increasing the quantity 
of open space required for new developments. 

Time Frame: 2000 - 2005 
Responsible Party: Planning and Deciding Body 

Limit Floor Area Increase: Limit the amount of increase in the floor 
area of the remaining units in a project, when the number of units is 
reduced as part of the development review process. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Planning and Deciding Body 

Building Height: Consider amending the Zoning Code to reduce the 
maximum allowable building height 

Time Frame: 2000 - 2005 
Responsible Party: Planning 

Residential neighborhoods in Los Gatos are attractive and well-maintained. Planning for 
neighborhood preservation and protection is one of the most important purposes of the 
Town's General Plan. Maintaining neighborhood quality requires: conservation of existing 
housing, good street design, minimizing and controlling traffic in residential 
neighborhoods and development review that adheres to quality design Factors such as 
the introduction of new or excessive traffic, existing substandard infrastructure or 
economic pressures may cause disruption of neighborhoods. 

Goal: 

L.G.3.1 

Policies: 

L.P.3.1 

L.P.3.2 

L.P.3.3 

Land Use 

To maintain the existing character of residential neighborhoods by 
controlling development 

Protect existing residential areas from pressures for non-residential 
development. 

Consider nonresidential activity in residential areas only when the 
character and quality of the neighborhood can be maintained. 

Protect existing residential areas from adjacent nonresidential uses by 
assuring that buffers are developed and maintained. Buffers shall be 
required as conditions of approval and may consist of landscaping, 
sound barriers, building setbacks or open space. 
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L.P.3.4 Prohibit uses that may lead to deterioration of residential 
neighborhoods, or adversely impact the public safety or the residential 
character of a residential neighborhood. 

L.P .3.5 Assure that the type and intensity of land use shall be consistent with 
that of the immediate neighborhood. 

L.P.3.6 Develop and implement appropriate traffic controls to protect 
residential neighborhoods from the impacts of through traffic such as 
safety hazards, speeding, noise, and other disturbances. 

L.P.3.7 Allow development only with adequate physical infrastructure (e.g., 
transportation, sewers, utilities, etc.) and social services (e.g., 
education, public safety, etc.) 

L.P.3.8 Discourage corridor lots. 

L.P.3.9 Allow alternative uses of sites and facilities of schools, subject to 
conditions that will protect the surrounding neighborhood. 

L.P.3.10 Allow redevelopment of unused school sites commensurate with the 
surrounding residential neighborhood and availability of services 

L.P.3.11 Demolitions: In order to reduce land fill, conserve resources, and 
preserve neighborhood character. demolitions shall be discouraged and 
applicants shall submit structural reports to determine whether the 
demolition of any principal structure is justified. 

Implementing Strategies: 

L.I.3.1 

L 1.3.2 

L.I.3.3 

L. I.3.4 

L.I.3.5 

Land Use 

Architectural Standards/Design Criteria: Use adopted architectural 
standards and design criteria to review development proposals. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Planning and Deciding Body 

In-fill Projects/Community Benefit Applicants for in-fill projects shall 
demonstrate th at the project has a strong community benefit. 

Time Frame: 
Responsible Party: 

On-going 
Planning 

In-fill Projects/Community Benefit: The dedding body shall make 
specific findings of community benefit before approving any in-fill 
project. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Planning and Deciding Body 

Demolition of Historic Structures: Refer zoning approvals with 
demolition of historic structures to Historic Preservation Committee. 

Time Frame: 
Responsible Party: 

On-going 
Planning 

Traffic Impact Policy: Review development applications for 
consistency with the required findings for Traffic Im pact Policy. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Planning, Engineering and Deciding Body 
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L.1.3.6 

L.l.3.7 

L.1.3.8 

L.1.3.9 

L.1.3.10 

ISSUE: 4 

Planned Developments: Study the appropriateness of permitting 
Planned Development applications on parcels smaller than 40,000 
square feet. 

Time Frame: 
Responsible Party: 

2000 - 2005 
Planning 

Standards for Non-residential Uses: Develop standards for traffic, 
noise, intensity and overa II size for non-residential uses in residential 
zones. 

Time Frame: 2000 - 2005 
Responsible Party: Planning 

Periodic Review of C UP's: The conditional use permit approvals for 
marginal/a lternative(non-residential) uses in residential zones shall be 
periodically reviewed by the Planning Commission for any adverse 
impacts, nuisances or any required modifications. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Planning Commission 

Corridor Lots: Corridor lots may only be considered if the use of a 
corridor lot decreases the amount of public street required for the 
subdivision, contributes to the surrounding neighborhood, and is in 
context with the existing scale and established character of the 
neighborhood. The subdivider must also demonstrate thatthe use of 
a corridor lot benefits surrounding properties. 

Time Frame: 
Responsible Party: 

On-going 
Planning 

Story Poles: Require the erection of story poles prior to the approval 
of new development. 

Time Frame: 
Responsible Party: 

On-going 
Planning 

One of Los Gatos' most outstanding assets is the visual diversity of its individual 
neighborhoods. Development represents a variety of architectural styles from various 
eras, embodying a variety of sizes, design features, and building materials resulting in 
neighborhoods with their own unique identity. Unique districts or neighborhoods can be 
the productofan underlying theme or character (e.g. architectural, cul1llral. or historical) 
or can be created by physical barriers (e.g. hillsides, freeways or major streets). 

Goal: 

LG. 4.1 

Policies: 

LP .4.1 

LP.4.2 

Land Use 

To preserve and enhance existing community and neighborhood 
character and sense of place. 

Continue to encourage a variety of housing types and sizes that is 
balanced throughout the Town and within neighborhoods and that is 
also compatible with the character of the surrounding neighborhood. 

Ensure that new development s a positive addition to the Town's 
environment and does not detract from the nature and character of 
appropriate nearby established development. 
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L.P.4.3 

L.P.4.4 

L.P.4.5 

L.P.4.6 

L.P.4.7 

Maintain the character and identity of existing neighborhoods. New 
construction. remodels, and additions shall be compatible and blend 
with the existing neighborhood. 

Avoid Demolitions. If allowed, the replacement house should be 
similar in size and scale as the original and maintain the neighborhood 
character. 

Maintain the Town's capacity to meet its housing needs as identified 
in the Housing Element. 

Preserve and protect historic structures and use special care in 
reviewing new buildings or remodels in their vicinity to address 
compatibility issues and potential impacts. 

Continue the Town's careful and proactive historic preservation 
programs, tempered with compassion and understanding of the 
property owners' needs. desires and financial capabilities. 

Implementing Strategies: 

Ll.4.1 

l.L4.2 

L.1.4.3 

U.4.4 

l.L4.5 

L.1.4.6 

Land Use 

Letters of Justification: Require applicants to submit letters of 
justification to show how new residential development contributes to 
the balance of types and sizes. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Applicant and Deciding Body 

Development Review: Review development proposals against 
adopted Residential Design Standards. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Planning and Deciding Body 

Maintain Neighborhood Character: The deciding body shall use FAR. 
and adopted residential design guidelines to maintain existing 
neighborhood character. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Planning and Historic Preservation Committee 

Demolition of Historic Structures: Refer zone change and planned 
development applications that may result in the demolition of historic 
structures to the Historic Preservation Committee for review and 
recommendation. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Planning and Historic Preservation Committee 

In-fill Findings: Review development applications for consistency with 
the required findings for In-Fill Po I icy. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Planning and Deciding Body 

Traffic Impact Findings: Review development applications for 
consistency with the required findings for Traffic Im pact Policy. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Planning and Deciding Body 
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l.I.4.7 

LIAS 

LI.4.9 

L.1.4.10 

L.I.4.11 

LI.4. 12 

l.L4.13 

LI.4.14 

Land Use 

Winchester Boulevard Rezoning: Consider amending the General 
Plan's Land Use Element and the Zoning Code to preserve the 
existing residential uses along Winchester Boulevard between 
Shelburne Way and Pleasant View. 

Time Frame: 2000 - 2005 
Responsible Party: Planning 

Neighborhood Specific Design Standards: Prepare residential design 
standards that are neighborhood specific to protect the unique 
character of various neighborhoods throughout the Town. 

Time Frame: 2000 - 2005 
Responsible Party: Planning and Architectural Standards 

Committee 

Design Standards: Prepare design standards for replacement single 
family dwellings that replicates the size, scale and mass of 1he original 
structure. 

Time Frame: 
Responsible Party: 

2000 -2005 
P I a n n i n g a n d Arc h i t e ct u r a I S t a n d a rd s 
Committee 

New Historic and Conservation Districts: Identify, survey and adopt 
new historic districts. 

Time Frame: 2000 - 2005 
Responsible Party: Planning and Historic Preservation Committee 

Identify Alternative Sites to Meet Housing Needs: The Housing 
Element assumes that sites designated medium and high density 
residential will be developed at the upper end of the density range. 
Whenever the Town approves a development at a lower density on 
one of these sites, one or more other sites should be identified to 
maintain the Town's capacity to meet its housing needs as identified 
in the Housing Element, subject to neighborhood compatibility and 
mitigation of traffic impacts. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Planning and Deciding Body 

Story Poles: Require the erection of story poles prior to the approval 
of new development. 

Time Frame: 
Responsible Party: 

On-going 
Planning 

Update Design Guidelines: Update and revise the adopted Residential 
Design Guidelines and consider incorporating illustrations. 

Time Frame: 2000 - 2005 
Responsible Party: Planning 

Update the General Plan's Housing Element after the demographic 
breakouts of the 2000 census are available. 

Time Frame: 2001 - 2003 
Res pan sible Party: Planning and Community Services 
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ISSUE: 5 

It is important to the economic vitality of the Town and to the general benefit of the 
residents that goods and services are readily available to the citizens of Los Gatos. If a full 
range of goods and services are not provided sales tax "leakage" will occur, reducing the 
Town's fiscal stability 

Goal: 

L.G.5.1 

L.G.5.2 

Policies: 

L.P.5.1 

L.P.5.2 

L.P.5.3 

L.P.5.4 

L.P.5.5 

L.P.5.6 

L.P.5.7 

L.P.5.8 

L.P.5.9 

To provide residents with adequate commercial and industrial services. 

To maintain a balanced, economically stable community within 
environmental goals. 

Maintain a variety of commercial uses {a strong downtown commercial 
area combined with Los Gatos Boulevard and strong neighborhood 
commercial centers) to meet the shopping needs of residents and to 
preserve the small-town atmosphere. 

Encourage a mix of retail, office and professional uses in commercial 
areas, except in the Central Business District where retail should be 
emphasized. 

Require full public review for commercial development to ensure 
compatibility with adjacent neighborhoods and the Town. 

Encourage existing light industry and service commercial uses to 
remain or be replaced with similar uses. 

Encourage the development and retention of locally-owned stores and 
shops. 

Encourage development that maintains and expands resident-oriented 
services and/or creates employment opportunities for local residents 
consistent with overall land use policies of the Town. 

Only allow land uses for which public costs can be justified by overall 
corn mun ity benefit. 

"Broadening the tax base" shall never be the sole reason for allowing 
new commercial development or approving a change in a commercial 
land use. 

Reta ii sales tax "leakage" shou Id be kept to a minimum by providing in
town convenience and comparative shopping opportunities. 

Implementing Strategies: 

U.5.1 

Land Use 

Revise CUP Table: Study Conditional Use Permit Table to determine 
if any changes (deletions or additions) need to be made to list of uses. 
Considerations shou Id include factors sue h as size of building and/or 
floor space occupied, traffic generation and whether the use wou Id 
dictate a "trademark" style of building. 

Time Frame: 
Responsible Party: 

2000 - 2005 
Planning, Town Manager and the Chamber of 
Commerce 
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L.I.5.2 

U.5.3 

L.I.5.4 

L.I.5.5 

L.I.5.6 

L.I.5.7 

ISSUE: 6 

Early Review: Encourage applicants to submit applications to the 
Conceptual Development Advisory Committee prior to a formal 
development a pplica lion submittal. 

Time Frame: 
Responsible Party: 

On-going 
Planning 

Perm it Streamlining: Maintain the Town's permitstreamlining program. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: All Departments 

Information Handouts: Develop handouts and information al m ateria Is 
for use by residents and businesses. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Planning, Building and Engineering 

North 40 Spee ific Pian: Zonings hall be changed as part of development 
applications to provide consistency with the Vasona Light Rail and 
Route 85 Element and other elements of this General Plan and with any 
future specific plan prepared for this area. 

Time Frame: 
Responsible Party: 

On-going 
Applicants 

Identify Needed Businesses: In cooperation with the Chamber of 
Commerce, the Town should identify those businesses that are needed 
in the Town, and actively recrutt those businesses. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Town Manager, Redevelopment Agency and the 

Chamber of Commerce 

Fiscal Impacts: Review the fiscal impacts/benefits that proposed 
projects will have on the Town and local school districts. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Planning and Deciding Body 

Downtown Los Gatos is the historic heart of the Town. It is the center of the Town's 
government services and sets the spiritand style of the whole Town. Downtown is unique 
in Silicon Valley in its architecture, historic small town mixture of goods and services, 
pedestrian scale and integration of commercial and residential uses. Convenient access 
and adequate parking are important to the vitality of the downtown, but must be balanced 
with maintaining the small town character. 

L.G.6.1 

L.G. 6.2 

Policies: 

L.P.6.1 

Land Use 

To maintain the historic character of the downtown. 

To preserve downtown Los Gatos as the historic center of the Town 
with goods and services for local residents while maintaining the 
existing Town identity, environment and commercial viability. 

Encourage the preservation, restoration, rehabilitatbn, reuse and 
maintenance of existing buildings. 
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L.P.6.2 

L.P.6.3 

L.P.6.4. 

L.P.6.5 

L.P.6.6 

Encourage the development and retention of small businesses and 
locally-owned stores and shops that are consistent with small town 
character and scale. 

Consider outdoor seating in restaurants/coffee shops only when the 
historic character and quality of the Downtown and adjacent 
neighborhoods can be maintained. 

Establish and maintain strong boundaries between the CBD and 
adjacent residential neighborhoods. 

Recognize and encourage the different functions, land use patterns, 
and use mixes of the various commercial areas within the downtown. 
This includes: 

0 The pedestrian scale, specialty orientation of the CBD. 
0 The convenience shopping land use pattern of areas north of 

Saratoga Avenue to about Blossom Hill Road, and 
0 The mixed use commercial activities along Santa CruzAvenue and 

the service commercial activities along University Avenue between 
Andrews, Roberts, and Blossom Hill Roads. 

Encourage mixed uses to increase residential opportunities in 
commercial zones. 

Implementing Strategies: 

U.6.1 

L.I.6.2 

ISSUE: 7 

Threshold Floor Area: Study amending the Town Code to establish a 
th res hold floor area th at would require a c ond itiona I use perm it for new 
businesses. 

Time Frame: 
Responsible Party: 

2000 - 2005 
Planning 

Commercial Rent Mediation: Study whether some form of commercial 
rent mediation would benefit the community by protecting small 
businesses and locally owned shops. 

Time Frame: 
Responsible Party: 

2000 - 2005 
Planning 

Los Gatos residents want to develop Los Gatos Boulevard as a distinct place that 
enhances the quality of life of the people of Los Gatos through its beauty, econom icvitality, 
and community. Comm unity opinion expressed during the development and adoption of 
the Los Gatos Boulevard Plan stated that the land uses along Los Gatos Boulevard should 
create a shopping experience and destinations that complement the characteristics of 
Downtown. 

Goal: 

L.G.7.1 

L.G.7.2 

L.G.7.3 

Land Use 

To provide a transition from higher intensity uses at the north end of 

Los Gatos Boulevard at Lark Avenue to existing residential uses at the 
south end of Los Gatos Boulevard. 

To provide clear direction to potential developers. 

To encourage redevelopment, possibly including appropriate and 
compatible re-zoning, of parcels that are experiencing a high vacancy 
rate. 
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L.G.7.4 

L.G.7.5 

L.G.7.6 

L.G.7.7 

L.G.7.8 

Policies: 

L.PJ.1 

L.P.7.2 

L.P.7.3 

L.P.7.4 

L.P.7.5 

L.P.7.6 

L.P.7.7 

L.P.7.8 

L.P.7.9 

L.P.7.10 

To promote commercial activity that complements the whole Town. 

To provide a dependable source ofincome, employment opportunities, 
goods and services. 

To encourage a mixture of uses along Los Gatos Boulevard, including 
where appropriate, mixed-use parcels that are compatible with 
surrounding uses. 

To provide for uses with a family and resident orientation. 

To encourage pedestrian amenities, scale, and design. 

New development must be designed in order to minimize adverse 
impacts upon adjacent residential areas. 

Encourage mixed uses to increase resid entia I opportunities in 
commercial zones. 

Retain and enhance auto dealerships. 

Auto related us es currently existing sh all be allowed to remain 
indefinitely. 

New and relocating auto-related businesses shall be located a)north of 
Los Gatos - Almaden Road, b) adjacent to existing auto dealerships, or 
c) on a vacant site previously used for permitted auto sales. 

Neighborhood commercial, multi-family residential and office uses shall 
be concentrated south of Los Gatos -Almaden Road. 

Uses on Los Gatos Boulevard south of Shannon Road shall be 
residential or office; existing non-residential uses shall not be intensified 
and existing vacant property and residential uses shall be developed as 
Sing le Family Res id entia I. 

Commercial and mixed use development north of Lark shall be in 
keeping with the Vasona Light Rail and Route 85 Element, the North 40 
Specific Plan (when adopted) and shall provideiincorporate Boulevard, 
Downtown and regional transit access accordingly. 

Establish and maintain strong boundaries between the commercial uses 
along Los Gatos Boulevard and adjacent residential neighborhoods. 

New landscaping, streetscape as well as new development shall be 
designed to encourage pedestrian use. 

Implementing Strategies: 

L.I.7.1 

Land Use 

Commercial Image: Work with existing auto dealers and other 
commercial property owners and merchants to develop an appropriate 
commercial image specifically for Los Gatos Boulevard. 

Time Frame: 2000 - 2005 
Responsible Party: Town Manager and Chamber of Commerce 
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U.7.2 

L.I.7.3 

L.I.7.4 

U.7.5 

L.1.7.6 

U.7.7 

L.I.7.8 

U.7.9 

U.7.10 

Land Use 

Development Review Process: Revise the development review 
process for exte riorimp rovements to existing buildings to allow approval 
by staff subject to compliance with Los Gatos Boulevard Design 
Standards. 

Time Frame: 
Responsible Party: 

2000 - 2005 
Planning 

Architectural Standards/Design Criteria: Use adopted Los Gatos 
Boulevard Design Standards to review development proposals. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Planning and Deciding Body 

Land Use Policy: Develop land use policy to provide clear direction to 
potential developers. 

Time Frame: 2000 - 2005 
Responsible Party: Planning and Town Gou ncil 

Los Gatos Boulevard Plan: Implement the Los Gatos Boulevard Plan. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Planning, Engineering and Public Works 

Promotional Sales Activities: Allow auto dealers and other commercial 
property owners and merchants to conduct occasional promotional 
sales activities with a "festival" atmosphere with appropriate restrictions 
to reduce traffic congestion and impacts on neighboring commercial 
and residential uses. 

Time Frame: 
Responsible Party: 

On-going 
Planning 

Pedestrian/bike Links: Provide more pedestrian/bike areas and links to 
adjacent residential areas to foster neighborhood use of commercial 
centers. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Planni'lg, Engineering and Public Works 

North of Los Gatos-Almaden Road: Encourage new or relocating auto
related businesses to re locate to available property north of Los Gatos
Almaden Road. 

Time Frame: 
Responsible Party: 

On-going 
Town Manager, Planning and Chamber of 
Commerce 

Seven Mile Reservoir: Explore use of "air space" over Seven Mile 
Reservoir for landscaped open passive open space. 

Time Frame: 2000 - 2005 
Responsible Party: Planni'lg, Parks and Public Works 

South of Los Gatos - Almaden Road: Encourage replacement of 
vacated business south of Los Gatos - Almaden Road with 
neighborhood commercial, multi-family, or office uses. 

Time Frame: 
Responsible Party: 

On-going 
Planning 
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ISSUE: 8 

Los Gatos is outstanding in its respect for the natural environment. The Santa Cruz 
Mountains are a major natural feature and form the backdrop for Los Gatos. Maintaining 
the tree cover, the creeks. streams and riparian corridors, and accommodating wildlife is 
a major part of the community's id entity. 

LG.8.1 

LG.8.2 

Policies: 

LP.8.1 

L.P.8.2 

L.P.8.3 

L.P.8.4 

L.P.8.5 

L.P.8.6 

L.P.8.7 

LP.8.8 

L.P.8.9 

L.P.8.10 

L.P.8.11 

L.P.8.12 

Land Use 

To preserve the natural topography and erosystems within the Town's 
Sphere of Influence. 

To promote a sustainable community by protecting environmental 
needs without compromising the ability of future generations to meet 
their needs. 

Preserve the Town's distinctive and unique environment by preserving 
and maintaining the natural topography, wildlife and vegetation and by 
mitigating and reversing the harmful effects of traffic congestion, 
pollution and environmental degradation on our urban landscape. 

Limit Hillside development o that specified in the Hillside Specific Plan. 
Minimize development and preserve and enhance the rural atmosphere 
and natural plant and wildlife habitats in the hillside. 

Preserve and protectthe natural state of the Santa Cruz Mountains and 
surrounding hillsides, by, among otherthingsdiscouraging development 
on and near the hillsides as well as development that blocks the views 
of the hillsides. 

Emphasize preserving the natural land forms by minimizing grading. 
Grading should be limited only to the area needed to place the main 
house on the property. 

Allow development that is only environmentally suitable to such use. 

Preserve existing creeks and riparian habitat in as natural state as 
possible. 

When a development project is adjacent to a creek, the approval shall 
include a condition that the creek be dedicated to the Town in fee with 
a maintenance easement granted to the Santa Clara Valley Water 
District 

Existing specimen trees shall be preserved and protected as a part of 
any development proposal. 

Encourage innovative and efficient management of natural resources. 

Lim it hillside development to that which can be safely accommodated 
by our rural two lane roads. 

Encourage the use of scenic easements to preserve viewsheds. 

Work with Santa Clara County to ensure that projects developed in the 
County meet Town policies and standards, do not induce further 
development, and do not unduly burden the Town. 
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Implementing Strategies: 

LI.8.1 

L.I.8.2 

U.8.3 

U.8.4 

L.I.8.5 

LI.8.6 

L.I.8. 7 

Land Use 

Grading Permits: Require Architecture and Site approval for grading 
permits. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Planning and Engneering 

Grading Perm its: Require grading perm its to insure that the grading of 
slopes and sites proposed for development will be minimized. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Planning and Engneering 

Story Poles: Require the erection of story poles priorto the approval of 
new development. 

Time Frame: 
Responsible Party: 

On-going 
Planning 

Lim it Impervious Surf aces: Re vise Town codes to limit the impervious 
surfaces in most zones. Alternative materials and designs shall be 
encouraged for driveways, parking areas and parking lots in all zones 
except the C-2 zone. Examples include but are not limited to: "ribbon 
strip" driveways {pavement in tire areas, grass or gravel in the middle), 
pervious paving material, gravel surface for overflow parking lots. 
Design parking lots to drain into landscaped are as. 

Time Frame: 2000 - 2005 
Responsible Party: Planning and Engineering 

Lim it Size of Hillside Houses: Am end the Town Code to limit the size 
of houses in the hillside area. 

Time Frame: 
Responsible Party: 

2000-2001 
Planning and Architectural Standards and 
Hillsides Committee 

HillsK:le Development Standards: The Town shall continue to work with 
the County in updating hillside development standards, and annexations 
sha II be encouraged with in the Urban Service Boundary. 

Time Frame: 
Responsible Party: 

On-going 
Planning 

Landscape Design Standards: Prepare landscape design standards 
that are environmentally conscious, maximize the use of native and 
drought-tolerant species, and encourage well planned planting 
schemes, that in elude appropriate sized plant material in sufficient 
density to add to the thoughtfulness and beauty of the Town. 

Time Frame: 
Responsible Party: 

On-going 
Parks 
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U.8.8 

L.I.8.9 

LI.8.1 o 

L.I.8.11 

L.I.8.12 

U.8.13 

L.I.8.14 

L.I.8.15 

Land Use 

Open Space: Maximize preservation of open space and scenic vistas 
by requiring dedications in fee (preferred) or easements and by 
restricting buildable areas on lots. Where buildable areas are restricted 
through clustering, planned developments. or other means, these 
means shall not allow higher o vera II density on the parcel th an would 
otherwise be allowed by the zoning. Dedications should be ma de jointly 
to Town and Mid-Peninsula Regional Open Space District 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Plannng, Engineering and Parks 

Open Space: Sponsor an existing agency or create a new agency to 
encourage private property owners to dedicate op en space easements 
to the Town. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Town Manager 

Hillside Design Standard: Houses shall be designed to step down the 
contours rather than be designed for flat pads. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Planning and Architectural Standards Committee 

Ridge lines: Review all subdivisions and house plans to avoid having 
structures project above the ridge lines when seen from the valley floor. 
Avoid grading that would alter 1he natural ridge line. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Planning and Deciding Body 

Grading Moratorium: Prohibit grading in hillside areas between October 
1 and April 15. Install interim erosion control measures shown on the 
approved interim erosion control plan by October 1. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Planning and Engineering 

Soils and Geologic Reports: For projects with potential grading, erosion 
and sediment control problems, soils and geologic reports will be 
provided during the development review process. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Planning, Building and Engineering 

Geo logic Reports: Require geologic reports to specify construction 
methods to protectthe proposed project as well as existing residences 
in the vicinity from identified hazards. 

Time Frame: On-going 
Responsible Party: Applicant, Planning, Building and Engineering 

Environmental Impact Reports: Staff should err on the side of requiring 
an Environmental Impact Report to ensure adequate consideration of 
environmental concerns associated with projects. 

Time Frame: 
Responsible Party: 

On-going 
Planning 
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U.8.16 

Land Use 

Reverse and prevent harmful development impacts: The Town shall 
design and implement programs and procedures to mitigate the effects 
of past developments, and to review and prevent or mitigate the imp acts 
of future development on community sustainability. 

Time Frame: 
Responsible Party: 

On-going 
Planning 
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The Silverstein Law Firm, APC 
June 9, 2020 

Further Objections to General Plan Amendments and 
Notices of Exemption for, and of General Plan Amendment 

GPA-2020-01 and GPA-2020-02; 
CEQA Case Nos. EA-CE-2020-036 and EA-CE-2020-037 

EXHIBIT 9 
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Dear 2UrbanGirls, 

The proposed changes to the general plan are exactly what the rich-out-of-town campaign contributors 

put the council in place to do·-Destroy the community of Inglewood for THEIR personal enrichment. The 

four overpaid aye men will vote as they always do .. without regard for their neighbors in an effort to 

please THE DECISION CZAR. With a 400% density increase here and a 800% density increase there no 

one should notice the 1380% increase over there. Like the frog in boiling water, or the lambs following 

"their leader" to slaughter, Inglewood residents may one day wake up and notice while they kept their 

voices silent their "quarters" have been made smaller, the shading magnolias have been removed, and 

their investment in the American dream has transformed to live as a sardine. 

The winners here are developers who use our tax money to buy their large estates for their families and 

the realtors who claim higher property value is the important thing. (yes to them since their 
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6/6/2020 Letter to the Editor: Inglewood voters need to wake up - 2UrbanGirls 

commissions are higher) The losers are individual residents who want their children to enjoy the 

promise of democracy rather than dictatorship, in a sate, stable, house with a piece of grass, fresh air, 

and limited traffic in a neighborhood where lifetime friendships flourish. 

This recent pandemic should have taught everyone an important lesson Personal Space shouldn't be a 

luxuryonlyfor billionaires and millionaires, it is important for all, even the residents of Inglewood. See 

what "Playa Vista- esk:' plans these four have approved at "urbanize LA' or get the details at "the arroyo 

group" >(enjoy the pretty renderings-you paid for those pretty pies) 

Tell your council member his aye or yes today will be your vote for someone else in November. 

When do you thinkthe letters over one Manchester will be changed to 'The New Chavez Ravine" or 

"Welcome to Tara"? 

Not a sardine 

General Plan Amendment -- Environmental Justice 

(https://wwvv.cityofJ nglewoocl.org/ Agend aCenterNiewFi le/I tem/9197?fJ le I D=4444) 

General Plan Amendment -- Land Use 

(https://wwvv.cityofJ nglewoocl.org/ Agend aCenterNiewFi le/I tem/9198?fJ le I D=4445) 

*'Editor's note. Public Hearings will take place on the General Plan amendments on June 9, 2020. 
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The city of Inglewood will hold a public hearing on amending the city's General Plan which will 

drastically affect the density rate. As foreign investors continue to invest in housing one of the key 

selling points Turnstone Capital (https://2urbangirls.com/turnstone-capital-japanese-investors

inglewood-20160330/) points out is taking advantage of "increasing density which allows to increase 

value in real estate assets''. 

https://2urbangirls.com/city-of-inglewood-public-hearing-amending-the-general-plan/ 
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6/6/2020 City of Inglewood Public Hearing: Amending the General Plan - 2UrbanGirls 

10818 Yukon Ave. (photo: 2UrbanGirls) 

Creating density and increasing value involves this scenario. An investor purchases two single family 

homes. adjoins the parcels, and creates a multi-family residence. This is troublesome tor a city like 

Inglewood which already lacks parking and has created a citywide parking permit system which only 

allows two parking permits per household. 

The General Plan is being amended to specifically increase density for the proposed Clippers arena, aka 

the Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center (I BEC). 

Long-time resident Diane Sambrano spoke to 2UrbanGirls about why this should concern Inglewood 

residents. 

"This amendment is exactly what the greedy out-of-town developers, who have financed the current 

councils election and local realtors who seek to personally profit desires," said Sambrano. 

"The quality of life decreases for residents will be significant as the number of allowable dwellings will 

choke out green space, increase traffic and all but eliminate neighborhoods of single family homes. 

Sambrano specifically refers to a new housing development in the city's north end at Plymouth and 

Labrea. 

11.5 Plymouth (photo: google images) 

The properties located along a stretch of Plymouth became the subject ot a Letter to the Editor 

(https:!/2urbangirls.corn/!etter- to-the-editor-shady-real-estate- transactions- in- the-city-of-

inglewoodl) concerning the delay in filing recording documents on behalf of the owners. 

"Twenty town homes will replace eleven existing single family homes;' said Sambrano. "This was all 

down under the Arroyo Group who taxpayers essentially paid to destroy their community:' 

https://2urbangirls.com/city-of-inglewood-public-hearing-amending-the-general-plan/ 
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Arroyo Group's website depicts plans for 3,000 units at Crenshaw-Imperial which will replace the 

shopping center where Superior Market, Big 5 and other small businesses are located. 

TOO Plan Areas 

:--: :;f!::::~~:i:! :-:. ii:.::~:::~: 

.,.,;,:c&:~~.2':,:D·,: A. ~ ~~h· .. ~.-1:}",.~; •·······•· .............. ::;;,;::, · .. :.~ ... : .. :: ....... ~:~·~~~ 
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You may recall many business owners complained that the city cut off some turning access at the 

intersection of Crenshaw and 113th Street at Wells Fargo. One could assume the city was attempting 

to sabotage the businesses to justify closing the center in favor of the housing development. 

A 14 story hotel will be erected at 3820 W. 102nd Street and another monstrous hotel at 11111 S. 

Prairie Avenue and 4026 W. 1 Hth Street 

(https://wwvv.cityofinglewoocl.org/AgendaCenter.NiewFile/ltem/5475?filelD=2982). 

The James T. Butts Jr. administration is methodically increasing density to drive out long term residents 

of the city ot Inglewood. 

Inglewood residents Kenneth and Dawn Baines hired the Silverstein Law Firm to file an opposition to 

the amended plan. 

They are also opposed to the fact that the IBEC project, 

(https://wvvw.cityofi nglewood.org/ Agend aCenter/ViewFi le/I tem/9198?fi le I D=4445 )which has been 

criticized tor 42 environmental adverse actions, would be alleviated should the city change the General 

Plan. 

Their opposition was related to the city's lack of proper notification. The city utilizes Inglewood Today 

newspaper to publish the notices, however, despite the vast taxpayer funds pumped into the weekly 

publication, they are not delivered to homeowners. Instead they have to hunt the paper down thus 

missing out on these important announcements. 

https://2urbangirls.com/city-of-inglewood-public-hearing-amending-the-general-plan/ 
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No opposition was flied on behalf of anv existing environmental group in the city of Inglewood. 

9URBANGIRL 
(https://urbangirlfund.com) 

Inglewood Today Publisher Willie Brown is involved in a battle with resident Hali mah Ginyard. who 

runs a popular Inglewood focused Face book group and has become Executive Director of the 

Inglewood Chamber, registered herself as the publisher (https://www.gopetition.com/petitions/calHor · 

resignation-of-halimah-ginyard-executive-director-of-inglewood-chamber-for-unethical

behavior.html?fbclid•"lwAR3Ftc1yZqGmXW2z1aFiCkZNewqdguu81cctml8uiQPN2tuqa8zWG5J21K4) 

of Brown's twenty year old newspaper. 

It is possible Ginyard has usurped advertising funds from his paper with th is action. 

Board members otthe Inglewood Chamber, which include realtors and other reputable city businesses, 

continue to allow unethical and unscrupulous persons to be the leader of the organization which saw 

the former Executive Director removed related to mismanaging chamber funds. 

Related: Letter to the Editor: Inglewood Mayor threatens Board of the Inglewood Airport Area 

Chamber of Commerce (https://2urbangir!s.com/letter-to-the-editor-ing!ewood-mayor-threatens

board-of-the-inglewood-airport-area-chamber-of-commerce/) 

Was Ginyard installed there to continue the alleged pillaging of chamber funds 

(https://2urbangirls.com/is-the-inglewood-chamber-of-commerce-funneling-donations-to-inglewood

city-council-members/) or is Mayor Butts attempting to forcefully take over Brown's paper through her 

filing? 

The Public Hearing will take place Tuesday, June 9th at 2pm and you can watch the meeting on the city's 

Face book (https://wvvw.facebook.com/cityofinglewood/) page. 

https://2urbangirls.com/city-of-inglewood-public-hearing-amending-the-general-plan/ 
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The Silverstein Law Firm, APC 
June 16, 2020 

Objections to IBEC Project, DEIR and FEIR; 
State Clearinghouse No. 2018021056 
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Appendix C 

Notice of Completion & Environmental Document Transmittal 
A1ai! w: State Clearinghouse, P.O. Box 3044, Sacramento, CA 95812-3044 (916) 445--0613 (~C~ # 20 1::s:o:21 ~56 
For Hand Delivery/Street Address: 1400 Tenth Street, Sacramento, CA 95814 _ ::: : .. ::::.::::.:::: ::::::~ 

Project Title: Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center 

Lead Agency: City of Inglewood Contact Person: Artie Shaw -------------
Mailing Address: 1 Manchester Boulevard 

City: Inglewood 

Phone: (310) 412-5301 

Zip: 90301___ County:L _o_s_A_n-'g""e_!_es __________ _ 

-----------------------------------Project location: County:Los Angeles City/Nearest Community: California 
---------------~ 

Cross Streets: 5. Prairie Ave., W. Century Blvd., 5. Doty Ave. W. 101 st and W. 1 02nd Streets Zip Code: 90303, 903~ 

Longitude/Latitude (degrees. minutes and seconds): __ 0 
__ ' __ ,,NI __ 0 

__ ' __ " W Total Acres: Approx. 28 acres 

Assessor's Parcel No.: Section: NIA __ Twp.: NIA __ Range: NIA __ Base: N/A __ 

Within 2 Miles: State Hwy#: Waterways: __ _ 

Airports:------------ Railways: _M_e_tr_o ______ _ Schools: 

Document Type: 

CEQA: D NOP 0 Draft EIR. NEPA: D NCH Other: 
. C Early Cons 

D Neg Dec 
C MitNeg Dec 

Local Action Type: 

C General Plan Update 
D General Plan Amendment 
D General Plan Element 
D Community Plan 

Development Type: 

C Supplement/Subsequent EIR 
(Prior SCH No.)-----
Other: 

C Specific Plan 
D Master Plan 
C Planned Unit Development 
D Site Plan 

C Residential: Units Acres __ _ 

D 
D 
D 
D 

D EA 
D Draft EIS 
D FONS I 

- - - - - - - -
Rezone 
Prezone 
Use Permit 
Land Division (Subdivision, etc.) 

[8J Office: Sq.ft. 71,000 Acres __ _ 
[8J Commercial:Sq.ft. 63,000 - Acres __ _ 

Employees __ _ C Transportation: Type 
Employees __ _ D Mining: Mineral 

D Joint Document 
D Final Document 
[8J Other: AB 987 Application 

- - - - - - - - - - -
D Annexation 
D Redevelopment 
D Coastal Permit 
[81 Other:AB 987 

C fndustrial: Sq.ft. ---- Acres 
C Educational: --- ---

Employees __ _ D Power: Type MW------

[8] Recreational:915,000 sJ 
0 Waste Treatment:Type MOD-----
0 Hazardous Waste:Type··"---·-----·--

~------------------~ D Water Facilities:Type ------- MOD 0 Other: 85,000 practice and training facility, 25,000 s.f. sports ~ 

Project Issues Discussed in Document: 

D Aesthetic/Visual C Fiscal D RecreationiParks 
D Agricultural Land 0 Flood Plain/Flooding D Schools/Universities 
[8J Air Quality C Forest Land/Fire Hazard C Septic Systems 
D ArcheologicaliHistorical C Geologic/Seismic C Sewer Capacity 
D Biological Resources C Minerals C Soil Erosion/Compaction/Grading 
D Coastal Zone C Noise D Solid Waste 
D Drainage/Absorption C Population/Housing Balance C Toxic/Hazardous 
[8J Economic/Jobs C Public Services/Facilities [81 Traffic/Circulation 

Present land Use/Zoning/General Plan Designation: 

C Vegetation 
C Water Quality 
C Water Supply/Groundwater 
C Wetland/Riparian 
C Growth Inducement 
C Land Use 
C Cumulative Effects 
[81 Other: Greenhouse gas 

~d_::s~ia~a~d ~o~~e~i~ G_:n_:r~ P~n_d=i~n:io_:,15,:.. C.::_2'~ A~~rt~o_::ii:;::e~ci~, ~-~ ~m~te_:! ~a~u~c~r~g~P::.: ~ar~in2, ~-;g 

Project Description: (please use a separate page if necessary) 

See Attached. 

1Vote: The State Clearini!wuse will assir.:n ident{!ication nwnbersfor ali new projects. {{a SCH numher already existsJ(;r a project (e.f{. 1Vo1ice l!l Preparation or 
previous drq{I document) please.fill in. 

Revi~ed 2010 
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R:evie1,iving Agencies Checklist 
-----------------------~--~--~------~·~····~········-·-·--···-·······--

Lead Agencies may recommend State Clearinghouse distribution by marking agencies below with a.nd "X''. 
If you have already sent your document to the <'lgency please dm1ote that with an "S". 

x Air Rco:ourccs Board 

Boating&. Waterways, Depa.rtmcnt of 

Cri!ifornia Emcrgern;y tvhmagement Agency 

t~alif~Jr.n1a I-Hgh.v.;ay .Patrol 

C;.dtrnm; Distrkt # 

Ca:!trans Di vis inn nf /\•tronauti.cs 

(\dtnms Plmwing 

C\:ntrnl Valley Flood Pn)ft<:,lion Board 

Coachella VnHey M:ms. C:onsCfV<mcy 

Coastal Commission 

(':olorado f.Uv~r Board 
Conscrvrnion, Depanmc.m of 

Correct.ions, Department of 

Ddta Protection Commissl.on 

Education, Di~parrmcnt of 

Energy Commisfiirm 

Fish &. Chune l{eglcn1 # 

Food & Agriculiure, Department of 

Forestry and Fire Prot>:cdon, Depnrtmen! or 
Goncrn! Ser11kx;s, Lh::partrncm of 

l·ktdth SCP<' ice:;, Department of 

Housing & Community Dcvdopmcnt 

NMive American Heritage C:on--m1ission 

Local Public Review Period (to be tilled in by lead agency) 

Starting Date -----------------

lead Agency (Complete if appilcab!e): 

. .L,..,/ // 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -r - -_7.-

s19nature of Lead Agency RepresentaH'((,/,.-::::'.<~-- / 

Office ofHiMorie hcscrvmion 

Offk:c of Pt1blk Schoo! Constrnction 
___ Parks & Recreatl<!n, Dcpanrneni of 

___ h~ML:idc Regulathm, Ikpanrncnt of 

Public Utilities Commission 
___ Regional WQCB :ff __ _ 

Rcsoi.JJi:cs Agu1cy 

___ ReM)uru~s Recyding. and Rc<:ovcry, Depm.·tment of 

___ S.F. Bay Conservaiion & Development Comm. 

San Gabriel & Lower L.A. Riven&. Mms. Conservancy 

San. Joaqui.n River Conservancy 

Santa Mtrnka IvJ"tns, Conservancy 

Sta.le Lands Corn.mission 

S\VRCB: Clean Vv'atcr Gnmts 
___ S\VRCB: Vhwcr Q1.rnlily 

___ S\VRCB: 'Naier Rights 

Tahoe Regional Planning Ag,~ncy 

--- 'Toxic Substances c-:ontrol~ i)e·part.~Tient of 
V/ater l<.esources. Denar!mcm of ,................... . :-. 

Other; ---------------------0th er: ___________________ _ 

Ending Date 

Address: 

City/State/Zip: --------------------
Phone: 

~""'----------------------~ 

Authority cited: Section 2l 083, Public HHsixirct'JS Code. Flefoirancs: Seeb:m 2i 16i, Public Rew:iurces Gode, 
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A. ASSESSOR PARCEL NUMBERS OF THE LAND COMPRISING THE 
INGLEWOOD BASKETBALL AND ENTERTAINMENT CENTER BASE PLAN: 

Assessor Identification Numbers 4032-001-005, 4032-001-006, 4032-001-033, 
4032-001-039, 4032-001-048, 4032-001-049, 4032-001-900 to 4032-001-913, 
inclusive, 4032-002-913 to 4032-002-917, inclusive, 4032-003-912, 4032-003-
914, 4032-003-915, 4032-004-913, 4032-004-914, 4032-007-035, 4032-007-900 
to 4032-007-905, inclusive, 4032-008-001, 4032-008-034, 4032-008-035, 4032-
008-900 to 4032-008-905, inclusive, 4032-008-907, 4032-008-908, 4034-004-900 
to 4034-004-913, inclusive, and 4034-005-900 to 4034-005-912, inclusive. 

B. ASSESSOR PARCEL NUMBERS OF THE LAND COMPRISING THE 
INGLEWOOD BASKETBALL AND ENTERTAINMENT CENTER ALTERNATE 
PRAIRIE ACCESS VARIANT PLAN: 

Assessor Identification Numbers 4032-001-005, 4032-001-006, 4032-001-033, 
4032-001-039, 4032-001-048, 4032-001-049, 4032-001-900 to 4032-001-913, 
inclusive, 4032-002-913 to 4032-002-917, inclusive, 4032-003-912, 4032-003-
914, 4032-003-915, 4032-004-913, 4032-004-914, 4032-007-035, 4032-007-900 
to 4032-007-905, inclusive, 4032-008-001, 4032-008-002, 4032-008-006, 4032-
008-034, 4032-008-035, 4032-008-900 to 4032-008-905, inclusive, 4032-008-907, 
4032-008-908, 4034-004-900 to 4034-004-913, inclusive, and 4034-005-900 to 
4034-005-912, inclusive. 

C. SCHOOLS WITHIN A 2-MILE RADIUS OF INGLEWOOD BASKETBALL AND 
ENTERTAINMENT CENTER: 

1. Moffett Elementary School, 11050 Larch Ave, Lennox, CA 90304 

2. Green Dot Public Schools Ca, 11044 S Freeman Ave, Inglewood, 
CA 90304 

3. Animo Leadership High School, 11044 S Freeman Ave, Inglewood, 
CA 90304 

4. Dolores Huerta Elementary School, 4125 W 105th St, Lennox, CA 
90304 

5. Lennox Mathematics Science and Technology Academy, 11036 
Hawthorne Blvd, Lennox, CA 90304 

6. Morningside High School, 10500 Yukon Ave, Inglewood, CA 90303 

7. Monroe Middle School, 10711 S 10th Ave, Inglewood, CA 90303 

8. Woodworth Imagine Leaming Magnet Elementary School, 3200 W 
104th St, Inglewood, CA 90303 

9. Environmental Charter Middle School, 3600 W Imperial Hwy, 
Inglewood, CA 90303 

10. Bennett/Kew Elementary School, 11710 S Cherry Ave, Inglewood, 
CA 90303 
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11. Worthington Elementary School, 11101 Yukon Ave S, Inglewood, CA 
90303 

12. Century Park Elementary School, 10935 Spinning Ave S, Inglewood, 
CA 90303 

13. Today's Fresh Start Charter School Inglewood, 3405 W Imperial 
Hwy, Inglewood, CA 90303 

14. St. Eugene Parish School, 9521 Haas Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90047 

15. Animo City of Champions, 9330 S 8th Ave, Inglewood, CA 90305 

16. Payne Elementary, 215 W 94th St, Inglewood, CA 90301 

17. Animo Inglewood Charter High School, 3425 W Manchester Blvd, 
Inglewood, CA 90305 

18. Inglewood High School, 231 S Grevillea Ave, Inglewood, CA 90301 

19. ICEF Inglewood Middle Charter Academy, 304 E Spruce Ave, 
Inglewood, CA 90301 

20. Kelso Elementary School, 809 E Kelso St, Inglewood, CA 90301 

21. City Honors College Preparatory Academy, 120 W Regent St, 
Inglewood, CA 90301 

22. Century Community Charter School, 901 Maple St, Inglewood, CA 
90301 

23. Gold Ribbon Schools, W El Segundo Blvd, Hawthorne, CA 90250 

24. Jefferson Elementary, 10322 Condon Ave, Inglewood, CA 90304 

25. Crozier Middle School, 120 W Regent St, Inglewood, CA 90301 

26. St Mary's Academy, 701 Grace Ave, Inglewood, CA 90301 

27. Oak Street Elementary School, 633 S Oak St, Inglewood, CA 90301 

28. Hillcrest High School, 441 W Hillcrest Blvd, Inglewood, CA 90301 

29. Inglewood Continuation High School, 441 W Hillcrest Blvd, 
Inglewood, CA 90301 

30. University of West Los Angeles, 9800 S La Cienega Blvd # 12, 
Inglewood, CA 90301 

31. Claude Hudnall Elementary School, 331 W Olive St, Inglewood, CA 
90301 

32. St John Chrysostom Catholic School, 530 E Florence Ave, 
Inglewood, CA 90301 

33. Felton Elementary School, 10417 S Felton Ave, Inglewood, CA 
90304 

34. Anthony's Pre-School, 8708 Crenshaw Blvd, Inglewood, CA 90305 
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D. OTHER DEVELOPMENT TYPES: 

1. 85,000 sq. ft practice and training facility 

2. 25,000 sq. ft. sports medicine clinic 

3. 150-room hotel 

DI. PRESENT LAND USE/ZONING/GENERAL PLAN DESIGNATION: 

1. General Plan designations: 

a. Industrial, 

b. Commercial. 

2. Zoning designations: 

a. C-2A Airport Commercial, 

b. M-1 L Limited Manufacturing, 

c. P-1 Parking, 

d. R-2 Residential Limited Multifamily, 

e. R-3 Residential Multiple Family. 

Dll. PROJECT DESCRIPTION: 
The Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center would consist of an arena 
designed to host the LA Clippers basketball team with up to 18,000 fixed seats for 
National Basketball Association (NBA) games. The arena could also be configured 
with up to 500 additional temporary seats for events such as family shows, 
concerts, conventions and corporate events, and non-LA Clippers sporting events. 
In addition, the project would include an approximately 85,000-s.f. team practice 
and athletic training facility; approximately 71,000 s.f. of LA Clippers team office 
space; an approximately 25,000-s.f. sports medicine clinic for team and potential 
general public use; approximately 63,000 s.f. of ancillary retail, restaurant, 
community space, and similar uses; an outdoor plaza, related parking facilities, 
and an approximately 150-room hotel. 
In addition to the base project, two variants to circulation infrastructure are being 
considered: (1) the West Century Boulevard Pedestrian Bridge Variant, which 
would include a pedestrian bridge connecting the arena site to the Los Angeles 
Stadium and Entertainment District at Hollywood Park; and (2) the Alternate Prairie 
Access Variant, under which owners of two residential parcels (one with a single
family home and one with a triplex) south of West 102nd Street and South Prairie 
Avenue would be offered voluntary residential acquisition assistance and would be 
removed to allow the arena building and a drop-off area to be shifted slightly to the 
south. The West Century Boulevard Pedestrian Bridge Variant could be combined 
with either the base project or the Alternate Prairie Access Variant, and would not 
change the APNs included in either. 
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Notice of Completion & Environmental Document Transmittal 
Mail to: State Clearinghouse, P. 0. Box 3044, Sacramento, CA 95812-3044 (916) 445-0613 
For Hand Delive;y/Street Address: 1400 Tenth Street, Sacramento, CA 95814 SCH# 2018021056 

Project Title: _Jnglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center (IBEC) 
Lead Agency: City of Inglewood 

Mailing Address: One West Manchester Boulevard, 41h Floor, Inglewood, CA 90301 

Contact Person: Mindy Wilcox, AlCP 

Phone: (310)412-5230 
~·············································································································································· 

City: )ng!ewood .................•......................................................................... Zip: 90_30_1 __ _ County: Los Angeles 

Project Location: County: Los Angeles 
~~~~~~~~~~~-

Cross Streets; _West Century Boulevard/South Prairie Avenue 
City/Nearest Community: Inglewood-~-----------

Zip Code: 90303 __ 

Lat. I Long. (degrees, minutes, and seconds): -······-" __ ' __ "NI __ " __ 1 
__ " W Total Acres: 28 

Assessor's Parcel No.: sffi!e.~. (~~~-~!.§.~t:d QEIB figme. 2.-2) Section:___ Twp.: ____ Range: Base: 

Within 2 Miles: Stale Hwy#; 1-405, 1-105 Waterways: ···················································································································································-
Airports: Los Angeles lnternalionaL Hawthorne Municipal Railways: none 
Schools: Crozier Middle School Cil't HonorsCollsge Pre2aralo!YAcademy, Hudnall Elementary. lrmlewood High. Inglewood Continuation Hjgh Oak 

Street Elemen!art, Beulah Pa~ne Eiemenla!J!, Grace Hoimer STEM Academ;i:, Kelso Elernenla!Y. Warren Lane Elemen!a!J!, Morningside High 
Schoo!, Woodworth-Monroe TK--8 Magnet Academy, Worthington ElementaD! School. Bennett!Kew Elementary School, Doklres Huerta 
Elementa[Y, Jefferson Elemen!art. Felton E!ementar:L Schoo], Buford Elementau School, York ElementaJY School. Lennox Academy, Animo 
Leadership Charter High School. Environmental Charter Middle Schoo!. Century Par'K Elementary 

Document Type: 

CEQA: 0 NOP 
0 EarlyCons 
D NegDec 
0 MitNeg Dec 

Local Action Type: 

D General Plan Update 
[2'J General Plan Amendment 
D General Plan Element 

0 Draft EJR 
D Supplement/Subsequent ElR 
(Prior SCH No.) 
Other 

[2'J Specific Plan Amendment 
D Master Plan 

NEPA: 0 NOI 
DEA 

[2'J Rezone 

D DraftEIS 
0 FONSI 

D Prezone 
D UsePermit 

Other: D Joint Document 
D Final Document 
D Other 

D Annexation 
D Redevelopment 
D Coastal Permit 

D Community Plan 
D Planned Unit Development 
[2'J Site Plan l8J Land Division (Subdivision, etc.) !25.l Other see DEIR ~2.6 

Development Type: 

D Residential: Units Acres __ _ 
0 Office: Sq.ft. 71,000 Acres ___ Employees D Transportation: Type _____________ _ 
0 Commercial: Sq.ft. '48]5'0-··- Acres ___ Employees D Mining: Mineral _____________ _ 
D lndustrial: Sq.ft. Acres Employees___ D Power: Type MW __ _ 
D Educational D Waste Treatment: Type ~-~· -----~ MGD ................................... . 
D Recreational D Hazardous Waste: Type ___ _ 
D Water Facillties: Type MGD ..................... - f;8J Other:)15,000 sgltt arena~ 85,000 s_\M'fi training facil1ty;, 25,000 sglft 
soorts medicine clinic~ 15,000 sglft communilj( uses: 150-room hotet plaza snace; ,garking: water well relocation. 

~ - ~ - ·~ ·~ -- ·~ ·~ - - ·- - ·- ·~ ~ ·~ ·~ - ~ ~ ~ - - ~ - ~ - - ~ - - - ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - . 
Project Issues Discussed ln Document: 

!25.l AestheticNisual D Fiscal 
D Agricultural Land 0 Flood Plain/Flooding 
!25.l Air Quality D Forest Land/Fire Hazard 
!25.l Archeological/Historical r:8J Geologic/Seismic 
0 Biological Resources D Minerals 
D Coastal Zone 0 Noise 
[2'J Drainage/ Absorption 0 Population/Housing Balance 
(ill Economic/Jobs 0 Public Services/Facilities 

Present Land Use/Zoning/General Plan Designation: 

0 Recreation/Parks 
!25.l Schools/Universities 
D Septic Systems 
0 Sewer Capacity 
f;8J Soil Erosion/Compaction/Grading 
r:8J Solid Waste 
0 Toxic/Hazardous 
r:8J Traffic/Circulation 

f;8J Vegetation 
r:8J Water Quallty 
r:8J Water Supply/Groundwater 
D Wetland/Riparian 
0 Growth Inducement 
0 Land Use 
0 Cumulative Etfocts 
f;8J Other: Greenhouse Gases, Ener!J.Y 

General Plan designa!ions: Industrial and Commercial. Zoning: C-2A Airport Commercial, M-1L Limited Manulacturing, P-1 Parking, R-2 Residential Limited Multifamily, R·3 
Resl:lential Multiple Family 
-p;;;J~toe;criptio;;: (µtease use a-si{Jarate jjage it necessar0 - - - - - - - "" - - - .................... - - ... -
The Prnposed Project consisl~ of an arena designed to host the l.A Clippers basketball team with up to 18,000 fc:<ed seats for Nalior.al Basketball Association (NBA) games and up lo 51)() additional temporary 
seats for even!s such as family shows, concer!s, cor.Yenljons, corpora1e events, and non-LA Clippers sporting even!s. In addition, !he Proposed Projec! would include an approximatel)' 85,000-square reel 
!earn prac!ice and ath!elic !raining facili!y: approKima!ely 71,000 square feet of LA Clippers learn office space; an approximately 25,000-square fool spans medicine clinic. An outdo-1r plaza for ~des!rian 
circulation, patron queueing, and gathering would be surrounded by approximately 4$.000 square feel of retaillres!auranl uses, up to 15,000square feet of community uses, and an ou!door stage. 
Additionally, !he Proposed Project would include a limlled-seiYice hotel use with !ill to \50 rooms. Three parking garages would provide 4, 125 parking spaces. An existing City of !ng!ewood groundwater well 
1hal is localed wilhin the Arena Site would be relocated to the Well Relc.ca\ion Site as part ofihe Proposed Project 

Note: The stale Clearinghouse will assign identification numbers/or all new projects, lf a SCH number already exists for a project (e,g. Notice of Preparalion or 
previous draft document) please fill in. 
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Reviewing Agencies Checklist 
Lead Agencies may recommend State Clearinghouse distribution by marking agencies below with and "X". 
If you have already sent your document lo the agency please deno!e that with an "S". 

x 

x 
x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

Air Resources Board 

Boating & Waterways, Department of 

California Emergency Management Agency 

California Highway Patrol 

Caltrans District # Z 
Caltrans Division of Aeronautics 

Caltrans Planning 

Central Valley Flood Protection Board 

Coachella Valley Mountains Conservancy 

Coastal Commission 

Colorado River Board 

Conservation, Depat1ment of 

Corrections, Department of 

Delta Protection Commission 

Education, Department of 

Energy Commission 

Fish & Wildlife Region#~ 

Food & Agriculture, Department of 

Porest1y and Fire Protection, Department of 

General Services, Department of 

Health Services, Department of 

Housing & Community Development 

X Native American Heritage Commission 

Local Public Review Period (to be filled in by lead agency) 

Stai1ing Date Decemb._e_r_27~,_2_01_9 __________ _ 

Lead Agency (Complete if applicable): 

Consulting Firm: ESA 
--~-----~--~--~~~ 

Address: 626 Wilshire Boulevard, Sui!e 1100 
City/State/Zip: l0$Ai1gei-es-, -CA-90-0-17 ________ _ 

Contact: Christina Eiwin 
Phone: (916) 564-4500 

'~------~------~ 

x 

x 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 

x 
x 

x 

Office of Historic Preservation 

Office of Public School Construction 

Parks & Recreation, Department of 

Pesticide Regulation, Department of 

Public Utilities Commission 

Regional WQCB # 1 
Resources Agency 

Resources Recycling and Recovety, Department of 

S.F. Bay Conservation & Development Commission 

San Gabriel & Lower L.A. Rivers and Mtns Conservancy 

San Joaquin River Conservancy 

Santa Monica Mountains Conservancy 
State Lands Commission 

SWRCB: Clean Water Grants 

SWRCB: Water Quality 

S\VRCB: Water Rights 

Tahoe Regional Planning Agency 

Toxic Substances Control, Department of 

Water Resources, Department of 

Other Office of Emergency Services 

Other 
~-----------------~ 

Ending Date February 10, 2020 

Applicant: Murphy's Bowl LLC 
Address: PO Box 1558 
City/State/Zip: Bellevue, WA 98009 

Phone: -~--~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~--

Signature of lead Agency Representative: ~ /1) 4 Date: 12/27119 

Authority cited: Section 21083, Public Resources Code. Reference: Section 21161, Public Resources Code. 
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SOURCE: TerraServer, 2018; ESA, 2019. 

ESA 

Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center 

Figure 2-2 
Project Elements 
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Dolores Hue1ia Elementary School to 10220 S Prairie .Ave, Inglewood, CA 90303 - Goog... Page 1 of 1 

Dolores Huerta Elementary School to 10220 S V\falk 0.2 mile, 4 min 
Prairie Ave, Inglewood, CA 90303 

:.::·.··~:·~::.·.' ::.:.~~~·:. :.:::·i::·.:N 

{~} 

t>otow.~ H:u~rt& 
fl•m•<>!<>r'.<' S·coo'1lO 

via W ·104th St and S Prairle Ave 

via 'vV ·105th St and S Prairie Ave 

4min 

G? n~Hs· 

5m!n 

:~%1· 
·: :·:·l . :.:·::.:"; ~:-~ :;: : ~:.::-·~ 

Map data @2020 100 ft ;L .... 
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10220 Prairie Avenue, Inglewood, CA to Lennox, California 90304 - Google Maps 

r..:-" f'i.· /.··•· f.····.'~. ).•. £$ .. ·.. 1\ A. ;::::,. i·.•'v. '.·~ x~l·v<.):4i~=·t ~ :-...., ~t:J ~.J.0 
·>-»*'' . 

10220 Prairie Avenue, Inglewood, CA to Lennox, California 90304 Walk 0.2 mile, 5 min 

Imagery ©2020 Maxar Technologies, U.S. Geological Survey, USDA Farm Service Agency, Map data ©2020 100 ft 

via S Prairie Ave and W 105th St 5 min 
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4044 W 105th St - Google Maps Page 1of1 

Image capture: Feb 2020 @ 2020 Google 

Lennox, California 

Google 

Street View 

+. 
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Huerta Elementary 

HUERTA ELEMENTARY 

learning At Buford Felton Huerta Jefferson Moffett Lennox Middle School Lennox State 
Home Elementary Elementary Elementary Elementary Elementary School Readiness Preschool 

Social Media 

Heme Caienda: 

https://hesJennox.k12.ca.us/ 

Center 

Schoo is Staff 
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Huerta Elementary 

"' Join the Lennox District Mailing List 

I District 

eso a lnlemel M lo$ 

Useful Links 

Students will continue to use Learning At Horne 
guidelines 

Heme 

https://hesJennox.k12.ca.us/ 

v 

M<:-:i":!~ :'i~~>_.rj~·::: l<">~:.t~~ 

o~:+~~t 

A,<;:oclfa1b~i:i. ~'\::;t\"'H :tw:- .·.J~rit.i- :t~~:-

M'l':IN~~y Hm~ hi-f~y 

l~ilm·:iJ:p::.:: 

Free meals tor children ages 2-18 years old 
Alirnentos Gratuitos para nifios de 2-·1 s afios de edad 

LEAP has created a letter tor parents about their 
@lennox_leap instagrarn page. Hope you have a 
chance to visit the instagram page:) 

ShawAllNews · 

Caienda: Schoo is Staff 
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June 16, 2020 

Objections to IBEC Project, DEIR and FEIR; 
State Clearinghouse No. 2018021056 

EXHIBIT 43 



Department of Toxic Substances Control 

Jared Blumenfeld 
Secretary for 

Environmental Protection 

April 27, 2020 

Veronica Lebron 
The Silverstein Law Firm, APC 

Meredith \Ni!!iams, Ph.D. 
Director 

9211 Oakdale Avenue 
Chatsworth, California 91311 

Email: Veronica@RobertSilversteinLaw.com 

Public Records Request Number: PR3-042320-02 

location: Inglewood Basketball & Entertainment Center Project, 
aka Murphy's Bowl, Inglewood, CA 90303 

Gavin Newsom 
Governor 

APNs: 4032-001-005, 4032-001-006, 4032-001-033, 4032-001-035, 
4032-001-039, 4032-001-048, 4032-001-049, 4032-001-900 to 
4032-001-913, inclusive, 4032-002-913 to 4032-002-917, inclusive, 
4032-003-912, 4032-003-914, 4032-003-915, 4032-004-913, 
4032-004-914, 4032-007-035, 4032-007-900 to 4032-007-905, inclusive, 
4032-008-001, 4032-008-002, 4032-008-006, 4032-008-034, 
4032-008-035, 4032-008-900 to 4032-008-905, inclusive, 4032-008-907, 
4032-008-908, 4034-004-026, 4034-004-900 to 4034-004-913, inclusive, 
and 4034-005-900 to 4034-005-912, inclusive 

Dear Ms. Lebron: 

We have received your Public Records Act Request for records from the Department of 
Toxic Substances Control (DTSC). After a thorough review of our files, no site records 
were found pertaining to the sites/facilities referenced above. 

However, DTSC's Hazardous Waste Tracking System (HWTS) may have records that 
pertain to the following addresses within the perimeter of the project that is the subject 
of this request: 3818, 3831, 3832, 3851, 3901, 3910, 3921, 3939, 3941 & 3943 W. 
102nc1 Street, Inglewood, CA 90303. This unit tracks toxic waste generators, 
transporters (manifests), and disposal facilities. If you are interested in this type of 

® Printed on Recycled Paper 
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information, it can be identified by accessing the HWTS database at 
http://hwts.dtsc.ca gov/report search.cfm?id=5. If you are interested in retrieving 
detailed reports, additional charges may apply. Please contact the HWTS unit by email 
at hwtsreports@dtsc.ca gov or by phone at (800) 618-6942 for further information. For 
copies of manifests, please send an email to mcr@dtsc.ca.gov. 

A large number of our records are available on EnviroStor, an online database that 
provides non-confidential, public access to DTSCs data management system. It tracks 
our cleanup, permitting, enforcement, and investigation efforts at hazardous waste 
facilities and sites with known or suspected contamination issues. EnviroStor is 
available 24/7, 365 days a year. The data reflects the latest updates as they are 
entered in the system. Access it from your computer or smartphone, the local library -
anywhere Internet access is available. Just go to www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov. You'll 
find a step-by-step tour of EnviroStor under the "How to Use EnviroStor" menu on the 
website. 

If you have any questions or would like further information regarding your request, 
please contact me at 818-717-6521 or via email at ChatsworthFileRoom@dtsc.ca gov. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Hardison 
Chatsworth Regional Records Coordinator 
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3831 West 102nd Street, Inglewood, CA to 3943 \V 102nd St, Inglewood, CA 90303 - Go... Page 1 of 1 

:-· '• /• .· ... ·: ·~.: 

3831 West 102nd Street, Inglewood, CA to 
3943 W 102nd St, Inglewood, CA 90303 
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EPA ID Profile Page 1of2 

-=~ ...... ;,:< 

~. 

Department of ToxiCSubstances Control 

Jared Blumenfeld 
Secretary for 

Environmental Protection 

M_§p 
ID Number: 
Name: 

Meredith Williams, Ph.D. 
Director 

1001 "I" Street 
P.O. Box 806 

Sacramento, California 95812-0806 

EPA ID PROFILE 

CAC002322457 Status: 
Inactive Date: 

INGLEWOOD REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY Record Entered: 
last Updated: County: LOS ANGELES 

NAICS: N/A 

Name Address City State 

INGLEWOOD 
Location REDEVELOPMENT 3818 102ND ST INGLEWOOD CA 

AGENCY 

Mailing 
ONE MANCHESTER 

INGLEWOOD CA 
BLVD STE 550 

Owner 
CITY OF Oi'JE MANCHESTER 

INGLEWOOD CA 
INGLEWOOD BLVD STE 550 

DAVID 
ONE MANCHESTER 

Operator/Con tac LAMDAGANi 
BLVD STE 550 

INGLEWOOD CA 
DEVLP SPECL 

Based Only Upon ID Number: CAC002322457 

Gavin Newsom 
Governor 

INACTIVE 
9/1112001 12:00:00 AM 

11 /20/2000 12:00:00 AM 
9/11 /2001 12:00:00 AM 

Zip 
Phone 

Code 

903030000 

903010000 

903010000 3104125290 

903010000 3104125290 

Calif. Manifests? Non Calif. Manifests? Transporter Registration? 

Yes i'J/A N/A 

California and Non California Manifest Tonnage Total and Waste Code by Year 
Matrix by Entity Type {if available} are on the next page 

Calif. Manifest Counts and Total Tonnage 

Top line represents Manifest Count and Bottom line represents Total Tonnage 

Year Generator Trans. 1 Trans. 2 TSDF ALT. TSDF 

Exhibit 43 - 4 of 6 
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EPA ID Profile 

2001 1 
0.00000 

0 
0.00000 

0 
0.00000 

0 
0.00000 

Non California Manifest Tota! Tonnage 

California Generator 

RCRA Generator 

\:Vaste Code !\fatrix as a spreadsheet 

No Records 
Found 

Waste Code Matrix 
Trans. i Trans. 2 

Trnns. i Trnns. 2 

TSDF 

TSDF 

Page 2of2 

0 
0.00000 

AIL TSDF 

Alt. TSDF 

The Department of Toxics Substances Control (DTSC) takes every precaution to ensure the accuracy of data in the 
Hazardous Waste Tracking System (HWTS). However, because of the large number of manifests handled, inaccuracies in 
the submitted data, limitations of the manifest system and the technical limitations of the database, DTSC cannot guarantee 
that the data accurately reflect what was actually transported or produced. 

Report Generation Date: 04/30/2020 
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Generator Report 

alif ornia Waste ode by Year 
Matrix 

ID Number: CAC002322457 
Entity Type: Generator 

2001 v 2020 v 

CaHt: Code Description 

Select Years 

151 ASBESTOS-CONTAINlNG 'WASTE 

Grand Total 

2001 

0.00000 

0.00000 

The Department of Toxics Substances Control (DTSC) takes every precaution 
to ensure the accuracy of data in the Hazardous Waste Tracking System 
(HWTS). However, because of the large number of manifests handled, 
inaccuracies in the submitted data, limitations of the manifest system and the 
technical limitations of the database, DTSC cannot guarantee that the data 
accurately reflect what was actually transported or produced. 

Report Generation Date: 04/30/2020 
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When is Asbestos Dangerous? I Environmental Health and Safety I Oregon State University Page 1 of 4 

Environmental Health and Safety 
Home» When is Asbestos Dangerous? 

When is Asbestos Dangerous? 

The most common way for asbestos fibers to enter the body is through 

breathing. In fact, asbestos containing material is not generally considered 

to be harmful unless it is releasing dust or fibers into the air where they 

can be inhaled or ingested. Many of the fibers will become trapped in the 

mucous membranes of the nose and throat where they can then be 

removed, but some may pass deep into the lungs, or, if swallowed, into the 

digestive tract. Once they are trapped in the body, the fibers can cause 

health problems. 

Asbestos is most hazardous when it is friable. The term "friable" means 

that the asbestos is easily crumbled by hand, releasing fibers into the air. 

Sprayed on asbestos insulation is highly friable. Asbestos floor tile is not. 

Asbestos-containing ceiling tiles, floor tiles, undamaged laboratory cabinet 

tops, shingles, fire doors, siding shingles, etc. will not release asbestos 

fibers unless they are disturbed or damaged in some way. If an asbestos 

ceiling tile is drilled or broken, for example, it may release fibers into the 

air. If it is left alone and not disturbed, it will not. 

Damage and deterioration will increase the friability of asbestos-containing 

materials. Water damage, continual vibration, aging, and physical impact 

such as drilling, grinding, buffing, cutting, sawing, or striking can break the 

materials down making fiber release more likely. 

https://ehs.oregonstate.edu/asb-when 
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When is Asbestos Dangerous? I Environmental Health and Safety I Oregon State University Page 2 of 4 

Health Effects 
Because it is so hard to destroy asbestos fibers, the body cannot break 

them down or remove them once they are lodged in lung or body tissues. 

They remain in place where they can cause disease. 

There are three primary diseases associated with asbestos exposure: 

> Asbestosis 

:. Lung Cancer 

:. Mesothelioma 

Asbestosis 
Asbestosis is a serious, chronic, non-cancerous respiratory disease. Inhaled 

asbestos fibers aggravate lung tissues, which cause them to scar. 

Symptoms of asbestosis include shortness of breath and a dry crackling 

sound in the lungs while inhaling. In its advanced stages, the disease may 

cause cardiac failure. 

There is no effective treatment for asbestosis; the disease is usually 

disabling or fatal. The risk of asbestosis is minimal for those who do not 

work with asbestos; the disease is rarely caused by neighborhood or family 

exposure. Those who renovate or demolish buildings that contain asbestos 

may be at significant risk, depending on the nature of the exposure and 

precautions taken. 

Lung Cancer 
Lung cancer causes the largest number of deaths related to asbestos 

exposure. The incidence of lung cancer in people who are directly involved 

in the mining, milling, manufacturing and use of asbestos and its products 

is much higher than in the general population. The most common 

symptoms of lung cancer are coughing and a change in breathing. Other 

symptoms include shortness of breath, persistent chest pains, hoarseness, 

and anemia. 

https://ehs.oregonstate.edu/asb-when 
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When is Asbestos Dangerous? I Environmental Health and Safety I Oregon State University Page 3 of 4 

People who have been exposed to asbestos and are also exposed to some 

other carcinogen -- such as cigarette smoke -- have a significantly greater 

risk of developing lung cancer than people who have only been exposed to 

asbestos. One study found that asbestos workers who smoke are about 90 

times more likely to develop lung cancer than people who neither smoke 

nor have been exposed to asbestos. 

Mesatheliama 
Mesothelioma is a rare form of cancer that most often occurs in the thin 

membrane lining of the lungs, chest, abdomen, and (rarely) heart. About 

200 cases are diagnosed each year in the United States. Virtually all cases 

of mesothelioma are linked with asbestos exposure. Approximately 2 

percent of all miners and textile workers who work with asbestos, and 10 

percent of all workers who were involved in the manufacture of asbestos

containing gas masks, contract mesothelioma. 

People who work in asbestos mines, asbestos mills and factories, and 

shipyards that use asbestos, as well as people who manufacture and install 

asbestos insulation, have an increased risk of mesothelioma. So do people 

who live with asbestos workers, near asbestos mining areas, near asbestos 

product factories or near shipyards where use of asbestos has produced 

large quantities of airborne asbestos fibers. 

Other Cancers 
Evidence suggests that cancers in the esophagus, larynx, oral cavity, 

stomach, colon and kidney may be caused by ingesting asbestos. For more 

information on asbestos-related cancers, contact your local chapter of the 

American Cancer Society. 

Determining Factors 
Three things seem to determine your likelihood of developing one of these 

asbestos related diseases: 

https://ehs.oregonstate.edu/asb-when 
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When is Asbestos Dangerous? I Environmental Health and Safety I Oregon State University Page 4 of 4 

1. The amount and duration of exposure - the more you are exposed to 
asbestos and the more fibers that enter your body, the more likely you 
are to develop asbestos related problems. While there is no "safe level" 
of asbestos exposure, people who are exposed more frequently over a 
long period of time are more at risk. 

2. Whether or not you smoke - if you smoke and you have been exposed 
to asbestos, you are far more likely to develop lung cancer than 
someone who does not smoke and who has not been exposed to 
asbestos. If you work with asbestos or have been exposed to it, the first 
thing you should do to reduce your chances of developing cancer is to 
stop smoking. 

3. Age - cases of mesothelioma have occurred in the children of asbestos 
workers whose only exposures were from the dust brought home on 
the clothing of family members who worked with asbestos. The younger 
people are when they inhale asbestos, the more likely they are to 
develop mesothelioma. This is why enormous efforts are being made to 
prevent school children from being exposed. 

Because each exposure to asbestos increases the body burden of asbestos 

fibers, it is very important to reduce and minimize your exposure. 

Contact Info 

Oregon State University 
Corvallis, Oregon 97331 
Phone: 541-737-2273 

Copyright ©2020 Oregon State University 
Disclaimer 
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Department of Toxic Substances Control 

Jared Blumenfeld 
Secretary for 

Environmental Protection 

May 1, 2020 

Naira Soghbatyan 
The Silverstein Law Firm, APC 
Naira@robertsilversteinlaw.com 

Meredith \Ni!!iams, Ph.D. 
Director 

9211 Oakdale Avenue 
Chatsworth, California 91311 

Public Records Request Number: PRJ-042320-02 

Gavin Newsom 
Governor 

locations: Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center Project in Inglewood, CA (aka 
Murphy's Bowl) and the following APNs: 4032-001-005, 4032-001-006, 4032-001-033, 4032-
001-035, 4032-001-039, 4032-00·1-048, 4032-001-049, 4032-00·1-900 to 4032-001-9"13, inclusive, 
4032-002-913 to 4032-002-917, inclusive, 4032-003-912, 4032-003-914, 4032-003-915, 4032-004-
913, 4032-004-914, 4032-007-035, 4032-007-900 to 4032-007-905, inclusive, 4032-008-001, 4032-
QQJ?.:,QQ?, 4.Q.;?._;._::QQ§::.Q.9.§,, 4.P0.Z.::.Q.Q.?..::Q0.4, 4.Q.;?._;._::PQf:LQ.0..!?.,, 4.P0.?::.0.Q.?..::$..9Q to 4.Q.;?._;._::PQf:L$..Q.!?.,, inclusive, 
49.0.?:QP§.~_$..PZ. 4.9.0..?.::99.~.:.$.Q§, 49.0.A.:P.94::9.?§,, 4Q.~4::99A.:.~QQ to .49.0..4.:Q.94::.$.J;?.,, inclusive, and 4.9.0.4.~. 
005-900 to 4034-005-912 . 

Dear Ms. Soghbatyan: 

We have received your revised Public Records Act Request for records from the Department of 
Toxic Substances Control (DTSC). This time, thanks to Los Angeles County's publicly accessible 
website https://portaLassessor.lacounty.gov we were able to identify street addresses for most of 
the APNs listed above. Armed with this information, we discovered 28 more matches from the 
HWTS database than we provided in our initial response letter. (See the attached spreadsheet for 
the results.) However, the fact remains that we still do not have any records in our file room 
pertaining to any of these newly found - and previously supplied - addresses. 

Moreover, it's beyond the knowledge and capability of records office employees like myself and my 
colleague to provide you with email and text communications between the DTSC, the City of 
Inglewood, and the other parties you mentioned in your request. So, I've passed that part of your 
request on to our Office of Legal Counsel (OLC) in Sacramento. Our point of contact there, Daniel 
Knight (DanieLKnight@dtsc.ca.gov) is conducting an email search for some of the information you're 
seeking. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Hardison 
Regional Records Coordinator 
Chatsworth DTSC 
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Inglewood Basketball Arena: APNs <----->Street Addresses 

APN Street Number Street Name HWTS Description 

4032-001-906 10020 S. Prairie Ave. YES Vacant 

4032-001-910 10104 S. Prairie Ave. YES Vacant 

4034-005-900 10117 S. Prairie Ave. YES Vacant 

4034-004-904 4015 W. 101st St. YES Vacant 

4034-005-905 4018 W. 101st St. YES Vacant 

4034-005-912 4022 W. 101st St. YES Vacant 

4034-005-901 4030 W. 101st St. YES Vacant 

4034-004-911 4033 W. 101st St. YES Vacant 

4034-005-909 4036 W. 101st St. YES Vacant 

4034-004-901 4037 W. 101st St. YES Vacant 

4034-004-906 4043 W. 101st St. YES Vacant 

4034-005-910 4044 W. 101st St. YES Vacant 

4034-004-900 4045 W. 101st St. YES Vacant 

4032-003-915 3703 W. 102nd St. YES Vacant 

403 2-007 -900 3818 W. 102nd St. YES Vacant 

4032-002-914 3831 W. 102nd St. YES Vacant 

4032-007-903 3832 W. 102nd St. YES Vacant 

403 2-007-901 3836 W. 102nd St. YES Vacant 

4032-002-916 3851 W. 102nd St. YES Vacant 

4032-001-902 3901 W. 102nd St. YES Building 

4032-008-900 3910 W. 102nd St. YES Vacant 

4032-001-911 3921 W. 102nd St. YES Parking 
4032-001-903 3939 W. 102nd St. YES Vacant/Parking 

403 2-001-909 3941 W. 102nd St. YES Vacant/Parking 

4032-001-905 3947 W. 102nd St. YES Vacant 

4034-005-908 4019 W. 102nd St. YES Vacant 

4034-005-906 4023 W. 102nd St. YES Vacant 

4034-005-907 4025 W. 102nd St. YES Vacant 

4034-005-904 4031 W. 102nd St. YES Vacant 

4034-005-903 4037 W. 102nd St. YES Vacant 

4034-005-902 4043 W. 102nd St. YES Vacant 

4032-001-913 3930 W. Century Blvd. YES Vacant 

4034-004-026 4000 W. Century Blvd. YES Parcel Deleted 

4034-004-912 4020 W. Century Blvd. YES Vacant 

4032-001-006 0 None Vacant/Parking 

403 2-001-033 0 None Vacant/Parking 

4032-001-900 0 None Vacant 

4032-001-901 0 None Vacant/Parking 

4032-003-912 0 None Vacant 

4032-004-913 0 None Vacant 

4032-004-914 0 None Vacant 
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4032-008-034 0 None Vacant 

4032-001-039 10004 S. Prairie Ave. Building 

4032-001-005 10022 S. Prairie Ave. Vacant 

4032-001-908 10108 S. Prairie Ave. Vacant 

4032-001-907 10112 S. Prairie Ave. Vacant 

4032-001-904 10116 S. Prairie Ave. Vacant 

403 2-008-001 10200 S. Prairie Ave. Vacant 

4032-008-002 10204 S. Prairie Ave. Building 

4032-008-035 10212 S. Prairie Ave. Building 

4032-008-903 10220 S. Prairie Ave. Vacant 

4032-008-006 10226 S. Prairie Ave. Building 

4034-004-902 4019 W. 101st St. Vacant 

4034-005-911 4026 W. 101st St. Vacant 

4034-004-903 4039 W. 101st St. Vacant 

403 2-007 -904 3812 W. 102nd St. Vacant 

4032-002-917 3821 W. 102nd St. Vacant 

4032-007-035 3838 W. 102nd St. Building 

4032-002-915 3843 W. 102nd St. Vacant 

403 2-007 -90 2 3844 W. 102nd St. Vacant 

4032-007-905 3850 W. 102nd St. Vacant 

4032-008-902 3900 W. 102nd St. Vacant 

4032-001-048 3915 W. 102nd St. Building 

4032-008-905 3920 W. 102nd St. Vacant 

4032-008-901 3926 W. 102nd St. Vacant 

4032-008-904 3930 W. 102nd St. Vacant 

4032-008-908 3936 W. 102nd St. Vacant 

4032-008-907 3940 W. 102nd St. Vacant 

4032-003-914 3700 W. Century Blvd. Vacant 

4032-002-913 3822 W. Century Blvd. Vacant 

403 2-001-035 3900 W. Century Blvd. Building 

4032-001-912 3922 W. Century Blvd. Vacant 

403 2-001-049 3940 W. Century Blvd. Building 

4034-004-913 4026 W. Century Blvd. Vacant 

4034-004-909 4032 W. Century Blvd. Vacant 

4034-004-910 4036 W. Century Blvd. Vacant 

4034-004-905 4040 W. Century Blvd. Vacant 

4034-004-908 4042 W. Century Blvd. Vacant 

4034-004-907 4046 W. Century Blvd. Vacant 
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EXHIBIT 46 



!\TB Draft 5/4/2020 
PreHminri ry Discmis!.nn Drrifr 

EXfUBrr A 

TEXT AfvlENDfvIENTS TO 
THE INGLEWOOD INTER\TATION.AL BUSII<ESS PARK SPECIFIC PLAN 

Added text is shcnvn in bold underline. 

Section l. 

The "Relationship to Other Plans'' subsection on pages 2 and 3 of Secti.on I 
{'TNTRODUCHON") of the Tngie\vood International Business Park Specific Pian is amended to 
add a nww Section C, to read as folknvs: 

C. Relationship to SE Sports and Entertaimuent Overlay Zone 

fo f!.wtheram:e of the General Phm amemhuents adopted bv Resolution .No. regarding 
sports lHHi entertainment faciHtiesl.the c:m on 2 2010 :ulo~d (_)rdimuice No. _jfil~ 
Overlay District[ and undertook several other actions to approve and fadli.t~®te the 
development of a sports and entertainment faci!itv project t•eferred t.o as dw Inglewood 
BnsketbaH and Entertainment Center project {th.e "HJE(' Project''!~ the boundaries of 
which indm:le certain parcels within the UHF Specific Phrn area, Parcels . !insert 
APNsl ll!u~ UIBEC rn~iect Rdated Parcels"}. By doinuo the (]ty inteml&.JlSJlrnvided 
below. that if developed in corrn:ectimt \vith the lBEC Proiert the lBE<.: Proiect Related 
P1wcds shall be exdnded from the U BP Specific Pbm. but othetwise the provisions of the 
HBP Specific Ph:m shaH applv. 

Section 2 .. 

The "Description of the lngle\vood lnternatlorrnl Business Park" subsection on page 3 of Section 
I ("INTROflUCTION") of the Ingle\vood International Business Park Specific Pian is amended 
to read as foHcws: 

The !IBP is located in the southern portion of the City of InglesvoocL The area boundaries are 
l 02nd Street to the north, !\1kon Avenue to the east, l 04th Street to the south, and Prairie 
Avenue to the ;vest The area is bisected by the north-south n:mning Doty Avenue (Figure 2), 
Provided. however, if applicable in comwcdon vrith the development of the lBEC Project, 
the IBEC'. Project Relnted Pan.els shall be exduded from the iIBP Specific Phrn. 

UC/J.0014814)l8S1· !119.1 
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Section 12-97. l. Grow1ds for Variance. https:/ /www.qcode.us/codes/ingkwood/view.php?topic= 12-26-12 _97 _ l ... 

l ofl 

Inglewood Municipal Code 
!Jp Preyious fl.ext 

GHA2Tf,JsJ2_.PlAN~UN_G_ __ AN_Q_ZQNJNG 
Article 26. VARIANCES 

Section 12-97.1. Grounds for Variance. 

Main .§.ear ch ,erint No Frames 

Before any variance may be granted, findings establishing the factual existence of each of the follmving grounds must be 
made: 

(I) Tiiat there are exceptional or extraordinary circumstances or conditions applicable to the prope1ty involved, 
including, but not limited to, size, shape, topography or surroundings, that do not apply generally to other property or uses in 
the same zone and vicinity; and 

(2) That the strict application of the zoning provisions of this Chapter would result in practical difficulties or 
unnecessary hardships inconsistent vvith the general purpose and intent thereof (the costs of providing required 
improvements or of correcting violations sh.all not constitute such hardship); and 

(3) That the granting of such variance will not be materially detrimental to the public health, welfare or safety or 
injurious to the property or improvements in such zone and vicinity in which the property of the applicant is located; and 

(4) Tiiatthe granting of such variance will not conflict vvith the provisions of the comprehensive general plan. 

(Ord. 2494 2-5-85) 

View the mobile version. 
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Section 8-121. Just Cause Evici.iorn;. hUps://www.qcode.us/codes/inglewood/view.php?topic=8-9-8_121 &fra ... 

l of 2 

Inglewood Municipal Code 
!Jp Preyious fl.ext Main 

GHAPTEJULBVSIN.ES_S_EcS,_TM.DfS _ _AN_D _ __ERQEES_SXQNS 
Article 9. JUST CAUSE EVICTION PROTECTIONS 

Section 8-121. Just Cause Evictions. 

.§.ear ch ,erint No Frames 

(a) An mvner of residential real property shall not tenninate a tenancy \vithout just cause if at least one existing tenant 
has continuously and lawfully occupied the residential real property for twelve months or more. l11e just cause reason(s) 
shall be stated in the written notice to terminate tenancy. 

(b) Exempt Residential Real Property. l11is Article shall not apply to the follmving types of residential real properties 
or residential circumstances: 

( 1) Transient and tourist hotel occupancy as defined in Civil Code Section l 940(b) or the Inglewood JVIunicipal Code. 

(2) Housing accommodations in a nonprofit hospital, religious facility, extended care facility, licensed residential care 
facility for the elderly, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section 1569.2, or an adult residential facility, as defined in 
Chapter 6 of Division 6 of Title 22 of the Manual of Policies and Procedures published by the State Department of Social 
Services. 

(3) Donnitories owned and operated by an institution of higher education or a kindergarten and grades 1 to 12, 
inclusive, school. 

( 4) Housing accommodations in which the tenant shares bathroom or kitchen facilities with the owner who maintains 
their principal residence at the residential real property. 

(5) Single-family ovvner-occupied residences, including a residence in which the owner-occupant rents or leases no 
more than two units or bedrooms, including, but not limited to, an accessory dwelling unit or a junior accessor dwelling unit. 

(6) A duplex in which the mvner occupied one of the units as the owner's principal place of residence at the beginning 
of the tenancy, so long as the owner continues in occupancy. 

(7) Housing that has been issued a certificate of occupancy within the previous fifteen years. 

(8) Residential real property that is alienable separate from the title to any other dwelling unit, provided that both of the 
following apply: 

(A) The owner is not any of the following: (i) a real estate investment trust, as defined in Section 856 of the Internal 
Revenue Code, (ii) a corporation, or (iii) a limited liability company in which at least one member is a corporation; and 

(B) 'foe tenants have been provided written notice that the residential property is exempt from this Article using the 
following statement: 

''l11is prope1ty is not subject to the rent limits imposed by Section 1947.12 of the Civil Code and is not subject to the just 
cause requirements of Section 1946.2 of the Civil Code. 'I11is property meets the requirements of Sections 1947.12(d)(5) and 
1946.2(e)(8) of the Civil Code and the owner is not any of the fol1ovving: (I) a real estate investment trust, as defined by 
Section 856 of the Internal Revenue Code: (2) a corporation; or (3) a limited liability company in which at least one member 
is a corporation." 

For a tenancy existing before July l, 2020, the notice required in the above paragraph may, but is not required to be 
provided in the rental agreement. For any tenancy commenced or renewed on or after July L 2020, the notice required in the 
above paragraph must be provided in the rental agreement. Addition of a provision containing the aforementioned notice to 
any new or renewed rental agreement or fixed-ten11 lease constitutes a similar provision for the purposes of Section 8-120(b) 
(4)(E) of this Article. 

(9) Housing restricted by deed, regulatory restriction contained in an agreement with a government agency, or other 
recorded document as affordable housing for persons and families of very low, low, or moderate income, as defined in Health 
and Safety Code Section 50093, or subject to an agreement that provides housing subsidies for affordable housing for 
persons and families of very lovv, low, or moderate income, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section 50093 or 
comparable Federal statutes. 
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Section 8-121. Just Cause Evici.iorn;. 

(Ord. 20-03 11-5-19) 

View the mobile version. 

2 of2 

hUps://www.qcode.us/codes/inglewood/view.php?topic=8-9-8_121 &fra ... 
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THE SILVERSTEIN LAW FIR11 
A Professiona[ Corporation 

April 23, 2020 

VIA El\1AIL yhorton@cityofinglewood.org 

Yvonne Horton 
City Clerk's Office 
c/o lvlayor and City Council 
Inglewood Successor Agency,. Inglewood 
Housing Authority, Inglewood Parking 
Authority, Joint Powers Authority 
City of Inglewood 
l \Vest J\r1anchester Blvd. 
Inglewood, CA 90301 

215 NrnnH MARENGO AVENUE, 3RD FLOOR 

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 91101-1504 

PHONE: (626) 449-4200 FAX: (626) 449-4205 

ROBERT@ROBERTSILVERSTEINLAW.COM 

W\VW.ROBERTSILVERSTEINLA\V.COM 

VIA El\tIAIL 
mwilcox(a}cityofinglewood.org; 
ibecprojectr@.cityofinglewood.org 

lvlindy Wilcox, AICP, Planning lvlanager 
City of Inglewood, Planning Division 
1 \Vest lvfanchester Blvd., 4th Floor 
Inglewood, CA 90301 

Re: Request for Advance Notice of All Proposed Approvals and Hearings 
related to the Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center (IBEC) 
Project and EIR; SCH 2018021056 

Dear lvls. Horton and J\ris. Wilcox: 

This firm and the undersigned represent Kenneth and Dawn Baines, owners of the 
property located at 10212 S. Prairie Ave., Inglewood. 

As a preliminary matter, on behalf of our clients, we incorporate by reference all 
objections previously received by the City to the IBEC project and its Draft 
Environmental Impact report. Kindly include this letter in the administrative record for 
this matter. 

Second, this letter is an Advance Notice Request that the City of Inglewood 
Department of City Planning, the City Clerk's office, the City Council, the City Planning 
Commission, the City's Successor Agency, the City's Housing Authority, the City's 
Parking Authority, the City's Joint Powers Authority, and all other City of Inglewood 
commissions, bodies and offices, provide this office with advance written notice, 
including email notice, of any and all meetings, hearings and votes in any way related to 
the above-referenced proposed IBEC project and its Draft or proposed Final EIR, and any 
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Yvonne Horton, City Clerk 
I\1indy Wilcox, Planning !vfanager 
City of Inglewood 
April 23, 2020 
Page 2 

related projects/entitlements/actions related to any and all events or actions in the above
noted matter and cases (sometimes collectively the "Project"). 

Your obligation to add this office to the email and other notification lists includes, 
but is not limited to, all notice requirements found in the Public Resources Code and 
Inglewood l'vfonicipal Code. Some code sections that may be relevant include, but are not 
limited to, Public Resources Code Sections 21092 and 21092.2. 

Our request for notice also includes, without limitation: ( l) an letters and/or 
notices re any action, determination, activity, ordinance, resolution, agreement, 
settlement, approval, finding, or decision proposed, plam1ed, taken, adopted, or approved 
by the lead agency required to allow the applicant to commence the Project; (2) all 
notices of preparation (whether filed or not filed); (3) all notices of exemption (whether 
filed or not filed); (4) an notices of completion; and (5) all notices of dete1mination 
(whether filed or not filed). The listed notices or approvals are illustrative, not 
exhaustive, and are requested as to any part of the Project or its applications and any 
phase of it, including but not limited to site plan review, haul route, plan check, 
amendments to any general or specific plan, or design review phases. 

In addition, pursuant to Govt. Code Sec. 54954.1, and for all meetings and/or 
hearings involving the IBEC project in any manner, and/or its EIR, we request that "a 
copy of the agenda, or a copy of an the documents constituting the agenda packet, of any 
meeting of a legislative body be mailed to" the undersigned. We are also asking that 
they be emailed to us prior to any such meetings/hearings at all of the following 
addresses: 

Robert@Robe1tSil versteinLa w. com 

Esther@RobertSilversteinLaw.com 

N aira@RobertSilversteinLaw.com 

V eronica@.R o bertS i l verstein Law. com 

"Upon receipt of the written request. the legislative body or its designee shall cause the 
requested materials to be mailed at the time the agenda is posted pursuant to Section 
54954.2 and 54956 or upon distribution to all, or a majority of all, of the members of a 
legislative body, whichever occurs first" 
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Yvonne Horton, City Clerk 
I\1indy Wilcox, Planning !vfanager 
City of Inglewood 
April 23, 2020 
Page 3 

By our request for notice and agenda packet re hearings "involving the IBEC 
project in any manner, and/or its EIR," we also specifically ask the City to notify us of 
any hearings involving eminent domain or condemnation issues, road improvement, well 
relocation, settlement or other agreements (e.g., negotiation), meetings related to the 
signage and street furniture improvements near the Project site,. any CEQA exemption 
hearings or determinations related to the latter, as well as closed sessions on lawsuits 
related to the Project or Project applicant. 

~Ve spec~fically also request that proper notice be provided according to the law 
to all persons entitled to receive notice - as well as all <~[the above individuals at their 
mailing and email addres,\'esfor personnel at The S'ilverstein Law Firm - <~{any 

proposed adoption of Resolutions of Necessity or similar prerequisites to the ostensible 
ability or intent to use of the power of eminent domain related to any private properties 
sought to be acquiredfor or in connection with the IBECpu~ject, including but not 
limited to 10212 S. Prairie Ave., Inglewood, at any time. By this request, we do not 
acknowledge or in any manner concede that the City, or any City agency, body or 
department. has the power of eminent domain as against the owners of 10212 S. Prairie 
Ave. Nor does the City have that power as against any other private property owners or 
properties. All objections to the claimed, attempted or intended use of eminent domain 
are hereby expressly reserved for our clients as well as for all impacted private property 
and business owners and occupants. 

Finally, to the extent that an advance written request is required for any and all 
City hearings regarding the above-referenced project to be recorded and/or transcribed, 
this letter shall constitute that advance written request Please include this letter in the 
administrative record and council file for this matter. 

Please, acknowledge receipt of this Advance Notice Request 

Please also provide a cunent time line of all scheduled and anticipated events, 
including hearings or approvals of any type, related to the IBEC Project Thank you. 

RPS:v] 

Ve1y truly yours, 

Robert P. Silverstein 
ROBERT P. SILVERSTEIN 

FOR 
THE SILVERSTEIN LA\V FIRNf, APC 
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cc: James T. Butts, Jr, Mayor (via email jbutts@cityofinglewood.org) 
George vV. Dolson, District l (via email gdolson@cityofinglewood.org) 
Alex Padilla, District 2, (via email apadilla(~cityofinglewood.org) 
Eloy I\forales, Jr., District 3 (via email emorales@Cityoflnglewood.org) 
Ralph L. Franklin, District 4 (via email rfranklin({_ycityofinglewood.org) 
\Vanda Jv1. Brown, Treasurer (via email wbrown@Cityofinglewood.org) 
Altie Fields, Executive Director (via email afields@.Cityofinglewood.org) 
Kenneth R. Campos, City Attorney (via email kcampos({_ycityofinglewood.org) 
Bruce Gridley, City Attorney (via email bgridley({_ykbblaw.com) 
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